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A.M.S. MEETS

ELEANOR ROOSEVELT TO DELIVER
A.M.S. LECTURE HERE IN JANUARY
TED WHITE RESIGNS POST

Eleanor Roosevelt will deliver
the annual AMS lecture, it was
revealed at the year's first AMS
executive meeting. Mrs. Roose-
velt, famous wife of the late Pre-
sident of the United States, will
speak on Thursday, January 8.

TED WHITE
At the same AMS meeting, Ted

White submitted his resignation
as senior Arts representative. The
executive accepted his resigna-
tion, brought on by "increased
pressure of work," with deep re-
gret, and noted the great services
he has rendered the students and
the university as a whole. Since
coming to Queen's, Ted has been
president of Arts '48, jiniior AMS
representative. Arts representa-
tive on the ABC and vice-presi-
dent of the AMS executive — his
position at the time of his re-
signation.

A keen sports enthusiast, Ted
has also been manager of both
the rugby and the boxing and
wresthng teams.

J

McLaughlin Hal

Union Pro Tem.

New One on W<

TED WHITE
"pressure" . . .

Election of a new senior repre
sentative for Arts will take place
during the second week in Octo
ber. John Ellis, Science senior
-rep., will fill the post of vice-
president of the AMS executive
till then.

Nomination Committee
A nomination connnittee com-

posed of Ken Phin. John Ellis,

John Chance and Jean Scott, sen-
ior representatives of Meds, Sci-
ence, Arts and Lcvana, respec-
tively, was appointed. This com-
nntlce will nominate candidates
for such posts as rector of the
University, honorary president
of the AMS, etc.

Athletic Fee
Students will continue lo pay

the I2-donar athletic fee. The
Senate informed (he AMS execu-
tive that the ABC will be requir-
ed to submit an audited report at
the end of each year.

Duff New Cheerleader
The executive appointed John

Duff, Arts "50, as head cheerleader.

Problems Clinic

Set Up To Help

Frosh vs Profs

JOHN ELLIS
acting . . ,

Freshmen entering Queen's this

year arc being given short "person-
ality appraisals" as part of their

j

medical examination.

Purpose of the personality check,

according to University Medical
Officer Dr. P. M. Macdomiell, is

first, to find students who have pro-
blems they would like to discuss

with a trained counsellor, and
second, to let the students know that

the counsellor's services will be

available throughout the University

year.

"We are interested in perfectly

normal jicople who for some reason
can't sleep at nights or who have
something bothering them," the

Medical Officer said. "We also

want lo hear from ex-servicemen
coming to University after five or
six years iti the Army and perhaps
a few months at Rehab, school. We
want such men to come and see us
—not wait until they are in a jam."

In previous years, Dr. Macdon-
ncll said, there were many stndents

who had difficulty with their work,
nn'ssed too many lectures and finally

failed, when an interview with

qualified counsellor might have ei

abled them to clear up their troubles

and pass their exams.

Students wishing to make use
of the new service should report
at regular sick parades where
they will be referred to the coun

ARTS FROSH!
All Arts stndents register-

ing for the first time will meet

in Grant Hall Monday at

7.30 p.m., for purposes of or-

ganization. Dean Mackintosh

will address the students.

ay
Co-eds will have escorts to their

dining hall more often during the
present session. And as conples
part and the girls enter Ban Righ
the men will head for the board-
walk around McLaughlin hall to-

wards the common room and dining
hall which constitutes the tempor-
ary Students Memorial Union.

Entering the rear ground floor of
the new mechanical engineering

building the men will find a large
light room equipped with furniture

salvaged from the original union.
They will find a refreshment bar
and a bright mess hall amid the

polished metal of which veterans

may feel nostalgia.

What they will see is makeshift,

the result of sixteen busy days of

co-operative activity after the Union
fire of Sept. 4. Council for the

Union had planned to open that

building on Sept. 5 to serve the foot-

ball team and eariy or late students.

They opened that day in Grant
Hall.

While Contractor Sullivan and
his Superintendent Prue supervised

preparations in the new building.

Jack Lemon and University Engin-
eer Ralph Hinton were busy putting
in steam for use in the kitchen.

Meanwhile,
J. E. Wright, warden,

and Mrs. E. MacDonald, assistant

with Dietitian Miss M. Raggalt,

"Sarge" A Plumb and the Union
staff were busy moving, serving

meals and making do. On Sept. 21

they were set up for business in this

winter's quarters.

The "McLaughlin Union" will|

serve for this session only, accord-
ing to Dr. J. H. Orr, secretary of

the medical faculty and chairman
of the council for the Students
Memorial Union, A new building

is planned using the walls of the

original with a new facade and
two large wings. Part of it will be
ready for use next fall the council

expects.

A Great Hall, siniiar to that at

Hart House, Toronto, is planned as

the outstanding feature of the new
Union, which will be a reconstruct-

ed memorial to Queen's dead in the

First World War. It will occupy
the west wing where foundation

are now being prepared, and its

walls will rise from the single floor

to the present height of the building.

Second most noteworthy fea-

ture of the ultra Union Queen's-
men will use next fall is a cafe-

teria open to both men and wo-
men all day long from 7 a.m. The
building will also provide accom-
modation for various student or-

ganizations, guest bedrooms, and
study rooms.

Homeless still are many Queen'smen, some with wives and children Tr^m.' (

HARRIED MARRIED COUPLES HERE
ARE STILL IN SEARCH OF SHELTER
Housing facilities for students,

strained during the past several

years, are being expanded to carry

an even greater burden.

With the exception of RMC.
which will accommodate 250 male
students this year, the capacity of

Queen's residences remains un-

changed, forcing the major portion

of the increased enrolment to seek

accommodation in Kingston homes.

Double rooms in private homes
are still available, and the prevail-

ing prices for diese are five dollars
, however, are having extreme dif-

when rented to one student and ficulty. Forty-two couples with
children are living at LaSalle Bar-
racks, but many worried parents

eight dollars when rented to twi

Money-wise landladies are reluct-

ant to rent rooms to single students,

and Queen'smen, on their part,

frown upon sharing a room.

Most married couples without
children have been accocnodated,

cither at the Aluminum Company
residences, which will take 52
couples, or in private homes.

Married couples with children.

VICE-PRINCIPAL McNeill goes
17 NEW PROFESSORS COME

Since the close of classes last

spring, a series of new appoint-

ments, retirements and promo-
tions have been announced by
the Queen's Board of Trustees.

Seventeen appointments to the

faculty and ten promotions ot

present staff members were an-

nounced.

Most important change was
the resignation, effective Sep-

tember 30, of Dr. W. E. McNeill,

treasurer and vice-principal oi

(he university.

Following him as vice-principal

will be Dr. W. A. Mackintosh,

Dean of Arts, head of the Depart-

ment of Political and Economic
Science and director of the School

of Commerce and Administration.

The position of treasurer will be

taken by Gordon J. Smith, direc-

tor of endowment for Queen's,

and assistant treasurer.

Dr. George Humphrey, for the

past 24 years head of the Depart-

ment of Psychology, has accepted

the newly created chair of Psy-

chologj' at Oxford University,

his Alma Mater. A successor to

the head of the Queen's Psy-

chology Department will not be

named until next sprng, although
Brother Roger Philip was last

spring appointed as professor of

Psychology in place of Dr. Hum-i
phrey. Brother Philip was pro-

fessor and acting head of the Psy-

cholog)' Department at Fordham
University, 1944-45.

Four other professors have
been added to the university fac-

ulty. A. R. M. Lower. Ph.D.,|

F.R.S.C., will be professor of His-

tory. A well-known author with

six books and numerous articles

to his credit, he won the Gover-
nor-General's prize for academic
literature with his latest book,

"Colony to Nation." Arthur L.

Phelps, recently a.ssistant general

supervisor of international ser-

vice for the CBC. was appointed

professor of English. S. Eric Sme-
thurst will he professor of Clas-

sics, He was professor of Clas-

sics and Ancient History in the

University of New Brunswick,

1938. Prof. W. H. Poole, former
lecturer at Queen's in 1940-4L
will lecture in Marketing for

Commerce students.

still doggedly search for shelter.

The Queen's Housing Bureau,
under the direction of able, harried
Mrs. Arthur, is stilt attempting to

place the scores of applicants for ac-

commodation who face it.

Single rooms for single stu-

dents are still sought by the

Bureau. A trickle of 'phone calls

from Kingston housewives to the
office in New Arts Building re-

lieves only a pitifully small part
of the steady demand from
Queen'smen for shelter from bit-

ter Kingston weather.

A last minute report from Mrs.
Arthur yesterday afternoon re-

Married Students

Married students who are

still homeless may adver-
tise in Tuesday's Journal
without charge. Name, size

of family and phone num-
ber should be left at post-

office no later than Satur-

day morning. Address "Jour-

nal Housing."

vealed (hat from 60 to 70 couples

with children, who have applied

to the Housing Bureau, are still

desperately in need of living space.

However, the housing situation

in respect to both married cou-

ples without children and single

students was said to be "much

improved." Mrs. Arthur stated

that the response by Kingston

citizens to advertisements in the

Whig-Standard has been "most

gratifying."
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RADIO WORKSHOP
The Kadio Workshop is a divi

sion of the Queen's Drama Guild.

Providing training for students in

tcrested in announcing, acting, dir-

ecting and radio writing. Submit

name, phone number, faculty year

and details of previous experience,

if any, to the Secretary, Queen's

Post Office.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
CLUB

The Public affairs Club aims to

cover current events with the stress

on Canadian affairs.

NEWMAN CLUB
This is the organization of the

Catholic students on the campus.
A Mass is held in St. James'
Chapel each month, followed by a

communion breakfast. Discussion

groups, social evenings and enter-

tainments are held throughout the

year.

BADMINTON CLUB
This large club of men and wo-

men players teaches and encourages

Playing hours will be

STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT

The Student Christian Movement
is a student-controlled organization.

It is interdenominational, having
student members, staff advisers,

and secretaries, of all major Cana-
dian denominations.

Study groups are the basis of

SCM activity. These are informal

social evenings where students meet
new friends and take part in in-

formal discussions and singing,
!

Cliapel Services are held every
morning except Sunday from 8.45

to 9 in Theolog)' Hall.

DRAMA GUILD

badminton,

set later,

SKATING CLUB
Meeting for social skating in the

Arena this dub offers exercise and
relaxation. Mixed.

Store Hours: 9- 5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We hove a large ossorJment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID
RINC-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES
LUCCACE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY

and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEHS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Diol 9756

LOCKEnS LTD.
PHOTOGRAPHIC

SECTION
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Diol 9756

*

Cameras Meters,
Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FUSHBUL6S, 6c, &c
and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought ond exchanged

This is open to everj'one keen on
acting, play production, stage

lighting, costuming and publicity

work. Plays are presented to local

audiences in Convocation Hall. The
Guild is currently undertaking the

production of a Shakespearian play,

and those interested in obtaining a
part are asked to appear for try-

out at Convocation Hall this after-

noon between 2 and 5 o'clock. Ex-
perience is not necessary, and fresh-

men are cordially welcomed.

Those unable to try out to-day

or interested in staging, lighting,

etc,, are asked to give names, phone
numbers, year, and experience, i

any, to Larry Thornton, Queen
Post Office.

QUEEN'S BANDS
The Queen's Pipe Band has re

sumed its pre-war role in support

of the senior team, at pep rallies as

well as at the games.

The Brass Band also looks for-

ward to considerable expansion of

its activities during the coming

term.

GLEE CLUB
The Queen's Glee Club meets for

rehearsal once a week. Jlember-

ship is open to e\'eryone. One op-

eretta and one concert are given

each year under the direction of Dr
Graham George.

CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING CLUB
This brings together students

wi'h a common interest in Chemis-
try and Engineering. Members of

the third and fourth years present

papers on technical subjects with

which they have become familiar

during the summer.

VlakeBettet

[MIRADO

VmTH/n
W COIORCD PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

FROM YOUR

[SCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

CERCLE FRANCAIS
Ici on parle . , .

Watch notice boards.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
CLUB

This club of third and fourth year
civils and men in other years in-

terested in civil engineering, meets
to discuss news and practical de-

velopments in the industrial field.

Speakers are invited and films are

shown,

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING CLUB
The main activities are operating

the ham radio station, VE3VX, or-

ganizing trips to various industrial

i)lants and engaging guest speakers
to familiarize members with the in-

dustrial applications of power and
communications engineering.

MINING AND
METALLURGICAL SOC.
This brings together students

with a common interest in mining,
metallurgy and geology. Meetings
are held every fortnight in which
talks by outside speakers are given,

followed by refreshments.

SWIMMING CLUB
Swinmiing sessions are held every

Wednesday evening for students
who wish to be members of the club
The swimming club sponsors the
annual Aqualade,

GERMAN CLUB
Meets to sprechen the deutch. For

language students and all interested.

ARMY
Training for commissions in the

various branches of the army is of-
fered by the C.O,T.C. here. Some
winter work and good summer jobs.

camp this year report

MECHANICAL CLUB
This club, with membership open

to Third and Fourth year Engin-
eers, is affiliated with the A.S.M.E.
The club features films and outside

speeclies, talks by members, trips

to plants and assorted social events.

INTERNATIONAL
DELATIONS CLUB

J le aim of this Club is to stimu-

late student interest in International

Affairs. Discussion forums arc or-

ganized every two weeks.

SKI CLUB
The Qi Ski Club provides

sk for the average skier. Eacl

Si
.
ly when snow conditions are

fa\ able, trips to Kingston Mills

are ganized. Instructional films

are .nvn on week nights. The
Clli^ ' a member of the Southern

Orti !to Ski Zone. It hopes to

fici i Un Intercollegiate Ski team
th ' 'flter.

'\ NAVY
'1 Jueen's University Naval

traimiij,e Division gives basic train-

ing in seamanship, signals, naval or-

ganization, naval law, strategy, tac-

tics and operations. Each spring

trainees are sent on a two-week
cruise to gain practical knowledge
of the Navy.

First parade for members and
applicants at H.M.C.S. Cataraqui
on Monday at 7.30 p.m. For gen
see Lieut. J, F. Edwards at Gym
or Stadium.

Men at

Biology lecture room, Theology
Hall, Monday, Sept. 29, at 1900
hours.

^ XUB
"^ht jte interest

in phoiogLH. : '.obby and to

show .low to utilize

photg) ,,i uis profession.

Tile Club has a meeting once
every three weeks at which inform-

al discussions take place.

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

The Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-

lowship is an association of groups
of Christian students in the uni-

versities of Canada. At Queen's
the fellowship has conducted its ac-

tivities as weekl discussion groups,
led by the stU' nts themseh'es.

B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL
FOUNDATION

All organ of Jewish expression
on the Campus and a centre of Jew-
ish and inter-faith activities is pro-
vided by this organization which
brings together Jewish students for

regidar meetings and lectures.

DUPLICATE BRIDGE
CLUB

Bridge fiends will find mental
stimulation here. For experts but
novices welcome too.

PRESS CLUB
The Press Club is a social &iid

professional association for all stu-

den's who contribute to The Jour-

nal. A series of talks by local news-
papermen has been tentatively ar-

ranged and various forms of enter-

tainment are planned. If you plan

to write for The Journal or would
like to draw, type, make linoleum

cuts, proof-read, or just empty ash-

trays in a journalistic manner you
will be welcome at The Journal Of-
fice, Sunday at 7 o'clock.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT SERVICE

The Queen's branch was form-
ed to help students in the devastat-

ed areas of Europe and Asia. Funds
are needed and your contribution

of either money or work will be

gratefully received.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
First rehearsal at 7.15 Tuesday,

Sept. 30 in Grant Hall. Instru-

mentalists with or without instru-

ments are very welcome.

DEBATING UNION
The Queen's University Debat-

ing Union encourages public speak-

ing and debating among Queen's
Students, provides opportunities for

practice and represents Queen's in

Intercollegiate Debates.

GLIDING CLUB

Kings c(

'"'tunioi

Dial Store 7990

lis year we
better mat

in many yi

Three gliders, a tiger moth, v uiv spirit 1

and bren carrier make this top '
»( the pi

those interested in gliding and i -...^ combiii
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Organized by senior stf

the PsyThology club began
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^jjj,

MATHEMATICS AN^dt^^"
'

PHYSICS CLUB Z^t '
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semi-monthly to hear talks frMOR IS t
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Meeting today at 1.00 p.m
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ogy lecture room, Theology ,, '
'J^gj-coUi

all interested from Arts or
'(''"^^Rp^

COMMERCE CLUB J/cood":
Meeting fortnightly, the club tA'ould be w

deavours to bring the practical S'

of commercial, economic and "^ 'lii^^^W FC

cal problems to the stud' ...;) Bob
means of speakers and field ;i Jie "1

BIOLOGY CLUB ^ ^..IJtji'

The club is made up of hone' footbal

students and staff of the Bioloprtation frc

dept. It meets twice monthly ii 1 1, "scd by

homes of staff members and t.^' and pi

vides an opixirtunity to discuss most impt

velopments and problems in t' innovation

field. f- He must
" handler a

icr. The rea
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COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS,

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

jdng "T" ca

.deadly eff

e the "T
quartcrbat

lie this posit

•litiiig Gaels

r

Princess St.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
|

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose '

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushic •«

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XEICHMICAL*
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Will

Hanson & Edgar
PR IMTERS Printin,

Programmes Phone 4114 Evel

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Descripti^

MODERN 7716TSX1

H

CHO

PASSENGERS INSURED S133 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CAR.?
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OUR SPORTS . . .

groups belt-. Queen's has a sports record second to none.
k a club and

^
|

issional traintii
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Intercollegiate, interfoculty ond interyeor sports con on ly be successful if you turn out and make them so.

FOOTBALL

MG CLUB
i, a tiger moth, v

r make this top

in gliding and l

lis year we have not only more
better material than we have
in many years but a new and
fjivspirit has been kindled
^ ?( the players. Tlicse two
\>'i combined make for wia
football in any league.

LOGY CLUBr^""^
registration there were

* than 100 uniforms issued
,y senior str

; Kings continue at this rate
' club began

. .-turnout for football may
,pentoa„yon. p. ^ reality this season.
2 or Its equivalei

\y tj^j^

lATICS Ahi'dl'"*^ ^"^

n MR '

'

'i''^
hesitant about

»«i *-LUD
<„i,t. There has been

dent group 01" wiac circulating about this

erested in Mathepus that to turn out for foot

;s. The club nic one must be invited. THIS
3 hear talks frMOR IS UNTRUE.

r at 1 .00 p.m

1, Theology^

im Arts or
'

RCE CLUB

conomic and

) the stud'

rs and field

3Y CLUB

lere are three tcains to fill:

Intercollegiate, Interme-

_iercollcgiatc, and Inter-

'.'"ORFU and there is al-

room for a good football

Good linemen in particu-
ightly, the club tAould be welcome,

g the practical s

,,,J^IEW FORMATION
-^Bob Elliott has intro-

i Jie "T" formation to

en's this year. To the unin-
ed this is tiie newest develop-

lade up of hono* hi football tactics and is an
iff of the Biolo? station from the United
vice monthly ii

used by many of the top

members and (.'['i and professional teams,

nity to discuss most important member of

problems in tl^ innovation is the Quarter
C. He must be a very efficient

handler and an excellent

(cr. The reason that the "T"
been absent from Canadian

' ...I'all until now is that pre-

feiy the snapback has not been
Dial Ret. 79^.cd to hand the ball directly

=tic quarterback. With the iu-

luction of this rule the fast

Room '''i'"^'
'^^ ''^

'.deadly effect.

e the "T" requires a first

Q (juarterback let us first ex-
e this position on this year's

'ting Gaels." Al Lcnard fills

[ ' —

the spot perfectly. He has an ex-
cellent pair of hands and is one
of the best passers in the country.

WHO'S WHO
Since many of the candidates

for the Tricolour are new to the
university this year and most o£

HOCKEY
Puck-chasing at Queen's has

capacity crowds jamming the

Jock 1-Iarty Arena to see the Tri-

colour in action.

two hockey

competition.

Queen's carry

teams into league

the intermediate team known as
the freshmen and freshettes are' the "Seagulls," and the senior
unfamiliar with the players of' team known chiefl
last year's team a mention of the
leading candidates for the senior

berths seems to be in order at

this point. New and welcome ad-
ditions to the backficld depart-

ment are Ross McKelvey and
urray Bulger who are in the

fast back class and can run with
ihe best of them. Pete Flaherty
IS a kicker and plunger who tips

the scales around ISO and kicks

beautiful spirals a mile. Hold-
overs from last year are Al Len-
ard and John Faulkner in the

brains and field general depart-
ment. Dave "Rosy" Rozumniak, trees are conducted at the
Don "Doc" Dclahaye, Billy Hoose, Harty Arena. Remember
iMike Halliday, and Ken Parkin-j everyone is welcome. Forwr
son combine power and speed in defence men and goalies wj'

y as the

"Gaels." There may also be a

junior team introduced this }» r.

The senior squad suffered t^ '

severe losses this year wi, ..

"Weed" Wood left through grad-
uation along with Lome Smith
and Blake Davis who went down
before the slaughter of examina-
tions. The absence of these play-

ers will definitely be felt but
numerous replacements have been
registered this fall. Those int .

ested in hockey are advised i

keep looking to this page for -

ther announcements. All ,
^'- j-

k

.t

and blocking back

LUNCH

the ruEuiin

positions.

For the important and difficult

position of snapback we have
Jimmy Charters, popular mem-
ber of last year's edition, and
Lloyd Woods, a newcomer who
is a very tough customer indeed.

:\t end we have "Oogie" "Pep"
Pringle, who was Jack Parry's

nemisis, Stew Pierce. John Stev-

ens, Mickey McGuire, and new-
comers Del Schlechter and Paul
Jeffreys. Those gloryless hard
working positions on the line are

being very well filled by such
stalwart veterans as last year's

captain Bob Stevens, Don Dela-

hayc, Mike Hriskevich, voted the

most valuable man on last year's

intermediate team. Bill Burgess,

Koy "Beef" Fardell, Jim Southey^

John Stevens, Mel Carson, Abe
Davis, and eager newcomers Al
Crowfoot, 235 pounds of sun
-liiiic, Don George.

greeted with open arms. No r .]

has been named as yet b .ci

announcement will be man rjf
.

by the AB of C. .^jr

We can expect to see . "fist

high scoring game whenever the

Gaels or the Seagulls take to the

ice this winter. If you don't play

hockey remember to get out and
support your team.

sLtd. Princess St. Dial 66(M

DIAL 7100

your require-

nents. Loos*
and Cusbir «

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

posal.

ONTARIO

gar
Printin, 'f^r

Descripti''

SPECIAL MiLK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

CAR.^

BOXING AND
WRESTLING

All those interested in boxing
and westling are advisp'' u> watch
for announceQ ^<?3MA3^
heginning of "

ic '47

season. >nioiq ! -i iy.

I
r. (dti~T,

d inLast year Q
winning two chai. , ,

ftl^^"
Keith Christiansen and M,, e Mi-
lovick were crowned intercolle-

giate heavyweight and light hea-

vyweight boxing chami>s respec-

tively. It is hoped that the team
can do still better this year and a
large turnout is hoped for at the

first practice. Boxers and wrest-

lers work out in the small room
to the west of the main gym
where mats and a ring are locat-

c<i. The boxers last year were
coached by Jack Jarvis and the

wrestlers by Jim Terry and it is

expected that the?''- two will be
l)ack at their posts aij^in this year.

There is a Boxing and Wrest
ling Club on the campus whose
function is to stimulate interest

in the sport. The executive of

Boxing and Wrestling Club for

1947-4S is as follows: Hon. Presi-

dent. Jack Day; President, Mike
Milovick, Sc. '49; Vice-President,

Vince Politi, Meds '50; Ed Pitty,

Sc. '49; Secretary. John Watts,
Sc. '49.

BASKETBALL
There are more than enough

teams at Queen's to satisfy all

those wishiug to play and also

there is an ample supply of com-
petent coaches and equipment.
Although Basketball, as yet, has-

n't received the publicity or stu-

dent support that football and
hockey have, it is nevertheless a

major intercollegiate sport and
promises to improve its status in

this respect in the near future.

The golden days of basketball in

Canada are yet to come.

There are five teams represent-

ing Queen's in various leagues.

The Queen's Seniors, who will

have most of their last year's

squad back, will be looking for

more potential stars such as Joey
Bland, John Holder, Norm Dob-
bins, and Jim iVIcNiven-

The Intermediate team is com-
posed of ineligible seniors and
those who need a refresher before

entering the senior ranks.

The Junior team consists of

players under the age of 21 years.

The UNTD entered a junior

team in the CABA. They took

the title and swept through 23

games undefeated.

The COTC also offers a chance

for those interested in basketball

on a smaller scale than any of the

aforementioned.

All of these teams have full

schedules to provide lots of play-

ing e-xperience.

All students are urged to give

their support, either in attendance

or by playing, to Queen's Basket-

ball — AND REMEMBER —
if yon are not an ace player, turn

out anyway — who knows with

some expert coaching you may
become another Nat Holman or

even the mainspring of year team

or Faculty team.

HAL'S

SIDELINES
With this issue of the Journal we begin bringing you another

year of athletics at Queen's. Football has occupied the main part

of every sports page for the last month now and we can see no
reason for making any changes at this point. For the past two
weeks every college in the union has been putting their players

through their paces. Here at Queen's the prospects for the Tricolour

look very good. As many may know, nothing much is expected
from this quarter of the union but I think the opposition will be
quite surprised when the Gaels take the field this year. QUEEN'S
team will feature a great array of newcomers with such stalwarts

as Lenard and McKelvey to steady the squad. WESTERN, the

undefeated champions of last year are favoured to sweep the league

again. Although the loss of Herb Ballantyne and Doug Cook will

be deeply felt, coach Metras has only to look to Jack Parry to

regain his confidence. Just by way of introduction Parry scored 19

touchdowns in 8 games for the Colts last season.

At McGILL the red and white have introduced a new coach to

the league in the person of Vic Obeck. A team under his tutorship

has yet to be tested but I think we are safe in saying the "Redmen"
will have a much more powerful aggregation than last year. By way
of warning, the outdated plays used in previous football seasons

have been replaced and protection for the execution of these plays

is being provided by a line averaging 205 pounds.

The other club that will oppose the Gaels in the college union

will be dressed in blue and white. TORONTO like Queen's is a

dark horse in the league. Very few of last year's Varsity squad will

be seen on the gridiron this year. The only known quantity is the

installation of Bob Masterson, chum of the much pubhcized Frankie

Filchock, as assistant coach. You can be sure that the "Beavers" of

Varsity will definitely come up with a good team when you con-

sider that U of T has a registration of about 18,000.

With our own team shaping up into a powerful squad and oppo-
sition so potent, the league this year should be a decided improve-

ment over last year. Here's to a successful and thriUing season of

football.

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS

The 1947-48 Intramural sports

program gets under \vay with the

golf and tenm's tournament. All

years are entered in the annual race

for the Bews Trophy which i;

awarded to year amassing the great

est nuEuber of points in the various

competitions. During the fall lerin

there will be golf, tennis, indoor

Softball, bowling, and a cross coun-

try race which everybody enters.

.\fter CliristEuas hockey, basket-

l)all, swimming, boxing and wrest-

ling, skiing, and tabic (cruiis will be

oi>en to those who wish to parii

pale. The inlranuiral program

for vou, the students of Qucctis.

There is sufficient variety to cover

the interests of everyone, so let

make this year the greatest yet i

GAELS SET TO BANG
CANADA CHAMPS SAT.

intramural sports. Get in touch

with your year athletic stick and

keep your eye on the notice board

in the gj'm for all aniiounccineiils

nd schedules.

103 Princess St.

Phone 638)

KINGSTON'S STYLE SHOP

— AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES —

To-morrow afternoon at two

thirty Queen's Intermediates will

trot out on the field at Richard

son Stadium to play the first

game of their schedule. Under
the guidance of Jake Edwards

this team has been working out

for three weeks and should be in

good shape to take on the champs

to-morrow.

Last season when this club

tackled Cobourg they came out

on the short end of a 4-0 score

and will be anxious to redeem

themselves in the coming tilt, A
great number of players who will

be vying for positions on the sen-

ior team will have a chance to

show their mettle tomorrow.

Cobourg, who are known in

football circles as the Galloping

Ghosts, will be out to defend their

title as Dominion intermediate

Football Champions. We would

like to see a large turnout in sup-

port of the Queen's team, who
will be upholding the honour of

the Tricolour.

GIRLS SPORTS
Sports are nut coiU'ined to the

male section of the University.

Girls too have a cliance to partici-

pate in athletics at Queens, and

they are urged to make the best of

die opportunities offered them.

Such sports as archery, hocltey,

basketball, swinuning, tennis and

badminton are open to those who

are interested in them. Look to

this page for announcements re-

garding girls sports.

Jackson Metivier

LADIES' - READY - TO - WEAR

Extend a Welcome

to Queens Students

FEATURING .

Suits

Exclusive Fall Styles

- Coats —

Attroctive Wool Dresses

for on or off compus Wear

Jackson Metivier Ltd
114 PRINCESS STREET
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WELCOME . . .

For three quarters of a century The Journal has been

welcoming new freslinian classes. This year, on behalf o(

the students now at Queen's, we greet more of you than ever

before as you enter the university and take up your junior

membership in the Alma Mater Society.

Many of yon are veterans; your extra years and wider

experience will be valuable in all student activity. Veterans

here before you have entered every phase of Queen's life and

it is significant that, just as there are no fraternities, there

has never been the need or wish for an organization exclu-

sively veteran. That is the Queen's way.

In a few years one of you will be president of the Alma

Mater Society, others of you will be presidents of the faculty

societies and of Levana, you will be directing the campus

clubs and the Tricolor and the Journal, Because we ft:el that

these extra-curricular activities — with sports — stack almost

as high as scholarship in dctcrmifiing what you benefit from

university — and because what you do in them is so important

to Queen's — this issue is planned with the single purpose

of letting you know what is going on.

Queen's functions through the generosity of its alumni

and lives in the lives of its students. As freshmen entering

Queen's in the autumn of 1947 you see new plans proposed,

new sidewalks being laid, new buildings being erected, new
clubs being organized. When you take part in present activi-

ties by action or suggestion you are making your own contri-

bution to the changed campus you will leave and you are

discharging your obligation to those who left you this one.

What you bring to Queen's will <letemine what you take

away.

UNION NOW!
All slutleiits will commend the energy and resource of the

men who made Men's Union facilities possible this winter in spite

of the fire.

Acting with unprecedented speed they organized a dining

hall as big or bigger than before, arranged for needed recreational

space in conjunction with it and set in motion the actual con-

struction of the New Union,

In these days of overcrowding and housing shortage the

loss of the Union might have been a tragic disaster. As it is,

faced with the fine prospect of the new building, the men of

Queen's will gladly put up with what slight inconveniences may
be found in McLaughlin Hall,

The loss of the old union will still be keenly felt, especially by
those who saw the result of the hard simimer of redecorating and
refurnishing put in by Mr. Wright and Mr. Plumb.

But there is comfort in the knowledge that because of the

fire the new union is nearer by many years and that soon most of

us will actually be able to use it.

NEED ADVICE?

May I take the occasion

which the Editor of The

Journal has put in my hands

to bid welcome to all stu-

dents of Queen's Univer-

sity, as they enter a new —
to many their first — ses-

sion. Those of you who
already know Queen's need

not be told that we are a

happy family, with few

serious disagreements, with

occasional complaints that

find a fair hearing, and

with an amazing loyalty to Queen's in all our relations with

the outer world. Sometimes outside interests take too much

time. Not all students know what hard work really is. Some-

times time is wasted. But it is decreed that, if academic

success is to be achieved at the end of term, consistently hard

work is needed during term. And if that is not learned at

Queen's, the time spent at the University is not worth while.

But there is much also that can be learned; and The

Joiininl will help. For it will deal with administrative prob-

lems with which the students wrestle and with the clubs and

social functions which add zest and colour to the University.

And there is the place for those who wish to exercise their

literary talents. May their number increase.

May I wish for you all a very happy session at Queen's,

filled with honest work and worthwhile recreation. And, if

you have a talent for it, you will find opportunity to do your

part on Tlic Jourmii staff. The Editor will be grateful.

0

From the President

Of the Alma Mater Society

UNIVERSITY CHAPLAIN
The Reverend A. M. Laverty,

university chaplain at Queen's,

is available throughout the day

at his office in the Gyninasium

to meet and advise students. The
position of chaplain at this uni-

versity is designed to benefit stu-

dents of all denominations, and

is unique on Canadian campuses.

Mr. Laverty has shown that it

can be an essential job. If you

need the advice of an older per-

son, who has the sympathetic ear

of a father, a professor's know-

ledge of university life, who has

the means to assist and whose

days are devoted to doing so —
see Mr. Laverty.

VETERANS' ADVISER
Adviser to ex-service personnel

is Dr. W. D. MacClement, whose

office in the Gymnasium is open

every day especially between the

hours of 10 to 12 a.m. and 2 to S

p.m. Dr. MacClement finds his

job divides itself into many cate-

gories : housing, finances, em-

ployment, social activities, medi-

cal treatment, vocational guid-

ance, information about courses

and liaison with the Department

of A'eterans' Affairs. While he

lays no claim to being expert, Dr.

MacClement has experience and

knowledge and great Interest in

helping men to decide the large

question, "What should be my
life's work?" His job is to advise

and Dr. MacClement is a diligent

adviser ; but when he finds a

problem that needs action, he will

go to bat for you.

EMPLOYMENT
Man of many jobs and much

The Alma Mater Society is the

whole body of the students of

Queen's. It is a self-governing, inde-

pendent body, proud of its strength

and conscious of its responsibilities.

We, who have joined the A.M.S.

in previous years, take delight in

the re-union of registration week.

We extend the heartiest of welcome

to our new fellow-members, the

freshman class.

Soon you, the newcomers, will

become conscious of that Queen's

spirit which for years has been

famous far beyond the bounds of

this campus. Then, presently, it

will be your turn to welcome other

groups of freshmen. Finally, you

will take on the responsibilities of

leadership. Your years at Queen's

will be filled with growth and

strengthening change. They will

be happy years for you.

CHAPLAIN LAVERTY
problems ?

information at Queen's Is Em-

ployment Officer H. J. Hamilton,

secretary-treasurer of the AMS
and the Alumni Association. He
and his staff will do their best to

find part or full time employment

for students who need work dur-

ing the academic term, in the

summer, or on graduation. His

offices are approached through

the door in Douglas Library

which bears the number 212.

COURSES
Problems directly connected

with courses of study ought to

be taken to the Dean of the ap-

propriate faculty. Queen's Deans

would like to boast that they

know every student under their

charge. Their experience, know-

ledge 3n{l wisdom are at your

service whether they are "busy

for the moment" or "will see you

immediately."

IN THE LIBRARY

LIBRARIAN GUNDY
chamjcs .

HIS LAST BUDGET . . .

A close association with Queen's Uni-
versity over the j.ast 38 years will come
to an end on September 30 when the
resignation bt:coines effective of Dr. Wil-
liam E. McNeill, treasurer and vice-prin-

cipal. Coming here in 1909 as assistant
professor of English, he has carried an
iucreasing burden of duties. He will con-
tinue to serve Queen's, for in May he was
appointed to membership in the Board
of Trustees.

At Qneen's the scholarly Dr. McNeill
became acting head of the English De-
partment, but in 1920 he gave up the post
to become treasurer of the university, a
position which he has filled since then.

Duties as secretary of the Board of Trus-
tees and university registrar were also

assumed by the quiet-spoken professor.
In K'30 he was made vice-principal.

Dr. K. C. Wallace has said of him,
"He has been an extremely wise financial

[iiiviM:r to the university, which is re-

iii;trk,il>k- consiilering he had no special

training for this kind of work. He has
meant much to this university."

Born in 1876 in Prince Edward Island,

he graduated from Acadia University
with the degree of Bachelor of Arts and

liie Governor-General's tnedal. He then

enrullcd at Harvard University, where he

obtained his E.A. in 1902, his M.A. in

1907, and his Ph.D. in 1909. He also stu-

died at Oxford University.

Loyalty to Queen's University has

been the guiding spirit of all his endea-

vours. At the time of Queen's Centenary

in 1941 he used some lines expressing his

constant attitude toward the University:

"Though I am not a Queen's man
born,

Nor a Queen's man bred,

Yet when I die there's a Queen's

man dead."

Many distinctions have been awarded
the administrator and scholar during his

long career. He"~received an honorary

D.C.L. from Acadia in 1933 and an hon-

orary LL.D. from the University of

Western Ontario in 1936. In 1936 he was
also elected a Fellow of the Royal Society

of Canada. In 1943 the Montreal branch

of the General Almnni Association award-

ed him the Montreal Medal "for meri-

torious contribution to the honour of

Queen's."

Queen's University will remember him.

Housecleaning and reorganiza-

tion under the impetus of new
Librarian H. P. Gundy has re-

moved and promises to prevent

that musty cause of student com-

plaints. But the headline mater-

ial about the library concerns

stiffer rules for use of the stacks

in order to maintain a more effi-

cient system there.

Henceforth entrance to the

stacks will be allowed by permit

only and restricted generally to

third and fourth year students

and graduates. Anyone else may
obtain a permit for special pur-

poses upon personal application

to Mr. Gundy. This ruling is de-

signed to prevent student care-

lessness which resulted in the loss

of 300 volumes from the shelves

last year. Another manoeuvre

for the sake of efficiency is the

list of common library rules pre-

pared by Mr. Gundy, a copy of

which will be available for each

student,

Housecleaning involved such

moves as: the transfer of some

4,000 volumes from the basement

of Douglas Library to the over-

flow shelves under Miller Hall,

rearrangement of references on

the reading room shelves and the

binding of some 250 volumes of

newspapers. .

Mr. Gundy came to Queen's

from his position as head of the

Department of English and Lib-

rary Director at Mount Allison

University, Sackville, N.B., and

spent a month this summer tour-

ing libraries in 18 major Ameri-

can universities picking up new
iileas.

He is anxious to meet students

with problems, criticisms and sug-

gestions and especially anyone
interested in preparing for work

in library science.
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YOUR GOVERNMENT . . .

Student government is among the proudest heritages of Queen's. The Faculty, Levana, and Alma Mater Societies hove done much to make the voice of
the undergraduate heard m the administration of his extra-curricular activities. Although Queen's has long led in student government, there is much
still to be won before the students have that participation in the control of all university matters which should be their privilege and duty in the demo-

cratic way of life. There is rewarding work here for men and women of energy and determination.

ARTS
All male students registered in

the Faculty of Arts are members
of tlic Arts Society. The purpose
of the society is to furtlier the

extra-curricular interests of its

members, and to draw closer tiie

widely scattered body of Arts
students.

The society maintains a chih

room in the basement of the New
Arts building-, open for lounging
purposes throughout the day; it

sponsors intcr-faculty teams;
stages the annual At Home, ban-

quet, and Arts Revue. Each year

a Freshman Orientation Commit-

tee is appointed which assigns,

each freshman to a senior, whose

duty it is to help the newcomer

to settle down in university life.

The society also organizes the

Arts Concursiis — a court in

which delinquent Artsmen are

tried and sentenced.

The members of the executive

for 1947-48 are: President, Don
Milliken; Vice-President, AI Bev-

eridge
; Secretary, Ken Clark

;

Treasurer, Don Chown; Athletic

Stick, Bill Burgess.

LEVANA
Eacli girl enrolling at Queen's

automatically becomes a member
of the Lcvana Society. This unites

all the women of Queen's in one
organization, this year under the

presidency of Shirley Johnson.

The Levana society has many
duties. It appoints a committee
which assigns a senior to each

freshfttc as a more personal way
of welcoming and introducing

her to Queen's. Also by way of

initiation a freshette bonfire is

held early in the fall, and later

on an impressive and very formal

candlelight ceremony in Grant

Hall and a Sopli-Frosh Tea held

in Ban Righ, at which freshettes

and seniors may become acquaint-

ed. Early in the second term the

Levanites present their own an-

nual formal, and the same day

Tlic foiiriial is an all-Levana edi-

tion. Toward the end of the year

Levana honors its graduates-to-

be at a formal banquet and dance

held in Ban Righ.

The society arranges also for

interesting guest speakers to ad-

dress the monthly meetings held

in Ban Righ commonroom.

MEDICINE ENGINEERING THE ALMA MATER SOCIETY
The medical students at Queen's

University, through their close

association with one another and
their isolation from other facul-

ties during their long course,

have been a traditionally clan-

nish and S])irited limb of the uni-

versity. It is understandable

then that the Aesculapian Socie-

ty has acquired a very special

place in the eyes and hearts of

the medical undergraduates. The
society tries to present to its mem-
bers outstanding speakers of the

Canadian medical world. The
annual Medical At Home and the

Aesculapian Court are notable

among its other activities.

Bill Wedlock is this year's

president.

The Engineering Society is the

students' government for the

Faculty of Applied Science. It

tries to cultivate an understand-

ing of engineering principles and
conduct among its undergraduate

members. The society maintains

the Science Clubrooms for all

members and operates the Tech-

nical Supplies store and the Em-
ployment Service through its Ser-

vice Council Committee.

On the 1947-48 Executive are:

President, Scott Dalziel ; Secre-

tary, John Armstrong; Vice-Pre-

sident, Gregg Cranna ; Second

Vice-President, Norm Simmons;
Treasurer, Frank Mclntyre; As-

sistant Secretary, Warren Trot-

ter.

YOUR PARLIAMENT . .

To foster interest in Canadian

politics and to permit campus

followers of various political fac-

tions to uphold their views against

o|}ponents, a Parliamentary So-

ciety was organized by the AMS
last year.

The meetings of this Society

will be patterned after sessions

of the Ottawa House, Each party

will hold office and present a

resolution in turn, and the oppo-
sition will try to defeat them.

Those in attendance will be given

rights and privileges of members
and will sit on the benches of

their party. This organization

will be supervised by a steering

committee under the direction of

Mike Howarth, Arts '49.

PRESIDENT PHIN
traditions . . .

This 89-year-old organization

for student self-govenimeut is

one of the smoothest running,

most efficient on the continent.

All undergraduates are mem-
bers of the AMS and are expected

to share in its duties and activi-

ties. The society has control over

all student enterprises of a non-

academic nature, subject to the

control of the Senate in matters

of discipline and behaviour. That

control is exercised only in ex-

ceptional cases.

Proudest possession of student

government at Queen's is the

Alma Mater Society Court, su-

preme tribunal of the student

body. This court is responsible

for the behaviour of students on

the campus. Punishment has

ranged from fines to expulsion

from the University.

The medium of expression for

student government is The Jour-

ml. edited and published by and

for the students. Originally a

magazine with literary preten-

sions. The Journal now serves as

a newspaper, attempting to pre-

sent the campus in professional

style, and to guide and advise

student opinion.

Affairs athletic at Queen's are

handled by the Athletic Board of

Control, a sub-committee of the

Alma Mater Society. The Board

has a directorate of graduates,

staff, and students, and while the

students are no longer entirely

in control it is generally agreed

that, since the recent reorganiza-

tion, it will work to the advantage

of all concerned.

YOUR PUBLICATIONS . .

In the varied undergraduate publications of Queen's there is room for the work of every student who wants to write. Valuable experience can be gained

by contributing to these, for only by such practice con we become articulate and able to tell others what, at university, we begin to want to say. The
editors of all these publications will welcome you and be glad of your help. Turn out now for the one of your choice while they are still organizing their

staffs for the coming year.

"'If

JOURNAL
Peering and stooping from long

hours of subterranean labour in

their newly acquired dungeon on

Theology Hall's East side the staff

members of The Queen's Jourml
will once again this year bring to

students a coverage of campus

events, coupled with expression of

all shades of student opinion.

Founded in October, 1873, The
Journal is an independent paper.

Although it is published by the Al-

ma Mater Society, its policy is dc-

lerniined by the Editorial Board. It

plays no favorites, is not allied with

any campus faction or group, and

has never hesitated to throw brick-

bats wherever brickbats should be

thrown.

The Journal is truly a "student"

newspaper. It is staffed by stud-

ents, and is devoted to student in-

lercsls. Each undergraduate pays

his or her yearly subscription of

$1 .75 on registration, and there-

after is entitled to receive one copy

every Tuesday and Friday when
(he paper is delivered to the various

buildings.

When we say The Journal sir'wQ's

to present all shades of student

opinion, we mean just that. Its

letters to the editor column is open

to all, regardless of whether or not

the opinions expressed are opposed

to those of the Editorial Board.

Complaints about The Jourml it-

self are especially welcome, for the

staff are almost fanatic believers

in their own fallibility. Articles,

stories and poems submitted for

publication are judged on their

merits; whether the author is on
The Journal masthead is of no con-

sequence.

While the prime purpose of The

TRICOLOR Commentator CommercemaN Who'S Where AND MORE . .

Like other universities Queen's

has its yearbook. The Tricolor,

which is published annually by

the Alma Mater Society under

the editorship of a member of the

student body.

Originally The Tricolor was
nothing more than a record of

the graduating class, but as the

years went by, constant efforts

have been made by the editors to

expand the scope of the year-

book to include more and more

pictures and features of campus

activities. This work is still going

on. The design and layout of the

book is a responsibility of the edi-

tor, and can consequently vary

from year to year, but for the

past ten years The Tricolor has

been attractively bound in a pad-

ded leather cover and is constant-

ly being improved.

Save your snaps of student ac-

tivities for the annual Tricolor

contest.

Journal is to "cover the campus,"

it has another important objective:

the training of students interested

in newspaper work. Schools of

journalism there may be, but actual

work on a student newspaper is

still a fine training ground for those

who would become reporters,

feature writers or artists. To such

persons, the battered door of The

Journal office is always open. It

will be all but removed from its

hinges Sunday night at seven

o'clock, when the Press Club will

hold its first meeting. All persons

interested in joining The Journal

staff are urged to attend.

Principal Wallace has described

The Commentator as having filled

a real need in the publication of

the more mature and reflective

writing of which students are

capable, and having maintained

a high standard of literary qual-

ity and critical judgment through-

out. It has no financial support

other than its advertisements and

sales.

Take advantage of the subscrip-

tion price of fifty cents. Single

copies are fifteen cents each.

Students who are interested in

work for The Commentator should

see Bryce Seggie, Les Wilson, or

Norah Cassidy.

The Commcrceman is published

twice a year by the Commerce
Club, The magazine has articles

on Commerce and related fields

designed for campus, graduate

and general business consump-

tion. It provides an outlet for

expression by Commerce studenst

and faculty alike. All students

interested in contributing or act-

ing in an editorial capacity should

contact Al Donnelly.

Europe—a collection of countries

with chips on their shoulders and

none on the table.

Who's WHiere at Queen's is the

students' directory. This booklet

gives the address, phone number

and home town of every student at-

tending the University. In addition

it is the students' handbook and

co[i tains information concerning

every club, activity and organiza-

tion at Queen's. Who's Where is

distributed free by each year execu-

tive on the payment of year fees.

In order that the booklet can he

printed in as short a time as pos-

sible students who were without

Kingston addresses on registration

dav arc asked to hand in the iieces-

YEAR PAPERS
Science 'SO, Arts '49, Arts '48,

Arts '49, and Meds '50 already

have weekly year papers of their

own, and it is likely that other

years will organize such papers

too. These papers handle patter

and literary efforts of particular

interest to the years concerned.

Watch for more detailed informa-

tion on your year paper,

sary information to the post office

immediately.

Proofs will soon be posted for

correction bv students.

HILLEL SCROLL
This fine little magazine provides

a forum for members of the society

and a link with other Hiliel organ-

izations on Canadian and American

campuses. ^ '

We carry o complete range ol

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

diiiiafiuiih die jHwlua of Coci-CoU Ud.
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GOLF
All entries for the mens' Intra

imiral golf 'liampionsliips close on
Thursday, Oct. 2nd. Qualifying

18 hole round to be played at

the Cataraqui Golf Club on Friday

afternoon, Oct. 3rd, at 2.00 p.m.

TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.
Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full Ime of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS

Phone 4051 92 Princess St.

ELLIOTT COACHES-
NEW PLAYS, NEW BLOOD
GRIDDERS SET TO WIN
With a change of football

coaches made necessary on the

eleventh hour, one of Canada's

well known mentors. Bob Elliott,

took over the reins at Richardson

Stadium. Bob is noted for the

many successful squads he guid-

ed during war years. Perhaps his

CHUCK TYNDALL
blocks . . .

STARTING FRIDAY

"SOMETHING
IN THE WIND"
Deanna DURBIN Donald O'CONNOR

John DALL

HEAR Hit tunes by JOHNNY GREEN ond LEO ROBIN!

"The Turntoble Song" "Hoppy Go Lucky and Free"

"You Wonna Keep Your Baby Lookin' Right"

"Something in the Wind"

DOORS OPEN DAILY 12.30

as
Wc welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to
remind them that as formerly the prestige oi years stands behmd

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Maiers o( Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coati

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

TIMOTHY
STUDIO

FOR

Graduation Portrait

180 WELLINGTON ST. DIAL 7037

best remembered team was back

ill '45 when Jack Parry was tot-

ing the Tricolour around the grid-

iron.

The switch in coaches was made

necessary by an unexpected
change in plans in Syracuse, N.Y.

Frank Tyndall, who was origin-

ally slated for the Job, found that

due to a change of position in

Syracuse he would be unable to

fill the coaching spot. He was

ilien forced to decline the posi-

tion here. The football faculty

of Elliott and his colleagues

Chuck" Tyndall and "Jake" Ed-

wards took over the club and un-

der Bob's guidance have endea-

voured to hammer home tlie fun-

(iiinientals of the game.

"Jake" handles the PT, that is

the exercises that are supposed

to cure the aches and pains that

come with football games. He is

the slave driver of the football

faculty and along with tliis duty

he aids Bob in coaching the back-

ficld. The huskies that form the

first line of defense in any game
ire being expertly tutored by

"Chuck" Tyndall, Chuck is a

brother of Frank and has come

to our University from Colgate

University in the States, where

lie particii)aled in both football

and hasketball.

RAZZLE DAZZLE

With these two capable aids

Bob's razzle dazzle style of play

will be a pleasure to witness. The
Tricolour will be running out of

the "T" formation and the intri-

cacies of his plays is a wonder to

COACH ELLIOTT
new hope . . .

will be spent in the polishing up

of plays through signals and

scrimmage. We of the sporting

staff feel that under the capable

guidance of our coaches Queen's

football team will have a bright

future. Cha Gheil.

SATURDAY'S GAME
All students will lie ad-

mitted to the Intermediate

game tomorrow on present-

ing tlieir athletic cards at

the srate.

TENNIS

All entries for the men's Intra-

mural tenuis tournament, singles

and doubles, close on the locker

room notice board in the Gvmna-
sinm at 6.00 p.m. Saturday, Sept.

27th. Play commences on Monday,
Sept. 29th.

Lost

One Arts pin, with very high
sentimental value. Please con-
tact Bill Bauer, 4107.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

JAKE EDWARDS
jerks . . .

behold. The Science students

even now are arguing tlie possi

bilities of the runner remaininf

vertical on a horizontal field \intil

he can carry the oblate spheroid

over the white chalk line for said

louchilown.

The biggest problem facing

the coaching staff is the great

abundance of material that

ranges from the verdant green
of inexperience to the mellow
yellow of the grid vets.

To accentuate this condi-

tion an illustration is in order.

In one comer of the field we
heard one coach telling an
interested player to "delay a

half count, take a three-quar-

ter pivot, fake to five and
hand off to three." One quite

noticeable contrast was the
lecture being delivered in an-

other corner of the field where
the coach held a ball aloft

and said: "Now, boys, this

here is what we call a foot-

ball."

The past two weeks of practice

have been spent in raw funda-

mentals while the ensuing weeks

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St, Dial 4352

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I I^^^^MOF CANADA

Established 1869

Head Office Woterloo, Ont,

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeoter

come . . .

ueen^s

Students

To all students coming to Queen's

and Kingston for the first time we
extend royal welcome — also to

those students who ore returning

to take up further studies we wish

to welcome bock to Queen's,

Kingston and to Dover's.

We extend our best wishes for a

successful and happy year to all

— if at any time this store con be

of service we promise our interest

and whole hearted co-operation.

You are always welcome ot Dover's.

Dial 3030

123-125 Princess St.

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

CASH FOR YOU
FIRST PRIZE $1,500.00

IN THIS

"KEY TO FORTUNE"
. FIGURE PUZZLE CONTEST

'

A GRAND OPPOHnmrry — with an equal chance Jor all — a genuine
conlesi vrifh cash pHzes lo start fou on youi way to a new car. now
housohold appUoncos, or a comloitable bank account. Simple, lasclnal-

Ing and piolilablc. START NOW — Bead the full Inslnidlona below
and loin in the fun. YOU can win Ihe FIRST GRAND PRIZE ol

$1500.00 IN CASH!

$6 SOO.OO IS HAVE TO DO
' 1. Cut oul "Key" noally.

2. Placf! (ho "Xoy" over any of thn numbDio in
Ihc diagram. Tho objocl is to obtain tho
loicjDsl totol.

3. Tlio "Koy" may bo UDod onco only oa oilhcr
one d£ its two flidcii.

4. Diaw with a pencii, oi pon, tho OUTLIHE
ot ths "Koy" on the diagiani alloc Ibo
"Koy" has boon ploced Hal on tho diogiam.

5. Add up all tho numbpiB (ound in^ido Iho
OUTLINE ol Iho "Koy." Oniy amglo diqil
uiQiJofc nio to bo UAcd al ail timos. Thus.
SI 2 and 6 occur togother in a "Koy" outtino,
Ihoy cannot bo counted 03 26 but must ho
talcon olt aa Bopaialo numboiQ 2 and 6 and
when adding thoy add up to B.

6. Only IhOBo numbors thot fall complololy
within thio OUTLINE can bo oddod. II youi
OUTLINE aosaon or louchoa a number that
numbor cannot bo addod.

7. Wrilo youi lotal in spoco provided In onlry
black. You do not havo to roturrx tho "Koy.

8. Cut out diagram and entry blanit noaliy.
Sign OT piinl youi name and addioaa cioaily,
and moil promptly to addioss Indicatod on
entry blank.

,S00.00
IN CASH

100 PRIZES
FIRST GRAND PRIZE

$1500.00

2nd PRIZE $1000.00

3rd PRIZE $1000.00

4lh PRIZE $ 500.00

Sfh PRIZE $ 500.00

6th PRIZE $ 500.00
34 ADDiTIONAL PRIZES
FHOM S300 TO SIO EACH

'5
264

DO IT NOW
11 you nood money
(and who dooEn't)
do not dolay ori-

lorinq this HOW!
II will tako only
aiow minulos . . .

you can bo one
of tho big money
winnets I

WhoMayEnfer
Any man, woman,
boy or glil living
inConoda or Now-
loimdland, cxccpt-

IlECOHD, or any
mombol ot Iho em-
ployco'ti lamily.

CONTEST MANAGER, MY TOTAL
The Catholic Record,

ABi Richmond Street, —
London, Canada.

Hero U my solulion lo your "Key lo Fortune"
Puzzle, made in occordanco with Iho printed innliuc-

llons. My total ol all numbore within tho oulUno of

"Key" is indicated above. Send mo lull Inlonnallon

how I can quality to win ono ol your cash prizeo.

MY NAME

MY ADDRESS

Ik
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YOUR SPORTS . . .

QUEfiN'S JOURNAL

sp„fs con only be successful if you turn out o„d moke then, so.

FOOTBALL
This.year we have not only more

and better material than we have
had in many years but a new and
eager spirit has been kindled

among the players. These two
factors combined make for win
ning football in any league.

Before registration there were
more than 100 uniforms issued
and if things continue at this rate

a record turnout for football may
become a reality this season
Even witli this number of aspir-

ants there is still room for any
who have been hesitant about
turning out. There has been
rumor circulating about this

campus that to turn out for foot-

ball one must be invited. THIS
RUMOR IS UNTRUE.
There are three teams to fill:

Senior Intercollegiate, Interme-
diate Intercollegiate, and Inter-

mediate ORFU and there is al-

ways room for a good football

player. Good linemen in particu-
lar would be welcome.

NEW FORMATION
Coach Bob Elliott has intro-

duced the "T" formation to

Queen's this year. To the unin-
itiated this is the newest develop-
ment in football tactics and is an
importation from the United
States used by many of the top
college and professional teams
The most important member of
this innovation is the Quarter-
back. He must be a very efficient

ball handler and an excellent

passer. The reason that the "T
has been absent from Canadian
football until now is that pre
viously the snapback has not been
allowed to hand the ball directly

to the quarterback. With the in-

troduction of this rule the fast

breaking "T" can be used with its

most deadly effect.

Since the "T" requires a first

class quarterback let us first ex-

amine this position on this year's

"Fighting Gaels." AI Lenard fills

HOCKEY
the spot perfectly. He has an ex-

cellent pair of hands and is one
of the best passers in the country,

WHO'S WHO
Since many of the candidates

fur the Tricolour are new to the
university this year and most of
the freshmen and freshettes are'

unfamiliar with the players of'

last year's team a mention of the'

leading candidates for the senior'

berths seems to be in order at

this point. New and welcome ad-

ditions to the backfield depart-
ment are Ross McKelvey amj
Murray Bulger who are in the

fast back class and can run with
the best of them. Pete Flaherty
is a kicker and (jlunger who tips

the scales around 180 and kicks

beautiful spirals a mile. Hold-
overs from last year are Al Len-
ard and John Faulkner in the

brains and field general depart-

ment. Uave "Rosy" Rozumniak,
Don -Doc" Delahaye, Billy Hoose,
Mike Malliday, and Ken Parkin-
son combine power and speed in

the ruiming and blocking back
positions.

For the important and difficult

position of snapback we have
Jimmy Charters, popular mem-
ber of last year's edition, and
Lloyd Woods, a newcomer who
is a very tough customer indeed.

At end we have "Oogie" "Pep"
Pringle, who was Jack Parry's

ncmisis. Stew Pierce, John Stev-

ens, Mickey McGuire, and new-
comers Del Schlechter and Paul

Jeffreys. Those gloryless hard
working positions on the line are

being very well filled by such
stalwart veterans as last year's

captain Bob Stevens, Don Dela-

haye, Mike Hriskevich, voted the

most valuable man on last year's

intermediate team. Bill Burgess,

Roy "Beef" Fardell, Jim Southej'

John Stevens, Mel Carson, Abe
Davis, and eager newcomers Al
Crowfoot, 235 pounds of sun
shine. Don George.

Puck-chasing at Queen's
capacity crowds jamming
Jock Harty Arena to see the Tri-

colour in action;

Queen's carry two hockey
teams into league competition
the intermediate team known as

the "Seagulls," and the senior

team known chiefly as the

"Gaels." There may also be a

junior team introduced this year,

The senior squad suffered three

severe losses this year when
"Weed" Wood left through grad
nation along with Lome Smith
and Blake Davis who went down
before the slaughter of examina-
tions. The absence of these play-

ers will definitely be felt but
immerous replacements have been
registered this fall. Those inter-

ested in hockey are advised to

keep looking to this page for fur-

ther announcements. All prac-
tices are conducted at the Jock
Harty Arena. Remember thatl

everyone is welcome. Forwards,!

BASKETBALL
There are more than enough

teams at Queen's to satisfy all

those wishing to play and also

there is an ample supply of com-
petent coaches and equipment.
Although Basketball, as yet, has^

n't received the publicity or stu-

dent support that football and
hockey have, it is nevertheless a

major intercollegiate sport and
promises to improve its status in

this respect in the near future.

The golden days of basketball in

Canada are yet to come.

There are five teams represent-

ing Queen's in various leagues.

The Queen's Seniors, who will

have most of their last year's

squad back, will be looking for

more potential stars such as Joey
Bland, John Holder, Norm Dob-
bins, and Jim McNiven.
The Intermediate team is com-

posed of ineligible seniors and
those who need a refresher before

entering the senior ranks.

HAL'S

SIDELINES

The Junior team consists of

defence men and goalies will be' P'^y^rs under the age of 21 years,

greeted with o]»en arms. No coach
I

'^'^'^ UNTD entered a junior

has been named as yet but an ^he CABA. They took

announcement will be made soon
by the AB of C.

We can expect to see a fast

high scoring game whenever the

Gaels or the Seagulls take to the

ice this winter. If you don't play

hockey remember to get out and
support your team.

341 Princess St. Dial 6G(H

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

BOXING AND
WRESTLING

All those interested in boxing
and vvestliiig are advised to watch
for announcements regarding the

beginning of activities for the '47

season.

Last year Queen's succeeded in

wiiming two championships, when
Keith Christiansen and Mike Mi-
lovick were crowned intercolle-

giate heavyweight and light hea-

vyweight boxing champs respec-

ti\ely. It is hojjed that the team
can do still better this year and a

large turnout is hoped for at the

first practice. Boxers and wrest
lers work out in the small room
to the west of the main gym
where mats and a ring are locat-

ed. The boxers last year were
coached by Jack Jarvis and the

wrestlers by Jim Terry and it is

expected that these two will be

back at their posts again this year.

There is a Boxing and Wrest-
iing Club on the campus whose
function is to stimulate interest

in tile sport, The executive of

Bo.xing and Wrestling Club for

1947-48 is as follows: Hon. Presi-

dent, Jack Day; President, Mike
iMilovick, Sc, '49; Vice-President,

Vince Politi, Meds '50; Ed Pitty,

Sc. '49; Secretary, John Watts,
Sc. '49.

the title and swept through 23

games undefeated.

The COTC also offers a chance

for those interested in basketball

on a smaller scale than any of the

aforementioned.

All of these teams have full

schedules to provide lots of play

ing experience.

All students are urged to give

their support, either in attendance

or by playing, to Queen's Basket-

ball — AND REMEMBER —
if you are not an ace player, turn

out anyway — who knows with

some expert coaching you may
become another Nat Holman or

even the mainspring of year team

or Faculty team.

INTRAMURAL
SPORTS

The 1947-48 Intramural sports

program gets under way wiili the

golf and tennis tournament. All

years are entered in the annual race

for the Bews Trophy which is

awarded to year amassing the great-

est number of points in the various

competitions. During the fall term

there will be golf, tennis, indoor

Softball, bowling, and a cross coun-

try race which everybody enters.

After Christmas hockey, basket-

ball, swimming, boxing and wrest-

ling, skiing, and table tennis will be

open to those who wish to partici-

[jate. The intramural program is

for you, the students of Queens.

There is sufficient variety to cover

the interests of everyone, so let's

make this year the greatest yet in

intramural sports. Get in touch

with your j'ear athletic stick and

keep your eye on the notice board

in the gym for all announcements

and schedules.

With this issue of the Journal we begin bringing you another

year of athletics at Queen's. Football has occupied the main part

of every sports page for the last month now and we can see no
reason for making any changes at this point. For the past two
weeks every college in the union has been putting their players

through their paces. Here at Queen's the prospects for the Tricolour

look very good. As many may know, nothing much is expected

from this quarter of the union but I think the opposition will be
quite surprised when the Gaels take the field this year. QUEEN'S
team will feature a great array of newcomers with such stalwarts

as Lenard and McKelvey to steady the squad. WESTERN, the

undefeated champions of last year are favoured to sweep the league

again. Although the loss of Herb Ballantyne and Doug Cook will

be deeply felt, coach Metras has only to look to Jack Parry to

regain his confidence. Just by way of introduction Parry scored 19

touchdowns in 8 games for the Colts last season.

At McGILL the red and white have introduced a new coach to

the league in the person of Vic Obeck. A team under his tutorship

has yet to be tested but I think we are safe in saying the "Redmen"
will have a much more powerful aggregation than last year. By way
of warning, the outdated plays used in previous football seasons

have been replaced and protection for the execution of these plays

is being provided by a line averaging 205 pounds.

The other club that will oppose the Gaels in the college union

will be dressed in blue and white. TORONTO Hke Queen's is a

dark horse in the league. Very few of last year's Varsity squad will

be seen on the gridiron this year. The only known quantity is the

installation of Bob Masterson, chum of the much publicized Frankie

Filchock, as assistant coach. You can be sure that the "Beavers" of

Varsity will definitely come up with a good team when you con-

sider that U of T has a registration of about 18,000.

With our own team shaping up into a powerful squad and oppo-

sition so potent, the league this year should be a decided improve-

ment over last year. Here's to a successful and thrilHng season of

football.

GAELS SET TO BANG
CANADA CHAMPS SAT.
To-morrow afternoon at two-

thirty Queen's Intermediates will

trot out on the field at Richard-

son Stadium to play the first

game of their schedule. Under

the guidance of Jake Edwards

this team has been working out

for three weeks and should be in

good shape to take on the champs

to-morrow.

Last season when this club

tackled Cobourg they came out

on the short end of a 4-0 score

and will be anxious to redeem' the Tricolour.

themselves in the coming tilt. A
great number of players who will

be vying for positions on the sen-

ior team will have a chance to

show their mettle tomorrow.

Cobourg, who are known in

football circles as the Galloping

Ghosts, will be out to defend their

title as Dominion intermediate

Football Champions. We would

like to see a large turnout in sup-

port of the Queen's team, who

be upholding the honour of

GIRLS SPORTS
Sports are not confined to the

male section of the University.

Girls too have a chance to partici-

pate in athletics at Queens, and

they are urged to make the best of

the oppurtunitics offered them.

Such sports as ardiery, hockey,

basketball, swimming, tennis and

badminton are open to those who

are interested in them. Look to

this page for announcements re-

garding girls sports.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

KINGSTON'S STYLE SHOP

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —

Jackson Metivier

LADIES' - READY - TO - WEAR

Extend a Welcome

to Queens Students

FEATURING

Suits

Exclusive Fall Styles

— Coots — Dresses

Attractive Wool Dresses

for on or off campus Weor

Jackson Metivier Ltd.
114 PRINCESS STREET
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W^COME .

Fur tlircc (jiiarters of a century The Journal has been

welcoming new frcslinian classes. This year, on behalf of

thff students now at Queen's, we greet more of yon than ever

before as you enter the university and take up your junior

membership in the Alma Mater Society.

Many of yoii are veterans; your extra years and wider

experience will be valuable in all student activity. Veterans

here before you have entered every phase of Queen's life and

it is significant that, just as there are no fraternities, there

ha*»Jievcr been the neeil or wish for an organization exclu-

veteran. That is the Queen's way.

[n a few years one of you will be president of the Alma

IT Society, others of you will be presidents of the faculty

jties and of Levana, you will be directing the campus

and the Tricolor and the Journal. Because we feel that

te extra-curricular activities — with sports — stack almost

*-aigh as scholarship in determining what yon benefit from

icrsity — and because what you do in them is so important

to (gueen's — this issue is planned with the single purpose

of letting you know what is going on.

gQueen's functions through the generosity of its alumni

and lives in the lives of its students. As freshmen entering

Queen's in the autumn of 1947 you see new plans proposed,

new sidewalks being laid, new buildings being erected, new
clubs being organized, When you take part in present activi-

ties by action or suggestion you arc making your own contri-

bution to the changed campus you will leave and you are

discharging your obligation to those who left you this one.

What you bring to Queen's will deteniine what you take

away.

UNION NOW!
All students will commend the energy and resource of the

.ttien who made Men's Union facilities possible this winter in spite

.y;^ tlie fire.

lU' Acting with unprecedented speed they organized a dining

hall as big or bigger than before, arranged for needed recreational

space in conjunction with it and set in motion the actual con-

struction of the New Union.

In these days of overcrowding and housing shortage the

loss of the Union might have been a tragic disaster. As it is,

faced with the fine prospect of the new building, the men of

Queen's will gladly put up with what slight inconveniences may
he found in McLauglilin Hall.

The loss of the old union will still he keenly felt, especially by
those who saw the result of the hard summer of redecorating and
refurnishing put in by Mr, Wright and Mr, Plumb.

But there is comfort in the knowledge th:'. because uf the
fire the new union is nearer by many vjars an'' ,hat soon most of

us will actually be able to use it.

NEED ADVICE?

May I take the occasion

which the Editor of
''

Joiinitil has put in nr

to bid welcome to i-

dents of Queen" .iver-

sity, as they enter a new —
to many their first -

sion. Those of you who
already know Queen's need

not be told that we are a

happy family, with few

serious disagreements, with

occasional complaints that

find a fair hearing, and

with an amazing loyalty to Queen's in all our relations with

the outer world. SM|etime5 outside interests take too much

time. Not all stud^Wknow what hard work really is. Some-

times time is ^ti^mi. But it is decreed that, if academic

success jMHnancved at the end of term, consistently hard

work ij^^a^rduring term. And if that is not learned at

Qjjj^^J>.*^ime spent at the University is not worth while.

But there is much also that can be learned; and The

Joiinial will help. For it will deal with administrative prob-

lems with which the students wrestle and with the clubs and

social functions which add zest and colour to the University.

And there is the place for those who wish to exercise their

literary talents. May their number increase.

May I wish for you all a very happy session at Queen's,

filled with honest work and worthwhile recreation. And. if

you have a talent for it, you will find opportunity to do your

part on The Joiinml staff. The Editor will be grateful.

From the President

Of the Alma Mater Society .

UNIVERSITY CHAPLAIN
The Reverend A. M. Laverty,

university chaplain at Queen's,

is available throughout the day

at his office in the Gymnasium
to meet and advise students. The

)ition of cha|>lain at this uni-

versity is designed to benefit stu-

dents of all denominations, and

is unique on Canadian campuses.

Mr. Laverty has shown that it

can be an essential job. If you

need the advice of an older per-

son, who has the sympathetic car

of a father, a professor's know-

ledge of university life, who has

the means to assist and whose

days arc devoted to doing so —
sec Mr. Laverty.

VETERANS' ADVISER
Adviser to ex-service personnel

is Dr. W. D. MacClement, whose

office in the Gymnasium is open

every day especially between the

hours of 10 to 12 a.m. and 2 to 5

p.m. Dr. MacClement finds his

job divides itself into many cate-

gories: housing, finances, em-

ployment, social activ** , medi-

cal treatment, vocai ^ guid-

ance, information about courses

and liaison with the Department

of Veterans' Affairs, While he

lays no claim to being expert, Dr.

MacClement has experience and

knowledge and great interest in

helping men to decide the large

question, "What should be my
life's work?" His job is to advise

and Dr. MacClement is a diligent

adviser ; but when he finds a

problem that needs action, he will

go to bat for you.

EMPLOYMENT
Man of many jobs and much

CHAPLAIN LAVERTY
problems ?

information at Queen's ^ ^ - -

ployment Officer H. J. Haiii.*"

secretary-treasurer of the A^

and the Alumni Association. He
and his staff will do their best to

find part or full time employment

for students who need work dur-

ing the academic term, in the

summer, or on graduation. His

offices are approached through

the door in Douglas Library

which bears the number 212.

COURSES
Problems directly connected

with courses of study ought to

be taken to the Dean of the ap-

propriate faculty. Queen's Deans

would like to boast that they

know every student under their

charge. Their experience, know-

ledge and wisdom are at y9iifri)

service whether they are "lf^iitK.

,

for the moment" or "will sec^jj^,

immediately." jaia-ji

The Alma Mater Society is the

whole body of the students of

Queen's. It is a self-governing, inde-

pendent body, proud of its strength

and conscious of its responsibilities.

We, wuij have joined the A. M.S.

in previous years, take delight in

the re-union of registration week.

We extend the heartiest of welcome

to our "new fellow-members, the

freshman class.

Soon j'ou, the newcomers, will

become conscious of that Queen's

spirit which for years has been

famous far beyond the bounds of

this campus. Then, presently, it

will be your turn to welcome other

groups of freshmen. Finallj', you

will take on the responsibilities of

leadership. Your years at Queen's

will be filled with growth and

strengthening change. They will

be happy years for you.

IN THE LIBRARY

LIBRARIAN GUNDY
iliaiic/cs . . .

HIS LAST BUDGET . . .

A close association with Queen's Uni-
versity over the past 38 years will conic
to an end on September 30 when the
resignation becomes effective of Dr. Wil-
ham H. McNeill, treasurer and vicc-prin-
L-ijial. Cuming here in 1909 as assistant
professor of linglish, he has carried an
increasing burden of duties. He will con-
tinue to serve Queen's, for in May he was
ai)])uinled to inemfjershii) in il,c Board
of Trustees.

At Queen's the scholarly Dr. McNeill
became acting head of the English De-
parlmcnt, but in 1920 ';';,gave up the post
to becr-iue treasurjij c'^Jie university, a
position which as filled since then.
Duties as secreiary of the Board of Trus-
tees and university regist,y|jr were also
assumed by the quiet-spoken professor.
In 1930 he was made vice-principal-

Dr. R. C. Wallace has said of him,
"He has been an extremely wise financial

adviser to the university, which is re-

markable considering he had no special
training for this kind of work. He has
nieanl much to this university."

Burn in 1S76 in Prince Edward Island,

he graduated from Acadia University
with the degree of Bachelor of Arts and

the Covernor-Gener;%'
i nA- He then

enrolled at Harvar where he

obtained hisq/^lt.i; ' .„i

1907, and"J.-7,' ..

died at Ox'Mii-'«vv»...-'3rt_;'

Loyalty to Queen's University has

been the guiding spirit of all his endea-

vours. At the time of Queen's Centenary

in 1941 he used some lines expressing his

constant attitude toward the University

:

"Though I am not a Queen's man
,j, born,

Nor a Queen's man bred.

Vet when I die there's a Queen's

man dead."

Many distinctions have been awarded
the administrator and scholar during his

long career. He received an honorary

D.C.L. from Acadia in 1933 and an hon-

orary LL.D. from the University of

Western Ontario in 1936. In 1936 he was
ahso elected a Fellow of the Royal Society

of Canada. In 1943 the Montreal branch
of the General Alumni Association award-
ed him the Montreal Medal "for meri-

torious contribution to the honour of

Queen's."

Queen's University will remember him.

Houseclcaning and reorganiza-

tion under the impetus of new
Librarian H. P. Gundy has re-

moved and promises to prevnt

that musty cause of student i'."
'"'

'

jilaints. But the headline malar-

ial about the library concerns

stiffer rules for use of the stacks

in order to maintain a more effi-

cient system there.

Henceforth entrance to^j^it:!),^^^

slacks will be allowed by

only am' "icted geni^*'

third at'
' " ''

and graJ'
'

obtair ''"perM •

poses upon personal applici . i

to Mr. Gundy. This ruling is de-

signed to prevent student care-

lessness which resulted hi the loss

of 300 volumes from the shelves

last year. Another manoeuvre

for the sake of efficiency is the

list of common library rules pre-
'

-.red by Mr. Gundy, a copy o£

hich will be available for each

•«dent.

Houseclcaning involved such

moves as: the transfer of some
4,000 volumes from the basement
of Douglas Library to the over-

flow shelves under Miller Hall,

rearrangement of references on

the reading room shelves and the

binding of some 250 volumes of

newspapers.

Mr. Gundy came to Queen's

from his position as head of the

Department of English and Lib-

rary Director at Mount Allison

University, Sackville, N.B., and

spent a month this summer tour-

ing libraries in 18 major Ameri-

can universities picking up new
ideas.

He is anxious to meet students

with problems, criticisms and sug-

gestions and especially anyone
interested in preparing for work
in library science.
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ELEANOR ROOSEVELT TO DELIVER
AS. LECTURE HERE IN JANUARY

TED WHITE RESIGNS POST
Eleanor Roosevelt will deliver

the annual AMS lecture, it was
revealed at the year's first AMS
executive meeting. Mrs. Roose-
velt, famous wife of the late Pre-

sident of the United States, will

speak on Thursday, January 8.

TED WHITE
At the same AMS meeting-, Ted

White submitted his resignation

as senior Arts representative. The
executive accepted liis resigna

tion, brought on hy "increased

pressure of work," with deep

gret. and noted the great services

he has rendered the students and
niiversity as a whole. Since
ig to Queen's, Ted has been
rent of Arts '48, junior AMS

, sentative, Arts representa

tive on the ABC and vice-presi

dent of the AMS executive — his

position at the time of his re-

signation.

A keen sports entluisiast, Ted
has also been manager of both

the rugby and the boxing and
ling teams.

J- -ction of a new senior repre-

sentative for Arts will take place

during tiie second week in Octo
her. John Ellis, Science senior

rep., will fill the post of vice-

president of the AMS executive
' " ' n.

V ination Committee

com-

Ellis,

! uescntaiives Meds, sci-

ence, Arts and Lcvana, respec-

tively, was appointed. This com-
mittee will nominate candidates

for sHch posts as rector of the

University, honorary president

of the AMS, etc.

Athletic Fee
Students will continue to pav

the I2-dollar athletic fee. Tht.j^.mul oiojS-MqIdH
Senate informed the AMS execu-illujt^ I'p-'rt' tv--toine'

tive that the ABC will be requir-

ed to submit an audited report at

the end of each year.

Duff New Cheerleader

The executive appointed John
Duff, Arts '50, as head cheerleader.

TED WHITE
"{Tcssiirc" . . .

Problems Clinic

Set Up To Help

Frosh vs Profs

Freshmen entering Queen's this

year are being given short "person

ality appraisals" as part of their

medical examinatiou.

Purpose oi^he personality check,

according University Medical

Officer Dr.^. M. ^iacdu1mell, is

first, to find ^jpj|ents who have pro-

blems they would like to discuss

with a trained connsellor, and

second, to let the students know thai

the counsellor's services will be

available throughout the University

year.

"We are interested in perfectly

normal people who for some reason

cjm't sleep at nights or who have

something bothering them," the

Medical Officer '^-id. "We also

want to hear f' servicemen

coming to T ^' tive or

—not wait until they arc m a jam.

In previous years, Dr. Macdon

nell said, there were many students

who had difficulty with tlieir work,

missed too many lectures and finally

failed, when an inten-iew with a

iiuaiified counsellor might have en-

abled them to clear up their troubles

and pass their exams.

Students wishing to make use

of the new service should report

at regular sick parades where

they will be referred to the coun-

sellnr.

JOHN ELLIS
acting . . .

ARTS FROSH!

All Arts sludents register-

ing for the first time will meet

in Grant Hall Monday at

7.30 p.m., for purposes of or-

ganization. Dean Mackintosh

will address the students.

McLaushlin Hall

Union Pro Tern.

New One on Way
Co-eds will have escorts to their

dining hall more often during the

present session. And as couples

part and the girls enter Ban Righ

the men will head for the board-

walk around McLaughlin hall to-

wards the common room and dining

hall which constitutes the tempor-

ary Students Memorial Union.

Entering the rear ground floor of

ihe new mechanical engineering

building the men will find a large

light room equip; "d with furniture

salvaged from tlK original union.

They will find a retreshment bar

and a bright mess hall amid the

polished metal of which veterans

may feel nostalgia.

What they will see is makeshift,

the result of sixteen busy days of

co-operative activity after the Union

fire of Sept, 4, Council for the

Union had planned to open that

building on Sept. 5 to serve the foot-

ball team and early or late students.

They opened that day in Grant

Hall.

While Contractor Sullivan and

his Superintendent Prue supervised

preparations in the new building,

Jack Lemon and University Engin-

eer Ralph Hinton were busy putting

in steam for use in the kitchen.

Meanwhile, J. E. Wright, warden,

and Mrs. E. MacDonald, assistant

with Dietitian Miss M. Raggalt,

Sarge" A Plumb and the Union

staff were, busy moving, serving

meals and making do. On Sept. 21

they were set up for business in this

winter's quarters.

The "McLaughlin Union" will

serve for this session only, accord-

ing to Dr. J. H. Orr, secretary of

^. -l(e medical faculty and chairman

•of the council for the Students

Memorial Union. A new building

is planned using the walls of the

original with a new facade and

two large wings. Part of it will be

ready for use next fall the council

expects,

A Great Hall, simiar to that at

Hart He 'sc, Toronto, is planned as

the outstanding feature of the new

Union, which will be a reconstn* -

ed memorial to Queen's dead in die

First World War. It will occupy

the west wing where foundations

are now being prepared, id its

walls will rise from the single floor

to the present height of the building,

Second most noteworthy fea-

ture of the ultra Union Queen's-

men will use next fall is a cafe-

teria open to both men and wo-

men all dav long from 7 a.m. The

building will also provide accom-

modation for various student or-

ganizations, guest bedrooms, and

study rooms.

Homeless still are many Queen'smen, some with wives and children. Tramping from door
to door, searching the want-ads, they are desp:rately trying to find rooms, one room, any roof

over their heads. Because they can't find them, every day more are forced to give up their hope
for education this year and leave the university. Over 60 couples with children still are looking.

HARRIED MARRIED COUPLES HERE
ARE STILL IN SEARCH OF SHELTER
Housing facilities for students,

strained during the past several

years, are being ex')anded to carry

an even greater burden.

With the exception of.i RNJC
which will accommodate 250 male

students this year, the capacity of

Queen's residences remains un-

changed, forcing the major portion

of the increased enrolment to seek

accommodation in Kingston homes.

Double rooms in private homes

are still available, and Ihe prevail-,

ing prices for these are five dollars

when rented to one student and

eight dollars when rented to two.

Money-wise landladies are reluct-

ant to rent rooms to single students,

and Queen'smen, on tlieir part,

frown upon sharing a room.

Most married couples without

children have been accomodated

either at the Aluminum Coini)any

residences, which will take 52

couples, or in private homes.

Married couples with children,

VICE-PRINCIPAL McNeill goes
17 NEW PROFESSORS COME

Since the close of classes last

spring, a series of new appoint

ments, retirements and promo-

tions have been announced by

the Queen's Board of Trustees.

Seventeen appointments to the

faculty and ten promotions of

present staff members were an-

nounced.

Most important change was

the resignation, effective Sep-

tember 30, of Dr. W. E. McNeill,

treasurer and vice-principal of

the university.

Folk wing him as vice-principal

will be Dr. W. A. Mackintosh.

I'^ean of ArtL head of the Depart-

iii^'Ii 'of Political and Economic

Science and director of the School

of Commerce and Administration.

The position of treasurer will be

taken by Gordon J. Smith, direc-

tor of endowment for Queen's,

and assistant treasurer.

Dr. George Humphrey, for the

past 24 years head of the Depart-

ment of Psychology, has accepted

the newly created chair of Psy-

chology at Oxford University,

his Alma Mater. A successor to

the head of the Queen's Psy-

chology Department will not be

named until next sprng, although

Brother Roger Philip was last

spring appointed as professor of

Psychology in place of Dr. Hum-
phrey. Brother Philip was pro-

fessor and acting head of the Psy-

chology Department at Fordhant

University, 1944-4.5.

Four other professors have

been added to the university fac-

ulty. A. R. M. Lower. Ph.D.,

F.R.S.C, will be professor of His-

tory. A well-known author with

six books and numerous articles

to his credit, he won the Gover-

nor-General's prize for academic

literature with his latest book.

"Colony to Nation." Arthur L.

Phelps, recently assistant general

supervisor of international ser-

vice for the'^BC, was appointed

feasor of M^Hsh. S. Eric Sme-

b(^|^fessor of Clas-

sics, ^^professor of Clas-

sics ' ^4wnt History in the

University of New Brunswick,

1938. Prof. W- H. Poole, former

lecturer at Queen's in 1940-41.

will lecture in Marketing for

Commerce students.

however, are having extreme i'

ficulty. Forty-two couples wi,

children are hving at LaSalle Bar-

racks, but many worried parents

still doggedly search for shelter.

The Queen's Housing Bureau,

under the direction of able, harried

Mrs. Arthur, is still attempting to

place the scores of applicants for ac-

commodation who face it.

Single rooms for single stu-

dents are still sought by the

Bureau. A trickle of 'phone calls

from Kingston housewives to thfi

office in New Arts Building r'

lieves only a pitifully small part

of the steady demand from

Queen'smen for shelter from bit-

ter Kingston weather.

A last minute report from Mrs.

Arthur yesterday afternoon re

profe^or o

thurtP*Sll,

Married Students

Married students who are

still homeless may adver-

tise in Tuesday's Journal

without charge. Name, size

of family and phone num-
ber should be left at post-

office no later than Satur-

day morning. Address "Joif-

nal Housing,"

vealed that from 60 to 70 couples

with children, who have applied

to the Housing Bureau, are still

desperately in need of living spac

However, the housing situation

in respect to both married cou-

ples without children and single

students was said to be "much

improved." Mrs. Arthur stated

that the response by Kingston

citizens to advertisements in the

Whig-Standard has been "most

gratifying."
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YOUR CLUBS . . .

Queen's has a club for everyone. The time you can spore from studies for club activities will decidedly not be wasted; membership in the groups below
will benefit you and you can brmg much to them. The bulletin boards ond 'The Journal" will tell you when each one gets under way. Pick a club and go
clubbmg, you will meet congenial people, leorn something, and ensure that your years at Queen's will give you not only scholastic and professional training

but a really all-round education.

RADIO WORKSHOP
The Kadio Workshop is a divi

sion of the Queen's Drama Guild

Providing training for students in

terested in announcing, acting, dir

ecting and radio writing. Submit

name, phone number, faculty year

and details of previous experience

if any, to the Secretary, Queen's

-Tost Office.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
CLUB

The Public affairs Club aims to

cover current events with the stress

on Canadian affairs,

NEWMAN CLUB
This is the organization of the

Catholic students on the campus.

A Mass is held in St. James
Qiapel each month, followed by a

communion breakfast. Discussion

groups, social evenings and enter-

tainments are held throughout the

year.

BADMINTON CLUB
This large club of men and wo

men players teaches and encourages

badminton. Playing hours will be

set later.

SKATING CLUB
Meeting for social skating in the

Arena this club offers exercise and
relaxation. Mixed.

Store Hours: 9 - 5.4S

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We hove a large assortment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID
RINC-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES
LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY

ond ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEHS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET
Diol 9756

*

Cameras Meters,
Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, 6c, &c
ond ACCESSORIES

Comeros bought ond exchanged

STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT

The Student Qiristiau Movement
is a student-controlled organization.

It is interdenominational, having

student members, staff advisers,

and secretaries, of all major Cana-
dian denominations.

Study groups are the basis of

SCM activity. These are informal

social evenings where students meet
new friends and lake part in in-

formal discussions and singing.

Chapel Services are held every

morning except Sunday from S.45

to 9 in Theology Hall.

DRAMA GUILD
This is open to everyone keen on

acting, play production, stage

lighting, costuming and publicity

work. Plays are presented to local

audiences in Convocation Hall. The
Guild is currently undertaking the

production of a Shakespearian play,

and those interested in obtaining a

part are asked to appear for try-

out at Convocation Hall this after-

noon between 2 and 5 o'clock. Ex-
perience is not necessary, and fresh-

men are cordially welcomed.

Those unable to try out to-day

interested in staging, lighting,

etc.. are asked to give names, phone
numbers, year, and experience, if

any, to Larry Thornton, Queen's
Post Office.

VlakeBettet

WITH THESE
COLLEGE
FAVORITES
YOUU PASS AU.

YOUR TESTS

WITH HONOURSI

I
Jmirado
I

WRrriNC PENCIL

W COLORED PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING

FROM YOUR

SCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

QUEEN'S BANDS
The Queen's Pipe Band lias re

sumed its pre-war role in support

of llie senior team, at pep rallies as

well as at the games.

The Brass Baud also looks for-

ward to considerable expansion of

its activities during the coming

term.

GLEE CLUB
The Queen's Glee Club meets for

rehearsal once a week. Member-
ship is open to everyone. One op-

eretta and one concert are given

each year under the direction of Dr.

Graham George.

CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING CLUB
This brings together students

wi'h a common interest in Chemis-

try and Engineering. Members of

the third and foiirtli years present

papers on technical subjects with

which they have become familiar

during the summer.

CERCLE FRANCAIS
Ici on parle . , .

Watch notice boards,

CIVIL ENGINEERING
CLUB

This club of tliird and fourth year

civils and men in other years in-

lerested in civil engineering, meets

10 discuss news and practical de-

velopments in the industrial field.

Speakers are invited and films are

show n.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING CLUB
The main activities are operating

tlie ham radio station, VE3VX, or-

ganizing trips to various industrial

plants and engaging guest speakers
lo familiarize members with the in-

dustrial applications of power and
comnumications engineering.

MINING AND
METALLURGICAL SOC.
This brings together students

with a common interest in mining,
metallurgy and geology. Meetings
are held every fortnight in which
talks by outside speakers are given,

followed by refreshments.

MECHANICAL CLUB
Tills ckib, with membership open

lo Third and Fourth year Engin-

eers, is affiliated with the A.S.M.E.
The club features films and outside

speeches, talks by members, trips

to plants and assorted social events.

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB

The aim of this Club is to stimu-

late student interest in International

Affairs. Discussion forums are or-

ganized every two weeks.

SWIMMING CLUB
Swimming sessions are held every

Wednesday evening for students
who wish to be members of the club
The swimming club sponsors the
annual Aqualade.

GERMAN CLUB
Meets to sprechen the deulch, For

language students and all interested.

ARMY
Training for commissions in the

various branches of the army is of-

fered by the C.O.T.C. here. Some
winter work and good summer jobs-
Men at camp this year report

Biology lecture room. Theology
Hall. Monday, Sept. 29, at 1900
hours.

SKI CLUB
The Queen's Ski Club provides

skiing for the average skier. Each
Sunday when snow conditions are

favourable, trips to Kingston Mills

are organized. Instructional films

are shown on week nights. The
Club is a member of the Southern

Ontario Ski Zone. It hopes to

field an Intercollegiate Ski team

this winter.

NAVY
The Queen's University Naval

training Division gives basic train-

ing in seamanship, signals, naval or-

ganization, naval law, strategy, tac-

tics and operations. Each spring

trainees are sent on a two-week
cruise to gain practical knowledge

of the Navy.

First parade for members and
applicants at H.M.C.S. Cataraqui

on Monday at 7.30 p.m. For gen

see Lieut. J. F, Edwards at Gym
or Stadium.

CAMERA CLUB
The object is to promote interest

in photography as a hobby and to

show the student how to utilize

photgraphy in his profession.

The Club has a meeting once
every three weeks at which inform-

al discussions take place.

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

The luter-Varsity Christian Fel-

lowship is an association of groups

of Christian students in the uni-

versities of Canada. At Queen'.s

the fellowship has conducted its ac-

tivities as weekly discussion groups,
led by the students themselves.

B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL
FOUNDATION

An organ of Jewish expression
on (he Campus and a centre of Jew-
ish and inter-faith activities is pro-

vided by this organization which
brings together Jewish students for

regular meetings and lectures.

DUPLICATE BRIDGE
CLUB

Bridge fiends will find mental
stimulation here. For experts but

novices welcome too.

PRESS CLUB
The Press Club is a social and

professional association for all stu-

den's who contribute to The Joiir-

iial. A series of talks by local news-
papermen has been tentatively ar-

ranged and various forms of enter-

tainment are planned. If you plan

to write for The Journal or would
like to draw, type, make linoleum

cuts, proof-read, or just empty ash-

trays in a journalistic manner you

will be welcome at The Journal Of-

fice, Sunday at 7 o'clock.

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT SERVICE

The Queen's branch was form-

ed to help students in the devastat-

ed areas of Europe and Asia. Funds
are needed and your contribution

of either money or work will be

gratefully received.

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
First rehearsal at 7.15 Tuesday,

Sept. 30 in Grant Hall. Instru-

mentalists with or without instru-

ments are very welcome.

DEBATING UNION
The Queen's University Debat-

ing Union encourages public speak-

ing and debating among Queen's

Students, provides opportunities for

practice and represents Queen's in

Intercollegiate Debates.

GLIDING CLUB
Three gliders, a tiger moth, winch

and bren carrier make this tops for

those interested in gliding and soar-

ing.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
Organized by senior students,

the Ps)-chology club began mee'ing

last year, was open to anyone who

had taken Phil. 2 or its equivalent.

MATHEMATICS AND
PHYSICS CLUB

This is a sttident group open to

all who are interested in Mathem-

atics and Physics. The club meets

semi-monthly to hear talks from

members of the staff and students.

Meeting today at 1.00 p.m.. Biol-

ogy lecture room. Theology hall for

all interested from Arts or Science.

COMMERCE CLUB
Meeting fortnightly, the club en-

deavours to bring the practical side

of commercial, economic and politi-

cal problems to the students by

means of speakers and field trips.

BIOLOGY CLUB
The club is made up of honour

students and staff of the Biology

dept. It meets twice monthly in the

homes of staff members and pro-

vides an opportunity to discuss de-

velopments and problems in this

field.

Dial Store 7990

1 THa IMILV CRAWFORO FLOWIR EHO

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Ret. 7990

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments ui Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loosa
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushioni

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

*rECHMiCAL» sijppl.ie:s
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Hanson & Cdgsir
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Programmes Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARSt
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OXFORD'S DEBATERS
MEET QUEEN'S OCT. 14
Challenge Offered

By Touring Experts
Queen's will be host to tliree

expert debaters from Oxford Uni-
versity on Tuesday evening, Oc-
tober 14 when two Queen's men
are scheduled to meet two of the
visitors to debate the subject
"Resolved: The working of a
modern democracy demands a lib-

eral rather than a vocational edu-
cation."

The third Oxford man will then
discuss "The British Social Pic-
ture" in a short semi-formal talk.

These Oxford debaters — Sir
Edward C. G. Boyle, Mr. David
K. Harris, and the Hon. Anthony
N. W. Beiin — are visiting some
40 American and Canadian uni-
versities in a tour arranged by
the Institute of International
Education, New York, in order
to promote greater international

understanding. The speakers have
been carefully selected at Oxford
to represent accurately the whole
body of the students and to pro-
vide vivid, entertaining speeches
to their audiences.

John Young, president of the
Queen's Debating Union, stated
that the debate will be "of great
interest to the student body" and
cordially invited all to attend,

VICE-PRINCIPAL
AS OF TODAY

Dr. iV. A. Mackintosh

Figure Jugglers

Earn Mention
A team of three Queen's ma-

thematical students won hour-
able mention in the William Low-
ell Putnam mathematical compe-
tition, written May 24 under the
sponsorship of the American Ma-
thematical Association. The three,
Robert W. Butcher. Thomas G.
Donnelly and Donald W. Dunn,
made up the first team ever to
represent Queen's in the annual
examination, which has been held
for the past eight years.

A total of 145 undergraduates
from 36 institutions in the United
."States and Canada competed in

this year's examination. Prizes
were won by four teams repre-
seuHng Harvard, Yale, Columbia
and the University of Pennsyl-
vania, in that order. Following
these, six other teams received
honourable mention, including
Queen's and the University of

Toronto.

LEVANA
The Levana Candlelight

Service will be held in Grant
Hall, Thursday, October 2,
at 7.30.

B.P.H.E. Newest

Queen's Degree --

Course Popular
.A ntw course in Arts which

will lead to a Pass B.A. degree

in three years and to a degree of

Bachelor of Physical and Health

Education at the end of an addi-

tional year is being offered by
the University for the first time.

Director of the course, a new-

cuiiier to the faculty of Queen's,

is F. P. Barllett, former!)- direc-

tor of physical education for men
in the Ontario Department of

Education. Assisting Mr. Bart-

lett as Instructors will be J. F,

"Jake" Edwards and Miss Marion

Ross.

Although registrar Miss Jean

I. Royce could give no informa-

tion by press time on the number
of students enroling in the newj

course, she stated that there

would be quite a few. The four-l

year plan of studies, Miss Royce|

explained, will give training in

recreational and social work, and

can also lead to a career in teach-

ing. Academically, it gives a stu-

dent a "B" certificate as a high

school assistant, and also a stand-

ing with the Department of Edu-

cation as specialist in Physical

Education.

For the first three years the

course requires from 17 to 19

hours of academic classes each

week, plus from five to seven

hours of physical education classes

per week. The fourth year will

be given entirely to physical and

health education, with from 26

to 28 hours of classes per week
required.

Frosh Welcomed
To University
The huge new class of fresh

men and freshettes was welcomed
officially to Queen's last Thurs-
day night. In crowded Grant
Hall, the new students were ir

Lroduced to Principal R. C. Wa
lace, the four deans and other
university officials, each of whom
spoke briefly.

Dr. Wallace outlined what the
university can do for the student.
He pointed out that it teaches
them ways of making a living,

gives them an opportunity of

making friends that will last for

life. It also offers them a chance
to know people and understand
how to deal with them co-opera-
tively, and also affords them an
opportunity to be introduced to

fields of interest that will provide
enjoyment and relaxation during
the rest of their lives.

Dean A. V. Douglas, dean of

women. Dr. W. A. Mackintosh,
dean of Arts. D. S. Ellis, dean of

Science, and Dr. G. S. Melvin,
dean of Medicine, also spoke.

The Rev. A. M. Laverty,
Queen's chaplain, and H. P. Gun-
dy, librarian, also were introduc-

ed to the new class.

After the meeting, the students

were led to the gymnasium where
they were paired off for the dance
which followed. During the even-

ing the frosh were led in Queen's
cheers and songs by John Duff,

newly appointed cheerleader, and
the cheerleading team.

The reception was convened by
Jim White, Science '48, and Shir

ley Johnson, Levana President,

aided by other members of their

years. Hampered by an advanced
deadline and innumerable other

obstacles, the committee came up
with a reception which impressed

the guests immensely. The whole
program was headed by John El-

Jim White and Jim Kirk of

I

Prof. CorryAccepts

Position as Speaker
Acceptance by Prof.

J. A. Cor-
ry of the position as Speaker of

the nascent Queen's Parliamen-
tary Society was reported to The
Journal on Sunday by Michael
Howarth, chairman of the Socie
ty's steering committee. Prof.

Corry, the Hardy professor of

Political Science, will have the
duty of conducting the four meet-
ings of the Society proposed for

this session.

Prof. Corry has expressed the
opinion that the new society will

be highly beneficial to Queen's.
He will enforce during the meet-
ings of the society the House
rules, still to be drawn up by the

steering committee. However, he
will have no connection with the

steering committee or with any
of the party groups. Mr. Ho-
warth has stated that the success
of the society will depend to a

large extent on the Speaker in

charge of its meetings.

Prof. Corry is a graduate of,

the University of Saskatchewan,
winning a Rhodes Scholarship at

that time. He was onetime editor

uf The Shea], the university paper.

Well known in Canadian political

circles, he is the author of tliP

text "Democratic Government
and Politics," a report to the

Royal Commission on Dominion-
Provincial Relations entitled

"Difficulties in Divided Jurisdic

tion,' and also two appendices

to the Rowell-Sirois Report.

SPEAKER CORRY
kevstone . . .

Three-Day Junket

For NFCUS Planned

Queen's As Host

Engineer Heads

Press Clubbers

I

Science, and Doug Bruce, Elspeth

Wallace and Shirley Johnson, of

Arts-Levana.

Over one hundred prospective

members of the Journal staff

crowded the publication's offices

on Sunday evening for the organ-

i/,ation meeting of the Press Club.

The editor and the editors of

the various departments briefly

outlined the plans and policy of

The Journal for this winter.

One end of the large office will

become a lounge featuring up-

holstered chairs, a coke machine,

and a Benzedrine vendor. At the

conclusion of the meeting officer:

were elected for the Press Club

lor this year. They were: pres

dent, Jim Kirk; vice-president,

Maryal Edwards; secretary, Hel-

en Creighton
; treasurer, Norah

Cassidy; chairman, entertainment

committee, Stew Fyfe; and chair-

man professional c o ni m i t t e e,

Mike Nelles.

Thanksgiving weekend, Octo
ber 11-13, will find Queen's hosts

to the National Federation of Ca-

nadian University Students (NF
CUS). On Saturday and Sunday
a meeting of the National Execu-

tive consisting of the president

Maurice Sauve (Montreal), the

secretary and the four regional

vice-presidents is planned.

This will be followed on Sun-

day and Monday by a conference

of the eight universities in the

English-speaking Central region.

Local arrangements are in

charge of John Chance, chairman

of the Queen's NFCUS commit-

tee.

NFCUS membership is divided

into four regions. Maritime,
French-speaking Central, Eng-
lish-speaking Central and West-
ern. The aim of the Federation

is greater co-operation between

all Canadian universities for the

promotion of the national inter-

ests, and also the provision of a

means of developing international

relationships with student groups

in other countries. It has been

instrumental in organizing the

Canadian University Press (CUP)
and in obtaining reduced rail

fares for students,
|

Howarth Chairman

Steering Committee
A meeting this afternoon of

students affiliated with Canadian
political parties will organize a
nine-member steering committee
to guide the workings of the

Queen's Parliamentary Society,

approved last March by the Alma
Mater Society. The meeting, sche-

duled for 3.30 p.m. in Room 301

of Kingston Hall, will be con-

ducted by Michael Howarth, ap-

pointed by the A.M.S. last spring

to be chairman of the committee.

It is expected that the make-up
of the steering committee will in-

clude the chairman, plus the lead-

er and whip from each of four

campus political groups: Liberal,

Progressive-Conservative, C.C.F.,

and L.P.P. Mr. Howarth stated,

however, that it will not be known
what parties are to be represented

on the committee until the stu-

dents speak at today's open meet-

ing.

The purpose of today's meet-

ing, according to Mr. Howarth,

is to refresh students as to the

organization of the Society and

the limitations imposed on it by
the A.M.S. An outline of the So-

ciety's activities for the session

will also be planned.

Main job of the meeting,
though, will be the appointment

of two representatives from each

party to the steering conmiittee.

It is expected that the political

groups on the campus wilt have

their party leader and whip se-

lected previous to the meeting for

appointment to the committee.

The committee will prepare

House rules, select dates for So-

ciety meetings, and choose topics

and resolutions. Chairman Ho-

warth will be the sole committee

member unaffiliated with a poli-

tical party,

Groundwork for the Parlia-

mentary Society was laid last

year wdien Mr. Howarth and Kate

Macdonnell, then senior Levana

representative on the A.M.S. exe-

cutive, visited a meeting of the

KISSING BAZAAR

Manitoba Freshmen Rate

Powwows, Floats, Cheesecake
A CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS DISPATCH

First estimate of this year's re-

gistration in Canadian universi-

ties has been received from Uni-

versity of Manitoba with 7,250

students enrolled, just 400 more

than in 1946. They hope to see

this student body eventually level

off at about 3,500 when all the

vets have been educated.

The reception being given these

400 frosh contrasts strongly with

the Queen's frosh reception.

Freshie Week at the University

of Manitoba includes — along

with the usual dances, pow-wows,

parades, receptions — a parachute

jump and a kissing bazaar for the

building drive. Freshie Queen,

fashion show, faculty floats, track

and field meet were also on the

menu.

Things are not all frivolity,

however, for the University of

Manitoba is taking a leading part

in scientific research, with a

$100,000 program under way in

the fields of architecture, nutri-

tion and agriculture.

The regional conferences are' McGill Model Parliament. Their

report on a proposed organization

for the Society was approved by

the A.M.S. executive on February

IS. and was later passed at an

open meeting of all students.

Four meetings of the Society

during the session wdl allow each

party to head the "governuient,"

while the other parties will take

turns at being chief opposition.

Topics debated on will be those

of current national interest, and

as explained by Mr. Howarth the

parties are expected to propound

their own party views.

All students attending may sit,

speak, and vote, either as a party

member or an independent mem-
ber. A special clause provides

that first year students shall par-

ticipate only as independent mem-

bers and shall not be enlisted by

the various parties, except if they

are of voting age.

A referendum passed last fall

by a large majority of Queen's

students prohibits the formation

and recognition on the campus of

political clubs "affiliated with le-

gally recognized political parties

in Canada." Thus the A.M.S, has

ruled that the campus political

groups shall receive no financial

assistance from the national or-

Scc Model Parliaincrit, p, .1

preliminary to the national con-

ference slated for Winnipeg this

Christmas. Inter-varsity activi-

ties were restricted during the

war years. Return to pre-war

level of activity, and beyond, is

intended by the Federation in

1947-48. Among its present ob-

jectives is an increase in the num
ber of exchange scholarships,

both national and international.

Also slated are inter-varsity

dramatic and music festivals,

national publication by Canadian

university students, and a tour

of Canadian universities by a U.

N, delegate.

John Chance, Queen's NFCUS
committee chairman, is in charge

of local arrangements. Anyone

who can give information to as-

sist in the accommodation of the

25 or more visitors who are ex

pected to attend the local ses-

sions is asked to communicate

with H. Hamilton, -\MS Sec-

Treas., at 8077,

CREDIT DUE
Journal staff photograph-

ers Bowley and Carey should

have had credit for the pic-

ture of the homeless couple

in the last Journal. They

took it.

GAEL ORFUNS BEAT LAST YEARS CHAMPS STORY ON
BACK PAGE
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WHY AMERICAN BANDS?
Among the brigliest prospects of the Queen's year are

the annual faculty At Homes. Among the darkest are the

prices Queen's men have to pay to go to them.

What makes these prices inevitable and keeps many men
away is the practice of importing American so-called "name"
bands.

It has been argued that the glamour of these bands adds

in some indefinable way to the elegance of the occasion.

However it seems to us that there is something to be said

for the hiring of top Canadian bands instead:

• American band rates are higher to begin with, as are

their travelling expenses,

• The hiring of American bands is just another way of

nibbling at Canada's scanty supply of American dollars.

• The hiring of American bands involves the employment
of a Canadian band at the same time even if it does not plaj'

a note. This is a union regulation and of course means extra

expfense.

• American band-leaders are not bound by their contract

to bring their whole band as it is composed for radio or record-

ing. Frequently advantage is taken of this loop-hole to hire

substitute musicians for us, grabbed at random from the union.

It has been known for the real band to carry on at home while
the band-leader and his pick-ups come north for an engage-
ment.

• There are Canadian bands as good or better and far

cheaper than some of the recent importations. They suffer

from lack of the kudos which American bands build up
through their readier access to the major recording companies
and rich radio sponsors. Canadian bands depend largely on
actual appearances to build their reputations. By hiring the
best Canadian orchestras we can help give them the recog-
nition they deserve.

The question of nationality has nothing to do with the
matter. What we are concerned with is that Queen's men
should have the best music available at a cost which, in these
times, it is possible for them all to pay.

There seems to be no question that Canadian bands offer
more vaUie for less monev.

NO BUTTS!
We understand that at long last the university is prepared

lo tolerate smoking in the main halls and basements of all

university buildings except the Douglas Library, Nichol Hall
and Ontario Hal!, It is still prohibited in classrooms.

This is a commendable concession to the habits of the
modern student. If we are to justify it, it is up to us to see that
there is a minimum of extra work for (lie janitors who must
clean up those halls.

When the butt receptacles arrivt — and they are on the
way — they should be used. A few determined litter louts
could cause the privilege to be revoked.

It's NOT the humidity it's the HEAT

!

BOOKS

New Canadian Novel Lacks Coherence

Hetty Dorval by Ethel Wilson; MacMiUan; $1.75.

Hetty Dorval is the story of a ravishingly beautiful but unscru-

pulous and selfish woman and Frankie, a young, naive country girl.

The plot moves through the little town of Lytton, B.C., at the con-

fluence of the Frascr and Thompson Rivers, across the broad

Atlantic and finishes rather dramatically in old London.

Hetty Dorval, the heroine, was born on her parents' ranch

near Lytton. At the time of the story she lives alone with her maid
in a cottage on top of the hilf. She holds herself from the villagers

—

"I will not have my life complicated," she says. However, she does

enjoy occasional secret visits from Frankie until Frankie's parents

discover these meetings and persuade her that Hetty is most unsuit-

able as a companion.

From Lytton the story moves along hop, skip and jump, through
Vancouver, an ocean voyage and various spots in England. By a

series of incredible coincidences, Hetty has succeeded in entwining
her tentacles about the heart of the handsome young engineer whose
guardian is Frankie's lover. There is a final triumph of good over
evil — Hetty is vanquished and departs in a pleasantly different

ending that is not usually encountered in a book of this type.

The material fur a story is here but unfortunately it has not
been used to advantage. For twelve chapters I felt that the author
had not made up her mind whether she should tell the life story of

Frankie or whether she should confine herself to the narration of

her encounters with Hetty. As a result there is a definite lack of

coherence — 1 felt that I was wading through pages of irrelevant

material to pick up the thread of the story.

Miss Wilson gave me the impression that she was struggling to

paint word pictures. Sometimes she succeeds and more often she
doesn't. Her pro.se style is youthful and immature. The last two
chapters save the book from being an utter waste of time.

I closed the book feeling that the material for an excellent
Canadian novel was there and wishing that the author had tried
a little harder.—L.H.

DEAR EDITOR . .

.

"Profit Offit?" ...
With concern and regret, many who spent the summer at

Queen's witnessed the closing of the Campus Coffee Shop. For the
disappearance of this famous emporium meant also the disappear-
ance of a place where we could be sure of an ample meal without
being robbed.

Now. the only remaining and convenient purveyor of food —
mostly coffee — relying on the predictable demands of our stomachs
has mslituled the highest price schedule in our city.

Once doubtfully spoken of as a kind soul, a good guy, charming,
and other

. . . adjectives, he has laid aside his generous past and
turned over a new leaf, How easily he has forgotten that he owes
his present wealth and prosperity — fleets of de-luxe cars, aero-
planes, yachts and huge solitaire rings — to the impoverished stu-
dents who once bought his main commodity at 5 cents a cup. Who-
ever said an elephant never forgets?

"One would never dream of boycotting our only convenient
cafe, but It wouldn't be so bad if we knew that the money was

MUSIC

Big Year For Symphony
By Gord Tracy

Iiverything points to a halcyon season for the Symphony Orchestra.
Many new and enthusiastic members have already enrolled, among them
an oboist and a French hornist, hitherto unknown in Queen's orchestras.
Dr. Graham George, professor of music and conductor of the orchestra
has announced that Handel's -Dettingen" Te Deuni with orchestral ac-
companiment, and Bach's 3rd Suite will be performed at a concert to-

ward the end of the first term.

Auber's sparkling and tuneful opera "Era Diavolo" will be this
spring's combined Glee Club and Orchestra presentation. Auber's music,
suggestive of both Sullivan and Rossoni, should bring out large student
audiences, much larger than those which betook themselves to last year's
"Orpheus," which was an artistic if not a financial success.

A rehearsal for the entire orchestra will be held on Tuesday, Sept.
30 at 7.15 in Grant Hall and every Tuesday evening thereafter. There
will be a brief organization meeting after the first rehearsal.

The orchestra is now an institution of which Queen's can begin to
led proud. This summer it gave the first performance of Graham
George's ballet "Jabberwocky," a very interesting work. Dr. George's
latest plan is to stage a "libretto" competition. When the best libretto
lias been selected he will start working on the music, and the orchestra
and Glee Club will give it its premiere next year.

lining the vaults of a student institution's safety deposit boxes. Why
don't build a safeteria for the students, where girls and boys,
and contrariwise boys and girls, could enjoy the luxury of each
other's company without feeling like canned sardines?"

At present, the po]>ular meeting ground — speaking entirely
for oneself — has been the library; a place where folks make more
noise shusliing up other people, than those who are being connubial— I mean congenial.

DOUBLE CHAT CHAT.

P,S.—An excellent restaurant down-town.nameless. but opposite
the City Hall, offers a very large cup of coffee, fresh-made toast
with ample butter and marmalade for 15 CENTS. Down-town
restaurant rents are higher than those elsewhere, and one might
be justified in concluding therefore'— as per recent article in a
Toronto paper, that the profit on toast, coffee and marmalade at
25 cents — as sold at the above discussed joint — is 450%-

UEEN'SWORLD
John Slater, now at Oxford, describes the

background of the challenging

Oxford debating team

It is typical of Britain that organizations and government, even

in the smallest units, takes a democratic form. The whole body of

people composing a group — whether it be a county, a village, a

school, a trade union branch, or a private club, are accustomed to

choose certain of their members to act in their interests and consider

their common problems. It is also typical of the country that we in

Britain have many debating societies which function for the pleasure

of debate, for the airing of opinion, and for training in argument.

Most of these are modelled on the lines of Parliament itself. Among
the most important are the debating societies of University students,

where they generally form part of the democratically administered

students' "Union." One of the oldest, and certainly the largest and

most famous of these, is the Union Society of the University of

Oxford.

The Oxford Union Society was founded by a small group of

LTniversity students in 1823. Interest in politics had been quickened

by the wave of unrest and social reform sweeping over Europe after

the French Revolution. In England, reaction and censorship pre-

vented free discussion. The Universities suffered from an out-wom
scholasticism and the dead hand of the past. Political change and

new ideas were suspect. These Oxford students sought an open

forum where they could debate current affairs unhampered by the

restrictions and jealous conservatism of the old eighteenth century

system of organization in separate colleges.

New Debating Hall Has Dining Room, Bar

In 1878 a large new debating hall was built, copying minutely

the plan of the Parliament at Westminster. Rows of benches face

each other, where sit the defenders of the Government and their

sponsors, and at the head of the hall is the President's chair. Over-

looking the hall are galleries where visitors may follow the dis-

cussions below them. Sometimes as many as 600 students crowd
into the hail to take part in an important debate, In this way the

very atmosphere of the national assembly at Westminster is repro-

duced, and the formality of the procedure in the Union Society

emphasises its similarity with its great parent. A library was
formed, which mnv holds 50,000 volumes on all subjects. There
are dining room and reading rooms, and a bar. The Union has a

membership of 25.000 students, past and present, of whom 1,500 are

in residence, about one quarter of Oxford's present student popula-

tion. Membership is entirely voluntarj', open to everyone who will

pay the entrance fee, and no one is excluded on grounds of class,

creed or colour. Once a member, any student has immediately the

right of taking part in debates. In 1942 a Negro Communist was
elected to the highest office of the Union, that of President. Though
the Oxford Union Society is a social club for all studnts who wish
lo join, its chief interest to the outside world lies in its debating
ball. Around the wails hang portraits of former student-members
who later became Cabinet Ministers and Premiers of governments.

Debate Government Policy, Science, Everything

There is a regular time for questions in the weekly meetings
when all members may ask their elected officers how money has
been spent, and may make suggestions for the running of the Society.

The debates themselves are usually on topical political issues. The
policy of the Government is frequently debated, speakers taking up
its defence, or moving its censure. Cultural and artistic subjects

are also discussed : education, science, and films all come within the

scope of the Society.

How does the average Oxford student regard the Union Society?
it is important to realize that since the Society is free and volutary
it is not an official body, nor is it representative of ail, or even of a
majority, of Oxford students. The results of debates cannot be
taken as necessarily representing the views of the majority of all

students in Oxford, but merely of those whose interest in political

discussion is keen enough for them to join. The average Oxford
student may be a "keen union man": that is to say, he may attend
debates weekly, make his mark in some discussion, and eventually
rise to the highest office of President ; or he may join merely in order
to listen to t!ie speeches, to make use of the library, or even the
bar! To-day the majority of members are ex-Servicemen who have
been in the fighting f(..rce^ on the battle-fronts of the world. Their
age and experience lead in general to serious discussion and respons-
ible decisions.

To-day the nature of university life is changing. More and
more students are being provided for by generous grants of State
money and the Union Society is feeling the influx of new blood.
The debates have iie\er been more vigorous: enthusiasm for dis-

cussion, for serious, searching debate upon world problems, is a
most heartening sign in a dark world.

TIMOTHY STUDIO
FOR

Graduation Portrait

WELLINGTON ST. DIAL 7037
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The Good Old Daya

Rugby, Dateless Co- Eds
At Queen's in 1890's

At about tliis time of year in 1893, tlic students of Queen's Univer-
sity were gathered in Convocation Hall for the animal Frosh Reception
The affair was along the lines of a church social. Decorously attired
black suits with high, stiff collar., the frosh and seniors played parlour
games and sipped tea and lemonade

In the balcony above sat most of

Kingston's still-hopeful old maids
Their air of restraint was probably

due more to ill-fitting corsets than

to any lack of interest in tlie pro

ceediiigs below.

"They fished all night," remark
ed the next issue of The Journal

"but caught nothing."

The occasion is still green in the

memory of Brig.-Gen. Arthur E
Ross. Arts '93. Entering the Un:

versity in 1889, he later fought in

both the South African and First

Great Wars. He also was Mayo
of Kingston and in 1921 was elected

to Parliament for the first of a long

series of terms.

First Football Team
Gen. Ross's freshman j'car was

something of a landmark in Queen
sports history, for Jim Sniellie was
busily organizing the first rugby
team. There was no coach

; Smcllie

captained the team and called all the

practices.

His charges were extremely hus
ky gentlemen, but when they took

on Ottawa College, alleged Domi
ion champions, they came out on the

bottom of an 8-6 score. A return

game brought the same result, al

was some question a;

QUEEN'S JOURNAi;

though there

to the ethics of the referee,

The class of '93 included six or

seven females, still something of

novelty on the campus. They were
proper ladies and "very refined,'

hut joined determinedly in all stn

dent activities. Their numbers were
suddenly augmented by a group of

elderly ladies when word got about
that a certain English professor was
tall, dark, and possessed of a brist-

ling black moustache.

The same English professor later

became engaged to his brightest

student. The alliance was sup-

posedly secret, but on Convocation
Day, as the beaming prof, was aliout

to present his dearest with the gold
medal, the student body gave a

raucous rendition of "She's My
Annie." c

Co-Eds Lead Sheltered Life

The co-eds of '93 had lots of time

for work, because dates were
most unknown. There was no place

to go except to church. At least

one of the girls became a complete

slave to her books. "There she

goes," remarked Guy Curtis, famed
captain of the 'Conquerors of Yale',

"tearing her shirt-tail because there

aren't more than 24 hours in the

day to study."

Curtis was not exactly a brilliant

student. Gen. Ross recalls. "I saw
his room once, and there was onlyi

one book there—a chemistry text.

I don't think

exam."

"During his first year at Queen
lie'd come out to all the football

practices and stand on the sidelines

throwing the ball back whenever it

was kicked out of bounds. He didn
know any more about the game than
I did, but by tlie next year he wa
captain of the team."

Gen. Ross doesn't remenibe;
much about the great game with
Yale except that a goodly number
of players returned with bruises or
even broken bones.

Jordy Was Boss
The decade of the nineties was

the heyday of Principal James Mon
roe Grant. Gen. Ross remember:
him as a powerful, vigorous man
with great personal dignity. " 'Jordy
rules the boys', we used to sing, and
he really did rule. He dressed

meticulously and expected his pro-

fessors to do the same."

Yet the great Principal's office

door was ahvays open to the student
with a problem on his mind.

A professor's job under the Grant
regime was far from a soft touch.

In 1889, Professor "Nicky" Nichol-

son was responsible for junior

Latin, senior Latin, honour L^tin,

junior Greek, senior Greek, honour
Greek, Modern Languages and
Sanskrit. The pressure was some-
what relieved by the hiring of four

new professors in the fall.

Incidentally, Gen. Ross remem-
bers the origin of the Queen's "Oil

Thigh." The student leaders were
scouting about for something new in

the way of a yell when they came
across a group of Gaelic-speaking

students from Cape Breton Island.

The problem was solved. A yell was
composed in English and subse-

quently translated into Gaelic,
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'And what did YOU come to Queen's forS

MODEL PARLIAMENT
(Continued from page I)

ganizations, shall correspond with

national parties only through the 1

2

head of the steering committee, B
and shall be limited to one party

caucus previous to each of the

four meetings.

With regard to the smooth
functioning of the Society meet- g
ings, Mr. Howarth comments,

"It's a party show, and they will

have to play ball." He asserts

that discipline within the party,

coupled with successful imple-

mentation of House rules by the

Speaker, will determine the suc-

cess of Queen's first Parliamen-

tary Society.

NEED ADVICE?
So you're here at last! You've mamged to lose the ribbons |

and map shoved at you at the station. -.Your rubbers arc care-

{ully slored azuay under the Rtts Biscuits, and your formal is i

hopefully hanging in your half of the closet. Your first meal at |
Ban Righ immediately made you feel one of the initiates, and I
you are now casting about for the best way of quickly becoming |
the Queen's co-ed. |

Now the first thing to be handed you is frcshette regulations, I

Ribbons and name card and tammy. ^ Fig for ribbons and name 1
card and nasty old tammy! Who wants the fleeting ecstacv of 1
really feeling one of the crowd at the e.rpense of being weighted I
dou>n by bigoted balderdash? |

IVilhin the ivcck, (if you're foxy), you'll discover which of your I
Profs lakes the attendance in each lecture . . . well don't Just Sit !
there! with exams so far away, who are you to sil through class §
after class, day after day, being all hidebound by convention, zvhcn i
there are gallons of coffee to be drunk and long inviting glances I
to be cast? |

Speaking of glances to be cast, brings to mind that happv I
hunting ground known as the Douglas Library. Some freshettcs. |
albeit their numbers arc fe^v, have been known to consider the |
reading room as a spot dedicated to the pursuit of htoivlcdge. |
Some of these freshettcs laboured under this delusion even unto g
the third and fourth years at zvhich time Ihcv graduated zmlh =

honours. Leave us not be numbered among Ihcin. As a mailer §
of fact you must be made to regard all forms of mental effort as 5
an evil, ruining as it docs your artless air of innocent debaucherv. k

By noio you have probably realised that there are a number -f

of clubs on the campus — press, drama, music and the like. §_

You have also heard the alleged advantages of joining such organ- 5
ications. "Broaden your interests" "get valuable experience" "de- i
velop hobbies",..^ ^...XVords! Words! Words! The entire system J
of clubs is a plot to reduce the time you might better spend danc-

ing and generally carrying on. The only possible benefit you might 5
receive in joining such clubs is cutting dozen the time you might

otherwise spend in studying.

The idea of Christmas exams might at first appear formid-

able. However with practice you will be able to dull your brain

romplelely and live only for the

moment. The fashion here at

Queen's is to ignore them entirely

until the night before the morning

after. At this time one brezvs some

coffee, turns on the radio, lights a

cigarette and opens the shiny new
textbook.

m— EXASPERATION WITH

REGISTRATION NOTE
All students registering wiU fill in the foUowing form for the records of

the Ringfer Research Foundation.

(be FRANK) (2) Are you ALIVE, DEAD, or
(be judicious) (3) SEX? (YES

(6)

A. (1) Name?
on the STAFF? juun,mua^ ocat _________
or no) (4) Occupation of MATERNAL GRANDMOTHERS?
WHAT! (be exhaustive) (5) Are you HAPPY?
Wotthehell do you expect us to do about this? (be explicit)
(7) Woops? _ (be musical) (7) What PUBS do you attend?— (be A),

B. Levana only wiU fill in the foUowing:

(1) Redhead? Brunette? BLONDE?
Dyed in the WOOL? (2) PHONE number?
(be accurate) (3) Do you eat CLUB sandwiches? STEAKS?

JUST COFFEE please? (4) What SPORTS
do you play — the senior RUGBY team? _____ The WATER polo

A^^l^ir,;
'^^^ BRIDGE team? _______ Any who COME

ALONG? (be cordial) (5) Do you date SCIENCE men?
(be CAREFUL) (6) If you can't be GOOD what would

you RATHER be? (be rogmsh) (7) List your ASSETS-
(! e, big blue EYES, don't EAT much, GLIDING club)
(8) List your LIABILITIES (i.e. that dam HAIR HP, GLIDING
club, eat like a HORSE)

C. (1) did you fill this in? ._ (2) would you rather fiU US in?— Tear out this form now and stick it on your TAMMY.

—Sadsack T. Ringer.

Frosh Reception

Don't get me wrong / love Queen's but I'm tired-

li-as at the Frosh reception, sec / saw all those beautiful men see
but they didn't sec me jo Fm standing in the doonvay u'lien up
lomes this guy he ain't no fames Mason or even a Van Johnson
but at least he's breathing he asks me to dance and my eyes
light up and me teeth sparkle and I think Gees, a Queen's fiiaii_

Fm really living. The band's wonderful but Vm not hearing it cause
the guy is breathing so heavy so loe dance an^yway and all he can
say is Woops, Sorry. So Fm getting sick of all this conversation and / say
e.i-cuse me but I knoiv you would like to dance ivith some other girls and
I retire to the wall me. that wants to be a clinging vine becomes
a 'Wallflower .just when I see my senior cowing up with a man and
she smiles and says Fd like you to meet my frcshette and just as I think
at hist she says "We're going to go steady. He's only a freshman but he's
kind of cute. Well gees ivhat chance has a girl got when the seniors
have books to sell and notes to lend and look so Threatening / did
finally dance / mean I shimmied in the middle of the floor and
made conversation „// was fun^ 1 think / really don't
remember very well cause after the first fezv dances I felt no pain
but don't get me wrong. I love frosh receptions and I love Queen's.
and most of all I love Queensmen. I hope, I hope.

Single Room, Somewhat Furnished
"How DID you know I was a

Freshette?"

Oil [)ity the dear kiddie

Wbosc dad he's barely met.

Who lives with Mom and grandma

'Cause his dad's a student Vet.

Poor daddy's busy studying

But not for learning bent

—

He's busy with the Classifieds

And signs that read "To Rent."

Around the town he scurries

liarrietield and Portsmouth too,

'Til al last he finds a woman
WliQ will deign an interview.

"How many children are there ?

Is your wife cxpecling soon?

Do you harbour pups or kittens?

Do you drink, or smoke or croon?"

"Oh. a paragon of virtue I

You arc truly quite unique

I believe I might consider it

—

Just phone me in a week."

Another week of torture

How can he concentrate?

He's afraid to call too early

—

Can't afford to call too late.

Then at last the crucial moment-

"I've decided that you may
Just move in anytime, dear Vet,

Fido *vill vacate today!"

QTOiffliiiaMiiiLi

So you flunked?

This is one of the tests of the true

co-ed on such occasions you must

remember that your failure was en-

tirely due to the extremely unfair

e.vam or to the old fuddy-dud of a
Professor who nez'er really liked

you anyivay.

Hozvever the most soothing balm

for a conscience troubled by failure

is the fact that THAT wasn't what

you came to University for in the

first place.

a 'as it ?

.1 ! LiiiamiiWitTWsaisai^^

JOURNAL FEATURE CONTEST

Through the generosity of the AMS The Journal is offering two prizes

of ten dollars each for the two best poems, essays or short stories sub-

mitted by a student NOT on the Editorial Board of The Queen's Journal.

Entries should be marked Journal Literary Editor and handed into

the Queen's Post Office or The Journal Office in the Old Arts Building.

Entries must reach the editor not later than Nov. 21 in the case of the

Fall Contest and Feb, 14, for the Spring Contest.

The Journal is particularly anxious to receive stories relating to as-

pects of life al Queen's and others of topical interest. Entries must not

be longer than 350-400 words.

TO-DAY

JOAN FONTAINE
PATRIC KNOWLES

HERBERT MARSHALL
RICHARD NEY in

"IVY "

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT

She kept three men dangling . . . one

at the end of a noose!

CONTINUOUS SHOW DAILY — DOORS OPEN J2,30

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED
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What's When

Today: Arts '49 Year Meeting,

7.30, Biology Lecture Room
Camera CUib, 7.30, Senate

Room, Old Arts BIdg.

Sympliony Orchestra first re

hcarsal, 7.15, Grant Hall.

Wednesday: Debating Union

12.45, room 201 New Arts BIdg.

Thursday: Inter-Varsity Chris-

tian Frosh Corn Roast, 7.00,

front of Douglas Library.

Friday: Meds '49 Year Dance,

9-1, Grant Hall.

Intramural Golf: qualifying 18

hole round, 2 p.m., Cataraqu

Golf Club.

Saturday: Queen's Sr. Football

vs OAC, Richardson Stadium,

2,30.

Queen's Intermediate Football

vs Kingston Athletics. Richard-

son Stadium, morning.

Queen's ORFU vs Toronto

2nd, Toronto.

Monday; International Relations

Chih, see Friday's Journal for

time and place.

IViio's Where: Journal tele-

phone service starts, Phone
Journal for info.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Advertisements will be ac-

cepted up to 8 p.m. on press

nights. Rate: 25 cents per

inch (25-30 words). Cash in

advance.

LOST
Blue Waterman's pen. Name etched
A. E. Ross. Superstirious value—has
passed many examinations. Reward.
Phone 7514. Art Ross.

HOUSING
The following married students still
are without accommodation:

John G. Graham, one child, phone 7664,
John A. Young, one child, phone 20040.
Mr, Petticrew, one child. Wife will do

light housekeeping. Phone 2-]087.
Frank Kinrade, has a wife and a one-

year-old child. Would like 2 or 3
unfurnished rooms. Phone 7162.

A. B, Pettem and wife need accommo-
dation. Phone 6244.

JOBS
Curator for Arts' club room. Duties to
include tidying and sweeping of club
rooms. An honorarium will he paid.

Applications to be submitted not later
than Friday. October 3, to the secre-
tary of the Arts Society.

DEBATING UNION
Tomorrow noon at 12.45 there

will be an organization meeting of

the Queen's Debating Union in

room 201, New Arts Building. The
program for the first part of the

year will be discussed and arranged.

Will everyone interested please turn

up.

Psychology Club

Paid-iip mcmbersiiip is necessary
to vote in organization meeting lo
be held soon, according to President
Roily Tongas. Stew Conger, Arts
'49 is treasurer.

_

The linc-np at the post office
IS jieople handing in WHO'S
WHERE cards.

Hello, room clerk, does Joe
Dokes live in room 202'"

"Yes."

"Well, come up and pick him out
—the rest of us want to go home."

WEEFHUIS
Dutch Art Weaving

76 Brock Street
*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

The Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-

lowship will hold a "Frosh Corn

Roast" oil Tluirsday, Octaher 2, at

7 p.m., meeting in front of the

Douglas Library. Everyone in-

vited.

NEWMAN CLUB
A Newman Club mass will be

held in St. James' Chapel, next

Sunday at 9.30.

Principal Wallace will be the

guest of honour at the breakfast

held after mass in the Hotel Dieu

Hospital.

ARTS '49 YEAR MEETING
The first year meeting of Arts

'49 will be held tonight at 7.30 in

the Biology Lecture Room, Old

Arts Building. An executive for the

coming year will be elected. All

members of Arts '49 are asked to

attend.

Sadie Hawkins Nov. 7 — your
phone won't ring unless yOLir

number's in WHO'S WHERE,

GLIDING CLUB
The Queen's Gliding Club enjoyed

a siiccesssful week-end -with a total

of twenty flights on Saturday and

Sunday. Using the club's own

Tiger Moth and two-seater Sail-

plane Don MacCIement and Don

Morrison soared for a total of fifty-

four minutes on Sunday after-

noon. Two pilots were checked out

in the Iwo-seater and two pilots

flew the Grtmau Baby for tlie first

time.

A meeting to elect officers

will be held at seven-thirty Wednes-

day in the Biolog>' Lecture Room.

Meuibers of the chib expect a very

active year.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
CLUB

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB

Joint chib organization meeting

Monday, October 6, See Friday's

Jourmil for time and place.

RADIO WORKSHOP
The Radio Workshop will hold

auditions for all would-be radio

actresses, actors and announcers

some time this week, at CFRC,
Fleming Hat!. Frosh welcome.

Watch campus bulletin boards for

further announcement as to date

and time.

MEDS '49 DATE BUREAU
Break the ice witli "The Ice-

breakers." Get your date through

the Meds '49 Date Bureau, 'plione

3071 between 7 p.m. and lOp.m, on

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-

day, ask for "Ruth",

Did you give your Kingston

address to WHO'S WHERE?
Nip over to the P.O. and do it

now.

TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.
Poper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Diol 3924 125 Union St. W.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING STREET W., TORONTO
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Store Hours: 9 - 5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . , .

We hove o large ossortment of

LEATHER ond FABRIKOID
RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 ond

upwords.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,

LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY
end ACCESSORIES.

LOCKETTS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
' I^B^^H OF CANADA ^^^^^M

Established 1869

Heod Office Woterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leodbeoter

Angus Heads New
Dept. oF Drama

More Staff Changes
In addition to five professors

named in Friday's Journal as hav-
ing been newly appointed to posi-
tions on the Queen's faculty, the
imi\'ersity instrnction staff has
been increased by 12 new assist-
ant professors, lecturers, instruc
tors and tutors. Further, the pro
motion of ten members of last

session's staff has also been an
iiounced.

Three assistant professors who
begin lectures tliis fall are Rev.
Waldo E. L. Smith, Ph.D., Me-
diaeval and Cliurch History; C.

H. Cardinal, M.A., German; and
Dr. C. R. McLean. Pathology.
Other additions to the staff of

the university were as follows:
Miss Rita Anderson, part time
instructor in Bacteriology; Jack
Houck, lecturer in Psychology
for medical students; Dr. Joseph
Greenhlatt. clinical tutor in the
Department of Medicine; Miss
jetniy Weir, lecturer in Public
Health

; H. \V. Ellis, lecturer in

Mathematics: Miss Pauline Jew-
ctt, instructor in Political Sci-
ence: S. C. Robinson, lecturer in

Mineralogy
; Arnold Edinborough,

lecturer in English : and Duncan
\V. Marshall, lecturer in Chemical
Engineering.

The promotion of Gleb Krot-
kov from associate professor to

professor of Biology was an-

nounced. Promoted from assist-

ant professor to associate profes-

sor were K. Grant Crawford, head
of the Institute of Local Govern-
ment; C. v. Armour, civil engi

rieering; H. S. Pollock, electrical

engineering; H. W. Curran, bio

lugy; Dr. P. A. McLeod, obstet-

rics and gynaecology : Dr. R. C.

Burr, radiology ; and H. J. Styles,

drawing. R. L. Fauconnier, of

Meds Operate On
Opening Formal
The Meds Formal, by tradition

the only formal dance of the fall

season and the Medsmen's most
lavish social event will be held Fri-
day, October 31 this year.

Plans and construction work on
decorations are already under way.
Convenor Mel Shaw reports that
the formal this year will be held in

the Gym and that in view of the in-

creased numbers that can be ac-
commodated an effort will be made
to reduce the price of tickets to pre
war levels.

Tickets will l)e made available
first to the Medical Faculty and the
remainder will go on sale two weeks
from now.
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RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

the French department, was pro-
moted to assistant professor from
instructor. Rev. Dr. S. M. Gil-
mour was promoted from lecturer
to assistant professor of Hebrew
and religious knowledge in the
Faculty of Arts.

Dr. William Angus, assistant
professor of English and direc-
tor of Dramatics, has withdrawn
from the Department of English
and has been made director of
Dramatics, with the rank of as-
sistant professor. J. G. L. Pear-
son is to be lecturer in Philo-
sophy instead of English.

Five resignations, apart from
that of Dr. Humphrey, have been
accepted by the Board of Trus-
tees. They are: A. A. Day, clas-

sics: J. R. Bristow. physics; W.
i\I. Campbell, chemical engineer-
ing: B. M. Sprinbett. p.>;ychology

|

and H. L Marshall, drawing.

Meds '49 Ttirow

Season's First
This Friday night marks the

debut of the regular winter social

season. The dance, named "The
Ice-Breaker" by its sponsors from
Meds '49, will be held in Grant
Hall, mecca for student activities

smce 1902. Kingston-bred Dick
Edney, band-leader at the recent

Freshman Reception, returns to

the campus with his I2-piece or-

chestra to provide the music start-

ing at 9 p.m. and lasting until L
"Intermission entertainment,"

guarantees Social Convener Wilf
Roy,/'will maintain the high qual-

ity of previous years." The pro-

gram has been designed to

centre around the harmonized of-

ferings of the Meds '49 octet.

1 liis group was organized in the

class's freshman year, and has en-

joyed unrivalled success on the

campus smce that date, includiii

several engagements over the

Queen's Radio Station. CFRC.
Friday night the emphasis will

be on tradition-shrouded school

songs.

Further undivulged comedy di-

i'ersion is planned for the inter-

missio.') period, with door and
novelty prizes adding to the oc-

casion.

Tickets are'$1.2S and are avail-

able from any member of ''.'leds

'40 or ,it the door on Friday night.

Don't Forget Fellows - -

CHARLIE STANLEY
(formerly or Darline's Barber Shop)

has started in business

University Ave. at William

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

FORMIRLV TH« JMILT CflAWI-linD F1.0HEn SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Rm, 7990

WHO'S WHERE LISTS UP

-^^akeBettet

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books
Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St.

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS

Phone 4051 92 Princess St.
I

Proof lists for Wlws Where
will be posted for correction this

week. The accuracy of the direc-

tory depends on the individual

student checking- to see that his

name rs on the lists and that the
infurmation given is complete
and correct.

Science — Proofs will be post
ed from Tuesday afternoon till

4 p.m. Friday in Science Club
,

ruMiiLs, Millei- Hall and Ontario
Hall.

Levana— Proofs will be posted
\\'ednesday afternoon till Satur-
d.-i\- at 10 a.m. in Ban Righ, the
Art?; Building and the Post Of-
fice.

I

Arts — I'roofs will be posted

from Thursday afternoon till 4

p.m. Monday in the Arts Build-

ing, and at the Post Office.

Meds — Proofs will be removed
from the Anatomy Building, the

Richardson Amphitheatre and the

Old Arts Building today, at 4

p.rn.

Proofs will definitely be re-

moved at times stated; these

make up the last copy to go to

the printers and prompt action

will speed publication of the Di-

rectory.

.A. telephone directory service

\' ill lie iii^lituted Mon<lav niq;ht.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6331

KINGSTON'S STYLE SHOP

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —

MEDS '49 YEAR DANCE
Break the ice with ''The Icebreakers"

Everyone Welcome

DICK EDNEY AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Grant Hall

$1.25 couple Fri. Oct. 3, 1947 Dancing 9-1

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—

IRADO
WRrriNG PENCIL

Imim
' COLORED PENCtL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

BUVAU3
FROM YOUR

ISCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

- — is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's,

We invite you to moke Laidlaw's your shopping heod-

quorters in Kingston

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITEO

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Reody-to-Weor - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loos«
L^af Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushiona

Our Used Book E.xchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPPUIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing o£

Programmes Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634
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NEW ORFUNS EKE OUT 1 - 0 WIN
SALARI SPARKLES ON DEFENCE
VISITORS' JAMIESON STARS
BEFORE SPARSE GALLERY
--FUMBLES ARE FEATURED

By Bruce Williams

The football opener Saturday saw Queen's Interme-
diate ORFU team register the first win of the season.
Although the brand of football left much to be hoped for,
the Edwardsmen showed a willing spirit, amid fumbles
and poor tackles. With a little more polish and game-
time this team should present some crowd-pleasing foot-
ball. Despite the in-and-out display this 1-0 decision over
Cobourg, last year's Canadian Intermediate title-holders,
indicates that we can expect to have a winning club even
on their off days.
Cobourg kicked off and theyi

battled on even terms for 5 min- The Tricoior lield and regained
utes. Montrose of Queen's then possession on the 45. A holding
g;ot a piece of Cobourg kick and penalty and a run by lohn ?Iol-
Qucen's had the ball on their der moved the ball to Cobourg's
own 20. An extension was stop- 45. An offside and a 13-yard loss
ped for no gain and Dell's kick^ left Queen's in possession on the
on the second down was blocked 42.

by Sealy and recovered on the

Queen's 15. The Gaels held Co-
bourg for no gain on three plays

and regained possession.

After a couple of kicks Co-
bourg threatened again. A fum-
ble on ihe 20 was recovered by
Queen's and Jim Minnes kicked
out of danger. As the quarter
ended a pro pass Sadler to Mont-
rose on third down was good for

25 yards and left Queen's with
the ball on the Cobourg 35.

SECOND QUARTER
Sleeves' kick was blocked as

one of his own men was pushed
into the play and Cobourg took
possession on their own 43. Af-
ter an exchange of kicks and a
10-yards out-of-bound penalty, an
off tackle plunge by Quigley and a
Queen's offside, Cobourg were
again in scoring position. Jamie-
son passed to Douglas and the
ball rested on the Queen's 1-yard
line. Crowfoot recovered a fum-
ble to save a score. Jamieson re-
ceived Jim Minnes' kick on the
Queen's 40 and then threw a pass
to Huyck for 20 yards. Cobourg
attempted a placement which was
partially blocked by Jini Southey.

Queen's recovered the ball on
Jamieson's fumble after which
Sleeves went for 12 yards. Sad-
ler's attempted pro pass was in-
tercepted by Bullock. Ross Stev-
ens saved another score when he
ran out Plunkett's attempted
placement. The first half ended
with Queen's in possession and
a blank scoreboard.

THIRD QUARTER
On Cobourg's kick illegal in-

terference gave Queen's the ball

FOURTH QUARTER
Jamieson made 28 yards on an

end sweep. Queen's regained
possession and Minnes and Hol-
der gave the Gaels a first down
on their own 30. An offside by
the visitors gave the Tricolor the
ball on their own 3S-yard line.

Cobourg failed to give Sadler
yards on a third-down kick and
the ball came to rest on the Co-
bourg 45. The defending cham-
pions regained possession on their

own 20 and after a kick by each
team Cobourg started the parade
of hope passes with a 25 yard to
Gilbert. Two more passes went
incomplete as they attempted to
pull the game out of the fire. Si-

mola then intercepted Plunkett's
third-down pass to put the game
on ice for the Galloping Gaels.
A roughing penalty put Queen's

in scoring position but with the
minute flag up Sadler froze the
ball on a two-yard buck.

Game over: Queen's, 1; Co-
bourg, 0.

Stars in the game were: Pete
Sahiri, for his excellent play along
the line. Ross Stevens vs Bill

Dell in the glory department, and
Hank Siniola for impressive sec-
ondary defence.

For Cobourg the standouts
were Bullock on the line, and
Jamieson and McIIveen on the
half line.

The star of the game although
difficult to choose was Cobourg's
Jamieson who was a bulwark on
both offence and defence.

STATISTICS

VI . ,
Queen

1 arils gamed ru-'ihiiig„ 93
I a.sscs atlcmpied 3
Passes compleied 1

Cobourg
]22

7

3

54
1

on the visitors' SO. In three plays ^'^'^t's' BTincTon" passes 25
Steeves and Milliken advanced' ELTs'aiCSli^ "

.Jthe ball to the Cobourg 26 where ^'""^^ blocked
. Z 1 2

Winnes kicked a single. John-I
^''''"^^ °" 26

ston made a substantial gain from' n„.^n'c. c""?:"^,^
25 ,„ .he SO with !\riuZ''^S^^M^^'^ISi:iS^-^

runnmg effort. After a seven-! win„ 'Qf''
^^°°'7' Montrose; flying

yard ,»i„ o„ a„ e.,.„sion, ^]^^:JT^L;^'&^^'S^,^^
bert kicked to Milliken on the 15 T^'H! P'a

,9"l?'ia"scn, Devlin. Crow^
Ahcr a„ exchange of kicKs a no- K ' »?:^S'Sw'r"¥JrS"'
yard penalty gave Cobourg theT'^r'

i*^''*"'^''''^'''^"-

ball o„ ,„e Q„ee„.s ,5, A^e„- Mc^Glr%„rGS;„,°fe fe'^'
yard penalty and a bad snap rave 1'""'' Waison, Adams, Poy„-
Queen's the ball on their own 52 i^r'andl^S t^^^^.^'^'^l^^.^i^
Minnes kicked to Cobourg's I' ' n'"^"' ^n?"";-'

i^hnsio,,. Jamieson,

GIRLS SPORTS
With the year's sports officially

opened by Saturday's football game
we are heralding this year as the

biggest not only for our Galloping

Gaels but for the Levana teams as

well. It is the one feminine depart-

ment long skirts will not invade . . .

All freshettes are invited to parti-

cipate in their favourite sports, to

criticize and to offer suggestions as

to administration through their re-

presentati\'e on the Levana Athletic

Board of Control.

The Intamural teiDiis tourna-

ment began Monday. Game schedule

is posted in Ban Righ Hall and in

the Library. Be sure your match is

played on time.

Archery commences next week
and we hope to follow the example
of last year's team to capture the

Intercollegiate Archery Meet.

7rof/; practices will be resumed
after a lapse of a year . . .

Be sure to watch the special bul-

letin board in the Library for details

of Levana sports activities.

INTRAMURALS
with ROSY
TENNIS

"i'esterday opened the annual

Intramural Tennis Tournament.

With the large number of en-

trants the winner will be hard-

pressed to gain the honours bestow-

ed upon the Queen's Tennis Cham-
pion,

Among leading contenders in the

tournament will be Jerry Wagar of

hockey fame. While attending Mc
Master University, he won the

singles and was a member of the

winning doubles team there.

From among participants in this

tournament will come the Queen's

team for Intercollegiate competition.

McGill won the Intercollegiate

Championship last fall, but judging

from the turnout this year Queen's

will fight a running battle. The last

Queen's team was picked at ran-

dom
; this year we intend to go a

step further and let the boys earn

that trip to Toronto.

HAL'S

SIDELINES

INTRODUCING . . .

Senator Powell
By Doc Morgan

No one has worked harder in

trying to keep the name of Queen's
to the fore in football, hockey, bas-

ketball and all sports, than Jake
"Senator" Powell.

Only those who have taken an
active part in sports know how es-

sential a good trainer is. How, if he
is capable and has a good pair of

bands, he can soothe those tired and
aching bodies, can untie those knot-

led muscles, tape up those bruised

shoulders and keep those vital ankle

joints strong. Without an equal in

this field is Queen's own trainer

—

Jake Powell.

The Senator is an institution—in

fact to some he is the Little Ceasar
of Queen's. His Kingdom at thi.s

time of year is the training room at

the stadium where he rules sup-

reme; for trial and tribulation will

come to that craving 3'outh who
fears not his wrath. Great weapons
are at his command; for with his

atomic-balm liniment, his bathtub
and barrel and the miles of band-
ages he applies every year as well

as the rolls of assorted adhesive
tape, he is well able to make miser-
able the life of any athlete. Never-
theless, none who enter his kingdom
come out without a lighter, firmer
step and a lasting respect for this

man—their "Senator."

Jake Powell took over the job as
trainer of the Gaels in 1926 and has
been here ever since. He recalls the
good old days of Queen's when, in

his words, they had some real foot-

ball players. This is only part of his

psychology of football for he also
has his "Loon List" on which he
put^ the name of players who have
muffed a chance. By this means he
succeeds in making the players try

harder and works up a fighting

spirit in them. This was evident

when the team took the field against

McGill in the final last year. The
ljO)'S had vowed to win that one for

the Senator ; and win they did ; but

you are not to question how.

The Senator has a gruff exterior,

but his heart is as big as a football.

He neither drinks or smokes and it

hurts him to see his boys indulging

m either. He has been found sitting

alone on a park bench for hours
rather than go back into the hotel

when the team is celebrating after

the last game of the 3'ear. His age,

though unknown is over seventy,

and despite that his heart is weak,
and one knee is so badiy crippled

that it would place any ordinary
man flat on his back, he still insists

on running on to the field with
towel and sponge when one of his

players stays down. Here truly is

a Quecnsman, one who knows and
understands the spirit of Queen's;
one who knows that the spirit of

Queen's is something that tightens

the muscles around your heart and
puts a lump in your throat, not
something talked about or served on

;

a silver platter.

The Senator will always be talk-

ed about and remembered where
and whenever Queensmen gather.
He goes now and will go on for

many more years, looking after as-
piring young athletes. He will in-

fluence the outcome of many more
football games and the careers of

many young men in the more telling

game of life.

All with whom he has any deal-

ings count themselves not only
privileged but blessed in having the
"Senator," as a friend.

Saturday afternoon saw the opening of gridiron competition at

Queen's. Although the exhibition was not the biggest spectacle

in Canadian Football since Captain Curtis, at least we placed the

right foot forward. For the Intermediates in eking out their 1-0

win showed flashes of form to corns. The timing of their plays,

downfield tackling and secondary defence left much to be desired

but in view of the fact that it was the first game, nothing more
could be expected. An attack of fumble-itis hit both teams as the

game started and the contest featured the antics of a mass of

players scrambling about the field in quest of the bloated pigskin.

The Jake Edwards system which takes the form of a modified double

wingback formation showed promises of the flashy hipper-dipper

style of ball which up to date has been confined to the proteges

of Johnny Metras. Under Jake's guidance the weaknesses in Satur-

day's performance will be rectified and we can expect a much more
polished aggregation when they don the Tricolor again. By the

way, the Edwards men looked very pleasing to the eye in their

new Tricolor sweaters and red pants. They will certainly be a
crowd-pleasing ball club.

In MONTREAL last Saturday the McGill "Redmen" issued

a sound and stern warning to all opposition that their team is made
up of a potent collection of gridders. Before some 8,000 fans they
romped to a 26-3 victory over Ottawa University and in doing so
displayed four complete teams to the fans. It was not until the
third team took the field that Ottawa was able to score. Rocky
Robillard, a former Carlton College and Ottawa Trojan athlete,

took scoring honours as he gained two touchdowns for the "Red-
men." Big Heron, who is well known to all Queensmen also man-
aged to grab five points for himself. The play was featured by
quick opening off-tackle bucks which replaced the long extension
plays McGill used last year. This should strike a familiar note to
Queensmen who watched the Gaels in action last week.

In LONDON over the week-end the Purple and White Mus-
tangs did not remain idle either. With Johnny Metras at the reins,

the OAC Aggies went down before the "Merciless" Mustangs 42-6.

The Westerners are noted for their terrific offensive power and if

the score is any indication the men of Metras have done it again.

TORONTO'S Intercollegiate contenders left for the west last

week with the intention of engaging the Western Universities in

competition. As yet we do not know how well Bobby Coulter's
Blue and White have made out,

DID YOU KNOW THAT:
Queen's has not won an intercollegiate Football Championship since
1938 despite the fact they won 12 titles in the previous 38 years.
They have failed to win the Intercollegiate honours in Basketball
since 1936, Boxing and Wrestling since 1935, and Hockey since
1914. An even worse observation is seen when we scan the statistics
and find that in Golf, Gymnastics, Water Polo, Tennis and Track
Queen's has never reigned supreme. What are you going to do
about it?

TRACK COACH SHAPES
TEAM FOR MONTREAL

Backed by Don McDonell, the

first Queen's track and field coach

in many years, aspiring athletes

took to the cinders yesterday

evening for the fall's first orga-

nized workout. Mr. McDonell, a

championship runner of his day,

was chosen by the Athletic Board
of Control last Thursday, and on
Friday evening met the Track
and Field Club in an organiza-

tional meeting.

Runners, jumpers and weight
men are anticipating heavy work-

outs to round a team into shape

for the intercollegiate meet in

Montreal on October 22. The in-

tramural meet takes place on Oc-

tober 17.

Mr. McDonell began his run-
ning career while a soldier in

World War I, and was divisional

champion in the mile and three-

mile. In 1919 he was runner-up
for the five-mile Canadian cham-
pionship. Following that, he and
Toronto's famed track coach, Hec
Phillips, ran for the Cadillac Ath-
letic Club in Detroit. The two
Canadians won championships for

the American club for several

years.

Mr. McDonell expects to give
runners a week to get into con-
dition, and then will concentrate
on drilling the squad into shape
for their debut against the sea-

soned veterans of the McGill,
Western and Toronto teams.

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

MODERN
PASSENGERS INSURED

7716 TAXI
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS^

J
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CHOUINARD NEW HOCKEYCOACH
Bands Start New
Team With Swirl

UNIFORMS IMPROVED
Tonight Queen's students will be

able to see the newly uniformed
Pipe band as it skirls its way to the

Market Square for a public concert,

Missing will be the doublets, which
have not arrived from Scotland,

Meanwhile a navy-blue battle-dress

tunic will be worn, with the brilliant

kilt of the Royal Stuart Clan, white

spats and Glengarries.

The Brass band uniforms are still

on order in Scotland, but the wear-
ing of everything from dungarees to

drapes has been abandoned. A regu-
lation navy-blue battle-dress with
white belt and anklets and either

wedge caps or Glengarries will be
worn.

This year, when both bands go
to Toronto, the pipe band to Mon-
treal, and the brass band to London,
Queen's students "will not have to
hang their heads in shame," says
Herb Hamilton, permanent Secre-
tary of the A.M.S.

Instead they'll find it necessary
to reach more deeply into their poc-
kets, for Tuesday night the A. M.S.
executive imposed a 25-cent levy
on students to defray costs. Cloak-
room and soft drink concessions
and possibly one benefit dance have
again been granted to the Pipe band

|

by the A. M.S. I

BOWLEY »HD CAREY

COACH CHOUINARD

By Dave Leighton

Gene Chouinard, one of Canada's

top-flight hockey coaches, has been

appointed head coach at Queen's,

it was announced Tuesday,

He succeeds George Patterson,

who will handle the Kingston Ath-

letics in the Kingston City League

and the OH.-\ Junior B series dur-

ing the winter.

In landing Chouinard, University

authorities feel they have really hit

the jackpot, for the new coach has

an impressive record behind him,

both as a coach and an active player.

Chouinard ended his active hoc-

key days about 10 years ago after

seeing service with the Cleveland

Sec Clioviinard, p. 5

STUDENTS SLAP VETO
ON U.S. DANCE BANDS

Queen's students, in a public
opinion poll held this week, in-

dicated overwhelmingly that they
turned thumbs down on the tra-

dition of bringing dance bands
from the U.S.A. here to play at
the formals.

In answer to the question "Do
you favour the practice of import-
ing American bands to Queen's
for formal dances?" 391 students
replied as follows:

Yes No Undecided
12% 83% 5%

Further analysis of the answers
showed that Meds were most em-
phatic in their disapproval, with
only 6% in favour of the practice.

Other faculties were almost as

nnicli against American bands as
the Medical, the results ranging
from 11% of Arts to 16% of Le-
vana in favour. Breakdown gave
the following- percentages:

Un-
Yes No decided

11% 85% 4%
12% 78% 10%
6% 94%
16% 82% 2%

Arts
.

Science

Meds
.

Levana

Freshmen, who have never ex-

perienced the expense of a formal

dance, were not as definite in

their opinion, 24% feeling that

.-\merican musicians should still

be brought. Veterans, civilians,

and upperclassmen showed al-

most equal results:

Un-
decided

3%
6%
11%
3%

No
82%
83%
65%
85%
opinions were

Yes

DVA 15%
Non DVA . . 11%
Freshmen . . 2A%
Other years . 12%
-Some interesting

gleaned by pollers. One eager

Science man declared that he was

in favour of "free enterprise." He
thought we should bring anybody

we wanted regardless of "race,

creed, or nationality." An -Arts-

man said he was in favour of

(laying Canadian bands as much

a.i .-\merican bands. "It's not the

money." he said, "it's the princi-

ple!"

Ciinvfner of the Meds Formal

stated that his committee were

bringing a Canadian band to their

dance.

Registration Tops

Last Year's Record
RATIO IMPROVES

With a total count up to Oct
I of 3,134, students, this year's

registration shows an increase of

more than 100 over last year and
becomes the highest in history.

The one really vital statistic,

the men-women ratio, stands at

4.6 men to every girl. Carried to

its nearest useful decimal — six-

tenths of a man not being con-

sidered much use to anybody —
the ratio stands at 5 to 1 while

last year's figure was 6 to 1. Total

numbers are expected to go up
slightly until Oct. 4, when re-

gistration closes.

The present breakdown by fac-

ulties is:

1946-47

Arts 1609

Meds 265

Science .... 1133

Levana 521

Levana registration shows an

improvement in all faculties. Le-

vana now boasts IS members in

Meds, compared with fourteen

last year, while its numbers in

Science have doubled, increasing

from one to two.

Twenty-two pioneers have re-

gistered in the new physical edu-

cation course — 15 men and 7

1947-48

1644

273

1168

563

Arts '49, Science '50

Elect New Executive

Hedley, Kirk, Prexies

Don Hedley was elected president

and Professor M. C. Urquhart was
elected honorary president of Arts
'49 in an election meeting held

Tuesday night.

In addition, the following execu-

tive was elected: vice-president,

Sylvia MacKenzie; secretary, Dot-

tie Wilson; treasurer, Jim Stone;

social conveners, ladies', Helen
Wright; men's, Don Chown; athle-

tic sticks, ladies, H. Schaus; men's,

T. Chadsey
;

press representative,

Helen Creighton.

Several motions were then passed

by the meeting. Mr. Don Chown
proposed that Arts '49 should sub-

sidize its members who entered the

University Golf Tournament for at

least part of their fees. This motion

was adopted. The meeting also de-

cided that the masthead of "The

49er", the year's paper, should be

appointed by the new executive

through the receipt of applications.

The fees for the new year were

set at ?l.25. the extra 25 cents over

last year's fees to be used as a sub

scription to "The 49er"'.

L.P.P. ABSENCE CONSPICUOUS
LACKS STRENGTH FOR PARTY

DEAN MACKINTOSH
WELCOMES FROSH

by Pris Peebles

Frosh .-\rts students, 250 strong,

were welcomed by Dean W. A.

Mackintosh at the Arts '51 organi-

zation meeting in Grant Hall last

Monday night. A temporary year

executive was elected to serve until

the beginning of the new year, and

Oren Frood, Chief Vigilante, laid

down the law on freshman initia-

tion regulations, re-instituted this

year on the campus.

President of Arts '51 is Bill

Whitlaw, of Westdale Collegiate,

Hamilton. Bill was president of

Westdale's Student Council, 1945-

46, and has played senior collegiate

rugby for the past three years.

Dr. Mackintosh informed the new

class that they arc an integral and

important part of Queen's and that

they will carry the Queen's tradi-

StL' Dean Mackinlosli, p, 3

DIRECTORY SERVICE

The journal Who's U'lu-rc

Telephone Directory Service

will swing into action Monday

evening. Anyone desiring in-

formation can phone 3862 be-

tween seven and eight-thirty

any week night.

Change Announced

In COTC Set-Up

--Still Vacancies
Details of the COTC training

plan for the coming year were out-

lined by Major Lindsay Brown, the

new Resident Staff Officer, at the

organization meeting of the unit on

Monday night.

Henceforth the army will be made

up of four branches : the Active

Force, the Supplementry Reserve

and the COTC. It is planned to

have an OTC establishment of 2500

across Canada, with 800 graduating

each year. Members of the COTC
will be treated and paid as officers,

and will hold the rank of officer

cadet. All those who attended the

si,\teen week camps will be entitled

to be paid for the lectures on acad-

emic subjects which they attend this

winter.

Major Brown ajmounced that

there still a number of vacancies

available for interested freshmen.

Orientation meetings for freshmen

will be held on Oct. 15, 16, and il

is intended to close all applications

shortly after these meetings.

There have been several changes

in the staff of the unit. This year

the faculty members are Major

Graham George, ."^rts. Major G. M
Brown, Medicine, and Major R. J,

Kennedy, M.C., Science. For the

coming year the adjutant wiM be

Captain D. J. Goodspeed, Arts, 49.

Committees for regimental funds,

shooting, sports, entertainment, lib-

rary and lounge, and to enquire into

the possibility of a mess committee

were chosen at the same meeting.

Art Densmore, Arts 49, was ap-

pointed chief class senior, and Stew-

art Fyfe, Arts 49, was appointed as-

sistant adjutant.

For second year students the

training this winter consists of ten

hours each on Military Georgraphy

and Economics of Defence, which

will be arranged by Dr. Bruce and

Dean Mackintosh, and also up to

twenty hours a week on Military

Science.

Concert SeriesOffer

A Varied Program
Grant Hall may be sold out long

before the opening performance of

the University Concert series, ac-

cording to a report from the De-
partment of Extension. Sale of tic-

kets from the office in Room 201,

Douglas Library, indicates that the

series is just as popular as ever with

Queen's students.

Beginning on October 9, with a

recital by the baritone, Mack Har-
rell, the fall series will also feature

last year's drawing card, the Balti-

more Symphony on November 21.

Pianist, Nikita Magaloff will be

heard on January 12, and the series

will conclude on March 24 with a
perfonnance by Joseph Szigeti, in-

ternationally known violin virtuoso.

In conjunction with this program,

concerts in the Young Artists' Se-

ries will be presented on Novem
ber 4 by the Senior String Quartet

Toronto Conservatory of Music
and on December 4 by Pincusoff

and Pizzolongo, clarinet and piano,

from the Conservatoire de Musique
et d'.Art Dramatique. On February

10, last year's winner of the "Sing-

ing Stars of Tomorrow" radio con-

test will be heard in recital.

Given a special rate, students may
get tickets to the seven concerts for

as little as $3.50. The regular series

costs either three or four dollars,

and the three programs in the

Young Artist series are an extra

fifty cents.

Price of tickets varies with loca-

tion of seats, all of which are re-

served.

Tuesday afternoon's open meet-

ing of aproximately 70 politically

interested students, held in the New
Arts Building, saw the appoint-

ment of members to the all-import-

ant steering committee which will

guide the progress of the new, vig-

orous Queen's Model Parliament.

Judging by attendance at the

meeting, it is probable that Lib-

erals, Progressive-Conservatives

and the CCF party members
will have two representatives each

on the steering committee, and will

each be the "party in power" for

one meeting of the Parliament.

In charge of the meeting was
Michael Howarth who, unconnected

with any party, will be chairman of

the steering committee.

A party leader and whip was
chosen for each party by its mem-
bers at separate caucuses held apart

from the main meeting in class

rooms across the hall. Indicative of

the strong party sentiment prevail-

ing was the partly-humorous hiss-

ing as the CCF group went out of

the meeting to choose their two of-

ficers.

Party leaders chosen were; for

the Liberals, Al Beveridge, Arts

'49; for the Professive-Conserva-

tives, Ken Sinks, Arts '48; and

for the CCF, Ed. McCullough,

Arts '49.

Party whips who, as Chairman
Howarth explained, must be men
of high integrity in charge of

discipline within their party, were

as follows: Leigh Ronalds, Arts

'49, Liberal; Gerry Fenton, Arts

*48, Progressive - Conservittive

;

and Wally Avis, Arts '49, CCF.

OTily two upholders of the LPP

Sec Parliamem, p.
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CAPTAIN LENARD
Elected by his senior Gael teammates Wednesday night, Al Lenard

will lead the Tricolor in Saturday's exhibition game with OAC.

SENIOR GRIDDERS STARTING LINE ANNOUNCED STORY ON
BACK PAGE
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SCIENCE DOES IT AGAIN . .

.

Alma Mater Society executives for some years now have
been toying witli various proposals for keeping the playing
field clear of [lie rambling infants and celebrants that have
habitually cluttered it at half time.

Last year it was usually difficult to distinguish our bands
in the amiable but disorderly rabble that swamped the field.
The evolutions of visiting bands and the midfield spectacles
organized by our cheerleaders were similarly obscured. This
year, with the pipe band about to emerge' in six thousand
dollars wortli of kilted glory, the matter has become critical.

At both meetings of the A.M.S. executive this term there
has been energetic speculation as to the best method of policing
the field. Finally It was proposed that the freshmen of the
various faculties undertake the job in turu. There, pending
the appointment of a Chief of Police by the A.M.S.. the whole
business rested.

The situation was saved, for next Saturday at any rate
by the offer of Science '48 to undertake this important chore'We have no doubt that the spectators will cooperate with
them m keeping the field clear; we also have no doubt that
if some do not cooperate tlie field ^vU\ be kept clear anyway

The record of the Engineering Societv and its members
in responsibilities undertaken, new ventures launched, many
of benefit to the whole university, and, in general, of efficient
organization is one that the other facultv societies might
scrutinize with close attention. The Technical Supplies Store
and the Hmployment Service are only the outstanding con-
tributions the engineers have made.

In the meantime all the men and women of Queen's owe
gratitude for the many services rendered them by the mem-
bers of the Engineering Society.

God Is No Father

papers, or something Lke that

FREEDOM OF ASSEMBLY?
The Model Parliament is going to be a great influence in studentfe at Queen s. The task of establishing the new society on a sound

foundation wdl not be easy and every obstacle should be removed to
sure Its success.

The constitution of the society, as it now stands, allows only
party caucus per session of the Motlel Parliament. This means that ifa party is to do justice to its cause then .t will he forced to hold extrameetings off the campus.

7. .f"^'"'

q"«^Eion that I think all students should carefully considerIs It correct that .ve should force these parties to hold the

"

the city of Kingston instead of between limestone walls?

DEAR JOURNAL
Skirt S;

meetings

should have another open meeting of the Alma Mater Society to ap-prove Its constitution. ^ '

LEIGH RONALDS

FAN DANCE
Sponsored by

Montreal Branch, Queen's Alumni

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11

After the Queen's at McGiU Football
Game be with the gang in the Main

Ballroom atop the

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL
MONTREAL

Al McGowan's
Orchestra

Dancing from 9 p.m.
Tickets $1.50 each

nort . . .

Lest some of our co-eds and particularly frcshettes start off on

tte,

'^^ - --'^ ^--^^ to c^

campus
. .

the girls are concealing their legs behind hideous

encased m a stocking the colour of dirty ink. What gives aloneash.on row? Even Miss Canada had to don a bathin! sult to aJthird prize at Atlantic City.
"<^inin^ suit tu take

EveJat'thi" ^"I'
'""'""'^ ''''' ^"^"^ unthinkable.Uen at thi. early date several men have been forced to resort todevious routes to reach McLaughlin Hall in order to protect heirappetites. For these ridiculous get-outs are enough to h ow even

declare that they were signmg the pledge and joining Alcoholics

1. es 'Ztion If^"''r''
encountering two co-eds fportin^hlatest creations. If such conditions continue what will haoDen toour poor restauranteurs and dispensers of good cheer

'

Therefore ye gals of Queen's, it behooves you to assert your

^r. h I / "^'^ ^''^°P ^-^^'"^ Universities. The

av'^';':'sC 1

'
'°r''''' ^'^P^ theymay. m short, shorten those skirts, raise those hems and brin^your lovely gams out into the open again.

^
Pseudo sophistication has no place on th

to Its proper place, if it has one.

Bottoms Up" .

feel that the Sc

le campus, relegate ii

SUBSTRATE P. ENZYME,

In a^I'
^'^"""^'y d^^lt a foulIn a few words, sir, we have not b

— there were red panties and hi
This. then, is an

panties and ih

but what
What

cartwheel

beer leading section.
^'"^^ represented by

Cartwheels in themselves are fii

without the old S..4 ? (Sciencp(science Appeai.; vvnat we mean to say
uc panties but no yellow panties

rmmg situation, either there were yellow
ey were not properly dispiaved or there were nr>vcllow panties and therefore quite naturally not displayed

s this ni keepmg with the democratic tradition of our school?

w-n t tlr \r
' ' -'fortunate circumstances? Wev^-t^to^know the answers - better still we want to see the yellow

L.L. '51. W.H. '49, B.S. '49. G.D. '49.

A Rabbi exhorts us to adopt a new
rational liberal healthy outlook

to religion

Joshua Loth Liebman. PEACE OF MIND. Simon and Schuster (Re-
view copy courtesy Pickwick Book Store).

"Tlioti Shalt turn azvay from all supine reliance upon antlwrilv, all
solacing slavery lo an omnipotent social father". Such is one of the 'com-
mandments of a new morality" with which Rabbi Liebman concludes his
discussion of modern religion in the light of psychiatric evidence. He is
suggesting u'ays of correcting the faults of Western religion generally :

prevalence of childish ideas of God, immature conscience and emotional
insecurity. He proposes what to many will seem a new religion, and
what others will consider a proper reinterpretation of the old.

To some theologians, says the Rabbi, religion "is ultimately un-
related to the insights of science, philosophy and art. God speaks direct-
ly to men in eternal and unchanging accents, and we poor listeners need
no supplementary additions to his immutable relation." On the other
hand is a "disappearing breed of scientists" lo whom, "God is a myth,
religion is organized superstition

; man is an animal, the soul a figment'
immortality a species of wishfulness. The "good life" proceeds without
adoration, humility or discoverable moral purpose These opposing
squadrons pitch their sullen tents at the extreme borders of todays
Campus Martins. They glower, fulminate, hurl an occasional lance at
each other. But on the broad and intensely troubled plain stretching
between them, the great bulk of mankind seethes, flounders, cries out and
falls in dubious battle against daily fears and over-riding uncertainties."
Such is the picture the Rabbi would change.

Revelation a Daily Occurrence?
We need a new concept of revelation, he says. Mt. Sinai is outdated;

revelation ought to be realized as a daily occurrence with God using
human instruments as the channels of His divine wisdom. Psychiatrists
and Dr. Liebman are among those instruments.

Religion, for all its wonderful achievements has been responsible for
many morbid consciences, infinite confusions and painful distortions in
the psychic life of people. Traditional strategy of religion in its struggle
against evil is simply: repression. This "tight-lipped denial of all our
hostile and sensual thoughts as the prerequisite to happy living—
simply has not ivorkcdr If it had, would we have any need for modern
psychiatry? For psychiatry and religion have much in common. The
ood life is their common goal; both preach seU-knowledge, forgive-
ness, love; — "tolerance and peace (towards ourselves as well as
others) are stressed in both systems."

The Rabbi makes much of the psjxhiatric concepts of attachment
and compensation. Unconscious fears and hates, "borrowed goals,"
atheism, agnosticism and even some types of theism can only be under-
stood, as he says, "genetically—as derivatives of childhood experience."
Our own ignorance of these facts, the relative ignorance of them by our
advisors and religious teachers permit a bad social condition to continue.

Religious Immaturity Must Go
Immaturity in present religion may be seen in comparison with the

Rabbi's personal creed. "Maturity in the religious realm means surrend-
ering our childish view of God and of understanding that He, too in
butldmg a predictable world, governed by law, voluntarily surrenders
something of his sovereignty." This rule of law means that He cannot
be cajoled and wheedled into favours by mere prayer. "If we really
want individuality and freedom for ourselves we dare not ask God to
nullify both by making it impossible for us to commit evil. God then
would become a Divine Tyrant and we would all be slaves in His dic-
tatorship."

Dr. Liebman's 200-page book outlines a liberal, rational, healthful
religion, one that promises a heaven on earth sooner than that I per-
sonally have struggled with. John Dewey's idea of the proper place of
religion and Plato's and Aistotie's concept of the good life are both evid-
ent—not, one concludes, simply because they are neat and attractive, but
because the Rabbis experience has convinced him of their truth. God
IS the unknown of the universe, created in man's image with respect to
mind and purpose. Immortality is that of the race, with which one
identifies himself. Well inbred, this religion should easily withstand the
doubts which arise as one acquires the scientific attitude he finds neces-
sary these years.

The English is smooth, the pictures and metaphors beautiful.
Predictions: Who knows?

J.A.E.

well-organized clique, generally manage

K.L. '49. E.H. '49, M.K. '49,

"Blow Machine" . . .

,.revrilmf.t"n
'''' ^^^^ -I-^^tions

a ha^^l f

""'^'^-t.v. Adnmtedly there are difficulties, buta ci^ai ge from present methods could only be for the better

of thT M^'f something like this
: a small section

mi lol n s'"
'^"^^'^^ - the offices to be

t led. John Snooks nominates Joe Blow for President as he doesn'tnow anyone else m the roon,
: someone else does the same and th>o ma.,o„s are closed; the reluctant nomiiiess blushingiy ret e

^ Hu o hands ,s counted, and the class finds itself saddled withfnuals about whom nothing is known, and who have not open dll^e.r n,ouths during the entire process
^

In subsequent years, with election meetings diminishing in size,

the same officials, by nuw
to remain in office.

One improvement might be to spread the process over a week
with a nomination meeting, a brief election campaign (during which
Lhe nominees, either in their Year papers or by speaking at a "plat-
form ' meeting, would make their views known), and finally, an
election. There would then be some basis for choice. Perhaps even
.1 Imle interest in Student Government might be stirred up. Who
knows?

C. L. KIRBY.

"The Last Word" . . .

Tall giris can't wear them, they have too much skirt length now.
Short giris can't wear them, their skirts are too dose to the ground

now.

Slim giris can't wear them, it accentuates that bean-pole look.
Fat girls can't wear them without looking more like a barrel.
Thus the only giris that can afford to wear long skirts are the ones

with the perfect figures — AND THOSE WE DON'T WANT TO
HIDE.

A friend of mine once said, "It's a sign of good times when hemlines
are going up." SCIENCE SOPH.

1
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Average Length 14 Ins, From Floor
Three Inches Lower Than Last Y

By JIM ROE
Average length of Queen's co-eds" skirts this fall is fourteen.nches from the floor, a Journal survey showed this week Lastyear s figure was seventeen inches.

_

As local Lcvan.tes huddle beside their neglected early study
assignments, fevenshly lowering last year's skirts to conform to
the new tyrannical dictates of Fifth Avenue and Boul" Mich' salons
gueen smen and other sane individuals .are throwing up their hands
as far as they can reach in dismay.

One nineteen-year-old denizen of

the lower engineering orders rub-
bed the peach fuzz on his right

cheek as he leaned on Lazonga's
spanking new counter and said:

"If these silly girls insist on be-

ing dupes of the ciotliing trade,

I'm through with women until

the Meds Year Dance."

Genial Dean Douglas comment-
ed sternly on the new calf length
hem-line with a note of despon-
dence. "I think the girls look

much nicer when the hem-line is

not more than four inches below
the knee," she pointed out, "but
I have seen fashions change so

sharply since the first world war
that nothing surprises me now.
It is a little hard on the pocket-

book for many girls here."

Tlie Dean said it is a shame
that material for women's clothes

is apparently being "wasted" for

a designer's whim and the gold

glint in a manufacturer's eye
when conditions are so dreadful

in Europe and elsewhere. Any
way, it's a shame.

Reaction Setting In?

The economy note has struck

home in many cases where the

entreaties of non-conforming
male students and harried needle

salesmen have been as ineffectual

as the attempts of the ORFU
team to boot the ball through the

cross-bars. Many defiant damsels

even offered the information that

powerful forces are at work
amongst Levana to stop the drop
before Queen'smen divert their

attentions to the modest nurses

of KGH across the way.

Dr. P. G. C. Campbell kept his

eyes to the ground as he trudged

towards the Library past a bevy
of trailing hems. No comment,
except "Hurruniniph ..."

Market Crash Forecast

The psychological implications

of the new skirt era bowed before

the pronouncement of the econo-

mists. Several of tliesc, familiar

with such works as Professor F.

L. Allen's monumental historical

study of the USA between wars.

"Only Yesterday," predicted a

quick crash in the stock market

before Christmas. "To Hell with

the Dow-Jones charts," boomed
one Commerce '50 speculator.

"This skirt business is hot. Sell my
Anaconda Copper right away."

Exit left.

'Look - . You Look!

Men Opposed,
Gals Determined
Queen'smen are drawn up in

a solid plialanx of opinion against
Innger skirts, bnt they're prob-
ably underestimating the power
of women, because the Co-eds are
determined to hide those knees.
Here are some of the campus

opinions gleaned by Journal poll-

sters Olive Anderson and Beverly
Scott:

"Ab" Davis, Sc. '49: "I detest
them. They look horrible, among
other things."

Chuck Mooney, Sc. '48: "They
are sloppy and droopy."

Mr. Houck, Psychology Dept.:
"I'm opposed."

John Chance, Arts '49: and
Gordie Robertson, Arts '48: "OK
for tall slim girls. But the plump
ones should stick to short skirts,"

Michael Roth, Arts '49: "Men
prefer legs."

Freshettes found the new fash-

ions more flattering and slender-

izing, while one lass in Levana
'50 said, "It keeps men wonder-

ing."

I
The Long and Short Of It

I HAVE YOU TRIED RUNNING IN THEM YET?

I
By D. E.

I This year there is another cross

I
IVc college lads must bear.

I
And on litis vital subject, here

i Our views we'd like to air.

j The gals arc letting down their hems,

1 (/l fevj there arc who won't)

J And lue aren't liking what zvc see,

I (Or rather, zvliat ive don't).

1 Now women dress for men, they say,

2 So uiost emphatically,

g We hereby wish to cast our vote

J
For just below the knee.

I At rugby games our Gaels zve'd cheer,

S We'd shout and heave our taius,

g This year the evolves are howling at

B The cheer girl's luscious gams.
H

S When on the windy campus now

J These long skirts saving and sivay, i

g JJ'f simply close our eyes and dream g
S Of Sadie Haivkins day. 1
I I
^jMira^raiiiKiuifiifflimiiim

1050 Students a Day

Oil every campus in Canada, the

story is the same—skirts are getting

longer. Toronto Co-Eds, saying

they believe in "moderation", have

conceded only an inch or two to the

masterminds of fashion, hut Mc-

Master girls have gone all out for

the "New Look",

At Western University, despite

a rising chorus of masculine disap-

proval, skirts range from fourteen

to seventeen inches from the

gronnd. McGill Co-Eds are frank-

ly in favor of the lower hemlines,

"More feminine," they say, "espec-

iallj' for date dresses."

Out west at Manitoba, the wo-

Good Food, Low Prices,

Arc Cafeteria Aims
If the meals at McLaughlin Hall cafeteria don't taste quite like the

ones mother used to make, the reason could be that mother never had to

set the table for 400 hungrj' Queen's men.

The new cafeteria handles an average daily clientele of 1050 students
—300 for breakfast, 400 for lunch, and 350 for dinner. The filhng of

such a large number of stomachs brings with it numerous headaches,

most of which are the property of Union Warden J. E. Wright.

"Frankly, we don't expect to please everyone," he told The Journal

recently, "because it's just about impossible to cater to a large number
of individual tastes. Our policy is to serve good, nutritious meals at a

price to fit the students' budget. We don't make any profit—as a matter

of fact, we operate at a considerable loss."

All cooking has to be done on the institutional scale. Two multiple-

unit ovens, one operated by gas, the other by coal, handles most of the

work. Once the meat has reached a suitable state of tenderness, it is

moved up to the counter where it is kept warm by steam heat.

Over in the dish-washing department, the set-up is reminiscent of

an auto assembly line. Dishes move down a long nmip into a steel box
where a jet of live steam takes care of both grease and germs.

Establishment of the cafeteria after the Union fire of Sept. 4 re-

quired something of a minor miracle. Contractors worked 24 hours a

day—laying cement floors, building walls, installing lighting fixtures

—

doing a six-weeks job in two. Meanwhile, pots, pans, stoves,counter,

dishwashing machine, even the big walk-in refrigerators—all had to be

moved from the gutted Union to the basement of Grant Hall, then moved

A rCAL rc€H
T»1C TOWER

HOW THE UNION
GOT ITS NAME

The day the Union was named will long be remembered in themmds of those who hold Queens close and dear to their hearts.
It was a bright, gay, afternoon in September with the birdssmgmg m the trees, the gentle pigeons flapping their white wingsm the soft autumn breze.

Amidst this pleasant scene, standing in front of a shinv new
tfuildmg, were the Chancellor and the Principal of Queen's Univer-
sity, engrossed m deep thought. A weighty problem obsessed theirmmds

;
theirs was the job of naming this new structure.

"This building looks exactly like
Chancellor in a weighty tone.

"It looks exactly like

a weightier tone.

"Let'

bunion," commented the

an onion to me," said the principal in

call it 'The Bunion'," said the Chancellor.

"Let's call it 'The Onion'," said the Principal.

"I want to call it The Bunion," said the Chancellor poutily.
"I want to call it The Onion," said the Principal more poutily.

"Bunion!" said the Chancellor.

"Onion!" said the Principal.

"Bunion !"

"Onion 1"

"Bunion," cried the Chancellor leaping forward and seizing
hold of the Principal. With a deft twist he seized hold of the prin-
cipal's head and pushed it into a pail of water. "Give up?" he
screeched, squirting his underwater pen into the principal's eye.

"I give up," gurgled the Principal. "This building shall hence-
forth be called The Bunion."

Later, when those two communistic members of the American
Federation of Labour and C.I.O., Dunning and Macdonnel were
elected to the board of trustees the B was dropped from the name
and it henceforth became known as the Union—W.T.

LOWER THE BLINDS MOTHER, YOUR BOY JUST
FLUNKED HIS CHEMISTRY

For newcomers to the Science courses this department gladly
submits its services and herewith offers a few suggestions from some
of the lads who have been kicking around a few years. It's surprising
how helpful a few little tips can be, particularly in the lab. courses.

Elmer Fodwinkle. final year student and veteran of 27 chemis-
try courses (including the same one six times) has a neat suggestion
regarding lab. technique. When about to use a delicate weighing
scale, according to Mr. Fodwinkle, it is good practice to first put
alt the brass weights on one pan, leaving the other pan empty. The
balance is then allowed to swing freely. This it is found will whack
the pointer severely against one end of its scale, loosening up the

balance generally and shakng out any dead mice or empty bottles

which might be wedged into the corners. Mr. Fodwinkle suggests

doing this several times before carrying on with the weighing, but

if the scale falls apart before the third attempt it is wise to move
to the next scale or better still, right out of the building.

Thank you, Mr. Fodwinkle.

CAP. PARKINSON.

men are keeping right in style too. [again fo the present semi-pcrcuanent location.

Kiitgatnn Mmxt (Ulnh

OPENING CONCERT
NORAH DREWETT DE KRESZ

Celebrated English Pianist

and

GEZA DE KRESZ
Brilliant Hungarian Vialinist

Convocation Hall Tuesday, October 14
6.30 P.M.

Membership Tickets - $1.25 Single Admission -75 Cents

Fashion Tips

CO-EDS NOT BUYING NEW SKIRTS
ALTERING OLD ONES INSTEAD

But the needles relentlessly ply

and the knees retire as woman
traditionally struggles to stay in

the swim. As fuzzy, archaic G.

B. Shaw muttered in a despairing

vein, "Women — bah ! !
!" Ainsi

soit-il.

By Sappo

A LYRIC

I'm sick of the new looks

I don't want to be a vamp

I think I'll just close my books

And go join a nudist camp.

Journal fashion e.vpert Ann
Nicholson, noting that most Queen's

Co-Eds arc lengthening old skirts

rather than buying new ones, offers

the following suggestions for Le

vaniles who long for the "New
Look".

1. If your suit coat can be made

into a short bolero jacket, use the

extra material to make a yoke for

the skirt.

2. Fetching date-bait Is a full

skirt lengthened with a velveteen

yoke. Top it off with an off-thc-

shoiilder blouse, also of velveteen.

3. For that crepe or wool dress,

slit the skirt from waist to hem and

add a contrasting pencil slim under-

skirt.

4. One freshie's idea: "Put any

old piece of cloth around the top of

.

your skirt to lengthen it, then wear

a long sweater."

5. A pleated skirt, minus the

pleats, and with the length of the

material turned the opposite way,

becomes a longer, straight skirt.

Other tricks: bias plaid bindings,

wide frills, and Spanish looking ball

fringe. And if that sounds too

complicated, why not simply let

down the hems ? ( If you can't figure

that one out, you shouldn't be at

Queen's.)

Fur coats ? Shucks, that's no pro-

blem. Designers are leaving coats

at their present length which, with

the lower skirt line, makes the coats

appear at the popular seven-eighths

length.

MURNEY TOWER
Kingston Historical Society

suggests you visit Murney
Tower Museum, Macdonald
Park, and see for yourself

how your grandparents lived

100 years ago. Open Sunday
for your convenience from

2 - 8.30 p.m.
duuosuuli the pjodi
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We carry a complete ronge of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

158 Princess Street

TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.
Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

What's When

Students' Wives' Meet

p.m., Biology Lecture

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of ewerythmg

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 664] 109 Alfred Street

Today -

ing, 8

Room.
— Radio Workshop audition

1.30-5.30 Fleming Hall.

— Meds '49 Year Dance, 9 to 1,

Grant Hall.

Saturday — Queen's Seniors vs

OAC, 2.30 p.m., Richardson

Stadium.

— Queen's Intermediate ORFU
game cancelled.

Sunday— Queen's Sunday Hour,

3,30 p.m., Grant Hall.

—KMC Simday Hour, 10 a.m.,

Currie Hall, for Queen's per-

soimel and RMC staff.

— SCM Fireside. S.30 p.m., Ban
Righ Common Room.
— Newman Club Mass. 9.30 a

m.. St. James' Chapel, break-

fast Hotel Dieu Hospital.

Monday — International Rela-

tions and Public Affairs Clubs

joint meeting, 4.30 p.m., in

Room 201, New Arts Building

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS

Phone 4051 92 Princess St,

WHO'S WHERE
Levana

—

Who's il'licrc proofs will

be picked up today at 4 p.m.

ARTS—IF/io'j IVlicre proofs will

be picked up on Monday at 4 p.ni,

The efficancy of IVIio's Where
depends upon your co-operation in

making necessary corrections ac-

curately and legibly. Please do so

prior to the above-mentioned times.

This is the last IVho's Where copy

to go to the printer and the booklet

will shortly be ready for distribu-

(ion.

NOW PLAYING

THE OTHER
LOVE"

•with.

Barbara STANWICK
David NIVEN

Few men dare give the OTHER Love . .

COLOR CARTOON
"WALKY QUACKY" - "NEWS"

"QUEEN OF THE FUTURE"
CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

Sick Parade
Queen's students are a pretty

healthy bunch, judging from the

small number of them confined to

Kingston General Hospital.

Alex Graham is handing out

the cigars to his Science '49 class

mates. His wife Doris presented

liim with a second son, weight nine

pounds, on Sept. 23.

Dot Freeman, '48, was admi
ted Sunday niglit with a sligl

case of polio but she's now out

of danger and should be up an
iround in a couple of weeks.

Several A r t s m e n including

Alex Ross and Ted Layng, both

graduate students, are under the

weather at the present time. Ted
Smythe, '49, came in Tuesday
night with a strep throat that

rapidly improving. Art McBeath
Arts '50, was In the hospital for

few days but was discharged

Tuesday.

Ed Swimmings and John New
ton. Science '49, are also laid up
for a short time. John has a touch

of flu but his condition is not

serious.

The invalids all ask for more
visitors.

SCIENCE H9
Because of vacancies created m

the year executive of Science '49

an election of officers was held last

Friday afternoon at which Frank
Maclntyre was elected president

Vice-president will be Charlie
Smith.

James Pritchard will fill the va-

cancy in the Engineering Society

executive, acting as treasurer for

the tenn. Hank Armstrong was ap

pointed constable of the Junior Vi
lance Committee,

remmd them that as formerly the preBtige of year^ Btands beLd

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official ni,WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street
iDial 8448

TIMOTHY STUDIO
FOR

Graduation Portrait
180 WELLINGTON ST. DIAL 7037

INTER-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

The Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-

lowship "Frosh Corn Roast" has
been postponed until Saturday,

October 4th, in order not to con-

flict with the Levana Candlelight

Service. Meet us at 7 p.m. in front

of the Douglas Library, Everyone
is heartily invited.

"Vlake Better

ViarJcs

FIRESIDE HOUR
A fireside to welcome freshettes

and frosh, and to renew old ac-

quaintances is being held by the

Student Christian Movement in

Ban Righ Common Room on Sun-

day, Oct. 5, at 8.30 p.m. There will

be a sing-song, a few minutes of

"human bingo", and brief words

from President Janet Truckenbrodt

and Don Heap, who has just re-

turned fro[n a summer in Europe.

A vigorous course of active projects

on relief, housing, etc., and a series

of groups for discussion and study

has been laid out.

B'NAI B'RITH HILLEL

WITH THESE
COLLEGE
FAVORITES
VOU'lL PASS ALL

YOUR TESTS

WITH HONOURSI

IMIRADO
i WRITING PENCIL

Vmrm
W COLORED PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING

FROM YOUR

iCHOOl SUPPLY DEALER

Parliamentary Leaders

(continued from page 1

)

party were present, Don Heap.

Arts '48, and Garnet McDiarmid,

Arts '51. Mr. Heap emerged from

the LPI^ caucus as party leader

and Mr. McDiarmid as party whip.

Early in the meeting, in response

to a question, Mr, Howarth stated

that probably it would be found

necessary to have at least a dozen

strong supporters of any party for

it to be considered as eligible to

take over the government. Thus,

unless LPP ranks are swelled by
more supporters, it is expected that

they will be relegated to seats

among the independents at Parlia-

mentary sessions.

A point brought up at the meeting

was that the small numbers present

might not choose representatives

satisfactory to a majority of all par-

ty followers on the campus. There-
fore, at least two parties stated that

their choices were definitely to be
regarded as temporary, and that

they would hold a second election

at the party caucus preceeding the

first session of the Model Parlia-

ment.

Chairman Howarth said that it

had been decided to allow only one
regularly advertised party caucus to

be held on the campus prior to each
meeting of the Parliament. Last
fall's student referendum outlawed
the formation on the campus of any
party affiliated with legally recog-
nized political parties in Canada,
and it was felt that a limitation of

party caucuses was necessary in line

ith the referendum's ruling.

Question of whether these par-
' meetings should be open to

all students was hotly debated.
"What happens when X Body
wants to break up Y Body?"
questioned Ken Rouff, Arts '48.

Another student raised the sup-
position that the Liberals, for in-
stance, might invade the Pro-
gresive-Conservative caucus and
elect their leader for them.

Chairman Howarth stated his

opinion tliat these meetings would
have to be open to all students, and
another student at the meeting re-

marked that the AMS had ruled

that no student group could exclude
any students from its meetings.

Everyone is cordially invited to

hear an address by Mr. Glen Short-

liffe at the Hillel House, 26 Barrie

St., on Sunday, Oct. 5th, at S p.m.

Prof. Shortliffc, upon his recent re-

turn from a year's residence in Eu-
rope, attended some of the present

session of the United Nations Gen-
eral Assembly. His topic will be:

Europe, Decadence or Renascence.

FulIDress

TEN ONLY

FULL
DRESS

SUITS
Good quality—Smart new cut

—If you have the accessories

we have the suits. Sizes 35-

36-37-38.

$
37.

50

Dial 3030

123-125 Princess St.

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

JFORMEnLY THS EMILY CnaWPORD

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS,

Dial Store 7990 Dial Res. 7990

GIRLS SWIMMING
Swimming instructions will be

offered at the pool every Tuesday
afternoon from two to three, for ail

who are interested. The instruction

will include diving and strokes.

Everyone welcome, beginners as

well as advanced.

The Intercollegiate Swimming
Club held every Monday and Wed-
nesday evening at 7.30. Coaching
will be provided for diving and rac-

ing. Interested swimmers arc asked
to contact S. Hodgins. 3041.

BOXING & WRESTLING
There will be an organization

meeting of the Boxing and Wrestl-
ing Club next Thursday night at S
o'clock in the Boxing and Wrestl-
ing room in the gym. All those
interested are cordially invited to

attend.

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.
PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

103 Princess St,

Phone 6381

KINGSTON'S STYLE SHOP

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634
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LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLfNCTON STREET
Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, be, &c
and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought ond exchanged

amd Doris

THEYAll

PHILIP

MORRIS
Yes, it's a call that's echoed
everywhere, the call to more
smoking pleasure offered by
Philip Morris English Blend.
You too, will like the distinc-

tive flavour of this very
distinctive cigarette. It's so
smooth — so mild — so com-
pletely satisfying.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

Sunday Hour
Starts in Grant Hal

Queen's Sunday Hours, which
proved higlily popular last term
will beghi again next Sunday after-

noon in Grant Hali at 3.30 p.m.
These services, stated Chaplain A.
M. Laverty, recognize the need for
mterdenominational worship on the
campus.

^
This Sunday's service will be the

first in a series of five services to be
held on the first and tliird Sundays
of each month. They will he short
uifonnal services ending within the
hour, to he kept as a family service
for the whole of the Queen's student
group.

Principal and Vice-Chancellor R.
C. Wallace will read the first lesson

;

AMS president Ken Phin the
second, The service will be con-
ducted by Padre Laverty. Dr.
Graliam George, resident musician,
will be organist, and the Queen's
Glee Cluh will lead the singing.

Another series of services will be
held at 10.30 a.m. on the same Sun-
days, first and third of each month,
at the RMC for resident Queen's
students and the staff of RMC.
They will also be conducted by Mr
Lavertv,

O.A.C.-SENIORS
OUT FOR BLOOD
The GAG Aggies, although

s^uftering from the loss of Ken
Smith, last year's starry half-

back who is injured, and 10 other
players from last year's squad,
have come up with some promis-
ing players to fill tlie gaps.

Kev Kennedy, this year's cap-
tain, and Knobby Anderson will

handle the passing for Coach Bob
Mitchell. Tony Calverley and
bpike Matthews will handle the
punting chores. Other gaps are
being filled by Bill Slinger at

snap, Mike Calverley at tackle

and Jack Raithley on the half-

line.

It is also rumoured that Bernie
Breiinan, who started the season
with Ottawa Roughriders,
play for OAC.
The Aggies will probably be

out for blood after the 42-6 defeat

they received at the hands of the

Parry-less Mustangs. In view of

this fact Saturday's game will be
the proving ground not only for

the T formation but also for the

mettle of the Queen's stalwarts.

may
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STUDENTS' WIVES
A meeting of the Students' Wives

will be held in the Biology lecture

room tonight at S o'clock. Mrs. C.

Robertson, president of the Univer-
sity Women's Cluh. will speak on
"Woman's Responsibility in the

Conimum'tv."

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I'^^V^^Or CANADA ft^^^Ml

Established 1869

Head Office Woterloo, Ont

Kingston Bronch Monager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, CL.U.

Representatives;

W. /, Stoness, CL.U.

K. C. Kennedy, CL.U.

E, Leadbeater

Chouinard
(continued from page 1)

Barons and other minor professional

league clubs. He first came into the

coaching limelight a few years later

«hen he guided the Perth Blue

Wings to the Eastern Canadian
Memorial Cup playdowns.

The following year he switched

allegiance to the Ottawa Senators

of the Quebec Senior Hockey Lea-
gue, and guided tliat team to the

league championship over tough op-

position.

When the Senators disbanded

during the war. Chouinard remain-

ed in Ottawa coaching teams in the

Ottawa Citj' League.

A native of Perth, Ont., the new
mentor will commute to and from

Kingston in order to guide the

Gaels during the 1947-4S season.

Medsmen Start On
Hallowe'en Formal

Mel Shaw, convenor of the forth-

coming Meds Formal announced
the names of his conunittee members
today.

The heads of the various depart-

ments are as follows: Decorations.

Walter Krestjanson and N'ewt Wil-
liamson

; Business Manager, Glenn
Martin; Refreshments. Helen Mar-
tin and Eve Forrest; Advertising,

Art Ross a[id Gord Mack.
Year Social Convenors who will

direct the efforts of their years are:

'49, Wilf Roy; '50. Newt William-

son; '51, Court McKenzie; '52, Bnb
Zarfas; and '53, Ken Goodwin.

Work is already going ahead on
decorations for the dance on Oct-

ober 31, states Mr. Shaw. A Cana-
dian band will play, in keeping with

this year's attempt to reduce prices

to a pre-war level. The theme will

be in keeping with All Hallows'

Eve.

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB
PUBLIC AFFAIRS

CLUB
A joint meeting of both clubs will

be held at 4.30 p.m. in Room 201.

-Vew Arts Building to elect officers

and arrange program for the year

iNTRAMURALS
w.th ROSY

All entries for Intramural Golf

closed yesterday at 6 p.m. From
this impressive array of talent re-

presenting all years (especially from

Sc. '49 with 15 contestants) Queen
should have a terrific Golf Team
which should lead us to victory

the Intercollegiate Meet. This fall

a few of the year clubs are taking

upon themselves the responsibility

of helping ont their representatives

in the Golf Tournaments by paying

for the green fees. Tliese clubs,

Arts '49, and Meds '51 are setting a

precedent and it would be a good

idea for the other clubs to follow

suit as this would help considerably

in relieving the strain on the players

pocketbooks. Qualifying rounds of

IS holes will be contested today at

2 p.m. at the Cataraqui Golf and

Country Club. On Saturday Oct. 4.

and Sunday Oct. 5 the lowest S

scorers will compete in an 18 hole

match for the Intramural Golf Title.

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Permants and Cushionfl

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XEICHHICAL. SIJPPL.IE:S
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Hanson & Eldgar
PRIMT'EIRS Printing o£Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Every

Description

Dean Mackintosh

(continued from page I)

tion into the future. The Dean spoke

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

Store Hours: 9-5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We hove o lorge assortment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID

RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$B.OO ond

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,

LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY

and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEHS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

CLASSIFIED ADS
Advertisements will be ac-

cepted up to 8 p.m. on press

nights. Rate: 25 cents per

inch (25-30 words). Cash in

advance.

LOST
Blue Waterman's pen. Name engraved
—A. E. Ross. Anxious to start taking
notes. Reward. Phone 7514.

Grey trench coat at tennis courts,

Sunday, Sept, 28, Finder please con-
tact Carolyne Morden. Phone 3-1360.

B'ack zippered Key-case. Finder please

return to A, D. Moore, Fleming Hall.

HOUSING
The following married students are

still without accommodation:

John G, Graham, one child, phone 7654.

lohn A. Young, one child, phone 20040,

Mr. Pelticrew, one child. Wife will do
light housekeeping. Phone 2-1087.

Frank Kinrade has a wife and a one-

year-old child. Would like 2 or 3 un-

furnished rooms. Phone 7162.

A, B. Pettem and wife need accommo-
dation, phone 6244,

E. F. Wallace, Science 'SO. needs ac-

commodation for wife and 8-months-

old boy. Phone 4770.

JOBS
Colour Night convener wanted. Hon-
orarii'm. Apply by letter to Secretary,

A, M.S.. stating qualifications.
|

.)f the distinctive class spirit of the

various years, and hoped that Art

'51 would develope a group ont

li.">k wiirthy o£ its members and of

ijnccn'-,

!.)r. Mackintosh emphasized that

the primary purpose of university

training is not so much to enable a

graduate to make a living as to

make liim an educated person. Ac-

cording to the Dean, the educated

person can distinguish between what

is first class and what inferior, can

silt out the relevant from the ir-

relevant, can speak and write with

clarity, ease, and distinctive style,

and finally can adjust events, pro-

blems and opinions according to

their importance.

In conclusion, Dr. Mackintosh,

perhaps with tongue in cheek, in-

formed the students that they had

come to Queen's to leani to be, and

to behave, as "civilizet!" beings.

Supporting President Whitlaw

are the following officers : Vice pre-

sident. Janet Pullcn. of Oakville;

treasurer. .Allan Mattason, Hamil-

ton; secretary. Mary Brady, Chic-

ago ; social reps. Alan Crofoot, Tor-

onto and Shelagh Dunwoody, Oak-

ville; athletic sticks. Jack Wallis.

Kingston and Joyce Roberts, Ot-

tawa.

Arts President Don Milliken was

HOCKEY CLUB
About 50 hockey minded stu-

dents met Wednesday evening in

the gym to form a campus hockey

club. In attendance were Gene
Chouinard and Dr. Boucher, who
addressed the meeting briefly. Elec-

tion of an e.xecutive was postponed

to a future meeting. However, Kay
Fletcher was elected manager of the

Senior Team.

It was announced that ice \vould

be available in the arena on or about

Oct. 16, when the first practice will

be called. The skating and condi-

tioning will continue for about two

weeks until the coach reports on

Nov. I.

WELCOME STUDENTS . . .

riNeTTC OAWCE
HOTEL LASALLE BALLROOM

Wednesday, October 8

Nick Hainh't and his Orcheslrj
Dancing 9—1 S3.00 Couple

FOOTBALL DANCE

Tomorrow Night

GRANT HALL

Admission 25 Cents or Less

WATCH BULLETIN BOARDS

in charge of the proceedings, and

introduced the members of the Arts

Society Executive. He explained

the workings of the Freshman Di-

rectorate, a three-man committee

whidi will advise the newly elected

executive.

Chief Vigilante Oren Frood, who

has the responsibility of enforcing

explained what he is expecting from

Arts '51. Queen's and Arts cheers

were introduced to tongues unused

to Gaelic by John Duff, head cheer-

leader.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST;

CIGARETTE

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial +352

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524
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PRINGLE

Saturday afternoon the 1947 edition of the "Galloping Gaels" takes the
field to introduce Queen's fans to a vastly different style of football from
any that has ever before been witnessed on the "Plush Greens" of Richardson
Stadium. Coach Bob Elliott is experimenting with the "T" formation, a
widely publicized and highly effective offence used by top-notch American
football clubs.

This formation is called a "T" for the obvious reason that the team,
when in position and ready to put the ball into play, takes the form of a T.

Plays from a well-engineered "T" are deadly because of the quick-
breaking attack, masked by blinding deception and effected by split-second
blocking. Another feature of the T, greatly enhanced by the new ruling
enabling the centre to "hand" the baU to the quarterback, is that the snap-
back is left free to carry out more complicated blocking assignments.
COACH'S PRAYERS ANSWERED

Coach Elliott would not have been able even to consider the possibility
of using a -T" formation if he did not think he had the proper material on
hand with which to mould a team capable of carrying out its complex plays.
But with an experienced and competent line-coach in Chuck Tyndall, for-
merly of Colgate University, and an impressive array of potential line greats.
Bob had only to worry about his backfield.

Probably the deciding factor in Bob Elliott's decision to use a T was
big Al Lenard. Al, who is well known to last year's football fans, is con-
sidered to be one of the top passers and pivot-men in Canada. Al is "Mr
Football" of Queen's Seniors 1947 backed by years of experience with
teams such as Hamilton Wildcats, 1941 ORFU Champions
is also this year's captain.

INTRODUCING THE STARTING LINE-UP for Saturday's game:HAL PRINGLE at left end, "the man who stopped Parry" and therefore
can stop anybody or anything.

BOB STEVENS at left tackle, captain of last year's Gaels.
MIKE HRISKEVICH at left guard; most valuable player on last year's

Intermediates.

major

and Navy. He

ORFUNS TANGLE
VARSITY Bs SAT.

The Queen's Intermediate ORFU football
squad entrain for Toronto today for a Saturday
afternoon exhibition tussle with the University
of Toronto Intermediates. The game will mark
the season opener for the blues, while the Or-
fims are fresh from a 1-0 win over Cobourg, last
year's intermediate ORFU champions. Although
Saturday's game is billed as an exhibition, the
Queen's-Toronto rivalry has always resulted in
hard-fought football in the past, so tomorrow's
meeting in the Queen City should be no exceo-
tion.

^

However the game will also serve as an
opportnnify for the Jake Edwards crew to polish ROZUMNIAK
up their plays and improve their timing and tackling ;» 7^
or the next scheduled ORFU test in 'orillia on S e lli:::n last weeks victor,- the Orfnns were not overly impre sive anSwere m fact territorially outplayed by the visiting CoZZT u wasmostly offensive co-ordination that was hcking^n SatTday and

The opposing Varsity squad is pretty much of an unknownquantity as far as the locals are concerned. However whh a vicZover the champion Cobourg club already to their credit! th: Oriuns
'I'ty to handle anything in the intermediate

the speed-boy of Queen's Seniors 1945.

PIERCE

JIM CHARTERS at centre ; last year's regular centre on the Queen's Seniors.
MEL CARSON at right guard: a hard-driving lineman from Ottawa, tops

in "holding that line."

ROY "BEEF" FARDELL at right tackle; converted to the line from the
1945-46 backfield.

STEW PIERCE at right end;
On the half line we have;

AL LENARD at Quarterback; Mr. Football.

MURRAY BULGER from whom great touchdown efforts are expected.
ROSS McKELVEY: a seasoned "touchdown-getter you bet."
DON DELAHAYE (on the left) : who needs no introduction to Queen's fans.
DAVE ROZUMNIAK (on the right) : the only opponent ever to get.cheers

from the Varsity "crowd,"

Others expected to see action tomorrow are:

BILLY HOOSE: a scat-back in every sense.

FRANK McINTYRE: of Queen's Seniors 1946 and he can really hit a line.

MIKE HALLIDAY: a steady, effective half who has graduated from last

year's Intermediates.

JOHN FAULKNER: last year's "brain-boy" of the Intermediates.
MICKEY McGUIRE: a Kingston boy who showed much promise against

OAC last year.

NICK SPEROPOLOUS: who hails from McMaster University where he
was a top-notch lineman.

JACK PATTERSON; a fine tackle who played on last year's Intermediates.

LLOYD "BASHER" WOODS: of boxing fame who looks like a very pro-
mising centre.

DON GEORGE: who played with the University of Saskatchewan Huskies.

BILL BURGESS: that fighting tackle of Queen's Seniors 1945-46, who will

see action at either guard or tackle.

KEN PARKINSON; a tackle on last year's Seniors who has been converted
to the backfield.

For information about opponeiils sec p. 5

LENARD & BULGER PICTURES BY TIMOTHY

feel sure of their

division.

middle"'?!' v'"^ Montrose;nnddle,._Sa]an. Mmnes; msides, Ernngton. Morris; snap, Simola

S rs ;.|f' ".^r'^^^
^^'l''^-. ^I-'ovic. Dell; quarter, Sadler

2n Se C r ^"^^^ Sou,hev. Christian-

Tn ?o l.f "r^^'^fV^^^^"*'
J^-^-d-n, Holder, MacGou-gnn, losh, Jeffrey. Capreol, Gatficld, Joyce.

HOLDER IS CAPTAIN

it wnwri,"°'t"
'^'''"^ '^^P*^'" team-mates andn will fall on him to lead his

white of Varsity.
squad to victory against the blue and

McKELVEY DELAHAYE

HAL'S

SIDELINES
befor. K .

Galloping Gaels will make their first appearancebefore what ,s hoped to be a capacity crowd. A new coach will bedisplaymg a new system known as the "T" formation before acrowd new to this style of offence. Queen's gridiron debut shouldbe an indication of just how things will go in the intercoUegiate,
Last week Parryless Western defeated OAC 42-6 and if we are tostack up against the Mustangs a score of a similar nature should ben order. Three of Western's touchdowns were considered to belucky so that the score might well have been 27-6. Let us hope for

Incolor margin in the vicinity of some 20 points, all of them
earned.

Jack Parks, Sports Editor of the London Free Press, is reported
o have gone out on a hmb in saying that he picks the league tohmsh Western. Toronto, Queen's and McGill in that order. Mr.Uink Carroll, one of the more prominent sports writers in Canada,
goes on record as saying that McGill will face strong opposition
from Western and Toronto but he very markedly omits any mention
ot the Galloping Gaels from Kingston.

MODERN
PASSENGERS INSURED

POINT SYSTEM
IN GIRLS SPORTS

Perhaps you freshettes have already seen

seniors sport large Q's and A's on their jackets

and wondered how they came by them. Or
probably you have been approached by your

athletic stick to compete in an activity "for the

sake of Lcvana '51." It ail comes about this

way. Tliere are two sides to Levana sports —
intramural and individual competition.

Intramurally, the year's struggle for the

possession of the Levana Trophy, now en-

throned on the fireplace at Ban Righ. Points

are awarded each year not only for individual

wins, but also for the number of entries pro-

portional to the total year enrolment. Levana
49 captured the honour last year and has already set out to keep it.

Points are also awarded individually. Generally 100 points are
ivon by placing in any event, and SO points for practising and enter-
ing the competition. A total of 800 points means qualification for
the large A

; a total of 400 in any one sport means a small A in that
activity. Q's are awarded to the members of any intercollegiate
team that wins half its games. Last year the basketball and archery
teams gained those.

TRACK AND FIELD

October 17 is the meet, and at least three practices are needed
before then. Now is the time to come out. Practices are held in the
field beside Richardson Stadium on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday from 2-3 p.m., or if raining in the gym 1.30-3.30 p.m. Let's
make this year's turnout the biggest yet.

ARCHERY

Last year Queen'.s took the telegraphic meet. This year a team
goes to Western October 17 to win it again. Here's a chance to get
into intercollegiate competition, and archers are needed. Practices
lire being lield Tuesday and Thursday from 1.30 to 2.30, and remem-
ber, it takes ei.sht to make up the team.

7716 TAXIO R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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LIBERALS WILL TAKE POWER
AT PARLIAMENT'S OPENING

STEERING GROUP
Neil Bell, Arts "48

AMS Chief Justice
By Donald Brittain

Neil Bell, Arts '48, has been of

ficially appointed Chief Justice of

the AMS court for 1947-4S, by the

Alma Mater Society.

In his new capacity, Mr. Bell

assisted by two Junior Justices, will

preside over all student trials for the

coming year. It will be his duty to

decide on the seriousness of infrac-

tions and, if necessary, impose pen

alties ranging from fines to cxpul

sion if the case warrants such action.

Speaking to The Journal, be ex
pressed hope for an "uneventful

year," saying that the bulk of the

CADI BELL
a ivarning . . ,

students are veterans, whom be des-

cribed as "a solid, bard-working

bunch" with no desire to stir up
trouble on the campus.

Mr. Bell said there was no trouble

last year and he did not expect re-

petition of the Varsity-Queen's

fracas, which took place in 1945.

He stated that any repetition of

the invasions of the women's resi-

dences, which took place the year

before last, will be dealt with severe-

ly by the AMS Court.

Science Frosh Join

Engineering Society
In a solemn ceremony to be held

VVednesday, Oct. 8 at 7.45 p.m.,

members of Science '51 will be in-

ducted into the Engineering Society,

The ceremony, a counterpart of

the Iron Ring Ceremony of Gradu-

ating Engineers, will begin with the

reading of the Creed of an Engin-

eer, by the president of the sopho-

more year and the president of the

freshman year.

This will be followed by ad-

dresses.

SETS SCHEDULE
The campus Liberal party, under

the Prime Ministership of Al Bev-
cridge, Arts '49, will take over the

government of the Queen's Model
Parliament at its inaugural sitting

Tfiursday evening, October 30, in

Grant Hali. Major opposition

party wtU be the Progressive-Con-

servatives, with the CCF and LPP
parties as second and third opposi-

tion, respectively. Second session

of Parliament will be held in Grant

Hail on November 27, and the third

and fourth sessions in January and

February.

The motion to go before the

House has not yet been chosen, but

must be selected by the Liberals be-

fore October 15. The topic for dis-

cussion will have to be acceptable to

the opposition.

Another meeting of the

Parliamentary Society, simi-

lar to that held on Tuesday

afternoon of last week, will

convene in the Biology Lec-

ture Room, Theology Hall, at

7.30 on Thursday evening to

enable those who conld not at-

tend last week's meeting to

meet party leaders.

A system of rotation of the par-

tics through positions as third op-

position, second and first opposition,

and finally government, was decid-

ed at the first meeting of the Par-

liament's steering committee last

Thursday afternoon. Thus the

Progrcssive-Consei-vatives, main

Sec Gliders, page 3

NFCUS Announces

Further Details

On Junket Here
Further plans in connection with

the forthcoming NFCUS confer-

ences have been announced by John
Chance, local group chairman.

Meetings of the National Execu-
tive are planned Friday night and

Saturday morning. At a dinner

planned for Saturday evening the

speaker will be Prof. A. R. M.
Lower, Ph.D., F.R.S.C., a recent

addition to the History Department.

This dinner will mark the close of

the National Executive parley and

the opening of the Regional Confer-

ence. The meetings of the latter

group will take place in the Red
Room, Kingston Hall, on Sunday

and Monday.

Those interested in witnessing

the Regional Conference are re-

quested to notify H. Hamilton,

AMS secretary treasurer at S077

so that seating arrangements may
be made. The local connnittee de-

sires that people able to snpply

transportation at the station com-

nnmicate with Mr. Hamilton. A
similar cry goes out to those know-

ing of places where the visitors may
be accommodated.

HELP! HELP!
The band is in urgent need

of 50 air force battle dress

jackets to wear on public

appearances until their own
uniforms are delivered. If

you can help in this emer-

gency please take your jac-

ket to the office of the

Veterans' Advisor in the

Gym before Friday noon.

CFRC FIRST BROADCAST OCT. 8

PALEF HEAD OF WORKSHOP
By Mary Harris

Arts To Nominate

Senior Rep., Court
The Arts fall nominations meet-

ing will be held on Tuesday, Oct.

14, in Room 201, New Arts Build-

ing at 1 p.m.

Tiie most important part of the

proceedings will be the nomination

of a new senior AMS representa-

tive, his position was left vacant

by the resignation of Ted White,

Arts '48. The other chief object of

the meeting is the nomination of the

officers of the Arts Concursus and

of the assistant-treasurer of the

.-Vrts Society.

In keeping with the election pro-

cedure, as amended last spring, all

nominations for A.M.S. represent-

ative and assistant-treasurer, must

be submitted in writing to the ex-

ecutive on or before the 14th, Each

candidate must be sponsored by fif-

teen members of the Arts Society

whose signatures must be affixed to

tiie nomination sheet. No one can

sponsor more than one candidate

for the same position. The A.M.S.

representative must be in his final

year and the nominee for assistant-

treasurer in his freshman year.

Nominations for the Arts Court

(Coucursus Iniquitatis et Virtutis)

arc to be made verbally at this meet-

ing, no sponsors being required.

The first broadcast of the year

over Queen's own radio station

CFRC will be aired at 7 p.m. to

morrow evening at 1490 on your

dial. This weekly series of broad-

casts will bring to listeners campus

news, musical features, interviews

with campus personalities and out-

standing dramas.

Highlights of Wednesday's pro

duction will be a drama, "The Gieck

Book", written by Edith Marks

student at Queen's radio institute

this past summer. "The Qieck

Book" is a powerful story of a wo
man's indecision. Cast includes

Marg MacGregor, Betty McRae.

Don Beavis, Don Nixon and Jim

Fogo.

Musical spotlight will be on the

Meds '49 Octet. These vocal ar

tists organized in their freshman

year, way back in '43, and since

that time have been one of the most

sought-after entertainment groups

on tlie campus. Caimy campus dial-

twisters will be certain to hear their

nmsical warblings, Wednesday at

seven.

See CFRC, page 5

Universities Need Govt. Aid
Says Principal in Hamilton

speaking to the Ilaniilton branch

of the Queen's Alunmi Association

ast Tuesday night, Principal R. C.

Wallace told graduates that Canada

II soon have to follow Britain's

example in giving federal assistance

to centres of higher education.

Dr. Wallace, addressing a "Uni-

versity Night" dinner in Hamilton,

spoke of the great need for men and

women, not only in the fields of re-

search but also in Government work,

with university training "to stabil-

ize their thinking."

He stated that registration in

British universities has increased

considerably. He stressed the need

for federal assistance in this country

well, and thought provincial

government grants were insufficient

in view of existing conditions.

The principal visited the United

Kingdom this summer and remark-

ed on the apparent lack of ambition

there. He said this was due to the

fact that the "fear of want" is no

longer prevalent.

"Somehow or other, the incen-

tive is gone," Dr. Wallace said.

He praised the work of the unions

in Britain for ending the fear of im-

emploj'ment but warned that these

same unions provided no incentivt

for men to rise in their particular

fields of endeavour.

The mother country is passing

through a crisis and Canada should

share it with then), because our wel-

fare is directly connected with the

prosperity of the European connt-

rics.

Dr. Wallace said tics between the

two countries conld be strengthened

by exchange of staff and students,

and thought that Canada "can draw

lot from the Old Country" in the

human itic-s.

Former Dean Dies

Loss To Students

Dr. J. C. Coimcll, M.D., M.A.,

former Dean of the Facidty of

Medicine from 1904-1929 and pro-

fessor at Queen's from 1892-1929,

died Sunday afternoon.

Dr. Council was the first lecturer

here in the eye, car, nose and throat

field. He received his training at

New York in the Manhattan Eye

and Ear Plospital, from which he

graduated in ISS8. Dr. Connell

spent the years between '88 and '92

in practicing his special field in New
York from where he came to

Queen's.

As a forceful figure in the field

of medicine in this district, h-j was|

highly regarded both by students

and others and had very great ex-

ecutive and administrative ability.

He was acting Principal of Queen's

for some time.

Dr. Connell was also prominent

on the board of governors of the

Kingston General Hospital, and

was one of the driving forces behind

the construction of tills institution,

.^mong all these duties, which in-

clndetl a practice of his own and the

writing of several articles for medi-

cal journals. Dr. Connell still found

time to be one of Queen's most

dearly beloved lecturers and one

whose loss will be deeply felt.

Initiates Join Levana

In Solemn Ceremony
By Helen Creighton

Approximately 2 0 0 freshettes

were formally inducted into the

Levana Society at the annual

candlelighting ceremony in Grant

Hall last Thursday evening.

Receiving the freshettes, who

were accompanied by their seniors

wearing academic gowns were

:

Shirley Johnson, president of Lev-

ana, Mrs. Angus, Mrs. Mackintosh,

and Dr. A. V, Douglas, Dean of

Women. Tapers burning on a table

at the front of the room provided

the only light as the procession drew

up in a four-deep semicircle. The

president, Shirley Johnson, assist-

ed by Barbara Bews, vice-president,

and Joan Bronskill, president of the

Levana Council, conducted the

solemn ceremony.

After the freshettes knelt before

their seniors and pledged their fidel-

ity to Levana, whose name is sym-

bolic of tlie Roman goddess Levana,

protectress of the rights of women,

they received their seniors' gowns

as a symbol of their new responsibil-

ities. Each freshette then filed in

turn to the front, received a candle

from one of the three executives and

lighted it from a taper.

According to tradition, the colour

of a girl's candle reveals the faculty

to whicli her future husband will

belong: red for Arts, yellow for

Science, blue for Meds, white for

Theology. To bring good fortune

she should bum the candle on the

eve of her wedding.

The ceremony concluded with

"Oil Thigh" as the candles were

extinguished and put away for safe-

keeping by the hopefuls.

Campus Gliders

Strive For Records
By D.M.Q.

Thundering through enemy skies

at 400 m.p.h, in a Mosquito fighter-

bomber is part of the past as far as

Gord Spafford, Sc. '49, is concerned.

Now, with four years of RCAF war

service behind him, he wouldn't go

back to motored planes if you paid

him, for he's lost his heart to glid-

ing.

"The difference is just about the

same as between sailing and motor-

boating," he says. "Flying is a mo-

tored plane is just a chore, but glid-

ing—that's sport. There's no noise

or smell—^yon just sit there and en-

joy yourself."

Gord. is Flying Director of the

Queen's Gliding Club, now very

much of a going concern. Member-

stiip totals 75, including "several"

co-eds, and new recruits are ap-

pearing every day. About half the

members have seen service with the

RCAF.
The club owns three gliders, one

of which is currently being repair-

ed, and a Tiger Moth tow-plane.

With the aid of a long, specially

constructed cable, the Moth pulls

the glider off the ground and into

the air. At 2,000 feet the cable is

dropped, and from there on the

glider pilot is on his own.

5,000 Feet Is Altitude Record

He has to swoop around in search

of thermals, warm up-drafts of air

which may lift him as high as 5,000

feet, the club record. In summer

time, there aren't many thermals in

the Kingston area—seems Lake On-

tario is a bad influence. In winter,

however, conditions are better.

Gord is already making plans for

below-zero flying. "I think I'll get

a coonskin coat and ten pairs of

socks—in fact, all the clothes I can

get into the cockpit. A thermos of

hot coffee is a good idea too."

The sport involves a considerable

amount of preliminary instruction,

all of which is handled by Dr. Don

MacClement, Queen's DVA repre-

sentative and veteran glider pilot.

Dr. MacClement started the gliding

club at Cambridge University in the

thirties and was an RCAF instruc-

tor early in the war. Later, he or-

ganized tlie Air Cadet gliding school

at Carp, Ont.

The Queen's club presently uses

two-seater glider for instruction.

However, a winch is being con-

stnicted, and this will enable be-

ginners to go up alone and get tow-

ed along by a truck.

Longest flight on the club books

s one hour and ten minutes clocked

by Dr. MacClement, but this record

is not expected to stand for long.

We'll soon be doing a lot better

than that," says Gord Spafford.

"Right now, we're still in the ex-

perimental stage—studying meteor-

ological conditions and so forth."

Not As Safe As Golf

Incidentally, the gliding enthus-

iasts are getting thoroughly sick and

tired of the greeting, "Hello! You

still alive?" The sport is probably

Sec Parliament, page 4

FREE DANCE
Queen's students attending

given free admission to dance,

the game with McGill will be

through the courtesy of the

McGill Students Executive

Council.

The dance will be held aiffer

the game in the Sir Arthur

Curry Memorial Gymnasium,

from five to midnight, and

only Queen's identification

cards are necessary for ad-

mittance.

GAELS LOSE HOMEiGAME - WIN IN TORONTO STORY ON
BACK PAGE
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THE RECTOR . .

.

Dr. Sandwell has deprecated his reappointment as Rector of
Queen's because he feels that a younger man should take the post.
Now the Alma Mtear Society must choose another man to make
the annual rectorial address.

With the close of Dr. Sandwells term of office we lose an
able man, a man who was peculiarly fitted to inspire the students
with the liberal and democratic ideals which he cherishes and
militantly defends. The gentle thunder and accurate lightning
of his editorials have long stormed intolerance and confusion in this
country and beyond. Many an influential publisher and not a few
politicians wait for tlie ^Vord in Saturday Night before they com-
mit themselves on the issues of the day. On those issues B. K.
Sandwell has always been staunchly and composedly on the side
of the civil rights and liberties, social tolerence and the common
sense which make democracy work.

In these times when it is fashionable to be extreme it is well
that the voice of intelligence and moderation should be heard above
the din of conflicting creeds. He has not been a 19th century
liberal but rather a 20th century liberal, a man who recognizes that
times have changed and are changing, in a word he has been a
Canadian Justice Holmes.

The AMS will do well if they can find another man such as
this.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT..
Journal readers will note in this issue the unenthusiastic at-

titude taken by the A.M.S. president and the chief justice of the
A.M.S. court on the subject of inter-coHegiate fracases, art work
by Queen smen on the ivied walls of McGill and Varsity, and raids
on the women's residences. The cautions of these gentlemen are
not admm.strative stuffiness. They have reason to be unenthus-
iastic. They have been staggered by the bills former students have
been obhgcd to share for the ebullient but unappreciated murals
painted on other universities and by the subsequent hostile pub-
licity m the national press, They know that Toronto has threat-
ened unequivocally to withdraw from intercollegiate football if it
IS decorated again, and they are aware that so far it has been im-

TJt' 'a, 'If "'""l^'
^""^"'^ They realize

hat the Alma Mater Society court is bound by its last decision
to consider expulsion as the apropriate penalty for uninvited mass
visits to ttie women's residences here

stateletT f
'^^"'^"^i^ns we can draw from theirsutement One tosspot with a paintpot can do more to wreckthe footbaU season than a cartload of compound fractures, and the

slickest and quickest way to graduate without paying the custom-
ary fee is to raid Ban Righ. Ifs nice to know.

^

DR, J. C. CONNELL . .

.

Queen's University will mourn with the family of the lateDoctor J. C. Connell. With his death they have lost one of ti e"^""^ ^" ^''^ ^"^ --g^^- an f!

aid much for Queen s.

Dear Journal . .

.

Better Service"

creastd^enrl?
'''"^'"^ " °^ ^'^^"^"'^'l ^^oks. In-creased enrollment has put a heavy strain on this DepartmentS udents who fail to observe the rules, not only increase the burdenof clerical work but also keep books from other unlrgraduatewishing to use them. Anyone who wilfully violatesT r^gSbcca.se e considers it worth while to pay the fine invo v d' mayt^echnically. but is certainly not socially, irreproachable

The rules are few and fair. Books signed out at 9.30 p.m mustbe returned by 9 a.m. or as near 9 a.m. as possible. (Depos t boor books being returned will be installed shortly beside t ^ Reserved Desk). During the day, books must be returned o th

From the A.M.S. President .

As we enter into this year's Intercollegiate joolball season.

Queen's spirit is keener than it has been for several years. Queen's
is jicldtng three competent teams—Senior, Intermediate and In-
termediate ORFU—tvhich will represent the University to their

credit and ottrs. We will support them zvith all our loyalty and
enthusiasm.

We must remember, however, that Queen's is represented
not only by the teams but by their supporters. The reputation of
our university depends upon the conduct of each and every one of
us who travels with the teams or attends any game at home.

By all means, then, let us demonstrate our strong Queen's
spirit.

We will be generous hosts when at home. Representatives

of other universities will be our guests, whom we will treat with
the best hospitality we can command.

We will be considerate and orderly guests when visiting other
colleges. None of iis must do anything zvhich ive would not wish to
have visitors do in Kingston.

We will at all times uphold the high standards of sportsman-
ship ivhich are worthy of Queen's.

Acts of vandalism and unseemly behaviour on the part of any
Queens students, either at home or away, either thoughtless or
malicious, regardless of imagined provocation, will be looked upon
by the A.M.S. and the A.M.S. Court as grave offences against the
name of the University. Such offences may be punishable by the
expulsion of individual students, or, in extreme cases, by the with-
drawal of Queen's from major intercollegiate sports.

We wish our teams the greatest of success.

KEN PHIN.
President. A.M.S.

Reserved Desk whenever the borrower leaves the Library not left
on the reading desks or taken away before 9.30 p.m. The hour that
a book IS borrowed is now marked opposite each signature and
checked off when the book is returned. (It is important that si-
natures be legible). Requests made before 5 p.m. for extension of
time under special circumstances, will be considered by Miss Eagle-
son, Head of Reserved Books Department.

By strict observance of these reasonable regulations, students
will help us to provide better book service for everybody.

H. Pearson Gundy
University Librarian.

Let Your Hair Down"
_

Heed our anguished cry and cast the weight of your Journal
into the struggle on our side to combat Freshette Regulations.

Queen'smens' lives are grey and drab
; there is no Union, there

are no fratermties-^ur chief intramural joy lies in the contempla-
tion o the sweet young thing of "Residence Row"-their little
painted faces, their little vagaries of fashion.

_

Now, horror upon horror, what meets our fevered gaze' Pale
hairless heads topped by horrid tammies, strange gyrations on the
byways, and. perish the thought, the Old Look.

tions"^'^
''^''^ '"'^^ F«shette regula-

Unhappy Artsman

This is a protest against the sadistic measures being used onour poor little innocent lambs-the freshettes. How are we Queen's-men supposed to make a proper choice if a young lady's "clowning
g or> ,B hidden from the (or rather our) naked eye? This business
ot advertising their senior's name and phone number is a bald ad-
mission on the part of the seniors that they have lost their touch,
and need to fall back on underhand means.

-J. A.

"Oh Mr. Ronalds!" . . .

aJ^'" ^i^"'' ^^"P Model -Parliament hopes theA M.S will reconsider its refusal to permit political clubs to meet
t will on the Campus. He thinks the parties can't do justice toheir causes under the present ruling. Such concern for his party'scause IS to be looked for and commended in its Whip. Howeverevery group of competing organizations has a tendency to magnifv
the importance of winning simply for the sake of beating out thenthers. This tendency is stimulating and helps maintain interestout can be earned too far.

The prime aim of the Parliamentary Society is to foster interestm Canadian politics. The most repellent aspect of politics in general

PoweV-
" °^ ^" *° °* "G-^tting into

it suM^t' M^'^fK
*he organizations connected with

It Bubjected to their present restrictions, we can gain a knowledge
o our Canadian pohtics under -laboratory conditions" free from

colitt'nT'Tr
distracting campaigning which has characterized

political clubs on other campuses.
Queen's students want to learn about Canadian politics and toform their own opinions of the merits of the various parties. Theywan to do so without being subjected to floods of oratory fromwould-be s atesmen, preaching the credo of their party's platform,who could be presented at will by the various campus clubs

. —CLUBBER.

UEEN'SWORLD
Don Heop tells of his trip to Oslo,

and of the men and women
of many nations he met

In the end of May I and my luggage struggled onto the Ernie
Pyle at New York, bound for Southampton. The Student Christian
Movement of Canada was sending me as one of 40 Canadian dele-
gates to the World Conference of Christian Youth at Oslo. During
the summer the money given mostly by Queen "smen enabled me
to meet Europeans in Britain, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, and
France. When in the beginning of September we anchored off the
Statue of Liberty 1 had met people of nearly every country. We
had talked as Christians, each trying to understand the other's
people, each seeing his own people in a new way.

The British seemed to be maintaining the forms of humane
life. Customs officials and bobbies treat humans as humans, and
people contrive to invite friends in for tea. The food is less than it

was during the war, and people feel tired by over-work and the
recent crises. Yet they still send food to the Continent. At a work-
camp in France almost half our food was potatoes; meat was' rare;
milk is unobtainable (Paris now has a messenger-service for collect-
ing breast-milk for maternity hospitals)

; "coffee" is made from
acorns. In Norway two of our meals each day consisted of bread
with cheese, applesauce, or tomato, and tea; the third was soup,
thin stew, and starch pudding. Sweden and Switzerland are lands
of plenty and like other lands of plenty arc erecting trade-barriers.

I met Italians there ; in Italy the average worker's wage is less than
the cost of his family's food. A Greek student begged us to send
books to the students in hospitals at Athens, A German girl described
student life in Hamburg; hour-long tram journeys, lecture rooms
holding only two-thirds of the students, textbooks non-existent or
out of date, families living in cellars. Bed is the favorite place since

it is warm, and they have no electric light for study.

Chinese on Subsistence Diet

A Chinese woman told us that many Chinese students eat a
bowl of soup and two chunks of bread for a meal, while others have
simply two chunks of bread. When they receive Student Relief

money a few of them turn back a thousand-dollar bill (exchange

§50,000 Chinese to $1 U.S.) to send relief elsewhere.

North America an Oasis

As the tale went on it seemed to me that outside North America
"normal life" doesn't exist. South America has plenty of material

but the common people don't share it. Europe feels ruin growing
on her. India is desperate, China ruined by foreign domination;

Russia is struggling to feed herself. Only in North America can
people spend their money as they please.

If we let these people suffer without doing all we can to help

then we have already died. At present the bottom has dropped out
of North American morale; we fear change, refuse to face life, and
try to escape into a frenzy of entertainment. Our efforts at

aid are drowned in the stream of ineffective frivolity. We are almost

ghosts, roaming about unhappy, unable to help or enjoy the world.

We are as desperate as the people in materially wrecked countries.

Our only hope of life is to set ourselves to sharing the means of

ife as effectively as possible. Queen's students can't save the world
but we can help some people. We can begin now sending food and
books, writing letters (as valuable as food), supporting relief-

workers. We can add our weight to those who urge Canadian
business and the Canadian government to more humane policies.

It will take our money. It will take time we might spend on "having
a good time." But if we don't give to people in need we are already

dead.

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

FAN DANCE
Sponsored by

Montreal Branch, Queen's Alumni

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11

After the Queen's at McGill Football
Game be with the gang in the Main

Ballroom atop the

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL
MONTREAL

Al McGowan's
Orchestra

Dancing from 9 p.m.

Tickets $1.50 each
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Local Branch Needs Volunteers

QUEEN'S JOURNAU

Scholarships, Exchange of Students

Are I.S.S. Projects for 1947-48
From its plain, unassuming head office in Geneva Switzerland
internat.onal Students' Service sponsors scholarshipsriemin's'

From its

the I

and foreign tours for its world-wide membership of Uiversity st«
dents and professors. ^

Acting also as an information bureau, the organization gives
advce and assistance to students transferring f Universities in
countries other than their own.

During the past four years. I.S.S. has been working in co-
operation with World Student Relief, bringing badly-needed books,
food and medical supplies to students in the war-blasted countries
of Europe and Asia. This year, however, the emphasis is on service
to ALL members, with foreign seminars and exchange of students
between countries occupying prominent places on the program.

All this takes money, and the local branch of the I.S.S.. headed
by Joan Kearney. Lev. '48, has the job of seeing that Queen's
students contribute their share. Already, a call has been issued
for students to help with the sale of chrysanthemums at rugby
games, operation of coke stands at University concerts, construc-
tion of publicity posters, and many other jobs.

The Queen's I.S.S.'ers are par-

ticularly anxious to dispell any
impression that the organization's

funds are not properly adminis-

tered. The budget is approved

by the General Assembly, a de-

mocratically-elected body with

representatives from all major

countries. Decisions are made
and funds allocated without dis-

tinction as to race, creed, color

or religion.

Treasurer, Geoff Glover; Sec-

retary, Bruce Odell; Educational

Committee, Fred Moote; Periodi-

cals. Cyril Morgan
;
Stamp Col-

lectors' Exchange, Gordon Heard;

PubHcity, Carol Kingsmill.

CLUB NEWS
Commencing Wednesday,

October 8, all club news
must be in the Journal of-

fice by 7 p.m. Wednesday
and Sunday. We cannot

guarantee the publication of

club news not in our hands

by 7 p.m. on press nights.

Secret Weapon

Meds Will Gauge

Kisses and Misses
The Med's formal on Oct. 31 will

introduce Queen's students to the

"Osculometer". Throughout the

evening the machine will be avail-

able to couples who wish to test

their osculating voltage (kissing to

you). The data recorded from

these experiments should prove

highly interesting to phyicists the

Medsmen say. and should clearly

distinguish the expert from the

amateur, (for the benefit of Lev-

ana).

Convenor Mel Shaw claims that

this is just one of the many attrac-

tions of the forthcoming formal,

which will be carried out in a Hal-

lowe'en motif. Tickets will go on

sale. Wednesday. October 15th. to

men of all faculties, and Med stu-

dents will be able to purchase theirs

early.

SKULL DUGGERY
Medical diagnosis is usually based on determining the etrol-

ogy, or cause, of the disease. At times, this would over-tax the
abilities of an Osier or Hercules Poirot. Case History No. 1.

_

A sunken-cheeked, baggy-eyed G.P. staggered into the doc-
tors office at the local hospital one morning and collapsed in the
nearest chair. He had been up all the night before with a baffling
case of food poisoning involving an entire family. A fellow G P
volunteered the solution. He had had a box of Laura Secord's
stolen from his car several days previously. Planning diabolical
vengeance, he had bought a second box and then, with the aid of
a hypodermic syringe, skilfully inoculated each._with a drop of
piston oil. 'Nuffsaid!

But medical profs aren't all Mr. Hydes outside their con-
sultation rooms. When they can spare time from their profes-
sional duties, they patronize the cultural side of campus life as
zealously as the lowliest Arts freshette. Case History No. 2.

Following a recent A.M.S. sponsored lecture, there was a
sad nodding of heads when one of the students confessed to skip-
pmg the lecture in favour of an extra-curricular course in bal-
listics at the now defunct Union poolroom.

"Every student should have attended yesterday's lecture"
pedantically announced the sage, " it was an outstanding case of
asteo-artliritis."

Gliding Club
(continued from page 1)

not quite as safe as golf, but the

slowness of the craft makes serious

accidents almost impossible. Even

when a crack-up docs occur, the

pilot almost invariably steps out

without a scratch.

Club dues are five dollars annual-

ly, with a two-dollar charge for

each tow to 2.000 feet. In addition,

the pilot has to pay fifty cents an

hour for all flight time after the

first half hour.

Following are the officers of the

group: Instruction, Dr. MacClcm-
ent; Flying, Cord Spafford; Fin-

ance. Ron Blair; Mechanical, Dow
Smith; Membership. Gord Town-
send

;
Repair and Maintenance,

Bob Cuddy.

IVCF

The Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-

lowship is holding the first of a ser-

ies of • Bible Study Discussion

Groups on Tuesday, October 7, at

7.30 in the Theology Common
Room, Old Arts Building. Chaplain

A. M, Laverty will speak on "De-

sign for Victorious Living." Every-

one is sincerely invited.

STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT

"The Churches' Attitude to, Rus-
sia" will be discussed by an SCM
discussion group at Dr. Vlastos'

home. Wednesday. Oct. 8. 7.45 piiii.

Conversion of a hut at the alu-

minum ])lant into apartments for

veterans with wife and one child is

one project in which the SCM work

group under Bob Shorten is assist-

ing. Workers will be welcomed

—

call Boh at 6562.

Chapel seri'ice on Wednesday
noon, Oct. 8, 12.45—1.30 in the

Memorial Chapel, Old Arts Build-

ing, addressed by Lindsay Vogan.

WHO'S WHERE
Dial 3862 for information.

The Who's Where-Journal

telephone information ser-

vice will operate between

seven and eight-thirty Mon-

days to Saturdays until the

Who's Where handbook is

distributed.

MUSIC

New Records For Classical Fans

By Gord Tracy

A tremendous number of new records have been added to the
shelves of the Music Room this summer, so all previously registered
habitues would do well to drop in and hear some of the delightful
new things in stock. A large number of the new albums have the
H.M.V. label and consistently fine concert-hall reproduction. Among
them are Bach's Goldberg Variations, some Couperin clavecin
music and an album of Scarlatti sonatas, alt played by the incom-
parable Wanda Landowska. There are a number of Beethoven
piano sonatas in which Arthur Schnabel takes things in his usual
authoritative stride, and several Beethoven violin sonatas (Fritz
Kreisler).

For those who enjoy vocal works there is Verdi's Requiem
Mass snug in Latin by the Milan La Scala Opera Company, and
two volumes of Schubert songs beautifully sung by Gerhard Husch,
who will also be found in an album of Hugo Wolf's Goethe settings.

The Schubert and Wolf songs are exceedingly lovely and would
do much to enhance the work of students of German poetry. First

year men and women, not yet orientated, will find the Music Room
at the north end of the second floor of the Douglas Library. It is

a modestly-proportioned, but very comfortable and relaxing room
where you may hear recordings of music you want to hear, if you
get your request entered on the programme-sheet in good time.

Its door is open from 7 to 9 ^^o[lday through Friday, and Saturday
and Sunday afternoons, when the Metropolitan and New York Sym-
phony broadcasts begin.

Beethoven's Symphony No. 1 has been selected by Dr. George

as the orchestra's contribution to the Christmas concert. This

cheering decision was reached last Tuesday night when the mem-
bers of this year's orchestra met and almost filled the stage in

Grant Hall, It was a heart-warming spectacle and an historic one

— Queen's has produced a Symphony Orchestral
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m QUEEN'S PREPARES FOR WORST^ Tn^Tcwt.. AS CAMPUS NECKLINES QUIVER

recJ^fuH^'"^'' tr"' ""^ ^'^^'^ St Balons have been set all agogrecently by a perceptible twitch in women's necklines. They are alreadt WmchW than last ye.r and they are atiU plunging. "Undo^b'^^y necSn«

Z^TlZ T T'^ Venus de Milo."

att<nide to the situation representative of campus male opinion. "Why ahouldwe have to cough up more dough for dress« with low necklineC he stormed,
just because a bunch of tyranmcal boobs in Paris want to show off." Othervehement males^ expressed disapproval with such outspoken invective as "tsk

«r«n, .ulfT iT"/
'° ^^^y' A Scienceman went on record asstatmg that he had always thought necklines were the queues of coupleswaiting to get m the sitting out rooms at Eormals. Miss Bluebell Pflug Ringer

Foundation fashion expert, stated that the girU were not buying new dresses
at aU. Just hackmg away at the old ones with nail-acissors." stated Miss
Pflug. Wnte The Journal about this.

Our medical cousin. Sawbones T. Ringer, picked up an interest-
ing little tidbit concerning the possible value of biological instruc-
tion at a certain medical school somewhere in Western Ontario
As any well-informed person (who has doubtless read the Reader's
Digest) will tell you, and as all the text-books assert. Vitamin B
is essential for growth. Therefore, the argument runs, if you take
two baby rats and feed one of them a diet bristling with vitamin
and the other a diet without vitamin, the vitaminless rat does not
grow, while the other blossoms out like a Kingston urchin
So far, so good . . . One day, then, an enterprising group of physio-
logy str.dents at the aforementioned college determined to demon-
strate this great biological truth, and went to the animal room and
sought out two small, white rodents . . . They proceeded with
fhe feeding program . . . Sure enough, just as the Reader's Digest
predicted, one animal sprouted up and the other did not . . . After
a few weeks of this, the students buttonholed their professor and
proudly exhibited their creatures, one healthy and the other scrawny

. . Quoth the professor: "Yes, very good; there is a remarkable
difference in growth. But (scrutinizing the tiny, undernourished
beast) . . . this one is a mouse ..."

—SADSACK T. RINGEK.

r
Plea

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

OPENING CONCERT
NORAH DREWETT DE KRESZ

Celebrated English Pianist

and

GE2A DE KRESZ
Brilliant Hungarian Violinist

Convocation Hall Tuesday, October 14
8.30 P.M.

Membership Tickets - $1.25 Single Admission -75 Cents

Oh, lei's not judge each other this way.

Lefs leave this place where I am compared

To others;

How I walk along the grass.

How I sijy 'hello' to those who pass

Me on the way,

Hozo I smile compared to others' s>7iiles,

And dance on the darkened floor.

Or fill your arms, sharer with the one

Who filled them last.

Am I to judge you for the way you study books.

Or wear tweed.

Or champion a college cause the world

Will never know of?

Come—let's find the countryside

For there comparing means more—
Perhaps you'd call me lovely as the goldenrod's

Sweet wilderness.

Or sad as the willow branch that adds its tears

To the swelling pond.

And I might see you stand strong as

The single elm in a pasture.

Your voice might ansiver back the West wind

In its calm, low way—and then

Maybe we'd find zve zvere loves

Under the shivering poplar,

Who were strangers in the spire's shade.

EYRE HEYNIGER

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treodeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

ODEON THEATRE MAILING LIST

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE

DIRECTLY ADVISED OF THE

PLAYDATES OF EACH

BRITISH MADE FILM
AT THIS THEATRE

PLEASE LEAVE YOUR NAME
AND ADDRESS, THE NEXT TIME

YOU VISIT THE ODEON THEATRE

Doors
Open
Daily

At 12.3

Now Ploying: "THE WEB" Adult Entertainment
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What's When

TO-DAY— Le Cercle Francais

Discussion Group, 2.30, Room
204, New Arts Bldg.

—Drama Guild Meeting, 8 p.m.,

Convocation Hall.

—Freshette Bonfire, meet in

Ban Righ Common Room, 7.30.

—IVCF, Bible study discus-

sion group, Mr. Laverty, "De-
sign for Victorious Living," 7.30

Tlieolog Common Room, Old

Arts Bldg.

WEDNESDAY—Queen's Debat-

ing Union, 12.45-1.30, Room
201, New Arts Bldg.

—Queen's Intermed. Intercol-

legiates vs Kingston Athletics,

2.30, Richardson Stadium.

—Radio Workshop, 7 p.m.,

CFRC, 1490 kc.

—Swimming Club, 7.30, Gym,
—Science Freshmen induction

ceremony, 7.45, Grant Hall.

THURSDAY— Open Caucus of

Political Clubs, 7.30, Biology

Lecture Room.
—Psychology Club, 4 p.m., 201

New Arts Bldg.

—Press Club Party, 8 p.m.

—University Concert Series,

Mack Harrell, Bariton, 8.15,

._y,G^^^Han.
—%o^g and Wrestling Club,

8 p.m.:^Gytg.rt4^ , ,.

FRIDAY — Tnterf6U|^e Golf

Tournament, CatarSi}^^ Golf

Club, Kingston.

—NFCUS conference, weekesffi;

SATURDAY—Queen's Sr.JFpo:^

ball vs McGill in M^nlf^r.'

—Dance for Queena^rtth,'' even-
ing of Queen's-McGill Game,
Arthur Curry Memorial Gym-
nasium, Montreal.

—Intercollegiate Golf Tourna-
ment, Cataraqui Golf Club.

Parliament
(continued from page 1

)

opposition for the first session, will

become the party in power in the
second session, November 27.

For this second session the main
opposition will be CCF, with LPP
and Liberals as second and thTi-d

opposition. Goveniment '-foti'.'^^

third session will be in the haiids of

the CCF party. "iirieP for thFffiurth

session power will be wielded by an
LPP cabinet. - -

Mr. Howarth reiterated his

statement must have
an aCtiveJbaekjng by at least 12
members Wfore^t \yould be allowed
to take over .MW in the Parlia-

ment. Only.^-i^fiembers support-
ed the LPP^'^rty in last week's
opert-trte^ting of the Parliamentary
;/^iety, but the party is represented
jon the steering committee. Thus
ffip will be nccessar)' for the LPP
Pparty to increase its strength, ex-
plained Mr. Howarth, before it will

be eligible as government party in

next February's meeting.

Students may contact party lead-
ers by telephone; AI Bevendge,
Liberal leader, 4106, and after Oct
11-22771; Ken Binks, P.C. lead-'

er, 9708: Ed McCullough, CCF
leader, 9856; and Don Heap, LPP
leader, 7643.

WEEFHUIS
Dutch Art Weaving

76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princeis St

PRESS CLUB
The Press Qub opens its social

season with a "Get Acquainted par-

ty", Thursday, October 9, at 8 p.m.

Some surprise bits of entertain-

ment, dancing and refreslunents will

highlight the evening. The invita-

tion is extended for all members to

drop in and "Get Acquainted". Fur-

ther details will be announced in the

Journal offices, Wednesday even-

ing.

DRAMA GUILD
An English film of scenes from

Shakespeare's great tragedy Julius

Caesar \vi\l be shown at the first

general meeting of the Drama Guild

to be held on Tuesday, October 7,

at 8 p.m. in Convocation Hall. Alt

those who are interested in drama-

tics, stagecraft, costuming or radio

are cordially invited. Refreshments

will be served at the end of the

evening.

CERCLE FRANCAIS
The following officers were elec-

ted at the organizational meeting:

president, V. Massey
;

secretary,

Miss P. Vallotton; treasurer. Miss

E, Abrams; publicity, D. Pattison;

M. C, Miss Eliz. Morrison.

Play reading, discussion groups

and group singing are among the

planned activities of the club.

Students of French who wish to

improve their French and enjoy

themselves in the process are ad-

vised to join le Cercle.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Advertisements will be ac-

cepted up to 8 p.m. on press

nights. Rate: 25 cents per

inch (25-30 words). Cash in

advance.

WANTED
Any or all of the books for History

Reading Course I. Will buy or rent.

G. M. Hamilton, Queen's Post Office.

NOTICE
Anyone interested in going to Mont-
real next weekend by car contact

Charlie Lemmon. phone 3515.

The best insurance against a

membership in the WDWIGABYD
MHA club is to take your girl to

Meds Formal.

DEBATING UNION
Queen's Debating Union will hold

its first weekly debate on Wed.,

Oct, 8 from 12.45 to 1.30 in Room
201 of the New Arts Building. The
subject to be debated is: Resolved

that the examination system exerts

a pernicious influence on University

education.

Debating for the resolution will

be Ken Binks and Ken Rouff, both

of Arts '48 while Neil Bell and Don
Collins also Arts '48 will uphold the

negative.

The executive urge all students

to attend and contribute their views

on this really important topic. A
particularly cordial invitation is ex-

tended to students in Science, Me-
dicine and Theology. The Arts fa-

culty has always predominated in the

Debating Union, but the debaters

hope a fair proportion of students

from other faculties will attend their

meetings this year.

ARTS '49 CRESTS
Members of Art's '49 who have

not obtained a year crest can ob-

tain them from Dave Day or June

Stuart.

TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.
Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

THE INTERNATIONAl NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, IIMITED, 25 KING STREET W., TORONTO
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Store Hours; 9-5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We hove a large assortment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID
RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,

LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY

and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEnS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

We carry a complete ronge of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
B iM^aa^OF CAHADA I^^^HB

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leodbeoter

Sick Parade
Queen's students should make

sure they know what to do when
taken ill, Dr. P. M. Macdonnefl,
University Medical Officer, said
last week.

In the event of sickness, stu-
dents should call at the Medical
Office at tlie following hours:

MEN: Monday through Fri-
day, 4.30 p.m.

Saturday, 1.15 p.m.

WOMEN: Monday, 2 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday,

1.30 p.m.

Saturday, 1,15 p.m.

On Sundays, both men and
women should make special

appointments.

To reach the Medical Office,

prospective patients sliould go
down the ambulance driveway at

Kingston General Hospital and
ascend tlie steps to the left.

f-fouse calls will be made when
necessary, Dr. Macdonnell said.

However, in ordinary cases, it is

far more convenient for all con-

cerned if students report at the

regular sick parades.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

Levana
7.30 Tuesday night will find you

frcihettes in front of Ban Righ, to

march to Leonard Field for the

Freshctte Bonfire. Queen's songs

and cheers will be shouted for over

an hour and then refreshments will

appear. The bonfire is prepared by

tlic sophs and tliey also have pcr-

juuded a few of the cheer leaders to

help them out. If it rains, the meet-

ing will be transferred to Ban Righ

Common Roo[n.

Congratulatory Note

To all the freshettes, who so

bravely paraded around the field at

Saturday's game. You were hide-

ous, but we loved it.

Derisive Note

To the freshette, who when ques-

tioned early iti tlie week if she had

a date for Friday, replied wryly,

"yes". Seems the source of the

pained expression was the fact tliat

she didn't have dates for Saturday

and Sunday, too. Something has

got to be done about this, boys.

INTRODUCING . .

VIC OBECK
OF McGILL

MARRISON STUDIO
*

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

*

52 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

Tonight's Radio

(Continued from page 1)

Returning to the microphone as

Journal News Commentator, will be

Jim Kirk, with tlie regular feature

Campus Roundup.

Flo Fraser, fonnerly of the CBC
Central News Room in Toronto, is

this year in charge of features and

tomorrow evening will present in-

terviews with several presidents of

Queen's Clubs.

Radio Workshop, organized as a

special division of the Queen's Dra-

ma Guild, is headed by Larry Palef

as Program Director, Larry was a

student at tlie Queen's Radio Insti

tute this summer where he was tlic

winner of a scholarship to the Aca-

demy of Radio Arts in Toronto.

The Director of this Academy is

Lome Greene, well-known Canadian

news commentator and Queen's

graduate (Arts '37).

Drama Producer will be Edith

Shindman, who capably performed

ill this capacity last year.

Other CFRC personahties include

Flo Fraser, fciiturcs; Ted Burkhol-

der, director of music; Maurice

Helperiu, chief announcer; Jim

Kirk, news commentator.

All of this work will be under the

(lireclion of Dr. William Angus,

Head of the Department of Drama

at Queen's.

Many freshmen and freshettes

will join the regular listeners by

dialling 1490 at 7 p.m. tomorrow

evening.

A CANADIAN UNIVERS

The opening of the 1947 football

season brings a new phase in coach-
ing life to Vic Obeck, McGill's first

full-time coach. After several years
of playing and coaching duties in

the United States, whose brand of

football he has been practising since

his youth, Vic will now get his bap-

tism of fire on the Canadian grid-

iron. A graduate of Springfield and
Columbia where he earned Bache-
lor's and Master's degrees in Phy-
sical Education, he was an excellent

student as well as a top-flight ath-

lete. Besides his interest in football,

he also distinguished himself in box-
ing, wrestling, and basketball.

As sports director in the U. S.

Navy, Vic returned to Columbia as

a line coach under Lou Little, and
in his spare time played pro ball

for both the Chicago Cardinals and
Brooklyn Dodgers. Before coming
to McGill, he coached at Akroii Col-

lege in Ohio and has the recom-

mendation of the National Football

Coaches Association.

Finds Canadian Football Pleasing

Though his connection with Cana-
dian football has not been very long,

he has caught on quickly to the

northern brand of the game, and
will probably add a lot of zip with

the introduction of some of the

American ra^itle-dazitle plays. Obcck
is (jnite impressed with what he has

seen of Canadian rugby, and espec-

ially believes the rules concerning

interference a boon to the game.

As he puts it, "When a player is

carrying the ball, he has nothing

between him and the goal-line but

a bunch of tackle-hungry guys, just

yearning to bring him duwn, so that

ITY PRESS DESPATCH

he has to be in the best of condition,

and fast on his feet to take it".

Other coaches for the McG
squad, which will meet the Queen's

Seniors ne.xt Saturday, are Gordie

Marriot back-field, formerly with

Loyola College as coach, and Lloyd

Daniels, one-time member of the

Montreal Hornets, as line-coach.

Probably in the McGill starting line-

up this season will be Murray

Hayes, fleet-footed half-line star,

and others of last year's squad in-

cluding Doug Heron halfback

;

Tommy Bridel at guard; Al Man,

last year's captain and centre, now
playing end

; Joe Huza
;

Wally

Kowal, promising tackle ; Dick Pen-

nefather, tackle; and Bill "Jo-Jo"

Smythe.

NEIV STARS
Newcomers to the Red and White

team are Ken Barclay, former high

school all-star, presently at quarter;

Rocky Robillard of the Ottawa

Roughriders; Red Syrett, and

Johnny Crncich, one-time Toronto

Argonaut. Main losses to the team

are Bob Bartlett, 220-lb, bucking

back; Earl "Wliizzer" Smith, last

year's quarter, now graduated and

playing for the Montreal Alouettes;

and Gus Summerskill, former end,

now continuing his studies in Phila-

delphia,

Vic is a family man with one

child, and, according to all indica-

tions intends to stay around McGill

for some time, but, quoting Lou

f-ittle of Columbia, " I wouldn't be

at al! surprised if Vic was back in

the States mighty soon, because at

least a dozen colleges are after him.

Pie's up in Canada on lend-lease."

Jackson Metivier

LADIES' -READY -TO -WEAR

ITS SPORT TIME

with

SLACKS

Gabardine - Wool - Plaid

Mon Tailored Shirts

by TOOKE

BLAZERS

Red - Navy - Green

TARTAN AND GLEN CHECK

2 and 3 piece Sport Suits

Jackson Metivier Ltd.
114 PRINCESS STREET

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Loidlow's your shopping head-

quarters in Kingston,

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd,

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

FORHEPILY THI EMILY CRAWFOHD FLOVriR SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial R«t. 7990

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

CARDIGAN SWEATERS

— AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES -

CORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Looa»

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushion!

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TEICHMICAL. SIJPPL.IE:S
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Hsinson & Eldgar
PR INX E:RS Printing ofDance

Programmes

Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Every

Description

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Diol Store: 6634
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AGGIES TRIP GAELS IN GRID DEBUT
ROSS McKELVEY SHINES
AS OAC EKES 2-0 WIN

By Lloyd Menary

The Queen's Senior Gaels got off to a disappointing
start at Richardson Stadium on Saturday afternoon by
dropping a 2-0 exhibition verdict to the visiting Aggies
of O.A.C. The supporters of "Oil Thigh" had little to
cheer about as the visitors chalked up two single points
while for the Tricolor four Lenard placement attempts
failed to find the mark, the last of which was blocked by
a hard charging Aggie line. For Queen's the one redeem
ing feature of the afternoon was
a sparkling performance by d

minutive Ross McKelvey, whose
shifty ball carrying was an ever

constant threat. It was the first

appearance for the "blond bom
ber" since a broken wrist forced

him to the sidelines while per

forming for the Toronto Indians

in a prc-season exhibition game
against the Ottawa Roughrld
ers, Bulger and Hriskevich also

showed flashes of form for the

Gaels while Deeks, Calverley

White, Kev Kennedy and former
Ottawa Roughridcr Bernie Bren
nan were tops for Guelph.

Summary of the Game
Lenard kicked off to Dewart

who was dropped on the O.A.C
35. A fumble cost the Aggies 17
yards and Calverley's second down
kick to McKelvey put Queen's in

possession on the Aggie 50. Ro-
zumniak shot through the left

side for 6 but an offside penalty
against Queen's nullified the gain
and after an exchange of kicks in

which Mathews of the Aggies
booted short, the Gaels found
themselves on the Guclph 26.

However, at this point, Deeks
recovered a Queen's fumble to
pull the visitors out of a danger-
ous position. The game then see-

sawed over the midfield stripe

until Ted Porter unloosed a mam-
moth boot to drive the Aggies
back to their 4 yard line. Ken-
nedy got nowhere on a quarter-
back sneak and Burns second
down kick to McKelvey saw the
shifty one forced out of bounds
on the O.A.C. 36. Two extension
plays involving Lenard, Bulger
and McKelvey advanced the ball

10 the 12 yard marker where Len-
ard's attempted placement was
wide of the posts. Eager Queen's
tackier-^ gave the Aggie halfback
insufficient yardage on receiving
the kick and the point was dis-

allowed with O.A.C. given pos-
scssiun on their own 10. The first

quarter ended shortly after with
neither team registering on the
scoreboard.

Mid Quarter
Queen's again threatened after

Bulger had taken Calverley's kick
but Mclntyre's fumble was re-

covered by Neil and Kennedy on
the Aggie 40. A Kennedy to
Brennan pass moved the sticks
and the Guelph gang took pos-
session on the Gaels 52. The Ag-
gies continued to press and after

Brennan had smashed through
for 28 "yards. Kennedv advanced

on an extension to the Queen';

15. Lenard then saved the situa

tion by intercepting Kennedy's
pass on the scrimmage and run
ning to his 25 after which a 15

yard roughing penalty was charg-

ed against O.A.C. and Queen's
took possession on their own 40
The two teams then battled on
even terms until McKelvey took
Calverley's long kick on his own
25 and cleverly reversed his field

for a 20 yard gain, after which
Lenard to McKelvey extension

was good for 29 more. The Gaels

were really cracking now but

time was running out as McKel
vey's 15 yard run ended the first

half with the teams still dead-

locked at 0-0.

3rd Quarter

Lenard again kicked off with
Carson and Delahaye stopping
Kennedy on the O.A.C. 39. An-
derson picked up 12 through the

middle and White kicked high to

Bulger on the Queen's 28. White
then intercepted Lenard's pass
and raced 20 yards to the Gaels'

8 yard marker. After two unsuc-
cessful attempts to penetrate the

Tricolor front wall. White kicked

to the deadline for the initial point

of the game. Both teams settled

down to fairly steady football un-

til McKelvey's high lateral got
away from Bulger and Lenard re-

covered on the Queen's 4 yard
line. After two line plays Lenard
kicked a long one to Brennan who
came back 17 yards before being
forced out of touch on the Queen's

38. Kennedy and Brennan then
advanced the ball to the 22 where
the Gaels' line held before White
kicked behind the line to Bulger
who kept the crowd on its feet

with some tricky running until

Neil got him for the Aggies' sec-

ond point. The quarter ended
with O.A.C. in possession at their

42, shortly after Pringle had shoe-
stringed the hard running Bren-
nan on Lenard's kick.

4th Quarter
The Gaels came back strongly

with Rozumniak plunging for

yards and McKelvey taking Bul-
ger's lateral on a Lenard forward
to advance the ball to the Aggie
31. A Lenard to Pearce pass was
incomplete after which McKelvey
moved the ball out in front of the

posts on an extension, from which
point Lenard's placement attempt
from the 39 dropped on the goal
line and Calverley raced out to

the Aggie 16. The Gaels again

gained possession after White's
kick and plunges by Lenard and
Rozumniak advanced the ball to

the O.A.C. 35. Two Lenard-Bul-

ger-McKelvey extensions were
good for yards away from a major
score. Lenard elected to place

kick on 3rd down but an offside

penalty against the Aggies gave

Queen's the benefit of another

down plus a 5 yard advance on
the penalty. Lenard hit centre

for the necessary yardage and

two more plays advanced the

Gaels to the 10 yard line directly

in front of the posts. It was now
or never as McKelvey prepared

to hold the ball for Lenard's 4,th

attempt to split the posts. How-
ever, the charging O.A.C. wing
line poured through to block the

kick and the Aggies recovered on

their own 22. The minute flag

went up and the visitors played

it safe until the final whistle

sounded and the surprising and

surprised Aggies had registered

a well deserved 2-0 win.

Line-ups

:

QUEEN'S
Pringle, left end; Pearce, riglit end;

Fardell, left middle; Stevens, right

niicidlc; Carson, left inside; Hriske-
vich, right inside: Charters, snap;
Lenard, qnartcr; Bulger, left half;

McKelvey, right half; Rozumniak,
full back; Delahaye, flying wing; al-

tcrnales: Mclntyre, Burgess, Par-
kinson, Speropoloiis, Woods, Faulkne.-.

Porlcr, Hoose, MacGuirc, Halliday,
Flaherty, Patterson.

O.A.C.

Savage, left end; Shields, right end;
Harvey, left middle; Deeks, right mid-
dle; Moore, left inside; Packman, right
inside; Graham, snap; Kennedy, quar-
ter; Mathews, left half; Calverley, right
half; Leggalt, full back; Dewart, flying

INTRAMURALS
WITH ROZY

Last Sunday saw the finish of in-

tramural golf with Emerson Creed

of Arts '49 coming out on top. The

first of the semi-finals was a bitter

battle between Creed and Gord

Erickson of Meds '49 with Creed

finishing in top place. The other

semi-final was played between Leigh

Ronalds and Fred Armitage with

Ronalds going into the final round

with Creed. The finals commenced

last Sunday with Creed coming out

on top 4 to 2.

Creed, Ronalds, Erickson and
Armitage will probably play off this

week with two of last year's inter-

collegiate contestants. Bill Issacs and

Jack Worrel, who were not allowed

to play in the intramurals. Of these

six players four will represent us

at the golf tournament, Emerson

Creed, the intramural golf champ

was last year on Varsity's cham-

pionship squad. There is some

doubt of his eligibility to play for us

but we will have to wait and see

what the AMS ruling is on it.

This year the intercollegiate union

has chosen Queen's to be the host

for the intercollegiate golf tourna-

ments which will be composed of

M c G i 1 1, Toronto, Western and

Queen's. The tournament will be-

gin this Friday and the champion-

ship will be decided this Saturday.

HAL'S

SIDELINES

wing; allcrnales; Anderson, MacLach-
lan, Boddinglon, Raithby, Duminy,
Kotva, Kristoff, Neil, Baker, Ghetli,
McConvey, Brennan, Dies, Gray, Dose-
ger. Resell, Harvey. Burns, Harcourt,

Referee, Fred Bartlett; Umpire, Ted
Early; Head Linesman, H. H. Lind-
say.

Saturday's gridiron debut made by the Gaels proved to be a
very disturbing and disappointing performance. No excuses can
be made for the team's poor showing and no one feels more con-
vinced about it than the team themselves unless perhaps coach
Bob Elliott.

It is a rather rude awakening for a club now only a week away
from senior intercollegiate competition to go down to defeat before

a squad entered in an Intermediate league. Numerous people are

asking, "What was the matter? What was wrong?" and a great

volume of answers were supplied by the grandstand quarterbacks.

Many of these answers were true, many were not. If anyone tells

you that the team was not trying don't listen, for the one thing that

can be said is that every man on the field gave his best. I think

probably the best answer is "Queen's had an off day." Everything

the Gaels did on that field seemed to go wrong. Remember, the

Aggies already had one game under their belt and they had opposed

a good, strong, well-balanced team.

OAC was a much improved ball club and their plays were

better executed than could have been accomplished without that

game against Western, Critics say the Gaels looked tired and

lackadaisical throughout the game, but I think this can be attri-

buted to the fact that it was the first time the team had scrimmaged

for 60 minutes. The most notable factor that contributed to our

loss was the lack of timing on the plays. Overconfidence may have

been another, for it seems to me that at no time before the game was

there any thought of a Tricolor loss.

This defeat may have done more good than harm and I think

that next week when the Gaels invade Molson Stadium in Montreal

you will see a vastly improved club on the field.

While the Gaels were losing here the Orfuns were busy run-

ning rings around Varsity's "B" team in TORONTO. The Orfuns

jammed the football down Toronto's throat to the tune of 22-6.

Queen's intermediates played brilliantly in all quarters and were

a tribute to the school.

At McGILL over the weekend the "Redmen" had a rather easy

time of it crushing the McMaster gridders by a 30-1 score. The

Redmen dominated the play in both halves but showed their great-

est strength along the ground while being weak on pass offence

and defence.

ORFUNS TROUNCE VARSITY, 22-6;
SIMOLA AND GATFIELD STAND OUT

By Dune Davidson

WELCOME STUDENTS . .

riNETTC DANCE
HOTEL LASALLE BALLROOM

Wednesday, October 8

n.....^^ « .
''o'xirt (iiid his Orchestra

53.00 Couple

The very powerful Queen's In-

termediates walloped The Blues' se-

conds in a most impressive fashion

on Saturday afternoon, to the tune

of 22-6 right in Varsity Stadium.

A couple of thousand people, tak-

ng advantage of a balmy, beautiful

day came out to see the tradition-

ally-interesting game,— a Queen's-
Varsity tilt I Varsity adherents left

their radios (with the choice of Hst-

ening to the exploits of Argos or

the World Series) in the hopes of

laughing at a Tricolor squad like

some in the past. Even the SO-piece

band of the Blues, in their bright

blue garb, were on hand. There
were also a very few Queen'smen,
now forced to attend Osgoode or
\''arsity to get the courses they
wanted, It was this small but voci-

ferous group of loyal Gaels who
went home (or wherever you go on
Saturday night when "your" team
has beaten Varsity in Toronto),

—

happy. All the colour and bands and
atmosphere in the world could not
istand oft this tremendously power-
ful Queen's 'Teani-of-the-Future".
It looks as though Queen's will he
the team to beat when this group
is eligible. Next year! And that
means senior too, Western notwith-
standing. This was the jirst victory

of a Queen's leant in Varsity Sla-
diiiin since 1937, when Cam Gray's
last-minute phccmciit ims blocked
by Chuck MacLean to <jive Queen's
the cup.

First Quarter

The first quarter started off with

Varsity pushing the Tricolor around

a bit. They made some good gains

off end runs, with nice running in-

terference. Their line charged
through the Queen's line several

times. Finally, after only three min-

utes of play. Varsity rushed through

to block a Gael kick, and Barber

ran it 20 yards for a major score.

Then coach Johnny Edwards
gently reminded them that we were
playing "Varsity". And the Wave-
of-the-Future began to roll. Steeves

and Murray and Cuddy took turns

at saving sure points by running

back kicks from almost the deadline,

as the blitz was being prepared.

Then the line began to swarm
through on the poor Blue defenders.

Finally Errington blocked a kick and
started down the field pursued by
seven Blue tacklers. He drew them
in nicely, and then lateralled beau-

tifully to Montrose who ran it the

remaining 25 yards for the first

major Queen's score. Bud Milliken

kicked the convert. The play was
all Queen's for the rest of the first

half, although the only remaining

point was a single kicked by Steeves.

Score at the end of the half waS'
Queen's 8, Varsity 6.

Third Quarter

In the third quarter, the big Tri-

color tide began to move restlessly.

I
The Queen's interference and decep-

tion was such that they should have

made at least five touchdowns. A
beautiful end-run was uncorked with

Holder, the second-last man look-

ing carefully, and then either cut-

ting or lateralling as the occasion

demanded. It was as heady a man-

oeuvre as Bill Stukus ever does.

The end man on those extensions

was the irrepressible Gatfield, whom
rumour says Metras would have

loved to see take his college train-

ing at London. The big tough and

SMART Gatfield was invariably

good for twenty yards before being

tackled and another fifteen after be-

ing hit. A flea flicker started the ball

up the field, with Gatfield lugging

it 70 yards as the last man on the

run. Then Sadler, a starry new
quarterback took it over the remain-

ing few yards. Shortly after that

Varsity lost the ball on their own
goal line when Siigarman rushed

through and fell on the ball. It was
ruled a safety touch. Shortly after

that, a brilliant bit of play occurred

when a desperate Varsity kick was
taken by Cuddy, ran back a few
yards, then returned, and finally re-

covered by Steeves who was on side

who ran up and lugged the ball over

for a touchdown. Later Steeves

kicked a single to make the final

score 22-6.

Team of the Future
It was a great victory by a great

team, filled with many future Inter-

collegiate All Stars. Everyone play-

INTERCOLLEGIATE
FOOTBALL

SATURDAY, OCT. 11th

Queen's at McGill

Molson Stadium

Western at Varsity

Varsity Stadium

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
Now open to anyone interested,

the psycholog>' club will hold its or-

ganization meeting Tliursday at 4

p.m. in Rm. 201, New Arts Bldg.

The retiring executive has cinpha-

sizcd the importance of having all

members or prospective members

turn out to this first meeting.

While membership is in no way
restricted. President R. Tongas

points out that "All members are

expected to participate in club ac-

tivities, especially in the reading,

presentation and discussion of cur-

rent literature."

ed well, but especially prominent

were Simola, Salari, and Errington

on the line. Of the many brilliant

backficlders, Cuddy, Steeves, and

Gatfield particularly played sensa-

tionally on both defence and offence.

Sadler and Dell also shone. How-
ever, everyone tackled well and

drove hard throughout. It was like

watching Argos or Western for

there was an atmosphere of latent

power, just waiting for Coach Ed-

wards to press the button. Watch
this Team of the Future, and its

parade of stars as they rack up other

large scores with their alertness and

smart driving heady play !

!

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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TALKERS TUSSLE TUESDAY NEXT,
OXFORD BATTLES WITH QUEEN'S
Wand-Pattison

ToTake Affirmative
0.xford University's tlirec-man

team of touring debaters will speak

in Grant Hall at 8.1S p.m. next

Tuesday, the day after Thanksgiv-

ing. Opposed by Tony Wand, hon-

ours philosophy, and Jack Pattisnn,

honours economics and former de-

corated R.C.A.F. Wing Command-

er, the English speakers will denj

that : "The working of a modern de-

mocracy demands a liberal rather

tlian a vocational education."

This topic is one of four offered

by the Oxford debaters through the

Institute oi International Education

New York, which is arrangmg their

trip.

John Young, Queen's Debating

Union president, announced that

the debate "promises to be very live

ly and of great interest to all stu

dents."

"It will offer a rare privilege to

those who are able to attend," Mr.

Young continued. "Not since 1932

has Queen's had a visit by debaters

attending university in Great Brit-

ain." Today, moreover, interest in

the British picture is high." One of

the three English speakers will offer

a short talk on "The British Social

Picture."

The A.M.S. has guaranteed the

sum of $100 for the Queen's share

of the touring expenses of the Ox-
ford debaters. To reduce this ex-

pense to the A.M.S. as much as

possible, a silver collection will be

taken in Grant Hall at the debate.

Announce Terms

Of Rhodes Award
Applications for Rhodes Scholar-

ships must be submitted to the sec-

retary of the selection committee

for Ontario by Nov. 1, it has been

announced. Two scholarships have

been allotted to Ontario for 1948.

Only male British subjects are

eligible for the awards, Mai>.'icd

service candidates must convince

the committee that they have made

financial and domestic arrangements

before leaving Canada, Ordinary

candidates must be over 19 years

and under 25 by Oct. I, 1948.

Total value of the scholarships is

500 pounds per annum. Scholars

are advised to augment their schol-

arships by at least SO pound in ad-

dition to travelling expenses.

Cecil Rhodes considered leader-

ship ability and moral character of

the utmost importance. Consequent-

ly, awards will not he made on aca-

demic standing alone.

The last student of Queen's to

win a Rhodes Scholarship was

Frank Hooten, who took an honours

B.A. in Economics, He is now at

©xford on his Rhodes award.

Those interested can write

the Rliodes Trust, 36 Beaumont St,,

WORLD PREXY

Dr. A. Vibert Douglas, Dean

of Women, who was elected

president of the hilermtiouid

Federation of University Wo-

men at its meeting in Toron-

Jo in mid-August. Repre-

sentatives from 16 nations

attended the conference.

NFCUS Delegates

Arrive Here Joday
With the arrival on the campus

today of delegates from Canadian

universities and colleges. Queen's

plays host to the conferences of the

National Federation of Canadian

University Students.

Among the items on the agendas

of the two conferences, the Region-

al and \'ationaI Executive's are: a

report from Maurice Sauve, on his

visits to Canadian Universities and

the conference in Wisconsin; resuUs

of negotiations concerning National

.Athletic Union, NFB film (on Can-

adian University theme), national

debating, student exchange and re-

ductions in rail fares, cost of sports

equipment and play royalties.

Exchange of students attending

Canadian, American and European

universities will be discussed. Other

matters to be brought to the atten-

tion of delegates are press liaison

with the Canadian Press, free loans

to students and formation of bur-

saries.

The Nat. Executive is composed

of the following : president, Maurice

Sauve, U. of Montreal; vice-presid-

ents, J, F. Pelletier, J,
Anglin, D.

Johnston, R. Arnott; and secretary,

Don Seldon,

The delegates to the Regional

Conference are: Ben Wilson and

Max Coyle, Western; Clifford

Chamberlain and Morris Diakow-

sky, McMaster; Edward Ballon and

Marcel Joyal, McGill; C Irving

Slack, Macdonald; Ben Midlige,

Bishop's : Ken Phin and John

Chance, Queen's. U. of Toronto and

OAC will also be represented.

Friday and Saturday will feature

sessions of the National Executive

ScSe NFCUS, page 4

English Speakers

Have Been Busy
The Oxford Debating Team is

composed of three members of the

Oxford Union Society,

Sir Edward Boyle inherited a

Baronetcy from his father who was

Chairman of the Balkans Commit-

tee for eleven years. At Eton he

captained the Oppidans and was the

editor of the "Eton College Chron-

icle." In 1940 he went up to Christ

Church College and during the war

served with the British Foreign

Office, Returning to 0."tford he

has become treasurer of the Conser-

vative Association, secretary and

librarian of Oxford Union Society.

Mr. David Kenneth Harris of

Australian forbears went up to Ox-

ford in 1938, During the war he

successively served with the Royal

Artillery, the RAF, and the Medi-

cal Coq>s. He returned to Oxford

to help refound the "Isis", Oxford

University magazine, of which he

became dramatic critic and literary

editor. Mr. Harris has contributed

to British magazines and has broad-

cast over the BBC.

The third and youngest member

of the team. The Hon, Anthony

Benn attended Westminster School

and New College. Oxford where he

took his B.A. degree in politics,

philosoj^hy and economics. A pilot

ill the RAF, he later served with the

Fleet Air .Ann in England, South

Africa and the Middle East. Back

at Oxford in '46, he is a member of

the University Socialist Club and

President of the Oxford Union So

ciely of which he has also been sec

retary and treasurer. For five years

a Labour Party Member, this year

he was selected Parliamentary Can-

didate,

HOUSE RULES ARE FORMULATED
TO RESEMBLE FEDERAL PROCEDURE

CONSERVATIVE BINKS
"historic principles ..."

"The Progressive-Conservative

party affirms its faith in demo-

cratic institutions such as Queen's

Model Parliament. It will co-

operate to its full ability with the

other parties."

Thus Ken Binks, quiet-spoken

leader of campus Progressive-

Conservatives, announced to the

Journal the credo under which

his party will function.

Strong nationalism is apparent

in his statements on the party's

national outlook, "The Progres-

sive-Conservative' party stands

for Canada first. That is why it

affirms its faith in the Model Par-

liament. It believes also in Cana-

dian national unity, and all its

policies will fall within these two

great historic principles." -

Like the Liberal party, his cab-

inet will be collectively respons

See Conservatives, page 5

Dr. McNeill Named

Honorary President
W. E. McNeill, recently retired

vice-principal and treasurer, was ap-

pointed honorary president of the

Alma Mater Society last Tuesday

evening at a meeting of the A.M.S.

executive.

Dr. McNeill has served Queen's

in both academic and administra-

tive capacities for the past 3S years.

His active service with the univer-

sity came to an end a week ago

when he turned over his duties as

vice-principal to Dr. W. A. Mack-

intosh, and his duties as treasurer

to Mr. G. J. Smith.

Other appointments announced by

the -A.M.S, were: AB of C repre-

sentative, Doug Bruce; junior jus-

tices to the A.M.S. court. Bob

Proudfoot and Art Ross ; senior

prosecuting attorney to the A.M.S.

court, Gerry Sutton; chief of police.

Newt Williamson; sheriff, Dave

Patterson; A.M.S, court clerk, He-

len Ferrier, A.M.S. court crier.

Bud Morden,

Choristers Vote,

Plan Year's Work
Tom Donnelly, a post-graduate

student in mathematics, was elected

president of the Queen's Glee Club

last Monday night. Sixty vocalists

were present, and while the Club

has a strong tenor and bass section,

it is calling for more sopranos. The

Club will again function under the

leadership of Dr. Graham George,

Queen's musical director.

Handel's "Dettingen Te Deum"

is to be this year's first full-scale

Glee Club production. It will he

performed at a joint Glee Club

—

Symphony Orchestra concert to-

wards the end of November.

Queen's campus is now witness

to a political phenomenon rare in

the annals of Canadian history —
the formation of party machines

in a political vacuum, among a

group of people never before or-

ganized for parliamentary pur-

poses.

And out of the sound and fury

surrounding this activity have

come weighty pronouncements

from leaders of the governmental

and main opposition parties in

the coming session. The steering

committee too has issued its dicta

— the rules under which the

shiny new political machines must

operate.

* «

Rules of procedure, which will

govern the actions of members of

Queen's Model Parliament at each

session, were formulated by the

House steering committee at a meet-

ing held last week. Distributed to

all members of the committee, the

rules will be set before party mem-

bers at caucuses preceding the first

Parliament, on October 30, in Grant

Hall.

Main items in the 18-point set

of rules are those dealing with the

status of the Speaker, Professor J.

A. Corry. and with limitations plac-

ed on the length of speeches. The

rules follow closely those used in

the Canadian House of Commons.

Sec House Rules, page S

Dean Welcomes

Frosh Into Faculty
Grant Hall was the scene of an

impressive, dignified ceremony as

the 375 freshmen of Sc. '51 were

formally admitted into the Engin-

eering Society, on Wednesday even-

ing. The chairman was Scott Dal-

ziel. Pres. of the Engineering So-

ciety. Speaking for the candidates

was Vem Silver, newly elected Pre-

sident of Sc. '51. The students re-

peated after the President the En-

gineering Society Pledge,

Dean Ellis speaking to the fresh-

men expressed his disapproval of

hazing and "silly" freshman regu-

lations, and spoke with favor of the

dignity and simple sincerity of the

induction ceremony. He spoke of

the importance of being a member

of the Queen's family and of the

Engineering profession and of the

resulting obligations to the com-

munity.

He spoke of the possibility of a

slump "because everyone seems to

Sec Scienct Frosli, page 4

LIBERAL BEVERIDGE
"interesting discursne . .

."

Cooperative improvement of

the parliamentary machinery, ra-

ther than strong inter-party rival-

ry, is the note sounded by Liberal

leader Al Beveridge in a state-

ment to the Journal,

"Liberal members are in thi3

not primarily to win," he stated,

"but primarily for the experience

gained in parliamentary proce-

dure and in promoting the Model
Parliament for the benefit of the

students of Queen's."

His reaction to the house rules:

"highly acceptable. They will be

kept by all members of the party."

His cabinet : "At this point,

members of the cabinet have not

all been selected. It will consist

of the P.M. and 19 members . , ,

mirror of the cabinet in Ottawa.

It will have collective responsi-

bility with regard to the resolu-

tion."

Resolution for the first session:

"still in the embryo state. How-
ever, it will affect and interest

all students because of its breadth

of application,"

And finally: "We hope to make

this first session as interesting

and discursive as possible, and

wilt be extremely pleased if our

participation turns out to be of

any assistance to future sessions

of the Model Parliament."

Alma Natter

CAPITOL CUTS RATES

DEBATERS RATE A CUT
By Leigh Ronalds

At 7.30 p.m., Tuesday, October

7, in the University board room,

Ken Phin, the president of the

Queen's Alma Mater Society tap-

ped his mallet and the meeting was

called to order.

First on the agenda after the

reading of the minutes was a letter

from the management of the Cap-

itol Theatre offering reduced rates

to Queen's students. The executive

found no cause for debating this

matter and quickly authorized Herb

Hamilton, the permanent secretary

of the Society, to write the Capitol

Theatre and settle the details. This

looks like the first step towards a

lowering of the student cost of liv-

ing.

Jack Young, energetic president

of the Debating Union, presented

the ambitious plans of the Queen's

debaters for the coining year, then

as an afterthought informed the

Society that the Debating Union

was none too solvent, in fact if their

finances were really looked into, the

Union was broke. The forthcoming

activities of the Union call for a full

scale debate with touring Oxford

University debaters, intercollegiate

debates with Canadian Universities,

and public debates featuring well-

known men in Canadian political

circles. The latter activity was sub-

ject to the approval of the A.M.S.

and was tabled for a week in order

to give the Society a chance to con-

sider the pros and cons of the idea.

The Union was voted $125 to fin-

ance the expenses of the Oxford

debaters and another $100 subsidy

for the regular activities was referr-

ed to the finance committee.

President Young did O.K.

PLAYWRIGHTS VIE

IN DRAMA CONTEST
The Queen's Drama Guild has

announced a Guild-sponsored play

contest. Part of the organization's

fiftieth anniversary celebration, the

winning plays will be produced as

anniversary presentations.

Both three-act and one-act plays

will be accepted. The winning

threc-acter will bring its author

$100, while the winning one-act

play will be worth $50.

The rules of the contest are:

The play must be written in En-

glish—preferably with a Canadian

background.

Either one or three-act plays will

be accepted. Preference will be given

to those easily staged.

The plot must be original and not

an adaptation or translation.

The contest will be open to resi-

dents of Canada and to foreign

students at Canadian Universities.

The judges of the contest are:

preliminary: (1) The president of

the Drama League (2) The head

of the Department of Drama, (3)

To be chosen. Final: (1) Miss

Maria Coxwell, head of French's

Play Service, Toronto, (2) . The

head Dramatic Play Service, N. Y.

Thanksqivinq Day
Monday, October 13, is

Thanksgivng Day and no

classes will be held at the

University on that day.

Classes will meet as usual

on Saturday and Tuesday.
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THE STUDENTS SHOULD HELP
The announcement of the name of tlie new Rector will

raise an important matter in connection with the functioning

on what we have perhaps somewhat euphemistically called

Student Government at Queen's. That is the matter of the

representation of the student hody on the Board of Trustees

of the University. Normally the Rector has this responsi-

bility. In theory, he places the views of the students before

the board and explains the decisions of the board to the stu-

dents. If he were, in fact, the representative of the students

that is what he would do.

In the past, however, the A.M.S. has chosen for the post

men high in the affairs of the nation, prominent in public

life or commerce. They have chosen well. The rectorial ad-

dresses of these men have often been outstanding. Whether
these were inspiring invitations to thought or sound practical

advice, they have been an important part of our education.

But it is too much to expect that such a man would be

able to take the time to acquaint himself intimately enough
with campus life to actually speak for the undergraduates.

THE BRIEF
Last year the representatives of the students, the execu-

tive of the Alma Mater Society drew up and presented what
they called a "Brief" to the Board of Trustees. The brief was
concerned with the long-range building plans of the university

and with the general policy of appointments to the teaching

staff. The views expressed in the brief were the result o£

long thought and careful discussion by A.M.S. committees
who began work months before it was drawn up, It was a

thoughtful document; it presented the case in a respectful and
dignified manner; it represented student opinion on subjects

on which it could be argued the students were best able to

advise.

The president of our Alma Mater Society, who was
charged with presenting the brief on behalf of the students,

was received by the Board of Trustees with cool courtesy.

The brief was accepted and he was dismissed. No questions
were asked, no effort was made to discuss with him the issues

involved. Some members seemed to regard the brief as an
impertinence.

Nothing has been heard from the Board of Trustees on
the subject of the brief from that day to this. The result of

whatever discussion there may have been about the student
suggestions, by the Board, has never even been communi-
cated to the A.M.S. There was, however, an unfortunate
repercussion in the national press which suggested inaccur-

ately, that the students were complaining that the standards
of instruction at Queen's were too low.

The Board of Trustees of Queen's is composed of the

Chancellor, the Principal, the Rector and a number of men
and women elected by the University Council, the Benefac-
tors of the University, the Board of Trustees themselves and
the graduates. There are no students, there is no machinery
for finding out what the students think.

LEGISLATION WITHOUT CONSULTATION
These are times when legislation without consultation is

becoming all too popular a doctrine. Obviously, there would
be value in having students on the Board of Trustees and
its Executive Committee. Even more than the graduates,
are the students capable of participating in the government
of the university which they will eventually help to support.
Their presence there would guarantee to the board some
acquaintance with the views and wishes of what is after all

a great part of the university family— the undergraduate
body. It would obviate such unfortunate publicity as oc-
curred last spring by providing a discreet and easy channel
from the A.M.S. to the trustees and back.

Whether the representatives should be the A.M.S. pre-
sident and the head of the various Faculty societies in turn
or whether they should be elected directly by the students
is of small importance. What matters is that students should
be given the responsibility and that they should take it.

It will be said by men whose opinions we respect that
the students are too young, too immature, too inexperienced
to assist at the councils of the trustees. And that of course
will be poppycock. The undergraduates who lately left
Queen's for the forces in their first and second and third
years were soon making decisions on matters of life and death
at least as important as those they would participate in as

Can anyone tell me if the bell has gone yet?

members of the Board of Trustees. When we come to uni-

versity, we are old enough, with assistance, to govern our
affairs. If we were old enough for war, we are old enough
for that. But we can only learn to do by doing.

It is there that the essence of the argument lies. Every
day the fact is proved again abroad that democracy is not
just a political form, a technique of government; it is a man-
ner of living. There is no doubt that the men and women
who now are students will be called on before many years
have passed to decide whether they will keep all, or some, or
none of the democratic ways. The decision will depend on
many things, but the experience of the university years will

be important. For at university we can learn to appreciate
the privileges and understand the duties of democracy.

THE PRINCIPAL
Principal Wallace put this better than we can when he

said to high-school students during the war:
"Democracy is not a theory, it is a way of life. There

is little use in talking about democracy unless we are acting
as democratic citizens. Your world for the time being is your
school. What are you doing to live the democratic life now,
so that it may become the natural way of life to you in all

your contacts in the years ahead? That, I think is the prac-
tical question. Nothing else counts for much, not even the
highest flights of oratory on the greatness of the democratic
ideal You are the students. It is your organizational life

that you are conducting. You know yourselves and the needs
and desires of your own age. May I dare to advise you to
take the responsibilities, and gain the wisdom that responsi-
bility wiU give you. Seek advice from older people as you
feel that you need it, but accept the responsibility yourselves.
Only in this way can you understand what democracy means.
Only in this way will you share the responsibilities as well
as the privileges of the way of life which we feel to be best
for us.

"... I do not need to tell you anything about the great
values of democracy if you are learning about its rules in
your school today. If you are not, anything that I would
say would not matter. For democracy is a way of action.
We must everyone play our part."

It is time for the Alma Mater Society of Queen's to play
its part in the administration of all the affairs of its mem-
bers at the university.

It is time for the Board of Trustees to play its part by
welcoming the student members who will share in its res-
ponsibility and bring it into closer touch with the student
body.

THE NFCUS AT QUEENS . . .

In its recent activities the NFCUS has functioned with-
out assistance from the student body and Queen's has been
merely an interested bystander. This year is the first year
all Canadian universities are members. Queen's students are
paying 7 cents a head membership fee. Our being designated
as hosts to this conference may be a manoeuvre to focus our
attention on the federation. We have no objection to this;
it never does harm to know what is going on.

Queensmen may have been wrong in their nonchalant
attitude to the NFCUS. If reduced railway fares for students
is an NFCUS achievement, there seems to be no reason why
this national student pressure group-cum-cultural federation
might not usefully stamp down some of the present ridicu-
lous textbook prices, publicize the need for national aid to
the universities and ultimately help to bring about a national
system for education.

It is up to the NFCUS, during the next few days, to con-
vince us all that their organization is smcere, sane, politi-
cally balanced and worthy of support by the students of

UEEN'SWORLD
Mervyn Davis, Commentator editor, tells of

the revolution in chaos he saw this

summer in socialist England

Two years ago, when the members of the triumphant new
government party shook the bomb-strained walls of England's Par-
liament Buildings with a jubilant rendition of "The Red Flag"
social democrats the world over hailed the new era : a socialist party
had come to power in England via the ballot box; socialist England
had now become a reality without barricades rising in the streets
of London.

As might have been expected, the intervening two years had
seen a mass of legislation unprecedented in volume and scope pressed
through the British Parliament, The Bank of England and essential
industries such as coal mining, electricity and telegraph, and national
transport have become the property of the people; the educational
system has been streamlined and the school leaving age raised from
14 to 15; a universal health service has been set up providing every-
thing from free complete maternity care to spectacles and false teeth
at a cost of 17 cents weekly; a compulsory insurance scheme provid-
ing for unemployment, sickness, widows' pensions, and "retire-
ment" (old-age) pensions has come into effect; building has been
concentrated on construction of modern housing units to rent at
below $5 weekly

;
measures have been taken to assure the most

effective use of the land and to encourage agriculture; the govern-
ment has begun to create new towns to relieve urban congestion.
These measures represent some of Labour's domestic legislation.
External measures such as the granting of self-government to India,
Burma, and Malaya are better known to all.

Given: Destruction

But as the Labour Government removed the wrappings from
(he package which had been delivered to it, instead of a nicely
functioning national economy which merely had to be touched up
with red paint, it found a mass of badly battered and dissembled
parts — and some very important parts seemed to be missing alto-
gether. Britain's exports had fallen to one-third of their pre-war
olume. She had lost her overseas investments, the interest from

which had paid for nearly one-third her pre-war imports. She had
built up, in six war years, a debt equivalent to the total value o£
exports for eight years (at pre-war rate of export). She had lost
the largest part of her merchant shipping, the services of which
had formerly paid for a significant portion of her imports. All this
meant that the British people would have to work harder and pro-
duce more than they had ever done before and at the same time
they would have to eat less, wear fewer clothes, and almost com-
pletely dispense with luxuries.

It was evident then that the problem of the Socialist Govern-
ment was not whether they could introduce socialism without
violence but rather at a time when the people were already heartily
sick of austerity, wartime conditions — whether they could achieve
a severe and sharp adjustment in the national economy without
accompanying widespread chaos and disorder.

Required: Austerity

The American and Canadian loans provided some relief as the
Cabinets struggled to increase production and decrease consump-
tion. However, the terms of the American loan, together with the
spectacular rise in American prices and the continued world-wide
dollar shortage, reduced the duration of the loan from the anticipated
four years to less than two. During this time unprecedented aus-
terity measures were taken, such as the rationing of bread and the
placing of a tax on tobacco such as to raise the price of cigarettes
to about 70 cents for twenty — and the volume of exports was more
than tripled. But the gap between exports and imports was still :

wide when, two months ago, the Treasury was forced to suspend
the convertibility of sterling to dollars and, as a result, the remainder
of the American loan was frozen : the meat ration fell to 20 cents
worth a week, canned and dried fruits were almost eliminated from
grocery shelves, pleasure driving and tourist travel abroad ceased

Bitter Fruits of Victory

It is no wonder then, that the chorus of grumbling and criticism

directed at the government has been loud, For, while this crisis

would have forced any government to impose heavy burdens on the
population, the causes are not always clear to a people tired of long
war and hungry for some of the fruits of victory. It is most sur-
prising that little has occurred beyond grumbling and that the
government has had the unprecedented experience of facing the
electorate in twenty by-elections during two and a half years without
losing a single scat. Unfortunately there is no prospect of improve-
ment — in fact conditions for Britons will almost certainly worsen
during the next months. The nation is now spending its last reserves,

the gold reserves which represent the backing for the currencies
of the whole sterling bloc. That can't go on beyond a month or so.

Then, unless the gap between production and consumption- has been
substantially closed, chaos will ensue.

iKtngaton Mmk (Hinb

OPENING CONCERT
NORAH DREWETT DE KRESZ

Celebrated English Pianist

and

GEZA DE KRESZ
Brilliant Hungarian Violinist

Convocation Hall Tuesday, October 14
8.30 P.M.

Membership Tickets - $1.25 • Single Admission -75 Cents
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Official Notices

Royal Society of Canada
Research Fellowships

Research Fellowships of $1500

each will be awarded in 1948 by

the Royal Society of Canada to

Canadians who have done ad-

vanced work in any branch of

Science or Literature. To be eli-

gible for one of these awards, the

candidate — except in very spe-

cial cases, should have obtained

the degree of Doctor of Philoso-

phy or its equivalent. Copies of

regulations and forms of applica-

tion may be obtained from the

registrar. Applications and all

supporting papers must be in the

hands of the Secretary not later

than February 1st, 1948.

John

andMaiy

andBoris

THEY ALL

PHILIP

MORRIS
Yes, it's a call that's echoed
everywhere, the call to more
smoking pleasure ofFered by
Philip Morris English Blend.

You too, will like the distinc-

tive flavour of this very
distinctive cigarette. It's so
smooth — so mild— so com-
pletely satisfying.

Debate Audience

Votes For Exams
Ken Rouff and Ken Binks this

eek won the first regular Wednes-
day noon debate of the Queen's De-
bating Union, maintaining that:
"The examination system exerts a
pernicious influence on universitj

education."

The audience voted 16-4 in fa-

vour of these two speakers ; but 20 -

16 against the resolution itself !

Neil Bell and Don Collins opposed
the resolution. All four speakers
were from Arts '48,

Room 201 ill the New Arts
Building will be the scene next
Wednesday noon, of a bitter strug-

gle when four medical students will

discuss the topic; "Resolved that
euthanasia (mercy killing) should
be legalized".

Sick Parade
By Mak Keenleyside

Our sick list this week is some-
what depleted, but the few who
are in KGH still would like visit-

Joan Torgeson, Arts '51, has
been in the hospital since Satur-

day and doesn't know when she'll

be out.

Tony Strickland, Arts '48, also

went in on Saturday for an in-

definite length of time, and would
like "some visitors with reading

material, please!"

Ted Hazel, Sc. '48, is laid up
with a dislocated ankle, but hopes

to be up and around (on crut-

ches) shortly.

A Science freshman, Don Fra^

zer, is starting the year off right

by getting involved in a slight

accident concerning ammonium
hydroxide, but doesn't seem to

tliiiik that it's too serious.

QUEEN'S vs OXFORD
Liberal Education vs Vo-

cational Education, 8.15 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 14, Grant

Hall.

ESSAY CONTEST
GOES TO GRASS
"To develop interest in better

grass," the committee in charge of

Canada's first Grassland Day, held

at Woodstock, July 30, have an-

nounced the opening of Grassland

essay and slogan contests. Canada

Packers Ltd. is donating $250 to

any Ontario resident for the best

essay submitted on "What Grass-

land Means to Ontario."

Essex Packers Ltd. is offering

$150 for the best slogan, under 20

words, on the importance and value

of grass to Ontario farmers. Con-

tests close Nov. 15 and wiimers will

be announced Dec. 15.

All entries must be marked "Pro-

vincial Essay Contest," or "Slogan

Contest," and forwarded to John D.

MacLeod, Ontario Crop Improve-

ment Association, Parliament Build-

ings, Toronto. Judges are Dr. G.

E. Hall, President of the Univer-

sity of Western Ontario; W. R.

Reek, President of Ontario Agricul-

tural College; and C. O. Tatham,

publisher of The Daily Sentinel-

Review, Woodstock.

NFCUS
(Continued from page 1)

to be held in the A.M.S. Board

Room.

On Sunday morning the Regional

Conference will convene with reg-

istration at 9.30. Delegates will as-

semble in the Red Room,

On Saturday the delegates will

be guests at a banquet at which

Prof, A.R.M. Lower. Ph.D., F.R.

S.C. will be the speaker. He has

chosen "Civil Liberties" as the sub-

ject of his address.

Principal Wallace will entertain

the delegates at tea on Sunday after-

noon.

An information desk for the visit-

ors will be in the Red Room. The

local conunittee hopes that a

Queen's welcome will be shown to

them.

Journal Lafe

Next Wednesday
Due to the Thanksgiving

week-end Journal press night

will be Monday evening. The
next issue of The Journal

will appear on Wednesday
instead of Tuesday.

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

SCIENCE FROSH
(Continued froin page I)

be talking about one," but added,

"everywhere we look there are short-

ages and we need engineers to build

the machines to make these goods.

If we can survive the taxes we will

some day have the money to buy

those goods, so there appears to be

plenty of prospective empioymcnt

for Engineers."

Dr. Frost, honorary president,

then brought a message for the pro-

spective Engineer to develop the

"exploratory teinperament."

Refreshments were then served

and Bill MacKenzie, convenor for

the evening turned the meeting over

to John Duff and four of the

Queen's cheerleaders. After an en-

thusiastic session of cheering the

freshmen were introduced to their

executive. President Vern Silver

exhorted co-operation and enthus-

iasm; Mike Halliday, Engineering

Society representative, came for-

ward with plans for a distinctive

j'ear jacket to be ordered shortly.

Chief Atliletic Stick, Ron Mc-

Laughlin outlined the effort neces-

sary for Bews trophy competition.

Also on the platform were Pat

Courage, vice-president ; Ross

Cunningham. Engineering Society

representative; S. A. McVittie,

Constable; Bob Tivy, Social Con-

venor, Charles Oini stead, Secret-

ary,Kent Jamison, Treasurer; Ath

letic Sticks, Dick Sheridan and

Charlie Currey, all elected Wednes

day morning.

Jim White, accompanied by Stew

art Jenness at the piano, then led

a singsong which featured suci

Science favorites as Lady Godiva

and Litoria.

Wo welcome Queen's University Studenta to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stands behind

GEORGE Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Mahers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater CoaH

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

COCA-COLA LTD. - KINGSTON
Col£c = Coca^ola

"Cota-Col*" >nd lii •bbreviii

lie ihc (effiileitd mdc mitkJ which
^;>rinjp.iih chcprodun of Coa-Coli Ud.

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPRL.IE:S
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

''Overcoat Time
Is Near

if

and right now we have the

proper coat to fill your re-

quirements.

Our New Winter Coats are

made from Smart Looking

Tweeds, Meltons. Elysians,

and the very famous Crom-

bie Curl.

CHOOSE YOURS NOW

Dial 3030

123-125 Princess St.
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Model For Queen's?

Toronto's Hart House

Is Big, Masnificent
As Queen's authorities lay plans for the reconstruction of

their fire-gutted Union, tiieir thoughts probal>ly turn frequently to

the University of Toronto's Hart House, considered by many to be
the finest student union building in Canada.
Named in memory of the late

Hart Massey. the building- was
|iresented, fully equipped, to the

University in 1919. Construction

was supervised by the Rt. Hon.
Vincent Massey, who believed the

institution should be a place em-
bodying "the true education that

is to be found in good fellowship,

in friendly disputation and de-

bate, in the conversation of wise

and earnest men, in music, pic-

tures and the play, in the casual

book, in sports and games and
the mastery of the body."

True to the designs of its foun-

ders, Hart House provides for

both cultural and athletic recrea-

tion. Perliaps its most strikng

features are the Great Hall, with
its oak-timbered roof and marble
floor, and the elaborate athletic

wing, completely equipped with
gymnasia, indoor track and swim-
liiitig pool.

Among the proudest traditions

of Hart House are its debates,
held on the open parliamentary
system and aimed at stirring up
an interest in politics among un-
dergraduates. Prominent outsid-
ers are invited to speak, and
among these have been Prime
Minister Mackenzie King and the
late Lord Bennett.

Student heckling is invariably

part of the show. Lord Bermett

was once orating on the then

somewhat dubious state of the

nation when an earnest young
Economics student in the back

row piped up, "What about Key-
nes?",

"Still alive as far as I know,"
boomed the unruffled statesman.

Administration of Hart House
is in the hands of Warden Nicho-

las Ignatieff and his committee,

although a large share of respons-

ibility belongs to the students,

An atmosphere of dignity is sup-

posed to surround ait activities;

students who appear for dinner
in the Great Hail withont coats

and ties are politely requested to

leave.

Yet for all its dignity, magni-

ficence and stained glass win-

dows. Hart House is an extremely

sore point with a large and in-

fluential section of the Toronto
student body. For among its re-

gulations is one that will probably

^^tand as long as engineers whis-
tle at Domestic Science girls:

"No Women Allowed."

EiiiOTJiffliiwiiimrirariimBisiiiaiii liiioiortjicpiaii

BOOKS

Are Science and Religion Irreconcilable?
Human Destiny: by Lecomtc dn Nouy; Longmans. Green and CoToronto, 1947, $4.00.

...1?" l^""?"
^^^''^^^ '"''^""^ ^^I^^^"^- tbe fewer things weneed to a tnhute to Providence, until today acts of God ha e be nreduced to httle niore than the catch-all in insurance polic e

to reconcile the discoveries of science with the teachings of religion

r-
^ ^'^'-^"-'-^ drench scfentist iftZlatest of these. His argument is briefly this-

Present scientific knowledge can not account for the inception

It b ;.d
'""^ to confo m Irenot broad enough to encompass living matter A studv of .

Tde of't,;: kn r'v'-'side of the known laws of science, which has directed he course of

The problems which are at any time insoluble by the use ofontemporary scientific resources may always be resolv'ed by r or

Go! Tl T' ' '"^'^-Pr^hensible cause; i„ other wordsGod. The author points out that the belief that the problems which^tump the scentists today may eventually be acc'oun ted for buence is also a matter of faith; a fa.th less rationally justified in- opnuon. But surely these two faiths are of differ nt order
t .s mconce.vabie that so sincere a thinker as du Noiiy Z lol

unaware of it his book must be very carefully read.

Argument Breaks Down
The argument ha. a major defect; it breaks down at its mostcr iaal point. If evolution is to be henceforth on the mo II andsp.rmial plane, the author nmst tackle the problem of good d

-"1. He tackles it, but it throws hin.. What is good? "TM wl i licontnlmtes to the course of ascending evolution ..." And e vi

'

J
hat which opposes evolution ..." And what is evolution? Theck^ctopment and refn.cment of ideas of good and evil. The scientistwhen he wrestles w.th moral philosophy, appears to be chasing hista I. L comte du Nony does not show how moral ideas can beat onally arrived at. This is not surprising, as generations of mora

Pli.losophers have been unable to agree, He hints several times
>" l>;i.^s,ng, that fundamental moral ideas are those which have the

dislnbufon. There is no rational basis for this belief, and
I'crc are psycho ogical and anthropological reasons to discount it.In the latter half of the book the author's scientific detachment
.eems to desert him and phrases directed to the emotions, ratherthan to the intellect, become more frequent.

Human Destiny appears to be a rather pretentious title for this
book. It n,ay be of little significance in the history of human
thought, but It ,s worth a careful reading, if only for the presenta-
tion of the latest developments of scientific theory. —M.K.N.

Tessie the Tutor
Meet Tossie the pride of the Faculty

Maei Tessic the Tutor in Arts

Who call beat Tess'c

At marking a>i essay?

Tcssie's the joy of our hearts.

Tcssies not really too brigjtt

III fad slic can't read—she can,'b ytiritif,,

She can't add, she can't spcU

She can't talk very well

But do we want a genius? Thai's tigbi.

Her whole family aro term-essay shares

Aitd help her in setting the marks;

Her idiot mother

Her Iwo-hccuied brother

And old dad who eats dog food and barks . . -

They mark theni by throwing' ihcm dowKsiahs

If they land on a step its "C tbtrs' . .

It means a B standing p
To jail on the landing ^
And A if it floats in the air. §

She Ti/hisj^Bs right through English Z 1
(Don't be blue if she doesn't pass you.}, 1
And her marks arc so dirty M
In Polities 30' I
That 9/8tlis of the class don't gel Ihrough. 8

Yes, she marks every thesis and essay B
And who cares if Tessie is messy j B
She dribbles a bit S
When she talks ivc admit S
Bui we can't get along without Tessie. g
Oh no we just don't seem to he afe/e ta ^ei 1

along without Tessie. s

jaiiiiiiiiiinfBiii^^iiisiitiSiimwiiiBiM^

Yo Te Quiero, Espanolt

Following are some suggestions for exampife-st»rv^ ^paai^
nvstructors:

Example 1

:

English
: I waut him to go.

Translate by Ho! Yo! plus subjunctive.

Example 2: . .

English : I want to go him.

Translate by Yq! Ho! plus subjunctive.

Example 3 : ^
'

English: Waut I to go hiin.

Translate by Yo! Hoi Ho! plus subjunctive.

Example 4:

English : Him I want to go.

Translate by Yo
! Ho! Ho! and a bottle plus subjunctive.

Example 5:

English: Go to him I want.

Translate by Yo ! Ho ! Ho ! and a bottle of rum plus, subjunctive.

STEWED Letter To
Mother

"I PASS"

Bridse Addicts Out for College Title

Members of the Queen's Duplicate Bridge Club are hoping to
hold on to the Inter-Collegiate Bridge title they won last year.
This column will do its bit by giving novices a grounding in the

fundamentals of duplicate bridge.

Here is an illustration of a simple point about fiaessing:

S. Q. 10, 4

H. Q. S. 4

D. K, Q. 6

C. K, J, 7. 4 '

NORTH
6, 5. 2

10. 7, 2

8. 3

Q. 10. 9.

WEST EAST

SOUTH

D- A. J. Ift. 9i 5^

e. fl. J

K, J. 7, 3

A, J. 8. 6. 3

7. 2

A, 2

W«t
Pass

Pass

Pass

Pasa

N<uth

Z No TiUHp
4 H«ut«

THE BIDDING:

East South
I Diamond l Spade
Pass 2 Hearts
PflBB 3 Hearts

Pass Pasg

Lead
: 8 of Diamonds.

South bids 1 Spade so that if North repHts, 2 Habs Sotttb eaa
bid Z Hearts, allowing his partner to. show piefemce tor Soades 3t
the two.level if necessary. North bids 2 N^^ Trump showing
mond control and a balanced hand with coosidwablc stfwgth.

West captures dummy's Queen o£ Diamoadsaad feaoefcs out the
King. Now, most players woiUd lead the Qu«ea oi Hearls, to fwesse
the King. Lackmg the King. 10. 9 of the suit, a p^o»« play is to
lead a small Heart towards the Ace. jack, and Eia«ss», tttei* play the
Ace. This play guards against such situations a&; Siagtetoa Kmg
or doubleton King in the East hand. U the Qttwa « led East
covers and West must make the 10. See!?

Watch thU column for news of the Duplicate Bridge Club
organization meeting.

"Pastuwlar aWwxUojj i« called to the reguJatiop tfeat

vnoEOfta swdenta ata aot pecmittjed to lodge in houses «v

which WtH uoMl other tban iUst husband ox son of the lodging;

h«use kteper is Uving or lodging."—From the Calendar of

Asta. 1947-4& Pas« a&
Kingston* Qo.U Oct. 7. 1947.

Dear MotlMir,

For the past \%"e©k, I think I have been living^ a life o£ sin. As
yoa know, the frcsh«ttes Queen's are not allowed to live in

bowses in which any man other than the husband or son q£ the

lodging honse keeper is living or lodging. 1, Mather, pcepate,

yourself — am living in a house where a man other than tjie lodging

toase keeper's son or husband is staying-. This man is not Oiftly

tiving, he is lodging, and this makes the erinie dowhiy worse, li bft

were ealy hving^ and not lodging, or perhaps lodging and BQJi Uving^

it %vonld not he so heinoas. It is: true he is eighty-five years of age,

does net drink, sme^e, or take dope and he is a fifth cousin of the

lodging house keeper, but the bsutal fact is, Mother, that he not

the son or husband of the lodging house keeper. He is, a tnan,

Mother, a man, and you yourself, after living with father for twenty

yearSi know what men are like.

The other morning, I met this man on the staits and he said

bello to ttte. Qq. you think he is trying tt? make a pass at me? Am
I in danger? Will Dean Douglas, toss me out on my ear if she

uncovers my secret Kfe? This is a serious matter^ Mother, deadly,

deadly serious.
^,

Your loving daughter,

GERTRUDE,

P.S. : There is also a tomcat in the house. The regulalieas do

not deal with this matter, so perhaps it will he ail right to stroke

it — occasionally.

A REFLECTION ON TIME ANDi LIFE

Oui of Ike ptesent tli-e future is korn

To ffte eJangoroiUs iewpo of Gabriel's iowt

But the past that a woman has had, I think,

Determines h^r present as rabbit or mink.

Sappo
A Lyric

My Love have fIo,wa

He done me Dirt

He did not like

My new long sl«rt.

But I don't caFe

Because I know
ItH keep me warm
When comes the snow
Way down below.

MARRISON STUDIO

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

Hanson & Edgar
I^ance PRINTERS Printing o£

Programmes Phone 4114 Every

Constitfttiens 117 Brock St D<Mription

COIL BROCK h WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Qi^ 7990

TODAY

LARRY PARKS RITA HAYWORTH
EDWARD EVERETT HORTQN IN

•DOWNTO EARTH'
IN TECHNICOLOR

EXTRA

'WORUD GARDENS*' "FLORA'

UTEST ODEON WORLD WIDE

NEWS
Ihan Qpu) Daily 12.30 Continuous Show Doily (wm I p.m.
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Store Hours: 9-5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We have a lorge assortment of

LEATHER ond FABRIKOID

RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,

LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY

and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEHS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

IVCF
A new release, "The God of the

Atoin". a sound fihn photographed

in technicolor, reveals in micros-

copic detail some of the wonders
of the atomic cosmos, A companion

film to 'The God of Creation",

which was shown at Queen's last

year, it has all the earmarks of an-

other scientific masterpiece. It was
produced by Canada's own Moody
Bible Institute of Science.

Everyone is invited to attend the

free showing of this feature picture

on Friday, Oct. 10 at 4.30 p.m. in

Convocation Hall, Old Arts Build-

LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

CARDIGAN SWEATERS

— AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES —

GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
m^^^^^^mof CANADA mm^^^m

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representotives:

W.
J.

Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leodbeater

WEEFHUIS
Dutch Art Weaving

76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

goad to eat.

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards. Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Speciol Rates to Students

Underwood Limited

171 WeUington St. Dial 4352

Senior AMS Rep.

Nominations Tues.
The Arts nomination meeting for

senior A.M.S. representative and
Arts assistant treasurer will be held

Tuesday in Room 201, New Arts

Building, at 1 p.m. Nominees for

these positions must have the signa-

tures of fifteen members of the Arts

Society as sponsors. The senior

A.M.S. representative must be in

his final year while the assistant

treasurer, who is also treasurer of

the Arts Formal, must be in his

freshman year. At this meeting,

verbal nominations will be made for

officers of the Arts Court.

CERCLE FRANCAIS
Members of Le Cercle decided

at the play-reading gathering on

Monday to purchase a number of

copies of Grant, "French Plays of

the 19th century". These will be on

hand for the next gathering of the

group on Oct. 20.

The club's discussion group will

meet Tuesday, Oct. 14, 3.30 p.m.

in Room 204, New Arts Building.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
At the joint IRC -PAG election

last Monday, officers of the PAG
were elected as follows : president.

Milt Moore; secretary. Bob Bur-

nett: treasurer, Fran Belau.

Study groups on Canadian af-

fairs are being formed and the first

meeting of the club will be held next

week, at which time the executive

will outline a tentative program for

the year including the guest spea-

kers they hope to obtain and a com-

prehensive schedule of group dis-

cussions.

ARTS '48

Jack Pattison was elected presi-

dent of Arts '48 this week, at the

first year meeting of the term.

Other members of this year's exe-

cutive chosen were: vice-president,

Nancy Hawley; secretary, Freddie

Bell; treasurer, Jim Hutton; social

conveners. Marge Boehmer and
Mike Hickey; athletic sticks. Marge

Gream and D. M. Warner. Plans

were discussed for the final Arts

48 year dance. "The Big Red Ball"

to be held early in November.

CAMERA CLUB
The Camera Chib will hold a

meeting Tuesday, Oct. 14, in the

Senate Room, Old Arts Building at

7.30 p.m.

HOUSE RULES
(Continued from page 1)

The Speaker, endowed with "the

authority, powers and privileges o£

the Speaker of the Federal House
of Commons", holds power of dis-

cipline within the House by naming
a disorderly member to the House,
after which a vote of the House
can suspend him for the remainder

of the sitting.

All remarks made by members
are directed to the Speaker, ad-

dressed as "Mr. Speaker, Sir", and
once the House is in session all

members will bow to the Speaker

upon entering and leaving the cham-

ber. Smoking on the floor is pro-

hibited, but members can leave the

chamber at any time.

In general, members are limited

to one speech before the House on
any matter, although they can speak

again on any new issue, or on a

point of order, explanation, or pri-

vilege. A bell, rung by the Speaker,

will warn a member one minute be-

fore the end of his allotted time, and

a second bell will conclude the

speech. Members may refer to

notes, but shall not read their

speeches.

It was also set out that a quorum
of the House shall consist of 100

members,

A question period at the opening

of each session will pennit discus-

sion of questions submitted in ad-

vance to the Government. A limit

of three minutes is set on discussion

of each question.

At the end of the session, a vote,

taken either by voice or by count

of standing members, will decide

the outcome of the motion debated

during the evening.

CONSERVATIVES
(Continued from page 1)

ible for party policies, and will be

a prototype of the national party

cabinet. A private organizational

meeting, the second held by the

party, will gather after Thanks

giving to choose cabinet ministers

by an open vote.

Mr. Binks said that the House

Rules, decided on by the steering

committee, were being regarded

by all parties as subject to change

following the first session.

Meds Will Howl

On Hallowe'en
Tickets for the Meds "At Home",

October 31, are on sale to Medsmen
now, and the remainder will go on

general sale Monday morning at

8 a.m.

The Medsmen are attempting this

year to return to the style of pre-

war formals, Elaborate decorations

are being constructed and favours

will he given. The Convener, Mel

Shaw, Meds '49, states: "A formal

should not be a money-making pro-

position ; it should show the campus

the very best we can put out, and

we'll be happy to break even."

Tickets are being sold at the

Queen's Post Office, the AB of C
office and by the Committee, at

$5,00 per couple. Excepting only

the Western Medical Faculty, no

reservations for tickets will he made.

"Name five things containing

milk?' Ice cream, butter, cheese

and two cows."

Classified Ads
LOST

Waterman fountain pen, in the locker
room of the Gymnasium, Initials —
S.A. Reward will be given. Sydney
Aisenberg, phone 4120.

TRAILERS
Cabin trailer for sale, insulated, eleepn

four people. Apply U North Albert

St., Wartime Housing. Phone 7539.

MEETINGS
The Geologist Marching and Chowder
Club will hold a meetmg at Duffy'a
Tavern on Friday, Oct. 10, at 8,00 p.m.

A short discussion on the Optical
Properties of the Amber Bottle will

be led by the president, Mr. Benny
Schorgasbord. AH miners are invited.

ROOMS TO RENT
For rent — Double room with break-
fast. Central. 249 Brock St.

FORGOTTENS
Will the student vet who spoke to
Charlie Janos (Lazonga) about an
apartment please go in to see him im-
mediately.

KISSERS
Co-eds are invited to assist in cali-

brating the Osculometer. Applications
will be kept strictly confidential and
may be submitted at the Post Office,

addressed to Medical Formal Conve-
ner, or by phoning 8201 and asking
for Charlie.

ADDRESS
CAPT. HARRY N.'sPERBER, L.L.D.|

University of Berlin

Chief Interpreter, Neurenberg Ttials

SUBJECT:
"INSIDE THE NEURENBERG TRIALS"

Tuesday, October ]4th, 8.30 p.m.
K.C.V.L AUDITORIUM

No Admission Charge - No Collection

Sponsors: Kingston Lodge, B'nai B'rith

BIOLOGY CLUB
Mr. Broley will address the Bio-

logy Club Tuesday, Oct, 14, at S.15

p.m. in the Senate Room, Old Arts

Building. His subject will be "Eagle

Banding".

Graduation Portraits

DAN GIBSON
Dan Gibson of Toronto will again be at Queen's this year to

photograph graduating students in oil faculties.

Mr, Gibson will be here for 2 weeks COMMENCING OCT. 15.

Appointments may be made by phoning 7941 from 7 - 10 p.m.

ony evening.

JUST nn€ASSP w rcaVictor

A LAVN-AMBUCAN SWING HIT PLAYED BY

mddV MARTIH AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Flavoured with plenty of rhythm, this top hit tune features the Martin men in

the catchy lyrics. Be sure to hear it at your RCA Viaor Record dealer's today!

. Freddy Martin and his OrchestraALSO "CUMANA" . ;

Both on RCA Victor Record 20-2347 j ;

Look to RCA Victor Records for Iho Latest Hits . ; . : ; Here are Just a few!

SERENADE OF THE BELLS
THArS WHAT EVERY YOUNO GIRL SHOULDSMOKE, SMOKE, SMOKE

CRAWDAD SONO nun*
Pbll Hi"'! Md bh Orcbilira KNOW

8CA Vicioi RtcniJ 10-IJ70. -....78« j,;;^ Vicioi Rtcord

KOKOMO, INDIANA
KATE YOU DO

_

I'LL BE THERE (Boih Iiom ihe film "Mothtr Wore Tighu I

ToB'mf Dn'Kf *ad bli Orcbiilia Vausbn Mom

BCA Vico. B-<d ~ - "* ^^"^

Sir/nj and Sumj u-Ub JjmiBr Km
itcord 20-2372 7**

bis Orcbiiira

7S*

®® rcaA/ictor records ^
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GAELS SET TO STOP REDS
FOOTBALL WAVE ROLLS
INTO MOLSON STADIUM

By Bruce Williams

The first victory of the 1947 season is in the offing

for the Gaels this Saturday in Molson Stadium, Montreal,
when the Elliottmen meet the "Big Red Tide" in their

lair. Coach Bob Elliott has spent this week knocking the
kinks out of the attack used last Saturday and the results

look very promising indeed.

For those lucky enough to see

Queen's defeat McGill on Satur-

day, there will be some new plays

plus a lot that weren't pulled out

of the bag last Saturday. There

will also be some new faces on

the line-up. Ross Sleeves, a clever

haH-back, and Ike Morris, a vi-

cious guard, have been brought

up from the Intermediates and

will sec action along with Al Orr
who has been working out for

the past week.

Generally speaking, last Satur-

day's defeat was due to the ina-

bility of the team as a whole to

adapt themselves to the "T" for-

mation. Coach Elliott has, how-
ever, ironed out the faults that

showed up in last Saturday's

game and we should see a vast

improvement to-morrow.

On Paper McGill Looks

Good

Vic Check's Redmen, however,
are not to be taken lightly. The
ex-Columbia star has 14 out of

his 30 players as holdovers from
last year's squad.

Murray Hayes, the Redmen's
number 1 ground gainer of last

year, is on the rampage again and
will bear watching by all oppon-.

ents. This week Murray has been
shifted to the passing slot vacated
by Johnny Meagher who is out
with a Charley horse.

Johnny Hall and Big Red He-
ron are other McGill half-line

holdovers along with Bill Orban.

Rocky Robillard is probably the

most impressive of the "Red
Tide's" new blood. Rocky was
selected on the O.R.F.U. all-star

team while playing with the Ot-
tawa Trojans and has already
performed well in a red and white
sweater against Ottawa and Mc-
Master,

Other newcomers are Al Mc
Leod, Lorne Daggett, Bill Cave,

Johnny Meagher and Fred Wal
thausen.

Vic Check's signal callers wil

be "Red" Syrett, formerly of

Michigan State Teacher's Col-

lege, and Ken Barclay, a local

high school product.

Centres will be Vic Latimer

and Bill Reade who will replace

Dennis Ellerbeck who also has a

charley-horse.

Last year's linemen, Johnny
Newman, Tom Bridel, Joe Huza
(who has a shoulder injury and

may not dress), Lou Lanier, Wal-

ly Kowall and Johnny Porter will

be augmented by newcomers
Hec Shields (formerly a Regina

player), Bill Nickerson and Jas-

per Holliday.

Four McGill outsides played on

last year's squad — Al Mann,

Johnny Crinick and Jojo Smythe.

Johnny Hewgill is out for the

rest of the season through the

courtesy of old man injury.

Newcomers to the outside wing
department are Johnny Taylor of

Montreal Alouettes and Boy Mc-
Boyle.

According to all reports the

Redmen are looking very, very

talented in their practice sessions

this week and are not being over-

confident about taking Queen's

to camp,

Queen's Mad

The Elliottmen, on the other

hand, are fighting mad, both for

themselves and for Uncle Bob.

They intend to make the McGill

fur fly so that the grandstand

quarter-backs will have to do an

awful lot of eating to recover the

nialarky that has been spread this

last week.

FAN DANCE
Sponsored by

Montreal Branch, Queen's Alumni

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11

After the Queen's at McGill Football
Game be with the gang in the Main

Ballroom atop the

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL
MONTREAL

Al McGowan's
Orchestra

Dancing from 9 p.m.

Tickets $L50 each

Levana

SportsREEL
Levana is glad to welcome Miss

Diane Hawkins, new assistant to

Miss Ross. Miss Hawkins is a grad

of Branksome Hall and took her de-

gree in Physical Education at Mar-

garet Eaton. After two years in the

navy, she did recreational work in

the east and at Aloulton College, un^

til Kingston had its lucky day.

Welcome, too, the seven fresh-

ettes registered in the new Phys-Ed

course, \Ve are glad Queen's has

seen fit to create the opportunity

for adequate leader training in

health recreational schemes,

SWIMMING
Intercollegiate practices are con-

tinuing every week night at 7.30.

This year the spotlight is turned on

freshette mermaid Helen Currie,

who ranks fourth in Canada in or-

namental swimming, races, crawl,

backstroke, and breaststroke. She

will be an invincible asset to the

team at the McMaster meet.

TENNIS
Two semi-finalists have emerged

—Marg Cream, Levana '48, and

Dottie O'Brien, 'SO, last year's

champion, Both will represent

Queen's in intercollegiate compet-

tition at Varsity, along with two

other semi-finalists. These other

games should be played off by Sat-

urday so the finals can be staged

next week.

den but can he pass Enulish 2?

GOLF TOURNEY
PLAYED TODAY
The Queen's intercollegiate golf

team will be made up of Gord Erick-

son, Bill Isaacs, Jack Warrel and
Leigh Ronalds. Bill Isaacs and

Jack Warrel played on last year's

team which finished second. All

four members played a practice

round on Tuesday afternoon and
scored between 78 and 84 which is

fairly consistent golf.

The intercollegiate tournament
starts this morning at Cataraqui

with 18 holes and finishes Saturday
morning with another 18 holes. A
luncheon will be held after the Sat-

urday morning for all contestants.

Emerson Creed who won the in-

tramural tournament last Sunday
with a 4 and 2 win over Leigh Ron-
alds was ruled ineligible for inter-

collegiate play as he moved here
from Varsity only this year. This
is a severe blow to the team but we
are fortunate to have a reserve of

low shooting players who will make
Ihe Queen's team a contender in any
case.

ORFUNS PLAY
ORILLIA MON.
Next Monday the Intermediate

ORFU footballers play their second

league game when they meet Orillia

Intermediates in Orillia. The game

is doubly important to the Gaels in

that it is a 4-point game, since Oril-

lia declined to travel to Kingston

for a return game. Little is known

of the strength of the Crillia team

but they are not expected to he able

to cope with the attack that the Ed-

wardsnien will throw at them. With

the exception of Orm Weir, who in-

jured his shoulder in Toronto, the

Gaels will be at full strength and if

they can equal their form of last

Saturday, they will be favoured to

make it two straight in league com-

petition.

Established stars such as Simola

Safari, Errington and Gatfield are

expected to show the way in Orillia.

Lost to the team for the season are

Ike Morris and Ross Steeves who
have moved up to the Seniors.

HAL'S

SIDELINES

GAELS THIRDS
PLAY OCT. 11

Queen's students who stay behind

over the Thanksgiving week-end

won't get their mother's turkey but

they will have the opportunity of

witnessing good football. On Satur-

day afternoon at Richardson Sta-

dium the '47 version of the Queen's

Intercollegiate Intermediates will

plaj' host to Ottawa University.

The Intermediates, under the

tutelage of Jake Milliken, star of

many seasons of football at Queen's

have practiced faithfully and eager-

ly. Forced to take a back seat to

the more publicized Seniors, these

boys have quietly rounded into an

efficient fighting machine.

The backfield is paced by Ronnie

Kemp who is his first year at

Queen's; hails from Hamilton and

is a football and hockey star. The
line is big, heavy and tough and the

acquisition of 235 lb. Al Crofoot

certainly should disconcert the Ot-

tawa University aggregation no
end.

•

In pre-season exhibition game
Ottawa U. were defeated by the

McGill Redmen by a score of 26-3

but as all Queensmen are aware ex-

hibition games are no indication of

what's to come.

Johnny Duff has promised that

cheerleaders will be on hand and

many weird and wonderful things

can be expected,

BADMINTON BIRDS

GATHER TUESDAY
The Queen's Badminton Club

will hold an organization meeting

for all badminton enthusiasts at 7

p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 14, in the

Old Arts Building. All interested

are asked.to meet in the main hall.

Mr. Don Hedley, president of the

club, mentioned that the Badmin-

ton Quh is open to both men and
women. The Club is willing to help

beginners improve their game, and
to organize mixed round robins, if

necessary.

If you steal from one author it's

piaga rism; if you steal from hund-
reds it's research.

Tomorrow marks the beginning of Senior Intercollegiate foot-
ball with games at Montreal and Toronto. Naturally, the most
interesting game to Queen's students will be in Montreal where
the Gaels will be out to redeem themselves after last week's humilia-
tion. When Queen's lost to GAG, the Gaels were immediately
tabbed the underdogs in the Intercollegiate Union. In this game,
the Tricolor learned something that is worth a great deal — that
even the favourites can be beaten. With this thought in mind, the
Gaels will be out to do just that tomorrow.

We can only guess as to the type of attack the Queen's gridders
will face. Up to now, the "Redmen" have relied mainly on their
ground attack to gain their yards. When they have taken to the
air it has been done with very little success. Last week against
McMaster 23 passes were attempted, only 5 finding their mark.
The main reason for McGill's success along the ground is probably
their huge line which is well suited for the power plays of Vic Obeck.

The Queen's entry in the College loop has been working hard
this week correcting the faults all too evident in the OAC exhibition.

Under Coach Bob Elliott's guidance, the Gaels' blocking, timing
and spirit have been tremendously improved.

Last week the Orfuns were tabbed the "team of the future." This
week, let's think of the Gaels as the "team of the present." There
is no reason why the Tricolor can't reverse last week's procedure
and as underdogs beat the Redmen. Someone has to win tomorrow;
put your money on Queen's.

Varsity Stadium in Toronto will be the scene of the other
intercollegiate tilt and both Western and Toronto have undefeated
exhibition records. The "Beavers" of Varsity have run up some
impressive scores while touring the western provinces, but since the

brand of football displayed in the western colleges is questionable,

an accurate estimate of Toronto's strength is impossible. On the

other hand, Western defeated a club, known as the Aggies, with
whom all of you are familiar. The "Murderous Mustangs" not only
defeated the Aggies, but did so without Jack Parry, which in itself

indicates the great offensive power of Western.

My prediction for the week-end games — Queen's over McGill
and Western over Toronto,

^ * »:

Today, and if necessary tomorrow. Queen's is playing host to

a number of athletes from rival colleges in the union. Out at the

Cataraqui Golf and Country Club, these guest athletes and four of

our own proteges are vying for honours in the Intercollegiate Golf

Tourney. At 9.30 this morning.- the first foursome teed off, and we
wi.sh our team the best of luck. If Queen's should win a golf cham-
pionship, it would be the first time the Tricolor has captured the

honour. Last year, the Gaels finished second; let's hope for a vic-

tory this time.

Wimblcdo^ Player

To Give Exhibitions
Mrs. Dewhurst, well known ten-

nis coach from London England,

will be at Queen's for four days

commencing Tuesday October 14.

She will give lectures Tuesday and

Wednesday nights in the gym-
nasium at 7.30 p.m. and a court de-

monstration Thursday at 4 p.m.

Mrs. Dewhurst has played at

Wimbledon, and has coached a great

many potentials to stardom. She
is one of England's L.T.A. coaches,

and the principal of the Dewpool
School of Tennis in London.

She and her assistant will be at

the courts in the afternoons from

WATER POLO
Water polo players and prospec-

tive players will 'meet in pool Tues-

day, Oct. 14, 1947 at 4 p.m. for the

purpose of forming a water polo

team and club.

MEDS NOTICE
Thanksgiving Day being

a University holiday, break-

fast will not be served in

McLaughlin Hall.

1.30-3.00. Individual coaching,

singles and doubles is ?1,15 for

thirty minutes. All interested in

lessons either sign the list in the

Library stating available times and
ability, or contact June Dougall by
Monday.

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hortt Shoes for Men
• Treadeosy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED St 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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GLIDES THROUGH AIR
The man at the controls of

the Queen's Glider Club's LK
Glider is C. W. Farrow, Sci-

ence '49, enroute from Brew-
ster's Mills to Gananoque.
The Glider Club is staging a

membership drive this week.

16 NFCUS DELEGATES MEET HERE
DEBATE PROBLEMS, DRAFT PLANS
Join World Body

President Demands
The negative attitude Canadian

students have had towards interna-

tional students' organizations is bad

declared M. Maurice Sauve of the

University of Montreal, president of

the National Federation of Cana-
dian University Students, to the re-

gional conference of that hotly which

concluded a two-day conference

here i\Ionday. The meeting was dis-

cussing affiliation of NFCUS with

the International Union of Students,

its European counterpart.

Absence of North American
democratic influence is throwing
the I.U.S. into the influence of

communist elements who realize

the advantage of such organiza-

tion, M. Sauve charged. If Cana-
dian and American student groups
join the organization they will be
able to provide leadership to the

democratic elements in European
universities, he urged. "We must
show what we have to prove our
merit."

Delegates of the United States

Association of University students

have recently voted 425 to 39 for

participation in I.U.S,, the president

revealed. And an NFCUS survey
of Canadian universities had shown
about two thirds approval of the

suggestion, he said.

Final decision on this rjucstion

was beyond the power of the re-

gional conference, but may come at

Ihc national conference which will

lie held in Winni]»eg this Christinas.

OBSERVER REPORTS
George Robinson of the Uni-

versity of New Brunswick, one of

three NFCUS observers to the
I-U.S. conference at Prague this

summer, agreed with President
Sauve. The organization, he de-
clared, was in poor shape, and in-

volved with political considera-
tions. The ratio of effort to re-

sults is small, he declared. But
he believed that the foundations
of a worthwhile union were there,

and have in fact been wonderfully
'aid in the union's one year of

life. The influence of students
from Canada and the U.S. ought
to be able to lead the I.U.S. on to

non-partisan grounds where it

could be effective in building in-

ternational understanding.

All three Canadian delegates

seem to favor participation in I.U.S.

for two years to help in its devel-

opment and observe its workings,

Sec World Body, page 5

Executive To Seek

Student Benefits

Promotion of extra-curricular

student activities on national and
international levels, and co-operative

efforts to arrange additional schol

arships and e.schangc studies are the

two broad categories which cover

plans by the national executive of

tlie National Federation of Cana-

dian University Students which met

at Queen's Friday and Saturday.

Formation of a National Atliletic

union was a recommendation made
to the conference by the National

Council of Canadian Universities

which requested NFCUS to arrange

a Lueeting of Canadian University

atliletic managers for that purpose

in April, 1948. That convention

would prepare a brief on the topic

and submit it to a conference of

university presidents.

The executive considered the idea

of appointing a full-time president

who would suspend his studies for a

j^ear to devote all his time to NFC
US. He would he paid a salary

plus travelling expenses. Decision

on this matter cannot he made until

the full national conference, but the

executive will recommend that the

scheme go into effect in September.

194S.

CHEAP TRAVEL
Promise of cheap international

travel for students is given by the

NFCL^S via its relations with the

United States counterpart and the

I.U.S., Prague, which endeavours

to do on a larger scale what NFC
US has been doing in Canada. The

United States Association of Uni-

versity students, has made arrange-

meats with its federal government

for a chartered steamship to Europe

and has invited NFCUS to take ad-

vantage of its arrangements. I.U.S.

has already arranged for lower rail-

way rates for student travel in

Eurnpe.

A report gave the information

that A. G. Spalding and Sons Co.

has promised a 33% discount on

sporting equipment bought from

them for university use.

A motk-np is being ma<lc of a

national student magazine which

See Executive Meets, page 5

McGlll Submits Brief

On Scholarship Aid
An interim report on scholar-

ships available at universities across

Canada presented by the McGill

delegation was voted a most valu-

able contribution at the regional

conference of the National Federa-

tion of Canadian University Stu-

dents here Sunday and Monday.

Their report with an addenda per-

taining to a new field for scholar-

ships will be circulated through all

universities in Canada.

The addenda will concern federal

bursaries. The recently organized

Atomic Energy Control hoard and

Defence Research Board both have

power to grant scholarships to en-

able people to get education in

under-graduate work, according to

a statement by M. Joyal, McGill

delegate. National Research Council

bursaries, to date the only educa-

tion assistance provided by the fed-

eral government alone, have been

available for postgraduate work

only.

GAELS HUMBLE McGILL, TIE 13-13
REDMEN GLUMLY GRUNT 'HOWr

Next Journal

Late, Bigger

The next Journal will be on

the Campus on Saturday

noon. All copy for this 8-

page issue should be in Wed-

nesday night at 8 o'clock.

BURSARIES PROJECT
Another scholarship project be-

ing undertaken by the NFCUS is

a program to solicit 100 bursaries

of $100.00 each. This work will

be in charge of local committees

at various universities across the

country when the National Con-

ference passes approval on the

plan.

Tlic regional conference, first in

NFCUS history in this area, was

called with four objects, R. Arnott

McMaster, regional vice-president

told the sixteen delegates, who re-

presented eight universities. These

were, to prepare luembcr universit-

ies for work early in the year; to

report progress since the last annual

confercTice; to precipitate discussion

in universities on questions which

will demand decision at the next an-

nual conference; and to estahli-sli

friendly relations between meruhers

in this area. Scope of the meeting

was limited by the fact (hat only re-

gional decisions and regional recom-

mendations to the national confer-

ence conld be made.

Brief summary of the meeting's

activity

:

Debating: Queens to form NFC
US committee to promote inter-var-

sity debate between the three re-

gional leagues to choose a national

champion.

Drama : Tentative arrangements

made for regional conference at Mc-

Scc Conference, page 5

Alumni Make Plans

For Big Weekend
This week end Queen's will wel-

come home hundreds of Alumni
members. Graduates, young and
not so young, will return to thei

Alma Mater for a reunion with

half-forgotten classmates and never

to-be-forgotten memories.

Queen'smen and Queen'swomen
of former years will gather once
again within the old grey walls to

enjoy themselves as in days of yore.

For some of them it will mark their

first visit to Queen's as Alumni, for

others it will mark but the passing

of another year and perhaps a few

additional reasons for making th'

Varsity week-end an annual ritual

Freshmen will be astounded
hoary tales of school spirit and past

football prowess. Leadley and Bat
stone will once again become class

rfiom names with which to punctu
ate each new story, and woe betide

the person who dares to doubt the

authenticity of any of these tales.

The plans for this year's reunion

will include a full itinerary of class

meetings, addresses, luncheons, AI
umni dances. Convocation and foot

ball game.

Due to the housing shortage

Kingston, the reunion this year will

[>e of a more general nature than ii

the past. All graduates and form
er students will be welcome and
there will be no set schedule of class

gatherings.

Artsmen Nominate

For A.M.S. Rep.

At Sparsej Meeting
Elections for the position of sen

ior Arts representative to the A.iVI

S. will see two final year students,

Andrew Kniewasser and Alan Don
nelly, in the running for the posi

lion left vacant by the resignation

early this term of Ted White. They
were the first to be nominated under

a new system established last spring,

by which each candidate's nomina-

tiou must he backed by the signature

of 15 members of the Arts Society.

Nominations were also received

of Eric Toller and Allan Moore,

first year students, to the executive

position of Assistant-Treasurer.

Nominations were made at a

poorly attended meeting yesterday

afternoon in the New Arts Building.

Less than twenty students were pre-

sent, A motion by Ken Rouff that

the meeting he postponed until more

students could be gotten out to at-

tend was defeated.

Tiie date and other arrangements

for the election will be announced

in Saturday's Jounial.

Names of those nominated to nin

for positions on the Arts Court were

as follows : junior judge, Lionel

Sec Arl^i Nominees, pane 6

INSPIRED TEAM SHOWS "T"
TO SURPRISED MONTREALERS

By Bruce Williams

The EUiottmen scored a moral victory Saturday when
they outfought and outplayed the McGill "Redmen" at
Molson Stadium. Even though they had to stoop to accept
a 13-13 tie score, they threw a Red, Blue and Gold mantle
over the Red tide and the 18,000 skeptical fans who were
in attendance.

iMcGill showed flashes of power
and at times looked as though
they were going to live up to

their publicity — but Queen's er-

rors accounted for both of their

touchdowns.

McGill scored on a Queen's
fumble in the second quarter with
a powerful plunge by Red Heron.
They set up another on a fumble
in the third quarter and Hayes
and Hall found an opening in the

Queen's pass defence to score

their other major.

The Gaels marched from their

own 15 to the McGill three in the

first quarter, lost possession on
downs, and then moved back to

try a field goal which McGill ran

out. Queen's recovered a fumble
and Rozumuiak went over off

tackle.

The Tricolor score in the sec

ond quarter was also earned when
Ross McKelvey cut through on
an extension and went over for

the second touchdown.

Sportsmen
McGill, both from the player's

and the supporter's standpoint

were sportsmen from cleat to hel-

met. They displayed a hard-hit-

ting, well-balanced, and extreme-

ly clean team. They are a team

which all McGill fans should be

proud to cheer for. The McGill

stars were comparatively easy to

:hoose. Hayes and Robillard

ihone on the half line and Al

Mann looked good at outside.

Stars
For the Red, Blue, and Gold

the outstanding stars were, with-

out question. Bob Elliott and the

Queen's Seniors. Every man gave

his al! and each player at one

time or another rated a star.

For all-round play we must

mention Dave Rozumniak, who
played both ways and personified

the Queen's do-or-dic spirit; A!

Lcnard for a terrific job of pass-

ing, and field generalship and es-

pecially for his climax run in the

last quarter, which saved the day;
Mel Carson and Bob Stevens who
crushed the McGill line plays and
Ross McKelvey who was "shades

of Fritzie Hanson."

In the team spirit department
we have veteran Don Dclahaye

who, after Jim Charters and Lloyd

Woods had been injured, took

over the very difficult job of snap-

ping for the T formation. He did

a faultless job and played a su-

perb game both at blocking half

and centre.

But the stars of the game were

Bob Elliott and the Queen's Sen-

iors and not any particular play-

er. With better conditioning the

game would not have ended in a

tie.

First Quarter

The game began for Queen's

when Robillard's kick was fum-

bled and Don Delahaye recovered

on his own 15. A Halliday-Bulger

extension was good for 17 yards.

Rozunuiiak picked up IS atid 7
through centre with the Tricolor

line making those holes you would
like to drive a truck through.

Lenard uncorked a beautiful 40

yard pass in deep territory to

Mike Halliday on the McGill 25.

Lenard then threw a quick spot

pass to Stew Pearce for 9 yards

and carried it himself on a quar-

terback sneak for another 6. An
extension took the ball to the 3

yard line where McGill held the

Gaels for three downs and took

possession.

Robillard kicked on first down
to Bulger on the 51. Lenard threw

a short 8 yard pass to Hal Pringle

and after failing to complete an-

other tried a field goal which went

Sec Lenard Runs, page 6

BeaverTo Get Chop

At Friday Pep Rally

This Friday a huge Pep Rally at

Leonard field will see the burning

of the Varsity "Beaver". The ef-

figy will have its due reward after

a short funeral procession which

will start from Fleming Hall at

7.30.

Just completed by a group of

third and fourth year Sciencenien,

tiic beaver is approximately 15 feet

long and seven feet high, and con-

structed to carry three co-eds in the

march to the field. The Pipe Band

will lead the procession.

It can be fun preparing for the Meds Formal. Walt Kristjanson,

who is in charge of the novel decorations, gets some welcome help

from Jean Lett, Meds '52, as they hprry to meet the Oct. 31st deadline
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IT IS UP TO US . .

Vice-principal W. A, Mackintosh struck just the right

note in liis spet^ch of welcome lo delegates to the NFCUS
regional conference Sunday. He pointed to the value of

bonds of friendship between members of distinct social groups

and cited the experience of government experts at United
Nations conferences during the war. Professional organiza-

tions and friendships among these non-political advisors had
crossed international lines, so that these men were often able

to establish mutual confidence between their political super-

iors and save time on occasions when strangers might have
lost both.

Following closely on Dr. Mackintosh's address was the

speech of M, Maurice Sauve, national president of NFCUS.
He urged that NFCUS affiliate with the International Union
of Students. It was an important speech.

M. Sauve was under no delusions about I.U.S. The
organization, he declared, was tainted with Communism.
Thanks largely to the notable absence of official delegates

from Canada and the U.S.A., the Red element had wormed
its way into a predominant position, while the representatives
of the less totalitarian European countries had simply strung
along behind.

M. Sauve now believes that were the Canadians and
Americans to join I.U.S., they would be able to give real

leadership to the democratic elements in the union. As he put
it, "If we want to win, we have to show what we are. If

we want to attract European students to our side, we must
liave something to show them."

At the moment, I.U.S. has little to offer to students on
this side of the Atlantic. A hard-hitting North American
delegation could, however, turn it from a political mouth-
piece into an organi;?ation bringing real benefits to students
all over the world, NFCUS observers agreed.

THE ISSUE
The issue for W. Sauve boils down to this: Are Canadian

students goihg to continue sitting in their isolationist easy
chairs and chatting about the "Communist menace," mean-
while doing nothing about it, or are they going to pitch in
and fight for what they believe? Are Canadian students
going to leave I.U.S. and all its two million members to the
Communists, or are they going to help make it into a worth-
while, democratic organization?

Whatever the merits of that argument, M. Sauve's inci-
dental logic is attractive. Understanding of other opinions
and attitudes is not gained by ignoring them: but evidently
by free association in co-operative effort — such as NFCUS
engages in and I.U.S. might be led towards — as Dr. Mackin-
tosh and many others have testified.

The argument applies generally to the national and inter-
provmcial level as well as to the international, The difficul-
ties between Russia and U.S.A. _ or Communism and
Christianity as M. Sauvc will have it - have one factor in
common with the difficulties between French and English
Canada for example; viz, lack of confidence and understand-
ing. Thus, again apart from any concrete values which might
^e gained thereby, participation by Queen's in NFCUS andby the latter in I.U.S. seems to be desirable

Dear Journal *

Sunday Hour
Might I take advantage of your letter column to express an

appreciation to Padre Laverty and his assistants for the very excel-
lent service held in Grant Hall last Sunday afternoon.

For once there were hymns we could sing, interesting excerpts
roni the Bible, and a thoroughly worth-while and understandable
spiel by ihe Padre himself.

I think I can honestly speak for all present, that a small part
of our afternoon could not have been more pleasant and enjoyable

And 1 thmk It would be very gratifying to those who arrange
these services, if the majority of students gave them a trial at least
once, just to see how good this unusual kind of service can beA very good place to take the girl friend before taking her out
'° ^"Pi'"' MICHAEL ROTH, Arts '49

Queen^s Jobs

WANT T€ WCITE?
^ William Arthur Deacon, Literary Editor of the Globe and Mail, president of the

^

Canadian Author's Association and chairman of the Governor General's Awards

Board tells Queen's students of all faculties that it is not necessarily the course

they are taking here which will make good writers of them and tells them what will.

The Journal asked Mr. Deacon soine questions which

he answered as follows

• What types of writing will be needed in Canada during

the next 10 years?

If Canada is communist in 19S7, the Politburo, Moscow,

can probably tell you now what Canadian writers will be

writing then.

Since every new book published in any year is a gamble,

nobody can do more than guess what people will want to

read ten years hence.

• How should a young writer get started?

Apart from journalism, there is absolutely no uniform

path for a writer. There can be no chart. Each aspirant finds

his own way, and these vary so widely that there is no use

discussing them.

• What university courses are particularly valuable to

aspiring writers?

Presumably Arts with plenty of literature is suitable,

though so many doctors, lawyers and engineers become novel-

ists that it is evident the course is not a determining factor.

For the writer, any writer, a university is only an environment,

like the home, in which a person matures, learns to think, and

acquires rudimentary mental nourishment.

Stock answers to these questions would be silly and

misleading.

Knowledge Is the Stock-in-Trade

After 26 years of professional criticism and intimate ac-

quaintance with many writers, I am convinced that more

writers fail because they have nothing to say than because

they cannot write. Everybody uses words and many do it

well. Others, of small natural aptitude, can learn by prac-

tice. Some never seem to acquire verbal facility.

Knowledge is the writer's stock-in-trade. Beginners err

by failing to acquire plenty of precise information along one

or more lines.

One should learn from both books and life. The most
important part of a literary education begins after formal

education has stopped. Carlyle said the true university of

these days is a well-stocked library of books. But there is

more to it than that. The mind must mature. Self-selected

books, read for pleasure, are windows into the life of other

eras and countries, but these will only be understood in pro-

portion to a person's comprehension of what is going on in

his own door-yard.

Writing Is a Growing Trade

If a young person can divest his mind of the romance of

the writing life, he should do so and follow one of the regular

professions, like dentistry, because the way is long and hard

and full of disappointments. Nobody should enter writing

unless he is prepared to invest his full life in the calm realiza-

tion that the rewards will be less than for the same effort

and intelligence applied to anything else.

But if one has the courage, the stamina, the physical

endurance and will go through anything to attain his ambi-
tion, then he should be encouraged by the knowledge that

writing is a growing trade, that can use more people for many
years to come, and that the average chances of success are

far better now than ever before — for Canadians easily double
what the chances were ten years ago. Many more first-rate

writers could be used now. There is every reason to suppose
the number will increase through the predictable future.

Eke Tweak
I would like to call your attention to the persistent misuse of

the verbs "eke" and "eke out" in the headlines of your sports col-
umns. The former means "to increase, add to, lengthen." The latter

has several meanings: (a) to supplement, su])ply the deficiencies of
anything (const, with); esp. to make (resources, materials, articles
of consumption, etc.) last the required time by additions, by partial
use of a substitute, or by economy, (b) to prolong (a speech or
composition, an action) by expedients devised for that purpose; to
contrive to fill up (a certain amount in space in writing, etc.), (c) to
contrive to make (a livelihood), or to support (existence), by various
makeshifts.

The application of none of these meanings can give sense to
"New Orfuns Eke Out 1-0 Win" (Queen's Journal, September 30),
or "Ross McKelvey Shines as OAC Ekes 2-0 Win" (Queen's Journal
October 7).

—J. R. BATTERTON.
(We acknowledge reader Batterton's perspicacity, — Tuesday's

headline should have read "Eeeek," but in other cases it was used
properly as in (b) "To contrive to fill up a certain space in writing."

Scoop?

Hard on Track of Sam Carr,

Journal Is Balked by Iron Curtain

The sinister shadow of Russian Sam Carr brooded over the
spy trials last year while the nation was combed for this mysterious
Labour-Progressive. It is still brooding. Where is Sam Carr? In
an effort to solve the enigma The Journal combed the campus for

clues. Finally, after investigating many rumours that seemed to
lead nowhere, it was decided to cut red tape and appeal directly
to the head of Tass, the Russian News agency.

The following letter was despatched:

Mr. Nicholas Evanesieff,

Chief of Bureau,

Tass News Agency,

Ottawa, Ontario,

Dear Sir,

This newspaper has, ever since the espionage trials, in-

terested itself in the probable whereabout of one Sam Carr,

indicted but never apprehended on the blanket charge of con-
spiracy against this country.

Various theories have been discussed here at Queen's
regarding the possibility that Mr. Carr is now living in Mexico
in a reconditioned garage at Acapulco. Other factions believe

that he may be hiding from Brazilian Police investigation

above a billiard parlour in Bahia,

On the other hand, there is some talk about this man
keeping some sort of a household going in Tganrog or Mur-
mansk, and several students feel that he may be working as a

dishwasher in the Droshby All Russian Fish and Chip Shop
now operated by one Iran Preveza in Stamboul.

We would appreciate hearing from you at your earliest

convenience if you feel that you can help us in our search
With kindest personal regards.

By return post the same letter was received back with what
appeared to be a message of some sort scrawled across the top. It

turned out to be in Russian. A translator was found and the com-
munication read as follows;

Mr. Afanas'ev [Evanesieff?] left Canada in 1946. I do
not know anything about the person you refer to in your
letter.

, ^

Correspondent

S. SCHERBATYLSH.

That was all.

Now we don't even know where Mr. Evanesieff is.



Gilliions Live in Attic-

Think They're Lucky
By Mak Keenleyside

"We think we're lucky,'' says Merv Gillion, Arts '49 veteran
student, who lives with his wife and four-months-old daughter in

three small rooms on Barrie Street. "Last year we lived in a base-

ment, and this time it's an attic, but we're better off than lots of

people."

Typical of many student fami-

lies, Merv and liis pretty wife,

Zetta, were married while he was

in the R.C.A.F. He entered

Queen's in 1945, immediately af-

ter his discharge. Both he and

Zetta come from the same town,

Bobcaygeon, Ont., and knew each

other for several years before he

Joined up. Zetta worked in a store

for a while, but when their baby

came along last summer, she set-

tled down to becoming a full-time

housekeeper and mother.

Keeping house in three rooms

is no small job. They have the

top floor of a boarding-house,

consisting of a living-room, kit-

chen, and bedroom. They also

niade over a large closet to make
room for a rangette and cooking

utensils. The kitchen proper has

a small ice-box and dining table,

and a sink unit which is a master-

piece of ingenuity. Merv made
it himself by building shelves out

of orange-crates, covering them

with linoleum, and installing a

second-hand sink in the middle

of it.

However, the plumbing system

is something else again. "The
worst thing about our apartment

is the water," sighs Zetta. "The
only bathroom in the house is

down on the second floor, so we
have to carry all our water up."

The newly-installed sink drains

into a large bucket, which saves

some trips down the stairs, but

Merv still staggers down to emp-
ty it several times a day.

The baby, Belva Jean, is a

huskj', 13-pound girl who cries

very little — "She doesn't disturb

me at all when I'm trying to

study," says Merv, But here again

the two flights of stairs up to

their apartment are a disadvan-

tage when Zetta puts the baby

outside in her carriage. "I have
to keep running downstairs to

see that she's all right," she
smiles, "but I guess it's good
exercise."

Apart from this, Zetta gets

most of her fresh air when she

takes the baby and goes shopping
for groceries. Sometimes if both
mother and dad want to step out

in the evening, one of the other

people in the house will come up
and "baby-sit." However, studies

and that slim DVA allowance

limit their recreational activities.

Money Worries

As is the case with most vet-

eran students, finances are a big

problem. "We used to figure on

$30 a month for food for the two

of us." Merv states. "But now,

with the baby, too, it's nearer

$50." That, along with the $39

they pay for rent, doesn't leave

much for recreation or clothes,

Merv has become quite a good

chef since he got married, al-

though Zetta is certainly no no-

vice when it comes to cooking in

cramped quarters. But, since the

baby arrived, Merv has shown

more and more skill in whipping

up meals, and on occasion, even

goes so far as to feed the baby.

And, as he blushingly admits, "I

can even wash and change dia-

pers!" Despite all this household

activity, he will get his B.A. this

spring and hopes to come back

next year and obtain a B.Com
In spite of all the difficulties

they run into while running a

home, raising a baby, and study

ing for a degree, all within such

limited means and space, the Gil-

lions are not at all discouraged

"At least we've a roof over our

heads," says Merv, "and we've

lots of time later on for higher

living!"

A Fish Story

By D.E.

'Fish Will Control Crime," says Criminologist

(Evening Telegram, Oct. 7, 1947)

They tell us now if we aren't good
That we may blame it on our food

If dog or catfish we would eat

Our poker pals we'd never cheat

And just to take a meal of cod

Would wipe this old world clean of fraud.

Some juicy salmon, sweet and tender,
'

And you've been on your final bender.
To have a tasty bit of herring

Would seal our lips from ever swearing.
Of pike a murderer eats his fill

And loses then the urge to kill.

I wonder if a fishy diet

Would help to kee'p the children quiet?

GERMAN STUDENTS WANT
CANADIAN PEN PALS
Three letters from Germany ar-

rived in the Queen's Joitnial Of-

fice this week, asking Canadian

ijtudents to write and tell of their

"wonderful country."

"We are becoming so weak, so

ill, no money, no food, no fuel,

no clothes —" writes Mrs. Ger-

niaine Goertz, a widow living in

the British zone. "I am a born

Belgian, my husband was Ger-

man, and we lived in China. It

Was always our intention to emi-

grate to Canada, but my husband

became ill and died here in Ger-

many twelve years ago,"

Mrs. Goertz wants Canadian

students to write to her children,

Roland, 20, and Frances, 17. "If

it wasn't for the hardships we
encountered, they might have

been silting next to you at uni-

versity."

Bernbard Rnss, a student at

the University of Tubingen in the

U.S. zone, writes that he is a

member of "a group of liberal-

thinking young men and women
who are interested in getting in

touch with North "American stu-

dents, German students are in a

state of disillusion and look to

North America with hope and

confidence."

Bernhard believes that "Un

versities have the ability to unite

nations. We hope to work to-

gether for a mutual understand-

ing of the academic youth in our

two countries."

"I'm modern-thinking and love

sport, music and the theatre,"

says Kurt Nook, a student at the

Mains College of Arts, in the

Russian zone. "Our correspond-

ence can be a bridge between

Germany and Canada."

Kurt would prefer his letters

to be in French..

Following are the addresses of

these correspondents:

H. K, Nook,
196 Qucdlinbiirg,
Ratlienaiistrabc 3,

Dciilscliland,

Russian Zone.

Frances or Roland Goertz,

Loluiiar sir. 12,

22 c Honnef,
Rlicin,

Germany,
British Zone.

Bernhard Russ,
Universitat Tnbirgen,
Alleeenic'iier Stndcnlenausscluih

Auslandsanit,
Auslandsgruppe,
Germany, ^

"

American Zone.
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THE UNKNOWN MAN
The other night we were on our way through the lower campus

at 4.30 a.m. when we met a gentleman who was doing a very
peculiar thing. He was dismantling the stones of the Old Arts
Building and laying them end to end,

"What are you doing?" we asked.

"Did you ever hear a statement like 'If you laid all the stones
of the Empire State Building end to end you would have a line

reaching from Chicago to St. Louis', or 'If you took all the false
teeth from the people of Kingston and placed them in a pile you
would have a road to the Moon.' Have you?"

We admitted we had.

"Did you ever stop to think who lays all these stones end to

end, or who piles up all those false teeth?"

We admitted we hadn't.

"Well," he said wearily, "it's me. It's me who does all this

work. It's me who works my fingers to the bone so that some fool

newspaper will be able to make such a statement as 'If you counted

all the hair in the heads of the people of Ottawa it would take you

20,000 years if you counted at the rate of 300 a minute.'
"

"That's interesting," we replied. "Did you count them?"

"I sure did," he answered. "Every single one of them, and, I'm

tired of it, dead tired of it."

He turned his back to me and began working on the stones again.

"It's getting late," he sighed. "And I gotta finish it before

morning. It's a thankless job."

We agreed with him and walked rapidly away in the other

direction.

Use Russian Technique

30 In New Drama Course;

Will "Learn By Doing
//

By Heather Logan

"Canada is twenty-five years behind the United States as far

as drama courses are concerned," says Dr. William Angus, director

of the newly-inangurated department of drama at Queen's. While

five other Canadian Universities offer courses in drama. Queen's

and Saskatchewan are the only institutions with full-fledged depart-

ments for the subjcct-

Witli 25 girls and five boys

enrolled, the new course is de^

scribed as "A survey of the

development of theatrical art.

However, Dr. Angus emphasizes

that his students do not spend all

their time poring over the work

of long-dead playwrights. "This

is an historical survey of play

production rather than the study

of scripts," he points out.

While a goodly part of the stu-

dents' time is devoted to lectures

in such subjects as history of the

theatre, play appreciation, and

principles of play production,

there is also a considerable

amount of practical work in the

form of lab. periods. Students

get up on the stage and work out

situations, making up their own

words and letting stories develop

they will. Later on, they will

prepare a play of their own.

We're using the method of

,

the Moscow Art Theatre," Dr.

Angus explains, "a technique de-'

veloped more than 25 years ago.

Will Help with "Tempest"

Members of the course are also

expected to help the Queen's

Drama Giiild prepare for "The

Tempest" and other productions

scheduled for this year. "This

work will prove very valuable,"

says Dr. Angus, "for a play pro-

duced is a synthesis of many con-

tributions."

While there are no formal pre-

requisites for the new course, Dr.

Angus feels that a prior acquaint-

ance with Classical and English

literature is useful, along with

some knowledge of art and aes-

thetics. "In fact," he says, "the

aim of this course is to attempt

to arrive at an aesthetic of the

theatre. Psychology, too, is an

important part of our work, for

acting is really applied psycho-

logy — a study of human be-

haviour." The new course is not

necessarily designed to turn out

ready-made Maurice Evans and

Helen Hayes, but it may supply

many a community and high

school theatre with trained mana-

gers and directors.

THE lOWCD

JOIN NOW
YOU DOPES

Q"**"'^ Clubbers are bustlmg with energy, orEfanizmg proKrammes. elect-

S,^S^"n^' ^r''',B«'«rally preparing for a bumper year. Everyone U cTub

^^nrl=^^» /k""^ 5"^" °^ ' If you feel that you are not
P^T Cl.

^ ^ club, shop or movement, aU you haJe to do is organ erneS' h"*'?'*
recognized by the A.M.S. The Ringer Foundation sugeMte

S rh«. r?. ^""^H"
sandwich boards, ouija boards. spat>If these don t work try painting Ban Righ HaU.

Once you have chosen a club. GO ACTIVE. Attend all meet-
ings, partake in all club functions. If you choose a political club
don t just sit on your plank . . . stand on your platform, wet or dry'
These clubs will benefit you. Broaden your mind . . . (Didn't you
read The Journal?). Try the odd lecture, too.

^

Really progressive clubbers might even promote novel cam-
paigns to induce new members into their clubs. These could be in
the form of spiffy lapel buttons, emblematic of the clubs, which
assume furious proportions, e.g., Brass Band, brass buttons - Press
Club, press buttons; Glider Club, bachelor's buttons; Glee Club
zippers; Biology Club, billy buttons.

Of course there is no reason why zealous clubbers should
restrict their membership to one club. Why not expand all over
the campus? Then you could sport buttons from any number of
clubs.

The freshics could pin them on their tammies — just like a
bonspiel . . . peachy. Queen's may even produce five button stu-
dents in the future. These students would probably get special
privdeges, i.e. Keys to the women's residences, access to the stacks,
coffee for a nickel at Charlie's.

If you're clubbable and make five clubs, you're vulnerable. If
you're just an expert bridge fiend, pass! If you're a novice, write
the Duplicate Bridge Club about this.

EARWACKER EKES OUT CARTWHEEL 2 - 0
A sub-committee of the Athletic Board of Control is reportedly

investigating the potentialities of new games for Queen's. Scholar-
ships are being considered in such fields as jousting, bullfighting,
fan-tan, and apple-bobbing. Queen's may be forced to use imports.
Applications for these squads arc taken in Grant Hall Tower. Try-
outs and practices are being held daily. Look for them. An exhi-
bition game will be played by Elmer Twee's Tic Tac Toh Team.
Reports from this field reveal a new type of play introduced this

year, the "Q" formation. Any number of players join hands and
form a "Q" at centre field. The nearest man snaps the puck to

anyone, who pivots and laterals to Etaoin McShrdlu who fakes.

Now meet your corners and promenade all. Amelia Earwacker,
head cheerleader, fumbles a cartwheel and SCORES. Hurrah.

This is a very tricky play, and when executed in the face of

no opposition, should prove interesting. Remember that Queen's
has a sports record second to none (2-0). Write O.A.C. about this.

SEAGRAM T- RINGER.

MORE SKULLDUGGERY
From time to time we hope to give valuable advice to our

readers. Do you want to be a body snatcher or baby catcher in

China? This should help.

CHINESE EYE CHART
(to be read at)

X m ^
60 paces

m ^ n
20 paces

Hanson & Eldgar
Dance

Programmes

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every
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CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 1 P.M.
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WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you withi all your require-
ments m Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loosa
Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushion!

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL.
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: €634

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.
PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

A CORDIAL

WELCOME -

is extended lo members of the staff ond student
body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Loidlow's your.shopping heod-
quorlers in Kingston.

The House of Quality .

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont

TYPING BONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

Poper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Diol 3924 V25 Unign St, W.

Levana
WITH MARY

Are you all caught up on your

studies by now? Never has there

been a more deserted campus

than last week-end's, so it is only

lo be hoped that your respective

holidays were worth it.

Wednesday night, from 7.30

until 9 is the time for the first

monthly Levana meeting to be

held in the Ban Righ common
room. Constance Hayward, the

gjiest speaker, will discuss the

refugee question and her speech

should have special appeal for

those interested in Canada's im-

migration policy. Last winter she

visited Displaced Persons' camps,

in Austria and Germany, and

from her accounts of this will go

on to discuss Canada's policy re-

garding displaced persons,

Have you anything planned for

after the game next Saturday

afternoon? We are speaking here

of the Queen's victory celebra-

tions. Well then just hustle over

to Ban Righ andi buy yourself a

ticket for "The Fifth; Quarter."

The Ban Righ common roomrwill

again be in use, but this time for

a dance between the hours of five

and eight. Tickets are limited,

o they say, — so if any of you.

[iris have a spare 75 cents and a

pare man, what better way can

you spend both?!

COTC
All those interested in joining

the COTC are requested to come
to the meeting in the Gun Shed
nil Wednesday or Thursday even-

ing when they will have an op-

portunity to meet students who
attended COTC camps this sum-
mer.

Such applicants as are accepted

under the new training plan will

receive $135 a month, board,

room, equipment, and transpor-

tation to and from their corps

school. While at camp they will

be treated as officers and on the

completion of two camps may re-

ceive commissions in the Reserve

as lieutenants. If three camps are

attended the officer candidate is

qualified as a captain in the Re-

serve Force- or lieutenant in^ tlie

Active Force. Applications are

not restricted to. first year stu-

dents.

ARTS '49

Art's '49 year fees of $1.25 are

now due. Pay the members of

tJie executive who will be in the

main hall of the New Arts Build-

ing this week during the morning

and the noon hour.

Applications for the editorship

of the "Arts '49cr" are still

wanted. All interested, are asked

to leave their names and ad-

dresses with experience and par-

ticular interests at the Queen's

Post Office in care of Dorothy

Wilson, seeretary.

Watch for informationi about

an Arts '49 year party.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rg^es to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St, Diftl «52

Classified Ads
LOST

Set of keys lo rooms in Richardson
Stadium, day of OAC game. If found
please return them to A.B. of C. of'

fice in Gym.
One Eversharp ball pen — around

Carruthers Halh Phono 8154. C. H.
Wilkins., Sc. '48.

Grey and silver Parker "51", while
surveying heating plant. Reward. £.
Ncnniger. 7203.

FOR SALE
Eco. 4 notes, 31-00. Concise an.

Bwers to Eco. 4 exams .50c. Exam
papers for the last five years available
in several subjects, .25c. Watch Jour
nal for detailed list at a later date. On
sale at Rider's Pharmacy, one block
from Queen's.

MIMEOGRAPHING
Cutting stencil — $1.00, Printing

first 100 — $1.00. Printing each ad-
ditional 100 — .75c. 48 hour service
Leave work at TochnicaX Supplies,
Don East, Arts '4B,

INTERNATIONAL
REUTIONS CLUB

Officers for tlie coming session

were elected at a joint meeting

of the International Relations

Club and the Public Affairs Club

held Monday afternoon. Those
elected were; president, Les Wil-

son
;

secretary, Barbara Bews

;

and treasurer, Neil Bell,

. The executive' announced that

it iniends to. hold six to eight

meetings, throughout the winter.

An attempt will be made to have

several, outside speakers and some
Queen/s students as speakers. If

possible, professors will be in-

vited to- give, their views on in-

ternaiiionaJ afiairs. All meetings

will be open to student discus-

sion.

The elub will* hold an organi-

zation' meeting next week. Time
and place will be announced in

the Journal, and by campus no-

tices.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING CLUB
The first meeting of the Elec-

trical Engineering Club was held

last Tuesday afternoon at 4-30 in

Fleming Hall.

Prof. Pollock was named J-Ionor-

ar>' President for the coming sea-

son. Also it was decided to form

a Radio Club, operating under

the Electrical Engineering Club,

to maintain and operate the ham
station,

The executive would like to

point out that membership in the

Electrical Engineering Club and

the Radio Club is open to all

those on the campus interested.

I What's When

TO-DAY—COTC, 7.30, organi-

zation meeting, gun shed.

—Gliding Club Meeting.

—Levana Society Meeting, 7.30

Ban Righ Common Room.
—CFRC, 1490 kc, 7.30 p.m.

—Intercollegiate Swi m m i n g
Club, 7.30, Gym.
—Queen's lutermadiate Inter-

collegiate vs St. Pats, 2.30, Ri-

chardson Stadium,

—Arts A, M.S. Rep. nomination

meeting. Room 201, New Arts

Building, 1 p.m.

THURSDAY— S CM, "Europe
and You", Don Heap, 7.15, Con-

vocation. Hall,

—Arts '51 Year Meeting, Grant

Hall, see fosters for time.

—COTC, 7.30, Gun Shed.

FRIDAY-Pep Rally, 7.30. Flem-
ing, Hall to Leonard Field.

—University Banquet honour-

ing Dr. McNeill.

SATURDAY — Queen's Senior

Football vs Varsity, 2.30, Ri-

chardson: Stadium.

—Convocation, morning, Grant
Hall.

—Alumnae Dance, Grant Hall.

—Queen's Orfuns vs Peterbor-

ough, away.

—Rugby Dance, Gymnasium.
—Tea. Dance, Ban Righ, after

I the game.

SCM
Don Heap will address an open

meeting in Convocation Hall on
Thursday, Oct. 16, at 7.15 p.nn

His subject will be "Europe and
You."

SXORACE
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunnmghom Storoge
189 Ontario St.

F. W. C. DRIVES FOR
CLUBROOM FUNDS
The Faculty Women's Club will

sponsor a "Country Fair in the

City" in Grant Hall on the even-

ings of Oct. 28, 29, to augnienb a

fund to provide a clubroom on the

campus for all members of the fac-

ulty.

All the doings of ani aatual couRr

try fair—snake charmers, fortune

tellers, fish pond and an artist to

sketch profiles will be featured. A
sale of possible Christinas gifts will

be another attraction. The. Queen's

orchestra will he on.ihand toj supply

nmsic. Tea and reftoslinicn^ will

be served^

ARTS '51 DATES
A date bureau has been establish-

ed at Ban Righ to give year mem-
bers a chance to get acquainted.

Boys are asked to phone Ban
Righ (2-0140) between 12.30 and'

2 p.m. any day except Sunday and
ask for the social convenor. Girls

are urged to put their names on the

list in Room 26 at Ban, Righ.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

Wg Specialize in

Trade and TechnicaLBooks

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

Bfiqaming a Policyholder

THE

mtrrttAL iiFE
"^^^^^OF CANADAkH^^

Established 1869

Hflodi QUice WaterJao, Ont.

Kingston Branch' Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B:Sc., C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. I Stoness, G.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy,. C.L.U.

E. Leadbeater

PUBLIC TYPING
MLMEQCRAPHING AND

STENCIIi. WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Pl-incess- St.

Graduation Portraits

DAN GIBSON
Dun Gibson of Toronto will' again- be ak. Queen's this year to

photograph graduoting. students in oil faculties.

Mr. Gibson will be^hei* for ,2 weeks COMMENQNC OCT. 15.

Appointments^ may be-- mods by. phoning 7941 from 7-10 p.ni.

any evening.

FOR HrAETHY>

GOODI.I.OOKIMG

5 drops fn the morning

..Jtair groomed fot the day

Cnn--"dry scalp" and. liColoas; hand-toj
ninnag^ hair bo cliecked'? You bet thoy
can—with "VoBolino'.' HairTonio.
And you don'l Jiave-ta daueo.your. hair

oilher. A few drops of this helpful Hair
Tonic. oaohi maroing. baforo bwiahing or

ibing.^ eupplcmcnifl tho natural ecnlp
oils, gives your hair that soft, luslrous lool;

evcryUody admiroe. Ktr alcohol' on other
dryinguig[edianbin.''VB3olinQ" HairT^nic;
it worka wiih nature—not ogaioal it—to
grooimyour hair and keep'it groomed.

Aflk fo'c;-"V&Helinn" Hhir Tonic— 5S|i and
9S)!—at any toilet goods counter.

Utt lt, too, far a BITTH SHAMPOO
Rub "Vaaoline" Uuir.Tonio gonerouaJy onto
the Bcalp, then wash your liair ia the usual
way. Rbsult: invigoralcd soalp—no looao
dandrufG-rTQally cleoah air^.Finally,,5 drxjpa

of "Vaseline" Hair Tonic beforo brushing,
for ibnt wcli-groomed loott nll^day long.

Choiebfouolr Mmiufailurifio Go. Cont'd

HELPS YOUR HAIR TO LOOK ITS BEST
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Store Hours: 9- 5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We have a large assortment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID
RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,

LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY

and ACCESSORIES,

LOCKEHS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

WEEFHUIS
Dutch Art Weaving

76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

MARRISON STUDIO
*

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

*

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

Executive

(Continued from page 1)

has been proposed by the Inter

national Students' Service for pub
lication, quarterly. This prototype
will be submitted to the national

conference at Christmas.

Other projects the executive
agreed to attempt are: A seminar
in Quebec to study "the Canadian
problem"; exemption from unem-
ployment insurance for students

who work only part time.

The National Executive includes

J. F. Pelletier of Laval University;
M. Sauve, University of Montreal.
R. Arnott. Western University, D.
Johnston, University of Saskatche-

wan, G. Robinson, University of

New Brunswick.

World Body

(Continued from page 1)

according to Mr. Robinson. But
we must begin work in it now, he
said.

Having grown out of an interna-

tional student conference in Lon
don in 1945, the I.U.S. first met in

1946 at the instigation of a nucleus

in Prague. It now represents uni-

versities in 47 countries, or two
million of the world's three and a

half million university students,

NFCUS participation in I.U.S
would entitle students to one re

presentative on its Executive com-

mittee, four members on its council

and 20 members at its congress,

President Sauve declared. At pre

sent rates of exchange the cost

would be about $300 for the Cana
dian federation, plus expenses for

delegates.

I.U.S. is working on plans simil

ar to those of NFCUS : inter-varsity

athletics, travel and cultural activit

ies. It publishes a student maga-

zine, "World Student News". Well

organized, the union keeps 40

people working full time in six de

partments.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

GABARDINE TROUSERS
MADE TO MEASURE — 10 DAY DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeosy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

SHOES LIMITED

Guild Rehearses
"The Tempest''

Curtains up for the Drama Guild
last week in Convocation Hall
has brought a favourable response
from campus Thespians.

Dr. Angus stated that the number
already tried for acting indicate

there is a great deal of interest. The
first three days brought in 85 ap-

plicants for the jobs with the Guild.

I?ehearsals for The Tempest are

already under way. Dr. Graham
George is co-operating in the music
department, providing the orches

tra. He has also written parts of the

score. Anne Desbrisay is in charge
of the dances. Alex Davidson will

be stage manager and Azriel Pres

ma, lights official.

Scenery and lights will be special

ly designed, and costumes will be

made in part from material bought
by Mrs. Angus, this summer in

New York. Kay Brown is ward
robe mistress.

The year's Shakespearean pro

duction is slated to appear Novcm
ber 26, 27, 28. at Queen's and in

Ottawa on the 29th.

Time, facilities, and staff hardly

permit immediate response to the

wide interest evinced so far, stated

Dr. Angus, but it is hoped that i

The Tempest and next term's three

one-act and one three-act play, as

many people as possible will be able

to participate.

Conference

(Continued from page 1)

Master to discuss inter-varsity

dramatic activity.

Music: Toronto commiltee was
conmn'ssioned to explore the idea of

an inter-varsity music festival.

I.R.C. : Western volunteered to

take over investigation of the pos-

sibilities of a new Canadian group-

ing under the Carnegie endowment

Exchange: Toronto will set up a

scholarsliip committee to investigate

further the possibilities of exchange

of students with U. S. Universities.

Delegates: G. MacLean and J.

Walker, Toronto; E. Ballon and M.
loyal. McGill; K. Pain and J,

Chance, Queen's; B. Wilson and R.

Arnott, Western; G. Chamberlain,

and M. Diakowsky, McMaster; C.

T. Slack, MacDonald; B. Midlidge.

Bishop's.

COMMERCE CLUB
Following the resign.ation o f

three members of the Commerce
Club executive elected last spring,

elections were held on Monday to

fill the offices left vacant. Members

of the new executive are: Alan

Pcrcival. president; Gelindo De Re.

vice-president ; Helen Armstrong,

secretary ; Lionel Cook, treasurer

;

and Gerry Sutton, editor of "The

Commerceman".

Track Team
In Training
A "definitely improved show-

ing", according to coach Don
McDonell, is expected from the

Track and Field team when they

travel to McGill a week from to-

day to take part in the Inter-

collegiate Track and Field Meet.

Mr. McDonell, who took over the

coaching assignment this fall, is

pleased with the good showing
made by some of the runners,

despite the difficult training con-

ditions imposed by the still un-

finished track.

Coach McDonell has 16 men on
tap, from whom he will soon

choose his team. From their

showings so far, the men most
likely to carry off honours at

next week's meet are miler John
Watts. 3-miIer Ray Oja, and jum-
per Ross McKelvey.

Mr. McDonell stated that the

turnout this fall of first year men
raises good hopes for future

teams.

SPRINTERS
Sprinters chosen to go to Mon-

treal will likely be chosen from

among Wright Smith, Ernie

Ross, Ron Resnikoff and Don
Caimon. The list of possible

quarter- and half-mile runners

includes John Hill, Dovve Smith,

Al Donnelly and Don Connor.

Hill, a star runner from Lisgar

High School, Ottawa, is still a

doubtful starter, since he has

been nursing a sore leg.

Ray Oja, a strong runner from

Port Arthur, will be coupled with

Don Becking, a member of last

year's intercollegiate team, to

make an impressive entry in the

3-niile run.

Entry for the high and low

hurdles will likely be Ross Mc-

Kelvey. who is also a possible

entry, with Wright Smith, in the

broad jump. Two prospects for

the high jump are Keith Craig

and Gordon Gray. A! Lenard,

se[iior football team captain, and

Harry Stewart are expected to

turn out and shine in the discus

javelin and shot-put events.

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

IKtngHtnn Mmxt (Slutt

OPENING CONCERT
NOEAH DREWETT DE KRESZ

Celebrated English Pianist

and

GE2A DE KRESZ
Brilliant Hungarian Violinist

Convocation Hall Tuesday, October 14

8.30 P.M.

Membership Tickets - $1.25 Single Admission -75 Cents

MEDS FORMAL TICKETS
On Sale At

POST OFFICE

A B OF C OFFICE

OR FROM THE COMMITTEE

OCTOBER 31 ADMISSION $5.00

SCIENCE '50

At a meeting of Science 'SO held

in Grant Hall, Wednesday morn-

ing, the president and other officers

for this session were chosen. Jim
Kirk was named president; George

Devlin and Bill Thirwall are repre-

sentatives on the Engineering So-

ciety Executive. Jim Watson was
elected vice-president.

Secretary for the year will be

Doug Kenyon; Malcolm MacMar-
tin, treasurer last session was re-

turned to office; social convenor is

Al Drew; and Bill Riddell is con-

stable.

Jack Durrell and Jack Silman,

athletic representatives, will spark

the drive for the Bews trophy, and

will be assisted in their efforts to

SCIENCE EDITOR
At a meeting of the Engineering

Society executive Sunday afternoon,

Charlie Hopkins, Science '49, was

appointed Science Editor on The

Jonrnal staff.

The Executive expressed concern

over the slim representation of

Science on The Journal staff, and

those who might be interested may
now contact the new Science Editor

at Collins House.

organize the sports-minded mem-
bers of the year by other repre-

sentatives to be appointed by the

executive. Plans are being laid for

the Science '50 dance to be held in

Grant Hall about Dec. 6,

Eddie started

today!

The manager of the

furniture factory in Eddie's towo

landed a big order. It meant he

bad to buy a lot of extra

lumber, increase his payroll.

He lost no time in putting

the whole thing up to

the manager of his local

bank. Together tbey

ivorked out ho^v much

money he would need to

take care of wages and other

costs until he delivered the goods.

Then, with the backing of bis bank, he got

to work on the order.

; : . And that's where Eddie came in. He

was put on the payroll—given his first chance

to leam a trade. Right now he's on his

way home to tell Mom and Dad

how much he likes his new job.

SPONSORED
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QUEEN'S FINISH SECOND
IN COLLEGE GOLF TOURNEY

By Lloyd Menary

Varsity placed first and

Queen's second at the Cataraqui

Golf and Country club in last Fri-

day's Canadian Intercollegiate

golf championship. It was won
for the fifth consecutive year by

the University of Toronto, who
have been successful on eleven

occasions during the 19-year ruu'

ning of the competition. The
victorious Toronto foursome of

Ernie Bentley, Doug Mossop

Bob Spence and Drew Harvie

posted a 646 total in the 36 holes

of medal play.

Ill second place with a total of

673 points was the Queen's dele

gation of Bill Isaacs, Leigh Ro
nalds. Gord Ericksoii and Jack

Worrell. Western and M c G i 1

1

followed in the third and fourth

places respectively, while the
University of Montreal finished

in last spot, some 135 strokes

back of the pace setting Blues.

The Ruttan Cup emblematic of

tlie Canadian Intercollegiate golf

title was presented to the vic-

torious Toronto quartet, while in-

dividual honours for low score

and thus the McGall Cup went

to Doug Mossop also of the

Blues, who needed only 15 4

strokes in the 36 holes of play.

Bill Isaacs' 165-strokc card was

tops for Queen's while his first

round SO was the best 18-hole

score recorded by any of ihe tri-

color representatives.

Results:

McGILL

Out In
Tope ——_™a.ni. 43 43

p-m. 43 39
Forgravc 41 48

43 43
Nicholson 48 43

42 43
Cuimiiighani — 42 45

44 49

82 168
89

91

8S 17C

Bcntlcy

Mossop

Spcncc

Harvic

U. of TORONTO
38 42

40 39
39 39

38 38
36 44
42 40
A6 40

40 45

79 159
78
76 154
80
82 162
86
85 171

646

U. of. MONTREAL
Ucfrcsnc —

_

St. Pitrrc

53 50
51 50
49 46
46 49
54 55

204
103

101

95

95 190
109

McPhillips

49 51 100 209

Wiky

50 48
42 43

44 43
44 44
40 47
49 44
44 41

QUEEN'S

Hoiialds

Worrell

43 40
43 41

40 40
39 46
44 40
39 47
43 44
42 42

9S
85 183

78
89 167

87 175
93
85 178

83
84 167
80
85 165
84
86 170
87
84 171

Lenard Runs
(Continued from page 1)

wide. Robiilard ran it out to the

4 and tlien he and Murray Hayes
made 12 yards only to fumble on
tlie 16 where Pringle recovered
for the Gaels. On the next play

Rozumniak slashed through the

line and took advantage of a beau-

tiful block made by Stew Pearce
on the McGill left secondary to

go over for tlie first score. Len-
ard converted to give Queen's a

6-0 lead.

Second Quarter
McGill was stopped for 2 yards

the 25 where illegal interference

gave McGill possession. After an
exchange of kicks McGill made
7 yards an<I Heron kicked to Bul-

ger who fumbled on the 15 and
Wally Kowall recovered for Mc-
Gill. Heron went off tackle to

score for McGill. Heron convert-

ed to tie the score.

McGill were stopped for 2 yards
in three plays and the Gaels began
another march when Bulger made
.1 /"yard runback on Heron's kick.

I\rcKelvey and Rozumniak took

the ball to the McGill 35 where
McKclvey cut in on an e.ttcnsion

and crossed that golden stripe for

the Tricolor's second major. The
con\ ert was not good and Queen's
led 11-6.

Robiilard ran Lcnard's goal-

iiue kick to the 25. Hayes fum-
bled on second down and Rozum-
niak recovered on the McGill 35.

.V Lenard pass was intercepted

as McGill began to threaten.

Hayes took the ball to the Queen's
11 yard line in three plays and
then Pearce threw McGill for a

16 yard loss, McGill was held,

on the 5 yard line and after re-

gaining possession Lenard and
Rozumniak moved the sticks to

the 52. Lenard kicked out of

bounds on the McGill goal line

to end the half.

Third Quarter
Lenard's lateral on Robillard's

kick went astray and McGill re-

covered on Queen's 31. McGill
made a first down and then Car-
son smothered Hayes on two
plays and McKelvey knocked
down Hayes' pass to give the

Gaels possession.

Hayes then intercepted Len-
ard's pass on Queen's 47. Robii-

lard went to the 29 and Hall took
it to the 16 on a reverse. Hayes
passed to Hall in the end zone
for a major and Robiilard con-

verted.

Shortly afterwards, the Gaels

recovered a fumble on the McGill

30 and a quick kick by Halliday

went for a rouge and the tying

point. The quarter ended with

Rozumniak and Halliday advanc-

ing the ball to the McGill 27.

Fourth Quarter
Queen's went ahead 13 to 12

on Porter's third down kick, Ro-
biilard being smashed out of

bounds,

Queen's fumbled on their 35

and McGill recovered. Heron
attempted a field goal on third

HAL'S

SIDELINES
INTERMED. INTERCOLLS.
BOW TO OTTAWA, 13 - 5

So we visit McGill over the week-end, ... we push the "Red-
men" all over the field for three-quarters of the game, . . . McGill
just manages to grab a tie and what happens? Dink Carrol of the

Montreal Gazette says the Montrealers should have won by two
or three touchdowns. He goes further — and blames Vic Obeck's

quarterbacks for the tie which in all appearances was a major disas-

ter in the eyes of all "Red and White" supporters. Just imagine a

team of pantywaists from Queen's paying a nice hospitable visit

to Montreal and battling the great big bruising "Red Men" to a

13 all tie. It apparently failed to occur to such an eminent sports

writer as Dink Carroll that if the Gaels had been just a little better

conditioned they would have had a very comfortable margin over

McGill. It was not until the Tricolor's condition began to fail that

the "Redmen" started to roll. Even then Queen's gained more
yardage rushing than McGill. I would like to see the Gaels get

credit where credit is due. Not only did they outplay the "Red
Raiders" but they also outfought them. Al Lenard's story book
run in the dying seconds of the game was a climax to the spirit

exhibited by the Gaels throughout the contest.

SPORTSMANSHIP which is supposed to feature the rah! rah!

rah! style of football was ever present in the game. Part way
through the third quarter Lloyd Woods was forced to leave the

game doe to an injury and this left the Gaels without a snap as

Jim Charters departed earlier for the same reason. Don Delahaye

filled the position and in true sportsmanlike fashion he was per-

mitted to practise a few snaps by agreement with the McGill captain

What a game! What a team!

Football was not the only place that the Tricolor exhibited

their athletic aggressiveness. Last Friday, in the Intercollegiate

Golf Championships, the Gaels did a repeat performance as they

grabbed second place held over by them from the year before. Team
members were: Bill Isaacs. Leigh Ronalds, Gord Erickson, Jack

Warrell and they deserve a lot of credit for their splendid showing.

WESTERN'S "White and Purple" were in Toronto over the

weekend and the Murderous Mustangs lived up to all previous

rumours when they bit into the Varsity Beavers to the tune of 31-7.

The "Blue and White" team went down before a relentless air and

ground attack. Noticeable in his absence was Jack Parry who was

forced to remain on the sidelines with a leg injury. Just imagine

the great striking power coach Metras has in his hands if the Mus-

tangs can run such a large margin of points into Varsity without

the assistance of one of Canada's speediest backs. Despite the excel-

lence of Western's play against the "Beavers," Jim Coleman of the

Globe and Mail feels that the leading team in the Intercollegiate

Conference is far from being any match for the teams of the Big

Four, This may be quite true but it would certainly be interesting

to see them in action against one of the Big Four clubs.

By Lloyd Menary

THIRDS PLAY
HERE TODAY
Jack Milliken's greatly improved

charges will play St. Patricks Col-

lege of Otiawa at Richardson Sta-

dium this afternoon in an intermed-

iate intercollegiate League game.

In yesterday's practice the inter-

mediate Gaels showed better form

than last Saturday. The Hue play

especially showed improvement.

The experts expect to see great

things from Kirby and Kemp whose

ball carrying was a feature of last

week's game. The team's defence,

bulwarked by Quinlan and Waddell,

should be greatly improved this

week.

down which went wide. Bulger

was rouged to even the score

13-13.

The Red tide began to roll and

in 8 plays moved the ball from

their 20 to the Queen's 11. Queen's

held for two downs. Barclay

elected to run on third down,

was stopped, and Queen's took

possession. After an exchange of

kicks McGill rolled once more,

this time from their 25 to the

Tricolor's 15, via the aerial route.

Lenard saved the day when he

ran Robillard's kick out, from 15

yards behind the goal line, to the

30.

Statistics

Queen i

Yards gained rushing — 225
First downs—First half- 9
First downs—Seconrf half 1

Passes altcmptei] 6
Passes Completed 3
Passes Intercepted 0
Kicks Attempted 9
Average Yardage on

Kicks SO
Fumbles 6

By
McGill
211

4

12

9
6
2
9

45
6

LINE-UPS
Queen's: Halves. Rozumniak, Bulger,

McKclvey; Quarter. Lenard; Centre,
Charters; Guards, Carson. Hriskcvicli;
Tackles, Stevens, Fardell; Ends, Prin-
gle, Pearce; Allcrnates: Maclntyre,
Burgess, Parkinson, Steeves, Spcropo-
lous. Woods, Faulkner, Porter, Hoose.
McGuirc, Halliday, Morris.

McGill: Halves, Hayes, Robiilard,
Daggett, Hall; Quarter. Syrett; Ccnlrc,
Latinicre; Guards, Newman, Huza;
Tackles, Bridel, Lanier; Ends, Taylor,
Mann; AUernafes: Barclay, Orbaci,
Porters. Kowal, McLcod, Shields, El-
lerbcck. Heron, Smythe. Meagher.

Artsmen Can't Smoke

Although smoking is be-

ing tolerated this year in the

corridors of some Queen's

buildings, this privilege does

not apply to any classrooms.

The no smoking rule still

applies to all Arts class-

rooms and any violations

will be severely dealt with

in the Arts Court.

Hockey Practices

Hockey managers Kay Flet-

cher and Bob Martin ask that

all candidates over junior age

turn out to the hockey arena on

Thursday, Oct. 16, between 5 and

7 p.m. All those of junior age

will turn out on Friday, Oct. 17

from 5 to 7 p.m. These practices

are not limited to players with

either invitations or reputations

but are open to any would-be

puck-chasers. As the first prac-

tices will be limited to condition-

ing, players are advised to bring

only their skates.

ARTS NOMINEES
(Continued from page 1)

Cook and Paddy Shanty ; senior

prosecuting attorney, Bill Robinson,

Fred Bradley and Hedley Cross;

junior prosecuting attorney, Jerry

Taber and Rjissell Johnson; clerk.

Bill Cooper and Edward Traynor;

chief of police, Don Nixon and

Jacques Tremblay ;
crier. Dean

Rogers and Alex Moon.

Constables nominated were as

follows : Arts '48, Archie Turner,

Jim Eadie and Kay Fletcher. Arts

'49, Clarke Moon, Harold Wilson

and Stewart Fyfe. Arts '50, David

Leighton, Don Connor and Basil

Barrett. Arts '51, Eric Prime, Steve

Prosenyak and Ross McClelland.

Wear a

MUM
for

the game
fashioned

by

Phone 6604

WELLERS
341 Princess St.

The University of Ottawa Ca-
rabins and Queen's Intermediates

launched the eastern division of

the Intermediate Intercollegiate

League on Saturday with the vi-

sitors emerging after 60 minutes
of hard fought football with a 13-

5 win. It was the first test of the

year for the tricolor and future

games should show a definite im-

provement, while for the visiting

Carabins a pre season exhibition

meeting with the iMcGill Redmen
of the senior intercollegiate show-
ed to their advantage on Satur-

day. The locals started strongly

in the first half and held a 5-1

edge at the conclusion of 30 min-
utes of play. However, in the

last half they faded noticeably

and the Carabins took a definite

control of the play, rolling to nu-

merous first downs almost at

will and chalking up two con-

verted major scores, one in eacli

of the last two quarters.

Shortly after the opening kick

off Ottawa recovered a Queen's

fumble and gained possession on
their opponents 32. On three

plays the Carabins advanced to

the 11 yard line but an offside

penalty cost them 10 before
Blackburn kicked to Kemp who
was rouged for the initial point

of the game. The remainder of

the quarter w a s scoreless al-

though Queen's enjoj-ed a score,

which was converted and the

game ended with Ottawa on top

13-5.

For the most part the game
was typically early seasonish and

fumbles were prevalent through-

out. The visiting Carabins prov-

ed to be an aggressive well
coached club with Rochon, Black-

burn, Biron and Wilson being

particularly effective. For
Queen's Kemp and Kirby led the

way on the attack, while Good

and Quinlin were the chief bul-

warks on the defensive. Now
that the all important first game
has been dispensed with, Coach

Milliken's club should show a

marked improvement from here

on in.

LINE UPS— QUEENS
Flying Wing—Macgougan, Halves-

Kemp, Kirby, Morgan, Quarter —
Cockburn, Snai>—Waddell, Middles-
Good, Cole, Insides—Storey, Monag-
lian, Outsidcs—Quinlin, Woodruff.

Alternates — Sliipman, Mis sen.
Wright. Allan. Bleancy, Elford, Bell,

Prosenyak, Hornc, Goddard, Ward,
Cunningham, Venus, Goss.

UNIV. OF OTTAWA
Flying Wing—Buckley, Halves

—

Blackburn, Rochon. Biron, Quarter

—

Lefaive, Snap— Valh, Insidcs— Mc-
Elligott, Reynolds, Middles—Beaudry,
Carniody. Outsides—Gay and Ryan.
Alternates—Obrea, O'Kcegc, Valois,

Gaulen, Ollwier, Doiron, Gay, Wil-
liamson, Thomas, DesRosicrs, Ryan,
Genest, Norton, Rcilly. Chirico.

Referee — Fudge, Umpire — Early,
H.L.— Lindsay,

2
ALUMNI
FOOTBALL
DANCES

IVOR EDWARDS'
ORCHESTRA
in the Gym

SID FOX'S ORCHESTRA
in Grant Hall

$1.00 a couple

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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CONVOCATION

FUNDAMENTAL VALUES IN LIFE
ARE SET FORTH BY DR. McNEILL

Fall convocation, held this morning in Grant Hall, saw the
conferring of honorary degrees of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa
on two men, both former Queen's professors.

They are John Thomas McNeill, "who has won wide recogni-
tion for his studies in church history and for his analysis of the
forces that make for unity in Christian thought"; and William
Everett McNeill, "who has rendered conspicuous service to Queen's
University. An exponent of English prose pure and undefiled, a
financier of unusual sagacity, a careful husbander of university
funds, a wise counsellor and a warmhearted friend."

The convocation speech w

delivered by Dr. W. E. McNeill,

who retired on September 30 as

vice-principal and treasurer of

Queen's.

Also honoured at the convoca-

lion were the winners of prizes

and scholarships awarded follow-

ing matriculation examinations

last spring.

Moral, Intellectual Worth

The theme of Dr. McNeill's

address was a searching ex-

amination of the question,

"What should university men
and women be able to declare

of durable gains?" The ques-

tion, according to Dr. Mc-
Neill, is one of "moral and

intellectual worth," and he

expressed it by quoting the

title of an anthology by Mau-
rice Baring — "Have you
anything to declare?"

All Queen's Greets

Alumni Returning

For Big Weekend
To Queensiiien everywhere ihe

Alumni reunion weekend is the

highlight of the football season. For

years it has epitomized the intang-

ible something that is the spirit of

Queens.

For all graduates the Varsity

weekend means another reunion,

seeing old faces, visiting old haunts,

cheering another Gael team to vic-

tory, and perhaps a walk along the

lakeshore with the old girl. Queen's

is proud to welcome her graduates.

This year Sc. '17, '22, '30, '40; Arts
'36, and Meds '46 come together for

class reunions.

Today at 12.15 the Kingston

Alumni will act as hosts to the visit-

ors at a buffet luncheon in the Gym-
nasium. At 2.15 every Queensnian

ill Kingston will be in Richardson

Stadium to watch the fighting Gaels

take on the Blues. To finish up
the alumni are holding two dances

this evening in Grant Hall and the

Gymnasium.

Tomorrow the whole Queen's

family, graduates, under-graduates

and staff, will gather in Grant Hall

for the climax to this weekend, the

Queen's Sunday Hour, at 3.30.

REVEAL PARLIAMENTARY ISSUE

POLITICAL PARTIES ARE EAGER

DOCTOR OF LAWS McNEILL
"careful husbander . .

."

Three values which university

graduates should gain in life were
enumerated by the speaker as:

character, skill or knowledge, and
cultural heritage.

Almost any system of human
organization will serve if worked
''y good men, but any system will

f^iil if worked by self-seekers. Dr.

McNeill stated. He quoted Pla-
to s Republic and a recent speech
Ijy the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford
University, who both pronounced
the same idea, that the ultimate

3im of education is the training

"f character.

Dwelling on the value of skill

^nd knowledge, Dr. McNeill

^poke of the modern fallacy of

who say "Do not ask stu-those

dfTltS

Ihem
earn facts, but teach

to think." His rebuttal

:

See Convocation, page 7

Grim Reaper Ready

For Science Frosh
Science Frosh are getting set for

12 noon on Thursday, October 16.

Have Artsmen begun to let their

pants down closer to the ankle?

Here come the Science Regulations,

Science Frosh must yell at all

Queen's Games and Science Yell

Practices, and must be able lo re-

peat yells and songs on request.

No High School insignia, sweat-

ers or jackets may be worn, except

in the GjTnnasium. Name cards

and tarns are required attire for all

Science Frosh at all times. Frosh

will attend Football games and Pep

Rallies in a body, wearing tarns and

ribbons. Tiiey must keep off the

grass at all times.

These regulations are in charge

of upper classmen and the Science

Regulation Committee. "Frosh

nmst beware of breaking them or

they will land in Science Court
!"

admonishes Scott Dalziel, president

of the Engineering Society.

Englishmen Win,
Blast Humanities,

Praise Hospitality
In a debate on the resolution

"The working of a modern demo-
cracy demands a liberal rather

than a vocational education," Ox-
ford debaters Wednesday suc-

cessfully upheld the negative to

defeat a Queen's team. A large

majority of the audience indicated

by a show of hands their appro-

val of the Oxford men's urbanity

and poise.

Tony Wand, an Honours Phi-

losophy student at Queen's, was
the first speaker for the affirma-

tive. He argued that the demo-
cratic state is one that abhors

stagnation and to avoid this we
must have liberal education. He
stated that it is only through a

liberal education that we can gain

a proper sense of values. In sum
ming up he said that while we do

need vocational education, liberal

education stands as the funda^

mental type necessary to the

working of a democracy.

Sir Edward IBoyle, first speaker

for the Oxford team, said that it

is not the values that are import-

ant but why the values have not

been realized. He said that citi-

zens must be able to take part in

the daily affairs of a community

and that the only type of educa-

tion that provides practical train-

ing in the solving of these prob-

lems is vocational.

Jack Pattison, Honours Econo-

mics, in speaking for the affirma-

tive side, said that his arguments

did not apply "to the great un-

washed masses." He felt that

civilization had reached a high

state of development. The expert,

trained under vocational methods,

was unable to see the broader

viewpoint demanded by demO'

cracy because of the narrow limits

imposed by his training. In or

der to keep the democratic state

serving the people the leaders

must be the product of a liberal

education.

The Hon. Anthony Benn, in

a skillfully presented argument,

held that in a democratic state

there were three requirements de-

manded from each citizen — that

he should do things well, that he

should be disciplined, and that he

should participate in his govern-

ment. He felt that the best way

to achieve these requirements was
through the vocational method of

training which teaches teamwork

and the ability to make proper

decisions at the proper time.

The Oxford debaters were warm
in their praise of the welcome

Queen's had given them.

BOWLEY AND CAREY

L.P.P. HEAP
"peace ..."

"The Model Parliament has
been set up with great care to
ensure free discussion for all

views, and the LLP, though stiU

a small group, hopes to contribute

vigorously this year," said Don
Heap, leader of the Labour-Pro-
gressive Party group on the cam-
pus. (The LP? will form the of-

ficial opposition to the Liberal

party at the first Parliamentary

session.)

Mr. Heap stated that a shadow-
cabinet has not yet been appoint-

ed, but that his group hopes to

present a slate of responsible

leaders and a clear outline of

policy at its caucus to be held

next week.

The basic purpose the LPP re-

presents, according to Mr. Heap,
is that men should use the re-

sources of the earth fully, without

taking advantage of each other.

In Canada, he says, that means
working for peace through the

UN and for fair treatment of

labour and racial minorities at

home.

Mr. Heap, a theology student

here, began activity in campus

party politics after bis return

from visiting several countries of

Europe this summer. Some of

his impressions on the trip have

been recorded In The Journal's

colunni Queen's World.

Keen on the necessity for voicing,

the stand he takes, Mr. Heap is

finding trouble enlisting supporters.

Leaders of the Queen's-
sized editions of two of Can-
ada's younger, more vocifer-

ous parties, present views on
the Model Parliament, and
lay out the angle of approach
their party will take. Com-
pared with previously print-

ed statements of the Liberal
and Progressive - Conserva-
tive leaders, these, veiled
somewhat in benevolent ter-

minology, unmistakably an-
gle in from the left.

* * *

Straining at the leash for the

past few weeks, campus political

groups were given the all-clear

by A. Alan Beveridge, Liberal

leader, when he disclosed the re-

solution to be presented at the

first Parliamentary Society ses-

sion on October 30.

Slightly revamped since its first

drafting, the resolution reads as

follows

:

Resolved that the present sys-

tem of control and operation of

radio broadcasting is unsatisfac-

tory (to the people of Canada),

and that the powers of the Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corporation be

revoked and radio broadcasting

be returned to private enterprise

under technical governmental re-

gulation.

WHIP: FLAY
Mr. Beveridge also stated that

Leigh Ronalds had resigned his

post as party whip, to be replaced

by A. David Flay.

The tentative Liberal cabinet

,

will be confirmed by the cabinet

as a whole early next week.

Pro.-Con. advocates, headed by

Ken Binks, Arts '48, will join the

leftist groups in opposing the

Liberal^.

ALUMNAE RAISE FUND
FOR BAN RICH ANNEX
The Alumnae Association has

published an Engagement Book for

1948 to raise funds for the Ban Righ

Hal! extension. The book contains

space for daily appointments and a

number of views of Queen's and is

described as a fine souvenir or

gift.

These books may be purchased

for $1.00 at Technical Supplies and

in the GxTnnasium. They will also

be available to-night in Grant Hall.

BOWLEY AND CAREY

C.C.F. McCULLOUGH
"agitating ..."

"The CCF party is very inter-

ested in seeing that the Parlia-

mentary Society is a success for

two reasons," stated Ed McCul-
lough, Cooperative Common-
wealth Federation campus leader

to The Journal.

"First, the Society will arouse

Queen's people's interest in po-

litical affairs. Whether the stu-

dents take sides or not is imma-
terial, for the most important aim

should be to get the intellectual

elite of Canada into a well-in-

formed position, politically speak-

ing.

"Also, our party has been agi-

tating for a model parliament for

some time. We are in complete

accord with the House rules, and

will emphasize their strict obe-

dience."

As the party of democratic so-

cialism. Mr. McCullough stated,

the CCF upholds retention of all

the present usages of democracy,

but wants to extend democratic

controls to business as well.

Distress In Europe

Detailed To Levana

STUDENTS WANT REPS.

ON TRUSTEES' BOARD
Seventy-nine percent of the

Queen's student body favour the

suggestion that the A.M.S. have

an active representative on the

I university Board of Trustees, it

can be estimated from a poll con-

ducted Wednesday by the Jour

nal. Only five percent would have

no opinion if questioned, and the

remaining 17.2'?^ would express

themselves as content with the

nominal representation which is

traditionally given by the Rector.

On the (|ue5tton, "Do you fa-

vour active student representa-

tion on the Board of Trustees?",

(be results, broken down by facul-

ties, yield the following percent-

ages: (U - undecided)

Yes No U
SlS7c l6.5'?o 1. %Arts -

Science
Medicine
Levaiia

Tolal -

.78.6

64.

11.9

18.

12.

9.5

18.

.^^79%- 16% 5%

Five percent of Queen'smen

were polled and check samples

indicate good reliability for pur-

poses of prediction.

56% for Student Reps

Fifty-six percent of those polled

favoured the suggestion that a

student trustee should be elected

by the students; 20% would ra-

ther have a recent graduate; 19%
preferred to have the student

body prepare briefs for the Rec-

tor.

Some 48.4% of the student body

read The Journal editorials, the

pnll indicates. Half of the Arts-

men and 43% of the Sciencemcn

questioned had read the article

advocating active student repre-

sentation. Calculations show 46%
for Medsmen, 66% for Levana.

Five percent of the student

body have thought about this ques-

tion, but have not read The Jour-

nal editorial which raised it. Thir-

ty-two percent have read the edi-

torial and given the question ex-

tra thought. Thirty-four percent

have not read the editorial but

hold opinions which accord with

those The Journal expressed

;

while 46ff> read and agreed.

Some million persons remain of

the original seven million DP's in

Germany, most of whom have been

Hving in former concentration camps

and Nazi barracks since the end of

the war, stated Miss Constance

Hayward, speaking to the monthly

Levana meeting at Ban Righ. She

has recently returned from visiting

German Displaced Persons camps

in British and American Zones,

Though the United Nations As-

sembly has approved the establish-

ment of an Intemation Refugee Or-

ganization, this body has not yet

been formally organized, and the

DP's are becoming less and less

hopeful of being able to make new

homes in the near future. They keep

up their morale by studying trades

and working in camp shops. But all

their energies are directed towards

finding their relatives and getting

settled again.

Miss Hayward stated that by the

end of this year, some 95,000 DP's

will be moved from Germany to

Western Europe, America and Aus-

tralia, and that this number will in-

crease next year. It is probable that

those persons who are "employ-

able" will be placed by the end of

two or three years. But there will

still remain people that no country

wants—the elderly, the incapacitat-

ed, and most of the intellectuals.

Miss Hayward emphasized the

fact that the countries taking DP's

today are taking only those most

easily assimilated in their national

economies. This, she said, is not

good enough.
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Gathering Moss with Stone

WELCOME HOME . . .

No other university in Canada is blessed with ahimni.
and alumnae, who contribute so much of the things of the

world and of the spirit to their Alma Mater as do the gradu-
ates of Queen's.

It is good to see them come back to their campus. They
will find a football team to-day that they will be proud to

cheer and a student body that in spite of the difficulties and
discomforts of tlie post-war, post-Union fire period, is as
thoughtful and lively as ever.

The students who are now here are aware of the great
services the alumni have always done for Queen's. They will
in their turn do likewise, If most of them are eager to help
now. by participating in the duties of the Board of Trustees
it is notable that a large number would be as content to have
a recent alumnus represent them on the board . . .

All of them are glad to see the old gjads and welcome
them home,

LET US HEAR THE MEN . . .

Recently the executive of the Alma Mater Society tabled a
request of the Debating Union, which sought permission to
invite prominent political speakers to participate with stu-
dents in public debates on questions of political significance.
The Debating Union planned to invite two speakers of oppos-
ing views to each debate, each of these speakers to be sup-
ported by a student.

It was suggested that a suitable question for debate would
be one which concerned basic party principles, a tentative
topic for the first debate being "that the phrase 'democratic
socialism" is a contradiction in terms". The affirmative was
to be defended by a CCF speaker, preferably tlie national
leader, and the negative by a prominent member of one of the
older parties.

This appears to be an excellent idea. Only too rarely
do the students of Queen's have an opportunity to hear the
views of prominent public men presented personally, and to
our knowledge never recently have they had the good fortune
to hear a debate between men of the first rank.

Toronto's Hart House, for example, has long invited
prominent and able speakers to debate. This year it is planned
to have the Rt. Hon. Mackenzie King and Mr. Henry Wallace
attend.

We hope that the executive of the A.M.S. will speedily
give their assent to the very worthwhile project of the Debat-
ing Union.

A View of Nationalism
From "Le Quartier Latin" of the University of Montreal

Translated by Marcelle Thomas

DuriiH the last 20 years, the term nationalism has

"It's a man from the Douglas Library, dear.'

Dear Journal . .

.

"Thanks" . . .

Hamilton, Ont.. October 14, 1947.

May I take this means of expressing publicly the appreciation
of NFCUS for the way in which Queen's University played host
to our conferences. All the delegates were met at the train, shown
to their place of residence, nobly entertained, and then taken again
to the railway station when the time came for departure.

Besides a good deal of hard work and keen debate on many
issues, we shall remember the interest and efficiency of the Queen's
committee and of John Chance in particular. Their work was com-
pletely successful and was one of the reason delegates went home
saying "... a cracking good conference."

Yours sincerely,

R. J. ARNOTT,
Vice-President, NFCUS.

Beaver Fever . . .

Re: The Building of the Beaver.

Last Monday we two hardy Frosh were drafted from Mrs. W's
chop-house by one "Whipper Will." Sc. '48, whom we have sworn
to respect, and were made to lend our most valuable assistance
toward the aforesaid project. In the course of the construction we
supplied 2 x 4's. chicken netting, muscle, and stuffing, all free of
charge.

We hereby demand that this momentous contribution by Sc. '51

be officially recognized and appreciated.

ERIC THE RED,
ALKY BOB.
(2 tired frosh.)

"Sports" Snort

be associated with a conflict between allegiance to the nation and
allegiance to humanity

_

Although this problem affects all countries and ethnic groups
It is of special importance to Quebecois who form an integral part
of the nation, though not in the majority.

To the average Canadian, the main features of Nationalism
would be "anti-BriUnnism- and "anti-Socialism." Responsible for
this distortion are the pseudo-nationalists who have completely
neglected vital social and economic problems and have emphasized
instead, synthetic and abstract dogmas.

True nationalism is a citizen's fervent belief in his country
and his desire to see the essential values of life distributed for the
enrichment of mankind as a whole. It implies an increased under-
standing and observation of other civilizations in order to enhance
our national heritage from their cultures. Through its principles it
leads to a profound respect for man.

Nationalism is essentially of the people and therefore must tend
primarily to assure each citizen the means by which he may eniov
the "goo<l life." This has been forgotten, nationalism has beenmade the tool of that faction which is most incapable of action and
progress.

Reflecting the needs of the people as a whole, present day
nationalism should concern itself primarily with the conquest of

In view of recent exhibitions, we feel that something should
honestly be brought to the attention of future cheering sections —
m a word, this business of yelling for joy when an opponent hits
the dirt and seems hurt, with such outcries as "Kill 52," or "Take
him off," "Step on him again guys, he ain't dead yet" — this hardly
conies under the heading of good sportsmanship.

Last year it was the same story — and it was a trifle embar-
rassing to hear students of other universities say they looked
lorward to playing at Queen's least because of such bloodthirstiness.

It's usually a good idea to win and lose gracefully.

—EYRE HEYNIGER.
FREDDIE BELL.

condition-, insulting to the dignity of the working man as a human
being.

Our ethnic group includes a vast majority of working men.
To betray thein is to betray the very cause of the survival of our
traditions in Canada.

Respect for man and attachment to our values of civilization,
urge us to work towards the betterment of the people and that
brotherhood of man which has been so sadly broken.

Today, true nationalism lies in the struggle for the accession
of the working people to all human values. When all working men
undertake to free themselves, there will he no more room for half-
measures, hesitations or reaction. It is necessary that our active
sympathy for their cause should be felt now. This co-operation is

the only road toward greatness of the people as a whole.

UEEN'SWORLD
Men From Oxford Say Labour Still Has

England's Confidence and that the

Liberals never will; they Praise

the Veto.

Two of the Oxford debaters who visited Queen's this week,

Sir Edward Boyle, a Conservative, and the Hon. Anthony Benn,

a Labourite, were agreed that if an election were held in Britain

at the jiresent time, the Labour government would be returned to

power.

"I should think the Conservatives might get 64 additional

seats." said Sir Edward, "but they would not get a majority. As
for the possibility of a break-up in the Labour party, it seems to

me that Attlee is doing a remarkable job of compromise between

the extreme left wing and the less radical groups."

Mr. Benn, for his part, felt that the possibility of a Labour-

Conservative coalition was fairly remote, for the Labour party

would have little to gain from such an arrangement. "Policies of

change brought forward by the Labourites would be checked by

the Conservative elements. In the meantime, the left-wing Labour-

ites might make a working arrangement with the Communists."

Hopes Liberals Lose Deposits

Sir Edward doubted whether the British Liberal party would
ever regain its former prestige. "My personal hope is that they run
600 candidates in the next election, lose most of their deposits,
then start drifting into the Conservative fold."

Neither debater would make definite predictions as to the suc-
cess of Sir Stafford Cripps' drive to put the British economy back
on its feet. "A lot of the more 'radical' plans for nationalization
of industries and so forth are being postponed in the interests of

promoting exports." Mr. Benn pointed out, "but heaven knows
how we shall actually do."

Charges that the American loan had been squandered on food
and luxuries, particularly tobacco, at the expense of badly needed
machinery and equipment were not entirely fair, Mr. Benn asserted.

At the time the loan was made, it was thought the funds would be
sufficient both to provide needed capital goods and to maintain
consumption at the level of late 1945. It was only later that Bri-

tons realized they would have to cut their consumer spending to

austerity levels in order to boost their industrial production.

"Open Covenants Secretly Arrived at"

Opinions of the two Oxonians on the United Nations question
were relatively similar. Sir Edward said he frankly believed that
peace depended on agreement between the big powers. Therefore,
any effort to do away with the veto would probably not work in

the long run.

"It's a mistake," he said, "to assume that in the field of inter-

national relations you're dealing with countries as such — Russia
wants this, and the United States wants that. Actually, you're
dealing with individuals who happen to represent their countries,
and issues can only be settled when those individuals reach an
agreement. I'm far from certain that the old style oE diplomacy
was such a bad thing."

"I think we should have open covenants, secretly arrived at,"

put in Mr. Benn, paraphrasing Woodrow Wilson's famous phrase.
"How can you possibly make international agreements with bat-
teries of newspapermen and observers looking on? Once a man
has stated his country's position, he cannot usually back down in

the interests of compromise."

Mr. Benn said he would deplore any effort of the British Com-
monwealth nations to act as a unit in international affairs so as

to build up bargaining power. The true spirit of the Commonwealth
should be a family feeling. The British people are deeply grateful

to the other member nations for the economic and other aid fur-

nished in recent times.

"Glorious Mass Labelled Red"

Asked his opinion of the Marshall plan, Mr. Benn said it was
obvious Europe could not do without it. However, it was rather

dangerous to emphasize the anti-Communist aspects of this and
other measures simply to ensure their passage through the American
Congress.

Sir Edward was interested in the current anti-Communist cam-
paign in certain sectors of the American press. "Sometimes I think
they'd like to lump all the Marxians, Socialists and Liberals of

every stripe into one glorious mass and label them 'Red'."

Despite his membership in the Labour party, Mr. Benn pro-

fessed little sympathy with Henry Wallace and his followers. "His
Republican opponents call him a woolly-headed idealist, and I'm
inclined to think they're right."

Political interest at Oxford was as high or higher than before

the war. Sir Edward reported. However, he was not sure it was
always the right kind of interest. "Too many students nowadays
are unwilling to listen to a boring lecture on, say. administration

in Nigeria, Yet these details are some of the most important pro-

blems of governments today."

rOKMinUY THI SMILY CRBMPOnO rLOWIR SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Res. 7990
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Great Hall, Many Clubrooms
Are Among Chief Features

By Mel Zobatar and Clare Bolger

Rising in Gothic magnificence out of the fire-blackenecl ruins of its predecessor, the new Students'
Memorial Union will bring to Queen's students a complete range of facihties for every form of activity.

"If our plans go according to schedule, meals will be served in the Great Hall next fall," says Dr. John
Orr, head of the Union Council.

Contractors are presently laying foundations for the two new wings. By the time these are completed
detailed plans will be ready and tenders for the construction proper will be called.

Present plans call for a large west wing 38' x 134', and a smaller east wing 29' x 61' and many niodifica-

lions in what remains of the old structure.

The major part of the west wing, and the dominant feature of the whole project, will be a large vaulted

hall in classic Gothic style, modelled somewhat after the lines of the Great Hall of Hart House at the Uni-
versity of Toronto.

This hall will measure 35' x 90', with a 35' ceiling. There will be a
large window in the south end and six smaller ones along the west side,

all beautifully decorated like those in the Douglas Library.

The Great Hall will serve as a main dining room for male students
and will have a seating capacity of more tban 300 at a sitting, compared
with 114 for the old dining hall. Entrance will be made from the Union
Street side through the main lobby.

Following is a more comprehensive, floor-by-floor description of the

structure

:

A noteworthy feature of the ground floor will be a snack bar along

the lines of a Honey Dew restaurant. It will be situated at the rear of

Ihe present structure and will be entered by a doorway on the west side

under the Great Hall. It is hoped that the snack bar will be open con-

tinuously from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. to both men and women students.

Lots of Club Rooms
Adjacent to the snack bar will be a tuck shop. Also on the ground

floor will be The Journal, Commciitalor, and other publication offices,

committee rooms for campus clubs and organizations, and a billiard room.

The committee rooms will contain cupboards with locks, so that each club

luay safely store its files and records.

The remaining space will be used for various utility and store rooms.

The C.O.T.C. will make its n e\v home on the ground floor of the East
wing.

On tiie Main Floor, the central lobby will give access to the Great

Hall, to the cloakrooms and to a large common room. The north end of

'he west wing will have another dining room which will seat 100 people,

Or folding doors may divide it into two rooms, each capable of seating 50

people. To the right of the lobby, there will be a reception room, and
the east wing will afford accommodation for the Administration offices,

and possibly an office for the Ahimni Association.

On tlie Second Floor, the central portion will be occupied by the ex-

isting Memorial Room, a large Common Room, and a card room. The
north end of the west wing will have a small dining room for the Union
Staff. On the east side, all the floor space will be given over to a number
of small common rooms and a music room.

To top it off, the third floor will provide a series of guest rooms tor

University guests, a graduates' Common Room, study rooms, and staff

sitting rooms.

From top to bottom, the new Union will be designed to cover the needs

;

of undergraduates, university guests, and staff. Dr. Orr and his com-'

niittee are working daily with ibe arcliilects to complete the plans, a con-

siderable task in itself. The opening date will not be known imtil the

final drawings have been approved and tenders called for, but, says Dr.

Orr, "We will certainly have a Union lhat will be worth waiting for."

\ A Union's Purpose |

: (Dedication of Hart House, M

University of Toronto) s

g "The Prayer of the found- U

1 ers is that Hart House, under 3

a the guidance of its Warden, S

i may serve in the generations to S

J come the highest interests of i

i this University by drawing in- g
= to a common feUotvshif< the 3

I members of the several Col- j

i leges and Faculties, and by j
= gathering into a true society 5

g the teacher and the student, |

1 the graduate and the under- g

B graduate; further, that the S

I members of Hart House may g

? discover xvithin its walls the %
= true education that is to be 2

i. found in good fellcnvship, in i

I friendly disputation and dc- J

I bale, in the conversation of 1

1 wise and earnest men, in '-:

a

I music, pictures and the play.
-

% in the casual book, in sports
^

: and games and Ihe mastery of u

: Ihe body; and lastly, that just 5

; as in the days of war this s

: House was devoted to the

:" training in arms of the young
^

= soldier, so in time of peace its
'^

I halls may be dedicated to the ^

task of arming youth with
~

a spirit of true religion and ;1

; high endeavour." 3

'Proud Day
For QueenV

"It will be a proud day when the

New Union opens its doors at

Queen's," Principal R. C. Wallace

said in a statement to The Journal

this week. "It will provide facilities

for which the need has long been

felt."

Following is the text of the Prin-

cipal's statement:

"The new Students' Union will

provide facilities for which the need

has long been felt at Queen's. A
Great Hall will add dignity to the

banquets on more formal occasions,

and will be on all occasions a dinitig

ball of quality. Smaller dining halls

will serve the needs of clubs with

men and women membership ; and

a cafeteria—continuously open dur-

ing the day—will be available for

both sexes. Qub rooms and dining

room facilities for faculty members

will mean very much to Queen's,

for hitherto teaching and adminis-

trative staff members have had no

place in which to foregather. Guest

rooms will be much appreciated for

the comfort of our visitors.

"The Alma Mater Society and its

chief sub organizations will find a

home in the Union. The C.O.T.C.

will be satisfactorily housed. Alto-

gether, the Union in the new plan

will become a stimulating centre of

student life, and—one tnists— an

incentive to keen intellectual quesls.

For in the rubbing together of

minds, sharpness can be attained.

"It will he a proud day when the

Kew Union opens its doors at

Queen's, and a wann tribute will be

paid to Dr. Orr and his committee

who have worked for that day."

^-'-Jf*

The New Men's Memorial Union as it will look sometime in 1948.

When built it will be slightly larger than this, with a more elaborate

entrance and a large bay window on the east wing front.

Alumni Strengthen Queen's;

Return to Campus This Week
As members of the Queen's

Alumni Association gather for their

annual week-end "on campus", they

can look back on a 21-year history

of concrete assistance to the Univer-

sity.

The organization was formed in

1926 to help promote an endow-

ment campaign. Its first president

«'as R. O. Sweezey, Sc. 'OS, whose

son Dave is now in Arts '50, and its

first secretary-treasurer was Gor-

don J. Smith, now treasurer of the

University.

Purpose of die Association is "to

foster a spirit of loyalty, fraternity,

and help among the graduates and

former students of Queen's Univer-

sity and to bring about united and

concerted action in promoting the

welfare and advancing the interests,

influence and usefulness of the Uni-

versity."

Current president of the group is

N. B. MacRostie. Sc. 'II, Arts '14,

of Ottawa. Under his supervision

is a program of activities which in-

cludes sponsorship of football

dances, publication of the Queen's

Reviexv. sale of tickets to football

games, operation of an employment

service, and the keeping of Alumni

records.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

FREE PORTRAITS
AT MEDS FORMAL
A free portrait of them-

selves will be given each

couple attending the Meds
Formal on Hallowe'en, the

convener says. Numbered
tickets to avoid confusion and

the osculometer (which is

still being calibrated) will

help make this what experts

are already calling the best

formal in years.

NOW PLAYING

"SOMETHING
IN THE WIND"

IS EVERYTHING THAT'S GRAND.
IT'S BREEZY!

THRILL TO SIX TUNE HITS.
*

DEANNA DURBIN
DONALD O'CONNOR

JOHN HALL
EXTRA : LATEST WORLD NEWS

COLOR CARTOON "HOUSE HUNTING MICE"

"MR. CHIMP ON VACATION" — -FLYING SPORTMAN'

CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 1 P.M.
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Five New Relief Projects Urged
For Canadian Brancli of I.S.S.
When tlie Canadian Committee

of I.S.S. met at Hart House in Tor-

onto in September, its attention

centered on the establishment of

permanent sub-committees for
finance, publicity and education, and

relief. The second point of discus-

sion was the relief program.

Robert Tillman, the Canadian

member of the W.S.R. staff re-

commended that we provide for 500

students at the University of Inns-

bruck in Austria a breakfast of

bread, porridge and cocoa for the

three winter months—one of the

professors at Innsbruck said that an

addition to their 1500 calorie diet

would be appreciated. The stiidents

have only poor grade coffee and

slices of dry bread. They are in an

overcrowded town where 10 per-

cent of the lodgings have been des-

troyed by aerial bombardment. Even
when timber and bricks are avail-

able the scarcity of glass for win-

dows and inside building materials

makes it difficult to render any

place habitable.

Other projects: Supplies for tu-

berculosis to a university in Fin-

land. The Finns reply was, "In a

country whose resources have been

exhausted we are deeply grateful to

find friends."

In Poland, to the University of

Lodz, books, paper and miiiieo-

srraph supplies.

Aid to the students' centre in

Nanking, China.

An emergency relief fund to Can-

adian veterans.

Canada is pledged to obtain the

funds for these projects; a total of

$18,000.

The plans for the basement and for the

ground floor of the new Union show
the mixed cafeteria and Great Hall

dining room with the various lounges

and committee rooms. These plans

are still being altered to fit exactly

student needs. The inset is of the new
Union St. entrance.

New Unions Planned

At Other Canadian U*s.

Queen's is not the only Univer-

sity in Canada to expand its student

facilities in these days of veteran

swollen enrolments. Across the

nation, new student union buildings

are being built or planned.

The University of Saskatchewan

is busily raising money for a long-

needed student structure. Already,

a good start has been made thanks

to a $100,000 sinking fund provided

by the Board of Governors and a

four dollar increase in student fees.

Last year, the students of the

University of Manitoba launched a

province-wide campaign to raise

$500,000 for a new union. They
softened up the public with inten-

sive publicity, then took time off

from lectures to canvass houses and
business firms. Meanwhile, the pro

vincial government agreed to match
public contributions dollar for dol-

lar and also made an interest-free

loan of $150,000 to be repaid from
student fees.

As a result, the Manitoba stud-

ents now have nearly $400,000. and
are thinking up ways and means to

raise the rest of the money.

The University of British Colum-
bia also is planning a new nnion, al-

though the students are presently

occupied with raising money for a
Memorial Gymnasium.

Old Building

Inadequate
The fire which seared the innards

of the Old Union on Sept. 4 was in

some ways a blessing, for the aging

structure was already becoming in-

adequate to handle increased enroll-

ments at Queen's.

Constructed in 1928-29, the Old
Union was a memorial to Queen's

students who fell in the First Great

War. By 1932. however, its limit-

ations were already apparent, and
officials began making plans for a
bigger and a better union. These
plans gained impetus as veterans of

World War I! flocked to Univer-
sity.

One year ago, plans were com-
pleted for a new structure on Uni-
versity Avenue, but these were re-

jected. Subsequently, a firm of

archilecls was engaged to make
rough drawings for an enlarge-

ment of the Old Union,

Wlien fire swept through the
building in September, these plans

were ready to be implemented. In

order to lose no time, University
officials engaged contractors to lay

foundations for the new structure

even as the charred timbers of the

old were still being carted away.
Meanwhile, architects progressed
from general plans to working
drawings.

Today, as the new structure be-

gins to take shape. Quecn'smen
look on with eager anticipation.

Deep in the hearts of many of them,
however, is a certain regard for the

peeling paint of their "old home."

Boon to Queen's,

Well Designed,

Says A.M.S. Prexy
"The New L^nion will be a boon

to Queen's," Ken Phin, A.M.S.

president, told The Journal this

week. "It is admirably designed

to fulfil its purpose,"

Partial text of Mr. Phin's state-

ment follows:

"There is no more effective way
of making a man appreciate other

fields of learning than to put him
among other men whose interests

lie in those fields. Similarly, the

best way to make him examine his

beliefs is to place him elbow-to-el-

bow with someone whose beliefs are

different.

"Queen's, with all its facilities and
departments, covers a wide area of

the field of learning. Students who
have selected various small plots of

this area can mingle together, rela-

tively unhampered by divisions,

cUques, fraternities and so forth. It

offers excellent possibilities for the

educative mingling of young, think-

ing minds.

"A Student's Union is of im-

mense value in this way. It offers

facilities for student gatherings: in-

formal gatherings, meals, card

games, committee meetings and just

bull sessions—at which .students

meet, relax and do together the

things they like doing. It is the

common gathering-place of all stu-

dents; the hub of student thought

and student activity. It is as much
a pari of Queen's contribution to

education as is the Library.

"The new Union which is now
being built is admirably designed to

fulfil its purpose. It will be a boon
to Queen's"

More Buildings
On The Way

Completion of the New Union

will herald still more construction

on the Queen's campus. Principal

R. C. Wallace told The Journal

this week.

"We hope to get started on a new
Administration Building some time

next summer," the Principal said.

"The library needs more space, and

we've simply got to move out. Also,

we have to complete the addition to

Gordon Hall."

Located on University Avenue
opposite the Douglas Library, the

new Administration Building will

mark a return to the "Romanes-
que" style of architecture. Most of

the recent buildings on the Queen's

campus, including Miller and Mc-
Laughlin Halls and the New Union,

are or will be in the "Collegiate

Gothic" style.

Principal Wallace expressed a
preference for the Romanesque
style, of which Grant Hall is a good
example. "It's more distinctive,"

he said. "The Collegiate Gothic
style can be seen at almost ever)-

University on the continent."

1 wo eyebrow raising signs in

the Boston Public Library : "No
loose dogs allowed" and "Only
low conversation permitted."

2

ALUMNI

FOOTBALL

DANCES
IVOR EDWARDS'
ORCHESTRA
in the Gym

SID FOX'S ORCHESTRA
in Grant Hall

$L00 a couple

Students Hail
New Project
Queen's students expressed en-

thusiasm this week when told of
plans for their New Union. Co-
eds, in particular, were glad to
hear that some of the facilities

will be available for both male
and female use.

Following were some of the
campus opinions gathered by
Journal staff writer Mel Zobatar.

Kay Sutherland, Arts '51; "The
new Union, and i>articularly the
snack bar. will be a welcome ad-
dition to the campus."

Bud West, Sc. '50: "I wish
they'd hurry,"

Angus McLean, Meds '51
: "It

should be a fine building — some-
thing we've needed for a long
time."

Bill Huston, Sc. '51
: "It sounds

like a good reason to pass exams."

Dean Rogers, Arts '49: "Wish
I were a freshman ag:ain. just so
I could enjoy it."

Ed. Shaw, Arts '50: "We cer-

tainly need a place to play
bridge."

Helen Ferrier, Lev. '49: "See-
ing there's going to be a snack
bar, maybe it'b a good thing the

Old Liniun burned down."
Joe Bland, Sc. '49: "1 trust the

snack bar will be amply furnished

with chesterfields and love seats."

m ' "1
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Mr. and Mrs. T. A, Rourke

no Kingston landladies . . .

Four Dollars a Week

Cosy Quarters for Vets

Jn Aluminum Plant Huts
By Helen Tracy

Married veterans dissatisfied with their present living quarters

would do well to investigate the Queen's Aluminum Plant Housing
Project, according to Mrs. Arthur of the Housing Registry. There
are still places open for married couples, with or without children.

The university has taken over

four huts, formerly used as staff

ciuarters, at the west end of the

factory grounds, and these, along

with a combination cafeteria and

rec hall, make up the project.

Last year, two of the buildings

were occupied by married couples

and two by single men, but this

year the whole project has been

given over to married veterans

and their wives.

Each couple has two rooms,

one a bedroom, one a study. They
are provided with two tables, two
chairs, and a bunk, aiid rent is

four dollars a week. The rooms
look cosy and cheerful, and a

smell of fresh paint hangs in the

air, attesting to the fact that most

of the occupants have been busy

fixing up their apartments. There

are thirteen apartments in each

hut. Couples with children have

three rooms, so that in the huts

provided for them, there are eight

apartments. Each hut also has a

conunon room and wash rooms
with facilities for washing clothes.

The new launderette on Princess

Street is popular though, and the

vets can often be seen toting the

laundry bag into town to have
.he week's washing done.

Meals at Cafeteria

There are no facilities for cook-

ing meals in the huts. Breakfast

and evening dinner arc served in

the cafeteria at a price of five

dollars weekly, and reports say

they are good meals, too. Lunch

can be obtained for forty cents.

There are provisions for recrea-

tion such as ping-pong tables in

the cafeteria, but Mrs, T. A,

Rourke says of the large, bright

common room in one of the huts,

"This is our rec hall right here."

Mrs. Rourke is an English girl

who has been in Canada only

eighteen months. Most of the

social life seems to centre in the

huts themselves. The favourite

[)astime is bridge, with afternoon

tea and coffee at night running

close seconds. There was a wie-

ner roast recently, and there will

be dances when things get more
organized, "It's all one big par-

ty," said Mrs. D. B. Sumner.

Bus Service

Bicycles seem to be the favourite

mode of transportation at this

time of year, but there's also a

bus running straight to the Uni-

versity. It leaves at 7.45 and 8.45

in the morning, and returns at

5.45 in the evening.

Married veterans interested in

moving into one of the remain-

ing available apartments should

contact Mrs. Arthur at the hous-

ing office. New Arts building. As
Paul Goyette. Arts '48. says, "It's

a good set-up. there's a swell

bunch of people, and the biggest

point is — no Kingston land-

ladies^!"
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BOOKS

Joyce Slill Unsolved Problem
-Introducing James Joyce." Selection by T. S. Eliot. Faber and

Faber Ltd.. Russel Square, London. 3s. 6d.
The bitter quarrels over James Joyce have somewhat abated

with _the issue still undecided. T. S. Eliot's sample selection of
Joyces wntnigs gives the reader an opportunity to decide for
himself.

The finest selection is from "The Dubliners" and is no more
or less outstandmg than many another well written book In "A
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man" strong realism is apparent"

... Is It Christy? he said. There's more cunning in one
nf those warts on his bald head than in a pack of jack foxes

. . .
And he has such a soft mouth when he's speaking

to you, don't you know. He's very moist and watery about
the dewlaps, God bless him.

It will be noted that Joyce has an almost total disregard for
punctuation. In "Ulysses- he not only disregards punctuation but
breaks most of the conventional rules of sentence structure as be
plumbs the "unspoken thoughts" of Stephen Dedalus:

I daresay the soil will be quite fat with corpse manure,
bones, flesh, naiks, charnelhouses. Dreadful, Turning green
and pink, decomposing. Rot quick in damp earth. The lean
old ones tougher. Then a tallowy kind of cheesy. Then
begin to get black, treacle oozing out of them. Then dried
up. Deathmoths.

In "Finnegan's Wake" the last vest

collapse in a juxtapositional morass:

As my explanations here are probably above your
understanding, lattlcbrattons, though as augmentatively un-
comparisoned as Cadwan, Cadwallon and Cadwalloner, I

shall revert to a more expletive method which I frequently
use when I have to sermo with muddle crass pupils. Imagine
for my purpose that you are a squad of urchins, sniffly-

nosed, goslingnecked, clothyheaded, tangled in your lacings,
tingled in your pants, etsitar.iw and etci.ero. And you Bruno
Nowlan, take you tongue out of your inkpot!

Whether Joyce is an immortal or not is an unsolved problem
but his harshest critics would be loth to call him uninteresting.

—W.D.T.

of the English language

Problem oF Rehabilitation

Vespers in Vienna; Bruce Marshall.

Underneath its fluent comedy "Vespers in Vienna" deals with
tragic stuff. The scene is the world-beloved, romantic City of

Vienna, in the tangle of after-war. This is one of the first novels
handling the fantastic problem of rehabilitation. A simple British

Colonel, one of the military high government in Vienna (complete
with "IN," basket of papers, transport problems and a female lieu-

tenant replete with lipstick and luscious curves) is tasked to study
subversive activity in Austria. They are part of an interallied "quad-
ripartite" administration, under four flags. It is British Brass that

is the target of Mr. Marshall's genial mockery. The Russians are

dealt with in a mood of suspended kindness; French and Americans
are suggested in the background, never brought into play.

The gist of the story is the hellish problem of attempting to

deal with human disaster in an official spirit. It is a five-sided prob-

lem, four sides the allied governments and the fifth the Holy Church.

And not even Holy Church itself can succeed where the brass hats

have failed. Reconstruction becomes a personal problem.

The humour of the book (and there is lots of it) is supplied by

a group of Austrian nuns in whose convent Colonel Nicobar has

been billeted. The contrast between the semi-stuffed British Brass-

hat and the plump crispness of Reverend Mother's habit proves

delightful. There is romance too, supplied by young Major Twingo

and Maria Oiihlen, a beautiful ballet dancer from Russia, who is

a D.P. It is over Maria that Mr. Marshall hits the reader with brass

knuckles. She is a lovely refugee, one of thousands of Volkdeutsch

returned to Austria after the war, unwanted by Austria and un-

wanted by the countries returning them.

Mr. Marshall knows that religion is frequent, devotion rare.

He never hesitates to be cruel in reminding the reader that cruelty

is the sin. And that ignorance, ineptitude and disinterest are stand-

bys of the human race, and not until these are overcome will blun-

dering and blasting cease.

—J.M.

TEACHER TRAINING
Queen's students now preparing themselves for a career in

teaching will be interested in the results of a survey conducted by

the National Education Association under the direction of Dr.

Frank Hubbard.

Two hundred and two American teachers representing all

sections of the United States were interviewed on the problem of

whether or not their training had adequately prepared them to

undertake classroom duties.

Twenty-eight percent claimed that their teachers preparation

was entirely inadetjuate while another forty percent believed that it

was barely sufficient. Only thirty percent were of the opinion that

their training was entirely satisfactory. Elementary school teachers

felt themselves better prepared than those of the secondary schools.

From the viewpoint of the teachers the most valuable prepara-

tory courses were child psychology, educational psychology, and

methods of teaching. The majority indicated that education in

understanding the nature and needs of pupils had been sadly

neglected. Omission of this stress from the curriculum, educators

agree, makes it difficult to recognize individual differences in pupils.

Suggestions for adjusting these defects have been put forward

THE TALE OF A POET
The Bewildered, Wild-Eyed Young Poet sat staring into

the dregs of a coffee cup. From time to time he sighed pas-
sionately and wrung his liands. As he groped feverishly for

another cigarette, along came the Girl-Friend of the Promis-
ing Young E.xecutive.

"Hi there!" she chirped, "Whaddya know for sure?"
The Wild-Eyed Young Poet looked up at her with his

deep anguished eyes in which were mirrored all the joys and ^
sorrows of the world.

"I am considering the searchings," he said, "the confusion,

the bewilderment of our generation."

And into his eyes in which were mirrored t!ie bitterness
of it all crept a tear.

"Oh, for Gosh sake," swore the Girl Friend of Promising
Y'oung Executive, "You'll never get anywhere doing that.

Why don't you get out and do something?"
"What shall I do?" pleaded the Young Poet.

"Anything," said the Girl Friend angrily. "Get into
things. Run things. Organize things. Assume your responsi-
bilities," she lowered her eyes demurely, "like my Boy Friend."

The Bewildered Poet clutched his hair in handfuls.

"Too Late! Too Late!" he cried. "Too Late!"
At this moment the Promising Young Executive came

striding in, swinging his shining new brief-case. The Girl

Friend smoothed her soft hair, fixed a tender and winsome
smile upon her lips and rose to meet him.

As she rushed off, she turned.

"Too late?" she asked. "Too late for what?"
"You," said the Poet sadly, "will never know."

STEWED
I^RLINES A Confonression

THE ENGINEER -A PARABLE
One day three men, a lawyer, a doctor and.an engineer, appeared

before St. Peter as he stood guarding the Pearly Gates.

The first man to step forward was the confident, assured lawyer.

He proceeded to deliver an eloquent address which left St. Peter
dazed and bewildered. Before the Venerable Saint could recover,

the lawyer quickly handed him a writ of mandamus, pushed him
aside, and strode through the open portals.

Next came the doctor, introducing himself with impressive,

dignified bearing. "I am Doctor Brown," he said, and St. Peter
received him cordially.

"I feel I know you. Dr. Brown," said the Saint. "Many who
preceded you said you sent them here. Welcome to our city."

The diffident, modest engineer had been standing in the back-

ground. He now stepped forward. "I'm looking for a job," he said.

St. Peter wearily shook his head. "I'm sorry," he replied, "we
have no work here for you. If you want a job you can go to Hell,"

The response sounded familiar to the engineer, and made him
feel more at home. "Very well," he said, "1 have had Hell all my
life, and I guess I can stand it better than others."

St. Peter was puzzled. "Look here, young fellow, what are

you?"

"I am an engineer," was the reply.

"Do you belong to the Locomotive Brotherhood?"

"No, I'm sorry," came the apologetic response. "I am a different

kind of engineer."

"I don't understand. What on earth do you mean?"

The engineer recalled a definition and calmly replied, "I apply

mathematical principles to the control of natural forces."

This sounded meaningless to St. Peter, and his temper got the

best of him. "Young man," he hollered, "you can go to Hell with

your mathematical principles and try your hand on some of the

natural forces there!"

"Suits me." said the engineer, "I'm always glad to go where

there is a tough job to tackle." Whereupon he departed for the

nether regions.

And it came to pass that strange reports began to reach St.

Peter. The celestial denizens who had amused themselves in the

past by looking down at the less fortunate creatures in the Inferno,

commenced asking for transfers to Hades. Many new arrivals,

after seeing both places, selected the Underworld as their permanent

abode. Puzzled, St. Peter sent messengers to visit Hell and to report

back to him. They returned, all excited, and reported to St. Peter.

"That engineer you sent down there," they said, "has com-

pletely transformed the place so that you wouldn't know it now.

He's harnessed the fiery furnace for light and power. He has cooled

the entire place with artificial refrigeration. He's drained the lakes

nf brimstone and filled the air with perfumed breezes. He's flung

bridges across the Bottomless .A.byss and bored tunnels through the

Libsidian cliffs. He's created paved streets, gardens, parks and play-

grounds, lakes, rivers, and beautiful waterfalls. That damned engi-

neer you sent down there has gone through Hell and made it a

realm of happiness, peace and industry."

by the N.E.A. Among these are 1. Substitution of more vitally

useful courses for those of little value. 2. More opportunities for

actual teaching experience during training. 3. Organization of

student teachers into campus groups resembling those of profes-

sional teachers' associations.

The N.E.A. further urges that increased professional status and

higher rates of pay are among the essentials necessary for attracting

the best of the potential teachers.

While it is difficult to compare the American system of teacher

training with that of the Canadian inasmuch as the two are not

basically parallel, embryo teachers will find this report well worth

careful perusal.

Don't get me wrong I love Queen's but I'm confused Ceez

om I ever confused, ..You see, I think thot all girls should come to

college to get an education ...and to meet a mate.„.but I want to

marry a diplomat__.not any old kind ...just one who's in The Depart-

ment of External Affairs the real romantic kind ...geez, for your

honeymoon you con go to Cairo or Rio and meet suave men and eat

strange food and hove intrigues ...just like they do in The Ladies

Home Journal ..so thats why I came to Queen's—to take Anthropology

ond Sociology and Sociol Psychology couse thats real culture.^

but thats why I'm confused see ...cause when I saw all the big

buildings I was sure we would have a real aborigine Tribe to study

and Q juvenile deliquent in some lab and a fomily of apes and 1 could

get real practice besides culture ...but after a while I found there

were no aborigines in the Aborigine's Building, just chemical en-

gineers, no Juvenile Deliquents just electrical engineers, and no

fomily of opes just mechanical engineers see, and all those pretty

grey buildings werent so pretty when you got close cause they smell

owful and theyre all for Sciencemen and not fer culture at all.^

and all my classes ore in a dinky old building called the New Arts

Building ... and That I cant take Anthropology or Sociology or even

Social Psychology and That all the new buildings arn't going up

for africons or deliquents or even apes but just for more awful

smells, ..see why I'm confused,.. and disoppointed?._.l come to

Queen's to get culture and morry a diplomat but if I stay here I'll

have to marry on engineer and Life wont mean as much __But

dont get me wrong .-.I guess I love Queen's.—By Sappo

'She's been like that ever since she found I had a ticket to the

Meds' Formal ..."

CONVOCATION NOTES
When Academically distinguished students are graduated the

phrose Mogna Cum Laude or Cum Loude or Laude is affixed after

their degree. But what of the many who do not groduote with dis-

tinction? Are they to be neglected? The following revision is on

attempt to remedy this situotion:

1. Magna Cum Laude.

2. Cum Laude.

3. Laude.

4. Clap, Clap, Clop.

5. Clop, Clap.

6. Clop.

7. Hurroh!

8. Hail to thee BIythe Spirit.

9. Unnh huh.

10. Hmmmm.

CHIAROSCURO
And the fools busy themselves

Going mod in their corners

—

Their ledger-ridden winters

Are filled with dreams

Of tropic sonds

And they ore too busy

To lift their heads

And look through the window

For the city beauty

Of long tree-shadows

On dingy snow

Or rosy-cheeked children

Making snowmen in the park.

But in the frantic final hour

They cast their thirsty glances

Through the oblong pone

In a last vain effort

To know an earth and sky

That they hove never really seen.—B.E.S.

NIGhT SHADE
The moon is in your eyes;

Tilt back your heod

That I moy see two moons.

Ofi Cod! Don't cloud the moons

And stiffen in my arms

As you resist my touch!

Where is the easy warmth of those two suns

Your tinted lenses showed ot noon?

The moon is in your eyes;

Your eyes ore cold

—

The moon is cold, and sod.—B.E.S.
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Store Hours: 9-5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We have a large ossortment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID
RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,

LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY
and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEHS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET
Dial 9756

Cameros Meters,
Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c
and ACCESSORIES

Comeras bought ond exchanged

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Students' Wives
The first Fall meeting of the

Students' Wives' Club was held

on October 3 at which a new
executive was elected.

It is comprised of: president

Anne Porter; vice-president

Doreen Throop, Bess Irwin; sec

retary, Madeline Bull; treasurers,

Faith Avis, Marion Davies;

freshnient conveners, Georg
Burkholder. Marjorie Clark; citi

zens' forum, Mary Clark; bridge

Helen Davidson, Wiida Parkin

son ; dramatics, Geraldine Bruce,

Fran Peacock, Marie Rudnick

;

athletics. Pat Eurnham, Dot D
vidge, Marg. Dobson.

The next meeting will be held

on Monday. October 20, at 8 p.m.

in the Biology Lecture Room,
Old Arts Building; guest speaker,

Rev. Marsh Laverty, Qu
Chaplain.

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

TH£

MUTUAL n
* ^^^^HOF CANADA ha

Established 1869

Heod Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, fi.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W.
J. Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeater

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

JOBS
$5.00 an Hour

(1)

The Journal offers a prize

of $2.50 for the best letters

saying what is wrong with

The Journal this year and
suggesting how to improve it,

(2)

The Journal also offers a

prize of $2.50 for the best let-

ter saying what is good about

The Journal this year and

suggestions how it could be

made better.

Submit your letters to the

Queen's P.O. by Saturday, Oct.

25, labeled "Contest."

Writing In England

Oxford_EditorJ)cpressecl

IfAbout Creativc^Writing
Creative writing in England today is in a depressed state,

according to David Harris, literary editor of the newspaper "Isis"
at Oxford University, and one of the debaters who visited Queen's
this week.

The reason for this situation, far from being a lack of potential
talent, is simply the paper shortage. "I myself know an accomp-
hshed young poet and critic who is just itching to start a literary
magazine." said Mr. Harris, "but he can't get a paper aUotment."
The same situation prevails

"

with regard to books. Establish-

ed authors are getting their works
before the public, but publishers

are understandably reluctant to

take a chance on young, untried

writers. The result is that litera-

ture in general shows few inter-

esting jiew trends.

Few New Influences

CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Even Cyril Connelly's maga-
zine Horizons, which has received

much praise in North American
ritical circles, is not much dif-

ferent from when it started in

1939, Mr. Harris said. "There
are no new influences, no new
names to speak of."

'Of the older established au-
thors, E. M. Forster and Somer-
set Maugham are still getting a
lot of attention. Shaw, of course,
is an institution, and H. G. Wells
s still being widely read. In the

younger age group, Graham
Greene, Aldous Huxley, Charles
Morgan, and C. E. M. Joad are
the leading names."

However, the success of Rex
Warner, a young novelist, has
been "rather remarkable," Mr.
Harris added. "He seems to liave

been influenced by Kafka, and
this is jjarticnlarly evident in The
Airdrome, althougli The Professor
is his best known work."

"As for poets and intellectuals,

T. S. Eliot is still very much in

vogue, along with the Sitwells

and Dillon Thomas, who might
be called the 'poet of the 40's.'

Aho. there's been an effort to

promote Sidney Keyes as a sec-

ond Rupert Brooke, although
frankly I don't think he's as
good."

Killed on active service at the
age of 20, Keyes wrote poetry
that was both realistic and mys-
tical. "He drew his imagery and
phraseology from the hardest
facts of war, then retreated into
an inner spiritual significance."

W. H. Anden is still a name,
and C. Day Lewis is "a poet who
is maturing."

Religion Selling Well

One of the most amazing de-
velopments on the English liter-

ary scene, Mr. Harris said, has
been the immense popularity of

the religious works of C. S. Lewis,
author of Scrnvlapc Letters. "The
sales are simply miraculous, yet
all he's doing is writing theologi-

cal essays in a simple, attractive

way. Read into it what signifi-

cance you can."

English theatre is "not very
promising," Mr. Harris reported.

"The only playwright who can
be called a dramatist is J. B.

Priestlej However, his last two
plays have expounded mild so-

cialism at the expense of action
and emotional stimulation. Ter-
ence Rattigan is a master of tech-
nique, although his work is not
up to that of Noel Coward."

Literary Interest High

Despite all the discoiu-agements
to young writers, literary interest
at Oxford is high. As an indica-
tion of this, Mr. Harris told of
the new literary magazine Man-
drake, which appears for issue
after issue, despite increasing fi-

nancial difficulties. "I'd say it

was a fine monument to the en-
thusiasm and doggedness of the
undergraduates in their desire for
an original magazine. It contains
a good deal of poetry, some by
outsiders, some by undergradu-
ates, and some by dons."

Turning to movies, Mr. Harris
said the sudden upsurge of the
British film industry has been
due in part to a fortunate com-
bination of circumstances. "We
had just reached the point where
we realized that it wasn't enough
just to film plays; that the cine-
ma was a new medium. Then
along came this fellow Rank, He
has done one main thing for the
industry: he has adopted the
American practice of publicizing
a few big stars — repetition, re-
petition, repetition, until even I

can tell you what James Mason
eats for breakfast."

^ Ask for it either way . . . hoth
trade-marks mean the same thing. COCA-COLA LTD. — KINGSTON

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Vour ovpn Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments \n Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loosft
Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

^TEICHNICAL. SUPPI^IES
KINGSTON Queen's Ifniveraity Grounds ONTARIO

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.
PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

We're

OLD MASTERS
in the Art of

CLOTHES FOR MEN
going back to College . . .

We may fall short in discussions of
Plutarch and Plato ... we can't juggle
figures like Descartes ... or theorize on
atoms like Democritus . . . but we hold
a Master's Degree when it comes to
sending men back to College in style.
Every year we continue our education
along these lines, checking with fashion
scouts who cover the campus scene all

over the North American continent. Take
advantage of our knowledge about clothes
and lend us some of your knowledge.
Between us you'll have a wardrobe of
post graduate quality, even though you
may be just matriculating.

*

SUITS, TOPCOATS,
HATS

Dial 3030

123-125 Princess St.
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Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED.

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, Md beg to
remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers ot Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

Even the garb of scare-crows is looking up these doys!

If it has been discouroging tiying to get the clothes

you needed, we think you'll find the situation improved

now. . . - I

:

We're showing attractive ranges of made-to-meosure

and reody-mode clothes now and we'll be glad to see

you whenever you get around to it.

GEO. FREED
MEN'S APPAREL

Two Hundred Fourteen Princess Street

\U3

Sick Parade
By Mak Kcenleyside

Maybe it's the big weekends
coming up, anyhow, the sick list

5 down to three this week.

Ted Hazel, while technically

still in the KGH guest book, has
iianaged to drag himself out to

a few lectures, with the aid of

crutches.

Merv Davis, Arts '49, is en-

joying a good rest, while the
doctors puzzle over his unknown
ailment, while Mo Capreol, Sc.

'51. is a football casualty. He
banged up his leg while playing
at Orillia, and is on pins and
needles wondering whether he'll

be in shape for the Peterborough
game on Saturday. Here's hop-
ing. Mo!

What's When

Today— 2.30 p.m., Senior foot-

ball, Queen's vs Toronto.

—5-8 p.m„ The "Fifth Quar-
ter" at Ban Righ.

—9 p.m., Dances in Grant Hall

and Gym.
Sunday — 3.30, Sunday hour.

Grant Hall.

Monday—8.45 a.m., SCM chapel

service, Morgan Memorial Cha-

pel.

1.30 p.m., Cercle Francais

play-reading group, Room 110,

—-7.30 p.m., Arts '50 year meet-

ing, Convocation Hall.

Tuesday — 3.30, Cercle Francais,

Room 204, New Arts Building.

Wednesday—Arts Society elec-

tions.

—7.30 p.m., PAC meeting. Bio-

logy lecture room.

—8.30, Arts '49 year party, Cot-

tage Inn.

CAMERA CLUB
Forty-five members attended

the Camera Club's second meet

ing on Tuesday evening.

The club is seriously hampered

in its activities this year because

no darkroom facilities are avail

able. Members are anxious to lo

cate a room near the university

which is open at night and has

a sink and running water. If you

know of such a room please con

tact anv club member.

ST'ORACE
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St

TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W,

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards. Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

Convocation
(Continued from page 1)

"How can a man think if he
doesn't know?"

'From hard facts and hard
practice alone can come that joy-

giving mastery of a skill which
is essential to happiness."

It is the cultural heritage

of man, however, that gives

him a sense of life as a whole.
Dr. McNeill used an illustra-

tion from Ecclesiasticus "he
that will seek out ancient

wisdom . . . shall serve among
great men and appear before

princes,"

Cultural heritage, according to

the speaker, arises out of historv

and philosophy, religion and the

fine arts, and science, but pre-

dominantly from literature.

He illustrated the value of lit-

erature to education. "A common
element in education is a requi-

site for common citizenship," he

said, and named English litera-

ture as best providing this com-
mon element since it enshrines

our way of life.

Dr. McNeill also made a plea

for more English composition,

and the cultivation of the arts of

spoken and written English.

He closed his speech with a

f[Uotation from Carlyle: the great

law of culture is that each be-

come all that he was created cap-

able of being.

A report on the university, its

present position and plans for the

future, was given by Principal R.

C. Wallace in a brief address.

Commenting on the large en-

rolment at Queen's tfiis year, Dr
Wallace said that it would be two

years before attendance would

again reach the point where the

best work could be done at the

university. He paid tribute to

students and staff for the spirit

in which they have borne the in

conveniences of the housing shor

tage and the Union fire.

The Principal stated that build

ings and facilities are of them

selves only a means to an end

which is "the developing of the

qualities of mind and of heart

which will make their impress on

the life of our country and of the

world."

He said further, "if we leave

this institution without a sense

of discipline that comes from

hard intellectual work we shall

have missed the one thing that a

University can give us as no other

experience in life can."'

CERCLE FRANCAIS
On Wednesday, Prof, Faucon-

nier addressed t h e discussion

group on the present trend of

education in France.

On Tuesd.-iy. October 21st, we

shall hear Mr. Michel Guillaume

who recently arrived in Canada,

speaking on "Les Sentiments Ac-

tuelles de la Jeunesse Francaise."

The Cercle invites all those in-

terested.

C.C.F. CLUB
.A general meeting of the Stu-

dent's CCF Club will be held at

Sinclair's Hall. Barrie Street, one

block north of Princess at 7.30

p.m.. Wednesday. October 22.

Students Plan

Religious Poll

Queen's SCM will employ a

new part-time assistant, the Rev.

Jack Bishop. Mr. Bishop is a

young Anglican clergyman this

year dividing his time among U.

jf T., Carleton College, Albert

Jollege, and Queen's. He arrives

lere next weekend to co-ordinate

he activities of SCM.

Under the University Chaplain

md Gordon Gross, SCM is about

.o undertake a religious census

of the west end of the city, in

\'ictoria and Rideau Wards,
where it is estimated that of a

population uf 9.000, there are

nearly 2.000 between 5 and 21

years of age. The census will de-

termine religious needs and

wishes, with a view to construc-

tive action.

PRINCIPAL SPEAKS
AT SUNDAY HOUR
The fortnightly Queen's Sun-

day Hour, which will be held in

Grant Hall at 3,30 Sunday next,

will officially conclude the events

of the big weekend. Princi

Wallace and Ken Phin will read

the lessons. The Glee Club under

Dr. Graham George will lead the

singing and the University Chap

lain will officiate and preach.

ARTS HOLDS
ELECTIONS

The Arts Society will hold its

fall elections Wednesday. Octo-

ber 22nd. The list of the no-

minees for Senior A.M.S. repre-

sentative, Assistant Treasurer,

and Officers of the Arts Concur-

sus, is posted on the notice

boards.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

CLUB
At 7.30 p.m. on Wednesday

October 22nd, the first general

meeting of the Public .Affairs

Club will be held in the biologj'

lecture room of the Old Arts

Building. Feature presentation of

the evening will be a non-Cech

nical discourse by Prof. D. M.

Jenimett, head of the Electrical

Engineering Department at

Queen's, concerning the change

over of electrical power in West

ern Ontario from 25 to 60 cycles

HARRISON STUDIO

*

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Speciol Rates to Students

Underwood Limited

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

TIMOTHY

WM. ROW W.R. BERRY

180 WELLINGTON STREET • • • PHONE 7037

Classified Ads
FOR SALE

Eco. 4 notes SI. Concise answers
to Eco. 4 exams 50c. Exam papers
available for the last five years avail-

able in several subjects 25c. Watch
Journal for detailed list at a later date.

On sale at Rider's Pharmacy, one
block from Queen's.
Tuxedo in excellent condition. Size

38 (approx.). All accessories includ-

ed. Phone Murray Kennedy, 6539.

HOUSING
Would any student (male) inter-

ested in sharing 2 rooms with private
entrance and bath contact G. A.
Jewett, 18 Kensington or phone
2-2690.

MIMEOGRAPHING
CuttinE stencils— $1.

Printing 1st 100— $1.

Printing each additional 100— 75c— 48 hour service—
Leave work at Technical Supplies.

Don East— Arts '48

am

and

Horace

w
THEY ALL

PHILIP

MORRIS
Yef, It'j a call ihal'i echoed everv-

whofe, the call lo mote imoking

pleoiuie olT«ied by Philip Morrii

Engliih Blend. Youloo, will Ilka the

dlilindive flavour of ihii v«v dit-

tinctivs elgaroHo. U't io jmootli—

io mild—lo completely Mtirfying-
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GAELSAFTERBLUEBLOOD

HALF R02UMNIAK
plutighig . , .

ORFUNS MEET
PETERBORO
The Queen's Orfuns will be in

Peterborough this afternoon for
their third regularly scheduled
test in the Intermediate ORFU.
If their first two games can be
taken as any criterion then the
football .citizens of the Peter-
borough district can look for a
close game today. In the league
opener here the Orfuns managed
to get the better of a 1-0 ball
game with last year's champion
Cobourg Ghosts, while on
Thanksgiving Day in Orillia they
dropped a 10-9 verdict to the
Seniors of that city after holding
a nine point lead going into the
final quarter. That loss in Oril-
lia was a particularly hard one to
take as it was the only opportu-
nity which the Orfuns will have
to meet the Bombers during the
regular schedule and thus, for
purposes of standing, was con-
sidered a four-point game. Of
course, seeing we're looking back
over the Orfuns record to date,
It's always heartening to recall
that they outclassed the Univer-
sity of Toronto Intermediates
22-6 in an exhibition game some
two weeks ago in Varsity Sta-
dium.

There is every reason to be-
lieve that the Orfuns will chalk
up their second win in three sche-
duled starts -when they tangle
with the Peterborough entry to-
day. Cobourg trampled over the
Petes 24-1 in their last outing
but the men of Edwards will be
taking nothing for granted, be-
cause that last quarter in Orillia
is still too fresh in their memor-
ies.

QUEEN'S OPPOSE U OF T
IN SECOND GRID DUEL

By Bruce Williams

This afternoon highly improved Gaels take the field
to see what can be done about rectifying the humiliation
suffered at the hands of the "Blues'* last season.

Tricolor rooters will at last be able to give the "our
team's red hot; your team's all shot" at a Queen'sVarsity
tilt. Because this year, brother, we've got ourselves a foot-
ball team.

I

There will only be a few
changes in our team's appearance
today—one of which will be Bill

Burgess. Bill has been working
out at centre and may act for

Jim Charters who was injured in

the McGill game. However, we
still have "Basher" Woods who
played a standout game against
McGill. Also, Al Orr will pro-
bably see action at left end for

the Gaels.

Blues Potent?
The Blues, although they piled

some impressive scores in their

sortie to the west, don't look to
be as potent as they were last

year.

Coach Bobby Coulter, however,
still has some of last year's spark-
plugs in his line-up

; such as Tom-
my Waldon who has been shifted

from the half-line to play quar-
ter-back. Tom is an experienced

quarter-back and calls a typical

"Bobby Coulter" game.
Don Bark was last year's

kicker. Don is also a very decep-
tive runner and a real sportsman.
Frank Williams, that "large"

Varsity centre who gave the
Gaels a lot of trouble last year,

is back along with Ian Clarke,

one of the best tackles in the

league
; Ted Toogode, a shifty

half-back; and ends Archie Jones,
Nick Volpe and Eric McMillan.
Varsity players who did not

see action last year because of

injuries or inelegibility are Jim
Grierson, a really "hard" end;
Steve Karrys of Toronto Argo-
nauts' 1 9 46 Dominion Cham-
pions

; Jack McReynolds a triple-

threat back and hard-hitting, shif-

ty Bob Henry.

Varsity also has a 200 lb. end
in Jim Roe who should take a

lot of blockine.

pion; Jack Gray who starred for

the Toronto Indians in the Se-

nior O. R. F. U. last year; Ed
Hyucke who played for the Var-

sity Juniors and is said to be in

fine form this year ; Ben Doliszny

who played at Bloor Collegiate

and made the T.S.S.A.A, all-stars

before he joined the Army ; and

Roy Harbin, another Ajax Jun-

ior star.

HAL'S

SIDELINES

Bobby Coulter's charges should

provide an interesting afternoon

for the 24-man Gael team.

HALF McKELVEY
runnijig . . ,

New Comers
New-comers to the team are

Ed Kryzanowski who captained
the Varsity hockey team last

year; Bruce Cummings who was
a star for Varsity Aja.\ Juniors,
O.R.F.U. Eastern Ontario cham-

FOR

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

GABARDINE TROUSERS
MADE TO MEASURE _ lo DAY DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

TACKLE STEVENS
chargiiig . . .

Boxing and
Wrestling

Queen's enthusiasm indicates a

big year in boxing and wrestling On
October 9th close to thirty men
turned out for the club's first meet-
ing. Those who are interested but

were unable to attend are urged to

turn out immediately. Several of last

year's team are back with us. among
whom are Frank Mclntyre of foot-

ball fame, and Keith Qiristianson,

last year's heavyweight champ. This
week the boys have been condition-

ing every afternoon from 4.30 on.
and rougher going will start on
Monday, October 20th. Jack Jarvis
IS back as boxing coach, but a
wrestling coach has not been named
as yet. Practice time has been set

tentatively for 4 to 6 every after-

noon.

MURNEY TOWER
Kingston Historical Society
suggests you visit Murney
Tower Museum. Macdonald
Park, and see for yourself
how your grandparents lived

100 years ago. Open Sunday
your convenience from

2 - 8.30 p.m.

for

MODERN
PASSENGERS INSURED

THIRDS SPANK
ST. PATS- 16-2

By Bill Coke

A wideopen game on Wednesday
afternoon featured by fumbles and
interceptions, saw the Queen's In-

tercollegiate Intermediates defeat

Ottawa's St. Patrick's College by a

score of 16-2. Queen's play was

sparked by the efforts of Penner.

Kemp and Missen in the backfield

and Waddell who played beautiful

defensive ball at centre secondary.

It looked like gloomy Wednesday
in the opening minutes of the game
when the Queen's backs just could

not hold on to the ball. The costly

fumbles afforded St. Pats the

chance to earn two single points.

John Ruddy, playing a star game
for St. Pats throughout, easily

booted the ball to the deadhne.

Minutes later a surprise kick by
Kirby gave the ball to St. Pats on
their 35 yard line. On their first

play, an extension to left, the ball

was fumbled and Penner broke

through fast, picking up the loose

ball and raced 35 yds. for a Queen's
major score and the sun shone

again.

With the score at 5-2, a forward,

Cockburn to Dell, put the ball with-

in scoring distance. Kirby, who is

a south paw punter, hoisted the ball

well behind the St. Pats line and a

driving tackle by Morrison gave the

Qucen'smen another point.

The remaining part of the first

half was enough to keep the crowd
on the edge of their seats. Ruddy
threatened for St, Pats when he in-

tercepted a Queen's pass and ran 35 !

yards through the Queen's team,

'

The next play Thompson plunged :

through the centre for a gain of 20
yards. The scare was ended when
Cunningham fell on a loose ball. I

The half ended with the score 6-2.

It was a new ball game when the

teams took the field for the second

half. Waddetl blocked a St. Pats

kick and it became Queen's ball

when St, Pats failed to make a first

down with a yard to go. Penner ran

the ball around the right end for 25
yards and two plays later took the

l)a!! on a double reverse and crossed

the line standing up. The convert

was blocked by Ruddy.

The final score of the day was
made by Ronnie Kemp. A sequence

of plays, an extension, Kemp to

Macgougan was good for 25 yards.

Then Missen threw a long forward

The Gaels embarked on their second game of the College Loop
football schedule today against a pack of determined Varsity "Bea-
vers". Traditionally the most bitter rival of Queen's, the Toronto
squad will be out to repeat the beating that the Gaels were sub-
mitted to just one year ago. Those men who wear the "blue and
white" colours characteristic of our Toronto opponents just recently

returned from the west where they racked up some very impressive

scores. Last week however, the Varsity gridders were set back
on their heels by Johnny Metras' Mustangs and today they will

be out to redeem themselves in the eyes of the Toronto fans.

From our own team I think the Queen's supporters can expect

a marked improvement over the team that played here just two
weeks ago against OAC. Last week against McGill everyone felt

satisfied that the Gaels had shown themselves as a team to be proud
of. You can be certain that against Toronto the Tricolor will play

an inspired heads-up brand of football. The last three games
against Varsity have been terrifically one-sided affairs with the

"blue and white" supporters gloating proudly over the big scores

that have been run up. Not since Jack Parry carried the mail for

Queen's have the Gaels tasted the sweetness of a victory over Var-

sity. Yes sir, revenge is sweet and today should be our day for

revenge. Early last week Vic Check swung into action in his at-

tempt to curb the weaknesses of McGill's attack. The Montreal

papers seem to be convinced that the fault of the team lies in its

poor quarterbacking. Against the scourge of the league. Western

Mustangs, Vic Check intends to use three quarterbacks. Vic also

had movies taken of the game and further weaknesses in their club

were detected. When the "redmen" scamper onto the plush greens

of Little Stadium in London today look out 'cause upsets do hap-

pen you know. Dink Carroll of the Montreal Gazette is still holding

his own as McGill's all-alibi artist for he has finally found another

reason for the disastrous tie score of last week. He claims that

"Rocky" Robillard the redmen's kicker would have booted the ball

out of the pack had he known that it did not have to land in the

end zone first. It's a shame they haven't any rule books in Mon-
treal. It's a shame.

to Kemp over the right end which

netted anothed long gain. Two
plays later, fooling the St, Pats de-

fence completely, Missen called the

same play and Kemp counted an-

other major. The convert was again

blocked by Ruddy.

In the last minutes of play St.

Pats threatened again with some
the game was stopped momentarily

brilliant broken field running but

while John Ruddy was retired with

a broken belt and St. Pats seemed

to lose spirit.

This was the second game the In-

termediates have played and the way
'ev are improving leaves little

doubt that they will be a big

threat in the league.

NOTICES
Gym team practices every Friday

night 7-9.30.

"Is my face dirty or is it my im-

agination ?"

"Your face is clean but I don't

know about your imagination."

Students use entrance at south

end of grandstand for game today

and show "I" cards for admission.

At the first meeting of the bad-

minton club on Tuesday, Oct. 14,

the following executive were elect-

ed : president. Bill Cooper ; vice-

president. Mary Johnson; secretary,

Libby Taylor; treasurer, Tom
Chadsey ; social convenors, Ruth

Stevens and Bill O'Hara; press re-

presentative, Shirley Sachs, and

team captains, Dottie Wilson and

Chariie Blake.

A Round Robin is planned for

Saturday, Oct. 25 at 1.30 p.m. The

last day for entries in the men's

tournament is Oct. 31. Levana's

tournament lists are up now.

Wear a

•' ^ MUM
for

the game
fashioned

by

WELLERS
Phone 6604 341 Princess St.

7716 TAXI
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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L. W. BROCKINGTON TO SUCCEED
SANDWELL AS QUEEN'S RECTOR

No. 8

BLUE BLOOD RED HOT
IN FOURTH QUARTER
Battered Tricolor

Yields 23-6 Loss

The Gaels gailoped for a full lialf

Saturday against the Blues only to

he checked in the 3rd quarter and
finally tightly reined up in the last

stanza.

The Tricolour played well but

was beaten by a better team. Mc-
Reynold's long rnns and Cumniing's

accurate passes accounted for Var
sity's brace of touchdowns; while

Ian Clarke, Frank Williams, and

Jim Mustard get a lot of credit for

their superlative line play.

Queens suffered a severe loss on

the 2nd play of the game when
Rozumniak was hurt. Frank Mc-
Intyre took over and must he rated

as one of Queen's offensive stars in

the game, for his hard running and

substantial gains.

McKelvey, Bulger, Lenard and

Hoose played heads-up ball for the

Gaels. Lenard's passing was per-

fection itself and Bulger's unbe-

lieveable catch for Queen's only

major was material for fireside re-

miniscenses.

On the line, Mel Carson, Bob
Stevens, Mike Hriskevich and Beef

Fardell played their hearts out and

"Basher" Woods just wouldn't stay

down.

FIRST QUARTER
Grierson recovered a kick on

Queen's IS yard line. Cummings
ran the 54, completed a pass to Wal-
don on the 4; but the Gaels held,

marched up the field and when Var-

sity took possession again they did

so on their own 13. The rest of the

Quarter was even-steven and play

for piay.

SECOND QUARTER
Varsity were put in position to

score the initial point of the game
when Jones recovered a fumbled

kick on Queens 44 yard line and

Bark and McReynolds toted the

leather to Queen's 22. McReynolds

tried a pass and then Karrys kick-

Set Blue Blood, p. -I

Students Advised To

Check Mailing Lists

The failure of some students to

call for mail at the University post

office has been brought to The Jour-

nal's attention by the registrar's of-

fice.

All students, especially ihose reg-

istered at Queen's for the first time,

are renn'nded that all University

niail is handled through the Univer-

sity post office on the main floor of

Douglas library. Mailing lists are

posted morning and afternoon in

cadi building, and students should

check ihese to see if any mail has

been received for them. Failure to

do this may mean that important

communications are delayed.

STAR ROZUMNIAK
Bulwark of the senior Gaels, Dave
Rozumniak will probably be out for

the season as a result of injuries he

received early in Saturday's game.

UBCStudents Favour

Campus PoliticalClub
A CAN. UNIVESSITY PRESS DISPATCH

Vancouver, Oct. 19

—

After nearly an hour's fiery de-

bate U.B.C. students voted to allow

political clubs on their campus. Hot-

test discussion centered on a section

of the amendment which prohibits

political organizations from throw-

ing their weight into student elec-

tions.

Gordon Martin of the U.B.C.'s

Conununist Forum urged the meet-

ing lo delete that restricting section

hut pass the 'politics' motion.

Another member of the Com-

munist Forum upheld the original

motion declaring "we are not afraid

of any of our ideas." "But we are"

was the heckler's quick come-back.

Speakers in favour of the motion

as presented said "We are introduc-

ing a new freedom, but we must,

guard for ourselves at the same time

the freedom of individual activity"

and others felt it would bring out

into the open the philosophies and

activities of the various groups in

question."

Large Dinner Party

Tribute To McNeill
On Friday night, 350 invited

guests paid a stirring tribute to Dr.

\V. E. McNeill at a testimonial

banquet held in his honour in Grant

Hall. Dr. McNeill is retiring after

38 years of service to Queen's.

Chancellor C. A. Dunning presided

Dr. J. M. MacDonnell, Giairman

of the Board of Trustees, spoke of

Dr. McNeill's abilities as a teacher

administrator and financier. "We
feel," he said, "that we owe every-

thing to his wise foresight and good

management."

Principal R. C. Wallace, in pre^

senting the guest of honour, on be-

half of the Board of Trustees, with

a playback recording machine, ad

mitted that "there would have been

many more mistakes except that 1

have had the constant, sure help of

Dr. McNeill. Many will testify to

the warmth of his friendship and

kindly acts."

Dr. W. A. Mackintosh, new vice-

principal and a fomier English stu-

dent of Dr. McNeill's, presented

him on behalf of the faculty with a

painting of Kingston Market by

Andre Beiler.

Prof. J. K. Robertson, represent-

ing the Library Curators, presented

Dr. McNeill with a volume of illus

trations by Blake.

In reply. Dr. McNeill told of his

38 years at Queen's. '1 am deeply

moved by what has been said.

Praises take their value from the

quality of the speakers, and there

could be none higher than are here

tonight."

He spoke of his years as a teacher

and as an administrator and traced

the course that lie had taken as a

member of the "Queens Family".

After praising the men who had

spoken in his honour, lie went on to

say, "these past 28 years have seen

the greatest stage of our develop-

ment. We have become a modern

university. I am proud to have been

a part of that development." He
stated that he had made no mistake

in coming to Queen's. "My best

See McNeil], p. 4

New Appointee Is

Prominent Canadien
In choosing L. W. Brockington

as their new rector Queen's stu-

dents have selected a man who has

made an outstanding contribution

to Canadian affairs. Mr. Brocking-

ton is the sole direct representa-

tive of the students on the Board
of Trustees of the university.

The new rector holds a distin-

guished record as a public servant.

Mr. Brockington. who maintains a

private law practice in Ottawa, ha.-

served in several high political

posts, including the chairmanship of

the Canadian Broadcasting Corp-

oration and special wartime assist-

ant to Prime Minister Mackenzie

King.

In 1942 Mr. Brockington went to

the United Kingdom at the request

of the British Government to fill the

post of Advisor of Empire Affairs

to the British Information Minis-

try. Since his return to Canada a

year later, he has acted as chairman

of many labor conciliation boards,

including that which settled the re-

cent lake seamen's strike.

Mr. Brockington's distinguished

public career has been widely re-

cognized by the awarding of honor-

ary degrees from many universities

botii in Canada and the United

States.

In accepting the appointment as

rector, Mr. Brockington becomes

the tenth man to hold that post

since its inception in 1913.

"Royal Weicome
Tomorrow .Night
CFRC will be on the air with

their regtdar broadcast Wednesday

evening at 7 p.m., 1490 kilocycles.

This weekly hour of student

broadcast is produced and present-

ed by the Radio Workshop of the

Queen's Drama Guild.

The dramatic entertainment of

the evening will be ""Royal Wel-

come" by Mrs. \Villiam Angus.

Ted Burkholder, musical Director

for CFRC has selected for presenta-

tion tomorrow evening a popular

Suite from the works of Richard

Strauss, "Der Rosencavalier."

News and views of Queen's will

be resumed in the Campus Roundup

by Journal commentator Jim Kirk.

RECTOR SANDWELL
Completing his term as an outstand
ingly popular representative of the

Alma Mater Society of Queen's, Dr
B. K. Sandwell, editor of Saturday
Night, has consented to again be

Honorary Editor of The joumaJ.

Tickets StillAvailable

ror Med ical Formal

On Friday, October 31. the

Gymnasium will be the site of

the only Formal of the fall social

season. Sponsored by the Aescu-

lapian Society, the dance appears

destined to set a record for inno-

vations at a campus At-Home.

Continuing the war-time fashion,

dress will be optional.

Adopting the policy of spousor-

nig Canadian orchestras, the

Committee has obtained the pop

ular Belleville Commodores to

supply the music from 10 p.m.

until 3 a.m.

Every couple will be given a

number on admission, which will

entitle them to a free portrait by

an expert photographer. These

portraits will be enclosed in a de-

corative and appropriate souvenir

folder.

Applicants to aid in the cali-

bration of the osculonieter have

been selected. Repeated tests are

still being performed to ensure

scientific accuracy before the in-

strument is released for more ex-

tensive campus experimentation.

Tickets are available at the

Post Office, AB of C office, fa-

culty social conveners of Arts

and Science, and members of the

dance committee.

Man OF Distinction

AcceptsWith Pride
Mr. Leonard W. Brockington,

K. C. LL.D., has accepted the rec-

torship of Queen's University, it

was announced last week.

In an acceptance letter to the A
MS. Mr. Brockington, who replaces

B. K. Sandwell as Queen's rector,

stated:

"... I would like to tliank the

Alma Mater Society, its officers and

members for the great honour

which they have done to me , , , I

shall be \'ery proud to accept the of-

fice of Rector . .
."

Mr. Brockington left for England

last Monday, but will arrive back in

Canada early in November. At that

time, he will consult with the AMS
exeaitive and his predecessor. Dr.

Sandwell.

Mr, Brockington stated tliat he

was "deeply impressed" by the

Alma Mater Society, and by "the

spirit and traditions of Queen's

University" when he delivered the

annual .^MS lecture last February.

Scholarships Offered

Women Graduates
The Canadian Federation of Uni-

versity Women offers the following

Scholarships to women with degrees

from Canadian Universities. The

Travelling Scholarship of $1250 is

available to women under 35, with

preferably one or more years of

graduate work and a definite course

of study in view. This scholarship

is awarded alternately in the fields

of Applied Science and of Arts.

Forms may be obtained from

Mrs. Frank M. Ross, 4899 Belmont

.Avenue, Vancouver, B.C.

There is also a junior scholarship

offered to women under 25 with pre-

ference shown to students who have

studied in only one university and

wish to continue their studies in

another. Forms for application may

also be obtained from Mrs. Ross.

The Federation also offers a pro-

fessional scholarship of §700 for

women under 35, with preference

given to those who have completed

a year or more of professional work

and wish to attend a Library School,

See Scholarships, p. 4

CANDIDATES SPEAK

ARTS ELECTIONS TOMORROW

Phoenix rising again from the flames was what this Vars.tv beaver turned out

to be It was bSut by Science, ridden by freshettes from three facuJtiK and

escorted bv the pipe band and hundreds of win hungry Queensmen to Cheer-

leader Duff's pep raUy.

DONNELLY SAYS:
•! feel that the A. M.S. should

express more fully the desire of

students that they be more ade-

quately represented in both uni-

versity and intercollegiate affairs.

The A.iM.S. should expand its

functions and its importance not

only by demands that it be heard

and respected, but also by ac-

tions that demonstrate that it

really can handle the resi)onsi-

hilities it seeks. I feel that every

meniher of the A.M.S. should act

wiih that aim in view."

DONNELLY DID:
• Mend>er of Track and Field

Team for past two years.

• Received B.Com. last year.

• Treasurer of Arts '47 for the

past two years.

• Business manager of The Jour-

nal and "Commerceman" 1945-

1946.

• Business manager of "Com-

merceman" last year.

• Managing editor of The Jour-

nal.

Artsmen will go to the polls

tomorrow to select their senior

A.M.S. representatives, an assist-

ant-treasurer for the Arts Socie-

ty, and the officers of the Arts

Concursus.

All Artsmen arc urged by their

executive to exercise their fran-

chise. Arts President, Don Mil-

liken stated. "The people who

will be chosen in tomorrow's elec-

tion help administer hundreds of

dollars of student funds, and help

to enforce student regulations on

the campus. Choose them wise-

ly."

Polling booths will be set up

in the New Arts Building, and

will he open from S a.m. until

2,45 p.m.

Attention is called to the fact

that two constables are to be

elected from each year, but each

voter may vote only for the con-

stables of his year. In addition,

freshmen are permitted to vote

only for their constables and for

the assistant-treasurer of the So-

ciety.

KNIEWASSER SAYS:
"I thank my sponsors. I think

that carefully directed aggressive-

ness and balance are needed on

the A.M.S.. particularly in the

field of athletics. I believe that I

can contribute to our student gov-

ernment. I would like the oppor-

tunity to try."

KNIEWASSER DID:
• Flayed senior rugby three years.

' .Athletic stick of .'Vrts '48 during

his first year.

• President of Arts '48 last year.

• Permanent president. Arts '48.

• Arts representative on AB of C.

The following are candidates

in tumorrow's election. For A.M.

S. representative: .Man Donnelly

and .Andrew Kniewasser. For

assistant-treasurer : Eric Toller

and -Mian Moore.

Junior judge, Lionel Cook and

Paddy Shanly ; senior prosecut-

ing attorney. Bill Robinson. Fred

Bradley and Hedley Cross: jun-

See Elections, p. 4
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NFCUS AND STATE EDUCATION
All incident in [lie recent NFCUS conference which

passed unpublicized by The Journal concerned a motion of the
Toronto delegation to the effect that increased operating costs
of the universities be covered by increased grants by the
provincial governments concerned. Tlie resolution was de-
feated by three universities to one with three others abstain-
ing.

The Toronto argument roughly ran: Some universities
have fonnd it necessary to increase tuition fees and it can
therefore be assumed that operating expenses have increased.
This increase should not be borne by the students. Govern-
ments ought to assume these costs, since they are not the
fault of any undergraduate.

Toronto was proposing a move towards socialized edu-
cation at the university level. We sympathize, but other
arguments prevail.

Queen's was among the dissenters. The attitude which
swayed our delegates was briefly: here is another socialistic
move. It is a motion which if implemented would increase
the burden of the taxpayer whereas persons other than the
taxpayer would benefit. The NFCUS should not become
.stamped as a pink political enterprise. Liberalism and a

- desire for the success of NFCUS in the other spheres it has
chosen prompted Queen's opposition.

Ideologies aside, the Queen's delegation has the support
of The Journal. Immature political exuberance will cripple
the federation: if that body is branded "socialist" it will lose
the support of many valuable persons who don't agree. The
organization will disintegrate.

Socialized education at the university level may evolve
ultimately. NFCUS won't fix it overnight.

THE TIES THAT BIND . . .

Now that the leaves are going to glory and the Western
game approaches hundreds of restless Queen's men will slick
down tlieir front hair and get their graduation pictures taken.

The girls in their white blouses and academic gowns and
hoods will look as demure and wise as ever. But the men

For some years it has been the unhappy habit of men
graduates to have the milestone picture taken in a wing
collar and a white bow tie. This odd affectation seems to
have grown up in the turbulent twenties. No one knows why.
The custom is not old enough to be a tradition and has been
gomg on too long to be a fad. Perhaps the jugular jabbing
collar and snap-on tie provided by the photographers may
add what could he considered as a classier tone to the picture
But this \\ould not he in accord with the usual Queen's
judgment on such subjects.

We can unearth no explanation for it. Convocation i* not
an evenmg function. We have not been able to find one case
of a white tie being worn with academic gowns apart from
these graduation portraits which seem to be peculiar to
Queen's.

Every year a few more hardy souls go back to the former
Queen's custom of wearing an ordinary tie under the acade-
mic regaha. It's a good idea.

MACHINE AGE . . .

.\rt\ men will not have to be reminded that tliey should vote
to-morrow. They have good men to choose from,

There will be some who won't. Some will be indifferent and
some will whine as usual that there is no point in their voting be-
cause all the posts will be filled by pressur^the men elected
will be pounded home by a "machine."

These machines, the rueali' iuouthed carpers say. arc the
dominating force in campus politics . . , A small energetic group
with a platform organizes, gets out the vote, and wins. What
can one lonely intelligent voice say against so many?

Not very much. But there should be more machines. In our
opmion the main trouble with campus politics now ii; that there
are no real political machines or not enough of them.

We need more groups who will think out a platform and talk
the undecided into supporting it. In that way we will gel men
nominated who are going into the election with a method and a
purpose.

The sparks struck by opposing views may illuminate issues
which are now obscured in the twilight of indecision and apathy.

cm
"I'm beginning

QUEENSQUOTES

wonder whether the Varsity team came down here to

play rugby or to plough.

MUSIC

First Concert Only Fair

by Ted Burkholder

In the first scheduled concert of the regular Queen's University
series for 1947-48, Mack Harrell, baritone, made his Kingston
debut with a program which clearly revealed the limitations of
his artistry. Mr. Harrell, the American baritone, sang a typical
American program consisting mainly of two groups of American
songs.

^

This part of the program was done well. However,
the serious part of the program it became increasingly obvious that
he could approach only in a workmanlike manner the task before
him.

The Prologue from Thais, with which the program opened,
though attempted with care and thought, revealed insufficient tonal
quality and a slight flatness in the upper register. In the Serenade
from Don Giovanni, lack of punch and character robbed his inter-
pretation of much of its value. This was also evident in the Re-
citative and Aria from Rigoletto which suffered from one serious
mistake as well as too great tonal gradation. Though the accom-
paniment to the Aria from "Le Maschere" was too loud, the de-
livery was charming.

Operative arias when programmed often appear ludicrous if

loo much interpretation is allowed. Mr. Harrell however was
almost too refined in his interpretations with resultant thinness
and lack of verve.

As regards language, mastery of French and an adequate com-
mand of Italian were demonstrated. The third group of the love
songs of Gustav Mahler, though little performed, are rare works
of beauty, and Mr. Harrell sang them with sympathetic ease though
Ihe diction was not always clear.

This reviewer felt that Mr. Harrell catered too greatly to his
audience and that more operatic or art songs would have been ap-
preciated. It was felt also that the overabundance of Americana
was fortunately well presented, rendering it at least bearable. On
the whole Mr. Harrell demonstrated a voice, which though leaving
something to be desired in richness and breath control was warm
and pleasing on occasion and was backed by a charming stage
personality.

Dear Journal . .

.

"Hell's belles?"

How Queen'smen and their female accomplices can hold up
their heads proudly as the University Tathers planned after organ-
izmg and attending such shocking functions as Saturday night's
football dance in the gym is beyond me. It was (a) dull as dish-
water, (b) hot as Hell, (c) too well lighted, (d) mediocrely orches-
trated, (e) poorly run and (f) far too crowded. Several unfortunate
pawns in the local social chessgame stated wearily during and after
this fiasco that they could not possibly bear the strain, heat, floor
texture, band noises, blazing lights and all the rest of the drab
details without several hefty shots of gin at regular intervals. How
long must we play into the gold-plated hands of the booze pro-
ducers and their entrepreneurs?

— JULIUS BAGSHAW,
President, Local 26.

"Union Suits . .

. . Everyone in Mother Martin's boarding house backs the
Debating Union project to bring prominent Canadian politicians
to the debates.

. . . This suits the campus better than milk-toast non-political
stuff and doesn't bring the danger of outside pressure on university
groups ...

—2 ARTS, 2 SCIENCE, 1 MEDS.

Communications

George Atkins — 'There should be on outside telephone booth placed
on the campus for late calls. It's a long walk to the booth behind the
stadium."

Varsity Game

Charlie Hopkins — "Queen's footbollers disployed a high degree of
spirit ond sportsmonship in a losing cause ogoinst a bigger and more
experienced teom. They are to be congrotulated."

Lolo Honsburger — 'The Science men who lined the field at half
time contributed greatly to the orderliness of the gome ond enabled spec-
totors to enjoy the bands and the Scottish dancing."

John Landry — 'The stadium bleachers should be enlarged to accom-
modate the increased student body or less tickets should be sold to non-
students. The practice of allowing students to sit five and six deep on the

sidelines is dangerous, difficult for the players and has a bad effect on
school spirit. It would also be better if the Queen's students were kept
together on one side of the field and the visiting supporters placed on

either side of the covered grandstand."

Norma Taylor — 'The Tricolor smoke screen wos great stuff but

beer bottles are unnecessary."

Noncy Moffat — 'The bands should be better orgonized at half-

time; a program should be arranged and someone appointed to coordinate

visiting and home bands."

Drinking

(im Rowe — "Canadians and Queen's students in particular don't

know how to drink; too many drink just to get drunk. We should cultivate

a more mature appreciation for good drink."

don't mind them drinking but they shouldn'tCarol KingsmiK -

drink to get stewed."

Sports

Andy Kniewasser — "Students' wives should receive free tickets to

football gomes."

Al Donnelly — 'The A.B.C. pays too much attention to Senior footboll

at the expense of minor sports. The clinkers on the track are so big you

have to run around them."

Eating

Mary Harris — "I don't mind Charlie making a decent living but I

do mind my coffee money keeping his Buick limousine in gasoline. Ten

cents 0 refill is too much."

Jim Kirk — 'The Union cafeteria in McLaughlin Hall should open

at 7 a.m. in order to permit students to make their 8 o'clocks. The lineup

is so long by 7.45 that students ore forced to eat less food for more money
at the quicker serving restaurants."

Bill Hoose — 'The butter and ice cream in the Grant Holl and Union

cafeterias should be served on cold plates."

Scholarship

Edie Shindman — 'There are not enough Arts courses. Arts professors

or Arts facilities."

Regulations

Ron Colbroith — "Frosh regulations ore too slock, it would be better

not to have any than the present half-hearted adherence. A serious revival

of regulations would give Queen's spirit the much needed shot in the arm."

"Give Me Air"

Joon Mitchell -

Grant Holt."

"Airconditioning is needed in the gymnasium and

Any student on the campus who has any opinion whatever
on anything can write it down and deliver to The Journal care of

this column.

TRICOLOR '48

• Grads of 1948. Now is the time to see about your
Grad picture for the Tricolor.

• Go to any good photographer and ask him to

include the special Tricolor print in your order.

• Make your appointment now! We must have
your Grad photo by December 1st — this date

cannot be extended.

DO IT NOW
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My Teachers
Dear Mummy:

Here am I at college. We have a hard course — 15 hours
of lectures a week. I take five subjects. I have five teachers
Guess what their names are

!

Up among the rocks he goes
The ever-active Dr. R

He is never quite so gay
As when among "roches-moutonnees."

If our Professor H
Were prisoned in a garrison.

He wouldn't try escape or death.

He'd teach the rots to act Macbeth.

Charmant Monsieur F

iMiiMiiaijiiffiiimiCTiwmBiiiiiiiiiiiiM

Sonnet

And so my soul in deep desire for ken

Turned to her smile as she, giving her heort

To its understanding, tought me of love. So then
With her, as in her eyes, I sow the start

Of 0 life that breathed of newness. And our senses fanned
By the growing fire, flowed like the heady wine
Until her mind ond mine walked hand in hond
And our spirits embraced, mode one, e'er to entwine.

You need it now, children of the Earth;

This love devine is more thon hoppiness.

Move with its tide, let its tender sweetness girth

Your loins, and create in peocefulness;

And in the future of the mind forsee

Visions of nobler races, that are yet to be.

When teaching us the Paris woy
Of saying "please" or making love —
I wonder what he's thinking of.

If you asked Professor T

—1- M. C. SOUTTER.

A Fragment

Just how mony feet of water

Separoted earth ond Hell — you

'D be surprised for he could tell you.

For Phil, we hove Professor Est

Who tries to teach us in his best drawl

The reasons why we should not do

The things thot instinct tells us to.

—D.P.

I lingered lonely on the verge that parts the deathly dark from light.

And thought I saw an Angel there clothed in mystic white;

Singing to the stricken world, sending them to proyer,

To proy for peace and Freedom, I'm sure i sow her there.

I thought I sow behind her a growing wonder light.

That shone with gentle lustre in the recess of the night,

I sow a vision haloed there in a crown of thorn.

That rested on a king-like head: on this I could have sworn.

—J. M. C. SOUTTER.

giDiiiioiiiipiiiiainiiiiniiiiniaon!)
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SCIENTISTS STUDY CANCER AND
ATOMSASRESEARCH PROGRESSES

By Bill Stewart

Specialists at all universities are engaged these days in man's fever-

ish conquest of the scientific unknown, and those at Queen's are no ex-

ception to the rule. The extent and scope of the activity on this campus
is indicated perhaps, by the amount and source of funds allocated for

research. Between 100 and ISO thousand dollars is the conservative

estimate for 1947 - 48 ; this is a decrease from the figure of over $200,000

in the last war year, but over half of this sum was devoted to war re-

search.

These funds come from both out-

side and inside sources. The Na-
tional Research Council and the On-
tario Research Committee are the

principal donors in the former cate-

gory. The Ontario Research Com-
mittee has distributed at least 80,000

dollars this year; its principal dona-

tions include a grant of $10,000 and

fellowships from $500 to $1200 to

about 20 students in the Biology

Department. The administration

of funds within the University is

carried on by two bodies, the

Science and Arts Research Commit-
tees. These groups have spent from

80 to 90 thousand dollars in the last

three years on professors, students'

and apparatus,

A satisfactory answer to the ques

tions of to whom and for what this

money is given could only be culled

from the pages of a "Who's Who
on tlie faculty and an encyclopedia

of not too modest dimensions. Re
searcli at Queen's is being pushed

forward in almost every science

from Anatomy to Zoology, and on

such topics as "the enzymatic hyd-

rolysis of lipids," or "the signifi-

cance of 2 for non-normal popula-

tions." Perhaps a more concrete

picture may be obtained from a brief

examination of the articles on this

page on the fields of nuclear physics

and cancer.

Spectrometer, Complex Apparatus
Feature Nuclear Experiments
While laj'men shake their heads

about the implications of the mighty

atom, a Queen's Professor, Dr. J.

A. Gray, and his associates spend

tlieir days in the laboratories of On-
tario Hall, probing into secrets of

the nuclear physics.

At the moment. Dr. Gray and his

co-workers are studying beta and

gamma radiations from radioactive

substances. Experimental appara-

tus for this purpose is set up on

three floors of the building.

In the basement, the principal

features are the Cloud Expansion

chamber, a beta-ray spectrometer,

and a thick-walled storage room in

which various radioactive substances

are kept.

The Cloud Expansion chamber,

a rather complicated instrument, is

used to photograph the path of

ionizing radiations. A sudden ex-

pansion induced in the small glass

chamber, causes the formation of

water vapor which collects around

the ions formed by radioactive sub-

stances. By means of a flash of light

synchronized with

path of the ions marked by the

water is caught on film.

The beta-ray spectrometer, on the

other hand, is used to find what is

called the beta-ray spectrum, and al-

so to find the energies or the gamma

rays coming from the particular

radioactive substance which is be

ing studied.

On others floors are located :

beta-gamma-ray counter, instru-

ments for the study of X-rays, and

a room for the preparation of ecnul

sions. The first of these counts the

number of particles radiating from

a source set in blocks of lead. The

intensity of the radiations is varied

by (lie interjection of lead plates of

known thicknesses between the tube

of the counter and the substance.

These arc the more important

facilities with which Queen's re-

searchers arc attempting to solve

the mysteries surrounding the heart

of the ominous atom.

Queen*s Plays Part

In War On dancer
By Mak Keenleyside

"Queen's plays a large part in cancer research," says Dr. G. H
Ettinger, chairman of the Editorial Committee of the Ontario Cancer

Treatment and Research Foundation, and Professor of Physiology

in the Afcdical Faculty

"Where in hell have I seen you

before?"

"I don't know. What part of hell

camera, the [are you from?"

This Foundation was incorporat-

ed in 1943, and its members consist

of representatives of public and pro

fessional groups concerned with the

prevention and cure of cancer.

Under the chairmanship of Mr. A
R. Ford, this organization provides

the money for a good part of the

research on cancer which is going

on at Queen's today. Other sources

of funds for cancer research at the

University are the University

Science Research Committee, and

the National Cancer Institute.

The Ontario Cancer Treatment

and Research Foundation has given

several large grants to scientists at

the University to enable them to

work on projects connected with

cancer. Dr. E. M. Robertson, Pro-

fessor of Obstetrics and Gynaecol-

ogy, is doing research connected

itb early diagnosis of cancer of the

breast and urogenital tract. A trial

centre for early diagnosis of the dis-

ease has been set up in the Gynae-

cology department, and specimens

of fluid are sent in from many dif-

ferent places, in and around King-

ston, These specimens are examin

ed, and many cases of cancer have

been verified in this way.

Professor of Pharmacology, and Dr
A. F. McKay are working on pro

j'ects under this plan.

Another important way in which

Queen's contributes towards in

creasing knowledge of this disease

is the Cancer Clinic which was

opened this spring in part of the

new Victory Wing of Kingston

General Hospital, While no actual

research is carried on at this clinic,

cases from all parts of the country

are examined and treated, and mudi

valuable practical knowledge is

gained in this way. The clinic, under

the direction of Dr, R. C. Burr, As-

sistant Professor of Radiology, is

the first in a series of new improved

centres which the Foundation is

opening throughout the province.

Starting in a small way. Queen's

cancer researchers are expanding

their work into a real and useful aid

to humanity.

Them Two Dollars is for the Beer
By Jim Roe

While the top step of the stairway to heaven in the New Arts Build-
ing is a pretty gloomy place for a junior freshman to spend a sunny
autumn afternoon, there he was . . . bewildered look, "Right Thinking"
and all.

We broke into his private world of homesickness with a rude, but
well-modulated, fatherly . . . "What the devil is wrong with you, chum?"

"I am disillusioned with this here college," he moaned. "At home
they tell me one thing, and here you find out that it is altogether different.

I am also sad."

"Tush, now," we offered brightly.

"Yes, verily," he went on. "iVIy old man back in Bagshaw's Corners
is on parole from this place. He painted huge lovely impressions in what
there was of my High School mind about the carefree campus Hfe Bah '"

"WeU?"
"Nuts"

"Why?"
"He promised me that there was only one sidewalk here, and what

I find outside alters my whole altero-referent relation to my father, the
stinker," he exploded. "He told me stone cold sober, too, that beautiful-

blondes, brushing past me on cold winter mornings on tliis narrow side-

walk would push me off into the snow, and that I would thereby become
acquainted with these blondes, making my life at Queen's a never-ending

source of joy."

"Did you say altero . .

But he barged in, nncouthly . . . "Now look at the damn campus.
Sidewalks everywhere. Pick a compass point, and we have a sidewalk
leading right along it. I am in the depths of despair."

Even the suggestion that a tinkle to the Arts '51 date bureau might
solve his problem didn't cheer him up. "Mein Herz ist mit Web zers-

tort," he mused. "Queen's seems to me to have smugly held its side-

walks within itself through all these years, just waiting for a young man
of my description, brimming with fun, to come along. Then, craftily . . .

Pouff. Just like the sparklers in a sky-rocket, out come the sidewalks.

Queen's should have its head examined. Maybe there's one more."

We were getting frightfully fed up with this lout's depreciations of
our kindly mother, and moved swiftly back into the shadows as he com-
menced to rail against the Psychology department for the prediction that

all our little toes are scheduled to fall off shortly from disuse.

We wedged our little toe firmly in the front door, and gazed out
with loving tenderness on the maze of sidewalks caressing the green,

green grass . . .

JOURNAL QUESTIONNAIRE
To assist the planning of The Journal, students are aeked to fill out the

following questionnaire and leave it at the Post Office, Douglas Library,

addressed "Journal Contest"

Which sections of The Journal do you prefer to read?

(Indicate your preference 1, 2, 3, etc.)

Number the following columns in order of choice:

News

Features

Club News „
Dear Journal

Bridge

Books

Editorials _
Literary

Sports

Queen'sworld

Music

Peal from the Tower-

Levana _
Sportsreel

What's When
Stewed Pnmes

Hal's Sidelines

Sick Parade —
What changes in The Journal would you suggest? (Answer on separate

pieces of paper.)

Hsinson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRIMXEIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

COR. 8R0CK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Rm. 7990

Dr. R. G. Sinclair, Professor of

Biochemistry, is another scientist

working on a grant from the

Foundation. Assisted by Dr. R. N.

Jones of the National Research

Council in Ottawa and Dr. A, F.

McKay of the Queen's Oieniistry

Department, he is investigating the

study of infra-red spectrophoto-

metry as applied to the analysis of

fats. This technique may possibly

be applied to the study of cancer as

well.

The University Science Researcli

Committee also provides funds for

cancer research. Dr. H, D. Mc-

Ewen, newly-appointed Associate

IRC Makes Plans

For Busy Winter
There'll be talk of weighty ques-

tions at Queen's this year as the In-

ternational Relations Club gathers

its members together for discussion

of foreign affairs.

No closed intellectual corpora-

tion, the club will keep its meet-

ing-room doors open to all students

who wish to participate.

Present plans call for about eight

meetings during the winter session.

The first will he held Oct. 27, when

Prof. A. R. M. Lower. F.R.S.C..

author of Colony to Nalioii. will

speak on an as yet undisclosed sub-

ject.

Colony to Notiuit, hailed as a

fresh, vigorous approach to Cana-

Se« I.R.C, p. S

TODAY

"SOMETHING
IN THE
WIND 99

DEANNA DURBIN JOHN HALL
DONALD O'CONNOR

Six Song Hits! It's Everything that's Grand!

*

EXTRA

SELECTED SHORTS

CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 1 P.M.

MQM'
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MARRISON STUDIO

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

*

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"Wc carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

SXORACC
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

Scholarships
(Continued from page 1)

College of Education or other pro-

fessional school. Forms of applica-

tion for this scholarship may be ob-

tained from Dr. Phyllis G. Ross,

4899 Belmont Avenue, Vancouver,

B. C.

All applications and related infor-

mation must be in the hands of the

Convener before February 1, 1948.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

JOBS
$5.00 an Hour

(1)

The Journal offers a prize

of $2.50 for the best letters

saying what is wrong with

The Journal this year and
suggesting how to improve it.

(2)

The Journal also offers a

prize of $2.50 for the best let-

ter saying what is good about

The Journal this year and
suggestions how it could be

made better.

Submit your letters to the

Queen's P.O. by Saturday, Oct.

25, labeled "Contest."

Elections

(Continued from page 1)

ior prosecuting attorney, Jerry

Taber and Russell Johnson
;
clerk,

Bill Cooper and Edward Traynor;

chief of police, Don Nixon and

Jacques Tremblay
; crier. Dean

Rogers and Alex Moon.
Constables : Arts '4S, Archie

Turner, Jim Eadie and Kay Flet-

cher; Arts '49, Clarke Moon, Har-

old Wilson and Stewart Fyfe

;

Arts '50, David Leighton, Don
Connor and Basil Barrett; Arts
'51, Eric Prime, Steve Proscnyak

and Ross McClelland.

"Well, there goes another pupil,"

said the professor as his glass eye

rolled down the drain.

THE INTIRNATIONAl NICKEl COMPANY OF CANADA, IIMITED, 25 KING STREET W., TORONTO

QUEEN'S ROLLS
IN 2ND FRAME

(continued from page 1)

ed for a single.

Queens then began to roll. A
Bulger-McI'Celvey extension picked

up 12 yards. Hoose made 3 through

the Inie and Lenard passed to Al
Orr for another 21 yards. McKelvey
made 5 more and then Lenard and

Orr teamed up for another 8 yards

via the aerial route. Mclntyre and

Ecnard made another 12 and then

Lenard threw to Bulger in the end

zone for major. The convert was

blocked.

The play again see-sawed until

the end of the quarter and at half

time—Queens led 5-1.

THIRD QUARTER
Early in the 3rd Cummings kick-

ed another single. A little later

Cummings hit from his own 25 to

his 39 and then hit Bob Henry with

a 35 yard pass which Henry ran for

a score. Cummings converted.

Queens S Varsity 8. The teams

again fought on even terms until

they changed ends.

FOURTH QUARTER
Varsity opened up in the last

stanza; hugging the ball 39 yards

on line plaj's, McReynolds then hit

Toogood with a pass and was not

stopped until he was 2 yards out.

McReynolds went around end and

scored standingup. Cummings con-

verted. Queens 5 Varsity 14,

Bark's field goal and a Cummings
to Gray pass on which Gray ran 25

yards for a major completed the

scoring for Varsity. Queens 5 Var-

sity 23.

In the dying minutes of the game

Halliday quick kicked for a single.

Game over Queens 6 Varsity 23.

Queens : Flying Wing, Delahaye

;

Halves, Rozumniak, McKelvey,

Bulger; Quarter, Lenard; Centre.

Woods; Tackles, Fardell, Stevens;

Guards, Hriskevitch, Carson; Ends,

Pringle, Pearce.

Alternates : Mclntyre, Burgess,

Parkinson, Steeves, Speropolous,

Faulkner, Porter, Hoose, McGuire,

Halliday, Orr, Morris.

Toronto: Flying Wing, Karrys;

Halves, Huycke, Toogood, Cum-
mings ; Quarter, Waldon ; Centre,

Williams; Ends, Gray, Grierson;

Guards, Clarke, Mustard; Tackles,

Bennett, Brown.

Alternates : Roe, Jones, Downey,

Sabiston, Henry, Volpe, McRey-

nolds, Bark, Doliszny, Morris,

Lloyd, Pyne.

McNeill
(Continued from page 1)

education has been here. Tomorrow

graduate."

Dr. McNeill closed with the

words which he said are "the only

ones anyone ever remembers from

my speeches . . .

I'm not a Queen's man born.

Nor a Queen's man bred.

But when I die

There's a Queen's man dead."

TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St Dial 4352
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DEBATING UNION

Mercy Killing Gets Chop
"Mercy killings" should not be

legalized, students hearing Queen's
Debating Society decided at a noon
meeting, Wednesday.

Milton Moore, an Arts '49 stud-

ent for the successful negative side

of the motion. "Resolved that

eutlicnasia should be legalized,"

said that if the killings were auth-

orized, invalids would feign great

pain and request their lives be taken

away so that they would no longer

be a burden to society,

"Most people suffering from
chronic illnesses do not wish to die

"

he argued. He was supported by
John Young. Arts MS.

Max Cohen, Arts '50, for the af-

firmative, asked: "Where do we
have the right to deny a man a
peaceful death? If it is valid to take

the life of a guilty man, who is in

perfect health, why can't we release

a suffering man from pain?" Sid.

Silverman, also of Arts '50, sup-

ported him.

Young and Moore of the nega-
tive side won the debate, and were
also judged the best debaters by the

student audience.

She: Ah, you Arabians are such
intense lovers.

He: of course, we do everything

in tents.

Archie: Does bicycling give you
a headache ?

Sadie: Oh no, on the the con-
trary.

I

DANCE TIME AGAIN I

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31st

RESERVE YOUR FULL DRESS
RENTAL EARLY

GEO. FREED
Clothes for Men

Phone 5863 214 Princess St.

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store; 6634

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Vour own Book Store can fumish you with all your require-

ments m Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushioni

Our Used Book Exchange is at your

*rE:cHMicAL« supi>l.ie:s
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

GABARDINE TROUSERS

MADE TO MEASURE - 10 DAY DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
CLUB

Professor D. M. Jemmett will ad-

dress the PAC on the electric power
change-over from 25 to 60 cycles on
Wednesday evening at 7.30 p.m. in

the Biology Lecture room. The club

will also form discussion groups at

this meeting.

WHAT'S WHEN DATES
To ensure notice of your parties

and meetings in "What's When"
please write in the time and place
Oil the calendar in the Journal office

before 7 p.m. on press nights.

Clasaified Ads
Lost

A smaU white gold lady's watch with
a black ribbon wrist band, in the snake
dance Fnday night. Reward, Phone
487 S.

Meetings

A meeting of the campus CCF club
wai be held 7.30. Wednesday night in
Sinclair's Hall on Barrie Street, one
block north of Princess. Everyone is
invited to attend.

Professional Notices
Dr. Lloyd E. Downey announces the
opening of an office for the practice
of dentistry at 221 King St., East
Telephone 7444 (temporary), King-
ston. Hours; 9-12 a.m., 1.30-S.OO p.m..
and by appointment.

Exchanges
Will the person who took a red bi.

cycle with a St. Thomas license from
behind the Arts building on Saturday,
please contact Freddie Bell, 4741. She
iias theirs as hostage.

ARTS '49

Arts "49 will hold its first party of

the year on Wed., Oct. 22 at the

Cottage Inn at S.30 p.m. The so-

cial committee has planned an even-
ing of dancing, refreshments and
entertainment. One person of each
couple must be a member of Arts
"49, Admission will be 80c a couple.

ARTS '50

Art's '50 will hold its first-term

year party this Thursday night, Oct.

23 in the Oddfellows Hall, Princess
and Division. Nick Edney's ten

piece orchestra will be on hand and
refreshments, surprises and "Lulu"
will round out a fine party.

What's When

An impetuous young student

negotiated a date with a pair of

Siamese twins one night. "Have
yourself a good time?" asked his

awe - stricken room - mate later.

"Well, , . . ves and no,"

Store Hours: 9-5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We hove a large assortment of

LEATHER end FABRIKOID

RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,

LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY
and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEnS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I'^^^^^HOF CANADA MHM^M

Established 1869

Head Office Woterloo, Ont.

Kingston BroncFi Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. |. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leodbeater

Today—nuou, between sittings in

front of Ban Rigli, Ban Righ
picture.

—Intercollegiate tenuis tour-

nament, Toronto.
—8,30, Newman Club Dance,
St. Joseph's Hall, Hotel Dieu
Hospital.

—Cercle Fra[ti;ais. Mr. Michel
(niillaume. speaker.

Wednesday— 8-2.45. Arts Elec-

tion for Sr. A,M,S. Rep., New
Arts Building.

—12.00, Arts '49 picture, in

front of New Arts Building.

—12.45-1.30, Debating Union,

—Room 201. New Arts Build-

ing.

—12.45-1.30. SCM Chapel Ser-

vice. Old Arts Building.

—2.15. Queen's Intermediates

vs Carleton, Richardson Sta-

dium,

—3.30, Bible Study Group,

SCM Room. Old Arts Building.

—7.00. CFRC Radio Workshop,
1490 Kilicycles.

—7.00, Brass Band practice.

Grant Ha!L

—7.30, Public Affairs Club,

Biologj- Lecture Room.
—7.30, Student CCF Club, Sin-

clair Hall.

—7.45. SCM study group. Dr.

V'lastos' home.

—8,30, Arts '49 year party.

Cottage Inn,

—Intercollegiate Track Meet,

Montreal.

Thursday—4.30, Queen's Student

Chapter of CIC, Gordon Hall.

Friday— 9-1, Science "48 Ball.

Grant Hal!.

Saturday—2.15. Queen's Orfuns

v> Osliawa. Richardson Sta-

dium.

—Gaels vs Western, London.

Sunday— 5 - 6.30, Levana Soph,

Frosh Tea, Ban Righ Common
Room.

Monday—7.15. Glee Chib. Muni

Studio.

—8.00. IRC. Ban Righ Com-

mon Room. Prof, Lower, guest

speaker.

I.R.C.

(continued frocn page 3)

dian history, won for Dr. Lower the

Governor- General's medal in aca-

demic non-ficlion. He is also the

author of a study on Canada's Pac-

ific relations and a number of other

works,

Tiie Queen's IRC benefits great-

ly from its association with the

Canadian Institute of International

Affairs. Joint meetings are often

held, and the Institute provides

books on current affairs which are

placed on a special shelf in the

Douglas Library.

Following are the officers of IRC

:

President, Les Wilson.

Secretary, Barbara Bews.

Treasurer, Neil Bell.
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HAIR,
TONIC

5 drops in the nioming

...frair groomed for the day!

Here's the sure, easy way to make your
hair behave. Just put a few drops of
"Vaseline" Hair Tonic on it in the morn-
ing before brushing or combing. Then it's

groomed to look right and stay right all

lliroogh ihc day, That's because "Vaseline"
Hair Tonic works with nature—not against

it. It supplements the natural scalp oils

which give your hair its life and lustro . .

,

coDlains no alcohol or other drying in-
gredients.

Get your Iwiile of "Vaseline" Hair Toni'o
at any toilet goods counter— 55(1 and 95ii.

t/» /f, too.hra BETUR SHAMPOO

Rub "Vaseline" Hair Tonic generously onto
the scalp, then wasli your hair in the usual

way. Result; invigorated scalp— no loose

dandruff—really clean hair. Finally. 5 drops

of "Vaseline" Hair Tonic before crushing,

for lhal well-gronmpd Innk ail dav long.

HELPS YOUR HAIR TO LOOK ITS BEST

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK
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Pay Dirt
BY TED WHITE

Thanks OOG, the pleasure is all ours . . . sure it was a fine

football game . . . Varsity was win hungry . . . and the old Alma
Mammy could not maintain that reputation for hospitality if they
sent the poor kids home undernourished. Thanks for the chance
to do a little flailing at the Monday morning quarterbacks who
jumped the gun and started shooting their faces off before meal-
time on Saturday. One thing has been accepted by all . . . we have
a well coached club this autumn . . . now about this business of

physical condition. Sure our gang did look a little pooped in the
second half but it had nothing to do with the shape they were in.

One hundred and seventy pounds holds Its own as long as it can
with two hundred pounds . . . then the difference will show. Did
you ever watch a tug-of-war that did not at first look like an even
match and then when it came down to the final pull in the weights
the old avoirdupois was the deciding factor?

There were a couple of features on Saturday that were really

pleasing. You have to give credit once again to big BOB STEVENS
who this year is showing the way to all the line men in the league

as only Bob can. V^e would like to hand another bouquet to ROY
FARDELL. The average Joe luoks at the halfbacks only. After

you have played behind the line of scrimmage for a while and felt

the extra plaudits that go with being a ball carrier it is a little

tough to move up to a winglinc spot. When VIC OBECK tried

the same with BOB BARTLETT the oversized McGlLL man threw
in liis chips and called off his football career. Not so with Beef.

He stepped into the left middle spot and we understand has been
a driving force all fall. Saturday we had a chance to see for our-

selves and he looked to us like the best man in a GAEL uniform.

He deserves a lot of credit and we hope he gets it.

We have just mentioned a couple of fellows who turned in

better than average performances and it brings us back to our
original point ... a good big man is better than a good little man
and ALL THINGS are NEVER equal.

ORFUNS VICTORIOUS
22-0 IN PETERBORO
PASS CRISIS BY HALF
TO GAIN SHUT-OUT
Queen's ORFU Intermediates,

or Jake's Orfuns as they call

themselves, hit their winning

stride again Saturday when they

beat Peterborough Panthers 22-

0 in Peterborough.

The game featured some excel-

lent passing by Queen's quarter-

back, Moe Richardson. Standing

behind fine blocking he com-

pleted 7 out of 16 passes, two of

them for touchdowns.

Another highlight of the game
was the great stand that the

Queen's line made in the second

TENNIS TUTOR
INSTRUCTS 50

Tennis enthusiasts met at the

gym, Tuesday and Wednesday
nights for expert instruction on the

finer (and basic) points of the game
by Mrs. Dewhurst, Principal of the

Dewpoole School of Tennis in Lon-

don England.

About fifty students attended her

lectures.

Tuesday, she and her assistant,

Mrs. Swanich, concentrated on the

fundamental strokes of play. Par-

ticularly stressed were the footwork

of the forehand and backhand shots,

and the proper timing and stance

for hitting the ball. Wednesday
Mrs, Dewhurst centred her demon-

strations about the service and court

play.

We carry o complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Levana

Sportsreel
Tennis

The lournament has progressed

to what will be a closely contended

finish. Semi-finalists are Marg.
Cream, Levana '48, whose steady

play labels her as a formidable op-

ponent, June Dougall, '50, whose
backhand slashes and strategic play

are evident, Dottie O'Brien, '50, a

member of last year's intercol-

legiate team and Willie Dowler
staunchly upholding '49. After the

finals, any Levanite may challenge

these four for her right as a mem-
ber of this year's team.

Track
Levana's venture into the strenu-

ous realm of athletics was doomed
to quick failure, when, after five

practices, enthusiasm did not run
high enough to warrant the holding

of an intramural meet. This is a

handicap to those trying to gain

points for their years and their A's.

Too bad girls, maybe next year with

better pits and more accessible

equipment, it will be a success.

BOWLEY AND CAREY

PLUNGER GATFIELD
"briUiant ..."

TRACK THOUGHT
Those men grinding around on the

cinders every afternoon under the guid-
ance of Don MacDonell are out for
one thing. They dream of making the
first real showing Queen's has made
m many years at the college meet in
Montreal, October 22.

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

quarter. Peterborough recovered

a Queen's fumble on Queen's one

yard line and it looked like a sure

touchdown for the Panthers. But
on three successive line smashes
the Panthers could not crack the

Queen's line for that vital yard.

The Orfuns earned all their

points, and in fact might have
scored more, but they fumbled

several times in pay-off territory

and either lost the ball or had to

be satisfied with singles,

Minnes and Salari shared the

kicking duties. The line played

very good defensive ball with

Doug Woolley and Hank Simola
doing some fine tackling.

First Quarter — Queen's
started off well and was soon
within scoring range but a couple

of fumbles set the team back on
its own 45 yard line with Peter-

borough in possession. However,
on third down a Peterborough
snap went over the kicker's head
and Queen's gained possession on
Peterborough's 25. On the se-

cond down Richardson passed to

Murray for the first touchdown.
Milliken converted to make it 6-0

for Queen's.

The Panthers kicked off and
Murray made a nice runback to
his 20 before he was downed.
Then Queen's .started to click as
a team and advanced the ball 25
yards on three successive plays.

Second Quarter — Queen's
kept driving and finally reached
the Panther's 4 5 yard stripe

where they were forced to kick.

Peterborough kicked on third
ilown and Queen's was again in

possession on Peterborough's 45.

The ball was advanced to Peter-

borough's 25 yard line for a first

down. On the next play Richard-

son tossed one to Cuddie who
ran over for another 5 points.

Cuddie converted his own try to

make it 12-0.

Near the end of the half Peter-

borough kicked to Queen's but

the ball was fumbled and Peter-

borough recovered on Queen's 1

j'ard line, However, the Battling

Gael line fought the Panthers to

a standstill and got possession

after Peterborough failed to score

on three savage line smashes.

The half ended with the score 12-

0 for Queen's.

Third Quarter — Queen's
started off with a bang and had

Peterborough pretty well boxed

in it.^ own end of the field. Passes

by Richardson to Jeffrey and

Murray, and a beautiful run by

Jnhn Holder on an extension

play with Murray and Gatfield,

set Queen's within scoring dis-

tance several times. However,

they had to be satisfied with a

couple of singles kicked by Ri-

chardson and Cuddie on attempt-

ed field goals.

Fourth Quarter — Salari and

Cuddie kicked a couple of singles

Peterborough tried to pass on

third down and lost the ball on

their own 15 to Queen's. How-
ever, two forwards failed to give

Queen's a score and they lost

the ball on third down.

Peterborough recovered a

Queen's fumble on a kick on their

own 30. On third down they

kicked to Queen's 35. From here

Queen's really turned on the

power and racked up four first

downs.

Bill Gatfield did some brilliant

plunging and broken field run-

ning behind deadly interference

to put the ball on Peterborough's

15 yard stripe. Holder hit to the

5 from where Gatfield went over

for the major score. It went un-

converted but a few minutes la-

ter Jazzer Minnes kicked a single

to end the game 22-0 for Queen's.

Halves—Gatfield and Sadler
Winghacks—Murray and Milliken

Quarierback—Richardson
Snap—Simola
Insidcs—Errington and Devlin
Middles—Salari and Minnes
Ends—Walcot and Jeffrey
Alternates—Christianson, Cole, Cud-

die, Dell, Holder, Joyce,
Milovick, Montrose, Ship-
man, Woolley, Karis.

HALS

SIDELINES

The Meds Formal

Osculometer

There is probably no need for mentioning the game the Gaels
played over the weekend. As you all remember, the Tricolor

played thirty minutes of exciting, headsup ball, and at the half held a

four point lead over the Blues.

When the second half began the Gaels were forced to sing the

"Blues", for there seemed to be no stopping the big Varsity crew.

Nothing went wrong for the invaders; every time they elected to

plunge, run, kick or pass, the play went for long gains.

The Gaels were definitely weak in downfield tackling and de-

fensively they were only intermittently effective.

Toronto was a much-improved club over the one that took

the field against Western. Ted Toogood was just that. He showed
himself one of the best pass-snatchers in the league, stealing the

ball from the clawing hands of our tertiaries to complete seem-
ingly impossible forwards. With him, Toronto cannot be taken

lightly from now on.

While Queen's was playing Varsity a similar but more one-

sided game was witnessed in London. McGill paraded onto the

field against the Mustangs to mark the twenty-eighth time the

two teams have met in competition. Montrealers have not beaten

Western since 1938, which was the last year the Redmen won the

Intercollegiate Union and the Yates trophy. Western has had 17

consecutive victories in the college loop since then, and last

Saturday they rode roughshod over James McG. to register a 56-5

win, the worst defeat McGill has ever suffered at the hands of

Western.

The Tennis Tournament began yesterday at Varsity and a

host of top racket-wielders will vie for the intercollegiate title.

Jack Cooper, Gilbert Munns, Bob Kaye, Jimmy Gibbons, Ted
Smythe and Jim McBride will represent Queen's, and we wish

their opponents all the "love" in the world.

At McGill tomorrow the intercollegiate track and field meet

will be staged. Should Western live up to expectations, the meet

will be all theirs, for the Western team has four men slated for

the Olympic games, Don and Bob MacFarlane, Jack Parry and La
Rochelle. These four should make a clean sweep of the track

events, and with any aid at all in the field events Western looks

like a sure thing. Queen's will send her best trackmen. To them

we wish lots of success, plus a hotfoot at the starting line.

TRACK TEAM LEAVES TO-DAY
FOR TOURNEY AT McGILL

McKelvey and Lenard
Among Competitors

The Senior Intercollegiate Track

and Field Meet will be held in Mc-
Gill's Molson Stadium to-morrow

afternoon, and the Queen's entry of

.fourteen members is expected to put

forth a pretty fair showing. Coach

Don McDonell has been putting the

boys through their paces in the face

of very adverse conditions.

When Ernie Ross, speedy sprin-

ter from Mount Allison, was de-

clared ineligible Saturday morning

the team suffered a real loss.

Wright Smith and Ron Resnikoff

wilt be running the 100 for Queen's,

Don Cannon the 220, Dow Smith
and Gil Hill will be in the 440. With
AI Donnelly back running the half

mile, Johnny Watts and Ray Oja

will do the mile with Oja and Don
Becking running together in the 3

mile classic. Keith Craig and Gorfie

Gray are both top flight high juni-

pers.

The senior football squad is sup-

plying two very valuable members
in Ross McKelvey and Al Lenard.

Ross will be competing in the high

and low hurdles and combining with

Wright Smith in the broad jump,

while Al and Harry Stewart are ex-

pected to place in the discus, javelin

and shot events.

Water Polo

On Friday, October 2 4, the
Queen's Waterpolo team will play

the Toronto West Y in the pool. The
game will start at 8 and there will

be a 25c admission charge.

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hortt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

SHOES LIMITED

MODERN 7716 TAXI
l\Ar«or\m.T^w^«^^ w OR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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GAELS SET TO LASSO
WILD WESTERN NAGS
Upset Now May Still

Set Up Queen'smen
The Gaels will fight to stem the

purple tide at Little Stadium in

London tomorrow and every

Queen's man knows that they will

have a die-hard representative in the

Tricolor's second away game.

The Metrasmen have amassed an
amazing total of points in their first

two starts and are favoured to take

the title again. However, as any
sportsman will tell you, upsets can

take place, if only rarely, and if

fighting spirit can set the stage for

an upset then tomorrow will be it.

However Buh Elliot and his

charges know that they are playing

the most powerful team in the cir-

cuit and that their task would be a

tough one even with a team that was
not injury riddled.

The Gaels will be playing without

the services of "Rozy" Rozumniak
and Ross Stevens. Al Orr and
Frank Maclntyre will play "Rozy's

plunging back spot, John Faulkner
is being groomed to spell Murray
Bulger off at the rumn'ng hack po-

sition. Otherwise the team is the

same one which played last Satur-

day.

Western have been fortunate

enough to avoid the injury jinx and
should be playing at full strength.

With the Intercollegiate track meet
over. Queen's fans will be able to

witness the talented antics of the

MacFarlanes and Jack Parry who
along with LaRochelle are the Can-
adian Mile Relay titlcholders. Bob
Phibbs who also attended the Inter-

collegiate track meet at McGil! will

see action.

The Mustangs are noted for their

crowd-pleasing open style of play.

They are considered, by some, to be

the greatest Intercollegiate team yet.

This is a machine run by a diaboli-

cal master and it will play Queen's
cuiifideut of a win. This fact alone,

although it may not prove their un-

MEL CARSON
Riiarils

doii may cause them some an-

Meds Formal Lends

Baby Sitters Gratis

The Meds Formal, to be held

on Oct. 31, is the beginning of a

new run of formats catering to

students' expressed wishes. In-

stead of procuring an American
band as in past years, a Canadian
band has been hired for the occa-

sion. Tickets are priced to meet
the students' budgets, and at $5,

are the cheapest Queen's has seen

since 1941.

Convener Mel Shaw expresses

complete satisfaction in the pro-

ress of preparations for the Me-
dical At-Honie. He stressed that

dress was to be optional.

A feature of the intermission

entertainment is to be the initial

campus appearance of the Black

"Bewitchers." The combined as-

sets of Anne des Brisay's coach-

Theoiog Grads Here

Attend Conference
Next week, from Oct. 27 to Oct.

30 the Queen's Theological Alumni
association will hold its 55th annual

Conference, to be featured once
again by a series of Chancellor

Lectures.

The Chancellor's Lectureship

was founded many years ago by Sir

Sandford Fleming, then Chancellor

of the University, who had a great

interest in the work of Theological

Alumni. The Lectureship has been

used ever since for bringing emin-

ent scholars to this annual gather-

ing at Queen's.

The visithig lecturer this year will

he Dr. Lynn Harold Hough, re-

cently retired as Dean of Theology

at Drew University. The subject of

his four lectures is "Christian Hum-
anism and the Modern World."

All interested students and staff

members are invited to attend the

lectures, which will be held in Con-
vocation hall.

The first Chancellor's Lecture
will take place Mon. Oct. 27 at 8.30

p.m.; the second at 8 p.m. Tues.

Oct. 28; the third at 11.30 a.m.,

Thursday, Oct. 30.

DUNNING LECTURERS APPOINTED
JESSOP TO SPEAK IN JANUARY
Track and Field Men
Outclassed in Meet
Training Time and Track
Tell Against Queen's

The Queen's Track and Field

team were thoroughly beaten by
superior teams in the Intercolle-

giate meet held Wednesday af-

ternoon in McGill's Molson Sta-

dium. The two well-balanced and
[lowerful teams of Toronto and

.McGill dominated the show, with

Toronto edging out McGill by a

62-58 score.

Western's speedy athletes, al-

though few in number, gained

five first places to give them a

point score of 42, while Queen's

trailed with tlirec points.

Despite the fact that the three

points garnered by the Queen's

team compares unfavourably with

the eight points won last year, it

was a superior team that took to

the cinders on Wednesday. The
breaks went against them how-

ever, and the competition was far

stiffer.

Johnny Watts and Ray Oja

each took fourth place in their

mile and 3-mile runs, respectively,

winning a point. The third point

was won by the mile relay team

of Dow Smith, Donnelly, Hill and

Watts.

The rest of the track and field

men were crowded out of pay-off

spots solely because there were

four or five top-notch athletes

entered in each event.

ftfany of the runners against

whom Queen's competed had

tniincd al! summer, and all of

them had trained on first-clas

cinder tracks.

WILL EMPHASIZE HUMANISM

Chancellor C, A, Dunning, in honour

of whom an unknown benefactor left

$100,000 to Queen's University.

Trustees Announce

Terms of Donation
The Dunning Trust is an anony-

mous gift to Queen's of $100,000 in

tribute to the public service of Chan-

cellor Honourable Qiarles A.

Dunning. The terms of the trust

are as follows ; 1. That the donation

shall he treated with absolute con-

fidence as anonymous; 2. That it

be called the 'Chancellor Dunning
Trust'; 3. That once in every three

years the Trustees of Queen's Uni-

versity read these terms and decide

in the light of then existing condi-

tions, how best the income from the

Trust may be expended lo pramolc

understanding and apfyrcciation of

the supreme imporlancc of the dig-

nity, freedom and responsibility of

the individual person in human so-

ciety—and shall publish these terms,

together with their decision in The
Journal.

BILL HOOSE
blocks

On the night of the Meds'

Formal, Meds will provide

male or female (or both)

baby sitters to look after the

kiddies while Mom and Pop

go to the Dance. The sitters

ask only that tables be pro-

vided for studying purposes

by those who want only one

sitter. Those who feel that

Junior may require a mo-

therly — and a fatherly
touch — may forget about

the studying table.

Make arrangements with

Dr, G. M. Martin at 6631.

Vets, Declare Yourselves

On Hospital Entrance

Veterans who are admitted

to K.G. Hospital must give

their names on admission.

Chaplain A. M. Laverty re-

minds, Failure to do so re-

sults in charges for certain

services which they are en-

titled to receive under D.V.A.

Dr. T. E. Jessop, professor of

philosophy at University College,

Hull, England, will be the first

of three lecturers to visit Queen's
under the terms of the Chancellor

Dunning Trust, Principal R. C.

\Vailace told The Journal.

All three lecturers," said Dr.

Wallace, "will pay particular at-

tention to the role of the indivi-

dual in modern society."

During Dr. Jessop's three-week

stay at Queen's he will give three

lectures in Grant Hall to the stu-

dent body as a whole; the rest of

his time will be at the disposal of

the students. Dr. Wallace sug-

gests that any clubs or student

groups which would like to have

Dr. Jessop address them should

make arrangements through the

office of Principal Wallace,

ARRIVES IN JANUARY
Dr, Jessop, the first of three

lecturers selected by the Board

of Trustees on the recommenda-

tion of Dr. Wallace, will arrive

at Queen's on January 10, 1948,

and remain till the end of the

month. The other two lecturers

selected are Dr. John MacMur-
ray, professor of moral philoso-

phy at the University of Edin-

burgh, and Sir Richard Living-

ston, President of Corpus Christi

College, Oxford, Dr. MacMurray
will lecture in the Winter term

1948-49 and Sir Richard Living-

ston will lecture in the Winter

term 1949-50.

"Jessop is a philosopher with

a practical understanding of the

needs of the common man," said

Dr. Wallace, "He served in Glas-

gow University for several years

with Sir Hector Hetherington.

The British Council has found

Dr. Jesso]) particularly valuable

in interpreting British ideals to

the European countries, and he

is spending this summer in Eu-

rope for the British Council."

Some of Dr. Jessop's books are;

"The Scientific Account of Man,"

"Law and Love," "Effective Re-

ligion." and "The Philosophic

Backcrnund in France."

Arts Elections

KNIEWASSER NEWAMS REP;

LISTLESS ARTS SHUN POLLS

DRAG DEFUNCT
Bv the Tournal Staff Reporter

ing and imported chorine cos-

tumes have transformed this

Gronp of medical co-eds into

front-ranking i-ompetitors among

Ihe footlight higb-sieppcrs.

Tickets are still available at

the Post Office, AB of C Office,

the Dance Committee, Tech Sup-

|.ilies, and in Science from .^rland

Benn. "48; Bill Peria. '48: Aldo

Missio, '50. In Arts they may be

obtained from Eric Rronskilt and

Jack Milks.

Queen's men who have been be-

having with an eye towards the

Drag, may revert to former prac-

tices, it seems. At the A.M.S. meet-

ing Tuesday night, the uninhibited

Sadie Hawkins week climax got an

unstated but definite axe.

Apparently, the Drag has been

tolerated all these years because it

was sponsored by a worthy cause

—

the Pipe Band. After last year's

uninhibited binge, the Drag was

considered unworthy of supporting

the worthy cause. So Tuesday

night Ihe Pipe Band said to the A.

M.S.. "You take it—we don't want

it
!"

And there was the A. M.S., with

an orphan Drag on its lap and no

one lo sponsor it. After discussing

various aspects of the case, the ex-

ecutive decided that it didn't care

particularly whether anyone spon-

sored the Drag or not, but did not

move that the Drag be abolished.

The natural question was "May
another organization sponsor the

Drag?" In reply to this, an execu-

tive member stated that application

would have to be made to the Spe-

cial Functions Committee. In his

opinion, the Committee would turn

down the application.

Most Queen's students will be

surprised to hear that immor ality

has been eradicated.

.Andy Kniewasser edged out Al

Doimelly as senior A.M.S. Arts rep,

by a 24-vote margin Wednesday,

He will succeed Ted White, who re-

signed his post a short time ago

Mr. Kntew-asser will act as vice-

>resident of the A.M.S. executive

n bis position of senior Art's re-

I

presentative,

I
As the result of a decision of the

Arts Society following Mr. White's

' resignation, voting for the A.M.S.

Senior Representative was held in

conjunction with the elections for

the Arts Court.

Eric Toller was elected assistant

treasurer of the Arts Society.

Lionel Cook was elected Junior

Judge of the Court, with Bill Robin-

son Senior Prosecuting Attorney

and Gerry Taber Junior in the same

office. Bill Cooper will function as

Clerk and Don Nixon will enforce

the law as Chief of Police,' Dean

Rogers was elected Crier.

Arts '48 elected Archie Turner

and Kay Fletcher as Constables for

their year, while Clark Moon and

Harold Wilson fill the same post for

Arts '49. Dave Leighton and Basil

Barrett will keep order within the

ranks of Arts '50, as will Eric Prime

and Ross McLelland in Arts '51.

The campus is asking why only a

miserable 26 per cent of all Arts-

men exercised Ihetr franchise at the

Arts elections Wednesday. When
confronted with this question delin-

quent Artsmen invariably come back

with an apologetic "I forgot."

Election figures show that 425

out of 1,644 eligible Artstncn voted.

Artsmen are obviously apathetic in

regard to their elected representa-

tives in Ihe Arts Society and the

A.M.S., and their attitude reflects

that of the campus as a whole.

How Artsmen could forget to

vote on Wednesday remains a pro-

blem. If they attended classes at all

on election day they must have

stumbled over polling booths in the

main hall of the New Arts Building.

The Arts Society treasury will

handle funds in the neighbourhood

of ?4,000 this year. Three-quart-

ers of the Arts faculty would ap-

parently be indifferent if the treas-

urer absconded with the sum.

Did 74 percent of .-\rtsmen skip

lectures Wednesday morning? Arts-

men were in the New Arts Build-

ing, Artsmen saw ballot boxes,

many Artsmen did not vote. Queens

men want to know why.
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CONGRATULATIONS
The Journal congratulates the men who were elected in

yesterday's efectioiis. particularly Mr. Kniewasser whose wide
knowledge of the major intercollegiate sports will be of

especial value to the executive of the Alma Mater Society

this year.

THE ARTS ELECTION
In the mad, feverish days of the October Revolution there

flashed about tbe chancellories, the party headquarters and
the workers' and soldiers' Soviets of Petrograd a little ditty.

It went, if memory serves,:

I know two things about the horse

And one of them is rather coarse.

Something of the sort might be said about the Arts'
election. Not that we imply that there was anything coarse
about the election, on the contrary the proceedings were
excessively refined. There are. however, two possible com-
ments on the extraordinary lack of interest shown, and they
are rather different.

Seventy-five percent of .^rtsmen did not vote. Our older
readers will remember the warning words of iMontes(|uieu

:

The tyranny of a prince in an oligarchy is not so

dangerous as the apathy of a citizen in a democracy.

That went over big in 1750. Of course it looks pretty
silly now. Now that everybody has a vote. There are always,
as in the Arts' election, good men running so that it doesn't
really matter which one gets in. The party platforms are all

pretty nuich the same, too, these days. It wasn't as if it was
necessary any more for the voter to take a personal interest
in the man who wants to represent him or in the measures
that man proposes to support.

No. A man called E. Pendleton Herring has stated the
case for the apathetic, the lazy, and the above-that-sort-of-
thing voters. E. Pendleton Herring says that when a low
proportion of the electorate exercises its franchise it is a sign
of blooming political health, It indicates that the people are
happy with the way they are being governed and that the
government is adjusting itself satisfactorily to the demands
of the masses. E. Pendleton Herring says that if the per-
centage of voters were to rise to what many would say was a
satisfactory level, say 75 to SO percent, this would indicate,
as it has in the past, a state of tension and the probability of
serious crisis. There is no large neutral body of voters left
whose existence causes parties to water down their policies
for the sake of wide support. The body politic is divided into
irreconcilable factions; the democratic process (sic) ap-
proaches a breakdown.

It seems to us that Mr. Herrhig has been dragged
across our path at a bad time. Many of us are in the midst
of deciding whether we are going to want a government which
we will all have a finger in or one that will have the finger on
lis. Herring merely links the apathy of the past to the crisis
which fed on it until it ultimately burst. This may be an
analysis of what happens in democracies on democratic issues.
Today the world is already in turmoil, Men and women at
college today will not graduate into the stable, well fed, two-
party world of Mr. Herring. Apathy is obsolete already. Even
at University.

In any case it seems obvious that seventy-five percent
of Artsmcn see with quiet confidence their various student
governments moving efficiently toward whatever they happen
to have in mind. That, we suppose, is something. It will cut
down the letters to The Journal.

Dear Journal

"Queen's Spirit"

Dear Editor—
POTENTIAL
COMMUNIST
By J. Hutchinson

Every time we turn the radio

on it ap))eals to us to shed croco-

dile tears for the poor starving

Europeans. Sorry, but personally

I haven't the stamina required.

Not that 1 don't feel deeply for

them and not from theoretical

hunianitariaiiism or fear of Com-
munism: but from heartfelt (sor-

ry — wrong viscera) pangs. If a

sorrow shared is a sorrow les-

sened, well I'm starving right

along with them, I hope that

makes them feel better — I don't.

Chicken—55 Cents a Slosh
All North Americans are asked

to abstain from eggs and chicken
once a week. Brother, that's a
daily habit with me.

Logicians squabble as to whe-

The A.M,S. and the Athletic Board of Control are very grateful
to Science '48 and *49 for their efficient policing of the footbtu field
at half time during senior intercollegiate games.

KEN PHIN.
President, A.M.S.

lier the egg came before the
hicken or vice-versa. As far as I

im concerned they don't come at

.11. The very idea of eating an
egg fills me with miraculous won-
der, in fact I am developing a

complex or inhibition about eggs.

No doubt the wise psychologists
will explain it some way — per-

sonally I blame uncontrolled

prices, plus DVA generosity. As
to chicken I can eat my fill at the

Plutocrats' Club, alias the Stu-
dents' Union at 55c per helping!
But this morning my breakfast
consisted of good bracing Cana-
dian October air. lunch was one
hamburger and coffee. For fear

of harrowing the soft-hearted ~
I desist.

DVA Pittance

No use asking a "Liberal" gov-
ernment to raise their DVA pit-

tance. They just tell one to go
out during vacations and grab
oneself one of those fortunes that
are lying plentifully all over free-

enterprise Canada. The continued
existence of so many poor Cana-
dian citizens is a bewildering
puzzle! I regret to say I just

coukl not spare the time required
to accumulate the filthy lucre, as
I had to attend summer school
south of two borders to pick up
a necessary grade. Even for this

worthy purpose the DVA refused
to continue their munificent $60
per month. U.S.A. students got
their fees and allowances paid
while attending the same course.
True the cost came from the rem-
nants of my Blood-money and so
ultimately the wealthy taxpayer
paid, but it wasn't originally in-

tended as an educational grant.

As to the high cost of living,

apparently the taxpayer now pre-
fers to contribute to the capital-

ists' excess profits, rather than
help to establish a controlled low
national living cost. The DVA
also tells me that the aforesaid

gentleman resents strongly the
idea of raising Veterans' allow-
ances. Oh. where has the Brave
New World got to! How sweet
that song sounded in the Politi-

cians' Chorus — while the Paper-
hanger strutted on the Worid's
Stage.

Uncle Joe vs Uncle Sam
All is not lost. (Phil. 1). Take

heart fellow paupers — there

a new bogeyman 1 We can U-_
Uncle Joe to scare Wall Street

and its Minions on Parliament
Hill. Let's fall in line with the
poor starving Europeans, not that
I blame them — for a full belly

I'd also go hand in hand with
Uncle Joe. His avuncular solici-

tude is so touching, it must be
pleasant having two wealthy un-
cle.« fighting over the privilege of

helping one. Let's also get wise.

Don't let them tell you the fairy

See Potential Communist,
(Column 4, Thiii Page)

I've nothing against lectures actually, but they take up so much time.

G. K. Chesterton
By D. J. Goodspeed

Like many other authors, Chesterton suffers somewhat from
his legend. There are those — superficial readers for the most part,

or critics on hearsay — who regard Chesterton merely as a mon-
strous figure of a man sitting at a tavern table bellowing out a song
in praise of beer and the Pope. .And, like all legends, this one has
some truth in it. It will be as difficult for his most liberal admirer
to gloss over the fact that Chesterton was a Catholic as it will be
for his most casual reader to fancy that he was a supporter of the
Women's Christian Temperance Union.

Yet although Chesterton ran directly counter to most of the

intellectual currents of 'his time, his writings have had a wide and
continuous popularity both in England and on this continent. The
reason, perhaps, is this: Chesterton never bores. He may irritate,

he may enrage, he may frighten his reader, but he does not leave

his reader indifferent. His Father Brown may or may not be your
favourite detective of fiction, but no one can deny the influence

which the little priest has had in detective literature. Chesterton's

political or religious conclusions may or may not gain your consent,

but no one can ever again honestly repeat the hackneyed arguments
against Christianity or the hackneyed excuses for the servile state

after reading Orthodoxy or The Evcrlasliiig Man.

No Orthodox Christian
Chesterton succeeded in controversy largely because he pos-

sessed a brilliant common sense the like of which may not be seen
again. Indeed, this very common sense is probably Chesterton's
chief claim to fame. He is almost uncannily shrewd in whatever
he says. And from his common sense, and from the sense of propor-
tion which this implies, there springs a humour which is as charming
as it is effective. When Bishop Barnes of Birmingham (who has
recently distinguished himself in a somewhat similar manner) at-

tacked St. Francis of Assissi on the grounds that he knew little of

modern hygiene and was almost certainly verminous, many othodox
Christians were enraged. Not so Chesterton. Instead he wrote

:

It Brother Francis pardoned Brother Flee,
There slill seems need of such stratise charity,
Secins; ho is, for all hi; Ray goodwill.
Bitten by funny little creatures still.

Chesterton's sense of the ridiculous made him a deadly an-
tagonist in controversy. He knew what he disliked. He disliked the
abuses of capitalism, the regimentation of the poor, the lack of

humanity in the modern economic system, the lack of honour in

the modern political system; and he loathed that unstable senti-

mentality which many modern free thinkers use as an excuse for

a dearth of moral courage.

The Great Gusto
There is a zest for life in all that Chesterton wrote. He had a

painter's eye for colour and for contrast, and he was sensitive to

the hidden wonder which lies at the root of all commonplace things.

Certainly he was no sophisticate, and his appeal to the traditional

was the rebellion of a practical man against excessive theorizing.

It was largely his belief in what he called "the Great Gusto" which
made him so impatient with the modern Puritan who retains the
prejudices, although he has rejected the dogma, of his ancestors.

Chesterton had nothing but pity for the man "who does not have
the Faith and will not have the fun," the man who, like Higgins,
his Puritan millionaire.

To lecture rooms is forced
Where his aunls, who arc not married.
Demand lo be divorced.

It is. of course, ton early to predict that Chesterton will receive
that literary canonization which makes a classic. There arc faults of

style in his work which may count .again.'t his greatness. His exces-
sive love of paradox, his patchy brilliance, and his preoccupation
with the contemporary cannot be denied. Yet a part of Chesterton's

writing seems likely to endure. All of it worth reading in this

century.

Alma Natter—
NO DRAG,
DAMAGES

By Leigh Ronalds

The baud will not sponsor a.

Dogpatch Drag this year and in-

dications are that Sadie Hawkins
will have to go without her an-

nual brawl. The Alma Mater
Society considered the band's re-

fusal to sponsor this unpredic-

table lady and came to the con-

clusion that the Drag should be

dropped unless some other group

wished to sponsor it. The A.M.S.

at any rate, was definitely not

interested in searching out an-

other sponsor. This was a tricky

problem for the A.M.S. ; their

political popularity was at stake.

Should they cater to irresponsible

public opinion or should they

face up to the problem in their

usual resolute manner? The an-

swer was neither, Sadie was just

to be forgotten. However, it was

obvious that if some other organ-

ization were to seek sponsorship

of the Drag it would not be well

received by the A.M.S. Duty

done, t h e executives checked

with The Journal for release

time and proceeded to make re-

servations at distant points for

the week-end.

Lucky Chance?

John Chance, Junior Arts Re-

presentative, announced his in-

tention to step down from his

temporary position as chairman

of Queen's NFCUS committee as

soon as the A.M.S. could replace

him. Exit Chance from a well

executed task.

Prexy Young Does O.K.

President Young of the Debat-

ing Union returned with his pro-

posal for holding public debates

at Queen's between well known

public figures. The A.M.S. was

better disposed to decide this

question this Tuesday for after

thirty minutes of financial bick-

ering they decided that the de-

bates should be permitted. Pre-

sident Young was satisfied; the

finances could take care of them-

selves.

Pipes for Fyfe

Stu Fyfe was thanked for his

work on a proposed Queen's Q
Society or Secretariat to orga-

nize social functions. This So-

ciety was to be composed of 23

people whose job it would be to

sec that all university social func-

tions ran smoothly. It was de-

cided that an organization of 23

people would be too small for

this purpose, and it was proposed

instead that the faculty should

prepare lists of capable organ-

izers to replace the secretariat.

Mr. Fyfe rates a bouquet f'lr

making the A.M.S. aware of the

need for this organization.

Damage
Mr, Gordon Patterson filed a

claim for $15.00 damages to his

car on night of Oct. 17. It was

broken, he said. There were stu-

dents on the street that night.

Students must have broken it,

he concluded. The A.M.S. will

investigate.

POTENTIAL COMMUNIST
iCoiiiiniicd h-otn Colimiii 2)

Story of little Red Riding Hood

and the Big Bad Wolf — fairy

stories ain't true no more (gram-

mar is O.E.)

From the radio one gathers it's

more profitable to appeal to the

public's phobias and fears than to

their Christian sentiments, so fel-

low veterans let's lustily intone

The Red Banner! Perhaps they'll

.start a Lunch Fund for Veterans

attending Queen's, just to keep

our mouths busy in other and

more pleasant ways.
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plays Dorothy Dix

Mrs. Arthur is Champion House-hunter

Also Settles Student-Landlady Fights
By Heather Logan

Besieged by^^homeliunting students whose belief that "today
is iny lucky day can rarely be shaken, Mrs. C. V Arthur of the
University Housing Office can tell n.any stories of household
tragedy and comedy.

Her acquaintance with housing problems is more than~
official one, for when Mr. and Mrs. Arthur and their son now 14
years old. came to Kingston from Halifax in 1944. they lived in a
single room for seven months.

In her two years at the helm of the housing registry Mrs
Arthur has sailed quickly from problem to problem with few' spare
moments in between. Not only does she find accommodation - she
also acts as mediator between irate landladies and students who
feel they have been grossly misrepresented.

This is the sort of thing that comes up; A Scienceman obtained
a room on the condition that he never touched the stuff be it wine,
women or cigarettes. The vow stood unbroken until one night the
student returned in the tiny hours and lost a race to the basin. He
was forthwith thrown out into the street, and it took all Mrs,
Arthur's tact to persuade the landlady to accept a nice, clean-cut
Artsman in his stead.

Single Rooms No Problem

Discovery of a single room for an unmarried student is relatively

easy, Mrs. Arthur finds. The real problem is to track down a land-
lady who will accept a couple with child. Many student papas, faced
with a day-long barrage of "no's," have been heard to exclaim,

"What are we supposed to do, drown it?"

Generally, a baby is more acceptable than an older child who, iheoretically,

is more apt to chew hunks out

of the furniture and swing on

the chandelier. Even so, many
married couples have had to leave

their infants with grandparents in

other cities, considering themsel-

ves lucky if they manage to sec it

once a month. Another common
situation is that of the veteran

whose wife and baby live as far

away as Vancouver.

Of all students, newlyweds
are probably the easiest to

please, Mrs. Arthur says. "Very
often, they aren't even worried

about finding an apartment —
usually they don't know whe-
ther they are in one room or

two."

Students often come to Mrs.

Arthur for advice on matters oth-

er than housing. "They look on

mc as a grandmother, I guess, for

they tell me all their troubles."

For instance, there was the young
married veteran who burst into

t!ie office exclaiming, "What in

heck can I do about my wife?"

Fearing the worst, Mrs. Arthur

asked him to elaborate. "She runs

the radio all the time," he groan-

ed, "soap operas, quiz shows, ev-

erything. I can't study with that

racket going on." Mrs. Arthur

played Dorothy Dix and arranged

for his wife to meet other girls

and develop new interests.

For all its bewildering and

sometimes complex aspects, Mrs.

Arthur likes her work, and is

genuinely interested in all who
seek her help. "Each one of them

thinks his own problem is the

most important," she says, "and I

guess it is, at that."

Virtue, Vice

Both on Campus
By Chuck Lemmon and

Bruce Davenport

"But I don't think we
should !" exclaimed Virtue.

"But it might be fun!" cried

Vice.

The whole thing started about

a week ago wlien someone on the

Journal discovered that the names
\'ice and Virtue were nestled to-

gether down among the "V's" iti

the Levana section of the forth-

coming li'lio's ll'hcre. We were

forthwith ordered to seek out the

young ladies and ask them if

they'd care to have their names

appear in the campus paper.

Virtue was easier to find than

Vice. We just peered in the win-

dow of Goodwin House (third

floor) and there was Virtue. The

only Virtue in Arts. Betty hails

from Bnrford, Ontario, and is a

graduate of Woodstock Colle-

giate. She comes from a long line

of Virtues and claims that the

name never scared off the males.

She plays in the Pipe Band and

thinks that Kilts do something for

men. even if they arc types who

can walk over f ire-hydrauts with-

out seeing them.

After having the phone at La

Salle barracks slammed in our

ear several times, we finally ex-

plained to one eager young lady

that there realty was a girl named

Vice. Fran came to Queen's from

Perth High School to major in

History and finds the name quite

provocative, although she never

uses it to attract men.

Time Titters

Low-Browed, weatherbcaten, snaggled tooth Tootsj' Fruitsy,

vice principal of grcystoned, green campused, liaggy treed Beastly

College said in an interview to Dime magazine that Men will not

be admitted to the Faculty of Applied Duckbunting. "After all,"

slie stated in her foghorned, fire alarmed whisper, "Men have been

tliick hunting for years and where has it got us. If women bad an

Opportunity ducky it would just be."

In reply to this statement beak nosed, wide-winged web footed,

•^liie feathered Delver Duck, leader of over a thousand Pintailed

'•"cks, said, "People have been shooting at ducks for thousands of

years. How about letting ducks shoot at men. That would be just

manly."
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I
Stream of Consciousness

g I hate Life ... its grim . . . loath everybody . . . especiolly „

I men
. . . everything I do gets crossed up . . . everything . . . think f

I I'll hang myself . . . maybe poison . . . strychnine . . . real horrible g

I
. . . heard you get convulsions . . . froth ot the mouth . . . couse a 3

I
sensotion

. . . like to hove one in Charlie's ... got to do something I

I
or stognote . . . rotio . . . huh! . . . seven men to every womon |

I
... Pooey !!!... one of the seven is married with no children ... 1

I
another is married with children . . . another is engaged and faithful i

I ... the fourth is engoged, unfoithful and a cad . . . the fifth studies I

I ... the sixth is broke . . . ond the seventh . . , oh yes, the seventh 3

I and lost of my quota is o law grade moron . . . that's my speed ... |
I

IotpV grade morons . . . joined oil the clubs . . . what did it get me? I
g . . . fubsy low grode morons . . . fubsy means squot . . . moybe 1
I something's wrong . . . moybe my best friends won't tell me ... if 1
I I had any best friends . . . maybe I should be a bullfrog . . . moybe §
j I should use Pond's and be lovely and engaged . . . maybe I should 1

I
drown myself ... no, convulsions are sensationo! . . . I'll convulse 1

f, ... get a chance to ask a man to a party . . . what hoppens ... |
- he's too tired ... or has to work ... or in troining ... to go out 1
S with some other woman . . . wish I was a femme totole ... or just S

I sophisticated
. . , tried long skirts . . . didn't work . . . tried short 1

I skirts . . . didn't work either . . . nothing works , . . think I'll jump I
g off Grant Hall Tower . , . some Fridoy night , . . spoil a yeor dance B
1 ... good . . . met o fascinating cosmopolite . . . interesting but not B

j interested ... all girls have men . . . can't even get a blind date |
g ... one look at me and suddenly they see . . . wish I hod blue eyes S

j and blonde hair . , . wish I had o tali willowy figure . . . wish I |
I bubbled or sporkled ... Oh Hell ... I wish I was dead! |

I —CYNtCA. I
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Hot, Crowded

Queen's Dances Dull, Reporter Claims

Result: Students Reach For Bottles

By Jim Roe

Quite a number of students around here are grumbling about
the "unsatisfactory" conditions which currently obtain at informal

university dances. Out of five well-assorted characters checked on

this score, opinion was unanimous in denunciation of these events.

In short, they are said, colloquially, to "stink."

On Sunday some time after

daybreak, a Science '49 individual

apparently in his right mind,

(sic), grimaced painfull)' through

the bubbles of his Bromo Seltzer

and said: "Back in Blind River

my great-aunt Clementine told me
about the evils of booze, but I

can't seem to stand the idea of

going to one of these college

dances without arranging it so

that I am soggy on arrival and

well-sloshed thereafter."

On the distaff side, the picture

is not much brighter. "Girls look

like witches under those blazing

gvmnasium lights." offered one

chick. "And it's frightfully hot.

Why can't somebody do some

thing about ventilation? It isn't

exactly fun."

The booze situation brought

a sharp reply. "Maybe it is true

that a poor man must get tight

to be able to carry on, and I

admit that there is some reason

for this view, but it becomes

boring to have to lug people

up out of the gutter all the way
home."

Most of the gentry questioned

had suggestions of a more or less

homogeneous type, to improve

these dances and make them less

alcoholic and more fun for ail

hands. Thev are:

(a) Look into the ventilation

arrangements.

(b) Adjust the illumination to

provide a more pleasant, softer

atmosphere. This would make
dances less like the Chicago

Wheat Pit on a bullish day.

(c) Provide some simple food

and drink like small sandwiches

and puncii or coffee. People like

to indulge in diversions of this

kind instead of just pushing a

path through a mass of twirling

forms.

(d) Induce the band to play

music to which it is possible to

dance. Throw in a few waltzes,

polkas, squares and tlie like to

liven things up a bit. Returned

veterans will recall the gaj- affairs

occasionally found in ATS and

WRNS messes overseas where

dancing was sprightly and de-

finitely fun in place of the run-

of-the-mill fox-trots and dull fan-

dangos found here. No person-

ality in orchestra is a failing eas-

ily corrected by firm handling.

Most students who have given

this situation a moment's thought

feel that many campus social

events could stand much scrii-

tiiiy, and that a little effort would

improve matters more than some-

what.

Search
The nights are dull and dreory.

And I am alone;

My soul Is warped and weary,

And I am alone;

Where the hell is everybody?

-B.O.C.
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The Steam Shovel
And behold it came to pass at Queenz in

the Land of Kin, that yea many times didst

Journal of Queenz appear, and lo the voice of

Scienz was mute, while babblings of clods of

Eartz did run onto many quires and reams,
and great was the muttering of warriors in

the Caves of Mill and Flem of lack of humour
thereof. And lo! Made Marion didst arouse scribe from moons of
slothful existence, who beholding this state of affairs was sorrowful,
and didst lay aside slipstick, and with arms unused to toil didst lift

again mallet and chisel, the better to record the exploits of warriors
of Scienz.

And It came to pass that many long robed ones didst appear
from Cave of Lemons and merimcnt didst die amongst warriors.
But desperate one didst sound call of mate from cliffs of Ont, and
many of the long robed ones were compelled to seek source. Yet
all is not lost, for is it not a true saying worthy of all acceptance
that rate of cooling is proportional to exposed area?

Warriors of four eight, being ever pregnant with things of

much things of much import, didst conceive mighty symbol of Vars
from Town of Hog, and 'lis readily understood why, like others of

city of Vars, such glum look is upon face of monster, for is it not
true that insufficient spinal appendage is matter of severe discon-

tent? And upon eve of Freya monster was borne to its fate and
great was the tumult about fire as leaders of cheer didst perform
many gyrations and warriors didst rejoice as hue of Scienz was once
more befittingly displayed.

Upon day of Saturn ancient warriors didst return to Land of

Queenz and great was rehash of exploits of old, even such that

many warriors didSt attain venerable order of P.H.D.

Later in Field of Dick, warriors strove mightily in battle of

pigskin ellipsoid, and used all devices even unto smoke screen in

colours of Tri, but fortune was with tribe from Town of Hog. Then
didst warriors adjourn to great Cave of Gym where sorrows were

laid aside to the morrow as they disported with casks of healing

amber balm and torrid babe, for verily 'tis only with alcoholic

catalyser and close contact that those reactions most desirable to

the men of Scienz may proceed apace.

But alas, the flagon now resounds emptily upon the beaten

ground and so scribe, reluctantly reaches up to ledge and takes

down Bible of Hark as much work is demanded on the morrow.

(PILOT OF HtGHER DEAPER.)

In Imitation of Honsman
The lips that I have longed for

Warmer than these are not

;

These words she might have whispered

Will be as soon forgot.

This heart I now feel beating,

These feet that smoothly waltz,

Seem just as true as her's did —
And they will be as false.

—CHARLES GRANT MACKENZIE.

Hzinson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRINT'EIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

rOXHIKLV TKI «HILY CBAWFORD FLOniR OHO^

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Res. 7990

NOW PLAYING

The Greatest Music Picture of All Time

"CARNEGIE
HALL"

WALTER DAMROSCH
BRUNO WALTER
N.Y. PHILHARMONIC
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

LILY PONS
CRECOR PIATICORSKY

RISE STEVENS
ARTUR RODZINSKI

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN

JAN PEERCE

EZIO PINZA
VAUGHN MONROE

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
JASCHA HEIFETZ

FRITZ REINER

LEOPOLD STOWKOWSKI
AND

HARRY JAMES

CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM I P.M.
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RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 WeUington St Dial 4352

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

GABARDINE TROUSERS
MADE TO MEASURE — 10 DAY DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GOHD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

WATER - POLO
ROUGH - TOUGH FAST

McGILL vs QUEEN'S
SATURDAY OCT. 25th 8 P. M.

ADMISSION ONLY 15 CENTS

IT'S . . .

DOVERCOAT
. . . TIME!

STUDENTS! Don't let this

balmy summer weather fool

you. Get your top coot or

Dovercoat NOW.

Now is the time 'cause some morning
you'll wont a warm coot. Right now we
hove the world's finest cloths. Camel
Hairs, Elysians, and Fleeces.

Stop in on your woy by — it will be
0 pleasure for us to show you through
our store and you'll enjoy it too,

~
Dial 3030

Levana
With the rugby season in full

swing—we still have faith—it's

becoming rather hard to believe

that college is little more than a

succession of week-ends. This

past one seemed particularly hec-

tic with Levana playing hostess

to innumerable Varsity girls

—

not to mention the occasional

Varsity male. But along with the

excitement of a regular football

week-end went the pleasure of

seeing so many of our recent and

not-so-rccent grads back with us.

Coming back as an alumnus

would be worth the three or four

years spent towards becoming

one if all receptions were as

hearty as theirs.

Once again freshettes and se-

niors get together—this time for

the Soph-Frosh tea in the Ban
Righ common room. All seniors

arc asked to come with their

freshettes Sunday, Oct, 26, any

time between 5 and 6.30 p.m.

Gnashing of Teeth Department:

Levana '51 has organized a

date bureau—efficient too—but
has selfishly restricted its mem-
bership to Levana '51. (Since

Sick Parade
By Mak Kecnleysidc

The Queen's clientele of KGH
has increased this week with

Jean MacPherson, Arts 'SO, head-

ing the list. She's in isolation

with a slight case of polio, but

is not in danger.

Biggest blow to all loyal foot-

ball fans is the fate of Dave

Rozumniak, guiding light of the

football team. Rozy has a badly

mangled knee which will put him

out of the game for the rest of

the season. But in spite of this

he's cheerful, and his one request

is for more visitors, especially of

the blonde variety I {Note to

Levana: Room 292, Victory 2.)

Harry Threapleton, Arts '51

had a slight run-in with his ap-

pendix, but is now rid of it and

well on the road to recovery

while the list of commuters has

risen to two, with Merv Davis

and Ted Hazel, both "living" in

the hospital. However, Ted seems

to have run into further compli-

cations so his freedom may be

curtailed for a little while longer.

when did freshettes need a date

bureau anyway I)

123-125 Princess St.

Where Acceptc(

Styles Originate

Commentator - - Wednesday
The Queen's Commeiilolor has served for

many years as a suiindhig board for sludcnt

thought at this University. It is a serious

endeavour to seek out and publish campus

opinion on all matters of interest, and to pre-

sent the University's best in short stories,

criticisms, poetry, and art.

The Coitmenlator tries to maintain its

reputation as an open and unprcdjudiccd

forum. This fact the editors wish particu-

larly to bring ( attention. The Coijihich-

lalor will undertake to publish any articles

on any subject currently of interest which

arc written in adequate English or French.

The Editors of Covititentaior, therefore, invite the students to submit

to them, tiirough the University Post Office, articles on interesting or con-

troversial aspects of international and domestic affairs, science, art, religion,

philosophy or sex. The Covmcntalor requests especially students in

Science and Medicine, and in the School of Industrial Relations, to offer for

publication material on developments within these fields.

No less important to a magazine of this sort are the creations of the

students in the forms of short stories, art and poetry. The editors will en-

thusiastically welcome any such material.

The Coinmcntafor receives financial assistance from no University

body or oulside source It survives only by its sales. This fact, a disad-

vantage in many ways, allows a freedom from any sort of interference of

which the Commentator is proud, and which is most anxious to preserve.

It is hoped that student sales will be sufficient to allow the Commenialor

to continue to stand alone.

Five editions of the Commenialor will be published during the present

session The first of these will be on sale next Thursday.

Queen'smen Speak

At Chalmer's Kirk

The close association of

Queen's and Chalmers Unit-

ed Church, celebrating its

100th anniversary, virill be

recounted next Sunday ev-

ening. Speakers will be Prin-

cipal Wallace, Rev, Marsh

Laverty, University Chap-

Iain, and Mr. Wilson Mor-

den, a Queen's Theological

student who has charge of

Chalmers Religious Educa-

tion program. Rev. Lyn H,

Hough of Drew Theological

Seminary, New Jersey, will

preach.

DEBATING UNION
Celine Sampson, Levana '51, sup-

ported by John Morton, Arts '51,

successfully opposed the resolution

that "Lovelorn columns exert an

influence detrimental to social sta-

bility" at Wednesday's regular

meeting of the Queen's Debating

Union. Pris Peebles, Levana '51,

and Nelson Brown. Arts '51, upheld

the motion.

SWIMMING
Don't forget that the intra-mural

swimming meet is coming up the

first week in November, and it takes

a bit of practice to do more than one

spluttering length. The new driers

nake things very convenient, and

your year needs your points, so take

a deep breath and plunge in.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

We Specialize tn

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princeas St - Phone 4524

Slore Hours: 9-5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We have a large assortment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID

RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Pricet] from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BFTTER TYPES,

LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY

and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEHS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

LOCKERS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET
Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c
and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We cany a full line of everything

good to eat,"

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR SO

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.
PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

-^WS^^* TOP rcaVictor RECORD HIT THAT'S SWEEPING THE COUMTRY!

fjsY/ ''''mm
-V-t/fy FEATURING

LARRY GREEN

Larry Gteen takes hold of this new favorite and puis a sweet
Jiitle bounce in its rhythm. Ii fiis perfectly iDio his distinctive

near this lop hit tunc at yourpiano siylioE

RCA Victor record
Be sure
dealer's I

ALSO "PIC-A-NIC-IN"

Bof/t on RCA V/ctor Record 20-2421 i i i i i

Look to RCA Victor Records for th« Lateit Hilt

iiJay.

lorry Green and bis Orchestra

I 1 I t I J 75ci

: I 1 i ; Here are (usl few!

ALL OF ME
I KISS YOUR HAND, MAOAME

VauglxH Monret and hit Orchiilia

RCA Viaoi R«oid IO-2J16 , 78*

SO FAR
A FELLOW NEEDS A OIRL

{both fiotn the Ptodunion "Alltgto")

Perry Como
RCA Vloot RecoH 20-M02 7Sf

STARDREAMS (TTietne Song)
ITS WITCHERY

Cbarlli SpJfat tnd bit OrchiiUa
RCA Vloor Ketord 20-Z373 78*

BODY AND SOUL
STORMY WEATHER

Ttx Biniii talk Thi Mlllrr Orehiiira
RCA Victor Record 20-2374 75*

®® RCAVictor records
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Dolores

THEY ALL

PHILIP

MORRIS
Yes, it's a cad that's echoed
everywhere, the call to more
smoking pleasure offered by
Philip Morris English Blend.
You too, will like the dislinc-

-tive flavour of this very
distinctive cigarette. It's so
smooth — so mild — so com-
pletely satisfying.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

MARRISON STUDIO
*

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I ^^^^^H OP CANADA ^H^^MM

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representotives:

W. (. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Lead beater

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

BRIDGE FANS PLAN
TOURNAMENT SERIES
The House Committee of the

Students' Union in McLaughlin
Hall has consented to the use of
the Common Room one night
every two weeks for Duplicate
Bridge tournaments.

The date of the first tourna-
ment has not yet been definitely

set. but it is expected that it will

be next Tuesday. October 28th.
NVxt Tuesday's Joiirnaf will an-
nounce the date.

What's When

48 Ball. Grant'sToday—9. Sc.

I'ool Room.

Saturday—2.15, Queen's Orfuns
\'s Oshawa.

—2.30, Gaels vs Western, Lon-
don.

—4, SCM Wiener Roast, meet
at Douglas Library Steps.

—9-12, Western Away Opcd
House, Grant Hall.

Sunday—5-6.30. Levana Soph-
Frosh Tea, Ban Righ Common
Room.

Monday—8.45 a.m., SCM Chapel
Slirvice, Memorial Chapel, Old
-Arts Building.

—2,30. Le Cercle Fran-jais

I'layreading. Room 204. New
.\rts Building.

—7.15. Glee Club, Mnsic Sti

dio.

—8, ORG Meeting, Ban Righ
Common Room, Prof. Lower
"Has Can. a Foreign Policy?'

—8.15, Biological Society, Se

nate Room. Old Arts Building

Tuesday — Le Cercle Francais

Discussion Group, Room 200,

New .'^rts Building.

7.30, Psycholog>' club. Senate

Room. Old Arts Bldg.
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ARTS '50

Treasurer Bill Ryan and Bill

Watson will be in the New Arts
Building each week-day noon
hour until the second week of

November to collect Year fees of
?1.50.

The Fifty Folio will appear in

about two weeks. Don Beavis
and Debbie Pearce. co-editors, re-

quest contributions and helpers,

Betty Shaw and Chuck Watson
are operating a date bureau.

CIMM
A meeting of the Queen'.-;

branch of the CIMM was held
on Tuesday, Oct. 21. with an at-

tendance of ISO members. Guest
speakers were Mr. Van. H. Smith
and Mr. J. G. Eby of the North
American Cyanamide Co. who
save talks on the history of Flo-
tation Agents and on Sink and
Float Methods of Concentration.

THE 8 BALL
Tonight Science '48 will present

their final version of the S-Ball in

Grant Hall. The engineers will

bring to dance fans the same kind

nf entertainment that met with theii

hearty approval last year.

Eric James and his orchestra

described as "the up and coming

band about town," will provide the

iinisic. They will feature vocalist

Roland Hutchison and some very

fine arrangements of the latest hits.

TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Diol 3924 125 Union St. W,

Don't Forget Fellows - -

CHARLIE STANLEY
(formerly of Darling's Barber Shop)

has started in business

University Ave. at William

BtaniB Mamv &l?op
231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE
Dial Store: 6634

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

V'lur own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and CushionB

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TEICHMICAL. SUPPL.IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Classified Ads
FOUND

Pair of tortoise-shell glasses, probably

belonging to a female. Owner may
retrieve them at the Journal office by
paying for this ad.

BABY SITTING
Couples attending tlie Meds At Home
may obtain the services o£ a baby sitter

for the evening by phoning Dr. G. M.
Martin at 6631 any evening. This ser-

vice is provided by the committee of

the Meds At Home without charge.

FOR SALE
Eco. 4 notes—$1.00. Phil. 1 notes on
Wheelwright—SO cents. Past 5 year

exam papers in many subjects—25

cents. Rider's Pharmacy—one block

from Queen's.

MIMEOGRAPHING
Forty-eight hour service. 100 copies,

62.60; 200 copies, $2.75; 300 copies.

63,50: 400 copies, 34.25; 500 copies,

SS.OO. Leave orders at Technical Sup-
plies. Don East, Arts '48. Phone 2-0070.

LOST
Wrist watch with name engraved on
back, at the Pep Rally. Please contact
Don Halsell. Phone 4084.

MEALS
Table board, by the week. Good food.

Mrs. Lee, 505 Princess Street.

STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT

The SCM will hold a wiener
roast on Saturday, starting- from
Douglas Library steps at 4 p.m.
Shoiikl it rain, the wiener roast

will be held Sunday, same time,

same place.

Cord Gross is looking for more
volimteers who will telephone

him at 4630 and offer to canva.ss

one block for the religious cen-

sus mentioned in last Friday's

Journal,

I.R.C.

Prof. A. R. M. Lower (F.R.S.C.)

will be the guest speaker at the

first International Relations

Club meeting on Monday, Oct.

27 at 8 p.m. in Ban Righ common
room. Prof, Lower will be intro-

duced by Prof. Totter. His topic

will be "Has Canada a Foreign

Policy."

ARTS '51

The executives of Arts '51 will

collect year fees in the main hall

of the New Arts Building be-

tween 9 a.m. and 12 noon from
Monday, Oct. 27, until Saturday,

Nov. 1.

Fees are $2 and receipts must

be shown by all those who have

already paid $1 before year cards

can be obtained. Year cards are

required by the executive at all

year functions, to get an issue of

the year paper, and to attend the

Soph- Frosh Dance which will

snon he held.

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN ^/i POUND TINS

Jackson Metivier'

LADIES' - READY - TO - WEAR

ITS SPORT TIME

with

SLACKS

Gabardine - Wool - Plaid

Man Tailored Shirts

by TOOKE

BLAZERS

Red - Navy - Green

TARTAN AND GLEN CHECK

2 and 3 piece Sport Suits

Jackson Metivier Ltd.
114 PRINCESS STREET

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, tad beg to

remind them that u formerly the prestige of years stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN*S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowtia Queen's Official BUzen
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

COCA-COLA LTD
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ORFUNS PLAY OSHAWA
HERE TOMORROW AFT.
HARD GAME LOOMS

By Al Crofoot

Queen's football fans whose
financial condition prevents them
from travelling to London this

weekend will not go gameless.

The high flying ORFU club meet
the motor city team tomorrow
afternoon at Richardson Stadium.

Ill four starts to date Orfuns
have been victorious three times.

Their only loss, to Orillia, was
featured by poor playing condi-

tions. Even in that game there

was no doubt at any time as to

the relative abilities of the two
teams. The Gaels were superior
in both team pJay and sportsman-
ship.

Queen's will be sparked by such
acknoweldgcd stars as Saleri, Si-

mola, a big tough centre, Gatfield

and Holder, two of the hardest
line buckers around, and Sadler
and Richardson who share the
(juarterbackiiig chores. A feature

of the game should be the plung-
ing of Joe Errington. Errington,

who has played a brilliant game
on the line -to date, will alternate

in the plunging spot. Big Joe, a

product of St. Andrew's College
of the little Big Four, captained

the St. .Andrew's team in his final

year. He is a hard driving, hard
hitting boy and he should go well

tomorrow.

Queen's cheerleaders will be in

attendance tomorrow.

Levana

Sportsreel
Marion Reid, Levana '50, won

top honors with a score of 286
points in the inter-collegiate archery

meet at Western last week-end.
Total scores were McGill—946,
Queen's— 869, McMaster— 721,

Western—635.

Previously the competition was
telegraphic, captured by Queen's
with Western as runner up. This
j-ear was the first actual meet. The
Queen's team consisted of Glenna
Julian, captain, iMarion Reid, Jean
Ramsay and Connie Bennett.

TENNIS
Doltie O'Brien, June Dougall,

Marg Cream and Willie Dowler left

today to represent Queen's at the
inter-collegiate tennis tournament at

Varsity. Last year's meet at Mc-
Gill was won by McGill, with a nar-
row margin. This time we're keep-
ing our fingers crossed, and waiting

Senior Pucksters

Swamp Paddlers 7-1

Queen's Senior Hockey team

racked up the season's first triumph

Wednesday night in the Harty

Arena as they overwhelmed the

Gananoque Canoe Club Srs. 7-1

Sparked by the outstanding per-

formance of Jerry "Wager, Coach

Gene Chouinard's sextet outskated

and out shot their City league rivals

and showed themeslves to be cham-

pion-ship calibre. Although the pla_v

was even at first, the Queens for-

ward line began to drive in the se-

cond period and the visitors net

minder, Grue, was barraged, in the

last two periods by a hail of shots

from all angles.

In a scramble before the Ganan-
oque net, with 3 minutes to go in the

first period, Wager deflected

Steven's shot into the net to put the

Gaels ahead. At 1.30 of the second

session, Merciei", in another pile uji

before the Red, White and Black

goal, golfed the puck to make it 2-0.

Jack Wallis then took a pass from
Wager to score and later Moffat re-

layed to Wager for another to put

Queens ahead 4-0 at the end of the

second.

In the final period, Queens con-

tinued to drive, and Wager again
flashed the light as he potted the re-

bound of Lefebvres' shot. Shields

for the losers destroyed Norm
Uries shutout as he registered on an
assist from Greenshields during a
scramble in front of the Gael net.

Murray took a pass from Kemp to

score, and two minutes later set up
Kemp who raised the puck past
Grue from the blue line.

Wager, with 4 points, paced
Queens with 3 goals and an assist

while Gnie's efforts in the Ganan-
oque goal kept the game from being
a greater disaster.

Line Ups;

Queens: Goal Uric, Defence Mof-
fat. Flannigan, Centre ^^'age^,
Wings Lefebvre and Wallis. Aher-
nates. Stevens, Murray. Kemp,
Kent, Hamilton, Crawford, Mer-
cier, Campbell.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCUFFE^'GORD' SAGE

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

HAL'S

SIDELINES
The Gaels will be g»ests of the "Merciless" Mustangs tomorrow

afternoon. Everyone knows that most Host-Guest relationships

are very formal and during which each party tries to be on his best
behaviour. Although this is the usual procedure I hardly think that

this sort of thing will be the attitude shown when the Westerners
meet the Gaels. Most football fans know by now the powerful squad
Johnny Metras will field against the Tricolor. They are a hard-
charging, fast, well-timed and expertly coached crew, whose motto
is "a good offence is the best defence." The scoring punch that this

aggregation carries was never shown more impressively than during
last week's encounter with the "monstrous Redmen." Despite the
great size of McGill's team they were unable to cope with the

smooth working offence the Mustangs had.

Now another team as yet untried against Western's purple

and white will try their luck at stopping Bob MacFarlane and his

high-scoring teammates. Under Bob Elliott's excellent coaching the

Tricolor has been practising various methods of defence. Remember
that only a year ago a team from Western came down to play the

Queen's Intermediates. The London club was known as the West-
ern Colts and had Jack Parry playing in the backfield. With one

of Canada's best running backs carrying the mail, our friend Major
Hoople called the score something like 71-2. Queen's had other

ideas as to how that score would end and when the final whistle

blew the score was Western 20, Queen's 2, with the Gaels on West-
ern's seven-yard line. You must admit that although the Inter-

mediates lost to the Colts the score was vastly different from what
was estimated. Major Hoople will probably call the score tomorrow
to approximate his one-sided prophecy of last year. When the Gaels

run on to the green carpet provided at Little Stadium the game that

is played will be much closer than most observers expect. Western
have not lost a game to the Gaels since 1937 and it's just about time

a Queen's team knocked them off. Maybe tomorrow, eh!

For those who are interested, the hockey team has already

started to practise and it is in dire need of someone to work around

the dressing room, and help with the training of the players. All

those interested in filling such a job are urged to report to Kay
Fletcher at the arena any night between 5 and 7.

THIRDS BOP CARLETON
IN TIGHT FRACAS 6-3

BADMINTON
The badminton season official-

ly gets under way tomorrow,

when the first co-educational

round robin will be run off in the

gym. This is an introductory

contest to help members of the

Club to get acquainted. Badmin-
ton birds will be supplied for the

])layers, and an entry fee will be

charged to cover their costs and

also the cost of refreshments.

The Club has the use of the

gj'm for one night a week: Tues-

day, from 8 to 11 p.m., during

the whole school year.

Radio Poor Substitute

For Presence at Game
By Cully Lancaster

Journal London Corresoondent

The AB of C can put aside any
fears they may have had about
radio cutting down attendance at

football games. There is still no-

thing to replace being in the

centre of a good collegiate crowd.

The announcer broadcasting

last Saturday's Queen's-Varsity

game provided no competition
lor either Messrs. Lenard or

Waldon. Instead he gave the

Bob Hope show and the New
Yorker magazine a good run for

their monej'.

The following scripts picked
up in London, faithfully recorded,

are noted under their appropriate
heads.

Department of Utter Confusion
Lenard fades back. He

(brows it! He catches it! What
a playl What a play! What a
i>lay. Ladies and Gentlemen,
what a play!" Later the an-
nouncer casually mentioned in a
low voice that it was a touch-
down. Not content with leaving
tbc listeners lost with that he
^vent on quickly to describe the
convert with "Here's the convert.
It's good. It's blocked!"

As Varsity marched down the

field the narrative went like this,

"The ball was carried by Gum-
ming, a coming player. He re-

minds me of McNair and Joe
Schmoe, a couple of great bas-

ketball players."

Not content with just one pun
the unconscious comedian ram-
bled on— "Toogood with two
good run-backs."

How's That Again?
"Steeves caught the ball in bis

stomach,"

"Richardson Stadium here in

Montreal,"

Sherlock Holmes Announcing
"It's a fumble, a pile up. A

Ouecn's cheerleader jumps up in

the ,iir. I guess it's Queen's ball."

But tbe best effort of the after-

noon was the attempt to bring

college colour to the microphone
with some of the crowd noise.

The announcer shouted excitedly,

"Here's a Varsity cheer" and the

silence that followed was broken
only by a single weak voice say-

ing "Hooray."

Next week I'll be in the stands

in person.

FLUKES, FUMBLES
By Bill Coke

With glorious fall weather to

show them the way home, the

Queen's intermediates fought their

way to a 6-3 win over Carleton Col-

lege of Ottawa. Although the

Queen's club showed more polish

than in previous games, fumbles

played a major role in determining

the outcome of the game, and with

refereeing that showed a noticeable

lack of decision, the game often

slowed down to a rather spiritless

walk.

The first quarter opened with

what appeared to be a big Queen's

try but things stopped when Missen

was injured on a rnn-back of Slev-

enston's kick. Moments later Bill

Morgan, captain of the Queen's

team, kicked to the Garleton 12-

yard line. A Garleton kick was

blocked and a whistle called a Gar-

leton offside. On the second try

the Carleton kick gave the ball to

Queen's on the 40-yard line. The
first play was an extension to the

left and Bell ran tbe ball to the Car-

leton five-yard line. This play end-

ed the quarter.

Down at the other end of tbc

field, a double reverse play gave the

ball to Bell and Queen's earned a

major score. Macgongan kicked a

perfect placement to make the score

Queen's 6 Carleton 0.

In the closing minutes of the half,

a Carleton fumble was picked up by
Waddell. Queen's tried an exten-

sion. i\'Iorgan to Macgougan, and
again the ball became loose. Garle-

ton was successful in retrieving tbe

ball and a forward, Stephenson tn

McCaffrey, put the ball in scoring

distance. As the half ended Ross
Robertson was successful in booting

a field goal for Carleton and the

score at half time was Queen's 6

Carleton 3.

The spirited Garleton supporters

in the stands were worried when

Penner raced through the Carleton

team for 35 yards on the first run-

back of the second half. Queen's

gained in an exchange of kicks and

with the bait on the Carleton 20-

yard line, Morgan elected to run on

a third down. It was a gallant try

and the Morgan gallop was stopped

just short of a first down.

During the remainder of the third

quarter Queen's continually threat-

ened. Gockburn, the Queen's quart-

erback who played a stellar game at

quarter after Missen was taken out,

continually hit the mark with his

forward passes, and Macgougan and
Goddard crashed through tbe Car-

leton line for long gains.

In the last quarter it looked like

Queen's again as Quinlan fought his

way through a tired Garleton line.

However, as the game drew to a

close, Garleton threatened with an
inspired pressing attack. It was
too late. The minute flag was up.

The game ended—another Queen's

win.

LEARN THIS

NEW YELL

DRIVE DRIVE DRIVE
RED GOLD BLUE.

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT
DRIVE ON THROUGH.
DRIVE DRIVE DRIVE
RED GOLD BLUE.

YEA QUEEN'S.

MEDICAL

AT-HOME
• Oct. 31, 1947

' Dress Optional

• Five Dollars

• The Commodores
• Hallowe'en Theme
• Free Portrait with

Souvenir Folder

• Intermission

Entertainment

• The OSCULOMETER
• Refreshments

• Dancing (10 to 3)

THE ONLY FALL FORMAL

Tickets Available

Science—Arland Benn, '48

Bill Peria, '48

Aldo Missco, 50

Arts—Eric Bronskill

Jack Mylks

Technical Supplies, Post Office,

A.B. of C. Committee

Try Before You Buy
and be sure your moke-up suits your features, clothes and type

of skin. You will enjoy trying

Beauty Counselor
products in your home without obligation to buy.

ELIZABETH LEHNE
(Wife of a Queen's student)

REGISTERED BEAUTY COUNSELOR
Phone: 8639 408 Yonge St., PortsmouUi

DAN GIBSON
will be taking GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS
for only a few more days. For your appointment

PHONE 7941

MODERN 7716 TAXI
Y\*rxriTAm.T^v^«v^ OR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS



LP.P. Heap

Prime Minister A. A. Bever-
idge sets forth the Liberal Party's
stand on the coming parliamen-
tary issue: "The Liberal Govern-
ment wiU defend private enter-
prise at the expense of national-
ization. We will propose that in
the interests of the Canadian
people the full control of radio
broadcasting in Canada should
be returned to the privately own-
ed radio stations."

Opposition leader Don Heap
states the following argument:
"There are a limited number of
frequency ranges; therefore radio
constitutes a national resource
and should be controlled by a
body responsible to Parliament."

Liberal Beveridge Pro. Con. Binks

Progressive-Conservative and
CCF leaders also spoke out on
their approach to Thursday
night's question. Ken Binks, the
PC leader: "We deplore the so-
ciaHst octopus. Planning is use-
ful only when it is performed by
men who are aware of what free-
dom really means."
Ed McCuUough, head of the

CCF club: "The CCF party will
oppose the resolution, in the be-
lief that a public service should
be owned and controlled by the
public."

Mr. Binks and his party will

strive to carry their three-point
amendment. CCF forces will give
their all for state ownership. CCF. McCullough
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ChairmanSteps Down GleeClub.Symphony

Applicants Required

For NFCUS Position

Applications for the position of

Chairman of the Queen's Division

of the National Federation of Can-
adian University Students, left va-

cant by the resignation last week of

temporary chairman John Chance,
are requested by the President of

the A.M.S. Applicants are also re-

quested for posts on the Queen's
NFCUS Committee.

Since last spring, when Queen's
joined the NFCUS, John Chance
has been acting as interim chairman
of the committee of the four faculty

heads, who were named by the A.
M. S. as the temporary committee.

Invitations will be sent to the

secretaries of the various campus
clubs to attend an organization

meeting of the Queen's NFCUS
Committee. Date of the meeting will

See NFCUS Applicants, page 5

Grant Hall To Ring

With Rustic Echoes
A country fair has hit Kingston,

with home cooking, square dancing,

knitted articles, and even the

Queen's Brass Band.

Spofisored by the Queen's Faculty

Women's Club, the fair will be held

in Grant Hall tonight at 7.30 and
tomorrow at 2.30 and 7.30 p.m

Crafiimed into Grant Hall will be
all sorts of things. The country-

craving visitor will be able to buy
Christmas Gifts, dolls and doll's

clothes, snacks, children's sporting

goods and another item which the

sponsors term "Superfluities." "It

will be interesting to see what a

Superfluity is," states Miss Kath-
'ccn L. Healey, assistant director of

University Extension.

1 ired of buying, the would-be
nistic will be able to square dance,
See movies and Punch and Judy
shows, have his fortune told and or

'islen to the Brass Band.

Hi-bo, cnme to the Fair . . .

In H<andcl's Te Deum
Main item on the Glee Chib's

agenda for this fall is Handel's

Detliiigcn Te Deum. to be present-

ed late in November in conjunction

with the Symphony Orchestra,

Similar in construction and de-

tail to Handel's Messiah, the Te
Denm was first presented in 1743,

shortly after the Messiah. The work
was composed following the battle

of Dettigen as a victory hymn.

Spring fare for music listeners

will be the Glee Club's presentation

of the comic opera Fra Diovolo to

be staged late in February. Com-
posed by Auber in 1830, the opera

concerns the escapades of Fra Dia-

volo, a Robin Hood type bandit,

who masquerades as a marquis, and

woos the wife of rich Enghsh Lord

Allcash, Main characters of the

classic light opera are the serving!

maid Zalena and her lover. I

SCM Will Sponsor

Speech On Russia

By Sherwood Eddy
W o r 1 d traveller-lecturer-author

Sherwood Eddy is being brought to

Queen's by the SCM. to address a

public meeting on Nov. 5.

Twenty years conducting a

travelling senn'nar of educators

studying conditions throughout

Europe have given Mr. Eddy ma-

teria! for his address—"Russia

—

Friend or Foe?"

Accompanying Mr. Eddy will be

his wife, the former Louise Gates,

who was General Secretary of the

YMCA in Canada from 1939 to

1946, With her husband in Europe

this summer, Mrs. Eddy also met

British cabinet ministers, statesmen

and politicians of other countries,

and managed a quick peek behind

the Iron Curtain.

PARLIAMENT BATTLES THURSDAY
CAMPUS POLITICAL FEVER RISES
House Independents

May Influence Issue
Sirategic importance of indepen-

dent members in the Model Parlia-

ment was stressed by Michael How-
arth. chairman of the behind-scenes

Parliamentary Steering Committee.

"Assuming that party member:
will imitate their prototypes in Ot
tawa by voting as a group on any
resolution," he stated, "the presence

of a large unknown quantity will

prevent the final vote from being a

foregone conclusion." In this re-

gard Queen's party members will

have an advantage over members of

Canada's House of Commons, since

their efforts will be directed not for

home consumption imt towards try-

ing to sway independent members.

Independents have the right to

take part in \lehate on the motion

during the period of open discus-

sion, and can vote on the motion be-

fore the House.

.Mr. Howarth stated, "It is to be

hoped that the independents section

will be crowded, for in that way the

Parliament will be fulfilling its main
object: the training of students in

the actual workings of a parliament

arv institution."

MORE AIR, NOVELTIES

DESIRED AT DANCES
Queensmen are virtually unani

mous (98%) in favouring the

suggestion that ventilation be

increased at informal campus

dances, according to a Journal

poll conducted this week.

Checking the contention of a

Journal reporter that dullness of

informal campus dances causes

male undergraduates to "reach

for bottles" of liquor, the survey

found that 76% disagreed. Only

23% approved of the writer's nO'

tion. Comments : Many drink at

open houses "to raise courage,"

"to show off and gain confidence."

Soft lighting is favoured over

bright or dark halls as 89 is to

three and nine.

To the question, "Do you or do

you not favour the suggestion

that punch bowls be provided?"

71% an.swered Yes, 2Sfc No.

Breakdown on the question : 28%
against punchbowls. 28,25% fa-

vour non-alcoholic punch, while

43.75% would like to see theirs

spiked. Connnents : "Let them

bring their own ; too much work

for organizers." "Yes, but how?"

"What of the Liquor Control

Board ?"

Seventy-eiglit percent favoured

introduction of novelty dances,

"such as Paul Jones or Polkas";

20% did not. Comments were;

"Yes, but not too many"; "Yes

. . . lots more organization" or

"Occasionally, and more variety

in pieces played by band — an oc-

casional conga."

Checking on the connnent of

one police, last minute investi-

gators asked 20 *\-omen and 26

men tin'-; question: "Do you or do

you not favour limiting of attend-

ance at informal dances, such as

so-called 'Open Houses'?" Leva-

nites (li.sagreed 17-3; while men
split 16-10 against the suggestion.,

Freshmen Quaking

Anticipate Nemesis

In Soph Lawmen
Approximately 7 0 freshmen

rounded up by Vigilantes in tlie past

four weeks for infractions of Fresh

man regulations will appear before

the Arts-Sophomore Court Tuesday

evening to be tried for various of-

fences.

The court is sitting for the first

time since the return of frosli regu-

lations and it is expected fines will

be light compared to prewar years.

Judgment will be handed down by

Chief Justice Jack Pattison; Don
Miliiken, president of the Arts So-

ciety and George Menjuris, presi-

dent of the Sophomore year.

"This court has long had a repu-

tation for integrity and justice and

we shall do uur utmost to uphold

this tradition," Mr, Pattison told

The Journal.

The hearing will begin at 7.30

and will be held in Rnojn 313 of the

Nt'vv Arts Buikling, Any member of

tlic Society may attend.

Ken Clark, Secretary of the Arts

Society warns that constant offend-

ers uf smoking rules in the New
Arts l)nilding will be prosecuted in

llie Alts Concursits.

"Let us all strive to preserve this

newly won freedom of smoking tn

tlie halls by keepin.

The result of months of plan-

ning by campus politicians and
parhamentarians, the brand-new
Queen's Model Parliament will

show its paces in Grant Hall

Thursday night at 8.

Pomp will attend its opening

Professor J. A. Corry, speaker o

the House, will be preceded into

the Hall by a mace, symbol of

authority. As he enters, all mem
hers will stand. A sergeant-at-

arms, George Toller, will be there

to see that they do.

Campus Liberals. led by Prime
Minister A. A. Beveridge and

his 20-member cabinet, will as-

sume powers of government.

Their main opposition will be the

LPP party, led by Don Heap;

while PC's and CCF'ers will be

secondary and tertiary opposition.

The resolution before the

House, the hone of contention

that will occupy the greater part

of the evening, is whether the

present system of control and op-

eration of Canada's broadcasting

will be maintained.

The Liberals would return it to

private enterprise, under techni-

cal governmental regulation. The

left-wing parties, CCF and LPP,

will stand up for the CBC.

The Progressive-Conservatives

offer amendments to the resolu-

tion. They are as follows:

• The CBC shall be reor

ganized with curtailed pow
ers, and its main function wil

Cauci ConveneToday

To Discuss Stratesy
Tonight in open meetings to be

held in classrooms of the New
Arts Building, the four campus
political clubs will convene their

pre-parliament caucuses.

Although all the clubs have
surveyed thoroughly their party

lines in private gatherings held

off the campus, tonight's caucuses

will permit back-benchers and
any interested persons to get an
insight into party workings.

Procedure at the meetings is

expected to hold closely to a set

pattern. Party leaders, cabinet,

and the party hierarchy will be

introduced. An outline of proce-

dure and House rules will be set

out. And finally, the party's stand

on the forthcoming parliamentary

issue will be propounded.

Liberals will meet in the New
Arts basement, room 101, the

Progressive - Conservatives above

them in room 201, and the CCF'-
ers above botli, in room 301. The
LPP party will gather in another

classroom, locality unknown at

press time. The hour for all cau-

cuses: 7,30 p.m.

See Parlianiciil Battlt^, paj^c 4

Frigate Horse Player

May Not Die Broke
Don Harper, Science '51, has a

chance to win §100,000. The whole

Harper family has been gambling

on just such a possibility for gen-

erations. At least they have been

buying Irish Sweepstake tickets as

long as Don can remember. Never

before have they had a horse drawn.

Holding a ticket on a drawn horse

doesn't mean that Don's worries are

over or that he can retire and for-

get about tripods and slipsticks. His

horse. Mahratia. slili has to nm in

the race and finish in the money.

Everytime rhe phone rings out at

the Frigate, Don thinks it is to not-

ify him that his horse has been

scratched. However, he is assured

of a minimum of $744 which should

be some consolation no matter what

happens.

Don is taking no chances, on the

possibility of being crossed up by

the complication of international

finance. He has secured the ser-

our classrooms I vices of a lawyer but until the race

A Turnabout Hop
May Be Substitute

For A Dead Drag
Mr. Fred Cederberg and Miss

Jean Ramsey, social conveners

of Arts '50. have announced to The
Journal that they have made ar-

rangements with Mr. Herb Hamil-

ton, permanent secretary of the Al-

ma Mater Society, to hold a Turna-

hont Hop to which the girls will

take the men.

"This year dance." said Mr. Ced-

erberg, "will be held in Grant Hall

if tiiey can make suitable date ar-

rangements with the other years.

The date will probably be November
28," he said. "The Turnabout

Hop," continued Mr. Cederberg,

"will not be related to the Sadie

Hawkins Drag in any form. The
dance is to be conducted along the

lines of any nonnal year dance ex-

See Turnabout, page 5

clean." said Mr. Clark. is run. he can only wait—and hope.

Veteran Pay Off

Is This Week
Friday and Saturday, Octo-

ber 31 and November 1, will

be cheque-days for those re-

ceiving DVA allowances. Pay
office will be the main hall o£

the gymnasium, and cheques

will be available all day Fri-

day and on Saturday morn-

ing.

GALLANT GAELS LOSE GAMELY; WIN HERE 30-0 STORY ON
BACK PAGE
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20TH CENTURY WITCH HUNT
The current Congressional investigation of Communist ac-

tivities in Hollywood is a production of which even Cecil B. De-

Mille couid be proud. True, it lacks some of the eroticism of the

Howard Hughes probe, but it does enable newspaper readers to

enjoy the spectacle of big-time entertainers throwing ideological

lemon meringue pies at each other. Many citizens were surpris-

ed to learn that the moom picture folk really worried about such

things as politics.

The Republican Congressmen are evidentally under the de-

hision that this investigation will uncover a lot of Communists, just

as they evidently thought the anti-Red clause in the Taft-Hartley

Act would drive the Communists out of the labour movement.

What will probably happen is this: A very few Communists,

of the type not clever enough to cover their tracks, will be exposed,

A large number of left-wingers who are not Communists will be

branded as such, either directly in the committee's report, or indir-

ectly through the medium of a "background" story in Time maga-

zine or the Hearst press.

To say that this is a negative approach to the "Red Menace"

IS putting it mildly indeed. To say that it is an ineffective ap-

proach is a wild understatement. Ideological wars cannot be won

by the use of such blunt, elephantine methods.

The great need today is for North Americans to bolster their

own "democratic way of life." to make its principles and its pur-

poses so clear in their own minds that no Communist fifth column

can ever make any inroads. Let the Mounties and the FBI look

after the espionage, and let Hollywood and the trade unions clean

house by themselves. Let the rest of us find out what we're fight-

ing for, for the benefit both of ourselves and of the Europeans who
still have enough confidence in us to look to us for leadership.

And what, someone will ask, has all this got to do with

Queen's students? Just this: the Labour Progressive Party has

representation in our mock parliament. There will be some stu-

dents who will growl that it shouldn't be there. We hope such

students are in the minority, because the LPP definitely should be

there. It should be there to remind the other parties that if they

don't know what they believe in, the LPP most emphatically does.

It should be there to remind the Labor-Progressives themselves

that they are enjoying the right of free speech in a relatively free

country.

SEATS OF THE MIGHTY . . .

At Queen's the students control most aspects of their extra-

curricular activity. One of their agents, exercising this student

government is the Athletic Board of Control. The students vol-

unteered to pay the AB of C an annual athletic fee of twelve dol-

lars at last spring's open Alma Mater Society meeting.

One of the things each student gets in return for this $12 is

admission to all home football games.

At the \^arsity game a number of these students who had paid

the $12 and who were ultimately the authority responsible for the

game, had no seats to watch it from. The many who had to sit

on the ground were understandably irked.

The AB of C is not having an easy year financially. They
are operating within a hair's breadth of deficit and they need every

extra cent they can get. The seats the students had paid for and
should ha\'e had were sold to others and the money went to help

finance more sports at Queen's,

At forthcuming games the students will all want seats and the

AB of C will want all the money it can get. It is unreasonable to

expect 3.200 seats to be set aside for students who may not al! turn

up. It is unreasonable to expect students who have paid for seats

to sit on the ground.

It seems fair, however, to expect the AB of C in future to keep
non-students out of the student section and to make available

enough seats for all the students who come to the game before a

specified time, say two o'clock. And it seems reasonable that all

students who want seats should co-operate by being in them with-

in Ihe time limit set bv the AB of C,

THE MEDSMEN
The faculty of Medicine has shown commendable public

spirit by making their annual at home an affair which any student

can afford to attend.

They have sacrificed none of the traditional trappings—if any-

thing they are including more than ever before. This year's Med's
formal should be a memorable event.

The next Journal will be written by Meds men under the dir-

ection of the Journal medical editor.

Sadie Hawkins
Lou Carey, Meds '50 — "Some of us are too narrow minded, there is

no reason why the Drag should not be continued providing certain aspects

re toned down a little. The Dogpatch Drag is tome in comparison to the

routine barndances at U.B.C."

Beverley Baxter, Meds '51 — "The Drag is a fine institution and

should be continued."

Nonie Kendoll, Levona '48 — 'The Drog gives the girls a chance to

loke out someone they have met and the men know that this is not just

another date."

Representotion on the Board of Trustees
Ted Delahay Arts '48 — "There is a definite need for better student

representation on the Board of Trustees. The A.M.S. president is the

logical choice."

George Perrin, Arts '49 — "The students on the campus today might

be mature enough to effectively represent the studnt body on th Board of

Trustees but what obout the yeors to come? The A.M.S. will achieve more

by indirect representation through the Rector or the Principal,"

Art Rawlins, Science '51 — "I think the students should be represented

on the Board of Trustees by the president of the A,M,S."

A Home to Call My Own
Mrs. W. A. Thompson (Betty Potts), Arts '49 — "1 would love a self-

contained apartment for $27,50 a month."

Union Member
Dave Chance, Arts '49 — "The lights in the library are too bright and

distracting."

Atmosphere
Bill Robinson, Arts '48 — "Charlie deserves a lot of credit for the

service he renders the campus; he serves good food on clean plates in

colourful surroundings often by neot ond clean waitresses.

Frosh Regulations
|ohn Rawson, Science '51 — "I think the Science faculty shows dis-

gusting discriminations against Frosh. The practice of forcing freshmen

to make public recitals at boarding houses before eating is particularly

disturbing."

Joan Winters, Arts '49 — 'The present frosh regulations are inade-

quate; it's better to have none than a half-hearted effort."

Dorothy Moson, Nursing '52 — "Queen's yells are lacking in rhythm
and spirit. We need a new yell and enforced cheering sessions."

Levona Sports
Dottie O'Brien, Arts '50 — "Levona athletic activities should be given

more publicity in The )ournal."

Year Lists

Tom Chodsey, Arts '49 — "What happened to the Arts yeor lists?

A recognized procedure is needed in this matter to enable the large and
unwieldy Arts years to participate with any efficiency in the Bews Trophy,"

Pants
Noro Honson and Barb Whytock, Arts '50 — Queen's men ore much

better dressed this year."

Culture
Doug Bruce, Arts '48 — "Padre Laverty's Sunday Hour is a real con-

tribution to campus life,"

Canada In The World

Dear Journal . .

.

"NFCUS At Old P.U." . . .

I refuse to believe that my worthy superiors have handed

down such a loosely knit explanation for not asking for more

governmental help.

The fact that grants even today are being handed out disproves

the "pink" taint. I question the "increase burden on the taxpayers

where persons other than taxpayers would benefit." My rent pays

taxes on land, I buy as many taxable commodities as any other

person, and I am a student. Moreover taxes are stretched out

over a longer period than four years. Again, veteran students

(who certainly deserve their rights) cost money. No one can

morally denounce this policy and in fact it is felt that they w?!l

repay the cost of training in many ways.

Your logic reminds me of P.U.'s classrooms, not those of

Queen's. To be anti-socialist for anti-socialist's sake is certainly

not very far sighted. Laissez-faire has been dropped by the adoles-

cent world. Would you have us tear up the roads, public and

high schools? The only thing pink about them is the brick in their

construction. The world has a very long way to go yet to reach

maturity and such measures will have a direct bearing' on its

growth. You are only paying lip service to education if you deny

me this.

I look forward to the day when everyone shall have the op-

portunity of going to university free and be paid a subsistence

allowance in the same manner as the veterans today. Can you

deny that the true danger of today lies in the ignorance of the

masses, not the education?

I would agree that there might be a danger of direction from

government and this matter would have to be jealously watched.

Since you admit that government aid will evolve eventually why

be backward, why not recognize it and beat other "ism" to the

punch for just once?

G. L. McDIARMID

Arts Does It Asain?
At the Arts Election held recently there was a conspicuous absence

of voters. Queen's men want to know why. Let us assume that we

are all Queen's men whether we vote or not, but we could say that there

are two groups of Queen's men, namely: the enlightened few, and the

vast majority who do not know what is going on in the Arts Society.

If this assumption is correct, then why does this situation exist?

Why don't Arts men realize that it would be in their best interests to

vote at the elections? or do they realize and still fail to vote. No, the

answer can only be that the majority of the Arts men do not know why

or for whom they should vote.

Since the society is responsible for some $4000 this year, why don't

they dispose of an infinitesimal amount of it in the following manner:

by taking measures to assure that the entire Arts group are informed

as to the general policy of the society, who the leaders are, what they

are expected to do and how the Arts men can aid them. It would

not be a great task to issue infomiation to the student body regarding

these and other matters.

Now don't get the wrong impression; of course the Arts Society has

a very responsible position, but how about telling the Arts men what

that responsibility consists of. Then in the future we will be in a posi-

tion to place those we believe most suited in the appropriate positions.

— HARVEY GUNN
Arts 49

PUT UP OR SHUT UP
By Pertinax

"Nor, when the last grim fight is ended comes
Complete discharge, or absolute release:
For who shall say that never War's loud drums
Throbbing again shall shatter startled Peace?
Though high our purpose, Vigilance must still
Be the sure shield and buckler of Good Will."

t.)ur National elected representatives give some indication that
they think Vigilance is a good thing, but they'd rather not have
to cnminit themselves. It seems politically healthier to sit on the
ience and let those who will be vigilant be vigilant—with all this
involves in money and manpower but they would still like, if you
|)lease, a very considerable say in settling thorny questions and
in ajjportioning authority and influence in the world beyond the
borders of our Dominion. They insist that Canada is "a big boy"
now! Admittedly a man's job was done in the years 1939-45, but
at the moment the only sign of our adult status in world affairs

IS that our voice has changed 1

It's about time that we acted like a grown-up and showed
that we understand that peace made around the council table has
to l>e kept in the troubled places of the earth by military strength

;

that only those nations which possess militarv power and are pre-

pared to employ it to maintain the peace—not merely to preserve
intact their own territories and interests — exercise any real in-

fluence in world affairs. The best proof of our good faith and
adult status would be a full-scale, realistic National Defence Plan
providing this country with a highly-trained, fully co-ordinated
fighting team of real effectiveness and prestige which men and
women of this country would be proud to .-JUpport and which the

L'.N'. Security Council would be glad to have at its back.

The spectacle of our government moaning that it ought to

be consulted more often and sounding off on our war record to

increase the volume of the moan is, humiliating. Our record, good
as it is. was last season's! The other people in the Big League
did all right in that season too. And now, as then, it's for keeps.

Let's put up or shut up.

"Read Herring" . .

... So I didn't vote, who is

do with it? . . .

(Editor's Note)

POLITICS, PLEASE,
WITH GINGER ALE AND ICE.

E. Pendleton Herring
|

Says we shouldn't be caring

If most people never

Make use of the vote.

Mr. Herring and what has he got to

—ARTS '48.

When the voting is light,

It's a sign we're all right;

But when balloting's heavy.

Then we're ready for Freddy.

So Arts be content

With your twenty per cent:

You're not really lazy,

You're just democratic that's all.

New Nightspot to

Open October 31

Advertisement

Club Val D'Or, lU Brock,

opens Friday, Oct. 31, for

Dancing. Queen's night spot

features Doug Creighton and
"Music for Moderns," plus

special entertainment. Cour-

teous table service. Special

Preview dance for Queen's,

Thursday, Oct. 30.

MEDICAL

AT-HOME
• Oct, 31, 1947

• Dress Optional

• Five Dollars

• The Commodores

• Hallowe'en Theme
• Free Portrait with

Souvenir Folder

• Intermission

Entertainment

• The OSCULOMETER
• Refreshments

• Dancing (10 to 3)

THE ONLY FALL FORMAL

Tickets Available

Science—Arland Benn, '48

Bill Peria, '48

Aldo Missco, SO

Arts—Eric Bronskill

Jack Mylks

Technical Supplies, Post Office,

A,B. of C, Conimittee
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MEDSMEN CHECK
CAMPUS G STRINGS

Costumes for the chorus

line of the Medical At-Hotne

on Oct. 31 are in the pro-

cess of being censored by
the presidents of the A.M.S.
and the Aesculapian society,

as required under A.M.S,
regulations.

The costumes in question

have been imported from a

Toronto agency. They con-

sist principally of lace with
ribbons in strategic places.

Top hats are also provided

but apparently will not be
used as screening.

Two conferences have
been held on the problem
without a settlement being
reached. For safety's sake
the costumes have been
modelled on wax dummies.
The At-Home convener in-

sists on the — little as it

stands or nothing at all,

while the Aesculapian pre-

sident is holding out for "at

least five inches more rib-

bon." The A.M.S. president

has reserved his comments
to a dignified growl.

621 Princesi, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

DUPLICATE BRIDGE
The Club will huld its first tour-

nament in the common room of Mc-
Laughlin Hall, 7 p.m., Tuesday,
October 28. Bring a partner and
a deck of cards. Everybody wel-
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341 Princess St. Dial 660A

FOR A

/Really X/^vely

IN YOUR HAIR,

ase

Journalists Tfirow

Lawn Festival Sat.
Members of the Press Club will

hold an afternoon scicial Saturday
afternoon from 5 to 8 p.m, at the La
Salle Hotel. All members are urg-

ed, stated president Jim Kirk, to

attend, as are any members of the

staffs of the Tricolor, the Comiucii-
talor, Coiiiinercciuaii. the Traverse
or any who are interested but find

their journalistic efforts go no farth-

er than the regular Jetber home.
Tickets are $1 per person, obtain-

able from members of Journal staff

or at the door.

It's easy to do!

It^s the simplest thing you know to

give your hair added life and lustre, to

rid it of unsightly dandrufT, to make
every strand of it soft and silky—respon-

sive to comb and brush.

Hero is how you do it. An hour or

so before washiiig your hair massage

"Vaseline" Hair Tonic generously onto

the scalp, to tone up the tissues and

supplement the natural scalp oils that

keep your hair heallliy. Then shampoo,

ana after the hair dries, comb in a few

extra drops. Lovely? Wlio would ever

think your hair could have such gls-

rious sheen I

"Vaseline"! Hair Tonic works with

nature— not against it—to keep your

hnir always looKing its best. It's at your

favourite toilet goods counter— 55(i

and 95^.

Chat* b rough Monutachirlng Ce. Cont'd

yOL'fi HAIR DESERVES THIS CARE

New Facilities Open
In McLaughlin Hall
Male social life on the campus is

back in full swing again with new
facilities installed at McLaughlin
Hall to replace those lost in Sep
temher's disastrous Union fire.

Highlighting the drive to fill the

wide breach in male recoeational

facilities by the fire is the provision

of Common Room and Tuck Shop
facilities, open to students from
9 a.m. to 11 p.m.

The Union House Committee, to

whom much of the credit for the

rapid provision of these much-need-
ed services is due ,is composed of:

Bill Burgess, Theology; Bill Hoose,
Arts '4S; Bill Jaegar, Science '48;

Keith Milliken, Science '50; John
Clayton, Meds '51; and Wilf Roy,
Meds '49.

Dance Music Feature

OfNewCFRCShow
Friday evening at 9.30 CFRC

came on the air with a program of

dance music for campus music fans.

Electrical Engineering students

working with the transmitter, after

generally overhauling and rejuven-

ating facilities, presented a half hour
of recorded music, etnceed by Don
Armstrong, Sc. '48. and called Club
48.

At 10 p.m. the special presenta-

tion of the evening was half an hour
of the music of Eric James and his

orchestra direct from the Science
'48 Ball in Grant Hall with Hugh
Jackson, Sc. '48, handling the in-

troductions. To wind up the pro-

gram Doug Creighton ran the turn-

tables for half an hour of the 10.30

express. Operators were Cam
Searle, Sc. '47, Don Moore, Sc. '45,

and Art Bossert Sc. '48.

It is not known at present

whether this is to be a regular

broadcast or not but several stu-

dents have been heard to say "Let's

have more of this."

Clastified Ads
„ . . FOUND
Pair air force type sun glasses in brown
feather case. May be had upon identi-
fication. Inquire at Registrar's Office.

LOST
Gold and Black Eversharp PencL be-
loneing to Parker 51 set. Lost Friday
morning on campus near southwest
comer of Old Arts Bldg, Victor Prid-
more, Science "51, Phone 3481.
Green Black Striped Shaeffer's pencil
somewhere in vicinity of McLaughlin
Hall, Irving Soloway, Phone 2-1610.

be the regulation o£ wave
bands,

• The CBC shall operate

no station in any area in

which a privately owned sta-

tion is, or commences to, op-

erate.

• The CBC shall be com-
missioned to originate pro-

grams for the development of

Canadian cultural talent or of

an educational or news na-

ture, and shall make these

available to all privately own-
ed stations for a period of at

least two hours per day. This

shall be done by private

agreement between the CBC
and the Association of Broad-

casters. These should be fin-

anced by CBC licence reven-

ues supplemented if neces-

sary by government subsi-

dies.

Formal debate on the motion

has been tied down to a strict

timetable. A total of 16 minutes

!ia,s been allotted to four govern-

ment speakers, while the three

opposition parties get a total of

24 minutes to set forth their ar-

guments.

General debate on the motion

Parliament- Battles Thursday

(continued from page I

)

will ensue: three minute speeches
in which independents may par-

ticipate. And debate will close

with 8-minute summations by the

major opposition and the govern-
ment. After that, it will be up to

members to maintain, or to vote

out of existence, the much-criti-

cized CBC.
As a warm-up to general de-

hate, a half-hour question period

will subject the government to a

barrage of questions, which are

to be submitted to the Liberal

party one day in advance.

Two points on House proce-

dure were stressed by Michael

Howartli, chairman of the House
Steering Committee. The first is

that freshmen can participate

only as independent members,
unless they are of voting age.

The second is that galleryites

are to have no voice whatever in

proceedings. The only way to

speak is to sit as a house nieni-

her, either in parly ranks or as an

independent.

One change has been noted

among the ranks of Progressive-

Conservatives. Don Collins, Arts
'48 has replaced Gerry Fenton

who resigned as party whip.

GRADUATION PORTRAITS
Thursday last day for appointments with

DAN GIBSON
PHONE 7941

Try Before You Buy
and be sure your make-up suits your features, clothes and type

of skin. You will enjoy trying

Beauty Counselor
products in yotii home without obligation to buy.

ELIZABETH LEHNE
(Wife of a Queen's student)

REGISTERED BEAUTY COUNSELOR
Phone; 8639 408 Yonge St., Portsmouth

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
is extended to members of the stoff ond student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to make Loidlaw's your shopping head-

quarters in Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE ~ DEPENDABLE

Diol Store: 6634

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Vour own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments \n Text Books for all Faculties and Departmenta. Loo«t

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cuibiooi

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TEICHMICAL. SUPPL.ieS
KINGSTON Queen's Univerelty Grounds ONTARIO

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

189 Ontario St.
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COTCs New Deal O.K. Say Soldiers
Queen's University will continue to make its contribution to the of-

ficer strength of the Canadian Army, both active and Reserve, if COTC
activities of the past summer are any indication. Ninety-three Queen's
men, drawn from every faculty, spent four months soldiering with the
various corps, in camps ranging from ChiUiwack, E. C, to Longue Pointe

Que.

Under the new plan, the candidates were rated as Officer Cadets
and proudly wore the much-maligned single pip of the Second Lieutenant.

They were billeted in officers' quarters and enjoyed aJl the privileges nf

the mess. With clothing issued free, few other expenses, and a monthly
salary of $135, many of the boys found themselves with a considerable

surplus at the end of the summer. Aside from this the outdoor life with
plenty of sports and physical exercise, and the stimulating effects of new
friendships with representatives from more than twenty other univer-

sities, were sufficient in themselves for Queen's men to consider the sum-
mer well spent.

I

Officer Cadets may choose the

Corps with which they wish to train

with the result that each of the nine

corps had candidates from Queen's,

The Royal Canadian Ordnance
Corps claimed the largest number,
with 16 taking summer training at

Longue Pointe, Que. Fourteen

went to the Royal Canadian Elec-

trical and Mechanical Engineers at

Barriefield and Camp Borden, Ont.

;

13 to the Royal Canadian Artillery

at Shilo, Man.; 12 to the Royal
Canadian Armoured Corps School

at Camp Borden; 12 to the Royal
Canadian School of Mechanical

Engineering at ChiUiwack, B. C.

;

10 to the Royal Canadian School of

Infantry, seven to the Royal Cana-
dian Army Service Corps School,

and five to the Royal Canadian
Army Medical School, all at Camp
Borden ; and four to the Royal Can-
adian School of Signals at Barrie-

field. Lectures were kept to a mini-

mum, and most of the time was
spent in tactical exercises, range-

firing, driving, shop work, and all

the activities peculiar to the various

corps.

Sciencemen, Meds

Sciencemen found that their syl-

labus met university as well as army
requirements, and they were given

credits for their summer employ-

ment, The Medical Corps afforded

good experience to Medsmen. The
opportunities to lead formations in

tactical exercises, to carry out
mutual instruction, and to control

artillery shoots and motor convoys,

were appreciated by all the officer

cadets.

Recreational facilities abounded
in every camp, and the COTC took
full advantage of them, from table-

tennis at Longue Pointe to moun-
tain climbing at ChiUiwack. If there

was never before a ball team with
players from Queen's, Varsity,

Western, McMaster and Ottawa all

on the same side, there were half a
dozen at Borden this past summer.

Training will continue at the uni-

versity throughout (he winter, with
a maximum of two hours of lectures

per week. Major Brown, the Resi-
dent Staff Officer, instructs in Mili-

tary Science, and Dr. Bruce is giv-

ing a series of lectures in Military

Geograph)',

Commission on Graduation

\Vhen the Officer Cadet obtains

his degree from the university, he
also receives his commission from
the Canadian Army. Two years'

training, with two summers in

camp, will qualify him as a lieuten-

ant in the Reserve. Three years,

with three summers in camp, will

qualify him as a captain (reserve),

or a lieutenant (Active), the latter

subject to further training. These
periods are somewhat modified for

student veterans.

First and second year students in^

tercsted in joining the Queen's con
tingent should contact Major Brown
in the COTC Building this week.

Misprint
My wife and I had one of our arguments the other night.

I read out loud a piece in the paper about a world-famous cymbalist
who was coming to town.

My wife picked up her sewing.

"He must be that magician," she said.

"What do you mean, magician?" I said.

"You know, magician. A man who does tricks," she said.

"I don't know," I said. "I have no idea. This man is a musician.
He plays cymbals. He's a cj-nibalist. It says here he's a world-famous
cymbalist."

"It's a misprint," said my wife. "They must mean Zimbalist, He's
a world-famous magician all right."

"They say 'world-famous cymbalist,' they probably mean world-
famous cymbalist," I said.

"How do you know what thej' mean? You wrote the paper?" she
said.

"I thmk they mean cymbaHst, the man who bangs cymbals together,"
I said.

"So a man bangs cymbals together and he's world famous. Zimbalist,
he's world-famous all right, because he makes things disappear. People
remember a magician. People don't remember a cymbal-banger. Who
ever heard of a world-famous cymbal-banger? It'll be garbage collectors
next. Did you ever hear of a world-famous garbage collector?"

"The paper doesn't say anything about a garbage collector. It says
cymbalist," I said.

"Are you sure it's not a misprint for Zimbalist?" said my wife,

"I'm pretty sure," I said, "It's spelled differently. Besides, the
cymbal-player's name is Schultz,"

My wife put down her sewing.

"Imagine. World-famous with a name like Schultz," she said.
"That's what it says. 'Ed Schultz, world-famous cymbaHst,' " I said.
"It's hard to believe, that's all," she said.

"It's a funny world all right," I said.

I took my pipe out of my pocket.

"Dear?" — - - ,

"Yes dear," I said.

"It might have been a misprint after all. Maybe they mean Mr.
Schultz is a world-famous symbolist. You know, one of those men who
sees the future in the signs and portents around him. I've heard they're
wonderful. I mean if he was, it would make it so much easier for Mr.
Schultz to be world-famous don't you think?"

I

I put my pipe in my moulh and smoked it. — LAYTON V.

Queen's Sciencemen learn how to

keep the Army rolling. Above,

centre: Lots of leverage here, but

it still takes elbow grease to get the

front end of a truck into the air.

Left to right: J. T. Cuddihy,

Queen's; Ross Taylor, McGill; D,

L. Halsall, Queen's, C. U. Hamil-

ton, Queen's. Left: Queen's man
C. D. D. Corbett and cadet Barclay

of Toronto rewind a motor arma-

ture. All pictures taken at R.C.E.

M.E. School, Barriefield.

Hi Pal!
Dear Issie:

Read your letter of Mondoy last

and it sure was good to heor from

my old chum. Well sure am glad to

hear you been keepin out of trouble

back there in old Smithsville . . .

Sumpin I could never do myself eh

ha ... ha remember the time we , . .

well r won't go into that now haven't

got time for the odd reminiss kid . . .

boy there really pilin on the old work

down here ot the old college speakin

of old we got a prof here (that's

whot they coll the Proffesers around

the collige) thot's so old he's growin

ivy instead of a beard ... ha ... ha

ain't thot a lulu 1 can't hog all the

credit tho for the jokes that one

belongs to my poy joe thats Joe

Rielly maybe you remember me men-
tioning him before, Joe's really a

cord. Kid a red hot character always

got a crock ready and I never seen

him miss he keeps the gang Inn splits

(that's the bunch 1 bum around with

—real swell characters too lots on

the ball)

Well OS I said before the old col-

lidge is really humming this winter

I miss the football games in the fall

but even so there's lots going on all

the time We got a really peppy year

and were out to get the Bues Trophy

—thats for sports and stuff yessir

lots of spirit — including the kind in

the hip pocket Ha Ha pretty good

eh!

Well all for now pal got a year

party comin up and got to get a

little work done. I guess 111 drop in

for coffee then mosey up to the libe-

rey got my eye on a little number
that works there ail the time ... ha

ha you know me kid olways in there

— keep your nose clean.

—AL.

By Sappo
the Union plan

includes the gals

in Queen's clan

and not as pals,

we hope.

Reunion
If there's anything worse than a

waffle that's cold.

Or mashed potatoes nine days old,

It's suddenly meeting a fat old

hen.

That was young and pretty in

1910.

eCACS- GET TCICCLOR PICTURES TAI^EN NOV

BOOKS

Dear Dead Oscar

OSCAR WILDE: His Life and Wit, by Hesketh Pearson. Harper
& Brothers, 1946.

In the latest biography of dear dead Oscar, Hesketh Pearson has

added another stone to an already unwieldy monument. It can only be

hoped that Wilde will be able to survey the world from beneath his book-

ish cairn with the boyish and good-humoured joviality that Pearson as-

cribes to him.

While Pearson admits that he is trying to sell something, he really

has very little to say—he offers an account of the life of Oscar ^Vilde

period by period, stressing the aphorisms of each pliase rather than em-

phasizing the importance of the phase to the life of the man. In all fair-

ness to the author, he warns the reader at the outset that he intends to

show the finer nature and innate kindliness of Wilde; but he is so carried

away by his topic that he explains many obvious and much-publicized

incidents, and makes wide deviations of interpretation to fit others into

his scheme. His unfortunate manner of presenting pages of Wilde's

pithy epigrams in tabular form robs them of their point and makes the

work as a whole very uneven. But, in the opinion of the reviewer, Pear-

son has most to answer for in his style; he has fallen blithely into the

morass of undergraduate sophistication which he so berates in Wilde's

successors, a style he himself terms "Wilde and water."

Too, it is unfortunate that Wilde should appear such a minor char-

acter in his life story. His mother. Lady Wilde, is much more exotic

and precious as a personality in Pearson's anecdotes of her afternoon

receptions with drawn curtains and pink-shaded candles. And although

Wilde is presented in a light which will intensify his generous nature

and lack of malice, his friends seem to have possessed an infinite reserve

of these virtues to have tolerated Oscar with the grace they did. Carried

away as he obviously is by Wilde's wit, Pearson cannot but recognize

the abler capacities of Sydney Smith, and when coupling tlieir names, as

he frequently does, he invariably concedes top honours to Smith. This

constant repetition becomes so tiresome that the reader is unable to avoid

the conclusion that perhaps Pearson should have written his biography

about Smith instead of Wilde.

Hesketh Pearson has a new approach to the Wilde saga, but he un-

fortunately does not live up to his initial promise; he leaves the reader

with an unpalatable picture of a fourty-year-old intellectual monstrosity

with the emotional capabilities of a four-year-old. His appreciation of

an aspect of Wilde's nature which is not generally recognized may be

heartfelt, but it is a difficult task to convince the reader of Wilde's stature

in a setting of greater personalities. His approach is commendable in

that it avoids the sensationalism of Frank Harris' biography, but it also

misses the psychological significance of Boris Brasol's work. Perhaps

George Bernard Shaw was right in saying of biographies of Wilde,

"There is nothing more to be said that is of any interest."

—B.E.S.

A Study
Very impressive are my courses and my professors, too,

I came to college to get some Knowledge,

I've got lots, have you? — B.O.G.

Hanson & Cdgsir
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

rORMIPILT THI (HILV CRAWFOItD PLOWIK SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Stole 7990 Dial Rei. 7990

NOW PLAYING

The Greatest Music Picture of All Time

"CARNEGIE
HALL"

WALTER DAMROSCH
BRUNO WALTER
N. Y. PHILHARMONIC
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

LILY PONS
CRECOR PIATIGORSKY
RISE STEVENS
ARTUR RODZlNSKi
ARTUR RUBINSTEIN

JAN PEERCE
EZIO PINZA
VAUGHN MONROE

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
JASCHA HEIFETZ
FRITZ REINER

LEOPOLD STOWKOWSKI
AND

HARRY JAMES

CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 1 P.M.
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Turnabout
(continued Irom page I)

cept tliat the girls will ask the boys.

"It wonld be advantageous," he

said, "if Levana would hold their

turnabout week during the same
week but as yet no arrangements

have been made to that effect."

At an interview with Mr. Hamil-

ton The Journal was informed that

the Tournabout Hop may have com-

petitors for an Abnormal Dance.

"One other year," he said, "Has al-

ready offered to sponsor a Drag
and still another year has a previous

date booked for any kind of year

dance they wish to hold," "It might

easily happen," explained Mr,
Hamilton, "that one of these two

years will take the feet from under

the Turnabout Hop."

Mr. Phin, president of the A.M.
S.. was not available at the Press

time for a comment but the Jour-

nal was able to contact Mr. John
Chance, Junior Arts representative

on the A.M.S. Mr. Chance said he

could see no objection to a Turna-

NFCUS Applicants
(continued from page 1)

i>e announced later.

The Chairman and possibly one
other member of the committee will

be expected to represent Queen's
at the National Conference to be
held in Winnipeg at Christmas.
The NFCUS is an association of

all Canadian University students,
and has fostered such projects as
exchange scholarships, employment
and national debating, and has at-

tempted to sponsor a general ex-
change of student interests through-
out Canada. At its recent conven-
tion held here, the Federation ex-
tended its interests to the interna-

tional field and considered partici-

pating in the International Union of

Students for an experimental period
of two years.

bout Hop provided it was kept
under control, but if it were to be
merely a Sadie Hawkins Drag with
a new name then he would be
against it.

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treodeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

"These first classes are a

little disorganized,

aren't they?"

Egbert isn't really worried about those

early-term "snafus" ... but one thing he isn't

risking is disorganization in his personal

finances. He knows there's nothing more

embarrassing than those "no dough" wires

to Dad.

Egbert also koows the best way to avoid

them is to substimie "MY BANK" saving for

"leaky pocket" spending.

Follow Egbert's example and

„ fcr^ open a B ofM savings account^ today.

Wl You'll enjoy that "rtch-as-

Rockejeller" Jeeling.

Bank of MontreaIj
working wMh Conadfonl in every wolfc >» life >ir.ee I8I7

Kingston Branch: DUGALD MacGREGOR, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts. Branch: J. D. HICKEY. Manager

Miles and Jarvis

Coach Mats, Pugs
Good news for all would-be

wrestlers was the appointment of

Doug Miles as mat coach for the
'47-48 season. All those who re-

port to the wrestling gym will re-

ceive the benefit of expert coaching

this year for Miles is a former In-

tercollegiate champion. He won the

heavyweight wrestling crown for

OAC in 1941 and has a first-hand

knowledge of the game as it is play-

ed in the college loop.

Jack Jarvis will be available in

the gym every afternoon between
3.30 and 6 to coach the boxers. He
is planning to hold a freshman as-

sault in November for boxers with

no previous experience.

The following are the 8 weights
in the wrestling division: 125 lbs.,

135 lbs.. 145 lbs.„ 155 lbs., 175 lbs.,

190 lbs,, and heavyweight; while the

boxing weights are 125, 133, 140,

145, 155, 165, 175. heavy^veight.

Gals Place Second

In Big 4 Tennis
The Queen's Levana team car-

ried off second honours at the

intercollegiate tennis tournament
at Toronto last Friday. Dottie

O'Brien, playing first singles
against Elaine Fields of McGiU,
Canada's second-ranking woman
tennis player, won three out of

her four matches.

June Dougall. playing second

singles, also defeated her oppon-

ent three out of four times. Wil-

lie Dowler and Marg Cream,

playing doubles, won one of their

sanies.

Scores

:

McGili, 1st

Queen's, 2nd _
Varsity, 3rd ™..

Western, 4th .._

McMaster, 3th

12 - 12

7 - 12

6 - 12

5 - 12

0 - 12

I PASS
Warning To Bridge Fiends

Let this be a warning to those who are going to play duplicate
e;^[jecially. and to rubber bridge players as well. You cannot afford
to miss a good bid. The following hand was actually passed by
the NORTH-SOUTH pair, and they let EAST get away with a
une-Club bid which was easily made.

J. 9, 8

J, 10, 2

K, 5, 2

A. J, 4, 2

NORTH
7. 6, S, 2

9. 4

J. 10. 9. 6

9. 8, 7

WEST EAST

A, 3

K, 5.

A. 8

K. Q, 10, 6. 5. 3

The Bidding

East

I Club

South

Pass

SOUTH
S. K, Q. 10, 4

H. A. Q. 8, 7, 6

D. Q, 7. 4. 3

C. None

West
Pass

North

Pass

Maybe SOUTH was trying to "sandbag." but with both major

suits he should get into the bidding. We suggest the following

-sequence of bids: SOUTH bids 1 Spade over East's 1 Club. Why
not bid the Hearts first? In order to bid them at the two-level so

that NORTH may show preference for Spades at the two-level,

in case there is no game. NORTH replies 1 No Trump to show

Club stoppers in face of EAST'S 1 Club bid. Now SOUTH bids

2 Hearts, NORTH replies 2 No Trump showing a Diamond stopper

and a balance hand. SOUTH rebids his Hearts and NORTH
takes him to four because he prefers Hearts and is willing to play

for game.

As you can see, the contract was easily fulfilled. In duplicate.

NORTH-SOUTH would get a bottom score, and EAST-WEST
would get a top score for stealing a plus score if the bidding stopped

at one club.

By Mary Malcolm

"Drag Defunct" screams the

headlines, and with these words are

smashed the hopes of many a fiend-

ish female. Streams of conscious-

ness could be written on this sub-

ject but we will reserve that for

another corner of The Journal.

Meanwhile screams of conscience

should be reminding most of us that

There Is Work To Be Done. If

not in the scholastic Hue. then in the

[uasculine line. Let us not be de-

terred by the paltry schemes of au

eager A.M.S.

Lengthen your skirts about this

\\'"estern breezes blow next week-

end to the accompaniment of the

skiriing of the pipes. It may be a

case of the best team being losers,

lint fortune smiles on a good loser.

Demonstrate Levana's high spirits

by dragging {oo[>s!. sorry A.M.S.)

your victim to the Sundown Sere-

nade from five until eight. Once
again "we girls" pay 75 cents, but

it's cheai) at the price. Ban Righ

common room (busy little place) is

again in use, so come and get a

work-out before the Football Dance.

Five A's to Mary Alice Edwards

fher friends call her Maryal) for

her warm defence of Queen's at

Western last Saturday.

What's When

MARRISONg STUDIO

*

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

Tuesday, October 28

7.30 p.m.

Wednesday, October 29

2.30 and 7.30 p.m.

Numerous articles for sale

Varied entertainment

GRANT HALL
Admission 10c Tea 20c

FOR

GABARDINE TROUSERS

MADE TO MEASURE - 10 DAY DELIVERY

- AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

Today—7 p.m.. Duplicate Bridge

Club, Common Room, Mc-
Laughlin Hall.

7.30, Liberal Party, caucus,

Room 101, New Art= Building.

7.30. Progressive - Conservative

Party, caucus. Room 201. New
Arts Building.

7.30.CCF party caucus, Room
301, New .Arts Building.

7.30, LPP Party, caucus, New
.A.rts Building.

8-11, Badminton. Gymnasium.

Wednesday—12 noon. Arts '47

meeting. Room 203. .*\rts Build-

ing.

12,45-1.30, Debating Union,
Room 201. New Arts.

3.30, Maths and Physics Club,

H. H. S. Stewart on F.M. Room
207 Physics Building.

7. CFRC, 1490 KCS.
7.45, SCM Christian Citizens'

Group, Dr. Vlastos" home.

Thursday — 4.30, SCM Social

Problems Group, Senate Room,

Old Arts Building.

8. Mock Parliament, Grant
Hall, seats to be taken by 7.55.

Friday—10-3, Meds Formal.

Meds Baby sitting.

Saturday—2.30, Gaels vs West-

em, Richardson Stadium.

5 p.m., Sundown Serenade, Ban

Righ tea dance.

5-S, Press Club Afternoon So-

cial, La SaW-i Hotel Salon.

Sunday — 10.30, Sunday Hour,

KMC. Mr. Laverty.

3,30. Sunday Hour, Grant Hall,

Mr. Laverty.

Store Hours: 9-5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We have a large ossoTtment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID

RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwords.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,

LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY
and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEnS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

KiDDear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
l^kl^^HI Of CANADA kM^^H

Established 1869

Head Office Woterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeater

TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

RED AND WHITE STORE
We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St Dial 43S2

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Tcclmical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4534

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

ties and scarfs in Queen's colors
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MUSTANGS PILE UP 52-3
OVER FIGHTING TRICOLOR

By Bruce Williams

The Tricolor hopes were smashed Saturday by a well-
oiled Mustang machine. The brilliant running of Jack
Parry, who rang the bell four times, left Queen's with only
a Mathematical chance of fighting their way into the upper
brackets.

The Elliottmen fought hard but the victors were, at
all times, the superior team. They displayed some of the
most effective blocking we have ever seen and with fleet

backs such as Parry, Arnott, and the McFarlanes breaking
from behind their perfect interference they produced a 52-3

victory.

The score, however, doesn'l

give a true picture of the play.

Long break runs featured in all

but the first two of Western's

touchdowns and the edge was
decidedly Parry and effective

secondary blocking. For Queen's

Frank Mcfntyre looked to be the

most potent line-cracker and no

VS'estern lineman outplayed Stev-

ens or Speropolous. The running

of Ross McKelvey was a close

second to that of Jack Parry and
Bill Hoose also played well.

First Quarter

Lenard kicked to Parry on the

Western 33 and the Purple and
White, taking advantage of what
looked h'ke a bad case of stage

fright in the ranks of the Tri-

color, began to march.

They rolled 77 yard,s with five

straight first downs, completing
one for three passes to score in

the opening minutes. A Curtis-.

to-Parry pass put the ball in

scoring position and Curtis car-

ried the ball over on a reverse,

from the 9-yard line.

Phibbs set the stage for the

second major when he intercep-

ted Lenard's pass on the Queen's
30. Parry caught Curtis" pass on
the 15 and shot over for a major.

Queen's then began to hold their

own and the quarter ended with
the play see-sawing at mid-field.

Second Quarter
O'Niel intercepted Lenard's

pass on the Queen's 45 and two
extensions ended in a third score
when Arnott, O'Niel and Wardell
cunibined to score from the
Queen's 27, Half Time: Western
16, Queen's 0.

Third Quarter
Curtis. Phibbs and Parry ush-

ered in the second half with long
runs to bring the ball to the
Queen's 9 where Curtis crashed
into the end zone.

Queen's lost the ball on downs
on their own 52 and after Don
McFarlane made 4 over centre,
Parry cut in on an extension to
run 4S yards for a score.

After an exchange of kicks
Queen's began to roll again but
lost the ball on downs on the
Western 9, Arnott ran the ball
out of danger to the Western 45
where Fardell fell on a Mustang
fumlile. Queen's worked their
way. Lenard passing and plung-
ing, to the AVestcm 18 at the end
of the third stanza.

Fourth Quarter

On third down Lenard kicked a
field goal to open the scoring for
Queen's. AVestern 28, Queen's 3.

B. McFarlane and Phibbs moved
the ball to the Queen's six-yard

line and the former crashed off

tackle to put Western up 33-3.

The convert was good. Western
rolled to the Queen's 47 only to

fumble. Bob Stevens dribbled

the ball and Mickey McGuire fell

on it. Queen's were held for no
gain and then Ko^kie and Arnott
niDved the sticks to the Queen's

27 and Parry flew around end to

make the score Western 40,

Queen's 3.

Wearing intercepted McKel-
vey's end pass. McLean took

Wearing's lateral and gave it

to Parry who raced over for his

fourth touchdown.

Queen's were again held after

gaining a first down and Wilson
intercepted Faulkner's pass on

the Queen's 33 and ran to the

18. Koskie and B. McFarlane
plunged and Parry carried the

ball to the 14 and B. McFarlane
went over standing up to com-
plete the scoring.

The game ended with D. Mc-
Farlane plunging off tackle from

the Queen's 18 to the 4.

Western: Quarterback, Walden;
HaJves, Parry Curtis, Phibbs, D. Mc-
Farlane; Centre, Wearing; Insides,
Jarvic, Quintyn; Middles, Duck,
Downe: Ends. Scott, Tumbull; Alter-
nates, Curry, McLean, Arnott, O'Niel,
Farley, B. McFarlane, MacKinley,
Wardell, Wilson. Stephens, Koskie,
Pillsworth.

Queen's: Quarterback, Lenard
Halves, Delahaye, McKelvey, Bulger
Mclntyrc: Centre, Woods; Insides,
Hriskevitch, Carson; Middles, Fardell,
Stevens; Ends. Pearce. Pringle; Alter-
nates, Burgess, Parkinson, Speropo-
lous, Faulkner, Hoose, McGuire, Hal-
liday. Orr, Morris.

Queen's Western
Yards Gained Rushing .._ 296 650
First Downs (1st Half) .

First Downs (2nd Half)
Passes Attempted
Passes Completed -..

Passes Intercepted
Fumbles __ .

Fumbles Recovered
Aver. Yardage on Kicks

Gaels Splashed By

Red Mermen 14-4
Last Saturday night McGiU's

water polo team swamped the Gaels

by a 14-4 score. The Redmen arc

current holders of the Ontario
Water Polo Championship and des-

pite the loss the Gaels showed a pro-

mising team. Bill Lech, the best

Queen's swimmer, was the out-

standing player in the tricolor at-

tack.

The Journal was told that the
Gaels went into the game on only
one week's practice and suffered

from an understandable lack of con-

dition and the co-ordin,ition essen-

tial to any winning team.

Chicago Beat Locals

In Hall of Fame Tilt

A team comprised of members of

the Queen's Seniors and the King-

ston Nationals bowed 20-6 before

the Chicago Black Hawks of the

NHL in a Hall of Fame exhibition

game at the Jock Harty Arena last

Thursday evening. Needless to say

the combined effort of the Gaels and

Nationals were grossly inadequate

to cope with the visiting Black

Hawks, Of the six Kingston goals

five were accounted for by the Ham
mis, Prystai. and Thomas trio which

was loaned for the evening to the

Combines by the Chicago team. The
si.xth local counter went in off the

stick of Queen's man Jake Wallis

on a well executed three-waj' play

with line-mates Rene Lefebvre and

Jerry \\''agar.

Customers Delighted

The game was only four minutes

old when Alex Kaleta opened the

scoring for the Hawks on a solo

rush and as the evem'ng progressed

it became obvious that the visitors

were not concerned with keeping

the score at an interesting level but

rather to perfect their own scoring

plays and to provide the large crowd

with big league hockey at its fast-

skating best. The customers soon

lost interest in the rising score and

in the plight of the locals but were
delighted with the sparkling display

of such top-drawer performers as

the famous Bentley brothers, Adam
Brown, Alex Kaleta, George Gee
and others.

The Chicago team hekl a comfort-

able but not unapproachable 4-1

lead at the end of the first period.

However in their second frame they

vaulted ahead adding 11 more goals

while holding the Combines score-

less. The last period was the most
evenly contested of the three as the

locals managed to increase their

total by fives goals, while the Hawks
scored but si.K.

"Play the Puck"
The game was clean throughout

as the Chicagoans rigidly obeyed
Coach Gottselig's instructions to

"play the puck and not the man,"
It was difficult to assess the

Queen's club on the night's play.

They were, as expected, hopelessly

outclassed by men whose business it

is to play hockey the way it should

be played. Norm Urie and the Tri-

color defencemen can rest assured
that no one wearing the blue and
white of Toronto will attack their

nets with the speed and dexterity of

a Max Bentley or an Alex Kaleta.

VVagar, Wallis, Kemp and the other

forwards need not be concerned that

the McGilt rearguard will be nearly

as impervious as were Baldwin,
Nattrass and company on Thursday
night.

Queen's—Nationals, Goal, Urie;
Defence, Clarke, Plumb; Centre,
Kemp: Left Wing, Barret; Right
Wing, Murray; Alternates. Ohlke,
Hastie, Potts. Wallis, Wagar. Le-
febvre, Prystai. HammiU, Thomas,
Udall, Moffat, Flannigan.

Badminton Tourney

Stars Play, Cookies
The first Round Robin of the sea-

son was held Saturday afternoon in

the gymnasium. Play started at

1.30. and by 5.30 sixty to 70 play-

ers had managed to play three or

four games of mixed doubles. About

3.30, milk and cookies were produc-

ed, and along with portable radios

and bridge games helped to make
the time between games seem quite

short.

All who participated in tlie Round
Robin seemed to think that it had

been a huge success. A second

Round Robin may be held before

Christmas.

The next "official" opportunity

to play Badminton is Tuesday

night 8 to 11 p.m., and the Badmin-
ton Club executive extends cordial

invitation to the wives of Queen's

men to come along. The executive

feels that badminton is an excellent

means of introducing veterans'

wives to social life on the campus.

Girls who have signed up for the

intra-mural tournament are remind-

ed to fill in opposite their names on

the lists posted in Ban Righ the

days that they can play so that the

tournament can be drawn up as soon

as possible.

Men wishing to enter the intra-

mural singles and doubles are re-

minded that the lists posted in the

gymnasium will close at the end of

this week.

HAL'S

SIDELINES

ARTS '47

All members, past and present, of
Arts '47 are requested to attend a
meeting at 12 noon Wednesday (to-
morrow), October 29 in room 203,
New Arts Building,

Numerous upsets smattered the gridiron over the week-end
but up in London this was not the case. Instead of Queen's up-

setting Western's Mustangs they were forced to sit back and
absorb a sound 52-3 trouncing which was just about what the
experts anticipated. Johnny Metras displayed a team that had
just too much power on the attack for the Gaels to cope with.

When Queen's had the ball Western's opposition was none too

strong but the Gaels had trouble gaining control. They talk about
Toronto being "hog town" but over the week-end London definitely

adopted the name when they hogged the ball for most of the

game. Jack Parry, former Queen's man, crossed the Gael goal-

Hne four times to take scoring honours for the day. This is the

first game that Parry was used for any length of time and he
proved to be Western's most effective weapon.

The greatest loss in the game for Queen's came part way
through the second quarter when Mike Halliday received a badly

banged shoulder which forced him to go to the hospital for treat-

ment. We do not yet know what sort of shape Mike is in, but

I think everybody wishes him a quick recovery.

In Toronto last Saturday, McGill and Toronto battled for 60

minutes of football at the end of which our opponents of the pre-

vious week finished on the long end of a 26-8 score. Ted Toogood
again carried the mail for Toronto making large gains and snatch-

ing numerous passes. So far this year Vic Obeck has been unable

to break into the win column with the American style of ball he

has introduced to the Montrealers. For the Redmen Rocky Ro-

billard was the main cog in the McGill attack but the team was

generally ineffective against the more powerful blue and white

aggregation.

Although the Montrealers have been unsuccessful in their

grid efforts to date, they managed to make a very impressive show-

ing in the tennis tournament just completed last Wednesday. The

McGill team captured 20 of a possible 21 points in the three days

of play at the Toronto Tennis Club. This marks the third year

in a row that the Intercollegiate Tournament has gone to McGill.

In the hockey world about Queen's we find that last Thurs-

day the Gaels took on the powerful Chicago Black Hawks in an

exhibition game. After three periods of play the professional team

wound up on the long end of a 20-6 score. Despite this lopsided

figure I think from the showing the Gaels made we can expect

to see a much improved Queen's Senior Hockey team this year.

This may be their year in hockey.

ORFUNS DEFEAT OSHAWA
BACKFIELD GOES WILD
CUDDIE GETS 20 POINTS

The Intermediate Queen's ORFU entry rolled up another vic-

tory in Richardson Stadium Saturday as they crushed the Oshawa
Red Raiders by a 30-3 count. The charging line of the Gaels proved

too much for the undermanned squad of the visitors, both on the

offence and defence. Errington, Salari, Woolley and company
proved to be the undoing of all Red Raider groimd thrusts, with

almost every plunge or end run being piled up at the line of

scrimmage. Only the Queen's fumbles in the first quarter and the

excellent kicking by Murphy and Robson saved the visitors from

a greater defeat.

The single-wing offence of the

losers proved ineffective against

the deadly tackling of the Queen's

forward wall, while coach "Jake"

Edwards' charges opened gaping

holes in the Oshawa line, to per-

mit the Queen's backfield to run

wild. John Cuddie, a Gael half,

monopolized the scoring by rack-

ing up two touchdowns, two field

goals, two converts, and two sin-

gles for a total of 20 points. The
visitors threatened only once,

when in the dying minutes of the

game, they got the ball on the

Queen's 7-yard line, but the

Queen's line held, and the Raid-

ers were restricted to a field goal.

More Fumbles . , .

After the Oshawa kick off the

Gaels drove to the Raiders' 30
where Cuddie's attempted field

goal went wide of the posts but

into touch for a single. Queen's

again took possession and after a

pass, good for 40 yards from Rich-

ardson to Cuddie, Cuddie missed

a placement from the 13-yard line

which went for another point.

Several Queen's fumbles later,

Minnes kicked a single from the

Oshawa 40. Queen's later drove

to the visitors' 1-yard line but

the Oshawa line held and the

quarter ended with Oshawa in

possession.

During the second quarter,

Milovich took a double reverse

good for 19 yards and Dell went
over the short end of the line for

12 yards fur a touchdown. Sadler

converted on a pass to Woolley.
Queen's again took the ball on
their own 31 and drove to the.

visitors' 4 where Cuddie took a

double reverse for 5 points. He
then converted, making the score

15-0 at the half.

More Cuddie . . .

In the third quarter, Queen's

took the ball on their own 45, and

on an aerial from Milovich to Cud-

die and on an extension by Dell,

carried the ball to the Oshawa 7.

There Cuddie took a reverse for

a touchdown which he converted.

In the fourth quarter, on the

Red Raiders' 32, Sadler passed to

Milliken for the touchdown which

Milliken converted. With a min-

ute to go in the game, Richard-

son's kick was blocked by Grice,

and recovered by Brooks for Osh-

awa on the Queen's 7. The
Queen's line held, however, but

Murphy broke the shutout by

hoofing a placement to make the

final 30-3.

LINE-UPS
Queen's : Centre, Simola ; Insides,

Errbgton, Devlin; Middles, Minnes,
Salari ; Ends, Woolley, Montrose

;

Quarter. Richardson; Halves, Cuddie,
Karig, Gatfield; Flying Wing, Holder
(Capt.); Alternates, Shipman, Cole,

Joyce, Christiansen, Jeffrey, Walcot,
Sadler, Milovich, Milliken. Phillips,

Dell, Dick; Coach, Edwards; Mana-
ger, Dcwitt,

Oshawa: Centre, Brooks; Insides,

Tureski. Knihnisky; Middles, March.
Gricc; Ends, Siblock, Brooks; Quarter.
Robson; Flying Wings, Rorabeck, O'-
Brien

;
Halves, Lawson, Greene; Al-

ternates, Blake, Reid, Murphy, Burk-
hart, McPherson; Coach, Cote.

Officials: Referee, Fudge; Umpire,
Early; Head Linesman, Lindsay.

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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Gaels Meet Mighty Mustan s

For Return Joust Tomorrow
Purple and White Squad Boasts 19

Straight Wins; Gaels Are
Game, Determined

Charters Back
BY QERRV WAGAR

Saturday afternoon local fans will get a look at what many
observers class as one of the greatest teams in Intercollegiate his-
tory, John Metra's high flying Western Mustangs.

The Mustangs, boasting a record of 19 straight wins, will meet
a determined, fighting Queen's team who will do their best to

avoid becoming the 20th victims. Last week Queen's looked very
good offensively, racking up 16 first downs and Saturday they
just might come up with an equal defensive effort.

Mopes are brightened by the return of big Jim Charters, 1st

string centre to the line-up but Mike Halliday has joined Dave
Roznmniak and Ross Steeves on the hospital list, and may be lost

to the team for the rest of the season.

Let's meet the Mustangs. In the

backfield, of course, there is the

fleet Jack Parry and the MacFar-
lane brothers. Bob and Don, all

three of whom are Olympic track

prospects. "Captain" George Curtis,

a shifty runner, will see plenty of

action and likely share passing dut-

ies with Parry. Paul Waldon will be

at quarterback and Bob Fhibbs, a|

very fine hooter, will look after the

kicking chores.

Up front the hard charging wing
line is rather light but very fast

and sparked by George Wearring,

towering centre, Elmer Quintyn and
Ticky Duck, intercollegiate All

Stars last year, and two very fine

outsides. Bill Wardle and Fabian

Curry.

Let's have a fine turn-out to

watch the Gaels attempt to stem the

"Purple tide."

I.S.S. Traveller

Will Speak Here
Recently returned from a pan-

European trip, Gordon Campbell

principal, post graduate and veteran

is lo address Queen's in Ban Kigl

Hall early next week.

Mr. Campbell, who is the Ex-

ecutive Secretary of the Canadian

Committee of ISS, a westerner by
birth was educated in Alberta where
he was a popular debater and pre

sident of the Student's Union. He
honoured in Economics at UBC.
There he was the president of the

Undergraduate Society. During the

war he joined the Navy, afterwards

returning to do post graduate work
in Toronto.

The ISS is keen to have everyone

hear Mr, Campbell for in view of his

travels and representation on both

Canadian and International Confer-

ences he is very aware of the inter-

national responsibilities of Canadian

students. To him our opportunity

to lend understanding to the student

world is a fact rather than fiction.

The I.S.S. means International

Students Service. Students in

Canada, who are relatively well-

fed and well-clothed, should re-

member that such is not the case

11 the war-shattered countries of

the world.

Aesculapians Hold

Opening Meeting

The speaker of the evening. Dr.

John Hamilton, professor of Path-

ology at Queen's, was introduced

by Bill Wedlock, president of the

Aesculapian Society. His subject

was Medical Research in the Field.

Dr. Hamilton worked with a re-

search team consisting of six offic-

ers, ten men and three vehicles, one

of which was fitted up as a modern

laboratory.

Dr. Hainilton's work was chiefly

concerned with shock and wound in-

fection. Shock had been treated in

the first war (and subsequently) by

intravenous injection of blood, plas-

ma or saline solution. But soldiers

were still dying. The mortality

from deep abdominal wounds was

60 per cent among the Allies, and

SO per cent among the Germans,

who shot a great many of such cases

because their chances of survival

were so low.

Shock

Shock occurs when the blood

vohime is low. The rcsearcli team

found that the immediate symptoms

of shock disappeared when sonic of

the blood was restored, but that

most cases were sent to a surgeon

widi an inadequate supply of blood

in their bodies. Hence there was a

relapse into shock after surgery.

The mortality rate from shock went

down to 40 per cent at Cassino and

later reached 30 per cent. The con-

clusion reached was that an insuf-

ficient supply of blood had been re-

stored in shock cases.

Penicillin

The surgeons of World War 1,

Dr. Hamilton continued, had learn-

ed that cutting away dead and dam-

aged tissue prevented infection in

wounds. But World War II doc-

tors, armed with sulfa drugs, tried

oral injection in such cases. It soon

became apparent that surgery was

the best therapeutic measure.

By the end of 1943, a limited

supply of penicillin was available for

service use. It was tried directly on

See Aesculapians Hold, page S

MEL SHAW

Tonight the Night

Medsmen Hosts

To Hobogoblins
Tonight while Hecate and her

skeleton throng stride the blast, and
all lesser hobgoblins dance ou
deserted leaf-sodden tombstones,

the Medics will play host to the

undergraduate body, the staff, ;

their friends.

Decorations are set to a Hal-

lowe'en theme, the band playing

from a gigantic pumpkin.

The Commodores, popular Belle-

ville dance band, will provide melo-

dies for both hares and tortoises.

Two highlights of the entertain-

ment will be Godiva's G-string Gal:

in a tantalizing display o£ Terpsiclv

orean tactics, and an osculometer

guaranteed to withstand osculations

up to 20,000 volts and anything

under X-ray frequency.

Witch's Brew and Devil's Cake
will be served during intermission,

all visiting spooks being asked to

limit themselves to one cup.

Photographers will be on hand to

provide every couple with one free

souvenir photo. A second copy

will be available at 75c. This is an

excellent opportunity. Special cam
eras and X-rays have been imported

to record all guests from the Other

World who show up in ectoplasm

j only.

From The President . . .

This evening the Medics present the annual Medical at Home in the

gymnasitwi. Wc congratulate Mel Shazv and his staff for the grand job

they have done on the decorations, for the entertainment and especially

for keeping the price down to a pre-war figure.

We are expecting a great many of the Alumni dotvn for the iveek-

end and we extend a very hearty welcome lo them all, hoping that the\

will rencxv many of their acquaintances both among the staff and the

undergraduates.

Once again let mc welcome the freshmen, not only lo the Faculty but

lo the Aesculapian Society. Competition for the opportunity of studying

at Queen's has been keen again this year, and we feel sure that the right

individuals have been chosen. Remember the Aesculapian Society is

your society. We expect your suggestions, your criticisms and your

support.

Medicine is a long hard pull, but we trust that you will find time lo

get into other activities around the school, such opportunities being plenti-

ful. Here at Queen's, where their is no pre-medical course, the under-

graduate must lake the time to broaden his interests and garner a knoio-

Icdge of other arts and sciences as well as his ozon.

li'e hope that all the Mcdsmcn will keep in mind the coming Medical

dinner—a dinner the chief purpose of ivlu'ch is to provide a meeting-place

for all medics, so that they Jiiay become belter acquainted.

—Bill Wedlock, President, Aesculapian Society

A.M.S. Favors Hawkins Drag;

Dance Said Campus Tradition
The Sadie Hawkins Dance, subject of much controversy on

the campus, has found a sponsor. The A.M.S. executive has ap

pointed a committee to operate the dance on behalf of the A. M.S.,

for the benefit of the Queen's Band, providing that the Band and the

Social Functions Committee are agreeable.

At Tuesday evening's meeting of the A.M.S. Executive

delegation from Science '48 stated that the Sadie Hawkins Day
Dance had become at Queen's a tradition which should be con

Liinied.

The A.M.S. Executive felt that the operation of the dance was

a challenge to responsible student government and that responsi-

bility should be placed squarely on the shoulders of the students

themselves. A committee headed by John Armstrong, Sc. '48 was

appointed to stage the dance on Nov. 21., subject to the approval

of the Social Functions Committee. Assisting will be Knute Wil-

liamson, A.M.S. Chief of Police and Jean Scott, Senior Levana

Representative.

The A.M.S. laid down certain rules for the guidance of the

committee, as follows: Limited ticket sales; all tickets to be dis-

tributed by Levana; an intermission program; adequate illumina-

tiim; no drinking; no box lunches. The subject of costumes is to

be voted on at a meeting of the Levana Society. Policing will be

under supervision of Knute Williamson, A.M.S. Chief of Police,

who will draw upon tlie members of the senior years in every

faculty for his constables.

Ken Phin, A.M.S. president, states: "The executive is count-

ing on the wholehearted support of the student body to make this

year's Dogpatch Drag a success." He emphasizes, "Any repetition

of the excesses of last year would ensure that this tradition would

vanish forever from this campus."

Convenor John Armstrong said, "Given the chance and the

co-operation of the students, wc can stage a dance which will set

a new criterion of excellence."

DR. Q. S. MELVIN

From The Dean . . .

This message is timed lo accom-

pany one of these outbursts of ac-

tivity which ever and anon interrupt

the calm and even course we natur-

ally associate with serious stud\.

We are just clear of the opening

days of the session, of the accepted

season for pious resolution. The
senior student has measured the in-

adequacy of his past efforts and has

appreciated good reasons for the

shortcomings. He looks forward in

the venture of the present session to

studies more fitting to his calibre

and more representative of the pro-

fession he has adopted. The first

year student has been fortified by good counsel and sound advice freely
and generously offered hint. All have been impressed with the virtue

•f realising to the full the potentialities of university life, and all are will-

ing to agree that unremitting study is too restricting to permit the real-

ication.

Distractions arc therefore in order. Unfortunately, this year the
major athletic diversion has been divested of all possible excitetnetit by a
persistent and relentless imbalance. There are however many other dir-

ections in which the student may seek his wider interests, and the more
they involve personal thought, concern and effort the more rewarding
will they be. It is of great moment, hmvever, that such individual en-

thusiasms should merge with and be influenced, or at least affected by the

activities of others, whether grouped by community of friendship, or by
felloivship in society or year. On such foundations, loyalty to Facidly

and to university are laid most readily and effectively. The present

moment should find the student well established, with his plan of action

outlined and with a fervent determination to stick faithfully to it. The
formal dance fits perfectly into such a program and I sincerely hope that

the spirit and enjoyment of that event may help the studatt to realise thai

what is worth doing is worth doing well.

For we all realise thai this phase of the sessional life will pass and
fade into other periods some of them unexciting, others critical and exact-

ing; but for the immediate present they are not with us and I exclude

them from this message.

-G. S. Melvin, Dean of Medicine.

Prof. Lower Lectures LR.C.

On Canadian Foreign Policy

By Ed Arroi

Canada finds standing on her own feet the most painful of all

attitudes, professor of history at Queen's, A. R. M. Lower, PRCS,
told ISO students at an International Relations Club meeting in Ban
Righ hall, Monday night.

Professor Lower was speaking on the topic, "Has Canada a

Foreign Policy?" He told the gathering: "I have no patent solution

to offer."

"We Canadians have been

brought up in an atmosphere

where the major decisions such

as peace and war were made up

for us," he said.

"Practically everyone in Can-

ada has missionary blood in his

veins." He said that the conduct

of the international affairs "is not

a missionary crusade. It is one

of the hardest and most ruthless

games that can be played.

"Our foregin policy must be

some kind of reflection of the

complexity of our country." he

advised. "If we had a foreign

policy it would come out at the

U.N."

He told his listeners he believed

we are "sliding into the American

orbit," but thinks Canada should

'retain its own identity."

"We are slipping into the bo-

som of Auntie Sam," the profes-

sor said. "We are a great people

to second the motion. We are

becoming a satellite of the United

States.

We are getting to the point

where we will be as important as

the state of North Dakota. The

time will come when we will re-

tain a nominal existence — there

will not be much reality to it,"

he predicted.

They (the Americans) own us

bodily. Are they going to own

our souls, too? That is the ques-

tion," Professor Lower said.

The history professor is winner

of a Governor-General's award,

and an lODE prize. His latest

book, receiving wide acclaim, is

["Colony to Nation,"

CAMSI National

Conference Here

On November 13 medical stud

cuts from all across Canada will be

arriving in Kingston to participate

in the eleventh annual conference of

the Canadian Association of Medi-

cal Students and Internes, It is ex-

pected that in all, about thirty mem-

bers will be sitting around a confer-

ence table during the four-day meet-

ing to discuss matters pertaining to

many aspects of student welfare, and

to plan a program for the coming

year. Dr. J. C. Delahaye will rep-

resent die Canadian Medical As-

sociation and win open the session

dealing with the role of Canisi in

the C.M.A.. with which it is affiUat-

ed. Dr. D. L. C. Bingham, Hon-

orary President will address the

conference on Friday evening. Dean

Melvin will welcome the delegates

to Queen's and Dr. Orr will speak

on Sunday. Plans have also been

made for the visitors to enjoy Dr.

Hamilton's Clinlco - Pathological

conference on Saturday morning.

There follows a brief account pre-

pared primarily for presentation to

first year students, to faniiUarize

them with the Principles and Pur-

poses of Camsi, but which may

prove of interest to many upper

lassmcn who have heard of Cam-

si for a number of years but have

never actually had the opportunity

of gaining a true insight into, jts

possibilities. See page 4. 4'
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PHILOSOPHy
Once again the medicos take their stethescopes from their ears

and lay aside their scalpels in the dissecting room to speak to the
undergraduate body. And this year, at the risk of being didactic
and presumptuous, we wish to present for your consideration a
philosophy for school-days.

This philosophy is not new. Philosophers and sages have
repeated it again and again. Sir William Osier, one of Canada's
most famous doctors, puts it in these words:

"Live for the day and the day's work . . .

. . . life in day-tight compartments."

Now we don't believe the Osier meant that we should take no
thought for the future. Everyone has a rougli plan for the future,
a few dreams, a goal in view. Everyone worries a little about the
possibility of an atomic war. Everyone wants some measure of
security and material comfort and a chance to work out the pattern
of his life.

But he did mean that we live and work in the present. Today
is all we have— our lectures, our labs, our study, our friends, our
conversations, the work-out in the gym, the smiles, the jokes, the
barbershop harmony, the shame, the regret, the failures, the mean-
ness or kindness we scatter as we pass along from hour to hour.

Today we fail or we succeed depending on our standards.
Wittingly or unwittingly we have taken these standards into our
lives. Success to one means failure to another. Let us re-examine
this scale and see to it that it is neither set too high nor too low.

The work we do today gives us a sense of satisfaction. It i?

our stint. We do it well or poorly. We do it with a willing or
an unwilling heart. When we look back on last year's work we
sec that- it was, nothing more than one day's work multiplied by
the number of days we spent at school.

When we go to bed at night let us shed our regret, our shame
and our failures. They have no part in the day to come. They
only impede our progress, Let us have lite in day-tight compart-
ments.

Nor can we live successfully by dwelling too much on the
future. We have our goal. Let us drive towards it. Walter
Mitty lived a very active life, but only in his mind. Now is the
acceptable time. Emerson says,:

"One of the illusions is that the present hour is not the cri-

tical decisive hour. Write it on your heart that every day is the
best of the year."

There is the whole thing in a nut-shell.

That is the philosophy we present to you.

to us. "Live for the day and the day's work
tight compartments."

"Mind ii I cut in?"

"Wish you would—I'd like to correct my slice.'

It makes sense

. . life in day-

QUEEN'S
Years ago Oliver Goldsmith wrote a book entitled "Citizen of

the AVorld." Recently Wendell Wilkie's "One World" appeared.
Time and time again homo sapiens has been urged to sacrifice his
nationalism for a higher internationalism.

There is a lesson in this for Queen's. W^e all belong to various
faculties, but we also belong to one university. Queen's comes first;

uiir faculty, second.

The world needs all the educated men it can train. There is

room for every one of us. Let us never boost ourselves by belittling
someone else.

The upper years of Science have shown the way. Their policing
at football games, their support of the Drag — both put Queen's
first, Science second. Such work is commendable.

There is, of course, always room for competition. Sports, dances
and other activities provide an outlet for this spirit, Everyone wel-
comes "Blood! blood! blood!" "We arc, we are, we are the Engi-
neers!" and "Arts huzzah ! Arts huzzah!"

But let us never forget that Queen's comes first.

Dear Meditor .

no smoking . . .

In view of the Medical Formal tonight and in keeping with the
age-old saying, "A stitch in time saves nine," may I submit a letter

of appeal for the serious consideration of fellow students.

My cry is one of very elementary etiquette but it is so often

broken by that ever forgetful animal, "Human Nature." I speak
more to the "Minority" but then is it not they who cause restricting

rules to be made? The results of ju.st such abuse can be seen at

present in the deliberation being given the "Drag." Surely we can
expend our energies in a less destructive manner. A working democ-
racy definitely requires forethought and co-operation.

This year, restriction on inflammable decorations have become
very severe. The scarcity of fireproof material has made it very

difficult but we have tried our best to comply with regulations.

However we still require the co-operation of all those present as a

guard against further restrictions.

Smoking on the dance floor is no "fire-hazard" in the eyes of

most students but it is to the Kingston Fire Chief who must put

his O.K. on all our plans. Besides, butts, ground into the floor, don't

add to the dancing ability of many nor do they please the janitor.

Of course, this is all aside from the fact that there is a standing

"No Smoking on the Dance Floor" rule sponsored by the A.M.S.

I'm sure it is mostly "forgetfulness" on the part of offenders,

I (and I'm sure all other dance conveners) shall appreciate your

co-operation.
;, ,

,

May I use this opportunity to express my sincere thanks

all who have assisted the Formal Committee. Enough beefing

let's all have an evening worth remembering.

to

MELVILLE SHAW,
Convener.

Upper Right Quadrant
In view of tiie fact that the medical student, particularly in

his early formative years, spends such a large proportion of his

time in the laboratory, it is felt that some practical hints as to

laboratory technique may be of help, particularly to the freshmai,
who is occasionally prone to harbour some delusions in this matter.

It may be added that this is the first in a projected series of

articles entitled:

The Art of Learning, or College and How to Beat It.

1. Instructions

You will find that most laboratory instructors are prone to

regard their work with a commendable seriousness. This in turn

leads to all sorts of frantic efforts to instruct you as to what you
should do and how to do it. Generally speaking, it is best to

ignore this as completely as possible and go your own way. Thus
you are not mentally encumbered with such problems as how to

balance 13 test tubes in each hand and one on your nose, and
can devote yourself far more thoroughly to the more important
problems of independent research. You will find that generally

the simple boiling of two or three beakers of water (preferably

at the same time) will satisfy the instructor and leave you without
Loo much apparatus to clean up.

2. Measurements

Always measure the prescribed amount with the utmost care.

This is a cardinal principle of all laboratory work. After you have

done so, make it a rule to add two or three c.c. extra to allow

for spilling, evaporation, and possible consumption by your neigh-

bour. This not only ensures a vigorous reaction but also gives

you your full money's worth from the course.

3. Results

Never, NEVER leave the laboratory until you have completed

all of the prescribed work and cleaned out your locker thoroughly.

Should your experiment not work out successfully the first time,

try it again with twice as much of each ingredient, and keep this

up until some sort of result occurs, as it eventually will. How-
ever, should this take more than one hour of the time, it is generally

advisable to pack up and leave since you must protect your lungs

from the fumes and most authorities are agreed that an hour is

the maximum length of exposure, for any one week.

4. Titration

This is one of the most important of all laboratory procedures

and merits some special comment. Titration consists of allowing

stuff to drip out of a long tube, a few drops at a time, much like

a small boy with a severe cold in his nose. After this dripping

has continued for a variable length of time, something often hap-

pens. It is generally best to clasp the burette affectionately with

the right hand while the left hand gently swishes the junk in the

beaker, and the left great toe combines with the nose in an effort

to keep the burette in its proper position. You will probably have

to climb to a semi-prone position on the bench, a la Cleopatra, in

order to read the numbers on the instrument, but this is advan-

tageous in another way since when the stopcock comes out, you

are in a position to sop up most of the fluid with your clothing,

rather than allow it to deface the bench. Incidentally, accuracy is

the great thing in this operation. After your clothing has become

thoroughly saturated with the acid or base, always wring it out

into a graduated cylinder and measure it.

5. Reports

Most instructors demand periodic written reports of the ex-

periments taken. You will probably find it simplest to borrow

these either from the ambitious soul at the next bench or from

someone who has taken the course before. You will find that if

you write sufficiently voluminously in the first couple of reports

that the instructor will thereafter cease to read the damned thing

anyway, and you may then use the space to practise Greek declen-

sions, or try experimental rhymes for the next poem to the girl

friend. In fact, it is reliably reported that the first and second

drafts of Forever Amber first saw light of day in an Organic

Chemistry Lab. Book. It has not yet been determined whether

the author had to repeat the course three times in order for the

professor to find out what finally happened to Amber, or whether

she only found her inspiration in listening to the lectures.

—JACK HOUCK.

THANKS
Tlie editorial staff of the Medical issue express their sincere

thanks to Jim Barker and the Journal staff for a maximum of co-
operation and a minimum of interference, and to the individuals
of all faculties who contributed their time and talents towards this

issue.

REGRETS
The medical editor regrets that there has not been room to

include ail the copy submitted for this issue, but wishes to thank
all contributors.

Void

I would be very pleased David if you

would come and take my hand

and talk to me.

It has been so very long and thi^re is

so little time:

We must answer all the questions

my dorling and we will onswer

them and our answers will be

true.

It will be difficult David

It will be so very very difficult and 1

feel so terribly lonely ond afraid.

Our onswers will be simple my dar-

ling.

As simple and as vast as o drop of

dew:

And we must be simple — sweetly

childishly simple.

Do you understand, my dear?

Can you understand, my darting?

... Is this your cigarette or mine?

— F. BERKMAN COCA-COLA LTD, KINGSTON '^^^ ^"'^ "'^^'^ ' '

'

trade-marks mean the same thing *'
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POETRY AND THE MEDICAL
STUDENT

By Scalpel

To the medical student, with his mind full of anatomy andphys,ology poetry means little or nothing at all. Yet man in hi.environment mspired by some experience, has chosen words set
,0 metre and nme as one way of expressing the emotions born o
that expenence. Some of these are memorable and uplifting, abalm to the heavy heart and a spur to the weary mind. Surely ;ur
bves are r.cher .f we take into them a few lyrics and lines thamean something to us as individuals.

When Omar Khayam wrote,

Ah love, could thou and ( with Fate conspire
To grosp this Sorry Scheme of Things entire,
Would not we shatter it to bits? — and then
Re-mould it closer to the heart's desire,

he spoke for everyone. So, too, did Housman when he wrote,
Clay lies still but blood's a rover.

Breath's a ware thot will not keep;
Up lad, when the journey's over

There'll be time enough to sleep.

Autumn takes on a new meaning to him who knows

:

A haze on the far horizon.

The infinite tender sky.

The rich ripe tint of the corn-field.

And the wild geese sailing high.

And all over upland and lowlond

Tha charm of the goldenrod.

Some of us call it Autumn,
And others call it Cod.

Every medical student — indeed every student — should keep
a small scrapbook in which to paste the little snatches of verse and
prose that mean something to him as an individual, whether it be
Sha'kespeare or Ogden Nash.

If he kneels at the feet of Bacchus, let him take these lines

from Keats as an offering.

Oh for a draught of vintage that hath been

Cooled a long age in the deep-delved earth.

Tasting of Floro and the country green.

Dance and Provencal song and sun-burnt mirth.

Or let him take Spenser's,

Pour out the wine without restraint or stoy,

Not by the cup but by the bellyful,

And sprinkle all the walls and posts with wine

That they may sweat and drur.*?,;:; be withal.

If you ask the medical student why he doesn't read poetry he
will reply that he hasn't got the time. But here at Queen's, where
there is no pre-medicai course, he should find time to acquire a brief

knowledge of poetry, of music, of painting and the other arts. Life

without art would be dreary and colourless. Such an effort will

never be in vain. Maybe years hence when his spirit is in need of

solace and inspiration he may find it in a poem read during his

undergraduate days.
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CLEEN'S MEDICAL SCNG
To be sung to the tune of The Marines Hymn

Oh, we belong to Medicine; Aesculapions ore we!
We will give you sulfothiozole or on appendectomy.
We hove not learned muscles, bones or joints from our Croy's

Anotomy,

But we'll fill your veins with Novocaine, and accept your cheques
with glee.

We will drink your whiskey, rum and rye, or the water from your
knee.

For we ore Aesculapions, Aesculapions arc we.

—Courtesy of Meds '52.

IMPRESSIONS OF A FROSH
By Bruce Sadler

During my first few days at Queen's, I looked at everything

through a thick haze. I found out later it was not the weather,

but the Freshman's Daze. A medical student could easily recog-

nize the sj'mptoms,—glazed eyes, a tendency to wander from build-

ing to building, and to ask absnrd questions such as, "Where
is the registrar?" "Where is the library?"

The next thing I noticed was the absence of girls. I was mis-

taken, however, because the Arts students didn't register until

Wednesday. On that memorable day I saw dozens of girls, a few

of them with beautiful eyes, lovely hair, fascinating curves. Oh
happy day! Of course there were ten men to one girl, but that is

part of our Queen's training—to fight for what we want.

Everybody at Queen's is so friendly. Even perfect strangers

will ask you in a friendly manner for cigarettes or lecture-notes.

At dances everybody is drawn togetlier by a common object

—to find a woman, Amiable seniors, leaning on me for support,

will generously offer me a drink, freshly distilled from Gordon

Hall—no pectin or colouring—300 per cent proof.

The tam plays a large part in reading our classmates' charac-

ters. If his tam sits flat on his head, he's a scholar; if it sits back

on his shoulders, he is the dare-devil—don't-give-a-dam type ; if he

wears it in the Field Marshall Montgomery way, he is efficient;

if he doesn't wear it at all, he is the Oh-go-to-hell type. These

tarns seem to be excellent souvenirs also (so we found out on Oct.

18, when Varsity visited Queen's). We frosh haven't decided

whether we shall take home as souvenir the cornerstone of Hart

House or the shirt of the University President when we go

to Toronto.

BODY SNATCHERS

STIFF MEDICINE //

By T.M.

In the old graveyards around Edinborough there are graves protect

ed by grillworks of rusted iron bars. Behind these bars lies a story filled

with murder, superstition, religion, and the birth of anatomical research.

The tale begins at the turn of the sixteenth century. The Scots at

that time believed literally and materially in the resurrection of the dead.

There was also a deep, inherent superstition that the soul of a corpse

would haunt them if disturbed. Surgeons at that time found it impos-

sible to probe the secrets and hidden mysteries of the human body.

In 1505 the town-council granted a charter to the "Incorporation

of Surgeons and Barbers." two admirable professions now separated by

the specialisation of labour. This society was allowed to dissect one body

per annum upon the promise that "we shall do sufferagc for the soul."

For the next two centuries one body per year was pounced upon with

glee and flashing scalpels.

In 1694 the supply was augmented by those who had died in prisons,

and in orphanages. Even these lawful sources did not meet the needs of

tile growing number of surgeons at the University. The professors and

their impatient impetuous pill-rollers took to rifling fresh graves. Stu-

dents of one professor were instilled with the desire to collect more bodies

in a batter state of repair, than other similar groups on the campus. Keen

composition arose and with it a situation that had a decided odour, so

much in fact that the people of Edinborough rose up in moral indignation

against the Univsrsity. The School of Anatomy had to pass an ordnance

forbidding sophomores and freshmen from violating the privacy of "cool-

ing" graves.

The Resurrectionists

To overcome the lack of suitable subjects to dissect, there came into

being a new group of honest tradesmen called "Resurrectionists." They,

for a price, and the advancemant of science, would supply the required

cadavers. As free enterprise was popular and demand reniaiiicd high,

these imaginative tradesmen built up an import trade with London. The

lack of a tariff kept profits high, The imports coupled with the local

supply kept the professors happy until 1827 when the populace again rose

against this vandalism. They giiarded new graves night and day to pro-

tect them from these ghonls. The wealthy covered their last resting

places with iron bars.

At this time a professor at the University, one Dr. Knox, who was

down to his last corpse, entered into a contract with the now famous

Burke and Hare. These two votaries of science, with low morals and

high hopes, agreed to supply Dr. Knox with bodies at the rate of "10

pound in the winter and 8 pound in the summer,"

"The Unholy Alliance"

This "Unholy Alliance" and beautiful friendship prospered for nine

months, marred only by Burke's wife demanding her ten percent for

keeping house and doing a little business on the side while the Burkes

were at the sea-shore.

After the sixteenth murder and subsequent delivery to Dr. Knox

C.O.D., a body was discovered in the Burke residence. They were brought

to trial — the most famous trial in Scottish Criminal Annals. Hare

could not be proven guilty for all the Crown witnesses bad been spirited

away from the miiversity. Burke was less fortunate, found guihy and

sentenced to be hanged. His body by decree was to be publicly dissected

and displayed at The School of Anatomy in Edinborough.

This very unpopular man was viewed by sixty thousand people as he

lay in state on a black slab. At the public dissection the professor lectur-

ed and dissected five hours before he and his subject were exhausted. The

body of Burke was then duly salted and put into barrels to be used at

future lectures.

"Wm. Burke: Murderer"

Today if you visit the University of Edinborough you can see the

bones of this body-snatcher. Under the case which holds his remains are

these words : "Wm. Burke : Murderer." If you become friendly with one

of the professors lie may, in the sanctuary of his well-stocked laboratory,

show you pieces of Burke's skin which have been tanned, preserved for

posterity.

Few people realize that today when a surgeon takes out an appen-

dix, some of the success of the operation is due to this amiable man who

gave his time and talents to the advance of "Stiff Medicine."

A Steal

from the Tover

Clutch's Report (File 162901)

Having heord that the Librory Lovers' Club, disbanded during the wor,

was making plans to re-organize secretly, we placed members of our

Secret Service between pages 47 and 48 of every fifth book in the Douglos

Library. After three weeks, Harry Clutch, sole survivor, emerged, slightly

squamous in appearance but having secured a copy of the original charter,

printed below, which he hod heard recited by two ancient alumni, now
man and wife.

A great many years ago two lovers, kissing just inside the main door-

way of the Douglas Library, were startled by an apparition which appcQml

suddenly before them. When they had recovered from their fear, Hiey

saw that their visitor was the Goddess of Love.

And she said unto them, "Listen attentively to my commands for

you must spread them to all my worshippers. There are many without cars

and with prudish londladies ond the evenings grow cold. They must, there-

fore, until they ore mated, moke day their wooing-time, ond it is tfiis

building, where there is room for all, that shall be set oside for my sacred

work.

When soft looks ond sighs will suffice to express their feelings, or

when they are but young in love, the corners of the reading-room will

serve. If, however, they ore both seized with the holy desire to osculate

they must go into the Art Room. Here, ony of the larger books of Art —
Michaelangelo or Botticelli — will serve os a screen to hide them fnrni tfie

curious eyes of passersby.

The stacks ore set aside for holding hands, along Hie north wall being

especially secluded and suitable.

Huggin' ond cholkin' should be corried out in the cellarage. Old

files of copies of the Globe con be leaned together and arranged into an

excellent seat. Here, too, there is little danger of discovery and lipstick

may be removed ond collars straightened before proceeding to the main

hoilwoy again.

Ah Love!

m Oh lips con lie so truly

m And most of love is tart,

I
Then kiss me not with your lips,

ffl my love.

Kiss me with your heart.

Oh love that leaps in Winter 9

By Spring will be forgot, a

Then kiss me not with your lips, m

my love,
|

Kiss me with your heort, a

FOttHEIII.V THI MILT CBAWFOBO Fl.OW<« BHO^

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON ST5.

Dial Store 7990 DUl Rm. 7990

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRIMXERS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing ai

Every

DescriptioD

NOW PLAYING

Zane Grey's Great Romance of the West filmed

in Glorious Cinecolor

''GUN
FIGHTERS''

STARRING

RANDOLPH SCOTT - BARBARA BRITTON

AND

DOROTHY HART

EXTRA

SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 1 P.M-
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TYPING DONE
NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS

MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
DioI3924 125 Union St. W.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"Wc carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Speciol Rotes to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

111 the

Family

THEY ALL

PHILIP

MORRIS
Yet, It'} a call ihal't echoed every-

where, the call to more smoking

pleaiuie offered by Philip Monii
Engllih Blend. You loo, will likeihe

dlillncrlve Rovour of ihii very dii-

llndivo cigaictte. Il't so imoorh—
10 mild—10 completely tolisfylng.

• What's When

TODAY — 10-3, Meds Formal,

Gymnasiiiin.

SATURDAY -~ 2.30. Gaels vs

Western, Richardson Stadium.

5-8, Press Club Social. La Salle

Hotel Salon.

5-8, Sundown Serenade, Ban
Rigli Common Room.
7,30, IVCF Wiener Roast, Meet
front of Grant Hall ; warm
clothes and bike if you have

one.

9-12, "Alumnae Dance, in both

Grant Hall and Gym.

SUNDAY—9 a.m., Morgan Me-
morial Chapel. Holy Commun-
ion; holy communicants of all

denominations welcome.

10 a.m., RMC Cnrric Hall Clia-

pel, Holy Church service for

Queen's men,

2.15 p.m., Hillel Jazz Mnsicale.

Joe Vincr and Jack Cooper. 26

Barrie Sireet.

3.30. Sunday Hour, Grant Hall.

MONDAY—8.45 a.m.. SCM Cha-

pel Service, Memorial Chapel,

Old Arts Building.

12 noon. Arts '48 final Year
Picture; final-year '49ers too.

Front of Grant Hall,

7-10 p.m., Arts Soph Court,

Rooms 312-13, New Arts Build-

ing. Watch notices in library

and New Arts Building for

summonses. Summons must be

picked up at Post Office.

8 p.m.. Students' Wives' Club,

Social club. Biology Lecture

room. Tickets for Nov. 11 dance

will be sold.

TUESDAY — 12.45- 1.30 p.m.,

SCM Chapel Service, Memorial

Chapel, Old Arts Building.

7.15 p.m.. Queen's Swimming
Club, Gym. Election of officers.

WEDNESDAY—7.30 p.m., "Rus-

sia, Friend or Foe?" Address

by Sherwood Eddy, Convoca-

tion Hall.

CAMSI Explained
Origin

The first conference of Canisi was held in 1938 at Toronto.

Since then, annual conferences have been held at various medical

schools across Canada. One will be held at Queen's this year since

the conferencft is always held at the University at which the National

Executive for the year resides.

Insertion

Originally, the organization consisted of four schools, Toronto,

Western. Queen's and McGill. Since then, every medical school

in Canada has become a member although three were inactive during

the past year. The National Executive consists of six members,

five at Queen's and the editor-in-chief at McGill, tho permanent

home of the Camsi Journal.

Nerve Supply

There is the annual conference at which the problems of medical

students, through their delegates, are presented to the National

Committee, which is composed of delegates from every university

in Canada. The Camsi Journal, distributed four times a year, was

formed to enable medical students to express and air their views.

Action

Before 1939. Camsi completed a study of the standards of the

medical care available to medical students in al! Canadian colleges

and was instrumental in having improvements made. During the war

Camsi proposed the Student Enlistment Plan for medical students

in [he RCAMC. Aid was given the Blood Donor Clinics and the

Red Cross. The contributions by Camsi to the Canadian Youth

Commission's booklet, "The Health of Youth in Canada," were

printed in full.

Since the war, arrangements have been made with the National

Film Board enabling each school to choose twenty films per year,

the cost coming from the National Treasury.

Camsi is now affiliated witl

the CMA and two of our members

have full voting powers on the

General Assembly at its annual

convention. You may subscribe

to the Canadian Medical Associa-

tion Journal at the reduced rate

of $2 per year.

Camsi is now attempting to

obtain increased remuneration for

internes. Questionnaires are at

present being compiled by the

Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, and

when the necessary data has been

secured, every effort will be made

to carry out the wishes of the

majority of medical students and

internes.

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

MARRISON STUDIO

*

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

fOOTBALL DANCE
ROYAL YORK

HOTEL

NOV. 8, 1947

*

After Queen's

Varsity Game

Entire Convention

Floor Taken

Two Orchestras: Bert Niosi and Benny Louis

Tickets at Alumni Office, Room 212, Douglas Library, or

at the Door, $1.00 per Person

Sponsored by Toronto Branch o[ Queen's Alumni

Sick Parade
By Mak Keenleystde

Horning in on the Meds issue

this week, we give you some rea-

sons why the stethoscope sleuths

are so busy these days. Inciden-

tally, hope there are no casualties

as a result of the FORMAL
(plug!).

Rozy Rozumniak is up and on

his feet, or rather crutches, and

is very glad to be back in circu-

lation again, if not on the football

field.

Jack Cooper, Arts '48. evident-

ly found his Toronto trip too

much for him, as he's now in the

throes of a mysterious ailment.

But he isn't feeling too bad —
all he wants is "to get out of

here."

Merv Davis is still residing at

KGH while going to classes.

Ken Mozc. Arts '51, is laid up

witli a slight case of 'flu.

John KrosB, Arts '50, and Ar-

chie Malloch, Arts '48. are both

in for indefinite stays,

Mel Prideau, Arts '49, is suffer-

ing from "a nervous breakdown,

brought on by listening to last

Saturday's football game"! Hope

you'll all be out by Friday night

(plug!).

Destiny

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to
remind them that as formerly the prestige of years atands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazert
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

Classified Ads
FOR SALE

Man's covert cloth suit, single-breast-

ed, size 40, like new. Naval Burberry,

size 40, good condition. Fawn rairi-

coat, size 38, single-breasted, no belt.

Lady's tube skates, 9AA, good as new.
Victor "Reliance" tennis racquet, good
condition, Apply 493 Princess St.

Tuxedo, Midnight Blue, size 36, excel-

lent condition. Dial 3720.

HELP WANTED — MALE
Constables arc needed to officiate at

University functions. Those selected

will be paid $2.00 for every night they
are called upon. Any wishing to apply
should put his application in the
Queen's Post Office addressed to Ken
Clark, Secretary of the Arts Society.

An elderly lady drove up to a

gas station and descended from

the luxurious onto. "Cart you

tell me where the ladies' room is?"

"Weil, lady," said the young

Med {working his way through

college), "it's like prosperity, just

around the corner."
'

"Young man," she retorted, "I

don't want prosperity, it's relief that

I want."

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St

Stumbling under the stars.

After a rain.

By dark farms and trees and fences,

Splashing thru puddles.

Cursing,

Up the winding gravel road,

Up to the peak

I go.

Black 'Wooded hills in the distance.

Lights to the west and south;

And far away, unseen, unheard

But somehow perceived.

The sea;

And above, steady, full of eternity.

The stors.

My heart is held by love and pain.

And shapeless things.

Inexpressible.

And once again there comes to mo
Clearly,

Deeply,

Rivetting you along my mind.

The unforgettable sense

That you and I were meant to be

Together.

C.G.M.

Only one word for

ARROW HANDKERCHIEFS:

'IRRESISTIBLE''

Pardon us for blowing our oum horn, but
whether your bandkerdiief whimsy runs lo solid colors,

woven borders, fancy prints or sparkling whi(cs, we
know you will find :. well-nigh irresistible assortment

at your favorite Arrow store.

ARROW SHmiS and TIES
UNDERWEAR • H ANDKE RCH IEF5 ''I SPORTS SHIRTS

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Viur own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushioiu

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

*rCCHMICAI^
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Distinctive Footwear
|

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED
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Store Hours: 9-5.4S

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We have a large assortment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID
RING-BINDERS

for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,
LUGGAGE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY

and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEHS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Diol 9756

LOCKETTS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET
Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c
and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

The Wheel Barrow
And lo, in Kir

fine art. if
^''^ '^"^ °^ ^'^""'"S "^^^Xtine arts, .t came to pass that a man of the na

aid open unto the masses a

everyone

me of Lazonga
.

^oom of Tea, whose chief article ofrade was an entirely different beverage. And he did fix upon this

loZltL '^"'"^ -'^^'^
°

r *T T ^^^^^''^^^'^ ""to the times and conditions then
i revaUmg And the Gaels attendant upon the acquisition of theime arts d,d congregate witinn the Room of Tea, and did partake
of large quantities of the potent brew amidst much of laughter
and that talk which is described as small. And lo, the bronze
corns d.d nmuut within the register of cash of the man of theKoom of Tea and forsooth, everyone was happy.

And thereafter it came to pass that many men were engagedm war,_ and pnces did rise, and the man named Lazonga found
.

practical, perhaps even necessary, to increase to ten bronze coins
he price of the initial flagon of the beverage. And the masses
held not this breach of faith against the man. but continued their
iradmg m the Room of Tea. And the man found it possible to
purchase unto himself a great chariot of the kind that is known
as Buick, and many other luxuries of the rich. But lo
was yet happy.

But it came to pass again, when many men had returned fron
battle to strive to conquer Right Thinking, Differential and Inte
gral Calculus and Gray's Anatomy, that the man of the Roon
of Tea deemed it advisable to raise again the price of his chief
stock-in-trade to the fantastic level of ten bronze coins per flagon
or per refill of per flagon. And there was much dissent in the
great halls of the masses, and many spoke words of ill-will against
the man of the Room of Tea. And lo. the Room of Tea did
longer ring with many happy voices, yea, neither did the hungry
register of cash ring so often. And many of the men of the house
of learning did vow never more to frequent the Room of Tea
"Indeed and" quoth a Medsman, "I like it not that I must pay
ten bronze coins per flagon, especially when same is administered
by an attendant whose smile is as contagious as Typhoid Fever
and yea, even as pleasant."

And there was much disquiet and unrest.

MORAL: Lumbricus terristris, yea, that which is known as

the earth worm, may yet turn.

— SACRO- ILIAC

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
B'^^^^^HOF CANADA m^^t^m

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager;

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leodbeater

So This Is Second Year
The greatest institution in the university, with no exception

is the Medical Course, and the greatest wonders of that whole

institution, surely, are pooled in Second Year, So at least it would
seem to that bloody but unbowed group who spend their long

afternoons in the Anatomy lab. The amazement with which we
view tinj' unseen structures stained with Scharlach R. in our

histology lab; the incredulous ear which we turn to hear of the

s])liingomyelins and cercbrosides and the unbelievable long peptide

linked protein molecules with molecular weights as great as 69,000

the dismay with which we greet the possibility of "inhibitions"

and their treatment in psychology; the satisfaction with which we
observe the difference of potential between an electrophorous and

our professor; all culminate and find expression in those storied

afternoons spciit in company with the gruesome stiffs in the Anatomy

lab. Now, just take this afternoon for example. After a stirring

lecture, for the most part of which we were entirely in the dark,

three white-garbed students on either side of a very inhuman-

looking human, laboured to turn him over and escape the sight

of the desecration in lower regions by a reckless third year class.

Then begins the serious work of the afternoon. The ghouls pro-

ceed to incise fiendishly down the back-bone and soon the skin

lies painlessly reflected and exposed to their admiring gaze are

I,iyers and layers and ... of fat. Off they must come, but ah,

it's not so easy as all that. Well they know that hidden and

protected in these oily messes are tiny white fibres-nerves 1 So,

in ihey rip, and the conversation goes something like this—
"Ahh ... a nerve. Holy flip, am I ever lucky ! (2 seconds

later) Damn, I broke it."

Says a helpful friend, "That's nothing, don't feel badly about

it. I've already cut two nerves and what's more— my occipital

artery
!"

From the other side of the table. "Why don't you suture it?"

Gee, good idea. Have you got any string? Maybe I should

nab some of Dr. Matheson's nylon fibre, eh?"

"Ooops, thought I had a nerve that time; tried the good old

McCoy test and it gives way. Must have been fascial"

"If fascia die before I wake ..."

"Ooooh ... Dr. MacKenzie— please."

And so it goes. Tomorrow we will be reflecting the trapezius

muscle and studying other vessels and nerves in deeper structures,

but always the study will be intensely absorbing. You know. I

must have absorbed something too ! I can still smell that oily fat.
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Murmurs
Geez . . , another football

weekend coming up ... I don't

think I con stand it ... as a matter

of fact I don't think I can stond

. . . I know I shouldn't complain,

complain, complain . . . and it's the

football team that REALLY suffers

. . . but geez . . . ofter last week-

end we also serve who onl/ stand

and respond ... I went out with

a blind date (Meds. ) and believe

me he wos blind! ... I don't mind

boys drinking cause it's o sign of

maturity . . . but I am delicate and

I get so tired carrying them around

oil night . . . and those hotel rooms

. . . well geez ... I think they're,

well they're immoral that's oil . . .

I KNOW my mother wouldn't op-

prove . . . well to get back to my
date ... he wasn't terribly good

looking, or terribly tall, or terribly

interesting ... he was just TER-

RIBLE! ... we went to the gym
and I wosn't feeling very happy , . .

then we went to the Grant Hall and

I still wasn't feeling hoppy . . . then

he gave me a coke that was awful

full . . . after that I wasn't feeling

anything , , . I do remember that

my new nylons ripped and the heel

came off my shoe and o cigorette

burned a hole in my sweater and

somebody spilled something an my
skirt ... it must have been awfully

strong . . . acid or something . . ,

cause the material dissolved in front

of my eyes . . . but they tell me
this is College Life , . . and that's

why I'm here so i guess I'll see you

ot the gym tomorrow night . , . any-

body wont a dote?

— GUINEA PIG
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ALUMNI
FOOTBALL

DANCES

IVOR EDWARDS'
ORCHESTRA
in the Gym

SPD FOX'S ORCHESTRA
(with college men from

Joe Viner's band)

in Grant Hall

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

$1 a Couple Sat.. 9.00 p.m.

'If you kiss ine I'll yell for

mother,"

Aw let her get her own boy

friend."

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

Wc Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lendmg Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

YOUR NEW...

DOVERCOAT
IS HERE

*

Only at Dover's con you buy a "DOVER-

COAT." Warm, fleecy coots for the cold

weather that ts bound to come. Smart

stylish fitted coots, in Meltons, Elysiant,

and the famous Crombie Curls,

*

Price from 29.50 to 65.00

Dial 3030

Where Accepted

Styles Originate
123-125 Princess St.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

wound injections, as

to prevent inrection. and on gas

gangrene. Only a small amount at

first was relegated lo V.D. treat-

ment where it proved amazingly ef-

fective, gonhorrhea being cured

within 48 hours. It had consider-

able success against one type of

staphylococcus, only minor success

Aesculapians Hold

(continued from page 1)

prophylactic as a prophylactic, and no con-

clusions were reached re. its effic-

iency on gas gangrene.

Dr. Hamilton's speech was thor-

oughly enjoyed by a capacity aud-

ience.

The ne.Kt Aescniapian meeting is

scheduled for the first week in

November.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100
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CHARTERS

Casey at the Bat
The other niglit I had my intro-

duction to indoor softball. As I

walked into the gymnasium, two

Meds teams were playing. The
game itself is a cross between crick-

et and billiards and the way Hot-

shot Hamilton played those caroms

_..,well? Mac Delaney also mention-

ed he had too heavy a cue when it

came his turn to bat. "Axe" Carna-

han took a ciit, and chopped one into

the floor. Allstop Bill AVedlock was

playing shortstop, and it was amaz-

ing the way Spider Green caught a

fly. Jack HotKk looked in long

enough to say, "I'm opposed."

Sneaky Gib Mcllvecn stole second

base but umpire Lemmon made him

return it. Meanwhile, Rocket Mc-

Kenzie ran home; he came back,

though, and finished the game. Bill

Banies fanned badly, as the pitcher

Hewitson played well, and Tom
showed him a different type ol

curve to make a pass at. Gord

Black stood out—on the floor. At

any rate as the game finished, the

boj's were convinced they could

challenge and defeat any team from

Levana at indoor softball—or any

other indoor game.

Swimming Club
The Queen's Swimming Qub

held tbeir first meeting of this year

last Wednesday evening. Miss Ross

was unanimously chosen as the

honourary president. A slate of

nominations was prepared for the

club offices and these will be voted

on at the next meeting. The diib

will hold Us next meeting Tuesday,

Nov. 4th at 7.15 p.m. and all inter-

ested swimmers are urged to attend.

ORFUNSvsOSHAWA
Tomorrow the Queen's O.R.F.U.

entry will again meet Oshawa. Last

Saturday at Richardson Stadium

the Orfuns trounced the Oshawa

club 30-3 and a repeat performance

is expected as the two teams line up

again. The Orfuns have only lost

one game aH season—a toughie to

Orillia—and they are expected to

give Cobourg, whom they have al-

ready defeated once this year, a keen

fight for the title. "Jake" Edwards
has assembled a fine team and senior

coach, Bob Elliott, is pleased that he;

will have such men as Simole, Er-

rington, Salari, Cuddy and Gatfield

to strengthen the squad next year.

The support given our second

team by the fans could be stronger.

So when the Orfuns play next \i'eek

in the Richardson Stadium let's

show them we appreciate their fine

record.

i-ensored

THE JOKE ORIGINALLY
SCHEDULED PGR THIS

SPACE WAS CENSORED

INTRAMURALS
The fine Queen's intramural pro-

gram, under the supervision of

Johnny Edwards, is now in full

swing.

Three sports are now in progres?^

In the indoor softball. Science '50,

Arts '48, Science '48, Arts '50 and

Science '49 have all won the two

games they have plaj'ed.

Ill bowling, Science '49 has set

this year's record with a score of

3102 pins.

In tennis the singles have reached

the semi-finals with Kaye, Sc. '48,

Hubbard, Arts '51 and McRae, Sc.

'50, still in the running.

The intramural badminton tour-

nament starts Monday and the dead-

hne for names is Friday night. The
annual harrier race is next Thurs-

day, November 6 and the deadline

for entry is Wednesday, November

5.

The men's intramural swimming

meet will be held the first week of

November. Watch the notice-

board for the date.

"And It Came To Pass"
It came to pass that a young

man was journeyhig from Hyde
Park to Oxford Circus so that he

might wed there a beautiful maiden.

And it chanced that his way led

through Piccadilly where he was

approached by a woman of the

streets who said unto him:

"Whence journeyest thou?"

And he replied: "Even unto Ox-
ford Circus to marry a most beau-

tiful maiden."

And she answered him in thus

wise: "Whyfore then so far for that

whicli every man seekest, for lo, I

have consolation with mc."

And he. being foolish, hearkened

unto her, and thej' went in to-

gether.

When morning came she said un-

to him : "Where then are the twenty

pieces of silver with which thou

made a covenant with me.

And he answered her, saying

;

"Silver and gold have I none, but all

that I have I have given unto thee."

And she replied: "All that I have

I have given unto thee, and I would

suggest that thou make straight for

an apothecary."

And he went away weeping and
gnashing his teeth.

Here endeth the first lesson.

The Galloping Ghost

PARRY

Milliken's Thirds

Oppose Carleton

Friday night Queen's intercol-

legiate intermediates will oppose

Carlton College. After a steady

start, wliile players were being as-

sembled, the Gaels have now devel-

oped smoothly and Dr. Jack has

them playing the best football in

their league.

It is a difficult job developing

players, hut Queen's future does

look brighter as Penner, Elford,

Waddell and others show definite

promise.

In their last meeting. Queen's de-

feated Carlton, and our boys are

out to serve a repeat performance.

Championship hopes are high, and

we wish all the luck in the world to

the boys as they leave for Ottawa.

For the Meds Formal

Don't Forget . . .

A CORSAGE FOR HER

ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED

BY US

341 PRINCESS DIAL 6604

Attention—Arts '51

Due to a misunderstand-

ing re posting of summonses
for last Tuesday's Soph
Court, another court will be
held Monday, Nov. 3, at 7

p.m., in room 312-313, New
Arts Bldg. The list of de-

faulters vi-ill be posted Fri-

day morning on New Arts

and Library notice boards.

Persons whose names ap-

pear on this list must call

for summonses at the post

office. No excuse will be
accepted for failure to read
the summonses list.

PROSPECTS BRIGHT

FOR YEARS HOCKEY
Monday night saw Queen's sec-

ond victory in city league hockey as

they stormed to a 5-1 victory over

llie Army pucksters. A new policy

has been adopted this year in that

the city league will be used as a

proving ground for new talent and

ideas. Managers Fletcher and Rus-

ty Basserab have been putting the

eightj' aspiring candidates through

their paces in pre-season practice.

The team that will greet Coach Gene

Chouinard when he takes over his

duties on Nov. 1st should be in top

season form. Students who are

keen hockey enthusiasts will have an

opportunity to see three teams in

action during the coming season.

The first Senior Intercollegiate

game is scheduled for the Jock

Harty Arena, Nov. 21st, with the

McGill Redmen as the visiting

squad. The other two teams that

will bear watching will be entered

in the City O.H.A. and Junior O.K.

A. Leagues respectively.

[621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE,

MURNEY TOWER
Kingston Historical Society

suggests you visit Mumey
Tower Museum, Macdonald

Park, and see for yourself

how your grandparents lived

100 years ago. Open Sunday

for your convenience from

12 to 6.00 p.m.

JIM AND JERRY

SIDELINES
A bow in the direction of our good friend Pringle as he steps

down for this issue only. In the past it has been the procedure
for the issue of the Medical Journal to introduce and hand plaudits

to the individuals of Med's who are doing their part in intercol-

legiate competition. However, since in the field of athletics we
are Queensmen first and Facultymen second, that has been dis-

persed with in this issue.

The big event on the agenda, of course, is the visit of the

Mustangs this Saturday afternoon. The Western Machine that is

due to appear here tomorrow is undoubtedly one of the finest in-

tercollegiate teams that has ever b«en assembled. Due to all the

individual stars and the well-deserving publicity they receive none

of us are liable to lose sight of one thing: Johnny Metras has

his players functioning as a well-oiled single imit. That type of

a football team can afford to play anyone.

Opposing the Metrasmen will be a team of which all of Queen's

is proud. They do not purport to be giant-killers but we all knovf

they will try to the last whistle. No one is alibing when we men-

tion crippling injuries that have followed the Queen's Club this

year: Rozumniak, Steeves, Halliday and Charters have all been

sidelined. Believe me they have been missed. However, one

thing to remember is last year's score Western made against

Queen's. We were only beaten 8-0 and this year Uncle Bob

Elliott has developed an offence. Who knows what might happen

tomorrow? — at any rate pray for rain.

ORFUNSVICTORS
CUDDIE RUNS SS YARDS

In a game, the second half of which was played in a driving

rain, John Edwards' ORFU team defeated the hard-fighting King-

ston Athletics 15-0 at Megaffin Stadium Wednesday night.

Queen's scored two touch-

downs in the first half, one on a

Richardson to Cuddie pass and

another by Cuddie on a briliant

85-yard jaunt after a Queen's in-

terception. Milliken converted the

2nd touchdown.

The second half developed in-

to a kicking duel between Meli-

nick of the A's and Salari and

Minnes of Queen's. Don Milli-

ken added another 3 points on a

placement from 25 yards out and

Salari completed the scoring with

a rouge.

For Queen's, Cuddie, Gatfield,

Holder, Sadler and Milliken did

some ball toting. Up front, Sa-

lari, Jeffrey, Errington and Simo-

la made most of the tackles.

Playing-coach,Doug Jesse and

a hard-running back, Mooney,
turned in brilliant games for Ath-
letics.

Lineups

Queen's: Snap, Simola
;
quar-

terback, Sadler, Richardson;
halves, Cuddie, Milovick, Gat-

field, Phillips, Karis, Dell; ends,

Woolley, Montrose, Jeffrey ; mid-

dles, Christiansen, Minnes, Salari;

insides. Cole, Devlin, Errington,

Dick; flying wing, Milliken, Hol-

der (Capt.); alternates, Walcot,

Shipman, Joyce; coach, Jake Ed-

wards.

Kingston Athletics : Snap, H.

Acton ; insides, Forbes, Grant

;

middles, Wetherall, Vosper; ends,

Coates, McRae
;
quarterback, C.

Carnegie; halves, Mooney, Harri-

son, Cliff Carnegie
;
flying wing,

Hopkinson ; alternates: Jesse,
Grant, Patterson, Kennedy, Tur-

ner, Moss, Wilson, Higgs,

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

GABARDINE TROUSERS
MADE TO MEASURE — 10 DAY DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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LINEMAN STEVENS
all-star again?

QUEEN'S PARRYLYZED
BY MIGHTY MUSTANGS
Gaels Greatly Improved

ButWesternersWin 32-0
By Bruce Williams

Richardson Stadium last Satur-
day saw the Queen's seniors suffer
a 32 to 0 defeat at the hands of
Western's merciless Mustangs.

Queen's, although beaten by a
better team, showed themselves, in
the last half, to be equal defensively
to the white and purple. The Tri-
color held Western to 415 yards
from scrimmage and 19 first downs
as against 650 yards from
scrimmage and 26 first

downs in London the pre-
vious Saturday.
Although the Gaels offence was

less potent last Saturday their

defence showed a marked im
provenient. The third quarter

saw the Mustangs held scoreless

;itul looking a trifle amazed at the

strong; defence offered by the un-
derdogs of the league.

The first quarter was ahnost a
repeat of the first Western game
.'IS Phibbs intercepted Lenard's

|>ass on the Queen's 39 and ran
for a major, which was unconver-
ted. A few minutes later the "Ga-
zelle Boy" cut in on an extension
from the 17 to go unscathed for

another unconverted touchdown
— Pringle blocking Farley's at-

tempt.

The quarter ended with B.

MacFarlane being smashed on
ilie Queen's 26 by Charters and
Lenard. Queen's had gained 16

yards from scrimmage as against

Western's 141.

The second quarter saw
Queen's putting up a valiant fight

to prevent another score. Morris,

». barters, and Burgess making
tackle after tackle. But finally

I'ig Bob MacFarlane went over
from the I-yard line for another

5 points. The convert failed.

Western kicked off and Quin-
tyn recovered on the Tricolor's

second play on the Queen's U.
They gained four yards on two
plays and then Al Orr recovered
D. MacFartane's fumble on the

Queen's 6. McKelvey's quick kick

on second down took the ball out
of danger and B. MacFarlane
went 9 and 4 and Curry and Ar-
nott went 10 and 5. Then B. Mac-
Farlane went over for the first

converted touchdown of the

game.

The half ended with Western
in possession on their own 30 and

leading 21-0. Queen's cut West-
ern's yardage down to 67 while

gaining 6 tlieniselves in this quar-

ter.

In the third quarter the ElHott-

men came out determined and

anxious. They began to move

when Pringle recovered Parry's

See Mustangs, page 6

Toronto Vandalism

May Mean Trouble

AMS. Cadi Warns
In an interview with The Jour-

nal, Chief Justice of the A.M.S.
court Neil Bell issued timely

words of advice to Queen'smen
making their annual pilgrimage

this weekend to the Bloor Street

Bowl.

"Next Saturday afternoon,

the Queen's seniors will be in

Toronto to tangle with their

traditional foes, the Varsity

Beavers. There will be lots

of Queen's students at the

game to cheer the Tricolor on
to what we hope will be a

resounding victory. Let's all

hope that they will conduct

themselves in a manner be-

fitting the honour of their

university.

"Two years ago, a party

of Queen's students behaved

in a disgraceful manner by
wanton painting of buildings

cherished by every Varsity

student. The action also dam-

aged the name of Queen's

and was serious enough to

draw from President Smith a

statement that if such a thing

occurred again |T o r o n t o

would withdraw from Inter-

collegiate sports. We trust

such a thing won't happen

again."

OEOHGE FHECEniC PHOTO
Tradilional pomp attendine the opening of the first Model Parliament featured the solemn procession of Sergeant-at-

Arma George ToUer, Speaker J. A, Corry and Clerks Kay Barclay and Betty Taylor.

Kindergarten Class

For Toastmasters
The first of a series of public

speaking classes, sponsored by the

Debating Union, will be held at 8
o'clock Thursday evening in the

Senate Room of the Old .^rls Build-

ing. Mr. A. Edinborough, a mem-
ber of the English faculty of Queen's

;ind a former president of the Cani-

britlge Debating Union, has been

secured as instructor.

Purpose of the classes is to help

those who have bad no speaking

Students In Australia

MakePoliticalProtest

Aussie students follow the Euro-

pean tradition of activity in public

politics. A body, protesting Dutch

aggression in Indonesia, marched

towards the Netherlands consulate

but was broken up by police forces

who also dispersed subsequent pub-

lic meetings organized by the uni-

versity Labor club to draw atten-

tion to this "injustice."

The "Farrago," an eight-page

paper contains comparative state-

ments from Indonesian and Nether-

lands diplomats on ctlncation in In-

donesia, plus articles on socialism,

liberalism, psychology, materialism,

sex and other pressing problems of

our modern daily life.

One whole page, called- "Sugar

& Spite!" provides a target for let-

ters to the Editor or as anyone else's

glass house you wish to shine orexperience whatever, and also to

enable those who speak moderately
j

shatter

well to improve their delivery. They also have an active SCM,
Mr. Edinborough, acting as lead- Engineer's Club, I-abotir Club,

"^r and instructor, has stated that he
I
Liberal Club and a debating club

<ixpect3 mejnbers will learn more by I whose last topic was "Rebellion is

doing than by listening. |
the Right of the Arlist."

Full Evening's Slate

AsCFRCAirsBBC
By Mak Keenleyside

The Queen's Radio Workshop

goes on the air at 7 p.m. on Wed-

nesday evening with their first full

evening of entertainment, featuring

a BBC play, heard for the first time

on any university station in Canada.

Although restricted until now to

hour-long programs, tomorrow

night they will give forth with 4;<

hours of music, features, news and

drama.

First on the bill will be The Jour-

nal news round-up by Jim Kirk, fol-

lowed by a PA club round-table dis-

cussion, organized by Flo Fraser,

on the "Utility of Philosophy."

People taking part in the argument

will include Milt Moore. Tony

Wand, Bill Franklin, John Young,

and Barb Bews. Ne-Kt will be a mus-

ical interlude, under the direction of

Ted Burkholder, and then will be

a short play by the Workshop mem-

bers—Norman Corwin's "Untitl-

ed," featuring John Cowan, Sandy

Webster, Larry Palef, Don Beavis,

Jack Riddell, Willie Dowler, and

Maurice Halperin.

At 8 p.m. will be an hour of re-

corded selections from Wagner's

"Tristan and Isolde," and then will

come a musical hour, put on by elec-

trical engineering students, headed

Sec CFRC, page S

VOTE GOES AGAINST CBC 98-92
TO CLIMAX OPENING PARLIAMENT

Students Question

Ticket Sale Ethics
Charlie Hicks, pemtanent secret-

ary of the Athletic Board of Control

told The Journal last Saturday that

there were still 75 tickets left for

the Varsity football game next

week-end. Varsity sent down a

total of 1936 tickets and will send

more if they are required. All these

tickets, said Mr, Hicks, are not first

class but they are as good as those

we have received in past years.

Many students have complained

to The Journ,-il that these tickets at

the .AB of C office were mostly on

the track and well down the side of

the field, moreover most of the bet-

ter seats were reserved in blocks by

different year executives. This prac-

tice of buying tickets in groups may
ndicate a healthy Queen's spirit,

they said, hut it does not allow equal

opportunity for individuals to ob-

tain the better seats.

Another bone of contention has

been the lack of advance notification

of ticket sales. Mr. Hicks claims this

was due to the late arrival of the

tickets from Toronto,

The following are some of the

questions that have been asked The
Journal regarding the sale of tick-

ets: 1. Does a secret mailing list

exist which governs the allocation

of these precious tickets? 2. Who
should we know on the inside to

whisper in our ear at the approp-

riate time? 3. Why do the respon-

See Ticket Sales, page S
|

'Procedure' Slows

Model Parliament

By Jim Roe

While the opening session of the

Afock Parliament Thursday evening

was regarded by one and all as a

very promising start, it is evident

that a considerable amount of polish-

ing is required before undergraduate

"legislators" convert Grant Hall to

the heady atmosphere of the House
of Commons.

Underlying the spasms of legis-

lative horse-play which put every

soul present, including Speaker

Corry, in a joyous frame of mind,

was a sincere, thoughtful applica-

tion, to business. But the crj'Stal

ball became turbid at times during

the evening as over-frequent "point

of order" interruptions prevented

many speakers from following

through to the logical conclusion of

their arguments for or against the

Government motion.

The Liberals, whose women were

notoriously well-dressed, hats and

all, repeatedly objected to the bat-

less decor of the other parties to the

entire detriment of the straggling

debate. On the hat point ... for

many years no feminine MP at Ot-

tawa has thought the formal rule of

procedure important enough to ob-

serve.

In practice, ndes of procedure in

the House of Commons rarely hold

up a debate. Most MP's cultivate

a semi-automatic drill on the floor

of the House which ensures tliat the

Sec Procedure, page 4

CRAFTY CRAVATS FEATURED

BY EMBRYO WARD-HEELERS
By Staffer

Sartorially the main interest

at the Model Parliament centred

around the adam's apple.

The Liberal cabinet members
were natty in dark suits with

three dangling inches of pocket

handkerchief and sedate but jaun-

ty bow ties. The bow of one

eminent Liberal minister was
wired for light bulbs and glowed

bright amber in a restrained but

doubtless significant way during

more heated moments of the de-

bate.

The eight LLP's favoured off-

shades of red and unanimously

chose the conservative four-in-

hand tie. Brightest red tie in the

house graced a CCF member and

the socks with the highest deci-

bel rating centred considerable

attention on the ankles of the

LLP whip. The tie of the CCF
leader was a non-committal rus-

set, those of the LLP and Pro-

gressive-Conservative chiefs were

Queen's colours with red and

blue respectively predoTninating.

Most clothes-conscious were

the Liberal members who drew

Speaker Corry 's attention to a

female member of the opposition

who had allegedly removed her

shoes, a gaucherie the Speaker

ruled was condoned by precedent.

Liberal members also started a

brisk agitation to have all wo-

men members wear bats.

Possible result of this new

sartorial awareness is the report-

ed move of the A.M.S. executive

to once again consider establish-

ment of an official Queen's tie.

Can vou tie that?

Left -Wing Parties

Swing Independents
The Queen's Model Parliament,

guided through its embryo stage by
Mike Howarth and his Steering

Comnu'ttee. took its first hesitant

steps before about 500 students last

Thursday night. With Prof. J. A.
Corry as Speaker, the Parliament

groped rather shyly through the

rules of procedure, but, soon gain-

ing confidence, emitted a lusty howl

which promised a mature, husky

performance at its next meeting at

the end of November.

More than 200 students voted on

the resolution which the Liberal

government presented . . . that tlie

control of radio broadcasting in

Canada be returned frtyn the Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corporation to

private enterprise, and on the Pro-

gressive-Conservative amendment,

which would not abolish the CBC,
but would greatly curtail its powers.

After an hour and a half of de-

bate, the House defeated the amend-

[uent by a 143-to-60 vote, but up-

held the resolution 98-92.

Thirty-two members of the Liber-

al party were present, while their

primary opposition, the LPP, had

only eight members on the floor.

The Progress iv e-Conservative

group was composed of about SO

members, while the CCF started the

session with 30 members, later to

be increased to about 40 when "fn-

dependent" benchers joined the

CCF ranks following the speech of

CCF leader Ed McCullough, The
independent section was approxi-

niately SO strong.

The Liberal government, headed

by A, ,\lan Beveridge, presented a

luimber of bills, which were tabled.

The government spent the next lialf

hour in answering questions pre-

sented by opposition parties.

Formal debate following the in-

troduction of the resolution was

limited to 16 minutes for the five

government speakers—Hugh Port-

er. Gerry M.'icAfartin, Olive .Ander-

son. ^fike N'elles and Marcella Jack-

son. Each opposition party was

Sei- Parliament, page 4

CLASSES CALLED
Arts classes are called Saturday

morning, November 8th, under

the agreement between the Fac-

ulty of Arts and the Arts Society

which permits one holiday in each

term, the dates to be selected by

the students. Classes will meet

as usual on Monday, November

10th.

ORFUNS OVERPOWER RED RAIDERS IN OSHAWA STORY ON
BACK PAGE
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THE PARLIAMENT
It is certain that llie first Modi;! Parliament was a great

success. One out of every six students at Queen's went to

the first session and by the enthusiasm shown and the critical

and thoughtful discussions that happened all over the campus
afterwards it is safe to predict that even more will attend

and take part in future sessions. At the next performance
there will, no doubt, be a more debatable topic and a less

starry-eyed approach to the intricacies of parliamentary pro-

cedure.

There have been sucli affairs before at Queen's. Earlv
in the century a model parliament was a part of the trappings

of the Debating Union. But the parliament which has been
set up now has a larger and more urgent purpose.

By confining itself to politics, to real politics, it may stop
some of the gaps in our present atrociously defective educa-
tion in democratic citizenship. It is probably not too late

to try.

The long hours of ])lanning and organization which Mr.
Howarth contributed to the parliament and the masterly and
engaging chairmansliip of Professor Corry, the Speaker, botli

deserve the highest commendation. Tliey, with the Steering
Committee drawn from the various parties have made the
success of the parliament project a possibility. Only active
participation by the rest of us can ensure it.

Dear Journal . .

.

"Invasion Weekend" . . .

The annual invasion of Toronto by the men and women of
Queen's on the week-end of November 8 this year promises to be
the greatest yet. The Queen s people of Toronto are anticipating
Ihts invasion with a good deal of pleasure since it provides us
with our only contact of the year with the student body.

The arrangements for the Queen's Football Dance on the
Saturday evening of the game have been completed by the Toronto
Branch of the Alumni. Similarly to last year, we have reserved the
whole Convention floor of the Royal York, which provides for
dancing in each of the two large halls with a sitting-out room
between. We hope very much these arrangements will serve to
make your evening a happy one.

On the occasion of the Western-Varsity game here in October
there was so much damage to Royal York Hotel property by the
students attending the dance that the Hotel management have
regretfully advised us that should there be a recurrence of this
trouble at our party they will have to cancel all future football
dances.

Since we have never experienced these difficulties in previous
years at our Queen's parties, we don't expect them tliis year, but
It would be unwise blindly to ignore the danger which threatens
the event from which we have derived so much pleasure in recent
years. We shall appreciate very much the co-operation of all of
you to ensure that there be no "wiping out" o£ our Queen's Foot-
ball Dance in Toronto.

— EARNEST TOLLIFER
President, Toronto Branch, Queen's Alumni.

"The honourable member need not answer the question at this time unless
he so wishes."

"No Bird For Robiin ...
Roses to the Badminton Qub executive who worked hard to make

the Mixed Round Robin on Saturday such a splendid success. There
were lots of food, fun and friendship for all. For a good time, we girls

think it was just about "it."

Mary Blezard, Shelagh Dunwoody, Jan Pullen, Marg. Scarth,

Anne Elliott, Mary Sweeney.

(This is only one of a number of letters received extolling the

Badminton Qub executive.)

First Year Philosophy

A Tutor Rooter

Arts '50 last year had an enrolment of-nearly 600.

Approximately 300 have failed to return this year,- either be-
cause they didn't like it here or because they were unable to pass
Philosophy I.

If they didn't like Queen's then there must be something defin-
itely wrong for so many people to discontinue, but if they failed
Philosophy I, then that's another story, and this is it.

Principal Wallace spoke to the freshmen of my year, and told
us that one of the reasons we came to college was to learn to say
and write what we honestly believed, and never to be afraid of our
opinions. Taking him at his word I do so.

Last year for the logic in Philosophy I there was assigned
Burtt's Right Thinking. A book which tried one's patience with
elaborated lengthy paragraph sentences and which no one could
understand. Further, the lectures on the book were no more en-
lightening. So what course was open to the average student to do?

Now this is crowning injustice. This past summer, the tutor
who undertook to mark the summer school extramural logic papers,
a student who is considered by the faculty as approaching the bril-
liant stage, himself had to resort to reading extensively in simplified
logic books, before he himself could get half an understanding of
Buret and be in a position to mark the incoming exercises.

Perhaps the authorities will blush. How could inexperienced
first year students be expected to understand the text, when an
honours philosophy student with a degree, was himself unable to
do the very same thing.

No wonder Carlton College is

effective lecture courses.

"Potential Capitalist"

getting a reputation for it;

—MICHAEL ROTH

As own brother to Tcssie the Tutor, I protest Ihe scurrilous
verse about my sister which appeared in your paper. Even if our
Tess IS really not bright, what gentlemen would point out her
defects?

What if she can't read? What good is book-learning, anyhow?
And if she could write, who would read it? And as far as her
speech is concerned, with a little love and a little patience and
about ten yt-ars with a good interpreter, anyone can understand
almost every word she says.

It seems to me that the person who wrote that was obsessed
with high marks. This publicity-seeking hound should have no
place in an institution of higher learning; culture, not marks, should
be the aim. That is why Our Tessie was appointed tutor, to dis-
pel any such illusions. As Tessie says: "Learning don't count
for nothing with me."

— TESSIE'S TWO HEADED BROTHER.

1 too feel I have a right to shed a few crocodile tears—this
time for "poor J. Hutchison". As I read his letter, line by line,
as his piteous story was unfolded I could barely hold back the
tears of shame. To think that our cruel laws would force a
Canadian to such a state of abject misery 1

Poor Mr. Hutchison must forego chicken' and eggs and -sub-
sist on hamburgers. It is interesting to wonder just what would
be the thoughts of a street waif in Athens if he were offered Mr.
Hutchison's "bare existence". Perhaps an example of relativity.

However the mere matter of food does not seem to be J. Hut-
chison's main gripe. We are told that it is shockingly unfair that
tile worid {i.e. DVA) does not provide him with tlie living that
IS his due. In fact it is all too apparent that Mr. King and his
legion of capitalists owe our Mr. Hutchison a living; more than
that, they owe him chicken dinners and have welshed on the deal.

Poor Mr. Hutchison! Moreover Mr. King and his capital-
istic minions in Ottawa have told Mr. Hutchison that be will need
to make a "fortune" in his summer holidays to supplement his
$60 i)ittance. And then they, or perhaps it was Miss Sargent

; but
whoever it was, it was not any fault of J. Hutchison; that he had
to spend a summer in Mexico learning Spanish. He thus had to
use the money given to him by the ungrateful government to
help get re-established—but then learning Spanish is not getting
re-established in J. Hutchison's eyes.

Then^ why did you go to Mexico, Mr. Hutchison?
It might be interesting to note that no one in authority has

ever stated that the §60 a month afforded by the government was
mtended to make it possible for many, such as J. Hutchison, to
intended to make it possible for many, such as J. Huttliison, to
get an education that they otherwise would never have been able
lo affonl. And poor Mr. Hutchison c.m'l have chicken dinners!

I write this letter defending llie capitalist as I hope to be a
capitalist along with ten million other Canadians and I don't hope
to support via my taxes such ungrateful and self-centred persons
as J. Hutchison.

— G. A. JEWETT

UEEN'SWORLD
Will Newfoundland Be The Tenth Province?

Bill Higgins, Recently Returned From

There States The Odds

In Newfoundland the question of Confederation is not political

hut economic. There are no political parties in the country since

the duties of government are carried out by a Commission, the

members of which are appointed by the British Government. Eco-

nomically, however, Newfy is divided into two groups, arbitrarily

called here the Popular Class and the Merchant Class. The Popular

Class is made up of fishermen, lumbermen, small shopkeepers and

labourers. These workers are scattered through the rural areas of

the rock-bound, swamp-covered island. The Merchant Class is

popularly dubbed as "the Boys on Water Street." Water Street

being the financial section of St. John's. This class is made up of

importers, exporters, merchants, publishers, and a good many of

the people they employ.

The Little Man Is For It

The Popular class favours Confederation. They believe it would
lower the high cost of food, which is now about twice that which

we pay in Canada. There are three causes for these high prices:

the cost of transportation into the countrj'. tariffs, and, most im-

portant, a monopolistic system of importing. One agency imports

all the flour, another all the druggist supplies, etc. This agency

system is well enough established that the importers can ask almost

any price they want for their goods. Confederation would eleminate

two of the three causes for high food costs. They feel it is difficult

enougii to eke out a living without paying exorbitant prices for food.

.\nd so it is! The average fisherman gets up between three and

four in the morning to tend his nets. He arrives home at noon and

spends the rest of the day cleaning, salting and drying his fish.

In the evenings, he must search for bait which keeps him up until

ten or eleven at night. Even though the work day is long and the

season from April to December, there are few fishermen who do
not have to su])plement their earnings by spending the winter cut-

ting pulpwood. Tiie fisherman is forced to pay almost twice what
he gets for a pound of fish for a pound of flour.

The Popular class distrusts Representative Government because

iheir last one went bankrupt during the thirties. These people blame
that government for the depre-ssion which caused so much hardship

in Newfy in spite of the fact the depression was worldwide in scope.

They feel that any electoral body in St. John's w^ould soon come
under the thumb of the Merchants and would thus be detrimental

to their own welfare. The relative prosperity since Commission
Government, though due in part to the spending of vast sums of

money on bases in Newfoundland by the Americans and Canadians,

they attribute to soundness of this form of Government. This par-

tiality for Commission Government somewhat dampens their ardour

for Confederation and, therefore, they do not stand as united as

they might behind such a move.

The Big Shot Is Against It

The Merchant class, on the other hand, are definitely against

Confederation. Such a move would bring about open trading be-

tween Newfoundland and the rest of Canada and thus destroy the

agency system of importing. The wealthiest people in Newfy are

those who derive their income from this system and even though
their numbers are small, they have a great influence upon the rest

of the people in their class. They control all the local news-rags
which, during the last three months, have been laying down a very
effective barrage of anti-Confederation propaganda. The radio, so

far, has been impartial, allowing time to speakers both pro and con.

Something has to be done, even they realize, or there won't be any-
one left to squeeze. There are more Newfoundlanders in Boston
than there arc in Newfy and that is fact, not fiction. The Merchants
don't think Confederation is the answer to their problem.

Canada has offered Newfoundland very lucrative terms as an
inducement to join the Dominion. Such terms reflect Canada's desire

that Newfoundland should accept. Whether Newfoundland will

accept is a difficult question to answer, but for those interested

it is rumoured in Smoky Joe's Pool Emporium that one can get odds
of 9 to 7 for Confederation. " '

"Frosh Tosh"
Must we have Science freshman regulations here? Obviously

ihcse regulations were not designed to meet the approval of the

freshman year. The students of Science '51 have a certain amount
of common sense. The people who wish to impose these regulations
seem to lack the fundamentals of reason.

Freshmen regulations liave been condemned repeatedly. The
educationists are against freshman regulations, because the regula-

tions show a great deal of immature reasoning. The psychologists

have found that these regulations are formulated by peojile who
have inferiority complexes. These peoi>le like to order other people
around, and in doing so they usually attempt to humiliate the other

people. Regulations are reasonable when they bring material results.

Regulations are ridiculous when they are designed to make other

people look silly. The dignity of the individual is a very important
aspect to consider.

Why should Science '51 have to obey these regulations? Fresh-

man regulations are not defined in the constitution of the Engineer-
ing Society. The nature of these regulations apparently depends
upon the whimsies of some inane characters about the campus.

Scicnct '51. are you going to put up with t!ie nonsense known
as Freslunan regulations? Don't be suckers. Put the heat on your
executives today. They have been elected to cater to our demands.
It's up to you to stop the nonsense, nowl

—SCIENCE FROSH.
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Rugby and Mr. Miller
I om sitting In Chuck's wrapping myself around a cup of

coffee when who is sitting down in the same booth with me but
"If it'd been me" Miller, who is called this name by the guys and
dolls on the campus because of his love for starting every sentence
with "If it'd been me."

Well we are tolking about this and that and one thing and
another when he begins to shoot off his mouth obout a gome we
ploy here of this college known as rugby which is a most fine

gome what with everyone who is watching being all liquored up,

and the dolls who cheerleod displaying their legs in a manner very
pleasant to behold.

Anyway "If it'd been me" Miller is relating to me what is

wrong with our team ond from what I gather there is nothing

much right ot all, which is coming as a surprise to me as from
whot I see at the games I conclude that we are hoving a very

fine team indeed. But "If it'd been me" Miller continues to tell

all what he would do if he has the ball, or is near the ball, or is

blocking or tackling or what hove you ond I decide that 1 truly

must be a meotheod not to hove seen all this for myself, and
whot o poor state of affairs it is that "If it'd been me" Miller

does not ploy rugby so as to win many gomes ond bring fame
to our college.

So I am asking him why it is that he is not out there leading
the team to victory when something most peculi'or is hoppening to

his foce which I will now proceed to relate to you. It is becom-
ing red like the ketchup bottle and he appears to be choking on

his coffee, and he stands up with o great deal of hoste and goes
out the door so fast that I think maybe the joint is going to be
raided.

As a result I sit there for a good half hour pondering the

peculiarities of "If it'd been me's" behoviour, ond lamenting the

fact thot he is not ploying rugby because from what he soys I

realize that if he is then we are having a very fine team indeed.

, , —DAME RUNYON

Hustling Campus Photographers Shoot Legs, Rugby, Everything

By Heather Logan

There aren't many men on the Queen's campus who
can boast of spending an interesting and instructive hour
on the second floor of La Salle barracks. But when you're

a photographer, you can pull off that kind of a stunt all the

time, and it's all perfectly legitimate.

The principal in the abovi

cident was Bob Bowley, one half

of the Science '49 team of Bowley
and Carey, Journal staff photo-

graphers. For some little time

now, the two of them have been

pointing their big press cameras

at everything from the good grey

limestone of Grant Hall to the

curvaceous underpinning of some
of Levana's loveliest.

But that isn't the whole story.

A photographer's life can some-

times be a pain in the neck, es-

pecially when some female starts

complaining that "that isn't the

way I look at all." That's why
Ken Carey likes photographing

buildings best. "They're more
easily satisfied."

Tlie two shutter-bugs met in a

darkroom, and their co-operative

existence since then has been

happy and reasonably profitable.

There's no set rule about who
holds the camera and who clicks

the shutter; it just depends on

the circumstances. If the shot's

a portrait, chances are that Bow-
ley took it. But if it's a half-page

spread of football pictures. Jour-

nal readers can be pretty certain

that hath photographers were

miming frantically down the side-

lines, trying to "freeze" the plays

on film.

neither photographer

turn full-time profes-

Wbile
])lans to

sional — seems the trade is too

subject to the ups and downs of

tlie business cycle — both are go-

ing to continnc as "advanced ama-

teurs." They'll keep on sending

their best prints to salons, and

Bob will try to repeat his per-

formance of last year when he

won the coveted Certificate of

Merit of the Photographers* As-

sociation of America.

For photographers of the Box

Brownie school, the Journal pair

offer the following tips:

• Get a good camera, then

READ (about photography), and

follow up with practical experi-

ence. ;

• Don't point your camera in

to the sun. But don't worry too

much about getting the sun di-

rectly behind you; a 45-degree

angle is best.

• Most amateurs who get good

pictures are just lucky; they have

an instinct for composition. (Com-

position is the quality which

makes a picture look "balanced"

and attractive in arrangement.)

People who haven't that instinct

should take time to compose their

pictures.

• Colour film? Amateurs
should try it, but they shouldn't

do their own processing. It

generally cheaper to send it away

to a commercial firm — less

chance of spoilage too.

• Just for the record, Bowley

and Carey want to register their

opinion that the Queen's Camera

Club needs a new darkroom —
but soon.

The Skier

Out from the tortured wood he smashed.

He stopped, and turned to view

The shining, bright new trail he'd croshed

And then he downward flew.

Like lightning on a sky of white

He zigzagged clean and fast.

An eagle ready for the flight.

He soared — the jump was post.

And then, far off, he sow the prize.

Alone, for him, it gleamed.

Then triumph shone from misty eyes

—

Awake — a cripple dreamed.

—D.P.

BOOKS

War and the Individual

"The Age of Anxiety" is about people in the time of war and, just

as wars carry meanings of peace, so the theme of this poem reaches out

and beyond the bounds of its temporal setting. As the Freudian-cast of

the title suggests, Auden is concerned with the psychological reactions of

the individual to the world of strife and confusion but, interwoven with

this and occasionally twisting free, is a thread of deep moral solicitude

haunting the poem's principals with the spectre of personal responsibility

The setting itself is, in space, a bar on Third Avenue in New York
City and, in time, an All Souls' night during the war. Seated in the bar

and putting it to good use, are the four mouthpieces of Mr. Auden's mus-

ing: Malin, an officer in the RC.AF, Emble, a sophomore in the navy,

(Juant, a middle-aged clerk, and Rosetta, a buyer for a department store.

In "The Prologue," this heterogeneous quartet is drawn from private re-

verie by the radio's raucous chant of the war's progress and is moved to

join in the grandiose "think-fest" which comprises the remaining five por-

tions of the work.

Their thoughts turned first to the "Seven Ages" of man. The under-

lying guilt which generates this study of the dreary progress from birth to

grave is expressed by Malin:

All that exists

MsUers lo man; he minds what happens
And feels he is at fault, a fallen suul
With power to place, lo explain every
What in his world but why is neither
God nor Bood,

They emerge from this examination as unhappily as they entered and

commence, through the agency of thought and alcohol, an imaginative

search for some state of "prehistoric unbappiness" where they may escape

the guilt and dread which the present relentlessly provokes.

Tliis journey through space over a continental landscape is unre-

warding as their previous passage through time. In what is essentially the

climax of the poem their escape is thwarted by a vision of the real world

with all its grandeur wracked and torn in the chaos of war and Quant re-

marks "God's in his greenhouse, his geese in the world."

Mr. Auden's acknowledged mastery of language and. form appears on

the pages of this "baroque ecologue" with its customary freshness and

vigour. The coinbination of luuisual imagery and richlj' alliterative verse

infuses most passages with a sort of deadly whimsy which is tremendous-

ly effective in preserving Intimate melancholy from the descent into

pathos. The adaptation of lyric and ballad forms to the evanescent erup-

tions of mood and feeling is equally skilful. We might continue indefin-

itely, elaborating on such details as the lush tonal painting of Rosetti's

daydream in "The Prologue" or the apt changes of pace and rhythm

in "The Seven Stages" but space presses and Auden's gifts will only

suffer in confinement.

The Steam Shovel
Now it came to pass that when great

rumblings and vast quantities of steam didst
appear from Cave of Nic that young warriors
were troubled and sought advice from elders
who assured them that it w^s only the herald-

ing of the arrival of the great Maid Marion.
And when she didst appear from her secret Chamber she didst
report that her efforts on behalf of men of scienz had been success-
ful; that the great Patron of Pash, Sade the Hawk, who had been
banished from the land, wouldst once more be about and that

honour wouldst be done her on appointed night. And when the
scribe didst hear this he was joyful and didst hurry to make report
unlo warriors. For is it not on that the long robed ones from the
cave of Lemons, do purvey pash of such worth that the warriors
do find sport worthy of great endeavour, and do cast aside impedi-
ments so that warriors may test theory as proclaimed by Son of

Jack: that figure is unknown until it appears in true shape and
size, even so that convex curvature may reduce to plane in true

view. Also, even lowly clots of Eartz may benefit, for now that

cave of Observ. is no more what other chance wouldst they have
lo study heavenly bodies in such detail?

And moreover are brought unto scribe many tales of For-mal
of Quacks at which many did disport mightily, and some warriors

didst Join them and the foresight of many was rewarded for verily,

cold was great cave of Gym, and in expectation of this many had
provided them with babe of exothermo quality. And many notable

experiments were performed with osculometer. And much they

are to be commended, for is it not a matter of great importance to

Scienz that modulus of frigidity he accurately determined?

On day of Saturn in field of Dick warriors of Fifty didst as-

semble and when red clad one didst appear great was approval of

warriors, and many didst apply lesson from cave of Hyde and didst

strive mightily to obtain profile view for is it not a true saying

worthy of all acceptance that dimensions of projection are best

shown thus.
I

And now scribe must be off to Cave of Dew to fill many
flagons in readiness for tribe's great pilgrimage to town of Hog so

that great battle of posr of Var may be accomplished in manner
befitting men of Scienz.

Afterthousht

Sordidly we come together.

Sordidly we parted;

Do you ever wonder whether

I am broken hearted?

1 watched you, sneering, slink to me.

And when you left 1 smiled.

Do you ever drink to me.

Frustrated now, and wild?

-D.P.

FOHHCRLY THE IMItT CRaWPORD fLOWIR SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Rea. 7990

Hanson & Cdgsir
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRIMHTEIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

Stamps Wanted
The Queen's branch of ISS is

conducting a drive for stamps.

Boxes have been placed at various

points on the campus, including the

Post Office, and students are asked

to tear the stamps off letters they

receive and put them in the boxes.

Later in the year, there will be a

stamp-collector's auction sale. Other

stamps will be sold to a commercial

firm, with all proceeds going to ISS

work.

The ISS also asks that anybody

interested in forming a stamp club,

phone Gordon Hind at 7056.

Registrar's Office Open
The Registrar's Office will

be kept open during the noon

hour all this week, for the

convenience of students. If

this arrangement proves pop-

ular it may be adopted as

University policy.

Graduating Class
December 1st is the deadline for

all grad pictures,

Ask your photographer to in-

clude the special TRICOLOR print

with your order. Send the print,

with your name to Don Sim, As-

sociate Editor Tricolor "48, c/o the

Queen's Post Office.

Remember—no pictures can he

accepted for publication after Dec-

ember 1st.

NOW PLAYING

"ABIES IRISH
ROSE"

5 Years on Broadway!

33 Merry Months on the Air!

Now on the Screen!

It's the All Time Lough Hit . . .

Streamlined For Now! with

MICHAEL
CHEKHOW

JOANNE
DRU

EXTRA

RICHARD
NORRIS

SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 1 P.M.
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Alma Natter

SATURDAY SPORTS NIGHTS?
By Leigh Ronalds

Jim Southey, A.M.S. Athletic

Stick, has been appointed by the A.

M.S. to investigate the practica-

bility of Saturday Sports Nights.

Sports Nights were instituted with

singular success at McGill last

winter and it is hoped that some-

thing along the same lines might

serve a useful function at Queen's.

These Sports Nights could include

dancing in the side gymnasiums and

a full program of short athletic en-

tertainments in the main gj'mnas-

ium and swimming pool. Spectators

could watch from the balcony and

side bleachers. With crowded con

ditions at all functions this year it

is thought that Sports Nights might

be a valuable contribution to life

this coming winter.

The A.M.S. has proposed to the

Athletic Board of Control that in

future the sale of football tickets

for away games be advertised be-

forehand and that Queen's students

with identification cards be given

first chance at these tickets. It was

proposed that in order to give every

student an equal opportunity, only

two tickets are to he sold to any one

person,

^^i/hen you arrange a loan from your

bank, you gain an extra asset. Your per-

sonal credit is now confirmed by your

bank credit.

You may use it to take advantage of a

business opportunity, or for some per-

sonal purpose. It is tangible evidence of

your initiative and enterprise.

Your bank becomes a place of reference

and goodwill in your future business and

personal life. Credit at your bank

becomes one of your valued assets. This

is the way Canadian banking works.

SPONSORED er rouR sank

Every Wednesday at noon the Debating Union debates in Kingston Hall.

Vallentynes Uphold

Variety, Marriage
Married students Ann and Jack

Vallentyne successfully opposed

the motion that success in mar-

riage depends upon similarity of

interests, in a debate against mar-

ried students Irene and Frank

Friesen, at last Wednesday's De-

bating Society meeting.

Students at the meeting, how-
ever, felt that success in marriage

depends upon a similarity of in-

terests, in a showing of hands af-

ter the debate. The count: 28

for affirmative; 26 for dissimi-

arity of interests in marriage.

The "Battle of the Couples,"

is it was advertised on campus
bulletin boards, began when Mrs.
Friesen stated : "If a husband does

not find his wife interested in his

work, he turns to his secretary.

She is interested."

Mrs. Vallentyne replied that a

woman is still appointed by the

gods to be janitor of the house,

"Can you imagine anything

more horrible than Einstein's

wife showing the slightest in-

terest in mathematics?

"When they both have the

same interests," she said, "the

wife's voice sounds like a re-

cord of her husband's."

Frank Friesen, defending the

motion, explained that each field

of interest is unlimited in scope,

and said, "Success does not de-

pend on the breadth of interest."

"We speak from experience,"

Jack Vallentyne. opposing the

motion, said. "Many happy moons
have passed since our marriage

y.

In her rebuttal, Mrs. Friesen

id: "It might be all right on a

date to have a dissimilarity of in-

terests, but not for married life."

'Last Rites Wrong'

Subject oF Debate
That present-day funeral cus-

toms are "uneconomical, uncivi-

lized and irreligious" will be de-

bated at 12.45 p.m., Wednesday,

in Room 201, New Arts Building.

Debating' Union members Art

Ross, Meds '4S, and Jim Short,

Arts '49, will uphold the resolu-

tion, and John Chance, Arts '49,

and Bert Walker. Arts *49, will

oppose the issue.

Opening Parliament

(Continued from page I)

allowed three speakers for a total

of 24 minutes.

LPP members who addressed

the House were parly leader Don
Heap, Bert Michnick and H. Jones;

Progressive-Conservative, James
Robbins, Bill Coke and Pamela

Smith ; CCF leader Ed McCullough.

Gerry Mendel and Bill Bauer. Ken
Binks, leader of the Progressive-

Conservatives, and John Young on

the independent benches, also spoke

briefly.

Following an open discussion, in

which members of all parties took

part, eight-minute summations were

made by Garnet McDiarmid, LPP
whip, and by Mr. Beveridge, Liber-

al prime minister.

With the defeat of their amend-
ment, the Progressive-Conservatives

swung behind the government by
supporting the resolution. LPP and
CCF parties opposed the resolution,

with a large majority of independ-

ent members following suit.

ORCHESTRA
There will be no rehearsal of

the Symphony Orchestra this

evening. There will be section-

al rehearsal on Thursday night;
strings, 7.15, winds, 8.15—Grant
Hall.

PHI KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNIiy
would like to extend an invitation

to all its friends at Queen's

for 0 football dance

on the evening of November the 8th.

Phi.Koppo Sigmo Froternity

93 St. George St., Tor.

(Just South of College St.)

TIMOTHY

WM. ROW
.

- - - —(f '"/—^ 'i^^^ERRY

180 WELLINGTON STREET— • PHONE 7037

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line o£ everything

good to eat,"

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

TYPING DONE
MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS
Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

$744 Sweepstake

Winner Still Glum
Visions of astronomical riches

vanislied in smoke last week for

23 year old Doti Harper, a first-

year Engineering student from

Orillia, when his horse. Mighty

Maliralta failed to finish in the

money in the annual running for

the Irish Sweepstakes.

Don, a navy veteran who stays

out at the Stone Frigate, stood

to win $100,000 had his horse, the

favourite, come in on top. Con-

solation was afforded by the fact

that he will still receive $744 for

holding a ticket on the horse.

This is the first time that a

winning ticket has been held in

the Harper family despite the

fact that three generations of the

family have been buying Sweep-

stake tickets regularly.

When told the results, Don
took the news philosophically,

but with a tinge of regret that he

hadn't accepted some of the many
offers made to him in the last

few weeks for shares in the tic-

ket. He claimed all along that he

hadn't really expected to win, but

made the understatement of the

year when he wistfully added,

Still— it would be nice . .
."

IVCF

A series of talks on "Christian

Realism on the Campus" will be

given each afternoon this week
by T. R. Maxwell, B.A., M.Th.,

Canadian Associate General Se-

cretary for IVCF. The series of

talks will be held in Room 2 of

the Old Arts BnildiuK.

Cercle Francais

Will Meet Thurs.

"Rousseau" will be Prof. W. M.
Conacher's subject at Tuesday's

Discussion Group,

The general meeting of Le Cercle

on Thursday, Nov. 6, at 8 p,m. in

Hacdonnell House will feature an

illuslrated lecture, "Paris" by Prof.

G. Shortliffe; group singing and a

one-act comedy.

Procedure Slow

(Continued from page 1)

work of the Commons goes smooth-

ly. Since individual members are

ever anxious to have their golden

words transmitted to their constitu-

ents, maximum effort is put into the

expedition of legislation.

^^'l^en ttie session drags on and

on in Ottawa, as it did last summer,

parliamentary nerves become fray-

ed. Consequently members relax

occasionally, even in the heat of im-

portant debates, by giving their alter

egos free play. The House rings

with raucous renderings of "alou-

ette," and amusing recitations,

laughter echoes from the delicately

decorated ceiling of the chamber,

and the House attains an atmos-

phere of festivity, even frivolity. But

the customary sobriety of purpose

underlies all.

The friskiness displayed by pol-

itical aspirants of the Mock Parlia-

ment, although in keeping with the

supposed conduct of our revered

representatives in Parliament, was

somewhat strained. It is expected

that members of the Mock Parlia-

ment will gain more assurance on

the floor of the House, and debates

will improve in quality, as exper-

ience grows.

Jusc a few drops of "VascUoc" Hair Tonic
before you start with brush or comb, and,
brother—you've sung the last verse of "dry
scalp* blues. Here's a hair tonic that supple-
ments the natural scalp oils, giving the hair
a silky lustre, helping comb or brush do a
grooming job that looks right and stayt
right the whole day through.

Remember, men, '"Vaseline" Hair Tonic
contains no alcohol or other drying ingre-
dient. It works with nature—not against it-
to give your scalp and hair the very best care.

55)! and 95(!—at any toilet goods counict,

list It, fco, for a BCTTCR SHAMPOO
Rub "Vaseline" Hair Tonic generously onto
the scalp, then wash your hair in the usual
way. Result: invigorated scalp—no loose
dandruff—really dean hair. Finally, 5 drops
of "Vaseline" Hair Tonic before brushing,

fc^. 1 for that day-long groomed look.

Ij Chw«bfoughMnnufachjrlno Co. Coni'd

HELPS YOUR HAIR TO LOOK 175 BEST
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A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to make Loidlaw's your shopping heod-
quorters in Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW &^ON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street
Kingston, Ont.

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE _ DEPENDABLE

Oral Store: 6634

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.
PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd,

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Viur own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments >n Text Books for all Faculties and Departments, Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange its at your disposal.

XEICHHICAL. SIJPRL.IES;
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

PiCKV/ICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Booka

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4S24

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

SmithJoinsTheologs

As History Prof.
Rev. Dr. Waldo E, L. Sniith,M,

C, M.A., was installed on Wed-
nesday, Oct. 29, as professor of

Church History and Practical Theo-
logy in Queen's Theological College.

The ceremony took place in Con-
vucation Hall, with Rev. Charles D.

MacLellan, B.D., of Napanee. as

presiding minister and installation

officer.

In introducing Dr. Smith, Rev.
Dr. H. A. Kent, principal of

Queen's Theological College, referr-

ed to him as a preacher, teacher and
soldier of distinction. Dr. R. C.

Wallace, principal of Queen's, wel-

comed the new professor and com-
mented, "what takes place in the

Theological College is of great sig-

nificance to Queen's University."

Dr. Smith will fill the position

niade vacant hy the resignation of

Dr. J. R. Watts. He will also

teach in the faculty of Arts.

Whars When

Newman Club Will

HoldDanceNov.28
Entire proceeds of the Queen's

Newman Club's ammal ball to be
held at Hotel LaSallc, Nov. 28, will

he donated to the ISS campaign on
the campus. This is in keeping with
tlie pledge of the Canadian Federa-
tion of Newman Clubs to support
all European student relief projects.

Late in the fall social whirl, the

l>all win feature free corsages, op-
tional dress, baby sitters, a date bur-
eau and a reasonable admission
charge of $4 per couple.

Tickets are now available from
the Club executive or Pat Shields,

Irv Morrissey, Stan Morril. Cord
Seguin. Jack Tremblay or Phil

MacCourt.

TODAY — 12.45. SCM Chapel
Service, Memorial Chapel, Old
Arts Bldg.

—Afternoon, IVCF, begins a

week of lecture series, Mr. J. R.
Maxwell. B.A., M.Th., "Chris-

tian Realism on the Campus."
Room 201. Old Arts BIdg.

—3.30, Le Cercle Francais —
"Rousseau" with Prof. Conach-
er, Discussion Group,

—7-8 p.m., SCM Social Prob-
lem Group — Mr. Laverty's

home, 126 University.

—7.15 p.m., Swimming Club,

organization meeting in the

gym.

—8.00 p.m., ISS, Gordon Camp-
bell, speaker, Ban Righ Com-
mon Room.

WEDNESDAY — 12.45-1.30 p.

ni,, Debating Union, Resolved

"That existing funeral customs
are uneconomical, uncivilized

and irreligious." Room 201,

New Arts Bldg.

—7 p.m., Brass Band practice,

Grant Hall.

—7 p.m., CFRC, 1490 kc's.

—7.30-8.30 p.m., SCM, "Rus-

sia . . , Friend or Foe," address

by Sherwood Eddy, Convoca-

tion Hall.

—7.30. Arts '50 Year meeting.

Biology Lecture Room.

THURSDAY — 8 p.m.. Drama
Guild meeting, one-act play.

Players' Lounge.
—8 p.m.

General

House.

Le Cercle Francais

Meetinq*, Macdonnell

Dr. Krotkov Speaks

To Biology Society
"Americans are leading the field

m the study and use of isotopes in

plant physiology and will continue to

top the field for some time," stated

Dr. Krotkov at a recent meeting of

tile Biological Society.

Dr. Krotkov has recently return-

ed from a sabbatical leave spent at

the University of California, where

he made a special study of this field.

He conducted two experiments

thei'e. One proved that plants

use acetic acid in the same way as

anicnals and bacteria, and another

showed that if a plant is given radio-

active carbon dioxide, it will pro-

duce radioactive starch.

HOCKEY
There will be a meeting -of the

Hockey Club Tuesday, Nov. 4,

in the gymnasium at 8 o'clock.

This meeting has been called for

the election of officers and all

those interested are urged to turn

out.

By Mary Malcolm

So now we have a Drag—an-

other club on the campus WDW
TGABDVMH.'Wand a new out-

look on life. For a tense few-

days it looked as if we'd lost the

upper hand, but now watch those

Quecn'smen bow and scrape!

Before you freshettes start po-

lishing up old and new acquaint-

ances, prepare yourself for Soph
Court! The axe falls on a select

few Thursday night at 7.10 in

the Ban Righ common room.

Whether you're on the black list

or not, you are ordered to attend:

FRIDAY — Biochemical Seminar

Group.

—Queen's Intermediates vs

Carieton. Ottawa.

SATURDAY — Arts classes call-

ed.

—2.15 p.m.. Queen's Orfuns vs

Peterborough, Richardson Sta-

dium.

—2.30 p.m.. Tricolor vs Toron-

to. \"arsity Stadium.

—9 p.m.. .-\hinmi Football
Dance. Royal York Hotel. To
ronto.

CFRC Airs BBC
(continued from page 1)

by Hugh Jackson, and featuring the

King Trio, Stu Janess and Ziggy
Creighton. The program will wind
up with a BBC recorded play, en-

titled "The Harbour that Sailed to

France." This drama, one of a ser-

ies of 5, tells the story of "Mul-
berry," the floating harbour built

for the D Day invasion, and is one
of the BBC's finest productions.

By establishing the first univer-

sity radio station in Canada and the

first station of any kind in King-
ston, Queen's has made a name for

herself in the field uf radio in Can-
ada. Started 25 years ago by pro-

fessor H. H. Stewart of the electri-

cal engineering department, station

CFRC was, until 1942. the only

radio station in Kingston. It was
owned jointly by Queen's and the

Whig-Standard, and operated on a

commercial basis. Then, when the

Whig bought its own station, it let

its interest hi CFRC drop.

Ticket Sales

(Continued from page 1)

sible parties refrain from making

advance notifications which would

give all Queen's students an equal

chance to buy tickets? 4. Does one

have to be a graduate to watch nur

Golden Gaels battle the less spirited

Blues? 5. Where can we rent a

portable radio?

S(tme of the answers are above.

And check the bulletin board at some in the recent decision of 'the

Han Righ as to details about your

costume for dinner. Any infrac

tions of the regulations will be

dealt with severely in court. The
services of two eminent defend-

ing and prosecuting attorneys

have been procured, at enormous

expense, for the proceedings.

Helpful notes to Levanites in

Tornntu. Sacrifice the "new long

look" when boarding street-cars.

Stay away from hotel rooms.

Stay away from Queen'smen.

Slav awav from Toronto. '

A.HLS. tn regulate ticket sales

the future.

MARRISON STUDIO
*

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

Minerals in NWT
Outlined by Bruce

Dr. E. L. Bruce, head of the

GeologA- Department, addressed the

first general meeting of the Engin-

eering Society on Friday. October

30 on the "Mineral Potentialities of

the North West Territories."

Ur. Bruce outlined the discovery

and development of the uranium re-

sources of the N.W.T. during the

early 1930's and the importance of

these deposits during the past war.

He pointed out that the mineral po-

tentialities of the ^^\\^T. must be

considered in the light of the pro-

blem of transport both in distance

and ruggedness of terrain, which

precluded the major economic de-

velopment of any save high grade

ore deposits and which also would
be a bar to any extensive settlement.

Store Hours: 9-5.45

RING BINDERS

FOR

STUDENTS . . .

We have o large assortment of

LEATHER and FABRIKOID

RINC-BINDEKS
for you to select from.

Priced from

$3.00 and

upwards.

Also SHOES, of the BETTER TYPES,

LUCCACE, HANDBAGS, HOSIERY
and ACCESSORIES.

LOCKEnS LIMITED
178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Classified Ads
LOST

Beige camel-hair called
Reward. Phone 2-2593.

a "shag coat."

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rotes to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St Dial 4352

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

•TED' RATCLIFFE—-GORD' SAGE

341 Princess Sl Dial 6604

FOUND
One comenlone. legend reads "1947."
May be obtained by paying cost of
this ad. at Journal Office.
Found last week. Fountain pen by
J. E. Smythe. Commerce Building. Can
be obtained picking up there or phon-
ing 2-2411.

ENTERTAINMENT
Just that tittle something extral The
Rainbow Ballroom (neict to the Bilt-
more Theatre) featuring the superb
music of Dick Edney and his Orches-
tra. Dancing every Saturday. Cabaret
style.

Record fans — dig the new releases at
Artie's Party at the Rainbow Ballroom
(next to the Biltmore Theatre), Satur-
day Afternoon, Nov. 8th. 3 to 6 p.m.
With Artie of radio's "Artie's Party"
as M.C. Continuous Dancing. Free
Records. Admission 3Sc.

MIMEOGRAPHING
48-hour service. 100 copies, %2\ 200
copies. S2.75; 300 copies, S3.50; 400
copies, S4.2S; SOO copies. $5. Leave
orders at Technical Supplies. Don
East. Arts '48. phone 2-0070.

NOTES
E^o, 4 notes. SI ; Phil. 1 notes on
Wheelwright. 50 cents; Past 5 year
exam papers in many subjects, 25
cents: Rider's Pharmacy. 1 block from
Queen's.

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming- a Policyholder

THR

MUTUAL IIFE
I'Im^^^bo* CANADA ^mm^^m

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont,

Kingston Bronch Monoger:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

E. Leodbeater

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunninghom Storage
189 Ontario St.
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TED WHITE'S

Pay Dirt

JANE and JOE up in the grandstand see the ball carrier and
watch the scoreboard, cheering when the TRICOLOUR are on top,

sitting glum when ibey are not. That score they will tell us was
nothing to shout about on Saturday and by the same token they
will say our team was notliing to shout about. Even from the most
remote corner of standing room though we are sure that a couple of

ou: men could be seen doing their best to plug one of the most
important gaps on the gridiron while both endured great physical

pain. Win, lose or draw, there is always a QuecTisnian or two who
plays like a champion. Saturday we saw it and perhaps you did

loo. We mean, of course, that courageous exhibition turned in by
JIM CHARTERS.

Jimmy was the best. His right side was almost completely

paralyzed but the GAELS needed him and he was there. Part of

a centre secondary's job is to gamble on the next play the opposition

will run. Time after time No. 24 made the right guess and moved
in to butter the MUSTANG ball carrier. He made left arm tackles

or met them head on and stopped them with his chest because he

could not use that right side. And he had to pace himself carefully

too because he knew that LLOYD WOODS was nursing an ankle

that could scarcely bear his weight {it may prove to be broken).

When Charters needed rest Woods hobbled in there and stood his

ground with tears of pain in his eyes. Then back would go Charters

to tackle fearlessly and back up the wingline with all his might.

He was still playing to win when the minute flag went down. We
can not say enough. His right shoulder was not in place but his

backbone certainly was,

Yes. we saw it and we hope you did, too, Jane and Joe, because

we Queen's people sure bad SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT
and that something was IIM CHARTERS.

EDWARDSMEN STRETCH
WINNING STREAK TO 4

Purple Horseblanket for Alfie f|

Parry Totes Metras' Gift to Tricolour Mascot as Oil-

Thighs Die Away and Tackle-happy Gaels Ruefully

Recall Team-mate of Another Year

By Jim Roe

Galloping Jack Parry, fleetest of Mustangs, whose busy toes

twinkled, Hermes-Iibe, past hordes of determined Gael tacklers

Saturday afternoon, broke into a canter after the battle ceased to

show that he is also a diplomat. He has the nose for it, they say.

It was a touching scene. The cast, though small, was distin-

guished, although Parry panted painfully as he crossed the memory-
laden battlefield from which most of the bodies had only recently
been removed. Our own "Alfic." as leading man. looked heroic as

ever when a bright, new Mustang parka was placed in his arms
with love from Johnny Metras and a shy smile from "Slippery Jack."

The reported conversation between the principals went some-
thing like this:

PARRY: Here, Alfie, this is for you from Johnny and me.
ALFIE: Young man ... I seem to remember your face . , .

PARRY: We thought you'd like a nice new jfustang parka.
ALFIE: Now I rcmemberl You used to play . . .

PARRY: Yepl Lovely material, too. Just the thine for wearing to the
games.

ALFIEt .

footbail player
PARRY: Well, nice to Ece you again, Alfie. Got to go and put someluument on my shins. * ^

ALFIE: . . . some day.
Mr. Metras and Mr. Parry, having delivered a sort of libation

to the tattered but unbowed Tricolor Spirit, retired to the privacy
of the changing room. Nice to have seen you again. Jack

And thanks Mr. Metras, Queen's appreciates it.

for us once. Mighty fast runner, too. You'll make a good

Distinctive Footwear
• Horn Shoes for Men
• Treodeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

ORFUNS—17

OSHAWA—

5

Jake Edwards' Orfuns, play-

ing against a considerably im-

proved Oshawa wingline, came
through on the long end of a 17-

5 count. Capitalizing on 2 Osha-

wa fumbles in the first quarter.

Queen's went into an early lead.

Errington, Dick and Simola on

the Gael's front wall were the

big guns in limiting the Red
Raiders to only 6 first downs.

Robson and Burkhart stood out

for Oshawa.

First Quarter

Cuddie's kick-off was taken on

Oshawa's 25 yard line. The
Oshawa backfield was snowed
under in two attempts through

the centre of the line and they

were forced to kick. Queen's

took possession on their own 35

and Dell skirted the end for a

first down. Minnes's third down
punt was run back to the Oshawa
30 yard line. In the second ex-

change of kicks, Oshawa fumbled

and Miliiken ran 44 yards to the

1 yard line. Dell cut around the

right end for a major score and

Cuddie made it 6-0. The second

Queen's touchdown came when
Cuddie picked up a fumble in

the Oshawa backfield and gal-

!o])ed 42 yards into pay-off ter-

ritory. Miliiken made the con-

vert. Queen's 12, Oshawa 0.

Minnes' punt was fumbled, picked

up by Wakiitt and taken 15 yards

to the Oshawa 25. A Richardson

to Cuddie pass brought the ball

down to Oshawa's 12 yard line

and Minnes booted a single when
the Oshawa line held. Queen's

13. Oshawa 0.

Second Quarter

A Queen's fumble in the 2nd
quarter led to Oshawa's only

score when Robson broke
through, dribbled the loose ball

into the Queen's end-zone and
edged out Miliiken in the race for

the ball. Queen's held the ball

in Oshawa territory for the rest

of the quarter, but failed to punch
it over the goal line.

Third Quarter

On the kick-off, Oshawa was
called for interference and
Queen's took over on Oshawa 53

HAL'S

SIDELINES

COACH EDWARDS

yard line. Holder and Dell on

successive plays carried the ball

to Oshawa's 15 yard line where
the attack bogged down and
Minnes hoisted another single,

Queen's 14, Oshawa 5. A Ri-

chardson to Montrose pass start-

ed Queen's rolling again and

three successive first downs
brought them to Oshawa's 12

where Cuddie booted a field goal.

Queen's 17; Oshawa 5.

Fourth Quarter

The fourth quarter was high-

lighted by a determined Oshawa
drive which carried them 50 yards

down the field to Queen's 14

yard line where a bad snap re-

lieved the pressure on the Or-

funs. Gatfield came through in

the pinch with a 25 yard gain

and Salari lifted the ball back in-

to Oshawa territory, Gatfield

remained on side to pick up a

clever return kick by Miliiken,

late in the quarter, on Oshawa's

5 yard line, but no yards was in-

correctly called against Queen's.

Final score: Queen's 17; Osha-

wa 5.

Line-Ups

:

Queen's: Cenlre, Simola; Insides,
Errington, Devlin; Middles. Minnes,
Salari; Ends, WooUey, Montrose;
Quarter, Richardson; Halves, Cuddie
Karis, Gatfield; Flying Wing, Holder
I Capt.) ; Alternates, Shipnian, Cole,
Capreol, Christiansen, Jeffrey, Walcot,
Sadler, Milovick. Miliiken, Phillips,
Dell, Dick; Coach, Edwards; Manager,
Devilt.

Oahawa: Centre, Brooks; Insides,
Tureski, Knihnisky; Middles, March,
Gricc; Ends, Siblock, Reid; Quarter,
Rohson; Flyiny Wings, Rorabeck.
O'Brien ; Halves, Lawson, Greene;
-Allcrnales, Blake, Murphy. Burkhart,
McPherson; Coach, Cote.

OKicials: Referee, Fudge; Umpire,
Thompson; Head Linesman, Smith.

What a game last Saturday 1 For the first time this season

the Gaels showed themselves to be a better second half than first

half ball club. At the end of two quarters of play the Mustangs

looked as if they were going to run up a record score as they led

21-0, After the short intermission Queen's took the field again

and surprisingly enough played the best half of football since the

McGill game. Western was held to U points which were all tal-

lied after a scoreless third quarter.

Note that please. Western was held scoreless in the third

quarter.

The 1 1 points chalked up in the final stanza by the purple tide

were less than half those registered in the same period at Western,

There is some sort of indication from such a showing that the

Tricolor may be starting to hit its stride. Certainly this was the

best defensive game Queen's has played to date. With another

week to work on the rejuvenated backfield our offensive should

be working again.

Queen's lost to Western twice and both by decisive scores,

I
in spite of this fact the Gaels and their supporters have nothing to

I

be ashamed of. Jack Parry, Bob MacFarlane, George Curtis and

the rest of Western's stalwarts deserve a lot of credit for the bril-

liant style of football they have displayed on the gridiron this

season. Every school fields a team like this some time or other

and when this happens they should receive credit for the standard

of football introduced to the league.

McGill came close to tripping Toronto in the other scheduled

intercollegiate game. In the dying minutes Cummings slid over

the goal line to snatch a victory for Varsity and keep McGill tied

for last place with Queen's. Should the Gaels win their next two

games Queen's would wind up in third place, taking for granted

of course that Western finishes the season undefeated.

Hockey has aheady had a good start on the campus and it

won't be long before the first big game is played. Come Nov. 21,

just one week after the last football game, McGill will come west

as far as Kingston to play the Gaels in the first intercollegiate

game of the season. Gene Chouinard arrived yesterday and he is

preparing the boys for the coming contest. We look forward to a

highly successful hockey season.

Levana

Sportsreel
Baseball

In the battle for year supre-

macy. Levana '49 defeated '48 in

the semi-finals 9-5. while '51 de-
faulted to "50. In the final game,
'50 trounced '49 with a score of

7-5. The winning line-up con-
sisted of Joan Stewart, captain,

Alice King. Ruth Dixon, Peggy
Hou^c, Marion Reid, Ursula
Trimble. Sandy Melnyk, Betty
McCrae, June Whittier, and
Barb Watson.

Basketball

Practices have begun in the
gym Mondays and Tuesdays from
1.30-2.30, Tliese are only tenta-
tive hours, permanent practice

times will be arranged to suit

everyone as soon as you let your
preferences be known. Freshettes

are particularly urged to give
basketball a try here at Queen's.
There is the Levana Trophy to

be won for '51, and the inter-

collegiate team is looking for new
material—especially tall guards.

Swimming
The intra-niural swimming

meet will be held Wednesday
evening, with everyone welcome
to watch. There is still time to

get in the three required prac-

tices— Tuesday and Wednesday
afternoons till 3 p.m. and Tues-
day night until 9 p.m. As well

as the straight swimming races,

there will be year relays, and
diving competition. Remember—
points for your year . . .

Mustangs Score

(Continued from page 1)

fumble on the Western 47. Mc-
ICelvey and Bulger accounted

for two first downs before Len-
ard's attempted li^ld goal was
blocked and Wardle recovered.

Parry then broke away from
the Western 32 to the Queen's
12 where Hoose caught him.

Charters and Speropolous held

Parry and Curtis for three downs,
took possession and after gaining

a first down on an offside penalty,

kicked. Parry and Curtis moved
the ball to the Queen's 2-yard

line to end the third quarter.

Queen's held Western to 78 score-

less yards from scrimmage in this

quarter, gaining 40 themselves.

The fourth started with B.

MacFarlane going over from the

2 and converting it himself.

Queen's with Bulger, Mclntyre
and McGuire carrying, earned a

first down and then kicked to

Western and held them at mid-
field.

The Gaels took possession only

to lose the ball on downs on the

Western 33. The MacFarlanes

and Phibbs, crashing off tackle

and through the centre moved

the sticks to the Queen's 34

where an Arnott to B. MacFar-

lane pass clicked to make the

score 32-0 with another uncon-

verted touchdown.

For the rest of the quarter the

play see-sawed, each team having

the ball for 3 downs with West-

ern in possession on their own 54

at the final whistle. In the last

quarter Western gained 129 yards

from scrimmage and Queen's 24.

Queen's: Quarter, Lenard; halves,

BulKcr, McKclvey, Mclntyre; flying
wing, Dclahaye; centre, Woods;
guards, Speropolous, Carson; tackles,

Sleven.s, Fardell; ends, Pringle, Pearce;
alternates. Burgess, Charters, Faulk-
ner, Porter, Hoosc, McGtiirc, Hris-
kevich, Orr, Morris,

Queen's Western
Yards gained rushing 89 41S
First downs, first half,- I 11

First downs, second half 2 8
Passes altempled 9 II

Passes completed 2 7

Passes intercepted 1 1

Fumbles 6 6
Fumbles recovered , 8 4
Kicks blocked - 3 1

Aver, yardage on kicks,- 34 37

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

GABARDINE TROUSERS
MADE TO MEASURE — ]0 DAY DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERH 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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"Sadie" Gets Official O.K.
AMS Seeks Orderly

Sadie Hawkins is off the auction block and back in circulation
for another year. The Social Functions committee met last Wed
nesday to review the A.M.S. proposal to run an orderly ,Sadie
Hawkins dance. In view of the responsible attitude of this organ
of student government the committee unanimously approved the
proposal.

The following is a report by
Principal R. C. Wallace, chair-

man of the Social Function Com-
mittee, of the opinions held by
the committee.

"The Social Function Commit-
tee, which consists of representa-

tives of the A.iM.S. executive and
the staff, with the Principal as

chairman, met on Wednesday af-

ternoon to consider the proposal
of the A.M.S. executive that a

British Hostel For

Canadian Students

The Dominion Services Hospit-

ah'ty Scheme which, during the war,

entertained 107,0CX) Dominion Ser-

vice men and women in Great Brit-

ain has been converted to a students'

hostel scheme and will provide ac-

Sadie Hawkins dance be held onKo"""otlation for Canadian students

.\ovemher 21, under conditions
^'^''^"'"^ ^'"^ ^'^''^^ ^'"^

I summer.ihat would, in the opinion of the
A.M.S. executive, insure that a
completely orderly function would
take place. The members of the

committee felt that the dance last

year was of such a character that
its repetition was completely out
of the question. But in the light

(if the fact that the students
liiemselves feel that they can re

deem the situation by conducting
a dance which will bring no dis-

credit to the university, it was
i'elt by the committee that per-
mission should be given this year,
iind that before any steps are
c;ikeu next year the committee
ihoiild meet to review the whole
situation. The dance would be
either in the gymnasium with a

limit of 550 couples, or in Grant
Mall with a limit of 300; but not
'11 both places. The girls of Le-
vaiia will invite' their partners,
and married veteran students may
come with their wives. All tickets

trc to be issued through Levana,
;ind the Levana Society will lay
down strict regulations as to
dress.

"While the dance will be spoii-

See Sadie, p. S

Lady Frances Ryder, CBE, dir-

ector, says; "We have many host-

esses in England and Scotland who
will be delighted to welcome them

as guests."

Students interested are asked to

write, "Lady Frances Ryder, 21!.;

Cadogan Gardens, S. W. 3."

US-USSR Relations

Are Key To Peace
By Debbie Pierce

"Whether we have peace or

war depends on the relations be-

tween the United States and the

USSR , , . Let us try to under-

stand Russia—then we can judge
her."

In this spirit, Mr. Sherwood Ed-

dy addressed a large group in Con-

vocation Hall
,
Wednesday night

"\^''hen the largest country on earth

tries the boldest experiment in his-

tory, something is going to happen

. . . and it will be more good than

evil." He went on to say, "Russia

has established a whole new social

order, based not on liberty but on

economic justice, and the highest

ideals of human brotherhood."

Exams At Christmas

Off For Western
A CAN. UNIVERSITY PRESS DISPATCH

Taking the lead amongst Cana-

dian Universities in the trend to-

wards abolition of examinations,

Western University recently abol-

ished mid-term examinations and

substituted one final covering the

work of the entire year.

Emphasis wilt be placed on term-

w.ork and the ratio of term-marks

to examination-marks will be 2-1.

The unprecedented move was

made with the staled object of

maintaining teaching continuity

throiighont the year and of lessening

the die-hard emphasis which is laid

final exams and necessitates

cramming instead of learning.

U.S.A. DECORATES DR. G. B. REED
"For outstanding and exceptionally meritorious service" which

"contributed greatly to the advancement of the war effort of the

United Nations," Dr. G. B. Reed, professor of bacteriology at Queen's,

was awarded by the United States government the Medal of Free-

dom with Bronze Palm at a meeting of the Queen's Baconian Society

on Tuesday afternoon.

Presentation was made by Lt.-

Col. W. B. Keni, of the U.S. Army.
Mention in the citation was made of

Dr. Reed's participation in carry-

ing out "highly classified, coopera-

tive research and development pro-

jects in connection with biological

warfare."

Principal R. C. Wallace, founder

German Pessimism

Described To I.S.S.

Glee Club To Sponsor

Libretto Competition

COMPOSER GEORGE

Announcement of a Glee Club-spon-
sored libretto contest has been made by
treasurer Tom Donnely. The libretto, to
be written by a Queen's man or woman,
will have music composed by Dr. Gra-
ham George, Queen's composer-profes-
sor.

Thnse interested should submit their
plot outline to Dr. George, wlio will de-
termine whether or not it is suitable.
IJrama experts will decide un its adaptability to the stage. Dr.
fjeorge warns that ibc lif.irelti.st will have to pmilucc three half-

liour arts, and ib.it the work must be completei! before the middle
of M.-,y. HMS.

i ir, : it-rjfge will cmnpo.se llie music while on the continent this

ciiming sintimer, and plans to present the finished and exclusively

Queen's production in the spring of 1949.

Dr. George's recent work includes a ballet. "Jabberwocky," and
the music for the forthcoming Drama Guild production of "The
Tempest." At the moment he is working on another ballet, "Peter

Pan," to be produced in Toronto next spring.
;

GLOBETROTTER EDDY

"The original revolution gave to

Russian people peace, land and

bread. "But their high ideals con-

cerning penal reform, public health,

abolishment of drunkenness and

prostitution, education of the

masses have sometimes been for-

gotten," Mr. Eddy said, as he ex-

Scc Russia, p. 5

The complete lack of hope
among Germans was the chief

impression which Gordon Camp-
bell, Canadian Executive Secre-

tary of the International Stu-

dents' Service, brought home
from a summer in Europe, where
he attended the ISS conference

in Denmark.

In an informal talk to a small ^^^^'^^^Y »'g:'it at 7 the .Arts-

group gathered in B a n R i g hi ^"1^'"^^"'"* '"^t to decide the fate

Common Room on Tuesday, Mr

of the Baconian Society, introduced

the American army officer, stating

that the society was proud that the

presentation was made at this meet-

ing of University scientists.

Dr. R. O. Earl, Biology Depart-

ment head and president of the Bac-

onian Society, paid high tribute to

Dr, Reed. Quoting Milton, 'Fame

is the spur', he added, "but the chief

motive of a good scientist is pure

curiosity."

Professor Reed has already re-

ceived the O.B.E. from the British

Sovcrnnient. and the Flavelle Medal

from the Royal Canadian Society

'

for his wartime services.

ABCs

GalsTolSkate,
Paint Gym?

Queen's at last has a basket-

ball coach. On Monday the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the A.B,

of C. approved the suggestion of

the basketball club that Mr. Jake

Edwards be appointed head bas-

ketball coach, with Bill Drysdale.

former Tricolor star, as his as-

sistant. Basketball will have to

suffer until Jake's ORFUNS
finisb up in football, which may
very well take all of November;
but in the meantime Mr, Bartlett,

head of the Department of Phy-

sical Education, and possibly

Mr. Drysdale, will start putting

the squad through its paces.

The A.B. of C. will spon-

sor fancy skating classes for

Levana this winter. On the

suggestion of Dr. Boucher,

Mrs. Brennan. local figure

skating treminary, will be en-

gaged as instructor, and Le-

vana will use her services

as they see fit, until they ex-

haust the subscribed sum of

two hundred dollars.

More Varsity Tickets

The ticket situation for the

Varsity game was reviewed. The

Secretary reported that, while the

supply had been sold out, more

tickets were coming, that he had

been assured by U. of T. offi-

Sce A.B. of C. Meeting, p. 4

Arts Exec. Plans

Review, Lectures

Soph-Frosh Court

Delivers Judgments

Aquatic Club Pla ns

Novel Swim Show
alreadyThe Acquatic Club

making preparations for a bigger

and better Aquacade to be presented

late in January. This year the club

members are planning a new kind

of performance, similar to many put

on by professional Swinmiiug Clubs

in the L'nitcd States and Canada,

in which a water show is worked in-

to a fairy tale theme such as ".\1-

addin and his Lamp."

The show is being organized and

coached by Helen Cnrrie, a special-

ist in ornamental swimming.

Stan Williams, assistant director,

is looking for gymnasts for the last

part of the performance, and asks

anyone interested to call him at

2-0040.

At an organized meeting last

Tuesday evening, the following

executive was elected : Honiirary

President, Miss Ross; President, A\

Percival; Vice President, Helen

Currie; Secretary, Nonie Kendall;

Treasurer, Barb Bermingbam; So-

cial Convenor. Liz Findlay.

Campbell said he had not talked

to a single German who had any
optimism about the future.

Discussing llie aims of ISS he

«aid, "ISS functions to provide

relief to needy students, to pool

information of student and uni-

versity activities all over the

world,"

Mr. Campbell told of the work
Canadian ISS is doing this year.

Four foreign universities have

been adopted; Innsbruck in Aus-
trin, Lodz in Poland, Helsinki n

Finland, and Nanking in China.

At Innsbruck breakfast is being

supplied to five hundred sttidents

every morning for three of the

winter months. Books are being

sent to Liidz. while needed medi-

cal supplies are going to I-Ielsinki.

In China ISS is making a token

contribution, with Canada's share

going to tlie University of Nan-
king.

"Speaking about Germany in

Canada." he said, "is a very diffi-

cult subject. Being far from the

problem, living in comparative

luxury, it is so easy to hale, so

easy to ignore the problem. Our
own welfare is bound up, ulti-

mately, with the future of Ger-

many."

"What Germany needs today

is ciiarity. in the best sense of

the word."

Queen's ISS Committee told

The Journal they will have a

drive for relief funds shortly af-

ter Christmas, coinciding with a

nation wide ISS appeal.

of seventy-odd freshman delin-

quents. The judges, Messrs.

Milliken. Frood and Manjuris.

dealt out fines amounting to

slightly over ten dollars with the

dignity and decorum of supreme
court magistrates.

The offending frosh were run

through a complete ritual of

,

court procedure, they were sworn

in, kissed a book, (Shaw's

"Three Short Plays for Puri-

taii^") and pleaded guilty or not.

Fines Un those who admitted

their sin quickly ranged from a

thin dime to forty cents for fla-

grant offenders.

Three of the defenders escaped

the court's merciless judgment

and actually beat the rap. Both

J. Quadri, and E. MacVey plead-

1

See Soph-Frosh Court, p, 6

Despite die short-lived protest of

popularly elected member of the

.Arts executive, pennission was

granted a member o f The Journal

staff to cover the Tuesday evening

meeting. The following is a report

of llie proceedings.

Don Nixon was appointed pro-

ducer of the forthcoming annual

review sponsored by the Arts So-

ciety. Talent for this year's review

is to be enlisted from the entire

University.

Vocational Night lectures, which

were very successful last )'ear. will

be continued. One of three speakers

this year will be Dr. Lcnie I'lerce

who will lecture i<n X'oveinlicr 27.

Dr. Pierce, head of the Ryerson

Press, and one of the deans of Can-

adian literature, will lecntre on pub-

lishing and on creative writing.

Plans for an Art Display to be

held on Feb. 3, 4 and 5 were dis-

closed. George Perrin is the dir-

ector of this enterprise. Tlic execu-

tive approved continuance of the

Sunday m'gbt nuisicales held last

year in Ban Righ Connnon Room.

The Executive announced that the

new Curator of the Arts Clubroom

was Gerry Taber, New card tables,

magazine racks and ash trays are re-

portedly on the way. In tiie mean-

time, co-operation of members is

asked in maintaining tidiness.

HERE WE COME!
tlver 2000 Queen's students will

lake off for Toronto today—by the

special 2.15 train, by car, by thumb,

by mntorcyclc, and possibly even by

foot—to carry the Tricolor bainier

into the camp of the Bhics,

Ans and Meds classes have been

called for Saturday morning, but it

is believed that many Engineers will

also attend the game. T!ie long-

established rivalry still runs high,

and in all probability Toronto traf-

fic will be delayed for some time if

ihe Gaels come out on top. How-
ever, students have been warned

might start the break-up of (be In-

tercollegiate Union,

All the stadium tickets allotted to

Queen's have been sold out. and it

is reported that Queen's rooters will

probably be spread out around the

stadium.

The Queen's Alunmi Association

of Toronto has rented the conven-

tion floor of the Royal York Hotel

fur the football dance to be held Sat-

urday night.

.•\ tea dance is also being held in

the funior Common Room of Uni-

against any acts of vandalism, which
|

versiiy College following the game,
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THE DAILY TRIBUNE . . .

The Daily Tribiuie, organ of the Canadian Labor Progressive
Party, has folded. That is a pity.

It failed, in the opinion of The Varsity, with which
because;

we agree

It did not fulfill the first task of any newspaper—to give as
complete and unbiased an account of the facts of world happen-
ings as possible—any better than the worst of Canadian papers
and not nearly as well as the best. Its news was slanted by its

politics and interests in a blatant manner and its honesty in
giving coverage to both sides was not any greater than that of
the papers it condemned so heartily.

Freedom of the Press means many things. One perhaps is free-
dom to see all sides, tor any one story, any one paper, represents
only one or a few opinions. As sensible as reading one paper only
is trying to subsist on a single food. Mental growth and physical
growth both need varied diet. For the average Canadian the Daily
Tribune provided excellent roughage.

_

The Tribune has gone back to weekly publication, The sub-
scription rate is now sufficiently low, we believe, that the Library
can place a fopy in the reading room. There are many who want
to read it.

At least nine times in the past few years students have entered
requests for the purple-pink P.M. of New York. They are still
asking. The Douglas Library receives several magazines of official
Russian communist propaganda but there seems to be no North
American publication more incendiary than the Charlottetown
Gazette ("Covers Prince Edward Island like the dew."),

If it is not reason enough to subscribe to the left wing pubhca-
lions because they may interest or inform, then let us subscribe
because of what they warn.

"Know your enemy" was a useful slogan in the last war. It is
as urgent in the present one.

MUSIC

Conservatory Strins Quartet

By Gord Tracy

Good

The Conservatory String gnnrtcl, Joseph Pach, Andrew Benac.
James Putaki. and Rowland Pa.k prodded concert-goers with an
enjoyable evenmg in Grant Hall Tuesday night. These four verj-young men, playing with the ease and intelligence of much older
and more mature artists, showed much understanding of the re-
quire ncnts of ensemble playing. They all consisteirtlv subordi-
nated themselves to the group, producing the beautiful blend oftone and u.ianunity of expression for which the string quartet i.
unique.

The sheer and transparent opening Allergo of the Mozart
guanet m D Major which opened the program was delightful
and mcisive as befits the work. The Menuetto and Adagio were
sensitively played and in complete repose with all Uieir movement
preserved Control was lost, momentarily, in the final movementMo to Allegro, leaving the cellist a little at a loss to know when
to brmg n, his rapid descending passages, though with more e^.-penence and amiharity both with the mnsic, and with each other
such_ minor defects would be eliminated, (the quartet had beenplaying together for only one month.)

An Irish Melody, a piece for string quartet bv Frank Bridge
ollowed, a fantasy on the Londonderry Air. with rather tanta-
Jizmg mtimattons of the familiar melody which was simply statedonly al the conclusion. Rhapsodic solo passages for the violin

brladth
P''*""'"'^ ^'^^^^ Pl^J^d with feeling and

In -the E flat minor Tchaikovsky quartet, a tragic and emo-
.tional work and not as exacting as the Mozart by virtue of itscandidly sensuous beauty, the quartet was obviously more at easeHere their ensemble showed no signs of fraying: the sombre yet
harmonically excit.ng Andante Funebre was played with warm
an.l sonorous tone, the powerful final Allegro with vigour and
considerable virtuosity.

'Should we call for a doctor, the police, or a preacher.'

rrom The rrincipal . . .

REMEMBRANCE DAY

A short service will be held in Grant Holl ot 10.53 a.m. on

Tuesday, November 11th, in remembronce of Queen's men and

women who gave their lives in the cause of freedom. Lectures

will close ot 10.45, and dosses will be resumed ot 11.15. It will

be helpful if students take their places with as little delay as

possible in Cront Hall. Let us poy our tribute of respect and

remembrance in this way.

Mock Parliament

Sylvia Mackenzie, Levana '49 — "Proceedings were carried out in a

rather light vein but this may serve to clarify points of procedure for

future sessions."

Cordon Alexander, Arts '51 — The Parliament went as well os could

be expected for the first session. I think the seats could be arranged to

better advantage from a hearing point of view."

Froncoise Belaire, Levana '48 — "I think that in future sessions the

question period could be put to more intelligent use,"

Western Game?
Stew Fyfe, Arts '49 — "The yells of 'traitor* to Jack Parry and Herb

Lawler were in very poor taste, and besides they did not know whereof they

spoke (read Mr. Rodden's Column November S).

Litterlouts

Jim Kirk, Science '50 — "Whot about investing in some refuse bins

for use around the campus, I am often tempted to use the mail boxes."

Should Time March!

Helen Creighton, Levano '49 — "How can Levana members be ex-

pected to get to Ban Righ on time for dinner if the library clock is never

accurate?'

Fresh Fines!

Herbert Bunt, Arts '50— "The penalties at the Arts Soph-Frosh Court

are too lenient, it is too much of a farce."

Give Me Air!

Joon Mulligan, Levana '49 — "Western Footboll Donee was well ven-

tilated; made doncing a pleasure."

College Blazers!

Jim Robinson, Arts '50 — "I think we should have a university blozer

which students will feel proud to wear onywhere they go. A blazer that

con be used for something other than a hunting trip."

George Monjuris, Arts '50 — "There should be o standard blozer for

the whole university,"

Queen's Jobs

Want To Be A Diplomat ?
Here Are Some Facts About The Job Compiled From Material Supplied The Journal

By The Department Of External Affairs

There's many a Queen'sman who nurses the ambition, secret
„.l :._ - - .1 ^ ._

ind
or otherwise, to join the Department of External Affairs ^..^

become a member of Canada's fast-growing diplomatic service
The first thing such a student should do is divest his mind of
any cloak and dagger notions he may have about the profession
of diplomacy. He should also put to flight any idea that the
main qualification for a job with External Affairs is an ability
to consume vast numbers of cocktails at an embassy party with-
out visibly disgracing one's country. Today's diplomat innst be
an alert, intelligent individual of wide qualifications; a man who
is willing lo work hard at seemingly trivial chores.

Here's what Le.-^tcr B. Pearson. Under-Secretary for Ex-
Icruiil Affair-s >ays of his profession:

"When very young, I had an unrealistically roman-
tic idea of diplomacy in general and Ambassadors in
particular. I thought of them in gaudy uniforms, with
crimson sashes across their manly bosoms, dancing
Viennese waltzes in crystal ballrooms, with beautiful
ladies who invariably turned out to be spies

"Then I became a diplomat myself, and learned that
the members of my profession were, or should be. merely
hard-working public servants, with a variety of tough
jobs to do and with as much drudgery as drama to their
work."

As of last January, the total staff of the Department
E.xternal Affairs totalled 671. the majority of them at Ottaw
and the r;^t scattered among missions in 22 countries. Th.
done is of an exlremely varied nature, and is handled by the fol
lowing divisions:

•Political Division: Responsible for matters rclatin
L.N, and other intcnialional organizations, for peace treaties
and for general jirobknis conceniing other countries.

•Diplomatic Division: Issues passports and handles ques-
tions of protocol.

• Economic Division: Works in co-operation with the De-
partment of Trade and Commerce and Department of Finance
and deals with all economic, trade and commercial proble
an international character.

of

work

to

of

• Information Division: Disseminates information about
Canada in foreign countries.

• Legal Division
: Safeguards the legal sjfle of Canada's

relations with other states.

• Treaty Division
: Registers treaties and presents them lo

Parliament. Also assists in the interpretation of treaties.

If the above listing docs nothing else, it gives an idea of
tiie varied nature of a diplomat's work. He must be an econo-
mist and a political scientist, a sociologist and a bit of a psycho-
logist, he must know something of law and of the arts.

It is only pro])er. then, that the young man who wishes to

enter the (li])loinatic service should have tn meet a stiff set of

qualificatiuns before iie can become a Third Secretary — first

•^tc]) ill a diplomatic career.

He should be a British subject who has lived in Canada
for at least five years, He should have a University degree, with,
preferably, post-graduate study in economics, political science,
history or law,

Provided he meets these basic qualifications, the candidate
must then face a three-part competitive examination consisting
of a written test, a rating on the basis of education and experi-
ence, and an oral examination. The written test is concerned
with such subjects as international affairs, international law.
economic.--, constitutional law and modern history. The oral test
is tlesigned to reveal personality and knowledge of modern
languages.

Would-be Lord Halifaxes should note two important points:
First, the work of the De])artment will be more and more con-
cerned with trade and Commerce, so the Economics qualifica-
tion will probably become more imi>ortant. Secondly, the diplo-
matic service is bi-liiigual, so its recruits must have or be ready
to acquire a thorough working knowledge of French.

For yt.iung men who can measure up to all these qualifica-
tions, the field of diplomacy is a promising one. Merit, rather
tliaii the old school tie. is the basis of promotion. As Mr. Pe,ir-
sijii says, "it is possible for a successful candidate without any
advantages of wealth or position, to rise from Secretary to Am-
bassador ill the Canadian Service."
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Song of the English-French Specialist
(To the tune of 'Twinkle, twinkle, wee syntax,

Please don't let me get the oxc")
"Facile descensus est in Imbeciliom."

Toujours ]e suis in o haze.

Honours course elle me omoze.
One day onglois, next doy French,
Brain est now just une grande stench.

Cuillaume Wordsworth, Honk Bolzoc,
Turn cerveou en one race-track;

Lost year je pris Latin two,

Sensi souvent tres tres blue.

In exams je suis confused,

Porvum head est sadly bruised;

Pas de heodway with puello,

Elle aime Basic English fella.

II

Un jour Coesor devint smart,

Into four all Coul il parte.

Tout suite each part she's go on,

Praduire more kids que Po Dionne;

Eoch kid vite like hell il write.

Dash off soixonte contes each night;

Anglais authors its get sore,

Scribunt poems by the score,

Poemes, contes, essays aussi,

Caesar, Gallia, Pete Loti,

Romans, classiques, woe to see,

Tous eoch jour are thrown ot me.

Wordsworth, Balzac, Victor Hugo,

I go, we go, they go, you go,

Shelley, Virgil, Keats, Poscal,

Mittunt me derriere eight-bolt.

]e trouve in psychology,

Scio just what's tort with me:

Hey nonny nonny, no ifs or buts.

At last je sais for sure—I'm nuts!

EPILOGUE
Twinkle, twinkle, little stor,

How I wonder who I are??

—C. M. BOLCER

QUEEN'S TARS CRUISE FROM
HALIFAX TO BURMUDA

By Clare Bolger

Lieut. Jake Edwards, commanding officer of the University
Naval Training Divison at Queen's, is justly proud of the growth
of his unit. From a nucleus of 11 in the fall of 1945, the strengtl'

increased to 52 in 1946, and this year 97 Queen's men are enrolled
with the Navy. Training is carried out every Monday night at
HMCS Cataraqui, but the big feature of the year's work is the
annual cruise.

Last spring, 45 members of the

unit with Lieut. Edwards in

charge, proceeded to Halifax for

a two-week cruise on board tlie

frigate HMCS Portage. A few
students who finished exams ear-

ly joined the Portage indepen-

dently, several days before the

main group arrived. The whole
party spent three days in Halifax,

and another three in Bermuda.
While visiting the island, the

sailors had plenty of shore leave,

and took full advantage of it.

They then returned to Halifax.

On board the Portage, the

Queen's men carried out the du-

ties of the various branches to

which they belong. The execu-

tives helped to run the ship, do-

ing lookout duty, cleaning, paint-

ing, and acting as boat's crew.

Everyone had a turn at being

quartermaster. Officer-candidates

acted as third officer of the watch,

and needless to say, the stokers

stoked — or at least worked in

the engine-room. Practice firing

was carried out with the 4-inch

gun, and with Oerlikons and

Lewis-guns.

II officer candidates left the

Portage at Bermuda and trans-

ferred to the British cruiser HMS
Sheffield, stationed in the West
Indies. They remained with the

Royal Navy until the end of Aug-
ust, having visited Newfoundland,

Montreal, Quebec, and several

American ports during the sum-
mer. Two Queen's men passed

the wliole summer with the Por-

tage, instead of returning home
after the two-week cruise. Among
other things, they also enjoyed a

visit to Newfoundland.

Under the Navy's plan for

training Reserve officers, new en-

tries appear before a selection

board after their first year of

service. They spend two weeks

each summer with an active unit,

and at some time during their

college career, they pass one

Other Colleges
Are Crowded
University of Toronto;

Owing to the shortage of class-

room space an old Church has

been taken over where the Pro-

fessor lectures fronv the pulpit

and the overflow from the pews
smooch in the choir loft.

A chicken coop on Gothic lines

to harmonize with its ecclesias-

tic surroundings, has been added

to the Banting Institute to house

the biology menagerie,

Sophs have dreamed up many
a weird task for Frosh at U of T
this year with resident students

having to bear the brunt. Shirt

parades in the wee small hours,

shoe shining and cigarette-butt

selling on busy street corners

keep the Freshettes busy, while

the Freshmen, clad in pajamas,

read Shakespeare by the light of

candles.

University of Manitoba:

Manitoban Editors express con-

cern about over-crowding. They
feel that the relative few who are

naturally fitted to make best use

of the University facilities are be-

ing dragged down to the average

level of the mass. They fear that

this levelling process will force

overworked Professors to neglect

capable students resulting inevit-

ably in the University turning out

large numbers of half-educated,

mass-produced grads. The need is

stressed for more technical and

vocational schools at a high
school graduate level for those

not scholastically inclined, yet de-

sirous of the increased income a

College Degree is supposed to

guarantee.

Why Do People Drink?
There is not a branch of the Women's Christian Temperance

Union at Queen's, but there ore mony moralists who ore quite reody

to condemn drinking in oil its various forms. Most of these people

ore sincere in their attitude, but few of them ever stop to osk just

WHY people drink. The ]ournol therefore told Chuck Lemmon ond

Bruce Davenport to try and discover a satisfactory answer to this

question. The two reporters first made a tour of Kingston beer-

parlors, then interviewed Brother R. Philip, head of the Psychology

Department. Here ore their findings; serious and otherwise:

whole summer on active service.

Subject to successful completion

of the course, they are commis-

sioned as Reserve officers on gra-

duation from the university.

In one of the better-known es-

tablishments we met a member o£

the Faculty, who, after considering

the question, "Why do people

drink ?", gave this reply : "They

drink because they're thirsty and

because the water in Kingston is

poisonous. I haven't gone into the

psychological reason because of

shortness of life and difficulty of

subject."

By eleven o'clock, he was prepar-

ed to investigate the psychological

reason, but we weren't.

Artsman Gord Hunisett and

Scienceman Jake Davidson could-

n't agree on an answer. Said

Gord: "Life consists of Wine, Wo-
men and Song, and I can't sing,"

Jake agreed with Admiral "Bull"

Halsey that it is impossible to trust

a man who doesn't drink. "I want to

trust myself," said Jake.

In a more serious vein, Brothei

Philip gave three typical reasons

why people drink.

(1) Personality traits make

many people turn to the bottle. An
individual may be frustrated, that is

he may come up against something

which utterly discourages him. fie

drinks to forget his troubles.

(2) At the cidmination of a long

series of disappointments, an in

dividual may no longer be able to

stand the strain. So he turns to

drink and takes the easy way out.

(3) Frequent or chronic dnuik-

erniess may be due to physlologicil

or temperamental reasons. Some
individuals are so constituted in

chemical make-up that they caimul

tolerate alcohol in normal doses and

consequently, with very slight stim-

ulation, will over-indulge.
I

Western;

Coach Metras
Turns Professor
Thai football is part of West-

ern'b ciirricuhiin, is no secret and

no one was surprised when Prof.

Metras turned the J. W. Little

Memorial Stadium into a class

room and lectured on the funda-

mentals of rugby. Lab. Demon-
strations were presented by the

Mustangs and the Colts. The
purpose of the course was to

make the tricky plays of rugby

clearer to the spectators, but no

reports have been received from

(}ael spies as yet.

A PEAL FPCM
THE TCWER

OFFICIAL NOTICE
Attention of students is called by the registrar to the

following addition to the calendar of Arts, 1947-48:

APPLIED ALCOHOL STUDIES
Purpose of this newly-inaugurated course at Queen's is to

educate students in the finer points of alcoholic assimilation. No
particular pre-wreck-quisites are necessary.

The following degrees are usually offered:

Ph.D. or Phenomenal Drinker. (Only three men in Canada
hold this degree.) Hood — Green silk, bordered with fuschia, and
lined with orange polka-dots, with pink elephants rampant on a
yellow field.

M.A,D. or Master of Applied Drinking. Hood — Black silk

lined with adobe haciendas, and bordered with purple snakes on a
purple background.

B,A,D. or Bachelor of Applied Drinking. Hood — Mauve silk

lined with diagonal crimson stripes, and bordered with the LCBO
crest in passionate purple on a Royal Stewart tartan background.

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED DRINKING
Head of the Department and Brading Professor of Economical

Imbibing "

Capt. Morgan (Ret'd) Ph.D. (Trinidad)

Professor John Walker, M..A,.D. (Glasgow)

Professor Batt Lajohn. B.Sc. (Western)

Associate Professor Ray Milland, B.A.D. (Bellevue)

Assistant Professor and Demonstrator Sir Toby Belch

Lecturer in Cultured Cocktail Consuming
Emily Pillar of Hollywood

APPLIED DRINKING I. Theory of Drinking and Elementary Incbrialion.

The student will be required to make a survey of the (lrinking-_ habits of the

natives in Kingston, and to learn thoroughly the basic organization of tl>e

VVCTU.
Required Texts — Tasty Recipes for Refreshments, or the Place of Yeast

in the Modem Home. Iva Bathtub.
Captain Morgan.

APPLIED DRINKING 2. Social and Moral Aspects of Intoxication.

Required Texts — The Lost Weekend, Ida Bynge; Alcoholics Oblivious,

Col. McDermid (Chicago Tribute Press); My Mother Was an Alcoholic,

Wynan Bere.
Prof. Milland.

APPLIED DRINKING 10. An Introduction to Honours in Drinking,

Required Texts — My Father Was an Akoholic, Wynan Bere: My Pater-

nal Grandson Was an Alcoholic, Wynan Bere; My Favourite Blonde Was an

.-Vlcohohc, Wynan Bere; I Am an .Alcoholic, Wynan Bere. (NOTE. Students

may find it convenient to get their Wynan Bere in an oninttius, as this climi-

naiis considerable packaging and carrying.)
Prof. Lajohn.

(A Minor normally consists of someone under the age of 21.)

Further courses may be initiated, but it has been the experience

of Prof. Boozpaliss that no student, in any of the foreign universities

where this degree is offered, has gone beyond A.D. 10, as they

usually find a position in some institution by the time they have

reached their third year.

—SHEMOZZLE T. RINGER.

POHMUtLT THE IKILT CRAWFaRD n-OWCN SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial R«. 79M

Epitaph:

To a Wild Cattcr

No warning, not much splash, just

a tinkle

Like breaking glass;

No toEub-stone, nor a grave, nor a

mark
For those who pass,

L^nless his new chain post across the

ice

Would serve as such . . .

. . . No. 1 Post, 4 p.m. May 8th 194"

20 chains south to No. 2

Staked hy . . .

Hanson & Cdgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

Phone 41 14

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

Bog Please Note
Oh Thou, who dost with pitfall and

with grin

Entice and lure a mortal man to Sin,

Shouldst mend Thy errant ways, or

be without

—

Sans B, sans G, sans me, sans

cveryihiu'! —East Coker

The World of Laughter and Applause (Russian Division)

Speech hy Premier Stalin to party members—

"I regard the election as the voters' judgment of the Communist
Party as the ruling party. The result of the election will be the voters"

verdict, (Laugiiter and applause.)" (Voks Bulletin, published in

English for foreign distribution at Riga, USSR.)

NOW PLAYING

''SINGAPORE
FREDMACMURRAY

AVA GARDNER

Pearl Smuggler and Adventuress in the Shadows

of Sinister Singapore

*

EXTRA

SELECTED SHORT SUB)ECTS

LATEST WORLD NEWS

CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM I P.M.
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FROM CHAFITIS?'

SKIVVY-GRABITIS?

Why bother with old-fashioned

shorts with a sandpaper center scam

that gives you roo much close sup-

port wheo you crave freedom?

If your skivvies have that discotir-

agiag habit of creeping relentlessly

hack and sabotaging you every time

you bend over, switch quickly to

a pair of super-comfortable Arrow
shorts.

The seamless crotch is a feature

of every pair of Arrow shorts—
can't grab, can't chafe.

P.S.

—

Drop hi and see yourfavorite Arrow dealer today

=ARROW SHORTS=
rOCTBALL DANCE

ROYAL YORK

HOTEL

NOV. 8, 1947

*

After Queen's

Varsity Game

Entire Convention

Floor Taken

Two Orchestras: Bert Niosi and Benny Louis

Tickets at Alumni Office, Room 212, Douglas Library, or

at the Door, $1.00 per Person

Sponsored by Toronto Branch of Queen's Alumni

Wa welcome Queen's University Students to KinKiton, and beg to
remind them that u formerly the prestige of years stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Alalcers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazen
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coati

213 Princess Street Dial 844S

341 Princess St Dial 66(M

DEBATING UNION
TO GIVE PARTY

A Debating Union party will be

held on Wednesday, November 12

from 8.30 to I a.m. Everyone on

the campus is welcome. Tickets are

35 cents per person or 50 cents per

couple, from Silverman, Sweezey,

Young, Rouff, N o r a h Cassidy,

Gleiiys Bradford or Celine Samp-

son.

Sick Parade
By Mak Keenleyside

Everyone seems to be trying

to keep well at least until after

the big weekend coming up, ac-

cording to the very small line-up

of invalids this week,

Joan Stewart, Arts 'SO, is sick

with the 'flu, and would like "lots

of visitors, please
!"

Steve Calondis, Arts 'SI, John

Cross, and Dougal McPhee, are

all laid up for a short while, but

are all itching to get out, and

if determination has anything to

do with it, they will

!

Archie Malloch, is still in the

hospital, but expects to be out

very shortly.

Dennis Sorenson, Arts '51, has

had rather a tough time with his

appendix, but seems to be get-

ting better, and should be out in

a week or two.

AB of C Meeting
(continued from page 1)

cials that Queen's students would
get as many tickets as they could

use, although the quality of seats

couldn't be guaranteed.

Prof. O. A. Carson, Geoff.

Bruce, and Jim Southey were

delegated to represent the Uni-

versity at the December meet-

ing of the Canadian Intercolleg-

iate Athletic Union Board of

Governors. They will endeavour

to have the Board change the

Freshman rule, to permit stu-

dents, who could enter the se-

cond year of a 4-year Pass course

by virtue of their senior matric

standing, to play in their first

year.

The A.B, of C. will suggest to

the University that the walls of

the gymnasium be coloured an

apple green in order to improve

the background for badminton.

NOTICE
SYMPHONY

The Baltimore Symphony
concert will take place Nov,

20 instead of Nov. 21 as

previously scheduled.

. What's When
•

TODAY— Biochemical Seminar

group.

—Special Train leaves for To
ronto, 2.15.

—Queen's Intermediates v s

Carleton, Ottawa.

SATURDAY—Arts Classes call

ed.

—2.15 p.m. Tricolor vs Toron-

to, Varsity Stadium.

—9 p.m. Alumni Football

Dance, Royal York Hotel, To
ronto.

MONDAY—7.1S Glee Club, Old

Arts Building.

—8.15 Biological Society, Spea-

ker—Dr. Senn, Senate Room;

Old Arts Building.

TUESDAY— 10.53- 11.10 a.m.,

Remembrance Day Service,

Grant ?Iali.

—12.00 Arts '50 Year Picture.

New Arts Building.

—7.00 Queen's Bridge Club,

Union Common Room.
—7.15 Aquacade Practice,

Gymnasium.
—7.30 Psychology Club, Senate

Room, Old Arts Building.

DVA CHEQUES
Veterans are advised that

uncollected D.V.A. cheques

have been returned to the

D.V.A. office at the foot of

Princess Street, and are ob-

tainable there.

Veterans vvho require tu-

torials not already provided

by the university are asked

to contact the Veterans'

Adviser,

Coke= Coot-Cola'
"Coa-Cola"»iid 1» <btice™iion "Cokf"
ir the regLiiMed uidc mitlii which
diHiatuuh ihc EiiMiiia of Gxa.Cob Lid.

COCA-COU LTD. — KINGSTON

Classified Ads
LOST

Gabardine topcoat in Grant Hall on
Saturday, Nov. 1. Finder please con-
tact Wm, Nelson. Phone 6288. Reward.

MEETINGS
The annual students' papers night of
the EngineerinE Institute of Canada.
Kingston branch, will be held the lat-

ter part of February 1948. Plan now
to prepare a paper for the competition.
Valuable book prizes. Watch the
Journal issue of Nov. 21 for the full

particulars.

General meeting of the Students' CCF
Club. Monday. Nov. 10, 1947. 7.30 p.m.
in Sinclair Hall, 360 Barrie St. Annual
elections. Henry L, Cartwright will
discuss socialism and the BNA Act,
All students welcome.

FOR SALE
Old exam papers in sets of 5 or 6.

Five cents per paper. Biology 1, Bio-
logy 10, Eco. 4, Geology 1, Greek and
Roman History. Math. 2, Math. 10a,
PhU. 1, Phil. 4, Politics 2, Spanish 1,

Science 1 (Xmas exams 1946). Also
Eco. 4 notes, and Eco 4 answers to
exams. Latin — Pro Archias — trans-
lation. Phil. 1 notes on Wheelwright.
On sale at Rider's Pharmacy.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Attention; counsel at your disposal —

•

E. C. Burt, Science '50. and J. P.
Grammar, Arts '49. Phone 2-1742. De-
fence counsel available for all soph
coiu-ts and "Concursus Iniquitatis et
Virtute." We guarantee expert and
confidential advice at reasonable fees.
Legal firm consulted on critical prob-
lems at no extra expense.

621 Princess, ot Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

MARRISON STUDIO

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

*

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

VOUR NEW...

DOVERCOAT
IS HERE

*

Only at Dover's can you buy a "DOVER-

COAT." Warm, fleecy coots for the cold

weather that is bound to come. Smart

stylish fitted coots, in Meltons, Elysians,

and the famous Crombie Curls.

Price from 29.50 to 65.00

~'
Dial 3030

Where Accepted

Styles Originate 123-125 Princess St.

1^ welcome/
freshman week/

DAMCB

3\m

"And last year I said

'Nobody loves a
Freshman'."

Hgbert has missed the Preshman dance,

but now he's setting his sights on the Junior

Prom. He knows even a second year man
can make it, if he salts away the money from
his baby-sitting ia a "Prom Account"! at

"MY BANK".

If you want to see the earnings from your

part-time job grow ... or if you want to stop

your allowance from trickling through your

fingers . . . follow Egbert's example and open

a savings account at the B ofM
today.

You'll soon be shouting

"money-in-tbe-banJt" haletlujahs

instead of moaning those

"Uaky-pocket". blues.

Ba>jk or Montreal
working with Conodiani i'l nvcry wolJi ol life iiiicc Ifll7

Kingston Branch; DUGALD MacGREGOR, Manager
Princess & Barrie Sts. Branch; J. D. HICKEY, Manager

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Viur own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-
ments m Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loo««
Ireaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushion!

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

'TECHMICALk SIJPPL.IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK
"

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

WE DID IT BEFORE BUT

.THERE WAS HELL TO PAY
Two years ago, Queen's visited

roroiitii for the first time in six

) e;irs. Perliaps because of poor ac-

commodatioii, there was an out-

break of painting which started with

Queen's men painting red "Q's"

and "Queen's" on a barrage ball-

oon moored in front of the Par-

liament Buildings. By the end of

the day considerable paint had been

spread and President Smith wrote

a letter which was left to the A.M.S.

to ban<lle. At a meeting of the A.

M.S. Court it was decided that the

entire student body should accept

the blame for the actions of students

during the football season and a fine

of $500 was levied on Arts, Levana,

Science and Medicine in proportion

to their registration.

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

Communion Service

Held In Chapel
On Sunday, November 2. be-

tween 9 and 9.30 p.m., the first

monthly communion service for
Queen's students and staff was held

in Morgan Memorial Qiapel. The
service, fur members of the various

protestant denominations, was con-

ducted by the University Chaplain,

the Rev. A. M. Laverty, who spoi<e

iiriefly. Organist wa?. Ethel Pat-

terson, Levana "4y. The next com-

numion will be held in the chapel

on the first Sundav in December.

US - USSR Relations

(Continued from page 1)

plained the contradictory basis Rus-

sia was now living under . , .Marx-

ism with its revolution from within,

and the policy of imperialistic ex-

pansion and conquest from without.

Cold War Started

Mr, Eddy is not discouraged

about UM, although he realizes that

the deep suspicion and the increase

of hate between the two great pow-

ers . . . US and USSR means that

the "coid war" has started. He is

sure, however that this cold war

need not develop into an\'thing fur-

ther if we hold to certain basic prin-

ciples on which to build a new

! world , . . justice, brotherhood, lib-

ertv. and love. While Russia has

Civil Service Reps

Will Visit Campus
Representatives of the Civi! Ser-

vice Commission headed by Mr. J.

Y. Harcourt will visit Queen's,

iNov. 27, 2S. 29. to explain to stu-

dents, interested in public service,

the various re<|uirements and oppor-

tunities for employment in the Civil

Service.

The visiting group will be par-

ticularly interested in meeting stu-

dents who are graduating this year

and. after an opening meeting which

anyone may attend, will hold sep-

arate meetings for members of the

various branches of Engineering.

Arts and Commerce.

not liberty and love, we, the Anglo

Saxons, certainly have no concep-

tion of brotlierhood or economic

justice. "How can there be justice

in the U.S.A. with over 100 mil-

lionaires while ten million people

live starving and in slum areas?"

'T thank God that at last a coun-

try has come that is going to ttini

the searchlight on the capitalist na-

tions—especially turn the seach-

liglit on racial prejudice."

Not Pessimistic

Closing his speech. Mr. Eddy
said, "I aan not pessinn'stic. I be-

lieve that if we keep the peace for

five years we can keep it always."

Bowley Gives Gem
To Camera Club
The third meeting of the Queen's

Camera Club was held on Tuesday

evening, November 4, in the Senate

Room. Following a siiort discussion

period Bob Bowley gave a demon-
stration to the members, on enlarg-

ing. In the light of a yellow safe-

lamp, several enlargements were

actually made, demonstrating such

lechnitjuc as print control, vignett-

ing and dodging.

Club members were requested to

make good use of temporary dark-

room facilities. A list for times of

darkroom use is posted in the gym-
nasium.

Sadie Hawkins
(Continued from page I)

sored by the A.M.S. and jioliced

by Sc. '48 and Meds '49, the wo-
men students of the university

have a special responsibility.

They know that any student

whom they may invite and whose
conduct is ungcntlemanly or who
i^' seen to be under the influence

of drink, insults his partner bv
his conduct. The women by their

own attitude in this matter can
determine the whole tone of the

function. It cannot come from
policing- alone. It nnist come as

well from the understanding and
appreciation of what is dignified

and fitting in a University of

sound-minded young men and

women,"

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

ESTAB.IMS

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters^

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

fROM THE FILM "^of/ra Won- Vghts "

.

RCA VICTOR RECORDS BRING YOlf

Here's one ot the catchy hit runes from die 20th Centu^

Fox picture ... a slow ballad in Vaughn Monroe's smooth flowing style.

Hear it at your RCA Victor record dealer's today!

ALSO KOKOMO, INDIANA ffromfhe film"Molher Wore Tighls")

Vaughn Monroe and his Orchestra

Both on RCA Victor Record 20-236} . . ; ; i ) i J i : i 75c.

Look to RCA Victor Records for the Latest Hits i i i ; i Here are just a fewl

I HAVE BUT ONE HEART
(O' Miteniridlo)

TOO UATE
Trx Btnikc uilb Thi Miller OrcbcilrJ

RCA Victor Record 20-2-i24 ....7S*

CIVILIZATION
<BooBO, BonKO. BoflKO)

FORSAKING ALL OTHERS
toii'i Prima and bis Orcbtilrj

RCA Vfaor Record 30-2-lOD TS«

YOU'RE NOT so EASY TO FORGET
(Fiom ihe film "The Sone of [he Thin Mjn"l

DON'T TELL ME
<Fii™i the (iim "The Hucksictj") Tony Marlla

RCA Vicioi Rtcoid 75e

ALMOST LIKE BEING IN LOVE
THE HEATHER ON THE HILL

(Biiih (com ihc Mmicjl 'HtiKadnon-')

Ldrri Crein and hii Onh,
liCA VJtlot Hecotd :o-;;i(J

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 WeUington St. Dial 4352

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to cat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

TYPING DONE
MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS
Poper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

r//£ S7?f;^smo r/^£ ^/rs /ii^s o/v^

®@ RCAVictor records

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Fori8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make ttiis YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
^M^HaHBROf CANAOA ^H^^MH

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W.
J.

Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C Kennedy, C.L.U.

E, Lefldbeoter
,
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NO - "VARSITY'S NOT INVINCIBLE''
THEY TREMBLE
The Varsity Blues may be in for

a surprise when they play host to

the Galloping Gaels in the Bloor

Bowl tomorrow. The Tricolor's

defensive play has improved nearly

sne hundred percent since the last

Queen's-Varsity clash, and if the

Gaels can regain the offensive pow-

t-r they showed against the McGill

Redmen they will be a very hard

team to keep off the scoreboard.

Queen's, from our standpoint, is

a better club than McGill, excluding

the injury jinx. Varsity jusi edged

McGill in the dying minutes of last

Saturday's game—So-o-o all things

going as we hope they shall—it's

Queen's over Varsity.

The Queen's chib is considerably

strengthened by the return of centre

Jim darters, who played a bang-

up game against the "Murderous
Mustangs" last Saturday. Word has

it that Ross Steeves, tricky back
from Hamilton, may also overcome
the injury jinx and show his wares
^'1 the Bhies.

Except for a few minor injuries,

Queen's will display her team intact

and in a win-hungry frame of mind.

They aren't promising anything

this time except that, the same as al-

ways, they will fight until they drop,

Loyal Queen's fans who are tra-

velling to Hog Town to see this

rame will not be ashamed nf this

team either before or after the game.

Soph - Frosh Court
(Continued from page 1)

cd not guilty— they had pre-
viously attended recognized col-
leges. Jn fact, .Mr. Quadri was
a {jraduate B.Sc, of the univer-
sity of Hyderbad, India.

The highest fine of the evening
.-(.s,sion was meted out to one Al
' "rofoot, despite the energetic de-
ii-iicc put up on his behalf by his

Ifiral counsel.
J. B. Davenport.

jMr. Davenport attempted to have
il] of the eight counts against
Crofoot ruled as non-constitu-
lionai, Instead, both he and the
prosecuting attorney, John Duff,
incurred the -wrath of their lord-

ships to the tune of contempt of

court at twentv-five cents.

QUEEN'S SPLIT
ICE CONTESTS

By Chuck Curry

Queen's Intermediate hockey

team bowed to the rough playing

Saints in a Kingston Senior hockey

game by a score of 4 to 2 at the jock

Harty Arena last Monday night. In

the preliminary Junior tilt, the Tri-

color entrj' shut out the last place

Regiopolis contingent 4'0, despite

the fine offensive work by Latimer

for the losers. In the Intermediate

affair, Don Murray paced the Gaels

by scoring both Queen's goals, while

the Botts-Aniistrong combination of

the Saints were able to beat Cook
twice. In the second period, Gaels

came within one goal of tying the

game, but the superior reserve

strength of tlie victors finally won
out.

In the main tussle Mortimer golf-

ed the puck past Cook on an assist

from Aitken in a pile up before the

Gael net to put the Saints one up at

the end of the first period. In the

second stanza. Geralds tallied with

Aitkeii again assisting, and later

urray took Webber's pass to score

for Queen's. After Potts raised

Armstrong's relay to flash the light

for the Saints, Merrier assisted

Murray in the second Queen's goal.

Potts drove in the clincher on Arm-
strong's assist to make the final 4-2.

Queens: Goal, Cook; Defence, GuL
lich, Snetsinger; Forwards, Peat.

Stewart, Webber; Alt. Stevens,

Moffat, Murray. Mercier, Smith.

Sullivan. McCafferty, Headiey.

The Junior game was even up to

the last two minutes of the first per-
iod when McArthur passed to Mc-
Cafferty who i)ut the Tricolor ahead
1-0. In the second half, as Regio-
polis began to lire, French scored
nn Fyderchuch's pass and three

miniiles later Fyderduick passed to

Rice to make it 3-0. Rice .<iailed

Ihrough the losers defence to tally

the final Queen's goal, unassisted.

GIRLS' HOCKEY
Organization meeting Monday,

Nov. 10 at 1 p.m. at the Arena. All
girls interested turn out with or
ivilhout skates.

23] PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hortt Shoes for Men
• Treadeosy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X.Ray

SHOES LIMITED

HOCKEY CLUB
The newly formed Hockey

Club held a meeting in the Box-
ing and Wrestling Room last

Tuesday night. The meeting was
attended mainly by hockey play-

ers alone and since attendance

was well below expectations, the

plans for electing the executive

were postponed until Tuesday,

November 1 1 , at eight o'clock.

The club will serve about the

same function for the hockey
team as the Football Club did,

and is doing, for the football team
and it was emphasized at

the meeting that non hockey play-

era were just as welcome as those

who participated in the sport.

A temporary committee was
appointed for the meeting next

Tuesday and to circulate around

to create interest in the club.

If you are interested in hockey
at all you will be welcome to at-

tend the election meeting next

Tuesday night, Nov. 11, in the

Boxing and Wrestling Room in

the g\-m.

Boxing and ?
Wrestling
By Lloyd Woods

Biggest news from the Boxing

and Wrestling camp this week was
the acquisition of an assistant box-

ng coach who will help Jack Jarvis

look after his large classes. He is

Jolmny Rockes, an English welter,

who has just recently come to this

country, and who has an impressive

record in British rings. Both Jar-

vis and Rockes are anxious to meet

any who are interested in the game
and all who turn out will receive

first class coaching from these two.

There will be a freshman As-

sault held on Nov. 21 for l)oth

wrestlers and boxers and it has been

emphasized that this show is for

those with no prtviou-^ L-xjiprience,

Tiiere is still piemy mI iinie lo turn

nut, pick up the fundamentals, and
gain some valuable ring-time in the

freshman assault.

Among those who have reported

this year are two Queen's Intercol-.

legiate Assault champs, Keith
Christianson and Mike Milovick
who are respectively the heavy and
light-heavy boxing kings. Other
members of last year's team who are

back are boxers Pat Nourry, John
AVatts, I-Iank Unruh and wrestlers

Don Smylie, Dave Heaslip, George
Flannigan, Frank Maclntyre and
Vince Politti. However all pos-
itions are still open and more com-
petitors are needed, especially in the
lighter weights.

Wrestling coacti Doug Miles will
Ik- available on Tuesdays and Thurs-
days from 5 lo 7 p.m. Other after-

noons his capable assistants will be
on hand to give elementary coach-
ing ti> any who desire it.

(.i)ni|ii-tilu)n i> essential lo success
m this ipiirt and a large (urnout is

necessary if our assault team is to

be successful this year. Intercol-

legiate champions can be made in a
year so don't let lack of experience
keep you away.

INTRAM URALS
WITH ROZY

TENNIS
After a strenuous elimination

series the Semi-Finals have been

reached. Kaye of Science '48 is

matched with Husband of Arts

'51 and McRae. Science '50, and

Luniothe, Science '51, with Mc
Rae winning ,3 sets 6-1, 6-1, 6-1.

He will be matched with the win

ner of the other series for the

Intramural Singles Champion
ship.

SOFTBALL
The schedule for Intramural

Softball is well under way with

every year including Theology re

presented. Science '50 are setting

the pace in Section "A" with 3

wins and no losses for a total of

6 points. In section "B" Arts 'SO

are leading with 2 wins and a tie

for 5 points.

BOWLING
Arts '49 lead in Section ".-\"

with 5 points, and in Section "B,"

.\rts '48 are up with 8 points. The
leading scorers so far in the bowl-

ing tournament are:

High Single, J. Hope. Arts '49,

380,

High Triple, Waite, Arts '50,

799.

HAL'S

SIDELINES

THIRDS'MEET^

CC TONIGHT
By Bill Coke

To-day Queen's Intermediates

journey to Ottawa to engage the

Carleton College twelve. The game
will be played to-night, under lights

and will be the second time the

Queen's team has had the opportun-

ity to use the yellow ball. In a game
played here in Richardson Stadium

the Queen's men proved superior in

every way tn the Carieton aggre-

gation. Last week in Ottawa, Ot-

tawa U. playing on its own field de-

feated Queens 18-0. This week as

Jake Sillman says, "we're in to

win
!"

If a winning spirit is any indica-

tion, that shown at Wednesday
night's scrimmage shotdd be an ill

omen for Carieton's Red White
and Black. With (|uarterback Mis-
sen calling the plays for the first

team, the yardsticks were moved on

firactically e\'ery play. The back-

field can be counted on for a first

class effort with MacGougan, God-
dard, and Penner in first class

shape. \Vaddell, who has shown a

great aptitude for picking up fum-

bles and generally making things

difficult for the opposition, will start

at centre.

The Queen's team is definitely

not the underdog this time and will

go in there with no idea of making
things easy for Carleton.

BADMINTON
The gymnasium has been allotted

to the Badminton Club this week for

tlie following periods.

Friday:

1900-2300 (7 p.m. to II p.m.')

Saturday

:

1300-1730 {1 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.)

This is it! The Toronto Week-end! At noon today the great

majority of Queen's students will be boarding the train for Ontario's

capital. There, at 2.30 on Saturday afternoon will ensue one of the

most hard fought battles seen on a gridiron this season. This game
is laden with tradition and every year the outcome of this game
means more to every Queensman than all the rest put together.

Should the Gaels come through this contest as victors it would be

Queen's first win in Toronto since the war.

As many of j'ou know by now. Varsity has a group of big

determined football players and they neatly rolled over the Tricolor

in the first meeting of the two teams this season. Now, after two

wins over McGill the "Beavers" are easily swayed by their attitude.

.Mthough Queen's will enter the game marked as underdogs you

can never count them out. A fighting team never says die and

every Queen's team is a fighting team. With this thought in mind

remember upsets do happeii and the Tricolor is out to do just that.

While Varsity stadium is jammed with people eager to see this

colourful debacle, the McGill "Redtnen" will be courteously playing

hosts to the "Purple Tide." The "Redmen" and their supporters

shiver as they await the arrival of the "Gazelle" boy and his fellow

Mustangs. No one feels the anguish that must be in Vic Obeck's

heart more than the Queen's players for they were introduced to

fhe "Wild Hosses" on consecutive w^eek-ends. McGill will enter

the game as underdogs and the Mustangs will be after their 21st

consecutive victory in intercollegiate competition. The record of

26 consecutive victories is held by Queen's and already the hot

breath of the "Men of Metras" can be felt as they get closer to it

with each game.

Football will not be the only sport played by Queensmen in

Toronto this week-end, for to-night at S p.m. the water polo team

will play West End Y in an exhibition game. The boys have prac-

tised hard and are eager for a win. Lots of luck.

ORFUNS STALK PANTHERS
For those who are staying in

Kingston this week-end, Satur-

day's football entertainment will

be served up by the Queen's O.R.

F.U. Intermediates and the Peter-

borough Panthers. Although

beaten 22-0 b}- the Orfuns earlier

in the season, the last-place-Pan-

thers cannot be underestimated,

after their upset win over Oril-

lia last week. The Gael interme-

diates trail league-leading Co-

bourg and Orillia by two points

in the O.R.F.U. standing and

must win one of their remaining

two games to qualify for the play-

offs, which are limited to the 1st

and 2nd place team. Jake Ed-

wards' boys could force a dead-

lock for first place by beating the

Petes on Saturday and could take

over sole possession of 1st place

by winning in Cobourg on the

last day of the regular race.

There will be some new faces

in the Queen's lineup, chief

among them being Dr. Jack Mil-

liken, who gained fame as a senior

Gael before his graduation in

1946. Milliken's tricky running

sparked many w^artime squads as

well as the 1945 intercollegiate

team, He has been added to the

squad as injur;' insurance for the

playoffs but if the Orfuns ad-

vance into the Dominion play-

downs he is expected to play a

prominent part in their quest for

Dominion Intermediate laurels.

In addition, Jake Edwards has

brought up from the 3rd team,

halfback John Elford and end

Ned Toole, and will also have

Orm ^Veir, who has been out since

early in the season with injuries,

back at end. Missing from the

lineup will be Steve Karis. wdiose

studies have forced him out for

the season and end Wolley and

Walcot, who are being rested.

The rest of the squad is intact

and fans can expect to see such

established stars as Cuddle, Gat-

field, Errington, Salart, and Si-

mola lead the once-beaten Orfuns

to another victory.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

GABARDINE TROUSERS
MADE TO MEASURE — 10 DAY DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GOHD BOND BILL ELUIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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QUEEN'S SENDS XMAS BOXES
TO HUNGRY LONDON FAMILIES

Santa CJaus will show his benevolent face on the Queen's
campus this week in a campaign designed to send Christmas boxes
to approximately ISO families in the parish of Holborn. London.
England. The boxes will be bought with contributions gathered
all over the campus; the contents will be purchased immediately
and packed at Queen's. An average contribution of 25 cents from
each student is the hope of the sponsors of the idea. Canvassing
will be carried out on Wednesday.

"Twenty-five cents from each!
Queen's student will send Christ-

mas boxes to 150 London fami-

lies," says Jim Stone, who is head
of the committee formed to or-

ganize the work. "The response
to our initial efforts leads us to

believe we can reach our goal,"

continued Mr. Stone. "But in

order to get the parcels there by
Christmas it will be necessary to

send them by the end of the

week."

Ted Laing has announced
that the Progressive-Conser-

vative Party of the Model
Parliament will donate $10.00

to the fund.

Following a suggestion by
Queen's Chaplain A. M. Laverty,
liie boxes will be addressed to

Leslie Weatherhead, minister of

City Temple Congregation in

Migli Holborn parish.

The project is to represent the

university as a whole. Represen-
tatives of various campus groups
are active as a whule. From the

Canimentator comes Mcrv Davis,
from The Journal, Frank Stone,
iViMu the A.M.S., Shiriey John-
-i<n, and from the SCM, Don
Heap.

See Xmas Boxes, p. 4

Principal For Scheme

ToAidNeedyBritons

Learning of the campaign a-

foot on the campus to buy and
ijaciv Christmas boxes for Lon-
doners, Principal R. C. Wallace
voiced liis approval of the scheme
ill tlif following words:

"It is a pleasure to learn

that a responsible group of

Queen's students is organiz-

ing a plan to send parcels, of

food to families in a parish in

the London district. There is

nothing that is more helpful

to the people of Britain to-

day than to supplement their

own very limited ration with
what we have in Canada in

abundance.

"Everywhere in Britain
there is gratefulness for what
Canada has done and is do-

ing. The British deserve all

that we can do for them. It

is good to feel that students

at Queen's will make fami-

lies in Britain happy at the

Christmas season. All suc-

cess to the campaign."

McGillStudes Picket

Armsladen Freighter
A group of McGill students

picketed the freighter Cliffside,

which was loading munitions for
the Chinese Nationalist Army,
one night last week.

Led by Vince Goring of the
Students' Christian Movement
and Norm Nerenberg of the

Federation of Labour Youth,
about fifty students paraded on-
to Pier 7. bearing placards stat-

ing "Remember Hong Kong" and
"No Arms for Dictators."

In a report to the press, Goring
explained that he believed any
action to support a war should
be made through the United Na-
tions. He claimed that through
various sources he had learned

that the regime of Chiang Kai-
shek was a dictatorship and com-
pletely corrupt.

BLUES SNATCH WIN FROM GAELS

1^

PHOTO BV BOWLEV AND CAREY
Pretty Queen's Cheerleaders Tommy England, Jean Thomas. Maiy Walker

Marya! Edwards, Lois Buckley and Cynthia Smith.

Underpretty Dearth

Foxes Drama Guild
By Sandy Webster

Problems! problems! — noth-

ing but problems! That's the lat-

est from the Drama Guild's cos-

tume mistress, who is laboring

mightily to costume the actors

who will appear in Shakespeare's

"The Tempest," at Convocation
Hail, on November 25. 26 and
27.

"Now, Caliban," she groaiK-^.

"he's the comic beast, you know.
And all that Mr. Shakespeare tells

ns is that he's half fish, half mon-
ster. And as if th.it isn't had

enough, the gentleman who takes

See Underpretly, p. 4

MAJORETTE MARJORIE

WE'VE BEEN . .

.

By Staffer

"it was a wonderful week-end,"
-li^lied some 2.000 Qiieen'snien and
i\ mien as with bagg>- eyes and scarred

"iisciences they made their weary re-

Uirn from Toronto — some by train,

srnne by car, and some by thumb.

"Sure the team lost, but what about

A I Lenard's fifty-yard pass? Sure

we'd like to have 'shown Toronto' on
ititir home groimds, but we had a

Mi:ir\ellons time, didn't we?" These
ivere the tj'pical reactions of the home-
oitiing- Gaels and their sleepless siip-

'I irifrs.

Hotel-room parties there may have

been, but the best thing in Toronto
as far as most of the Oil Thigh gang
was concerned was the graceful and

yet stimulating drum-majoring of Var-

sity's Marjorie Dun. With Varga-
esque legs and Colgate smile, she

seemed to symbolize the spirit of a

mad, confused and unforgettable holi-i

day from the ever-threatening books.

It will jin.iKal)ly take initil ChristmasJ

for the harried staff of the Royal Yorkj

to recover from tlie aimual invasion,
j

At first they made a good-humored
effort to "rock with the punch." but

by midnight the house dicks must have

See We've Been, p. 4

MOUNTED POLICE USE WHIPS
ON GAELS AT GOAL POSTS

Hank Westcott, sports editor of the Toronto "Varsity,"
told the Queen's Journal by telephone Monday that he
doubted whether anything would come of the investigation
into the "whipping" of Queen's supporters who tore down
the U of T goalposts after last Saturday's game, "In a
couple of days' time, the whole thing will be a dead issue,"

Westcott said.

Accounts of the incident are varied and confused, but it seems
clear that at least one Queen'sman was struck by a riding crop

when two mounted policemen

made an unsuccessful attempt to

save the goalposts. Another Gael

supporter fainted in the e.xcite-

ment.

A Journal staff member who
witnessed the affair said the two
policemen took position beneath

the posts before the students
made their rush. It was not true,

iie said, that the policemen charg-

ed the student mob; it was actu-

ally the other way around.

The investigation was called

jointly by Mayor Robert Saun-

ders and U of T officials. Varsity

Athletic Director Warren Stevens

termed the police action "com-

pletelj' uncalled for," while J. P.

Loosemore, member of the ath-

etic directorate, said, "I don't

like such methods at all.—I heard

the police used whips on the stu-

ilent?. Our university policeman

who was there said it was be-

cause the students were annoying

the horses and were crowding

them."

Up till press time, the Journal

had not been able to discover the

names of the injured studen ts.

Reading For Profit

Is Fun For Gundy
First in this year's series of

Arts Vocational Nights spon-

sored by the Arts Society will

he held on Thursday at 8 p.m.

when Librarian E. P. Gundy will

Blocked KicUs Spell

Victory ForVarsity
By Bruce WiUiams

Many Queen'smen are wondering

where the "Mighty Mite"(CouUer)

got those 24 lucky horseshoes for

last Saturday*s Queen's— Varsity

clash.

Varsity, although soundly drub-

bed in everything except the kick-

ing department, managed to register

a 15-5 win. The Tricolor shoved

the Blues around almost at will, and
while they didn't seem able to cap

their liard earned yardage gains

with a score, they nevertheless were
the better team. Varsity on the

other hand took advantage of all the

breaks offered by the ever-pressing

Gaels.

LIBRARIAN GUNDY
talk to Students on the subject,

Reading for Profit and for

Fun"'.

I Begun last year, the Voca-
tional Nights are designed to

bring to students outstanding

speakers who will outline the

various fields of eudeavour open

to Arts students, who in many
cases are still uncertain of their

future vocation.

The meeting will be held in

rnnni tOI of the New Arts Build-

in i:. A refreshment period in

the Arts clubroom will close out

the evening and allow an in-

formal questioning of the speaker.

Dr.ConacherSkctcfies

Rousseau's Lurid Life
Konssrau's iife and ]iliil('Su]>hy

wns the subject of Prof, iM,

CuiiaclTcr's address to a recent

iiiee'iltg of Le Cerfle Francais.

Introduced by Miss Frances

i raijj, the speaker outlined the

childhood, associations and prin-

cipal works of Ronsseau, whose
nervou-^, imaginative nature was
due in part to the novels which

formed his earliest reading. He
refused to accept a routine life

of toil, feeling he had genius

See Rousseau, p. 4

Judgment Threatens

U of Mich Profs

The first quarter was uneventful

with the play being equal. Toronto

got two first downs, as against one
for Queen's.

The second quarter opened with

Queen's in possession on their own
41-yard line. Lenard, Maclntyre,

and Faulkner gave Queen's three

first downs, Lenard throwing a 12-

yard pass to Bulger and Maclntj're

making S yards, to put the ball on
the Varsity 17. Then Waldon was
rouged on Lenard's kick to open the

score.

Varsity rolled for a first down,
only to fumble and have Queen's

recover on their own 43. Macln-
t\'re made a first down off tackle

and then after a holding penalty

against Queen's, McKelvey quick-

kicked on second down to W^aldon

on the Varsity 30.

Cummings quick-kicked on se-

cond down over McKelvey's head,

but Queen's recovered on their own
3-yard line. The Gaels then failed

to make the ten, and Lenard's kick

was blocked by Brown. Varsity took

possession on the Queen's 12, and
Cummings conipletetl the pass to

Roe In the end zone. Cummings
converted to put Vai'sity tip 6-1.

Lenard kicked out of bounds
twice and finally kicked from the 25
to Henry on the \'arsity 25. Pearce
then ihrew Henry Tor a 2-yard loss,

and Charters intercepted Cummings''
pass and laterallcd to Hoose, who
ran to the Varsity 50. Maclntyre
and Lenard moved the sticks to the

Varsity II and Lenard kicked a
field goal to close the first half with

Varsity leading by 6-4 count.

See Toronlo Wins, p. 6

University of Michigan students

are now entitled to submit to the

faculty a report card, grading their

professors. It is believed thai the

system, whereby students fill out re-

ports nn their instruciors' presen-

tation of subject matter, lecturing

ability, and clarity of assignments,

should revolutionize the standard of

education wherever it is applie<l.

The McGill L^niversity Daily, up-

on hearing uf flii'^, inu-rviewed se-

veral profe>Mii"^ Mil liic Montreal

canijjus and diaiiiveri'd that the in-

niiv;iiion wonid he favourably re-

i;t.'i\eii among McGill staff.

A reprcseulative group of profes-

sors thought the idea would be an

excellent opportunity for students to

keep professors "on their toes". Al-

though one McGill prof, remarked

distinctly that he didn't give a hoot,

the majority be!ie\'ed that the re-

ports, taken seriously by students,

wonid be very interesting, especially

to the professor concerned.

CUP BRIEFS

Varsity Coeds
Take To Pipes

—Varsity males are being startled

these days. Apparently it's quite

fiossible to meet pretty young
co-eds lolling about dragging on
—wait for it—a pipe. Two in

particular have several pipes in

their collections but "believe in

smoking cigarettes in polite

society",

—McGill students attend-

ing the game Saturday will

leave 9.15 a.m. and will be
polishing up the new yell,

PULVERATE, DISINTE-
GRATE, FISSIONATE
AND SPLIT... TERROR-
IZE. ATOMIZE FIGHT
'EM TILL THEY QUIT . ,

.

M-c-G-I-L-L, McGILL.

—UBC is'next in line with the

no Xmas exam movement, with

the announcement by Registrar

Charles B. Wood that mid-term

and term tests given in regular

lecture periods will be given in-

stead of the usual two-hour ex-

aminations which have been reg-

ular practice at the university.
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TWO MINUTES SILENCE
By H. W. SomerviUe

{Journal Ollaiva Correspondent)

Today I am standing: high over Ottawa in
the Peace Tower, that magnificent shaft dom-
inating the city from Parliament Hill. It is

a beaiuiful autnmn day, here in this cockpit of
Canada looking out over the purple Gatineaus
far down into Quebec, as an eagle swings slowly
overhead in the blue sky. Perhaps it is from
the Peace Tower that one gets the best sense
of Canada; of the vastness of our country; of
the mighty sweep of rock and river stretching
north to the Bay; of this huge land reaching
east and west to the Oceans, and south to the
Lakes.

Hundreds of

busv
feet below me the

great carillon which

and what it stands for.

House is
sy preparing for its opening on December

5th. Cars stream up to the great Gothic doors,
where a mountie stands on guard, and antlike
people come and go. Soon the vocal machinery
of our democratic government will creak into
motion again, as the Canadian peoples repres-
entatives sit down to debate the country's future

But I am not thinking of Parliament today
For below me. also, is a small room, a chapel

built of marble and limestone and brass richly
ornamented and holding a record of the Nation's
war dead, lulled by the
resounds above it.

It is of this chape
that J am thinking.

In a few days, on November II. the Western
world will pause for two brief minutes. Bands
will play, troops will march, wreaths will be
pl'iced, padres wilt speak. Silver bugles will
sound the heartbreak of the Last Post, Valiant
old names will be spoken . . . Ypres
Ridge

. . . Passchendaele. and valiant m
Ortona

. . . Dieppe . . . Falaise. Once again
our War Dead will be honoured with fitting
ceremony.

As the Canadian people stand before their
cenotaphs, they will think of many things.

They will think of Kaiser Bill and Luden-
dorff, Hitler and Goering. Deutschland nber
Alles and the Herrenvolk.

They will think of Foch and Byng of
Eisenhower and Crerar, of Homes for Heroes
and V for Victory.

They wilt think of Wilson and Clemenceau
and Lloyd George and Borden, of Roosevelt
and Churchill and Stalin and King.

They will think of Lake Geneva and Lake
Success.

They will think of the world today, a world
where a more fearsome sword
in the night that is Europe.

And the ceremonies will mean little to the
thinkers, comforting and inspiring though they
may be to others. Looking around at the

Vimy
lew ones

again rattling

mourners for the Fallf in two world conflicts.

got the chop

they will ask an old question in a new way . . .

"O grave, where is thy victory?"
There is too much involved. A .son, maybe;

a father. A husband or a sweetheart. Maybe
It IS the bloke wot missed 'is better 'ole at
Amiens, Maybe it is tlie kid who
over Bremen.

But there is too much involved, a great deal
too much. One gets a sense of just how much
while standing in the Peace Tower. At any
rate, the thinkers wilt comprehend it all in two
minutes.

For those two minutes, Yesterday will be
Today. Afterward. Yesterday will sink back
into tlie Past for another
vanished heroes with it.

To what ?

year, carrying the

The world will go on,

EPITAPH FOR A HAPPY HERO
Life long in loughter, short in span-

Coy OS the day the world begon
Brief as grief in fhe eyes of Pon.

Cod rest you merry—gentle man.

JOUHNiL PHOTO BY

1914-1918, 1939-1945

And They Died . . .

By Fred Cederberg

A searing pain shot through Brosie's pound-
ing breast. He crumpled to his knees, and
pitched forward

It was an immense cavern. The glistening walls

rising sheer jrom the cold floor, curved upward,
utiHl Ihey lost themselves in a mist of darkness.

Brosic raised his head. He tried to sec. to pierce

the dim gloom: his eyes clouded. He saw volhing.

Ciumsily he jought lo rise. Something dripped oz'er

his ncn-cless Singers .... wel and warm.
"IVherc am If he screamed.

"Where am //" echoed the walls.

Brosic listened .... Dull hollow silence. e.vcepi

for the rasping rush of hrealh through his dilated

nostrils.. No other sounds iiivaded the tomb-like
vault. Then he heard it. Faintly, a far-off, soft,

rhythmical swishing, like marching men would make,
and yet no denied echoes were ringing out on the
silent air. Slowly it stvellcd until it filled the vaulted
dome like something wild and axvcsome.

Brosie forced his head in the direction of the
sounds .... Coming, sivinging silently through the
gloom were the shadowy forms of men .... soldtcm.
Wisps of silvery mist were clinging to their bodies
and streaming softly behind Ihcm. Their heads
faced the front. No expression dawned in their
pallid features, as they marched three abreast. Their
steps were even and effortless. 7lu-v wrent wall;.
ing on the floor, these mcn-like wraiths, instead they
falloived an airy path . . . above the stone
A voice was calling mechanically as the column
Passed ....

"Adams J. M., Arnold D. W.. Bcniz J. S "

Sudden anguish and pain welled up in Brosie's

_
' icrnficd feeling of the parting; of the fears

that u'cre within; of the sins long past; of the un-

known. His breath was short. Desperately he tried

to focus his fading sight. Faces passed that rang

home inside Brosie's soul .... And still the silent

parade filed by ... .

"MacDonald D. H., Meinster F., Melineau G.

G " the voice droned on.

Helmets. British and American, French and
German, friend and joe. They all marched. Not a

sigh escaped their bluish lips. No bands, no songs,

no flags, just the soft swish of cloth . . . like shrouds.

They bore no scars; no ravages of war to tell a

mute tale on their ghostly forms. All were alike—
the drab green, the field grey, the muddy brown ....

"Williams R. N., Wolfgang F. A., Worrelli

P., . . .
."

The last of the column came out of the gloom.

Brosie's dying eyes blinked. Cold tears slipped doivii

his drawn cheeks. His chest was hurling. A rattle

came into his throat

"Brosic L. M-," the voice called.

A long tremor slid through the bod\ of Brosie
L. M. He felt free, different. Sloivly the fatigue

and exhaustion drained from his broken shell, leaving

him flat, lifeless, unlike himself. He rose, and
slipped silently into the last rank. The column dis-

appeared into the gloom, the mist closing noisclesslv

behind them

" a'lci they died. They did not fight
ill vain. Oh Lord. That cannot be." The padre
bowed his bared head. A volley of shots crashed
loudly on the clear morning air. A bugle wailed
the dying notes of the Last Post

"1 commend their souls to God." the holy
man said.

Dear Journal . .

.

''Oil Thigh . .
."

Congrats to CFRC on their Jong program.

Also could we please have the Glee Club

make a good, lusty, rousing recording of "Oil

Thigti" for the station's signature. The present

entries on the air are pretty weak.

REG GODDING,

"Woops, Sorry . .

For the sake of those who have been taking

my article in the '51 Post on Ban Righ food

seriously, 1 should like to make it quite clear

that the article was written entirely in a spirit

of fun.

My sincere apologies to the dietician—all

Ban Righ joins with me in saying she's doing

a grand job. More power to the Ban Righ

kitchen !

PRIS PEEBLES.

"Clock Talk

Proposition : To show that the clock should

be removed from the library. General proof :

It has been observed that it one goes by the

clock one gets to class early and wastes val-

uable time in waiting for the bell. This, in the

coiirse of the four years required for a degree

adds up to quite a spell.

Conclusion 1 : The clock causes a waste of

time.

Vou may say. well, make allowances. But

aha. my friend, the clock is faster on some days

than on others.

Conclusion 2 : There is no way of avoiding

the said waste.

Well, you may say. what is wrong with (a)

asking your friend for the time, or, (b) if you

have a watch, consulting it? —to which we

reply : (a) that we want to keep our friends

by not getting on their nerves and (b) why

have a clock if you have to consult a watch?

Conclusion 3 : The clock gets on one's nerves.

Conclusion from 1, 2, 3 : The clock, if not

fixed, is undesirable. But that is not all :
Even

if the clock were fixed, there would be no way

of knowing whether it was or not, and we would

again have to consult our watches.

Conclusion : That the clock, whether fixed

or not. should be removed from the library.

(Quod erat demonstrandum.)
TIKTOK.

"Liquor Banned . . .

U.B.C, Vancouver.

1 almost shed tears when I red (as in eyes)

the statement of one Lou Carey, former UBC
student, regarding the Sadie Hawkins Dance.

He said, and 1 quote. "Some of us are too nar-

row minded. The Dogpatch Drag is tame in

comparison to the routine Barn Dances at UBC."

Come now. Mr, Carey!

Since mv unconditional surrender to Miss

jeanie Royce (God bless her soul) last spring,

1 lia\e >pent tlie last two months studying the

-ocial prol)lem at UBC. Up to date 1 have at-

tended

—

8 rugger games

2 cricket games

2 grass hockey games

2 fitntball games

12 teas

1 birthday party

I Freshman Dance

1 Sorority Dance

1 Fraternity Dance

1 Barn Dance

1 era]) game (10c

limit)

Today is Remembrance Day. For two minutes we all were'
alone with memories which we cannot share.

,

^'"^ have done more than pause
and think. They have remembered and they are determined lo help
some others who also have much to remember and to whom we allowe much.

The plan to send Christmas boxes to some of the people of
London at this time deserves the help of everyone at Queen's.

The war is still with them in England. Anything we can do
for them is too tittle. But let us all do something.

THIS WHIPPING BUSINESS .

We i>rL-.-,uiiie that the University <.f Toronto and the Toronto
Police Department have had sufficient unfavorable publicity over
the whipping incident that there is no danger of a repetition.

The investigation into the matter will no doubt flicker out in

Net result— I now speak svith a broad aa !

1 liopc I am not misleading you for the af-

fairs are not starched and tiglit-laced. As a

matter of fact, due to the banning of liquor on

the campus, ininiaturc and sordid drinking hab-

its tend to dilute the starch and loosen tlie lace.

PERCY GITELMAN,
(fomicrlv Sc. '48)

a flurry of contradictory statements. No doubt the policeman who
lost his temper will be reprimanded. He should be. But his was
not the main fault.

The extraordinary fatuity of ordering two mounted policemen
lo protect goalposts at an intcrcnllegiate game is only surpassed
by the ineptness of not giving them explicit orders.

The policemen in the heat of the moment probably believed
that they were protecting private property in the teeth of a riot.
The great fault was that they were not told ttiat at these games,
rushing the goalposts is traditionaly as much a part of the ritual
as llie playing of God Save the King.

The dewy-eyed astonishment of the published apologetics of
the University of Toronto officials indicate that they did not explain
this to tlie police.

It is fortunate that as a result of their bungling no one was hurt.
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Material Wealth Is Not All-Important,

Leacock Told Arts Society In 1911
By Helen Tracy

It was a good many years ago that the beloved humorist,
Stephen Leacock, visited the Queen's campus to address the
students. It was a time of hope and promise, a time whan
the frontiers of the "last, best West" were still being pushed
toward the Rocky Mountains. Things are different today;
yet Mr. Leacock's remarks are not so out of date as might
be expected.

"In this country let a boy but know the difference between
ninety-nine cents and a dollar and his fortune is made." This com-
ment on the Canadian system of values was made by the late Stephen
Leacock, professor of political science at McGill, during- his address
before the Arts Society of Queen's on February 13. 1911. The sub-
ject of the address was, "What Universities Can Do for Canada."

Like his fellow humorist, Mark Twain, Leacock suffered from
a misconception in the public mind that every time he opened his

nioutli something; humorous should emerge. A natural humorist,
almost always with a smile on his face, he was noted for being
the author of such books as "Literary Lapses," and "Nonsense
Novels." But his address to the Arts Society on this occasion was
serious in tone, and dealt with the question of just how Canadian
universities should educate their students.-

A Great Responsibility

Prof. Leacock emphasized Canada's promising future. "No
man," he said, "can look at the magnificent stretch of land between
the Atlantic and Pacific shores . . . and not find his voice hushed
with the stillness of a great responsibility." He cited the univer-

sities as one of the chief factors in the achievement of what this

future promised. But he criticized the common tendency to measure
all values by "the yard-stick of commerce." While we have made
great strides in practical efficiency in Canada, our progress in liter-

ary and cultural matters lags far behind that of Europe. "It is the

spiritual element alone," he said, "that can give to the material side

of a nation its true worth and value."

Education in Canadian universities, Prof. Leacock said, was
largely a matter of cramming for examinations so that after gradua-

tion the student can go out and make a living for himself. He
immediately squelched any hopes in the breasts of his listeners that

he advocated abolishing exams, however. "The professor would
need the fairmindedness of the goddess of Justice herself to rank

his students without the aid of an examination," he said.

BOOKS

Butch" Harris

Marshal of the

Speaks

R.A.F. Sir Arthur Harris,Bomber Offensive by

Collins, $5.00.

"During my days in the O.T.C. at All Hallows I became a

good enough bugler to win second prize in the Annual Public

School O.T.C. Camp. The unkind have accused me of blowing my
own trumpet ever since."

In such a manner did Air Marshal "Butch" Harris begin his

military career that was to carry him to the position of Chief of

Bomber Command. "Bomber Offensive" is the story of his life

in the R.A.F.

Written in a frank, down to earth manner it attempts to correct

a few of the impressions that aircrew had of his position. Many,
for instance, believed him cold blooded for carrying out "area"

bombing, i.e. bombing of the factory workers' houses as well as the

factory itself. Harris says of this:

"There is a widespread impression, which has often got into

print that I not only invented the policy of area bombing but also

insisted in carrying it out in the face of natural reluctance to kill

women and children that was felt by everyone else. The facts are

otherwise. Such decisions ... are made by the Ministers, by Chiefs

of Staff Committee, and by the War Cabinet

Indeed, there were many occasions on which Harris was over
ruled. He claims that he wished to convert all squadrons to Lan
casters whereas those in higher authority ruled that some squadrons

should continue to be equipped with the less efficient Halifaxes and

Stirling's. He waxes particularly bitter on the matter of target

selection. Aircrew used to believe that Butch picked the targets

tor the bombers by throwing a silver dart — handed to him on a

cushion by a flunkey when he arose in the morning— at a large map
on the wall of his room. Evidently this was not the case. The
targets, he states, were chosen by him on the basis of importance

but there was constant interference from the Minister of Economic

Warfare who continually confused the issue with a "mass of ver-

biage."

Of great interest is his account of how bombing was conducted

in the early part of the war:

"In the earliest stages of the war we were not allowed to bomb
anything on land . . . The Whitleys and Wellingtons were put to

the questionable employ of dropping pamphlets all over Europe . . .

my personal view is that the only thing achieved was to supply the

Continent's requirement of toilet paper for the five long years

of war."

Despite its extensive use during the war. Harris believes that

the bomber is now obsolete. Rockets, he asserts, are the weapons

of the next war.

The Air Marshall is particularly glowing in his tribute to the

aircrew

:

"There are no words with which I can do justice to the aircrew

who fought under my command, There is no parallel in warfare to

such courage and determination . . . one man in three could not

expect lo survive liis lour of operations. Such devotion must never

be forgotten," _ , , i,
.

-
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How To Study
There are many, many students on the Queen's campus

who bore their friends by boasting how hard they study.
And yet the chances are that many of these same braggarts
"sit down in front of a book" and get next to nothing out
of it.

So here's the "straight goods" on studying, condensed
from a memorandum to mathematics students and from a
lecture given by Dr. S. Laycock, Professor of Psychology
of Education, University of Saskatchewan.

• Your studying schedule starts with the lecture. You can't

study unless you have something to study, so get adequate notes

on what the prof, is saying.

• As soon as possible after the lecture, make up your mind to

begin. Then start studying.

• Select suitable surroundings. Good lighting, a fairly large

table and a not-too-comfortable chair are essential. If in the Library,

train yourself to ignore your surrounding distractions,

• Have everything ready in front of you when you start. This

will eliminate time wasted while you kid yourself that you are

studying while you hunt for a book.

• Budget your time. Have set hours for certain subjects, but

allow for some leeway, just in case you want to take in that good

show at the Tiv. Most authorities frown on post-midnight studying,

but find out what time of day suits you best, and stick to it.

• Don't crack the books for more than an hour at a time.

Take ten or fifteen minutes off and stroll over to Charlie's (if you

have the dime), or take a walk with the girt friend.

• When the time you've allotted to one subject is up, go on

to the next, even if you haven't finished the first. Don't drift around

worrying about that topic or problem, when you could be starting

with a clearer mind on a fresh subject.

• If you find some point in your lecture notes that you do not

fully understand, check it with someone else as soon as possible,

or even ruin your reputation by asking the prof, about it at the

next lecture. That's what the man's there for, believe it or not.

• When reading a text, first read through the assignment

rapidly to get the central idea, then re-read more carefully,

You'll find, too, that it's a great help to have read the assignment

before the lecture,

• Throughout the year, make an outline. This doesn't mean
lo rewrite all your notes or to write the text all over again, but to

compress as much as possible into pithy sentences, which will call

to mind the rest of the material.

• Review, continual review, is one of the most important as-

pects of study. There's no use studying if you aren't going to re-

member what you supposedly learned.

• In a math, course, do the problems. This takes the place of

the outline in other subjects.

• Above ail. remember that you have to apply yourself. No
one else can study for you.

Even if you get only one idea from the above suggestions, you

will be well on the road to more effective study. That one idea is —
have a system. Budget, plan, apply, persist, and review are all key

words in that system.

A PEAL rCCM
THE TOWER

SCIENCE EKES OUT 489-4 WIN OVER LEVANA
A fighting Lcvana team went down slugging all the way before

a well oiled Science machine last Friday in the intcrfaculty knitting

play offs. Amelia Earwhacker, star tickle for Levana, was put
off for rough play and holding early in the game but her hard fight-

ing team, and we are not thinking of snap Bluebell Twee( what
a snap! what a snap!) put up a gallant fight. Heads up fighting

all the way. The plumbers scored heavily in the first half but
couldn't stand the pace and dropped a stitch in the dying moments
of the game which they never recovered.

"A stitch in time saves nine," laughed genial captain Ear-
whacker, "And who are we to cast purls before Science — anyway
Science has a lousy line."

LEARN THIS YELL! !

Knit one

Purl two ...
We're Levana

Yoo hooo

Drive! Drive! Drive! Drive! Drive! etc.

TRAVEL NOTES ON A WONDERFUL WEEK-END
We guess you've seen those thiny. streamlined streetcars the

Toronto Transportation Commission is operating these days. But

we'll bet you didn't know how silly they look with the trolley off

the wire and the damndest traffic jam you ever saw piling up behind.

If the trolley rope is intact, it's a small matter for the operator to

put the trolley back on the wire. But if the trolley rope has been

cut. the restoration of service becomes a matter of great complexity,

necessitating the assistance of a tower truck and a three man repair

crew. Cha Gheil

!

FLASH — SCIENCE DOES IT AGAIN
All blame for the whipping of Queen's students in the goal post

fracas last Saturday has been laid, after investigation, on a police

horse called Betsy, it is revealed.

"Just horsing around," stated Varsity President Smith. "Betsy

believed that Queen's Arts men were trying to discredit the efforts

of Queen's Science men to police the goal posts and just lashed

out," stated President Smith. "She is apt to be quick-tempered

and has been corresponding with a member of Science '48 for sev-

eral years.

"The other horse, Annabelle, took no part in the excitement,"

the president continued. "She is a horse of a different choler."

Take a poll about this.

—SHIBBOLETH T. RINGER.

JIGUE

A canned oyster is a twice-told tole;

Its (oviiness decreaseth.

Stewed persimons hove no less dignity.

Twere better to be the face

On o tarnished doorknob than one of these.

Flammarion

THE BIG RED BALL
ARTS "48

Friday, November 14

Dancing 9-1
Grant Hall

$1.25 per Couple

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Rea. 7990

-onso lation

Graven and grim, with a marble frown

From the library shelves the busts look down

Silent and stern, in a solemn row

They watch the students come and go

They know who comes to read the news

And who to flirt and who to snooze

And our friends and profs may think us clever

But do we fool Plato and Sopliocles?—Never!

They watch us acquiring, painful and slow

Knowledge they mastered worlds ago,

I gaze at them sadly and realize

I never can hope to be half as ^vise

;

Smugly, serenely, tliey gloat as I strive

Still, I'm superior—I'm aUve\ —E.K.

NOW PLAYING

SINGAPORE
FRED MACMURRAY

AVA GARDNER

Pearl Smuggler and Adventuress in the Shadows

of Sinister Singapore

*

EXTRA

SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

LATEST WORLD NEWS

CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM 1 P.M.
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Kmgstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete ronge of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

MARRISON STUDIO
it

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

*

92 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THB

MUTUAL IIFE^M^MiOP CAflAOA k^^^B
Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeater

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINK

TED- RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

Stiff Proposition

As Debaters Orate
By Ed Arrol

Queen's students Jim Short

and Art Ross were voted the best

team of debaters against Eurt

Walker and John Chance, when
they proved that "last rites are

wrong".

The largest crowd of students

to date thronged room 201 in th

New Arts building to hear the

Queen's Debating Society dis

cuss the motion "Resolved that

present funeral customs are un

economical, uncivilized and irre

ligious."

"Once you are underground

the cost does not stop," said

Short, of the successful affirma-

tive. "The ceremony might just

as well be carried on by the

milkman, because it is the local

furniture dealer who looks after

things," he added.

Walker, against the motion,

said that funeral directors em-
ploy highly skilled men who are

on call 24 hours a day. "Funeral

directors take a chance — they

cannot check up on a client's

credit rating."

Contesting the motion, Chance
asked : "If we abolish the un-

dertaker, where are we going to

get our presidents for Service

dubs?"

"The body is like a suit of

clothes for the soul," he ex-

plained. "The soul takes on a

new body after the spiritual life

begins."

Walker and Chance, who un-

successfully challenged the mo-
tion, were both dressed in dark

suits and wore white flowers in

their lapels.

We've Been
(Continued from page 1)

thought they were in training for

an Inter-Collegiate Track Meet.
The main reason for the boister-

ous activity in rooms and hall-

ways may well have been the lack

of space in the two jam-packed
ballrooms.

Over at the King Eddy, things

were just about as hectic, al-

though the spirit of good-humor
^till prevailed. One ecstatic
Queen'sman, whose impromptu
bull-fight with two pawing,
stamping friends was broken up
by staff detectives, thought they

were the most charming people
he had ever met. "Wonderful
sprinters, too," he added, "but
somewhat inferior as broken-field

runners."

The one sour note came when
the Queen's section with one ac-

cord rushed the Varsity goal

posts at the end of the game. Two
mounted city policemen, hire-

lings of the U of T authorities, be-

came involved in the melee and
laid about them with riding crops.

For all their swatting, however,
the posts came down.
One aspect of the activities

brought rousing approval from
the administration. So far as can
be ascertained, not a single

Queen'sman worked off his feel-

ings with a paint brush. Came
the chill Sunday dawn, and the
interiors of Hart House and Con-
vocation Hall were unblemished
by the vivid reds, golds, and blues
that had been splashed there in

former years.

STUDENTS TREK TO QUEEN'S
FROM FARAWAY COUNTRIES

By Mak Kecnleyside

(FIRST OF TWO ARTICLES)
Despite a long-standing suspicion that most Queen's students

call Ottawa home, it is a fact that more than ^00 of them come from
such foreign countries as Iraq, India, Greece, Norway, China, and

the United States.

Some of them chose Queen's because it is a small university

with a healthy Scottish background; others came here because

Queen's is traditionaly a "poor man's college," which means a lot

when a large portion of the budget must be allotted to travelling

expenses.

Ed Luria, who hails from Mex
ico City, says he came to Queen's

to avoid having seven o'clock

classes, which would have been

his fate had he gone to the Uni
versity of M exico. He speaks

four languages—English, French,

Spanish and German — and is en

rolled in Arts '50. He can find

nothing wrong with the institu-

tion except perhaps the old com
plaint — "the ratio."

Refined Drinking

Jean Henderson, from Havana,

Cuba, has some definite ideas on

what's wrong with Queen's.
"Drinking is the main trouble,"

she says, "and by that I don't

mean people drink too much, but

rather that they don't know how
to do it."

In Cuba, nearly everyone drinks

moderately, but drunks are a

rare sight. Jean feels that when
young people are brought up to

regard drinking as a normal ha-

bit, they will naturally learn to

tipple like sensible human beings.

Girls lead a sheltered life in

Cuba, Jean reports. Unmarried
women are not allowed out with-

out a chaperone, are given scanty

education, and usually marry
early. "In fact," smiles the 20-

year-old Levanite, "one of the

reasons I came up here was to

avoid being branded an old maid."

She likes Canada, but is still

looking for a man who can rlium-

ba.

Skied on Mt, Olympus
Ian Vorres, an Arts student

from Greece, claims he came here

to "organize a branch of the Fas-

cist International Brigade." He
thought the Model Parliament a

pretty slow-moving affair, and
feels that Canadians are too le-

thargic about foreign and domes-

tic affairs.

Ian has done some skiing on

Mt. Olympus, traditional home
of the gods, and he claims to be

descended from the illegitimate

sun of Apollo, the sun god, and
Terpsichore the goddess of song

and dance.

^ANNOUNCEMENT
Dr. Lloyd E. Downey announces the
opening of an office for the practice
of dentistry at 221 King St. E, Tele-
phone 7444 (temporary. Hours: 9-
12 a.m.; 1.30-5 p.m.; and by appoint-
ment.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
CLUB

Members of the Civil Engineer-

ing Club attended an illustrated lec-

ture Saturday morning in Toronto
on the new Rapid Transit of the

Toronto Transportation Commis-
sion. Mr. W. H. Robinson, o£ the

Rapid Transit, spoke on the pro-

blems of traffic in the city, and how
they wotdd be overcome in Toronto
by their underground transportation

system.

Rousseau's Life

(Continued from page 1)

which was but waiting an op

portunity to express itself.

Therese Levasseur, his mistress

for twenty years and mother to

his five children, (all placed in

homes for found children), was

finally accepted by Rousseau as

his wife in an informal ceremony

before friends.

Rousseau advocated the return

to the simple life. By its con-

cept of private property civiliza-

tion brought inequality and cor-

ruption. He spoke of the period

when society was in its infancy,

and inequality was unknown,

calling it the Golden Age. Prim-

itive man was good, said

Rousseau.

At 45 Rousseau found him-

self in love for the first time.

Mme. de Houdetot did not

requite his love but she was
the inspiration for his novel,

"La Nouvelle Heloise."

In "Emile", he recom-

mended a new system of

education based upon culti-

vation of power of observa-

tion, object lessons and an

absence of text books. It is

of interest to note that a sim-

ilar system is being intro-

duced into France at this

time.

In "Le Contrat Social", Rous-

seau stated that for civilization

to function the people surrender

some of their independence but

that sovereignty should remain

with them. The king or magis-

trate is the implement of the

people.

Underpretty Dearth
(Continued from page 1)

the part is close to seven feet

tall. No costume house can pro-

vide us with a costume for such
a man. We're strictly on our

own.

But what worries me most,"

she will tell you confidentially,

'are the nymphs' costumes. They-
re very scantily clad, — and well,

they'll have to wear something

underneath. But where do we
find nymphs' underwear? I've

never seen any." She's hoping to

find the answers before the Tem-
pest is 'presented at the end of

this month.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"Wc carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

Christmas Boxes
(Continued from page 1)

Bill Underbill, Sc. '48, who is

in charge of collections, promises

to give everyone, both faculty

and students, a chance to con-

tribute. "We will pass tlie hat

in every classroom, in the halls,

and on the campus. Twenty-five

cents from everyone will see the

job done."

Sample on Display

A sample box has been made
up containing tinned meats, dried

fruits, tea, sugar, and other food-

stuffs by Eyre Heyniger and
Freddie Bell. It will be on dis-

play in the Douglas Library on
Wednesday and Thursday. Miss
Bell states that by purchasing

supplies wholesale, the cost of

the individual parcel can be cut

to approxiniatel}' $3.50. Postage

will be a big item, but it is hoped

that by sending the parcels to-

gether in a carton, a considerable

saving will be made.

Packing and parcelling will

he done by Levana girls in

the basement of Ban Righ on

Friday. It Is intended to get

the parcels shipped by Sat-

urday. Volunteers for this

work should get in touch

with Shirley Johnson.

Boxes for Europe, Too
Parcels similar to those being

sent from Queen's to the parish

of Holborn may be sent to indi-

Prizes of $25 and $10

For Humanist Essay
The American Humanist As-

sociation, publishers of "T h e

Humanist," has announced an
essay contest for college stu-

dents, to be written on the sub-

ject, "Building a positive way of

life in accordance with the scien-

tific method and the highest as-

pirations of mankind."

Prizes are offered both for es-

says written by individuals and
for essays prepared by groups of

five, and the winning essays will

be published in college dailies

and "The Humanist".

First prize is $25; second, $10;

and all entries should be address-

ed to the American Humanist
Association, S69 South 13th St.

E., Salt Lake City 2, Utah.

viduals in Europe through the

same organization. These parcels

will cost approximately $5 in-

cluding postage. A further SO

cents will be added to the price

to support the parcels for Britain

fund. Students who wish to take

advantage of this scheme should

submit the European address,

with the price of the parcel, to

the "Queen's Christmas Box"
desk in the Douglas Library on
Wednesday or Thursday morn-
ings.

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

7ot
THAT SUCCESSFUL

Here's the sure, easy ivay to make your
hair behave. Just put a few drops of
"Vaseline" Hair Tonic on it in the morn-
ing before brushing or combing. Then it's

groomed to look right and slay right all

through the day. That's because "Vaseline"
Hair Tonic works wilh nalure—not against
it. It suppIemenLi the natural scalp oils
which give your hair its life and lustre . ,

.

contains no alcohol or odier drying in-
gredients.

Get your bottle of "Vaseline" Hair Tonio
at any toilet goods counler— S5(! and 95^,

Use It, too, tor a BEUER SHAMPOO

Rub "Vaseline" Hair Tonie generously onio
the scalp, then wash your hair in the usual
way. Be.sult: invigorated scalp—no loose

idrufF— really clean hair. Finally, 5 drops
of "Vaseline" Hair Tonic before Lruahing,
for that well-groomed look ail day long.

CheiebrDuoh Manufcjcrvrino Co. Coiu'd

H£<iPS YOUR HAIR TO LOOK ITS BEST

LOOK FOR THE COMMENTATOR WEDNESDAY NOON
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MATH AND PHYSICS
CLUB

The regular meeting of the Maths
and Physics Club will be held on
Wednesdaj' at 3.30 p.m. in room
207. Ontario Hall. The feature

speaker will be Dr. E. E. Watson
of the Physics department, who
will talk on "Wartime Develop-

ments of Sound Transmission in the

Ocean."

Page 5

A.M.S. NOTICE
Herb Hann'lton still has a few

1946-47 rrkolors that can be pur-
chased through his office.

TYPING DONE
MANUSCRIPTS, ETC

NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS
Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 1 25 Union St W.

Jackson Metivier"=
LADIES' -READY -TO -WEAR

DINNER DRESSES

Evening Dresses

For Holiday Glitter

College Formals

Select your favorite from our large

ronge of Dinner and Evening

Dresses

Evening Gloves

Evening Bags

Jackson Metivier Ltd.
114 PRINCESS STREET

"T umieier what position

I'll be playing?"

If Egbert carries anything over the

touchlioe this year, it apparently won't he the

ball — but students everywhere know tiiac

what really counts is pulling your weight,

in the stands or on the field, as water-boy or

quarter- back.

Are you pulling your weight in your per-

sonal finances? One way to keep in scoring

position is to save regularly. Then you'll have

the money for the things you

^ yTI^-^ want — when you want them.

Get on the ream by

opening your BofM savings

account today.

Bank of Montreal
.working wifh Conodfoni fn every wolk o/ Wit, iJncc 1817

Kingston Branch: DUGALD MacGREGOR. Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts. Branch: J. D. HICKEY. Manager

Party Wed. Night

For Debaters, All
Tomorrow night's Debating

Union party is advertised as "bet-

ter than the Press Club party."

From S.30 to 1 a.m. at the Catholic

Hall near LaSalle Barracks, both
private and provided refreshments

will be consumed between dances.

Tickets can be bought by any-
one at Queen's from Silverman,

Sweczey, Young. Rouff, No rah
Cassidy, Clenys Bradford, or Celine

Sampson, or at the Debating Union
meeting tomorrow noon. The price
IS 50 cents a couple. 35 cents indi-

viduallv.

What's When

TODAY-12.45-1.30 p.m., SCM
noontime chapel service. Me-
morial Chapel. Old Arts Build-
ing.

—3.30 p.m., Le Cercle Francais
Discussion Group. Questions
arc invited. Room 204, New
Arts Building,

—7-8 p.m.. SCM Social Prob
lems Study Group, 124 Univer
sity Avenue.

—7.15 p.m.. Aquacade Prac
tice, Gym.
—8 p.m., Hockey, Queen's
Seniors vs Kingston All Stars

WEDNESDAY—12.45-1.30 p.m.
Debating Union. 201 New Arts
Buildin

—3.30. Maths and Physics Club
Dr. E. E. Watson, "Wartime
Development of Sound Trans-
mission in the Ocean.", Room
207, Ontario Hall.

—3.30. SCM Bible Study Group,
SCM Room, Old Arts Build-

ing.

—7 p.m.. Skatmg Club, Room
201. New Arts Building.

7 p.m., Radio Workshop,
CFRC, 1490 kcs.

—7 p.m.. Brass Band practice.

Grant Hall.

—7.45 p.m., SCM Study Group,

Dr. Vlastos' home.

THURSDAY
liere.

—8 p.m.. Arts Vocational Night

II. P. GiiiKiy, librarian, "Read-

ing for profit and for fun,''

Room 201, New Arts.

Official Notices
Faculty of Arts

The first draft of the final ex-

aminations on half courses of the

first term is posted on the Regis-
trar's bulletin board. Students
should check and report conflicts

at once.

O.H.A. Scholarship

Applications are invited from
students now enrolled in the Uni-
versity for the Ontario Hockey
Association Scholarship for 1947.

The cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-
triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last sum-
mer, the Scholarship will be
awarded this session to some stu-

dent within the University on the

basis of his academic qualifica-

tions and on his rating as a clean,

effective hockey player.

No credit is given for fees when
the Scholarship is not awarded
on the basis of matriculation, but

the regular cash payment of $80
is made to the winner.

Applications should be in the

hands of the Registrar by No-

I

vember 21'. Applicants should

I
give evidence of having played in

the O.H.A. or N.O.H.A. series.

-CAMSI Meeting

LE CERCLE-GIVES
"LA GRAMMAIRE"

Prof. G. Shortliffe showed a

Thursday meeting of Le Cercle ex-

cellent natural colour movies of

Paris accompanied with commen-

tary. The play group presente<l "La

Gnimmaire", parts being taken by

Irene O'Grady, Pauline Beneteau,

Conny Wilson. Phil McCourt and

Dave Pattisoii.

Miss Phil Vallotton capably led

the gathering in songs which were

greatly enjoyed. Gordon McElroy

supplied the accompaniment.

Refreshments were served imder

the direction of Miss Betty Morri

son. bringing to a close a most en

joyable evening.

ISS Organizes For

Foreign Pen Pals
Students this morning encoun-

tered in many places tables set

up by ISS for the submitting of

applications to an international

correspondence scheme. Organ-
ization is the same as last year :

large numbers of European, As-
iatic. African and American stu-

dents are seeking pen pals.

Some of these students, serious

thinkers, hope to establish direct

contact with our political and
economic currents. Some merely

seek to exchange stamps or coins.

Others are truly lonely for

some "outside" influence. Alfred

Derks. a German student in the

U.S. zone, writes that he wants,

to correspond in "German lang-

uage or in English. French. Ital-

ian, or Spanish". Then in brack-

ets he puts in "Russian or Esper-

anto are possible too"!

A medical student at the old

imiversity in Jena where a for-

eign cnrrespondence bureau is

lieing set up asks "Is there any

chance that few will share the

wish to exchange correspondence

witli lierman partners?"

With students in a variety of

:ountries who can read a dozen

languages. Queen's students can

choose their students at the ISS

tables and fill in applications.

LEVANA TEA DANCE
To sum up the football season. .

"Post Mortem'

day, Xov. 15,

5-S ii'clock.

will be held Satur-

at Ban Riijli from

RENT YOUR
Underwood Typewriter

from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
71 Wellington St. Dial 4352

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, landing Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Vour own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments m Text Books for all Facilities and Departments. Ix>o«

Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushiooa

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHMICAU
KINGSTON Queen's Univeraity Grounds ONTARIO

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
is extended to members of the staff ond student

body of Queen's !

We invite you to moke Loidlaw's your shopping head-
|

quarters in Kingston.
f

i

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Onf.

Hanson & Eldgsir
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRIMTELRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Description
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ORFUNS DOWN PANTHERS
WIN INSURES
PLAYOFF SPOT

By Lloyd Menarp

The Queen's Qrfnns continued in

their winning way on Saturday

afterntx)n at Richardson Stadium by

rolling over the Peterborough Pan-

thers 27-0 in a regularly scheduled

intermediate ORFU contest. Play-

ing under the most adverse condi-

tions, the Tricolor easily chalked up

their fifth win in six starts and as-

sured themselves of a position in

the post-season playoffs.

Both defensively and on the at-

tack the championship-bound Or-

funs were an outstanding ball club.

Their hard-charging wing line led

by Errington, Capreol, Simola and

Minnes consistently piled up the

Panther ground plays on the scrim-

mage line, while giving their own
backs the best in blocking protec-

tion.

Milovick, Sadler, Richardson and

Cuddle were parlicularly effective in

the j'ard gaining department, al-

though star-picking is always a dif-

ficult chore from Jake Edwards'

well-drilled club.

The first occasion on which the

Or^uns obtained possession of the

ball ihej' reeled off four consecutive

first downs, carrying the play Co the

Panther 20. From this point they

were momentarily halted and Min-

nes' third down kick was fumbled

by Garvey, with Weir falling on the

loose ball for a major score. Ri-

chardson's attempted placement was

partially blocked, and the score re-

mained at 5-0. The Orfuns nearly

registered again shortly afterwards

when Simola blockfil Seriber's at-

tempted kick 011 the 10, but the play

was called back on an offside and

possession returned tu the Panthers.

HoHX'ver before the (|uarler ended

the Tricolor had added three more
points on a safety toucli and a kick-

by Minnes.

The second quarter found the Or-
funs rolling again on a drive that

was culminated by Cuddle's 20-yard

run to the Peterborough 3. How-
ever on the next play Berarde of

the Panthers fell on a Queen's fum-

ble and the visitors were tenipnrar-

ily out 111 danger. Shortly altLr-

wards Jim Minnes. standing on hi>

opponents' 52, booted all the way
to the deadline am! the half ended

with the Orfuns holding a 9-0 edge.

In the jccDiid half the Orfun wing
line Continued to play havoc with

the Peterborough backfield, Again
it proved costly to the Panther cause
as Scriber was nailed on his 10-yard

line on an attempted third down
kick. From this point Richardson

went over and Cuddie converted to

make the score 15-0, Queen's in-

creased their margin later in the

third quarter when Milliken return-

ed a Scriber kick and Milovick, who
was onside, scooped up the bounc-

ing ball for a major score. Cuddie's

conversion attempt missed its mark
but Minnes added another single

before the quarter ended to make
the count 21-0.

The point-hungry Orfuns con-

tinued to press in the final quarter.

Ho\ve\'er, as they neared scoring

territory Loyst of the Panthers

broke through to boot a fumble

downfield and the Orfuns were for-

tunate to recover on their own 15.

The Peterborough advantage was

short-lived, however, as Sadler
smashed through to stop Scriber on

another attemjrted third down kick,

and Minnes" boot forced the Pan-

thers back again to near their own
goal line. From this point a mis-

directed snap from centre hit the

goalposts and Sadler picked up the

loose ball in the end zone for the

Orfuns' fourth major score. Sadler

also accounted for the convert by

means of a running play, and the

game dnded soon afterwards with

the final count 27-0.

Queen's : centre— Simola ; in-

des—Capreol, Errington ; middles

- Minnes, Cole; ends — Weir,

Toole ; quarter—Richardson ; halves

—Gatfieid, Elford, Philipps; flying

wing— Holder (captain). Alter-

nates—Shipman, Devlin, Dick, Sa-

lari, Giristianson, Jeffrey, Mont-
rose. Sadler, D. Milliken, Cuddie,

Milovick, Dill. J. Milliken, Joyce.

PHOTO BV BOWLEY AND CAREV

MIKE HALLIDAY
Starry Tricolor hnlfhack who was in-

jmd in lilt first Wtslcrn game.

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treodeosy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

Hockey
There will be a general meeting

of all those interested in intramu-

ral, interfaculty, junior, interme-

diate, and Senior intercollegiate

hockey on Thursday, Nov. 13 at

S.OO in the boxing and wrestling

room of the gymnasium. The pur-

pose of this meeting is to form an

official Queen's Hockey club, which

will promote and further all hockey

interests on the campus. The pri-

mary objective of course is one

which will result in bringing better

senior hockey to Queen's in the

hope that championships may be

forthcoming.

Hockey is a major sport on the

campus and it is hoped that all

players and devotees of the sport

will turn out and help in any way
they are able to manage, direct and

support tlie three hockey teams pre-

sently organized.

The senior team will be playing

12 intercollegiate games of which

6 will be played in the Jock Harty

Arena. Coach Gene Chouinard of

Perth has 8 or 9 of last year's se-

niors around whidi to build his

team and has several additional stars

in Jack Wallis, Ron Kemp, Tom
Barrett, and Don Murray,

Wallis has worn the colors of

Tulsa Oilers; Barrett has played

with St. Michaels of Junior O.H.A.
fame; Kemp hails from HamiUon
Juniors and intermediates while

Murray, a native of Perth, has caught

the e)'e of the New York Rangers'

scouts.

The intermediate team will carry

those players who do not catch a

place on the senior squad and will

be the proving ground for those as-

piring for loftier berths. Approxi-

mately 3 0 players have already

pla\ed with the Seagull intermedi-

ates in the city league, and all will

be under the coach's eyes as he

looks for senior material. To date

the Seagulls have played 6 games;
with 3 wins and a tie to their credit.

The Junior team comprised most-
ly of freshmen who did not turn 21

before November 1 is entered in

the Kingston Junior City Hockey
League. These boys have plaj-ed

two games to date and have one
win to their credit. A great deal is

expected of these boys and with pro-

per coaching and handling they will

be the nucleus of our senior teams
of '49 and '50.

Both the juniors and the inter-

mediates will finish the city league

by Christmas and it is hoped both

teams will be entered in the Junior
and Intermediate O.H.A. playdowns
in the new year.

Intramural and interfaculty hoc-
key will not commence until after

Christmas, but it is hoped that the

gruiiiid work for these games will

be laid before long. It is hoped
tliat some equipment will be avail-

Me and thus alleviate the bruises

Jiid pains suffered last year.

On all hockey clubs mentioned
above there is ample room for more
pbiyers. To organize and direct

there must be a staff of non-hockey
players who are willing to spend a

portion of their time in this respect.

The Hockey club will be the me-
dium for this organization and the

Levana

Sportsreel
Levana '51 forced the other years

to bow their heads in decisive defeat

Wednesday evening, when they eas-

ily captured the swimming meet.

Total points (without the addition

of points for year entries) were 36

for '51, '50 with 29, '49 with 11,

Nursing Science with 3, while 48

paddled along with 1.

Especially commendable was the

c;isy grace with which Helen Currie

placed first in the ornamental and

style swimming, the versatility of

Moragh Sheppard in both straight

swimming and diving, Shirley Hod-

gins' new record of 39.4 seconds in

the breaststroke, and the fast-churn-

ing relay team of '51 which bettered

last year's record by 13 seconds.

Breaststroke — S. Hodgins. H.

Currie, J. Wbittier, 39.4 sees; free

style— M. Sheppard, M. Watson.

H. Currie, 33 sees; backstroke—M.

Watson, B. Harris, P. House. 44.8

sees ; ornamental— H. Currie, P.

Peebles, E. Fordham ; st3'le— H.

Currie, M. Sheppard, E. Davidson;

intramural diving— A. DesBrisay,

C. Smith, B. Watson ; advanced

diving—M. Sheppard, P. House,

M. Blezard; medley relay—Levana

'51, '48. 2 min; 200 yd. relay—'51,

'49. 2 min. 30 sees.

Track Team
The wind-swept, rain-swept hills

surrounding lonely Fort Henry have

been the locale during the past two

weeks for the intensive training ef-

fort put forth by runners aspiring

to the Queen's Intercollegiate cross-

country team.

Coach Don McDonell has not yet

chosen the five who will represent

Queen's against three other teams

in Toronto this Saturday. How-
ever, John Watts, Don Becking and

Ray Oja have shown endurance and

speed that mark them' as likely

members of the team. Also run-

ning over the steep course have

been John Harrison, Ernie Pitschel,

George Baihk, Al Donnelly and

Don Smiley.

Favourites in the nm will be the

Toronto team, which has been win-

ning cross-country meets regularly

for the past two years. McGill and

OAC will also enter five-man teams.

The course will be through Toron-

to's High Park.

HAL'S

SIDELINES
Evidently a large "E" for Effort makes no impression on tlie

scoreboard. The Gaels absorbed another beating over the week-end,

but not for lack of trying. Varsity was hard pressed to gain their

win and most observers say that the Tricolor outplayed them

throughout the game. Despite this fact, outplaying the other team

does not count on the tally sheet.

The house was jammed as the Gaels took the field, and every

Queen's man felt that perhaps this was going to be tlie year for

Varsity to collapse before the Tricolor. At half time things were

pretty rosy, since the Gaels were only behind 6-4, and the Toronto

touchdown had been nothing but a lucky break. The second half

started, and once again Queen's took control as they dominated

the play. Before long. Lady Luck reared her ugly head, and the

"Blue and White" team capitalized on a Tricolor mistake to grab

the telling touchdown. That did it, and the Gaels went down to

the tune of 15-5.

On a field composed largely of dirt, sleet, snow and rain, the

McGill Redmen held the Mustangs to a 22-point margin. The

razzle dazzle play usually exhibited by the "Purple and White"

was held somewhat in check, due to these unpleasant weather

conditions. Even then, the game was not without its sparkling

moments, .'for once during the contest the Mustangs shook George

Curtis loose for an 85-yard run and a touchdown. George is captain

of the team, and later in the game he was hurt seriously enough to

be carried off on a stretcher.

Here in Kingston, our secofid team, the Orfuns, won their

fifth straight game, and cinched a playoff berth. In those five games

this club has set an amazing record, scoring 111 points, and at the

same time having only 8 scored against them. If the Orfuns con-

tinue their excellent record, they should finish the season Canadian

Intermediate Champions. Next year's senior team will be strength-

ened with players from this club.

Classified Ads
BIRTHS

McKENDRY — At Kineston General
Hospita], Nov. 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Gerry McKcndry, a daughter. Mr.
McKendry has been studying indus-
trial relations.

ALTERATIONS
Repairs and alterations on men's cloth-
ing done at 98 Mack St.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Attention: counsel at your disposal —
E. C. Burt, Science '50, and J. P.
Grammar, Arts '49. Phone 2-1742. De-
fence counsel available for all soph
courts and 'IConcursus Iniquitas ct

Virtute." We guarantee expert and
confidential advice at reasonable fees.

Legal firm consulted on critical prob-
lems at no extra expense.

members of this club will see the

rise or fall of hockey at Queen's in

proportion to their efforts. There-

fore it is hoped that all who have

Queen's Hockey at heart will turn

out on Thursday, Nov. 13th to lay

the cornerstones for a successful

hockey season this year and for all

the years to follow.

Blues Snatch Win
(Continued from page 1)

In the second half Queen's start-

ed to roll again. They picked up

two first downs and ended up on

the Varsity 23 with Maclntyre.

Lenard, and McKelvey doing the

chores. Then Lenard's attempted

field goal went wild for a single.

Varsity were held and then

Queen's picked up a first down only

to have Roe recover a partially-

blocked kick on the Queen's 30.

After failing to complete a pass,

Cummings dumped one into Ton-

good's arms and the scoreboard

read Varsity 12, Queen's 5. The
quarter ended with Queen's in pos-

session on their own 12 by virtue of

a 35-yard kick by Cummings,

Queen's were held and Lenard

kicked to Henry on the Queen's 45

to start the last stanza. Varsity

picked up a first down and runs by

Waldon, Cummings, and Karrys

moved the ball to the Queen's 14-

yard line. Cummings then kicked

a field goal to complete the scoring.

Queen's again threatened when
Lenard completed a pass, 55 yards

in the air, to Bulger and then at-

tempted a field goal. The kick was
wide, and Pringle stopped Waldon
on the Varsity 4. The game ended

with Varsity in possession on their

own 43.

Game over—Varsity 15, Queen's

5.

Line-ups: Queen's: quarter, Le-

nard ; halves, Maclntyre, Faulkner,

McKelvey
;
flying wing, H o o se ;

centre. Woods; guards, Hriskevich

and Speropoulos; tackles, Stevens

and Fardell
;

ends, Pringle and
Pearce ; alternates, Carson, Char-

ters. Bulger, Parkinson, Steeves,

McGuire, Orr, and Morris.

Varsity : quarter, McReynoIds

;

halves, Toogood, Cummings, and

Karrys ; flying wing. Bark ; centre,

Jones; guards. Clark, Bennett; tac-

kles, Brown, Mustard
;
ends. Roe,

Gray; alternates, Sabiston, Hard-

man, Copp, D o w n i e, Grierson,

Henry, Waldon, Volpe, Htiycke.

Doliszny. Beatty, and Pyne.

STATISTICS:
Queen's Varsity

Yards gained rushing

First half

130

113

Second half 129 69

First downs. First half 7 3

Second half S 3

Passes attempted 9 13

Passes completed 5 7

Average yardage on

kicks 35 40

Kicks blocked 0 1

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

GABARDINE TROUSERS
MADE TO MEASURE — 10 DAY DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
W\ €s £s-rK^r ^w^w^^ OR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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SEASON'S LAST GAME
DECIDES THIRD PLACE

By Bruce Williams
Third place in the Intercollegiate Union race will be

at stake tomorrow afternoon when the Gaels tangle with
the McGill Redmen at Richardson Stadium. This will be
the last game of the season and the Gaels, robbed of a
win m Toronto last week, are on the upgrade.

McGill also seems to be on the upgrade, according
to the results of last Saturday's game with the Mustangs.
The Redmen held Western to their lowest score of the
season, the score — 22-0. The possible explanation —
the field was a sea of mud and it rained continually. Even
against these adverse conditions the Mustangs plowed
£or 21 first downs while the Redmen only managed 2.

The fact remains, however, tJiat

McGili did hold the high-scoring-

"Mosses" to their lowest score to

date. This means that they may
he a better team than the one
that faced .the Tricolor October
11th. The Gaels are also a dif-

ferent and decidedly better team
than they were at that time — so

-•Saturday's game should prove
interesting- — even to the mou-
liiy ones.

The McGill Redmen will once
again be led by Rapid Murray
Hayes, who is a sure bet for the

Intercollegiate all-star team; and
Rocky Robillard who will no
doubt do a large share of the

See Last Game, p. 6

Beiler To Procure

Paintings Monthly
Many of the finest paintings of

the National Gallery will be ex-

hibited in the main hall of Doug-
las Library, as a result of ar-

rangements made by Professor

Andre BieJer, resident artist of

Queen's, One famous painting

from the Gallery will be exhi-

bited each month.

t tn exhibit now is the oldest

and most valuable of the Queen's

University collection, a religious

painting by Jacob Cornelisz, of

the Dutch School, presented by
the Art Foundation.

Drew To Ante Up
For Outlanders
The Ontario Department of

Education has passed an act stat-

ing- that transportation assistance

will be given, upon application,

to University stiidents living in

the territorial districts. The or-

iginal deadline for a]>plic;Uion has

been extended to Dec. I.

Approximately 200

Queen's students will be

benefited. The assistance

shall "be the amount of the

special student coach fare

from the railway station

nearest the applicant's resi-

dence to the eligible institu-

tion, less the sum of $10.00,"

Good only for one trip per

jcfiool year, the act offers no

aid to students repeating their

courses. Eligible Queen's stu-

dents should make application for

rebate through the Registrar's

office.

New Asst. Treasurer

F.C.Tillotson,Con'26

Coming To Queen*s
M. C. Tillotson, MBE, of

Toronto, has been appointed

assistant treasurer of Queen's
University.

Mr. Tillotson received his

B. Com. from Queen's in

1926, and an M.B.A. from
Harvard in 1929. During
the war he was with the De-
partment of Munitions and
Supply in Ottawa, In 1940

he was appointed executive

assistant to the controller

and secretary, and later be-

came assistant secretary of

the department.

ARTS FORMAL
TO BE $5.00

Arts Formal Convener Eric

Bronskill and his committee

have announced that this
year's Formal will be held in

the gym on Friday, January
23rd. Price will be cut this

year to $5.00 per couple.

STUDENTS TO GET T.B. TESTS

IN CITY-WIDE X-RAY PLAN
By J. A. Brydon

Queen's .snideius will have the

'liiportuin'ty of taking the T.B. X-
rays being conducted generally in

Kingston, The survey will begin at

llie university on Tuesday, Noveni-

her 25, and will he held in Grant

Hall,

A schedule will be posted in all

buildings containing the names of

all students and the time they will

he expected to appear. An index In

ihis directory will also he published.

Ail students arc expected to partici-

pate in this survey, along with meni-

lers of the staff. The total number

taking the test will be about 3500.

Students reporting to Grant Hall

will receive application cards to be

filled out. Students should report

a feu' minutes early because speed

is essential as the unit is a portable

one and its time at Queen's

limited.

To Test 12,000 Kingstonians

The canvass will lie general

in this district, with the port-

able unit covering KCVT. the

University and local industries,

while a local clinic will handle

townspeople. This city-wide

canvass will start November IS,

and sliould test about 12,000

people.

The canvass is made possible

by the Provincial Departn-icnt

of Health which provides tech-

nical equipment and personnel,

including doctors to read the

films.

Who's Where Out
Here On Tuesday

Free -To Paid Up
Distribution of Who's Where

will begin on Tuesday. As in

former years the booklet may be

ohtained only from class secre-

taries oh payment of year fees.

Extra copies will be sold at the

post office for $1.50 or by the

secretaries at cost price.

All year executives have re-

ceived information regarding de-

Hvery. Cost price to each year
will be about 25c per copy—to

be paid from the year treasury.

Copies will be set aside for fac-

ulty members and post-graduate

students.

Art Ross, editor of the publi-

cation, wishes to thank the stu-

dents who assisted in gathering

the necessary information during

registration ; also Mr. J. Smith,

at Hanson and Edgar's, and the

Queen's Journal staff.

LONDON'S YULETIDE BOXES
ARE SPEEDED FROM QUEEN'S

By Saturday morning Christmas boxes will be on their way
from Queen's University to the parish of High Holborn, in London.

Queen's students showed their consciousness of prevailing hard-

ships in Britain contributing $600.00 to buy much-needed food-

stuffs. Approximately 135 boxes will be sent.

Holbom, lying north of Fleet Street, west of St. Paul's and

east of Leicester Square, was one of the badly blitzed areas oE

London. Its residents are for the most part rspresentative of that

section of the population which

is hardest hit by rationing—mid-

dle-class families in the lower

income groups. The church to

which the parcels are being sent

was burnt out by the Luftwaffe

in 1940, and is now being re-

stored.

LEVANA'S JOHNSON
"time and efforts ..."

A.B.C Asks High School Footballers

To Look At Queen's This Weekend
By Leigh Ronalds

Coaches, captains and players from some twenty-five Ontario

high schools and a few American high schools will visit Queen's

this Saturday, November 15. as guests of the Athletic Board of

Control. This is the first move of a master plan to stimulate a

greater interest in football among all the high schools fanning out

from the vicinity of Kingston.

ASST. TREASURER TILLOTSON
wide background . . .

Veterans Will Ask

Queensmen To Join

Their National Group
The National Council of Stu-

dent Veterans has asked that its

present program be brought to

the attention of the student vet-

erans on the Queen's campus.

The program in short is this:

the Council feels that the cost-

of-living question has become

very serious, and that adjustment

of rehabilitation grants must be

made. They fee! that united

voice will carry more weight with

the administrators of rehabilita-

tion legislation. To present a

united voice they wish the stu-

dent veterans of Queen's to join

the Council.

Eric Jorgenson Has Deen ap-

pointed temporary chairman of

the Council by the AMS.

Meeting Next Thursday

Student veterans who
would like to know of the

Council's program in greater

detail are asked to attend a

meeting to be held next

Thursday, Nov. 20, at 1.00

p.m., in Convocation Hall.

Letters from the Council's

John Schierbeck, telling of

the program for this year, a

report on the Council's acti-

vity, will be read.
|

Arrangements have been made
to assemble the group at the g>-m-

nasium at 9.45 a.m. Saturday

morning and conduct thciu on a

ii.mr of the campus paying par-

ticular attention to all athletic

fauilities. Mr. Fred Bartlett, Dean
of the Physical Education De-

partment, will then give them a

talk on physical education at

Queen's. It was hoped that Jake

Edwards w<iu!d also give a talk

nn football and basketball but this

will have to be postponed till

their next visit as Jake and his

winning Orfuns will be away Sat-

urday playing the C o b o u r g
Ghosts. Ne.\t on the agenda will

be limch in McLaughlin Hall with

the Senior Football Team after

which they will witness Queen's

march to victory' over McGill.

It is hoped that this invi-

tation of the A.B. of C. will

mark a new era of football

consciousness throughout this

area. There are many who
feel that athletic public re-

See Scliool Footballtr^. p. 4

Liberals Tritmph

At McGill Session
Ot CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS

Montreal, Nov. 13. — Echoing

the success of the Liberal gov-

ernment's motion in the Queen's

Model Parliament, the McGill

Liberal party, in power during

the first meeting this year of Mc-
Gill's Mock Parliament, success-

fully (54-52) carried their motion

last Wednesday. The resolution

proposed that the Department of

Mines and Resources should sub-

sidize the expansion and research

of basic metal mining, forest in-

dustries, and hydro-electric pow-

er developments.

Two amendments: by the PC
that more efficient immigration

and housing schemes he provided,

and liy llie LPP that |irice con-

irols iiiid the abolition of ta.x con-

cessions be instituted, were de-

feated.

Governor-Gcnerai of the Par-

liament was Dr. J, B. Rollit, As-

sistant Dean of the Faculty of

Arts and Science, and Speaker of

the House was Professor Mallory

Sec McGill Parliament, p. 4

Tricky Tassels Denied

Queen'sOwnNurses
The nurses are not to have dis-

tinctive tasseis of red and white for

their tams it was decided at the

.'V.M.S. meeting last Tuesday even-

ing. The suggestion was turned

down because red and white are not

school colours and no other group

on the campus is permitted to wear

cnmliinoricin tassels. A suggestion

that the tassels might be red and

blue was also rejected.

This battle of the tassels has been

going on since the nurses orgam'zed

tliemselves as a separate group from

Levana at the beginning of this

j'ear. They first wore blue medical

tassels till informed this practice

was ultra vires; since then they have

been petitioning the A, M.S. for per-

mission lo wear a distinctive tassel.

TWO DANCES
AFTER GAME

There will be two Alumni
Football dances at 9 o'clock

after the McGill-Q u e e n ' s

game on Saturday in the

Gym and Grant Hall, with

music by Ivor Edwards and

Sid Fox.

James Stone of the committee

told The Journal:

"Special mention should be

made of the members of Lo-

cal 26, who bore most of the

burden of the campaign; and

of Shirley Johnson and her

Levana crew, who gave gen-

erously of their time and ef-

forts.

"Mr. M. N. Hay, of the

Aluminum Company, who
contributed the packing
cases; Kincaid's Grocery of

Madoc, who supplied the con-

tents of the boxes at reduced

prices; and the S, S. Kresge

Co. who reduced their prices

on the overseas boxes and

toys; have all helped the

cause by their generosity,

"The cooperation of the

members of the staff, who
permitted collections to be

taken in their lectures, ap-

preciably lightened the task

of collectors,"

The political clubs on the cam-

pus, and two Science year or-

ganizations, responded generous-

ly to the call for funds. Amounts
given were: Sc. '49, $25; Sc. '48,

$20; CCF, $12; PC. §10. and

LPP, ?10.

Dr. George Importing

First Queen's Virginal
What is believed to be the

first virginal to come to

Queen's will be shown next

Monday at 4.30 in the Music

Room, Douglas Library, Dr.

Graham George, Queen's re-

sident musician has an-

nounced.

The virginal, a 16th cen-

tury keyboard instrument of

the harpsichord type, will be

demonstrated by Kenneth

Meek, Mus.B.

The demonstration is pri-

marily for students of Music

1. but anyone else who is in-

terested is also welcome.

SADIE HAWKINS

WOMEN WEAR PANTS HERE

AS SADIE RULES MONDAY
Promptly at 12,01 a.m., Mon-

day, Nov. 17, open season for

Levana will get under way with

a hang '. For the whole week,

Nov. 17-23, inclusive, the campus
will he under feminine rule, and

the men will sit at home by the

phone and hope.

Here are the official rules for

Sadie Hawkins week, as put out

by Hekzebiali Hawkins, father of

Sadie.

• No invitations for that week
are to be extended before 12.01

a.m. Monday morning.
• The girl extending the invi-

tation shall make no reference to

her own name until the man has

accepted.

• Girls, when walking with

men, shall walk on the street side

of the sidewalk, and shall carry

the man's books and other bun-

dles.

• AH expenses incurred during

the evening shall be the girl's re-

sponsibility; food, transportation,

cigarettes, everything.

• Girls must open doors for

men, help them with their coats,

pull out chairs for them, help

them into cars, and generally con-

form to the rules of good manners

usually set aside for men.
• Girls may line the walks of

steps of the campus and give the

men the once-over, including any

pertinent remarks desired, as is

customary with the stronger sex

at this institution.
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Yah. but you should see her in her Dogpatch dragnetl

OPEN COVENANT . .

.

Ever since we met the Russian armies in the middle of

Germany in the summer of 1945 our relations with them
have been deteriorating. It seemed to us that they have con-

sistently endeavoured to get around the spirit, if not the

letter, of every agreement we have reached with them. Much
of their bitter and uncooperative attitude is unreasonable to

us — we can't understand people acting like that. In this

age of "open covenants, openly arrived at" such a two-faced

and double dealing foreign policy is beyond our ken.

But is our own policy democratic? This week the U.S.

and Britain summarily rejected a Russian motion to set up
a centra! government in Germany, They have been accusing

the USSR of being the stumbling block in the restoration of

Europe in general and Germany in particular for these past

two years. When this happens, may we not doubt whether
our foreign treaties are open covenants, let alone openly

arrived at?

Hrnv many people really know what happened at Yalta,

what Roosevelt and Churchill promised to keep a faltering

Russia in the War? How many of the democratic peoples

are going to wonder about the sincerity of our words and
policies when we show ourselves to have been talking with
our tongues in our cheeks tor these two years?

The people of the democratic west have a right to know
what their foreign policies arc — and to pass their judgment
on them in the traditional manner. A policy formed by a

few elect, arrived at in secret conclave, however excellent

that policy may be, is not worth}' of a democratic state.

The reunion and rehabilitation of Germany are essential

to the restoration of Europe — and incidentally to the res-

toration of a balanced world trade. Since it is from the

People's purse that the alms to Europe are being so gener-
ously and freely thrown around we have a right to know
a great deal more abuut our foreign policies. We have a
right to know what our rejection of a central government in

Germany means.

Dear journal ...

Invasion Note . . .

The annual invasion of Toronto by the men and women of
Queen's was the greatest ever.

The invading forces of over 2.000 behaved splendidly, not only
at the game but also at the Royal York in the evening, and we
want to thank you very much. The Royal York "phoned this morn-
ing to say how pleased they were with the way things went. They
had no complaints whatever and they had a good deal of praise.

We were all delighted with the showing of the Team and we
would like to take this opportunity of congratulating Coach Elliott,
Captain Al Lenard, and his team. Given a break or two it could
easily have been a Queen's win.

On behalf of the Toronto Branch of the Alumni, very many
thanks to you all.

Sincerely,

ERNEST TOLLIFER.
President.

"'Frosh Tosh' Is Bosh" . . ,

I was amused to read the letter in a recent Journal by
"Science Frosh." T trust it was meant to be humorous—I can see
no other reason for its being written. How anybody could say
that this year's Frosh regulations undermine a man's personal
dignity, and not smile when he says it, would be amazing indeed.
Maybe "Science Frosh" doesn't know what this year's regulations
are and picked up a copy of 1920 regulations by mistake.

However, if "Science Frosh" has found his sensitive dignity
sullied by contact with tlie big, sadistic brutes of the upper years,
we apologize most sincerely. I might suggest he stay in at night,
lock his door and keep his "dignity" unsoiled and' shiny in

"

its
httle greenhouse away from the cold, cruel world. Judging by
the marked apathy of many of the Science students to do anything
resembiing a contribution to university life, one would believe that
my last suggestion is already being carried out (along with the
Queens spirit). How many turn out for year meetings or volun-
teer to help their year in the fight for the' Bews Trophv. without
having their heads bashed against the wall? The few that turned

HISTORIAN HARRISON. O.B.E.

"outlook is black ..." don completing the official his-
tory of the 1st Canadian Army.

J rof. Harrison retired from ihe armv in October. 1945, but was
recalled in the spring of 1947 to write a detailed confidential study
of the clearing of the Scheldt estuary. This operation was essen-
tial for the utilization of Antwerp as a supply port for the Allied
Forces, and it was carried out in brilliant fashion by the Canadian
Army. "What chiefly impressed ine was the generalship of
Simoncls. h.s incisivene.s and drive-he was highly regarded by
Monty, said Prof. Harrison of the operation.

Cooperation in War— Why not in Peace
Another striking aspect was the co-operation of British. Czech

Dutch, Polish and Canadian troops, all under Canadian command'
Here was the most effective sort of international co-operation—
or the purpose of making war. It seems unfortunate to let it
lapse in time of peace." said the professor. The clearing of the
estuary was an exceedingly arduous task, culminating in the flood-

We Sink Or Swim With Britain
Prof. Eric Harrison recently returned from writing war history in Eng-

land sketches The Scheldt Operation and British

conditions.

By Clare Bolger

Br^ha?ni!°hf Tr of Walcheren Island, a rather drastic step from the Dutch

Grllt Lt ' -tuation m au.t.rity and rationing, the going is hard, especially for the house-

IZ Z . IT^
Department, tieally amounts to teaching popular econon,ics.

'

who spent last summer in Lon-

Huge Grants to Universities

"Labour came to power at one of the most difficult times in
history, and has had to impose restrictions which it takes a good
deal of courage to impose." said Prof. Harrison. Before leaving
Britain in September, he had the impression that the masses of
people would still vole Labour, but the recent municipal elections
ihow dissatisfaction with socialist-dominated councils. The pros-
pect of another winter of hardship may have swung the electorate
and if an election were called, the balance might change in favour
of the Conservative party.

Britain is doing research on the largest scale in history,
and banking heavily on development of its human capital.
Huge grants to the universities are designed to effect a great
improvement in brain-power, which should assist the country
on the road to recovery.

In Prof. Harrison's opinion, the outlook is black but not hope-
less. "The people are still full of confidence and are sure they'll
pull through."

UEEN'SWORLD

Who Will Be Next P.M.?
Ken Binks late of the Parliamentary Librory

in Ottawa tells who he thinks

will succeed Mr. King

Mr, Mackenzie King is now in his seventy-third year, has re-

covered from a very serious case of pneumonia and has threatened

more than once in the past never to run again in a general election.

The question of his successor is therefore timely.

Whatever the Liberal party does in choosing a new leader you

may be sure that as regards Quebec it will do the right thing.

Mr, St. Laurent's name has been suggested more than anyone

else's and now that his province has been given eight additional

seats it would not be surprising if he were chosen leader. Though
his age is against him, he is 65, he would be a suitable pro tem

leader as he could perhaps ensure the support of the Liberal party

by his French Canadian compatriots.

Why a Man So Old ?

It may be reasonably asked, why choose a man so old. since

it will be necessary to choose very soon his successor. Why go
to the bother of having two choices? It seems to me that the

choice of Mr. St. Laurent, if he is chosen, is purely a matter of

political strategy and here another factor enters.

That factor is the reaction of the Conservative party to the

choice of Mr. St. Laurent. If that despicable element of the

party which holds things French suspect and never considers Can-

adians of the French language equal is permitted to repeat its

performance on the conscription issue then the Liberal party may
count for many years to come on the support of French Canada,

[n many respects Mr. St. Laurent is not a typical French Canadian
either by parentage or by temperament. He is more of a nation

builder than his compatriots and he is less suspicious of the cen-

tralizing tendencies of the Federal Government. Like Laurier he

is more respected in some English communities than in those of

his native province.

Cloxton and Abbot
The names of Mr. Claxton and Mr. Abbott have, been sug-

gested and it seems to me that the latter's chances are better be-

cause he deals with men in a more natural way. Both men by
training and experience would be worthy incumbents of the highest

gift the people of Canada may offer one of its sons.

My opinion. Iiowever, is that the Liberal party will act, and

it is to their credit, in a manner that will guarantee the support of

the largest ethnic and political group in this country. And I might
add that the decision will be made in the light of the actions and

reactions of both the Conservative and CCF groups.

out for the last Engineering Society meeting weren't worthy of the

line speaker they had, yet those who were missing will be the first

ones to "beat their gums" about how the Engineering Society is

run.

Engineering graduates tell you that over 50 per cent of the

value of their University education was the process of learning to

meet and get along with people. You only get out of University

life what you put into it. It's about time a few on the campus
realized this, took their so-called "dignity" out of its glass case and

started to contribute something beneficial to the life of Queen's.

J. DONALD. Sc. '48.

Stuart Jenness, Sc. '48; Jim Pritchard. Sc. '49; Gord Field, Sc.

'49. also wrote strong letters in reply to "Science Frosh."

"F:ree expression

Does Queen's University allow free expression of student.s'

jpinions?

Last Thursday the '51 Post, the freshman year paper, ran an

article giving humorous criticism of the food served in Ban Righ.

After an interview with a Faculty member, the writer found it

necessary to apologize publicly in a letter to the Journal of Nov. 11.

Most of the freshman year arc now unwilling to become in-

volved in the issue. But a group of senior students is wondering
whether Queen's is afraid to let students say what they think.

VV. S. O'HARA, '49. MARC VANNEST, '48.

DON HEAP. '48. JOAN POLLARD. *48.

K. C. LAMPBERT, '48. C. H. DAVISON. '50.

J. D. L. SURGEY, '49.

Ed. Note: We print here the letter from the "51 Post for which
Miss Peebles 'was requested to apologize:

"BAN RIGH FOOD
I can't talk about breakfast—made it twice since I got here.

Have to go down some morning between 7.30 and 8.15. just to see

what they've got. Lunch is the best meal we get here—usually

some sort of rehashed potatoes, and a taste of meat (one and a half

weiners once a week!—soup once a week—etc.), and salad—honey-
moon style (lettuce alone). ...But dinner—we had green-grey pump-
kin pie the other night, and it wasn't entirely because of the colour

that most of it went back to the kitchen. The chops here are

wonderful; the cake is pretty good—and ice cream three times a

week!—nothing like making us good and fat . . . They tell me the

diet's always starchy in an institution—guess maybe Ban Righ and
the Kingston Pen to have something in common ..."

JIM EASTERBROOK RESIGNS . . .

We announce with regret that Jim Easterbrook has found it

necessary to resign as Associate Editor.

He will continue his good work as a Contributing Editor and
honorary member of the Editorial Board.
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QUEEN'S AND ME
BY N.C.

— Why must we, loving something,

Yet view the time when it will be no more?
Surely this winter's wonder con never become
Merely a picture in the mind.

—A part of me remains ivith you:

A part of you is always mitte.

Chill night— a sky of blotter blue,

And just one star.

Bui ml to wish on— to thank God
par siugiug in the soul.

Grant Hall— liqtiid golden arches, and
The lozver— austerity of early Christendom.

Auditory sil[ioHetie, broken by screeching pigeons.

—Whiteness—of 'the morning zvhen naked trees wear nightcaps,
And confectioners have visited the gates of 1910
And frost the limestones with a dignity

Becoming to their age. -'

For hard we reverence age,

And see in it those who have loved and worked that zvc might love.

And someday we'll look back and see ourselves.

— Blinding snow of noon, pinned to the Siimmerhill

By golden bolts of sunlight

And blue shadow-planks.

Or frosen lake— its radiance shames the intruding eye
And causes its to look away.

Black ships sealed in wax.

Small isle defies the rising crust,

Though this same coldness has laid bare

The secrets by summer's greenery concealed.

— Blue snow of twilight—
A silent world possessed by me:

Study in blue-grey, varying from tree trunks ond winter sky
To black iron railings at the water's edge.

— Limestone— old houses, shops and barracks;

Round outposts, Catholic spires;

Small shuttered zvindows and thick walls.

These are the still-young historians of our land.

Is this age better than the last!"

Did they think then as now?

— A Crescent of shoreline—
Where dreamers dream long dreams

And students lounge on jutting shelves of rock

And view an idly flapping sail,

A gull whose will's submissive to the tvave.

The smoke, and then a cargo ship,

But belter still to hear it in the morning fog

Hooting its iitsecurity while we are still abed.

— Park in outumn— is it smoke from gold leaves burning?

Or merely noontime making ladders through

The mellow goldness to the ground?

And watching over all is grand Sir John.

— Friendship— greetings in the gaiety of music and the dance.

Or over coffee— a jest between a class, or

Maybe just a brief "hello" to someone on the street:

Knowing you have made your way.

As "known by many and loved by some" U
In a circumference where once all this g
IVas cold and alien. E

Or maybe, seeing neither, just held close

And knowing it is right and good in youth
To feel this and be happy,

— The sexton pulls the cord thot peals the bell

—

A cool and distont British voice—
I slip down in the pew
And in this vost cathedral styled by Wren
I seem to kneel with those at home
In for more humble but for dearer shrine

Communion— soprono choir boys angelic in their ruffle

Heads bobbing — all like black-tailed swallows

On a wind-swayed wire.

A "While Christmas!'" or a dricsling rain?

The little station crozvded

—

Tarn O'Shanlcrs bobbing—
A chorus here and there—
The train for Ottawa, Toronto, Montreal—
"Goodbye— and happy Christmas—
See you on the sLvthl"

— A rush of feel along the hall—
Excited laughter, running baths—
Gardenias for a "Gal in Calico".

The formal-mnlcd lights and blaring music
Or the dreamy szvay oj waHslimc.

Silver pillars on steps of Grecian Parthenon.

Or athletes on a silver background spelling "Queen's."

A "Chaser" Saturday— Ban Righ.

Will "Cuddles" see the lights are out?

We're weary, but we're young.

And this comes only once, they say—
The best days of one's life

So let's play "Guilty" or "April Showers"—
"We make the grandest ballroom team!"

Spring rains— The sodden surface of the lake sinks slowly.

A robin sings.

And students press more eagerly into their books.

Even the rituoi of coffee is toboo

How different from the fall, this bleakness of the earth;

Then rain was not so dreor,

For it pinned scarlet leaves upon the pavement

And swathes of color to the limestone.

The end of classes—
The end of meetings in the hall

Will all these friendships end with this?

A sadness close to tears.

What lies ahead?

This once n'as strange, but now it is

W perfect chapter in a perfect life.

But now the walls ore bore of souvenirs.

The trunks are loaded

And goodbyes approach.

A tear for something perfect almost done.

But aworeness of oil this.

Of others, of myself.

Will keep this present ever vibrant.

I ' "
'

.
!
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The Steam Shovel
In the land of Queen's was silence and

the caves were empty as most of the tribe

had made great pilgrimage to town of Vars,

and the sound of the scribe's chisel didst echo

and re-echo through the halls. And Maid

Marion didst appear amongst great clouds o£

steam from her secret chamber in depths of cave o£ Nick, and be-

hold, she was wrath, for had not false scribes, not of Tribe of Scienz,

arisen in land, yea even clods of Eartz and men of Quack. Such

a slight is not to be endured for is it not necessary that scribe

shouldst study many years for history of the past great deeds of

men of Scienz before attempting to set down record of present

glories? But feeble effort of these sober-minded ones, alone, stands

as proof to their unworthiness, and attests once more to their

heavy-gaited and pointless existence in land oE Queenz.

And since initiates of tribe are wont to ask of these of greater

experience, whence come these weird creatures seen at times tvvixt

classes, and who are these Oriental Ones Fil Wim and Eng Too

of whom they speak so often. And elders must mumble sadly that

ihey are remnants of nearly extinct band of clods of Eartz, but bid

them to bear up under their burden, for the gods in their unques-

tionable judgment decree that every race, even warriors of Scienz

must bear their cross. *
' I

Upon day of Har-Yer great throng of warriors didst strike

nobly, and truly many didst attain even unto Mercury, although

on the morrow they proved only to be Thor. And clods of Eartz

being loathe to enter struggle, knew too well tliat their chances

of winning race was nil didst attempt to capitalize on great scarcity

in Caves of Hyde and Flem and didst cuter golden haired lemonite,

who with minimum courage and maximum curvature didst attempt

to distract the warriors of Scienz. But warriors being true men of

Scienz didst know only too well that speed was limited around a

curvature and being men of great will didst put aside temptation

and strove greatly for honor of Maid Marion.

And now the scribe must hasten away with flagons of sooth-

ing balm and rolls of bandage to the stopping place of tlie chariot

of iron to greet home-coming warriors from town of Hog where

men of Scienz didst wage great battle over post of rug, even so

that timid ones from town of Vars didst call aid from flat-footed

ones and many warriors bear proof thereof.

And so another tale of the glories of Scienz is told.

'd, — Dancing— what soul can sing zvithout it,

I What happiness keep high?

^ Swift tempo o'er a darkened floor,

P Jostled by a friendly year—
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BOOKS

"ATree Grows n Dublin
Liffey Lane, by Maura Laverty; Longmans, Green & Co.

This is the sensitive, humane story of a child of the Dublin
^hims, and her paper route which takes her among the varied charac
icrs of Liffey Lane.

The "drink" having carried off Chrissie Doyle's father, the

H'idowed mother struggles to make ends meet, (one of her two son
'icing already occupied with the "gambling"). However Chrissie.

3 creature seemingly unaffected by the laws of heredity and environ-

'nent, has turned out to be a modern Elsie Dinsmore, whose touch-

"ig innocence sheds sweetness and light over her drab surroundings.

This is, by the way, quite hard to swallow.

The occupants of the Lane are at once unoriginal and interest-

"'gr; unoriginal because they are the same stereotyped figures which
^re usually served up when any author wishes to present a heart-

^varming cross-section of humanity, interesting because Maura
Laverty writes with a compassion and restraint which saves the

characters from becoming mere parodies of themselves.

The main fault of the novel lies in the fact that it breaks down
"ito a series of completely individual character sketches. As a col-

'ection of short stories, "Liffey Lane" would be satisfying. How-
ever, when strung together to form a novel, the main plot which

coucerns Chrissie becomes lost in the succession of detailed subor-

dinate stories.

Ninety Percent of Queen's Students

Aren't ' Real 'Christians SaysSCM Prexy
By Heather Logan

"Tomorrow is another day" seems to be the general attitude

of Queen's students when confronted with the fact that "probably

less than ten per cent" of them arc practising Christians. Anyhow,
that's the opinion of Janet Truckenbrodt, Student Christian Move-
ment president, who says she's prepared to answer all challengers

to her theory.

"Very few students know what

Christianity is," says Janet.

"They're Anglicans and so forth

just because their parents are,

and that's as far as their religion

goes. They think they can divide

their Hfe into compartments and

that they can leave their Chris-

tianity until after they graduate,

when they'll need it more. In the

meantime, they don't feel religion

is necessary."

"We all have a lot to gain by

becoming practising Christians,"

says the SCM leader. "The stu-

dent can get an automatic inte-

gration of his whole life. He is

given a faith by which to make
his decisions and to carry them

out. He finds out why he's at

University and if he's really do-

^ what he wants to do."

Bible Is Basis of Study

The SCH has a three-fold pro-

gram for helping students "get

integrated." Their study group,

Excelsior
By George Wilsoa

(From the Carletop)

What behind its limit lies

Onward and onward through the

skies ?

Who beyond the atmosphere

On the planets, dark and drear?

What makes those jewels in the

sky

Gleam like some immortal eye?

Who made the heavens seem to

sing?

It's Duz; for Duz does every-

thing !

STANDARD OF VALUES
(From the McGill Daily)

"I've a friend I'd like you girls to

meet."

Athletic Girl: "What can he do?"

Chorus Girl : "How much has

he?"

Literary Girl; "What does he

read?"

Society Girl; "Who is his fam-

ily?"

Religious Girl : "What church

does he belong to?"

College Girl: "Where is he?"
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Description

using the Bible as a text, makes
a study of various problems —
political, social, racial and per-

sonal. In this way, students can

discover the true meaning of so-

ciety from a Christian viewpoint.

The practical work consists of

several projects such as a reli-

gious census of Kingston's west

end, helping Queen's students

(particularly those with wives

and children) get settled in their

new homes, and sending personal

parcels and letters to students in

Europe, As they undertake this

work, the SCM'ers feel they are

really practising Christianity.

They get a new slant on social

problems and lessen their feeling

of "self-containment."

The third division of the SCM
program is worship. "It is most
important that the student find

out how to pray and why lie

wants to pray," says Janet.

GIFT TICKETS
IN,BOOKLETS

NOW PLAYING

''SINGAPORE''
FRED AVA

MacMURRAY GARDNER
CONTINUOUS DAILY FROM I P.M.

ill
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Sportsnight Gets Nod; Privies To Be Probed
By Leigh Ronalds

Student government swung into action again last Tuesday

evening and within the space of three hours had efficiently legis-

lated on over twenty major issues of vital interest to this Uni-

versity.

First on the agenda was a pile

of fan mail that threatened to

outdo Sadie Hawkins. Two of

ihese letters were weighty at-

tempts to %voo the unorganized

veterans at Queen's into the na-

tional web. It will be remem-
bered by some students on the

Campus that two years ago the

veterans did organize themselves

into a temporary group and sent

representatives to the national

conference in Montreal but de-

cided against setting up a per-

manent organization. The A.M.S,

decided the veterans themselves

were the ones to make the deci-

sions on this matter and arrang-

ed to hold a meeting for all in-

terested student veterans at a

later date (see students group

story).

Ticket Complaints Discussed

Among the other communica-

tions there were two interesting

letters from Tom Chadsey and

Stew Fyfe, These two public

minded gentlemen were still con-

cerned about the distribution of

tickets by the Athletic Board of

Control. They maintained that

the new rulings made by the A.

M.S. to govern their future dis-
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tribution were not complete and

might allow loop-holes for irre-

gular practices. These two letters

were followed by a general dis-

cussion on ticket sales for all

athletic functions which revealed

that rumours of scalpers in Char-

lie's and mass advance reserva-

tions were probably exaggerated

and the A.B. of C. was doing a

better job, under difficult condi-

tions, than most people realized.

In any case Jim Southey, A.M.S.

Athletic Stick, has been instruct-

ed to bring the matter up with

the A.B. of C. and report back to

the A.M.S.

Sports Night Set To Go
Jim Southey, aided by the

moral support of this scribe,

presented his report on the

feasibility of Saturday night

Sports Nights at Queen's. It

was revealed that Col. Jem-
mett, Mr. Bartlett, Miss Ross,

Charhe Hicks and Jack Jarvis

had all been contacted and
found favourably inclined to

the idea, even to the extent

of actively helping in its or-

ganization if desired. With
this encouragement a com-
mittee composed of Mr. Bart-

lett, Miss Ross (pending their

acceptance), Mr. Southey, the

Athletic Sticks of each facul-

ty and Mr. Ronalds was ap-

pointed with power to select

a convener and to enlarge

the committee as necessary

Official Notices

Faculty of Arts

The first draft of the final ex-

aminations on half courses of the

first term is posted on the Regis-

trar's bulletin hoard. Students

should check and report conflicts

at once.

MURNEY TOWER
Kingston Historical Society

suggests you visit Murney
Tower Museimi, Macdonald
Park, and see for yourself

how your grandparents lived

100 years ago. Open Sunday
for your convenience from

12 to 6.00 p.m.

to ensure its successful opera-

tion. It was suggested that

the committee have an equal

representation from Levana.

The A. B. of C. will handle

all money matters involved.

Plumber Rep Sanitary Inspector

Towards the end of the meet-

ing the attention of the members

was drawn to the condition of the

University privies and sanitary

equipment. Numerous complaints

have been reported regarding the

unsanitary condition of the sta-

dium privy, the lack of soap in

the various washrooms, the fau-

cets in the gymnasium showers

and the mud on the floor of the

Levana showers in the gymna-

sium. Before action was to be

taken the A.M.S. thought it would

be better if one of their own body

would take on the arduous task

of making a personal inspection

(as far as possible) of all sani-

tary equipment and report back

their findings. Mr. Kellogg, the

Theology Representative, was
asked to tackle the job with his

usual zeal. He declined due to

pressure so Mr. Ellis, Senior Sci-

ence Representative, rushed to

the fore to fill the gap. As Sani-

tary inspector Mr. Ellis will be

called on to visit many peculiar

places in the line of duty so all

persons in positions of authority

are asked for the usual coopera-

tion.

Sick Parade
By Mak Keenleyside

Biggest tragedy in this week's

sick line-up is Shirley Hodgins,

Arts '48, who has been quite ill

with a strep throat. While she

expects to be out of the hos-

pital soon, she will not be able

to compete in the intercollegiate

swimming meet next week at

Hamilton. While this is quite a

blow to Queen's, we know the

others will make a good show-
ing; lots of luck, kids!

Joan Stewart is still laid up,

but should be up and around
before too long. Steve Caloudis

is another long-term inmate, but
he has hopes. Ted MacVey,
Arts '50, has a pretty bad case

of 'flu, while Archie Malloch,
after being invalided out for 3

days, had a relapse and is once
again enjoying the hospitality of

KGH. Too bad, Archie!

Time out . . . Have a Coke

COCA-COLA LTD. — KINGSTON
Cofcc= Coc:k^ola

"Coa-Cok" incj iu ibbrcvUiioo "Coke"
It the leuliicied iridt mirki which
diioneuiih the pioduti o(Coci-Co!j Lid.

The Levana Executive has ac-

cepted the resignation of Secretary

Jean McPherson and has appointed

Ruth Stevens in her place. Nancy

Chalmers is taking Ruth's former

position on the Levana Council as

Soph Representative.

Monday at 7.30 in the Ban Itigh

common room is the time and place

for the montlily Levana meeting.

Dr. Scott of the Queen's Medical

Faculty will speak on "Emotional

Reactions in University Life."

Levana gowns are now on order

and further orders can be given to

any member of the Levana Execu-

tive.

The Tricolor requests those of

Levana who expect to graduate in

the spring— somebody has to— to

submit their graduation pictures as

soon as possible.

^Vord of consolation to those Le-

vanites back from Toronto. It only

happens once a j'ear, and with hick

you'll have a full twelve months to

recuperate. Of course, there's al-

ways the Drag

!

McGill Parliament
(Continued from page 1)

of the Department of Economics

and Political Science.

Would Exploit Northland

The Liberal party bill provided

for exploitation of Canada's
Northland resources to sustain

Warcause industries," and sup-

plied tax concessions and subsi-

dies for crown corporations.

Incidental to the more serious

arguments being carried on by
the parties, the session was punc-

tuated by government assertions

that the CCF was playing to the

press gallery and wasting time,

and that the PC party was trying

to push the government into un-

considered housing legislation

while immigration was under

consideration.

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

Tutorials To Assist

Commerce Students
If the Conunerce Club has any-

thing to say about it Commerce stu-

dents are going to pass this year.

A series of tutorials have been or-

ganized by the club executive to

help the boys along. Seven senior

year men are acting as tutors at ses-

sions to he held once a week.

Tutorials are being conduct-

ed in each subject. Gerry Sut-

ton told The Journal that stress

will be laid on important parts

of the courses "which are some-

times missed by the professor".

He added that "if stndents feel

that they don't need tutorials

in certain subjects these will be

cut and more emphasis placed

on others."

An invitation has been extended

to all Commerce students who wish

to take the tutorials. Instructors are

Commerce Club president Al Per-

cival ; vice-president Greg Arnan-

son, Gelindo De Re, Gerry Sutton,

Mike Howarth, Azrcal Presma and

Gerry Taber,

Padre To Conduct

Service On Sunday
November's second bi-monthly

Sunday Hour will be held this Sun-

day at 3.30 in Grant Plall with the

Reverend A. M. Laverty, univer-

sity padre, officiating. The lesson

will be read by Principal Wallace

and Ken Phin, President of the A.
M.S. Dr. Graham George will be

at the organ and the Glee Club will

lead the singing.

High School Footballers

(Continued from page 1)

lations work of this kind cai>

help Queen's produce win^

ning football teams without

recourse to professionalism.

Western President G. E. Hall

claims that their University pro-

motion work along with the

coaching of John Metras is the

reason for the dominance of their

football and basketball teams.

,"0h5 you men are all alike!"

All men alike? Look at ^em! Tall, skinny,

squat, plump. But it doesn't faze us— in our

Arrow shirt family you'll find collars to suit all

male shapes and tastes. Every Arrow shirt is

Sanforized— labelled— guaranteed never to

shrink out of fit!

Under that perfcct-fliung Arrow collar slip

a colourful smooth-knotting Arrow tie.

South-east of your lapel you'll find a pocket.

Tuck a matching Arrow handkerchief into it.

/imi^ SHIRTS
TIES AND HANDKERCHIEFS
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New Books Bought

By Douglas Library
Library purchases for October

amounted to 210 new books, as
against 103 for the same month
last year. To help students keep
up with the library, lists of new
books are posted each month on
the bulletin boards inside the
reading room. Only those mark-
ed with an asterisk will be im-
niediately available — students

niay have to wait two or three

weeks while the others are cata-

logued.

Students are invited to

leave book suggestions at

the Circulation or Reference

desks — not too many cur-

rent novels, please.

Three hundred and seventy-

three books were lost last year

and stack regulations have tigh-

tened up. Mr. Gundy will inter-

view all senior students who need

a stack permit.

STUDENTS' WIVES
The Students' Wives' Club will

hold a meeting on Monday, Nov.

17. at 8 p.m. in the Biology Lecture

Room, Old Arts Building. Miss De
Marsh of the Mental Health Clinic

will be guest speaker.

Queen's CCF Club

Elects Executive
Alex Davidson was elected pre-

sident of the Student CCF Club
at the meeting held last Monday
night. Other officers elected

were: vice-president, Bill Bauer
secretary, Nancy Wright ; trea

surer, Gerry Mendel : and an exe-

cutive board composed of Gelin-

do DeRe, Ed McCullough and
Don Matthews.

Harry Walker was elected

party leader for the next ses-

sion of the Model Parliament,

which will be held Thursday,

Nov. 27. This is in keeping
with the club's policy of

changing leaders to give more
members experience.

The members were addressed

by Mr. Henry L, Cartwright,

president of the Kingston CCF
Club, on "Socialism and the Bri-

tish North America Act."

CORRY TO SPEAK
TO HILLELITES

Dr, Corry, Hardy Professor of

Political Science, will discuss "The
Present Situation in Britain" Sun-

day night at Hillel House. 26 Bar-

rie St. The meeting begins at 8 p.m.

and a cordial invitation is extended

to all students wishing to attend.
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"Tempest"PropsOK

But Painters Needed
"The construction of scenery for

'The Tempest' is now almost com-
pleted," stage manager Alex David-

son said Wednesday afternoon, "but

we need people to help paint it."

The ingeimity of the designs he at-

tributed to Dr. Angus, Doris Myles,

and Martha Janiieson.

For the first scene the stage crew

have created the illusion of a ship

in a storm with its rail, radines,

and a huge life-size sail. Out of

nine enormous flats (strips of beige

wood about fifteen feet by eight)

they have represented the appear-

ance of a rocky countryside. A
crate, covered with chicken wire and
cloth, is being transformed into a

three dimensional rock.

"If the pixies need panties, then

painters need people to help", Do!

Myles told The Journal. "We
would greatly appreciate it if stu-

dents with free afternoons would
come to the Drama Guild Workshop
in Convocation Hall to help us out,"

The Drama Guild will present

"The Tempest" on Nov. 26, 27, 28.

Phone 6604

for

the game
foshioned

341 Princess St.

SKATING CLUB
IS REORGANIZED

The organization meeting of the

Skating Club was held Wednesday
night and the slate of officers was
elected as follows: President. Jack

Small; Vice-Pres.. Dottic O'Brien;

Secretarj-. Otha Zeran; Treasurer.

Ralph Newton ; Faculty Advisnr,

Mr. J. McKenna; Reporter, Mak
Keenleyside; Boy's Rep.. Loic Se-

heult; Girl's Rep.. Carol Wilson

Possible plans for a carnival were

discussed, and skating time at the

Arena will be arranged as soon

possible.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

^EICHMICAL. SIJPPL.IE:Si
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Full Dress

THREE ONLY

FULL
DRESS

SUITS
SIZE 35

A Real Bargain for the

Small man

Classified Ads
LOST

One copy of "A New Introduction to

Greek." Please notify M. Hawley.
Phone 7081.

FOUND
In Harrier Race one "Eversharp"
fountain pen. Phone 8117,

NOTICE
MIMEOGRAPHING. 43 hour ser-
vice. Don East. Phone Z-0070.

1946 XMAS EXAMS
Science I - Science II E-H. Final re-
prints for last 5 years in Biology 1,

Biology 10. Chem. 2, Chem. 12, Eco.
IV, English 2, Geology 1. Math. 2,

Math. 10a. PhU. 1, Phil. 2. Pol. 2.

Spanish 1. Eco IV notes - Phil. 1

notes on Wheelwright. Latin II trans-
lation-Pro Archias, at Rider's Phar-
macy.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Attention; counsel at your disposal —
E. C. Burt, Science '50, and J. P
Grammar, Arts '49. Phone 2-1742. De-
fence counsel available for all soph
courts and "Concursus Iniquitas et
Virtute." We guarantee expert and
confidential advice at reasonable fees.
Legal firm consulted on critical prob-
lems at no extra expense.

MEDS FORMAL PICTURES
Reprints available at $1.00 per print or
Negatives sold outright at $1.50. All
orders with money enclosed may be
left at the Queen's Post Office, ad-
dressed to "Meds Formal Convener."
(Please mark envelopes— "Photos.")

Dr. Senn Addresses

Biological Society
Dr. Senn, senior botanist of the

Dominion Department of Agricul-

ture, spoke to the members of the

Biological Society iMonday night.

He discussed his recent field trip

through Western Canada and the

Gaspe. Colored slides were shown
and descriptions of some of the more
important plants seen on the trip

were given. Dr. Senn stated that

the Department is conducting re-

search on some of the more obscure

species discovered on the trip.

• ••••••••••
I What's When
TO-DAY^.30. Engineering So-

ciety meeting, Convocation
Hall, Professor Corry. "Civil

Liberties.

"

—7 p.m., ISS executive com-
mittee meeting. Ban Righ board

room.

—8-U p.m., CFRC, 1490 kc.

—8.30 p.m.. Interviews, Bob
Elliott, Jake Edwards. CFRC.
~9 p.m., Arts '48 Big Red Ball.

—9 p.m.. Studio party CFRC.
— 10 p.m.. Broadcast from

Grant Hall, CFRC.
SATURDAY—8.30 p.m.. Queen's

Sr. hockey vs Ottawa RCAF,
Jock Harty Arena.
—7.30 p.m.. Waterpolo, Queen's

vs Toronto. West End YMCA.
Queen's gym.

SUNDAY—10 a.m., RMC Currie

Hall, service for Queen'smen.

—3.30, Queen's Simday Hour,

Grant Hall.

—8 p.m.. Prof. Corry speaking

at Hillel House on "The Pres-

ent Situatiun in Britain."

MONDAY—2.30, Le cercle fran-

cais play reading group, Room
2M.
—7.30, Levana meeting. Ban

Righ common room. Guest

Speaker Dr. R. G. Scott.

TUESDAY—3.30. Le cercle fran-

cais discussion group. Room
20+.

—S p.m., I.R.C. Round table

discussion, "What's wrong with

the U.N.O.?". Biology lecture

room.

LE CERCLE HEARS
PROF. FAUCONNIER
Professor Fauconnier presided nt

the last meeting of the discussion

roup of the Cercle Francais, All

who were present joined in the

discussion, and Professors Conaclier

and Shortlifl'e answered questions

siibniiited. All who are interested

are invited to attend the ne.-vt meet-

ing of the Club,

PICKV^ICK BOOK SHOP.

$
37.

50

Dial 3030

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

123-125 Princess St.

HARRISON STUDIO

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

J 32 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 4051

621 Princess, ot Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCUFFE—'GORD' SAGE

Dutcb Art Weaving
75 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

TYPING DONE
MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.

NOTES - ESSAYS - THESIS
Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

ISS Ass. Secretary

Lectures At Queens
Dr. Malcolm Adiseshiah, former-

ly head of the Dept. of Economics

at Madras University and at present

assistant secretary to the ISS, will

be at Queen's Nov. 19. Dr. Adise-

shiah wilt be entertained at a fa-

culty-student tea in Ban Righ in the

afternoon, and will speak in Con-
vocation Hall at 7.15 p.m.

The Doctor has travelled with the

ISS for the past two years in South
Asia and Europe and is well ac-

quainted with the problems facing

the Universities in the aftermath of

war. He will attempt to acquaint

Queen's students with life in the

countries he has visited.

IRC DISCUSS U.N.

NEXT TUESDAY
A round table discussion on

"What's Wrong with the U.N."
will be held in the Biology Lecture

Room on Tuesday, November 18 at

8.00 p.m. Participating will be Dr.

G. Shortliffe—French, Don Good-

speed—English, Dave Slater—Eco-

nomics and Pauline Jewett—Poli-

tics. Refreshments will be served.

PRESS CLUB MEET
FOR PICTURES

There will be a general meeting

of the Press Qub Sunday, Nov, 16

at 7.30 p.m. in the Journal offices.

Hair cuts and dieery smiles are in

order, as the club picture will be

taken.

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

We welcome Queen's University Students to KmgBton, Mad beg to

remind them that u formerly the prestige of years standa behind

George Van Horne
MEN*S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official BUzerv
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

WATER POLO
SATURDAY, 7.30 P.M.

ROUGH TOUGH FAST

QUEEN'S vs TORONTO WEST END Y

ADMISSION. 15 CENTS

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100
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GHOSTS DONT SCARE
OUR QUEEN'S ORFUNS

ORPHUNS MUST
WIN TILT SATURDAY

By Bill Coke

With a win needed to clinch

a play-off spot, Saturday after-

noon, the Orfuns will meet a

strong and determined Cobourg

team. An ORFU ruling has

allowed a replay on a Petcrbor-

ough-Orillia game, making it

quite possible that the league

will finish off with three teams

tied for first place if the

Edwardsmen come through,

Jake Edwards smiled at any

suggestion that Cobourg was

looking for an easy win. The

Orfuns won the first game of

the season played here against

the same team and there is no

reason why there won't be a re-

peat performance.

The Orfuns will line up with

the same team they used effect-

ively against Peterborough last

week. Cobourg is said to be' per-

turbed by the efforts of Simola,

' Errington, and Minnes on the

front wall. Backfield chores will

be handled by Gatfield, Cuddie,

Holder, Milliken, and supporters.

Playing in Cobourg puts the

Queen's team at a disadvantage

but that's the lime a spirited

squad will put on a winning

show.

Gael Mermen Win
Over Toronto
On Friday, November 7, the To-

ronto West End YMCA with three

minutes of overtime, won a 12-11

viciory over Queen's water polo

team. This may have been due to

the change in size of swimming

pools from our 75 by 45 to Toron-

to's 60 by 20. Our team started

the gome by being completely baf

fled by the small size pool advances

and it was then that shot after shot

was set up by George Burleigh

Canada's Olympic swimming cham-

pion. The next quarter saw some
real aclion with our boys bringing

up the score to 8-6 by some nice

shots from our star forward "Snap

]jer" Ross. With the final whistle

the score was 10-10. Three min
ntes of flashy overtime followed

with Toronto scoring two goals to

Queen's one and making a final

score of 12- 11.

Toronto's star was definitely

George Burleigh while ours were
"Snapper" Ross, who put in S goals.

Season's Last Game
{Continued from page I)

baH-carrying for the Redmen.
These boys along with such re-

cognized stalwarts as Red Heron,

Huza, Mann and Orban will try

to shove the Gaels into that dark,

damp cellar.

Bob Elliott and company on
the other hand are going to try

and do the same to the Redmen,
This being the last game of the

season no player will feel that

he has to save himself for the

next game — so look out for that

fighting Gael team, you Redmen.

Rumour has it that Bill Bur-

gess, starry Gael tackle, may be

back in action this Saturday and

with such players as Lenard. Mc-
Kelvey. Bulger, Hoose, Faulk-

ner, Stevens, Speropolous and

Pringle we can be sure of a

crowd-pleasing game.

The probable starting line-up

for tomorrow is : quarter, Len-

ard
;
flying wing, Hoose; halves,

McKelvey. Faulkner. Maclntyre;
ends, Pearce, Pringle

;
tackles.

Stevens. Fardell
;
guards, Spero-

polous, Hriskevich.

HOCKEY SCHEDULE
KINGSTON CITY HOCKEY

LEAGUE
Queen's Schedule

Monday. Nov. 10—8.00 vs Athens.

Friday. Nov. 14,9.00 vs. Canadian
Corps.

Wcdncsiiay. Nov. 19. S.OO vs Vies.

JUNIOR CITY LEAGUE
Queen's Schedule

Mon. No\-. 10—7.00 vs Deseronto.

Mou. Nov. 17—7.00 vs Ports-
mouth.

Mon, Nov. 2A—7.00 vs Napanee.
Mon. Dec 1—7.00 vs Gananoque,

QUEEN'S SENIOR
INTERCOLLEGIATE TEAM
Tuesday. Nov. 11—8.30 vs King-

ston Nationals.

Saturday, Nov. 15—8.30 vs R. C.

A, F. (Ottawa).

Wednesday, Nov. IS—At Belle-

ville.

Friday, Nov. 21—8.30 vs McGill.

Tuesday, Nov. 25—8.30 vs Belle-

ville.

*—Only tentative dates.

with Leek and Flyim pounding
home the remaining goals. How-
ever, our team showed forui that

has never before been displayed in

a Queen's Water Polo team, and
this Saturday night they say we are

going to really see them plaj' ball.

The time is 7.30 p.m,

HAL'S

SIDELINES
Well, here we are on the brink of the closing Senior game.

Just six short weeks ago the Gaels made their debut in Senior

competition when they battled the dogged McGill "Redmen" to

a 13-13 draw. Now, just one day before the final game, the "Red-

men" are boarding a train in Montreal and are about to pay us a

visit to-morrow.

This encounter promises to be the classic grid game of the

season since both teams are so evenly matched. Ask anyone who
saw the game at McGill and they'll tell you it was terrific. That

it was. but just wait till to-morrow. By now both teams have

done all in their power to correct the flaws lying in both their of-

fense and defense. With these corrections made the game will be

a matter of the survival of the fittest.

The "Redmen" hold the edge in weight but the Tricolor sin-

cerely believes that the shortage in weight will be made up by

smartness and deception. Shall we call it a battle of brawn versus

brains? The winner of this impending struggle will rest alone in

third place. Will it be mind over matter or vice-versa? Call around

at Richardson Stadium between 2.15 and 4.30 and find out.

Guess who's playing in London while we're going at it here?

That's right, "dear old Toronto", the club that stole a win right

from under our noses last week. You can rest assured that no

wins will be going Toronto's way to-morrow because Western has

absolutely no love for Varsity at all.

I wouldn't be too surprised if the Mustangs have been waiting

all season for this and now the time is ripe. Given a dry field

Johnny Metras' cohorts should form a continual parade across the

goal line. If Toronto plays as poorly as they did last week there

should be no Hmit to the number of touchdowns Western can

score. Parry particularly should run miles and a win to-morrow

will mark Western's 22nd win in the college loop.

As football draws to a close hockey is rapidly taking its place

in popularity. To-morrow night after the football game the Queen's

Seniors are playing Canada's representative in the 1948 Olympic

Games, an entry made by the R.C.A.F. This will be your chance

to see the stars who will be representing your country along the

ice lanes at the Olympic Games. Queen's have a number of prom-

ising stars and they will be no pushover for the R.C.A.F. Let's

see a large crowd out to support the Gaels.

TRICOLOR VICTORIOUS
BEATING SAINTS 4-2

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treodeosy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

BARRETT GETS
WINNING GOAL

By Lloyd Menary

Making their first appearance

of the season as a unit, the Queen's

Senior hockey chib defeated the

Kingston Saints 4-2 in an exhibi-

tion game at the Jock Harty

Arena on Tuesday evening. The
game was fairly evenly contested

until the superior condition and

play of the Gaels asserted itself

in the latter stages of the third

period.

The Tricolor were the first to

register when Chuck Hewes beat

r.len Udall at 12.05 in the open-

ing period on a play with Don
Murray. Queen's extended their

lead in the second twenty min-

utes of play as Webber and Mof-
fat combined for a marker, the

latter netting the puck at 16.20.

The Saints, however, tied the

count ill the first ten minutes of

Ijlay in the final period, although
their hopes were soon smashed
as Tom Barret and Ron Kemp
both scored before the final

whistle.

Although not a regular league
fi.-iture. both clubs went all out
from the opening whistle and re-

ferees Reason and Jackson found
it nei;essary to hand out seven
penaliies, two of the major var-
iety, in order to keep the game
under control. Starry winger Jack
Wallis was forced to retire from

BADMINTON CLUB
CUTS EQUIP. COSTS
Badminton Club members re-

ceive a 25% cut on all equipment

purchases—birds, racquets, shorts,

running shoes, racquet restringing,

etc.—after they pa,y the fifty cent

membership fee. Fees are now be-

ing collected and will be accepted

next Tuesday night in the Gym.

the game in the second period,

suffering from a serious charley

horse and the complete extent of

his injury was not known at this

writing. Wallis who performed

Ijrofessionally with Tulsa last

season, received w^ord of his ama-
teur reinstatement just prior to

the game.

Queen's: Goal, Urie; defence. Mof-
fat, Flaunigaii; centre, Wagar; wings,
Haitiillon, Barret; alternates, Gnlick,
Johnston, Wallis, Lcfebvrc, Kemp,
Murray. Mercier, Webber, Hcwes.

Saints: Goal, Udall; defenee, Good-
fellow, Mortimer; centre, Haslic;
wings, Gow, Casterton; alternates,
Cailin, .'Vrmslroiig, Ohlke, Potts, Bear-
ance, Jarrell, Aitken, Andcrchuck, B.
Goodfellow.

Referees: Reason, Jackson.
'

1st Period

Queen's, Hcwes (Murray)
Penalty; Moffat.

Znd Period

Queen's, Moffat (Webber)
Penalties: .\nderchiick, !

low, Mortimer.

3rd Period
Saints, Potts .....^ .„„ 7.25
Saints, Castcrlon (Jarrell) 10.12
Queen's, Barrett (Hamilton) „ 14.25
Queen's. Kerap 18.3(1

Penalties: Moffat, Monimer, Hewes.

12.05

16,20

Goodfe!

OLYMPIC PUCKSTERS
FACE POTENT GAELS
ArtsWinSy Places
In Harrier Race

1,000 MEN
7 GALS

By Charlie Curry

The annual two and one halt mile

liarrier classic was run last Thurs-

day afternoon with over one thou-

sand male students and 7 Meds
lassies participating. The Arts '50

team composed of Harrison, Mc-
CuIIough, Richardson, Shaw and

Wilkinson obtained seven hundred

points towards the Bews Trophy in

the event while the Arts '51 entry

ran a close second with one hun-

dred and twenty-five points, and

got 400 pts. for their year. Indi-

vidual honours went to Ray Oja of

Science '51 who beat John Harri-

son of Arts '50 to the tape by a

good fifty feet. Also finishing and

earning coiniters for their years

were R. MacLelland Arts '51, K.

I'enncfather Arts '50, and M. Seigu-

nian of Arts '51. E. Pitschel of

Sc. '49 ran sixth, while VV. Ex-

tence. Sc. '50, D. Bows, Meds '50,

and W- Kennedy, Arts '51, crossed

the finish line in the order given.

In the team competition. Arts '49

came third with 162 points; Sc. '49

team No. 1, 230; Sc. '51 No. I,

427; Sc. '51 No. 2, 459; Arts '48,

463; Sc. '49 No. 2, 536; Sc. '50

No. 2, 555; and theology with 683
followed.

Ray Oja's time was 14.25, 17 se-

conds off the record time of 14.08

which Johnny \Vatts set last year.

Ray, in his first year Science is a

member of the Intercollegiate track

team and placed 4th in the three

mile event in the recent Montreal
track meet. Along with Oja, John
Harrison, who finished second, and
E. Pitschel who ran 6th are pre-

sently trying out for the intercol-

legiate harriers who are to run in

Toronto this Saturday.

Notice

All Year Team Managers
are requested to leave their
name, address, phone num-
ber, year, and sport in the
Journal Office as soon as

possible, for the purpose of

coverage of intramural sports
by the Journal.

WDWTGABDYMHA CLUB
The annual meting of the

WDWTGABDYMHA Club
will be held Saturday, Nov.
22nd. at 8 p.m., in Grant Hall
Tower. BYOB and Handker-
chiefs,

FAN -PLEASING
GAME IN STORE

By Lloyd Woods

In the Harty Arena tomorrow

night the senior hockey team

is squaring off with the R.C,A.F.

entry in the Ottawa Senior City

League. This is the team which

will represent Canada at the

(~)lyuipic Games in London, Eng.,

next year and a number of can-

didates for
,
the Olympic hockey

team will be seen in action on

Saturday,

The Ottawa City League team

has been using Olympic candi-

dates in their league games and

will continue to do so until the

Olympic squad has been defin-

itely selected. Playing coach of

the City League team, Frank

Boucher, will coach the Olympic

players when they proceed over-

seas in January. Boucher him-

self is ineligible for Olympic

competition as he played profes-

sional hockey with Philadelphia

and Providence prior to ioinin,s^

the R.C.A.F. in 1941.

The flyers' lineup is studded

with stars who have been prom-

inent in Canadian amateur hoc-

key circles in former years.

Two potential Olympic team

defencemen who will see action

are Johnny Frenette and Louis

Lecompte. Together they rep-

resent 400 ])ounds of rearguard

action for the airmen. Frenette

played for the R.C.A.F. Fliers

in 1941-42 when they won the

Allan Cup, wh'ile Lecompte

played junior hockey in Ottawa

and for the past twelve years

has been playing with Air Force

teams.

Forward line Olympic candi-

dates who will play in Kingston

include Jack Seymour, also a

member of the R.C.A.F. Allan

Cuppers, Patsy Guzzo, well

known in eastern Ontario ath-

letic circles, and Roy Forbes, a

centre from Vancouver, who

played junior hockey with the

Portage Terriers, 1941-42, the

year they won the Memorial Cup.

Expected to show the way for

the Gaels will be such estab-

lished stars as Jake Wallace,

Ron Kemp. Don Murray and

"Chuck" Hews. It is hoped that

a large number of students will

iind time in their busy Saturday

schedule to turn out and sup-

port the Tricolor puck-chasers.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FOR

CARDIGAN WOOL SWEATERS

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
CORD BOND IILI. ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
T^.*r^r^T>mT^«^.^» OR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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McGILL NAILS THIRD PLACE
GAELS VICTIMS OF REDMEN

By Bruce Williams

The Tricolor played their .

last game of the season Sat-
urday in Richardson Sta-
diuni and were edged 11 to
(j by the hard-hitting McGill

|Redmen. The Gaels played
a hard-hitting brand of foot-
ball but seemed to be jinxed
when they tried to invade
pay-dirt.

McGill although beaten on the

l>lay (first downs and yardage
gained), were nevertheless score-

hoard victors. In almost all re-

spects Saturday's game was a
repeat performance of the Var-
sity-Queen's clash on the pre-

vions weekend. The Gaels won
lis yards on the ground, 7 first

liowns hetter than the Redmen.

While Queen's fumbled 7

times and recovered 5 of their

own and 2 of McGill's, the

Redmen only fumbled 4
limes and recovered 2 of their

own and 2 of the Tricolor's.

Tbis was an important factor

in their 11-6 win as it was a

fumble that set up the game's
lone touchdown.

Queen's opened the scoring in

the first quarter when Al.Lenard
'upitalized on Mike Hriskevich's

fumble recovery by splitting the

uprights for three points. Queen's
didn't score again until the third

quarter, although they threaten-

ed several times. Al Lenard put
Ihe finishing touch to a long run
by Ross McKelvey and a Lenard-
t"-Pringle pass, by kicking ano-
ther field goal, this time from
ilic 35-yard line.

McGill, however, collected all

iheir points in the second quar-

Ut. Heron started the ball roll-

ing by kicking a single from the

See McGill Game. p. 6

Bieler

Mural

To Execute

For AIco
By Ron Gunst

Professor Bieler. resident art-

ist, has been commissioned by

the Aluminum Company of Can-

ada to paint a giant mural for

the entrance hall of the Shipshaw

power plant near Lake St. John,

Quebec. The mural when com-

pleted will measure approxi-

mately eighteen by eighteen feet,

and will be painted on twenty

bevelled-edge aluminum panels.

The theme of the work is to

be the elements, since the seas-

ons determine the water supply

from which the plant derives its

electrical power. Across the

scene the seasons progress grad-

ually from winter to autumn,

with the appropriate weather

changes.

See Bieler, p. 5

Charles Janos Passes

Noted Campus Figure
Charlie Janos, big, jovial, middle-

aged owner of the Queen's Tea
Room, coffee hangout for hundreds
of students, died Sunday night in

the Toronto General Hospital from
an attack of coronary thrombosis.

Coming to Canada, penniless, at

the age of 14 from his native Greece,

he hau-ked peanuts on the streets of

Ottawa for several years, saved

enough to buy himself an ice cream

parlour.

After a few years of this business

began to pall, so Giarlie took him-

self to Pictou where he attempted

to introduce the rural-minded peo-

ple of this town to good food sen'ed

to the music of string quartets.

"But", as Charlie was fond of tell-

ing his friends, "they stayed away
in droves. They liked fish and chips

and juke boxes better."

See Mr. Janos, p. 4

CAMSI CONFERENCE CONCLUDES

The CAMSI National Executive includes, from left to right: front row, Caroline CoghilJ, Meds '51, treasurcr;
Bill Wedlock, Meds '49, president; Sylvia Onesli. McGiU, editor CAMSI Journal; rear row, Syd Segal, Meds '50.

national director of public relations; John Morgan, Meds "SO, vice-president; and George Stone, Meds '49, secretary.

By Syd Segal

Five Queen's medical students ended a year's activity as national

executive of the Canadian Association of Medical Students and
Internes Sunday when their four-day national conference held on
the Queen's campus was concluded. A slate of officers nominated
l>y the University of Toronto was elected by the nine medical

All-Queen s Revue

Organizes Wed.
Something new and different

has been added to the already

extensive list of Winter Social

functions on the campus in the

form of an "AU-Queen's Musical

Revue".

This riot of wine, women and

song will take the place of the

popular Arts' revues of past years,

and is tentatively scheduled for

some time in February.

Plans for the make-up of the

Revue are still in the embryo

stage, and all persons interested

See Revue, p. 5

VISITING HIGHSCHOOLERS
SHOWN AROUND QUEEN'S

Queen's may have lost another tough football game
but that did not dampen the enthusiasm of the fifty or more
high school football mentors and proteoses who visited the

canqnis last Saturday. The visiiui;- wcrir the guests of the

Athletic Board of Control which arranged for them a day

long tour of the University.

schools represented,

the new president.

Rodger M. Hines, Toronto student, will be

First on the agenda was
inspection of the gymnasium,

eluding the swimming poo! and

a talk on intramural athletics by

Mr. Bartlett. dean of physical

education. Later the party was
divided into three groups and

conducted around the campus.

On the academic side of the

program some of the party were
taken through the campus radio

studio. CFRC. by Cam Searle

while others interested in medi-

cine were conducted through the

medical buildings and labs b)

Dr. Jack Milhken. At 11.30 a.m.

the group was led over to Mc-
Laughlin Hall where they ale

lunch and were introduced to the

senior team. After lunch Prin-

cipal Wallace and chief coach

Bob Elliott gave short welcom

ing addresses to the visitors.

Balimore Symphony

AndReginaldStewart

Come Here Thursday
Due of the musical events of

the year is in store tor students

Thursday when the world-famed

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

arrives in town for a one-night

stand. Under the direction of

its dislinguishe<l Scottish-born

conductor. Reginald Stewart, the

orchestra will present a diversi-

fied program of the classics that

will be sure to delight music

lovers on the campus.

EMASCULATED DANCE IN GYM
By Mak Keenleyside

Sadie Hawkins, although restricted in dress, will hold forth
m the Gym Saturday night when the dance all Levana has been
Waiting for, the Dogpatch Drag, takes place.

At a Levana meeting Thursday noon, it was decided that the

girls' costumes were to be sweaters and skirts, while the men
Could wear slacks and sweaters or plaid shirts.

guaranteed. Although no box

lunches will be allowed, real

Kickapoo Joy Juice will be served

instead. No corsages will be

worn.

Tickets go on sale at Ban Righ

at noon Tuesday, and will be

Sec Drag. p. A

1" spite of this toning down,
however, the Drag will still have
ihe real Dogpatch alinos[ihere as

far as decorations and iTitermis-

^ion entertainment go. J i ni

White, Sc. '48, will be in charge

of the breather in the Dogpatch
race, so a really good show is

An Arts *47 Dance

Sadie-Style Friday

Back for another try after their

"Final Fling' of last year, members

of Arts '47 will present their " '47

Hangover" Friday evening in Grant

Hall. Music will be provided by a

local orchestra.

The "Hangover" will round out

the big Sadie Hawkins week-end,

and all Sadie Hawkins regulations

will have to be observed at the

dance. Tickets will be sold to and

by Levana at Ihe same time as Drag

tickets.

Varsity Debaters

Here On Thursday
Varsity is sending two debat-

ers to Queen's Thursday to up

hold the resolution "Canada can-

not endure as a nation half

French and half English". This

is thf first intercollegiate debate

of the season, continuing a long

tradition of Varsity-Queen's riv-

alry in debating.

Syd Silverman. Arts '49,

and Celine Sampson. Lev,

*51, will oppose the resolu-

tion on Thursday, at 12.45

noon in room 201 of the New
Arts Building, while Ann
Vallentyne, Lev. '48, and

David Sweezey, Arts 'SO. will

journey to Toronto to up-

hold the same subject.

This exchange of debaters will

be followed later in the academic

year by a friendly exchange with

Osgoode Hall Law School, and

possibly with McGill.

The official January debates of

the inler-L'niversity Debating

League will not be affected by

these unofficial exchanges.

Wednesday noon's debate will

continue as scheduled, with Dick

Sec Debaters, p. S

CONDUCTOR STEWART

Speaking uii a recent concert

of the Orchestra at Carnegie Hail

in New York City, the New
Yorker stated, "The orchestra

proved to be a well-trained, re-

sponsive group that plays with

good tone and teamwork .... it

certainly made plain the (act that

Baltimore is equipped with an

organization and a leader that

can provide substantial music

solid, satisfying fashion."

I Universities represented at the

conference were Dalhousie, Mc-

,

liill, L'niversity of Montreal, Ot-

I

tawa University, Queen's, Toron-

to, Western, Manitoba and Al-

berta. Representatives of the Ca-

nadian Interne Board and the

Montreal Interne Council were

also present.

As a result of a questionnaire

prepared by CAMSI who distri-

buted it to medical students and

internes across Canada, and com-

piled by the Dominion Bureau of

Statistics, it was learned that 78

per cent of students plan to in-

terne more than one year after

graduation, but that 65 per cent

will be financially unable. Over
90 per cent of students and in-

ternes favoured increased interne

rennmeration.

The conference decided to in-

vite the Canadian Medical Asso-

ciation and the Canadian Hospi-

tal Council to form a joint com-

mittee with CAMSI to study me-
thods of financing the increase.

The cnnimittee will have CAM

results

N4S-49.

<;cion to act upon its re-

ilations in order to show

in the interne session

See CAMSI. p. 4

Engineers To Support

Coming ISS Campaign
The ISS has won the moral

and active support of the Engi-

neers. At a Sunday afternoon

executive meeting a motion was

passed twelve to one to the ef-

fect that the Engineering Society

Executive Board, on considera-

tion of the information at its

disposal, approves the policies

and administration of the Inter-

national Students Service.

Lively discussion has taken

place at three meetings of the

See Engineers, p. 5

TB Tests NextWeek

Principal 1st X-Rayee
The Queen's TB survey will

get underway next Tuesday, Nov.

25. at 9 p.m., when Principal

Wallace will be X-rayed, In the

following four days, at the rate

I if two people per minute, all

nieinbers of the staff and student

body will be tested.

File cards on whicli are printed

the student's name and X-ray

time have been prepared for every

one. It will be necessary to fill

in further information prior tc

N'ov. 25. Medical and science

•students will complete their cards

in a lecture period, and turn

iheni in at the close of the hour.

Tables clearly marked by "X-

Ray" signs will be placed in the

first floor corridor of the new
Arts Bldg. Students in Arts are

requested to ask for their cards,

fill in the necessary information

and return the cards to the per-

son in charge.

\s a i>rccaution. complete lists

of names and times will be

posted, Check your time by

ihe^e lists and make sure you

aren't late.
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IS THE RECTOR NOT ENOUGH?
Some weeks ago we urged the addition of student mem-

bers to the university Board of Trustees. It seemed to us,

as it stil does, that such an augmented board would better

serve Queen's than the present one. We arranged a poll of

students to find what they thought of four methods of repre-

sentation on the Board, Five percent of the undergraduate
body was polled by members of the Psychology Club in

accordance with accepted poll procedure.

The poll showed that 79% favoured more active repre-

sentation than has been given in the past, 16% were satisfied

with the present nominal representation and 5% were unde-
cided. Fifty-six percent of those in favour were for student
representatives, 20% were for a recent graduate elected by
the students and 19% wanted the present system with the

difference that the Rector should be thoroughly briefed by
the A.M.S. and should report back to it.

We print here the comments of Miss Mary Harris,

a representative of this latter J>9% who argues against
student representatives on the board and commends the
plan of representation by a briefed and responsible rector.

It is printed in light letters, our comment is in bold faced
print.

PRIVILEGES OR RIGHTS?
Student government at Queen's is of the highe.st calibre and all under-
graduates should strive to improve and extend this valuable pri-

vilege. However, before attempting to extend it to representation
on the Board of Trustees it might be advisable to consider some
reasons why we should not have this representation.

Here is a basic point of difference with our point of
view. We feel that in a democratic society the members of

that society have not the "privilege" but the right of repre-
sentation in their government. As we have said before there
is far too strong a tendency these days to make legislation
without consultation. At Queen's we should be learning the
meaning of democracy, not by reading it, but by living it. And
we should be leraning that these rights involve duties.

When Principal Grant decided that it was necessary for
Queen's to separate from the church, he. and the then
Board of Trustees, declared that the corporators of this uni-
versity should cease to be the members of the Presbyterian
Church in Canada but should be the Chancellor, the Senate,
graduates, alumni, undergraduates and benefactors of Queen's.
The fact that the students, as such, had the right to be repre-
sented was later reinforced by the setting up of the position
of Rector. He was not then a man of national prominence
without time to attend all Trustee meetings or to thoroughly
acquaint himself with student opinion so that he could speak
for the students.

Mrs. Roosevelt, wife of the late greet president, author, international-

ist, mother, next A.M.S. lecturer at Queen's tells us her

recipe for a happy life.

The Pursuit of Happiness
by

Eleanor Roosevelt

Dn the Undents really require this rtprc^entation? The
word of the Board has little siniihriiv the work done in
student activities. The Board deals with thv finances of Univer-
sity, salaries of professors, secretaries, administration staff, ct
cetera, the hiring or rehiring of professors and the building plans of
the University. Student activities or its regimentation is not an
item on the agenda of the Board, so there is, no direct need for
a student member. However, the staff and the Uiiiversitv building
plan is, as it should be, of interest to all Queen'suien, but whether
representation is the solution or not is yet to be seen.

All the matters mentioned here as the work of the board
are of vital concern to the students. They are matters on
which the students are in a position to have very definite
ideas which should be of use to the board. Participation by
students in decisions concerning the teaching staff is, we feel,
the main objection in the eyes of many who oppose student
representatives. This is of course simply an inability to adjust
the mind to novelty. Separation from the church, a non-
clerical principal, mixed dances, student physical training and
athletics were all viewed with horror in Queen's past. They
were eventually introduced only over the shocked protesta-
tions of well meaning but too conservative fuddyduds. The
students would soon show that their discretion equalled the
unique knowledge ,they could bring to such discussions.

The pursuit of happiness is a

quest, which is lost before it is be-

gun, since if one starts out on the

quest one will surely find it elusive.

Happiness is a by-product. No rules and regulations

can be laid down for achieving it, or for pursuing it, since

it comes to many individuals in many different ways, there-

fore, the current and accepted phrase : "the pursuit of hap-
piness," seems to nie to have little meaning.

I can remember very well once making a remark to m3'

husband that one of his aunts who was charming, beautiful,

and extremely intelligent, never seemed to be really con-

tented and happy. His answer was : "That is her form of

happiness. She enjoys feeling that life is not treating her

too well, and unless she could complain Just a little, "she

would really be unhappy',"

I had never thought about it before, but I came to the

conclusion that there are a good many people who enjoy their

unhappiness, just as there are people who enjoy their ill

health.

Some people get happiness from the acquisition of mater-

ial things. Some people get it through acquiring power,
some get it because they feel they have met their duties and
obligations in life. Others just seem to have a joy in living

and since everything gives them pleasure their sunny dis-

positions seem in return to radiate back to other people.

I remember once saying to my daughter when I felt she

had been going through a very difficult period in her life,

that it was wonderful she could simulate so well and at times

seem to be so light-hearted and liappy. Her answer was
that her youth had been care-free and that she had acquired

a joy in being alive, which no amount of difficulties or dis-

appointments could take away from her, so she did not just

seem to be happy, she was happy!

I rather think that that kind of joy is more a matter of

temperament than circumstance, however.

Great ambitions are probably not inducive to happiness

except in moments of supreme achievement, I imagine a

ARE WE TOO IMMATURE?"
Have we student members that could be entrusted with this

delicate task? We are indeed fortunate to have on the campus
many veterans who have been of great benefit to the University
due partly to tlieir maturing effect on student thought—but these

students will not always be here nor in most cases did thev receive

training in work similar to that of the Board.

We could not expect undergraduate students to cope with
University problems as successfully as the eminent members of our
Board, for example. Mr. Macdonnell, the chairman of the Board,
Senator Hardy and his Honour Judge C. A. Cameron plus 34 other

eminent and powerful members with years of financial and scho-
lastic experience behind them.

Of course we have students that could represent the
A.M.S. We agree that the veterans, as veterans, are probably
no more qualified for the position than other students. But
the student elected to the highest position of undergraduate
government, President of the A.M.S., in the elections since
the war has not been a veteran. We think that this shows
that Queen's in normal years will have men of the high stan-
dard required. Any other assertion betrays an appalling lack
of hope for the university and the country.

The inexperience that student representatives might show
at board meetings would surely be counterbalanced by the
fact that they were two among thirty odd, by the invaluable
experience they would gain by working with the other more
eminent and capable members and by the knowledge of the
studejit body as a whole that they were participants in demo-
cratic government of all their university affairs.

We believe, then, that student opinion should be expounded
at the Board of Trustees by a prominent man. whose experience
and maturity in these matters can be recognized both by the mem-
bers of the Board and the students, whose opinion would not be
biased by a campus group and whose knowledge of the campus
problems would be obtained through student government, our
A.M.S. and its committee. Thoroughly briefed on the problems
guaranteed of an attentive board, his value to the students would
be initncasurablc. We feel our rector, Mr. Brockingt
fills this position.

Mr. Brockington, we have no doubt, will be an outstand-
ing Rector. If he had time to attend Trustee meetings —
and few Rectors have had — he would be a tower of strength
to student representatives on the board.

But student representatives or recent graduates who can
attend the board meetings and are elected by the student
body seem to us to be the only representation in accord with
democratic principles and efficiency.

There are times when principles should be of high
concern.

man who attains some goal for which he has been striving

for many ySars, at some point feels great satisfaction and

elation over his success, but I doubt if that type of happiness

ever lasts long because quite obviously, ambition drives one

from one height to another and achievement only opens wider

fields in which to strive.

Happiness can be achieved, therefore, in a seemingly

narrow existence. For instance, the farmer's wife who really

gets joy out of nature, who likes to see things grow, who
has an appreciation of the birds and flowers and the ordinary

surroundings of her daily life, probably is successful in the

pursuit of happiness, though she never consciously pursues it.

I imagine the only definitely unhappy person is the

person without an occupation who lacks interest and there-

fore is bored with life. One can be extremely busy doing

things and yet not have any sense of satisfaction in the doing

if one loses interest in just being alive.

Curiously enough it is the things which

people haven't had, which they pursue in the hope that they

will bring happiness. Those who have lacked possessions

obtainable with money often think that having money would

bring them happiness and are surprised and disillusioned

when through some turn of the wheel of fortune, they have

the wherewithal to obtain things and find that happiness

still eludes them. The real key to happiness, I imagine, is

not in the pursuit of happiness at all, but in the forgetfulness

of self and a preoccupation with giving. In giving, uncon-

sciously we receive. The happy moments of life are rarely

the moments which have been consciously planned, but often

come through some totally unplanned and unexpected oc-

currence.

If I were asked to give a recipe for the preparation which

might achieve the maximum happiness, 1 should say that

the kind of education which makes it possible to enjoy a wide

variety of simple things and the discipline which makes it

possible to accept life's vicissitudes without rebellion would

bring one all that any of us have a right to expect in life!

amply

Sadie Hawkins
Sylvia McNab, Levana '50— "Coeds should be allowed to dress up;

sweaters and skirts is high school stuff. I think we should wear our

glamour togs."

joan Bowra, Levana '50 — "I don't mind being told what not to wear

but I do mind being told what I should wear."

Georgia Rutherford, Levana '50— "Coeds should go to the Drog just

OS dressed up as to other dances and the boys should not be restricted

to sweatshirt and a miscellaneous."

Mary Moir, Levana '51 — "I would like to hove been ot last year's

Drog, it must hove been very interesting. However, I con see the need

for this yeors restrictions."

Shelagh Dunwoody, Levono '51 — 'The restrictions are not in the

spirit of Sadie Hawkins, it will be just like any other donee. The rules

ore wonderful except the one about not telling your name till the boy

has accepted,"

EDITORS NOTE — Coeds will be allowed to wear sweaters ond

skirts or better.

Veterans
jack Burweil, Arts '49— "The only way to get Government action on

demands for increased allowances and a better housing program is to

have 100% organizotion."

James Crowson, Science '50— "I definitely think the veterans should

organize to improve conditions and in the case of housing to give married

veterans preferance,"

George Cray, Science '49— "1 am energitically in favour of the

veterans organizing ond am willing to become a full fledged member

myself."

Cordon Bayne, Science '48— "Nothing will be gained by organizing

the veterans."

A. Brooker, Science '49 — 'There is no need for a veteran organi-

zation."

Spirit
Art Ross, Medicine '49— "School spirit at football gomes is ot a new

high and the credit alone belongs to )ohn Duff our head cheerltKider."

EDITOR NOTE— Small journal boxes will be placed on notice boards

this week for contributions to this column. Topics will be suggested on

notices beside the boxes but the {ournol will print any constructive com-

ment on another topic that is o current issue.
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Student From India Read About Canada
Decided To Be Queen's Scienceman

By Mak Keenleyside

Contim,ing our pursuit of students from foreign countries, we
cauglit up wth Faqmr Kohli, Sc. '48, out at Fort Frederick and
asked hnn why he can.e to Canada from his home in India. He
replied that he was greatly infhicnced by all he had read about
Canada espec.aUy the writings of humorist Stephen Leacock
"Also. Canada is culturally midway between Britain and the U S
so I thought that I'd get a broader education "

While Faquir likes Canada and Queen's very much, he plans
to retur.. to India and put to good use his training in electrical
enginecrmg.

Di Christie, of Nassau, Bahamas, is not really new to Canada
as she spent s,x years at a boarding school in Toronto before coming
tu Queen s. But she chose Queen's rather than Varsity because
"its easier to get to know people at a small university, and there'=
a more friendly atmosphere." Sh(

goes home for the summer vaca
lions, and hopes to get back to

Nassau for Christmas this year;

if she does, it will be her first

Christmas at home for seven
years.

AI Barnes, from Bermuda, also

went to boarding school in Can-
ada, and is now working towards

a B.Comni. degree, after which he
hopes to go into business back
home. "I'm beginning to under-

stand football now," he says, and
enjoys watching it very much.
He has also picked up some point-

ers on skating.

NEWfoundland. if you please!

Esme Pratt, who hails from
Grand Falls, Newfoundland,
wishes to make clear that the

name of her country is pro-

nounced with the emphasis on
the first syllable, please !

She thinks that confederation

with Canada is a good idea, but
that it will never come about, be-

cause of the many pressure

groups in Newfoundland that own
paper mills and newspapers.

These groups are against confe-

deration because of the increase

in corporation taxes that would
result. As for Queen's, slie thinks

it's "a swell university," but
woulti like to see write-ups of

campus personalities in the Jour-

nal.

Pictures Of Everybody

In Queen's Vearbook

"The 1948 Tricolor will carry
a picture of just about every stu-

dent at Queen's, whether it's a
close-up or just the back of his

head in a cafeteria line-up," says
Don Sims, associate editor of the

official campus year-book.

With a forty-year history be-

hind it, the Tricolor will have
written account of the football

games and several "outstanding"

features. In the main, however,
the books will be devoted to pic-

tures — graduates' portraits,
group shots of the various teams
and societies, and informal pic-

tures of every aspect of campus
life.

While its staff includes three

hard-working photographers, the

Tricolor will soon be asking stu-

dents to submit candid camera

shots — of their friends, of vari-

ous activities, in fact of anything

on the campus that might be in-

teresting or amusing.

At the moment, editor Wyatt
MacLean is principally concerned

with seeing that every graduate

gets his Tricolor picture taken.

Deadline for these photos is

Dec. 1.
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The Yawn
My eyes ore closing ... I'm so tired ... the hands of the

clock move so slowly . . . there's a low drone in my eor . . . the
prof.

. . . wonder whot he's soying ... so soothing . . . something
bout responses . . . wonder if my roommate mode my bed . . .

blue denim sheets . . . soft blankets up to my chin . . . pen's run-
ning out of ink . . . sleep . . . probably be on the exam . . . feel

my head falling, foiling . . . have to borrow somebody's notes . . .

should get to bed earlier . . , olwoys so wide awoke (ate ot
night . . . dead in the morning . . . gray morning . . . dreary
morning . . . perfect weather ... for sleep . , . sleep . , . only
holf past . . . slowest hour in the world . . . should be sitting ot
the back . . . haven't got the strength to write . . . better open
my eyes or I'll be lost . . . hope it's a good weekend . . . probably
fun . . . all I wont to do is sleep . . . wonder if I need vitomins . . .

or a blost of cold cnvigerating air . . . don't wont to be inviger-

ated . . . want to sleep ... got o lob all ofternoon . . . won't
go . . . hope he isn't wotching me . . . wear sun glasses . . . fool

him . . . hove to write o letter ... too tired . . . three term
popers ... too tired . . . love to be rich . . . nothing to do oil

day but sleep . . , I wish I ... I BEG YOUR PARDON, SIR,

I DIDN'T HEAR YOUR QUESTION. — B.O.C.

Journal Offers Ten Dollar rnze

No Sadie Hawkins, No Snuggling

For Queen's Levanites In 1890*s
By Helen MacLeod

Queen'smen who complain about the boy-girl ratio on the

campus would just get the horselaugh if they told their troubles to

their predecessors of the 1890's. In those days, there were never

more than 17 girls in a single year.

The long-skirted co-eds of the

Mauve Decade would have liter-

ally swooned at the idea of a

Sadie Hawkins Drag, even a re-

latively sober affair such as the

one planned by the AMS for

1947. There was just one big

formal — the Conversat, held in

Convocation Hall, and the stu-

dents' parents came along to keep

things under control.

If any girl dared to dance

more than the first, last, and

supper dances with her orig-

inal escort, eyebrows would

go up into a steep climb. And
if she committed the unpar-

donable sin of snuggling up

on the dance floor, she and

her partner would be whisk-

ed out of the room in dis-

grace. (In the early 1890's

they couldn't even dance.)

However, if a boy wanted to

develop a casual acquaintance in-

to a beautiful friendship, he could

take his girl skating three times

a week.

The scarcity of Co-Eds in the

'Nineties was probably a reflec-

tion of the morale of the day,

which held that school-teaching

was the only "suitable" profes-

sion for a would-be career girl.

That pretty well limited the early

Levanites to such subjects as

English, History and Modern

Languages.

Meds Paint Residence

Up until 1903, out-of-town stu-

dents had to bunk with relatives

or friends. In that year, however,

a small house on Sydenham St,

was taken over as a residence.

This was followed by a fourtecn-

girl apartment on Clergy St.

which became known as the

"Hen-Coop" after some Medical

Students whitewashed the words

on the wall during a particularly

boisterous campus election.

The girls wore hats, gloves
and ankle-hiding skirts. Nobody
thought of complaining about the

swooping hemlines, for most male

students had prob,ably never seen

such a thing as a shapely gam.

Laced boots and academic gowns
were standard classroom garb.

The Levana initiations were

well calculated to scare the petti-

coats off sensitive freshettes.

Overawed by the candlc-lit

gloom, the neophytes had first to

take an oath of allegiance to the

Queen's bear. Then they clam-

bered through a series of hoops

and shook the chilly hand of an

honest-to-goodiiess skeleton, do-

nated by kindly Meds students.

The Journal is offering a cash
prize of ten dollars for the best

short story, article, or poem sub-
mitted by an undergraduate be-

fore the end of the term.

The editors are especially anx-

ious that contestants come down
to the office in person on Wed
nesday or Sunday press nights

to submit their articles. If th

is not possible, the material
should be marked "Journal Fea
turc Contest" and left in the copy
box at the door of the office, east

side, Theology Hall.

Entries can be either humorous
or serious. Staff feature writers,

working on regular assignments,

are just as eligible as anybody
else.

Purpose of the contest, the edi-

tors say. is "to raise the literary

standard of the paper, and to in-

duce more people to write for

the Journal." We feel that there

are many student on the campus
capable of turning out a very high

standard of work."

INTRODUCING MR. TOWER
Above is Grant H, Tower,

Honorary Editor of the Tricolor,

who this week urged graduates

to get their pictures taken before

the Dec. 1 deadline.

I PASS

Here is a hand from the finals of the Ontario Bridge League's
open pairs championships held in Toronto on the Saturday of the
Varsity game.

S. K, 10, 8, 7, S

H. J, 10

D. None
C. 9, 7, 6, 5. 4,

2

NORTH
A, 2

6. 5,2

A, Q, 6, 3,

2

K, Q, 10

EAST WEST

J

9, 8, 7. 4. 3

J, 9, 8. 4

J, 8,3

A PEAL TROM
THE TCWEC

Students for Board of Trustees

The whole country is agog over Queen's students' demands that
they be represented adequately on the Board of Trusty,

At the Portsmouth Pen Queen's extramural inmates are agitating
for representation on the Board of Trustees. The nation is aflame

A group of recently elected students who were refused a seat
on the Board of Trustees because of their immaturity were just
discovered planted in the hot-houses beside the Principal's resi-

dence. When fully matured these little men will be ready to
discharge their responsibilities on the Board. "Why they've all

gone to pot," cried Chief Chambermaid Earwhacker. One mature
little man hopped out of his pot, "Just put me up to a wrinkle or

two," he croaked and scurried off to a Board meeting.

The presence of these students on the Board of Trustees will

bring revolutionary organization to Queen's. Trustees in coonskin

year jackets and busbies will join hands at all intercollegiate water

polo games to keep the pipe band out of the pool. After all, mixed
swimming in kilts is carrying the Highland Fling a little too far

(just shows what a few crabs can do to a fine old Scottish tradition).

All trustees with web feet will report at the shallow end of the

pool before half-time. Anyone caught soaking his head will be sent

to the showers. Just regulations.

A tentative set of regulations for freshie trustees is being

considered by the Board — anonymous name-plates tattooed behind

each ear; Boer War campaign ribbons must be stuck up their tam-

mies. These trustees may be called upon at any time to mow
grass, rake leaves, and sing the first forty verses of the Old Testa-

ment in Gaelic to the tune of John Brown's Body. Any trustees

failing to comply with these regulations will be dealt with severely,

however it is felt that these mature little men and women will

perform their functions conscientiously. If you should see one

hanging by his tail from the top of Grant Hall tower, he is probably

investigating Saturday night sports. This should be just dandy.

Students Slap Veto On Sex

67% of Queen's professors, according to a poll of student

opinion taken late Wednesday night in the special Ringer Founda-
tion Student Opinion Poll, are still breathing. There doesn't seem

to be anything anyone can do about this. 55% of Medsmen had

not read the recent Journal editorial on the subject, 945f> of Science

wouldn't admit that they could read and 7&% of Levana couldn't.

Artsmen were all in the Library talking and giggling and carrying

on. However 23% of 10 and 4 would prefer the lights out as

opposed (37^ to 79%) for the Board of Fubsies and 19% to

only 82% in an inverse ratio for Science. Levana just isn't inter-

ested in chewing tobacco we guess.

There doesn't seem to be anything we can do about this either.

Not right now anyhow.

SHREIK T. RINGER.

FOHHERLV THE (HILV CRAWFORD FLOWn SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial R««. 7990

Hsinson & Edgsir
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

SOUTH

Q. 9, 6, 4, 3

A, K. Q
K, 10, 7, 5

A

South Dealer: The Lead Five of Hearts.

The Bidding

:

SOUTH
1 Diamond
1 Spade

Pass

WEST
Double

2 No Trump
Double

NORTH
Pass

4 Spades

Pass

EAST
1 Heart

Pass

Pass

North dared to pass the take-out double in spite of his void in

his partner's suit, because East would have to respond to West's
demand for his best suit. South takes advantage of the one-Heart

bid to mention his spade suit. West shows his balanced hand with

diamond and spade control with a sure club stopper. All this in

the one bid of 2 No Trump.

Now, here is the point. North raises to 4 Spades, promising

at least 5 spades to an honour, plus a singleton or void, and a long
suit, (usually 5 cards or more). He expects a cross-ruff system —
in this case, in clubs and diamonds. That is exactly what happened.

Gin TICKETS
IN.BOOKLETS

NOW PLAYING

with HUGH WILLIAMS, GRETA CYNT, MARIUS CORING

EXTRA — SHORT SUBJECTS
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WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Ktuiamg Cartttual
KINGSTON ARMOURY

NOVEMBER 20-21 -22, 1947

• FREE ENTERTAINMENT • PRIZES EVERY HOUR

• GAMES OF SKILL

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Vciur own Book Store can furnish you with all your requirfr-

ments \n Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Looa«
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushion*

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XCCHMICAL. SUPPLtlElS
KINGSTON Queen'6 University Grounde ONTARIO

S'tntiFH Mamtt Man
231 PRINCESS STREET

DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE
Dial Store: 6634

Medical Students

Plan Art Exhibit

A series of art exhibits will be
started with medical student con-

tributors from all parts of Can-

ada, it was revealed at last week's

CAMSI conference. When the

project is fully developed, there

will be a different tj'pe of exhibit

at each campus, and the collec-

tions will travel from one school

to another.

Avoid Politics

Discussion on the subject of

affiliating CAMSI with other or-

ganizations culminated in the re-

solution describing CAMSI as a

purely service association, and

precluding the possibility of any

alliance, other than with similar

non-political professional bodies

in medical or allied fields.

During the course of the con-

ference, addresses were given by
Mayor J. Stuart Crawford, of

Kingston, Dean C. S. Melvin, Dr.

J. H. Orr, and Dr. D. L. C. Bing-

ham, honorary president of the

organization during the past year.

Classified Ads
LOST

Grey blanket at Saturday's game —
half time. Will party responsible please
return to Helen Wright, H8 LaSalle.

Brown fawn coat in second floor cloak-

room, Douglas Library, Wed., Novem-
ber 13. Finder please contact Ken
Davies, phone 2-0070.

Earring — round, gold button type.
Last Saturday evening. Reward No.
"83" offered. Call E. Pennefather,
2-1010.

Gold Choker, Saturday night, between
LaSalle and Goodwin House. Reward.
Finder phone Debbie Pierce, 2-0214.

MIMEOGRAPHING
Forty-eight hour service. Reasonable
rates. Don East, phone 2-0070.

FOR SALE
Christmas exams — Scien I, Science
II A-M & EIF. At Rider's Pharmacy.

ENTERTAINMENT
Dancing every Saturday night 9 p.m.
to midnight at the Rainbow Ballroom,
Oddfellows' Building, next to Biltmore
Theatre. Featured is the superb music
of Dick Edney and his orchestra with
vocals by Chuck Saunders. Cabaret
style — couples only — soft lights —
sweet music. A swell spot for that
Saturday night party.

Meet the gang at Artie's Party every
Saturday afternoon at the Rainbow
Ballroom. Dancing 3-5 p.m. Artie of
radio's Artie's Party as M.C. Lots of
laughs, fun, and free records. Admis-
eion 35 cents; 50 cents per couple,

AVAILABLE THIS WEEK
If you're stuck, phone City Motors,
2-2266. Ask for joe.

Notice to Sadie. Local 26 is available.
Phone 9210 during meal hours. Ask
for "Mumbles." Phone early — limited
quality.

ISO uninhibited males at Fort Frede
rick. Phone: 2-O040, 2-0177, 2-0026.

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

YEAR JACKETS
Arts '51 wisiiing to order year jac-

kets will have their chance Thurs-

day, Nov. 20th from 12 to 2.30 p.m.

Orders will be taken in Room 100,

New Arts Building.

Family Doc. Boosted

ByCAMSIDelesates
The family doctor received a

boost when CAMSI declared it-

self in favour of stimulating in-

terest in general practice, and op-

posed to an excessive number of

students contemplating speciali-

zation out of proportion to the

country's needs. A motion was

passed recommending discussion

by medical students on the sub-

ject of possible methods of at-

tracting doctors to areas that are

not adequately served by the prO'

fession.

Country doctors will be urged

to accept medical students as as-

sistants during the summer, and

available assistautships will be

listed and publicized in all medi-

cal schools, along with vacancies

for medical employment in sum-

mer camps, hospitals, drug houses

and missions.

The Canadian Medical Associa-

tion was represented for the first

time at a CAMSI conference since

the two organizations became af-

filiated last year. Dr. J. S. Dela-

haye of Kingston was the CMA
delegate.

Drag
(Continued from page 1)

available at lunch and dinner

from then on as long as they

last. In the evenings, they will

be sold by Jean-Scott at Mathe-

son House, from 7 to 10. The
ducats are available to all mem-
bers of Levana, Nursing Science,

and to all veterans' wives; price

—$1.25.

ARTS '51 FEES

Members of Arts '51 Executive

will collect- year fees In the main

hall of the New Arts building this

week. Years cards are necessary

for "Who's Where" and the Soph-

Frosh Dance.

Commentator Subscribers

Asked To Check at P.O.

All people who hav sub-

scriptions to the Commenta-

tor and have not yet received

their first copy are asked to

call at the Post Office. If

there is not a copy there

please contact Norah Cassidy

by leaving your name, ad-

dress and faculty at the Post"

Office.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4S24

621 Princess, at Albert Pfione 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

341 Princess St. Dial 66(M

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

189 Ontario St.

TYPING
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT

Dial 3924 125 Union St. W,

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Laidlaw's your shopping heod-

quorters in Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

Hockey Club Notes

Dearth oF Coaches
Thirty people attended the organ-

ization meeting of the Hockey Club

held in the gym last Thursday

night. The slate of officers for the

year was elected : hon. pres., Dr.

Boucher; pres., Kay Fletcher; vice-

pres., Ted Storey
;

sec'y,, Ed Mc-
Cullough

;
treas., Don Cameron

;

graduate members. Doc Dunlop,

Rusty Bassarab. Bob Martin was
elected manager of the senior team.

Lack of coaches for both Inter-

mediate and Junior teams was dis-

cussed at some length. The com-

mittee, appointed to investigate the

situation, has asked that anyone
wishing to volunteer should phone

Kay Fletcher at 2-1173.

• What's When
•

TODAY—12.45-1.30 p.m., SCM
Noonday chapel service. Mem-
orial Chapel, Old Arts.

—3.30 p.m. Le Cercle Francais,

Mme. Fauconnier. 201 New
Arts Building.

—4.30 p.m. Electrical Engi-
neering Club, 301 Ontario Hall.

Prof. Jemmett—Racing Sailing.

—7.15 p.m. Aquacade Practice,

Gym.

WEDNESDlAjY— 12.45 —Debat-
ing Union—201 New Arts —
Regidar Debate.

— I p.m., Organization Meeting
for All-Queen's Revue, all wel-

come. 101 New Arts.

—3.30 p.m., SCM Bible Study
Group, SCM room. Old Arts.

—7.15 p.m. ISS. Dr. Malcolm
Adiseshiah, "Student and Uni-
versity Views in Europe and
Asia." Convocation Hall.

—7 to 8 p.m., CFRC—1490 kcs.

—7 p.m.—Brass Band Prac-

tice, Grant Hall.

—8 p.m.—IVCF — "Student
Life in the Balkans", Dr. F.

Kiss. Ban Righ common room.
—S.30 p.m. Classics Club,

Speaker, Dr. Smithers. "Form-
ation of the Roman Legends"
—Home of Miss M. Macdon-
ncll, 104 Queen's Crescent.

THURSDAY— 12.45 -Debating
Union vs. Toronto—201 New
Arts Building.

—7.30—Football Club—Nichol
Hall.

8 p.m. Hockey Club meeting,

Gymnasium.
—8 p.m.. Dr. Kiss, lecture in

Richardson Amphitheatre es-

pecially for Medical students.

FRIDAY—8 p.m. Freshman As-

saults, Gymnasium.
—9 p.m. to 1—Arts '47 "Hang-
over", Grant Hall. Sadie Ask
—ISS National Conference -

Ajax,

SATURDAY—8-12 — Dogpatch

Drag, Gymnasium.
—8-12 — WDWTGABDYMHA
Club Annual meeting. Grant

Hal! Tower. Inauguration of

new president.

CAMSI
(Continned from page 1)

The organization decided the

money should be distributed

through hospital administration.

The Queen's delegation to the

conference consisted of Helen

Martin, Meds '49, and Jack Gor-

don, Meds '51.

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone €641 109 Alfred Street

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS
Phone 4051 92 Princess St.

Mr. Janos
(Continued from page 1)

Bewildered by the attitude of the

good burghers of Picton, Charlie;

now slightly cynical about the aes-

thetic sensibilities of the people of

Ontario, came to Kingston whe:

he eventually acquired ownership of

the Queen's Tea Room.
Here he found his niche in life.

Friend and trusted confident of

hundreds of undergraduates, he dis-

pensed his wit and sound advice

with a liberal hand. Many a time he

reached into his own pocket to help

students ont of financial difficulties.

His presence will be deeply missed.

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
'^^HHioii CANADA m^^mam

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives;

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeoter
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Privy-Peeker Ellis

Preparing Report
John Ellis who was appointed

temporary sanitary inspector by the

A.M.S. to draw up a report on the

condition of campus privies and ac-

companying equipment has reported

to the Journal that this chore is

progressing according to plan,

Mr. Ellis claims he is perusing a

book called "Water Supply and

Sewage" in order that he might

carry out the job with the maxi-

mum possible efficiency. "When
the book is finished," he said, "I

will carry out a careful inspection

and make a report."

VeteransMeetThurs.

DiscussNCSV Offer
Queen's student veterans will

meet in Convocation Hall at 1

o'clock, Thursday, November 20,

to discuss the practicability o£ or-

ganizing a permanent group affili-

ated with the National Council of

Student Veterans.

Two years ago the veterans on

this campus decided not to join

the NCSV but the Council is

again pressing them, for it feels

that a united voice carries more
weight.

Interested student veterans are

asked to attend.

a Bank
The vein proves rich, a shaft is siink, and a

new mining town springs into life. The main

street takes form. Commercial buildings rise.

When such a development occurs, the services

of a bank are needed— to handle payrolls, to

keep savings accounts and, as the town grows,

to furnish bank credit for the needs of the

community.

This is a basic pattern in Canada's develop-

ment. And part of it is the local bank manager,

providing those financial services which help

Canadian men and women to win the rewards

of modern enterprise and modern living.

CORRY SCORES MOB ACTION
Prof. Corry was the guest speaker

at a general meeting of the Engin-

eering Society in Convocation Hall

Friday afternoon. He spoke on

"Civil Liberties."

The speaker gave a comprehen-

sive sketch of his topic, stating that

in a democracy to consider Civil

Liberties we must take a negative

approach to the constitution, since

we are permitted to do all that

which is not specifically forbidden

by law. For this reason, each one

should take an active interest in the

selection of the legislators.

Prof. Corry then covered briefly

those civil liberties which are most

generally thought of as most im-

portant,—freedom of speech, of the

press, of assembly and from arbi-

trary arrest.

The comparison was drawn be-

tween freedom of person and free-

dom of assembly, but Prof, Corry

pointed out the implications of an

assembly meeting for an unlawful

purpose — such as tearing down
goalposts. He also mentioned the

situation which arises when an as-

sembly assumes an unlawful man-
ner.

The speaker was introduced by

John Armstrong following a short

business session. A vote of thanks

was moved by Don Johnston.

Dress Rehearal Soon

For Castof 'Tempest'
The cast of "The Tempest" have

now reached the stage of daily re-

liearsals. By this week-end dress

rehearsals will have begun, and by

N'ovember 25 the play will be pro-

duced here for the first time. The

next Saturday it will be presented

in Ottawa.

Dr. Graham George, Queen's

resident musician, has com-

posed brilliant and original

music for the play, and Anne
Desbrisay has produced the
fantastic dances. One, "The

Dance of the Strange Shapes,"

will be interpreted by Ann Val-

lentyne and Kay Barclay, while

Anne herself dances with Joan

Bowra and Barbara Birming-

ham in the "Dance of the
Nymphs."

Combining seriousness and hu-

mour, music and ballet "The Tem-

pest", presented here November 25

26, and 27 promises to be "one of

Engineers
(Continued from page 1)

the best plays ever seen at Queen's,"

executive board, and following

reports by Fred Moot of the ISS
committee at Queen's and Norm
Simmons, who represented the

executive af a recent ISS meet-

ing, the motion was approved.

Though the Society will not make
a financial contribution nor per-

Sdnally solicit donations from

the engineers it will assist in the

publicity for the forthcoming

campaign.

Plans have been laid for

this fall's session of the

Science Court which prom-

ises to be one of the best at-

tended courts in many years.

Chief Justice Don Saunders

and Junior Justice Bob
Mitchell are doing consider-

able research on previous

judgments but will neverthe-

less have their hands full

with many precedent-shat-

tering charges. It is rum-

oured that one of the more

AngIican Club for

Queen's Students
A group of Queen's Anglican

students decided Thursday night

to form a club similar to the

Canterbury Clubs already active

j
at the University of Alberta,

Western, McMaster and Toronto,

for study and discussion of their

special problems. This club will

co-operate with all other Christ-

ian groups on the campus and

will give Anglican students a

definite link with the Kingston

Church,

A temporary committee was
elected, consisting of Don
Noonan, Kathie Mcrriman and

Bill Peeling,

The club's first meeting will

take the form of a communion
and breakfast at St. George's

Cathedral on Sunday, Nov. 23,

at 8 a.m. Lists for those wishing

to attend will be posted.

TO KEEP

YOUR tfah
IN SHAPE

SeONSOkED BY YOUR SANK

Jusc a few drops of VascIiQc" Hair Tonic

before you scare with brush or comb, and,

brocbcr—you've sung the last vccsc of "dry

scalp" blues. Here's a hair toaic cbacsuppL-

mcDts the natural scalp oils, giving the hair

a silky luscre, helping comb or brush do a

grooming job that looks right and iiayt

right [he whole day through.

Remember, men, "Vaseline" Hair Tonic

contains no alcohol or other drying ingre-

dient. It works li'iVA nature—not against it—

to give your scalp and hair the very best care.

55f: and 95i!—at any toilet goods counter.

Use it, too, for a BiJUR SHAMPOO

Rub "VaseUnc" Hair Tonic generously onto

the scalp, then wash your hair in ihe usual

way. Result; invigorated scalp—no loose

dandruff—really dean hair. Finally, 5 drops

of "VaseUnc" Hair Tonic before brushing,

for that day-long groomed look.

Oiuflbrough MaiwfacTvr^g Co. C«n'd

HELPS YOUR HA/R TO VOOK ITS BEST

Debaters
(Continued from page Ij

Jones and Bill Coke, Arts '48.

maintaining that "Women can

have political and economic

equality or social privilege, but

not both." They will be opposed

by Pam Smith, Lev, '49, and

Glenvs Bradford. Lev. '50.

serious charges will involve

a junior whose conduct is

suspected of being unbecom-

ing to a Scienceman.

Lab Tour

All Class Secretaries

Pick Up Who's Where

Class secretaries who have not yet

received notices can collect Who's
Where at the Post Office at 4.30

p.m. today. It is important that

some member of each class executive

appear to collect the copies and he

must know the exact number re-

quired,

Bieler

(Continued from page 1)

Set on this background in

larger scale are buildings in

keeping with the generation of

electricity, and in yet larger scale

are various human characters,

each group representing in some
form the development and his-

tory of the plan from virgin land

to its present complex state.

The mural is to be bordered

by instruments used during the

construction of the dam and

plant; geological, surveying, and

electrical instruments all being

shown at various points.

Revue
(Continued from page 1)

are asked to attend its first or-

ganization meeting at 1 pjn.

Wednesday in Room 101 of the

New Arts Building.

There is a great need for tech-

nicians of all kinds, directors,

script writers, actors, chorus

girls, comics, vocalists—in short,

anyone who can do anything is

invited to attend the meeting.

"Well, after all, Jelhws,

Fourth year men

can do it!"

Egbert isn't so far off the beam when he

imitates his seniors. It's a good way to

progress— provided we imitate someone

who is "on the ball".

That's why Egbert is cookiog on the from

burners when he follows the example of

thousands of students from U.N.B. lo U.B.C

and bacdts at "MY BANK". He knows

there's no better way of saving for those

new ski-slacks, that reel sports jacket.

If you're not already one of

those smart smdents with a

•> JfZ^ B ofM account, why not open

nim^T
today?

You'll like that stand-up-and'

shout feeling that money In the

bank gives you. ui-e

Bank of Montreal
working y»h Conodioni in every woU af lilt since 1817

Kingston Branch: DUGALD MacGREGOR, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts. Branch: J. D. HICKEY, Manager
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ORFUNS DEFEAT GHOSTS
IN LAST GAME OF SEASON

By Doug Bruce

In a driving snow-storm at Cobourg on Saturday, Jake
Edwards' Orfuns romped over the Galloping Ghosts to the time of
26-3. Showing much superior condition, the Tricolor ran the Ghosts
into the ground during the last half. Sparked by Gatfield, the Gaels
chalked up 17 first downs, while the stonewall defence backed up
by Simola held Cobourg to 6. This game wound up the season for

the Orfuns since they will not participate in the league play-offs

Salari's kick-off was taken by
Cobourg on the 35-yard line. The
Ghosts were just short of making
a first down on the opening play

but they were held to no gain on
their second attempt and forced

to kick to Queen's 38-yard line.

Richardson passed to Miiiken for

a first down but the following

play was thrown for a loss and
Salari booted down to Cobourg's

45-yard line. Cobourg quick-

kicked to the Queen's 35-yard

line and from this point Queen's
marched to the 50-yard line. Sa
lari's kick was fumbled and re

cuvered by Milovick on Cobourg's

40-yard line. Three consecutive

first downs brought the ball to

the 22-yard line where Richard-
son opened the scoring with a

field goal. However Cobourg
bounced back two plays later

with a 30-yard pass and a field

goal by Plunkett. Queen's 3,

Cobourg 3.

Second Quarter

The play see-sawed back and
forth with no particular advan-
tage being gained by either team
until the last few minutes of the

(juarter. Then Queen's intercep-

ted a Cobourg pass, Dell and Gat-
field advanced the sticks twice
and then Gatfield dived over for

a touchdown. Milliken convert-

ed. Queen's 9. Cobourg 3,

Third Quarter

The Orfuns tuok to the air

early in the si^cond half when
Richardson-to-iMilliken and Gal-
field-to-Phillips passes clicked for

a major score. Milliken again
converted. Cobourg tried a ser-

ies of desperation passes but only
succeeded in having two of tbem
intercepted by Queen's.

Fourth Quarter
The Ed\var.!.-nii.'n shifted into

high gear in iln- In-i [jnarter when
Salari rc-v.-rud In- nwn kick on
Cobourg's 25-yarci line and Rich-
ardson booted a single. Milliken
Followed up shortly with a field

goal and Richardson fiiiished off

ihe scoring with a 30-yard run
into the end zone.

Final score, Queen's 26, Co-
bourg 3.

Battery Of Pugs

For Frosh Assault
Next Friday night will mark the

opening of the Boxing and Wrest-

ling activities for this season. The
occasion is the annual Freshman

Assault where novices in both box-

ing and wrestling get their first taste

of actual competition. According to

boxing coach Jack Jarvis there are

some promising prospects among
this j'ear's freshman crop and nianj'

potential intercollegiate scrappers

will show their wares on Friday,

These bouts have no bearings on in-

tramural standings but to stimulate

interest in the sport and give begin-

ners experience in the ring.

There will be about ten boxing

bouts for candidates weighing be-

tween 135 and 165 pounds. To
round out the card it is expected

[hat Doug Miles will enter 6 or S
of bis wrestlers. There is still room
for candidates, especially in the

lighter weights.

The team is still without a trainer

and anyone interested in this job

is urged to report to the gym any
afteinoun. The job entails about

one hour's work a day usually be-

tween 5 and 6 p.m. rubbing sore

muscles and looking after minor in-

juries.

A wrestling manager is also
needed to share the managerial du-

ties with Graham MacDonald who
is looking after The boxers.

Skating Club
Plans Carnival
Xext meeting of the Skating Ciub

will be held Wed. in the Biology

lecture room uf the Old Arts Bmld-
iiig, frniii 7 to ,s p.,„. Chief subject
on iIk- program will be a discussion
of i>lans for a carnival to be held

ncxl term.

Those interested iji skating are
invited.

Coli:; ends, Jcffrvy, Walcoti; quarter,
liardfon; lialvcs, Gatfield. Elforci,

; wing, Milovick; alter
Phillips

Queen's: Centre, Sinioia: insitles,
I ii:^

Caprcol, Errinpton; niiddk's, Salari, W".

Devlin, Dick, Chris-
>. Montrose, Milliken, Dell,
look', Wolley.

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

Hartt Shoes for Men
Treadeosy Shoes for

Women
Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

SHOES LIMITED

TED WHITE S

Pay Dirt

Elliott Picks Allstors

The all-star bugaboo is upon us again so we may as well jump
in. As MR. T. REEVE of TORONTO said recently they are a

neces-sary evil but he suggested, too, that anyone who so sticks

his neck out should not do so without seriously considering every

man in his position. Evidently there are selectors who just recently

went through the motions without that consideration. That 12-f2

effort in LONDON on Saturday almost proves that the MUS-
TANGS do not rate ten places on the mythical team. We iiuagiue

there are some red faces and there should be.

We have here the opinion of an expert on the subject. This

is head coach BOB ELLIOTT'S all-EASTERN team and we think

you will agree that he is a pretty fair judge of football flesh. "These
are the boys I want on my side if I'm going to try to beat the best

of the rest. In the backfield give me of course JACK PARRY and
for helpmates FRANK FILCHOK, JOE KROL, VIRGIL WAG-
NER and TONY GOLAB. A wing line of DON LONEY at snap,

insides BILL ZOCK and EDDIE REMEGIS, middles TRAWYCK
and CHRISTiMAN and outsides M.^T ANTHONY and JACK
F,-\RLEY should he able to hold up their end in the struggle."

For his second .team Bob picks TOUCHDOWN TURNER,
BOB PAFFRATH.* BOB CUNNINGHAM. BYRON KARRYS
and KEN CHARLTON for the backs. Along the line he would

take DOUG TURNER. FRANK MORRIS, SHANTY McKENZIE,
.\L STEVENSON, BOB STEVENS, FAB CURRY and BERT
HAIGH.

"I would like to put Big Steve on the first team," Elliott said,

"but there is a vast difference between our league and the Big

Four. I think on his ])Iay this year that he probably could show

up just as well in the advanced company, but I only think so. You
would have to see ti> be sure, .^bout Jack Parry I have no doubts.

He is the best of the best."

We asked about ROYAL COPEL.^ND. "You have to leave

someone off, Elliott replied, "and this was not Copelaud's best

season."

Sounds like a prettv fair club, Mr. Elliott.

THE BOSS
Is he sick? The hell he's sick! Our

port.s edilcir has been iit the hospital
nice Saturday night, trying to EKE
out a win over an infected face. We
iboD^'lit we would take advantage of
this modest wriltr-athlcte's forced ah-

:e lo print (bis picture of him — a
thing he would never do hiuiseif. Ha!
played good football for this year's
Seniors.

McGill Game
(Continued from page 1)

4.5. Shortly afterward the Gaels
iimbled behind their own goal
me, on a play starting from the
and Johnny Porter fell on the

ball for a major. Heron converted
and McGill- took a 7-3 lead.

-After gaining another first

lown Heron's attempted field

;oal from the 17 went for a
single. Heron completed McGiU's
scoring by kicking another field

goal from the 25.

Queen's: Quarter, Ltjiard, halves
-Mi-Inlyre, Bultjtr. Faulkner; flying

Hoost; ci-nire. Woods; guards,
bperopolous. Hriskevich; tackles, Stc-

Carson; ends, Pearcc, Pringlc:
alternates. Charters, Delahayc, Mc-
Ktlvev. Parkinson, Stecvcs. McGuire,

orris, Fardell, Minnes, Cuddie,Orr, IW

Sadler.

Levana

SportsREEL
BASKETBALL

J list a rctninder that definite

tiiues have been set for practices.

This year will be an all-out effort

for basketball, with practices every

day. Monday, Tuesday, and Fri-

day the hour is 2.30-3.30, and on

Wednesdays it is from 1.30-2.30.

An evening practice has been added

Thursday 7.30-9.30. And sotne-

ihitig new is quite evident about

these practices. To see Levana rac-

ing up and down the gj'm and turn-

ing handsprings for coach Tom
Devitt is unprecedented. But they

like it. and even at this early date

the restilts are beginning to show,

in a way that makes both the city

league and intercollegiate look like

a snap.

SWIMMING
This Friday Moragh Sheppcrd,

Peggy House, Marg Watson. Helen

Curric, Bev Harris, Pat Gardiner.

June Dougall and Eleanor Davidson

leave for the intercollegiate swim-

ming meet in Hamiltoti, where they

swim in the Municipal Pool. Tbev
are up against stiff competition this

year, since McGill counts four oi

the Canadian Olympic team as her

own, and two of Toronto's girls

hold Canadian records. Good luck,

girls.

SKATING - HOCKEY
The rink belongs to Levatia Mon-

day through Friday from 1 to 2.

On Tuesday and Thursday it's hoc-

key, with Bev Hamilton coaching,—
Everyone who can stand up and is

interested is urged to come out. '

j

Gael Mermen Win
Over Toronto YM

WATER POLO
On Saturday, November 15 at

Queen's University, the Queen's

water pelo team won a hard fought

battle against Toronto West End
YMCA by a score -of 6-5. This

game was a brilliant display of ball

handling and speed swiinmitig with

every miiuite action-packed.

The first quarter started with

Queen's getting one goal to Toron-

to's two. For the second and tbiid

quarters, Toronto was held scoreless

while Queen's pounded in two more
goals. The final quarter again saw
Queen's scoring one goal to To-
ronto's two making a total full time

score of 4-4. Si.'^ minutes of over-

time were played with Queen's
scoring tw^o goals to Toronto's one
making a final game score of 6-5
for Queen's.

The goals for Queen's were dis-

tributed evenly between Queen's
forwards Orr. Sech and Ross while

Toronto's forwards Perin, Jones
and James took the honours.

GAELS BOW TO R.C.A.F.
IN LAST PERIOD RALLY

By Lloyd Menary

A 4-goal outburst in the final period earned the Ottawa RCAF
Flyers an 8-5 exhibition win over the Queen's Gaels at the Jock
Harty Arena on Saturday night. For two-thirds of the way the
Tricolor enjoyed a slight edge in the play and held a 5-4 lead going
into the third period, but the superior stamina of the visitors exerted
itself in the final twenty minutes when they outscored the Gaels
four goals to none.

The opening period was slow
going and listless despite the fact

that it produced 7 of the game's
13 goals. Queen's outscored their

opponents 4-3. with Chick Hews
accounting for two, and Hamil-
ton and Barratt one e»:h.

The play became spirited in

the second period although only

two goals were scored. Moore
and Beatch combined for a Flyer

score shortly after play had been
resumed, but Wallis put Queen's
hack in the lead at 5.39 on one
of the cleverest plays of the night.

The highlight of the second per-

iod, however, was Don Murray's
elusive puck ragging while his

team mates. Moffat and Gulick.

were serving time iu the penalty-

box.

The Flyers held an edge in the'

third period of play. However,
three penalties to Jake Wallis

proved costly to the Gaels as the

visitors, after having tied the

score earlier, scored goals 6 and

7, while he was missing from the

play.

The Tricolor, however, display-

ed sound hockej' throughout the

game and if lacking in a defence-

man of the Lome Smith calibre,

have added strength on the at-

tack ill Ron Kemp, Don Murray.

Jake Wallis and Tom Barratt.

The RCAF club, on the other

hand, although deserving win-

ners over their intercollegiate

competitors of Saturday night,

left much to be desired as a top-

flight senior representative of this

country in next year's Olympic

competition.

Queen's: Goal, Urie; defence, John-
son, Gulick: centre, Wagar; wingrs.

Wallace, Lcfebvre; alternates, Moffat.
Flannigan, Murray. Kemp, Mercier,
Weber, Hews, Barratt. Hamilton.

1st Period
Queens, Hews „ 2.16
RCAF, Seymour (Thomas) - .,- 4.03
RCAF Rooke (Brooks^ 5.^0

INTRAMURALS
SOFTBALL — Last Wednes-

day night, Meds '52 overcame Mcds
'53 by a 5 to 1 count in the first

of three games. In the second tus-

sel. Science '51 gave up 5 runs iti

the first inning to bow to Meds '50

7 - 2, and later a strong Sc, '50 nine,

presently the league leaders, downed
Meds "49 5-2. Thursday evening,
Sc. '49 shut out Theology 7-0 and
on Friday Sc. '51 won their first

game of the year by defeatiiig Meds
'51 6-5. The second game of the
night saw Sc. '48 and Arts "49 see-
saw to a 3 - 3 tie after five innings
of play.

TRACK AND FIELD — En-
tries for the annual indoor track and
field meet which is scheduled for
Wednesday will close today. The
events will include a mile run, 880,
440. 20-yard dash, relays, 20-yard
hurdles, broad jtmips, hop, step and
jump, high jump, and the 12-pound
indoor shot put.

Queen's. Barratt (Hamilton) 9.0.^

Queen's, Hatnilton (Keinpl ...U.OO
RCAF, Beateb (Guzzo, Mait-
land) 13.25

QucL-n's, Hews - 13.50
Penalties: Brooks. RCAF.

2nd Period
RCAF. Moore (Beatch) I.IO

Queen's, Wallis (Johnson) 5.39
Penalties: Moffat, Gulick.

3rd Period
RCAF. Gravel (Seymour) 7.05
KCAI\ Brooks IRooke) 11.55
BCAF. Beach (Thomas) 12..W
RCAF. Scytnoiir (Guzzo) IS.-IO

Penalties: Seymour (2), RCAF; Gil-
in, RCAF; Wallis, Queen's (3).

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

TAB COLLAR SHIRTS
IN STOCK

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND bIUU ELLIOTT

MODERN 77i6 TAXI
I

PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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P. C. GOVERMENT'S MOTION
REWRITES FEDERAL POWERS
Parliament Session

Called For Thursday
Research committees of all

campus political clubs swung in-

to action this week with the an-

nouncement by Conservative
party leader Ken Binks that the

resolution to be debated at the

meeting of the Parliamentary So-

oiety next Thursday night will

be :

"Resolved that, in view of

the present constitutional im-

passe, Canada should be di-

vided into five distinct pro-

vincial units in order to effect

further decentralization of

federal powers at Ottawa by
devolution of those powers
to each separate provincial

unit."

Disagreement followed the in-

troduction of the resolution,

wlien the CCF party, primary

nj)|)o;;ition to the Progressive-

Conservatives, objected that the

resolution placed them under ob-

ligation to support views which
were not part of their party's

platform. However, after a meet-

ing of both parties, at which

Sue P.C. Motion, n. 5

Spectacles, Dental Work

Available Through DVA
Ur. ^facCleinent, the veterans'

advisor, wishes to remind all

tiVA students that they are now
able to obtain authorization for

free glasses and dental work.

Those interested in further in-

formation should apply to the

office of the Veterans' Advisor
in the Gymnasium,

Feelers Extended

For Old School Tie
Queen'smen may soon have

a college tie. The AMS has
appointed Tom M c E w a n,

Arts '49, to inquire into the

possibilities of having a tie

manufactured exclusively for

Queen's.

Mr. McEwan is busy ex-

tending feelers amongst sev-

eral manufacturers to deter-

mine these possibilities.

Professor Bieler is to de-

sign the tie which will be

sold only to Queen'smen and
Alumni.

Perrin New Chairman

OfQueen^sNFCUS
The Alma Mater Society has

appointed George Perrin chair-

man of the Queen's NFCUS
committee. Mr. Perrin will

choose his own committee and
wilt be in charge of any work
that NFCUS might ask this Uni-

versity to undertake. The posi-

tion fell vacant when John
Chance retired as temporary

chairman.

In order to carry out NFCUS
work as efficiently as possible

Mr. Perrin intends to form a com-

mittee which will be represent-

ative of all gronps on the campus.

Asiatic Students

Thankfuh.To ISS
"I bring you greetings from

the ISS on the other side of the

world," said Dr. Malcolm .\dise-

shiah in Convocation Hall Wed-
nesday night. Ill his speech the

assistant-secretary of the ISS

told of his trip through the war-

torn countries of Asia and En-
rope.

He impressed upon the audi-

ence tlie encouragement the or-

ganization is bring-ing to the

Asiatic people. Not so much by

the material aid, he implied, al-

though that is considerable, "but

very often the ISS is the first

contact these countries have had

with the Western powers since

the beginning of the war. They
can feci now you have not for-

gotten them."

Si'C Asiatic Sliiikiils, p. 5

GRANT HALL
X-RAYS TUES.

LISTS POSTED
X-rays of all students will take

place next Tuesday, Nov. 25. in

Grant Hall, starting at 9 a.m.,

Miss Jean I. Royce has revealed.

"This is a compulsory examin-

ation," stated Miss Royce. "Re
gardlcss of how recently they

have been X-rayed, it is abso-

lutely necessary that all students

take this test."

Students' names and exact

time of X-rays are now posted

—Arts and Commerce lists in

the new .Arts building. Douglas

Liljrary, and the gym ; first and

second year Science lists on the

drafting room bulletin boards,

and third and fourth year Sci-

ence lists on the notice boards

of the Hydraulics Lab and the

gym.

Miss Jean Richardson, assist-

ant registrar, will distribute the

file cards, which will he filled

out as indicated in the previous

j
Journal.

FABRICATES HARPIES' WINGS
WITH EXECUTIONER'S AXE

HOTQ BY BOV -EV AND CAKE"!

RAWKtNX
B*V --

SACWC HAWKINS
HOMCLI'

DOCiPATCK^

FAii-EO •fa
CATCM A
HliSOAND-

AeR PAffT. in
t)e«>CtlATOH
OH^ DAY

OP
-"^'-PATCH.

Sadie will be able to prove that

she really did catch her man this

Saturday night, as a photo con-

cession will be set up to record

her victory for posterity. And,
since it is a well known fact that

UOVS
MaRIv mam i>OTrER -am 6,£>"*

SHtX NONE Ora HAS
LN MAF

I POTTER

AK DtCLABES row SAMI
HAWK1H5 OAlf" -WHEN AH_

ARUHmS'-WHCH AH EIRE'S
agim-afVxr tjviN- viy*
FAIR. SrAR.T-SAi>(l STARTS- TH'OME SHE

The "Tempest" tempted the Journal photographer, who caught Sandy Webster,
Elspeth Wallace and Mrs, Wm. An^rus making final alterations in preparation

for next week's production.

The Journal caught Mrs. .\iigus, the designer of the costumes

for the "Temjiest," in the .ict nf hacking out thin strips of bamboo
will) a large and rusty exci:utioner's axe. The bamboo, joined with

wiru, ami covered with lilaik ,iiid silver cloth, was going to be

transformed into Harpie^' m:-:-. Kay Brown, the costume mistress,

told us that the ha^de^t costume lo devise was that for Caliban,

six feet five of monster, with hair all over him, and then fish scales

over the hair. The girls who are helping Mrs. Angus and Kay

with the sewing of the dresses meet every day now on the top

floor of the Old Arts Building and sew costumes for nymphs, god-

desses, strange shapes (who are wearing horns), and monsters.

Kav Browu is being iielped by Lois Sharpe, Barbara Lamb,

Ruth I\'es, llene Iladdaway, Kay Richardson, Kay 'Barclay, and

Ursula Todd.

All Queen's Vets

Meet Wednesday
At a meeting Monday in Con

vocation Hall eighty Queen's

veterans decided to hold a better

pubhcized meeting before decid-

ing whether to actively assist in

the National Council of Student

Veterans.

The N. C. S. V. was formerly

shunned by Queen'smen. one vet-

eran said, because it did more

harm than good by its lobbying

for student benefits. Veterans

present felt they thought the time

had come to review the situation.

A meeting will be held next

Wednesday night at 7 o'clock,

probably in Grant Hall.

the way to a man's heart is

through his stomach, preserved

turnips will be served along with

'he Kickapoo Joy Juice.

Tickets are still available

at Ban Righ and from Jean

Scott, but she says they are

going fast. Dancing will be

from 8 to 12 with lots of

tables on the mezzanine so

By Mak Keenleyside

you can rest after the hard

race. The intermission prom-

ises to be something extra

special, according to Jim

White, and the music will

be up to the best Dogpatch

standards. So grab your man

and make the big date for

Saturday, before someone

else gets there first!

WDWTGABDYMHA Club

Notice

Leigh Ronalds, senior mem-
ber of the Club, who has been

very active in this organization

fur several years now, draws at-

tention to the fact that the elec-

tions for the new executive are

being held this Saturday night

at 8 p.m. in the Queen's Observ-

atory. Mr. Ronalds, although

not a member of the executive

in past years, alleges that if

elected to any office whatsoever,

he will do his utmost to fulfill

the duties which his position will

entail,

QuJth Mr. Ronalds, emerging

from a welter of books, beer

Dr. LeachToAddress

IRC, CIIA, Monday
"Scandiniu ian versus American

Democracy' will, be the subject

of an address by Dr. H. G. Leach,

president-emeritus nf the Scan-

dinavian - American Foundation

and a well-known .\nierican au-

thor and editor, at a joint meet-

ing Monday night of the Queen's

IRC and the Canadian Institute

of International .\ffairs. The
lecture will be in the Biology

Lecture Room, Thcologj- Hall,

at S.15 p.m.

Dr, Leach, an authority on

Scandinavian affairs and an ex-

ponent of international education,

was from 1922 to \MQ the editor

of Forum and Century maga-

zines. During this period he be-

came a familiar lecturer in Amer-

Chaplain At Cornell

- Only Canadian Rep.
The Reverend A. M. Laverty re-

turned Wednesday from a three day

Inter-Faith Conference held at Cor-

nell University, hhaca, \.Y.

Three doctor:i, a rabbi, a

Catholic priest and about fifty

campus and church personnel

from New York state were in-

vited to act as leaders, supple-

iuenting the Cornell staff. Mr.

I^verty was the sole Canadian

leader present.

Mr. Laverty summed up the ge-

neral impression he gained from the

conference for ns, "It wouldn't have

happened twenty-five years ago.

perhaps not even ten years ago,"

he s;ii<l. "But now. the students' real

concern is not what religion has to

say about the solution of the pro-

blems of the world, but what re-

ligion can do in a practical way for

[he individual—and all that implies!

It was a very rewarding experi-

ence."

Alma Natter

Voices ofAMS
WillGo on Wax

By Leigh Ronalds

The members of the Alma Mater
Society executive will have their

voices recorded for posterity this

Sunday afternoon at the residence

of Dr. W. E. MacNedl.

Dr. MacNeill was given a
recording machine by the Board

of Trustees on the occasion of

his recent retirement as Vice-

Principal and Treasurer of

Queen's and he is most anxious

to make a recording of the

voices of the present student

representatives and to present

the record to the A.M.S. Dr.

MacN'eill hopes that this record

will render service to the in-

coming executives o f future

years and perhaps initiate a

permanent collection of all of

the voices of all future A.M.S.

representatives.

Sports Night Dec. 6

Sports Nights are on the way; a

temporary committee composed of

Mr. Bartlett. Miss Ross, Jim South-

ey, the faculty athletic sticks, and

this reporter met last Tuesday and

set Saturday. December 6, as a ten-

tative date for the first Sports Night.

Jack Warrel. physical education

course, was appointed convenor with

an as yet unnamed member of Le-

vana to act as his opposite number.

The temporary committee will meet

again this afternoon to pass on their

duties to Mr. Warrel and to ijffer

him any assistance that might he

required-

Mr. 'Warrel will have two weeks

tu organize a function that takes a

full month at other universities and

in view of this short notice, the A.
M.S. strongly urges the student

body to give Mr. Warrel all the as-

sistance that he might require to

help make these nights the success

iin this campus that ihey have been

at Varsity and McCiill.—Remember
December 6,

Mr. Censored Makes Report

.-\ privy report was presented by

Mr, Censored who claimed that Mr.

Hiniun, supervisor of grounds and

buildings, had volunteered his full

See .Alma .Macior, ji, 5

bottles, AMS reports and

Queensquotes : "See Ellis about I ican universities and civic organ

this !" izations across the continent.

KGH Scorns Blood

Of Poor Students
Three Queen'smen, in dire fi-

nancial straits, attempted in vain

to sell their blood and/or bodies

to the Kingston General Hospi-

tal one day last week. The Jour-

nal has learned from usually re-

liable soiu^ces.

Apparently the trade has been

so brisk in the past that the

hospital is overstocked on these

essential items, much to the

chagrin of these impoverished

students who claimed they have

felt the pinch of rising costs

Goal Of Education

Is Maturity-Scott
"To-day's world is an emo-

tional worfd." stated Dr. R. G.

Sciitt of the Queen's Medical

Faculty in an address, "Emotion-

al Reactions in University Life",

at the Levana meeting at Ban
Righ on Monday evening. "We
are continually assaulted by the

stress and strain of changing

conditions, and these changes

are reflected in our own living,"

he said.

Dr. Scott suggested the stand-

ards of appearance and behavior

for measuring an individual. He
pointied out that *on entering

university a student's character

is left adrift, and the props are

knocked from tmdcr his stability.

Thus, those who skip classes and

<io not complete assignments

show non-adjustment.

In Dr. Scott's opinion, univer-

sity education should direct a

person's energy and thoughts to

produce a stature of maturity.

Fellowship and imderstanding,

he felt, are of great importance,

and he said students should feel

free at all times to consult the

university chaplain or professors.

To assist university students in

"keeping on the beam" Dr.

Scott offered four principles : ad-

equate sleep, interest in studies,

recreation, and the cultivation of

I

a personal philosophy.
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THE DRAG
The executive of the .\hiia Mater Society has under-

taken to hold a Dogpatch Drag that will be no discredit to

an adult group of men and women. They have obtainetl a

good convener and he has chosen a capable committee.
The unfortunate details of last year's affair seem to be

looming larger in retrospect but there is no doubt that some
of those who were present acted in a way tliat would have
brought summary ejection from any other dance. Any place

.

The AMS and tlic dance committee are determined that

Saturday night's dance will be a happy party for everyone
there. They propose to ensure that it will be, by close but
unobtrusive student supervision of the proceedings. Every-
one there will know that if the dance should not turn out
to be satisfactory, and there is no reason why it shouldn't,

the A.M.S. executive will be forced to instruct its repre-

sentatives on the Social Functions Committee to recommend
that no Drags take place again at Queen's. They expect all

of us to cooperate with them if we want the tradition to

continue.

They have taken precautions to exact this cooperation
from the few who may not.

"You know, something tells me maybe I should take you to the movies instead."

Dear Journal . .

.

"Laugh and Grow Fat" . . .

Twelve o'clock is a hungry hour at Queen's—witness the mad
dash for coats and a place in the cafeteria queue. However, hungry
or not, we should be able to scrape up a smile here and there, just
to grease the machinery of the noon-hour rush. I am distressed
by the prospect of Queen's turning out a crop of sour-faced, gloomy
graduates,

Take time out to "laugh and grow fat". Admittedly there's
not much room left to grow fat in at Queen's, but a little good
humour at the right time would surely help our crowded life along,

K. R. BARCLAY, Arts '49.

Sighs of Bridge

FROM THE PRINCIPAL

THE X-RAY

EXAMS

\t is important' that all

Queen's students ovoil them-
selves of the opportunity of the

X-ray examination which is

being arranged for next week.

It will take only a few minutes

of the time of any student. It

is provided free of cost to the

student through the action of

the Board of Trustees. It is a

means of protection to the stu-

dent as an individuol and in

association with his fellow stu-

dents.

Let us all — without excep-

tion — toke pnrt in this exam-
ination.

R. C. WALLACE.

"Wench-No Bench"
Re lack of benches on the lo\ver campus—Lately I have taken to

reconnoitring that 'specialist's' area, and to my utter frustration found
it bare ... of benches. Stumbling wearily over couples who were forced
through the necessity of keeping warm to huddle on a patch of burberry,
I came to the conclusion that unless something drastic was done, people
all over the place were going to wind up with colds. And besides, what
of our famed Queen's hospitality? Are visiting couples going to be
without benches when they wish to stop awhile and discuss affairs of
high order? Petition your nearest faculty member about this at once!
Or should it be the A,B. oE C? —SILAS VVINTERBOTTOM

Bridge is quite a game and there are members of the fairer
sex who really like to take it seriously and enter into the campus
duplicate bridge tournaments. As these games are held in that
masculine "sanctum sanctorum." the Union, under the prevailing
regulations (or is it just an old custom?), the campus Josephine
Culbertsons cannot participate.

Other universities have done it—why cau't we, in view of the
fact that such privileges are soon to be extended in the new Union?
I understand that at McGill, coeds are allowed into their Union on
occasion and were able to watch the duplicate bri

held there last year.

A PARTNER'S ACE TRUMPER,

tournaments

"Puck Ducks"

More Glee In Glee Club

At the last meeting of the IRC. Dr, Glen Shortliffe began his
remarkable defence of dictatorship by saying that he had lost most
of his faith in the human race. During the course of the evening,
this statement of Dr. Sliortliffe's was substantiated by his trea^
mcnt of the audience.

Dr. Shortliffe obviously hoped that his flights of Puckish fancy
would charm the audience into a neglect of reality. He did not
at any time meet his opponent's charge of Soviet aggression. He
did not meet the charge that Soviet Russia had misused the veto
in the United Nations. He did not meet the charge that Communist
methods wt;re ruthless and bnual. He side-stepped the questions
from the floor with the same mi^chifvous carelessness that he side-
stepped the points of his opponents on the platform. In short. Dr.
Shortliffe was willing to talk about Spain, about the price of milk,
about the profits of the automotive industry, about the Britisb
policy in India, about anything in his world of fantasy and imagin-
ation, but not about the Communist policy of world 'domination.

Although he played the part with persistence, he failed. The
major questions still remain to be answered.

J. GRUDZIEN.

\\e of Queen's lack a creditable choir or glee club. Surely in
a University of 3,200 men and women there are at least 200 (1 in 16)
students with sufficiently good voices to form an excellent choir.
If other universities and high schools, with much smaller student
bodies from which to draw, can develop good choirs, why can't
Queen's produce one of the finest in Canada,

For some reason or other there has been very little in the
work of the Glee Club to attract members. On,e reason. 1 feel, is

in the type of music the Glee Club has chosen to present in the
past two or three years. Students derive little pleasure from pre-
paring music which is either too complex or obscure to be interest-
ing. Further, few students have sufficient time to spend on
preparation of the type of music the Glee Club has selected. Finally,
to be very frank, many students don't want to hear, much less smg,
such music.

The Queen's Sunday Hour, conducted by the Chaplain, is one
of the finest types of service I have ever attended. I am always
hopeful that an a<!cquate choir will sing at least one anthem or
hymn. Yet each time only a few courageous members turn up. If
any anthem had been prepared, it would have been of no value.
It is at such functions that the Glee Club should appear in strength.
Its appearance serves only as a painful reminder of its impotence
and uselessness.

For more constructive suggestions why not a "pop" concert
in conjunction witli the symphony orchestra, a popular operetta,
a few good recordings, a good showing at the Sunday Hour. The
success of the program sponsored by the Engineering Society last

Christmas stands witness to the demand for attractive yet good
music.

To those members of the Glee Club who have stuck with it.

I offer my congratulations for their endurance and patience, and
the assurance that no remark in this letter is in any way meant to

be critical of their hard work. —G.F.B.

UEEN'SWORLD
Ian Vorres exposes that mad merry-go-round

that is Athens as East and West

indefatigably chase each other.

.'\ carnival of infinite duration is a post-war innovation in the

daily life of Athens. Being revoltingly near the "iron curtain," the

city participates fully in the friendly massacre that characterizes

the cordial relations between Russia and the West.

One phase of the capital's jumbled politics is played out in the

huge number of foreign embassy receptions. During these occa-

sions nobody knows who's actually who and everybody feverishly

angles for any important state secret he can get. Exotic sirens

lavishly displaying a dizzy aggregate of curves and smoking long

oriental cigarettes, instead of getting angled, devour the angler as

a rule.

Minister Looses Budget

In the big reception of the Russian embassy last year, a beau-

tiful chambermaid magnetized the Greek minister of finance (age

75. bald, no teeth, one glass eye. stone deaf, monocle), into her

abode and removed his dollar-famished state budget which he

carried with him to show the American ambassador. Later it was

discovered that this lovely servant was Stalin's Caucasian girl

friend in person, who had been attached to the embassy in Athens

under the code-name "sneak sniffy." Secret weapons of this sort

raised the casualties among Greek officials to such an extent that

a law was passed forbidding unmarried officers and ministers to

participate in embassy receptions. If married they had to be accom-

panied by their wives, provided the latter were not shortsighted.

Another novelty is the endless stream of U.S.A. top officials

that crowd the city. American generals arrive weekly to follow

operations against Communist insurgents. The Greek generals

invite their American colleagues for a plane ride over the battle

fields, during which their excellencies labour in a profound bridge

game. When a day later the Turkish government hands in a pro-

test because of Greek military planes crossing the border, it is

realised that the inspecting generals mistook the Turkish army

manoeuvres for their own fighting battalions. This oversight has

luckily no further implications for the American generals have

already left to attend a "belly" dance in Cairo.

Civilizing Influence of U.S.

Meanwhile the Association of Divorced Athenian Housewives

and the Christian Movement of Father Bachelors protested to the

King that the enormous quantities of bubble gum imported by

American businessmen has turned all youngsters into complete

savages. Great commotion was also caused by a report that Coca

Cola had bought the right to put a big neon advertisement on the

Parthenon saying:

Aristotle liked to sip our cokes

So drink 'em, too, Athenian- folks.

Both matters were satisfactorily settled through diplomatic

channels.

Kight clubs of any sort enjoy an absolute predominance. Re-

cently the famous Chilean dancer, Rosita Amoreadore, arrived for

a short tour. Athens was paralyzed. Traffic stopped, banks closed

and Parliament adjourned to give a free hand to its members. Even

the Communist leaders finding sanctuary in Yugoslavia asked for

a two-day truce, which would enable them to come down and

admire the ballerina, Headquarters in Athens granted them this

privilege on the basis that no sacrifice is too great for beauty's

sake. A special plane was sent to carry them into town. Fate

wanted it and a group of extremists placed a time bomb in the

transport that would fly them back. By mistake, however, they

deposited the deadly weapon in the plane that would take Rosita

to Italy. Thus poor Rosita was transformed into a flaming comet

quenching her fire in the cool Mediterranean. Prayers all over the

country implored the God of the Seas to turn her into a sea-nympii.

As I am writing, the news arrived that Neptune, his beard quivering

with love, proposed to her, the story ending in the usual classical

manner.

Amor viucent omuis.

Over To You Science '50

Mr. Kirk's statement on page 4 was drawn to my attentio;i by

The Journal. 1 feel certain that Mr. Kirk has gone charging ahead

without making any reasonable inquiries or acquainting himself

with facts one would feel necessary before making such statements.

Mr. Kirk's suggestion that advertising rates be raised is about

-six months late as major steps in this direction have already been

made. .Advertising rates for Who's Where have been doubled or

trebled this year depending on the amount of space purchased.

Advertising revenues have increased by about 85%^ since certain

former advertisers refused the new rates,

A delay of one and one-half weeks was caused this year by the

breakdown of a press at Hanson & Edgar's. We have been assured

that a new press and linotype are being added to their equipment

at a cost of $20,000.00 so that next year the directory will receive

service unsurpassed in the past. Even with this year's delay there

has been a fairly noticeable speed up in time.

By withdrawing Science Fifty's purchasing rate at cost price

of 25 cents per copy, Mr. Kirk will take less in revenue away from

Who's Where tlian would the cancelling of the Modern Taxi adver-

tisement. In view of his energy. I would heartily recommend Mr.

Kirk as my successor as next year's editor.

—A. E. ROSS.
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DIFFICULT CHOICe

Librarian Picks Five Significant Books

LIBRARIAN GUNDY

By H. P. Gundy

I have been asked to comment
briefly on what I consider to be
the five most significant books
published in 1947. This is a tail

orderj "Significance" is a rela-

tive term — significant for what?
The five most significant books
for a fourth year Honour student

in English would be less signifi-

cant for an engineer or bio-chem-

ist. Literary significance differs

from technical or factual signifi-

cance. Furthermore, only a small
proportion of the thousands of

books published in 1947 have
come to my personal notice, and
reviews are often as misleading

as titles. I therefore disclaim the

superlative and shall attempt to point out the particular significance
of five important current publications.

1. E. H. Carr, Soviet Impact on the Western World, Macmillan
1947.

An objective study of political, economic, and social influence
of the Soviet Union on the West. Without any propagandist axe
to grind. Professor Carr weighs the importance of the Soviet
experiment to Western Civilization. He makes no attempt to deter-
mine the "merits or demerits of the Soviet achievement." The book
has been called "a truly significant contribution to the understand-
ing of one of history's decisive developments ... a timely corrective
for both the passionate denunciation and the unstinted praise of the
Soviet Union."

2. Commission on Freedom of the Press, A General Report on Mass
Commimication : N;evrepapers, -Radio, .Motion Picftures,

Magazines and Books, University of Chicago Press, 1947.

Under the Chairmanship of Chance^or Robert M. Hutchins
of the University of Chicago, the commission presents in this report

a frank analysis of the safeguards as well as the dangers inherent

in all the major agencies of mass communication. The findings of

Ihe commission leave no room for complacency. While rejecting

totalitarian methods of government regulation, the commissioners

make a strong plea for more rigid self-regulation and responsible

discipline. Mr. J. T. Frederick, prominent American journalist,

says of the report, "so marked is its timeliness and so pervasive

and so critical are the issues it treats that self-interest alone would

make this book mandatory reading for every thoughtful citizen of

the nation."

3. Thomas Mann, Essays of Three Decades, Knopf, 1947.

Considered by many to be the most outstanding man of lette

in world literature to-day, Thomas Mann has collected in this

volume sixteen non-political essays written from 1910 to 1939
"Where else is there anything like Mann's essays?" asks Eric Bent
ley in the Saturday Review of Literature (June 14, 1947). "Neither
entirely informal nor entirely systematic, neither merely personal
nor severely objective, they are in range and depth among the most
remarkable things in all criticism."

4. R. E. McMurry and M. Lee, The Cultural Approach, Another
Way in International Relations, University of North Caro
lina Press, 1947.

The importance of this book lies not in any graces of literary

style but in its subject matter and factual analysis. Based on infor-

mation supplied by official documents such as reports, laws and
decrees, and parliamentary debates, it gives a concise account of

the cultural relations programmes as developed by ten governments
with special reference to the programmes of France, Germany. Great
Britain, the United States, and the USSR. The most readable

part of the book is the excellent introduction by Archibald MacLeish
who states . . . "the thing these syllables (Cultural Approach) de^

signate is more important to the people of the world . . . than
almost anything else they can read about or think about at this

moment in their history. The world's hope for peace, which i

itnother way of referring to the world's hope of survival, is directly

dependent upon the mutual understanding of peoples. And it is

precisely the mutual understanding of peoples which the clumsy
phrase 'Cultural Relations' attempts to describe."

5. A. J. Toynbee, A Study of History: abridgement of Vol. 1-6 by
D. C. Somervell, Oxford University Press, 1947.

The original monumental interpretation of the rise and fall of

successive civilizations is brilliantly abridged by Dr. Somervell. The
book has been heralded, on the one hand, as the greatest achieve

ment in historiography in this century; on the other as a mistaken

attempt to accommodate the refractory data of history to a pre

conceived theory. The lay reviewers have been enormously im-

pressed by Dr. Toynbee's immense erudition and philosophic sweep

;

the specialists acknowledge the author's encyclopaedic learning

but question his n\ethods and his conclusions. Whatever else may
be said of this book, it is both stimulating and provocative, and

bids fair to become "the book o£ the year."

Note: All the books mentioned above are available in the

Douglas Library except Mann's Essays, which is on order but has

not yet arrived.

Engineers Make "Storm"

Miranda Wears Pants, Prosper© Golfs

As Drama Group Rehearses Tempest
By Heather Logan

Prospero (Sandy Webster) had apparently forgotten

that golf hadn't been invented yet. Clutching his magic

staff with an interlocking grip, he sent a long drive whist-

ling down the centre aisle. Miranda (Elspeth Wallace) was

chasing Caliban (Glen Wilms) and giving him a dose of his

own Boris Karloff Medicine. Antonio (Al Todd) was lean-

ing on the ship's mainmast, enjoying a cheroot, and Ferdi-

nand (Jack Vallentyne) was out in the hall doing a little

studying. Dr. Angus, head of the Drama Department, ar-

rived and another rehearsal of "The Tempest" got under

way.

It was the first time the cast

had been through the play from

memory, yet they missed few

cues. "Memorizing isn't really

hard," said Ferdinand, after it

was over. "You say the stuff over

so many times you just can't help

knowing it."

Asked if she thought she'd be

nervous on opening night, lead-

ing lady Miranda said she was

getting so used to acting in front

of the rest of the cast that the

most restless of audiences prob-

ably wouldn't bother her.

Shakespearean students will re-

member that the script for Act I,

Scene I, calls for "sound of a

storm." For the Queen's produc-

tion, an enterprising group of en-

gineers will work up the pre-

scribed effect with a pile of boards

backstage.

Hard Sitting for Miranda

Other stage properties include

a reasonable facsimile of a sail-

ing ship, not to mention a cave.

In front is a rock that even looks

like one. "It's a darned uncom
fortable thing to sit on," Dr. An
gus told us, and Miranda, who
has to do most of the sitting

nodded agreement. Somehow, in

her sling pumps and slack suit,

she didn't look as if she'd been

living on an island all her life.

The incongruity of the Joe Col-

lege dress and the gallant Shake-

spearean lines was very striking.

An "effeminate" Italian lord wore

a fiery red Arts jacket, while

Ferdinand carefully hitched his

well-creased trousers as he knelt

for the King's blessing.

Other unexpected touches crept

in, too. The entire cast stood on

stage in silence, supposedly lis-

tening to fairy music, but all they

heard was some engineer work-

ing on his Bridge-building 64,

backstage. There were no com-

plaints, though, for the whole

production — sets as well as lines

has to be ready for opening

night next Tuesday.

Lament For The Senior Science Rep

(Headline "A.M.S. appoints Ellis Sanitary Inspector.")

My privy used to be private—
// -was, but it ain't anymore.

My privy itsed to be private

Tifl Ellis knocked at the door

"What arc you doing there?" I

asked him

"What have you come here jorf"

"inspection" he cried— so I said

"Come ifiside" . . .

My privy ain't private no more.

My privy used to be private—
It was, but it ain't anymore.

I used to go in there to meditate

To .read, and to soak, and to

snore ... (

A knocking came to my door one

night—
"Go imy," I cried in a roar . . .

But Ellis said "No! The batltlub

inust go!"

I don't take a bath anymore.

My privy used to be private—
It was, but it ain't anymore.

I used to go in there to brood

by myself—
/ did, but I don't anymore.

Ellis might come to the door any-

time . . ,

Clutching his hook in his hand

His face turned away, "excuse me",

he'll say . . .

I will, but [ won't understand.

—D.P,

The Steam Shovel
Now it came to pass that the week o'

Sade the Hawk didst arrive and in the Land
of Queenz was great stir and many gleeful

expressions are seen on the visages of the
warriors for is this not the time when wouldst-
be Sades from the Cave of Ban, who have

been encumbered for many moons with the company of lowly
clods of Eartz, can take inish and at last be escorted by warrior

of her choice. And indeed warriors are not displeased for verily

life of warrior shouldst not be but battle of slipstick and tab but
shouldst include company of babe for one might be found of great

permitivity. .^nd lo! the gods have been kind to men of Scienz for

have not the elders, filled with good intent, unwittingly decreed that

lemonite shall not wear long-legged encumbrance, and all are happy
for are these not some of greatest hindrances ever devised against

pleasure of warriors?

Men of Scienz

And yet many warriors must make great sacrifice for in Cave
of Ban are many upon whom gods have refused to smile and under
means of ambush even Sade, the pit-prop legged one, might share

unto herself a true man of Scienz and so scribe sees need that he

here does warn the initiates (as the elders know only too well)

that he shouldst provide unto himself vast quantities of soothing

baim of forgetfulness in case he shouldst draw inverse-endowed one.

And moreover news is brought to scribe that cause for rejoicing

is in tribe, for verily addition has been made unto family of Car

the Virile, and Maid Marian dost command scribe to convey Con-

grats.

In Jour-nal of Queenz was report made that this week only

wouldst Lemonites wear nether garments and great was consterna-

tion in Caves and many volunteers are required from amongst war-

riors to carry out research as to situation at other times. The war-

riors note with interest that musical ones have imported item of

scarcity on campus.

Eartz Laid End to End
And strange labours are done in caves of Scienz, and mathe-

matical one has computed that if all clods of Eartz were laid end

to end it wouldst create great and worthy job for steam roller and

many warriors are now in midst of investigating case concerning

the lemonites.

And now that saga is recounted, dazed and weary scribe must

away, for verily hard is life of scribe and exhausting is service of

great Maid Marion and spirits needst be bolstered for summons

to battle of Cave of Grant mightst come at any time.

The End, Positively The End

I simply love your bustle, dear,

I view it with an evil leer;

For when you dance the jivey voodoo

It wiggles twice as much as you do.

-B.A.G.

A Query by Sappo

WHO'LL I TAKE TO THE DRAG?
(I'm a bag)

PORNnil.T TH( IMILY CRAWFORD FLOWER HHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Res, 7990

Hsinson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRIHXEIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

Possible Bell For

Now Reposes Far^

For 46 years, the graceful Ro-

manesque tower of Grant Hall

has been without a voice. No-
body bothered to put a bell in it,

and since, the non-existant "Peal

from Ihe Tower" has been a stan-

dard campus joke.

Yet if the University authori-

ties had lacked sufficient funds

for a bell, they could have pro-

cured one free from the basement

of Convocation Hall. For many
years a heavy brass bell gathered

dust in a spare room, awaiting

Peal-less Tower

, Far Away
the day when some enterprising

engineer would devise a way of

hauling it over to Grant Hall.

Unfortunately, however, the
opportunity has passed. The bell

is now at the University biology

station at Lake Opinicon. It

makes a wonderful dinner gong.

DAFFYNITION OF A
BUSTLE

(From the McGill Daily)

A Deceitful Seatful.

COLOURFUL

GIFT TICKETS!
IN.BOOKLETS

NOW PLAYING

" The Man Within
MICHAEL REDGRAVE, JEAN KENT, JOAN GREENWOOD

IN TECHNICOLOR
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NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Vour own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loote
I<eaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushioni

Our Used Book Exchange is at yoiir disposal.

TCCHMICAL. SUPPI^ieS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remmd them that as formerly the prestige of yean stands behind

George Van Horne
rV1EN*S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blaxen
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd,

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

341 Princess St. Dial 66CM

SCtwattts Olartttual
KINGSTON ARMOURY

NOVEMBER 20-21 -22, 1947

0 FREE TNTERTAINMENT • PRIZES EVERY HOUR

• GAMES OF SKILL

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: €634

For constant Smoking Pleasure

^"EXPORT
Cigarette Tobacco

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN POUND TINS

I PASS
//

Here is an example of a lovely safety play.

S. A, 9.8

H. QJ.8
D. A, Q, 7, 4

C. K, 5,2

NORTH
S. 7, 6, 4,

2

S. K. QJ.5.3

H. 10,9,7,6,4 H. 3
WEST EAST

D. 6 D. K. 10, 9. 3, 2

C. J, 7,

4

C.

SOUTH
S. 10

H. A, K, 5, 2

D. J, 8.5

C. A, Q, 10, 8,

3

SOUTH Dealer.

The Bidding:

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
I Club Pass 1 Diamond Pass

1 Heart Pass 2 No Trump Pass

3 Clubs Pass 4 Clubs* Pass

4 Spades Pass 4 No Trump* Pass

5 Diamonds Pass 6 Clubs Double?

The Lead: 6 of Diamonds.
* Blackwood Convention,

Obviously South has one Spade, four Hearts, two Diamonds

and five Club tricks, if the Clubs break OR even if East has five

Clubs to the Jack. But if he finesses the King of Diamonds imme-

diately, and if West's lead was a sing-leton, then the ruff sets the

bid right away.

In an attempt to make seven Clubs, South did finesse, jeopar-

dizing the solid slam.

Here is how to protect against a bad trump split. If four Clubs

to the J, 9, lie in West's hand, nothing can be done; but if East

holds all the trumps, he can be finessed twice if necessary. Go

upstairs with the Ace of Diamonds. Cash the King of Clubs. If

West follows, lead to the Ace. Now trump situation is exposed.

If they split, fine! If West shows out, enter dummy with the Queen

of Hearts and finesse East's trump holding. Draw the remaining,

surrender a Diamond trick and claim the rest.

We'll tell you what happened but you won't believe it! West

ruffed the second Diamond and led fourth highest Heart, which

the Queen won. South was so sure that East held the Jack of Clubs

because he doubled, that he finessed his Ten-spot on the first round

of Clubs. West won, led a heart, East ruffed, returned a Diamond,

West trumped, returned a Heart, and it was all over, FOUR
LIGHT!

Time-Table For X-Rays
NOVEMBER 25-29, 1947

PLACE: Grant Hall.

TIME: The exact tune of appoint-
ment for each student will be posted.

Students must present themselves at

the exact time of appointment Those
whose appointments fall dtiring class
hours must leave the classrooms in

time to get to Grant HalL They will

return to their classes after the X-ra;
has been taken.

Tuesday Aitemoon
Applied Science, Third Year, 2.00,

Sect. A & B; 2.1S, Seel. C & M; 2.30,

Sect D; 2.45, Sect. H; 3.00. Sect. F;
3.30. Sect. G; 3.45. Sect. E. Second
Year, 4.00, Sect. A-M (1); 4.15, Sect.

E-H {3, 4); 4.30, Sect. E-H (6), Sect
A-M (4).

Wednesday Morning
Arts and Commerce (Women), 8.55-

12.00.

Wednesday Afternoon
Applied Science, Second Year, Sect

A-M (2), 1.00-l.lS.

Commerce (Men), Second and Third
Years, 1.15-3.45.

Industrial Relations. 3,45-4.00.

Medicine, 4.00, Third Year; 4.30,

First Year; 5.00, Fourth Year.

Thursday Morning

Applied Science, First Year, 8.SS,

Sect. 8: 9.10, Sect I; 9.25, Sect 3;

9.55, Sect 6.

Arts and Commerce (Women) (Con-
timied), 10.25-11.40.

School of Nursing, 11.40-12.00.

Thursday Afternoon
Teaching Staff, Clerical and Main-

tenance Staff, 1.00-3,50.

Api>licd Science. First Year. 3.50,

Sect. 2; 4.15, Sect. 7; 4.30, Sect 4 & 5.

Friday Morning
Medicine, Second Year,>8.5S-9.2S,

Arts (Men), 9.25-12.00.

Friday Afternoon
Arts (Men) (Continued), 1.00-5.00.

Medicine, Fifth Year Graduate Stu-
dents in Medicine, 5.00-5,30.

Saturday Morning
Applied Science, Fourth Year, 8.55,

Sect A & B; 9.10, Sect. C & D; 9.25,

Sect M & H; 9.40, Sect E; 9.55, Sect.

F; 10.?5, Sect G. Second Year, 10.40,

Sect. A-M (3); 10.55, Sect E-H (1

2); 11.10, Sect E-H (5); 11.25, Sect
E-H (7. 8).

Science *50 Beefs

On Who's Where
The members of Science '50 ob-

ject to the practice of charging 25c

per student for the "Who's Where".

In an interview with the Journal,

Jim Kirk, President Science '50,

said that "the matter came up at

their last year meeting and that 'the

feeling was so strong' that they have

recommended a resolution to be con-

sidered hy the Engineering Society

Executive Board and passed on to

the AMS."

"The feeling in our year," said

Mr. Kirk, "was that the "Who's

Where's" should be published and

distributed without cost to the stU'

dents."

"This publication," maintains Mr
Kirk, "could cover its own expenses

if the advertising rates were raised

to nearer their proper value.— If

this charge of 25c continues. Science

'50 may refuse in future to sub-

scribe to a publication which has

passed its period of peak usefulness

by the time it is made available."

Classified Ads
COTC

Deadline for COTC appUcations is

Dec. I, 1947. Have you arranged your
summer employment yet? The COTC
training scheme offers you about four
months employment each summer un-
der pleasant conditions with a better
rate of pay than you can get in about
any civilian job. If you complete the
training you will be conunissioned in
the Active, Reserve, or Supplementary
Reserve of the Canadian Army, Sci-
ence students should note that this
summer training serves as shop prac-
tice time required for Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering degrees. Any-
one interested should see Major Brown
in the COTC building as soon as pos-
sible,

LOST
Spectacles with plain plastic rims in
one of the Medical Buildings on Wed-
nesday, November 19. Please contact
Irving Soloway, 2-1610.

FOUND
Black change purse containing 3S in
Gymnasium at last Saturday's dance.
Contact Norma Taylor at Boucher
House.

ENTERTAINMENT
Dancing every Saturday night 9 p.m.
to midnight at the Rainbow Ballroom,
Oddfellows' Building, next to Biltmore
Theatre. Featured is the superb music
of Dick Edney and his orchestra with
vocals by Chuck Saunders. Cabaret
style — couples only — soft lights —
sweet music. A swell spot for that
Saturday night party.
Meet the gang at Artie's Party every
Saturday afternoon at the Rainbow
Ballroom. Dancing 3-5 p.m. Artie of
radio's Artie's Party as M.C. Lots of
laughs, fun, and free records. Admis-
sion 35 cents; 50 cents per couple.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

Personnel Manager
To Interview Electricals

J. A. Mclntyre, personnel mana-

ger of the English Electric Co. of

St Catherines, will be at Queen's

Wednesday, Nov. 26, to interview

final year students in electrical en-

gineering. Interested students

shotdd make arrangements for in-

terviews at the employment office,

room 212, Douglas Library.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

'CHRISTIAN BEHAVIOR'
IS SCM STUDY BOOK
C. S. Lewis, recently featured in

Time magazine as the author of

English non-fiction best-sellers is

the author of the book currently be-

ing studied by the SCM group on
social problems, "Christian Beha-
vior". This group, under the gui-

dance of Rev. A. M. Laverty, meets
every Tuesday from seven to eight

p.m. at Mr. Laverty's home. New-
comers are warmly welcomed.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Type\vriter
from the makers

Speciol Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St Dial 4352

621 Princess, ot Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storoge

189 Ontario St.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Landing Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

TYPING
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied

DORECN UPSETT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W,

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters^

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I'^HaMI^H OF CAMAOA MHH^HP

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W, 1. Stoness, C.L,U.

K, C, Kennedy, CL.U.

E, Leadbeater
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What's When

TO-DAY—8.00 p.m., Sr. Hockey,
Queen's vs McGill, Jock Harty
Arena.

—8.00 p.m.. Freshman Assaults
gym.

—8-11 p.m., CFRC, 1490 kc.

—9-1 p.m., Arts '47 "Hang-
over," Sadie Asks.

—ISS National Conference, at

Ajax.

SATURDAY — 8-12, Dogpatch
Drag, Gym,
—8-12. WDWTGABDYMHA
Club, annual meeting, Grant
Hall Tower.

SUNDAY—8 a.m., Anglican Stu-

dents Communion and break-

fast. St. George's Cathedral.

—8.30 p.m.. SCM Fireside at

Principal Wallace's home.

MONDAY — 8.45 a.m., SCM
Chapel Service, Memorial Cha-

pel, Old Arts Building.

—8.15 p.m., Joint meeting of

Canadian Institute of Interna-

tional Affairs and' the Queen's

IRC. Dr. H. G. Leach, "Scan-

dinavian versus American De-

mocracy," Biology Lecture
Room.

TUESDAY— Biological Society,

Dr. Simmonds, Senate Room.
—7-8 p.m., SCM Social Prob-

lems Group, Mr. Laverty's

home.

CALL FOR CHEQUES
VETERANS ASKED

The students whose names ap-

pear on the following list are

asked to call at the office of the

Veterans' Advisor for cheques:

Clifford, Lawrence J.;, Cochrane,
David; Fields, Arthur; Hubbell, Don-
ald; Heffrey; Allen; Johnston, Ken-
neth; Knox, John; King, G. O.; Kry-
zanowski, Anthony; Montigney, Ron-
ald; Mott, Delberl; Murphy, Frede-
rick; MacLean, A. H.; Nixon, Nora
C; Reynolds, G. M.

;
Rogers, Dean

McL.; Ross, Jack C; Slater, David
M.; Scxsmith. Howard; Speer, George
A.; Stojan. Frank J.; Tibbett, John E.

Pyfrom To Picture

StudentWork Camp
Miss Eunice Pyfrom of Toronto

will speak on Students' Work
Camps at the Sunday night SCM
"Fireside", to be held in Principal

Wallace's home. Doug Hawkins
and Don Heap will contribute out of

tlieir own experiences to the dis-

cussion. Refreshments are to be

served.

Asiatic Students
(Continued from page 1)

"In Indonesia," declared

Dr. Adiseshiah, "in spite of

the war, the ISS is working
to keep the country still free

and democratic — by keeping
the universities open." In In-

dia and in China the students

of various opposing groups
in the war combine for re-

construction and planning.

"You have done it," he said.

"You have made the impos-

sible possible."

Fighting Collegians

In Indo-China they fight in

the mornings and go to college

in the afternoon. They have clos-

ed all the faculties except medi-

cine and agriculture.

"In Burma, they told me
that this was a new world

—

a new kind of nationalism

if the western countries were
sending one of us to repre-

sent them in helping us,"

"The universities were hit the

worst, in any land in which there

lias been war." said the doctor in

his closing sentence. "The amaz-

j

ing thing is that students every-

I

where are engaged in a tremen-

j

dous programme of reconstruc-

j

tion. Our side of the bargain is

to build up our own educational

and cultural programme."

Arts' Huzzas

James

A. B.C.

Named

Lends
By

Arts Editor

Hockey Gear

• Bud James was appointed
Arts Editor of the Journal at the

Arts executive meeting Monday
night. James was appointed on
the recommendation of an Arts-

Journal committee set up to look

into the matter. His journalistic

background and constructive cri-

ticism of the present Journal won
the committee over. James got
the nod.

• Conflicting events have
caused the date of the second
Vocational night lecture to be

changed to 4 p.m. on Thursday.
November 27. A. tea will be held

after Dr. Pierce's lecture to give

Robby

students a chance for further dis-

cussion. Audiences to date have

been mostly male in composition.

The executive wishes to point

out that the fairer sex is also

welcome.

• The first musicales will

be held in the new year under
the direction of Doug Geiger

and Jeff Glover.

• The A.B. of C. has agreed

to lend hockey equipment to in-

tramural teams of all faculties, on
condition that a faculty hockey

manager is appointed to look af-

ter it. An honorarium is to be

paid this manager.

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS

92 Princess St.Phone 4051

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

Full Dress

OHA SCHOLARSHIP
WILL GO TO FRESHMAN

Applicaiiuns are invited from
jludtnts now enrolled in the Uni-
versity for the Ontario Hockey
Association Scholarship for 1947.

The cash value is $80.

The Scholarship has previously

been awarded on the basis of ma-
triculation. As no matriculation

candidate was eligible last sum-
mer, the Scholarship will be
awarded this session to some stu-

dent within the University on the

basis of his academic qualifica-

tions and on his rating as a clean,

effective hockey player.

No credit is given for fees when
the Scholarship is not awarded
on the basis of matriculation, but

the regular cash payment of $80
is made to the winner.

Applications '^houl(l be in the

hands of the Registrar by No-
vember 21. Applicants should

give evidence of having played in

the O.B.A. or N.O.H.A. series.

Official Notices
Students are advised that the

timetable for Xmas exams is now
posted on the Registrar's Bnlle-

tin Board in the Douglas Library.

The exams begin December 15.

THREE ONLY

FULL
DRESS

SUITS
SIZE 35

A Real Bargain for the

Small man

$
37,

50

Dial 3030

123-125 Princess St.

Sick Parade
By Mak Keenleyeide

Lots of people are under the

weather this week, recuperating

from all the strenuous social ac-

tivity of the past month,

Francoise Belair, Arts '49, will

be in the hospital for a short stay

;

she says it's nice for a rest but

hopes it doesn't last too long.

Robert Lees, Sc. '51, is in for

an indefinite time, as is John Hill,

.Arts '48. who, with an infected

leg. is going to lectures while

living in the hospital.

Sports seemed to have caused

A f:tir number of casualties, head-

ed by Cameron James, Arts '51,

who became so enthused at last

Saturday's Rough Riders-Argos

game that he fell off the grand-

stand, causing severe damage to

his dignity and incidentally

breaking his ankle. Also. Ron

McLaughlin. Sc. '51, hurt his

ankle while practising for the

senior basketball team. Hope that

doesn't keep you out of the game

for the season, Ron.

Lewis Keating. Sc. '51, has had

a bad bout of pneumonia, hut is

on the upgrade now. although

he's broken-hearted at missing

Sadie Mawkin's week!

This column would like to take

advantagt of its unsuspecting

readers to deplore an attitude that

has become only too common of

late. We refer, of course, to the

bold advertisements in The Jour-

nal as to the dateless status of

the members of several organiza-

tions on the campus. Whose pre-

cept and example are these mis-

guided males following?

Has a co-ed ever stooped

so low as to brag about her

unpopularity, to run ads in

The Journal soliciting a date?

The frail male, it seems, lacks

the stamina of his feminine

counterpart. Stand firm girls!

Harden your hearts and let

our masculine mentors waste

away by the silent telephone.

However, this advice, like all

rules, has exceptions. You all

know what to do when you meet

an, exception — Drag it!

How To Make An Impression

Phone him before dinner to-morrow
and ask him if he's busy in the even-

ing. Be amused if he isn't, astonished

if he is.

Be indefinite about the nite's ar-

rangements. It never does to let them
in on too many secrets.

If you're trapped into divulging the

time that you'll pick him up, make
certain you're at least an hour and
fifty minutes late. Let him cool his I

heels, he'll be all the more eager forj

the fray.
\

When you get to the dance, disap-

,

pear for an hour with the girls. This
|

locker-room stuff is what makes a

dance worthwhile.
Above all, when you say good-night,

be nonchalant. A gentle pressure with

your finger in his eye will be hint

enough ro elicit — that's elicit, not

illicit — a grateful good-night kiss..

Have Fun.

Alma Hotter
(Continued from page I)

cooperation. Mr. Censored asked

that the other members of the A.M.
S. executive set themselves up as as-

sistant sanitary inspectors and give

him assistance with the job.

The A.M.S. unanimously accepted

the invitation and also pointed out to

the press that if the individual pro-

fessors in charge of each building

would also make periodic inspec-

tions the job of maintaining sani-

tary conditions would be ade-

quately done.

P.C. Motion

(Continued from page 1)

Professor J. E. Hodgetts arbr

t r a t e d , a compromise wai

reached.

All party

the coming
more interesting and business-

like than the last. Closed-up

seating arrangements will allow

more people to sit on the floor

of the House, and it is empha-
sized that independents are urg-

ently required.

members feel that

session will prove

TAILORED

TO

MEASURE

FULL-DRESS

TUXEDOES

AT SIXTY -FIVE DOLLARS

GEO. FREED
"CLOTHES FOR MEN"

SKATING CLUB
Membership cards are av:iilahle

and will be sold at the door of the

Arena for $1.50 on Sunday after-

noon starting at 2. when the rink

will he open for figure skating only.

COCA-COLA LTD. — KINGSTON Ask for it either uay .

trade-marks mean the same thing.
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BIG RED PUCKSTERS
OPEN HERE TONIGHT

By Lloyd Uenary

The McGill Redmen are in town to do battle with
the Queen's Gaels in the opening- game of the 1947^
Intercollegiate Hockey season at the Jock Harty Arena
this evening. The Redinen, league champions m 10 of
the last 13 winters, have assembled another power packed
club and should be serious contenders again for Intercol-
legiate honours.
Although the loss of George Hale

and Bob Bodrick will be keenly felt,

the Rednicn's capable mentor,

Coach Campbell, has many promis-

ing newcomers, the most notable of

whom is ex Port Arthur Bearcat

Phil Henry. Among others getting

their first chance in Senior Inter-

collegiate competition are Dave
HackeCt. J i m Atkinson, Warren
Chippendale, and Johnny Vincelli.

The goaltending duties will be

handled hy Jack Gehneau. consider-

ed by many to he the top twines-

man in the school loop, Footballer

Doug Heron and reliable Gordic

CHUCK HEWS
forward . . .

GAELS PLACE
2nd IN HARRIER

The five rnemljcrs <M ihc (Jui-en's

intercollegiate cross-country team
came up against five iron-legged

Toronto runners in last Saturday's

five-mile run throngh High Park in

the Queen city and came off second

best in the encounter. They outran

the McGill team however, and took

second place in the meet.

The annual race was highlighted

hy the record performance of the

Toronto team which took the first

five places before a single Queen's
or McGill runner had finished the

nigged grind. Dave Preston led the

parade with a near-record time, fol

lowed by teammate George Doull.

John Watts, Ray OJa, Don Beck-
ing and John Harrison placed 6th

7lh, yth, and I Uh. to get Queen":

33 points. Ernie Pilschel was the
fifth man running for Queen's. Mc-
Gill's team trailed with 43 points.

Gosselin, both with two years of

Senior experience to draw from,

will comprise the Reds main blue

line duo. Coach Campbell also can

call in two rugged westerners Mike

HAL'S

SIDELINES

RENE LEFEBVRE
iorward . .

Fisher and Chuck "Sandy" Sander-

son for defence duty.

Ward Pitfield and Tomniy Hale,

two of the league's standout per-

fonners last season arc back for an-

other winter in red and white co-

lours, as are Jack Millar, Cy Biegler

and Reggie Sinclair.

The star studded Redmen how-
ever can count on no pushover per-

formance tonight against the vastly

improved Gaels. Jake Wallis. Gerry

W'agar, Ron Kemp. Shuck Hews
and Larry Moffat, to mention a few,

are players of proven quality, and
Ihe club as a whole is looking to

the first game with justifiable con-

fidence of victory. Proceedings will

get under way at 8.30 sharp and

identification cards are the only ad-

mission requirements for Queen's

students.

LARRY MOFFAT
dtfencc . . ,

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

Reluctantly, we are forced to admit that football is over. No
more of those exciting week-ends that everyone enjoys, for- ano-

ther yesir. The Tricolor, although winless in seven starts this

season, demonstrated a team capable of winning despite their

record. Excitement makes every game worth while and every

Queen's game this season was packed with thrilling moments.

Think back to the McGill game on Oct. 11 and try to recall

anything that could pack more thrills than those last few seconds

when Al Lenard took the McGill kick behind the goal line. Without

hesitating he raced some 40 yards before being stopped and then

only by the Redmen's safety man. Although the game finished

in a tie this run made the Gaels more than satisfied.

Next the Gaels met Toronto and at half time led by a small

margin, however, at the start of the second half the house fell in.

In this half Toronto's long passes told the tale, but even as these

spelt doom to Queen's the fans were on their feet continually.

In London and here against the Mustangs Queen's although

badly beaten, packed both games with thrills. Then came the

Toronto weekend and as you know the general feeling "We Was
Robbed" prevailed. Thrills galore was the keynote throughout the

game. Of course back here not so long ago against the "Redmen"

the Tricolor marched to an 11-6 setback with excitement at its

highest pitch.

Yes. it was a great season, no wins but nothing to be ashamed

of and certainly we had our share of the play.

Now with winter coming on we look to Hockey and Basket-

ball to replace those scintillating moments in football. Here to-

night the Gaels open Intercollegiate Hockey against last week's

college visitors. The "Redmen" came so close to winning the loop

last year that it was hard to believe Toronto had stolen the cup

from them. Now. it's another season and Queen's have a new team

packing a little more scoring punch than the Gaels of last year.

McGill seems fairly well intact and the game should be good. WHY
NOT SEE IT FOR YOURSELF?

FRESHMEN FIGHTS

IN GYM TONIGHT
The boxing and wrestling club

0]>cn? a new season tonight with

the freshmen and beginners' as-

saults, starting at 8.00 p.m., in the

gym. Many of tonight's contes-

tants are stepping into the ring

for the first time, and the rest

have had relatively no e.\'perience.

However, their lack of experience

and skill is more than balanced by

their enthusiasm, and if past per-

formances are an example, fight

fans will witness plenty of action

tonight.

The following boxing matches
have been made.

152 lbs.—M. McAlpine, Arts '51,

vs F. Graves, Sc. '51.

172 lbs.—D. Cormor, Meds '53,

vs R. S, Jones, Arts 'A9.

ISO lbs.—Bob Blair. Sc, '51, vs
O. Tekkalo, Sc. '51.

155 lbs.—J. Crockett, Sc. '48, vs
B. Steinberg.

133 lbs.—F. Richardson, Arts
'SO. vs D. Hart, Arts '51.

160 lbs.—A. Matthews, Sc, '50, vs
D. Miles, Sc. '18.

133 lbs.—P. Crouch, Sc. '51, vs
Boorman, Sc. 'SI.

135 lbs.—Stew Lebaron, Arts
'50, vs L. Keating, Sc. 'SI.

135 lbs.-L. Bredin, Sc. '51, va
B. Guberman, Arts '51.

150 lbs.—R. Kroneck, Arts '51,

vs P. Shields, Arts '51.

The turnout of wrestlers has
ilrop])ed off from the early season
peak, and coach Doug Miles has
bad difficulty arranging matches
among his grapplers. He has en-
tered some of his more experi-

enced boys, and performing nn
the mat will be some of last year's

intercollegiate team, including

Vince Polliti and George Flanni-
gan. Wrestling fans will be treat-

ed to a show by Doug Miles,
himself an intercollegiate champ,
who will take on either Flanni-
gan "r Don Good.
These fighters are competing

<-iu the intercollegiate team and

BOB STEVENS

elected most valuable player in Senior
foDtball team.

MERMEN PLAY
IN HAMILTON

This weekend. Queen's water
polo team is off to Hamilton for a

game with last year's Ontario ju-

nior champs. The Hamilton boys

are supposedly the best water polo

team in Canada.

The team will he hampered hy the

fact that only eight of the usual

fifteen players are able to go, but

they hope to make the Hamilton

players sit up and take notice.

Queen's team will be: forwards.

Douglas, Taber, Orr, Leek ; guards.

Reed, Miekle, C^rofoot ; goal, Ken-
nedy.

Grads! Hand in your Tri-

color pictures now.

Deadline December Ist.

many on tonight's card will ulti-

mately carry Queen's colours to

Montreal for the intercollegiate

assault. Admission is free.

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY GURRIE

Track and Field

Queen's campus echoed Wednes-

day night from Jake Edwards' start-

ing pistol as the first round of the

indoor track and field meet was run

off on the main floor of the gym.

The circular track around which

the mile, 880. and 440 yard dash

were run proved baffling to some of

the contestants, but Johnny Watts,

holder of the harrier record, along

with Ray Oja and Don Becking,

seemed to have no difficulty in ne-

gotiating the course in good time.

Jim Watson was' the standout in

the shorter events by winning both

the 20-yard dash and the 20-yard

low hurdle. In the field events,

Dave Howard starred by getting

one first and a second, while Jim

Errington collected a second and

third.

The mile was won by Don Beck-

ing, Arts '50, who sailed 22 times

around the track in 5:12.8, while

Ray Oja, of Sc. '51, ran second in

5 :22. The next four to place were

Kennedy, Arts '51. Bialik. Sc. '48,

Pennefather, Arts '50, and Richard-

son, Arts "50.

The 8 80 run was copped b>-

Johnny Watts, Sc. '49, in 2 :25, with

Ray Oja hot on his heels all the

way. The untiring Becking came
third, with Kennedy, Richardson,

and Delahaye, Meds '50. following.

Watts also took the 440 dash in 66
seconds flat, while Vorres, Sc. '50,

ran a close second in 66.4. Milo-

vick, Sc. '49, Gmnon, Sc. '51. Con-

nor, Meds "53, and McCuUough.
Arts '50. placed third to si.xth res-

pectively.

The 20-yard dash event was taken

by Watson, Arts'50, and Penner,

Arts '51, in 3 seconds flat, with

Poulter, Cuddie, and Wallace tieing

for third. Watson also took the 20-

yard low hurdle in 3.1, with Mason,
Sc. "49. Vorres, Maclntyre, Sc. '49.

and Steinberg close behind.

Howard carried off the standing

broatl jump with 9' 3j4". while

Leach. Sc. VS. Errington. Price, Sc.

'48, Resnikoff. Arts 'SO. and B17-
don. Sc. '40, followed. The hop-

step-and-jump was won by Ross
McKelvie. Arts '51. with Howard,
Carter, Price, Moss, and Vorres

placing.

Cresswell, Arts '49, cleared 5 ft.

to take the running high jump,
while Moss and Atringer, both of

Sc. "49. placed second and third.

The shot-put, taken by Beef Far-

dell, Sc. '49, with a toss of 38' 3)i",

consisted of throwing a battered

baseball, filled with lead shot. Er-

rington, Price, Parkington, Cle-

ments, and Frkovitch, also put the

shot with suitable proficiency.

The 880 relay, run in 2:05, was

won by the Sc. '51 team, composed

of Tillson, Hill, Hawkins and Can-

non. The Arts '51 team ran a close

second, with Sc. "49 and Sc. '48

coming after. The mile relay was
taken by Sc. '49 in 4:31, the team

being comijosed of Pitschel, Mac-

lntyre. Watts and Milovick. Arts
"50 and Sc. '50 also placed.

Credit for the success of the meet

goes to Mr. F. Bartlett, Jake Ed-

wards. Jim Charters, Bob Lemmon.
Miss M. Ross and all the others

who cooperated to run the program

off smoothly.

Football

The Meds football squad rolled

up the first victory of the inter-

faculty season, as they downed
a hard fighting Arts nine, ll-O.

The game was played Wednes-
day afternoon, in semi-darkness,

on the frozen plains of Richard-

son Stadium and featured the

excellent backfield work of Moors
and Mallory of the Medsmen,
who twice succeeded in crossing

the Arts goal-line for majors.

The doctors took an early lead

on the third play of the game
when Mallory went 50 yds. for a

touchdown as he ran back a quick

kick. Jerry Wagar converted to

make the score 6-0. Three min-

utes before three-quarter time,

after a sustained Meds drive down
the field, Wagar passed from the

13 yd. line to Moors for 5 points.

The .'-\rtsmen rallied, however, in

the final quarter, but were fin-

ally stopped on the Meds 25, after

a 50 yd. drive down the field, and

the game ended with victors in

possession.

Bowling Standings

As of Nov. 17

Team
Meds '49

Arts '49
,

Meds 'SO

Ind. Rei.

Arts '48

Won Lost Points
3 0 10

2 1 9
3 1 8

Section 6

3 0 11

Sc. '50 2 16
Meds '51 „ , - 1 2 S

Arts '51 1 1 5

103 Princess St

Phone 6381

BUTTON-DOWN-COLLAR SHIRTS

BY ARROW

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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AgingStone'sOwner

Found In Time's Nick
Journal classified ads have

once more proved their worth.

A short ad concerning one
cornerstone which was turn-

ed in on October 31 to The
Journal brought an almost

immediate response after a

staffer spent three hours on
the phone trying to locate

the owner.

All this time the stone was
rapidly getting out of date —
its legend said "1947.!'

Eventually a voice at Mc-
Laughlin Hall admitted the

stone was his. But he wasn't
bragging about it. He would-
n't even pay the quarter for

the ad.

The unwanted stone now re-

poses in a niche in McLaugh-
lin Hall. It looks very dis-

gruntled.

By Staffer

Tuniglu at 8.15 Queen's Drama
Guild will present "The Tem-^
pest."' its fourth Shakespearean
production. In the last four years
ihe Drama Guild lias built up an
em'iahle Shakespeare tradition.

This year's production fea-

tures players who have pleas-

ed Queen's audiences before.

Sandy Webster, playing in

his third Shakespearean play,

has one of the major leads.

Two years ago it was Polo-

nius in "Hamlet," last year

Friar Francis in "Much Ado
About Nothing"; this year it

is Prospero. Glenn Wilms,
the ghost in "Hamlet," will

play the monster Caliban.

New to the Drama Guild this

year is Freda Rosen, playing the

major feminine lead as Ariel. In
supporting roles are Elspeth Wal-
lace as Miranda. Larry Thornton
as the drunken butler, and Gor-
don Robertson as Sebastian.

Special Music, Dances

A unique feature of this year's

play is the music. Songs, dances,

and incidental music were com-
posed by Queen's resident musi-

cian, Dr. Graham George. The
ballet scene, and the other dances

were directed by Anne DesBri-

say.

Stage and lighting crew have

been working hard to buiki the

sets ami get the lighting equip-

ment in shape. A great deal of

new scenery was needed for "The
Tempest." and only last week
were the tlirec-dimcnsional rocks,

the ijarreii crag?, the dark and

PRO-CON BINKS
'oiitdattd iiittTprctation ,

Amazing Results

From Privy Probe
Since his appointment as tempor-

ary sanitary inspector by the AMS
tlioronghgoing John Ellis, senior

Science rep.,has been making a sur-

vey of campus washroom condi-

tions. First fruits of his efforts were

seen this week in gleaming wash-

basins, soap where soap never was

before, and many other amenities

seen in well-bred washrooms.

Journal OFF Base

!n CCF Statement
The last journal stated that the

CCF ciub did not originally want
to debate the resolution proposed

by the Progressive-Conservative

[larty, because it would force it

ti- take a stand which was not in

agreement with the Federal par-

ty's stand.

Harry Walker, CCF leader, has
pointed out that this statement

was in error; that the CCF party

objected to the resolution primar-

ily because "it did not fulfil the

conditions of being a clear-cut

issue—one whose meaning would
be reasonably clear to students

not necessarily in the 'know' of

the platforms of the various fede

ral political parties."

"W'G also objected to tbe use

<if words and terms tbe meanings
of which were not defined before

ihe parliamentary session," stated

Mr. Walker.

VETS TO DISCUSS NCSV
By Don Brittain

The question of whether Queen'smen should be repre-

sented on the National Council of Student Veterans will be

thrashed out at a meeting to be held Wednesday at 7.00 p.m.

in Grant Hall. The Reverend A. M. Laverty will be in the

chair.

The main iirublem facing the

' "luici! convening at the Uni-
^(r-sity of Torunto is tbe ques-

'"'U of raising student allowances.
V eterans who do not want an

"'crease did not turn out to the

last meeting but Eric Jorgenson,

^'liairinan uf tbe last meeting,
'old The Journal that he would
'ike to see both sides represented.

Tile Journal has polled four

^'if-rans for their ideas on the

^uiiirovcrsy. and their opinions
"re firiiited below.

Alec Graham, Science '49 —
harried, two children: The pres-

^'iit allowance is sufficient and
that is the only aim of the

^'^ VS there should be no re-

l""esentation.

Clem Brodeur,

unmarried : No
The allowance Is

out the student

Science '49 —
representation,

merely to help

.'ets and not to

cover all costs of university train-

ing.

Bruce Morgan, Meds '51 —
married, no children: Should join

council su as to have some control

over rulings which may affect

Queen'smen. The present system

is out of proportion. Single men

and married vets with children

should get a larger allowance.

Fred Cederberg, Arts '50 — un-

married: Some interest should be

shown. The allowance should be

increased.

INVESTIGATOR ELLIS
i:lianges , . ,

Ellis' main method of attacking!

the problerTi has been the posting of

"Complaint Sheets" on washroom

ivalls. MaTiy constructive criticisms

have appearct) on the lists. Possible

fear of janitorial disapproval has

resulted in some cases in the com-

|)laLnanl neglecting to sign his name.

.-\iu\ tin- aliL-fis have altracted tbe

iiiL-vilable "lalrine lyricist/' who
have filled in their own snide com-

meiUs-

Soph-Frosh Dance

For Saturday Night

The Arts, Soph - F r o s h
dance will be held this Sat-

urday night at 9. Admission

will be free to freshmen with

year cards, 25 cents to Arts

'50, and 50 cents to all other

students.

Sports Night Dec. 6

To Offer Dancing

Waterpolo,Basktbdll

The first Queen's Sports Night
is all set for Saturday. Dec. 6.

The main attractions will be a

senior basketball game against

1 )ltawa University, an intercol-

k-L;iatc wnU-r puto tilt against

\ ar^ity and dancing from 10 p.m.

till iiiidniglit. The evening will

ilso include gymnastics by the

athletes at Queen's. These
irc the highlights of a program
'Uilined by convener fack War-
rell..

"The idea of a Sports
Night," he said "is not to

have just another campus
dance but to promote athle-

tics at Queen's," Mr. War-
rell hopes that everyone will

come out and have a look at

Queen's athletes in action,

enjoy themselves at the dance

and turn out next year for

football or the sport of their

faticy.

John Duff and liis cheerleaders

will be on hand, maintained Mr.

Warrell, "to provide the evening

with the proper spirit and our

teani.s with Qneen's-siylc su])-

port. Plans are under way tn ob-

tain the services of the Brass

Band.

Kay Fletcher, campus band

agent, will procure an orchestra

for the evening but final arrange-

ments are not complete.

The Sports Night committee is

composed of Jack Warrell. Mar-

ion Reid, Bruce Warmington,

John Harrison, Keith Christian-

sen, Caroline Morden, Barbara

Clarke. Ted Welles. Bill Lech,

John Duff and Stan Williams.

BNA ACT WILL BE ATTACKED
AT THURSDAY'S PARLIAMENT

By Al Donnelly

On Thursday night at 8 o'clock the newly established
Queen's Model Parliament will hold its second session in
Grant Hall. A strong Progressive-Conservative party, ex-
pected to number more than 60 strong, will take over the
government under the guidance of Prime Minister Ken
Binks.

Up for debate will be a resolu-

tion which, although it does not

offer chances for contentious de-

bate on a current national issue,

will give free rein for the ex-

pression of the deep-rooted poli-

tical philosophies of the oppos-

ing parties.

The motion, drawn up by the

PC government, has as its lesser

point the redivision of Canada
into five provincial areas. Plow-

ever, expected to receive main

consideration by debating mem-
bers is the other part of tbe mo-
tion, that the aim of this political

redivision is the reallocation of

Faith Healing Used

In SomeCases— Kiss

'i'lie sphere of healing outside

the orthodox psych o-physical

circle was pointed out by Dr.

Francis Kiss, professor of ana-

tomy at Budapest, at a meeting

held in the Richardson amphi-

theatre last week.

Dr. Kiss stated there was

an inextricable relationship

between the mind and body,

and pointed out that the

spiritual side of disease had

to be taken into account.

Pie cited several authentic cases

of healing by faith. He believes

that many serious mental trou-

bles are true cases of demoniac

possession and that the evil pow-

ers at the root of the disea,?e can

only be driven out by the faith of

sincere Christian doctors.

Dr. Kiss closed his speech by

faying that a doctor's mission

was two-fold ... to heal by or-

thodox medical practice, and to

i\^e. any faith he has in his heal-

ing art.

Engineers

As Emb

Play Role

ryoSpeakers

Public speaking came to the fore

as part of the program of the

Queen's Mechanical Club at their

meeting Friday afternoon when two

student papers were presented. The

club, a group of third and fourth

year mechanical engineering men, is

affiliated with the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers.

Two students, Jack Hickinore

and Bob Yule, who presented the

papers, were both speaking primar-

ily to gain experience, although an

added inducement was present in

the form of cash awards to be given
|

by the American Society of Mecha-

nical Engineers.

ilr. Hickmore, Science '49, spoke

first of "Progressive Die Methods

Used in Mass Production". Illu-

stratc<l with blackboard drawings,

liis talk ouilincd a system of proces-

sing strip material, wherein differ-

ent operations are performed by

different stages of a single die.

. Mr. Yule brought samples and a

movie lo illustrate his lecture on the

"Mamifacture of Abrasives". With

points emphasized by a display of

sparkling rocks and finished grind-

ing wheels, his talk provided in-

tVinnaiive and amusing material.

CCF. WALKER
"inability of Tories . .

."

many governmental powers by

"devolution of those powers to

each separate j)rovincial unit."

Main opposition to the mo-
tion will come from the pri-

mary opposition party, the

CCF. Upwards of 45 mem-
bers, headed by recently-

elected leader Harry Walker,

will fight the resolution on

the grounds that it will in

fact give the government an

unlimited mandate to make
any changes whatever in the

constitution.

Secondary opposition when the

house comes to order under the

gave! of Speaker C. A. Corry

will be the Labour-Progressive

party. Tertiary opposition will be

the Liberal party who, as govern-

ment in power for the opening

parliament, successfully carried

Sl'c I'arliaTLK'iU, p, 3

POSSIBLE BENEFITS
FOR MARRIED VETS

Government grants for

married student - veterans

may be boosted by Ottawa
in the near future. UBC stu-

dents were assured last week
by James Sinclair. Liberal

MP for Vancouver North.

The former UBC student

and Rhodes scholar dashed

hopes of single veterans at

university, however, when he

said that "no such raise was
contemplated" for unmarried

students."

Publisher L. Pierce

To Explain Trade
Prospective publishing tycoons

and any others with a yen for

printer's ink will have the op-

portunity to gain valuable tips

when Dr. Lorne Pierce, head of

the Ryerson Press, will speak

on "The Publishing Vocation"

Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock

in the Red Room. New Arts

Building.

The lecture will be the second

in this year's series o£ Vocational

Talks, sponsored by the Arts

Society and organized by Alex

Moon.
Dr. Pierce, whose collection of

Canadian history books and doc-

uments is housed in Douglas Li-

brary. Is a noted Canadian man

of tetters, a well-known public

sjieaker. and a leading figure in

N'lirtli .\merican publishing.

.'\ substantial lunch will be

served in the Arts Club Room
following Dr. Pierce's speech.
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THE VETERANS MUST DECIDE
I^-asL week's thinly altaidcd meeting of the veterans at Queen';,

postponed the decision which it had been called to make—whether

this nniversity should activcK associate itself with the National

Council of Student Velenuis, ^^'e think this was \vise. Seventy-

five men and /our women are no adequate policy-making repre-

sentation of the veterans of Queen's,

Before the meeting broke up however there were three

distinct views on the matter expressed. One vociferous group

was for immediately forming a miliiauL veterans' organization on

the campus which would be a major force in campus affairs

and would loiiby in association with the N.C.S-V. for higher

cash benefits and such other advantages as might be extracted

from Parliament. One group, whose speaker was a married vet

with hvo children counselled caution before making any decisions

and expressed contentment with veterans' benefits as they are at

present. The third was against maiuifacturing an active group

at the university and favoured taking part in the national confer-

ences where if they did not agree with the decisions made in the

name of all Canadian student veterans, they could give some pub-

licity to tlieir minority decision.

In our \-iew there is little to be said for forming an active

veterans' organization on the campus now. There is nothing

veterans can do as a body to advance their interests or increase

iheir reputation which they cannot now do, and are doing, in the

-^'arious campus organizations and posts of luidergraduate govern-

ment. Those whu take no part in campus activities are preoc-

cupied with school work and the fight against time which the very

fact of their being veterans iias engendered.

Beuveen the verbose and the coiiiatuse on this matter we
lu lieve lies ihe main body of veteran o])tnton. These men and
v,omen prcjjared to take the responsibility of deciding on such

matters as may be pni before the National Council. They want
[1.1 have some infhience in preparing those recommendations whith

will go before Parhament and the country as the recommendations

ol students at all Canadian L iiiversilies. They are not interested

in sdiuLii politics or funning a group which would split the whole
3l!i(jo1 down the centre.

INCREASE IN GRANTS?
The main questiun, of course, is that of increasing the grants.

Students at larger centres than Kingston are under greater hard-

ships than are we at Queen's. There is uo question thai the

cost of living has risen since tlie grants were first made.

From tlie point of view of practical politics there doesn't seem
to be much hupe lor an increase in these grants which were once
considered extremely handsome. When they were first made, to

assist and not to support veterans at university and other schools,

men were entering their studies straight from the forces. Now they

can work for that part of the year they are uot at school. \Vhile

the government has a large surplus at present, tliat is no doubt
earmarked to offset the appreciable tax-cut whicli will herald a

general election and it is doubtful if the student vote is large enough
lo have any great influence on cabinet decisions. If student grants

are increased there will uf course have to be grants all along the

line. Once the Government admits that grants in aid are too low
and increases them, every group now receiving govenimcnt sub-

sidy, veteran and civilian is equally entitled to receive a smash of

the gravy.

We agree that the Queen's veterans should participate in the
N.C.S.\'. lo recommend, to discuss and to keep an eye on it.

For if loo much is asked of the government it will, in the face of

nation wide prule^ts at the costs of living, have an excellent ex-
cuse lu turn down everything.

In our opinion the most that can be reasonably expected at

this time is some concession in a matter small enough to attract

little notice and peculiar to student veteran needs. Possibly a
grant for textbooks and equipment such as microscopes or slide

rules or perhaps an increased grant for children might be made.
In any case the matter is one for earnest consideration by

every veteran at Queen's. Every veteran should go to the meet-
ing on Wednesday night prepared to listen, to judge and to speak.
And above all, if it is decided to send a delegation to the National
Council, the veteran should choose men whom he is sure will re-

present him thoughtfully, carefully and imaginatively with con-
sideration for all the many and varied factors which are involved.

"I just hate to THINK nowadays, don't you?

Dear Journal . .

.

Cheer for Dr. Shortliffe . . .

Though Dr. Shortliffe needs no defence either in this university

or elsewhere, an appalling; disjilay such as Mr. Grudzien's letter

might conceivably not benefit his reputation. Mr. Grudzien's

charges against Dr. Shortliffe in connection with this discussion

are loo absurd to deal with in detail : any fair-minded member of

the audience at that meeting can attest that Dr. Shortliffe clearly

did Tueet, with fact and sincerity, "the charges of his opponent" as

Mr. Grudzien pots it (Mr. Grudzien is confused: it was a round-
table discussion, not a debate). The fact that by the end of the

discussion the question was still pretty much "What's Wrong with

the United Nations?" is no fault of Dr. Shortliffe's — Mr. Good-
speed is responsible for the tangent which the discussion took.

. . . Dr. Shortliffe's plea for open-mindedness was summarily
rejected by both Mr. Goodspeed and Mr. Grudzien. Neither Mr.
Grudzien nor Mr. Goodspeed have apparently heard that the first

mark of an educated man is said lo be that he keeps an open mind
on every subject.

I am definitely opposed to the slander of a brilliant and well-

informed professor in the interests of prejudice.

G. H. ARBIQUK. Arts '4S.

{This is one of four letters received bv The Toiirnal in defence

of Prof. Shortliffe.)

Sports Snort

A cross-section of butl-sessiuns around the camims shows most
students very critical of the parsimonious way in which Intra-mural
.Athletics are being run this year. There were similar gripes last

year, hut almost everyone felt that w'ith the student body donating
an extra $7 a bead this year, something would be done. So far this

year nothing new seem? tti have been added. Many students feel

that the $7 grant should have been made on a one year trial basis,

subject to a second vote at the end of the year.

The chief gripe is the question of time allowed for iutra-mural

practices and for use of equipment.

Another source of contention is the Jock Harly Arena. Last
year's levy of §3 an hour for practicing was steep enough, but this

year it has been upped to $4. The suggestion was made last year
that the A.B. of C. give every year team a certain number of free

practices, or else pay half the practice fee. The College does not

provide any other kind of ice surface for tlie students, with the

result that the Arena enjoys a virtual monopoly, and can therefore

UEEN'SWORLD
Don Heap, Queen's LP.P. Leader tells of the

students from East and NVest he

met in Oslo this summer

Talking with my friends of Europe and Asia this summer I

found it very hard to know what kind of help tbey needed mo3t.

Food, clotliing, and books, are important; letters also; and personal

meetings with North Americans. Yet their needs go farther than

this, lu some places fear of war drains away the joy of such

materia! life as they have and discourages attempts at recovery.

Elsewhere life seems so dreary that people long for a new war.

Countries being wrecked by civil war and foreign interferen^jc

cannot recover no matter how much material we send them. My
friends suggested that anyone sereiously concerned for Europe am!

.Asia would be active in politics.

I explained that, according to

our ideas of education, politics is

left to mature men. We students

keep ourselves from entanglement

in public affairs so that we can

study them impartially. In times

to come some ot us will rise to

positions of responsibility in thesis

matters. Furthermore we are a

democratic country : if the news-

paper.'; tell iis of some injustice wt-

can write to our member of parlia-

ment and be will act in accordance

wiib our will, in all probability.

.M \ friends found me hard lii

understand. Mirek Mirejevsky, ,i

laughing Czech student, had a scar

on his head that he had received in

a concentration camp and he could-

n't imagine himself as a non-parii-

cipant in the affairs of his country.

British twenty-year-olds seemed to know more about their country

than we know about ours, and were not content to let the oldor

men run it completely. Any discussion of relief to Europe seemed

to run inevitably into the Marshall Plan : niy friends were not

agreed on whetiier it is a generous attempt to help people or a

callous plot to make western Europe a buffer for a coming war,

Hord to be Impartial' in China

Last May. as a Chinese reminded me, Chiang Kai Shek called

out his army to shoot down students holding demonstration-parades

against his dictatorship; she said students there fnund it hard to In?

"impartial." Furthermore, she pointed out, the money we had sent

for Aid to China had been used — because many people were poli-

tically asleep — to strengthen Chiang's dictatorship. From Argen-

tina, Danielle Villenueva told us of posters saying "BE A PATRIOT
—KILL A STUDENT"; the Peroil government agrees with us

that students should not take part in politics. Finnish student^

would not talk about Finland, but Americans who visited therc

said the people were in terror of all they had. One bright sjicit

seems tn be Yugoslavia, where visitors of all kinds and many coun-

tries find a strong, free youth movement building lhe nation.

Outside North .America ])olitics seems to be more than a subject

of lectures to students.

TRAVELLER HEAP
politics is more . ,

.'

charge what it pleases. It would be a far-sighted investment for the

College to back intra-mural hockey in order to train good players

for the college teams, and also to provide gflod hockey. Under tlic

present arrangement few years can afford to give their team the

practice they need.

TOM CHADSEY, Arts '4^

Scienceman Jim Kirk notes the differences between student life a«d government

at a University in the U.S.A. and at Queen's

Life At A (J. S. University
A month spent this summer in Tulsa, Ok-

lahoma, attending a trade school course gave

me the opportimity of spending several even-

ings witli one of the senior student councillors

at Tulsa University. We found some interest-

ing contrasts between our respective campuses.

Organization is Social

Primarily they are organized around the

social ratlier than the academic groups on tlie

campus, and student government is dominated

by the SOO 'greeks' (fraternity and sorority

members). Each of the 20 fraternities and

sororities is allowed one member on the stu-

dent council. Tlie independents, or other 2400
students on the campus are allowed up to 20
members lo represent them, but they are more
often than not so poorly organized that they

have only two or three representatives elected.

Of course anyone with any initiative is quickly
' absorbed, if possible, into the ranks of the frats.

I asked the senior councillor if the situation

could arise where there were 2400 greeks hav-

ing equal representation with 800 indepen-

dents : be said "Well theoretically yes, but prac-

tically, no, since we feel that there is never

likely to be that number of students which we
would consider fit to become greeks." In that

statement is the summary of the whole situ-

ation — the whole campus is a group of small

cliques, and a large number of students akin

to lost sheep. The university spirit and inter-

est in extracurricular activities is thus very

1)00 r.

Student Powers Limited

The powers and functions of the student

council are very limited, consisting mostly of

allocating dates for the various social functions,

and dominating with a pro-greek influence

such campus activities as there are.

As on any campus the presence of a large

number of veterans has some effect. At Tulsa

U the veterans formed their own organization

but interest in this fell off as the vets fottnd

the urge to integrate themselves back to normal

campus life. One thing of interest was the

university sponsored veteran's housing project

right on the campus, providing low cost, bitl

comfortable facilities for a limited number.

No Political Clubs

Regarding general conditions on the cam-

pus—-yes, facilities are overcrowded; textbotiU

supply is not nearly as critical as here .ii

Queen's; there are no political clubs, no mock

parliaments, no student courts and as yet n"

national federation of university students.

It is a matter for consideration whether

Queen's students realize the fine system of

student government here. Across the continent

the Queen's Alma Mater Society is looked to

as tlie model of what the students can do, es-

pecially in matters of self-imposed discipline

and in opportunities for developing initiative

and a mature outlook. As ahnnni we may

come to know this; Let us not wait till then-

By taking an active part now with spirited and

selfless interest we can add to the glory ot

Queen's.
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onro - A Queen s Legend
By Helen Tracy

u<Hell Could Come To
By E.B.

Far off in the distance, in the midst of the steady bedlam of
panicky voices and whimpers of pain, he heard himself scr
His body lay there in the rubble, screaming, but his soul his ego
was somewhere else, being pushed into another dimension by that
pam - that nifuiite, merciless, saturating pain that no one had
ever imagined could exist — before The Bomb

It had started off on a frightening scale. Tens of thousands
of people killed at Hiroshima by one bomb ! This was indeed an
awful weapon. We nearly grasped just how terrible it all was
but not quite. The Bomb hadn't grown slowly — one day there
was a puny block-buster, the next day, this . . . this . . . Thing.

The few who knew had tried to tell the people what The Bomb
meant, what it could do. They nearly succeeded, but the whole
concept was so alien to the human mind, which after all, had never
left the earth, that the mass mind took the easy way out. It brought
The Bomb down to understandable terms — a very powerful
weapon, a very destructive weapon, but really just another bomb.
After all, gunpowder had looked terrible at first . . .

There was a|so the fact that we had the secret of The Bomb,
and though some other country would probably have it some time
m the future, we had a bead-start; we had a stockpile. Nobody
knew just how big this stockpile was or how powerful The Bomb
could become, but there was always the reassuring fact that we
were in the driver's seat.

And meantime, the struggle for peace degenerated into a
struggle between nations, between creeds and between economies.

Suddenly, THEY had The Bomb. However, the news was
received impassively. They were still far behind us. We were ahead
in the race. (Here the old armament race story was repeated. How-
ever, this race differed from all previous races, inasmuch as this
one would reach a point where further production would be super-
fluous — the ultimate in destructive potential would have been
reached.)

Then rumours leaked out that some other countries had The
Bomb — some of our former enemies, some of our former friends;
some weak, some strong. And it was soon apparent that for the
first time in modern history, a sinali, relatively poor nation could
become a military threat to the world. Compared to a large-scale

armaments program, the production of a few Bombs was cheap,
once the secret was available.

And because no method of controlling Bomb production had
ever been agreed upon, the world gradually became an armed camp
The nation with a hundred Bombs became as much a threat as the
nation with a thousand. In order to keep the Bombs in leash and
prevent the world-wide devastation, power had to be relinquished
hy the former "big" nations, economic demands had to be met.

But demands from all sides grew ; we found ourselves with
our back to the wall ; we made no more concessions . . .

The first wave of Bombs struck us at 0245 today. Our radar

picked up the rockets, plotted them, told us they came from the

general direction of the North Pole. This meant that any country

south of the Pole on the other side of the globe could have launched

the Bombs. Any one of eight hostile countries . , ,

No building on the Queen's campus is as symbolic of the Uni
versity as Grant Hall with its tower, bells or no bells. Examinations,
dances, convocations, almost every phase of student life is enacted
there, but few students know much about the man for whom
the building is named — George Monro Grant, principal of Queen's
from 1879 to 1902.

"Grant is Queen's," was a popular saying in his day, and if he
did not create the university, he saved it from ruin, and started it

on the road to what it is today. Always a leader, strong and
energetic, Grant spent his boyhood in Pictou County, Nova Scotia.
His father was a farmer, but the loss of his right hand in an accident
when he was young prevented Grant from following in his father's

work.

S He was sent to the University of Glasgow on a bursary. Here

I he was an eager student, interested not only in the curriculum, but

I in all phases of life and culture. He studied hard, travelled all

§ around the country, and was captain of the university football team
for three years. It was at Glasgow that he acquired the wide,
tolerant outlook on life that so characterized him in later years.

After graduation he returned to Nova Scotia as a Presbyterian
minister, where his intellect, his eloquence and energy soon gained
him friends and reputation. He was active in public affairs, philan-

thropy, and politics, and a firm supporter of Confederation. He
^ went as secretary to Sir Sanford Fleming, engineer-in-chief of the

C.P.R. on a trip to the Pacific, and recorded his colorful experiences

in his diary, which was published under the title "Ocean to Ocean."
He was called to Queen's as principal in 1879. The college at

that time was faced with financial collapse, but Grant threw him-
self heart and soul into the task of collecting funds. He travelled

throughout Ontario and Quebec campaigning for money, and suc-

ceeded not only in making up the deficit, hut in collecting enough
to erect new buildings and hire more staff. At the same time his

forceful and likeable personality attracted more and more students

to Queen's.

Took the Broad View
Grant was impatient with the kind of University that crams

knowledge into its student for the purpose of getting them a job

after graduation. His was a broader view of life and education, and
in this most of his staff members supported him. He was always
courteous to women students, encouraging them to come to college,

and finding them boarding houses, and it was in fact while he was
at Queen's that the first girls were admitted.

AU the time he was so ably leading the university. Grant was

,

preaching, teaching Theology, and keeping alive his interest in all

sorts of political matters. His intense campaign for funds in 1887

ruined his health, however. He continued his work, but while in

Britain in 1901 he contracted a chill which brought on his final

illness. He returned to Canada and died on May 10, 1902.

Towards the end of Grant's life the students undertook to

raise money for a new building to be named in his honor. Dona-
tions poured in from the wide circle of his friends and admirers.

Even the Qiinese laundryman, Hong Lee, who advertised in The

Journal, contributed $1.50. And so Grant Hall came into being,

the heart of Queen's life, and a memorial to the man who had, as

he himself said, "no faith in second-rate universities."

A PEAL FRCM

TfiE TCWEP

Afterthougfits On A Long Poem

Dancing,

Queen's and Me.

Dancing.

Rain.

Leaves.

— Studying?

Hell No!
-H.N.

WE HAD THE BOMBS. WE HAD THE LAUNCHING
PLATFORMS, WE WERE READY TO RETALIATE . . .

BUT WE DID NOT KNOW WHERE TO SEND THE BOMBS.
WE DID NOT KNOW WHICH COUNTRY HAD ATTACKED
US m

THOUGHTS WHILE WAITING

Have you no clocks. Miss Curly Locks?

Your Old Man bores me stiff;

I called at eight and you were late,

Needless to say I'm miffed.

Your mother dear, I sadly fear,

Is less tlian fascinating;

She wouldn't think of offering drink

So stop your damn procrastinating!

Graven Images Fit to Bust

It has been definitely established that those gentlemen resting
atop the bookshelves in the Reading room of the Douglas Library
are not DVA students of the Wars of the Roses. For the benefit

of those who wish to make their closer acquaintance, the busts,

from left to right, are:

Thucydides — who was tossed out of the army for needing a
haircut, whereupon he joined the navy and grew the dashing beard
he now sports. His expression seems to indicate that the birds

nesting in his beard are rather noisy and keep him awake. He
commanded a fleet of seven canoes and gave a play by play descrip-

tion of the Peleponnesian War, sponsored by the Athenian Sculptors'

Association (manufacturers of the "Little Daisy" Tombstone).
Actually, they were a tombstone monopoly who shoved up the

Acropolis, and although they intended to cover all those pillars

with beaver-board, they never got around to it,

Euripides — who looks as if he is j'ust about to sneeze, and
vaguely resembles Monte Woolley with a hangover. He lived about

450 B.C. and wrote mediocre plays in Athens' Tin Pan Alley; he

was a sort of Classical Rogers and Hammerstein, but he didn't know
that if your heart goes buinpity-bump, it's love, love, love.

Wolfe — whose nose has been shiny for two hundred years.

This is the Wolfe the French found at the door of Quebec in 1759.

They never would have suspected he was there if they had not

heard someone muttering, "Sam, Sam, pick oop tlia' musket!" The

French opened the door and there was Wolfe, standing on the

back steps of the Chateau Frontenac, with a two-handled pistol

in one hand and a bottle of Guinness in the other, singing "Rule,

Britannia!" at the top of his voice, to the accompaniment of seven

triangles and one slightly sodden bagpipe.

Homer — who seems to have

been behind the door when Zeus
was passing out chins. He wrote
the Iliad and the Odyssey, which
everyone, including Cecil B. De
Mille, has tried to outdo in

stretching the truth.

Socrates — who is the one
with the head like a Hereford
bull with a balloon tied to its

tail. With a bell, a collection

plate, and some Halo shampoo,
he'd make a good Santa Claus.

He spent most of his time think-

ing, with the result that he was
accused of corrupting the youth
of Athens, and given an overdose
of sleeping tablets. There should
be a moral here somewhere.

Charles James Fox — who occupies the position on the extreme
right. He helped to abolish the slave trade, played the horse-races,
played the dog-races, played the snail-races, and finally degenerated
into the House of Commons with William Pitt, playing the human
race — for suckers.

As we left the Reading room in the wee small hours, we could
have sworn we heard a chant:

Cha gheill Cha gheill
We're full of beans,
We're ihe best dam busts
You'll see at Queen's,
Drive, drive, drive, etc

Write the Spirella Foundation Garment Company about this.

—SASKATCHEWAN T. RINGER.

-S.A.M.

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

A high pitched wail hovered over the city. His soul reached

Out tentatively to his body, and recoiled, shocked by what it found.

"Dear Christ!" he screamed, and became a swirl of unknowing,

unfeeling atomic dust in that huge, omnipotent mushroom of power
that heralded the doom of one infinitesimal portion of the Uni-

verse . . .

Hanson St Eldgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing of
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Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description
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NOW PLAYING
The Story of a Guy that Women go for

"BODY AND SOUL"
JOHN GARFIELD LILI PALMER

EXTRA — SHORT SUBJECTS
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What's When

TODAY—Biological Society, Dr.

Simmoiids, Senate Room.
—3.30 p.m., Le Cercle Francais,

Discussion Group, Questions

invited. Rm. 204, New Arts

Building,

—i.30 p.m.. Radio Club reor-

g-anization meeting, Rin. 304,

Fleming Hall.

—7 p.m., Duplicate Bridge

Club tournament, McLaughlin
Hall.

—7.30 p.m., Public Speaking

Class, Rni. 300, New Arts.

8.15 p.m., "The Tempest'

Convocation Hall,

WEDNESDAY — Employment
interview for final year elec

tricals. J. A. Mclntyre of

English Electrical Co., St.

Catherines, Rm, 212, Douglas
Library,

—Engagement Calendars

sale, New Arts.

—3.30 p.m., SCM Bible Study
Group,

—7 p.m., Queen's Student Vets

meeting-. Grant Hall.

—7 p.m., CFRC, 1490 kcs.

—7.45 p.m., SCM Study Group
Dr. Vlastos' home.
—8 p.m., Civil Service repres

entatives will address meeting
for women undergraduates

—8,15 p.m., "The Tempest"
Convocation Hall.

—9 p.m.-l a.m., Science '48

Senior Prom.. LaSalle Hotel.

THURSDAY—4 p.m.. Le Cercle

Francais singing group, Glee

Club Rooms, Old Arts Build

ing.

—8 p.m., Mock Parliament,

Grant Hall.

—8.15 p.m., "The Tempest,

Convocation Hall.

—8.30 p.m.. Hockey Club meet
ing.

FRIDAY—9 p.m.-l a.m., The
Gambler's Gambol — Sc. '50

Year Dance. Grant Hall.

—10 p.m., Newman Club Ball,

LaSalle Hotel.

—Sr. Hockey vs Varsity, To
ronto.

SATURDAY ~ 9 p.m., Art
Soph-Frosh Dance. Grant Hal
—10-11 a.m.. Le Cercle Fran
cais. Mile. Simone R o u t i e r,

member of French - Canadian
Academy.

—"The Tempest," Glebe Aud
torium, Ottawa.

SUNDAY _ 8,30 p.m., Hillel

NevTOian. IVCF, SCM inter

faith meeting, Dr. G. H. Clarke

"Christ and the English Poets,

Ban Righ Common Room

Vlllc Routier Coming

o Speak In French

Of interest to all French stu-

dents will be the visit to Queen's,

on Saturday, Nov. 29, of Mile.

Simone Routier, a member of

the French-Canadian .'\cadeniy.

She will be heard at 10 a.m. in

Room 312.

The Circle meeting this af-

ternoon will take the form of a

general discussion on questions

submitted.

Calendars on Sale

For Ban Righ Fund
On Wednesday and Thursday

mornings, November 26 and 27
engagement calendars will be
sold in the hall of the New Arts
Building by Barbara Cox, Dibby
Gooderham, Edith Chambers an
Carolyn Hazlett. These calen
dars, illustrated with familiar

Queen's scenes, are being sold
under the auspices of the local

branch of the Queen's Alumnae
and proceeds will go to the B
Righ building fund.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Booka

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4S24

CFRC PROGRAM FEATURING
ARTS AND SCIENCE QUIZ

At 7 p.m. tomorrow evening,

at 1490 kc. CFRB will put on its

last radio show of 1947, For the

concluding program of the year,

every attempt has been made by

the Radio Workshop performers

to have a diverting hour for

Queen's listeners.

• Jim Kirk. Journal news com-

mentator will begin with fifteen

minutes of news and views

around the campus.

• Ted Burkholder, musical di-

rector, will follow with the musi-

cal recordings of Raymond Page

and his orchestra, playing hit

tunes of today and yesterday,

• At 7.30 a quiz — Arts versus

Science, in a mighty battle of

brains — with a Medsman, Ken
I'hin, as Quizmaster.

Science Avill be represented by

Frank Maclntyre and Jim Kirk,

while Andrew Kniewasser and

jMilt Moore will battle for the

honour of Arts,

This half-hour quiz has been

arranged, and will be introduced

by Flo. Fraser, feature director of

CFRC.

Radio Club To Meet
For Reorganization

On November 25 at 4:30 in

Room 304, Fleming Hall, a meet-

ing will be held to reorganize

the Radio Club as a separate

branch of the Electrical Engi-

neering Club. Originally organ-

ized in 1937. until the outbreak

of the war station VE3VX pro-

vided training in both phone and

code use for those interested in

Amateur Radio, Last winter the

transmitter was completely re-

built and a small communications

receiver was purchased.

All who are interested in Ama-
teur Radio are invited.

Sc '48 Senior Prom

ComesOffTomorrow
Tomorrow night at 9, Science '48

will present their second annual se-

mi-formal dance, the Senior Prom
at the Hotel LaSalle.

Dress will be formal for ladies

and inforntal for men. No corsages

will be worn.

Nick Hamlet's orchestra will pro-

vide the music, and cocketails and
cocktail food will be available on the

mezzanine throughout the evening.

Tickets, at $2.50, may be obtained

by all members of all years from the

section representatives.

TYPING
REASONABLE RATES

Poper Supplied

DOREEN UPSCTT
Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

Vafvei
containing

Nickel control the
JIowojpiilpjroni digesten
in pulp and paper mills.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING STREET W„ TORONTO
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Library Sends Books

To Bookless Poles
Books from Douglas Library

are going to depleted Polish uni-

versity libraries. Scientific and

medical books, an Encyclopaedia

Britannica, and about 500 books

iio longer in demand at the Li-

brary are to be sent overseas

this month through the Polish

Legation in Ottawa.

SXORACC:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

189 Ontario St.

Tempest
(Continued from page Ij

dingy cave and the ship (which
has a sixteen-foot sail) complet-

ed.

"The Tempest" will be pre-

sented again tomorrow night, and
on Tluirsday night. If the tickets

at the Post Office are all sold,

students are advised to run down
to Rikeley and Vince's on Prin-

cess Street. It is rumoured they

still liave a few.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
ties and scarfs in Queen's colors

Jackson Metivier'

LADI ES' - READY - TO - WEAR

. . . DINNER DRESSES

. . . Evening Dresses

For Holiday Glitter

\^ College Formals

'
i:i Select your favorite from our large

ronge of Dinner and Evening

Dresses

Evening Gloves

Evening Bags

Jackson Metivier Ltd,
114 PRINCESS STREET

THE DRAG NOW

! A CORDIAL

WELCOME-

IS extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to make Laidlow's your shopping head-

quorters in Kingston.

The House of Quolity

I
JOHN LAIDLAW & SON

LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Vour own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments \n Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

PHOTO BY BOWLEY AND CAREV

Marking the charge in spirit from iast year's much-criticized Sadie Hawkins'
Dogpatch Drag. Junior AMS representative (Lewana style) Willie Dowier
Itnds a helping hand to her Drag date. Junior AMS representative (Arts
S'yie) John Chance. This year's student supervised lest Drag was so uneventful
that observers forecasted 'A.M. S. action to recommend to its Social Functions

Committee that the affair be continued as an annual event.

Parliament
(Cuniinucd from \>:iixe li

llirough their motion on Octo-
iier 31.

Quibbles over rules of order

and procedure, which slowed the

first parliament almost to a stand-

still at times, will be drastically

reduced by common consent of

nil parties.

Prog-Con Stand

I'C leader Binks set forth the

stand which his party is taking

in nrging; tlieir thoronghgoing' re-

form of the Canadian federal or-

ganization.

"The Progressive-Conser-

vative Party is of the opinion

that the federal impasse is

not a temporary situation,

but rather a result of an out-

dated interpretation of an

outdated constitution — the

British North America

Act of 1867. It is highly de-

sirable that Canada be reor-

ganized so that government

will aid, rather than hinder,

the positive social order
which a modern age de-

mands.

"There are five distinct

economic units in Canada.

These should be given in-

creased powers to deal with

their social problems, and

bearing in mind, indeed, that

our compatriots in Quebec

will still enjoy their ethnic

and religious rights. There is

a positive answer to an ulcer-

IVCF Begins Study

On Missionary Work
Tiie lnter-\'arsity Christian

I'^eiliiuship bejjinning this

u-rniV "Biijie Study and Dis-

c II .--inn (iroup". These discus-

siijn>' will be held every week
beginning November 25 ;it 7:30

in ihc Tlieolog's Common Rnom,
Old Arts building. The topic is

lo lit- a niissiunary sindy entitled

"Therefore Go" and outlines wilt

be di.'^tribiited at the fir^t

nieetin.g.

Girl to fiani.-i.' — I ilidii'i say diat

it was a small diamond. T j'liii said

that it lookd as lhnn.?li ii 'vere paid

fnr.

Classified Ads
ENTERTAINMENT

Record Fans dig the new releases.

Artie's Party at the Rainbow Ball-

room (next to the Biltmore Theatre),

Saturday afternoon, Nov. 29th, 3.00 lo

0.00 p.m.. with Artie of radio's "Ar-

tie's Party" as M.C. Continuous danc-
ing. Free records. Admission 35c.

Just that little something extra. The
Rainbow Ballroom (next to the Bilt-

more theatre), featuring the superb
music of Dick Edney and his Orches-
tra. Dancing every Saturday. Cabaret

style.

LOST
One pearl ear-ring at veterans' wives'

meeting in Old Arts Building on Mon-
day, Nov. 17. Finder please contact

Mrs. N. C. Morris. Phone 2-2085.

Brown leather wallet, on campus or
in gym last Wednesday. Please return'

to Stan Price. Sc. '48, 132 Earl St.;

Apt, 2. Reward,
Brown Waterman's Pen with name on 1

't. Lost Thursday morning between i

LaSalle Barracks and Queen's Tea
Room. Finder please phone Lois Bot-
tum. 2-0214.

AIR CREW JACKETS
The Band no longer requires Air Crew
Jackets as previously requested. Do-
nors are asked to pick up same at

Veterans' Adviser Office in the Gym,
j

Thanks for your co-operation.

EMPLOYMENT I

A reasonable position for a young lady
preferably graduate, though under-

1

graduate student will he accepted —
excellent opportunities lor advance-

1

ment — await suitable girl. Arrange

,

with Mr. A. E. Johnson for appoint-

j

ment. Phone after 7. National Survey
.Agency, 2-3356.

j

Al33orbing physical work awaits strong
iinri healthy young lemon — must be
Grade A! Permanent work if candi-

1

date meets requirements. Work akin
to that of an engineer — involves

much pit time. Phone the Big Blond
j

Beast, City Motors, 2-2266.

GLIDING CLUB

WILL SEE MOVIES
Some moving pictures on glid-

ing, and projected colour slides of

a soaring meet held this summer
at Ehnira, N.Y., will tie shown at

a general meeting of the Queen's

Gliding Club to be held at 7.30 p.ni.

on Thursday, Moveniber 27. Lo-

cation of the meeting will be an-

nounced later. A slight change in

the club's constitution is also slated

for the meeting's agenda.

THE NEWMAN FORMAL
Friday, November 28th

LaSalle Hotel

Profits will be donated to the I.S.S.

Dancing 10-2 Dress Seroi-formaX

Free Corsages

Four Dollars a Couple

Tickets on sale to all, in the Aita
Clubroom at noon each day this week.

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

ESTAB. 1878

RED AND WHITE STORE,
"We carry a fuU line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942
\

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
|

Sporting Goods and
|

Hardware
[

CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS
|

'TED' RATCLIFFE—*GORD' SAGE

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

ous condition in Canada to-

day."

CCF Stand

CCF leader \\'alki?r explained

the main groimds on which his

l^iriy objects to the government

uiotiun.

"Such a mandate," he stat-

ed, "could give the govern-

ment unlimited authority to

divide Canada in any way it

may see fit. and to take away
from federal jurisdiction any

or all powers. We think the

resolution in its vague form

is indicative of the inability

of the Tories to come to con-

crete grips with matters

which are o£ primary import-

ance to the nation."

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I'^H^MBOf CANADA m^^^^

Established 1869

Heod Office Wcterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

E. Leadbeater

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669
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HAL*S

SIDELINES
All Star Football Teams are being chosen all over the country

and now comes the team chosen by the Canadian University Press

in a poll conducted by Bruce Byrnes, Sports Editor of the Western

Gazette. The first team selection seems to have been more generous

to the league as a whole than the one conducted by the Canadian

Press, for, on this team Western was limited to eight places,

Toronto to three, and Queen's to one, whereas on the CP. team

Western placed ten men. Queen's one, and McGill one.

Upon looking at the team in more detail, we find that Bob
Stevens, who is definitely the best middle in the league, was forced

to accept a spot on the second team. This is the one position on

the club that is at greatest fault; however, it is pleasing to see three

Queen'smen placed on either of the two teams.

Surveying the team further you'll find that Steve Karrys re-

placed Don MacFarlane at Flying wing, which was a very welcome

sight. A coach would have to go a long way to dig up a man in

the college loop who fills that position as well as Mr. Karrys of

Varsity,

You will find that Murray Hayes was squeezed off the first

team by Bruce Cummings of Varsity and this again was to be

expected. Cummings was not only one of the best kickers in the

league but also one of Toronto's most effective passers. Judging by

his play this season, he could not be denied a spot on the mythical

first team.

A Western lineman was forced to evacuate from the CP. All

Star Team to make room for another man who wears those Blue

and White colours. At inside wing Ian Clarke replaced Mr. Mac-

Lean oi- Western. Last year Ian made the first All Star Team at

tackle and was generally considered to be the best lineman in the

league. This year he was moved to guard where it was expected

his prowess would be somewhat hindered. It did not take htm

long to master the spot as the selection bears out, and he certainly

deserves the position.

On the whole this team looks much better balanced than that

of the Canadian Press and I think it is the better of the two.

* *
ALL STAR TEAMS

Here is an all-star rugby team com-

piled from the Journal selections and

those of the McGUl Daily, The Var-

sity and the Gazette.

FIRST TEAM SECOND TEAM

Flying Wing
Karrys T D. McFatlane W

Halves
Parry W Hayes M
CuraraingB T J Atnott W

tie
I
McKelvey Q

Phibbs WB. McFarlane W
Quarterback

Lenard Q

Wilson W
Jarvie W
CUrk T

Ford W
Duck W
Curry W
Wardle W

Centre

Insidc«

Waldon T

Williams T

McLean Wj
Copp T

I

Stevens Q
Bridel M

TumbuU W
Grierson T

There were two unanimous choices

—Parry and Curry. Cummings, Kar-
rys and Bob McFarlane missed only
one vote each.

Most valuable player in leagu

Cummings T. Others who received

votes were Lenard, Hayes and Bob
McFarlane.

Most valuable players to their teams:

McGiil—Line Bridel
Backfield Hayes

Queen's—Line Stevens
Backfield —. Lenard

Western—Line Jarvie
Backfield D. McFarlane

(The Varsity didn't submit choices
for "most valuable.")

CANADIAN PRESS ALL-STAR
Don MacFarlane (W) Flying Wing
Parry (W) .—^ Half
Hayes (M) ^ Half
Bob MacFarlane (W) Half
Lenard (Q) , ,, Quarter
Wilson <W) Centre
Jarvie (W) —, Inside
MacLean (W) Inside

TRICOLOR PUCKSTERS
LOSE CLOSE CONTEST

By Lloyd Menary

McGill Redmen downed Queen's 5-3 in the Intercol-

legiate Hockey opener at the Jock Harty Arena on Friday

evening. On a territorial play basis there was little to

choose between the two clubs in a game that was featured

by the remarkable netminding of Jack Gelineau of McGill

and Norm Urie of the Tricolor. The nerveless Gelineau,

a former junior star with Montreal Canadiens, Mount Royal

and the Toronto Young Rangers and now in his third

year with the Redmen, was the main stumbUng block to

the high flying Gaels, although he was afforded excellent

protection at times by two rugged young Regina-born

rearguards, Mike Fischer and Sandy Sanderson. Urie,

on the other hand, was at least equally effective, time and

again robbing the fast-breaking McGill forwards of what
seemed to be sure scores on solo rushes.

Officials Radley and Steen

encountered considerable dif-

ficulty in controlling the rug-

ged play and a final period

free-for-all resulted in San-

derson of the Redmen being

banished from the game and

major penalties inflicted on

GuHck of the Gaels and Fis-

cher of McGill.

The two goal difference in the

score was accounted for in the

final 26 seconds of the second

period, in which time the visitors

rapped home two fast g:oals to

break a two-all tie. and from that

point on were never in serious

danger of being overtaken.

Apart from the work of

Gelineau and Urie, Kemp.
Barrett and WalHs were par-

ticularly effective for the Tri-

color, while Sinclair. Biegler,

Pitfield. Sanderson and Fis-

clier were in fine form for

tlie Redmen. Tlie evenness

of the play was in evidence

in the shots on goal record,

with Gelineau being tested

on 32 occasions, and Urie on

30.

Ist Period

McGill enjoyed a decided edge

in the 5arly play and held a 2-0

lead before three minutes of the

Millar and Ward Pitfield. The

Gaels gained new life, however,

when Tom Barrett scored from

Harry Hamilton at S.50 and were

finally rewarded with the equa-

lizer when George Weber poked

in Jake Waili.s' pass with only 35

seconds of play remaining in the

period;

2nd Period

The play became progressively

rougher as the game continued

although only two penalties were

handeil out during this period.

Queen's carried the majority of

the play hut there was no scoring

until Cy Biegler broke the dead-

lock in favour of McGill with

two fast goals in the last 26 sec-

onds,

3rd Period

Tempers finally flared at the

5 minute mark and the game was

held up for some time while the

officials attempted to search out

tlie culprits. The first goal of the

period went in off the stick

McGill captain Ron Sinclair at

12.45. with Harry Hamilton
Queen's accounting for the last

score of the night, 61 seconds

away from the final whistle.

Qiiecii'^. Goal, Urie; defence. Mof
fat

Wt-a

game had lapsed on goals by Jock i

j^*''''^''^''- ^Y^sar,

.'Hire, Wallis; wings,
alternates. Lefehvre
Barrett, Kt-mp, H

amilton, Culick, B. Hamillon, Cook

Ford (W)
Duck (W) ...

Curry (W) .

Wardle (W)

Middle
Middle
_ End

End

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rotes to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS

Phone 4051 92 Princess St

Frosfi Fights Reveal Talent

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men

|

• Treodeosy Shoes for 1

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

Queen's Gym was the scene of

the Freshman and Beginners' As-

sault last Friday night and the

fijlht fans who helped the Boxing
and Wrestling Club open a new
season saw 12 action-packed

bonts.

The card opened With two ex-

hibition wrestling bouts for which
there was nn decision announced.

Henrge Flannigan, Arts '50, at

160 lbs., and Vince Politti, Meds
'50. at 150 lbs., began the show.

Bout nn. 2 brought together

Don Good, 200 lbs., Arts '50, and
wrcilling coach Doug Miles, who
weiRlied in at 195. These two
;ilnitjst stole the show with a com
bination of good wrestling and
chuvning after the best profes-

sional fashion.

165 Ihs. — Don Matthews, Sc.

'50. earned a draw with Dave
Miles, Sc. '48.

160 lbs.—Jim Crockett. Sc. '48,

turned in some accurate punch-
ing with both hands to pound out

a decision over Don Burton, Sc.

I

'51.

In This.

Corner By

Lloyd Woods
"Mustangs Got By On Play, Not Fight"

OPEN LETTER TO MR. J. METRAS, LONDON
Dear Mr. Metras,

We have just read an article in the Toronto Daily Star in

which you are quoted in saying of the I2-all tie with Varsity,

"I knew that one day things would go wrong. There were

many things wrong with the game, including the wind, but one

thing is certain, Toronto did not outplay us, they outfought us."

This explanation conies as quite a shock to us, Mr. Metras, to learn

that Western can be outfought when they are not outplayed. We can

only assume from this that the murderous Mustangs expected to come

through on their playing ability alone without having to fight for their

win. It always seemed to us, Mr. Metras, that fighting was an integral

part of plaj'ing and that no team took the field to play a game if it wasn't

prepared to fight when it found that playing ability or skill alone was not

sufficient for victory.

We find it very encouraging, Mr. Metras, to note that your Mus-

tangs could not win when they found themselves up against a squad that

refused to recognize the obvious superiority of a team that placed 10

individuals on an all-star team on which their opponents could not place

a man. It seems to us that, while you spent all those years assembling

a team of outstanding football players and teaching them an excellent

set of plays, you neglected to remind them that they might someday have

to resort to something more than your brains to win ball games.

To repeat, Mr. Metras, we can't agree that a team can be out-

fought but not outplayed.

Ne-\t year, Mr. Metras, we are afraid that your team is going to

have to fight to win ball games and next year, Mr. Metras, we are

afraid your team will rediscover what it learned last Saturday, that when

the chips are down, it can't come through.

So, we are looking forward to next season, Mr. Metras, to see your

team outfought, if not outplayed, once again, only next tiiiie we think

thev will be oiitscored, also.

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURRIE

ISO lbs.—Southpaw Mac McAl
pine. Arts '51, earned the decision

over Frank Orovec, Sc. '51.

150 lbs. — Arvo Tikkala. Sc.

'51, showed definite promise whe..

he easily outpointed Bob Blair,

Sc. '51.

175 lbs.—Dick Jones, Arts '49,

carried his fight all the way to

win the judges' nod over Don
Connor. Meds '53.

150 lbs. — Aggressive Fred

;

Kicbardson, Arts '50, pounded
out a decision over Dick Hart,

Arts '51.

133 lbs. — Phi! Crouch, Sc. '51.

deciiioned Keith Boorman, Sc.

'51.

135 lbs. — Hard-punching Stew
Lebaron, a real prospect, came
close to scoring a K.O. in regis-

tering a victory over Steve Play-

ford, Sc. '51.

135 lbs. — Len Bredlin. Sc. '51,

battled to a draw with Bud Gu-

bleman. Arts '5L

150 lbs. — Rupert Kronick and

Pat Sheilds, both of Arts '51,

closed the show with a rousing

battle, which was judged a draw.

Meds Fall To Science

The Science interfaculty touch

rugby team administered a 14-0

shellacking to the Meds squads on

Friday afternoon at Richardson

Stadium. Taking advantage of their

numerous interceptions of Meds'

passes and of the triple-threat work

of Doug Smart, the Sciencemen
took an early lead in the game
which they never relinquished.

After the half, the play was more

even, but with 3 minutes to go in

the game, Jim Boyd applied the

coup-de-grace as he flipped a short

pass to Smart who then lateralled

to Smythe who galloped the remain-

ing 35 yards for a touch-down.

For the ]o,sers. Mclveen, Hunt
and Delancy were the standouts,

while Morgan, who intercepted 4
Meds' aerials, was the defensive star

for the victors.

Track and Field

The finals of the Indoor track and

field meet will be held in the gym-

nasium on Wednesday the 26th at

7.30 p.m. sharp. The event pro-

mises to be interesting from the

spectators' point of view with Watts.

Becking, Oja, Howard and Er-

rington on hand.

Softball

In the opener on Monday the

I7th, Meds '50 with a five-run ral-

ly in the third overcame the Arts

'48 entry by a score of 11-6.

The second game saw Arts '50

roll over Industrial Relations. 14-

1 and later Meds '53 bowed to The-

ology, S - 1.

In the preliminary game Tues-

day, Arts '51 shutout the Science

'51 entry, 7-0, while Science '48

batted their way to a 14-1 victory

over Science '49.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

BUTTON-DOWN-COLLAR SHIRTS

BY ARROW

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORO BOND BILU ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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UNANIMOUS VETS JOIN NCSV
TO SEND THREE TO TORONTO

Unanimous decision was made by veterans Wedncbday night

Grant Hall to join the National Council of Studpnt Veterans.

Tlie meeting, poorly attended, (165 ont of 1757 veterans at Queen's),

as chaired by Queen's OTC Major C. E. Brown.

Delegates elected at the

meeting to represent Queen's

-ludent-veterans at the third

.innual conference of the NC
SV at Toronto, December 27-

2'). were Bruce Morgan, Eric

lorgenson and Jim Pritchard.

Major points forwarded by the

N L S V were discussed at the

eting and delegates are to act

the follo\^i^e decisions.

• Support should be given

to setting up of machinery

to aid student veterans in

gaining employment after

graduation.

• Backing should be given the

XCSV in its attempt to remedy

ihe liousing problem.

Want Legion Affiliation

' Affiliation should be made
itli the Canadian Legion as the

oiiiicil has been aided greatly

y the Legion in the past.

• Extra recommendations to be

l;iced before the convention:

Why should married student

1 eterans lose the extra $20 if

their wives earn over $75 per

month?

Veterans' dependents should

'dho receive free medical aid un-

ilcr the DVA plan.

DVA Cheques

Ready Today

D.V.A. checks will be pay-

able in the Veterans' Advis-

or's office in the gymnasium
on Friday, Nov. 28th.

Requests for veterans' tu-

torials should be brought to

the office of the Veterans'

Advisor.

Religion No Opiate

Debaters Decide
By Pris Peebles

The resolution that "religion

is the opiate of the people" was
defeated by Bern Henheffer and

Garnet McDiarniid in the regu-

lar Wednesday noon meeting of

the Debating Union. Upholding

the resolution were Archie Taylor

and David Sweezey.

Both sides brought history in-

to the question—Mr, Henheffer

of the negative from the stand-

point of "enlightened missionaries

and explorers, Mr. Taylor of the

affirmative from the standpoint

of the unenlightened, religion-

oppressed middle ages.

Most effective device of the

winning negative team was the

repeated emphasis on an unde-

fined "dynamic force" accom-

panying true religion, and they

asserted that something dynamic

could not be an opiate.

Religion As Medicine

Mr. Sweezey maintained that

religion, while not exclusively an

opium, rendered people docile

and submissive. "Like opium."

he said, "it has its medicinal

properties."

War and religion came into

the question when Mr. Henheffer

maintained that it was not re-

ligion, but a lapse of religion,

which had given rise to dictator-

ships, and Mr. Taylor countered

that if religion had lapsed, then

there was something:

Meds'SOToCrown

New Campus King

With the advent of the New
Year. Queen's students will elect

anil crown a new King of the Cam

pus. Commencing a new teriu with

royal resolutions, Meds "50 will pre-

sent the campus with another king.

Tins medical group, present lead-

ing contender for the Bews Trophy,

is sparing no effort in regal pre

parations for the event.

Election and coronation will take

place on the same evening, Friday

January 9, in Grant Hall. The king

will receive his symbols of office in

a glowing ceremony,

with

ISS PARLEYS OCEAN TRIPS;

N. A. REGIONAL COUNCIL
By Dave Leighton

With the satisfaction of a job well done. Queen's delegates

Bruce Odell and Carol Kingsmill returned to Kingston Sunday
roni the week-end-long conference of the International Student

Service in Canada, held in Toronto.
Both expressed whole-hearted agreement as to the success of

the conference, which was attended by over forty delegates from

Universities in Canada and the United States. During their two-

day stay, the delegates discussed various topics ranging from

student exchange to changes in the constitutional set-up of the ISS.

i n all, six commissions gave

reports. ,\t one, the Commission

on Conferences, Foreign Ex-

change, and Travel, it was de-

cided to send delegates to a pro-

posed International Summer Se-

minar of the International Con-

ference, with a fund being set np

to cover travelling expenses.

The committee from the

University of Montreal was

also instructed to survey the

possibility of student ships,

special student rates, and

working berths on freighters

and tramp steamers.

Another Commission decided

that a Regional Council for North

.\merica should be instituted con-

sisting of three members from

each of Canada. U.S..^., and Mex-

ico, with an alternating chair-

manship.

Finally, it was recommend-

ed that the ISS Canadian

Committee be made respons-

ible to the National Confer-

ence for it? program "f acti-

vities and financial expendi-

tures, thus ensuring the mem-

bers of a democratic check-

on their Executive Commit-

tee.

Last year's Monarch, N. H. ' Crash'

WeUon, Sc. '49. being crowned by hii

predecessor Bums Laird, Arts '49, dur

tng the Meds 'SO year dance. His Ma
jesty received (free) a chrome cigar

ette case bearing the royal initials and

his kingdom of Queen's coat of arms

Civil Service Posts

OutlinedToStudent

By Two Speakers
Three representatives of the Fed-

eral Civil Service Commission in-

vaded Queen's this past week to

counsel students who aspire to po-

sitions with the Civil Service on

graduation. The three representa-

tives were H. Y, Harcourt, Mr.

Groves and Miss C. M, Guthrie.

Mr. Harcourt traced the his-

tory of the Commission from

its inception in 1919 at the time

of the Civil Service Act to its

present day status. 5-ic also

outlined the method of selection

that is in use today. "The writ-

ten examinations,'' he said,

"are both technical and general

while the oral examinations

stress education, experience

and ability (as far as can be

judged)."

Tidy Applications Important

The positions discussed were Ju-

nior Administrative Assistant, Sta-

cisticiaTi with the Dominion Bureau

of Statistics. Foreign Service Of-

ficer third class and Public Rela-

tions Officer. Mr. Harcourt stres-

sed the importance of writing a

clear orderly application form when

applying for any position. "The

first step," he said, "is to sell your-

self on the application fonn."

In speaking to the Lcvana group

."^ee Civil Service, p. 5

Nomination forms for contenders

will be distributed to the Social

Convenors of each year, and Meds

'50 hope that each year will have

representatives.

Each nomination must be signed

by at least 25 students and returned

before \^^ednesday, December 2.

Forms may be left at Queen's Post

Office, addressed to the Social Con-

venor of Meds '50.

Railway Cuts Rate

For Student Rush
Reduced railway rates for all

students going home for Christ-

mas may be had by picking up

a vacation certificate at the Reg-

istrar's office and by presenting

same when purchasing tickets.

The reduced price gives students

the roundtrip at 1 1-3 times the

cost of a one-way ticket. The
certificates are valid only be-

tween Dec. 20 and Jan. 6.

Sport Night Dance

Tickets On Sale

Tickets for

Sports Night,

today at the

Control Olfic

the first Queen's

Dec. 6. go on sale

Athletic Board of

: in the Gymnas-

ium. Single tickets are to sell

for 50c while two tickets (for a

couple) will sell for 75c.

In addition to intercollegiate

liaiketball, intercollegiate water

|)u!o, gymna^Pics and dancing,

convenor Jack Warrell has an-

mnnioed there will be ornamental

;\vlnnnit\,s:. exhibition diving and

cxiiilntion badminton. The bad-

minton players will be Des Spar-

ling, former New Brunswick

chanii)ion, Don Hedley. promin-

ent player in West Coast bad-

minton circles. Bill Cooper, Fred

Demii^, Charlie Blake. Leigh

Ronalds, Dorothy Wilson and A.

N. Other.

Queen's Helps
Government

By Mak Keenleyeide

"If university students
want to repay the community

from which they came, they

can do so in no better way

than by becoming leaders in

the local government," says

Professor K. G. Crawford,

head of the Institute of Local

Government. "Although
most university graduates

owe at least part of their edu-

cation to community effort,

in general, they do not con-

tribute nearly their share in

elected offices in local gov-

ernment."

First in Canada

Coming to Queen's from nearly

20 years in the municipal offices

of the city of London, Ontario,

Professor Crawford was brought

here to organize the Institute in

1944, forming the first organiza-

tion of its kind in Canada. Fol-

lowing his own advice, he has

become an alderman of the city

of Kingston, as a sideline to his

work with the Institute and his

capacity as lecturer with the Uni-

versity.

The Institute of Local Gorern-

ment carries out a good many

functions of service to communi-

ties all across Canada. It acts as

secretariat for two municipal or-

ganizations, the Ontario Chapter

of the Municipal Finance Officers

Association of the United States

and Canada, and the Ontario

Municipal Association. It also

publishes a quarterly bulletin for

these groups.

Prepares Handbook

One of the main purposes of

the Institute is to act as a clear-

ing-house for information on

municipal affairs. Mr. Crawford

makes special studies on muni-

cipal problems, such as the sur-

vey on salaries in local govern-

ments, which he is currently car-

rying out. He has published re-

sults of his studies on questions

of municipal pension plans and

working conditions in fire depart-

ments and has made up a hand-

book for elected local representa-

tives. Another pet project of his

is the material that he is collect-

ing with a view to producing

texts for the use of both intra-

mural students and "in-service"

training of personnel while em-

ployed in local administrative of-

fices.

May Go Bankrupt

Many varied and interesting

problems appear in connection

See Queen's Helps, p. 4

TEMPEST BLOWS HOT WITH MAGICIAN, SPIRITS, MONSTER & CO.
By W. D. Trotter

William Angus, crisp, dynamic
Queen's drama director, nailed

another success on the call-board

last Tuesday evening as The
"tempest, Shakespeare's 1611
'iwan-song to the English theatre,

''ollicked its way through its first

^rama Guild performance in Con-

vocation Hall. In the cast:

Alexander Robertson "Sandy"

Webster, balding, quiet-manner-

''1 e-s-i)c\v^pa]»er reporter (Fort

Daily Times Journal)

'"I'l former newscaster for CFAR,
'lin Flon, whose portrayal of the

"lagician (white magic, not black)

''rospero was sincere, well-inter-

f'feted, and professional.

Glen Wilms, gigantic (6 ft. 5

2.10 ll>s.) Theology student

'lid Sydenham Street Church

Sunday School superintendent,

ivhuas the hairy Caliban horrified

"id amused the audience.

Bonded Spirit Flitted

Freda Rosen, little (5 ft. 1 i"-)

bonded spirit of Prospcro who

after 3 acts of being bo.ssed

around and much flitting and

singing about was finally releas-

ed from her ectoplasmic chains in

the 4th to the great relict of the

audience who were beginning to

think Prospero a bit of a cad.

Elspeth Wallace, honey

voiced, honey-blntule daugh-

ter of Queens Principal, wli"-

as the beauteous Miranda,

was making her first stage

appearance.

John Vallentyne. ban dsome

11 ^ f c (Stranse i'hape)
husband of b.S. (Mr.ut.

-p^^^^

Ann Vallentvne. who as^ <-

nand. son of the King -^ -

;

courted Miranda. Po^^'l'
^ ;

Not looking at Mirai^'n

a lover should lo'-^*^-

reason : Ann.

Mu«roe Scott whose
portrayal

of the lily-smelling flunky Adrian

])rovided the audience with much
genuine amusement. Funniest

scene: The end of .'Xci 2, Scene 1,

when he draws hi.s dagger to go

lion hunting.

Gordon Robertson ...perfectly

ca.n as the wisecracking, cynical

Sebastian whc displayed such an

unbrolherly attitude towards his

brother -Monso.

Doddered Realistically

James Fogo, bluenosed

(Bedford. Nova Scotia) ionner

player with the .-Mgonquin

Park Summer Theatre who
played the ailing, befuddled

Isee Tempest Blows Hot, p. 4

(Drunken butler Stephano (Law-
rence Thomion) and Glen Wilms
the monstrous Caliban take the centri

of the stagL:. Kjiceling is Stephano's

buddy. Trinculo (Robert Kiotkov),
while Freda Ro.wn as Ariel, the bond-
ed spirit of magician Prospero, views

the scene from a nearby rock.
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A NOBLE TRADITION
It has been said somewhere that it is by Letters To The

Editor that the state of a democracy may be judged and its purity

may be maintained. For centuries the British have led the way

in this craft, for it is a craft. Proconsuls from farthest outpost

of Empire, mihlary genllemen with lofty rank and inferior livers,

authors, clergymen, dog-catchers, elevated personages of all de-

grees and the lowest in the realm have all joined to correct abuse,

exterpate crime, laud the laudable, point" out matters not generally

known and on many similar quests give an epistolary hotfoot

to the great reading public.

We are enthusiastic that the addiction is taking hold at

Queen's for in writing-to-the-editor Canada is still unworthy of

her rank as the leader of the middle powers.

There are in our opinion certain rules to be observed, how-

ever

—

First, sign a name, as an earnest of good faith and indicate

a printable fiom de guerre if desired;- second, be brief, for to-

day particularly in newspapers and even in The Journal, brevity

is the soul of witness; third he factual, facts are pretty important

things these days as any close reader of the Encyclopedia Bri-

tannica very well knows. Finally instill the letter with that quality

which we will term the evocative. The good letter to the editor

should call up a mood, it should transport the reader beyond

what the words themselves say to a world of conjecture and wild

surmise , . .

Outstanding for all these qualities, and in the tradition of

the centuries of mighty British writers to the editor, is the letter

which we print in its entirety from a copy some months old of

the London Sunday Express.

'TAILS-UP FISH
"I have had a handsome goldfish for more than

nine years. Two months ago a large stone became

fixed in his mouth. 1 tried to get it out with tweezers

but he swallowed it.

"Now he has lost his balance and and stands

stationary on his head among the weeds.

, "He seems dead, but when touched he lurches

up and seems to be able to eat well.

"H. G, TRIMMING (Mrs.),

"79 Larkhill, Hove 4."

We of the Western Democracies nuist take care lest we end

up like Mrs. Trimmings fish. Don't be the tails-up fish in your

goldfish bowl.

Let the chips fall where they may.

Write more letters.

Dear Journal

Drama

THE TEMPEST

Dr. Shortliffe Replies . . .

Dr. Shortliffe answers the comment of Mr. Grudzien on his

statements at a recent IRC Round Table discussion,

. . : I did NOT "defend dictatorship," nor have I ever done so.

I did try to explain it, not only in Russia but in Germany and else-

where, on the historical grounds that all unstable regimes have

tended to resort to totalitarian practices. Mr, Grudzien is entirely

at liberty to reject that thesis ; but for him to suggest that I approved

these practices is little short of libellous. Political phobias seem to

affect the mental processes in strange ways. If I were to state that

poliomyelitis seems to be prevalent during the late summer season

, , . My opposition to totalitariamsm was not merelj^ implicit. Far

from denying the brutality of Communist rule in Russia, I used the

adjective "brutal" itself to describe the liquidation of the Ukramian

kulaks. If this was not explicit enough for Mr. Grudzien, I suspect

The Faculty

Gordon Kelly, Arts '49-

idea."

"Report cards on professors is an admirable

By Mary R. Harris

With the opening of The Tem-
pest in Convocation Hall last

Tuesday evening Shakespearean
drama once again returned to the

Queen's campus for a three-day

engagement.

This is a most difficult play to

interpret skillfully, but the cast

courageously rose to the occasion,

and paid due tribute to the tire-

less efforts and directing of Dr.

William Angus. Long speeches

with no action involved would
have given even a Cornell a few

qualms, but Sandy Webster, as

Prospero. was the main backbone

of the show, and carried his part

in a most creditable manner,

-^riel, a sprite, played by

Freda Rosen, acted delight-

fully and completely enchant-

ed the audience with her bell-

like songs and winning ways.

Jiick \'allenlyne as Ferdinand

provided a convincing and ardent

suitor for Miranda who, as played

by EUpeth Wallace, was decora

lively fetching.

Monster Was Growly

The monster Caliban was Glenn
Wilms, who turned in a fairly

credulous horror performance by
being growly and grotesque, even

if slightly on the weak side to-

ward the conclusion.

Ann Vallentyne and Kay
Barclay did some excellent

strange flittings and cavort-

ings as the strange shapes,

while the dancing of the

nymphs. Anne DesBrisay.

Barbara Bermingham and

Joan Bowra. showed the

like singing and winning

practice of many rehearsals

that it's because he resents my having applied the same term — and

with quite as much reason — to the policies of Chiang Kai-Shek, whose
campaigns of open terror we are so far from deploring that we recently

sent him a shipment of small-arm^ ammunition to help him cany them
out.

These references to China, Spain, etc, seem to have upset your

correspondent. He feels that I strayed from the subject. I suggest

that he look up the topic of the evening. 1 think he will find it was

"What's wrong with the U,N.?" and not "What's wrong with the

U.S.S.R. ?' The fact that Mr. Grudzien considers criticism of any

other dictatorship except that of the Soviet Union to be irrelevant

to 3 discussion of the United Nations seems to me to form a suffi-

cient commentary upon his objectivity.

There are several dictatorships in the world besides that of Russia,

Some of them are backed by the Soviet Union ; some of them are backed

by the United States. I see no reason to attribute more "democracy"

to the present regimes in Greece and Turkey and China than to those

of Bulgaria and Poland and Yugoslavia. This question cannot he re-

solved by a self-administered emotional massage, but only by a careful

comparison of the actual liberties enjoyed by the citizens of each of these

countries. I invite Mr. Grudzien to undertake the patient (and highly

"socialogical") task of making that factual compilation. When he has

done so he may find himself agreeing that there is little "democracy"

in the game of power politics as played by either side in the present

world-wide social struggle. I should be glad to have Mr. Grudzien

explain why imprisonment of the opposition gives "free" elections in

Greece and "dictatorial" elections in Roumania, I should like ta know

too why fusillades are "brutal" in Bucharest or Belgrade, but "demo-

cratic" in Athens or Nanking, Both sides have the gloves off; as a

mater of fact, my half-facetious remark about having "lost faith in

the human race" was dictated by the accumulating evidence that this

social question of our time is not going to be settled by the reason

and experiment which prudence would seem to demand in the Atomic

Age, but by those time-honoured methods of arson and murder which,

this time, may well encompass the destruction of the whole human family.

Why. then, do we single out the Soviet Union as the one dictator-

ship menacing the peace of the world? There can be only two possible
reasons: first, because we are afraid that the U.S.S.R. is preparing to
attack us; second, because we fear that the Communist idea may make
headway in the western world.

The first of these may be dismissed as a flight of fancy whose ab-

surdity is not even relieved by "puckishness." There is no sign in the

Soviet Union so far of that drive towards war to which we remained

blind in the fascist dictatorships as long as we lent credence to their

boast that they were the "bulwark against Communism." All observers

agree that the Soviet Union, which bore the brunt of the German land

attack, is simply unable to wage aggressive war against the most power-

ful military combination that the world has ever witnessed.

The second fear — that of Communist infiltration — is quite

clearly what lies behind the bad case of "jitters" which the .'Xnierican

delegates display daily at Flushing Meadow. But my argument last

Tuesday was precisely that the Soviet Union, by herself, has little

effect upon this possibility. The Russians undoubtedly expect our

eci,>noinic system to crack up ; they cannot make it crack up if we are

resolved to make it a healthy social organism. It is simply childish

to pretend to believe that thirty-six per cent of the French nation

vote Communist only because Joseph Stalin has hypnotized them.

Their vote is a reflection of their complete disillusionment with a

SDcial arrangement that used its own abundance as an excuse for

poverty and frustration. Conversely, if we can not make our social

system work for the benefit of the majority, no array of military

force, whether directed against the Soviet Union or against anyone
else, can prevent its eventual collapse. Notwithstanding Mr. Grud-
zien's conviction of their irrelevancy, that is where the price of milk

and the profits of the steel mimopnly definitely enter the discussion.

In a last effort to make my point of view clear enough for Mr.
Grudzien. let me state again explicitly that I DO NOT AP-PROVE
DIC-TA-TOR-SHIP. I think I should be one of the first to be silenced
by a totalitarian government, whether of the Soviet-imported Yugo-
slav brand of the U.S.-[Sponsored Greek variety. I do refuse, and most
emphatically, to submerge my reason in an hysterical hatc-fest tiirected
against one particular dcitatorshjp by those whose real complaint is

not her assault on human liberty, but her attack on certain concepts
of private property. The fact that this attitude can bring upon me a
charge of "defending dictatorship" is an interesting indication of where
the really "totalitarian" thinking is taking place at the moment.

Athletics

John Londry, Arts '49— "Cheerleaders should be in ottendance ot

Senior hockey games the same as they ore for Senior football gomes."

Bev Hamilton, Arts '50— "Queen's should give as much prominence

to hockey as they do to football,"

George Atkins, Arts '49— "Sports Nights should do a lot towards

encouraging participant othletics at Queen's, I'm behind it 100%."

Ross McClelland, Arts '51 — "We should have a decent Public Ad-

dress system in the |ock Harty Areno to announce line-ups, scoring

ploys and the like. It would be big help to those who find themselves

too far oway to see the play through the dense blue haze."

Arts Classrooms

Bill Kent, Arts '49— "Arts classrooms ore hot, stuffy ond unhealthy."

Norm Willis, Arts '50— "I would like to see the lighting in oil

clossrooms improved ond soon. A good job wos done on the sidewalks

so how about similar action in the lecture rooms?"

Students Union

Bill McLaughlin, Arts '51 — "It would be a great help to many of

the students if meol tickets were sold at the Union. Fewer students

would then go without meols while owoiting D.V.A. cheques or remit-

tances,"

H, W. IFizutti), Arts '7-11-7-11 —'Time was when Hiere used to

be o FREE telephone in the Students Union."

Notice Boards

Don Warner, Arts '48— "I would like to see separate notice boords

for each of the Arts year so thot our year notices will not be lost under

a haze of second hand book ods. I suggest they be placed on the bare

wall by the north end stoirs of Kingston Holl—the New Arts Building."

EDITOR'S NOTE— Queensquotes boxes ore now on notice boords

in the Library, Kingston Hall, The Old Arts Building and the Students

Union. This column can help the student government of this University

if students will make known their wills. You write 'cm, we print 'em."

MUSIC

F.d.'s Note :

GLEN SJ-IORTLIFFE.

-This correspondence must now be considered closed.

in their more graceful muve- <

ments.

Premiere of New Score

A new theme was introduced

in the music of Dr, George and

his strings. The weird pipings

were catchy in the extreme and

the composer's whole score added

much to the show.

The cave and its surround-

ing rocklike scenery gave a

realistic setting for the play.

and much credit must be giv-

en to Mi.ss Doris Myles and
her co-workers for the many
long hours they spent, day
after day. in preparing those

crags.

The finished performance' of

The Tempest would be a credit

to any school, and most people

are well satisfied with the results

of the Drama Guild's first major

opus of the year.

Baltimore Symphony Is Good
By Ted Burkholder

As the musical highlight of the current season, last Thursday

evenings concert by the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, conducted

by Reginald Stewart was, on the whole, enjoyable. The orchestra sur-

prised many by its definite improvement over last year, and revealed

the great credit due to Mr, Stewart in his painstaking effort to build a

first class organization.

The program opened with a spirited rendition of Wolf-Ferrari

Overture to the Secrets of Suzanne in which the orchestra completely

captured the mood of this work. The Beethoven Symphony No. 7

which followed however was disappointing. The first movement re-

vealed wide divergence of opinion on the part of both conductor and or-

chestra as well as small heed to eNpression. In the Allegretto the

orchestra seemed incapable of producing that exciteable calmness which

is the essence of its beauty. The Scherzo which followed was by far

the best performed movement with the middle section taken at a pace

typical of the lyric Beethoven school. In the Finale, a difficuh task

for any orchestra, the tempo was at once erratic and exciteable, no

great climaxes and anticlimaxes were accentuated, and on the whole

the performance was careless and laboured.

As the evening wore on, the orchestra seemed fo improve. This was

especially noticeable in the second half of the program which began

with the Overture and Venusberg music from Wagner's "Tannhaiiser -

In this, though Mr. Stewart strove to get the all important tone and

shading required, the orchestra was slow to respond particularly in lb<-"

dances of the Sirens. It was a pity that this beautiful music, so rarely

performed did not cHcit more response from the audience.

The two Brahm's Hungarian Dances which followed were capably

handled except when quick tempo changes were demanded. In De-

bussy's Claire de Lune more fortissimo from the harpist would have

been" better. Rouel's popular Tour de Force with which the program

concluded showed remarkable control and balance, and was one of the

highlights of the evening, Mr, Stewart was gracious in his three

encores—the Mendelssohn Scherzo in G Minor from the String Octet,

Wedding March, and the ever popular Strauss' ^ValtK "Wine, Women

and Song",

Generally speaking the one great criticism of the orchestra lay

in the fact that both performers and conductor seemed to be in a rush-

In addition the brasses throughout failed to lend necessary support when

required, and suffered from overblowing, The woodwinds stood out

throughout especially in the Beethoven. Though some might object

to the accent on the popular appeal of the numbers, to the audience

generally the concert was well received and a success.
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Dusk Song
By Joan Fiimegan

Six o'clock

;

The doors open along the streets

And the students conie out of their burrows
Like forest creatures, into the night;

Out of their musty thinking-shops

On the attic floors of tenements,

Out of the humble Bethlehems

Of theories and dreams.

And furies and conclusions,

They step, and scatter in tlie dusk.

Ahvays, in the sojt silence of dusk,

I let myself remember you;

The bright, relentless light of day

Is too searching of sorroiu

And in the now unloved night

I fear my tips might cry their need.

Sustained by the certitudes of their visions

And the inward assurance oE youth,

Tliey pad through the snow-littered streets

To the dingy taverns,

And the greasy restaurants

And the cheap sandwich-shops

Where diluted coffee sells for a nickel a cup.

Who is this.

Walking out of the winter west?

How like your step/

/ should give my tomorrow

That it might be you

Sauntering out of the dusk

To meet me
And love me again . . .

In a university town,

The fish and chips joints

About meal-time,

Echo the stormy prophecies of visionaries.

And the raucous arguments of pseudo-politicians.

And the silvery syllogisms of intellectual snobs.

The cigarette smoke curls around a pot-pourri of ideas;

The' waitress serves tomorrow's failures and tomorrow's famous:

And now and again, the cash register rings up a dime

From the pocket of a genius.

And what am I doing sitting here aflame.

Explaining the ultimate good

To a sneering amoralist?

Hoiv come that isn't yon

Sitting across the table from me?

Oh, yes, I remember . . .

And sex and the scientific method.

And the wild philosophy of Nietzsche,

And the ethics of Mohamadism,

And the business cycle.

And formal amendment to the Canadian constitution.

And the love sonnets of Ronsard,

And international trade and the UN,
And the divorce rate.

And the art of making love in India,

And the symptoms of scrolopholus.

And Vincent Van Gogh's "Sunflowers",

And AWOL in Paris,

Picasso,

Debussy, :

God,

Communism,

Your theory,

His conviction.

My belief.

Your argument . . .

The streets are lonely but the stars are big . . .

There is a long lane that winds to the sea.

If I return there, will you meet me?

You think we are so far from yesterday

We could not find the way? . . ,

Perhaps. I dare not say.

The students part on the corners

And go their ways home, alone.

The rooms are drab and cluttered and small.

But, filled with dreams

!

Where To Eat In Kingston
Following a tour of local restaurants, Journal reporters

Bruce Davenport and Chuck Lemmon here make their

recommendations on "where to eat in Kingston."

The dining room at the British American Hotel has something

you won't find in most eateries these days — a homey atmosphere.

The waitresses are courteous, the food is consistently good, and

Sunday night dinners are "extra special." Prices are reasonable.

One nice touch: the big fireplace in the lobby, which makes waiting

for a table a positive pleasure.

Over at the LaSalle, they have a string trio every Wednesday

and Sunday night. When you look at the price list, you'll probably

wonder wliy they haven't got the New York Philharmonic. How-

ever, any soft music is probably an improvement on the cacophony

of juke box and kitchen clatter that you'll find in most other places.

Furthermore, the food is good and the service better. There's a

small wine list, too. A good place for the Sunday after the D.V.A.

cheque comes throu^fh.

The business men in town seem to favor Julie Lee's Victoria

Cafe on King St. The place is no palace, but the steaks are above

.average. Your pocketbook won't be much thinner when you leave.

You'll want to meet Julie — he's a real character.

If you and your chick feel oriental some evening, trot down to

the Mandarin Cafe and order one of the special Chinese dishes. It

won't endow you witli the wisdom of Confucius, but it will fill you

up for a nice price. Another vendor of Ciiinese tid-bits, the Roy-

York Cafe, is scheduled to re-open some time in December.

Most campus BTO's already know that tliere are only two

restaurants that stay open after midnight. If you're wise, you'll

make straight for the Princess Cafe. Services and prices are both

reasonable, and the type behind the soda fountain is usually good

for a few laughs.

The Superior is a "big-city" restaurant in many ways. Food

and prices are highly satisfactory, but for lightning service bring along

your own waiter,

If you're flatter than a crepe su^ette. try Art Casterton's Coffee

Club on the corner of Princess and Barrie. Before entering the place

you should be in that lamentable financial condition where you

aren't particularly finicky about wliat you cat or how long it takes

to get it. Yon should also have no qualms about getting your elbow

in somebody else's catsup. But when the girl gives you your check,

you'll get a very, very pleasant surprise. It all goes to show: you

get what you pay for.
. j ri-

For the fastest service in town, dasli into the United Cigar

Store. The coffee appears as if by magic, and it's only five cents a

cup - ten cents with toast. When you see the rest of the prices

you'll think it's 1939 again.

For the best meal of ajl, jump on a train and go home.

Canada's Musicians

Need Support

Says Conductor
By Helen Tracy

'Canadian musical composi-

tion has made great strides in

the last ten years," said tail,

dignified Reginald Stewart,
conductor of the Baltimore

Symphony Orchestra, which

performed here last week. "In-

deed, Canadian music general-

ly has forged rapidly ahead

and shows great promise.
However, there's a long way
to go yet. One thing you must

do, and that is to give your musi-

cians better financial support."

These remarks were not the va-

gue generalizations of a stranger to

Canada, for Mr. Stewart was fonn-

erly music director at Hart House,

University of Toronto, He founded

and for many years conducted

the Toronto Philharmonic or-

chestra and also was president of

the Bach Society.

His musical education com-

menced in Edinburgh at the age

of five. His voice won him a place

in the choir of St. Mary's Cathe-

dral, while on week-days he took

lessons in piano and organ. Later,

he progressed to tlie study of

musical theory, first at St. Mary's

College. Ediaburgh, then at con-

servatories in England and

France.

No musical stick-in-the-mud,

conductor Stewart says it is im-

possible to have favorites among

the masters ; his orchestra typi-

cally plays a wide range of works.

Although no contemporary com-

positions appeared on the Queen's

program, Mr. Stewart has a high

regard for this type of music. The

The Steam Shovel
Now it came to pass that when great Maid

Marion didst summon scribe he didst turn wearily

from Pare of Mac. and take up chisel and mallet

to record her commands. And she bade him

recount sagas of Scienz, even all the doings of

\varriors for last week. And he didst make reply,

and spake of strange things done in halls of Scienz, even in assembly

of Hark, where many gyrations were performed to demonstrate radius

of same, and some warriors didst find impact on mind.

Upon day of Thor certain warriors didst assemble at mouth of cave

of Gord. And when tightly clad one didst appear great was interest

of warriors, for seldom liad better example of shrink fit been demon-

strated. But opinion among warriors was that shrink had progressed

too far, even so that stress was approaching ultimate strength. And
many felt that it would have been matter of great interest to test to

yiekl point.

The Drag Dragged

Moreover upon eve of Saturn was rite of Sade the Hawk, in great

Cave of Gym, But Sade is now grown older, and become respectable

even so that eve is no longer great event for warriors. However, men

of Four Eight didst make great effort, so that intermish didst attain

almost unto former years. And since Scienz is concerned in all things,

even so was evidence seen of industry of John the Ell, And shapely one

didst give demonstration of curv'es for benefit of Scienz amidst great

pproval, for do not men of Scienz, no matter in what study, wish to

detennine curves before proceeding further?

But so great was throng that many didst retire to Bale of Gym,

and didst turn hands from slipstick and dividers to other trades. For

indeed was much research to be done, since there were available many

specimens of great permittivity, much more than four pi epsilon sub

zero farads per metre to which warriors are accustomed.

And scribe didst hear strange tale of Son of James, who, worn out

by labors and pursuits, didst succumb to Morpheus in Cave of Flickering

Lights, even until past witching hour, so that cuddly one needs must cast

out poor unfortunate, even as it were from hall of Amber Balm.

Gam-Bol No Gamble

And even further glories of warriors are in store, for this very even

warriors of Fifty hold Gam-Bol in cave of Grant, and many things are

now in readiness, and vast quantities of soothing amber balm have been

procured. And now that week of Sade is over warriors may once more

appear with babe of choice, even so that delights of eve may proceed

apace. For is it not a true saying and worthy of all acceptance that

when those of great affinity come together, then does reaction proceed

more quickly, '
*

But alas, the scribe is now weary, and must pick up empty flagon

from beaten ground, and turn steps again to toil for week is fast and

furious, and time, tide and Pare of Mac wait for no man.

CONDUCTOR STEWART

orchestra has recently performed

a symphony of Mahlu and Stra

vinsky's Symphony in Three

Movements.

Kingstons Oldest

Eslablished Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

ARTS SOPH -FROSH DANCE
SATURDAY 9 P.M. GRANT HALL

12- Piece Orchestra

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRINTEIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St

Printing of

Every

Description

ILY CRnWFOBD PLOWBIl SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Rea. 7990

COLOURFUL

GIFT TICKETS'
IN.BOOKLETS

NOW PLAYING
The Story of a Guy that Women go for

"BODY AND SOUL"
jOHN GARFIELD LILI PALMER

EXTRA — SHORT SUBJECTS

Oil
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LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flosh-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

and ACCESSORIES

Comeras bought ond exchonged

QUEEN'S HELPS LOCAL GOVERNMENT
with all phases of the local

set-up, from history and gov-

ernment organization to elec-

We corry o complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

(Continued from page 1)

with relationships between pro-

vincial and municipal govern-

ments, particularly where money
is concerned. Professor Crawford

believes that the municipalities

may go bankrupt unless some

hanges are made, for as things

stand now, their only source of

revenue is real estate taxation.

With the increase in social scr-

ees which is being demanded by

the people and which must be

financed by the town or city,

sooner or later the funds must

run out.

One of the most popular

courses in the department of

Political Science is Pol. 39,

which Professor Crawford

manages to sandwich in

amongst all his other activi-

ties. This is a course in muni-

cipal government and deals

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS
Phone 4051 92 Princess St,

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princees St - Phone 4524

XVPI NC
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT

Dial 3924 125 Union St. W,

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

tions and actual municipal

problems. Also, as an inno-

vation this year, there is a

series of talks by local muni-

cipal officers such as the chief

of police, magistrate, and

clerk.

In the future, Professor Craw-

ford hopes to conduct 2 or 3-day

courses for municipal employees

and elected representatives, to be

held in Kingston several times a

year. At present, these plans are

hampered by the shortage of

space, but Mr. Crawford is con-

fident that in the near future

this will become another of the

ways in which he serves the local

governments, and thus, indirect-

ly, everyone of us.

'\>r78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL II FE
^^^HiOf CAMADA Wm^^^^

Established 1859

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.LU.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

E. Leadbeater

TEMPEST
(Continued from page 1)

Alonso with doddering real-

ism.

Arthur Todd, sharp featured

and viilanesque looking in off

stage life, well cast as Antonio,

the usurping Duke of Milan.

Laurence Thornton, who over-

acted the part of the drunken but-

er Stephano in Act 2, Scene 2,

did better in Act 3, Scene 2, gave

realistic and convincing per-

formance in Act 4.

Melvin Clarke playing Gon-

zalo, who as the giver of much
todg^', unwanted advice became

the fall guy for the sharp witted

Sebastian,

Robert Krotkov, freshman

son of brilliant Queen's plant

physiologist. Professor Krot-

kov, who as Trinculo almost

got rough oused by Caliban

for words he didn't say.

Three Nymphs Danced
Annette DesBrisay, choreo-

grapher of the play and

nymph, whose 12 years of

ballet study, including one

year at the famed American

School of Dancing in New
York City, enabled her to

turn in a fine professional

performance. Also helping in

the dancing were luscious,

blonde Barbara Bermingham

antl attractive Joan Eowra.

Beulah Maitland, ex-Pakenham

(Ontario) schoolteacher who as

the statuesque and aristocratic

looking Iris ran messages for

Juno. Also aristocratic were Eyre

(the poet) Heyniger as Ceres and

goddess-like Marion Cowie as

Juno.

Kay Barclay and Ann Vallen-

tyne who as the Strange Shapes

frightened the wits out of the

cast and were the strangest wait-

resses that ever waited.

Nelson Brown and Harry Thre-

apleton who as the Captain and

First Mate of an unnamed ship

played briefly in the first scene,

one of the best in the play.

Behind the Scenes

Dr. William Angus, Cor-

nell-trained bundle of dyna-

mite and nerves who not only

directed the play but also

had a hand in almost every-

thing else including painting

the scenery, shifting the scen-

ery, and looking after the

lighting.

Mrs. William Angus, hard

BLOWS HOT
working, painstaking costumier

whose accurate dressing of the

cast is a product of many years

of blood,sweat, toil and satisfac

tion.

Graham George, likeable mus
tachiocd associate Professor of

Music, former pupil of William

Whitehead and ex-intelHgence of-

ficer with the Canadian Army
Overseas for five years. His or

iginal musical compositions for

the play formed an integral part

of the action.

The Production Staff whose
hot, heavy, unromantic and un-

paid lugging were as usual un-

appreciated b)' the audience were:

Production Manager, Jack Gray;
Stage Manager, Alex Davidson; Crew,
Wally Avis, Jim Dinwoodic, Nelson
Brown, Philip Webster, Alan Brown,
Malcolm Hcalcy, John Woodruff,
Stewart Foden, Alex. Gordon ; Art
Director, Doris Myles; Scene Painters,
Kathcrinc Gundy, Eleanor Serfison,
Margaret Watson, Eleanor Macken-
zie, Mary Isaacs, Eleanor Davidson,
Dawn Stevenson. Jil Ashenham, Leon-
ard Lemoine, Bill Hughes, James
Jamieson, Betty Le Warne; Liglitine,
Auriel Prcsma; Assistants, Al Good-
win, Hope Lefeuvre. diaries Hols-
wortli, Morlcy Hawley, David Mc-
Lellan. Mark Goldlianier; Properties,
Carol KinETsniill; Assistant, Eleanor
Davidson; CosUmies, Kay Brown; As-
sistants, Kay Barclay, Barbara Lamb,
Lois Sharp, Ruth Ives, Heather Thorn-
Ion, Kay Richardson, Eiiteii Hadda-
way: Make-up, Bculah Maitland; As-
sistants, Marian Wright, Ann Nicliol-
son, Judy Halperin, Joan Bronskill;
Business Management, John Harrison;
Publicity, Jack Gray;. House, Barbara
Ettingcr; Assistants lo lliu Director,
Dorothy Bradley. Harry Tiircaplelon

;

Orchestra, Violins, Gordon Tracy and
William Gribble; Viola, Edith Fid-
dler; Cello, Betty Boorman; Flute,
Jack Fiddler: Tynipani, Karl Fowler.

ProblemOfWomen
In French Canada

Mile Routier*s Topic

A contributor to contemporary

literature. Miss Simone Routier

of Ottawa will speak on Satur-

day, November 29, at 10 a.m. in

room 312 of the New Arts Build-

ing. Her topic will be : "The

Problem of French - Canadian

Women".
Miss Routier Is a member of

the French-Canadian Academy

and was with the Canadian leg-

ation ill Paris before the war.

Several of Miss Routier's works

are on Douglas library shelves.

These are "L'lmmortel Adoles-

cent", Quebec 1929, three books

published in France between

1932-34, and "Adieu Paris", in

which are noted the experiences

of a Canadian evacuee during the

week, May 10-17, 1940.

Attendance at the meeting is

not limited to members of Le

Cerclc.

Classified Ads
LOST

On Saturday, Nov, 22. in or near New
Arts Building — a Perkins leather

"Humijack" tobacco pouch with zip-

per. High sentimental value. Peward,

Finder please return to J. A. Dick,

Com. "46, 656 Brock St Phone 2-1727.

BIRTHS
McDowell — to Marjorie, wife of Bob
McDowell, Arts '48, a daughter, Bar-

bara Louise, on Monday, November 24,

MEETING
Students' CCF Club on Monday, Dec
1. 7.30 p.m., in Sinclair's Hall. 360
Barrie St. Movies, lecture, elections

of new leader. All students welcome

ENTERTAINMENT
Just that little something extra. The
Rainbow Ballroom (next to the Bilt

more theatre), featuring the superb
music of Dick Edney and his Orches
tra. Dancing every Saturday. Cabaret
style.

Record fans. Dig the new releases at

Artie's Party at the Rainbow Ball-

room. Saturday afternoon, November
29, 3-6 p.m., with Artie of radio's Ar-
tie's Party as M.C, Continuous danc-
ing. Free records. Admission 35c,

)c. *50*s Gamblers

Gambol Tonight

A novel method of determining

dmission price will highlight this

Friday's year dance, presented by

Science Fifty. Called the Gambler's

Gambol, it offers the chance that

admission price may be as low as

1 cent.

A large board has been prepared

from which the lady of the couple

will choose a card. Under this card

is the admission price to be paid.

There is to be no advance sale and

according to social convener Al

Drew, "The earlier you come, the

better chance you have of a low-

priced ticket."

A.M.S. Meetings

Open To Students

Attention of all students is

drawn to the fact tiiat anyone

can attend AMS executive meet-

ings.

These meetings are held at

least twice a month, usually

Tuesday, at 7.30 p.m., in the Gym-
nasium Boardroom.

Sick Parade
Levana seems to be taking the

lead on the invalid list this week
with Lydia Marki and Nan Don-
aldson, botli of Arts '51 occupy-

ing adjoining beds in the sun-

porch of Watkins wing. Fran-

coise Belaire is still on the shelf,

but she hopes not for much
longer.

Steve Caloudis is back in again

with a relapse after only 10 days

of freedom. Tough luck. Steve.

Bud James is still an inmate,

and is getting a bit discouraged

by his situation, but it can't last

forever ! i

Bill MacDonald and Greg

Cranna, both of Sc. '48, are in

for short stays. Bill with a bad

case of sinus trouble.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6S41 109 Alfred Street

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

341 Princess St Dial 66(M

MURNEY TOWER
The Murney Tower Museum
will be open for the last time

this year on Sunday from

12.00 noon until 6.00 p.m.

The Kingston Historical So-

ciety suggests you visit his-

toric Murney Tower in Mac-
donald Park and see how
your grandparents lived 100

years ago.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

y^rtir own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments m Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Looie

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushion*

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

For

SPECIAL XMAS GIFT

visit

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

''An Arrow Shirt. ».or^elser

Lay that Crossbow down!
We realize it's still pretty difficult to walk into

your Arrow dealer and find a stack of Arrow shirts

in your favourite collar styles— but ihey will be

back.

Arrow dealers are doing tbeir level best in a

tough situadoD. So don't hunt tbcm up with

your cross bow or luger.

Keep dropping in on your Arrow dealer and

the iirst thing you know he will have just the

shirt you want.

ARROW SHIRTS
TIES AND HANDKERCHIEFS
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Short Story Contest

Offers $15 Prize

A prize of $15 will be awarded

for the best short story submit-

ted to the editors of The Com-
mentator before January 6 of next

j'ear.

Contributors are free to choose

any subject, style and length.

However, stories of approximate-

ly 2,000 words are best suited for

publication in The Commentator.

Mr. H. P. Gundy, University

librarian, will act as judge. His

decision will be final, and the

winning story will appear in the

fourth edition of the magazine.

Camera Club To Meet
For Salon Preliminary

All members are asked to at-

tend an important meeting of
the Camera Club next Tuesday
December 2, at which several
items of importance to the en-
tire ckib are to be discussed. In
anticipation of a forthcoming
salon early in February, all mem-
bers are requested to bring snap-
'^hots and enlargements for a
preliminary salon discussion.

Tliis is the last meeting of the
club before the holidays. Mem-
bers should watch the 'What's
When' section of next Tuesday's
Journal for the hour and loca-

tion of the meeting.

Your Winter

OVERCOAT
Is Here

Our tremendous stock of overcoats
make it easy to find what best suits

you. Whether heavyweight or light-

weight—monotone or pattern—light

or dork—fully lined or semi-lined

—

swagger, ulster or fly front . . . you'll

find every overcoat in our racks of

oce quality! Materials include Ely-

sians, tweeds, Crombie curls, velours

and meltons.

295" to 65»»

Dial B030

SEATING CAPACITY FOR SO

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: €634

CFRC POP PROGRAM FRIDAY

Tonight tune in 1490 kcs and
listen to the regular Friday even-

ing engineers' program on CFRC.

Radio Times:

• 8.00 p.m.—Popular recorded music.
•8.30 p.iii.—Famous tunes by fam-
ous bands.

•8,45 p.ni.—Stu Jeness, Sc. '48, pi-

ano patter.

• 9.00 p.m.—Friday nighl parade of

hits.

• 9.-15 i>.ni.—Dun Beavis, Arts 'SO,

>olid syncopiilions, piano.
•lO.OO i>.m.—Science '50 Gambler's
Gambol, Granl Hall, Eric James'
orchestra.
•10.30 p.m.—Modi^rii music.

Openings In OTC
Meeting Monday

t)ii Wedneiaday, Major Lindsay

Brown, resident staff officer at

Queen's, announced that recruit-

ing is going ahead rapidly in the

O.T.C. To date, 79 applications

have been received. Sixty of

these applicants have Iiad their

"M" test and another 49 their

medicals. There are still a few

vacancies in the technical corps.

A meeting will be held at 7

l).m. Monday, December 1. in the

Gun Shed for all those who are

itUerested but have not yet had

their "M" test.

Mauritius Beetle Used

To Down Trinidad Weed
Dr. F. J. Simmonds of the Im-

|)erial Bureau of Biological Con-

trol, speaking at the Biological

Society meeting Titesday even-

ing discussed the advances made
in the use of enemy organisms

in the destruction of pests in the

West Indies. He said that the

islands were welt suited to this

type of research because of the

climate and the fact that an en-

tire island can be completely

treated in an experimcTi t. The

Bureau is at present attempting

tn control n noxious weed in

the sugar cane fields of Trinidad

by introducing a beetle from

Mauritius which feeds upon that

weed.

Official Notices

Faculties of Arts and Applied Science

The atti-nlioii of students in the

Faculties of Arts and Applied Science

is called to the examination timetables

posted on the Registrar's bulletin

boards. Errors or omissions should be

rtiiorltd at once to the Registrar.

Dr. Mylks To Address

Students' Wives Club

There will be a meeting of the

Students' Wives' Club at 8 p.m

i.n i\Ionday. December 1. 1947,

m the Biology Lecture Room,

("lid Arts Building. Dr. G. W.
Afylks. of the Department oE

nvnaecolngy. will be guest

. What's When
•
TODAY—7.00 p.m.. ISS Meet-

ing, Ban Righ Common Room.
—8.30 p.m.. Senior Hockey vs.

Varsity, Toronto.

—9 p.m.-l a.m.. The Gambler's

Gambol, Science '50 Year
fJance, Grant Hall.

—10 p.m., Newman Club Ball,

La Salle Hotel.

SATURDAY—10-1 1 a.m. Le
Cercle Francais, Mile. Simone

Rontier, member of French-

Canadian Academy. Room 312,

New Arts.

— p. m,. Arts Soph-Frosh

Dance, Grant Hail.

—The Tempest, (jlehe Audi-

torium, Ottawa.

SUNDAY—9.30 a.m., Newman
Club Mass in St. James Chapel

and Communion breakfast in

St. Joseph's hall. Hotel Dieu.

—2-5 p. 111,. Skating Club,

Arena.

—8.30 p.m., Hillel, Newman,
IVCF, SCM inter-faith meet-

ing. Dr. G. H. Clarke—"Christ

anrl the English Poets", Bar

Righ Common Room.

MONDAY—7 p.m., Aesculapian

Society Meeting. Dr. Wyllie,

Amphitheatre,

—7.15 p.m.. Glee Club and

Symphony Orchestra Practice,

Grant Hall.

—7.30 p.m-. Psychology Club,

Dr. R. Philip and Mi.ss M.
' Shaw. Nominations and elec-

tions of new executive. Re-

freshments. Room 104, New
Arts.

—7.30 p.m., CCF Club, Genera!

Meeting, Sinclair's Hall.

—8 p.m.. PA Club, Dr. R. O.

Earl. "Heredity in Society".

Senate Room, Old Arts Build-

ing.

—8 p.m.. Students' Wives'

Club, Dr. Mylks. Biology Lec-

ture Room, Old .Arts.

TUESDAY—7.00 p. in.. Science

Court, ConvocatioT! Hall.

—8 p.m.. Aquacade pr.-tctice.

gj'mnasium.

iXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE
Coke= Coca-Cota

rcoacou «Hiio.bb<=«.doo-Q>ke- COCA-COLA LTD. — KINGSTON
ue ihe leiiiitied uidc maiki whicli

Jinio«uLih the produc of Coct-GJi Lri.

If the maxim 'no news is good

news' holds true then this col-

umn should be greeted with hap-

py smiles. One is almost forced

to adopt the strategem of the

steam-shovel which covers all the

stale news, but why encroach on

the device of another.

Suffice to say that the

Drag has come and gone,

our money has come and

gone, and our dates have

come and gone. Wonder how
the hardy members of those

organizations which agitated

for dates fared. It is to be

hoped that their faith in the

power of the press was not

shaken.

It is an unpleasant thought but

when exams loom this close,

comes the bi-yearly problem of

not what, but where to study.

In the privacy of one's room, one

is apt to be forgotten. In the

stacks, one is apt to be ignored.

At the back of the library, you

don't stand a chance. The only

solution is a seat close by the

doors with a foot idly extended

to trip all would-be passers-by.

Christmas marks mean nothing

anyway. Any play on that sec-

ond last word can be left to the

imaginative reader.

It Makes You Stop and Think

On asking a freshette what im-

pressed her most at Queen's she

replied unhesitatingly, "Its tra-

dition and the liquor".

ISS Will Reorganize

At Short Meeting

Friday evening at 7 o'clock Dr.

Marcus Long, professor of Philo-

sophy at Toronto and chairman o£

the Canadian Committee of ISS,

will address a gathering of faculty

and students in Ban Righ Common

Room.

Each campus organization is ex-

pected to send one or more repre-

sentatives to this meeting, which is

being held primarily to acquaint

students at Queen's with the pro-

gram and scope of the ISS. Main

purpose of the meeting, which will

be short, is the reorganization o£

ISS on the campus.

Civil Service
(Continued from page 1}

Miss Guthrie said positions were

open to college women through open

competition in the Junior Admini-

strative Class as well as in the ste-

nographic classifications. "There

is," stated Miss Guthrie, "a steno-

graphic classification grade three

open to women graduates over 23

years of age which entails foreign

service work in ambassadorial of-

fices."

There will be a meeting in the

Senate room of the Old Arts build-

ing at S p.m, this evening for all

undergraduate students interested

in Civil Service positions. Mr.

Groves of the Commission will

be the speaker. He will also be

available tomorrow morning for

personal interviews, Those interest-

ed shotdd contact the employment

office in the Douglas Library.

"I can't understand how

somepeople manage to study

in the library."

Maybe studying in the library is an

art in itself . . . it's a little difficult lo acquire.

But here's ooe act easy to acquire and fua

to practice, the knack of having the money

to buy (he things you waot— when you want

them.

JuscstartaSaviQgsAccouQtat"MYBANK".

You'll find it's a tailor-made aid to your fiia-

finaociog . . . whether your

A— object is dioaer, dance or date.

\
Try it . . . you'll like that

feeling of "I can buy it".

Bank of Montreal
woi-*in9 wJfh Conadioni fn ever)' ifik of lite lince ISI7

Kingston Branch: DUGALD MacGREGOR, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts. Branch: J. D. HICKEY, Manager
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HAL'S

SIDELINES
Tonight is "hockey" night in the college loop and we find the

Tricolor taking a train ride to Toronto to tangle with last year's

champs. In the final scheduled game last season the Blues met

defeat when they ran up against the "Gallant Gaels" and except

for a lucky break in Montreal Varsity would have had to forgo the

Championship.

Now, it's another season, the Tricolor dropped a close one to

McGill last week but on the following night the "Redmen" lost a

tight game to the Carabins of the University of Montreal. So far

this winter Varsity has been untried in intercollegiate competition,

but after witnessing the "Redmen" in action last week, they are

favoured to lead the league.

From Queen's we know what to expect for they are vastly

improved over the Gaels of last season. With tliis in mind and

knowing tfiat the Tricolor always looks best against Toronto, how

can we lose.

If we look at the team closely and compare it witlf last year's

entry the clubs' strength may be judged more closely. Let's start

at goal. Here we had an outstanding man in Dave Wood previously

and now he has been replaced by Norm Urie who need not take a

back seat to anyone at this position. Norm is very good, very steady,

and sensational when the occasion arises.

On defence we have one of last winter's foursome, Larry Moffat,

who is excellent at the position. Our other defenceman of last year

either went down before the slaughter of exams or moved up to the

forward line. Numerous replacements have been brought up to fill

this gap and they are expected to improve with each game.

Up front we have three good forward Unes centred by Jake

Wallis, and you might say those hockey answers, Ronnie Kemp,

as smooth a player as you'll ever see, and Jerry Wagar, a veteran

puckster. Flanking these centre men is a host of speedsters whose

marksmanship is unerring and from whom we can count on a lot

of goals. Despite the loss of a number of forwards of the 1946-47

aggregation these replacements are more than adequate.

On the whole the Tricolor seems better balanced, extra potent

on the attack with these new players and slightly weakened on

defence. You might say we'll score more goals but at the same time

more may be scored against us. It is to be hoped, however, that our

goalgetting will outweigh the goals scored against us and the long

end of the score will be in Queen's favour as the season proceeds.

QUEEN'S AT VARSITY
FOR TORONTO OPENER

The Queen's hockey squad will invade Varsity Arena in To-

ronto this evening for a regularly scheduled meeting with last

year's Intercollegiate Champions, the University of Toronto Blues.

The Varsity club are as yet untested in official league play but

have met with success in pre-season exhibitions against the top

City League teams in Toronto. Their last outing was a decisive

10-3 win over the Toronto Barkers, who had previously been un-

defeated.

The Toronto squad again cen-

tres around their outstanding de-

fenceman Ed Kryzanoqski, while

the return of Turcott, Bark and

Henry has also been a great boost

to the club. The Blues main at-

tacking trio is Winslow, Boyd and

Johnson which, by report, should

he one of the most effective scoring

lines in the circuit.

The Queen's club, however, loser

in a close game against McGill last

Friday is fully expecting to chalk

up their first league win in Toron-

to this evening. And well they may

as the Gene Chouinard Gaels of

this year are a much better ba-

lanced club than the 1946-47 Tri-

color squad which upset the chani-

pioiisiiip bound Blues 3-2 in To-

ronto last March.

The club is strengthened partly

by the addition of several outstand-

ing newcomers such as Jake Wallis,

Ron Kemp, Tom Barrett and Don

Murray, and partly by the improved

play of many of fast year's stalwarts.

For instance, Larry Moffat, who

was Lorne Smith's blue line mate

last winter, is vastly improved as

is Moon Flannigan, who was used

o n 1 y sparingly during 1946 - 47,

Chuck Hews, switched from defence

to wing this year, has proved to be

one of the club's best two way nicTi.

Chuck is exceptionally fast on the

blades and noted for his powerful

shot. Other two way players are

Rene Lefebvre of Brockville and

Harry Hamilton of Westport. two

of the team's most tireless back

checkers and two of its hardest

workers. Goaltender Norm Urie

seems to be gaining confidence, with

each game, turning in his top per-

formaEice to date against McGill last

Friday,

All in all the club is ready to

go tonight and victory can easily be

theirs.

In This.

Corner By

Lloyd Woods

Skating Club

Plans Carnival

At a meeting of the Skating' Club

held last week, plans for a carnival

to be held in Fcbniary were dis-

cussed. Skating hours for the Club

are Sunday afternoons from 2 to

5, and all those interested in appear-

ing in the show are especially in-

vited to turn out. The first hour

will be for figure skating only, and

the Levana skatinp teacher, Mrs.

Erennan will be on hand to help

out all members. After 3. the rink

will be open to all skaters.

621 Princess, ot Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

•TED- RATCLIFFE—'GORD- SAGE

Merman To Play

Hamilton Stars

Day; Sat, Noveiuber 29,

Time: 7.30 p.m.

Place : Queen's Swimming
Pool.

Teams: Queen's vs. Hamilton

Aquatic Qub.

This is the game the Water Polo

team ha\fe been waiting and prac-

tising for. I^st years Junior Aqua-

tic Champs will supply the opposi-

tion and the Tricolor entry will be

out to get revenge for the 6-1 de-

feat they absorbed from the same

club last week.

The team has developed a com-

pletely new series of passing and

swimming attacks which they intend

to use with success. All in all it

should be a rough, tough, and fast

contest with each team out to win

the honours.

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURRIE

1 Distinctive Footwear
'

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

The onset of bad weather has

forced a halt to the intramural

singles and doubles tennis tour-

nament, but plans are now being

made for the remainder of the

matches being played on indoor

courts. At present, Meds '49 holds

the lead in the bowling at the

Bowladrome. with 4 victories, no
losses, and 13 points, having
bowled a total of 12,410 to their

opponents' 1 1,31 1. Running a

close second are Arts '49 with 3

wins, one loss, 12 points, and
Arts '48 with 3 wins and 1 1 points.

8 NE'W TRACK RECORDS
Eight records were scratched

from the books as the finals of

the Queen's indoor track and
field meet were run off in the

gymnasium Wednesday night.

Johnny Watts, Sc. '49, broke the

standing marks for both the 880

and 440 yard dash, chopping 2

seconds off the former by round-

ing the track in 2.19.3, and 2 sec-

(jnds off the latter, with his 63.6

sec, run.

John Cuddie, Arts '51, won the

20 yard dash in 2.8, 2 sec. better

than any previous time, while

Bowes, Sc. '48. cut .3 sec. off the

old time in the 20 yard low hur-

dles as he broke the tape in 3.1.

In the field events. Moss, Sc.

'49, rolled his way over the bar

at 5 ft. 7 in., and established a

new mark in the running high

jump. Ill the standing broad

jump, Howard, of Sc. '51, leaped

9 ft. 6'/2 in. to surpass the former

record of 9 ft. S]4 in., and later

Ross McKelvey, Arts '51. star

backfielder of the Queen's foot-

ball team, broke the hop step and

jump mark with his leap of 38 ft.

9 in.

Arts '51 relay team crossed the

finish line in 1.59, 2 sec. better

than the 2.01 on the books.

MILE RUN
The mile run was taken by

Don Becking of Arts '50 in 5.12.7

as he crossed the finish line a

good 8 sec. earlier than Ray Oja

of Sc. '51. Kennedy, Arts '51,

Pennefather, Arts '50, and Rich-

ardson, Arts '50, placed 3rd, 4th,

and 5th respectively.

Johnny Watts had to stretch

liis legs to pass Oja who led for

most of the half-mile, and went

on to win by 10 yards. The dur-

able Becking ran third followed

by Delahaye, Meds '50, and Ken-

nedy, Arts '51.

Final heat of the 20 yard dash

"THEY ALSO SERVE"

Before football gives way to the winter sports, we would like to

use that game to make a point which applies to all sports.

When a team is winning, the players of that team are singled out,

heaped with praise, and acclaimed as heroes. Even in defeat, they ma-

nage to receive considerable publicity. But win or lose, there is a

group of men who can make or break a club but who seldom get so much

as a mention. We are referring to the squad of managers, trainers,

equipment men, and coaches, who contribute hundreds of man-hours of

work through the week so that the team can trot out on the field on

Saturday.

Our two coaches, Bob Elliott and Chuck Tindall, gave inspirational

leadership and invaluable instruction. There was no player who did

not benefit from the advice these two had to offer.

Our team received possibly the best training room care of any

club in the league and the man responsible is our own "Senator" Powell,

Assisting him were Stew Langdon, Doug Bruce, Art Brydon, and

Hank Lingham.

We have a new equipment man at the school, replacing Stcw

Langdon who moved up to the training room. He is Howard Minifie,

who had the responsibility of dividing the pads among three teams,

and the fact that every player was fully equipped is mute tribute to the

Minifie dole S3'stem,

The average football club gives its doctor lots of work, but this

year Dr. Hal Dunlop had charge of a team that got more than its share

of serious injuries. Many quick recoveries were due directly to his care.

The job of manager is not an easy one. Meals, transportation,

accommodation, equipment and publicity are some of the duties which

kept "Doc" Morgan busy this fall.

In pointing to the people behind the efforts of the players, we must

include that group whose work begins once the team has taken the field.

We are referring to the cheerleaders and the fans, and the Gaels were

fortunate in having again this year the most rabid following in the

intercollegiate. Spirit is easily generated when your team is winning,

but this year there was little in the way of scoring to cheer about. The

solid backing of the student body, even in defeat, made a tough job

easier and we hope that every Queen's team will always enjoy the sup-

port of such a loyal following.

'48, and Resnikoff, Arts '50, also

earned points for their year team.

HOP STEP AND SHOT PUT
"Beef" Fardelt, Sc. '49, middle

wing on the football squad, put
the 12 lb, shot 36 ft. 7^ in., with

Jim Errington. Sc. '51, Price, Sc,

48, and Edkovitch. Meds '50, fol-

lowing'. Ross McKelvey, Arts
'51, stretched his legs in the hop,

step and jump to do 38 ft. 9 in.,

while Howard Caster, Sc, '49,

Price. Moss and Vorres, Sc. '50,

also placed.

The 860 yard relay was taken

by the Arts '51 squad composed
of Penner, Cuddie. Richardson,

and Murray, with the Sc. '51

team earning second honours.
was carried off by Poulter, Arts.The mile event was won by Mc
•51, iH 2.9, while John Cuddie, ^^^^^^ Clifford, Extense. and In
Arts '51, Penner, Arts '51, Wat-

son, Sc, '50, and Haliburton, Sc.

'48, crossed the line not more than

8 in. behind him. Bowes, of Sc.

'48, copped the 20 yard low hur-

dles in 3.1 with Resnikoff, Arts

'50, Mclntyre,* Sc. '49. Watson,

Sc. '50, and Carey, Meds '50, close

behind.

In the running high jump, Stan

Price, Sc. '48. and Moss. Sc. '49,

were stalled at the 5 ft. 7 in. level,

but the event went to Moss be-

cause of his fewer misses. Vorres,

Sc. '50, Stringer, Sc. '49, and Ross

McKelvey, Arts '51. also placed.

Dave Howard of Sc. '51, took

the standing broad jump with his

leap of 9 ft. 6j/$ in,, while Leach,

Sc. '48. Briden, Sc. "49, Price. Sc.

gram for Sc.

trailing.

'50, with Arts

Leading the point getters was
Watts with two firsts, with How-
ard, who took a first and a sec-

ond, Oja, two seconds, Moss, a

first and fourth, McKelvey. with

a first and a fifth following.

Arts Axes Science

Last Monday afternoon in the

snow covered Richardson Sta-

dium, the fighting Arts touch

rugby team eked out a 6-5 vic-

tory over the Science entry, forc-

ing a 3 way league deadlock. The
narrow margin of the Arts victory

was due to Bob Huban's drop

kick convert in the second quar-

ter.

.^fter the half, the snow and

mud forced the game into a kick-

ing duel, with the Arts squad

holding the Sciencemen in their

50 1 own end of the field for the re-

mainder of the game.

103 Princess St,

Phone 6381

BUTTON-DOWN-COLLAR SHIRTS

BY ARROW

GORD BOND

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES —
BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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PREMIERE OF SPORTS NIGHT
WILL GET AIRING ON CFRC

By LeiEh Konalds

Sports Night No. 1 will be broadcast this Saturday over

CFRC. Jim Kirk, Journal commentator, will be the man
at the mike, assisted by experts in the various sports fea-

tured on the Sports Night program.

The first game to take the air will

be the water polo game between

Queen's and Varsity ; Mr, Kirk

lliinks this may be the lirst broad-

cast ol a water polo game in Ca-

nada. After the water polo Mr.

Kirk will move to the main gym
give a commentary of the bas-

ketball game between Queen's and

' litawa U.

kilter CFRC will broadcast the

Si ience Soph-Frosh dance from
'"iranl: Hail, then return to Sports

Ni'^'ht to broadcast the music of

iv<fr Edwards.

Jack Warrel, Sports Night con-

\i-ner hopes the broadcast will help

|jnpularize future Sports Nights

with those unable to attend hi per-

To Make Popular for Future

Jake Edwards, popular Queen's

ii'Mlball and basketball coach, stated

Id The Jonrnai that "Sports Nights

" ill be as popular at Queen's as at

\ arsity and McGill and the one this

S;iturday will be so successful that

will have to have three or four

mure after Christmas,"

Sports Nights tickets are avail-

iilile at the AB of C office and will

I'c sold at the gym door Saturday

"ight.

Journal Jeers, Cheers

Walker, Ross, Win
Prizes of $2.50 in the Journal

'-"Utest for tlie best letter on "What

wrong with The Journal" and

'"I "What's Good About The Jour

'I'll and how to Improve Jl," were

"on by A. Walker and A. E. Ross

Mr. Ross also receives honorable

mention for his Jeer letter as do

' bris. Kirby and Michael Rolh.

Kay Barclay was second in the

' beer division.

Singers^ Musicians

Perform Tomorrow
Combined operations by the

Queen's Glee Club and Symphonj'

Orchestra have produced a Christ-

mas Concert, to be heard tomorrow

night in Grant Hall at 8.30.

Under the baton of Dr, Graham

George, Queen's music director, two

major works will comprise the pro-

gram. They are Beethoven's First

Symphony, by the orchestra, and

Handel's "Dettingen" Te Deuni, in

which the Glee Club singers will be

backed by the instruments.

Soloists for the Te Deuin are

Ethel Patterson, Marion Cowie. Ro-

bert Cowie, James Eetchel, Saul

Resnick and Charlie Blanchard,

Christmas Carolling

Next Monday Night

Chaplain To Lead
Queen's men and women will

sing Christmas carols by the light

of flickering candles in Grant

Hall as a result of a decision by

the Engineering Society to re-

peat the widely acclaimed Carol

Service held last December, Two
evenings of singing have been

planned : December 8 and 14.

Queen's chaplain A, M, Lav-

erty u-ill lead the services, which

will give full scope for impro-

vised harmonies of the "old fav-

ourites", AVords of the carols

ivill be projected on a screen.

• 'Twas the night before

Christmas." and oilier Christmas

stories that bring sentimental

warmth to the hearts of people

of all ages will augment the

earo! singing.

Publisher's Calling

Secondary Only

To Priest's - Pierce

"Loniing back to Queen's is

like coming home," said Dr.

Lorne Pierce, opening his ad-

dress on the "Publishing Voca-

tion" Thursday afternoon in the

Red Room of Kingston Hall.

Dr. Pierce's speech was heard

by [iiore than one hundred stu-

dents and staff members attend-

ing the second in this year's ser-

ies of Arts Vocational talks.

Dr, Pierce, a small, neat man
whose dry humour spiced his

words of advice, gave a list of

the following necessary qualities

PHOTO BV BOWLEV AND CAREV
Pam Smith, flanked by gleeful Ministers Ted Laing and Ted Delahaye, introduces a Progressive-Conservative bill

while Ministers John Davidson, George Huggett, Prime Miiuster Ken Binks, and Finance Minister Jim Southey
respectively register meditation, joy, satisfaction and despair.

PARLIAMENTARY SPARKS FLY
AS P. C. MOTION FALLS 77 - 45

SECOND SESSION IMPROVED
BY MORE VIGOROUS DEBATE

PUBLISHER PIERCE
'dedication ..."

for a successful publisher: "Per

sonality, as well as a liking for

people, character, integrity, art-

istry, a business instinct, culture

insight and dedication".

Speaking of the publisher as

a businessman
—

"If you cannot

make both ends meet." he main-

tained, "you will, as a publisher,

meet your end."

Publisher Has High Calling

Dealing with a publisher's

dedication to his task he

sounded a more serious note.

"I place the work and calling

of a publisher only one step

after the calling and dedica-

tion of a priest".

The distinguished Queen's

aUnunns said his interest in lit-

erature began in "a room up-

stairs here," but added that he

had touched nn Canadian liter-

ature. There was only one avail-

able book on Canadian poetry

in Kingston stores. Now there

are 25 publishing companies in

Canada.

Delegates Eric Jorgenson, Jim Pritchard and S^""
„fS„f"^ete?ans

preplration for their trip to the National Conference of StV^^nye crans

at Toronto, Dec, 27-29 Elected by Queen's vets. ^11'"°,
Service ani

NCSV demands for better housing, an improved employment service,

larger grants and allowances for veterans.

Last News Journal

Xmas Edition Next

This is the term's last re-

gular issue of The Journal,

The Christmas edition will

appear next Tuesday. Con-

taining eight pages, it will

be devoted mainly to fea-

tures, fiction and verse. Con-

tributions for Journal feature

prizes should be submitted by

Wednesday, Dec. 3.

ISS Aim, Function

Outlined By Long
At a meeting in Ban Rigb Hall

last Friday evening Dr. Marcus
Long, chairman of the Canadian

Commission of the ISS, explained

the functions and aims of the society

to representatives of campus organi-

zations, Tiie meeting was called in

nn effort to gain support of the clubs

for ISS.

Dr. Long asserted "the ISS
must be above political and
denominational interests — a

true commonwealth of the

mind. By getting IRC, Hillel

and faculty members to com-

prise a council, you have a

fund of people who can help

in getting complete campus

support."

"An expanded council," he

said, "is the need at Queen's."

The relief program of ISS is

broadening to include cultural e.x-

chauge through which "the indivi-

dual can enrich himself." Dr. Lung

said "ISS tries to create mu-
tually beneficial exchange of cul-

tures."

The Libera! and CCF parlies have lost favour on the campus

during the past 20 months, according to a survey taken last week

by the Journal Institute of Student Opinion. Three hundred stu-

dent.=i were asked the following cpiestion. with results as shown.

If a general federal election were to be held

in the immediate future, and if you were going

to vote, which party would you support?

Liberal .

.

Pro.-Con.
CCF
Others .

Undecided

The Liberal parix k-d in all lacultie

Levana, nearly half of whose number favoured the Progress

Conservative party. Unexpectedly, the CCF party received

greatest support from Medicine

The Queen's Model Parliament strode through its

second session Thursday night with new-found vigour

and confidence. Led by serious, gesticulating Prime Min-
ister Ken Binks, the Progressive-Conservative Govern-

ment introduced the following resolution :

"Resolved that, in view of the present con-

stitutional impasse, Canada should be divided

into five distinct provincial units in order to

effect further decentralization of federal powers

at Ottawa by devolution of these powers to

each separate provincial unit,"

and then saw it go down to a 77-45 defeat under the

concerted attack of the other three parties and the inde-

pendent benchers.
The measure proposed by the 40-tninfj Pro-Con government

was assailed by the CCF primary opi>nsiti.iii with about .19 mem-

bers, the LP? secondary opposition with six supporters, and the

Liberal tertiary opposition, with 11 members. The 30 independent

voters were instrumental in defeating the resolution.

The Progressive - Conservative

government deplored the present

trend toward centralization of

powers and argued that the pro-

posed division would eliminate

the present "constitutional im-

passe", that it would benefit

Canadian federalism and that it

would reduce taxes and increase

educational services.

Under methodical leader Harry

Walker, the CCF party con-

demned the resolution as vague,

ambiguous, selfish, disastrously

disnnifying. and contrary to the

BNA Act. CCF members saw

t!if resnlution as the expression

rjf ihe aims of "FnNtcrn capitalists",

Resolution "Inadequate"

I.PP. led by nn assuming,
much-travelled Don Heap,
claimed the resolution inadequate

because it did not indicate what

powers it was intended to dele-

.ijate to the new provinces. The

resolution represented "an at-

temiJf by the two strongest prov-

inces to gain pulitical domination

of the country."

The Liberal party, led by

Gerry Sutton, m the absence of

^oon-to-bc-wedded A\ Bevcridge.

saw the resolution a? a betrayal

of the constitutional right of the

provinces.

See also Pictures, Slory, |>. S

Who's Where Distributed,

Chonges Will Be Printed

Corrections and additions for

"Who's Where" will be published

soon. Further details or correc-

tions should be left at the post

office by Dec. 22.

Extra Who's Wheres are now
available and copies with pages

missing can be exchanged.

Political Poll Shows

PC Gain In Campus Favour

1945 1946 1947

33% 43.6% 41,1%
38 16.1 29,9

23 23.5 17,8

3 4,4 1.3

13 12.4 9.9

with the exception nf

ve-

its

Liberal
Pro,-Con.
CCF
Others
Undecided

Arts
41.7%
2S.2

18.3

3.S

11,3

Sc,

36.9%
2S.2

19

1.8

17.1

Lev.
31.5%
48.2

13

7.3

Meds.
54 %
20.9

20,9

4.2

Of those who voted for the Lil)erals. some felt that King was

a majur factor in llieir decision, while others favoured the Liberal

liany because it "is dedicated to the unification of the country-"

The Progressive-Conservative party received support because

it was "in favour of decentralization", against "bureaucratic social-

ism", and because one voter's family had voted Conservative-

The CCF was supported because it was the only party in favour

of controls and "it has done a good job in Saskatchewan,"

Queen's Too Can Boost

Toronto Students, Western
Seventy-seven students

from Toronto are attending

Western, gloated a Globe &
Mail London correspondent

last Saturday. On checking

Queen's registration, The
Journal found that 141 To-

rontonians are Queen's stud-

dents. Queen's wins 2-1.
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I.S.S. AND QUEEN'S
The International Student Service has been regarded

obliquely with a frosty glance by most Qnecn's students for

some j'cars now.

lis continued quest for funds to lielp students in Europe

and the East was met more and more reluctantly and sus-

piciously by students who felt none too well off themselves.

Soon whispers circulated, The I.S.S. was said to be domin-

ated by Reds who led the fuzzy idealists in the organization

around by their inactive noses. Money contributed by stn-

dents was Jiaying for Coninuinist propaganda, for sending

sinister supplies behind the iron curtain; it was financing

for I.S.S. executives the gayest, junkets since the fall of

Rome . . .

This, as tlie readily available I.S.S. books clearly show, is

sheer damned nonsense. Damned for the lives it has already

lost. Not one cent of money contributed by students for

relief in Europe goes for anything but relief. I.S.S- is non-

political.

Whatever the merits of the humane argument for giving

full A.M.S. support to I.S.S., and relief is only a small part

of its program, there is t!ie sound practical one that as long

as seVcral thousand dollars are collected annually for I.S.S.

on Queen's campus it is the duty of the student government

lo ensure that this money continues to be spent wisely.

This can best be guaranteed by an arrangement such as

has been made for N.F.C.U.S. — a responsible A.M.S.-I.S.S.

representative in close touch with the national executive of

the organization.

Gathering Moss
Diary Of A

Journal Literary Editor

IN The Journal of December 7,

19.H. tlic Literary Editor urged:

. . The fine-fibred introverts,

the Real People, in short myself

and the rare and delicate spirits

who read this column prepare

themselves for C li r i s t m a s by

reading suitable books, thereby

achieving a state of mind in which

they can over-eat, wear a paper

ca]), and thank Aunt Rhoda for

tlie tatted hot water bottle cosy

with a straight face."

A book well calculated to

arouse this state of bliss is The
Diary of Samuel Marchbanks, by

Robertson Davies. Clark. Irwin

& Co., $2.50. It ought to be —
tiiat same Literary Editor wrote

it.

ROBERTSON DAVIES — by Grant
Macdonald of Queen's Art Dept.

The Hour

Is At Hand
A Word in the Ear of the

Unsuspecting Frosh

Dear Journal

"Coffee Club OK" ,

Me is now editor of the PeUr-

borough Examiner, author of

several other books as well as of Marchbanks' Diary which most

Queen's students follow in the Whig-Standard.

This record of a year in the life of a Canadian has been ac-

claimed for "bright humour," "vigorous satire." "exhilarating sense

of humour." He has been called "Canada's most original liumorist

since the great Stephen Leacock ..."

This fixation that Marchbanks is a funny man shows what

dopes reviewers arc. He himself says "No. baboon! No. donkey!

Tragic, mystic, sublime, perhaps, but only a coarse and warty soul

could find food tor laughter here."

No, as Ahab liad his whale and Marchbanks has his furnace,

so Davies is embroiled in a fight to the death with the Ontario

Mind and the Presbyterian Conscience.

Sometimes disguised discreetly in pun or paralyzing euphem-

ism his battle cries blast the air or insinuate like the notes of that

potent whistle perceptible only to dogs.

Here is a present every student should give himself — or to a

friend or relative of a proximity that permits ready borrowing.

Chad's Mad

Exams are coming. Lone lights spot the frosty dawn as stu-

dents all around the cily sweat away the implacable minutes and

the inevitable hour. The hour, as professors are wont to call it, of

Doom. Exams are coming.

What are you going lo du about this?

Experts agree that there is not very much anyone can dti now
unless careful notes, devoul attendance and large Christmas hampers

for the professors have accompanied the term's effort. Apart from

the notes and attendance this is probably true, So much for the

experts.

There are other things lo be borne in mind as you prepare

yourself for your vigil with Ihe exam paper:

• Be sure to be late. The pro- "i m ii«Tftiiiiii|L^1j[

feasor will note your entrance and

be impressed. An ailcrnative is

to appear on the wrong day.

• Read over the paper. Read

it again. Sonte people never do
anything else although it some-

limes happens that the plot is

sketchy and character develop-

ment is weak. The professor will

appreciate your comment on its

grammar and style.

• Make nii headings [or ans-

wers. This wastes time.

• Ink. Many come with their

pen full of ink. This denies them
the pleasant breaks that refills

provide. The ink peddling professor can be attracted by loud snap-

ping of fingers, leetb or garters or biting the table leg and growling.
* Don't be brief. If certain confusion is aroused in your mind

by the professor's obscure wording of a question, answer in kind.

Defective writing will serve to keep the professor in ignorance of

the bewilderment he has inadvertently caused.

• Ignore the time. Do not apportion lime to each question.

This engenders a pleasant sense of being Fate's plaything surpassed

only by having triplets five times in a row.

Some bookworms may rashly reverse all these exhortations,

They will probably pass.

In your issue of Friday, November 28, there appeared an item

entitled "Where to Eat in Kingston". We feel that you have

greatlv underestimated the food and good service at Art Casterton's

Coffee Club, and the statements made by your reporters are rather

wet. The service as we find it Is occasionally slow, but almost

always it is very commendable, and we should know, who have been

eating there for over two months.

We think everyone will agree with us when we say "It's a

pretty swell restaurant, with good service, good food, very reason-

able prices, and an extremely friendly and competent staff."

V. P. F. SHIELS, Arts '51.

D. E. MacKAY, Arts '51.

O. L. "BUD" GUBELMAN, Arts '51.

H. N. BROWN, Arts '51.

BRUCE DUNLOP, Arts '5L

f QUEEN'S JOBS

Want To Do Scientific Research?

H. H. Saunderson, Information Services Director of the National Research Council,

tells men and women in Science what openings there are for them

and what qualifications are required.

'Wot Chesterfield Rugby at Sports NiEht?"

—Chad, Arts '48.

^^HEN The Journal asked me to give my

ideas about training for scientific research, I

was very pleased to accept, as one of our im-

portant national problems is to develop an

ade([iiate supply of research scientists. It made

the task easier by asking two specific questions,

the answers to which may be of some help

to studenis planning to go into tins field of

^

The first question was: "What general Undergraduate Course Not Enough

types of research work are open to young

of these he wishes to select. There are usually

one or two glamour fields (at present nuclear

research is one of these) which attract many

applicants, but it is unwise to plan a life's

work on the basis only of a current trend. Of

.much greater importance is that the student

should decide, on the basis of his natural in-

terests and his abilities, what type ot work he

wants to do.

engineering or pure science graduates when

they leave university?"

At no time in history has there been a

greater variety of openings for science gradu-

ates than at present. Not only is work going

on actively in all the usual fields of science,

but many active research programs are under

way in studying the boundary zones between

different branches of science. With so many

fields available, the student should give careful

thought before making his decision as to which

Several readers liave rciiucslcd copies of pre-

vious 'Queen's Jobs' articles. Tliesc, with
iiialerial from which was compiled the ones

nol wriUen by the experts concerned, are avail-

able at The Jounial Qtfiee. In the Qirislmas

issue will be arlicles on Newspaper Work and

Kadio by Dr. B. K. Sandwell and Mr. Lome
Greene.

Men going into research work will realize,

of course, that their undergraduate course is

not sufficient training, and that graduate work

IS essential. In pure science, a doctor's degree

is almost necessary, although in engineering a

much smaller fraction of research workers have

this qualification.

The second question was: "What type

of university courses are particularly valu-

able as qualifications for prospective re-

search workers?"

Obviously there is no general answer pos-

sible here, because it depends on tlie field that

the student proposes to follow. When he has

decided what he wants to be, he should cer-

tainly talk to the senior men in the departments

concerned, and get their advice.

There has been much discussion recently

about the inclusion of cultural and social sci-

ence courses in the science curriculum, Every-

one agrees that the scientist should not be only

a skilled technician, but should have a broad

cultural background. In my opinion, the best

approach, though not the easiest, is to modify

our present teaching approach in science

courses to give them a more cultural aspect.

The addition of "cullural" subjects to a science

curriculum has not been too successful in prac-

tice, as students tend to regard these as extras.

Students themselves in their extra-curricular

activities can do a great deal toward broaden-

ing their own horizons, lo iheir own pleasure

and profit.

College Grades Important
One feature about undergraduate courses

should, I think, be mentioned. Whether a gra-

diiating student is going directly into employ-

ment, or is taking post-graduate training, his

grades in undergraduate courses are examined

rather carefully by employers or by commil-

tees of selection for graduate scholarships. lu

the student's own interest, he should keep these

at as high a level as possible.

Only a few members of any class are good

prospects for research work. If you arc in

doubt, talk to your professors. They know.

If you have the ability to do research, and arc

prepared to work at it in spite of discourage-

ment and difficulty, the scientific world is

waiting impatiently for you.
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There is no recognizable school of Canadian painting, soys the Queen's resident artist.

Generolly speaking, our art is behind the times.

Andre Bieler -- Canadian Artist
As the pale winter sunlight

streams through his big studio

window, ilhiminating- the mural

he is painting fnr the Alutninuin

Company of Canada, Andre
Bieler, Queen's resident artist,

is apt to become reflective. "If

this mural had been for a catlic-

ilral, nobody would care at all.

but since it is for a power
house — the mtidcrn cathedral

— everyone is interested."

Bom in Switzerland, Prof.

Bieler studied in Paris and still

lias many friends in artistif

circles there. Ilis principal
contribution to art in Canada
has been his fresh, original de-

piction of the French-Canadian

way of life. Many of his best-

known canvasses, including the one reproduced on this page,
were painted in the vicinity of Montreal, while others were
done on the Isle of Orleans, near Quebec.

Here at Queen's, he has resurrected the oil tempera tech-
nique of the old masters and taught it to his summer school
students. Last summer, he took liis system to the Banff
School of Fine Arts and there found a new subject for his

brush — the Canadian cowboy.

Art fans of the "What's it supposed to be?" faction can
look for better days if Prof. Bieler's analysis of recent trends
in painting means anything. "Ever since just before the war
and up until a short time ago, the most important school was
that using the abstract or non-objective subject. There were
no recognizable shapes, for, due to the war, the artist couldn't

find any pattern in his environment. Now, however, I hear

from Paris — still the authority on such matters — that the

recognizable subject is definitely on the way in again."

By Heather Logan

EARLY MORNING, ST. URBAIN — By ANDRE BIELER

PiCASSO. says Prof. Bieler,

is a painter who takes time to

understand. "You don't like

beer at the start, and by ana-

logXi Picasso is an acquired

taste. His abstraction merely

expresses in visual form the

problems of our days. The
Gothic artist captured the es-

sence of his time by portraying

ecclesiastical subjects, while

abstract art is but a reflection

of the chaotic ninetcen-forties."

By the same reasoning, Ca-

nadian art reflects the Cana-

dian environment, Prof. Bieler

claims. Just as Canada itself

is of no momentous significance

as far as the rest of the world

is concerned, sD Canadian art

is on a bypath.

"Canadian art has no unified theme. It is strictly regional,

and even at that, there are no specific trends that are not

thirty years late." Art in Canada is especially retarded in

that little or no stress has been laid on painting of the human
figure. Since the time of the School of Seven (the only period

during which there was a specific Canadian art) landscape

painting lias been overemphasized. It expresses well the mood
of thirty years ago, but it is out of date today.

The situation is not being helped by an exodus of promis-

ing young Canadian artists to the United States.

Nevertheless, says Prof. Bieler, the great problem in

Canadian art is not the artist but the public. "The weakness

in our culture is that the public is retarded and not aware of

art. Our principal job is to educate the public. That is what

we are doing at Queen's."

BOOKS

Voice from the Victorian Age
Seven Essays by George Sampson: Cambridge University Press,

1947.

The topics of Sampson's essays are dictated by his interest in

literature, education, and music, but bis outlook and style are

'he product of his age. George Sampsou is an avowed Victorian,

and proud of his heritage. He cites John Wesley as the "greatest

Englishman of the eighteenth century," but in reference to his

own era he claims that "those of us who are happy enough to

remember the last three decades of the nineteenth century lived

in an air of greatness."

But Sampson is not a writer who can be dismissed as an

opinionated oracle, for there is a personal challenge in his state-

ments which it is impossible to ignore. This may be due in part

to the delightfully personal note in his essays and his forthright

repetition of points by way of emphasis, but I think it is largely

due to his distrust of the present generation. For Sampson this

is "the day of the Little Man" since "greatness is beyond the

understanding of those who lead the public dance in the press or

on the platform." From "repellently modern children" to the

pseudo-intellectuals who base
,

their opinions on "the cackle of

cocktail parties," we are in disgrace.

Despite his vehemence of utterance, Sampson is of a gener-

ously catholic taste in literature. He shows an acute appreciation

of that elusive quality which distinguishes pure poetry from unin-

spired metrical composition, and in a manner that greatly appeals

to the sacrilegious modern he rips the legendary cloak from the

lesser works of those who have been enshrined in totality to drape

occasional worthy pieces of less well-known writers with the shreds.

In both poetry and prose he champions the few who recognize that

"style is precision of statement and artistic economy of utterance"

and live up to their precepts in their work.

In music Sampson is more the purist; here lie does expect

implicit obedience to the laws of composition and musical form.

He is captivated by the metrical perfection of Bach, and greatly

admires Mozart's skill in harmony and counterpoint and his adher-

ence to the musical convention of opera.

It is on the subject of educatiou, however, that Sampson is

most eloquent. The study of English, as it is generally presented,

is not at all adequate in his opinion. He feels that in such courses

as "The Drama" and "English from the Beginning" there .s seldom

any consideration of aesthetic values, and very little sense of the

historic sequence of literature. And since courses of study termmate

in an examination, which Sampson regards as an unnecessary evil,

pupils are not taught the criteria of literary judgment, but a con-

which have weathered the stream of tune.

's views or not he
sensus of many opniions

Whether the reader agrees with Sampson
_

cannot help but consider them. He presents us arguments ui a

manner reminiscent of our elderly relatives, who, nurtured u> the

Victorian tradition, have sometimes to he humoured but have

always to be reckoned with.
—B.E.S.

Clinker
(Lines to an old flame— but persisteitl yd)

Go and catch a jailing slar,

Measles, whooping cough, catarrh,

Sl>rai7t your back or break a leg.

Take a trip lo IVinmpcg,

Hop a rocket bound for Mars.

Drown yourself in Toronto's bars.

Or if you'd rather, there's the lake—
But, darling, give a guy a break!

—Stinker

Decadence

IVhen lilacs last in the dooryard bloom'd

Catastrophe and depression loomed:

Though ours were last of the dooryard bloomers,

The market dropped — so zve took in roomers.

—SCRIDLERUS

rSfl PEN PALS

A PEAL rCCH
THE TOWER

Ottawa Keeps Out the Rain
The Department of National Confusion in Ottawa has an-

nounced that the ceiling will be replaced on fruits and vegetables.

This brings attention to the fact that Canada has been ceilingless

for several months, having only tariff walls, a price floor, a front

gate to Europe, a back door to Russia, and a few bay windows

supplied by Members of Parliament. Anything could have dropped

into our ceilingless country — even bolts from the blue.

"Pure constructional lunacy," said Premier Foo of Ontario,

commenting on this new development. "I don't give a damn about

the rest of Canada, but anybody knows we don't need ceilings in

Ontario. Fm for free enterprise and singing in the sno — er, rain."

Poet's Corner
Mr. Jake Masemeadow, the poet laureate, has penned the fol-

lowing lines on the occasion of the Royal Cat giving birth to seven

two-headed kittens:

Oh wondrous feline creoture, whom the gods

Hove "Stinky" optly nomed and "Stinky" blessed

With twice thrice kittens; and the odds

Hove given e'en onother to thy breost.

To moke the total seven, thus to link

With glorious chains the Empire's far-flung lands;

For pretty kittens, as they purr ond wink,

Can join monkind in kitten-loving bands.

Cone ore the days when thou wert wont to loaf.

Since thou produced this joyful cot-ostrophe.

Who claims the notion to Hie dogs is going.

When we with pride this host of cots are showing?

Let Socialist and Liberol have their spats,

Blue-blood triumphs with our arista-cats.

—SOLEMNTHOUGHT T. RINGER.

Queen's Girl Writes Round The World

A likely candidate for the title

of "Busiest Letter -Writer at

Queen's" would be blonde-haired

Shirley Sachs. Levana '51, who in

the last two years has accumulated

158 pen-pals. Since the beginning

of this year, she has written about

560 letters to her correspondents in

such countries as Java, Palestine,

Oiina, Belgium and Yugoslavia.

The whole thing- started two years

ago when she received a letter from

a girl in Minnesota. Since then she

bas built up her mailing list until

now she even gets back the occa-

sional proposal of marriage.

Muzzafer, for instance, wrote
from Turkey to say that he bad his

parents' consent and Hked large

families, and bow long would it take

her to get to the Near East?
Sribrny, in Honolulu, said he was

fed up with Hawaiian girls and

could he please come to Canada and

marry her?

Shirley handles her correspond-

ence on a tri-linguat basis—French.

German and English. The French

and German letters give her a little

trouble, but Willie, on the Gold

Coast, has developed a flowing style

of English that would do credit to

a Victorian novelist. Here's a

quotation from one of his letters

:

"Even words are inadequate

to express the pleasure I ex-

perienced at following your de-

lightful train of thoughts.
Thank you very much for hav-

ing regarded me worthy of

friendship, and I hope we shall

be true and enduring friends

until Eternity departs us.

Yours till death,

Willie."

Police, Please!

Christmas is coming! The boys

with tarns

Are starting to worry about

exams

;

They think that one way not to

fail

Is to spend the last two weeks in

jail.

"Give us two weeks in a cell,"

they say,

"And studying troubles will all

fade away.

No beer, no co-eds, no half-con-

cealed gams.

That's the way to pass our

Poem

La conteillc a passe

drolatiqtie et morbide

dcvant I'attente vide

en ddcoHpaiit des C.

Le del reste impassible

devant ccs vols lads

moi j'attcnds froide asses

que Ic del se revide.

Le dcsir m'est plus cher

que toutes les presences

jc qucle les encheres

ou I'on vend dcs absences.

—J.\NINE HeBERT

In "Lc Quartier Latin"

W&nson & Edgar
Dance PRINTEIRS PrinUng of

Programs Phone 41H Every

ConstituUons 117 Brock St. Description

roi<HIRI.Y THB MILT CHAWFOHD FLOVKU BMOt

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Re«. 7990

GIFT TICKETS!
IN .BOOKLETS

TO-DAY
CHARLES CHAPLIN in

MONSIEUR VERDOUX
THE STORY OF A MODERN FRENCH BLUEBEARD

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
EXTRA — SELECTED SHORT SURJECTS
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Col. Grant Will Address

Queen's Engineers

Colonel L. F. Grant, president

of tlie Engineering Institute of

Canada, will speak on "Profes-

sional Aspects of Engineering"

at a general meeting of the

Queen's Engineering Society next

Friday night in Convocation Hall.

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"Vfe carry a full line of eventhing

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

XVRING
REASONABLE RATES

Poper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT

Dial 3924 125 Union St W,

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

189 Ontario St.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware

CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

•TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

THT'; WHAT THE SYNCHROTRON to be instaUed at Queen's for atomic energy rese^ch, will look like. Now

™b4t'^a?5.I Lnadia? General Electric Company it will be insUllod by '^te next year for

the direction of Physics professor Dr. S, A. Gray eminent researcher
'".""^'^f^

P'^>'.%"^, S"'?^
existence was built and now is in operation at the Generd Electric plant in Schenec ady "'yuj'

"f^'*^^ UeKed
out X ravs with enereies of 70 000.000 electron volts and is opening up new atomic fields. At yueens it will oe nousea

an Tder^Tc^er beside the Physics Building and wiU be operated by remote control to prevent d^^^^^^

X-ray ^diati^nrirom injuring researchers. It is expected that the synchrotron will mamtam Queens leadership in

Canadian atomic research.

CANADIAN BEAUTY QUEEN
MAY CROWN QUEEN'S KING

Social convener of Meds '50 has announced that no possibility

will be overlooked that might add to the splendour of Coronation

Eve. A special cuvuy lias been despatched to ask Margaret Marshall,

Miss Canada, if she can include a visit to Queen's in her already

busy schedule. If so she will crown the lucky monarch.

A list of candidates will be pub-

lished late this week. 'Stiideiits who

liave not been able to obtain au

nlficial noniinaliun form may pre-

sL'iit the name of their choice with

names of the requisite 25 backers.

It has been reported that the

members of Sc. '50, bitter rivals of

.\ieds "50 in the Bews Trophy race,

will carry their banner in the elec-

linn in the hope of establisliing a

icienceman on ihe ihrdiie.

Two Ban Righ Vacancies

Available After Xmas
After Christmas vacancies

will be available in Ban Righ

Hall for two women students.

These rooms have become

vacant because of the illness

of two students. Women in-

terested in living in residence

should contact the Dean's of-

fice immediately.

For

SPECIAL XMAS GIFT

visit

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

FRENCH WOMEN FRIENDLY

TO HUSBANDS AND OTHERS
By Mak Keenleyside

"French women are more feminine and more interested in

men than Canadian women," says Mademoiselle Simone Routier,

assistant archivist at the Archives in Ottawa, and noted French-

Canadian author. "The influence of Americn ideas on Canadians

has made our women more interested in careers, in money, and

in generally trying to prove their equality with men. French

women, on the other hand, realize that they are the mental equals

of men, but try to emphasize their femininity rather than their

intellectual powers."

Mademoiselle Routier worked

in Paris with the Archives as

a map-maker for ten years be-

fore the invasion by the Germans,

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

^ Dial Store: 6634

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

In 1930, she won a prize for

poetry, which was to finance a

trip to Paris. She liked Paris so

well lliat when the prize money

gave out she got a job with the

Canadian Archives studying map
of Canada which the early French

explorers had brought back with

them.

When war and the Germans

approached Paris, she and the

Canadian diplomatic corps were

evacuated. She had to leave all

her belongings behind, but had

the presence of mind to take

notes of her experiences, which

she later compiled into a book

"Adieu Paris".

What's When

341 Princess St. Dial 660'

A CORDIAL

WELCO*y\E—
is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to make Loidlov/s your shopping head-

quarters in Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

Petite, dark-haired and blue

eyed, Mile Routier looks like the

typical French woman of whom
she speaks. "French girls," she

says, "can wear one dress day

after day and still one will not

get tired of it; she makes the

dress by having it complement

her personality rather than over-

shadow it." "Also," she says,

her eyes sparkling, "women in

France are interested in men and

let them know it. They are more

affectionate, and their whole lives

are built around their husbands."

Mile Routier thinks that

French-Canadians will become

more and more independent of

France, because nf the customs

and ideas they have picked up

from the English and Americans.

And she believes that French

Canadian women in particular

will play a large part in the new

attitudes which will develop in

the next generation, because of

their tradilipna! devotion to their

TODAY—12.45-1.30 p.m., SCM
Chapel Service, Memorial

Chapel, Old Arts.

—7 p.m., Science Court, Con-

vocation Hall.

—7-8 p.m.. SCM Study Group

on Christian Behaviour, Mr.

Laverty's home.

—7.30 p.m.. Psychology Club,

Dr. R. Philip and Miss M.

Shaw. Nominations and elec-

tion of new executive. Re-

freshments. Rm. 104, New Arts.

—7.30 p.m., Camera Club.

—7.30 p.m., Duplicate Bridge

Tournament, McLaughlin Plall.

—7.30 p.m., Pubhc Speaking

Class, Rm. 302, New Arts.

—8 p.m., Aquacade practice,

gymnasium.

WEDNESDAY—12.45-1.30 p.m.,

Debating Union, Rm. 201, New
Arts.

—3.30 p.m., SCM Bible Study

Group, SCM office. Old Arts.

—7.30 p.m., SCM Study Group,

Dr. Ylastos' home.

—7.30 p.m.. Football Club,

Nicol Hall.

-8 p.m.. Civil Engineering

Club, Col. L. F. Grant speak

ing; on E.I.C. Biology Lecture

Room, OKi Arts.

THURSDAY—8.30 p.m., Young
Artists' Series, Pincusoff and

Pi7.7.olongo. clarinet and piano,

tirant Hall.

FRIDAY—Biochemical Seminar

Group.

—Engineering Society, general

meeting. Col. L. F. Grant,

"Professional Aspects of Eng-

ineering". Convocation Hall.

—8 p.m.. Sr. Hockey vs U. of

Montreal, Jock Harty Arena.

SATURDAY—7.45 p.m.. Sports

Night, gymnasium.

SUNDAY—2-5

Club, Arena.

p.m., Skating

famihes. "There is need for

greater understanding between

ihc two language groups in Can-

ada, and our yoimg women can

do much to foster this."

SPORTS NIGHT
SATURDAY NIGHT AT 7-30

Come and Watch:
GYMNASTICS
BADMINTON
WATER POLO

BASKETBALL

SV/IMMING

AND DANCE TO THE MUSIC OF

IVOR EDWARDS

Tickets at Gym door

50 cents per person 75 cents per couple

For ^^a^A
neater hair

groom...

HAIR
TONIC

7

5 drops a day is all you need I

If your hair lacks lustre— if it's dry,

dandruffy, hard co manage—chances arc

"dry scalp" is the cause. The hair-nour-

ishing natural oils arc lacking. Supple-

ment them the quick, easy way—with
"Vasclioc" Hair Tonic. A few drops

each morning before you brush your

hair works mih nature—not against it

—to keep your scalp hcalihv, your hair

neat and good-looking all day long.

Get "Vaseline" Hair Tonic at any

toilet goods counter—55(f and 95ff-

Vie U. foo, for o BCfrER SHAMfOO

Rub "Vaseline" Hair Tonic generously

onto the scalp, then wash your hair in

the usual way. Result; invigorated scalp

—no loose dandruff-really dean hair.

Finally, 5 drops of "Vaseline" Hair
Tonic before brushing, for chat day-long

groomed look.

Cheiobiovah Manufachiitng Cs. Cont'd
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PHOTOS BY BOWLEY AND CAREY

FROM THE INDEPENDENT benches the speech of Cad Rouleau : LIBERAL MONTGOMERY holds the floor as former ministers MUIer , C.C.P. LEADER WALKER spiels his French over henchman Bauer as

causes amusement in the Prtss Gallery beside him. and Sutton peruse their notes and wonder who put "AD" in front of their party secretary Manon Wnght thjnks it over and watches a Prog.-Con. mmiatec

L.P.P LEADER HEAP orates while whip McDiarmid checks the exits "LIB." label. Gone are the natty bow ties formerly distinguishing the Liberal
j

doing calculus and a back bencher kmttmg tiny pink socks,

and solemn party members meditate before producing a 6 foot map of Canada. ' front bench.
'

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

LSTAD. 1878

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We corry o complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

qIso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524.

ForlSyearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THB

MUTUAL IIFE
'^^H^^MOF CANADA H^^^^

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeater

FRENCH, LATIN, CORRY, JOHN A,

HIGHLIGHT MOCK PARLIAMENT

Great Sir John A. were also featured.

Speeches at Thursday's session of the Mock Parliament were sincere or humorous

as the speaker preferred and went from the correct bilingual procedure to drag-

n latin. Maps and frequent references to the

Jim Short P.C.

• juitouoiiiy of the provinces is in danger

' power to tax is the power to govern

road to ceiitralizatiou is the road to economic dictatorship

Don Warren C.C.F.

• vague ami nchulous resolution

• no necessity of taking snch a violent step

• selfish eastern capitalists ready to sacrifice our great country

economic gains

for

Art Ross P.C.

" sound financial reasons

• western provinces are now arti-

ficially divided

• savings could he used for educa-

liod

Don Matthews C.C.F.

• can't afford to lose ground we

have already gained

• international results would b e

grave

Jim Southey P.C.

• ad jnarc usque ad mare

• capricious whims of a central go-

vernment

• provincial functions now excede

provincial taxing powers

•» Sir [ohn A. Macdonald

AMSAsks Student

Views On Change

In Constitution
Queen's stLuknts have been

asked to help the newly-appoint-

ed AMS constitution committee

to gather new ideas on student

government and Queen's activi-

ties. Student governments at 21

Canadian and American univer-

sities and colleges have been con-

tacted, but more ideas and in-

formation are sought. Topics on

which suggestions are especially

desired include elections, publi-

cations directorates, frosh recep-

lion and athletic nights,

Any changes are expected to

take the form of additions to the

])resent constitution, rather than

fundamental changes. The com-

mittee asks any students with

suggestions to contact chairman

Stewart Fyfe, at 22382. or com-

mitteemen Geoff Bruce. George

Toller. Kay Gundy. Orm Weir

or )im Pritchards.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Speciol Rates to Students

Underwood Limited

171 Wellington St. Dial 435Z

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS

Phone 4051 92 Princess St.

Don Heap L.P.P.

• no blank cheque to do what they

please with the Canadian consti-

tution
'

' attempt of the two strongest pro-

vinces to gain political domina-

tion

• government has no interest in so-

cial security

Doc Morgan P.C.

• Canada is at an impasse in her

federal system

• in these five units lie strength

Monty Montgomery Liberal

• in two provinces stubbornness,

selfishness

• right of the provinces to maintain

their present boimdajies

• resolution not specific regarding

powers

In the free period which

followed a number of well

chosen phrases brightened

the discussion; mainly from

Independent benches.

• weak government and big business

brings dictatorship of plutocracy

• shall we call it Alskatchitoba ?

• the brilliant professor of Pol. 31

at Queen's University

• a land above North Bay neglected

by the demagogues of Ottawa and

Toronto

• neo-fascists of the right and left-

family compacts of \Vestminmt

and Forest Hill

• Sir John A. Macdonald

In the final summing up by the

Prime Hfinister and the Leader of

the Opposition

:

Harry Walker C.C.F. Leader

• Avant tout. I'hunianite—c'est le

principe qui guide les actions de

notre mouvement . le common-

wealth cooperatif federe. Nous

avons foi au systeme federc dii

Canada; mais, nous ne croyoiis

pas au systeme qui espere diviser

le Qinada en cinq parties—com-

me le present gouvernement es-

saie de faire avec lenr resolution

!

• unlimited mandate to the govern-

ment to do what it likes with un-

specified powers

Prime Minister Ken Binks

• we're only a secular party and

don't promise heaven

SPEAKER CORRY
"witty, incisive ..."

• niaritimes, prairies, one province

each

• a Canadian resolution, not solely

a Progressive Conservative reso-

lution

Feature of the evening was the

witty, incisive speakership nf speak-

er Corry. Prof. Corr\' was in com-

mand of the situation at all limes

and calmly, finnly and amusingly

squelched any tendencies which the

gathering showed to get out of hand.

Dennis Harvey Speaks

To Commerce Thursday
Dennis Harvey, director of the

Import Division of the Deparlmenl

of Trade and Comnicrce. will apeak

to the Commerce Club in the Liiu-

logy Lecture Room, Old .\rt;

Building, on Thursday, Decemlier

4. at S.15 p.m.

Mr. Harvey has agreed to a ques-

tion period after the talk, and will

doubtless be able to shed light on

Canada's new trade treaties and

tariff changes. Refreshments will be

served following the meeting.

Classified Ads
MIMEOGRAPHING

Forty-eight-hour service. Reascnable

tates, Don East. Phone 2-0070.

FOR SALE
The best Eco. 4 notes available — SI.

Science I. Science 11, Commerce II.

Christmas exams. Sets of final exams

in many courses. Available at Rider's

Drug Store-

Official Queen's year pins are sold by

Henry Birks & Sons. Queen's rings,

Queen's pins, faculty rings, felt crests,

chenille crests. Coloured sketches and

price quotations on special class pins

and insignia supplied upon request,

Henry Birks and Sons (Ontario) Lim-

ited, Toronto. Representatives r Jean

Scarth, 79 Arch St., Phone 5132; Venor

Brais, 174 Stuart St„ Phone 8538,

LOST
A pair of brown fur-covered mitts at

Science '50 year dance. 5976. Gordon
KeUy.

IMPORTANT!

BRASS BAND PRACTICE
7.00 p.m. Wednesday

GRANT HALL

Full Attendance Requested!

U. Of T. Symphony Sparked This Year

By Undergraduate Baton Wielder
eV CANADI.

Last year the University of To-

ronto Symphony Orchestra, after an

e.xtended period of shabby disre-

pute, emerged imder the l»atun of

Toronto undergraduate, Hans Gru-

ber, as among the most prominent

and most spectacular of the univer-

sity student activities. This rebirth

is due in large measure to the ener-

gy and ability of Mr. Gruber and

to the support gi\ en him by the fa-

culty and student executives.

In the coming season, the orches-

tra will perform Shostakovitch's

Fifth Svmphony, Beethoven's Third

Piano Ciincerto and, assisted by a

ne\\l\ lM|-nuil two hundred-voiced

Universiu Mixed Chorus, Mozart's

Requiem. The orchestra has re-

tained this year its size and instru-

mentation well intact and has been

rehearsing now since the middle ot

October. It will go on tour in Fe-

bruary or March.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Vour own Book Store can furnish you with all your require-

ments vn Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushion!

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPPI^IEIS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR 50

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669
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VARSITY BLUES DOWN
GAEL PUCKSTERS 8-2

By Lloyd Menary

Unable to penetrate a hard-hitting Varsity defence,

the Queen's Gaels bowed 8-2 before the University of

Toronto Blues at Varsity Stadium Friday evening. The
Tricolor performed in low gear most of the way and only

in the final period did they play up to their last week's

form against McGill
A howling crowd of 4,000

saw a typical Varsity-Queen's

meeting with 19 penalties

handed out by referees Jim

Primeau and Pat Paterson in

a game that was marked with

rough play from the outset.

The Gaels lost the services

NETMINDER URIE
lumerous fine saves . . .

of Ron Kemp in the tlura

period on a vicious attack

from Wilf Digby. and post-

game X-rays showed pulled

ligaments in the knee which

will likely force the tricky

centre player to the sidelines

until the first game in '48.

Blues in Charge First Period

Varsity squad enjoyed only a

slight edge in tlie play of the

first period but jumped off to a

2-0 lead on goals by Harry Boyd
and Warren Wiiislow. The next

20 minutes, however, found the

Bkies in charge as they chalked

np four more scores increasin

their margin lli 6-0. Don Bark.

Harrj- Boyd, Wilf Digby, and

Phil Garrett were tlie Torontu

marksmen.

In the [ilia! period the Gaels

came to life and the ever-aggres-

sive Jake Wailis spoiled Don
Saunders' shul-out with a clever

goal at the 4.30 mark. Then Ger-

ry Wagar, who had started slow-

ly, played well in the third period

:tnd scored his team's second

counter al 16.55 on a -pass from

George Weber. The Blues kept

pace, however with Bark and

Digby each registering their sec-

ond goal of the game to make the

count 8-2.

l!)iminutive Ron Kemp, al-

though scoreless throughout,

turned in another classy

performance at centre for

Queen's, while Bev. Hamil-

ton, Jake Wailis, and Rene

Lefehvre also played well.

Despite the 8 goals which

eluded him in the Tricolor

cage. Norm Urie made num-
erous fine saves.

For the opposition, the two-

way play of defenceraen Kry-

zanowski and Digby was mainly

responsible for the Varsity win,

although Cec, Furcott and the

line of Boyd, Winslow, and John-

son were particularly effective on

the attack.

Syl Apps Faces Off

In the prc-game ceremonies
supremacy

Red Porter, captain of the 1928

Olympic-winning Varsity club,

nresented the Queen's Cup, em-

hleniatic of Intercollegiate cham-

pionship, to Ed Kryzanowski,

captain of last year's cup-winning

Blues. Following the presenta-

tion jjojjular Syl Apps, provincial

atliletic commissioner, faced off

the puck to begin the game,

Qiitfn'i- Goal, Urii:: defence,

leek, B. Hniiiihon; centre

In This_

Corner By

Lloyd Woods

Intercollegiate Assault Reorganized

Big news to the B. & W. teams around the circuit was the

drastic change made in the assault set-up by the CIAU this year.

From now on, boxing and wrestling are to be divided into two

separate sports, which makes it possible that two different schools

may earn championships next February. The change was probably

made to enable a school strong in wrestlers but weak in boxers,

or vice versa, to make a bid for a championship.

There is an advantage in the new arrangement — it simplifies

the scoring of points. Formerly a wrestling win might mean as

much as three points, while a win in boxing could net no more

than one. This put the emphasis on wrestling and accounted for

the fact that in the last two years, the team with the strongest

wrestlers carried the assault.

On the other hand, it may be argued that boxing and wrestling

are too closely related to be divided into two units. For financial

reasons both meets must be held on the same date and it seems

illogical to split two sports, being held at the same time, and under

the same roof, into two separate events.- Then too, there arises

the problem of what is to be done with the Yates Trophy, which

is at present emblematic of intercollegiate boxing and wresth'ng

G<i-

Wallis;
lor, Hews; alternatives,

Molfal, Barrett, Keziip,

ON THE HOME FRONT

In the two-year period since the post-war resumption of inter-

collegiate competition. Queen's boxers have won five championships,

while the wrestlers have gained only one. With wrestling now a

separate sport it is doubly important that the mat game enjoy a

revival, so that we can enter strong teams in both sections of the

assault.

No school has a better wrestling coach than Doug Miles, and

given the material, it is certain he could build a contender. It

would be a pity if we were forced to enter an undermanned team,

as we were last year, when only five of the eight weights were

filled. An athletic come-back is only possible with the active par-

ticipation of the students, and here is one cliance to prove that we
are interested in putting out 'a winning team at Queen's.

SPARKLING SHOW SET
FOR SPORTSNIGHT

By Bruce Williams

SPORTS NIGHT, originated by Varsity, followed

by McGiU last year, will make its first appearance on the

Queen's campus next Saturday night beginning at 7.30 p.m.

An exhibition doubles badminton

match will start things rolling

promptly at 7.30. Leigh Ronalds

and Don H e d 1 e y, one - two in

Queen's singles last year and school

doubles champs will play Bill Coop-

er, up and coming competitor, and

Don Sparling, runner-up in New

Brunswick playdowns last year. On

the other court a mixed doubles,

Charley Blake and Dot Wilson a-

gainst Fred Dennis and A. N.

Other, will be played sinuiltaneous-

ly.

Water Polo
At 7.45 a vastly improved water-

polo team will break the skin on the

gymnasium pool whh the Varsity

BUics. The Tricolor lost a close

game, last Saturday, to the Hamil-

ton Aquatic Club S to 7, Varsity

handily trinuued the Hamiltonians

a couple of weeks ago. So, with

the Tricolor Seven on the upgrade,

this should he a game worth seeing.

Half-time in the water-polo

game will be highlighted by a

diving exhibition, Peggj' House

and Moragh Shephard per-

forming.

After the water-polo game three

Queen's mermen. Ken Meikle.

Queen's 440 champ, Dick Douglas

and Gord Asselstine, will put on a

swim show.

Basketball
At S.15, scene changes to the gym

floor where the 1947-S edition Tri-

color hoopsters will trade baskets

with Ottawa U. Intercollegiate rul-

ing allowing freshmen to play senior

basketball, has been put to its ful-

lest use this year. Freshmen John-

ny Elford and Bob Huband are two

of the most promising to hang tlieir

sneakers in the converted Senior

dressing room. A starry list of

holdovers from last year includes

Joey Bland, John Holder, Orm
Weir and Norm Dobbins.

At 9.45, scene again changes to

the pool where Helen Curne, fresh-

ette Intercollegiate ornamental
swiinining champion, will display

her artistry.

Dancing follows from 10-12.

HAL'S

SIDELINES

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURRIE

CENTRE KEMP
"lo the ^i^klilles ..."

Wagar. H. Hamiltou. Cook, Lefebvre,

.Mcrcicr.

U. of T.: Goal, Saunders; defence,

Walilron. Kryzanowski; centre, Boyd;
wiiiRS. Winslow, Johnson: aUernatives,

Uipliy, Larosf, FurcoU. Bark, Henry,
Garrcfil, Speiice, Larnier. Prince.

Ski Club To Meet

With snow in the offing. Queen's

ski enthusiasts will meet at room

201, New Arts Building, Wed.,

December 3 at S p.m. All wax and

ski-train devotees should turn out.

Distinctive Footwear
Hortt Shoes for Men
Treodeasy Shoes for

Women
Shoes Property Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

Although the Tricolor usually plays its best hockey against

Toronto this was not the case last Friday. The Golden Gaels were

not so golden when they went down before an onslaught of 8 goals

to 2. The Blues reaped some sweet revenge for the way they were

pushd around by the Gaels in the final game last year.

Not until late in the game was the Tricolor able to find the

mark of the enemy goal and then only twice. Queen's found them-

selves in the third period and matched Varsity's goals 2 for 2.

In winning this game by such a decisive margin the Toronto

squad have tabbed themselves as the top club in the college circuit.

McGill battled out a 4-3 decision over the University of Montreal

who were winners by a similar score the week before. Judging by
the scores recorded so far there is not much to choose between

these two clubs. Our own Seniors are very close to McGill them-

selves, so that second place in the league should be a closely con-

tested spot.

Watch the scoreboard when the Carabins from the University

of Montreal play here against the Gaels on Friday. Don't be sur-

prised if the Tricolor breaks into the win column that night.

St * li-

This week-end is going to be an athletic paradise for sports-

minded Queen's men and women. What particular sport are you

interested in? If it's hockey, we play U. of M. Friday night. It it's

waterpolo, badminton, basketball, diving, or gymnastics then make
a date for Sports Night" on Saturday. Remember this is the initia-

tion of Sports Nights into activities at Queen's. Between 7-30 and

10 o'clock every minute will be packed with sporting entertain

ment climaxed by two hours dancing. Sports Night means fun

for everybody. Let's make it a success.

This Thursday evening there will be a meeting of the football

club where pictures will be shown and football matters will be

discussed. At the last meeting only those who played football

attended and it should be pointed out that the club is not confined

to football players. Anyone who is interested is lu-ged to attend

this meeting, which is set for 7.30 on Thursday in Nicol Hall,

Science Smashes Arts

Science inter-faculty touch-rugby

squad clinched their Saturday play-

off spot by an 11-0 victory over

the Arts nine at Richardson Sta-

dium Thursday. Science men's first

tally came in the opening quarter,

as Bill Morgan lateralled to John

Sniythc who scampered 37 yards

through 3 inches of snow for a

touchdown.

Second Science major came on

the opening play of the next quar-

ter with Jim Boyd carrying the mail

on a 1-yard plunge. In the fourth

stanza. Smylhe hoofed for a single

to make the final 11-0.

Science Champs
Final honours were taken by the

fighting Science entn,' as they shut

out Meds 10 - 0 on the slippery Ri-

chardson field 'Saturday.

Science took a lead in the first

quarter as a Meds back was trapped

behind the line by John Smith after

a poor snap. In the second, Doug

Smart booted two singles to make

it 4-0 at mid-game.

After the half, the Science men

again tallied as Doug Smith blocked

a Meds kick which Roger ^^'ebber

recovered for a major. Smart's

placement convert was good : game

ended 10-0.

Meds '50, Sc. '49 Beat

Sc. '50, Sc.'48

In the Softball finals Friday,

Meds 'SO took an early lead, and

with Drew pitching, went on to de-

feat Sc. '50 13-7. In the second

game. Sc. '49 overcame Sc. '48 with

a 6-run rally in the 7th, The two

winners will play this week for the

championship.

'Mural Water Polo Starts

This week marks the beginning

of 'mural waterpolo with four games

being played. Meds '52 dunked

Arts '48 by a 4 - I count. Sc. '4S

shutout Arts '51, 1-0, Meds '50

beat Arts '50, 3-0, and Sc. '51

bowed to Arts '51. 3 - 0.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

BUTTON-DOWN-COLLAR SHIRTS

BY ARROW

CORD BOND

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
BILL ELUIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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RAILWAY TICKETS ON SALE;
GIVE LOW-COST TRIP HOME
Registrar Jean I. Royce has I

announced that railway tickets I,

will be sold in Douglas Library '

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thur.i-

ciay, Dec. 9, 10 and IL

Mr. C. A, Baker of the city

passenger ticket agency of

CNR will be in charge of the

sale of return tickets, which

will be available to students

who expect to travel by rail

during the holidays for fare-

and-a-third cost.

iMiss Royce stated that "tins

is a very special service that is

being given by the Canadian

National Railways and Mr. Baker

would appreciate the coopera

lion of the students."

Announcement of the exact

times at which Mr. Baker and

his staff will be in Douglas Li-

brary will be on the official bul-

letin boards.

Journalism Professor

To Address Students
Prof. George McCracken,

head of the School of Jour-

n a 1 i 5 m at University of

Western Ontario, will speak

on "Journalism" on Thurs-
day, December 11th, at 4

p.m. in the Red Room of

the New Arts Building. This

is the third of the series of

Arts vocation addresses.

A member of the class of

'28 in Arts at Queen's, Prof-

essor McCracken brings a

broad background of exper-

ience to his lecture, having

served on various newspa-

pers in Canada—the Toronto

Star, the Windsor Star, the

Kingston Whig-Standard and

the Toronto weekly, Satur-

day Night.

Laurentians

For Skiers in

Trip

Feb.

A week-end trip to the Laur-

entians in February was planned

at the first meeting of the Queen's

Ski Club held last Wednesday.

The club also plans to run

Sunday ski buses to Kingston

ilills for members. Membership

badges will be given out when
ihe initial fee of 50c is paid.

The following slate of officers

^'as elected : president, Ark

Tillson
;

vice-president, John

Mitchell; secretary. Marj AVood-

^ide
; treasnrer, Paddy Penne-

father
; Science representative,

fierald Monkman ; Arts repres-

fnlative, Peter Cornell: Meds

represontative, Bud Keenan.

REP. KNIEWASSER
"ill) convinced ..."

Kniewasser To Act

AMS Rep. To ISS
Andy Kniewasser, senior Arts

representative, has volunteered to

act as AMS representative on a

newly formed iSS steering com

niittee.

Mr. Kniewasser claimed he

approved of the relief side of

the ISS activities but was yet

to be convinced of the prac-

ticability of their cultural

program which includes such

activities as student exchange

scholarships, pen pals and

summer tours.

The ISS also requested that the

AMS help sponsor their guest

speakers in order to get larger

turnouts, that the AMS give them

more facilities for raising money

(tea dances) and also finance

their delegation expenses. The

AMS passed a motion to endorse

the activities of the ISS, and the

other requests were dropped.

Inspector Ellis Stars

At Science Court
Last Tuesday's Science Soph-

Frosh Court with solemn, orac-

ular Judge Saunders presiding,

passed sentence on all Science-

men guilty of hiwbreaking in the

fall term.

In the opening case co-de-

fendanls Smythe and Lawson,

Sc. "48. were proved guilty of

having bribed the entire Queen's

football team to throw the sec-

ojid game of the season played

against Western. In view of the

seriousness of the offense the

judge handed down the niaxi-

nunn penalty, rumoured to be

10 cents.

Jake Watson, Sc. '50, was

charged with misdemeanour con-

cerning a certain red light in

See Science Court, p. 7

Arabian Motif

For Five-Bucic

Arts Formal
By Staffer

Sweet music in the midst of

a pulse-quickening Arabian night

will be found at the Arts Formal,

Jan. 23, Eric BronskiU and his

-\rts Formal Committee have an-

nounced.

Boyd Valleau has promised to

deliver a brand of music that's

not too jumpy, and the decor-

ations conmiittee is planning an

Arabian heaven with stars, houris

and maybe even camels.

MUSICMAN VALLEAU
"not too jumpy ..."

Artsmen will be pleased to

learn that the admission cost will

be knocked down to an almost

insignificant five bucks.

Queen s Childrcn

They don't hold hands any more, they don't look up whenever that cute
blonde walks in, they don't even spend time writing letters to Mom. That
nervous, rushed look is on each student's face as he rushes the reserve desk
for those all-too-few reference books that were assigned last October.

The (Uspensation from examinations granted by other Canadian univer-
sities somehow didn't materiaJize at Queen's, and next week Queen's
students will face the all-important show-down with the faculty.

Typical comment from those who put up a brave front — "After all it's
only one hour long ... I can catch up on the course over Christmas to be
ready for next Spring ... the profs really don't expect much from us this
tiime. , . for gosh sakes, where can I buy some benzedrine?"

To Have Xmas Party
There will be a Christmas party

in Grant Hall at 2> p.m., Dec. 22,

for the children of Queen's students.

The University will be host and

the children of both veterans and

non-veterans are cordially invited.

At the party ihere will he a ma-

gician, coloured film s, Christmas

carols, a Christmas tree and Sant;i

Claus. Santa Clans has reported

tu The Journal by special rehideer

that there will be a tricolored Christ-

mas stocking for every child.

Principal Wallace will extend the

University's greetings to the poten-

tial freshmen and freshettes.

Drama Guild Seeks

Casts for Ploys
Try-outs for parts in the

Drama Guild's forthcoming

three act play and a trio of

one act plays will be held

every afternoon this week in

the Players' Lounge, Theo-

logy Hall, from 2.30 p.m. on.

QUEEN'SMEN TO GET CHANCE
FOR STUDY AT ST. ANDREWS

By Len Lemoine

Beginning next spring one member of the Queen's
graduating class in Arts or Science will have the oppor-
tunity of going to time-honoured St. Andrew's University
in Scotland under the student exchange agreement now
in effect between the two universities.

Registrar Jean I. Royce stated that "applications are invited

from students interested in the exchange". They must be in the

form of a letter and submitted to the registrar's office by De-
cember 20,

St. Andrews is situated in the town of the same name
ihe east coast of Scotland about 30 miles from Dundee and only

;i "nine-shilling ride from Edinburgh itself," Once noted as the

ecclesiastic metropolis of Scotland, St, Andrews, a town of 10.000.

IS perhaps more widely known today a= the Mecca of the golfing

world. Last sunnner, it was on the beautiful links of the Roya!

and Ancient Golf Club, founded in 1754, that Mrs. (Babe) Zaharias

became the first American woman ever to win the British Open

Ciolf championship.

The university itself is sur-

rounded by a wealth of tradition

which dates back to the year of

Its confirmation in 1513 by Pope

Benedict XIII, who vested in it

the power to grant degrees, im-

|)art iListriiction in theology, law,

medicine, "and other lawful fac-

ullie^". St. Andrews' unique

Urad nation Roll goes back to

tile year of establishment and

contains the oldest list of uni-

versity graduates in tlie British

Isles. The traditional scarlet

gown of St. Andrews—a symbol

of "the perfect ruby of the Phil-

osopher's Stone" is widely known

here and in Great Britain. In

point of years of continuous ser-

vice, St. Andrews leads all other

Scottish universities and is sur-

passed only by Oxford and Cam-
bridge Universities in the whole

island.

According to tradition, the

relics of St. Andrew, the patron

saint of Scotland, were brought

to ihe local papal see by St.

Regebus in 736 A,D. The re-

mains of the original cathedral

show that it must have been a

magnificent edifice, the interior

length measuring some 355 feet.

\ur is St. .Andrews without its

hoary talcs of murdered martyrs

and deep, dark dungeons which

always capture the sightseer's

inia.gination. A touch of royalty

is added in that James Ml was

born there and it was from that

same town that the French Fleet

carried off John Knox in 1547.

Knox's pulpit still stands in the

vestibule of the College Church.

Since the university is co-edu-

cational the exchange student

may be either male or female.

The actual terms of the exchange

provide for free tuition, room

and board allowances, plus a

$200 cash grant given by Queen's.

DebatcrsTo Prepare

ForComing Contests
Tomorrow at 12.45 in room

201, New Arts Building, an or

ganization meeting will be held

for the January elimination de-

bates for the Inter-University

Debating League and the Andrina

McCullough debating scholar-

ships.

Everyone interested is asked

either to attend the meeting him-

self (or herself) or to send a

personal representative.

Vet Questionnaire

To Guide Delegates

At NCSV Parley

Questioiniaires will We distrib-

uted 111 veterans on the campus

Wednesday, in order to equip

Eric Jorgetisen, Jim Pritchard

and Bruce Morgan, representa-

tives to the conference of the

Naliunal Council of Student Vet-

erans in Toronto, Dec. 27-29.

with facts regarding general

opinion.

Jim Pritchard emphasizes that

the questionnaire does not mean

that the delegates are going to

disregard the wishes of the last

meeting of veterans. They merely

want definite facts with which

to bolster any of their state-

ments.

-Arts veterans will obtain their

forms from the post office Wed-
nesday, while Science and Meds

will obtain (juestionnaires

through year executives. When
completed, the forms will be re-

tnrned to the distributors.

Alma Natter

Letter Requests

Recipe (or Spirit
By Leigh Ronalds

Yea Queen's 1

In case there are any doubts

that Queen's spirit is legend
among nniversjties from coast to

coast the A.M.S. has recently re-

ceived an interesting letter from

the University of B.C.'s Joint Pep
Board.

It would appear that this wor-

thy Board has had difficulty in

blending the various groups of

spirits at UBC into one homo-
genous college spirit. Stew Fyfe

and Herb Hamilton will put

heads together on this one and

send the Joint Pep Board (I love

that name) an appropriate reply.

Discrimination

Another interesting letter

addressed to the A.M.S. came
from a Marjorie Lech at

University of Toronto. This

young woman was evidently

connected with a committee

charged with investigating

racial, religious and class dis-

crimination at the aforemen-

tioned questionable univer-

sity and was interested to

know if there was a similar

committee at Queen's. The
letter was referred to our

MFCUS organization which

we hope will find such a

committee unnecessary at

Queen's.

Vets

The .'VMS aired the results of

the second Veterans' meeting and

learned from delegate Eric Jor-

gensen that the vets who were

present were nearly unanimously

in favour of participation in the

national organization.

There was some question
among the AMS representatives

whether or not the veterans at

the last meeting were representa-

tive of all the veterans at Queen's,

^[r. Jorgensen said he felt that

the opinion of those that turned

up at the meeting represented

the current views on the campus
and therefore the elected repre-

sentatives were quite representa-

tive. The vets were voted up to

?75 to cover delegation expenses.

ISS

The next, two hours of the

meeting was taken up by the

ISS delegation which sought
more definite AMS support for

ts activities. Miss Carol Kings-

nill was among the delegates and

threatened to take over proceed-

ings if the AMS would not toe

the line.

Miss Kingsmill wa> an ISS

delegate at their recent confer-

ence in Toronto and has compiled

ail amazing amount of facts about

the working of this organization.

At one point Miss Kingsmill

threatened to give the AMS re-

presentatives pen pals in Europe

to give them first hand evidence

of the good work of the ISS.

GIFT-GIVER CLAUS

%t^> A MERRY
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"Peace On Earth To Men
Of Good Will . .

."

The third Christmas since tlie end of the Hitler war will
dawn on a world of war and revolt and famine and plague
a«d strike. It will see the two greatest nations circling each
other suspiciously, with teetli bared and hackles rising like
angry dogs seeking the advantage for a fight.

There is nothing now that men can do to avoid war
between the East and West. That is as sure and unescap-
able as it is that on Christmas day the night must fall. Why
fool ourselves?

Here is part of Mr. Molotov's speech before the Council
of Foreign Ministers two weeks ago. We think it is worth
reading for it shows a giilf that tan not be bridged.

.
.
Now in the postwar period, as is well known, differences

frequently arise on one or another question of international
significance between the Soviet Union and democratic coun-
tries friendly to it on the one hand and the United States and
certain Western European countries on the other. In this
respect, there is a big difference between what happened
during the war and what has happened since the end of the
war. How are these present differences to be explained?
What is their basis?

"During the Second World War. Great Britain, the United
States of America, the Soviet Union and other democratic
countries created the anti-Hitler coalition and together waged
a war of liberation against the camp of Fascist states which
aimed at world domination and the establishment of a Fascist
system throughout the world, and this struggle united them
and made it possible successfully to solve many complex prob-
lems of international significance.

"The situation changed after the end of the Second World
War. when it became clear that, in the question of the estab-
lishment of postwar peace, the previous partners in anti-

Fascist coalition had different aims.

"It then became clear that some countries were striving for

a democratic peace — a peace based on the equality of the
peoples and the recognition of the sovereignty of big and small
states. Such a peace would make it possible to develop peace-
ful co-operation between countries despite the differences of

social system and ideology. The establishment of a democratic
peace also means that the vanquished countries, too. have the

right to free democratic development as well as to the full

restoration of their independence.

"It also became clear then that other countries were striving

for the establishment not of a democratic but of an imperialist

peace, re-establishment of which would mean the domination
of certain strong powers over other nations big and small with-

out consideration for their rights and national sovereignty.

"It is not difficult to understand that the establishment of an
imperialist peace inevitably leads to the division of countries
into two categories: dominating powers on the one hand and
subject and enslaved countries on the other, and that in turn
leads to new international conflicts and wars which harbor the

danger of a third world war.

"The striving for the establishment of an imperialist peace,

of course, could not but meet with resistance on the part of

many democratic countries. I do not hide the fact that the

Soviet Union stands fully on the side of those who strive for

the establishment of a democratic peace and fights against an
imperialist peace being foisted on the peoples. An imperialist

peace cannot be lasting. Only a peace that rests on demo-
cratic foundations can be lasting.

"From this it is seen wherein lies the divergencies between
yesterday's Allies."

From this it is seen indeed Mr. Molotov. And you cer-

tainly could have fooled us.

* * *

Let us then enjoy this peaceful Christinas in our fortunate

land. Perhaps it will not be the last. But there is more peace
of mind in knowing tlie worst and facing it than in hoping
against hope. And that is one peace we can make for our-

selves.

HBBicSimi^

Dr. B. K. Sandwell, Editor of Saturday Night, late Rector of Queen's, much

quoted, much respected influence in notional affairs, discusses Letters to.

the Editor as the voice of a society.

Letters To The Editor

by

B. K. Sandwell

In such a democracy the practice of writ-

ing Letters to the Editor should be encour-

aged among sensible and reasonable people,

but it should be discouraged among lunatics

and cranks. At any rate the proportion of

crankiness and lunacy in the Letters column

should be greater than in the population

at large. The editor who permits half his

Letters space to be occupied by cranks and

lunatics is practically admitting that he

thinks half his constituency consists of

cranks and lunatics.

It is in the inevitable nature of things

that more Letters to the Editor are written

by a given number of cranks and lunatics

than by the same number of sane and rea-

sonable people. For one thing, lunatics

have practically nothing that they are

obliged to do. and cranks usually have very

little, whereas sane and reasonable people

are almost always busy. From my experi-

ence I should say that in Canada cranks

and lunatics write at least nine times as

many Letters to the Editor per capita, or

per thousand if you prefer, as sane and

reasonable people. In a population of which

one-tenth is composed of cranks and luna-

tics, such as the province of

and the city of the average

editor will get as many letters from the

lunatic tenth as from the sane nine-tenths,

and it he prints all of them be will get more.

"It has been said somewhere that it

is by Letters to the Editor that the state

of a democracy may be judged and its

purity maintained."~EMitorial in the

Queen's Journal, November 28, 1947.

How true, how true! But may I add a

rider proposition? It is by the Letters to

the Editor that are left out, thrown in the

wastepaper basket. — suppressed, if you

prefer the word, — it is by these, quite as

much as by those that are printed, that the

state of the democracy should be judged

and the purity of the democracy can alone

be maintained. I mean, of course, those that

are left out. thrown away, suppressed, by an

intelligent and public-spirited editor.

The business of an editor is to edit. The
people who demand that the Letters to the

Editor shall include all letters that are

addressed to the editor are simply demand-

ing that whenever he receives a Letter to

the Editor the editor should cease to be an

editor and become a machine for sending

stuff to the printers. The sad thing is that

a lot of Canadian editors seem to have

adopted that self-denying ordinance, and

depose themselves from their editorial func-

tion whenever a Letter to the Editor

comes in.

If the state of the democracy is to be

judged by the Letters to the Editor that

are actually printed, or at least if a reason-

ably sound judgment is to be formed on

that basis, it is imperative that these Let-

ters shall be representative of the democ-

racy. If the democracy is a democracy ot

Kmatics and cranks, then by all means print

all the letters from lunatics and cranks that

come in. But if it is a democracy composed

in the main of sensible and reasonable

people, give the sensible and reasonable

people their full share, and perhaps a little

more than their full share, of the Letters

to the Editor space.

People talk about the Englishman's

habit ot "writing to the Times" as if ^very-

body who wrote to the Times got printed

in the Times, — as if the right to be printed

in the Times w^ere one of the fundamental

freedoms, guaranteed by Magna Charta and

the Bill of Rights. I suspect that this is not

so. I suspect that a vastly greater number

of Letters to the Editor of the Times get

thrown in the W.P.B. than get printed. I

wish that some day the Times would get

out a special edition in which it would print

all the Letters that it has decided not to

print — if you get what I mean. I think

this would be a very instructive lesson in

the art of editing.

In Canada newspapers publish Letters

to the Editor containing statements that

not only the editor but the junior office boy

knows to be plain, bald, unmitigated lies.

They publish them without the slightest in-

timation from the editor that they contain

lies. They publish them over such signa-

tures as Pro Bono Publico and Old Reader

and John Smith, from which nobody can

tell whether the writer is a habitual liar or

an honest man. They publish them in the

same kind of type and with the same head-

ing as the letters from the mayor, the

bishnp. the president nf the local brach of

the United Nations Association, or the lead-

ing undertaker. {I am not suggesting that

all these are of necessity honest men, but

merely that the public has had sonie chance

to judge how honest they are.) People read

these letters and think that because the

editor has printed them they must be true,

or at least that he must think them to be

true. Thus people are deceived.

Letters from cranks and lunatics are fre-

quently interesting. That is why news-

papers publish them. Too many lunatic

letters on the same subject become less

interesting at a rather rapid ratt, which is

why editors are so fond ot the notatioti:

"This correspondence must now be con-

sidered closed." But the lunatic letters

should not be published in the same de-

partment as the sane letters. I have long

contemplated starting a Letters department

to be headed "The Fringe." For various

reasons I have given up the idea, and here-

with hand it over to the editors of Queen's

Journal.

sifflitraiEWffliiiiiiii'iii™

Movie Review

Monsieur Verdoux
"MONSIEUR VERDOUX". Charlie Chaplin's latest picture is

an unworthy successor to "THE GREAT D1CT.\T0R", but for all

that it probably rates your half-buck when it comes back far more than

the usual run of horse-operas and schizophrenic love lyrics. The dia-

logue was written by Chaplin, the accompanying music was composed

by Chaplin, the picture was directed by Chaplin, and the central
|

character is portrayed by Chaplin. There is also a Cast, whose members I

appear from time to time, but have little to do with forwarding the plot.

:

The story concerns a French Bluebeard who not only makes a

practice ot killing women, he makes a business ot it—and a very \irc-
1

fitablc one, too. His system involves wooing the women, man-yiiiy

,

them if and when necessary, persuading them to withdraw their bank

accounts, and knocking them off by various devices. With the proceeds.

M. Verdoux supports a small son and an invalid wife, to whose bosom

he returns between murders. Unfortunately be invests his money m
stocks, and loses everything but his shirt and his umbrella in the crash

of 1929. Il takes the gendarmes eight years to catch up with him, and

even then the spectator isn't sure who loses out, although Verdoux loses

his head under that overgrown razor-blade the French use for executions.

The humour occasionally tends to degenerate into Abbot and

Costello-ish slapstick, but only rarely, Chaplin .still walks like a rheu-

matic duck, his dialogue is subtly laugh-provoking, and his exaggerated

mannerisms are at times extremely tunny. The comic effect is heightened

by the utterly competent IVlartha RaJ-e, who plays the part of one of his

numerous wives. He frequently tries to liquidate her and just as fre-

quently fails,

The only other personality worthy of mention is a newcomer.

Marilyn Nash, a sufficient actress, toothily reminiscent of Deanna

Durbin and England's Patricia Roc. Into a picture which, despite its

superficial humour, nevertheless ridicules our whole way of life as false

and hyptjcritical
,
Marilyn introduces a ray of hope—Love, wonderful

Love! This ray is quickly doused when she takes up with a munitions-

maker, and blithely states (A.D. 1937) that business isn't too good,

but soon will be.

The last few moments of the picture are Chaplin's best, when he

attempts to justify his conduct on the ground that his deeds differ only

in degree from the wholesale slaughter carried out by national leaders

Because of the Child who come among us nearly

two thousand yeors ago, we turn agoin, yetir by year,

to thoughts of home and children and kindliness ond

affection as Christmas drows near. We replenish our

spiritual reserves. We warm our hands and hearts

agoin at the home hearth, which never foils us. So I

cannot wish anything greoter ot Christmas for oil

Queen's men and women then that the family circles

should be complete, and that within that circle there

should be love and joy ond unselfish giving. We shall

be renewed in spirit to meet whot moy be demanded of

us, for we sholl have gone bock to the springs of life.

May I wish for all of you a happy and a satisfying

Christmas and o really good New Year.

0

in the name of humanity. His final remark on the way to the guillotine

expresses his views on conventional religion and morals :
to the priest s

ejaculation "May God have mercy on your sou!!". Monsieur Verdoux

replies, "why not? It belongs to Him!"

This picture was liberally panned by most American periodicals;

perhaps because a lot ot people with their heads in the sand received

a good swift kick in the ostrich-plumes.

— C.M.B.
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Elsa's Christmas Party 1

|T wQs 0 cold, cold n,gUi ~ thirty below and crackling clear
^

w^th the snow pocked hard m the streets so that the iron-shod ^-

wheels of the early milk wogons made o sound thot was something
between a squeol and a crunch. Aside from thot, there was o ^
vest loney stlllr^ss. The bright Christmos lights in the store -

wirxJows flicked on and off ot precise intervals, ond there was
no one to watch them save perhaps o passing policemon in his

-

fur hot, buffalo coqt and flopping goloshes, i
Then the revolving doqr of the News-Record building spun I

ropidly around, seeming almost to throw two men out in the street ^
Arm, ,n arm they stoggered to the curb, singing "Cod Rest You

"

Merry Gentlemen. They slopped end looked ofeoch other.

"Where's our toxi?" said the
"

toll one.

"How should I know? You or-

dered it, didn't you? 'O Come All

Ye Faithful ' terrific party =
eh?" 1

"Yeah. Here's the cob now." P
"Hey, we're not going home,

ore we?"

The toil man looked horrified P
ond puzzled oT the some time, P
"Good Lord, Joke, it's thrA o'- |
clock !"

I
"Can't go home without another s

drink." Jake fell into thp bock f
seot, "Take us to one-thirty-two g
Pacific, driver." I

The loll man climbed reluctantly m beside him. "Look, Joke, =
where in hell ore we going?" S

'.'To o boot's. Cot to hove onother drink." !'

"Oh Cod," sighed the tall mon, smothering o hiccup, "I can I
see us now, spending Chriilmos morning in jail — with a hong- |
Over." g

"Ho'rk the Her-r-rald Angels si-ing
, , .

" joke chonted. p-

When they reached th?ir destinotion. Joke gove the cobby a |
five dollar bill ond told him to keep the chonge, "Merry Christ- i
mosi" he bellowed as the driver mumbled his thonks. S

The house seemed very dark an4 silent os they knocked on
the door "They've all gone to bed.'j said the toll man hopefully, S
But then there was o shuffling and o bumping orid whispered pro- |
fonity, ond the door opened. A womon, o huge moss of middle- f
ged woman, with hair dyed strowberry blonde, peered out. 1
"Whoddye want?" she growled in a deep voice, 1

"Don't you recognize your best customer?" asked Jake. S
"Well I'll be domed! Joke Pentmon! Merry Christmas, damn S

if — c'mere and give me o kiss!" She crushed him in o massive E
embroce. §

"Look, Elso," Joke gosped after it wos over, "this is Slim i
TurcoT, We've |uit been down to the porty ot the Record, ond the |
liquor's all gone, so here we ore. How's obout o drink?" 1

"Why sure C'mon in I've got a bottle of Scotch I've been E
saving for someone like vou Take off your coots and sit down." 1
She flounced off into the kitchen, her block, stor-spongied negligee 1
trailing on the floor. " 1

She was bock in a moment with

the drinks, "Ceez it's awful, not

having no Christmos tree, but

business Qtn't been so good with

everything coming off the ration.

Cops been kindo cheesy too. But

say, it sure is good to see you.

Painting of an Evening
I see it now, thot lozy summer twilight.

We drove between those violet hills
{

Thot held up soft yellow crowns

To catch the sun's lost blessing.

Beside us there the creek'wove chuckling mogic,

The sleepy robin song his evensong

Proud obove other birds with their single metody.

Oh, it was good to see that moment—
To feel that it wos for us— for we olona-

Trovelled thot rood.

Did we speak? I can't^member.

But I knew your heart welled info your throat

As mine did at thot mellow time

This was not the shnll laughter of spring

With all her srlly whims — sudden breezes,

Showers thot showed impulsiveness,

This was the sigh of August, knowing her work wos done

Against the winter

—

The glow in the heart of the mother with her children

By her at the fire

—

The time that men and women rest their heads

On love's shoulder, thonkful that

The sovoge newness abates for a time

And that o clasp of hands soys all they wish to soy.

Oh, your hand was strong ond in these dark

And tightened months 1^ felt it grosp my heort.

In my despoir at bony trees and lacey window pones

I've seen an August evening when the sun fell asleep

And 0 robin sang,

—EYRE HEYNICER,

Wish

How's your wife and kids?"

"Oh |ust fine," Joke sold, "We-
're getting Ceorge an electric

troin."

"Aw-w-w now isn't thot

cute! Soy, I can" just see the little

fella's face tomorrow morning!"

"This morning," Slim corrected.

"Huh?" Elsa looked- at him os

though she had not noticed him

before. "Oh yeah, this morning.

Soy mister, thot's no way lo

hondle my best scotch. Drink up!

Chug-o-lug!"

"Doing my best" said Slim wilh a reproachful glance from

his wotch to Joke ond bock again.

Joke poid no attention "Look Elsa," he said brightly, "seeing

It's Christmos, how about a song — Christmog corol or something?

You ling Ihe verse and we'll oil " He was interrupted by a

'rtmendou:: bonging on the door.

"Well whot do you knew oboiit thot?" soid Elso with complete

calm, "OK. boys, bock behind the sofa — I'll hide ihe drinks,'^

When oil wos ready, she went to the door, opened it quickly, ond

started to talk before the tv.o men standing there had time to open

their mouths "Listen here, McCutclieon, you've pulled some rotten

ones in vour time. bLit thi-^. takes (he tur-lnT'd wedding coke. Raid

me on Christmas, would vOu-' Domn it mon, you'd think you'd be

more of o Christian than to do thot. Well there ain't nobody here,

see? Not nobody at all So get the hell outo here ond toke this

other lerk with you!"

"Aw listen Elso," said McCulcheon, sliding neotly post her

into the living room, "we oin't pullin' no raid. We just want to

wish you o Merry Christmas, thot's oil."

"You know McCutcheon," soid Elsa, putting her honds on

her hips, "as the years go by, you don't get no more original

me o Merry Christmas!" She spot on the floor.

"Sure!" said McCutcheon. "And we even brought you a

present. Look!" He pulled o parcel from his overcoot pocket. Elsa

snatched it from him and tore the wroppings off with quick, con-

temptuous motions. It was a lady's scarf of fine Cashmere wool.

She fingered it thoughtfully "Soy, this oin't half bod,"

"We hod to work some pretty smart angles to get it," said

McCutcheon, hooking his fingers in the lapels of his coat.

Elso looked him up ond down, "Well, seeing yau give me this,

I guess I'll let you come in this once. But tell stoopid there to shuf

the door before we oil freeze,"

Joke leaped from behind the sofo. tripped and fell flat on his

face Undaunted, he bounded to his feet agoin "Sure glad you

could come, fellovre," he said, putting his orm oround McCutcheon.

"My nome's Joke ond this is Slim, and we're alhgoing to smg some

songs."
^

"i con play the piono some," ventured the second pblicerron

hopefully
,

"Fine, fine'" soid Joke. "Now we'll all gather round. Do you

know 'It Come Upon the Midnight Clear'? Oh, wait o minute —
how obout some drinks?"

"Comin' up," called Elsa from the kitchen, "Don't stort till

I get there"

Thot wos the- woy it began Everybody was o little self-

conscious at firii, ail evcepi |oke, bpl ofter o few rounds of drinks

they started to get into the spirit of the thing. The sinking grew

louder and louder.

Even Slim was hoppy, so happy he didn't care what time it

was. When he noticed that Elsa had disoppeared, he went into

the kitchen and there she was, sitting by the window ond fingering

the scarf. She wos crying softly

"Anything wrong?" Slim asked

Elsa wiped her eyes and turned. "No, it's O.K.," she soid,

"But Jesus, did you ever see such o wonderful Christmas?"

—D.M.Q.

The Persistent Prune

He always regretted taking Economics.

The wily professor, knowing how eosily distrocted is o young

man of college age, hod strategically seated oil the girls in the

front pews, so thot, in that class-room, ot least, the moles were

confined to the least interesting of all angles, the back view of

women sitting down.

And so in Economics the emphosis fell on tresses.

And so, he first saw the back of her head.

Her hair was surpossingly beautiful—and it wosn't blonde.

In his contemplation he couldn't decide whot colour it wos. On
dork days it was deep brown and on sunny days it wos copper-

tinted and on holf-lit days it was soft, light, ton-coloured. And

every day it wos shiny and wavy with a slight curl at the ends

just mode to wrap oround a finger.

He made o potient three-months' survey of the back view.

During this stotic period he osksd oil types of interesting, pene-

troting questions in the hope that she would turn around. She

kept her eyes fastened so steadily on the front of the room that

he began to suspect an infatuation with the professor.

The morning thot she turned oround to talk to o girl behind

he swallowed his gum. If anything, if it could be possible, her smile

was more beoutiful than her hair.

He osked the fellow on his right if he knew the nome of the

girl fourth from the end of the first row ^nd then he osked the

fellow on his left. When they both onswered "now" he knew he

must go out into the world to find out who she was, there being

on unwritten law at Queen's thot a student must never became

acquainted in doss with anyone but the students directly beside

him.

Months of intensive research went by. He considered dying

in the Kingston General Hospitol so thot he could send out mes-

sengers to seek her out ond bring her to his bedside to comply with

his lost wish.

He became so desperate thot he even thought of going up

to her without an introduction and asking her for a dote. But,

^when he thought of whot society would do to him for such a faux -

pos he shook like o rubby-dub ond discorded the terrible, terrible

thought.

One afternoon came into the Coffee House where he was

sitting with o bunch of fellows discussing the traffic regulations

in Kingston. He asked oround the gong, the old, old question.

"Now, never seen her before," they yawned.

Once when the Coffee House wos crowded to the steps, he

sow her come in with some friends, survey students piled three

tiers deep ond then turn and soy, 'Too crowded, l-et's go to

LubeU's."

He knew where Lubell's was, too.

When she and the girls left Lubell's ond storted down Uni-

versity Avenue towards the college, he followed at o disrespectful

distance

"Ah, ha!" he thought to himself, "she lives in residence, which

mokes it very, very easy."

She turned in ot the library and, to olleviate his grief, he wrote

Petrorchion sonnets for a week, amongst the best of which were,

"0, lady with Ihe hoir sublime," and "0, curl I wish I knew whose

head you were upon."

In his darker moments he completed his parody on Pope's

"Rope of the Lock,"

During the Christmos holidays, just to prove how faistrated

he v.jz. he hung ore on up in the Catineou Hills, and spent New

Year's Eve in a snow-drift.

On the 1 5th of March in the morning he saw her running out

of the house next door!

That afternoon he called on her with o subscription for Time

magazine and they were married in June,

And oil the reasons why he regretted toking Economics moke

up a long, long story.

HOAN FINNICAN

Kinsston

The north wind shrieks

Through empty hounted streets

And cold roin foils

In dirty gutters.

Before ii o sodden' cot cringes

And o lone man stands

Morosely cursing roiny nights.

Whiskey Jack

Creek

The north wind shrieks

' Through never ending spruce

And blown snow melts

In soupy waters;

Before it o red conoe comes

And the bowman breoks

The shell ice-(.imming frosty

shores.

-ANTHONY STRICKLAND
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Queen's

Became

Won 1st Hockey Game 1-0

World Champions In 1889
By Mel Zobatar

The hol-stove league is still wratigliiig over just ,vlio started

the game of ice hockey, but mo-st experts are agreed that the credit

belongs jointly to Queen's University and the Royal Military Cnllege.

According to the records at the Athletic Board offices, the Cadets

and the Gaels first put their rivalry on ice in January. 1885. with

Queen's winning 1-0. The records further state that Queen's won

the first world hockey championship in 1889.

That first recorded game was the result of a long-standing

rivalry between the two institutions. Queen's had long reigned

supreme over the Cadets in rughy and association football, ami the

soldier-students, who had played grass hockey in Quebec, thought

they would secure revenge through the medium of a new game.

Despite their lack of experience, the Queen's men quickly accepted

the military challenge.

The rules, it was decided, would be the same as for grass

hockey, but it turned out that the only regulation strictly enforced

was the one stipulating that no player should raise his stick higher

than his shoulders. The offside rule was waived, and so trusting

were the two teams of each other, that the only official was an

umpire. Sticks were borrowed, and a "puck" made by cutting a

lacrosse ball into a rough hexagon. The players wore street clothes

without pads of any kind.

,
Bandstand was Strategic

City in the Rain
(FROM THE MANITOBAN)

The people were wolkmg down the windy street

Where the roin

mode dork gloss of fhe pavement

bright crozy neons streaking in the black mirror

wet soles sloshing, over the street cxir tracks

ond green lights glowing

lil<.e the boleful grm of subterroneon police.

huddled umbrellos dripping ond the loi^g per-

spective

of four bright heodlamps merging into two dead

eyes.

The street wos wet and windy and the people

were wolking on the mirror

Their reflections distorted by the night.

— MARY ELIZABETH BAYER
THE NEW BAN RIGH

Above is an architect's skeich of the proposed addition to Ban Righ HaU drawn from the

south side of Stuart St. In the background can be seen the bndge to the present structure.

The extreme west wing on Stuart St. shown above is not included in the final plans.

The Two Thieves
And The Image

The game took place on a skating rink on the harbour ice at

the foot of Princess St. A strategic feature was a bandstand right

at centre ice. a structure which iielped in winning the game. In the

closing minutes, with the score 0-0. Lennox Irving, a Queen's player,

scooped up the puck. He was oft like a [lash. Approaching the band-

stand, he faked left then suddenly swerved right and bore down on

the KMC goalie. He let go a terrific shot which hit the goalie and

bounced back. Irving was in for the rebound. He struck the puck

in mid-air and sent it squarely between the posts. That was the

only goal scored.

Years later, hero Irving gave that first hockey puck to his Alma

Mater, and it now reposes in a case in the hall of the gymnasium.

In the next two years. Queen's beat the Cadets again, and in

1889 the first league, consisting of four teams, was formed. Queen's

swept the series and thtls captured Ihe championship of the world.

In 1890, the Ontario Hockey Association was formed and a

covered rink was built at Kingston. Queen's made the senior finals

every year from 1893 to 1901 and won the championship four limes.

This was the hey-day of the immortal Jock Harty, who learned his

hockey in Quebec.

The Stanley Cup was at this time the amateur trophy of the

Eastern Canada Hockey Association. Queen's made four bids for

this famous piece of silverware, but lost every time.

Held Allan Cup Two Years

After the Intercollegiate Union was formed in 1902 witli Varsity

and McGill, Queen's cleaned up several times. In 1909, the Gaels

challenged successfully for the Allan Cup. now the amateur trophy

since ihe Stanley Cup had "turned professional-" They won it

again in 1910, but lost it in 1911 to St. Michael's College.

In later years, interest in hockey at Queen's tell off to such an

extent that the team was forced to withdraw from the Intercollegiate

loop in 1927. The final game with McGill attracted forty paid

admissions. More recently. Queen's lias rejoined the IHU and in

terest has increased.

By J. F. Cederberg

The men oj Ihc tiny village of San Matiro 70cre unusual

men, and their tales as unusual as themselves . . . but quite

true. All, that is, excct>t that one of Adrian Mclano. But

he was insane, they said. None would belie%ie him. yet I would

listen . . .

There were two of them, {he began), one a huge shaggy hulk

of a man, the other equally tall but lean. They were inseparable.

One was never without the company of the other, and that was

rare in their business. For they were thieves.

They lived in one of the central towns of the south country,

not many kilometres from Rome itself, but far enough back in the

hills to escape the more efficient arms of the Roman law. For

years they managed to realize enough to satisfy their wants, but

they were not content. As is the way of all such men. their
.
greed

grew, until their petty looting must give way to something bigger,

something more lucrative.

One hot summer evening as they sat together, sipping slowly

on small glasses of chartreuse, they talked.

"Listen to me. Mellio.'* said the huge shaggy man, "I have a

great plan. One that will bring us rich returns."

The one called Melliu put his glass down slowly. "Yes?" he

queried softly.

"You know the cathedral? On Saint Augusta's Square? Well,

in there is enough for both of us . . . in money and in plate. Enough

to keep us well for many years . . . And the cathedral is never

locked, it is the custom."

"But it is the house of God!" exclaimed Mellio in a low voice.

"Of God! There is no God . . . but there is money. The altar,

it must be filled with gold and silver! And the boxes!"

"No!" cut in M^Ho sharply, "Robbing a church is not for me!"

The huge shaggy man stared in amazement. "You are a fool.

Of religion or God 1 know nothing. And care less. And you and

I are of the same mold. We need money, and there it is . . . for

us. Does it matter whether \\e take it from a person or a God?

Levanites Will Lounge in Luxury

When New Ban Righ Completed
^ By Ann Nicholson

When the Levanites of the class of 55 arrive on the Queen's

campus.^ they'll be ushered into a Ban Righ Hall far bigger and

far more attractive tlian the present one,

has drawn up plans for ai^ extension to the existin,

Montreal architect

tructure, and

if the Alumnae Association is successful in raising the initial

$250,000. construction should be under way in three years' tinie-

The south wing along Stuart St. will be a dining room large

enough to accommodate all boarders at one sitting, while the

adjoining kitchen will be a "model of convenience."

On each of the upper floors will be a comfortable sitting room,

with a kitchenette across the hall. The rest of the space will bu

devoted to small single rooms for 120 girls.

More monev still will have to be raised for the new common

room wing. Joined to the present common room by a bridge, thu

new room will be at a lower level and about three-fifths the s.ze^

Beneath it will be a large recreation room and kitchen, also jomfd

to the present common room. With the present common room

con\erted into still another common room. Ban Righ will have nn

ess than four good-sized rooms suitable for Levana function ^,

campus meetings and student entertainment.

/

Fine Christmas Present

A campaign to raise the first quarter million dollars for th.

new building will be launched in 1948. First installment ot thn

campaign is already underway as the Alumnae Association sells n>

attractively illustrated engagement calendar. The book makes a.i

attractive Christmas gift, the Alumnae say.

Introspect

(FROM THE WESTERN GAZETTE)

I was chormed by the look in her eye,

And her beautiful figure, oh my ! !

By her nightingale voice I was smitten,

By her glorious hoir I wos bitten

She's reolly the chormingest girl, sir

But what struck me mostly about her

Was her hond when I slorted to kiss "her

rom a house or a cathedral?" He pounded his fist violently

the table to emphasize his words,

"To me it does ..."
^

"Then you are twice a fool . . . And I a bigger one, tor sitting

here with you !" the shaggy man cried angrily, rising to his feet.

"Wail! wail my friend ..." pleaded the one Mellio. "Sit down.

This i> not like u.s to fight so. Sit down and we will discuss this

matter that' comes between us." i

The big man's scowl melted and he settled b^ck into his seat.

Mellio began again. "You are of the church? Nol wait . . .

we will forget that: The loot, church gold and silver . . , bow will

dispose of it? There are none for many kilometres who will

exchange lira for church plate."

"I know that," spat the huge man, "But Rome is a large city

. . and there are many there who arc not pure."

"That is so."

"Well then? You are coming? Or do I reap the harvest alone?"

The man Mellio licked his thin lips. "I don't like it. It is the

house of God, but . . . yes 1 will go."

It was just past the early hour of three as the two men stealthily

mounted the broad stone steps leading up to the cathedral. Silently

they swung back the heavy doors, slipped into the vestibule and

peered into the murky gloom. Gradually their eyes became accus-

tomed to the darkness : then they crept into the huge vaulted basilica.

It was empty.

"First the money." hissed the big man.
^

Quickly the boxes were forced open. They yielded nothing . . .

nothing but a pitiful handful of small coins.

•It is a bad sign," whispered the fearful Mellio. "Let n-

leave . .
^ " -

. i ti r

The .other cursed hoarsely. "Coward! There is more! llitr.

must be . . . Come . . . the plate,"
,

Along the wall of the basilica they padded, then straight toward

the altar, guided by the ever-burning sanctuary light. Here they haltetl

The altar wth its gleaming white tabernacle door, was in front r'i

them, and crowning it rising many metres upward, the huge carve-

figure of the Christ. A sudden icy fear clutched at' the heart of tin

^

big man. He shrugged it off. took the four steps before the all.-,

at' a bound, ripped open the tabernacle and plunged his two arm

ide Gold and silver church vessels ... he clutched them t^'

his breast. ^ j • u '

Then he heard the one Mellio's terrified scream. God m heaven

Look ! upward
!"

The huge shaggv man reeled backwards down the carpetc

steps and looked up. The luige Christ statue was looking down

him, dark accusation glittering in its cold, chiselled eyes. He trie,

to cry otit, to run. He couldn't, His eyes bulged as he stood then

rooted in horror. Slowly the statue tottered . . . the scream in hi.

throat died as the stone image shattered over him ...

They were found a tew hours later, sprawled grotesquely a

the foot of the altar steps, beneath the shadow of the huge Chris

statue which still erowncd the gleaming white altar.

The big shaggy man was alive, paralyzed from the hips dowi'

The other. Mellio, was mercifully dead. For weeks ttie big mai

was examined and re-examined by doctors from many lands, y^'

no cause could be found for the paralysis. Finally they gave up

and he was sent away ... to be forgotten. And to this day non

can explain the strange malady that afflicts hini ...

The wen of the linv village of San Mauro are incurables.

And one. a huge shaggy hulk of a man. Adrian Belano

paralysed from the hips down, and none can explain the strange

malady which afflicts him. But he is ijisaiie they say . .
.
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BOOKS

Red Cross Ramblings
"Facepowder and Gunpowder." by Jean M. Ellis. S. J. R. Saunders

& Co. Ltd. $2.50.

"The patients became so interesled in tbe handicrafts that they

forgot their ailments while regaining the use of various muscles.

1 still recall one hairy-cliested sergeant-major sitting up in bed.

puffing away at his pipe, ;ind fioiiig the finest bit of [it-edlcpoint 1

could find for him."

Such was an incident in the life of lanky VViiniipegan Jean

Ellis, Red Cross wclfari- nfficcr with the Canadian .\rniy Overseas,

jean's book is a conecli'>ii i<\ Ijinnon.nib anecdotes, observations,

and personal opinions almul ihis life. Written in a style that

resembles a toned-down versinn of The Egg and I it sliuuUl anui^e

practically everybody. On a seasick voyage over the Atlantic,

through wartime London, across the channel to gay but expensive

Paris, up Windmill Alley to Holland Jeannic's light banter and

occasional tragedy provide an entertaining if somewhat one-sided

tale. The incidents, if somex^hat sterei»typicaliy written, are vari-

able.

Sometin^es jeainiie is magnificently quaint;

"Why did such things have ti> ha|)pen to [ne? I had never

been introduced to a (leneral nn jjarade. and liad no idea what to do."

Sometimes Jeannie is unintentionally funny:

"In October we . .'. who expected to go into battle areas went

down to the Kingston School of Art for a course in handicrafts.'

Sometimes Jeannie is surprised:

"When we landed on the Normandy beaches our bed-rolls were

waiting for us. How they arrived on time, I'll never know."

Sometimes Jeannie is wisecracking:

"Even Hedy Lamarr would iiave looked like a draghorse in

that ensemble (the Red Cross Uniform),"

Sometimes Jeannie is shocked:

"I remember through a dim sort of haze saying 'What is all

that funny grey stuff on tbe pillow?'"

"Brains." said the nurse, going on with her work.

"Oh God, Oh Toronto!"
Serpent's Tooth, Isabelie Hughes. Collins, Toronto. $3.00. From

the Pickwick Book Shop, Princess Street.

This is a novel about Toronto and the people who live ip it;

The Rosedale and Forest Hill people, that is: the people who have

given Toronto the almost legendary reputation for stodginess, and

made the Toronto Sunday a byword. It concerns two families who

liave by some biological aberration, each produced a daughter who'

rebels against lier whole laniil}- environment and strikes out on

her own, to the. unconcealed horror of her parents. Nevertheless

ihis situation which might easily lend itself to^caricature is handled

with rtstraint and finesse which is not usual in a first novel.

If you are one who shies away from first novels it can only

be said that Mrs. Hughes shows none of the uneveimess which

first novels usually do. The young author has wisely chosen a

.setting which she knows, for she was brought up in Toronto. Never-

theless, in spite of all that has been said, Toronto is not the only

place which breeds the kin<! of people about which ihis novel is

written, and this givc^ the book a wider appeal than some Canadian

novels which arc so conscientiously Canailian that they are jiainful

ri^ading. Serpent's Tooth i--; anytliing but painfnl reading; it is, in

tact, an absorbing story about very believable people. Her readers

will look forward to more from isabelie Huglies, in tbe expectation

that she is unlikely to work this particnlar vein until it is exhausted.

One feels that she is capable of writing more than one book of

this stature.

Other books for Christinas at the Pickwick Book Shop.

The Song in the Green Thorn Tree. James Barke; Collins. A novel

about Robbie Burns, sequel to The Wind That Shakes the

Barley.

The Harder They Fall. Budd Schulberg; Randum Hou'se. A yarn

about tbe, figlil game, by the author of What Makes Sammy

Run.

The Bright Promise, Richard Sherman; McClelland & Stewart.

Tbe editor of a Life-like magazine settles down in a small town.

Marchbanks' Diary. Robertson Davies ; Clarke Irwin, Reviewed in

Inst week's Journal.

End of a Berlin Diary, William Sbirer: Knopf. Tbe second half

uf tlic famous war correspondent's Berlin Diary.

The Mind in Action. Eric Berne, M.O. ; Simon & Schuster. A lay-

man's guide to p.sychology.

TRUE

BLUE!

Soda Bar and Coffee Room

SEATING CAPACITY FOR SO

FOR A TASTY AND ECONOMICAL LUNCH

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

EXCELSIOR!
(or JUST BEFORE THE BATTLE MOM)

When the rugby season closes ond the finol game is won.

The tennis courts iie silenl and the Harrier is run

Then the profs begin preparing, lest diversion we should lock,

A sport that's fun for eweryoVie— the Battle of the f^oc!

Give heed then all ye Queen's men, ond fol iln chall^ge up:

Look not at 10 cent coffee when 'tis murl- v m the cup.

Remember some who went C>efore. Avoid their awful fate.

They sholl nof pass, leorn,, olqs, loo little ond too lote.

For each professor cogitates and sits and strokes his chin

And mutters oil his strotegy to moke gujte sure they win;

To boffle us and fluster us, defeat us to a mon,

With callous mien ond mmd serene they lay their fiendish plan.

They're marshalling subjunctives m a deadly, gnm arroy.

Locoting ambiguities to hurl into the fray.

And complicated formulae orxj theories obscure,

Precipitotes ond history dates to moke the victory sure

Yes the time for bridge and movies and for donees is new post,

We're dusUngsifi our fext-books and we're opening them ot lost

We're burning up the midnight oil ond shaking m our trocks,

As foint but clear, ofar we hear the grinding of the Axe!

E K

REQUIEM

Dearly beloved, we oil must.

Standing beside this grove, new-dug.

Remember that man is but dust

Under o corner of Cod's rug.

-M.K.N.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

BUTTON-DOWN-COLLAR SHIRTS

BY ARROW

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES -

GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

Distinctive Footwear
• Harft Shoes for Men

• Treadeosy Shoes for

Women

• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOeS LIMITED

Ah'm from Toronto. Southern Toronto that is. and Ah

hates the Communists. The other day Ah caught some little

children eating red jelly beans and Ah look them away from

them. Thev cried their liearts out but Ah'ni not goin' to

have little children eatiii" Communist propaganda.

Last fall Ah saw a football game. One of the teams was

from Montreal and they all must have been a pack of arch

i Communists on accounta they was all dressed in Red. Luckily

3 they was all soundly trounced by them there boys wearing

the true blue uniforms of the Conservative party; *

Ah'm right now workin' on a project to purge children's

stories. The first thing Ah'm a-aitning to do is to stop them

all printing that story about that Communist Little Red

Riding Hood.

For years Ah've been studying schemes to change red

blood to blue. Ah think it's a downright shame that every-

iObodv's got to have red blnod flowing through their body.

Ah 'first though of a-making all mah arteries into veins but

Ah couldn't find anybody-all to do it. Ah find that if Ah

inject blue dye into mv s>-stem every hour that it will keep

mah blood free from that red taint. Fvery time Ah blush

Ah blush blue instead of red, Ah's tryin" to have a law passed

forcin- people to go blue in the face instead of red. And

when Ah get mad Ah don't see red Ah see a nice shade of

tortoise shell.

Every evenin' Ab blindfold myself on account of Ah

ju6t can't stand to see all them red colours in the sunset and

if there is anvthing Ah can't .5tand it's to see one of them

damn rainbows all done up in red. Every Saturday night

M, iMiu! ilie red section of the traffic lights a deef) blue and

thciii ,ununnni^tic policemen change it all back to red again.

There-s one thing Ah want to say. Ah don't mind people

calllii" Toronto "Hog Town" providing tbey specify the

tvpe of hoET. Ah found out the other day there was a breed

o'f.ho- known Poland China that's a pure red colour. And

if anyone calls mah town Poland China Hog Town Ah'n.

goin' to get so mad Ah goin' to paint all them fire engines

a lavender grey. If vou want to call Toronto "Wiltshire Hog

Town- that's okay on accounta the Wiltshire is a lovely

shade of blue.

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990
Dial Rm. 7990

AN INVITATION

TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

„, „. , Dial 7037
180 Wellington St.

A CORDIAL

WELCOME —
is e>.tended to members of the sloff and student

body of Queen's.

We [Hvite you to moke Laidlow's your shopping head-

quarters in Kingston.

The House of Quolity -—

JOHN LAIDLAW 6? SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street
X-S'*""'
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Mm^, Mm^ QHfriatmaB from Wnv KhMtvtxBtXB

Kingstons Oldest -

Established Shoe Ston

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

Han$on & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Programs Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Descriptioo

Ct^rtBtntaB Cards
*

Beautiful 4 Page Folder for All Facul^titis

75 CENTS PER DOZEN

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
Kingston 'Queen's University Grounds Ontario

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Booka

Greeting Cards, Lending Libiai^

382 Princeu St. - Phone 4524

TYRI MC
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT

Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

*

Comeros Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

end ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS
Phone 4051 92 Princess St.

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
B ^^^HM OF CANADA ^^H^MB

Established 1869

Head Office Woterloo, 'OnY

Kingston Bronch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. i. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeoter

III this julphurie acid
Jill, valves and bump impellers

/or handling sulphuric acid are
made of Niciel alloys.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING STREET W., TORONTO
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The Steam Shovel
And even nine times have warriors met

weary summons of hour of eight since eve of

Fria when men of Fifty didst hold revels in Cave
of Grant. And upon that eve great was cry of

triumph as Keith the Chris, being escorted by
lucky babe, moreover didst seven warriors, being

gambling men, and thinking selves of lucky number, make way to Cave
of Sal and escort seven companions to Cave, but on morrow didst swear
never to try luck again. And many things of note were done at inter-

niish and warriors didst find site of danz most agreeable, for what is

better to produce close contact without which reaction may not proceed.

But warriors couldst not entirely forsake habits of long hours in Cave
of Hyd and accordingly all night didst continue to make designs.

Moreover have warriors of Scienz still more to add to exploits, for

on eve of Fria didst warriors of Four-Nine hold unparalleled danz and
verily great was pleasure of warriors for is it not true that those which

are unparalleled must come together and even so didst warriors come
together with babe for delights of eve.

And now it came to pass that justice didst come to land of Queen's

even so that laws were administered unto warriors. And verily didst

SoTi of Wat bear up under many accusations, and didst prove light of

red to have been source of danger to warriors. And great was interest

in assembly when shapely one of maximum curvative didst appear even

so that elders of court were swayed, and Dave of 5280 couldst prove

self to have done only such as is custon among warriors of Scienz.

And now in conclusion dost Maid Marion offer congrats unto

Wall the Brec on occasion of addition to his family, and dost wish unto

all warriors that days of Holy may be merry, and that coming year may
be filled with those things which bring joy unto warriors of Scienz.

Uncle Elsa's Xmas Story

Uncle Henry mode the most

Of our annuoi Christmas toost,

Now his mind is in o fog

Brought on by his Yuietide grog.

His face is wrinkled by the strain

Of running junior's brond new train;

Let's oil hope he hits the deck

Before there's one Godawful wreck

A Merry Christmas to all from the Ringer Foundation. Amelia E^rwhacker
Bluebell, Elmer and Christmas Twee.

Faculty Report Card
Each student win fill out a card for each of his professors.

Professor
Sex (if any)

1. MATERIAL — (a) Pertinent, (b) Impertinent, (c) Pure Balderdash,
(d) Courtesy the Toronto Grope and Fail, (e) Students are advised
to bring their own shovels.

2. VOICE — (a) Terrific, (b) Specific, (c) Vivific, (d) Soporific, (e) Worse,
(f) Those dang false teeth.

INTELLIGENCE — (a) Some, (b) Hidden Talent. (c> Insufficient Evi-
dence, (d) ISS should promote exchange with Bulgaria.

TECHNIQUE — (a) Dynamic, (b) Occasionally, (c) Hectic, (d) Slap
stick, (e) Neglected, (f) Dejected, (g) "He's dead but he won't lie

DRESS — (a) Frequently, (b) Neat, (c) Raucous, (d) The new look,
(e) Prince Albert, (f) "How you gonna keep him down on the farm?"
(g) Can't tell — haircut needed.

MEMORY — (a) Too good, (b) Pachydermic, (c) Hypodermic, (d) Ante-
disestablishmentarianistic, (e) Bloody awful. Thank heaven,

APPEARANCE — (a) Too often.

Student's Name.
1. If the student cannot sign his name, he should make his mark, thus;

"X," or. in Xmas Spirit, "XXX."
2. If the student has never before used a nom-de-plume, this is a good

time to start.

rcaVictor records
1H( GIfT THAT KECPS OH GIVIHG

Here s the ideal persono/ gift ... so easy

to shop for, so inexpensive to buy. Choose

RCA Victor Records for everyone in the

family . . give music to suit every taste.

Select your Christmas records from the titles

listed here, or from the wide range

at your RCA Victor dealer's.

A TREASURY OF GRAMD OKRA
InttomrA-^^Z Sym. Ofch.; WajTCfl-A^JfoMT—
SitorlFioLfP. A/bon8jfl-Po«co. MeHafi aid f^
SCA VIclar Orth., Wwiimon';, leinidorf, Bl^-
joth, Cood. UCA Vi!\cr Chorilt. It. Sdow, Kr.

A16UM Piice J6.40

CLAIR DE LUNE(Diibu>>r}
LEIBESTRAUM, Na. 3
(A Droan of lovg) (Uiil) Joit llurU Piordt\

HECORD 11-6851— Pries $1.33

CONCERTO IHAMINOR(GW«g,Dp. IA|
Di/blnilein, Fion.il-Ofmoni)i~PW(odiWpfuo Orid.

ALBUM DM-900— P.lto SS.03

RECORD ii-ea^e-

O ROSSINI OVERTURES

D SONATA IN f MINOR ("AppciiikMola")
IBsallnvgn, Op. i7) Ailir HMnileif, PIdiuiI

AlBUM 0M-101B—Prl» $S.09

Q STRAUSS POLKAS
(oiloT "Popl" Orcfi., Arlfcur Ficdtcr. ConJ.

AlBUM M-1049— Pi[cs $4.O0

Q SYMPHONT Mo. S, IN E MINOR
(TcholliD.iLy. Op. A'l

Soilcn Sjm. Of^^., Sm/ga KouH#vlIjfcy. Cortd.

A16UW DM-10S7— Pflt. »9.10

CONCERTO IN E MINOR
(Mcodoliishn, Op £t)

WenuWn-OnJi. dtl ContBi-l. Cofonno
G. fntico. Ccnd.

AlBUM DH-i3I— PriM 56.03

a CONCIflTO No. I, IN e
|esoll«vtn. Op. 151

An/o Dcilman (Pion^tFrmranini-
NSCSk.t Old..

AlBUM C)M-!03&— Price $3.40

DEATH AND TRANSnOURATION
(R. STrounl

Sfoto-.li; end Ihr Mew rort Cily Sym. Orth.

AlByM DM-IOOi— Pfico ^S.OS

OOLDBER6 VARIATIONS |l. 3, Boch)

Wanda Irrndowika, Harpuchaid'il

AlBUM DM-1022— Pf/ce 59.10

lUClAi SaxlartB (Oonliollll

RICOLETTOi Ouarla) (VtAli)

Co(H-CuJti, Homoc, GIs'r. Oc/uco. tic,

RECORD 10013— Prito S3.S0

a OBERaN-OVIRTURE(V/»btr)
Fivdlv-^adon "Popi" 0^c^.

RKORO 12043— Prke $1.33

SONATA Nd. 7 (ProliolitK. Op. 031
VladMr Ho™-il», Piany .l

ALBUtt 0M-IO42-Prieo 53.70

syMPHONT No. 6, IN B MINOR
UrtaHo.iVy. Op. 74| I'Tolhitinue"]

SMai"kl-Hallt^aad Bawl S/m. Oidt.

AlBUH DM-I 105— Plico ?9.10

THE DONKEY SERENADE |Pr<<rll

OIANNINA MIA IFrirrlj Allan J<><»1

RECORD 4380— Pclce $1.00

INTEHMEZIO (PfoidiO
HUNGARIAN DANCE No. I (8<aSm>1

Jotcha Seidtt

RECORD 44S8— Plica $1,00

a NUTCRACKER SUITE (rcl<ij[l.c«>l.v)

Phrladelphia Orcli., fvgen* Ormonoy, Ccnd.
AISUM OM-1020—Price S3.09

PETER AND THE WOLF |f^ol.o(l.ff,Op.671

KwiBYilikf—8aitt>t> Sym. Orch.H

Hirtnrd Nd/<. Ha^r.
AlBUH DM-54i—Prko 53.0S

THE RED MILL (Kerberl) (R-cordiar^a)
Al Gaodmon with hit Orch., with voealiili

AlBUM K-1— Prico $4,00

a SYMPHONY No. S, IN B MINOR
["Unfkniihsd"! ISctiubsrll

iat}oi Syra. OnJ^.^ Sergs KoattavUzkr. Cord.
AieUM DM-1039— P<i« JJ.05

THREE ETUDES ia»pir. Op. 25]
(o) No. 9 ie^'lcr«,)i 161 No. I |Ho;p|, M No. iS

IWrd.J- fiVil P/o» Quo/frf
RECORD 46-0010— Prl» SI.OO

a WHIPFtNPOOF 50NO Irodd GallonTl
THE SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI
(F. Dudleigli VemorJ Kabotl McmH

RECOKD 10-1313— Prict 51.00

FOR THB

Commentator's 2nd Issue Coming Up
Seeks To Stimulate Student Thought

With one issue published and another on the way, the staff of this

year's Commentator are making a strenuous effort to raise the standard

of student thought and discussion on the Queen's campus. "The Com-
mentator," says globe-trotting editor Mervyn Davis, "can help to balance

the tragic necessity for specialization in higher education by encouraging

constructive thought on matters of general interest"

The magazine's ne.xt issue, appearing about the middle of this

month, will contain a survey of Canadian political programs, drawn up
by University political clubs ; a side glance at college football by Clare

Bolger ; a "provocative" defence of fraternities ; a discussion of con-

temporary England, poetry and short stories.

The Commentator was founded during the war years to provide

a "permanent record of campus writing." The present editors say they

hope to set a standard of excellence for future years. Literary editor

Bryce Seggie has announced a 15 dollar prize for the best short story

submitted before Jan. 6, while make-up editor Chloe MacLeod is

striving to give the m^azine a thoroughly professional look.

Publication of the Commentator is warmly supported by many
University staff members, among them librarian H. P. Gundy. Says he:

"Students are proverbially argumentative, or should be. But much
student discussion tends to be inconsequential or inchoate. The discipline

of thinking through an argument and arriving at a carefully balanced

conclusion is eminently worth cultivating. Publication provides an added

incentive. Similarly, creative or imaginative writing demands some out-

let, and publication in turn stimulates further creative effort. Queen's

is large enough to support both the Journal and the Commentator."

FOR

|]P

FOR

'CONCERTO He. 3. IN C MINOR
(RochmanlnoH. Op. 181

RoUnlWn, Pion/ilj GoJictoionn-NBC Syra. Oich.

ALBUM OM-l 073— Pile. 57.73

BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS
{HoimoH-HoymaB-Davlai)

BECAUSE (D'HDl<iolol-T«ieh«

n THI SWAN LAKB (Tdiaihoviky)
'-'

<Boll*l Sl«y)

SI. Uxit Sjm. Orcti. WodWr Gol.thmonn, Cond.

AlBUM DM-I02e— Pjice 57.79

SANDANTI CANTABILE
om "Sym. No. 3, E MlnW) (TAolkovifcyl

iMpolJ SlotowJ/ ond Wi Sym. Oitl'.

RKORO ll-M74-P<iu 51.33

by>n«
Orrfi.

I Iht oilalnol coj'i Bnoo-

and Cftorui. Com*, by from Alltfl

AlBUM P-178— Pri(* 54.30

CARMEN lEinrpliUBImUR"™'!"'""'
S-Bttfioi/l-Wnoy-Vollplir-SiDiiii'nB-Aflwnm-

Minll-UCA Vklar CAomla, S*o«-oyi-. RCA
Vfctor Otth. loindo'f. Cand.

AlBUM DM-107B— Piic. %9.10

a GRAND CANTON SUITE (Groli)
TaKaninI <jnrf Ih6 NSC 5yrn. Orch.
AlBUM 0M-103B--Pilco ^6.40

CONCERTO No. I, IH B FLAT MINOR
(TchoitovfkyI Hoeowitc, Pianiilj

laicolJnl ond llx NBC lym. Ordi.
AlBUM DM-eoO— Pric. 56.40

a FINIAN-5 RAINBOW (Harb^s-loTia)

Kuii Catt ond »ui Oltti. "illi VataHtU
ALBUM P.167— Price 53.73

THE HEART OP "LA BOHEMt"
(Pi4c!nl) laeMXifromo)

Albantlt, Mtnotrl. Cigli BaracM, Pal'. BcrtfAll,

Scotlala, Willi membvi al la 5colo Orth., Milan.

B^rnflani, Cond.
AlBUM DM-9aO— Price 57.73

JALOUSIE—Tnnaa Tilsana (Gadg)
AMOR BRUJOt RITUAL DANCE OF FIRE
(Folio} fiedl^-Soilon "Popi" 0«li.

RECORD 131iO— Pri» 51.33

SCHEHERAZADE—Symph anil Suits
(Rir-.ky.KorioW. Op. 35)

Son frandm Sym. OrzK. Fivtt Mofif«ii, Cortd.

ALBUM DM-920— Pr/c. 57.73

a SONATA Na. a, IN C MINOR
f-Polhillqu* ") (Beifhoxn, Op. 13)

ArtiB- Kjblrultin. Pianlll

ALBUM DM.1T03—P^ 53.70

(Naa-brtaVablt

a LITTLE DLACK SAMBO (Helm Baivivnon)
Poul Wrna

en'fh nudcol badgnvad br FraiJt ^vok
AlBUM Y-333— Prico 53.90

a CINDERELLA (Raga»-Pn>vs>l)
Jeonwire MocDcnold ond Call

v/ilh Rifu Ccie ond hit Or^.
AlBUM Y-337— Prim 53.30

a COMEOr OF ERRORS
(B«aurah-foi-RLm Caic) Chcr/ei CuKm

and Coif-Hoisld Slatii and Ondi.
ALBUM Y-AOa— Piice 54.30

O DUMBO (Woll Dlin,

A. O'
AlBUM -3S0— Prico 54-30

a HOW TO PLAT BASEBALI
(lyrici by R. Rilvell Joa £- Bra%>n wOh Cad

—Oroaot Parltf W. Hnofit
AISUM Y-351—Pri» 54JO

PIE-Wn THE PICCOLO
(Poul Tripp-Gom

Povl Winy with kva Coia on
ALBUM Y-344-

lo K<ein>lngo.|
' M. Ordwlm
Pfka 53.SO

a PEHR AND THE WOIF
(Fataei—Huanm-PmlcoBoft-Plunibl

Sltrlina Hollo^Br "'h Orcfi.

Cond. br Charlti Wokall
A1£UM Y-345— Price $3,30

PINOCCHtO (Woll Dlinoyl
A» Ojiornoify <uf*g Jn aitivn

AlBUM y-349— Prl(» 54.30

n ROCK-A-BTE PARADE (Vouphn Do Uolh)
OUCKUNOS ON PARADE

(Voualm Dc lealh)

Vavfht Ot Italh <pilh Inifr. Act
SHOWRECE CONTAINER r.t6—Pik» S'.30

SNOWWHETInriiiniESIVENDWAArt
(Wall DiinayJ ai Oiiglnolh imo » pidw*

ALBUM Y-17— Price 54.10

The dearth of news around Le-

vana these past weeks would seem

to indicate that the females of the

campus arc indulging in something

other than what is newsworthy.

This situation has been increasingly

emphasized by a harried few days

.spent in nosing for that elusive

stuff. One can't deal in retrospect

all the time girls, so next term let

us all make concerte<l efforts to

break into print with accounts of

our fascinating . . . uh . . . acti-

vities.

.-\nother "new look'' h>is been

rearing its ugly head of late. The

metaphor isn't mixed either, as

henilengths do not concern us.

Gone is the lively twinkle from

their roving eyes. lu be replaced by

a dull scholarly gla2e. The situa-

tion would be serious if it weren't

lor the assurance from usually re

liable sources that come next term

the aforementiuned twinkle will re

turn in full brilliance.

Bearing in mind the approach of

respite and the festive season, 1

would join with the rest uf the Jour-

nal in wishing everyone a Aferry

Christmas and a Happy New Year,

the one thing in this column that

sii't hackneyed.

What s When

the

(Clip out this advertisement, check off your selecfioni, then see your RCA Victor Dealer}

Science Court
(Continued from page 1)

Toronto on Nov. 9. Case was

dismissed when the prosecution

found it impossible to prove the

light was not a traffic signal.

The charge against Eric Wil-

son. Sc. '49. involved a cigarette

butt and the Carruthers Hall

washroom. The court called on

Sanitary Inspector Extraordinary

John Ellis to give his studied

opinion of the case, The judge

sentenced Mr. WiL^on and court

w.-is adjourned.

Hurrah for the ISS, hurrah

For the PAC and the old B.A
Cheers for the CAMSI
And the CCF and lii-de-lii

For the Football Club and

Newman Club

And the IRC and rubby-dub

To the SCM and the OTC
The Glee Club and UNTD.

Peace on you all — The Skating

Club

Le Cercle F. and the P.C. Club.

May your W assail bowl be ever

filled

In IVCF and the Drama Guild.

Peace on the Radio Workshop,

peace

On the Gliding Club and the

LPPs,

Peace on the Chemical Engineers

.-\nd Psychology Club and two

more cheers

For Duplicate Bridge and the

Badminton Club

And lioth the Bands and the

Swimming Club

-And a conpie of rousing cheers

liturgical

For Hiliel and Mining and Metal-

lurgical.

Peace on ynu all. we repeat, anJ

then

You'll bawl us out anyhow

For the mistakes we make in next

year's

What's When.

NOTICES
Tuesday—7.30 a.m., Public

speaking class. Room 302,

New Arts.

Wednesday—3.30 p.m.. Math

and Physics Club, Prof. F.

M. Wood, "Mathematical

Puzzles." Room 207, On-

tario Hall.

Thursday—4 p.m.. Arts Vo-

cational talk. Prof. George

McCracken, "Journalism,"

Red Room. New Arts.

Classified Ads
LOST

Gold Bulova wrist watch with gold

link wrist bard, somewhere on the

grounds, on Saturday, Nov. 29. Please

contact Wendy Auld. Phone 2-1360.

A pair of plastic rimmed glasBes,

Finder please contact P. Thompson,
181 University Ave. Phone 5614.

Strayed, or stolen. Two horses — gold

pin of extremely high sentimental

value. Reward offered. Please phone

J. Robertson — 3023.

An Arts Society Executive '46-'47 put,

polentially high sentimental value.

Finder please return to John Chance,

FOR SALE
One complete set of Kcuffcl & Essec

"Minusa" drawing instruments, in «-
ccllcnt condition, almost new. Price

SJO.OO. Bill Peel. 317 CoUingwood St.

Telephone 5907 after 7 p.m.

Just two weeks more. Place your
magazine gift order now. You save up

to 40% with special gift rates in effect.

Complete selection of all magaiines at

lowest gift rates. Note: French edition

of the Reader's Digest now available

$1.25 per year; each additional auh-

scription SI.OO. Effective until January

10, 1948. Special Christmas rate ap-

plies until December 31. 1947. Apply

to J. Patrick. Phone 9209.

NOTICE
Children's Christmas Play presented

by faculty childten, sponsored by Fac-

ulty Women's Club. Children and Vet-

eran parents welcome. To be presented

in Convocation Hall on Friday, De-

cember 12, at 7.30 p.m.

THE WORLD'S GREATEST ARTISTS ARE ON. ^
rcaVictor®© ^records
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TRICOLOUR TRIUMPHS
TRIPPING U OF M, 6-5

By Lloyd Uenary

Queen's Golden Gaels proved to a disappointing 850

fans at the Jock Harty Arena on Friday evening that they

are still a strong threat for the Intercollegiate Hockey
honours. Although winners by only a 6-5 score over the

University of Montreal Carabins the Tricolour carried

a definite edge in the play and could have increased their

margin of victory considerably had it not been for the

outstanding performance of Goaltender Lahaie for the

visitors. Gerry Wagar fired the winning goal some 5

minutes away from the final whistle in a game that was
undoubtedly one of the most thrilling seen locally in many
years.

1st Period

There was little to choose be-

tween the two clubs in the open-

ing period altliough the Carabins

held a 2-1 lead at the conclusion

of play. Emblem scored both

o( the visitors' goals while Chuck

Hews accounted for the Tricolour

score at the 14 minute mark on

a pass irom Don Hedley.

2nd Period

During this period the Gaels

ik'finitely held the upper hand,

' lulscoring their opponents 3-1,

ami keeping Lahaie in constant

danger. Tom Barratt, Harry

Hamilton, and Don Hedley

Wallis, Chuck Hews and Harry

Hamilton also performed very

effectively for the Tricolour.

For the visiting Carabins La-

perrierc, Dion, Emblem, and

Pinard were outstanding as was

the aforementioned Lahaie.

Goal, Urie; defence, Flannigan,

Moffat ; centre, Wagar
;

wings,

H. Hamilton, Lefebvre ; Altern-

ates, Gulick, B. Hamilton. Wallis,

Weber, Barratt, Hews, Mercier,

Hedley, Cook,

JAKE WALLIS
speedy centre

scored for the Gaels, with George

Weber, Rene Lefebvre and Chuck
Hews providing the assists. Dion

beat Urie on Goudette's pass at

5.43 for the lone Carabin score.

Weber and Laperriere were

chased for fighting in the lat-

ter part of the period as body

play became more increasingly

evident,

3rd Period

The opening score of the final

period was an unassisted goal

by Don Hedley which increased

the Tricolour lead to 5-3, the

only time during the game when
more than one goal separated

the two teams. The Carabins

struck back, however, and scored

twice to tie the count, with Pinard

and Charist performing the hon-

ours. The excitement reached

its height when Harry Hamilton
passed to Gerry Wagar at 15.10

for the game winning goal.

Gerry Wagar and Merrill

Gulick both turned in their best

games of the year for the

Chouinard coached Gaels, while

Don Hedley made a very favour-

able impression in his first start,

contributing two goals and an

assist to the Queen's cause, Jake

Sick Parade
In spite of the fast-approaching

exams, there are still a few of the

old guard, and some new mem-
bers interested in KGH.

Steve Caloudis is still there,

and Glenn Morris, Sc. '51, may
be laid np for a while.

Ian Vorres, Arts '49, will be
out of circulation for a short time.

James James Morrison Morri-

son, Arts '50, has been in for a

couple of weeks with a pimple on

his nose. He's not downhearted,

though, no siree ! Visitors, visit-

ors, all the time, including a large

auk which hovers over the bed

flapping its wings to beat hell.

"1 think it's trying to tell me
something," says James, "but I

can't iinrierstand a word it says.

Got the danmdest cockney accent

you ever heard."

Bill "Basher" Bozefield, Meds
'49. made an ill-fated grab at a

passing cocktail last Saturday

night and sustained a compound
fracture of the upper right arm.

He tried the same thing on a

beaker of ethyl alcohol which
happened to be in the grasp of an

earnest young interne, and now
his left arm isn't worth a damn
cither,

Eric the Engineer is in bed

«'ith a special nurse. He got into

some undisclosed difficulties at

Ban Righ the other night. He
was doing O.K. until Cuddles

threw a kidney punch. That fixed

him. Merry Christmas, Eric!

Joe Azalea, Sc, indefinite, has

a lighi case of leprosy (not Haig

& Haig). and wants lots and lots

of visitors.

Pam Smith—A long low whistle.

Woods and Hoose—A spot in vau-

deville at the Gaiety.

Queen's Senior Basketball Team-
John Holder,

Jane Urquart—A man with a car.

The Queen's Review—Olsen and

Johnson.

Cuddles—Blinkers.

June Stuart—A ball and chain.

The Residence Vestibules—Radia-

tors.

The Library—Chaperones.

The Hickeys—A pardon.

The Queen's Campus—A pub.

The Pub—A bar a mile long.

The Bar—Barmaids.

The Barmaids—Satisfaction.

Christmas Shopping
By Sports Suff

The Yuletide spirit permeating the Journal office this issue has

inspired the sports staff to draw up a Christmas gift list. If, due to

existing shortages, we are unable to procure any of the following gifts,

this will let the recipients know what we would like to give them, if

possible.

Senator Powell—The fountain of

youth.

Jack Parry—Rickets.

Toronto Police Force—A copy o£

Emily Post's "Etiquette."

John Metras—Amnesia.

Stu "Slippery" Pearce—A pot of

glue.

Beef "The Man Who Has Every-

thing" Fardell—Nothing.

Bill Burgess—A y a r d-and-a-haU

stick.

The Freshettes—Our roads scholar,

the passionate parson.

Chuck Tindall—A slob.

Dave Rozumniak—A haircut.

Norm Urie—A shutout.

Howard Minifie—A parka.

Ron Kemp—See cut.

Keith Christiansen—Harry Dick.

Harry Dick—Keith Christiansen.

Marcelle Thomas—A bubble.

Paul Jeffrey—His ring.

Bruce Williams—A halo,

Ross McKelvey—Five "A's".

Ken Parkinson—An audience.

Alfie Pearce—Xmas Cheer.

Nick Speropolous—A razor blade.

Bob Stevens—A place on any All

Star Team.

Al Crofoot—A friend in the A.A.

Bob Elliot—Toupe to replace the

hair torn out last fall.

Andy Kneiwasser—Southey's can

opener.

The Hockey Team—A winning

streak.

Gene Chouinard—Congratulations.

Don Coles, Sports writer, Toronto

Varsity—Ptui . . . !

Mac Cuddy—O u r most sincere

sympathies.

The Bridge Clulj—Cheerleaders,

The Gay Girls—^A seating plan of

the library.

The Water Polo Team—Web feet.

Art "Grimbsy" Bryden—A loose

woman,

Susie Atkin

—

A free pass on the

railway.

Hal Pringle—Another year at

Queen's.

The Padre—"E" for excellence.

The Football Team—The new look.

NEW SPORTS NIGHT
IS GREAT SUCCESS

The first Sports Night at Queen's was a great success. The

Intercollegiate Waterpolo team played before a capacity crowd

and although they went down to defeat 12-4 before Toronto, -the

game was not without its highlights. At half time the Gaels were

doing nicely and only lagged behind by a 2-point margin. The

second half spelled doom for the Queen's Mermen who managed

to register only two goals while their opponents poured in seven.

Queen's play in Montreal this week against McGill and expect to

make a much better showing.

At 8.15 the spotlight turned to

Baeketball. Playing their first

game of the season the Gaels put

on a sparkling performance but

dropped the game to Ottawa 44-

36, Ottawa opened the scoring

shortly after the tipoff and from

then on it was a hectic struggle.

Led by the high-scoring three-

some of Valois, Lefebvre, and

Rochon. the Ottawa Club main-

tained their lead throughout the

first half. As the second half

opened the Gaels came to life

cutting the margin held by their

opponents. The game see-sawed

back and forth at a terrific pace

as first one team and then the

other snatched the lead. With

the score standing at 33-31 the

Ottawa team started to press and

as each minute ticked away the

margin between the two teams

became larger. The gun went off

with the Gaels on the short end

of a 44-36 score.

Bob Huband, a freshman

put on a topnotch perform-

ance, leading the Tricolor

scorers with 14 points. Other

Gaels who turned in fine

games were Johnny Elford,

Bob Shock, and Norm Dob-

bins, The three stars of the

night were Lefebvre of Otta-

wa for his superb passing,

Rochon, also of Ottawa, for

his fine playmaking, and Bob

Huband, the Gael sharp-
shooter.

^

The other sports events that

filled out the program were Bad-

minton, Gymnastics, Diving and

Swimming and all the partici-

pants put on a fine show and are

to be congratulated.

RON KEMP

Put Down thot Bartender

Mother, You're Carrying

Quite Q Load Now

Fleetwood hod on owful thirst

Lost December thirty-first,

Which may t>e why he gets his mail

"Core of warden, County Jail."

A Present from Auntie

Aunt Motildo sent a present

Whose effect is for from pleosont.

Women swoon ond children cry

When they see my Christmas tie.

IntramuraU

Bews Clues
BY CURRIE

Correction
Certain statements concerning the quality of food and service

at the Art Casterton Coffee Club, Princess and Barrie, recently

appeared in the Journal under the heading "Where to Eat in King-

ston." Subsequent investigation has disclosed that these statements

were apparently incorrect. The food and service at Mr, Casterton's

restaurant are both satisfactory. The Journal apologizes for its error

and regrets any damage that may have been caused to Mr, Casterton's

business or personal reputation.

Ennui
Tell me pleose, I got here lote.

Are you o bored sophtsticote?

Or do you only drink thot way
When someone else is going to poy?

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

We welcome Queen's University Students to KingBton, ind bcf to
remind them that as formerly the prestige of yeat« stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazon
WARREN L, COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweater! and Sweater Coata

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

GIFT TICKETS*
IN .BOOKLETS

THE ROYAL WEDDING
31 Minutes of Pageantry

In Technicolor

The advent of the Christmas holi-

days and mid-term exams will cause

a three week intermission in the

so far successful 47-4S intramural

and interfaculty sports season. In

January, under Jake Edwards' guid-

ance, we may look forward to seeing

interfaculty waterpolo, swim meets,

handball tournaments, table-tennis

tournaments, boxing and wrestling

tournaments, intramural and inter-

faculty basketball and hockey and

finally, a gymnastic meet.

At present, Meds '50 hold the

lead in the Bews Trophy race with

an unparalleled 34,799 points, over

9,000 ahead of their nearest com-

petitors Sc. '49. Following them are

Meds '53, Meds '51, Arts '50, Sc.

'51, Sc. '50, Arts '49, Theology,

Arts '48, Meds '49, Arts '51 and

Meds '52. Of interest to divinity

students is the fact that Theology,

who began the season at the bottom,

have moved up 5 places.

So far, Science has taken the lead

in obtaining championships, with

the Science squad victorious al

terfaculty rugby and Sc. '49 winners

in the Softball finals, and ahead in

tlie intramural water polo. The

bowhng league, however, is a dif-

ferent story as Meds '49. Arts '49,

Arts '4S are out in front.

Softball

On Wednesday, the Sciencenien

will opixise the winners of the Arts-

Meds tussle for the interfaculty soft-

|ball championship. Previously, on

Friday the plumbers opened with

a 0 run 1st inning to take a 15-7

verdict over Theology.

Last Friday, Sc. '49, overcame a

Meds '50 lead of 5 runs in the 3rd

with a .strong comeback in final in-

nings 10 force a 7 to all tie. In the

Monday replay Sc. '49 outbatted

Meds 'SO ia-2, with an S run fifth

stanza, to gain the iiuranmral cham-

pionship.

Tennis

Bill McRae of Sc. '50 cupped the

intramural tennis singles champion-

ship as he subdued Bob Huband

Arls '51 in 3 straight sets (6-4)

(6-2) and (6-4), on the gym floor

Saturday afternoon. Although er-

ratic at times, Huband's play was

more sensational, as he kept his op-

ponent on the move with his power-

ful forehand drives, but the steady

play of McRae triumphed in the

end.

Waterpolo
The four games played in water-

polo last week resulted in two vic-

tories, one tie and one default.

Arts '50 and Sc. '50 splashed to a

1 all draw. Sc. '49 eked out a 1-0

decision over Meds '52, Arts '49

defauhed to Meds '50 and Meds '52

edged Sc. '51 4-3.

For

SPECIAL XMAS GIFT

visit

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc,

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'PhoRe 6641 109 Alfred Streer

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellineton St. Dial 4352

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE



ELEANOR ROOSEVELT TO DELIVER
AMS LECTURE HERE TOMORROW

Queen's students will have first chance to witness Thursday's special convocation

in honour of Eleanor Roosevelt, according to A.M.S. president Ken Phin. The whole

of Grant Hall will be reserved for students and faculty, and no person who fails to

produce a University Identification Card will be allowed to enter

"We can make no exceptions in this matter," says Mr. Phin. "A.M.S. constables

will be on duty, and they will be under strict orders not to admit anyone without a card.'

Students unable to cram themselves into Grant Hall will be able to hear the

Convocation and address through loudspea'^ers installed in rooms 101 and 201 Arts

building. There will also be a radio broad:ast over station CKWS

I

The cereinony will be a speclacn-

U DAY I

^^''^'^ prufessors and Uiiiver-nd\ Vf^ I
pfci^.j^,^ .leckcd out in brightly

,\)lmired acadcniic rubes.

Ffjllowiiig is Ihe order of proceed-

6.00 a.m. Meets Principal

Wallace at Watertown sta-

tion. Breakfast at Water-

town.

10 a.m. Arrives in Kingston

by car.

10.15 a.m. Meets A.M.S. pre-

sident, Journal reporter

and photographers.

U p.m. Receives Honorary

L.L.D. and gives annual

A.M.S. lecture.

1.00 p.m. Lunch at Principal's

residence.

2.30-4 p.m. Rest at Princi-

pal's residence.

4.00 p.m. Attends Faculty

Women's Club, tea in Ban

Righ.

6.00 p.m. Speaks at Rotary

Club dinner in aid of crip-

pled children.

8.00 p.m. Motors to Water-

town.

10.00 p.m. Boards train in

Watertown for Hyde Park.

all facilities will stop

All

•
1

1

cessiin

afterw

Stiult-i

t!

TRICOLOR PICTURES

DEADLINE
The Tricolor editor has an-

nounced that graduate pic-

tures must be in by the end

of this week.

:
nigs

:

• Classes

at 1U.4') a.iM,, and -iiulLiit- will ii'<

miMK-.hatdy m '..rani Hall. Dmul.-

\\U\ close ai a.m.

• Stndenij ^^ ill t-uu-r the liall by

the doLir luuler the mwer, the door

facing llie -Vrls liihldiiig, and the

sta^e lUinr ai ihe northeast corner.

ilur dnnr-^ wWi be locked.

,uhv will enter in pru-

1 1 a.m. followetl shnnly

hv till- I'lailonii part).

Ills will ri-maiii staiuHii}' luuil

atlonn i^roiip is sealed,

• The lirsl i^ari uf the cercinnny

will be the o.nvucation proper.

When tliis is completed. Ken Phin

will take the chair and introduce

.Mrs. Roosevelt as guest lecturer.

•At the end of the address, the

platform iiany will file out and stu-

dents will remain standing until they

have left.

Knute Williamson, Meds '50,

who !.s in charge of llie arrange-

ments, has asked students to leave

their overcoats in their respective

buildings, provided the weather is

not loo cold. '"Coats are apt to he a

nuisance at affairs of this kind. W'e

want everything to go off as

smoothly and quickly as possible."

THE EIGHTH
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt's

lecture tomorrow will be the

eighth in the series inaugu-

rated by the Alma Mater So-

ciety in 1 9 3 9 when Dr.

Sidney Smith, now president

of the University of Toronto,

addressed the students of

Queen's. Others who have

spoken in the series have

been Dr. Watson Kirkcon-

nell, P. J. Philip. Dr. Max
Yergen, Dr. H. J- Cody. Hon.

Paul Martin, and last year

Leonard Brockington, K.C.

now Rector of Queen's.

This is the first time that

the A.M.S. lecturer has at the

same time received an hon-

orary degree.

Mrs. Roosevelt is expected

to discuss Human Rights in

the light of her recent trip to

Geneva.

Arts Club Room Closed

Until After Arts Formal

The Arts Liubrnom in the New
Arts Building will be closed until

tanuary 24. Construction of decor-

ations for Ihe .Arts Formal will be

under way for tlie next few weeks

and clubroom facilities will be needed

to house ihis project.
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NFCUS VOTES TO JOIN PINK I US
FOR TWO YEAR TRIAL PERIOD

Gazette Captures

Bracken Trophy
The \Ve3tern Gazette, student

newspaper of the University of

Western Ontario won the Bracken

trophy, for the best university paper

at a Canadian University Press con-

ference at McMaster Dec. 28 - 30.

The next conference will be held

at Laval University in Quebec.

Queen's Journal received the as-

signment of sending out features

regularly to CUP members on to-

pics of national interest.

NCSV CONFERENCE URGES
DVA GRANTS BE RAISED
The national conference of Stu-

dent \'eEs was held at Toronto

Univesrity during the Christmas

Holiday.

The issue of greatest importance

was that of the financial adjustment

of educational grants and the reso-

IniLon cuvt-rint; this i|uuti.-d- "RE-

SOLVED thai die Xaiiunal Luimcil

of Student Veterans eiirnestly urge

that a cost-of-hving bonus be grant-

ed to all student veterans, that the

basis of this adjustment he the dif-

ference in the Cost-of-Living index

[iiiblislied by tiie Dotninion Bureau

(jf Slatistics between tlie tmic when

the present level of grams was esta-

blished and the present day, and

that ptriodic adjustment be made in

future

;

I'CRTHER liESOLVED that the

N.C.SA'. reconimi'iids lhal a Lum-

meiiiurate adjiistuK-iiL wmild be 5%
lor ever\ i.> iiuiui^ change in the

I). B, S, Ci-isl I'f LivniK' index."

The preamlile to thi^ resolution

considered that Stu-\'cij" rchabilita-

iLun was jeopardized bv the current

financial situation and conimenled

oil the fact that most other g^roups

POLITICAL FEELING RIFE

ON CANADIAN CAMPUSES

A hotly-debated issue at most Canadian universities came to

a iiead at Winnipeg; Dec. ,U when the National Federation of Cana-

dian University students voted 11-7 to affiliate tentatively with

the International Union of Students, subject to certain conditions.

Most of the di.scussion on the matter revolved around the sus-

picion of many delegates thai l.U.S. was "Coniniunist-tinged. ' The

final resolution provided that NFCUS would affiliate for a trial

period of two years, provided LU,S. stayed out of politics and

established a fair system of representation. However, this would

have to be ratified by the respective student councils.

Other resolutions passed at the three-day meet provided for the

setting up of a Canada-wide student radio organization and the

establishment o! an Intercollegiate Athletic Uniion which would

standardize playing rules from coast to coast.

Bob Harwood of the University of British Columbia was elected

president of NFCUS for 1948, wliile (irant Livingstone, also of

U.B.C, was chosen to head a delegation which will present the

NFCUS point of view at the

l.L'.S. conference this murre.

Queen's delegates were A.M.S.

president Ken Phin and George

Perrin. Arts '48. Levana presi-

deni Shirley Johnson and Helen

Slanin. Aleds '49, went along as

observers.

Mr. Phin said he felt not a

great deal was accomplished.

"Some of the projects proposed

were pretty high-flown. How-
ever, the orfjaiiiiatioti can do

much to promote friendship be-

tween tiie various universities.

"I was impressed by the har-

mony that prevailed between the

Frencli and English . sjieaking

groups. The Quebec students

were very friendly, ami entered

wholeheartedly into the proceed-

itigs. The delegates from the

Prairies and B.C. were also en-

thusiastic, but the students from

the Eiighsh-speaking central re-

gion seemed a bit skeplical. The
iMaritiniers didn't commit tlicni-

selves much."

Tht delegates were well enter-

tained, Mr. Phin reported. The
City iif Winnipeg gave them a

haMc|UL'U iviiile tin.' L'nixersity oi

Manitiiba ami the pri-x iucial de-

partiiitiU iif tdiR-aU'Di paid for

board .Ml.! uu.m.

.Mr. IV-rrni ^aid he thought the

L-n]ii'i.Teiu-e was worthwhile. "We
uK-l ?l mien IS fr<.im all parts of

Canada and gained much by ex-

changing views with them."

in receipt of income from the Gov-

ernment have had tlieir allowances

increased.

This resolution will be presented

to the Government early this month

and assurances have been given that

it will receive careful consideration.

A full report on the conference

will be presented to Queens' Vets at

a meeting to be held about the mid-

dle of this month. It is hoped that

Dr. MacClement. \'eterans' adviser

will attend to give an outline of

D\'A Loan pohcy and that Mr.

Hamilton of ilic (jiiL-L-n's Employ-

ment Bureau will dc-cnbe the ser-

vices available and possibilities for

both summer and permanent jobs.

The terms of affiliation with the

Canadian Legion will be presented

and voted uiion. The organisation

ii| a Wurrui^* ciiiiiniiU'e and the

cnuiinued relali^ms (.if Qik-ch'v W-ts

with XCS\' will also be discussed.

The chairman of the comniittee

considers it imperative that all vet-

erans attend this meeting so that

rtecisions reached may be accepted

a> truly representative of Stu-vet

i<|iiniuii at Queen's.

At the University of New
Brunswick, there is much political

activity but no urganized politi-

cal clubs. It is felt that in a city

the size of FrederictLin. the for-

mation of political clubs on the

campus \vouh\ be deterrent to the

effective conihination i)f univer-

sity and cny i hlhs.

Thai there are active political

groups ihongh unorg:ini>:cd, w:i.-

cMidciu ill the recent Vn^k-^u^l-

luiry liy-ciection. .All parties used

manv students as speakers and

organizers. It is estimated that

about 25 per cent o£ the student

body have Socialist leanings while

the remainder is unevenly divided

towards the Liberal party stan-

dards.

MVERSnr PBCSS

A Mock Parliament is being

organized and will lie^in to func-

tion after the liMliilay >eason.

.\l Acadia University, in Wi^lf-

ville, N.S., no |".l,ti^ai ^hih^ .ire

e.Niislent. There im restriction

on them, hut none have been

formed.

At the Mount Allison Univer-

sity, Sackville. N.B.. the Interna.

lioiial Relations Club is the only

M^!^llllzation that deals with poli-

IK . ai [iressnl. l-li>wever, a move-

ment is under f'l'it by which it is

hoped a btudi-iit Open Forum
will soon be organised and a

Mock Parliament such as that of

other Uiiversities will come into

being.

Si'c Political Feeling Rife, p. 3

Scholarship Applications

Accepted Till Jan. 15

The Registrar will accept applica-

tions for the University Women's

Club of Kingston bursaries and the

Robert Bruce Matriculation scholar-

ship until January 1.^.

The University Women's Club

bursaries have a total value of $125

and are given to assist a woman stu-

dent who is in financial difficulties.

The Robert Bruce Matriculation

scholarships, each worth $25. were

not awarded this summer. First year

students of Scottish extraction in

Arts, Science or Medicine are eligi-

ble for these scholarships. One
scholarship will be awarded in each

faculty on the basis of standing in

Cliristmas examinations.
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ELEANOR ROOSEVELT
Tlie first honorary degree conferred by Queen's was given

to a man pniniini^nt in her founding and her staunch friend

fur many years. The shy young barrister of the meetings in

1839 which sent Queen's on her way went on to play the

major role in uniting the separate colonies into a Domininn

of Canada.

That first honorary graduate, Sir John A. I\Licdonald. was

well worthy and set the standard high. Queen's has always

held that these degrees should lionour him who gives and him

who takes. The plain men, rich men, famous men, learned

men, devout men so honored have had in common with their

degree from Queen's the merit that deserved it. The standard

has been maintained.

Seventy-five years after John A. Macdonald became a

Doctor of Laws of Queen's the university honored another

and perhaps a greater builder. Had Franklin Roosevelt lived

he might have hoped to dn in the world what Macdonald

did in Canada.

It is very fitting that President Roosevelt's wife who has

carried on so much of what he tried to do and who is of high

distinction in her own right should now too become a Doctor

of Laws of Queen's L'niversity. We are fortunate that she is

also giving tlie annual .Ahna Mater Society lecture. We are

proud to welcome her to Queen's.

Queen's dties honour to herself when she honours Eleanor

Roosevelt.

THE NFCUS DECISION
Wiiile there v\ as a h -t of usclt-ss discussion at the NFCUS

meet in Winnipeg over the hohdays, the orf;aiii/atinii acr|nitteii

itself well when it decided to affiliate witli the Interualiona!

Union of Students. The resolution on this matter was care-

fully and intelligently phrased.

The question of lUS affiliation first arose at the NFCUS
regional conference here in the fall, M, Maurice Sauve. then

national president, said he thought Canadian students should

get into I US so that they could help make it into a useful

organization, instead of a mere political mouthpiece-

Many Canadian students were skeptical of M. Sauve's

views. They claimed that I US was Communist-dominated
and that a small Canadian delegation could do little about it.

NFCL'S might find its name attached to a long series of Red-

tinged propaganda statements.

However, NFCUS is now committed to join lUS only

on condition that the organization steer clear of politics.

Furthermore, the affiliation will be [or a two-year trial period

so that the Canadians can pull out if it becomes obvious that

the Moscow influence is too strong.

The whole business will come up before the AMS execu-

tive in a week or two. The executive will no doubt realize

that there may be much profit in joining lUS. and that the

resolution as it now reads is definitely not dangerous. The
student representatives should not he afraid of giving this

experiment their approval.

The Journal notes with interest Mr. Ken Phin's remarks
concerning the good relations between French and English-

speaking delegates at the NFCUS i i.iil\-i-Liuei. Many of the

speeches, in the best Canadian parhaiiieiiiary tradition, were
given in French, yet this did not provoke any snarled com-
plaints.

It cannot he said too often tliat meetings of this sort

are fine weapons in the fight against racial antagonism.

They do much to help us forget certain unfortunate aspects

of the fate war effort.

During the conscription crisis of 1944. many English-

Canadian newspajiers seemed to be doing their best to start

a civil war. Da^after day, the wild exhortations of the Bloc

Populaire extremists rated big black headlines on the front

page, while the Quebec moderates were lucky if their state-

ments got a few lines down among the furniture ads. Simi-

larly, the Reverend Mr. ShieUls and the so-called "Imperial-

ists" were "hot copy" in some French newspapers.

It's going to take a long time to forget those wartime

headlines. But as long as French and English-speaking people

continue to meet in truly national organizations such as

NFCUS, we can be sure that students, at least, are getting

rid of their misconceptions about each other.

The late President Franklin D. Roosevelt and his aide with the late Chancellor

Richardson at Queen's.

WILL BE RECALLED TOMORROW
By Heather Logan

CANADA

-

CULTURAL DESERT?
By Dant

"In Europe," sighed the aesthetic young

Arts student as he stirred a cup of luke-

warm coffee, "people really know how to

live. They don't spend all their time grub-

bing for money, the way we do over here.

In Europe, a man can go to plays, read

good books, listen to good music ..."

"I am glad to join the brotherhood

which Queen's hos contribtifed and is

contributing not only to the spiritual

leadership for which the college was

established but olso to the social and

public leadership in the civilized life

of Canada. An American President is

precluded by our Constitution from

accepting a title from o foreign prince,

potentote, or power. Queen's Univer-

sity is not 0 prince or potentate, but

it is Q power!"

These words were spoken by the lote

President Fronklin Delono Roosevelt ten

years ogo, on the morning of August 13,

I93S. On this occQSion, he received the de-

gree of Doctor of Lows, which gove Queen's

the honor of being the first to confer such o

degree on on American President,

Queen's is to be host for a second time to

0 member of o greot American forViily To-

morrow Mrs Roosevelt, wife of the lote Presi-

dent, will receive the same degree in Gront

Hall.

The career of this remarkable womon hos

been and is one of the most noteworthy of

our time. Born m 1884, ond educated in pri-

vate schools, she morried Mr. Rooseveh in

1X5 In 1933, OS choteloine of the White

House, she occupied o position which wos o

time-absorbing position in itself. Yet in ad-

dition she mode room for other matters, many

ond varied, including educational, sociological

ond polrticol affoirs As o writer, Mrs Roose-

velt hos written many magazine articles and

for many years her fomous column "My Doy " '

As a much travelled lecturer, she is known

to 0 world wide public.

When, in 1945, President Roosevelt died,

she did not retire from public life, but corned

on her work as before. Her zeol in humani-

tarian offoirs hos been intensified She is an

American Representative at the U.N.O
,
and

)ust before Christmas thi; year she attended

0 meeting of the Humon Rights Commission

in Geneva

Her vibront personolity end helpful atti-

tude towards the press hove been often noted

The depth of her character wos recently re-

marked upon by Yousuf Korsh, Canadian

"photographer- psychologist," who wos com-

missioned to do a picture of Mrs, Roosevelt

He arranged the light to bring out the char-

acter in her hands which hod written so much

in the cause of humonity The result was the

masterpiece of character interpretation on

The Journal's front page

President Roosevelt's words ten years ogo

--"1 give to you assurance that the people of

'-^ United States will not stand idly by if

domination of Canadian soil is threatened"

—

^re bocked by his country in the Second

"-eat War, Today his wife is completing the

zyde in her efforts to secure a lasting peace.

What 'does Canada offer to a young man of

culture and refinement? On the surface, not

much. Certainly, we have our music and our

painting and our writing, but what percentage

of the citizenry gives a damn about them? The

average pep speaker at a service club luncheon

gets more real vuiderslanding and acclaim than

does the average young novelist.

Are Canadians a mature civilized people?

Do they think only interms of dollars, or have

they taken time to develop the self-control and

modest good manners that are supposed to be a

sign of maturity? Here's what Catherine Gavin,

a European newspaper correspondent, had to say

about it in a recent issue of MacLean's maga-

zine :

"Liquor control — has done nothing to

abolish drunkenness. — All the teetotallers

of Canada have achieved is the turning of

a social glass into a furtive adventure, so

that Canadians now drink like Americans,

in gulps, to the slogan of 'Let's get

stinkin'
!"

"Canada, in fact, is busy getting her-

self a set of new traditions from south of

the border. The Americanization of some

of her cities and nearly all her young
people is very a])parent to European eyes.

And the American model for Canadian

cities, is alas, neither San Francisco nor

New Orleans, but built on the smallest

midwestern lines — witness the hideous

town of Winnipeg."

Is this really Canada, a place where the well-

modulated voice of culture and good taste is

drowned out by the singing-commercial blare of

loud-mouthed America? Is all our creative en-

deavour and desire for national maturity to he

trampled by the gum-chewing masses?

People who ask questions like these are prob-

ably over-worried. They forget that the England

which produced Wordsworth and Swift was aptly

termed a "nation of shopkeepers." They forget

that drunkenness, bad manners and bad taste

were to he found in abundance in the age of

Shakespeare and of Spenser. They forget that

vulgar materialism and general pursuit of the

dollar may be only growing pains, and not signs

of spiritual decadence.

W'hat does Canada offer to a young man of

culture and refinement? Nothing except an un-

paralleled opportunity to help a still-youthful

nation get its values straightened out. Nothing

except the opportunity to help twelve million

peoj>le cast off the last rags of barbarism and

don the finer cloth of true civilization.

"Something important is about to happen,"

says Brili^h Editor Cyril Connoly of the cultural

situation in the United States, and his remark

is equally true of Canada. Tiie yuung aesthetcj

01 our Universities would do well to stick around

and see what that something turns out to be.

NOTE OF PESSIMISM

(From the Halifax Chronicle)

Can it be true that politico-economic con-

siderations are causing people to breed them-

selves into the moronic categories? And can it

be possible that conditions in Canada arc moving
to parallel conclusions? Are fewer and fewer

growing to know more and more of less and less,

while the majority of us are coming to know
nothing at all about anything?

Journal Meeting;

Next Paper Saturday

All members of the

Journal staff are asked to

meet in the Journal office

for a short reorganization

meeting on Wednesday
night at 7 o'clock.

The next Journal will

appear on Saturday.
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Press Club Sponsors

Open House Dance
Saturday niglit, Jan, 10, will be

Open House in Grant Hali from

S.30 to 12 midnight. Sponsored by

the Press Club, the affair wilt cost

men 25 cents each, but will be free

to girls and to bona I'ide male meni-

hers of the Press Club who show

their cards.

Convener Stew Fyfe, Arts '49,

announced "Very good Queen's

football filnis taken in 1927 wilt be

shown during the intennission. We
hope to serve refreshments," Mr.

Fj'fe added. Cartoon films wii! also

be featured at intermission.

The proceeds of the Press Club

Open House are to be used for fur-

nishing the Journal offices in the

new union.

Shown above shortly after being presented vnth the Distinguished Flying Cross by His Excellency the Governor-
General is D. G. Chance, Arts '49. Also in the picture are his father, Mr. L. G. Chance, C.B.E,, M.C., of the Depart-
ment of External Affairs, Ottawa, and his mother. F/O. Chance was among more than 160 serving and ex-Service
personnel receiving medals and insignia at a two-day investiture at Government House in December.

To Show Ski Films

Thursday Evening

The Queen's Ski Club has obtain-

ed three reefs of st<i films from the

National Film Society, which will

I)e shown in Convocation Hall at 7

o'cloclt Thursday evening.

"Ski-Chase" is cops and robbers

pursuit up and down Alps and over

Swiss chalet roofs.

Following this is "Sunshine and

Powder Snow", scenes from the

Canadian Roctvies, and followed by

an informative portrayal of "Ski

Skill" by past-masters of the Art.

Plans will be drawn up at the

meeting, for a Ski Trip to St. Sau-

veur, and a Saturday-afternoon

sleigh drive to ski at the golf course.

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company
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iHa^^^OF CANADA ft^^^^H
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Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Monager:
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Representatives:

W.
J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leodbeoter

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

Zurich Univ. Offers

SummerSchool Study

The Summer School of European

Studies, Zurich, Switzerland, lias

announced a summer-school course

in Political Science, given in Eng-

lisli, and one in the German langu-

age and culture, given in German.

These courses are five weeks long,

followed In' one week i[i the Swiss

Alps, and are scheduled from July

19 to .-\ugusr 20 and 27.

General admission fees for either

course are 250 Swiss francs; board

and lodging for five weeks in Zurich

arc about 400 Swiss francs. The

sixth—holiday—week costs about

150 Swiss francs. I'or information

write to the Director, Miinsterliof

20. Zurich. Switzerland.

We carry o complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS

Pfione 4051 92 Princess St.

for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

1S9 Ontario St.

What's When

THURSDAY—10.40 a.m.. Classes

Called, Student"; enter Grant
Hall, show "I" cards,

— 1 1 a.m.. Convocation and A.M.

S. Lecture, Eleanor Roosevelt,

Grant Hall.

—7 p.m., Ski Club, films, ski trip.

Convocation Hall.

—7.30 p.m.. Camera Club, Senate

Room. Old Arts.

FRIDAY—S.,?0 p.m.. Queen's
Senior Hockey vs Varsity, the

.-\rena.

—9-1 a.m., Meds 50 Year Dance,

Grant Hail.

SATURDAY— S p.m.. Queen's

Senior Basketball vs Toronto

Riverdals Grads, yyni.

—<S.10 p.m.. Press Club Open
House, Grant Hall,

SUNDAY—'UD a.m., Newman
Club Mass, t iniununion break-

fast in Si. jMSL-ph's Hall, t-lotel

Dieu Hospital, Dean Douglas,

guest speaker.

— 10 a.m.. Service for Queen's

men. Currit- Hall, R.M.'c. I

—^.iO p.m., Smiday Hour, ("irant

Hail.

MONDAY — 7-8 p.m., Mink'nt

Bible Study Huur. Thc..l..jrK-all

Common Rnoni, -i ->r'-'\ liyj

Canterbury Clul. I \ ' I". -M.i

Thoologiical .^.xieiv. 11k- Cni-|

\LTsity Chaplain, R e s o u r e

Under.

Political Feeling Rife

On Canodion Campuses
(Continued from page I)

The University of Manitoba

boasts, besides regular party
clubs, an all-embracing Politics

Club, non-partisan in nature, and

very popular in student appeal.

The club ha< set up a committee

including chainneii of political

party organizations in the uni-

versity. The purpose of this com-

mittee is to sponsor forums at

which spokesmen of the various

national pariie- coidfl jiresent

their pditicil ijreeds. eliminating,

in thi^ way, ^ome of the narrow

partisanship which marred such

forums on previous occasions.

The club has been very successful

and has presented M. J. Cotdwelt.

national leader of tin.' C.C.F., who
spoke on the formation of a small-

nation bloc. i>eaceful and socialis-

tic in intentions, to act as a bul-

wark between the extremes uf

l.iimmuni-i Kii.-i:i .md capitalist

\iiKTi>.-.-i. ,111.1 -Mr Hyson Carter,

noted St and autlior aiid

niember of tlie L.I'.P wlm spoke

on the Tr:i;4cd\ ){ Science, con-

centrating: on the control of sci-

ence in America by the military

working in conjiniction with lead-

ing capitalist inviitutions.

Tlie Pulitic-. Clul. recciut) dele-

:;;aed lour int-mlii.-rs lo rt-|ir(.-.-i-nt

the Cni\ ersity of Manii. .ba at

llic Northwest Regional Confer-

ence of the I.nternational Rcla-i

lions Club, held at \'anconver,

B.C. The tri]i was made piissible

by a grant from the \\ innipet;

Free Press. At tlie conference,

the president of the Criivier-iiy

of Manituba Politic-- Club. Biit

.\pplehy. was elected secretary.

There are two Mock Parlia-

ments on the campus, one at Inn-

BOWLEY'S HARKNESS PHOTO
I'WINS INTER-U FIRST PLACE

Graduate Record Exams
Slated for Feb. 2, 3

Graduate Record Examinations

arc scheduled for Monday, Febru-

ary 2, ^nd Tuesday, Febmary 3.

Applications must be suhmitted to

the registrar as soon as possible and

not later than January 15. Graduate

and prospective graduate students

should note that a large number of

graduate schools in the United

States and Canada recommend, and

many require, that the results of the

Graduate Record Examination be

submitted as one of the credentials

for admission.

INTRAMURALS
.As the Bews Trophy race swings

into tlie home siretch, all year ath-

letic sticks arc advised to note the

following deadlines wliich have been

set for entries in the various events

which will be nm off this term.

HOCKEY—Jan. 10.

BASKETBALL—Jan. 10.

ior Division, and one at Senior.

Control in the Senior Mock Par-

liament has fluctuated between

the Liberals and the Socialists.

.\t lunior Division, the Socialists

held power for six ses-ions, pass,

ed bills concerning the raising of

old age pensions, the establish-

ment of a national health plan,

and was defeated on the issue of

the formation of an economic,

cultural, .-oci.il and monetary un-

iriti uf the iialinns of the world.

At i!ie University of Montreal

there is no Political Club, but

there is a Comite des Relations

Internationales. The activities of

this club consist of a.ssenib!ies

and of super-discussions, the pur-

pose of the group being to give

its members a review t)f .social

and political situatiims and to

enlarge their cultural level.

The Sir George Williams Col-

lege in Montreal, has two p.ili-

tical clubs, one for the day di\ i-

sion and one for the even in-,'.

-Meeting? are held every two

weeks, at which political prob-,

lenis are discussed or intercolie-j

ginte debates held. Students ai-

lending meetings represent allj

political parties and give talks

fnr their respective partie.-v There

are about 60 members in each of

ilie Iwo clubs.

.\t McGill University, condi-

liiin> are similar tn tliu-e nn oilier

Bob Bowley of the Queen's Ca-

mera Club won top honours at the

first Inter- V'arsity salon of photo-

graphy which was held at the Uni-

versity of British Columbia shortly

before Christmas, with his portrait

of Professor Harkness.

Having received word of the e.x-

hibition only a ^iicirt time before the

entries were to be judged, the

Bowley-Carey team felt that there

was insufficient time to choose a

complete set of pictures which would

be representatives of the Camera

Club's work and so decided to send

only the prize-winning print from

last year's Camera Club contest here

at Queen's. The winning of first

place with a single entry among tite

numerous prints offered by practi-

cally every university in Canada is

a good indication of the liigh-quality

work being done by the Journal

Photographers. z

:uuyi : ].any ,, i

. Mock Parlia

>rthy sjieakers.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial «S2

Dutch Art Weaving
75 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4S24

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

•TED- RATCLIFFE—'GORD- SAGE

REASONABLE RATES

Poper Supplied

DOREEN L1PSETT

Diol 3924 125 Union St W.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Booli Store can supply you with alt your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XEICHNICAL. SiJRI»l.lES
KINGSTON Queen's Univer.sily Grounds ONTARIO

PROFESSOR HARKNESS
The winning Portrait -^j

Onlv tlie first 35 entries were ex-

)il)iif(!. These were on display for

I week at tin.- University of British

Ciilumliia and a furtlK'r week at a

laryt- V'aiKinivcr ilf ijarnncnt store.

The lirsi fivtaHard? \\L-n\ in: R. E.

Bowley. Qu«-n'>: Dr. L. G, Saun-

ders, Saskaiihcwaii ; J. U. Hoss;

Win. A. Scaidwell, Western; Ray
\\\i!le, Tcrnnto.

The CJueen'.-. Camera Club would

like to see ;t n-hirlh of the spirit

that made it .such a success last year.

Anyone interested in phin'igrapiiy is

asked to attend tin.- next uR-eting oE

tin- CaiiK'ta Cluh m he held on Jan-

,J uar} y. at 7.jO p.m. in the Senate

d Room. Memiiers are asked to hring

j

along an_\ |>nin- wliali lhi.'y Uiink

~
i
may he suit;il'U' inc dr>tiis.-it>n at the

meeting.

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd,

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756
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In This.

Corner By

Lloyd Woods

what of an unknown quantity. Tliat

is, the strength of the team as a

whole will not be known. However,

fight fans realize that we have a

few individuals here who take a

back seat to no one in intercollegiate

rings. Keith Christiansen and Mike

Milovik were outstaniJing in their

respective weights last year. Hank

Unruh, John Watts, and our only

grunt and groan finalist, Frank

Maclntyre showed plenty of class.

Late in January (barring last-

niiniite cancellations), iy40 contest-

ants will converge on the small al-

pine resort of St. Moritz in Switzer-

land primed to give their all in the

fifth winter 01)^npic Games. Among
t li e athletes representing Canada

taloe X'arsily into camp here Friday,
j

will be at least one Queen's alumnus.

The basketball team have lost l-Je is Harvey Clifford who is a

both their starts this season but have member of Canada's ski team and

sbiiwn flashes of brilliance and are, who entered Queen's as a Science

due to improve. With starry per-|froshin 1944, Misplacing his verbs

inrniers like Hnband, Weir, Mac- the following April he was dropped

Xiven, and Eland in the lineup, ' from tbe faculty, turned to his first

there is a lot more basketball in Jake love, skiing and in the past three

lidward's quintet than has come out years has developed into one of the

so far.
I

best amateur skiers in the country.

The boxing and wrestling teams {The best wishes of Har^'ey's friends

get their first outmg on Jan. 7th and ' and fellow Qucen'smen here follow

until llieii thev will remain some- liim lo St. Moritz.

After gazing into our cr)*stal ball

fur a short preview of the sports

]:iicture for 1948, we have the fol-

lowing to report.

In intercollegiate competition, we

find that three major sports, hockey,

basketball and boxing and wrestling

are still to be settled.

In the hockey wars our crystal

ball told us that we can expect many

close, liard-fought games and
Queen's fans would not be amiss in

anticipating a few victories in this

department. The Qiouinard-coached

clan have already broken into the

win column at the expense of U. of

Montreal who defeated McGill who
defeated Toronto. If comparative

scores mean anything we should

Fight Card

Here Jan. 17
Fight fans will welcome the news

that a boxing and wrestling show is

scheduled for the g\'m. Jan. 17.

The grapplers are assured of stiff

opposition as Harry Pierce, world

famous wrestler, is leading his star-

ry Toronto West End "Y" team

here.

Our boxers will face opponents

mainly from Central "Y" of Tor-

onto and Jack Jarvis is especially

anxious to make matches for both

our heavyweights. Christiansen and

newcomer Harry Dick.

Hockey Gaels Ravage North
HOCKEY PERSONALS

Queen*s Mermen

Lose At McGill
The water po\o team was downecV

12-3 by a fast-breaking McGill ag-

gregation in Montreal on December

20. As the schedule calls for only

one game against each club, the team

thus finishes the season in the cellar

with a record of no wins and two

losses, having already lost to Toron-

to here on Sporlsnight. Ross, Orr

and Flynn were the goal getters for

Queen's while Bill Lech turned in

another fine performance but went

scoreless.

Keith Flanigan

Nicknamed "Moon," this red-

head formerly played with Sud-

bury in Jr. "A" O.H.A. before

turning into a bouncing rear-

guard with the Kingston Lions

last year in Intermediate 0.H.,^.

A popular choice as this season's

captain with the Gaels, Moon
should be a valuable asset to the

Queen's defence.

Larry Moffatt

A holdoter from last year's

team, Larry is becoming one of

the best defencemen on the ros-

ter. He makes up for his lack of

weight by his speed and poke-

checking ability,

Jerry Wagar
An Arts graduate from McMas-

ter in 1945, Jerry played on their

intermediate intercollegiate cham-

pionship team. In bis first year

at Queen's Jerry also made the

Queen's Senior Intercollegiate

football team before turning out

with the Senior hockey team.

Rene Lefebvre

Another holdover from last

year's squad, Rene is taking best

advantage of the experience he

gaiTied in senior company last

season at his right wing post. He
was stationed at Somerset with

the R.C.A.F. after playing most

of his hockey with Cornwall Col-

ligiate.

liaiidlers and skaters in the Tri-

color uniform and is one of their

brightest prospects.

Tom Barrett

Another graduate of the north

couTitry, Tom hails from Kirk-

land Lake where he starred with

the Kirkland Lake collegiate team

which won the interscholastic

title and later played Jr. "B" O.

H.A. Moving to St. Mikes he

played with the Jr. "B's" and

Majors in 1943-44, before serving

with the Army at Camp Borden.

Norm Urie

Sub goalie with the Seniors last

year. Norm has graduated to

first string net-niindcr this sea-

son. On the strength of his stel-

lar performance against McGill

in the opening game, this Meds-

man should he in for a big year

with the Gaels.

Lionel Cook

GAEL SKIERS
RUN SECOND
First offical ski team representa-

tive since the meet was inaugurated

27 years ago at the Sno Birds Club,

Lake Placid, N.Y.. the Queen's ski

team startled the American schools

who have been, competing annually

by capturing second place in a field

of ten top schools in the Eastern

U.S. The only Canadian entry in a

meet which is recognized everywhere

as being one of the sieHar college

ski attractions on this Continent, the

Gaels team of five men lost a close

battle to St. Lawrence University

of Canton. N.Y., the defending

champions, and in turn defeated

such schools as Maine, Cornell, Sy-

racuse. Harvard, Brown. Renssaleer

P.L. Penn State, and Williams.

Led by Captain Jack Durrell, of

North Bay, who was one of the best

all-round skiers at the meet, the

Queen's team placed high in every

Understudy to Urie in the cage,lgye,jt except the jumping. The Tri-

thi.-^ New Liskeard product is
|
color were second in the downhill

ready to step between the postS
j

^ace. fourth in the slalom, second

at a moment's notice and turn in \„ ^j^^ cross-country, seventh in the

a capable performance.

Bev Hamilton

This hard-bitting r c d - b e a d

started his hockey career in Jr.

"B" O.H..^. at Listowel before

moving on to Stratford to play

in "A" company. While serving

in the RCNVR he turned out

The water jj o 1 o championship

FOOTBALL CLUB SO?^ to Toronto by virtue of their

The meeting ui the Football dub victories over Queen's and McGill

plamiud Inr thi> week has been post-
\
The players who represented

piiiK-d by the executive. Failure of Queen's this season are, Bill Lech,

the films to arrive on time and the, Unger Flynn, "Snapper" Ross, A\

seciirmg of a dance date late in Orr, Dick Douglas, Ken Meikle,

February were the reasons for the Don Taber, Garf Reid, Ned Better,

cancellation. and Fred Bradley.

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

Jack Wallis

.\ home-town boy making good

on the senior team in his first

year. Jack learned his hockey in

Kingston's minor league before

entering the R.C.A.F. He then

received a bid to play hockey for

Fresna in the Pacific Coast Ama-
teur League after a tryout with

Tulsa. A tricky stickhandler and

a deadly shot, this chunky blond

centreman is likely to turn into

one of the high scorers on this

year's squad.

Chuck Hews
A member of last season's

team. Chuck gained his first ex-

perience in organized hockey with

the Falconbridge Juveniles be-

fore entering the services. Fast

munding into a strung defensive

forward, he was a member of the

Falronbridge Senior baseball
team when they won the Nickle

Belt crown.

Don Murray
f ine of the youngsters on the

Gaels, Don learned most of his

hockey in Perth where he starred

with the Perth Collegiate team
and later played with the chani-

pii>n Perth seniors. This tricky

-^tickbandler and skater attended

the K.H.L. Ranger hockey camp
this ?pring and so impressed the

B[juclicrmen that be was placed

on their negotiation list.

Ron Kemp
The "mighty mite" of the team,

Ron is already a centre-ice veter-

an of tlie hockey wars. A gradu-
:ue of the Hamilton Lloyds of

the Jr. O.H..-\., he moved up
to the Grimsby Intermediate O.

H..\. champs last year. Formerly
on the Buffalo negotiations list,

juEUping. and second in the com-

bined to score 447.S points to 479.3

for St. Lawrence. Best individual

performance for Queen's was Ken

Meikle's third in the downhill rai-c,

while Durrell placed fourth in lh<.'

slalom event and fifth in the gruel-

ling cross-country race. Ronnie

with the Cornwallis Intermediates
j

Baillie of Ottawa, competing in a

and then joined the Queen's Sen-, four events, created quite a stir

iors in the 1945-46 season. j
among the 2000 spectators at the

I jumping when he soared 103 and

100 feet in his two attempts, this be-

TOR. HERE FRI.
The Queen's Senior hockey team,

. a four-game exhibition tour of

northern Ontario, have won their

first two games. Opening in New
Liskeard, the Gaels came from be-

hind in the final period to register

an S-6 victory. Lefebvre, Wallis.

and Mercier, with two goals apiece,,

led the Queen's attack.

In their second start the Tricolor

defeated the Noranda Stars 7-6,

with Jack Wallis scoring twice for

the winners. A nasty cut under the

left eye, received in the first game,

kept Captain "Moon" Flannigan out

of action in this contest.

The team will play in Kirkland

Lake January 5, Sudbury January

6, and will return to Kingston the

following day.
,

The Varsity Blues make t heir

first appearance of the season here

this Friday and the gacis will be out

to reverse the score of their first

game with Ace T^ailey's squad.

Gerry Mercier

With the Queen's Seniors in

1943-44 wben they won the King-

ston City League title, Gerry is

a graduate of last season's inter-

mediate team. A good team-

player and a clever skater he is

showing well this season as a re-

gular senior candidate.

Harry Hamilton

A bright prospect as a junior

with the Tricolor City champs,

Harry is starting his second re-

gular year with the Seniors. He
possesses a hard shot and is a

strong defensive player and is

one of the best playmakers on

the team.

George Weber
Only 20 years old. George al-

ready boasts being on two cham-

pionship teams, the Timmins

Juvenile "A", and the Porcupine

Combines, NOH.A jr. "A" cham-

pions. .\Ilhough young in years,

George is already proving that he

is plenty hockey wise in first

year with the Collegians.

Merrill Gulick

.^ former member of tlie Jr.

LARRY MERCIER
scorcfl 1 goals iu QiieL-ii's \

ing his first jumping competition,

Steve Prosenyak of Temiskeming,

Que., was the leading Queen's jum-

per with 13th place in a field of 40,

and his combined score landed him

in 7th place. The team was rounded

out with Bill Purdy of Toronto, who

came 9th in the difficult downhill

run and 26th in the slalom race after

a fall late in the run. Coach Jake

Edwards accompanied the team, and

looks for a Queen's win at the LS.U.

meet at St. I-awrence in February.

King of Queen's To Be

Chosen at Friday's Dance
Friday nigh t, Queen's Senior

hockey team meet the Varsity Blues

at 8.30 in the Jock Plarty arena, 1

following which a n e \v King of

Queen's will be selected and crown-

ed at the Arts 50 Year Dance, Club

'50 in Grant Hall. Here too, the

newly organized Queen's orchestra

will make its debut for dancers.

This hand promises to be an out-

standing campus combination. Joe

Viner and Ian Macdonald, each of

whom had his own band last year.

"A" O.H.A. Lumber Kings in his beard on the Sadie Hawkms and

Cagers Lose

oecond Start
The senior basketball team was

turned back by the Oswego State

Teachers College 68-39 on Dec. 10.

in Oswego in their second exhibi-

tion test this season. Starring for

Queen's were Orni Weir, veteran

guard, who found the range and net-

ter 13 points, and Huband and

MacNiven, who contributed 5 each.

The team's record now stands at

no wins and two losses as they face

a busy exhibition game schedule be-

f«re opening intercollegiate play on

Jan. 23 at Varsity. The cagers will

travel to Potsdam Jan. 7, Ottawa

[an. 16th and 17th, and play hosts

to Bill Devitt's Toronto Riverdale

Grads team here on Jan. 10th.

With two games in the records.

Bob Huband, classy freshman from

Ottawa Glebe, is established as leatl-

ing scorer with 19 points. Follow-

ing him closely arc Orm Weir with

16 atid Jim MacNiven, voted most

valuable player in '46-'47, wlio has

netted 15.

hometown of Pembroke, Merrill

later played with the good Senior

Lumber Kings which extended

the Hamilton Tigers in 1945 in

the Allan Cup playdowns. Before

entering the Army, Merrill also

saw plenty of service with the

Brantford Jr. "A" O.H.A. team

in 1942-43. A heady rearguard,

lie is expected to lead many a

dangerous rush in a quick break-

ing game which the new coach

I

Ron 1? one of the trickiest stick- stresses

other week-ends, have pooled their

resources and present a new orches-

tra featuring the twelve best musi-

cians of the group. Joe and Ian on

shish pumps form a combo that ex-

perts say rivals Dorsey and Dun-

ham. Also adding to the bass section

are \'ic Wilson, Ed Akson, and

Lynn Sargeant (leader of the

Queen's Brass Band). Don Dunn

on first alto and Harold Lightstone

on first tenor have a sweet but solid

sax section and lovely vivacious

songstress Jean Bell in the vocal

spotliglit will -Stop you daid.

In the limelight as contenders for

the crown are students from each of

the faculties. Representing Science

are Whipper Will McKenzie, '4fi.

Chuck Hopkins, '49. Pete Tutt, '50.

Meds present Elso Schincariol, "49,

Wally Carruthers, '50, Andy Saw-

ehuck, '51. Arts representatives are

Herb Hamilton. '35, Taylor Red-

den, 4S, Leigh Ronalds, '49, Frank

Stone, '49, Don Souch. '50.

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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WE MUST NOT APPEASE RUSSIA
MRS. R.TELLS PRESS CONFERENCE
"Woman can mix their marriage and career."

"I don't feel we siiouid appease the Russians." Eleanor Roose-

velt told a press conference at the home i)f Principal Wallace
Thursday afternoon. "I think the Russians have a great respect

for strength. We should be as strong and militant in our beliefs as

ihey are
"

The Russians also respect success, Mrs. Roosevelt added. If

the American economic system works well in the future, the Soviet

government may begin to appreciate the western point of view,

if, however, there is a depression in the United States, the Russians

will consider it a vindication of Comnnmism.

"However," said Mrs. Roosevelt,

we must understand that greed can-

not be the only motivating force in

uur system. We cannot afford to be

iijo selfish. The individual must

i-niisider not only his own success,

lint the success of others."

"We must know our strength,

and we must know our weaknesses

too. One of the great weaknesses

of the United States is the racial

situation. This is no longer just a

domestic question— it has become an

international issue as well. The

Russians bring it up time and
time again at the United Nations."

Asked her views on the 1948

elections in the United States,

Mrs. Roosevelt answered quickly,

"As far as I know, I'm going to

vote Democrat."

The late president's wife stated

emphatically that women can mix

marriage and a career. However,

wives should try to engage in work
ill conjunction with their husbands.

She had never considered herself

;i career woman. Rather, she was

"iipporting her husband and contin-

uing his work.

W'onien's rights have expanded

li'day to the point where women can

Imve almost anything they want,

i^lrs. Roosevelt said. However, wo-

men must earn these rights.

Hundred Needed

For Varied Jobs

In Queen s Show
On Monday at 4 p.m. in the

Senate fioom of the Old Arts

Building the 1948 unnamed suc-

cessor to the Queen's Revue of

last year officially gets under way
with an open meeting. The call

has gone out for one hundred

volunteers to fill uue hundred

jobs: musicians, script writers

actors, chorus personnel, come-

dians, electricians, stage workers

— in short, everyone.

Producer Don Nixon states that

if the show is to remain on

schedule, casting, scripting, musi-

cal arrangements have to he com.

])leted within a few days. Re-

hearsals are expected to begin

next week, with advance ticket

sales opening January 26.

The decision has been

made this year to break away

from the revue type show,

in order to produce an effort

with theme and continuity.

It will call for more detailed

and involved production with

a smooth, well - p o I i s h e d

script.

Atomic Control

Is Essential Now
Says Dr. Wallace
"When all countries gain the

knowledge of how to manufacture

atomic bombs it will take very little

to set off the explosion," Dr. Wal
lace, Queen's University principal

warned recently at a dinner held hy

the Canadian Association of Radio-

logists who were meeting in King-

ston for their 11th annual three day

mid-winter conference.

Speaking of the necessity for some

form of world government Dr
Wallace said. "I am convinced that

the United States proposal, backed

by Britain and Canada, is the only

sound way to deal with the ques

tioii."

"Yet," he continued, "we

have one great country—Rus-

sia—which probably, with the

siucerest of motives, holds ex-

actly the opposite viewpoint."

"Unless this particular thing

is put under world regulation

we are heading fur an explo-

sion," he warned and went on

t(j say that to control the ato-

mic bomb we must infringe on

national sovereignty at least to

the extent of inspection.

While admitthig that he was
wholeheartedly in favour of world

government in the larger sense, the

university principal also stated he

was one of those who realize that

sue!) a condition is a long way off

Dr. Wallace dealt at some length

witli the future of Canada and made

a plea for greater assimilation be

tween the French and Anglo-Saxon

sections of the country.

Arts Formal Tickets
George Perrin. of the Arts For-

mal Committee, has announced that

tickets for the Arts Forma! are now

fju sale at the Queen's Post Office

Rector of Queen's L, W.Brockington CM.G., K.C, D.C.L, L..LD.

HERE on the I^alia.^.o. dunng one ol

'

WcVr^tir^frn^r.^g ^Mh'- B^^rd oi Tru..c« wher. he will represent .tudc..s.

DR.ELEANOR ROOSEVELT REVIEWS
HUMAN RIGHTS, WORLD'S FUTURE

By Al Donnelly

The role of the United Nations in assuring human rights, and the complemen-

tary duty of individuals towards furthering the purposes of the United Nations was the

recurring theme of the address given by Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt on Thursday

morning before student members of the Alma Mater Society.

Wearing the blue-banded hood of the newly-conferred Doctor of Laws degree,

Mrs. Roosevelt said, "I have come to believe that as long as people have to live in con-

ditions which make living a mere existence . . . there cannot be any confidence be-

tween nations, no security, and there can be no hope for peace."

Speaking of the future of the United Nations organization she said, "I know

that there are many of you who think of the United Nations as just another atternpt

to set up machinery to preserve peace, but in your hearts you are worried. You think

of the League of Nations, and wonder if the United Nations can succeed . . . Con-

ditions around us have completely changed, and unless human beings change too, the

test given us will be a test we are unprepared to meet."

—~ ~" ' ~~
I

Mrs. Roosevelt was introduced]

by A.M.S. president Kenneth G.
j

CrOWdGCi
Phin, who dv^elt upon the world I

Convocation
The text of the Convocation

introduction of Mrs. Roose-

velt by Dr. W. A. Mackintosh

was as follows:

Mr. Vice-Chancellor:

Under the authority of

Senate, I have the great hon-

our to present to you, that

she may receive the degree

of Doctor of Laws, Itouoris

ciiiisij, Anna Eleanor Roose-

velt, distinguished citizen of

our great and "good neigh-

bour," discerning and hu-

mane woman, whose courage

and vision have given heart

and hope to all those, of

whatever nation, race, or

creed, who strive for freedom

and the basic ennobling hu-

man rights for themselves or

for others, and may I add,

Mr. Vice-Chancellor,—whose

illustrious husband, as he ap-

peared in this Convocation

on August 18, 1938, and the

brave, prophetic words he

then spoke, we now vividly

and gratefully recall.

stature achieved by her. "Onei

does not think of her and intro-j

duce her only as the wife of thei

late President Roosevelt," he
j

said. "She. in her own right, is ai

person of immense renown . . ,1

She IS ever the champion of hu-^

man rights; she is one of those

great leaders in whom democra-
'

tic peoples vest their hope for aj

better world. Her life and her|

work contributes to the brilliance

of the great name which she

bears."

At the conclusion of her ad-

dress, the thanks of all students

was expressed by Shirley John-

son, president of the Levana So-

ciety.

A Broader Marshall Plan

Of the Marshall I'lan for

Furopean relief. .Mrs. Roose-

VL-It jaid thai Secretary of Stale

.Marshall wniild limit the bene-

fits of the plan to Western

Europe. "I would say — the

whole of I'-iirope," she stated,

"and extend it lo the countries

uf the Far East."

She quoted Mr. Marshall who has

Sti- Mrs. RoosfvcU'5 Speech, p. 5

Hundreds of students were

turned away from the doors

of packed Grant Hall at

Thursday's Convocation and

forced to hurry to loudspeak-

ers in the New Arts Building

or home to radios to tune in

CFRC's broadcast of Mrs.

Roosevelt's speech.

The Convocation proces-

sion, dignified and colourful,

advanced impressively to the

platform, and every eye was

on Mrs. Roosevelt as she

walked calmly in the place of

honour at the rear of the

procession.

Despite vigorous competi-

tion from clanging radiators,

Mrs. Roosevelt was audible

in every cornet of Grant Hall

and the enthusiastic prolong-

ed applause at the end of her

speech indicated the interest

of the students in her words.

As the Convocation filed out,

photographers who had re-

strained themselves in defer-

ence to the guest broke loose

and Grant Hall crackled with

flash-bulbs.
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THE A.M.S. LECTURE
The Convocation and Alma Mater Society lecture yesterday

was a nieniorable occasitjn for Queen's.

The university well expressed its high regard for a great

American and a great Canadian. For L. W. Erockington, recently

chosen by the students to be Rector o£ Queen's, was in that

capacity for the first time by the Principal's side.

While no sensible person could accuse Eleanor Roosevelt of

having the Polyanna attitude toward life, her speech here Thurs-

day was full of a fine, warm idealism. Her obvious faith in

democratic institutions ; her deep, genuine sympathy for the starv-

ing and destitute, were refreshing indeed at a time in tlie wurld's

history when narrow selfishness masquerades under the title o£

realism.

. The bulk of Mrs. Roosevelt's address was devoted to the

United Nations and the inlernatioiial situation. Her experience

and reputation in these fields made it possible for her to speak

firmly and forthrightly. and speak out she did. With a complete

absence of the self-righteous altitude that seems to have crept

into the U.S. State Department, she emphasized the necessity for

an eventual rapprochement between the United States and Russia.

Russia must first achieve the social and economic goals she has

set for herself; then, perhaps, her representatives will be able to

sit down at the conference table and talk calmly and without

malice of civil and personal liberties, In the meantime, we of the

western democracies must he tolerant and patient. We must settle

flown to the task of wiping out the many blemishes on our own

way of life.

Mrs. Roosevelt gave just a hint that she, as a United Nations

representative, was not always in agreement with the stated policy

(if tlie United States government. Certainly her government has

nut of late exhibited t!ie palicncc and tolerance that she so

strongly advocates. Indeed, the attitude seems to be, "We are

right and you are wrong, and we have more planes and atom

bombs than you have."

If there was anything lacking in Mrs. Roosevelt's speech,

it was some pronouncement as to what should he done about tlie

Soviet's expansionist foreign policy. How am we be patient

and tulcrant when Russia subjugates Hungary and tries to do ilie

same thing in Italy and France? How can we "stand idly by"

wliL-n Comniimist agents are proven to have engaged in espiunagc

and other ]>alently subversive activities in the United States and

(."anada' These arc important problems, and they demand a

scilntiou that will he i-lfrclive and yet not launch us on a one-way

trip to World War 111. It would have been a good thing if Mrs,

Roosevelt, with all her experience, had given us some sound ad-

vice in this regard.

Mrs. Roosevelt obviously takes to these critical international

discussions an intuitive feminine knowledge of men and their

iiiaLiiiiiiilii'iis, and a great compassion. It is good to know that

such ;is she are helping shape our future.

A Journal feature writer finds a charming Mrs. Roosevelt is convinced that the Russians are

only impressed by strength and numbers and that we must show them that Democracy works.

COFFEE WITH MRS. ROOSEVELT

Vf/ITH snmewhat untypical
promptness, the Journal wa'^

the first to arrive at Principal

"Wallace's coffee party ior Eleanor

Roosevelt Thursday morning-
The last photographer popped bis

flash g'uM in the study, and Mrs.

Roosevelt walked into the living

mom. "This young lady seems to

have a notebook." she smiled,

with the indulgence of the veteran

celebrity.

Settling- herself into an easy chair, she began to talk fluently

about some of her experiences during and since the war. As the

members of the A.M.S. arrived, and w^ere introduced by Dr. Wallace,

their somewhat varying degrees of awe were quickly dispelled by

(lie gracious and friendly manner of the guest of honour.

Pages of questions toted by the Journal were hardly needed,

as Mrs. Roosevelt was her own interviewer and expressed views on

-everal matters of intt-rnatinnal interest. Her optimism with regard

tn the fate of the United Nations was very apparent, and would

accept no "if it fails" assumption at all. "It must work," said she.

'I believe very strongly in thinking you can make a thing work.

If you don't do this you won't work so hard in your efforts to suc-

ceed." At this Dr. Wallace smiled significantly at the students.

Mrs. Roosevelt is definitely of the opinion that legislation

against Communism is dangerous. "Speaking for myself and not

necessarily fiir the United States Government. I feel we should be

more concerned with the success of democracy and find ways to

By Heather Logan

improve it. rather than make laws against challenging elements.

Some people wonder why we bother to argue with the Russians,

when we know their votes depend on orders they have received from

above. I say our only way to make them see the light is to give

them clear-cut proof that democracy works .and is the best solution

in the last analysis."

Her experience in dealing with the Russian delegates has shown

her some basic differences of the Soviet mind. "On this continent,

we trust the people to sift the wrong from the good, and have no

fear of encouraging freedom of the press. This is incomprehensible

to the Russians, who regard government control of the newspapers

as essential. Thus the U.N. must form its arguments in such a way

as to contend with this difficult aspect."

Mrs. Roosevelt is in favour of sending an economic mission to

Russia. "I'd like to see some of our most hard-boiled industrialists

go," she remarked, "because the Russians have a great respect for

success and a lack of any concern for the ordinary individual."

She also observed that, similarly, they show no sympathy for

small countries or minority groups, and cannot understand why we

minded the U.S.S.R. taking Esthonia. Finland, and Latvia, Hence

the Russian tendency to refuse to accept petitions from small groups

or from individuals in the U.N. "This has bothered me a lot." she

said. "There seems to be no prospect of doing anything about these

petitions in the immediate future.

In spite of this one discouraging note. Mrs. Roosevelt's overall

enthusiasm in iiUimale success over these obstacles had a contagious

quality, and it wa^ ^vhh regret that we saw her leave at the conclu-

sion of the reception. "At least I won't have to wear snowshoes

here !" she remarked, on leaving for Convocation.

SMOKE-POT'S RESOLVE
By Ed Arrol

bo you

If vou are

"What she said was all very nice of course but personally I'm looking forward

to the Blood Bath."

c resolved to quit smoking ? Haw, haw, haw.

one of the many who tried—for reasons physical,

financial or psychological—and failed: lend an eye here.

It is easv to stop if you have a motive, but it must be gond.

Now run aloilg and buy a pack of your favorite brand, with matches.

You'll need these for your friends.

After you have seriously decided to quit, the first step is m

cease smoking for a few minutes. Make it an hour, another hotir,

then a day. Next morning begin with the minutes, the hours—

never aim at longer than a day.

If friends jibe, shush them with a light, a "no thanks", or

"been smoking too much", even a cigarette (this puts them off).

Above all. keep it a deep, dark secret between you and your tobacco

that you have quit.

Now watch your friend over there with the half smoked cig-

arette screw her pretty face ugly as she sucks the weed. Yon used

to look 'like that.

Physically, witiiin seven to ten days your wind will be ha^'k

fresh as' a whistle. Food will have la>l.- (depending on liow heavilv

you used to smoke). The tissues ol your lungs may be pink, in-

stead of jet black, when you die.

Financially, you can count yourself five to eight thousand d^il-

lars richer during your lifetime by not smoking. My room maU-

in Vancouver, a McGill graduate, made a scientific study "f ihc

smoking question for six months lKl..rc- he forsook the fag.

Psychologically, you'll havL- in'cdoni. Who knows, yon migli'

l>e a pioneer in a trend against social smoking and high pressure

cigarette advertising.

When you have truly divorced lady nicotine don't throw your

pack of -stale fags away. Better leave them at The Journal office

I
for safe keeping.

!

I
McMASTER SQUARES OFF
Lik. thm .rclap, like a block-buster exploding under a baby

carriage, was an editorial in the Baptist McMaster University

Silhouette which shattered our Christmas calm. Because it lashes

out at all Queen's students reprint it here in full. We should

point out that the blood on the bludgeon of the Silhouette editor

was hardly dry when she tit's a she, a petite brunette she) informed
a Globe and Mail audience in 1+ inches of type headed "Campus
Newspajjer Editor Wants Diplomatic Career" as follows: "asked
if she or the Silhouette had been involved in any major rumpus over

an editorial or article in the past few years, she replied in the nega-
tive, adding that McMaster is '(luieter. more mature' in comparison
to the controversies that occur at McGill University and the Uni-
versity of Toronto ..." No rumpus, eh? Get a load of this:

"SCHOOL TIE FOR QUEEN'S
"Two years ago the editors of the Queen's Journal were

concerned over our lack of independence and maturity be-

cause Mac men were required to wear suit coats and ties to

lectures. They felt we were violating a sacred North American
custom in permitting such formal dress. They, twitted us

editorially.

"In 1947, after two more years of progress towards suit-

able campus attire, the Alma Mater Society of that advocate

of informal dress has commissioned one of its members to

investigate the possibility of instituting a school tie 'exclu-

sively for Queen's men and graduates.' We were under the

impression that school ties were as obsolete as the old Tory

platform, and even in its heyday it was the emblem of a

secondary school. We have heard of ties of Eton and Harrow

but not of Oxford or Cambridge.

"Perhaps our sister university is only trying to live up

to the European charge that North American universities are

only glorified higih schools, institutions for technical training.

We advance this theory, rather than believe that any Cana-

dian university would wish to consider itself and its members

exclusive from the rest of society merely on the basis of

having attended a certain school.

"However, even if the investigation for the school tie

should prove fruitful, the cause of Canadian castelessness is

not lost. The spirit which moved the Journal editors to accuse

tie-wearers of McMaster of tea sipping may yet prevail to

make Queen'smen balk at the thought of wearing a tie, even

their school tie."

That "tea sipping" accusation seems to be what rankles, (our

readers may remember it, it conies like a bolt from the blue to us)

We frankly don't know what could have got into the Journal editor

of two years ago to go hurling epithets so scurrilous. Perhaps

was the momentary madness induced by the heat of argument. If

ncciissary we are jirepared to retract it now and assert that. McMaster

students'drink nothing but 100 proof absinthe till their eyes drop out.

In the second paragraph The Silhouette talks about the old

Tory platform even in its heyday being the emblem of the secondary

schools. Ha])pily we have others, more authoritative, to refute this

for us. Sir Albert Pelvis, in his monograph "After the. Old School

Tie — What?", says: "The old Tory platform even in its heyday

was never tiie emblem of the secondary schools." We guess that

settles that.

Now as for yueen'-smen not wearing ties we would just like

lo point out that some of tlie greatest men in history have not worn

lies — Julius Caesar. Pope Leo IX. Ghengis Khan, William Shake-

speare. Queen Elizabeth, and you couldn't clap a tie on Elbert T-"'

Bodney, the Sweet Singer of Frontenac County, without you hawg-

tied him. These are just a few that spring to mind; we have no

doidjt there were others. King George, wt: were pleased to note,

wore no tie to his coronation. The rest is history.

If on graduation, we at Queen's want an Old School Tie to wear

with our store clothes as a mark of fraternity, as an expression o^

the famed Queen's Spirit ertemplificd by the poet in the Presbyterian

Hymnary who says "Blest be the tie that binds," that is our business.

We have an ugly feeling that the Silhouette will not let the

matter rest there however. We will probably have to thrash the

whole controversy out on the basis of Infant Damnation and Tots'

Immersion. _
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Only 59 per cent of Canada's "Class of H8" will definitely
Seventeen per cent wii! go South of the Line. The rest "aren't

remain in the Country,
sure."

Many Graduates Will Go To U. S., Survey Shows
By Canadian University Press

Loyalty will keep 59 per cent of Canada's university graduates
from emigrating to the United States, according to a recent CUP
poll conducted in nine universities across Canada,

Only about 17 per cent answered a definite "yes" to the ques-
tion, "Do you intend to "emigrate to tlie United States to seek
work?" The remainder was undecided.

The main reason for remaining in Canada was Canada's
need for educated men and women. "Knowledge gained in
Canada should be used in Canada." Many veterans believe
they are indebted to DVA and the government for their
education and that it was their duty to remain here upon
graduation.

The standard of living in Canada was preferred by many. "I

don't like the so-called American way of life," was a familiar state-

ment in the results. It was felt that this was more important than
higher wages south of the border.

Some students thought that there were just as many oppor-
tunities in Canada and others wanted to help in creating oppor-
tunities in this country equal to those in the States.

The reasons given for emigrating to the States were more
opportunities, higher wages, more chance of advancement and
wider scope.

Research Men Favor Emigration

Engineers, Chemists, Physicists and other men interested in

Medical and Scientific research make up a large proportion of those

planning to emigrate. Many Music and journalism students also

feel that they would be handicapp£d by remaining in Canada.
Law. Education, Nursing and Agriculture students are the ones

most likely to remain in Canada.

Patriotism was the most outstanding reason for remaining,

coupled with a desire to help the Dominion grow up.

Many students felt that it would be worthwhile to get some
of their experience in the States and then return to Canada per-

manently. This idea was most evident among Medical and Science

students.

Carleton College in Ottawa and the University of Manitoba
had the lowest percentages of those planning to emigrate on gradu-

ation, while the University of Western Ontario and the University

of Alberta had a large number of students wanting to go to the

States.

American Management is Quick to Reward Ability

Result: Canadions Go South— and Stay

Many Queen'smen Cross Border

Find Opportunity And Success
If the experience of past years means anything, Canada

scheduled to lose some of her best potential brain power this

spring. As universities close their doors, some of their most pro

mising graduates will head south for the United States, in the

belief that they will find there higher salaries and better oppor

tunities for "getting ahead."

This has been going on for a long time. The records of the

Queen's Alumni Association carry the names of many men and

women who have crossed the border — for good.

The Journal recently sent a questionnaire to some of these

graduates, asking them why they went to the United States. The

five who replied—all of them now American citizens—were unani-

mous in saying that the "greater range of opportunities" was the

principal factor inducing them to leave Canada, with higher salaries

a close second. One said that his preference for the American way

of life was also a factor.

An M.A. graduate of 1911, now an official in an industrial rela-

tions counselling firm, gave these reasons for the attractiveness

of the U.S. to Canadians:

"In general, American private management is more

quick to recognize and reward industry and ability than

Canadian management. In short, personnel management

that looks to the best use of the human resources of an

enterprise has made greater progress in the U.S.A.

"In such matters as starting salary, promotion, sick

leave, vacation and retirement, American policy is generally

more liberal."

Another Queen'sman, who graduated in Commerce in 1923,

went south in 1925 "because I didn't seem to be able to make a

Worthwhile connection in Canada. In the 22 years that have passed,

f have been more than satisfied with the results — financially and

'n all other respects." This man is now vice-president of a cor-

poration.

Another graduate told how he resigned from the staff of the

federal Department of Labor in the early years of the depression.

"Our budget was so drastically curtailed that I could not do effec-

live work. While seeking other employment in Canada, I received

an unsolicited offer from Chicago. It was a job, and it paid a higher

salary. It was challenging. I accepted."

Two of the graduates thought that young Canadians

with degrees in Medicine, Science, and Honour Arts would

find better opportunities in the U.S. at the present time,

while two others were "not sure" on this point. One thought

that Commercemen would be well advised to move south,

while three were not sure. One said B.A. pass students

should not emigrate, while three were not sure.

The industrial relations official indicated that Canadians should
[

SONG OF A STUDENT
War ond fomine ond plague ond strike

(What was the gome ot the stadium like?)

Plunder ond rope and flame and sword

(She costs me money ! can't afford . . .)

Pecce less peoceful thon ever before

(It moy be so but its still a bore.)

6lood on treaties ond blood on the moon

(I must get down to studying soon)

Portents seething with awful doom

(Some of the scholars are two to o room)

Damned to choos ore curst and blest

(Does It meon I'll miss my midterm test?)

The time is short but the days ore long

For wining and working and women and song.

lines upon opening
an old love letter

By C M.

Sorrowing,

Bewoiling lost happiness

Lost iove

Down to the sea go I.

Spurning lights

Muted music

Hollow laughter

—

An outcost, I watch the sea:

The vast watery stretches

Infinite and remorseless.

Terrible,

One Coddom wave after another.

and finding

an old thumbnail in it

Winter Morning

(From the Ceorgion)

Morning unfolds

Her silver veil.

And tints with gold

The hill and dole.

The trees spread forth

Their sparkling limbs,

Eyes glistening still

From lost night's dreams.

check on the situation before moving to the U.S. "Conditions

change." he said. "For example, a man with an honours degree

in economics might have a better chance than one with a degree

in history. At present the hospitals here are giving preference to

American veterans, and there is practically no chance for young

Canadian M.D.'s. Canadian students who do graduate work at

American universities and make a good impression on their in-

structors are more likely to find promising employment than those

who come from a university in Canada in search of a position."

The Steam Shovel
Now when time was accomplished at

Queen's that Battle of Fac shouldst be fought,

warriors didst strive bravely, but some bore

scars of strife, even so that there needs must

be time of resting. And during this time gifts

were distributed, even unto many things which

gladden hearts of warriors, but one thing which many would have

welcomed above all others was not forthcoming, for even red clad

saint can not supply such. And later was New Year proclaimed.

And many good resolves were made, but also, resolves were even

ke unto bars, made only to be broken. But much to be hoped it is

that clods of Eartz and others have resolved in future to render unto

warriors due respect and kindness.

Shortly after didst chariot of iron stop in land of Kin, and many

warriors didst emerge, that they might return unto Queenz, even into

caves of Scienz. And scribe didst sharpen chisel, and prepare to record

exploits.

And when assembly didst gather in caves of Gord and Ont, warriors

didst recount results of batde. And in cave of Hyd was much wonder-

ment, for warriors answer readily to title of plumber, but inquire whether

Uiey are also to be carpenters. But Maid Marion didst appear from her

secret chamber and comfort them, bidding them strive bravely, that better

fortune might be theirs in next battle.

YEAR OF LEAP ARRIVED
Moreover didst Marion warn warriors that they walk with care,

for verily Year of Leap has arrived, and Lemons make great efforts to

capture unsuspecting warriors. Indeed, long robes and other impediments

seem strange equipment for chase, but who can fathom methods of fe-

minine one? And it may be that, like unto other hunters who seek to

capture prey from ambush, even so these must conceal selves in shapeless

covers.

Also warriors notice that during their absence lias Winter firmly

entrenched self in land of Kin, even so that many arriving at assembly

of hour of eight find selves to have been attacked by frosty one, and

strange it is to warriors, who oft have noted frigidity of others, to find

selves in same situation. And upon hearing of bard who was heedless

of cold because he had his love to keep him warm, they can only murmur

sadly that same was not numbered among warriors o£ Scienz.

I PASS

Here's one from the last tournament. Nearly every pair got

into four spades, which they can make, but nobody made it. Top

board was to play three spades and make it.

S—A. 8. 7, 5. +

H— 10, 9, 8,5

D—Q, 10, 4

C—

9

NORTH
S—

9

H—A, K, 4

D—J. 8, 3. 2

C—K, J, 8, 6, 3

toth Vulnerable;

WEST EAST

S—Q, 6, 3

H-Q,J,3

D—9, 7,6

C-10. 7,5,2

SOUTH
S—K, J. 10, 2

H-7, 6, 2

D—A, K, 5

C—A. Q. 4

The Biddins

SOUTH
1 Club

Pass

2 Spades

Pass

341 Princess St. Dial 66(M

WEST NORTH EAST
Double? Pass 1 No Trump

2 Clubs Pass Pass

Pass Pass 3 Clubs

Pass 3 Spades Pass

At most tables South opened with one Spade, and North prob-

ably bid four Spades because he had five trumps to an honour,

a singleton Club, but where is the possible outside trick, and where

can he expect a singleton in South's hand? If North held five hearts

he could expect South to be short in that suit, setting up a nice

cross-ruff system. Therefore North should happily pass the Spade

bid or give a courtesy raise to two Spades, in case South has a

strong hand.

If North raises to two Spades, South looks woefully at three

Httle wee Hearts, a hole in Clubs and a short Spade suit, so he

regretfully passLs. He wishes his partner had bid two hearts so he

could bid three No Trump.

How can North make the strong bid of two Hearts when South

has most of the honour strength in his own hand? This particular

South tried to make it easy for his partner to bid one Heart by

bidding a short Club. If North had been able to say one Heart,

South would have bid two No Trump to show stoppers in every

suit e.\cept Hearts, and a balanced hand suitable for No Trump.

West should not double one Club because it shows a count of

three and a half, which he does not have. He should "lie in the

weeds."

Oddly enough, three No Trump can be made but nobody in

ihcir right mind would bid it without a iieart stopper.

POUHULV THI KMtt.V CKAVd'OnD P1.0WIK IHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 IHil Rm. 7M0
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EN Bill and his crew go into the

woods now, they get timber out twice as fast

as they used to. That new tractor Bill bought

really handles those logs!

Back in town, the saw-mill is running full

blast, taking all Bill's crew can deliver . . .

And this extra activity, this extra Income

spreading around through the community Is

largely due to the fact that Bill went to see

his hank manager and arranged a loan to

buy the tractor . . .

In lumbering towns and rural hamlets, in

big seaports and liny fishing villages, bank

credit— money at work— helps to increase

business activity in whole communities. Your

hank manager's job is to help men and ivomen

grasp opportunities and to put the bank's

facihties to work for you and your neighbours.

SPGNSOREO BV VQUR BANK

JOURNALISM RARELY LEADS
TO OTHER JOBS - McCRACKEN

Professor George McCracken, head of the School of Journalism

at University of Western Ontario, in a recent address at Queen's

University warned aspiring young journalists to make certain they

have the necessary talents for such a career before entering the

field.

"Journalisim is a great career, for the right person, but only

one out of every three seriously interested has the necessary apti-

tude," he declared.

A graduate of Queen's and a former associate editor of the

Whig-Standard. Professor McCracken returned to Kingston on this

occasion to address the Arts Society of the university in one of a

series of vocational talks, sponsored by that organization.

Speaking of success in the

journalistic field, Professor Mc-

Cracken said that one must have

the proper aptitude and attitude.

"Journalism seldom, if ever,

can be used as a stepping-stone

into another, tViough allied field

of endeavour," he warned.

He stated that many enter the

profession intending to use train-

ing received to aid them in im-

aginative writing or in advertis-

ing, but this, he declared, is poor

policy.

He went on to explain that

constant use of the newspaper

style tends to limit the would-be

fiction writer to that style and

journalistic training, in present-

ing all sides of a given picture,

will only hinder an advertising

man who is expected to give only

his client's side.

"If a man has the needed and

proper attitude and can secure

Marrison Studio

PORTRAITS GROUPS

a journalistic position, a wide

field of endeavour lies open be-

fore him," he said.

"He may work for a daily or

weekly newspaper, a radio sta-

tion, a press association or a

magazine, but, wherever he works

he will find a great number of

highly specialised careers he may
follow. He may have a flair

for reporting and ultimately be-

come a top-flight correspondent,

or editing and eventually becom-

ing a managing editor, or writing

human interest stories and be-

come a feature writer. Each type

of endeavour is a career in itself,

and the niche into which each

man fits largely depends upon
his innate ability."

Professor McCracken was in-

troduced by H. J. Hamilton, Gen.

eral Alumni Association secre-

tary and thanked by Donald
Milliken, president of the Arts

Society.

W. M, Ashton, associate ed-

itor of the Whig-Standard, was
at the speaker's table and took

part in a question period, which
followed the address.

CityChemical Institute

Holds Student Night

The Kingston Section of the

Chemical Institute of Canada

announces their second annual

Student Night to be held on

Monday, February 23rd, at a

joint meeting of the Section with

the Queen's Student Chapter of

the Institute.

Student members are invited

to prepare ten minute papers on

any phase of chemistry, biochem-

istry or chemical engineering for

presentation at the meeting.

Three book prizes will be

awarded, valued at fifteen, ten

and five dollars respectively.

Judgment will be based upon sci-

entific interest, organization of

material, presentation of paper,

and knowledge of material.

The pajiers must be submitted

by February 16th. Five papers

will be selected from the entries

for presentation to the meeting.

For further information appli-

cants should contact Mr. Welland

Ott in Gordon Hall.

taken at Queen's about six years

ago.

Admission will be 25c for

males not possessing a Press Club

card. Proceeds will help furnish

Journal quarters in the new Stu-

dents' Union.

mAT W/U (Z,

\youvowN

Phone 4051 92 Princess St.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

TYPING
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied

DOREEN UIPSETT

Diol 3924 125 Union St. W.

What's When

Scribes' Hold Open

House Sat. Night

From 8.30 to 12 tonight in

Grant Hall, the Press Club will

sponsor the first open house of

the term. Music will be in the

hands of the PA system, some
new records having been ob-

tained for the occasion.

Intermission entertainment will

feature two cartoons, and a film,

"Paths of Learning", which was

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the maleera

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

% ^1
• For smoother,

r faster work from

! points that never
' break, try these

ihree college

; favorites:

MIRADO
WRITING PENCIL

f COLORED PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

BUVAU 3
FROM YOUR

isCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

HVinson & Eldgar
Dance PRIMXEIRS Printing of

Programs Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I'^H^WIOF CANADA I^M^^M

Established 1869

Heod Office Waterloo, Ont,

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E, Leadbeater

SATURDAY—1 p.m. All girls

interested in chorus line for

Queen's Revue meet in Ban

Righ Common Room.

—S p.m. Queen's Senior Basket-

ball vs Toronto Riverdale

Grads, gymnasium.
—8.30 p.m. Press Club Open

House, Grant Hail.

SUNDAY—9.30 a.m. Newman
Club Mass, Communion break-

fast in St. Joseph's Hall, Hotel

Dieu Hospital. Dean Douglas,

guest speaker.

—10 a.m. Service for Queen's-

men, Currie Hall, RMC.
—2-4 p,m. Skating Club, arena.

—3.30 p.m. Sunday Hour, Grant

Hall.

MONDAY—7-8 p. m. Student

Bible Study Hour, theological

common room, sponsored by

Canterbury Club, IVCF, SCM,
Theological Society, Chaplain

A. M, Laverty, Resource

leader.

—8.30 p.m. University Concert

Series, Grant Hall.

TUESDAY—7.30 p.m. Psych-

ology Club, theological class-

room 2, Topics : 1. Modifica-

tions of judgments in a group

situation. 2. Play therapy. 3.

Genetics of schizophrenia.

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blaxere

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line o£ evorything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

Wc Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669
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Canterbury Club Will Meet
For Breakfast Sunday

The Canterbury club will meet for

fonimuiiion and breakfast in St.

lanies Church, Sunday, Jan, 11 at

8 a.m. Reports of the Christmas

conference in Toronto will be given,

and plans made for future activities,

Those planning to attend please sign

lists on notice boards.

Oificial Notices

The Ottawa Women's Canadian

Club Scholarship, valued at $185,

was not awarded in the summer

of 1947 because no Matriculation

candidates were eligible. Therefore

applications are now invited from

students living in Military District

No. 3, who were prisoners of war or

are the descendants of prisoners of

war. If there are no candidates un-

der the first condition, the Scholar-

ship will be open to war veterans or

descendants of such living in Mili-

tary District No. 3. Applications

should be in the hands of the Regis-

trar by January 15th.

Jessop Will Address
j

Sunday Hour Jan. 11
j

Queen's Sunday hours will con-

1

tinue to be a feature this term, with

two scheduled for January, two for

l-ebruary, and a Baccalaureate Ser-

vice in March.

The first 1948 Sunday Hour will

take place this Sunday at 3,30 in

Graiit Hall, under the direction of

the Rev. A. M. Laverty, Queen's

chaplain. Dr. T. E, Jessop, depart-

ment of philosophy. University Col-

lege, Hull, England, will give the

address. Dr. Jessop is the first lec-

turer to come out to Queen's under

the terms of the Dunning Trust

Fund. Dr. Wallace will read the

first lesson. Ken Phin die second,

The Reverend Edward D. Eddy,

Associate Director of Religious

Work at Cornell University, will be

the Preacher at the Sunday Hour

on Feb. 22.

Notice to Veterans

Will any student veteran

who is repeating his year at

his own expense please re-

port to the Office of Veter-

ans' Adviser in the Gym at

his earliest convenience. This

is to your own advantage.

Dr. Reed Elected Chairman
iJr, 1 1. B. Reed, professor of

bacteriology at Queen's Univer-

sity, was elected chairman of the

Fisheries Research Board of

Canada at the concluding session

of a five-day convention held in

Ottawa receiitlx-.

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

We corry a complete ronge of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

J6S Princess Street

SCM Fireside
|

The eleven Queen's delegates to!

the Kansas Conference will report
|

on their e.\pcrience and impressions
j

[at a fireside to be held Sunday

evening. Led by Hilda lienson of

the Conference planning committee,

the meeting will take place at 8.30

:it die home uf P. G, C. Campbell,

I

east wing of Principal's Residence.

Student CCF Club
.\ general meeting of the Stu-

dents CCF Club will be held Mon-

day evening, 7.30 p.m., in Sinclair's

I

i-iall, 3&0 Barrie, for discussion of

I Model Parliament issues. Prof.

l,\l. C. Urt|iihart will speak.

for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

I

189 Ontario St.

1621 Princess. Qt Albert Phone 6942

j

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
I

Sporting Goods and

i

Hardware
!

CRFSJ WORK OF ALL KINDS
I
-TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD- SAGE

^^^^ c4m€es drij scalp

SYMPTOMS: itchy feel-*

iog; dandmff; dry, brit-

llc hair; loose hairs on

comb or bnisb. Unless

checked tuay cause

baMncsa.

AFTER CONVOCATION Mrs. Roosevelt is seen speaking to Pnncipa'
Wallace and A.M.S. President Phin while medical Dean Melvin, Dunning!
lecturer Dr. jessop. theology Principal Kent and science Dean Ellis look oih;

Mrs. Roosevelt's Speech
said that there could be no peace un-

til the economic situation was sta-

bilized. "Anyone who has seen

some of the countries of Europe

nmst realize that there, where we

did not use the atom bomb, we still

did a very good job of dcstniction."

she went on.

Spe[ikin,L; nf \W niacliitir-ry -ii up

by tlie L'nitL-d .Xaii'ms c!iaru-r, Mr-.

Kuiisevell had this In .s.iy. "'riie

L iiited -Variiins is Uie mily nuichin-

,
ery we have. \\'e cannot hope i"

change it quickly." She said she

was heartened by seeing how agree-

ment was readied by jK-ople in the

L nitetl Xation.s wlu> licld conipleie-

Iv (lilliTLiit viewpoints.

Need Dreams, Confidence

*lf you young people started out

without dreams nr confidence." she

.-aid. "von winiMn'l 'x^vX \'cr\ f;ir."

That is the tliiiiy that \\.irM >tati.--

men must remenilifr. ?he said, when

ilicv come to face prnblems in the

L'nited X'ations.

"We must know, first, in wh;tt

we believe. W'e have to be al)le

lo define what we mean by a

deiiiucnitic nation . , . and be

willing tn do vuhmiarily what

others do Xxom compulsion."'

Mrs, Roosevelt said that both

member thai we in the United Na-

tions cannot carry any more weight

I ill the I'X I thaTi what we do at

home pro\'es as our standard."

A Change in the World

Speaking of the Human
flights Commission, uf which

sIk- is a niemhcr, Mrs. Roose-

\eit said. "Little liy little we

are spelling out the rights of

hnman beings . . . which will

mal;e a cliange in the whole

World, anil brin;.; people lo a le-

vel which thcv never dreamed

of in the past."

She said liiai the results coining

om of tlie Commission have no legal

\:\:\ liiii.'. but every time a nation

;i^n- llic cnnvi-ntiuTi it has the same

le^;;il liiii'iin;^ liiat a treaty

has. Mx' L-.siilLiincd that natiniis

signing nmst change their own !a\\-

iLi cnm'orni tn the declaration.

"( inc i.f the things we should iry-

tLi lid nur-eh-es." she said, "is the

priiMcni Ml ,li-.]il,ufil piTsun- in fin-

their present situu

rate as citizens uf

,

finally takes them,"

rope . . . Fverv year tbey remain in

In conclusion. Mrs. Roosevelt

said, "Now if our generation falls

Govt. Agency

Aids Job-seekers;

Liaison OFhce Here
Queen's graduates looking for

permanent employment this
spring, and undergrads in search

of part-time summer employment
will probably get a good deal

of assistance in their job-search-

ing from a governmental agency

with country-wide facilities for

getting together the employer

and the employee. The agency

the E.secutive and Professional

division of the National Employ-
ment Service.

R, C. McNeill, representa-

tive of the ESfP division,

who visited Queen's campus
shortly before the holidays

for the purpose of cementing

connectiuns between NES
and the Queen's Employment
Service, ontlined to The
Journal what his division

could do for students.

Organized two years ago, the

FS:P division has a telety]>e-con-

ni i.ied network of offices in five

iiMjur cilie- acrnss Canada to

disiributc information on the per-

.sonnel needs of any employer,

large or small. The same net-

work circulatt"^ tlie qualifications

nf all applicants, and through ad-

vertisements and close relations

between NES and employers

places the applicant where he
wants to go,

Liaison In Kingston

Besides the five main offices

of the ESiP division in Moncton,
Montreal. Toronto, Winiiipegand
\ ancon\er, there are represent-

atives in nearly 20 NES offices

across Canada. Liaison officer

in Kingston for the F&f^ divi-

sion is William Farrcil. wlm lia.

established close .niinc^ lion.- witli

H. J. Hairiilton. he.id of Qneen's
iuiipkiymcnt Ser\ice

CHORUS GIRLS

All girls interested in be-

ing in the chorus of the all

Queen's Revue are asked to

come to the audition being

held in Ban Righ Hall Com-

mon Room this afternoon at

1.00 p.m.

Classified Ads
FOUND

In Grant Hall on Monday night, 1

puree (change purse) with money.

Owner may have same by paying foe

this ad. and picking up purse at Post

Office.

ENTERTAINMENT
Dancing every Saturday night 9 p.m-

to midnight at the Rainbow Ballroom,

OddfcUows Building, next to the BUt-

more Theatre. Featured is the superb

music of Dicli Edney and his orchestra

with vocals by Chuck Saunders, Cab-

aret style — couples only — soft lights

— sweet music. A swell spot for Hiat

Saturday night party.

Meet the gang at Artie's Party every

Saturday afternoon at the Rainbow
Ballroom. Dancing 3-5 p.m. Artie of

radio's Artie's Party as M.C. Lots of

laughs, fun, and free recorda. Admis-
sion 35 cents; 50 cents per couple.

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

ESTAB.Iftl8

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

K-y deU'nn-

inirv w hicli

Ru,-Han and vvesiern democracies' down on the job, then we are

delL-aus to the United Nations ' lacking, not only in imagination.

MAKE A HIT WITH HANDSOME HAIR!

'Vaseline' Hair Tonic supplementu the

natural scalp oils to keep your Bcalp in

condition, hair always good-looking and

easily groomed. Largest selling hair prepa-

ration in the world. It's economical, too.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC

economic

individual.

iki sucial rights

but that Rusjiai

i;roiind ti"^ character and spirit

'••i ilic which developed our nations and

„[ iiit-
brought them to the point where

j

they stand out as potential lead-

no conception or faith in Western ers of the world.

ideas of frec<loin uf speech, of reli

gion, or of political action

"I hope that you will individu-

,
ally succeed, but that in succeed-

She warned though, that at home ing you will always have in mind

we must live according to the prin- that the success is only valuable

ciples which we profess at United today which carries with it ser-

Nations meetings. "We should re- i vice to the world as a whole."

YOU NEVER GAMBLE ON A

DOVER VALUE

Special Clearance of

Our Fine Dovercoats

FRI. and SAT.

Reg. to $4750 for $3400

Reg. to $6950 for $4S00

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men

• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women

• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

^^"^"^"^
103 Princess St.

Phone 63 S)

BUTTON-DOWN-COLLAR SHIRTS

BY ARROW

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES

GORD BOND IILL ELLIOTT
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IntramuraU

Bews Clues
BY CURRIE

The '48 intramural sports sea-

son has broken into full swing

again with bowling and water-

polo taking the spotlight. Year

cage quintets will go into action

on Monday while the intramural

pucksters will take the ice at

the Arena on Wednesday. Also

on tap is the handball tourna-

ment which is scheduled to begin

on Jan. 31, with entries closing

on the 14th.

Bowling

Science '50 copped the bowling

championship from Meds '50 in

the prc-holiday playoffs at the

Bowladrome. In the interfaculty

scene, the victor of the Sc-Meds

clash will fight it out with Arts

on Saturday for top laurels.

—Arts '49—3488 points.

High single—Jo Hope—Arts
'49—380 points.

High triple—G. Erickson—'49

—881 points.

Waterpolo

Science 'SO shut out Arts "50

Wednesday night by a 2 to 0

count in the waterpolo semi-

finals and will play off against

Arts '51 on Friday to decide the

championship. The tussle, a re-

play of a pre-Christmas over-

time 2-all tie, featured a stand

out performance by Len Morg

ante, who scored both Science

"50 goals, one from the centre of

the pool.

Interfaculty competition will

begin today with the Arts mer-

RIVERDALE GRADS TO
TEST CAGERS TONIGHT

During the '47 season, high men opposing Science to decide

scores were as follows :
|
who will play off against Meds

High team score for one game for the crown.

GAELS SEEK
NEW TALENT

In order to build up the

Queen's hockey team to a peak

of efficiency and effectiveness,

the coaching and managerial

staffs of ilie three teams have

asked The Journal to help in

bringing out more talent. There-

fore any and all hockey players

are still welcome at the Jock

Harty Arena. There are un-

doubtedly many players still un-

discovered and probably some of

them still in hiding. Up till -now

wc have uncovered some of them

ami are publishing their names
liL-low. These we ask to see

either the coach of the team or

the manager and discuss the pos-

sibility of coming out and bolst-

ering the ranks of the Junior. In-

termediate, or Senior teams.

W'ith more reser\'e strength and

keener competition we could have

a much stronger contender for

the Intercollegiate title.

The following is a list of those

the coaches would especially like

to see in the next few days :

Frank Boucher, R. J. Davy, J

Mctiee, Roy Sadler, W. H. Sly

J. H. Sullivan. J. W. Birney, J

O. Landry, Harry Dick. Bill Bell

Ross McKelvey, J. H. Suther-

land, Reidnick. Naieghtis, Bon-

aid, Carmichael, Buckley.

Levana

Sportsreel
BADMINTON ; To catch up

oil late '47 news, it was Dottie

Wilson who deserved congratu-

lations for capturing top place

in the Levana singles tourna-

ment. Her immediate runner-up

was Fufi Stevens, with Glenna

Julian and Betty Morrison semi-

finalists.

The doubles tournament starts

Friday, so be sure to check the

lists at Ban High to find the

schedule, and get your game

played off on time.

BASKETBALL : Intramural

games are being played this term

un Thursday nights and Satur-

day afternoons. This Saturday

at 5 p.m.. Nursing Science clial-

lenges Levana '50. and Levana '48

plays '49. The intramural finals

will be played the following Sat-

urday.

In the inter -city league.

Queen's A defeated the new
Headquarters team decisively be-

fore [he liolidays. Well ahead

in the league, their next game
is Jan. 15 in the Queen's gj-m

against Queen's B. This will be

one of the best city games, with

the line-ups as follows i

Queen's A—B. Clarke, C. Bennett,
P. Gardiner. J. Keougli, M. Rcid, J.

Truckeiibrodt, M, Blasick, B. McRac,
H. Scliaus.

Queen's B—F. Cramer, W. Dowler,
D. O'Brien. J. Stewart. M. Wtlch, N.
Ciialmers, J. WHuiticr, M. Shepherd,

J. Grcenlees, M. Edwards.

By Bruce Williams

The Queen's Seniors play host

to the highly rated Riverdale

Grads this Saturday night in the

gymnasium. Although the Gaels

have dropped their first two

starts their play in these games

sliowed that better basketball is

forthcoming.

Gaels will lake the floor as

tlic underdogs come Saturday

night, giving up about ten years

experience per man, on the av-

erage, but that fighting Queen's

spirit may be able to put the

damper on the more experienced

Grads.

Gaels will be without the serv

ices of Bob Schock, promising

centre, and Joe Bland, flashy

forward, for the remainder of the

season. This means that an extra

load will have to be borne by

their teammates. Much of the

weight will fall on the shoulders

of capable Bob Hivband {see pic-

ture). Bob is a freshman and

has turned in superlative per-

formances to date. Johnny El-

ford, another freshman, is a

smooth player and when he

breaks out and finds the range

he will be very hard to stop in-

deed. Norm Dobbins and Orm
Weir, last year's stalwarts at

Guard, will be on hand to parry

the offensive thrusts of the Grads.

Riverdale Grads have

ill a row and then lost the Do-

minion senior title in the finals.

These players need no intro-

duction to the avid fan. 'Shag'

plays guard and has seen service

with Simpson Grads, Navy and

Toronto Tip Tops.

Toronto will also use Jack

Graham, an ex-Bloor Collegiate

player who starred for West End

Y last year, at guard. Cliff Bricker

who played for the ,*Lrmy out

west and played for the Broad-

view Y Dominion Junior cham-

pions in '42 and Mac Morrisson

who played for CornwalHs Navy

and .-\ssuniption College.

Ed Link is the Grads' starry

centre. He scored 16 points in the

Grads last game. Jake Edmiston, a

Riverdale Collegiate graduate and

HAL'S

SIDELINES

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

impressive linc-iip of veterai

basketeers. One name that wil

be familiar to Queen's basketball

fans is that of Bill Devitt. Bill

was the main cog in the Tricolour

machine, '45-'46.

'Shag' Park, Dave Maxwell.

Ken Bnndy and Bill Devitt were

tL-ammates on the old Simpsni,

Grads that won the Dominion

Junior championship two year-

The first week back at school finds sports activity running

at its highest peak. Last night the powerful Varsity aggregation

led by such stalwarts as Don Bark and Lee Turcott grappled with

the Tricolour. Both teams just recently returned from touring

either the United States or Canada and were in the peak of

condition.

Varsity, champions of the Intercollegiate last year, encoun-

tered strong opposition when they ran up against the American

Olympic team and met a very decisive 7-4 defeat. This loss kind

of killed the idea of sending an intercollegiate team to the Olympics

to represent Canada. A sportswriter in Montreal quickly rose to

the defense of the intercollegiate league and offered an alternative

suggestion, that being to pick an all star team from the Toronto

and McGill clubs. This, however, seems to have fallen through.

By the way, it was dicovered just a few days ago that Dick Ball,,

the former starry goaltender of last year's Varsity "Blues", would

be unable to play goal for the Canadian entry in the Olympics

due to a lung condition. This was quite a blow to the team for

Mr. Ball is one of the outstanding Canadian goaltenders in amateur

hockey.

The Gaels finished their tour in the north country with two

wins and two losses. The two wins came with the first two games

and then as the team began to tire from the gruelling schedule they

dropped a close one the next night. After that the Tricolor, by

now a thoroughly battle weary crew, came up against the Sudbury

All-Stars but were unable to stand the gaff and lost 7-5.

Since this is being written before the Varsity game all I can

say is I hope that Mr. Coles of the Toronto "Varsity" was more

pleased with the Tricolor's game of shinny. Frankly, I hope the

Gaels shove the puck down Varsity's throat.

In This.

Corner By

Lloyd Woods

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

NEW LEAGUE
I^^OR SEAGULLS
Queen's hockey fans will now

have the opportunity to witness

the intermediates in a newly

formed inter-collegiate loop. This

wiil be the first time that the in-

tercollegiate intermediate hockey

league ha'^ been organised in

Eastern Ontario. With the start

of intermediate hockey, five teams

have been entered in the loop.

They are Carleton College. Otta-

wa University, St. Patrick's Col-

lege, McGill and Queen's.

Undoubtedly there will be a

play-off between the Eastern On-
tario champs against the West-
ern Ontario champs for tlie in-

termediate title.

This intermediate club will

probably be a boon to the senior

entry as it forms a temporarv

farm system for Queen's. I f

Gene Chouinard needs players he

will not have to make an appeal

to the students to come out to

play hockey, but rather he will

be able to promote players from

tlie inlL-rmediates.

GEOROE FREDHIC

SCORER HUBAND
Cager Bob scores again. Like Orme
Weir, this flashy frosh is an outstand-

ing performer.

centre for the Toronto Indians in

the O.R.F.U., will also be on hand

to show his wares to the Queen's

fans.

The |)lay in Saturday night's

game should be fast and smooth

and the type that all those pres-

ent will be able to enjoy.

LOCKETTS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, Crc

and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchonged

The wrestling team suffered a rude setback during the holi-

days when it was learned that our wrestling coach, Doug Miles,

has been lost to the team. An employee of the Department of

Agriculture, lie has been transferred to the Picton area and will

be unable to carry on his coaching duties here. Doug, .arrived

iiere this year and cjnickly established himself as a top-flight in-

structor by combining enthusiasm with a sound knowledge of the

mat game. It appeared that the hard-working Miles was the shot

11 the arm that was needed to revive wrestling on the campus but

It U not to be. He was reluctant to give up the reins of a team

V, hii h in his own words was a championship contender but a pro-

motion which was connected with the switch was the clincher.

Vince Politi, of Meds '50, and a veteran of two intercollegiate cam-

l^igns, has taken over the team until a replacement can be secured.

It is a severe blow to our chances but the material for a winner is

' there and we expect it to show in spite of this setback.

Alibi Department

The water polo season is over and the final tabulations showed

the Tricolour resting in the cellar, a spot the red, gold and blue

has seen altogether too much of lately. Before the trunks are put

in the muth balls we would like to put in a few words on behalf

of the swimmers who toiled so hard in a losing cause. Few people

are aware that the team wa.s without a coach until the eve of the

first league game with Varsity. At that time Al Orr, himself a

student and a member of the team, assumed command and guided

the team for the remainder of the schedule. The team's lack of

early organization was apparent when they ran up against the

superb hall handling, accurate passing, and good condition of the

well organized McGill aggregation which they ran up against down

in Montreal.

This may well be received as an alibi but we felt that the results

of the season required a little qualifying on behalf on an outfit

which worked hard iinilcr trying conditions.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL* SUPPI^IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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Informal D
For "Night

ress IS Stylish

in a Thousand
//

The Arts Formal, scheduled for

Friday, Jan. 23, will feature sweet

music by Boyd Valleau and his or-

chestra. In a letter to Queen'snien,

Boyd states, ".
, , the basic style

of iny band is commercial, with ar-

rangements that tend to copy the

old Glen Miller band, yet try to

liring in the new ideas of such bands

as Les Brown, Elliot Lawrence and

, . . Boyd Raeburn."

The band has three vocalists.

Shirley Harnier, "the baby of the

band", is sixteen years old.

The Formal Committee is

stressing the optional dress

arrangement. Since students

are being charged nine-fifty

for a set of tails for the night,

business suits will be quite in

order.

Although the Formal will have an

Arabian setting, it is "not a thou-

sand and one nights, but one night

in a thousand", states the committee.

.Attractive favours will he handed

mit to the ladies. Refreshments will

lie served throughout the evening,

:ind will "he of the same high stan-

<br(J as the rest of the dance."

Tickets are still available at the

Post Office, at five dollars per
couple.

Award Made To

Graham George

For Ballet Music
l-)r. Graham George, assistant

I'rofessor of music, was one of

live Canadian winners of $100

I'rizes offered by the Composers,

Authors and Publishers Associa-

lim of Canada, for compositions

t'f serious music. The awards

Were aniiiiunced on Monday by

"^ir Eriiesl -MacMillan, chairman

"f the board of juiiges.

The winning comjjosition was

'be ballet "Jabberwocky". first

presented last summer at Queen's

''y llic Summer Symi)bony Or-

'Iiestra under Dr. George's dir-

''^lion, and by students of the

''diet course at Summer School.

-Main purpose of the awards

to fifain a performance of the

''orlv. In the past, the winning

omijo&itions have been aired

over the CBC,

NCSV Delegates

Report To Vets

On Thursday
All student-vets on the campus,

whether in favour of veterans' or-

ganization on the campus or not,

are expected to attend a meeting of

veterans in Grant Hall on Thurs-

day, January 15, at 7 p.m. There

they will hear the full report of the

Queen's delegation to the NCSV
Conference held in Toronto during

the Christmas break.

Main purpose of the meet-

ing, however, is to get vet-

erans' opinion by ballot on

the following questions:

• Establishment of a Veterans"

Committee of the A.M.S.

•Continued support of the Na-

tional Council of Student Veterans.

•Affiliation of NCSV with the

Canadian Legion.

Two talks of vital interest will

also be heard. DV.'\ Loan Policy

and Administration will be explain-

ed by Vets Adviser Dr. \V. D. Mac-

Clement, and H. J. Hamilton will

speak oti Summer and Graduate

Employment.

The connnittee says it is in the

interest of all veterans to come

to this meeting;.

ABC HAS DEFICIT,

BAD SYSTEM RAPPED
The Athletic Board of Control

has run up a deficit of $4,108.39, ac-

cording to a rough estimate submit-

ted by the auditor to the full Board

meeting last Saturday night. Last

summer a deficit of $4,350.00 was

budgeted for the current session,

and indications are that this will not

be exceeded. Mr. Neil Hay, chair

man of the finance committee ex-

plained that it was decided to bud-

get for a deficit, as the final payment

on the gymnasium debt will be

made this year, With the student

athletic fee remaining at twelve dol

lars, the Board will have more

money at its disposal in the future,

and it was considered unwise to

c\irtail activities this year, when a

deficit incurred could be made up at

a later date.

Mayor Stuart Crawford rocked

the meeting by announcing that he

felt the AB of C was being gypped

of three or four thousand dollars a

year through inefficient ticket col-

lections. He attributed the drain to

the complete lack of a systetn of in-

ternal checks. Col. Jemmett agreed

to form a committee to investigate

the situation, and report on the ad-

visability of setting up such a sys-

tem, probably involving the installa-

tion of turnstiles and ticket destroy-

ers al the rink and the stadium.

The meeting also considered the

possibility of cutting down the ex-

penses of teams playing away games.

Philosopher Gives

First Speech Wed.
principal Wallace has an-

nounced that the first Dun-

ning Trust Lecture will be

delivered by Professor T. E.

Jessop of University College.

Hull, tomorrow morning at

M.07 in Grant Hall. Classes

will be withdrawn for the

hour.

Subject of the address will

be "The Rise and Fall of

Freedom."

The Dunning Trust was

established in honour of

Chancellor C. A. Dunning "to

promote understanding and

appreciation of the supreme

importance of the dignity,

freedom and responsibility of

the individual person in hu-

man society."

All students are warmly in-

vited to attend this lecture.

CALL TO THINK IS|SOUNDED
BY SUNDAY HOUR SPEAKER

SCHEDULE
The following engagements

have already been made for

Professor Jessop:

Tues., Jan. 13 — evening —
at Collins House.

Wed., Jan. 14 — 11 a.m. —
Grant Hall — "The Rise

and Fall of Freedom." (All

classes cancelled.)

Thurs.. Jan. 15 — evening —
International R e 1 a t i ons

Club, Public Affairs Club.

Fri., Jan. 16 - Mon,. Jan. 19

— in Toronto with Student

Christian Movement of

Canada.

Mon., Jan. 19 — 8 p.m. —
Convocation Hall — Lec-

ture: "The Vindication of

Freedom."

'Wed.. Jan. 21 — 6.30 p.m. —
Grant Hall — Dinner un-

der the auspices of Kiwanis

Club.

Sat., Jan. 24 — 3.00 p.m. —
Advisory Committee and

Student Executive, S.C.M.

Mon., Jan. 26 — 8 p.m. —
Convocation Hall — Lec-

ture: "Freedom and Social

Order."

Dr. T. E. Jessop is a man of

wide experience and high repu-

tation. He possesses the degrees

of M.A. and B. Litt. He has been

Professor of Philosophy at Hull

since 1928. He is a Fellow of the

British Psychological Society and

was Donellan Lecturer at Trin-

ity College at Dublin in 1942.

During the First World War,

Dr. Jessop was twice wounded,

and won the Military Cross. In

World War IL he gave almost

his full time to helping as a civi-

lian in the educational and chap-

laincy services of the Army and

the RAF, after being rejected by

the Army. Received the OBE in

1944.

Science '44 Co-op

Seeks New Members
The Science '44 Co-operative

is seeking new members who may
take up residence in the fall of

194S. Its object has been to

provide room and board at low

cost for students. In the past

year the rate was nine dollars

per week.

The co-operative consists

of 55 members, — two men's

homes, one women's and a com-

mon dining room with 26 extra

"mealers."

Application forms for ahout 20

\-ai;am:ic:- ik-xI i:'!!. -Imuld !><. "h-

taiiied iiuw fri.>m tlit Uut'tn'- iVi^l

Office or at Collins House.

"How can we develop the kind

of society our hearts hunger for

when we think so little, and

when we do think, think of such

\
petty things?" asked Dr. T. E.

i Jessop. first Dunning Trust lec-

;
turer, speaking for the first time

' to Queen's students at the Sun-

! day Hour in Grant Hall.

The text of Dr. Jessop's ser-

mon was taken from St. Paul's

Epistle to the Philippians
—

"Fi-

nally brethren, whatsoever things

are true, whatsoever things are

honest, whatsoever things are

just, whatsoever things are pure,

whatsoever things are lovely,

wliatsoever things are of good re-

port, if there be any virtue and

if there be any praise, think on

these things."

"The world is too hurried to

do its own thinking," said Dr.

Jessop, who held that there was

no heavier responsibility than

thinking for the guidance of other

people. "Thinking is the stu-

dent's business," he said, . , our

quite peculiar function."

The Professor of Philosophy

from University College in Hull,

England, said that there has been

an error among many Protestants

who think that to be redeemed

is merely to behave better. "We
have to upset the false narrow-

ness that says we can think as

we like," said Dr. Jessop.

Divided, Synthesized Life

He said that St. Paul's

text is esjiecially appropri-

ate because it embodies the

rf-.i.iL,'riition that we grow to

resLTuljle what we think

about. He said that we have

divided, synthesized our life,

Ste Call To Think, p. 5

MILITARY STRENGTH HELPS G. B. TRADE,
PALESTINE RULING RIGHT SAYS JESSOP

HIGH COMMISSIONER
AT ARTS BANQUET
Sir Alexander Clutterbuck.

High Commissioner for the

United Kingdom in Canada,

will be the guest speaker at

the annual Arts Society ban-

quet in the LaSalle Hotel

next Tuesday, It is expected

Sir Alexander will talk on

p r e s e n t-day conditions in

Great Britain.

Impressive in his wealth of

knowledge, and convincing in his

rationahty and sureness of opin-

ion is Dr. T. E. Jessop. The 52-

year-old Dunning Trust lecturer,

professor of philosophy at Uni-

versity College, Hull, England,

has at his fingertips a wealth of

knowledge which tends to amaze

his audience, and which gives his

views an undeniable authenticity.

Medium-built, graying Dr.

jessop comments on subjects

ranging from trade to adult

education to anti-Red hys-

teria without any tinge of

personal ])rejudice. He knows

the f.ict^ and builds up a

judgment from there.

The a\ erage Britisher holds no

opinion about Canada, Dr. jessop

stated. "He is too occupied with

the everyday details of life. He

hasn't the leisure time to think

about his cousins abroad. . . . The

newspapers are cramped for

space ;
empire news, and even

home news are very poorly re-

By Bill

ported . . . "alt the talk is about

the American loan. Peo])le don't

talk about tlie Canadian loan,

since it went oft smoothly . . .

The only things that are discus-

sed are the things that go wrong."

•Would you attribute the pre-

sent economic crisis in Britain to

the Labour Government?

"The situation is mainly due to

dislocations uf World War I aggra-

vated by the Second World War,

Any government which came to

power would have had a Herculean

task, imprecedented in magnitude.

. . . Of course, many feel that the

present government gave too much

attention to the ideological pro-

grams, when it was working from a

large majority in the House but

from a small majority of voters . .

."

Dr. Jessop docs not believe that

Britain has made a mistake in main-

taining t h e army at its present

strength. In fact, he feeU that there

has been too much demobilization,

that without military strength, Bri-

tain's trade will suffer.

Bauer

•Is Britain morally justified in

making trade agreements with

Russia and her sateUites?

"Yes. Since political agree

ment appears impossible, and

since Russia's cooperation is

necessary for world peace, it

seems that trade is the only

means to cooperation . . . What

we want from Russia—grain

and lumber—we need badly:

the machinery we supply to

Russia is needed for a stable

economy ... It is strictly a

business proposition . .

."

•Was the UN partition of Pa-'

lestine the best decision pos-

sible?

"Under the circumstances, it was

'he best agreement which could be

made. Since the end of the war,

the matter has been allowed to slide

. . . The inhabitants of Cyprus re-

seTit the presence of the Jewish in-

ternees. They feel that they are be-

in& fed by Cyprus, which is not the

case . . . Cyprus would like to unite

with Greece, and must be pacified."

•Is anti-Red feeling strong in

England?

"No. It is very difficult for the

British to become hysterical at any

time . . , There are nn hard icdiu^s

against the Russians . . The press

has played down the Russian ques-

tion, since it does not feel that ad-

ditional fat should be thrown on

the fire. We have enough trouble

without meeting trouble half way."

Dr. Jessop feels that political

wrongs in a democracy are due to

a lack of educatiuii, not a lack of

decency. Political education of the

public is neglected, he feels. He
mentioned the aduU education pro-

gram in Britain which is trying to

remedy the sitiiation. "We have a

good press in Britain, but the people

read the popular press, which is not

good." He feels that secondary

school students cannot be taught a

great deal of politics, since "politics

involves human nature, and those

students are not old enough to un

derstand that sufficiently."

11 Queen*smen

At SCM Meet

In Kansas City

Eleven Queen's delegates
travelled to the campus of the

University of Kansas during the

holidays to join with 1,850 uni-

versity students and professors

from all over the world at a con-

ference on "Christian Frontiers,"

sponsored jointly by the SCM o£

Canada and its opposite number

in the United States, the Student

Volunteer Movement.

The conference's crowded

five-day schedule consisted of

sptecbcs li-om various nationals

about the sittiation in their

country—the international out-

look of their country and its

missionary and general needs.

Discussion on many topics was

held by study groups of 15 stu-

each, under student lead-

Firesides, more infor-

lalks, bible study, and
round table discussions were

also carried out.

An outstanding group of speakers

addressed the conference: Dr. John

R. Mott, founder of the World

Council of Churches; Congressman

Walter Judd. M.D., fonner mis-

sionary to China; Rev. David Bur-

gess, a labor union organizer in the

southern textile industry; and Rev.

James Robinson, -Negro pastor of

the Church of the Master in New

York City.

Queen's students Mabel Archer,

Ethel Patterson, Janet Trucken-

brodt, Margaret Vannest, Tom

Sec "Frontiers," p. S

dent:

ership.

mal
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More than one half of the students of Queen's are veterans.

Because we feel they should give close attention to the prt^sent

agitation for higher grants and the other related matters

discussed at the National Council of Student Veterans we

print here the views of the chairman of the Queen's delega-

tion to the conference. Brnce E. Morgan.

A CALL TO THE VETS . . .

Is there a real need for a Veterans' Organization on the Queen's

campus? For the third and last time this question is being brought

to the fore. Before I advance our arguments perhaps it would be

well to examine the two objections that have been raised to the

establishment of such an organization in the past.

First, most veterans feel that a veterans' organization

would only duplicate the work done by various social clubs

already on the campus. If the veteran wants to join a

campus organization, he may find clubs to satisfy practi-

cally any interest he may have without forming one of his

own.

Second, the general opinion of Queen's men and women

is rightly against fraternities of any sort as being both

undemocratic and undesirable.

We are fully in agreement with these sentiments. Yet in the

past two and a half years problems peculiar to the veterans have

arisen and will continue to rise. All that has been done to solve

these problems has been the sending of two delegations to N.C.S.V.

Conferences. This situation, we feel, merits a decided change in

policy and this is our .'iuggestion.

Already in the constitution of the A.M.S. there is pro-

vision for a Veterans" Committee. As yet there has been no

one, to our knowledge, appointed to this Committee as

veteran representative in spite of almost 60'yt of the campus

being ex-service.

We feel tiiat the implementation of this Committee could do

much good in bringing the problems nf the student veterans to the

attention of the government, through cooperation with N.C.S.V.

The only indication of the tlovernment realization of the financial

difficulties of students to date has been in response to briefs pre

sented by the Council of Student Veterans.

In reading the press reports On the last day of our recent con-

ferences, an item was noted that reported D.V..A. as waiting for

specific signs of need before taking any action regarding the cost

of living bonus. We have a case of this sort in hand which we are

sending to the N.C.S.V. to present with their brief at Ottawa. We
need a committee to continue to collect this information. Already

a few (les.'i than 10) student's have had to leave university because

of financial need. According tn our survey many more students are

foreseeing a prematvire end to their education unless further finan-

cial aid be forthcoming.

In cooperation with the Veterans' committees of other

universities, we can play our part in acquainting the general

public with the justice of our demand. There is a feeling

outside university that our recent demands for an increased

living allowance is "just another pension group asking for

more money that the taxpayer must pay out." Unless the

student veterans can convince these people that an increase

in our allowance is not just another demand, but an essential

safeguard to an investment of several thousand dollars per

student we shall have little public support.

The National Council of Student \'etcrans has done a great

deal of work in support of student veterans acri)ss Canada. We at

Queen's have had whatever benefits have been derived from their

efforts and yet, apart from lending moral support by attending their

conferences once a year we have yet to take an active part in their

work. It is time that Queen's, whose attendance of more than a

thousand veterans rates her as ime of the five major student veteran

universities in Canada, began to realize her responsibilities.

We have met with some opposition both from those who refused

to attend our veterans' meetings in the past, and from some 5%
of the students who answered our survey. M'e prefer to think that

the majority of these disapproved of our participation in the N.C.S.V.

conference on the basis of probable ineffectiveness to these veterans.

We say that it is our firm belief that our only chance of success lies

in the cooperative effort of all student veterans to clearly demon-
strate to the government and the public that our education is in

real jeopardy. Working individually has cost a few students their

education already. It is our responsibility to see that this does not

recur, even though we may not individually foresee the possibility

of having to cut short our own university education.

We ask every veteran to come to our next meeting.

DUEL FOR THE SUN

Artist Chloe McLeod's impression of the sculptural group "Stalemate" by
English sculptor Barrett now on view at the Whitney MuGeum in New York.

Here is o game of chess for cosmic

stokes

With two topsecret polepartcd

meanings

For the common set of rules

And the common terms

—

Two come-on cominterns.

Crouching, tense with bitterness

With envy, with despair, with hate

They face ocross the board

—

The Proletyronny

The Piutobourgoisity

Each inscrutable.

See the two mighty ones

Armed in ongulor attrition

Crossing their purposes before they

come to them.

Only in theory is the game

Now played as it was played be-

fore.

The chivalrie ond the kings de-

parted;

theThe bishops are removed;

castles rotted out.

One pawn remains

To be pushed around in turn.

It is called everyman.

And when one ployer moves it

He colls the move

Democratic

And crys the other's move malevo-

lent

- Imperialistic.

This too they do in turn

Interminobly.

The game will only end

When one side or the other,

Moved by fear.

Upsets the board.

Or when the kibitzers of the world

Unite.

Ha ho.

y^^^*5^^Q[J[_p This is the first of a new series of articles in which professors and stu-

dents will give their opinions on important questions in the field of current affairs. We'd like

Journal readers to tell us whether they like this ond also to suggest future topics.

JEW vs ARAB
Thirty-one years ago, the British government promised to give

world Jewry a national home in Palestine. This was a simple

enough promise, but in the way of its fulfillment stood the fact

that Arabs bad been living in the country for something like two

thousand years. Here was the essential conflict of interests that

brought about the Palestine problem.

The latest attempt to solve this problem came late last year

when the United Nations decided to partition Palestine into separ-

ate Jewish and Arab states. The two quotations below show clearly

how lews and .'Xrabs reacted to this move:

Samuel Zachs, president, United Zionist Council of

Canada : "This is a jubilant day for Jewry — Living in their

own State, the Jews of Palestine will thus be enabled to con-

tribute in full measure to the world from their rich culture."

Editorial, "The Canadian Arab": "Once more all Arab

nations have been betrayed by the selfish interests of so-

called "Big Nations." — The whole picture of the Holy

Land — has been torn into shreds by the shameful decision

of the United Nations in November when small nations

were high-pressured into the partition fold by Jewish pro-

paganda,"

In Palestine itself, these strong words were translated into

action, and now British, Arabs and Jews are once more battling

each other with machine guns, bombs and armoured cars.

With this situation in mind, the Journal asked two professors

and two students to give brief answers to the following questions:

•Do you think that the U.N.'s decision to partition

Palestine was the best thing that could have been done

under the circumstances?

•Do you think that the U.N. should take steps to en-

force its decision by military force?

"Any Alternative Equally Poor"

Dr. W. A. Mackintosh, Dean of Arts, professor of economics,

and head of the school of Commerce and Administration, said the

decision was a wise one in that an_

equally poor.
1

The jews are reasonably content with the decision, while the

.\rabs would be satisfied with nothing less than the complete exclu-

sion of Jews from Palestine.

Now thai the U.N. has made this decision, it slmnUl take stei)s

tcj enforce it. Law and order must he 'maintained, ll this is not

done, no future U.N. ruling will be regarded as important by other

countries. If this particular decision is flouted by the Jews and

Arabs, it will be regarded as a sign nf weakness in the U.N.

"Little Prospect of Agreement"
Dr. A. R. M. Lower, professor of history: "Speaking as an

amateur and an outsider, I would say that any scheme endorsed by

my friend Pearson (Lester B. Pearson, Deputy Minister of External

.Affairs) wimld he the best possible one under the circumstances,

because I wouldn't know enough to devise a better one.

The world could have been saved much trouble if some decision

could have been made years ago before the controversy became so

sharp. The present decision involves a choice of evils, and is just

a rough compromise which may or may not accomplish anything.

If the U.N. makes a decision, it had better be prepared to

enforce it. But I can see very little prospect of sufficient agreement

at Lake Success to bring about some kind of enforcement agreement.

How would military force be used? What would be the nationality

of the commander-in-chief?

It might be that if the great powers would keep "hands off,"

the relatively decent secondary powers such as Sweden and Canada

could put together a force to kfep the peace. But Canada has already

disclaimed responsibility, and so the great powers will no doubt go

on making their usual mess of the situation. No one is interested,

except for the secondary powers, and they apparently do not feel

strong enough to assume responsibility.

Consequently, whatever ought to be done.'it seems to me that

very little actually will be done. In view of the strength of the

neighboring Arab states the Jews will be very lucky if they manage

to maintain themselves in Palestine at all.

"Use of Force Is Justified"

K. .\ELLES, .Arts '4S : I do not know the basis upon whicli

the proposed partition has been made, so I can not suggest whether

a better one might have been arrived at. Obviously no partition

could be satisfactory to both Jews and Arabs, nor to one or the

other. However, partition seems to be the only solution. Joint

control. by Jews and Arabs or control by either race alone is not

practicable and no one concerned (Jews, Arabs, British or other

interested nations) is willing to continue the present arrangement.

If the proposed partitioiT is justified it is justifiable to use force

to maintain it. In view of the present temper of Jews and Arabs

it seems inevitable that force will have to be used, but I am not

optimistic about tlie ability nf the United Nations to apply force

effectively.

''Britain Asked for Trouble"

DON HEAP, .A.RTS '48 : I have met a reasonable Lebanese

woman who bitterly denounced the Zionist Jews as imperialists aii'i

also a reasonable Zionist wdio spoke favorably of the Arabs am)

unfavorably of the British (last summer).

I believe Britain- asked for tmnble by promising the same

land to both Jews and Arabs, f-lnwever, the Jews need some-

land to give them rei>resentation in the UN. to provide a home f^r

many, and specially to secure a temporary refuge for any. I know

of no better scheme than the UN's partition.

If the UN has means of "using military force", of which f

am unsure. I believe the Palestine decision should be so gu.^r-

alternative would have beenianteed. Otherwise we have no right to make such decisions. Tlie

I

question of how force would be applied is a hard one that the UN

must sof.n work nut if it is to succeed: and we might make a go^"'

beginning on an issue that does not bring the Great Powers iiU"

open ciiiifiict.

"WAR AND PEACE" . . .

Surely we have bad enough of war. Can we not put su. 1'

effort as we are capable of showing in war into the maintenance

of peace? Is it so much more tlifficult to produce happiness lh.m

suffering? Vet we are saying, "only a few more years—a \\:ir

with Russia." Why? It seems that Ivan should have had enout;l>

of war too. "Oh. yes," we say, "but the Russians are not satisi

with what they already have, they want more and more. Thf

United Nations has failed in making a satisfactory compromise be

iween natiuii;^." Perhaps it has, but why are wc still botherm.

with nations? Ha> nnt ihis wnrld become small enough that '

need no longer be divi'led? Is tliere any reason why human heiii^-'

cannot be mixed with human beings? Yes. there is one reason

—you and me. We are still thinking and acting with regard

what we feel directly concerns us. The time for the development

uf a broader outlook is here and is fast passing, but we are not yt-

prepared. We will continue to have war until each of us is prt

pared to abide by a principle as old as civilization itself; until ead'

of us can honestly say, "I, as a citizen of this earth, am willing

accept any fellow citizen as my neighbour, and to extend to him

all the respect and consideration that I would expect as a nei

hour of his. This attitude 1 shall maintain without regard for

colour, language, religion or ideals." CITIZEN
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RING ME NEXT WEEIt
Hello? Hello, Alice. My dear, I've been iiiteiiding calling

you for days, simply days. I know, it's been ages. But you know
how busy I've been. Can't get a thing to wear, and I've been
having such a time with the dressmakers. We had to settle on
pale green for Dorie. and I know she'll just hate me for it. It

will look positively vile on her. but what could I do?
Bill's been marvellous, cool as a cucumber. And lie's found

the most adorable apartment. You and Ned must come up wlicn

we're settled
;

I found a cook book with the most exotic menus.

And you simply must give nic the recipe for those divine spiced

chicken liver things. Bill's absolutely mad about them.

I must tell you—Aunt Margaret finally made her will. Yes,

niy dear, isn't it wonderful? And it's all Bill's doing. I tell you
the man's a wonder. Just swept her off her feet. Of course the

lamily's livid; but they've been treating her like a museum piece

ever since 1 can remember. When she got to that awful story

about tripping over her pearls Bill just laughed and said something
foolish about swine. Just fancy ! And I nearly died when he
asked her to come to dinner with lis. Then he ordered sherry and

told her stories till' she almost wet herself. She was perfectly

sweet and really is an old dear. But our Aunt Margaret! It just

goes to show you doesn't it? Janet says it's scandalous, but I know
she's seething inside. Yes, after trying to win her over al! these

years on jasmine tea. But we mustn't be catty, must we?

Isn't it too awful about Jimmy and Anna? I'm just sick for

her. It just doesn't seem possible after all these years—and those

two adorable kiddies. I mean really one just loses faith in every-

thing these days. Of course there was that beautiful Norwegian
ski-man in the Laurentians. But that was years ago and I'm sure

she hasn't even seen him more than once or twice since.

What, dear? Oh, Bermuda, we think. Bill just got a mar-

vellous contract from the husband of a girl I knew at school. Eileen

Pembleton, I don't think you knew her. A sweet girl ; from some-

where out west. Her name's Higginbottom now—isn't it fright-

ful? But they say he's worth a fortune, and they have a beautiful

home.

I really must run along now, Alice, but I'll see you Friday at

tiie shower. Everyone's been so sweet. I don't know how they

manage to find such lovely things. As soon as he can get the

materials Bill's father is building us a place on the Driveway.

We're just thrilled about it. Well, dear, I must fly. It's been so

nice hearing from you. See you Friday. 'Bye dear.

—B. E. S.

Hiah Society
Mr. Thomas McMurchy, the new king of cotton, the self made

millionaire, the man with the atomic personality, as he modestly

described himself, was dining with the Frederick Jones-Jones, the

social leaders of Miami, Newport and Boston. Mr. McMurchy had

only recently made the fortune which was gaining him admittance

into the select atmosphere of the Jones-Jones estate. The Jones-

Jones, for their part, had long since forgotten that their fortune

had been made by Buck Jones, the blackest devil that ever stole

another man's claim. They were, as their nearest and dearest

friends described them, cultured in the truest (three yachts) sense

of the word.

"Of course, my dear Mr. McMurchy, you heard Pinza in 'Faust'

last night? Don't you think that he was absolutely superb?"

"Say, I missed that show. Think it's worth taking In?"

"My dear sir, you are quaint. Isn't his sense of humor wonder

ful, Frederick? I meant (as you know, though you tease) the opera

Faust' which apiieared at the Met last night for the first and last

time this season."

"Not sorry I missed it then, never did care for one night stands,

Say, talking of shows, suppose we drop in on that new one

'Bring Home the Bacon Dearie 'Cause Daddy's Soaked Again'."

Mr. Jones gulped and the butler bid a smile. He'd seen that

show in company with the cutest little doll that- ever pinched

man's pocket book. The recollection brought back rather pleasant

memories.

Mrs. Jones was frigid. Ignoring Mr. McMurchy's invitation

she hurried on. "It really thrilled me when Marguerite hit that

high F."

"Honey you ain't seen nothing till you see Kitty Jones toss

her skirt into the audience. Say!, Jones .... Jones, that's funny!

Any relation of yours?"

"Well, hardly!" Mr. Jones burst in.

"Are you sure? First time I saw her I thought. 'My hut she

looks like Freddie Jones'."

"Freddie Jones" -laughed nervously. "Entirely your own nnag-

irtation my dear fellow. After all there arc a great maily Jones'

in New York."

"I should think so." added Mrs. Jones. "Besides the name is

Jones-Jones, a very old and distinguished family. Richard (this to

the butler), we'll have our coffee in the drawing room."

Some time later the guest had left. Mrs. Jones-Jones was sit-

ting in her enormous bedroom writing in her diary ' The most

awful person came to dinner tonight. He was so boring, so crude,

why he even hinted that that Kitty Jones looked like Frederick.

What nonsense !"
, „, ,

In the library Mr. Jone.s-Jones was phoning a Miss Kitty Jones

of the Bronx, a distant relative and a very, very close fnend of h.s

In the kitchen Richard was silently counting up his blackmail

money while inhaling the fragrant smoke of one of his masters

best cigarettes.

All three were very happy. —M. M.

A PEAL ECCM

THE TCWER

Is it a Scholarship You Want? Or a Change in Course?

Ask Miss Jean Royce— She Knows

Registrar Finds Work Absorbing

Likes Libraries, Travel, Cooking

By Mak Siegel

One of the best ways to meet interesting people, and lots of

them, would be to take on the job of Miss Jean Royce, known to

students as guardian of their academic records and able counsellor

in any problem which the undergraduate could possibly meet. Says

she : "The job is absorbing because of the constantly changing

group of students whose lives I learn about, both here at Queen's

and after they graduate."

Coming to Queen's after a period spent at library school and

working in various libraries. Miss Royce became a Queen's grad

herself in 1930. As a member of the library staff at Queen's she

set up the system of arranging documents which is in use today.

Then, in 1933, she was appointed registrar, and that position, along

with innumerable others which she has picked up along the way,

undoubtedly makes her the busiest woman on the campus today.

The job of registrar is in itself a large undertaking for any one

person. The Registrar's office keeps a complete record of every

student's academic achievements, as well as a huge volume of cor-

respondence on every subject which could possibly concern the

University. And, of course, another large part of Miss Royce's

work is that pertaining to admissions to Queen's. This alone is

a complete job ; add onto that the arrangement of all University

functions, such as Convocation, making decisions about failures,

courses of study, and graduates, acting as secretary of the Arts

Faculty, and membership on half a dozen boards and committees,

and it is easy to see why her office, in a small corner of the Douglas

Library, functions, like a bank, long after its stated working hours.

But no matter how busy she may be, she can always find time

to see students and talk over their problems in her calm and un-

hurried manner.

Speaking of libraries, they are Miss Royce's chief in-

terest apart from her job. With a twinkle in her eye, she

admits that she is a librarian at heart, and she feels that her

library work is the most useful part of all her training. "It

helps one to classify material and to keep it in useable

form, and it certainly helped me in my University course,"

she says quietly.

It is not surprising then, that in what spare time she can find.

Miss Royce likes to travel, and to visit famous libraries. She

knows all the great libraries on this continent, including the large

university libraries and the U-S. Library of Congress. She tried

to see as many as possible on her trips to Europe and England.

She is very much interested in French Canada and France, and

admits that her French is "fair". If, after all this travelling, she

still has time to kill, she reads, (her greatest "vice" being histor

ical literature), and cooks,

There are certain types of persons frequenting the Reading

Room of the r.)ongl:i-; Library whose sole pleasure in life is to distract

and anger the ^tudinu^ pari of the student body. These people do

not use the Douglas Library to study. They use it as a social

centre, a club wherein they can inflict their personalities upon

others. It is about time that somebody classified these people and

suggested methods of handling them. The following are the more

common. -
'.

The Backslapper — This type pussyfoots up behind you while

you arc peacefully studying, gives you a terrific whack on the

back and says "Weil, how are you doin' Hiram old boy (slaps you

on the !i,icki. How are yon doin" (slaps you on the back again).

Studyin.t;. cli! (-Inp). Gettin' to be quite a grind, eh! (slap). Keep-

ing the .^Iri nuse to the grindstone, eh! (slap). Well, I got to be

goin' (slap),"

This type is dangerous. He is liable to break your spectacles,

knock out your teeth, or smash your vertebrae. The best way to

deal with him is to jump up out of your chair on the first slap, grab

hold of his neck, and pound him heavily on the head with a small

hammer sayiii.i:: "W-ah. I'm studying! (pound). What did you

think 1 was doing, eh? (pound), Divin" for pearls? (pound). Sho-

velling snow? (pound). Eh? (pound). Eh? (pound). Eh? (pound).

This is verv discouraging to him and he will probably depart.

The Whisperer — This variety sidles up to you. sits down in

the chair beside you. and prepares for a cosy little chat about (1)

How cold it is outside (if it is winter), (2) How warm it is (if it

is summer), (o) Hnw mild it is (if it is spring), (4) How fally it is

(if it is fall). Vour best bet to get rid of him is to come out with

something like this; "Mild, is it? I don't know about that. A large

polar mass was reported moving southward from James Bay at

2300 hours last night, accompanied by north to northwest winds of

25-30 miles an hour with scattered snowflurries. Mild, is it? Gad

man, get the hell back to your boarding house before you freeze

to death !" i

The Don Juan — Tins kind makes Phil Harris look like an

intro\ ert. He thinks he's heaven's gift to the co-eds of Queen's.

He starts off by standing at the entrance to the library with a

toothy smile on his face. "Oh you lucky girls." he's thinking. "How
fortunate you are that I have come to brighten up your drab lives!

To-day fortune shines upon some lucky one of you!" Then he

makes a bce-iine for some Levana '50 type who has an essay on

.-\bnormal Psychology to do for the next period.

Best remedy: Hide your head in a bucket of sand, and maybe

he'll think you're an ostrich.

—SACRAMENTAL T. RINGER.

Journal Offers New $10 Prize

The 'Queen's Journal is again offering ten dollars for the best

short story, article or poem submitted lo the Literary or Feature

Editor before the end of this term. There is no restriction as to

style or subject, but entries should normally be less than 700 words

in length.

Judging for the first term contest now is under way, and

suits will he announced shortly.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments- Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SIJPPL.ICS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

roilMIRLT THE CMILT CHAWFORC CLaWED SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Rm. 7990

'Jackson Mctivier'

LADIES' - READY - TO - WEAR

DINNER DRESSES

Evening Dresses

For Holiday Glitter

College Formals

Select your favorite from our large

range of Dinner and Evening

Dresses

Evening Gloves

Evening Bags

Jackson Metivier Ltd.
IH PRINCESS STREET

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE — DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634
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A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
is extended to members of the stoff ond student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Loidiaw's your shopping head-

quarters in Kingston,

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
UHITKD

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, OnY.

Memo
Re/

Corsages

for the Arts Formal
Please order early as there is a definite shortage

on certain types of flowers due to our austerity

embargo on American imports.

Hsinson St Cdgsir
Dance

Programs

ConstitutionB

PRIMTEIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing oi

Every

Description

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.
PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

PROF. REPORT CARD DEBATE
BEGINS DEBATING TOURNEY

To-night at 8.00 p.m. in room 201, New Arts Building, the

first two debates of the annual debating tournament will be held.

The first, dealing with report cards on professors, will feature

Ken Binks and Ken Rouff in support of report cards, Mike Nellcs

and Dick Jones opposing. The second topic for debate,. "The

world has more to fear than hope for from science" will be sup-

ported by Hugh MacDiarmid and Max Colien and opposed by Art

Ross and Jim Short.

Cocktails and Immigration

To-morrow night (Wednes-

day) same time, fflme place, the

second contest will take place.

The first debate concerns a more

liberal immigration policy for

Canada. This is supported by

Syd Silverman and Bill Coke

and oppnsed by Gord Hird and

Cyr Fairholme. The second de-

bate centres around the question

of a cocktail bar for La Zonga's

supported by David Sweezey and

Celine Sampson and opposed by

Bern Henhefter and Archie

Turner.

Variety of Jobs Available

For Queen's Graduates

The Employment Service now
has a long list of positions avail-

able for students graduating this

year, and for undergraduates

seeking summer employment.

Anyone interested in securing a

position through the agency

should fill out an application form

and drop in to see Mr. Hurd in

Room 212, Douglas Library. He
will tell you what positions are

open, and will arrange an inter-

view for you with your prospec-

tive employer.

Spruce Falls Power and Paper

Company, HEPC of Ontario, and

Canadian Ingersoll-Rand will

have representatives on the cam-

pus this week.

Wbafs When

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Gliders To Swoop

Thursday Night

Queen's Gliding Club is plan-

ning a party this Thursday, the

15th, at 9 p.m., at the Cottage

Inn. Members are urged to come
along and bring their friends.

Tickets may be obtained from
any member of the executive and
can be paid for with flying cards

The club is now housed in £

comfortable club room at the air-

port. Due to the effort of some
of the members who remained
n Kingston over the holidays

the room has been repainted and
heated by a stove. Now when
you are out flying you can at

least keep warm while you wait.

Come out and try this too.

Arts '50 and Science '49

Year Pictures available at

Queen's Post Office

TUESDAY — 1 p.m. — Science

'SO year meeting, Convocation

Hall.

3.30 p.m. — Le Cercle Francais

discussion group, Room 204,

New Arts-

7.30 p.m. — Duplicate Bridge,

McLaughlin Hall.

7.30 p.m. — Psychology Club,

Theology classroom 2.

8 p.m. — Civils Club Meeting,

Biology Lecture Room.

8 p.m. —Aquacade practice.

8.15 p.m. — Biological Society.

Dr. G. B. Reed, speaker.

8.30 p.m. — Newman Club

Dance, St. Joseph's Hall, Hotel

Dieu.

WEDNESDAY — 11.07 a.m. —
Dr. T. E. Jessop, Dunning
Trust Lecturer, "The Rise and

Fall of Freedom," Grant Hall.

HEPC job interviews, for ap-

pointment see Queen's Employ-

ment office.

7 p.m. — Glee Club practice

and sleigh drive.

7.30 p.m. — Stamp Club, ISS

auction, Senate Room, Old

Arts.

8.30 p.m. — Science '51 Year

Meeting, nominations for next

year's executive. Grant Hall.

8 p.m. — Debating Club Tour-

nament, Room 201, New Arts.

THURSDAY — 3.30 p.m. — Le
Cercle Francais singing group.

Glee Club Room, Old Arts.

HEPC job interviews.

7-15 p.m. — Geology Club, Mil-

ler Hall.
V

8 p.m. — IRC and PAC, "Prob-

lem of Germany," Dr. T. E.

Jessop, speaker. Ban Righ

Common Room.

9 p.m. — Gliding Club party,

Cottage Inn, members and

friends.

FRIDAY — HEPC job inter-

views.

7.30 p.m. — Sports Night, gym-
nasium,

9 p.m.-l a.m. — Flat Fifty

Hop, Grant Hall.

Queen's Senior Hockey vs Mc-
Gill, in Montreal.

SATURDAY — 7.30 p.m. — Box-
ing and Wrestling, gymnasium.
Queen's Senior Hockey vs Ca-
rabins, in Montreal.

SUNDAY— 2 - 4 p.m. — Queen's

Skating Gub.

No. 578

C.R.C. AF. & A.M.

4
Regular

Communication

2nd V^ednesdoy of

each month

MASONIC TEMPLE

Wellington & Johnson Streets

Kingston

All members of the Croft at the

University are invited to attend.

Dr. T. E. Jessop

Will Speak Thurs.

On German Prob.

"The Problem of Germany"

will be the topic of an address

to be delivered by Dr. T. E.

Jessop, Dunning Trust Lecturer,

to a joint meeting o£ the IRC

and PAC in Ban Righ Common
Room at 8 p.m. Thursday even-

ing. While outlining the present

crisis in Germany, Dr. Jessop will

stress the more permanent as-

pect of the problem which is still

much under observation although

obscured by the current Russian

situation.

Dr. Jessop is well acquainted

with the European situation hav-

ing visited Germany before the

war and Austria and France af-

ter the war.

Following his speech a dis-

cussion period will be held dur-

ing which Dr. Jessop invites

questions from all students.

Students Apathetic

About Scliolarskips

Apparently there are no needy

students at Queen's, or else we
are a very modest lot because

practically no applications have

been received by the Registrar

for a variety of scholarships be-

ing offered this year.

The University Women's Club

bursaries have a total value of

$125 and are given to assist a

woman student who is in finan-

cial difficulties, and are, of course,

handled confidentially.

First year students of Scottish

extraction in all faculties are el-

igible for the Robert Bruce Ma-
triculation scholarships, each

worth $25, which will be awarded

on the basis of standing in

Christmas exams. So if your

name isn't Reilly or Lafontaine,

here's a good chance to pick up

an easy $25.

The Ottawa Women's Cana-

dian Club's scholarship, valued

at $185, was not awarded in the

summer of 1947, because no ma-
triculation candidates were elig-

ible. Therefore applications are

now invited from students living

in Military District 3, who were

prisoners of war, or are descend-

ants of prisoners of war. If there

are no candidates under the first

condition, the scholarship will be

open to war veterans or descend-

ants of such living in Military

District 3.

Today is the last day for ap-

plications for any of these, and

any interested readers arc urged

to run, not walk, to the Regist-

rar's office.

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

I

DANCE TIME AGAIN
ART'S and SCIENCE

FORMALS
RESERVE YOUR FULL DRESS

RENTAL EARLY
• • e

GEO. FREED
Clothes for Men

Phone 5863 214 Princess St.

XYPING
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT

Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 WeUington St. Dial 4352

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
'^Hi^BOF CANADA M^^MB

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representotives:

W. |. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

E. Leodbcater
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STATION CFRC INAUGURATES
NEW SET OF PROGRAMS

Heavy Program on Opening Week

This past week has seen plenty of action about the studios of

CFRC. Losing no time after the recommencement of classes the

volunteer group which produces the broadcasts organized pro-

grams for four days of last week.

On Thursday the special convocation honouring' Mrs. Eleanor

Roosevelt, and the AMS Lecture were broadcast with a running

commentary of the academic procession handled by Jim Kirk. This

broadcast was recorded and excerpts from it were transmitted over

CKWS. Kingston's local station,

Friday evening the regular

program of modern music was

])roduced and also the hockey

game between University of To-

ronto and Queen's was broadcast

direct from Jock Harty Arena.

Saturday evening a new serv-

ice was instituted on the campus

when the music for the Press

Club's Open House was produced

in CFRC studios and transmitted

by remote line to the public ad-

dress system in Grant Hall. This

allowed better selection of rec-

ords and better reproduction than

usual.

Air Jessop Sermon

Sunday afternoon the

Queen's Sunday Hour Serv-

ice was broadcast from Grant

Hall. The sermon was de-

livered by Dr. T. E. Jessop,

of Hull. England, who is vis-

iting the campus as the

Dunning Trust Lecturer.

These broadcasts are often

produced with insufficient ad-

vance notice for proper announce-

ment but CFRC plans a much

later that evening.

expanded schedule of broadcast

and these will be announced on

the regular Friday evening

broa;lcasts. Hugh Jack,;on, Sc.

'18. and Cam Searle. P.O., who
are heading these broadcasts, ad-

vise us that comments and sug-

gestions for future broadcasts

will be welcomed.

KING OF QUEEN'S

Call To Think
(Continued from page 1)

and must return to the inte-

grating spirit of Christ that

is found in another of Paul's

statements, "Let this mind

be in you which was also in

Christ Jesus."

Rev. A. M. Laverty, Queen's

Chaplain, introduced to members

of the Queen's family "the dis-

tinguished Dunning Trust lec-

turer of this year."

Dr. Jessop will speak next to

Queen's students at 11 a.m. on

Wednesday in Grant Hall, when

his subject will be "The Rise

and Fall of Freedom."

Who's WKere Supplement

21SAA

20368

3ses

6A4i

SS23

22593

Barlleli; F. i..

Brooks. J. W.
Broom, Dr. J. C

Conn. H. G. ...

Daiipliiii. E. 1-

Edwaril

OFfiM

George,

McEwcil.

Mcr.e.10,

Wiil, Dr.

J..I11.

C. R.

S.

S6B0 Cederbcrg. DaEna
21S9j' Gordon, Carmin.i

STAFF
209 Ootcn sr. „.
296 roHiiigwootl Si.

159 WL-)liiiyton St.

27.S Alfr(.-d Si.

2SS M.ic.li,iiiivll Si.

7i Barrif Su. Api.

. I IJ E^rl St.

.132 Earl Si'..

96 Wclliiiploii St.

287 Froiitmac Si.

LEVANA
•SI i Birch Ave.

49 63 Mack Si.

HeaUh Ed,

Civ. Eng.

il Surgerj-

\ccU. Eng.

Ln. Eng.
ivsical F,d.

)t«idiiit Mu..iician

4 Phanuacoloay
Pathology

ToronlQ

lie, N,S,

Ethel M. _ "49 63 M.ick St. —
Marirarel — '48 IS St. Laivrtncr .\v

rci.vii. H.

88JJ Black, J, B. --

7950 Dewar. D.ivid _

22382 Fyfc. Sliwarl

211036 Kcinan, H. W
M,-.^.ey, Vlnc-ii

6903 Tiof. J.in.<> B.

ARTS
1 -13 Ellerhf^k Pla

1 )«6 l-iijoii Si.

i 3(16 M:ick SC.

S ,112 -MliL-rt St.

Si, E,

Windsor

_^ Rainy River

_„_. Kinaalon

, Fori William

Rcginn

. . KiticslDii

lL^:l:pton, W. I'rcd

il9 Wilkii

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
„1 St..-.MonlreiI. PQ

(..Miield. Will. rli.ck Place

SCIENCE
_ '50 It .M.l

'SI

K.iTiiIojpi, B,C

nolh Rock Falls

Fciii Frances

_._ Sitaitord

(oil Stralliroy

St. Cith^rincs

G. W. E. Howie af Scii

2236" (,u,|.(„H., C. -SO

S2S9 Hc^ul50ii, W. W. — •49 .i.lN

22J9J Kirk. W, James E, _ '.SO

9B-tl Macpherioii. Hugh 'SI 23J

23141 Robcflson, Ira R. _— ''9 H I

21l6yS Travtr^, .7. H. 'SO i'O

No telephone should be listed lor

"SO, aiS Division St., Kingsion,

Purihct supplements will be printed i[ required. Leave details

regarding chniiged addresjes at Queen's Post Office.

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. D'^^ ^^^^

"Whipper Will" McKenzie, this year's King of Queens, annointed

with hair oil. anid decked out in kingly robes consisting of diaper and towel,

bestows a regal smile upon loyal subjects from his throne while Arch-

bishop Lou Carey crowns him.
McKenzie, King, as he wishes to be known, was chosen by popular

ballot — probably the only ruling monarch ever so chosen — at Meds '50

highly successful "Club SO" held in Grant HaU last Friday night. The
royal member of the Science graduating year was presented with a golden

cigarette case by adoring subjects.

II

FRONTIERS CONFERENCE
//

Donnelly, Dun Fraser, Al McCuaig,

Soichi Isoniura, George Toller,

Lindsay Vogan and Glen Wilms

were a section of the 235 Canadians

who, according to one of the dele-

gates, played a very great part in

the conference.

BIGGAR & CRAWFORD
MEMBERS TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE

Private Wire to Toronto

G. M. CUNNINGTON, Manager

187A Princess Street Telephone 5317 Kingston, Ont

Students Report

Opinions on what was ac-

complished during the Chris-

tian Frontiers Conference were

given to The Journal by several

of those taking part.

George Toller stated tiiai hc

found out much about the mission-

ary movement, both foreign and

home. "I saw the development of a

new Christian way of life as evi-

denced from the student viewpoint,"

he said.

The interlinking of Christianity

and politics was brought forward

ulten at the conference, since bmh

occupy such prominent parts in

modern life.

ifr. Toller also saw the develop-

ment of a new attack on the Ameri-

can Xegro iiroblcin, and stated tliat

lie learned much >'\ the way of life

and the obstacles faced by the Negro

in American society.

Many Races Represented

Ethel Patterson noted that the

part played by tlie delegates from

China, Africa, India, Phtllipine Is-

lands, Fiji Islands, and many other

countries, broadened the views of

the whole conference, and brought

to the fore racial prejudice.

Tbe ecumenical luovenient—union

of Christian churches throughoul

the world, was given prominence ir

the student discussions, and Miss

Patterson marked a growing con-

cern among Protestant churches

throughout the world for a united

front.

A strong personal challenge was

voiced at the meetings— the idea

that no matter what is going to be

done about any problem, the indivi-

dual has to have a strong faith and

delennination within himself to be

successful.

"Ignorance Pooled"

Tom Donnelly stated that

the conference g o t together

many groups of opinions— in

his words, "a great pooling of

ignorances,"

Constructive criticism was

(Continued from page 1)

brougiit forth though, he said, of the

church, of the missionary movement,

and of personal religious convic-

tions. He noted much criticism of

American foreign policy, on the

grounds that it is anti-comimuiist

instead of being pro-Clu-istian, and

that the nation cannot see itself as

others see it.

Haremmed Sultan

Stars In Aquacade
Plans for the Queen's Aqua-

cade of 1948 have been completed

and production is well under way.

This year's performance, under

the capable direction of Helen

Currie, is completely new for the

Aquatic Club, and promises to

surpass any previous show held

at Queen's,

The swimming pool will be

transformed into a Sultan's har-

em for the staging of "Aladdin

and bis Lamp." Both land and

water acts have been co-ordin-

ated into a full length water bal-

let, complete with gorgeous

dancing girls, a drunken genie, a

wicked sorcerer, and a beautiful

princess. Many of the costumes,

fashioned from plastics and para-

chute silk, have been completed

;

new bathing suits have been pur-

chased; and arrangements have

been made for decorating, music

and sub-marine lighting.

This year's Aquacade will be

presented on January 31st, and

Fci>ruary 2nd and 3rd.

Newman Club To Hear

Huron Martyrs' Story

Canadian Poet Professor E. J.

Pratt, of Victoria College, Univer-

sity of Toronto, will speak on "The

Huronian Martyrs and Their

Work" in Convocation Hall on

Tuesday. Jan. 20, at 8.30 p.m.

Sponsored by the Newman Club

of Kingston, the lecture will he open

to evervone.

CFRC Ghost Play

Will Spook Campus
For the first program of the

new year—the Radio Workshop

will feature on Wednesday a half-

hour ghost story. In the play

will be Betty McRae, Connie

Wilson. Henry Balker. Doug
Dale. Maurice Schwartz, George

Toller and Sandy Webster.

The broadcast will open with

fini Kirk's Journal Campus

Round-Up. This will be followed

by Flo Fraser, CFRC"s feature

director, in an interview with

veterans' wives on the campus.

The young ladies to be heard will

be Ann Porter, Faith Avis, Mary
Clack, Jerry Bruce and Beth

Irwin.

Ted Burkholder, the Radio

Workshop's musical director, will

provide the musical portion of

the program. Ariuro Toscanini

conducting the NBC Symphony
Orchestra in Beethoven's "Leon-

ora Overture" will be heard

transcribed.

To close the program will be

I the half hour ghost story—whose

I

title is said to be too horrifying

to mention- The play will be

produced and directed by CFRC's
program director Larry Palef.

Glen Wilms said that it was n

good experience to meet the many

students at the conference. He re-

marked tiiat there was an earnest-

ness and zealousness on tbe part of

students to grasp problems and
ntake some contribution to the solu-

tion of tlieni.

See World Peace at Hand

"There seems to be a sense

of mission." be said, "that to-

morrow is here, that we no

longLT loiik tmvarcls some va-

gue fntnic world peace, that

iwirld peace may be grasped by

today's age and generation,"

''The use uf new methods of

spreading ilie gospel—moving pic-

tures ami aeroplanes, is coming

into greater favour too," he stated.

Mr. NV'ilnis said that a general

comment made by" leaders was that

students were more experienced and

more mature than at any otiier con-

ference.

"BUSH WACKY"

1 wish I was back

In my tar-paper shack

Li.stening to snow:

Wishing I was back

By the railway track

Where noisy whistles blow.

—Anthonv Strickland.

ClasMtfied Ads
FOUND

Fancy gold lipstick case, studded with
emeralds and rubies, and containing

red lipstick. Owner may claim at the

Journal Office, Picked up on Arch
Street,

Grey Waterman's fountain pen on
Thursday noon on road belund King-
ston Hall. Claim at Journal Office.

A red male bicycle with black fenders

has been hanging around Grant HaU
and annojnng the janitor. Will its

keeper please take it home?

ATTENTION SCIENCE
FROSH

Nominations for the new year execu-
tive will be accepted at your year
meeting in Grant Hall Wednesday

[flight, January 14, at 8.30. Each sec-

tion must be represented. Support your
year, and attend. Your president would
like to see a large turnout.

LOST
Ronson pocket lighter on morning of

January 8, between Richardson Lab
and Grant HaU. Please notify Bill

Bi-aitie. Phone 6631.

H yo(/vowN nr^i^

Examinations do bring resuli--

vou kiiovv-. good or t>,nl. I iii>i'c

everyone's Hapi)> .^cw \car

M-ai^ii'l dimmed tnu quickly. Tliis

s\ LLi|)Lali> of course exchi.ies

those t\pL- who >t\Klied, Statis-

ticians prove tbat there is a place

fur evervbody in the normal dis-

tribution curve. So just regard

yourself as a zog in the wheel.

"We girls" can sart wielding

the whip again as the Levana

Formal looms over the horizon

(January 30th to the curious),

which leaves plenty of time to

pick and choose among your par-

ticular list of eligibles. Ann

James is our convenor this year

and promises a formal to rival

the attempts of the various fac-

ulties. Watch this column for

further information.

• For smoother,

faster work from

points that never

break, try these

three college

favorites:

IIRADO
WRITING PENCII.

^ COLORED PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

National Research

Council
requires research workers in

many fieWs of science. Appli-

cations are invited from scien-

tists and students for term and
summer employment. For fur-

ther details see notices now in

circulation at your university.

621 Princess, ot Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—-GORD- SAGE

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunninghom Storage

189 Ontario St.

msayAU 3
FROM YOUR

(school supply dealer

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.
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TRICOLOR HOOPSTERS
BOW TO GRADS 39-36

By Chuck Currey

Queen's Senior hoopsters bowed to the Riverdale Grads of

Toronto in an exhibition tussle before a crowd of 650 at the Queen's

gym last Saturday night, and although showing good form, came

out on the short end of the 39-36 score.

Sparked by Ihe standout per

formance of the veteran Orm
Weir, the Gaels took an early

lead and were ahead 18-15 at

niidgauie, but during the second

half, the visitors rifled in three

straight hoops to put them ahead

29-24. The Grads increased this

margin to 9 points at one time,

but a gallant closing drive by

the spirited Tricolor cut it down

to 3 counters at the closing

whistle.

Riverdale, capitalizing on their

greater experience, forced the

homesters to play their slow type

of game and held the usually

high scoring Queen's forwards

Huband and McNiven, down to

6 and 4 points respectively. The

Queen's floorplay, however, was

good, with Dobbins and Weir,

besides controlling the rebounds

under the home basket, being

the steadying influence.

Along with his good defensive

work. Weir was high man for

the Gaels, tallying 11 counters,

while Bob Huband and Norm
Dobbins collected 6 apiece. Brick

er proved to be the main cog

of the smooth Riverdale quintet

as he potted 14 points using his

onehanded push shot. Also star

ring for the visitors was Bill

Devitt, former Queen's ace, who
garnered 9.

Gaels Lead

Weir hooked the ball through

the hoop and Huband followed

with a running shot from the

side to put Jake Edwards' squad

ahead 4-0. After Bricker and

Devitt tallied for Toronto, the

HAL'S

SIDELINES

Tricolor, led by Weir and Dob-

bins, began to roll, and piled

up a 14-6 edge. The Grads. how-

ever, rallied, and with their 6 ft.

centre Gibson collecting re-

bounds, the visitors closed the

ap lo 18-15 at the half.

Bricker Finds Range

Taking advantage of some in-

accurate Queen's passing, with

Bricker, who scored 10 points in

the last half, and Devitt finding

the hoop quite regularly, the

visitors snatched a 27-24 lead.

Checking closely, R iverdale in-

creased the gap to 9 points, the

score being 35-26.

Suddenly the Gaels came to

life, and paced by the fast-break-

ing Elford. pulled up to 35-32

with 6 minutes left tt.i play. The

Grads, however, potted two more

bask-ets, and with time running

out Weir and Dobbins again

countered to make the final 39-36.

Thirds Swamp Napanee 59-20

In the preliminary intermediate

tilt. Queen's thirds rolled to an

easy 59-20 victory over a Nap-

anee squad which showed nothing

until a last quarter rally in which

they got 10 points. The Gaels,

led by Doug Smith with 15, Jim
Boyd and Dave Howard with

12 each, led 29-8 at the half and

limited the visitors to one basket

in tbe 2nd and 3rd quarters.

Qiiten's—Smyliie 2, Hiiliand 6,

McLauKlilin, Dol.hin.'^ 6. Weir ll. Mc-
.Vivcn j, Elfori! 3. Phillips, Podd 4,

Ai-oiilit-rf;, HiiHon, Sadler.

Gradf—Bricker 14, Link 2. Park.
Davilt 9, Graham 4. Biindy 2, .\brain
2, Gibson 2, Edmiston, Morrison 4.

Referees—Eark-y. Hoiitk,

Athletic week-ends come and go but Tricolor victories seem

to be few and far between. The Gael Senior entries in both hockey

and basketball once again tasted the bitter fruits that go with

losing games.

Take our Senior pucksters for instance, none can deny that

they were trying and trying hard but somenow they lacked that

certain something that produces goals. Every team has its off

nights and I think that that possibly explains the large sized vic-

tory Varsity came up with. This is no alibi for I firmly believe

that, although Varsity may have a slightly better club, the margin

of victory indicated by the scoreboard is by no means a measure

of the comparative strength of the two clubs. The Gaels as a

team seemed to have forgotten themselves as such but rather at-

tempted to play a style of hockey comprising five individualists

and a gallant, spectacular goalkeeper. Perhaps that was a game

the team needed to get out of their system and it will serve as

due warning that no club wins without playing together. Two
men from Meds proved to be the redeeming factors in Friday's

loss, namely. Norm Urie who was par excellence in the netminding

department and Gerry Wagar who turned in a very fine perform-

ance at centre. Now let's forget about the last game and look to

a more successful week-end in Montreal when next Friday rolls

around.

Our other senior entry that displayed its talents before us

put on a surprising show of strength. When the basketeers ran

up against Riverdale Grads they entered the game as underdogs,

Riverdale being favoured to come up with a very decisive margin.

The final score of 39-36 was not decisive and neither was the game,

in fact at half time the Gaels enjoyed a rather comfortable margin

and it was not until the second half that Riverdale's veterans were

able to find the range and jump into the lead. Orm Weir and Bob
Huband proved to be the Tricolor sharp shooters as they found

the loop with surprising regularity. The team put on a fine show

and as the final "whistle" blew the Gaels were pressing hard and

showing signs of overcoming the Grads margin. Maybe next week-

end.

A few words about Sports Night, This Friday Night Queen's

will present their second Sports Night, their first this year. The
evening will feature boxing, speed swimming, and girls' basket-

ball; followed by three hours of dancing, and everyone is urged

to come out and support this popular activity.

GAELS CARGOED BY

VARSITY BLUES 10-1
By Lloyd Menary

The Queen's Gaels disappointed one of the largest hockey

crowds in years on Friday night at the Jock Harty Arena when

they bowed to the University of Toronto Blues 10-1. The vis-

iting Toronto pucksters, last season's winners, showed exceptional

power both defensively and on the attack, and appear destined

for another championship year. The Tricolor, who have just re-

turned from a rigorous four gnmc exhibition trip in northern

Ontario, turned in their worst

BOTH HEAVIES TO
SEE ACTION SAT.

Tlie boxing and wrestling show

set for the gym next Saturday pro-

mises to be interest-packed and well

balanced, according t o promoter

Jack Jarvis, Chief interest will cen-

tre around the two hea^7weights in

action. Keith Christiansen, Inter-

collegiate champ has been matched

with Jim Post, a 192 lb., 6' 2"

Windsor boy, n o w stationed in

Brockville. Harry Dick, a 210 lb.

freshman, who shapes up as a form-

idable challenger to Keith's laurels,

will niect Dave Coffey, a member of

Ihe local police force. Other boxers

Track and Field

meeting of die Track and Field

Club and all interested in track work

has been called for Thursday even-

ing at 6.30 o'clock in the Board

Room at the gymnasium. The club

has tentative plans for one evening

of ninning per week in the Kingston

Armonries, and looks forward to

building next fall's track and field

team this term,

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURRIE

game to date, playing far below

the form which earned them a

6-5 win over the University of

Montreal in their last scheduled

outing.

Although only eleven penalties

were handed out by Referees

Radley and Watts, the game was

excessively rough and the pat-

tern of play was generally dis-

organi/,ed. During the early min-

utes the locals battled on even

terms with their opponents un-

til Cec Tiircott shot home the

first Toronto marker at 7.18 and

the ]);irade to the Gael cage be-

gan. Don Bark and Ed Kryz-

anowski added goals at 11.10 and

10 minutes respectively and the

Blues led 3-0 at the end of the

first period.

The situation was not entirely

hopeless when the teams Cook

the ice for the beginning of the

second period. However the

Bhies soon took charge of the

])lay again and increased their

margin to 7-0 before the 20 min-

utes of play had elapsed. Don
Bark with two goals and Ed
Kryzauowski and Harry Boyd
with one each, accounted for the

second period scoring.

The Varsity squad continued

to find the Queen's goal in the

final period and the game soon

lost all semblance of a contest.

Digby, Johnson and Henry had

who are being sent in Saturday are

Mike Milovick, Intercollegiate light-

heavy champ and Hank Unruh a
middleweight finalist last year. Ap-
pniNimately 15 bonts will make up
the card.

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

Hartt Shoes for Men
Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

SHOES LIMITED

Waterpolo

Arts 51 took the intramural

waterpolo championship on Friday

as they shutout Sc. 50 2-0, with

-M Wadner and Allan Barnes scor-

ing the winners' goals.

In inlcrfacnlty competition, Arts,

[laced by Ken Cuniniings who tal-

lied three goals, splashed out a 4-1

triumph over Science in the semi-

finals. Ed Reiner scored the other

Arts counter, while R. Steinberg

accounted for the single Science

score. The victorious Artsmen will

jilayoff against Meds for the cham-

pionship.

Bowling

In the Interfaculty bowling semi-

finals at the Bowladrome, Science

edged out Mcd.s 3341 lo 3197. Jim

Welch with a 715 three game total

was high man for the victors. The
Suiencemen will playotf with .Arts

for the crown.

Wallis cruised in from the left

boards to spoil Don Saunders"

shutout at the twelve-minute

mark. The Tricolor deserved the

goal as they had continued to

fight hard despite the top-heavy

score.

Footballers Don Bark and

NHL-destined Ed Kryzanowski

were the main cogs in Ace

Bailey's powerful Blue machine.

Bark scored three goals and two

assists and was back-checking all

night, while Kryzanowski con-

tributed two scores and was a

tower of strength on the Toronto

Blue line.

For the Tricolor outstanding

performances were few and far

between. The ten goals scored

against them cannot be blamed

on the work of Norm Urie as the

Ottawa boy was confronted by

an aiinost steady barrage of rub-

ber. The ever aggressive Jake

Wallis scored his club's only

goal while Don Murray, playing

his first interscholastic game,

turned in a creditable perform-

ance.

U of T—Goal, Saunders; defence,

Kryzanowski aiitl Ecclcstonc; wiiig.s,

Henry and Turcott; alternates, La-
Rose, Digby, Boyd. Winslow, John-
son, Spencc, Larnier and Brown.

Queen's—Goal, Urie; defence. Mof-
falt and Flaniiigan; centre, Kemp;
wings, Wallis and Barrett; alternates,

Gulick, B. Hamilton, Lafehvre, Wag-
, ,T TT , r . , ai". Haniiltoii, Murray. Hews and
beaten worm Urie before Jake Hedlcy.

resting comfortably at the K.G.H

Sunday evening at the last reports.

The next nine best results of the

race are as follows;

2. J. Diirrel, Sc. '50. 3. K. Mei-

kle. Sc. '50. 4. R. Wilson, Arts '49.

5. M. Dover, Arts '50. 6. W. Ni.von,

Arts '48. 7. P. Moore, Arts '50. S.

A. Warner. Arts '51. 9. M. Seiger-

man, Arts '51. 10. R. Walsh, Arts

51.

Swimming

This week marks the beginning

of practices for the Intercollegiate

Swimming Team, under the able

leadership of Tabby Gow and Bill

Lech.

Anyone interested in swimming

backstroke, breastroke. or free style

for the team, is invited to turn out

Monday and Thursday nights at

7.30 or to report to Tabby Gow any

afternoon in the pool.

Skiing

Queen's Ski Club held their first

meet on Sunday afternoon at the

Kingston Mills with 21 contestants

finishing the downhill race. Bill

Pardy of Sc. 49 came first, covering

SPORTSNIGHT NEXT FRIDAY

MANY FEATURES OFFERED
Sports Night No. 2 will be pre-

sented in the gym this Friday. Ex-
hibition boxing will open the attrac-

tive program at 7.30 p.m. and will

feature some of the mitt team's most

capable performers. At 8.30, in the

pool, McGill, Peterborongh Y.M.C.

A., and Queen's, will take part in a

speed swimming competition. Girl's

basketball holds sway on tbe main

floor from 8.45 to 9.45 with the

Queen's seniors taking nn the Nylon

plant squad.

There will be two showings of

movies, beginning at 9.15, which

will include four excellent sports

reels. The brass band will be in

attendance.

Climaxing t h e sports program

and beginning at 10, will be three

hours of dancing to the new college

orchestra of Macdonald and Viner.

Tickets will be on sale Friday at

the A.B. of C. office and at the door

at 50 cents each and 75 cents a

couple.

Marshall To Address

Civil Engineering Club

On Tuesday, Jan. 13th at 8

p.m., Mr. W. A. Marshall,, B.Sc,

'38, will speak to the Civil Eng-
the course in a total time of 35.8 1 ineering Chib on "Modern Trends
sec. ; 17.6 for his first run, and 18.2 of Structural Frames for Build-

for the second. During the after- ings of today." The - meeting

noon, Mike Halliday unfortunately Uv ill be held in the Biology lec-

injured his shoiMder, but he was ture room.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

BUTTON-DOWN-COLLAR SHIRTS

BY ARROW

GORD BOND

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
5133 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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Comedy, You Touched Me''
Guild's Spring Production

Members of the Queen's Drama Guild at present are hard at

work preparing for their spring production. "You Touched me," a

romantic comedy by the American playwright, Tennessee Williams.
Williams, with two smash Broadway hits to his credit, "The

Glass Menagerie," (1945), and currently, "A Streetcar Named De-
sire." has been the subject of many recent articles. Time Magazine
had an interesting sketch of him a

few weeks ago—"Mississippi born

playwright Williams, 33, perhaps

the surest weaver of vapours now
writing for the U.S. stage, is a

slocky, rather intense looking fellow.

He got that look, he explains, dur-

ing his many years as a "wandering,

rootless writer . . . clawing and

scratching along a sheer surface and

holding on tight with raw fingers'

—years in which he worked as beil-

hiip, elevator operator, movie usher,

teletypist, warehouse handyman and

verse spieling Greenwich Village

liistro."

"You Touched Me" is a delight-

ful comedy about the final triumph

<i\ a bibulous old former sea captain

Dver the domination of himself, his

daughter, and his adopted son, by

a seil-righteous and sadistic spinster

iisler. Ic is taken from an original

ihort story by D. H. Lawrence.

The production is scheduled for

February 4, 5, and 6. Advance tic-

ket sales will begin at the Post Of-

iitf Saturday morning.

Students To Hear

Rabbi Cass Sunday
Sunday evening at S.30. all

',J"een's students are invited tu

Hiilel House, on Barrie Street,

I" hear Rabbi Samuet Cass, fur-

"lerly Senior Jewish Chaplain
\Mih the Canadian Army Over-
>'i--as. Theme of his address w^il!

"is Chaos to be the Future
Jewish State?"

Rabbi Cass is at present

director of the Hiilel Founda-
tion at McGill University. A
graduate of Columbia Univer-
sity, his extensive study and
experience well fit him to dis-

cuss the topic he has chosen,

Hev. A. M. Lavcrty, Queen's
^ 'laulairi, who is familiar with

^ibhi Cass's work, will intro-

duce t!ie s])eaker. The lecture,

'"i^ usual, will be open to the en-
'"<- student body.

Snow Ridge Trip

For Skiers Sunday
Queen's Ski Club has arranged

a trip to Snow Ridge, near Turin,

New York, next Sunday. How-
ever, President "Ark" Tilson em-

phasizes that at least 37 tickets,

selling for $3.60 apiece, must be

sold before the trip can go

through.

This location is described as

"excellent", having five ski tows,

a bar, and a restaurant. Also,

all ski equipment is available on

the spot.

The bus will leave the

Queen's tea room at 7 :30 and

will ru-rive back at 8 o'clock

in the evening. Tickets will

be on sale from 1 to 2 on

Fridiiy afternoon dutside the

post office, and from 7 to

S:30 inside the door of the

gym Friday evening.

For those interested in break-

fast on Sunday, the Queen's Tea

Room will open at 7 o'clock.

.Also of interest to ski enthus-

iasts is a trip to the Golf Club

Saturday afternoon. .A sleigh

will leave the Queen's Tea Room
at 1:30. Instruction will be pro-

vidi'd inr be^rinners.

Dilworth To Speak

Engineering Society

"jt-t Engine l.)evt'ln])nienti in

Canada"; will be the topic of an

address to be delivered by Mr.

f, H. Dilworth, Chief Engineer

and Genera] Manager of the Gas

iT\irbi!K' l-'.ntrineering Division. A.
' \ K.ii'. t".in;ida. Ltd., Malton,

;Mi,iarlu, .Mr. Diiworth will .<jive

! his address to a general niceiing

I uf the l^ngineering Society on

I Friday, Jan, 16, at 4.30 p.m.

CLUTERBUCK TO ADDRESS
ARTS BANQUET TUESDAY

The annual Arts Banquet will

'ake place this year at 7.30 p.m.

Tuesday, January 20, in the

Salle ballroom. The guest

'speaker will be Sir Alex. Cluter-

j^'Uck, K,C.M.G., United Kingdom
r ^igh Commissioner to Canada.
Subject of the address will prob-
ably bg the situation in Britain.

Tickets are obtainable from mem-
^^rs of the Arts Society for $1.25.

Arts Athletes Note
Will all Artsmen entitled

to receive Athletic letters,

chenille and felt "A's" please

get in touch with Bill Bur-

gess through the Post Of-

fice, listing sports played,

and results. See the Arts

Constitution for point sys-

tem for "A's."

Glee Club Prepares

For "Fra Diavolo"

in February

Returning to their weekly

practices, the Glee Club are now
busily engaged in preparation for

the forthcoming performance. It

is a comic opera by D. F. E.

Auber entitled 'Fra Diavolo',

and is to take place the latter

part of February.

The scene of the opera, which

is in three acts, takes place in

Italy. Fra Diavolo, a notorious

bandit, who has been rioting and

plundering the countrj'side, is the

object of a search by Lorenzo,

captain of a group of soldiers.

While Lorenzo is out searching,

Fra Diavolo, disguised as a Mar-

quis, along with two of his hench-

men, enter a tavern, the inn

keeper's daughter Zerlina being

the lover of Lorenzo, After rob-

l>ing a wealthy English Lord, the

two villains are caught, and Lor-

enzo with the aid of the subtle

charms of Zerliita. finally suc-

ceeds in capturing Fra Diavolo.

Right soloists will handle the

majority of the action, while a

chorus of soldiers and villagers

provide an effective background

throughout. Any furtiier mem-
bers will be welcome to join.

Ind-Rcl. Head Urges

Labour Cooperation

The need for co-operation be-

tween employers and unions was

outlined by Prof. J. C. Cameron,

head of the department of Indus-

trial Relations, in an address de-

livered at the 14th winter confer-

ence of the Canadian Electrical

Association in Quebec City.

The employment relation-

ship in a democratic society,

like a marriage contract, is

a sound basis on which to

build good relations. Peace

can only be maintained in

the factory by those directly

concerned and not by a third

party. Government control

of industrial relations found-

ed on a collective bargaining

policy is perfected by volun-

tary methods.

More cooperation of employers

with the unions will coiuribute

greatly toward peaceful condi-

tions in factories. The unions

must also learn their responsi-

bilities.

There is still hope of improve-

ment in their relations, for ex-

ample, better production methods

would make possible a forty-hour

week wdiile still maintaining a

high standard of living. However,

the working hours cannot be de-

creased without this improvement

in production.

Professor Cameron closed with

the thought that conciliation

boards should be more effective

and express opinions on matters

of public policy.

WHEEL OF HISTORY IS RETURNING
TO NEW COLLECTIVISM - JESSOP

DUNNING TRUST LECTURER

SAYS TREND IS CHANGEABLEJessop To Begin

Lecture Series

On Monday
The annual Monday evening

series of popular lectures spon-

sored by the University will get

under way Monday, Jan, 19,

Convocation Hall at 8 p.m. with

a lecture by Dunning Trust Lec

turer Dr. T. E. Jessop. Dr. Jessop,

Professor of Philosophy at Uni

versity College, Hull* England,

will speak on "The Vindication

of Freedom."

On Jan. 26. Dr. Jessop will

speak on "Freedom and So-

cial Order" ; Professor H.

Alexander, of the Depart-

ment of English, will deliver

an address on "Samuel

Pepys : the Man and his

Age" on Feb. 2 ; Professor

H. M. Estall, of the Depart-

ment of Philosophy, will

speak on "A Postwar Phil-

osophy" on Feb. 9; and Dr.

C. S. Beals, Dominion As-

tronomer, Ottawa, will de-

scribe "The Material of In-

terstellar Space" on Feb. 16.

New Type Elections

In EngineeringSociety

A revolutionary change in

elections for the Engineering So

ciety and Science year executives

was made at a meeting of the

Engineering Society Executive

last Saturday. In essence, the

new scheme will mean that the

executives will hold office from

January, 1948, tn January, 1949,

The move was made in order to

do away with the problem of

electing executives in March,

near exam time and with only

a short period before term end

in which to get used to their

job.^, The program is being con

sidered as merely a trial and will

i be reviewed in December, 1948.

<Jn Monday, January 19. at: U
a.m.. nominations will be held

for the 1948-49 Engineering So-

cietv Executive. :ind both nom-

inations and elections of year ex-

ecutives fur Sc. '50 and Sc. '49.

On Tuesday, January 20, at 10

a.m., will be iiehi Engineering

Society election-; for .dl VLar-,

and nominations and (.lei-tnin of

Sc. '51 year executive.

The Annual Meeting of the

EngincerinL'" Snciety will be on

ThnrMl.iv, |,i.iii,,ry 22. and the

hour and ]jlace will be announced

later.

Students Speak

In Kingston Churches

A number of students who at-

tended the conference on "Chris-

tian Frontiers" at the L^niversity of

Kansas will speak in city churches

on Sunday evening, Jan. IS.

Janet Truckenbrodt and Don

Fraser will speak at Chalmers

United Church, Mabel Archer at

Cah-ary United, and Lindsay Vo-

gan at St. George's .-Vnglican. .W

McCuaig and George ToUei will be

speaking in Gananoque. '

The SC.NI week-end Work Camp

hefjins Friday afternoon. 4.30 at

Snnnvside (^rplianage, under the

supervision of Rev. Gerald Hut-

chinson, National Secretary of the

SCM, and leader of the Brantford

Work Camp this past summer.

Pride

AIRe

By Debbie Pierce

"The wheel of history now is completing its full cycle," said

Dr. T. E. Jessop in the first Dunning Trust Lecture held in Grant

Hall on Wednesday morning, January 14. "Ordinary man is now

falling back into the mass where he began," he said, but the dis-

tinguished lecturer from University College, Hull, England, held

out the hope that this trend "is too recent to be unchangeable."

Introduced by Doctor Wallace. Dr. Jessop spoke to a sympa-

thetic and appreciative audience on "The Rise and Fall of Freedom,"

"We run away from history because we make little effort to

understand it. .Ml we manage to collect is a sense of utter depres-

sion of man's doings. Standing back and looking at history as a

whole we see what admirable qualities of the modern man have

been built up through development. The emergence of the ideal

fact of freedom is the most remarkable of all."

He went on to say that when we come to study the development

of man from his antecedents we
find no ground for it. "The chief

function of history teaches men
to be free and the emergence of

the individual is as important as

the emergence of freedom."

Dr. Jessop explained that men
originally did not unite into
groups because they lacked cour-

age . . . "cowardice can survive

only in civilization," but because

in the absence of precedent it

never occurred to them to do

otherwise. What then has hap-

pened?

From Mass to Individual

In the western world in 3,000

years man has risen out of mere

mass into the individual. The
process of individualization has

gone step by step with freedom.

"Distinctive persons did not pro-

duce the group," he said, "but

were differentiated out of it. In-

dividuality is not a birthright but

an achievement and any society

that hinders that achievement is

thwarting one of the outstanding

trends of our whole past."

Tracing this twin development

'.if liberty and individuality from

the time of the Greeks through

the spread of Christianity, the

Renaissance and the Reformation.

Dr, Jessop maintained that it

reaehed the flood level in the

PHIi century and stayed there un-

til 1930, This trend survived the

war in which oppressed peoples

shook off "the yoke of alien do-

mination." Even socialism and

fascism lielped. he said. "They

had their liberating aspects."

"From 1930 on the delicate

structures of civilized freedom

were wantonly torn down. There

was a deliberate reversal of the

jtiuminant trend of centuries. This

I

w^is the greatest bl;isphemy of all

I times." he contitiueil. "for it was

rakvdated and luuk ilio t^ols o£

civili':ilion for its weapons."

War a Failure Morally

Dr. Jessop went on to say that

although the war was a success

in military terms, morally it was

a failure, "Nations who have
drunk of freedom deeply and paid

heavily for it have fourjd it taste-

less. The battle in Europe was

I'.st before the clash of arms." He
adJc'l that faith and values have

fallen into a swoon, ".A.fter so

much has been sacrificed for liber-

Sft Wlietl of History, p. S

of Queen's

Lies Abed
What's the matter with

Alfie? He's in the hospital!

Alfie Pierce, who passed

the 76-year mark Dec. 27,

developed some trouble in his

back, and Dr. H. W. Dunlop

confined him to Kingston

General Hospital on Wed-

nesday.

A couple of Journal men
dropped over to see Alfie in

the ward on Douglas II- Ap-

parently he has received no

visitors as yet, but obviously

would appreciate them.

Cigarettes and chocolate

bars made Alfie's eyes light

up.

"The team's going to To-

ronto Friday, are they?" he

asked. "I hope they have

lots of luck."

Happy Holidays

For Airforce Vets
The RCAF has dreamed up two

lucrative schemes to help straiipinj^

Queensmen while away the summer

months. Just imagine yourself en-

joying the cool breezes way up in

the blue while your automatic pilot

holds yuur Link Trainer in a steady

spin. That .uii.l many other thrills

awair ymi— if yon ;ire not already a

qualified Air Crew Type.

The official name for this sum-

mer prngrani is the "L'niversity

Summer Training Sehenie". N o

previous uaining is retpiired; you'll

be tre;ited just as in the gnod old

days with the exception that you'll

dine in the Officers Mess and draw

a P/O cheque. Its a three summer

course of four nmnths. May to Aug.

inclusive, per year.

The second scheme goes by the

name of 'PraouMl l'"iiiiiloyment

Scheme" for Air l "i <'' \ u.ran un-

dergraduates. Seienceintn, gradu-

ating in '49 and '50 will be given

preference.

If you qualify for either of these

schemes and desire to Join, drop in

and see -Mr. Wright. Union War-

den, at his office tn McLaughlin

Hail before Tan. 30. 1948.

CFRC POP PROGRAM FRIDAY

The regular Friday evening program produced by several

Science students will be heard at 1490 kcs.

7J0 p.m.—Boxinj; from Sports Night II. Jim Kirk reporting.

S..3Q i>.in,—JiM- Time, Recorded.
8.45-9.15 |).iii.~Piam. Scltciioiis by Jack Haroki, Sc. SO.

9.1; iJ.iii.— .Mu^ic irnNi ilie Shows. Recorded.

930 p.m.— Dong CreiKliion and an inslrmnental group.

10-10,30 p.m.— Parade of Hiti. The latest times. Recorded.

1030-1045 p,iu— Minii: 0I Tommv Dorscy Recorded,

10 45-11.15 p.m.—Colltpt- orchestra plaving from the gymnasium at Sports

Night 11.

The music for the Open House in Grant Hall Saturday evenmg

will be reproduced from CFRC Studios.
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The Dunning Lecture . .

"We must see history imaginatively. We must

make it an instrument of social and personal

advance."

Witii a flow of language and a use ot imagery that turned

an academic lecture into something far more stimulating.

Dr. T. E. Jessop on Wednesday made an auspicious begin-

ning- to his three-part discussion of "The Freedom of the

Individual in Society." He spoke to a polyglot audience of

one thousand-odd students and successfully carried most of

Ihem along with him on a flight through the higher realms

of history-cum-philosophy.

Dr. Jcssop's approach to history is strongly reminiscent

of Arnold Toynhce's ; he hacks away from it as he would

from a painting until the colors and lines blend into each

other and begin to make some kind of sense. He sees history

as something coherent and informative rather than "little

incipient glories smothered in a mass of commonness and

evil".

Viewing history in this way, Dr. Jessop decides that

its most outstanding feature is the "ideal fact of freedom."

Freedom is something that only man, of all the animals, has

been able to achieve. It had its birth in the "precocious

splendor" of the Greek city state and advanced through the

'ages until it reached flood-tide in the middle of the nineteenth

century.

In our own time, however, we have seen a reversal of

this great historical trend. Many nations have looked crit-

ically at freedom and chosen oppression instead. As for the

rest of us, "we are now free less by burning conviction than

by habit."

There are many who will lake issue with Dr. Jessop's

idea that the growth of freedom has been one of the dom-

inant movements in all history. After all, the great mass

of the world's people have never known anything that could

be described as freedom, and probably never will during the

lifetime of the iireseni generatioii. Perhaps what we calj

freedom is just a political and sociological miracle that crops

up from time to lime in the rise and fall of successive

civilizations,

Whatever freedom is. however, there can be no dis-

puting Dr. Jessop's contention that it is in danger today.

It is being attacked from all sides, and nobody seems par-

ticularly anxious to defend it effectively. North Americans

slitl ])ay lip-service to the idea of personal liberty, then deny
it to their fellow citizens as they wage the cold war against

Communism. Meanwhile our society slowly, almost imper-

ceptibly, becomes more coUectivist.

It will be interesting to hear Dr. Jessop's justification

of freedom in his second lecture. His views we may dis-

pute, but his outpouring of ideas is far too thought-provoking

to be ignored.

A Prince Born to the Bulgarian Haute Monde and Now a Queen's Student and

a Canadian Citizen with a Canadion Name Tells of His Exciting Lite and

Adds Snapshots from His Own Album.

Mama Was a Royal Highness

Part I - My Tender Years

The Story of a Prince

It was my lucky fate to be born at the

liveliest time of Bulgarian history. I

did not see much of the revolution myself

being only in my cradle at the time but

my uncle Vashti (he was of course a prince

as were ail my mother's half-brothers, she

was a princess and a Royal Highness)

went uj) in the lift once in the old Royal

Interior Department Building on the Stretz-

ylpiatz with Bela Kun himself. I remem-

ber his telling of the incident often as he

dandled us children on his good knee. Those

were days of high adventure indeed in

old Belgrade. Blood ran in the very gut-

ters as Bela Kun and his mad ruffians at-

tempted to turn my country into a Bolshevik

state.

Red Riot at Grandmama's
They met with little luck in the Ion;::

run you may be sure but how often I have

heard the story of the storming of Grand-

mama's mansion in the Gnyckrystren. One

lout loudly shouted "Down with Her Royal

Highness the Princess Frederic" (my

grandmother) and another threw a rock

at the great iron gate. Grandniama never

mentioned the incident hqrself but the

servants often used to tell us how she

went serenely on with her trifle, stopping

only to tell Feder the major-domo to pull

the curtains although it was not yet five

o'clock. The police soon took the rioters

away in the patrol barouche and Grand-

mama never mentioned the incident again.

She was indeed bred in the grand tradi-

tion and was the real head of our family.

I remember she had a bustle that tied on

with black ribbon.

Off to School!
Soon I was a youth and papa began

to think of my education. There were

responsibilities inseparable from my posi-

tion as the son of a prince and a Royal

Highness {my mother was a Royal High-

ness) and father was determined that I

should have" an education appropriate with

my future position. He used to go to Paris

Charades were great sport at Spryzx.
Here our English governess. Miss Bootle,
is matSe up for her part in a four-

syliable word.

Glogk. my constant companion on^ bird

watches. I am just out of the picture

to the left.

hiniseli to engage governesses for me. He

always favoured English ladies as being

more chic but mama insisted to the end

that I should have the benefit of a German

tutor and engaged a young well-born (com-

paratively), Bavarian, the Graf Von Hohent-

borgen. He. with successively Miss Blenk-

insop. Miss Brock-Jones. Miss Twicken-

ham. Miss Fielding, Miss McNeill, Miss

Crawford and Miss Hopkinson. taught me

what I know of German and English. I

learned very little from these pleasant

people. In fact I saw very little of them

and looking back on it I can remember

not a single significant thing any of them

said. At the time 1 did not realize this

but spent much time alone with my plan-

etarium or out with Feder the coachman

at our country place in the Iron Hills dis-

trict tramping about and bird watching.

UNCLE VASHTI.

Taken at Glyckstrynpolk in 1927, before

he married Aunt Tanya.

Suddenly 1 was fourteen. Papa made

arrangements for me to go to the Frynkl-

szlani or Military Academy as befitted

his position. There 1 can assure you my

rank received little recognition beyond a

perfunctory homage from the professors

and one or two slight privileges such as

the services of Feder, my servant, and

certain goodies which were sent by mama

to grace my sparse table. Once indeerl

the other boys even tucked my sheet up

into what, is called here an apple-pie bed.

1 can tell you I laughed as heartily as any

one at this jape although at the time I was

not unnaturally put out. Day flowed intc

day and soon I was a young man. But the

companionship of boyhood at the Academy

I shall never forget.

Sunlight and Shadow
PARIS '. What magic lies in those

words ! Papa had been in Nice for sev-

eral months engaging an English gover-

ness for my yoimg brother Feder and soon

mama decided that owing to the unstalde

action of the pengo we all should follow.

In Paris I first began to learn of life. I

still feel the hot coursing of my veins when

first I saw the sculptures in the Louvre

and- the very next month I bribed Feder.

mother's secretary, to take myself and a

young lady cousin of a French branch nf

the family to the daring Folies Bergeres.

In the midst of the audacious show she

slipped her warm little hand into mine.

Romance entered my life ! Still tinglint!;

from the experience, still feeling the twitch

nf those cool little fingers, T returned home

to find papa, back from Nice, sitting with

mama in unaccustomed melancholy. MaiiKi

burst into tears as I entered the room. I

asked: using a useful American phrase,

what "was up". Sitting at attention, im-

passive as befitted the nobleman he wa^,

papa told me as a hush fell over the room.

Grandmama had tumbled down the dumh

waiter.

(This exclusive account of the boyhood

of a prince whU be continued indefinitely.)

University Medical Services

All students ore reminded that the University Medical Officer

ovailoble ot the following hours at the hospital:

Weekdays—Women 1.30 p.m. Men 4.30 p,m,

Soturday—1,15-1.45 p.m., and on Sundoys by appointment.

House Colls will be mode by the Medicol Officer if necessary.

SPORTS NIGHT
GYMNASIUM

Diving Exhibition—George Athens: Br. Emp. Diving Champ
Canadian Diving Champ Intercollegiate Diving Champ

Speed Swimming: Queen's, McGitl, Peterborough, Y.M.C.A.

Boxing and Wrestling: 6 action-pocked bouts

Basketball: Queen's girls vs Nylon Ladies

Sports' Movies and a Tom and jerry Cartoon

Dancing: 10- 1, Mocdonold and Viner 11 pc. orchestra

FRIDAY, JAN. 16th, 1948

7,30- 1.00

50 Cents Each 75 Cents Couple

Dear Journal . .

.

Sports Night Snort . . .

i would like to air my opinions regarding the schmozzle that

is being pulled so expertly this coming Friday night. January the

16th. It's the way in which the A B of C sponsored Sport's Night

! 1 bad virtually denied my year. Arts '50, its customary year dance.

Our dance date was given to us well ahead of last Christmas

and was actually left to us because it did not coincide with any

special events on or about the campus. That was fine. And as it's

customary for a year to use this opportunity to replenish a usually

sadly depleted bank account we went ahead and began ordering

advertising material and providing for what we hoped would have

been a successful hop. Then along comes Sport Night- There

was nothing the powers that we contacted could do. We offered

lo make a deal with the Sports Night convenor .... no dice. But

the thing that hurts most is that this edition of Sports Night is

offering NO special feature .... Women's basketball .... swimming

, . . ...sports movies,

Nothing can be done about the matter now. So Arts '50 goes

through its second year on the campus without being able to offer

its contribution to the social life of the university. What we can

hope for is that when next Sports Night decides to go on, that

they cannot inconvenience any other year in the same manner.

FRED CEDERBERG,
Social Convenor, Arts '50.

Stutterers Note
Through the medium of The Journal I should like to address

this letter to all stutterers on the Campus. Having undergone

speecii therapy at a D.V.A. hospital I should like to pass on a few

of the theories involved to anyone who feels they would he of pra>-

lii-al value to them.

Discussion is an eiieniy of introversion : this fact is a basi^

.if the therapy. According to figures compiled by authorities on

the iubject. there is one stutterer for every one hundred normal

speakers so I assume the possibility of there being thirty of us al

Qucen'i. Such a group should afford ample scope for discussion.

Will anyone interested please contact me at 5173, or tlirongh thi'

Post Office?
DAVE PATTISON.

"Library Litter" ...
Might a directive be issued ordering the removal at regul^f

T.eriods of dust-covered couples from the steps of the main stairca^*^

of the Douijlas Library ?

An allcrnative location would be along minor hallways be-

neath the Shortl-Hayden Collection.

'At present they (tlie couples) constitute a hazard in case ol

fire or other emergency.
—H. N.
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Americans are socially mature, intellectually soft;

Impressions of the SCM meeting, Lawrence, Kansas

Christmas Conference
By Tom Donnelly

When 1,853 students with 1,853 backgrounds, all sufficiently

sincere to forego their Christmas holidays at home, are shoved

together for five days to study "Christian Frontiers," something

is boimd to happen.

The reactions of some of the Queen's delegates were

given in Tuesday's Journal, and I will comment on only a

few of my impressions. The thing that most surprised me
about the Americans was their maturity in the social graces

and their immaturity in intellectual matters. Their complete

ease of making introductions, the skill they have acquired

in remembering names and the sincere friendliness of every-

body is something that amazed even a Queen'sman.

Intellectually, tliey are not, in general, on a par with Canadians

This is partly because of the inclusion of fifth form studies into

\iniversity work in the U.S. Nevertheless in no American student

could 1 find the intellectual toughness and analysing and evaluating

skill in religious debate that I meet quite frequently on this campus,

and even in delegates from other Canadian campuses.

"How Much Tribute Do You Pay to Britain?"

What they lack in this, they make up in a refreshing enthusiasm

in everything they do. For five days we were completely extended

by as gruelling a programme as I have ever undertaken. From

seven in the morning till 11 at nigiit, with bull sessions afterwards,

we were on the go without a break. Canadian delegates, in addition

to their regular work, were also required to educate the Americans

in the facts of life. At one meal 1 was asked. "How much do you

Canadians pay annually for the privilege of being governed by

Britain?" My Christian charity was extended to the utmost as I

explained that we were really quite free, freer even than India. To

hint that we were freer than the U.S. itself would have been a sign

of Communism.

The conference was highlighted by an extremely fine group of

speakers. A penetrating insight into the possibilities and the short-

comings of the Christian Church on this continent was revealed,

especially by James Robinson, a Negro pastor and one of the spirit-

ual giants at the conference. To meet him is to know the reality of

the thing called Christian witness.

Thirty Countries Represented

The international viewpoint was lent to the conference by dele-

gates of 30 countries. It helped put our own problems in their

proper perspective, and gave to all a vision of the possibilities and

difficulties in the way of a World Church. Americans have their

own peculiar problems. Their churches are split asunder by scliisms,

and the ecumenical movement is an appaling need throughout

the U.S.

Then, too, there is the ever-present Negro problem. The con-

ference was the first on which a united decision against racial dis-

crimination was possible. No Canadian can understand the dci>th

of the problem, for even wlien outright discrimination has been

erased there still exists the paternalism which will help the Negro

but objects to seeing the Negro help himself.

Throughout the conference ran a strong political tone.

It was started by Congressman Walter Judd, Chairman of

the conference, who speaking on the subject "Giving the

Frontiers the Once Over," got stalled when he got to the

Kuomintang frontier in China, and called for arms for

Chiang. This is a sore point with many Canadian SCM's.

and Canadians in general got themselves labelled as Com-

munists in their attempts to get another point of view pre-

sented to the delegates.

The conference presented a personal challenge lo every dele-

gate, a challenge to effective living. Whether the conference was a

success will evidence itself on the campuses of North America and

in the lives of students who attended.

OF Cabbages and MacKenzie King

They're talking of the cobbage now—
They're talking all the time

They're saying' that it is unfair that cabbages now cost

A dollar a head.

They seem to think it is the cabbogc's fault

And they call him all kinds of dirty names . . .

And the poor tittle innocent cabbage is afraid to rear its insulted head . . .

But the thing the cabboge should be thankful for

Is that they haven't got around to realizing that the cabbage is sometimes

red

And that that could be the reoson that the lowly cabbage is playmg

this filthy trick on us

—

And anyway it smells.

^ ^

Perfection

Our honds moy close

No longer thon a moment

On perfection;

Cool waters slipping through

Our fingers or

Soft music flooting

To oblivion

Or beouty fading into

Dork of night.

We touch,

But somehow never hold.

Perfection,

Unless in cronnies

Of our memories.

Our closped hands moy close

No longer thon this moment

On perfection.

Brief as the spoce

Of 0 kiss today;

Tomorrow, in the minds

Of two of us.

Eternity.

The Steam Shovel
Now it came to pass as Maid Marion didst

not appear as usual amongst great clouds of

steam, scribe didst seek her out amongst

deepest and darkest corners of Nic and didst

find her steamless, and lamenting great wrong

doings suffered by once happy warriors at

hands of fac. Although warriors do outnumber fac by 50 to 1, yet

almighty few have again with slashing of red ruled them to be wrong.

When warriors didst enter cave of Ont, elder of tribe dtdst

appear with exceeding great lamentations, for it had appeared that

certain warriors held many strange beliefs even such as are forbid-

den in land of Queenz. And one elder didst tell of disgust felt while

reading of these strange beliefs such as he had not experienced for

niijh unto 12 moons. Moreover didst he bear many manuscripts

which bore figures in red and which were distributed to th^ war-

riors who were astounded at the smallness of such numbers. And

immediately there was great activity and many things were done

and great was exclamation when Joe the Schmoe didst back into

one seeking to recall left hand rule.

Honour to One of Tribe

Now it came to pass and the time didst arrive that King of

Queenz should be crowned. And upon eve of Fria didst many

claimants gather in cave of Grant and supporters didst assemble on

their behalf. And great was rejoicing among warriors when true

worth of Scienz was recognized and Will the Mac was made King.

And while unto many warriors 'tis nothing new to be crowned m
strife, to be crowned in peace is strange and great honour.^

And many warriors are struck with wonder upon beholding crea-

tures which wander aimlessly about Queens resplendent in coats

of many colours even beyond that of Joseph's. And closer examma-

tion proves these to be certain clodz of Arts who knowing full well

that they have no other distinction needs must bring selves unto

notice by dressing like makers rather than readers of books.

Lemonites Becometh Less Sour

And moreover do warriors begin to sec change at Queenz eveu

so that Lemons begin to show unto them proper kindness. But

warriors are not deceived for verily time of for-mal of Scienz ap-

proaches and it is that which brings change of attitude to men of

Scienz as lemonites do hope that import restriction dost apply even

at Queenz.

But now this tale is told and scribes must be off to put many

things in readiness for the morrow. For much is expected of tribe

by elders, and moreover have two weeks passed and resolves of

greater industry made at New Year's
'

flagons emptied at that time.

— JOAN FINNIGAN

Mutability

The leaves which yesterdoy were beoutiful and proud,

yVtth some sweet dream of summer post endowed,

Lie pressed to eorth beneath the treod of feet;—

Oh, time, despite the human heart, must be complete!

We would hove the earth stand still with us at spring,

Clutch at some mutable, perfect thing,

But, oh, we cannot hold this moment, though we try.

And even our love, you rightly soy, will somewhere, somehow, die,

Though life be turned from the light.

Though the lone heart cry long into the night.

— JOAN FiNNICAN

Shooting the Hoystrough

. . . Slowly drifting above the chute.

Holding bock with bockword stroke.

Watching where white woter boils.

Watching where smooth water rolls.

Watching the slow oily slick

And the wedge where currents meet.

Feeling the nbs sharp on the knees.

Gripping the blade with sweoty hands . . .

Downward swooping,

Woter roaring,

Sproy flying,

Heorr pounding . . .

Slowly drifting below the chute,

Looking up the tumbling slope . . .

—"WHISKEY)ACK'

rather dust, even as do many

Oh For The Days Of Batstone And Leadley

[Burp!]

No doubt t'was great to be alive

Back ill nineteen twenty-five

But now my friend, resume your

beer

And for the old days shed no tear.

'Tis true that Queen's has gone to

pot;

Her students now are not so hot.

But please, old Gael, don't weep and

wail ; :

Join us in another ale!

— B. A. CLARENCE-KING

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, ind bef to

remind them that as lormerly the prestige of yean stand* behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official BIu«n

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHMICALs SUPPL.ICIS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Your future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP ). FRANK HERSEY

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

G.R EAT-West Mfe
'assurance company

head office - wihwipec
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Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

EGTAB.m8

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LOCKETTS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

DEBATERS

FAVOUR PROF'S REPORT
DECIDE SCIENCE AN ASSET

Maintaining tliat professors have

evolved from uneducated "celebates

into positions which give them au-

thority that would make any mem-

ber of the National Council of the

CCF shudder", debaters Ken Biiiks

and Ken Rouff Tuesday night suc-

cessfully upheld the affirmative on

the resolution: "In the mutual in-

terests of both professor and stu-

dent, this house is of the opinion

that students should be required to

fill in report cards on professors."

Mike Nelles and Dick Jones for

the negative held that if a professor

is lousy the student has a perfect

right to go tell him so, but that

reaiiy, the student is not qualified

to judge his professors, mainly be-

cause of his lack of experience.

The affirmative said that the rap-

port between student and professor

has all but disappeared in most of

our modern universities. Some

mr w/u

\youpowN

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

• For smoother,

faster work from

points that never

break, try these

three college

favorites:

IIRADO
WRITING PENCIL

f COLORED PENCIL

TURQUOISE
DRAWING PENCIL

dieck on the professor is needed

because of this. Standing stoutly

on their Lincoln quotation
—"Malice

to none— Justice to all !", they

stated that it was not fair for the

professor to "walk in one door, talk

for an hour, let the student pick

up the ideas if he could, and then

walk out the other door. If we, if

society, if the community is going

to benefit, we must have report

cards,"

In the second debate on the re-

solution : "The World has more to

fear than to hope for from Science

today". Art Ross and Jim Short

succeeded in convincing the judges

that the fear of Science is not as

great as the affirmative painted it.

Holding that it is not Science, but

Man that is to be feared they meti-

culously replied to the affirmative

arguments of Max Cohen and Gar-

net McDiamiid.

The affirmative said that "man's

mind has outgrown his spirit" and

that if he is to maintain mastery

over himself he must fear Science.

The negative speakers replied that

this argtmient merely illustrated "an

escapist tendancy to blame Science

for the ills of the world. If you

damn Science," they said, "y o u

damn your faith in the freedom of

thought." It we were to accept the

affirmative arguments it is time to

"get our Httle axe, go back to the

cave, and inscribe on the wall
"Where Ignorance is Bliss"."

The debates were judged by Miss

Pauline Jewett, Professor Arnold

Edinborough, and Debating Qub
President Jack Young.

The first monthly Levana meet-

ing of 1948 will be held in the

Ban Righ common room, Wed-

nesday, January the 21st. The

speaker of the evening is Mr.

Arthur Smith, M.A., C.B.L.. vvho

was Secretary at the Canadian

Embassy in Russia during the

war. "Toward International Com-

munity" is his topic and should

prove of interest to all of Levana.

It just doesn't seem possible

that so many important meetings

could be held at one time. Arts

Formal boys hopping around,

Queen's Revue people exploding

hither and yon, and Levana For-

mal preparations — ah yes, the

opening I was seeking. Seems

that around Jan. 30 staid old Grant

Hall will resound to the music

of Hal MacFarlane. and formal

fenimes with tliankful-for-having-

made-the-Levana - Formal - boys,

(speaking of openings!) will be

dancing underneath a Stairway

to Heaven theme. Those blue and

silver decorations should banish

the haggard look from any face.

The dance is being ably convened

by Ann Janes, with the efficient

assistance of Mary Walker. Joan

Keough, June Stuart, Zibbie Cor-

lett, Joan Stewart, Jean Scott,

Barb Wright, Dottie Wilson, Mo
Shepherd, Marg Slorence, and

Amelia Earwhacker.

PSyCHOLOGY CLUB

TO SPONSOR FILM

"This is Robert" is the first

of a series of psychological films

to be presented to Queen's stu-

dents, sponsored by the Psychol-

ogy Club.

This 80-minute sound film il-

lustrates the personality dynam-

ics of development in a preschool

child. It traces the growth of

Robert—an aggressive, 'difficult',

yet thoroughly charming and ap-

pealing child—from his arrival in

nursery school at two through

his first year in public school at

seven.

Job Interviews

For Sciencemen

Mr. Cheney of the Hydro-Elec-

tric Power Commission would like

to meet those graduating students

who have arranged interviews with

him for a short general discussion.

The meeting will take place Mon-
day, January !9th, in No. 2 Lec-

ture Room, Old Arts Building, at

7.00 p.rn.
, - , ,

All graduating mechanical, elec-

trical or civil engineers arc wel-

come.

Nationol Research
Council

requires research workers in

many fields of science. Appli.
cations are invited from scien-

tists and students for term and
summer employment. For fur-

ther details see notices now in

circulation at your university.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED* RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

k

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

BUVAU 3
FROM YOUR

(SCHOOL SUPPLY DEALER

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THK

MUTUAL IIFE
*kMMlMOr CANADA ^H^MBM

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, CL.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeoter

Classified Ads
LOST

Plastic rimmed glasses around the
campus, and a royal blue jacket. Clara

May Tillson.

Last Friday at Grant Hall, man's dark
brown, hand-stitched, kid glove, for

right hand. Phone Keith McLean,
6776.

In Nicol Hall on or about Dec. 17,

one black Parker fountain pen with a
wide gold band, Will finder please

contact G. A. Jewett, 2269D.

A Log Log duplex slide rule without
case. Initials D.H.C. Please contact
Don Charlesworth. Ph. 5324.

FOR SALE
English made set of tails. Best qual-

ity. Practically new. Size 40 for tall

man. Ph. 22393.
Philosophy, Psychology, English, Eco-
nomics, Greek texts for first year Arts.

Drop enquiries in Journal box,

STUDENTS' WIVES' CLUB
A social meeting of the Students'
Wives Club will be held next Monday,
Jan. 19, at 8 pjn., in the Biology Lec-
ture Room, Old Arts Building.

FOUND
In 306 Ontario Hall, a Parker foun-
tain pen. Owner may have same by i

proving identity and paying for this I

ad. Contact Hugh Calvert, phone 9951.

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

189 Ontario St.

Arts '50 and Science '49

Year Pictures available at

Queen's Post Office

XVPIMC
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT

Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"Wc carry a full Unc of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize In

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4S24

Sick Parade
There can't be many students

left on the campus this week,

judging by the numbers of them

who are inhabiting KGH.
Margaret Irving, Arts '50, and

Helen McCloskey, Arts '51, are

both inmates at present; the lat-

ter Levanite is suffering from

a sore thumb!

John Holden, Arts '5Q, is laid

up with a broken ankle, and Ernie

Clifford, Arts '51, is, according

to him, recuperating from an at-

tack brought on by chronic al-

coholism I

The Medical Faculty, strangely

enough, have more than their share

of casualties this week; been

trying some of your own pills,

boys? Trev Thompson, '50, Stan

Lang, '51, and John Erickson,

49, are all enjoying a rest cure

for awhile.

^^Dovercoats"

"By Crombie of Scotland''

'THE FINEST COATS IN THE LAND"

CAN NOW BE HAD AT A

Discount of

20%
All Styles — All Colors — All Sizes

SEE THEM TO-DAY — YOU'LL SAVE MONEY

"You Never Gamble on a Dover Value"

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. _Dial_7037

COCA-COLA LTD. — KINGSTON

Memo
Re/

Corsages .

for the Arts Formal
Please order early as there is a definite shortage

on certain types of flowers due to our austerity

embargo on American imports.
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WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Science Formal

Tickets On Sale

Tickets for tliis year's Science

Formal will go on sale Friday,

Jan. 16, on a staggered basis to

give priority to the senior years.

Sales will be restricted to the

Science faculty until Jan. 31, af-

ter which tickets will be thrown

open to all others.

Following are the dates be-

tween which sales will be re-

stricted to the various years ;

fourth year, Friday. Jan. 16, to

Tuesday, Jan. 20 ; third year,

Monday. Jan. 19, to Thursday.

Jan. 22 ; second year, Wcdnes-

iay, Jan. 21, to Saturday, Jan.

24: first year, Monday, Jan. 26,

to Wednesday, Jan. 28.

Further notices concerning

ticket sales and other relevant

information will be posted in the

Science Clubrooms.

POHMIRI-V TH« CM1t.V CBAWPOBD FLOWIR SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Rm. 7990

What's When
Biological Society Newman Club Gives

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter

from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited

171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

Hanson & Eldgar
Danc« PRINTERS Printing of

Programs Phone 4114 Every

117 Brock St.Constitutions Description

"There must be an easier

way to make a few bucks."

If you are one of those smart smdenis,

like Egbert, fattening allowances with holi-

day-time earnings, you'll want to continue

being in the smart set by holding onto them.

Egbert, for one, knows the best way of doing

just that is by pigeonholing some of that

extra cash in a B ofM Savings Account.

Start your own "holding"

account at "MY BANK".
You, too, will like being

able to make it a heavy date

instead of splitting cokes at

"Sloppy Joe's".

Bank of Montreal
working with Canadians' in everv valk of life lince 18f7

Kingston Branch: DUGALD MacGREGOR. Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts. Branch: J. D. HICKEY, Manager

FRIDAY

—

UO p.m. Engineering

Society. Mr. P. B. Dilworth.

'Jet Engine Developments in

Canada.' Convocation Hall.

7.30 p.ni. Sports Night, gym-

nasium.

7.30 p.m. C.F.R.C. 1490 kcs.

Queen's Senior Hockey v5. Mc-

Gill ill Montreal.

SATURDAY—2 p.m. Aquacade

practice. Pool.

7.30 p.m. Boxing and Wrest-

ling. Gymnasium,

8.30 p.m.—Open House. Grant

Hall.

Queens Senior Hockey vs.

Carabins Montreal.

SUNDAY—2-4 p.m. — Queen's

Skating Club.

7 p.m. Queen's Students speak

at city churches.

8.30 p.m. Rabbi Samuel Cass,

"fs Chaos to he the Future

Jewish State?" Hillel House.

MONDAY—8 p.m. Dr. Jessop:

"The Vindication of Freedom".

Convocation Hall.

TUESDAY—7.30 [>.m. Arts Ban-

quet. LaSalle Baliroom.

8.00 p.Tu. Eugene Forsey. "La-

bi .r Kelacions and the Law."

Ban R'tgh Common Room.

8.30 p.m. Professor E- J. Pratt:

"The Huroniau Martyrs and

Their Work." Convocation

Hall.

CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Hears Fish Story

Dr. G. B. Reed, head of the Bac-

teriology Department a t Queen's

and newly-appointed, chairman of

the Fisheries Research Board of

Canada, addressed the Biological

Society on Tuesday on the work of

the Fisheries Board since its incep-

tion.

Among the topics discussed by

Dr. Reed was the vital work of the

Fisheries Board in providing iii-

foniiation for British Columbia !ier-

ring fishermen concerning move-

ment of herring schools at different

periods of the year. He also men-

tioned several other important re-

search projects being carried on by

the Board which have contributed

to Canada's leading position among

the world's fishing nations.

$5 To Namecaller

The Newman Club is offering five

dollars as a prize for the best name

suggested for their coming musical

review.

The show, to be held Feb. 9 in

KCVf auditorium, will be a nmsica!

review similar to the Gub's

"Comedy in Discord" presented last

year, with comedy, dancing and ac-

robatics.

Sliggestions are to be mailed to

Gelindo De Re. Queen's Post Of-

fice, on or before Tuesday, Jan. 20.

The contest is open to all students

except the judges, and the judges*

decision will be final.

. The winner will be announced in

the Jan. 23 edition of The JoumaL

Bonuses

For Budding Beethovens

Are you a bona fide resident ot

Ciuada or Newfoundland and under

22 years of age? If so. here's a

chance for you to win a $750.00

scholarship and $200.00 in prizes

There are a couple of other regu-

lations—one of which, a mere de-

tail, states that you must compose

all by viiursell. (and you must

swear tu that) twn imisical compo-

sitions, one ui which shall be a song

and both of which sliall show talent

and imagination.

This scholarship is bein^,- offered

by the "Composers. Authors and

Publishers Association of Canada

Limitetl." For further details, drop

in and see Miss Royce in the near

f u I u r f because the competition

close.-. March 31 and the awards will

be announced May 15, 1948.

Wheel of History

(Continue<l from page 1)

ty. the ordinary man is giving it

up willingly for immediate ma-

terial benefits. Man is falling back

into the mass and collectivism

from which he arose through the

years."

Can Still Reverse Trend

Ending on a note of hope. Dr,

jessop admitted that it was not

too late to reverse this trend. He

said cur institutions and tradi-

tions are .Soaked with libert\ nnd

thi:-t we can undo the re-ent and

ominous betrayals if we desire.

"It is loo recent to be unchange-

able,"' be said, "but if this trend

is reversible is it worthwhilt;?

The answer to this question,

"Can Freedom Be Justified?

will be the topic of Dr. Jessop'

second Dunning; Trust Lecture.

Campus Frolics '48

Slated for Feb. 4, 5

The new all Queen's
show, Campus Frolics '48,

will hit the boards of K.C.

V.I. auditorium on Feb. 4-5.

In place of the thenne

type show previously plan-

ned the producers have de-

cided to revert again to the

revue show with a number

of individual acts.

Music has been arranged

by Boyd Valleau who was

in Kingston Monday and

Tuesday to go over the score

of Frolics '48 with producer

Don Ni.\on.

Open House Saturday

The recently organized Hockey

Club will present an Open House

in Grant Hall on Saturday night

from 8.30 till 12.

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd,

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

«a VICTOR I"" i'*^SStk

Serenude
An enchanting story song told by Don Cornell and the

Choir while the band-behind-the-vocals delivers in that special

Kaye style. Hear it at your RCA Victor Record dealer's today.

THAT'S WHAT EVERY YOUNG GIRL SHOULD KNOW
Swing and Sway with Sammy Kaye

Bofh on RCA Vic/or Record 20-2372 ; i i ; ; J i ; ; ; :
75c.

look to RCA Victor Records for the lotest Hits . . . . . Here are just a few!

I'LL DAKCE AT YOUR WEDDING
CAROLINA IN THE MDHNINQ

ToBf Atirlio

75*

SO FAR
A FELLOW NEEDS A GIRL,

(bo(h from ibr pioduoioo

RCA Vicioi RKotd 10.2^02.

•Allesro")

PtTTj Cat

GOLDEN EARRINGS _ , „ .

(irora iht ' Goldm E»(nngi' 1

TTNDERLY
Cbatllt Spirdi tiul bit Oicbtiira

BCA VicToi Record :0-2>85 7Sf

GONNA CCT A OIRL
SONG OF NEW ORLEANS

Ltr>r Crttn •mJ Mi Orebttira

RCA Victof Record 2O-2J60 TS*

r//£ sr^jRSmo r//£ ///rs /i^£ o/v-

®@ RCAVictor records
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FIGHTERS WILL SHOW
TALENTS SAT. NIGHT

By Lloyd Woods

Ciiinaxing tomorrow night's light card in the gym will be tlie

heavyweight siraji Isetwcen Kt-illi Christiansen and Johnny Post

of tlie Brockvillc Training- Centre. Interest -is running high over

llie champion's ^ir^t apjjearance nf the year and he is expected to

stop the 192 lb. Post- who has seven fights to his credit. The semi-

final brings together two more heavyweights when Dave Coffey,

a member of the local police force, takes on our own Harry Dick.

Dick, a hard-hilTing 210-poinider

weights.

The wrestling team's competi-

tion ivill be provided by the To-

roiiio West End Y led by the

veteran Harry Peace. Peace is

a Canadian middleweight cham-

pion and a former British Empire

Games finalist and he has tauglit

his grapplers all the answers.

Our hoys shonid pick up some
valuable experience for the In-

lercollegiate fights next month.

Representing Queen's will be

Vince Politi, who lost a close

decision in the 145 lb. class last

year, Don Smylie, Lang Farrand,

George Flannigan and Don Good.

O ut s t a n d i n g among the

Queen's boxers competing Satur-

day will be the following: Arvo
Tikkala, who is being groomed as

our welterweight representative,

Stew LeBaron, a 135 lb. fresh-

man who is definitely a boy to

watch. Hank Unruh. our 160 lb.

finalist last year, and Mike Milo-

vick. the Intercollegiate light-

h^avy champ, as well as Dick and

Christiansen.

will enjoy a 30 lb. pull in the

The jard is as follow;

Wrestling

135 lbs.—Don Suiylie, Queen's, vs
Harold Wilson, Toronto.

, 14S lbs.—Lang Farrand, Queen's, vs
Barney Belcourt, Toroiilo.

145 lb?.—Vince Politi, Queen's, vs
.Alex Orr, Toronto.

170 lbs.—Gcorg-e Flannigan, Queen's,
vs Bob Black-more, Toronto.

Heavy—Don Good, Queen's, vs Lou
Peloscia, Toronto.

Exhibition—Harry Peace vs (?),

Boxing

175 lbs.—Don Connor, Queen's, vs
D. Gerbisli, Queen's.

160 lbs.—Jim Crockett, Queen's, vs
D- Miles, Queen's.

135 lbs.—L. Brcdin, Queen's, vs Bud
Liubeliiian. Queen's.

148 lbs.—.\rvo Tikkala, Queen's, vs
D. Si. Louis, Kingston.

135 lbs.—F. Richardson, Queen's, vs

Louis Keating, Queen's.
135 lbs,—Stew LeBaron, Queen's,

vs Don McLeod. Ottawa.
160 lbs.—Hank Unruh, Queen's, vs

Johnny Shrugue, Ottawa.
170 Ills.—Mike Milovick, Queen's,

vs Johnny Brown, Toronto.
Heavy—Harry Dick, Queen's, vs

Dave Coficy, Kingston.
Heavy— Keith Christiansen, Queen's,

vs Johnny Post, Windsor.

HAL'S

SIDELINES

HOOPSTERS AWAY
The Queen's Seniors take to the

road this weekend to tackle Ottawa

U. and the Commerce Grads in Ot-

tawa. Friday night the Gaels play

the Commerce Grads in the Gym of

Glebe Collegiate and then move to

the Coliseinn Saturday night where

they take on the potent Ottawa U.
squad.

Coach Jake Edwards will carry

nine men on the trip. Weir, Sm>'the,

Huhand, Tndd, McLanghhn, Dob-

bins, McNiven, and Elford being

the chosen.

The Commerce Grads, the Gaels'

Friday night opponents, are said to

be a much weaker club than they

were last season. Playing coach Hal

Axon, an ex-teammate of Shag Park

and Bill Devitt on the Toronto

Simpson Grads, is the only hold-

over from last year's squad,

Saturday night the Seniors tackle

Ottawa L'. fur the second time this

season. In their first game Ottawa

managed a 44-36 win. In last year's

contest ihe Gaels dropped a 41-31

heartbreaker. It would seem then

that these two teams are very even-

Kememberiiig the closely fought
,

ly matched and that the least we can

game of last Saturday, against the expect is a split this week end.

supposedly invincible Riverdale However if the Tricolor can play

Grads, the Queen's team, although inspired ball as they did last week
edged by three points, looked like we will have a double victory to

ii real ball cUib,
1 cheer for.

We trust that the Athletic Board of Control is doing everything

in its power to secure the best available coach for next year's edi-

tion of the Senior Gaels. As yet there has been no indication from

the inner sanctum of any action, with the exception of a report in

the press at large that Bob Elliott has definitely turned down the

job of full-time head footbal coach. Elliott is an awfully valuable

man to have around ; if he can't see his way to putting all his eggs

in the football basket, we hope he can help out as backfield coach

for many years.

There is no doubt that we need a full-time man, wdio is here

on a permanent basis. The only hope for Tricolor success in senior

Intercollegiate football is to build from year to year. We would

like to see a coach appointed as soon as possible, so that he can

get on the job fast, and start planning for next year, but the advan-

tages to be gained from an immediate appointment are far out-

weighed by the dangers of a hasty decision. No stone must be left

unturned in the quest for the best man we- can get.

FUNNY BUSINESS?
The intercollegiate athletic program of this University is a

large operation, involving upwards of fifty thousand dollars. It

seems funny that such a large business is run without any sort of

executive assistant other than a few bookkeepers.

It is not far-fetched to compare the A. B. of C. to a corporation's

j
board of directors functioning without a general manager. An

I

extremely vital link is missing.

At present the ordinary run of the mill decisions of the A. B.

of C. are made at the weekly meetings of an Executive Committee.

Its members are selected, according to the A.M.S. Constitution,

rom the membership of the full board. They are all men with heavy
j

jobs elsewhere or students who occasionally worry about work —
none of them can devote too much time to grubbing aroimd and

finding out what's what in hidden corners of the campus. Yet most

of the issues upon which they are called to rule do not call for

well-balanced, long range judgment but rather for a thorough

knowledge of the facts. The delays in administration are caused by

the need to job someone to go out and investigate and report

back to the next meeting. This investigating, and a great number
of the decisions could be made by a full-time executive officer. If

he had imagination and drive this man could initiate many reforms

which now await someone's getting around to thinking they'd be

a good idea, and having enough gumption to act.

He could look after the organization of minor intercollegiate

sports which'now are clamouring, and quite justifiably so. for a little

attention. He could help sell Queen's to the high schools. In fact,

he would be an Athletic Director. He just might be the same man
employed as head football coach.

TRICOLOR PUCKSTERS
TRAVELTOMONTREAL

By Lloyd Menary

Queen's Senior Hockey Club will entrain for Montreal this week-

end for games on Friday and Saturday night. The Gaels will meet

the McGill Redmen on the Forum ice to-night, while on Saturday

evening, in the Verdun auditorium, the University of Montreal

Carabins will provide the opposition.

the Tricolor's

Sports Nisht, Gym Tonight

A second Tricolor Sports Night is scheduled for tonight at

7.30. Opening the program will be three excellent wrestling bouts
in which Arland Bennis will be matched with Bill Ayearst, Don
Smylie with Lang Farrand and Bill Sly with John Grammar. Fol-

lowing this is a three bout boxing card with Mac MacKepHne fight-

ing Jim Crockett. L. Keating opposing Des Morrow and F. Richard-

son meeting L. Bredin.

The scene then changes tu the

The trip will be

first to the big eastern metropolis

this season, although they have tan-

gled with both the Quebec clubs

locally. In the schedule opener on

November 21 the Gaels dropped a

closely plaj'ed 5 - 3 decision to the

Redmen, while on December 5 they

turned hack the Carabins 6-5.

Tricolor are very anxious to re-

deem themselves after their dismal

showing against the Varsity Blues

last Friday. .Although winners in

only one of their first four starts,

the club has by no means given up

in its drive for a play-off berth. At

this writing they are deadlocked

with the University of Montreal for

the cellar spot, with the second place

McGill Redmen only four points up,

and having played one more game.

The Toronto Blues, of course, with

four wins to their credit in five

games, hold the upper hand, but a

win or two in Montreal this week

end would definitely put the locals

in a contending position.

The club came out of Friday's

fiasco injury free and are at full

strengtli for the Montreal invasion.

The recent addition of Don Murray

and Don Hedley to the roster will

enable Coach Gene Chouinard to

change his lineups for the two week

end games. The injury suffered by

Ron Kemp in Toronto last Novem-

ber seems now to be fully recovered,

and the tricky centre star should be

i[i top form again. In Kemp, Mur-

ray and Wagar the Gaels have three

first class play-makers, and the

clubs latent scoring punch is due to

click,

T h e only other intercollegiate

hockey activity over the week-end

will be in Toronto tonight, with the

\'arsity Blues entertaining the Uni-

versity of Montreal Carabins,

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURRIE

231 PRINCESS STREET
DISTINCTIVE - DEPENDABLE

Dial Store: 6634

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

Hartt Shoes for Men
Treadeosy Shoes for

Women
Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

pool for another sporting high-

light. Speed swimming will fea-

ture this part of the programme
with teams from McGill, Peter-

"loro. and Queen's. The Gaels

will be paced by Ken Meikle and

Bill Lech, two of the Tricolor

wa-.er polo team. McGill has a

chap named George Athens lead-

ing its team. He is the British

linipire diving champion, the Ca-
nadian diving champion, and the

intercollegiate diving champion.

FtT Peterboro a fifteen year

uld Ontariu backstroke champion
I named Gord Buck will s w i m
alonfj with Stan McBride a two
lumdred and fifty pound veteran.

Now, for the first time in the

evening, the girls get a chance to

show their athletic ability. * The
1947-48 edition of the Queen's
"Gaelites" play basketball again

a team put forth by the Nylon
Plant, Members of the team who
will sL-e ai'lion are Barbara

Arts Takes Waterpolo Crown

Arts captured the interfaculty

waterpolo crown last Saturday as

they shut out Meds 1 to 0. with

Cummings tallying the winning

goal. In the interfaculty bowling

finals, also on Saturday, Science

edged out Arts 3542 to 3387. H.

Simmond paced the victors with a

three game total of 725. and a high

single of 316.

Meds '53 Licks Meds '50

In the opener of the intramural

basketball season last Monday,

Meds 53 over-ran Meds 50, 27- 10

after rolling up a half time edge of

18-6. Charlie Bough and Seguin

who collected 8 apiece were the

main cugs of the Charters coached

Meds frosh, while Nellis, with 4
and Mcllvier with 3 led the losers.

In the second tussle of the night.

Science 48 managed to eke out a 19

to 10 victory over Arts 51. The
Sciencemen, who were up 10-11 at

the half were paced by Johnson with

0 and Smyth and Wilkan with 47

while Coach who hooped S was the

standout for Arts,

Tuesday evening saw Arts 49 roll

to a 15-12 triumph over Science 50

in a hard fought duel on the Queen's

floor. The Artsmen, who led by 5

points at half time were sparked by

Grahan with 5 and Gallant, with

Senysan upholding the losing cause

with 3.

Arts, Science, Meds Win
Three games were on tab Wed-

nesday evening, with Arts '48

downing Theology 40 to 12, Science

49 bowing to P. & H.E. 33 to 24

and Meds '52 stopping Meds '51 by

a 19 to 7 count.

In the first game Arts '48, who
took an lS-10 half-time lead, were

lead by Ira Damsteege, who racked

up 24 counters and Bill Towel! who
garnered 12.

In tlie second affair the Phys. Ed.

boys were paced by Bill Dell and

Morris Richardson of Rugby fame

while E. A. Lowe and Norm Harry

shone for the losers. The tussle was

a low scoring contest with Meds '52

ahead 7 - 0 at mid-game. Canieron

and Moor were high for Meds '52

while Taylor was the mainstay for

the losers.

MIKE MILOVICK
Intercollegiate light - heavyweight
champion, who will make his first

appearance this year on Saturday's
card.

Clarke, Connie Bennett, Pat Gar-

diner, Joan Keough, Marian Reid,

Janet Truckciibrodt, Margaret

Blasick. Betty McRae, and Helen

Schaus.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

MADE TO MEASURE TUXEDOS
— 2 WEEKS DELIVERY—

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
St 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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Self Re-education For Germans

Needed For Peace, Says Jessop
By Debbie Pierce

"I am not a hater of Germany. Before the war I felt more at

home in Germany than in any foreign country except Scotland,"

aid Dr. T. E. Jessop, speaking informally to a combined meeting

of the Public Affairs Club and the International Relations Society

Ban Righ Hall last Thursday night. Dr. Jessop spoke on "The

Problem of Germany."

Dr. Jessop began his speech l)y listing the reasons Germany

lias been able to plunge the world into war twice, and nearly suc-

ceeded in winning in each case, "It is her geographic ]>osition rather

1 her military genius,'' the philosopher stated, "for any country

Britain can beat hasn't got military genius." The position of Ger-

many in the centre of Europe enables her not only to separate

es but also to get reinforcements to the front as quickly as they

are needed. "She can have all her lines converged on a common
cenlre." '0

The second reason for Germany's power is the superiority of

hcT population. "Her population policy was one of the most im-

irladt and ghoulish features of the late great war program." Not

uiily did she establish the "(noraiity of the stud" in an effort to make

ihcir superiority so overwhelming it could never be dislodged, but

slie permanently reduced the population of all her neighbours.

The concentration

DISTINGUISHED TRIO SCHEDULED
TO ADDRESS STUDENTS TONIGHT

Vets Elect First

Reps At Queen's
After two and a half years,

Queen's, the fifth largest student-

veteran university in Canada,

now has a veterans' Committee.

At a meeting Thursday night ap-

proximately 250 veterans voted

almost unanimously for the for-

mation of such a committee.

Its purposes will be (I) — to

contact all veterans who are fac-

ing a premature end to their uni-

versity courses due to financial

difficulties.

(2)—to obtain from these stu-

dents financial statements regard-

ing their position and forward this

to N.C.S.V. for use in the forth-

See Vets Elect, p. 5

Many Posts Held

By Arts Speaker

Years of service to the Empire

in both Colonial and Dominion

affairs is the record held by the

speaker who will address the Arts

Society Banquet tonight. He is Sir

Alexander Clutterbuck. K.C.M.G.,

C.M.G., M.C., the present High

Commissioner for the United
Kingdom in Canada.

Serving with the Coldstream

Guards in the First Great War,

he joined the Postal department

of the Civil Service in 1919, mov-

ing to the Colonial Office in 1922,

Since then lie has filled a succes-

sion of responsible positions in

the service of the Empire.

Ill 1924 he was private sec-

retary of the Parliamentar>'

Undersecretary for Colonies,

from 1929 to 1931 he was a

member of the UK delegation

to the League of Nations As-

sembly, in 1933 he was secre-

tary to the Newfoundland

Royal Commission, in 1939-40

he was Deputy High Com-

missioner for the UK to the

Union of South Africa, and

from 1942 to 1946 he was As-

sistant Under-Secretary of

State.

camps, starv-

inj;s and the separation of the

stses. ... all this was part of a

LTuelly thought out program. The
l.iking away of children of three

.Hid lour to Germany "was the

liiggest stain on the whole of

hiatory. Any attack on the fount

of life is filthy in the eNtreme."

Dr. Jessop went on to say that

in order to solve the problem of

(crmany we should be able to

understand the German mental-

'ly. There are two points in

"iiich the German differs from
the Englishman : in the love of

llie big, strong, forceful and vio-

lent, whicli explains an admira-

lion for bullying and bad temper.

The second point is the Ger-

man's peculiar conception of the

^late. "It is a wholly metaphysi-
Liil thing, above the common man,
">i which the ordmary laws of

morality are not binding," That
'-^ the reason, Dr. Jessop affirms,

"lhat GOOD Germans are not
liiiamed of the diabolical acts

"le state called upon them to do
'luiiig the war."

These situations, which are

I't^rinanent in Germany, coupled
with ambition and envy of Bri-

'3in, have made Germany a prob-

Scc Jcsf.op, p. 2

DrJ.R.WattsPdsses

Acting Principal '39

Many at Queen's learned with

regret of the death on Friday

of Dr. John Robert W atts. U.D.,

professor of Practic il Thenlosy

at (Jueen's for 15 years and act-

ing principal from 1939 to 1941.

Dr. Watts passed away in Kings-

ton after a lengthy illness. He

was in his 72nd year.

Born in Shelburne, Out.. Dr.

Watts received his degree in Arts

in 1901 and then attended Theo-

logical College, graduating three

vears later. He served in the

ministry from 1905 until 1927

when he returned to Queen's as

a member of the staff. Dr. Watts

remained here until his retire-

ment in 1942.

Dr, Watts was a member of

Sydenham Street United Church

and was actively connected with

the Board of Home Missionaries

of both the Presbyterian and

United churches.

Surviving are his wife, the for-

mer Isabel May Best, whom he

married in 1905; a son. George

Watts, of Ottawa, a brother, G.

M. Watts of Shelburne.

U of T English Prof

To Present Address

On Huron Martyrs

The story of the first mission-

ary work in Ontario will be told

tonight in Convocation Hall by

Dr, E. J.
Pratt, head of the De-

partment of English at Victoria

College, University of Toronto.

Title of his lecture is "The Hur-

onian Martyrs and Their Work,"

New light has been shed on

the Huron missions in recent

years by the excavations and

restoiation work done on the site

of the original fort and church

near Midland.

An epic poem, "Breboeuf and

His Brethren", was recently pub-

lished from the pen of Dr, Pratt,

who has been long recognized

as one of Canada's leading poets.

The poem was set to music by

Dr. Healey Willan, and was pres-

ented in Massey Hall in Toronto

in 1944.

Greased

Star In

PigS/ Alarm

Recent CUP
Clocks

News
Mount Allison

rorized recently

greased pig. w
adorning its t.iil

girls' residence t

coeds were ter-

when a small

th a red how

was let into the

3 initiate an at-

tack that permitted the entrance

of over 100 "drouling" men. Sns-

picion vva- directed toward hos-

tile Dalhousians . . .

A UBC coed cured herself of

the habit of dozing in the Library

reading room before Christmas.

The tomb-like silence of the main

reading room was shattered
,
one

aflernooii by the jangling of her

alarm clock.

At Varsity, Trinity College's

traditional cake fight turned into

n .skunk fight this year, with the

aid of genuine dead skunks. The

idea of the fight was for the

Trinity freshmen to carry a cake

tliroiigh a Sophomore line into

the college quadrangle. Using

new tactics, the first year men

attempted to outrank the sophs

by ]>recediiig their attack with

two deceased, but still powerful

"Cats-.

At University of Alberta, an

instructor was seen to peer with

astouishmeiit at a group of his

class walking down the street.

"Gosh." he uas heard to mutter,

Thtv l>'Mk so different with their

Second

Second

Sports Night Scores

Successive Success

Harris Arbrque Is

Special Star For

The Arts Formal
liric Bronskill, convenor of the

Arts Formal, has announced that

'hose attending the d.mce will be

fntertaiued during intermission by

"le piano of Harris .^rbique.

With arrangements for the For-

nial nearing completion, the com-

'uittee is in need of help in prepar-

ing decorations any afternoon in the

Arts clubrooni and in the gymna-

!>imn on Thursday and Friday.

You are reminded lhat some tic-

ket-, are still available at the Queen's

fost Office at $5.00 per couple.

Boyd Valleau and his sweet I3-piece

''and will be in attendance.

BOYD VALLEAU

whose sweet music for the Arts For-

mal is styled along the lines of Glenn

Miller, Elliott Lawrence and Lea
Brown,

By Len Lemoine

Sports Nights at Queen's, athough planned primarily to arouse

a greater interest in indoor sports, seem to have found a way to

present first rate sports entertainment and at the same time allow

sufficient freedom of movement among spectators to lend the air

of a social event to the whole program.

Such apparently was the aim of the planning committee, and

judging from the numher of people who seemed to be enjoying

themselves to the full last Friday night as they moved from the

main floor of the gymnasium to the pool and back again, keeping

tab on all the sports events or dropping downstairs for a coke,

Sports Night proved itself to be a successful social venture.

Beginning with the boxing and wrestling bouts the crowd of

approximately 700 people was first treated to a thrilling exhibi-

tion of athletics. As the evening progressed smoothly under

the able guidance of Jack Warrell, the trend of events was away

from athletics, with interest centering on the ornamental swim-

ming of Helen Currie. Performing flawlessly. Miss Currie exe-

cuted only a few of the difficult swimming sequences in her reper-

the continual applause of her audience.

the swimming cxhibilion, movies were shown in

ium while at the same lime in the

toire to

Following

the right niii;;- the gymn

pool the -wiminiiiL; enthusiasts watched a diving exhibition by

!>ii-k D.'us'.i-. prKir U) the competitive swimming contests in which

McCnIl Uiiiver^itv carried off top honours.

As the final athletic events on the program neared completion

ihe musical stylings of the newly-foimed University Orchestra

drew everyone to the main floor. Ever growing in popularity,

the MacDonald-Viner musical group featuring the two trombonist-

leaders themselves, played it sweet and lowdown most of the

evening, but provided pleasant variations with occasional South

American tunes.

Price Control Urged

By CCF Goverment

In Next Parliament

A bill to reinstitutc price con-

trols and '"other allied controls"

will be urged by a CCF govern-

ment at the third meeting of

Queen's Mode! Parliament on

Thursday night of ne.-vt week in

Grant Hall.

The CCF government, with

Gelindo DeRe as Prime Minister,

will have as chief opposition the

canijRis Progressive - Conserva

lives. Secondary and tertiary op

position parties will be, respec-

tively. Liberal and LPP.
Wording of the bill to be pre-

sented to the House is as follows

Whereas, since the cost-of-

living index of this Dominion

increased from 127 to 146

,
during the calendar year of

1947, the index of wholesale

prices rose from 140 to 165

in the same period, and the

movement of all prices has

been unvi|uai, serious strains

Sei: Price Control, p. 2

Scholar, Unionist

To Talk To PAC
Dr. Eugene A. Forsey, M.A.

(Oxon.). Ph.D., Rhodes Scholar,

author, unionist, and authority on

Canadian constitutional history,

will discuss "Labour Relations

and the Law", in the Ban Righ

Common Room at 8 p.m. this

evening. In selecting his sub-

ject. Dr. Forsey has taken cog-

nizance of the new labour rela-

tions bill expected in the House

of Commons shortly as well as

pending new labour legislation in

a number of the provinces.

Dr, Forsev is Director of the

Department of Research of the

Canadian Congress of Labour.

Work of the Department covers

preparation of briefs for submis-

sion to Labour Conciliation

Boards and to Parliamentary

Committees on matters directly

concerning or of general interest

to the Union,

Dr. Forsey's primacy as a re-

searcher is attested by his au-

thoritative ''The Royal Power of

Dissolution of Parliament in the

British Commonwealth",

,\ graduate of McGill, he re-

ceived the highest degree con-

ferred at Oxford for postgraduate

work in the Modem Greats (Ec-

onomics, Politics and Philos-

ophy), thereafter serving on the

staff of McGill for several years.

Dr. Forsey participated in the

founding of the League for So-

cial Reconstruction which in the

early I930's was poinilarly re-

garded as the brain-trust of the

CCF, In 1936-37 he was presi-

dent of the Quebec CCF and in

the ensuing year a member of

the CCF National Council.

Arts Classes Called

Arts classes will be called
Saturday, Jan. 24.

OCE Delegate

To Give Interviews

January 27, 1948
Professor McGuire o£ the

staff of the Ontario College

of Education will interview

prospective candidates for

1948-49 on January 27 and

28. Interested students should

arrange with the Registrar's

Office for an appointment as

soon as possible. This must

be done not later than Thurs-

day. January 22.

ANGUS WILL HEAD REGIONAL
DRAMA FESTIVAL IN FEBRUARY

By Don Middieton

The Eastern Ontario Regional Drama Festival will l>e held in

Convocation Hal

of Queen'

Director
lonai

Ftl>. 12, 13 and 14, Dr. Wm. Anj

Drama Guild, will act as festival director and to him

falls the heavv burden of finding accommodation for the visiting

plavers and the smooth operation of the festival as a whole.

'

At least eight plays will be produced, including five from

Ottawa dramatic groups, the Hawkesbury Dramatic Guild, the

Brockville Theatre Guild, and Queen's Faculty Players. The wmner

of the regional festival will go on to compete in the Dominion Drama

Festival, to be held in one of the larger Canadian cities late m

March or early April.

Queen's Drama Guild will not be represented th>s year, due

to the pressure of work in preparing for their spring production oE

"You Touched Me." to be presented (or three days, commencmg

February 5. A contributing reason <s the late date of the Dominion

festival, held at a time when the chief concern of students is the

undramatic one of trying to pass examinations.

Despite the preoccupation of the Drama Guild, Queens will

not go unrepresented. The Faculty Players, under the direction

of Mr -\rnold Edinborough. will strive for top honours in the

rec-ional festival with their production of A, A. Milne's one-act

political satire. "Wurzei- Flummery." Inactive shice 1939. the Fac-

ulty Plavers consist of members of the University staff and their

wives, and plan to present their major production of the year toward

tlie end of March,
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Dear Journal •

It is apparent from surveys that many student veterans are

approaching the point where lack of finances will force them to

leave school before obtaining their degree. Some have already

withdrawn. The situation is becoming increasingly serious.

We have agreed, therefore, that one of the immediate tasks of

the new Queen's Veterans' Committee is to acquaint all student

veterans with the agencies, including the D.V.A. loan scheme, which

have been established to assist them in financial emergencies. If

you have tried for a D.V.A. loan with no success, contact us and

we shall do all we can to have your case reconsidered by the Depart-

ment. Perhaps there is some other way in which we can help.

D.V.A. is NOT the last resort. But is is important to act now. The

entire strength of our united veterans' group is behind you.

Please get in touch with any of the following without delay:

Bruce Morgan, Chairman, 4679;

Al Porter, Treasurer, 7453

;

Wally Avis, Secretary, 5217.

Needless to say, your business with the committee will be

strictly confidential.

Remember, we can not help unless we know where help is

needed. —WALLY AVIS.

Jessop
(Continued from page 1)

lem that needs careful handling,

they are determined, too, to reap

any benefits they can from the

split between the west and the

east, although Dr. Jessop later

added that "the Germans are not

civilized enough to be materialis-

tic. That is the reason why com-

munism doesn't appeal to them."

In outlining his ideas on how
to deal with such a problem, Dr.

Jessop urged the re-education of

Germany "but not by a foreign

country, ignorant of the language,

culture and morality of the Ger-

mans." She must educate her-

self. "Given a long enough peace,

there is within Germany a vast

enough foundation for a change

of outlook."

"The short range step would

Lie to see that ihey are made mili-

tarily powerless, and to rehabili-

tate their economy."

"Wc have got to set a better

example." said Dr. Jessop in clos-

ing. "We have to get the Ger-

man wondering what there is in

our form of government to make
it work so well."

Gathering Moss with Stone

"But darling I do
iii;4ar,(liiiili!riHiiEE'il[illl3

realize the full significance of what is going onJf»GL««:
[IfEriramriOn^il'flTllSiMmiiErilWEriitEiKllI!!^
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Embarrassment of Riches . .

.

U is most unfortunate tliat Sir Alex. Clutterbuck's speech

at the Art^ Society dinner to-night should conflict with the

address of Dr. Forsey and of Dr. Pratt. Queen's has been

fortunate in the eminent men and women who have come

here ^nce October - it we expect to have such speakers

continue to come, we must give them at least the opportunity

of drawing a reasonable audience.

The machinery of a central time table for such events

was set up last year by the executive of the Alma Mater

Society. It is more than profitless to ourselves and a great

discourtesy to our visitors not to use it.

Price Control

(Continued from page 1)

have developed within the

economy and the standard of

living of large sectors of the

nation is threatened; and,

Whereas the implementa-

tion of the proposed Marshall

Plan, or such other indepen-

dent aid in the rehabilitation

of Europe as Canada shall

undertake, will greatly in-

crease present inflationary

pressures ; and. more.

Whereas the restoration of

a more normal price structure

is a nccc--sary prerequisite of

an orderly transition to the

impending planned economy

for which His Majesty's Gov-

ernment has been granted the

electors' mandate

;

Therefore, be it resolved

that the G o v e r n m e n t be

granted power to reinstitute

price and other allied con-

trols; this power to extend

to March 31, 1950.

Our Press Is Free- -So What?
James Roe, a working newspaperman now at Queen's indicts the press of the De-

mocracies whose Right of Freedom to express itself without government

direction has been one of the main contentions between

the West ond the East

A

Yah Yah - Tattletale

It suems lhac the dust uf our controversy with the

McMaster Silhouette had hardly settled when the dress of

Queen's men has once again become a matter for comment

in the press. This time it's The Montreal Standard, just

what the great reading public is going to think about our

sartorial habits staggers the imagination. This most recent

attack came in a column of caution and advice entitled

"Women To Women" by someone who calls herself "Nancy

White." Slie dispenses judicial bits to her readers under such

heads as "Blushes At 20" and "Husband Trouble" and in-

cludes advice on such topics of feminine interest as whether

eating by hubby of popcorn in bed constitutes grounds for

divorce and whether asparagus should be dangled from the

right or left hand or inhaled off the plate.

It is some slight consolation that this time the slur is

hurled at a professor. Properly speaking, we feel, it should

be the Queen's Quarterly that leaps to his defense but any

publication which called itself The Qveen's Qvarterly for

forty years before it caught the error and even now persists

in terming itself the Queen's Uarterly is probably too easy

going itself in such matters to be concerned.

Believing it to be of interest to all at Queen's we print

the piece in full

:

"Grooming For Men
"My husband is the most untidy person I've ever

met and can't see that his carelessness hurts his posi-

tion. Here he is. a university professor, and he goes

around looking like "Old Scratch.' I've talked myself

hoarse but it doesn't do any good. What can be done

with a man like that?

L. T., Kingston, Ont.

"Suppose you stop talking and do a little spade-

work on your husband's appearance. See that his

shirts are immaculate. Watch his shoes — see that

they get to the shoe repair man, are shined and that

they have the heels straightened. Make sure his ties

are cleaned and that he always has a supply of snowy
white handkerchiefs.

"You didn't marry a man to be his valet? No,

REPORTER once wrote a feature

article for an Eastern, pro-Government

newspaper concerning the income tax de-

partment's laziness in paying income tax

rebates within a reasonable length of time.

The article was, naturally, easy on the de-

partment which had many excuses for its

lack of action, many quite plausible.

The story was headlined "Tax Rebates

Move Slowly", was made up on the front

page, and appeared to be a straight factual

report.

The reporter then sold the story to a

' Vancouver daily, which headlined it, "Ot-

itawa Can't Speed Rebates For Needy".

The paper, of course, was anti-Government.

iThe story was augmented with added par-

§agraphs until it appeared to be a direct

^^denunciation of the nasty old tax collectors,

"^an adroit reversal of its original sense.

5 This relatively important alteration in

ga relatively unimportant piece of informa-

Ition is hut one example of the thousands

Tof mutilations news may go through be-

Itween the event and the newspaper reader.

3 The old question, "what is the truth?"

3is no longer enough. It has become, "which

version of the truth is the most probable?",

and many millions of citizens are daily ex-

posed to the machinations of propaganda

organs who have no more right to misuse

their vast power than Herr Goebbels.

At one time, the freedom of the press

meant editorial opinion. Now it includes

what many newsmen consider their estab-

lished right — to "slant" the news part of

a newspaper to conform to their own sets

of political and social philosophies.

A deft headline writer, for example, can

turn out one newspaper page which at

first glance shows great esteem for Russia

(as evidenced by most papers during the

war). But using the same stories, he can

twist the immediate inference of the news

in quite a different direction at will.

The place on the page chosen for a

story is also an invitation to propaganda

methods. By burying one story under a

small-type heading and building up an-

other, the editor can deliver any impres-

sion he wants to the host of readers whose

impressions are made up of hasty appraisals.

Clearly, there is great power in the wide

distribution of information through the

newspapers. How to control this power

difficult problem not yet solved.

A public investigation of the state ol

tlie press in the United States has not yet

resulted in a formula to assure unbiased

reporting of the news, leaving editorial

comment in its ancient, unassailable strong-

hold.

L ORD Tweedsmuir, late Gov-

ernor General of Canada, said in 1937

that "the foreign policy of a democracy

must be the cumulative views of in-

dividual citizens and if these views

are to be sound they must in turn be

the consequence of widely diffused

knowledge. The only question is

whether their attitude shall be a wise

and well-informed one, or a short-

sighted and ill-informed one."

No one can deny the truth of his ob-

servations. No one should fail to see. how-

ever, the difficulties attendant on the de-

velopment of a "wise and well-informed"

attitude today when most publishers,

broadcasters and public speakers seem berU

on twisting the "truth" like a dirty shirt

at a Chinese laundry and leaving little

else but a bit of murky water to mark its

passage through the process.

iimriiiiiiiiiiiiyiiiyjiiiasrajiiMiiMisiMWMMif^rj™'^^^
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If the offender still proved recalcitrant she might have haled

him before the Senate to be disciplined by his colleagues or

as a last resort she might have drawn up

possibly not. But you did marry him for better or

worse and he apparently does need your care. Instead

of nagging, keep him tidy so that his mind is free to

do his work.

"It will pay you dividends not only in his appear-

ance but also in the respect his friends will have for

you."

Well! We are pleased to note tliat this Nancy White at

least takes it for granted that Queen's professors wear ties.

It is a matter of record indeed that they have been wearing

them for well over a hundred years. (McMaster Silhouette

please copy.) In some cases the same tie. However, we

cannot but take exception to the distinctly careless way in

which this Miss White suggests that "L.T." "do a little spade-

work" on her husband. Wc regard this as overzealous. Some
of our older and less active professors may have become a

little dusty over the years but surely it is nothing a damp
duster and a small icepick couldn't clear up. She must be

thinking of McCiU.

Nevertheless \ve fee! that Miss White's clarion call to

professors' wives to keep their husbands tidy so that their

minds are free to do their work is worthy of commendation.

It is with "L.T." that our argument lies.

In the first place, instead of "talking herself hoarse" and

then flying off in a pet to write the Montreal Standard why
didn't she talk the matter over with some discreet yet authori-

tative university officer, the Chaplain perhaps, or the Principal.

a Brief for the

Board of Trustees. There was no need to take the matter

outside the circle of the university family.

This reference to "Old Scratch" for example. All the

resources of the Douglas Library: The Oxford Companion

to Engli.sh Literature, Bartlett's Quotations, The Eiicycl-

pedia Britannica, Who's Who 1936-37, and Infectious Diseases

of the Skin have failed to disclose who this may refer to.

Wc can only conclude, for members of the faculty have many

qualities that are quite human and are known to enjoy their

little jokes as much as anyone, that thjs is the professors'

affectionate nickname for a faculty dean or the head of a

department. It was not fitting to bruit this family pleasantry

about before the world, Head^ of faculties and departments

have their feelings just as you and we.

Many speculative hours may be spent in the pages of

Who's Where trying to detect this slipshod professor and

his nagging spouse. Of those profs listed under T, two are

well known as what would be called in the trade snappy

dressers and one at least is a borderline case. No shadow of

aspersion can be cast on these. We are not sure that L.T.

may not indeed be maliciously concealing her identity under

the initials of others. This sort of trick is no credit to Queen's.

We are counting on the Women's Faculty club to expose

and punish the little snitch.
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Did the Facuify Give You the Works?

Here's the Reason

Why Students Fail
By Chuck Lemmon and Bruce Davenport

Considering tlie fact that many individuals were defeated in

the recent battle of the Fac, the Journal decided to get the inside

story on why people fail. Accordingly this question was put before

professors of every faculty.

The professors of the Science faculty put the emphasis on lack

of preparation and on tlie fact that students fail to realize what

they are up against. The latter applies particularly to students

direct from High Schools. One professor stated the student veterans

from rehabilitation centres receive in many cases a poor and rushed

course that docs not comprise sufficient ground work to success

fully complete a university course. The theory that people can

only go so far as their mental ability can carry them was suggested

by another disgruntled instructor.

In one dank, odorous corner of a lab we finally found

some medical professors. Over a microscope containing "an

excellent example of a pus cell" we were informed that one

of the main reasons why people fail is that they do not know

how or what to study. Too few organize their courses in a

manner that makes it easy to study and remember the work

they have done.

Surprisingly enough, one Arts professor advanced the idea that

part of the blame rested, believe it or not, on the professor. The

student, he claimed, is too often left uncertain of the pattern of the

work. In some types of Arts lectures, it is easy for the professor

to talk about a wide range of subjects and leave the student guessing

as to what are the main ideas. However, students should organize

their work topically so that the student may isolate any one factor

in the over all picture. This, incidentally, should be done long before

examination time. Many a student who knows the data spends too

much of his time on the introduction of the subject, depriving him

self of the necessary time to put down scoring points.

A janitor advanced the idea that too much social life has

accounted for fifty per cent of all the failures at Queen's. He claim

the safest way to get a B.A. is to stay away from it.

Queen's Students Well-Dressed, Survey Shows
Queen'smcn harbor no long-stauding

grievances against the Levanites for the

way they dress, according to a survey

conducted this week. Some of the men,

however, aired minor complaints when

approached by a member of the Journal

staff:

Des Hanratty, Arts '51 — "Women
who feature the new look will never get

the old look from me."

Norm Willis, Arts '50—"I don't mind

the way they dress, but I'd hate to be

the father who pays the bills."

A Medsman— "I've always thought

the fur coat and slacks combination was

rather incongruous."

A Scienceman—"I dress for comfort,

so I don't mind if the girls do the same."

Meds '51—"All right, so those furry

snow boots are warm, but do the girls

have to drag them?"

Arts '48—"I think neatness is more important than fash-

ion, and as far as I'm concerned most Queen's girls are neatly

dressed."

Science '50—"The coeds are on the whole better dressed

than the average working girl, but I guess that's to be

expected."

The distaff side, still as practical as ever in their outlook,

are more concerned with the men themselves than with what

they wear. Here are some of the comments:

Shelagh Dunwoody, Lev. '51—"Being the intellectual

type, I hardly notice what they wear."

Lev. '51—"I like them, dressed in anything."

Lev. '51—"Men's clothes are so prosaic — they should

brighten up their attire."

Lev. '50—"If they'd take us out instead of importing,

maybe we could tell how they dress on dates."

Lev. '50—"Year jackets are nice for lectures—definitely

out for dates." j i

I^v. '49—"Simply marvellous."

Lev. '4^"Cla3s clothes are sloppy."

Ex-Carpenters, Veterans, Newspaper Columnists: These Are the Theologs

Most of Them Hope to Become Country Ministers

15 Strons, Thcoloss Preach, Pray, Work Hard

Books

Robbie Burns Lives Again

The Song in the Green Thorn Tree — James Barke. (Wm. Collins

& Sons, Toronto. $3.00).

Robert Burns is the subject of many legends, both good and

bad, and tampering with them can be a dangerous and thankless

business. James Barke tackled the job of unearthing the truth in

"The Wind That Shakes the Barley," which appeared on book-stalls

last year. He lias now published tiie sequel, as the second in a tri-

logy on the subject, under the title "The Song in the Green Thorn

Tree." Mr. Barke's novels may knock a few dents in the halo which

the Burns-worshippers have gently and reverently placed on the

head of Saint Robert; but there is also plenty of evidence to disprove

the statements of those who beUeve that the Bard was a drunkard

and an atheist.

"The Song in the Green Thorn Tree" covers the period from

the death of Robert's father, William Burns, until the day the poet

leaves the village of Machlin to receive the plaudits of his admirers

in the literary circles of Edinburgh. During this time we witness

the bitter struggles of Robert and his brother Gilbert to make a

success of tenant-farming; we are introduced to the two great loves

in Burns' life, his affairs with Jean Armour and Highland Mary

Campbell; and we follow the development of the poet's gift of

song which resulted in the first publication of his poetry, in the

famous Kilmarnock edition.

Here is no mere collection of dry historical facts. Mr. Barke

has assimilated his material and surveyed the background with

scrupulous care, and on this basis has revivified characters and

recreated dialogue long since forgotten. The result is an absorbing

story of the conditions and incidents which suggested to the Bard

such poems as "I-Ioly Willie's Prayer" and "The Holy Fair," not

to mention the delicate songs in praise of Highland Mary.

Love Affairs Are Rationalized

The poet's struggle to break the bonds of Calvinistic super-

stition and hypocrisy is outlined, and his many amorous adventures

are rationalized as best they may be. Robert Burns may not have

-felt a personal responsibility for maintaining the national birth-rate

of Scotland, but he most assuredly carried his share of the burden.

The author of "The Song in the Green Thorn Tree" excels in

creating atmosphere and mood, and he has the happy faculty of con-

densing description into short paragraphs whenever possible, thus

avoiding those pages of solid print which make reading tedious.

If any adverse criticism can be aimed at Mr. Barke. it is that he

opens up countless avenues which invite exploration, but niiist

perforce be ignored if the book is lo remain within reasonable limits.

This has an unfortunate tendency to make the story episodic.

A brother-poet of Burns, John Lapraik, states "The warld has

sma' place for a poet — and nae reward for him. Oh. they crown

him in the hinderend, but they crucify him first." The truth of

these words is plainly evident in "The Song in the Green Thorn

Tree," but tliere are many pages of gladness and boisterous con-

viviality to lighten the darker passages. There is something here

to draw the reader on and on, and the final page is turned with

reluctance.—C.M.B. ^ ,_ j -

By Mak Segal

Any time you happen to be in the Old Arts Building, prefer-

ably the second floor, you will encounter a hive of activity, made

evident by piano playing, the organ playing in the chapel, and a

general scurrying around by a small group of students who are

little known to the University as a whole. These are the men of

Theology. 15 strong. w!io lead an interesting and extremely active

life, although somewhat segregated from the rest of the students

because of their small numbers and their centralized classrooms.

In 1842, Queen's Theological

College was inaugurated as a

Presbyterian University, and has

since grown to become one of

the finest small United Church

Colleges in Canada. While af-

filiated with Queen's, the College

is technically not an integral part

of the University. It has its own
Principal. Dr. H. A. Kent, and

professors.

The usual course taken by the

students is a three-year one, with

a B.A. as a prerequisite. This

gives a certificate known as a

Testamur, and a man can then

be ordained as a minister. Many
of the students then go on to get

their B.D. degree, which entails

another l;en courses, taken extra-

muraliy.

The men in this college came

here for various reasons, and

from many different kinds of

backgrounds. However, many of

them come from either ministers'

homes, or from rural areas. Clare

Kellogg, in final year and presi-

dent of the Theological Society,

came from a country home, and

wants to work in a small com-

munity when he graduates. Les

Dean, on the other hand, was a

carpenter for many years before

deciding to become a minister,

while Harold Giffen was in busi-

ness.

There is a large proportion

of married men and veterans

among the theologs. They

have, collectively, 17 chil-

dren distributed among the

10 married men in the facul-

ty! Among the veterans is

"Lefty" Vogan, who was a

Squadron Leader in the

R.C.A.F. and distinguished

himself by winning the

D.F.C.

Another reason why theology

students are seen so seldom
around the campus is that a good

many of them work as assistant

or supply ministers, and may tra-

vel as far as 80 miles each week-

end. While the college is very

generous with scholarships and

bursaries, the high cost of living,

and the practical experience
which can be obtained, induce

many of the men to take these

positions and they are kept busy

giving up to four sermons each

Sunday, and looking after Sunday

Scliools, young people's organi-

zations, and the like. Jack Mc-

Avanv, in second year, for in-

stance, is the full-time minister

at Calvary United Church, just

outside of Kingston.

When the boys graduate,

they are placed in rural areas

by the church settlement

committees for two years, af-

ter which they are free to

seek jobs wherever they wish.

A great many of them prefer

to go to country areas. For

instance, "Bud" Morden, in

second year, although he was

brought up in the city, wants

to work in the country, be-

cause he thinks that the work

will be more satisfying, and

"there are more real thinkers

there, and the people are

easier to get to know." On
the other hand, Milt Bell,

who was a radio announcer

before entering the college,

still works part-time for CK
WS, and has a syndicated

column appearing in the

With wondrous visions the heart is ogleam

Of poet in the net of his thought enmeshed

Till throbbing pulse of the passion is fleshed

In songs made of stor-dust and pale moonbeam.

"What trosh!" sleek Midas scorns. Yet dreams don't soil

Poor men with lifelong toil and oil the pain

Of fetid slums ond dragging feet that chain

Humanity to wealth in sen/ile moil.

That Midas you now laugh is just as well;

The rood to hell is poved with bricks of gold

And woshed by mankind's tears it bought and sold.

Yet not for me to damn your soul to hell.

Poet, Midos, Slave—ore the Creotor's breath,

A blend of light and gloom men seem at best

As in His sight they pause, ere laid fo rest

In stream of slumber to the deep seo deoth.

-J. HUTCHISON

Whig-Standard, intends to

live in the city when he gra-

duates. He wants to set up

a system of church radio pro-

grams, and thus bring reli-

gion closer to many people

whom it might not otherwise

affect.

On the whole, the theologs, al-

though mysterious because of

their small numbers and restrict-

ed college activities, are as varied

and interesting a group of men

as one could find anywhere. They

arc a closely-knit group, but only

through necessity.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for aU Faculties and departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TEICHMICAL.
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Your future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP ) F^A^K HERSEY

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAP OFFICE - VlflW tilPEe£^^_
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drq scalp

Have hair fhats naturally

attracfive...always in place!

"Vaseline" Hair Tonic does the

trick . . . and does it nature's way
by supplementiog the natural scalp

oils. Keeps your hair soft, lustrous,

quickly reeponsivc to brush or comb.

The largest selling hair preparation

in the world. 55fJ and 95fi.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

THE ENGINEERING SOCIETY WILL RENT

DRCSS Cl^OXHElS
FOR THE SCIENCE FORMAL

BE MEASURED AT SCIENCE CLUB ROOMS

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 21 1 - 6 P.M

Price $6.00

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE
fttaitp'a 3filDUJpr S-iinp

Dill 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality atid Artistry Prcdominaie"

CAGERS BREAK EVEN
IN WEEKEND GAMES

The senior basketball team earned its first win of the season

last Friday night in Ottawa by defeating Commerce Grads, 33-26.

The older and heavier Grads team, a member of the Ottawa Senior

City League, held the Queen's quintet to a 10-15 lead in the

roughly fought first half. Play became increasingly rugged in

the second half as our hoopsters, led by Orm Weir, pulled ahead

of Commerce, and were never behind on the scoreboard for the

rest of the game. Penned on the small Glebe floor, Queen's was

imable to make use of its fast breaks and the game quickly devel-

oped into short passes and scrambles for the bail.

Offensively, Weir, Mc-
,

Laughlin, Huband, and Todd

with II, 5, 4, and 4 points

respectively, wert driving

hard all the way. Defen-

sively, Dobbins and long,

lean McLaughlin snagged

more than their share of re-

bounds. Axon and Besserer,

with 8 pts. apiece, kept the

Grad cagers in the game.

The tired and bruised Tricolor

quintet met the hottest team Ot-

tawa U. has seen in the last five

years, and finally had to submit

57-42, to a team that finished

off perfectly executed passing

plays with few misses at the bas-

ket. Queen's stayed close enough

to Ottawa in the first 20 minutes

to end the half trailing 30-21. In

the third quarter, on baskets by

Weir, Elford, and MacNIven, the

Queen's cagers drew to within 2

points of Ottawa, and traded bas-

ket for basket until the fourth

quarter, Then the fast pace took

its toll on the previous night's

winners and Ottawa were able

to capitalize on the few mistake;

Queen's made in the last ten min
utes to go ahead and stay there.

Difference in victory and de-

feat for Queen's was its passing

and shooting. Improvement in

these departments is bound to

be slow with six first year men
on the team.

Although it is difficult to pick

stars for Queen's, Huband, with

13 pts. and Weir with 11, deserve

special mention. Responsible for

many of these baskets was the

return of Jim MacNiven to his

spectacular floor play of last

year. McLaughlin and Dobbins

again took charge of rebounds

off their basket. LeFaive and

Valois with 18 and 10 pts, led the

smooth Ottawa passing attack.

The greatly improved team
over last week's play, the squad

shows promise of surprising its

fellow members in the Senior In-

tercollegiate. With basketball

veterans like Weir and Dobbins
to steady the yotmg team, and

Jim MacNiven returning to form.

SPORTSNIGHT II

Sports night scored another suc-

cess Frida}'. Helen Currie's orna-

mental swimming exhibition and
Dick Douglas' diving artistry
proved to be the highlights of the

evem'ng.

McGill stole the team honours in

the pool as they came -up with 47

points against Queen's 17 and Peter-

borough's 4, in the speed swim

meet. Dick Douglas and Bill Lech

were the top performers for the

Queen's entr>' that copped second

place.

The fight card which featured six

bonts proved to be a sparkling ex-

hibition and kept interest high at all

times.

On the basketball court Queen

Senior girls rolled to an easy 27-8

triumph over the lassies from the

Nylon Plant. The Tricolor paced

by their fast breaking forwards Joan

Keough and Marion Reid domi-

nated tlie play in all quarters.

Student Papers Night

Coming In February
The annual student papers

night of the Kingston Branch

of the Engineering Institute of

Canada is dated for February 24,

1948. The contest is open to all

engineering students and the pa-

pers, to be written on engineering

subjects, are to be submitted to

H. M. Edwards, Carruthers Hall,

by February 7.

Four papers are to be chosen

and will be presented by the stu-

dents at the Student Paper;

Night. Valuable book prizes are

to be presented to the winners

Tliose contestants whose entries

are accepted for presentation at

the meeting receive for one year

a free student membership in the

Engineering Institute of Canada.

. What's When

Notices of coming events

should be written on calendar in

Journal Office or sent in to the

What's When Editor before 8

p.m. on Press Night.

TODAY—12,30. SCM Chapel

Service, Old Arts Building.

7-8 p.m. SCM Personal Prob-

lems Group — Mr. Laverty's

home.

7.30 p.m. Public Speaking Class.

Fleming Hall Library.

7.30 p.m. Arts Banquet, La

Salle Ballroom—Sir Alexander

Cluttcrbuck, speaker.

7.30 p.m. IVFC Bible Study

and Discussion, Theological

Common Room. Topic: Christ-

ian Motives.

8 p.m. Aquacade Practice, gym
nasium.

8 p.m. Public Affairs Club -
Eugene Forsey, "Labour Re

lations and the Law". Ban

Righ Common Room. Every-

one welcome.

8.30 p.m. Professor E. J. Pratt,

"The Huronian Martyrs and

Their Work," Convocation Hall.

WEDNESDAY—3.30 p.m. Bible

Study Group—SCM Room, Old

Arts Bldg.

7.15 p.m. Levana Meeting.

Speaker, Mr. Arthur Smith,

"Toward International Com-
munity", Ban Righ Common
Room.
7.30 p.m. Liberal Caucus Meet-

ing—Biology Laboratory.

7,30 p.m. Conservative Party

Caucus, Room 2, Old Arts.

THURSDAY—7.30 p.m. Camera

Club. Senate Room.

FRIDAY—10 p.m.-3 a.m. Arts

Formal—gynmasium.

Queen's Senior Basketball vs.

Toronto away.

SATURDAY—8 p.m. Queen's

Senior Hockey vs. McGill

arena.

Queen's Senior Basketball vs.

Western—away.

9-12 p.m. Arts Finale. Grant

Hall.

SUNDAY— 2-4 p.m. Skating

Club—arena.

MONDAY—8 p.m. Dr. Jessop,

"Freedom and Social Order."

Convocation Hall.

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St

plus the improving performances

of freshmen, Huband, McLaugh-

lin, Todd and Elford, the team

should take its share of victories

this year.

Friday:
Queen's—Huband 4, MacNiven 2,

Phillips 2, Elford 1, Todd 4. Mac-
LaiiEhlin S, Weir 1 1, Dobbins 4,

Sniylhc,
Saturday:
Queen's—Huband 13, Elford 4. Mac-

Niven 6, Phillips. Todd 2, McLaugh-
lin 1. Weir 11, Dobbins 3, Smythe 2.

HELP WANTED
Mole or Female Preferred

TYPISTS AND CLIP-ARTISTS FOR

THE CUP STAFF OF THE jOURNAL

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of evarything

good to eat,"

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

Arts '50 and Science '49

Yeor Pictures available at

Queen's Post Office

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—

Asifor it either way . . . bolb COCA-COLA LTD.
trade-marks mean the same thing. KINGSTON

is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Laidlow's your shopping head-

quorters in Kingston.

The House of Quality,

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Reody-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 PrincesB St - Phone 4524

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THS

MUTUAL
Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ]. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeater
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Rabbi Hails Palestine Division

Says Decision Is Test For U N
By Len Lemoine

In an interview Sunday evening at Hillel House shortly

before he was to address a group of Queen's students, Rabbi
Samuel Cass obligingly reviewed the main points of his

speech on the subject, "Is Chaos To Be the Future Jewish
State?".

Referring to the theme of his

talk, the former Senior Jewish

Cliaplaiii with the Canadian Army
Overseas stated that he did not

[jretend to be a prophet of any

sort, and that he hoped that no

one expected him to provide the

iinai answer to that question.

The United Nations' proposed

plan for the partitioning of the

Holy Land transcends all other

Jewish concerns, and Rabbi Cass

referred to the whole question as

a test whereby the United Na-

tions either fails or succeeds, and

therefore he thinks every effort

will he made to carry out the de-

cision. He pointed out that "unity

in the United Nations' decision

to partition Palestine was the

only proposition upon which the

two great powers, the United
States and Russia, have been able

to agree. It is my own personal

conviction that this was not im-

dertaken as a political football,

but . . . the rightness of the case

was so apparent that unity had

to prevail."

Speaking of British interna-

tional obligations and, of course,

in particular of her mandatory
power in Palestine, Rabbi Cass

Firstly, he asked, "Is Bri-

tain going to continue to im-

partially enforce law and or-

der, the type of which so far

favours the Arab guerilla

warfare?"

Secondly, "How is Britain

going to make provisions for

the United Nations Commis-
sion to take over and create

Jewish and Arab councils,

who will be able to function

when the mandate is official-

ly ended, and will she hand

over a major port by Febru-

ary 1 to allow large-scale im-

migration in accordance with

the United Nations' deci-

sion?"

said that the whole thing boils

down to two questions:

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

•k

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

YOU ARE INVITED TO HEAR

AN ADDRESS BY

DR.GLENSHORTLIFFE

"Freedom and the CCF"

Kingston CCF Club

Sinclair's Hall 360 Barrie St

WEDNESDAY, /AN. 21 8 P.M

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

•TED' RATCLIFFE—-GORD' SAGE

Referring to tlie question of the

port, Rabbi Cass said that right

now it looks as if the date will

be postponed, a decision which

will prove a great obstacle to the

Jews.

Speaking of the Arabs, he stat

ed that if the voices of Arabs

willing to look on both sides of

the situation could only be heard

above the Euniult it would aid

imnieasurahly in a peaceful settle-

ment. Alluding to the possibility

uf o])en warfare he referred to

the (Irand Mufti whom, he said,

"i-: itill indicted as a war crim-

inal, but wlio was allowed to es-

cape, and on whose hands is the

blood of millions of Jews mur-

dered by the Nazis . . . The Arab

agitators would be glad to see it

(open warfare) . . . and they'll

work for it."

"To Jews the world over,"

Rabbi Cass said, "the establish-

ment of a Jewish state is the rea-

lization of a 2,000-year-old dream.

To Jews in Palestine and in DP
camps in Europe, it is their only

hope for a secure and self-re-

specting future. Too much blood

and energy have gone into Pales-

tine today to just let this oppor-

tunity go by the board. Jews will

Eight and die to see that the great-

est advantage is taken of this

United Nations decision. The es-

tablishment of that state will be

another link in the chain of inter-

national amity and peace."

National Banking

Is Trehd-Hackctt
The dramatic story of "The Na-

tionalization of Banking and

Finance in Australia" was out-

lined to the Commerce Club

Thursday night, in a speech by

Mr. W. T. G. Hackett. Economic

Adviser to the Bank of Montreal.

Mr. Hackett said that what

was going on in Australia

is interesting to bankers be-

cause it points out what

seems to be a trend in the

modern philosophy of bank-

ing and finance. "Over the

past two decades." he states,

"social and economic trends

have tended to increase the

control of government over

banks and finance, and par-

ticularly over the central

bank,

"Banking systems," he said,

"have become more vulnerable to

fiovernmental interference and

intervention because they hold soi

much of the national debts." He
went on to add, however, that

"there seems to be no justifica-

tion for the abolishment of pri-

vate banks."
^

Mr. Hackett outlined the

steps that led to the nation-

alization of the Australian

banks in detail. In discus-

sing the general situation he

.=^aid that the real reason for

the step may lie in the fact

that a government in control

of credit "is in a strong posi-

tion to complete a program

i)f nationalization." " Nation

-

ahzation," he asserted, "was

not necessary from a mone-

tary point of view,"

The actions of the Australian

goverimieiit, which seems to

have "taken the view that the

people should have, not what

they want, but what the gov-

ernment thinks i.-: good for them,

gi\'es a good indication of "the

L-.Ktent a government will go in

])ursuit of certain indoctrinary

principles, in order to get con-

trol of the banks."

Officiol Queen's year pins are sold exclusively

by Henry Birks & Sons.

QUEEN'S RINGS QUEEN'S PINS

FACULTY RINGS

FELT CRESTS CHENILLE CRESTS

Coloured sketches and price quotations on special class

pins ond insignia supplied upon request

Henry Birks & Sons, Ontario Ltd.

TORONTO

Campus Representative

VENOR BRAIS l^AN SCARTH

174 Stuort St. 79 Arch Street

Phone 8538 P^one 5132

housing shortage is acute." Mr.

Silverman quoted some figures

from the Dominion Bureau of

Statistics to prove we could not

handle any more immigrants.

Gordon Hird, speaking for the

affirmative, mentioned the vast

undeveloped resources Canada
has. "The development of the

North is delayed because of the

lack of skilled people." He closed

by stating that the country is

losing its population, that our

emigration is greater than our

immigration.

Closing the debate. Bill Coke

said that the future rests on in-

dustrial development, immigrants

would create a cheap labour pool,

and that we have already twenty

thousand D.P.'s here that we
can't handle.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE

One set of tails, one tuxedo. Both size

34-36. Excellent condition; reasonably
priced. Phone Monty Sennett, 20O4O.

NOTICE
Any male interested in applying for

the position of Head Cheerleader for

the term 1948-49 please leave applica-

tion at Post Office on or before Jan.

24. State name, year, and experience

if any. It is to be noted that previous

experience is not necessary. Address
to: Head Cheerleader, Queen's Post
Office.

Debaters Boost Cocktail Bar

But Oppose Liberal Immigration

By Jack Gray

Dave Sweezey and Celine Sampson successfully upheld the

affirmative of the resolution "A cocktail bar should be established

in the Queen's Tea Room" which was debated last Wednesday night

in the New Arts Building.

The affirmative opened their

case by stating that it would les-

sen bed-room drinking, lessen

drinking (if it were bought by

the glass) and separate the .sheep

from the goats. It would provide

the proper state for studying, and

by dropping into the Tea I^oom

before going to the library, you

would not be distracted when you

were there. You would be unable

to see. Mr. Sweezey also held

that it would be an aid to national

economy by stop[)ing wasteful

trips to Watertown. by buying

liquor for the Tea Room from

other countries, and by stopping

the consumption of coffee.

The negative side, headed by

Bern Henheffer. stated that the

Queen's Tea Room was not large

enougli to house all those who
wanted drinks. He went on to

say that lowered inhibitions
would arise, and the attention of

the local police would he attract-

ed. Archie Turner, the second

speaker on the negative closed

the debate by affirming that the

character of Queen's would

change. "The classes would smell

of cigarette smoke and alcohol,

instead of just cigarette smoke

There would be a more cutting

and a more skeptical attitude on

the campus. Mr. Turner ended

witii the insulting statement that

"Queen's students are nut mntiire

enou.sjh to drink socially."

The second debate "Re-

solved that Canada adopt a

more liberal immigration pol-

icy," was supported by Cord

Hird and Cy Fairholme and

opposed by Syd Silverman

and Bill Coke. The negative

side won.

Cy Fairhnlme, the first speak

er on the affirmative side, con

demned the restrictions. He said

the Senate and the general puh

lie were in favour of a more lib

eral policy. "There is need," he

said, "for a steady flow of new

comers over a period of years."

He brought in the problem of the

refugee, or displaced person

whose right to enter we cc^n't

moral grounds deny,"

Oldening the argument for the

neg.itivt. Syd Silveriiian pleaded

for :i little rationality in mass im

migration, "Our duty is first to

thu Canadians," lie said, "our own

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

Memo
Re/

Corsages

for the Arts Formal
Please order eorly as there is a definite shortage

on certain types of flowers due to our austerity

embargo on American imports.

NOTICE
Students calling Mrs, Arthur of

the Housing Bureau after hours
should note that the number is

6643 and ensure they dial the right

number.

Vets Elect

(Continued from page 1)

coming parliamentary discussion

on educational grants.

(3)_acquaint the general pub-

tic with the true position of the

Canadian student vet and need

for a sympathetic reception of his

requests.

(4)—Continue to investigate

the problems of the student vet-

eran at Queen's and to act in

cooperation with other universi-

ties in familiarizing the adminis-

tration and government with the

present defects of the present

educational scheme.

Dr. MacClemeiiE, Veterans' ad-

visor at Queen's, occupied the

chair and discussed D,V.A. Loan

policv and administration. Mr.

Herb Hamilton gave a short talk

on summer and graduation em-

ployment.

The report of the Queen's dele-

gation to recent N.C.S.V, confer-

ence was presented and a motion

of approval passed.

The new committee is cona-

posed of Bruce Morgan and AI

Porter, both of Meds 'SI, and

Wally Avis. Arts '49.

SXORACC:
for Students' Trimks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

DANCE TIME AGAIN

ART'S and SCIENCE
FORMALS

RESERVE YOUR FULL DRESS

RENTAL EARLY

GEO. FREED
Clothes for Men

Phone 5863 214 Princess St.

HILT CHAWfORD PLOWIK SHO*

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Re«. 7990

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669
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McGILL AND U. OF M.
SQUELCH TRICOLOR

By Lloyd Menary

QUEEN'S vs McCILL

A 3-0 lead in tlie first period was sufficient to carry the McGill

Redmen to a 5-2 win over tlie Queens Tricolor at the Montreal

Forum on Friday night before a crowd of 4.500 fans. The Gaels, as

well. lost the services of Ron Kemp who suffered a broken jaw in

the 3rd period as a result of a head on collision with McGill forward

Cy Biegler. The diminutive centre star who has just recovered

from a leg injury, will now be forced to the sidelines for the remain-

der of the season, a tough break tor Ron and for the club.

The game itself was more closely

In This.

Corner

contested than the score might m-

dicate. Only in the first period did

the Redmen show any superiority

while in the final 20 minutes they

were completely outplayed. The
shots on goal records show that the

Tricolor tested. Gelinenult with 32

shots while allowing only 24 on their

own net.

Tommy Hale, Reg Sinclair and

Cy Biegler were responsible for Mc
Gill's three first period goals

second frame the Redmen extended

their lead when Jim Atkinson con-

verted Phil Henry's pass into a

score at the 14 minute mark.

In the final period the Tricolor |
'^"^0

ttwk command uf the play and out-^

sliot their opponents 14-S. Gerry
|

Wagar scored the first Queen's goal

with Merrill, Gulick also figuring in

the play. Plucky Don Hedley, who

had been injured earlier in the game,

returned to lire the second counter

at 1S.38 on a three way passing

play with the linemates Don Mur-

ray and Chuck Hews. The Gaels

missed on another chance when Don

Murray was awarded a major pe-

nalty shot after being tripped on a

break-away, but goal-lender Jack

Gelineault turned the shot aside.

One minute before the final whistle

Jack Miller added to the McGill to-

tal by shooting home his own re-

bound.

For tlie Tricolor, Chuck Hews
turned in his game of the year while

centremen Don Murray and Gerv>'

Wagar, winger Rene Lefebvre and

defenceman Merrill GuUick also
played well.

in the exhibition game which fol-

lowed the senior attraction, the
Queen's "when do we make the

Journal" Intermediates suffered a

7-5 setback at the hands uf McGill.

The locals led 3-1 at one stage but

failed to hold on to their lead. The

Tricolor marksmen were Kent,

Mercier, M c K a y, Steward and

Brampton with Stevens and John-

son playing well on defence.

By

Lloyd Woods

of last Saturday brought

QUEEN'S vs U. OF MONTREAL
Lifading 6-4 at the end nf the

-vtcond period the Queen's Tricolor

suffered a 5 goal defensive lapse in

the final 20 minutes of play and

dropped a hard fought 9-6 verdict

to University of Montreal Carabins

in the Verdun Auditorium on Sat-

urday evening. The loss dropped

the Gaels to sole possession of the

cellar position in the Intercollegiate

loop, a spot they had shared with the

Carabins prior to the game. The

club felt keenly the loss of Ron

Kemp although they were reinforc-

In the ' ed for the game by the addition of

intermediates Bill McKay and Jeff

Peat.

After the conclusion of play in the

first period the Gaels were holding

slim 4-3 lead. Two goals

from the stick of Don Murray and

one each from Jake Wallis and

Chuck Hews accounted for the Tri-

color total while Andre Charest

scored twice for the Carabins and

Flynn once. The play was fast, open

and rough and neither team showed

visible signs of playing the night be-

fore.

Queen's extended their lead to 6

4 in the second frame with Don

Hedley scoring from Hews and
Murray, and Don Murray notching

his third of the night on a pass from

Merrill Guhck. Laurendeau

counted for the lone Carabin marker.

In the third period the hopes of

a Queen's victory were soon smash

ed with penalties playing a major

role in the change of tide. Before

4 minutes of play had elapsed Dion

and Pinard had tied the count for

the Carabins. Then Jake Wallis

drew what proved to be a costly

penalty. While he was missing from

the play Charest banged home two

more Montreal scores and the Cara-

bins look the lead. The Gaels
^

fought back but Bev Hamilton was

chased on a tripping charge and La-

zure scored the yth goal for the win-

ners.

It was a tough loss for the locals

who had played heads up hockey for

the first two periods. Don Murray

who was in the play more than half

the game was the outstanding per

former in the ice. Don Hedley and

Jake Wallis were also in high gear

while Larry Moffat ])layed a fine

game on ihe Tricolor defence.

That Boxing and Wrestling show

out a lew points worthy of comment.

The results were encouraging enough to raise hopes for sev-

eral individual intercollegiate championships and perhaps even a

team championship. In the past, the wrestlers have been the weakei

of the two divisions but Saturday's show proved that this year

we have a well-conditioned and well-coached wrestling team. They

are not likely to meet any tougher opposition than the Harry

Peace-coached "West End Y team which they faced Saturday.

Peace i. a leading contender in the 160 lb. class in the Canadian

Olympic elimination to be held Yiext May and there are few better

coaches in the country. Scoring a win over one of his proteges

is not an easy task but our wrestlers were able to perform this

feat 4 times. Peace was high in his praise of the Tricolor grapplers

and gives them a good chance of lifting Varsity's wrestling crown

next month.

There were two technical knockouts during the course of the

show and the action of the referee in stopping the bouts was very

unpopular with the crowd. They were difficult decisions

leferee to make since the fighters had not been

out and in one case not knocked down. There

nihility that they might have recovered and gone on to make it

close. The crowd had paid to see, and deserved to see as much

action as possible and naturally felt robbed when

were stopped at the height of this action. However

is a former intercollegiate champion himself and a fully qualified

referee an.l while he may be accused of indecisivencss in indicating

clearly his decision, the decisions themselves were correct.

Probably his most controversial judgment came in the Le

Baron-Dobbie contest. Dobbie was in trouble and in no shape to

fight on, having turned his back several times. After Dobbie had

refused his request to either fight on or take a count, Seright had

no choice but to give the fight to Le Baron.

In the very next bout, Hank Unruh had Johnny Shrugue down

twice within thirty seconds, and the Ottawa boy came up clearly

dazed and an easy mark. Seright spoke to Shrugue, who seemed

unable to answer and the arbiter's course was then clear. A few

second.s later Shrugue's head had cleared and he was willing to

go on but the decision had been made. His courage was admir-

able, for he had more than he could handle in Unruh, but at

the time the action was stopped he was in danger of getting ser-

iously hurt, and probably owes the quick-thinking referee more

than he knows. It is the hope of the promoters of these shows

that every fight is a crowd pleaser but it is also their belief that

when a fight ceases to be a two-sided contest it is time it is

stopped.

The heavvweight final was somewhat of a disappointment to

those who were anxious to see Christiansen extended but it only

points out that the champ is in a class by himself. Post showed

nothing apart from a fancy vault over the top rope into the ring,

and I believe he was thinking seriously of vaulting right back out

again, after tasting some of the big boy's leather.

Christiansen lost a close decision to Archie Sparrow of Ham-

ilton in the Dominion Amateur Final last spring, but Sparrow

shows no enthusiasm over a return match here this winter. This

left the field somewhat empty but it was thought, mistakenly as

it turned out, that Post might provide some competition. Harry

Dick looms as. a formidable challenger and when these two square

off in the Intercollegiate eliminations, the fans here may witness

one of the better fights of the year.

IMPORTS OUTCLASSED
BY QUEEN'S FIGHTERS

By Lloyd Woods

Keith Christiansen, popular Tricolor heavyweight, flattened

Johnny Post early in the second rov|nd of the main bout in Satur-

day's fight card in the gym. There was little punching m the

brief match with Post on the bicycle from the start, contenting

himself with light jabs to Christiansen's gloves and the latter

wasting no punches and waiting for an opening. Post, who came

here with seven straight wins to his credit, was no match for the

intercollegiate champ and was knocked down for no count at the

end of the first round and then tagged for keeps after a short ex-

change in the next stanza.

Queen's boxers and wrestlers

won eight of ten fights against

outside competition with both

losses being close decisions. In

the last five bouts on the card

Tack Jarvis' mittmen far out-

classed their opponents and

scored four quick knockouts and

one unanimous, though unolfi-

cial, decision in an exhibition

for the I

match. The wrestlers were also

clearly knocked i

in'P^'-'ssivc in winning

was always the pos-

Levana

1
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SportsREEL
BADMINTON: The tourna

yours isn't one

in the gym.

inations. Be sure

The list is posted

BASKETBALL: With a win

28-8, at Sports Night, the sentorM8-15

team put on a good exhibition '
=''^o''er

of baskelbfill as it should be

played. The game against thc

Nylon team was very slow, how-

ever, and probably left some of

the spectators in doubt as to what

basketball

High scorers for the Queen

team were freshettes Pat Gard-

iner (6), and Joan Keough (8),

and Marion Reid (8), who is

playing even better than last

year. H. Matthews (6) and Marg
McKendrick (2) who formerly

was a guard on the '46 Queen's

team, were scorers for the Nylon

Plant.

Last Thursday night. Queen's

seniors defeated the second team

th Joan Keough high

ith 10 points.

four out

of live matches with a good squad

from Toronto West End Y.

There were many higlilights

the contests |
in the six wrestling bouts which

Bob Seright
I

constituted the first part of the

show. M 145 lbs. Arland Benn

of Queen's, a newcomer to the

wrestling ranks, took two straight

falls from Barney Belcotirt of

Toronto.

Vince Politi, a Tricolor welter,

and Alex Orr hooked up in an

extremely fast duel, with Poiiti

scoring a fall in the second stanza

which gave him the decision.

After three minutes neither boy

had been on the mat and referee

Jim Terry, obeying an intercol

legiate ruling, flipped a coin to

give one grappler a hold on the

mat. Politi lost the toss but

overcame Orr's advantage and

pinned the Toronto boy in the

second heat.

In one of the best fights of

the entire card, Don Good, Tri-

color heavyweight, took advan-

tage of a quick opening, threw

Lou Petoscia. and although tir-

ing rapidly, held off the Toronto

man's late challenge and got the

judges' nod.

In the final- wrestling match,

Morgan Plumb and Tom Brow-
ley, both of Toronto, put on a

well received performance which

had a decided profession-

al flavour.

The wrestling was followed by

nine boxing bouts, five of which

were decided by knockouts.

Arvo Tekkala of Queen's and

Dick St. Louis of Kingston put

on a good exhibition with the

Kingston bov getting the deci-

sion. Tekkala was the aggres--

sor and had the best of the in-

fighting but St. Louis built up

a lead with a fast and accurate

left hand.

Stew Le Baron continued to

inipress as a good bet for inter-

collegiate 135 lb. class honours

by scoring a one round T.K.O.

over Don Dobbie of Ottawa.

It was 'a similar story m the

160 lb. bout which followed with

Hank Unruh winning by a one

round T. K. O. over Johnny

Shrugue of Ottawa. Unruh

smacked Shrugue to the canvas

for a four count midway through

the round. The Ottawa boy,,

glassy eyed, got up, ran into an-

other torrent of blows and was

sent down again, and at this

point Seright drew the curtain.

At 170 lbs. Mike Milovick took

just one and a half rounds to

dispose of southpaw Bob Craig

of Toronto. Milovick stopped

Craig with a terrific right to the

body which landed just under

the heart and doubled Craig up

on the canvas, where he was

counted out.

WRESTLING
135 lbs.—Harold Wilson, Toronto,

won a decision over Don S in y 1 i e ,

Queen's.
14S lbs.—Arland Benn. Queen's, de-

feated Barney Belcourt, Toronto, in

straight falls.

145 lbs.—Vince Politi, Queen's, won
tilt' judges' nod over Alex Orr, To-
ronto.

170 Ills.—George Flannigan, Queen's,

won decision over Bob Blackmore.
Toronto.
Heavyweight—Don Good, Queen's,

defeated Lou Petoscia, Toronto.
Exiiiliition—Morgan Plumb, Toron-

to, vs Tom Browley, Toronto.
BOXING

160 lbs.—Davt Miles, Queen's, de-

feated Jim Crocket, Queen's, T.K.O.
13S lbs.—Leii Breedin, Queen's, de-

cision, Bud Guglemnn, Queen's.
147 lbs.—Dick St. Louis, Kingston,

dccisioned Arvo Tekkala, Queen's.
135 His.—Lou Keating, Queen's, dc-

cisioned Fred Richardson, Queen's.
135 lbs.—Stew Le Baron, Queen's,

T.K.O.'d Don Dobbie. Ottawa.
160 lbs.—Hank Unruh, Queen's,

T.K.O.'d Johnny Shrugue, Ottawa.
170 Ihs.—Mike Milovick, Queen's,

K.O.'d Boh Craig, Toronto.
Heavyweight—Harry Dick, Queen's,

ioughi an exhibition with Dave Cof-

fey. Kingston.
Heavyweight —- Keith Christiansen,

Queen's, K.O.'d Johnny Post, Wind-
sor.

a lively game girls'

sometimes can be.
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From the Dean

tinguish what is first-rate ii

hall mark of education and

seasoned with salt."

The Arts issue of The Journal

offers a place in which to write

a few words in the week which

will also see the Arts Banquet

and the Arts Dance, These are

by no means the highest activi-

ties of the students of the Facul-

ty of Arts; but I expect that they

all others be done well. To dis-

dards and in good style. It is

important that these things like

all other be done well. To dis-

human thought and aspiration is the

let your speech be alway with grace,

W. A. Mackintosh.

Clutterbuck Tells Artsmen

British Crisis On The Mend
By Dave Leighton

A spirit of comradeship- and

g'ooi] luiiiiour permeated the

^iniipdimis Ballroom of the La-

Hotel Tuesday night as 100

Arti-men gathered at the annual

\ris Society banquet. Hi^lilight-

ing the evenings was an address

i'y Sir Alexander Clutterbuck.

KCMG. CMC, MC. United King-
'It-ini High Commissioner for Can-

lio described tlie role of

Britain in present world

.h1,1.

'Tcat

ri-i.onstruction

After wining and dining in royal

fashion, and exchanging toasts

t'j the King, the University, and
'lie Arts Society, guests at the

I'aiuiuet leaned back in their
t"li;iirs to hea.r Sir Alexander de-

^>^ribe in precise and concrete

lernis Britain's position in her

drive towards economic recovery.

"Economically, the world

is sick," he stated. "Britain

is facing her difficulties rea-

listically and with fortitude,

but we must all bear in mind

one thing — the countries of

the world are too interdepen-

dent for one to recover alone

- . . We must sink or swim

together."

Sir Alexander described the

'ii^lieartcning setbacks Britain

lia^ received In tlic course of al-

I'^miHing to reach her goal of eco-

"oniic recovery in a period of

three years from the end o( the

War — the coal crisis, tlu! dollar

•''-'f'cit. and the freakish wea-

'hcr. These various factors, he

^aid, had led to the adoption of

the now-famous Austerity Pro-

gram.

Sec Arts Banquet, p. 7

Drum Majorette

Wanted For Band
Something new is about to he ad-

ded to the up and coming Queen's

Brass band. Band manager Ian

Macdonald is scouting around for

an attractive young lady of about

5' 6" tall who would like to be a

drum majorette and who would fill

the requirements expected of young

ladies who act in that capacity.

Applications should he addressed

to Ian Macdonald. Queen's Post

Office, within the ne.^t week as it

will be necessarj' to begin training

almost immediately. An attractive,

made-to-fit-figure uniform will be

provided by the band.

Dr. Forsey Deplores

LegaHRestriction

Of Trade Unions

Necessity of a new institutional

atmosphere in labor-management re-

lations and a greater willingness by

employers to bargain in good faitli

with employees, was urged by Dr.

Eugene A. Forsey, Director of Re-

search, Canadian Congress of Labor,

a n d self-styled "glorified iiandy-

man." at Tuesday evening's Public

Affairs Cluh-sponsored meeting in

Ban Righ Common Room, under

the chairmanship of Bob Burnett.

Decrying any movement to im-

pose legal restriction on trade

unions, the former McGiil Univer-

sity professor said that further legal

restraints would merely provoke the

hostility, bitterness, and ill-will of

organized labor. Claiming that the

law ought to make collective bar-

gaining easy and that Omadian and

,^merican employers were reluctant

to recognize collective bargaining

principles. Dr. Forsey suggested

that '.'big business" could learn much

from industry i" Great Britain

where employers needed no legis-

lation compelling them to bargain

collectively in good failli.

"As long as there is a written

agreement, the result of collective

bargaining, the employer is a limited

monarch, operating imder a consti-

tution," said the trade unionist, He

agreed that "Legal restrictions-

should be a last resort; rather

should there be legislation to oblige

Stc Dr. Forsty, p. ?-

Tickets On Sale

For 1948 Frolics,

Cast Rehearsing
A "new high in (.ntertainment"

will lie presented to the campus

on the evening.': of Feb. 4 and 5

in the form of the 1948 edition of

the Campus Frolics. A first-class

collection of talent has been as-

sembled and it is expected that

the show will equal or top the

hiyli standards set by the famous

"Frolics" or former years.

The musical score has been ar-

ranged by the well-known and

talented Boyd Valleau who said

of the original nnisic and lyrics

written for the show, "nothing

shi.irt of terrific."

Scintillating dance routines
liave been shaped up by Ann

Parkhill and Dottie O'Brien. Ori-

ginal skits and single acts will

also be included in the show,

wliich is under the direction oi

Edith Shindman.

The dates are Feb. 4 and 5, and

the place is the KC\'I auditorium

and the admission is 50 cents per

person.

Dr. Pratt Reading

From "Brebeuf

Highlights Talk

"The epic story of the Huron-

ian Martyrs can live with any of

the blading incidents of history,"

maintained Dr. E. J. Pratt, popu-

lar Canadian poet, speaking in

Convocation Hal! Thursday night

at the Newman Club's second

Annual Address. Dr. Pratt took

as a general title for his lecture

"The l-luronian Martyrs and

Their Work."

He told his audience of the

work being done by the

Royal Ontario Museum at

Midland, Ontario. Here, on

the sites of the original Hu-
ron Missions have been un-

covered relics, some of the

floors of old buildings, the

probable site of the stake at

which the Jesuit priests were

burned, and enough evidence

of the sites to reconstruct the

mission as it was three cen-

turies ago.

He also revealed some of

the methods he uses in com-

posing his poetry. In a story

of this kind he found it ne-

cessary to make his facts as

accurate as possible, although

in a few cases he had taken

a bit of liberty with the actual

facts in favour of a more dra-

matic story.

Tlie highlight of tin: c, enin<:

iiis reading of selection^ Iruni

" Brebeuf and his Brethren," His

selection,- provided a scope of

description, of humour and of dra

matic fervour.

FORMAL COMMITTEE RUSHES

FINAL TOUCHES TO GYM
FOR NIGHT IN A THOUSAND

Scheherexade would feel at home if she visited the Queen's

gym tonight. Since eight o'clock yesterday morning Arts Formal

Convener Eric Bronskill, his committee and a small army of assist-

ants have been busy transforming the drab interior into a setting

which oozes all the strange mystery and romance of the East.

When the first couple steps onto the floor tonight to dance to

the sweet music of Boyd Valleau and his band they will be begin-

ning what the Arts Formal committee is certain will be "A night in

a thousand."

Above them will be a starlit

sky, in the distance the mosques

and minarets of old Arabia. Even

the band will play from a desert

tent. And if the dancers see a

flying carpet and a harem (com-

plete with beautiful houris) as

the evening flits by, they need

not be surprised. Nothing has

been spared to make this year's

Arts Formal the most delightful

yet.

In a departure from the usual

cafeteria system, supper will be

served at tables this year. The

boxing gym has been thoroughly

aired and scrubbed with Chanel

No. 5 and in it refreshments will

be served, beginning at 11.30

p,ni. and continuing until 2 a.m.

Cokes will be sold in the west

m bv rnembers of the Pipe

Pro-C< Lib

W. M.''Nicl<le To Speak

On"TheLegalProFession"

Mr. W. M. Nickle. K,C., promi-

nent Kingston b.irrister, will speak

on "The Legal Profession" in the

Red Room. New Arts Building.

Monday, January 26th at 4 p.m.

Late last spring Mr, Nickle gave a

similar address which was very well

received by all those students pre-

sent. His skill at oratory has been

displayed frequently before Cana-

dian Courts.

This is the fourth in the Arts

Vocational Series. As in the past

all students will have an opportu-

nity to question the guest speaker.

A lunch will be served after the

meeting where students will have

an opportunity to meet Mr. Nickle

personally.

Debaters To Meet

OCE Here^Jan. 29
Queen's meets Ontario College

of Education in a debate sche-

duled for 7.30 on Jan, 29 in Con-

vocation Hall. Ken Rouff and

Archie Turner, Queen's Debating

Union stars, will attack the reso-

lution that "Socialism leads in-

evitably to despotism." and will

welcome any interested listeners.

The debate will be over in time

for those wishing to go on to the

Model Parliament.

ro-v^ons, Lioerais

Comment CCF Bill

I\ir. Ken Binks, whose Progres-

iive-Conservative party will be

the chief opposition to the CCF
party when the Model Parliament

meets next Thursday night in

Grant Hall, has issued a state-

ment concerning the price con-

trols bill to be presented by the

CCF.

Says Mr. Binks. "The Progressive-

Conservative Party rejects the CCF
resolution on the grounds that its

powers are too broad; tlie purpise,

according to the CCF, is to achieve a

'planned economy.' The Progressive

Conservative party is in favour of such

price controls as are necessary to atne

liorate the lot of the Canadian people

and to honour foreign commitments
But the resolution is too general —

, „
'allied controls' — and gives too much! Band.

^vTnts^ricfcUroLTTchieJe'lp'iS! Although the dance has been

ned economy; the P.C.'s want price labelled "formal" it is expected
controls only as a temporary measure.'^

, ^^^^^ ^.j^^^^ ^j- ^^^^

Mr. .\hn Beveridge, leader

ihe Liberal Party, will propose

ihe following amendment to the

Bill;

1. Resolved that in the last para-

graph of the resolution submitted by

the CCF party, the phrase "price and

other allied controls" be deleted and

the phrase "price controls on food,

builder's supphes and rentals" be sub-

stituted.

2. The phrase "Mar. 31. 1950," be

deleted and the phrase "Mar. 31. 1949."

be substituted.

Second Sunday Hour

For Queen's Family

The second Sunday Hour

for the term will see Queen's

students gathered at Grant

Hall Sunday afternoon at

3.30 p.m. Pincipal R. C. Wal-

lace and A. M. S. Pesident

Ken Phin will take part in the

service, which will be con-

ducted by Rev. A. M. Lav-

erty.

tending will be wearing tails or

dinner jackets. A survey of the

Formal committee itself indicates

that only five of the 12 members

will be "dressing."

Patrons for the dance this year

arc Dr, and Mrs. R. C. Wallace,

Dean and Mrs. W. A. Mackin-

tush, and Professor M. C. Urqu-

hart and Miss Pauline Jewett.

In keeping with the polished

atmosphere of the evening, Kar-

ri- .\r]iic|nc the talented artsmau

irL.uLi t ULaw :i will be featured at

the piano during the intermis-

sion.

The decoration conmiittce will be

working until about nine o'clock to-

night readying the gym. Anyone

willing to assist in this is asked to

turn out this afternoon. More vo-

lunteers will be needed Saturday

morning to tear down.

Al Donnelly. BiU Robinson. John BuUock. Dave Day and Bob Coo. Absent is Wally Uce.
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THE FORGOTTEN CHAMBER
Something is niissin.i; from the campus.

Among; Canadian universities probably no other has as

large an oul-of-town enrolment as Queen's. At Toronto^ at

least 60 percent of the students h;ive their homes in the citj".

A similar percentage obtains at McGill. At Queen's only 15

ont of every hundred are domiciled in Kingston. But both

at Varsity and McGill a mixed common room exists. Queen's,

where the need is greatest, has none.

Under the present set-iip Queen'snien and co-eds arc

forced to meet in Juke-joints or taverns. This is expensive

and many students find it imdesirable. The situation reflects

no credit on Queen's.

Actual construction will begin soon on the new Students'

Union. It is true the plans call for clubrooms for mixed

meetings and a cafeteria for students of both se.xes. But this

is not enough. Hide-bound tradition which in the past kept

the Union "For Men Only" must be disregarded. The uni-

versity needs a mixed common room and the union is the

logical place for it.

Dear Journal

'Mi

Gathering Moss with Stone

lissing . . .

Has anyone seen my wife? She answers fairly well to the name

"Nagasaki Mitsumatsu" and walks with a sliglit list to port as a

result fA getting stuck on a merry-go-round in Singapore in 1943.

The reason 1 am bringing this up is rather odd. While looking

for Pdrsky Schmo's "Elementary Squabbling for Philosophy Stu-

dents" down in the stacks last Friday, I thought I saw her looking

at me from between the "Globe and Mail" lor 1903 and the "Metho-

dist Bugle" for the same jear.

We were married while 1 was visiting Singapore during the

Japanese jieriod disguised as a prisoner-of-war. If she managed to

get down into the stacks, she might still be there. I leave a dish

of milk and a soy bean or two for her every night, but she doesn't

touch them. Oh. Hell!

FILBERT FFINCH,
Ex-Ple.. 49th Saboteurs.

Dorothy Dix

The President's Message

Tonighf Artsmen join together in the conviviality of the

Arts At-Home- For us all it v^ill be the sociol highlight of

the year. For the groduating closs it will be something mote.

It will be the finol occasion to gather with so many college

friends To the finol yeor students especiolly ond to oil Arts

Society members moy I extend the wish that you all find

reol pleasure tonight and ot the Arts Finale tomorrow even-

'"^

On beholf of the Society and myself I should like to toke

this opportunity to thank publicly oil those people who have

so kindly ond courteously helped the Arts Society Executive

corry out its functions.

Moy oil Queen'smen hove o successful and happy year,

— DON MILLIKEN

President, Arts Society.

PffOF'S SALARIES

Dear Sir: Because the Journal hasu'l an advice-to-the-loveloni

column, J am writing you in the hope thai, somehow, you can

solve my problem.

It is this: I am being pursued by a man to such an extent that

1 have to sneak down dark alleys to get to my lectures, eat in out-

of-the-way places unknown to most students, and desist from loiter-

ing in the halls between classes.

I am afraid to answer the telephone because I have almost run
out of excuses and I have even gone so far as to paste each weekly
"What's When" column beside the phone so that when he says
"Tuesday night?" i can answer, "Commerce club meeting." And
so on ad infinitum.

Last night this character called me and asked me to a party
next March 25th and I answered in desperation, "Oh, I couldn't
possibly; that's the night I wash my hair!"

He is still calling. Can you suggest something.

PURSUED.

Next time he calls ask him if his intentions are honorable. If

he says, "Yes," hang up. If be says. "No," bang up.—Ed.

'Uncle Vashti
I would just like to point out that the alleged picture of the

author's Uncle Vashti in a recent Journal article by an ex-prince
from Bulgaria is to my almost certain knowledge not the stated
member of the Bulgarian Nobility at all. I am almost certain that
I recognize in tlie picture the uncle of a friend of mine in the R.A.F.
wh© was for many years in the British Diplomatic Service, Sir
George Moratlen. a second cousin of the late Lord Halifax. I thought
I should point this out because as far as I know Sir George was
never in Bulgaria.

DON BLACKIE, Arts '49,

"I can't see why that guy didn't leave his dough for something useful — a new
physics lab for instance."

^r;[[ji-[:^:[]-ira^uiii3Efiiitih»ttiEMWniiiiiw^ ffiimijjifltfWwiiswMiKniiiiiiBaniiWicwim

I
Uncle Eliot's 5 Foot Shelf

|
I By M. K. Nelles £

"Some day we'll clear out that attic. Some day we'll clear out

all that junk. Some day ..." Some day was yesterday, and the

day before that. Now you can see the floor in spots. The place

looks different now; not that much is missing, but an awful lot is

rearranged, The only spot that looks bare is the bookcase. We
blew the dust off the tops of all the books and blackened our hands

on their covers, leafing through each one nostalgically. Some we

put back, the rest we stacked in tottery piles on the floor.

It was a wrench parting with the Customs Tariff for 1907. As

we placed the Civil Service List (1914) on top of it, we averted our

gaze, afraid of what we might see in each other's eye. Even in those

days the civil service was running to form. There were more people

in the outside service of the Department of the Interior than in the

inside service, and the jolly men of the inside service of the De-

partment of External Affairs outnumbered those in the outside

service three to one.

Between two Reports of the Chief Astronomer we laid a slim

volume inscribed on the title page

"TO FIFLD MARSHALL HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE
.\RTHUR WILLIAM PATRICK ALBERT, DUKE OF CON-
NAUl.HT AND OF STR.\THEARK. K.G., KT.. K.P.. ETC., ETC.,

GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF CANADA
May It Please Your Royal Highness;

I
The undersigned has the honour to lay before Your Royal

Highness a report on the Canadian Oyster, its Development, En .

vironincnt, and Culture ..."
There were fourteen other efforts of the Commission on Con-

servation inscribed dutifully to HRH, the forerunners of the good
work of the breweries, now no less respectfully dedicated to the

Canadian people. Alongside them were volumes bent on conserving,

not the natural resources of Canada, but the morals and the souls

of their readers ; a celestial Baedaker. "Heaven — where it is, its

inhabitants, and how to get there," an armload of scriptural tales

for tiny tuts. "Precept Upon Precept; the earliest religious instruc-

tion ttie infant mind is capable of receiving," "Little Pillows, or,

good-night thoughts for the little ones." They were all filled with
glowing denuncialions of the evils of this bad old world: "The
theatre ... is invariably the focus of moral abomination — the

mother of guilt and misery. It panders to the vilest passions; it

fosters blasphemy; it cherishes hatred to God's truth: it uuiltiplies

temptation; it helps fill our jails and to people our penal colonies:

for it patronizes vice in some of its most revolting forms."

Furtlicrmorc, "a low moral tone is generally found in the young,
side by side with the love of novels and romances." And small won-
der. Would you, gentle reader, expose your daughter to this sort

of thing? — "'Still the shrewish vixen, what?' he said carelessly.

. .*. she tried to hohl herself erect, tried to move from the window
and from the propinquity of that miserable miscreant." Or your
son to this? — "'Now then, my men, give way and let the scoun
drels have a taste of your cutlasses when you get at them. Huzza
for old England !'

"

We spurned this outrageous stuff without compunction, but the

next book we laid aside with a pang. It was the log-like report of

the men who sailed polar seas to raise the flag on islands of the
Arctic Archipelago, noting the marriage customs of the esquimaux
(which distressed the Moravian missionaries) and the thickness of

the ice in those far-off harbours in which their ships were locked
from October until July.

Robbie Burns in a plaid binding, a linen-backed tourist's map
of Paris, Tennyson between padded covers, a nursery picture-book
(in Italian), the Geography of Northern Patogonia; we lugged
them all downstairs and loaded them into a truck. A fishy-eyed
second-hand book dealer gave us 52.63 for the lot.

NO PROMOTION BY

SENIORITY AT QUEEN'S
By Audax

Are the salaries of Queen's professors lower in comparison to

those paid at other universities in Canada? Are Canadian university

professors in general paid too low a wage?

These are vital questions for it has been recognized, especially

in the United States, that the universities paying the biggest salaries

bag more than their share of the world's eminent scholars and good

tea^chers. It is unfortunate that the answers cannot be given here

with anv degree of comprehensiveness. To do that would necessi-

tate the' examination of the scales of salaries paid at all Canadian

universities. And these are not available to the public.

Some Facts

However, it is possible to present some facts, gathered in an

interview with Principal Wallace which may afford students a foun-

dation on which to form an opinion.

Faculty salaries at Queen's begin at a level of from $2,000 to

$3,000 a year, the principal says. The actual figure depends on the

individual. Department heads receive less than $8,000 (nearer

$6,000 according to another source).

Although the starting salary may seem low, the principal points

out that raises and promotions are rapid if the faculty member

displays ability. Performance both in and out of class is taken into

account in assessing for promotion.

"At Queen's there is no such thing as promotion by seniority.

The more able the man, the faster he goes ahead. No limit exists

on the number of members of each department who can reach the

level of professor."

Salaries Lower

In general, the principal admits, salaries at Queen's are prob-

ably a shade lower than those paid at McGill or Toronto University

hut certain considerations such as smaller university and lower

cost of living in a smaller town are compensating factors.

For what seems a valid reason the principal believes the wage

scale at Queen's compares favourably with those at McGill and To-

ronto — a negligible number of faculty members transfer to these

sister universities.

Although higher salaries are paid at most of the larger univer-

sities in the United States, Principal Wallace sees no evidence of

a drift of Canadian university professors to the south.

Demand Citizenship

"Men of university teaching calibre in the U.S. are in the

majority those who remained there after completing post-graduate

studies. Most American universities demand that Canadians take

out citizenship if they intend to remain. Many Canadians do not

wish to lose their nationality."

He believe.i the United States is 50 years ahead of Canada

industrially and economically and sees little prospect of the Dominion

catching up for many years to come. It is this head-start which

allows American universities to pay higher wages.

A warning against too hasty judgment of wages paid at uni-

versities xvas given by the principal. "Although salaries paid pro-

fessors may at first glance seem disproportionately small compared

to what many of these men might make at jobs in the business,

professional or scientific world, there are considerations which

heavily influence them to remain with the university.

Free Time for Travel

"They have three to four months during the summer in which

to improve themselves academically to qualify for higher pay. Or

they can use this time to take outside jobs as consultants — posi-

tions which pay good money. Some, particularly the language pro-

fessors spent this free time in travel. If they choose to do this

Queen's is often able to lend them certain financial assistance,"

Last year salaries of Queen's .professors were raised. The prin-

cipal says that the present scale is "by no means static." Further

raises will be considered as conditions merit. "I am always glad

to hear persons say they think university professors should receive

more money," the principal declares. Perhaps the time has arrived?
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As the Grand Vizier soid when the Caliph proclaimed

Night at Noon-day — "Sire, Behold the Stars,"

Mimi Squeezed Her Mop

The official delegates loifered pettishly in

^eir United Nations offices, ot loose ends for

spell.

"This is ridiculous," remarked the Russion

[tpresentative as his angular, blonde secretary

(tied the steaming samovar in the next room.

don't know WHAT to moke a row about

lext. The reporters ore losing interest in our

biiffy boycott of the Little Assembly, IMA-

OlNE ... an assembly where we con't use the

ero to slow things down!

"They'll be toking awoy little Vasho's tin

loldiers next. Capitalist swine!"

Anna Karenina Polovetzky, the secretory,

(ome in nervously holding the detached handle

of the samovar in one trembling hand.

Now you've broken my favorite samovar,"

raged the official Russian delegate. "You're

Trotskyite! Get out."
« « « a

Across the hall in onother office, the dele-

gate of the United States and the president of

the Mammoth Tractor Company bef>t over a

weighty problem. "Gin!" shouted the tractor

man at length, laying down his runs and se-

quences. "That puts me two frames ahead!"

"How many tractors can we sell in North

China if Chiang is made stronger for the fight?"

asked the delegate from the United States os

he shuffled the cards.

"Oh, millions," replied the tractor tycoon,

'but we had better get busy painting Chiong

the benevolent liberator of his country or

people may get wise." He discarded with o
9 « « O

lired gesture.

Four doors down on the right hand side, two

Saudi Arabians stood at the window, mourn-

fully watching the snow swirling about the sky-

scrapers.

"What's the good word from the Mufti?"

id the short one with the moustoche.

"The general idea seems to be to fight,"

By James Roe

replied the toll one without the moustache.

"Cod, these Westerners amuse me. The longer

they diUy-dolly, the more time we have to pre-

pare to moke the Middle East a flaming holo-

caust of conflict. Must hold onto those oil

interests, of course, even if it means WAR."

Two chorwomen pushed their mops con-

scientiously about the floor of the chamber of

the Security Council. One spoke.

"There don't seem to be no use in this here

orgonizotion. They come here to fix up the

world, and we ain't fixed up none yet. Pass the

pail over, Mimi."

"You gotta give them time, Maggie," ob-

served Mimi.

"Time!" chortled Maggie, spilling o little

soopy water over o Russian cross-word puzzle

from Pravdo on the floor. 'The way things are

goin', there oin't much time left. Sompun' gon-

na happen soon."

At that very moment as Mimi squeezed her

mop, 0 huge bird-like machine swooped down

between the Chrysler Building and Times

Square, travelling at great speed. A steeple

jock working on St. Patrick's Cathedral esti-

mated that it wos about holf a mile long ond

looked not unlike a gigantic Heinkel III. It

londed out in New York harbour. A great door

in its hull opened and a craft resembling a des-

troyer emerged to churn its woy across to Bat-

tery Pork.

As nearby citizens, struck dumb with curi-

osity, broke off their muddled discussions of the

Palestine problem to rush to the harbour front,

the destroyer arrived. A smoll man in o suit

of chain armour and o crash helmet dashed

across the gangway, hailed o taxi ond disap-

peared.

At the Stork Club, Walter Winchell received

the strange visitor, who presented his creden-

tiols and on ultimatum from his leige lord, the

King of Mors.
a * • o

From that time until Winchell's Sunday

night radio program. Old Gotham buzzed with

speculation. The colossal oeroplone had swal-

lowed the destroyer and disappeared straight

up. But not a word came from Winchell, Even

the President was on pins and needles.

Men's Residences
Coming Soon

By C.N.R.

That Queen-s University will have men's residence halls in

the future,1. the forecast of both Principal R. C. Wallace and Dr.

W A. Mackintosh, dean of the Faculty of Arts.

This news, however, does not offer a solution to students

housing problems for neither of^he University officials can estimate

Z7'Joi completion of the buildings. With 250 ^;"<^-^*^;--

living at RMC. thrown on the housing market next term through

the reopening of the military college, the probTem becomes more

''"'unlike other university cities, Kingston does not
f^'f^'^J

maioritv of the students attending the university m the locality.

Consequently students at Varsity have an easier time findmg accom-

modation than their brethren at Queens because a large percentage

live in their Toronto homes.

of

Sundoy evening arrived. All the world

waited patiently at its rodios through inter-

minable commercials until Winchell's confident

voice rang out over the ether; "Flash! . . . The

King of Mors today warned the world that un-

less humans cease making the earth too small

for them, there will be a Martian invasion

The King wonts to guord his space rights!"

The home of the United Nations Orgoni-

zotion buzzed like a hive of bees Monday morn-

ing. Russians, British, Chinese, Americans and

all the rest huddled together in fear. Many

looked out of the window in the general direc-

tion of Mars.

On the floor of the General Assembly, on

onnouncement was made that o motion was

pending to throw the agenda of the orgonizo

tion in the waste-basket in order to reserve all

time for the world's new menocing problem.

The Martian representotives w a s expected

momentarily.

The Swiss delegate was duly mode president

of the World Delegation, to be assisted by dele-

gates of Russia, the United States, the Kuomin-

tong, "R e d" China, Saudi Arobia and the

Zionist Organization. EVERYONE got down to

brass tacks to protect the eorth's sphere of in-

fluence ogoinst the Martians.

of those attending the former university

Veterans' organizations, which hope to ease the probler
_

obtaining government support for a housing project for married

veterans, are not optimistic. Even if they were successful m gettnig

federal backing, it is pointed out. could they count on municipal

authorities adopting a housing plan for students who on graduation

would leave Kingston?

Again, with shortages of building materials and quahfied men

and prevailing high costs, could any harassed accommodation-seeker

expect an agency, be it government or private industry, to conjure

up the required housing units by September?

Into this grim picture steals the faint light of residence halls

for men. But. it is admitted, only those students now at Queen s

who expect to spend the next ten years getting a pass B.A. could

expect to enter the hall and come under the discipline of a male

Cuddles. Perhaps their children?

Such a hall, officials said, would accommodate about 500 stu-

dents. The cost would run as high as ^.000 a unit, totalling a tidy

$2000 000 Not a shovel will bite into the earth for the project

until some buildings on the campus are either enlarged or completed.

These are the Union and Gordon Hall.

During the First World War Col. R. W. Leonard, who gave

the University Leonard Field and many scholarships, offered to

build men's residences, provided the occupants underwent COTC

training. This offer was declined.
^

That being the housing picture to date, let us all pay reverent

liomage to Mr^. C. .Arthur for past, present and future miseries.

.Also, let's eet cracking!

Third grade history students of the Kirk-

land Lake public schools hod to learn the dote

of the achievement of world government for

the Christmas exams.

i.:iiii:MMi!ii!iii;:ii;ni!fimmiijii]fliiiiii«i'filiJ!liia-inirmrdiitira»J

Our Long Haired Chums
By Tony Wand

Tucked away in its most reserved

rner are the "savants" of any arts

f.iciilty. While the rest of the coun-

y ignores the universities and the

engineers disclaim the Arts Society,

ihe "intelligentsia" have the addi-

onal privilege (harboured zealous-

and defended staunchly) of being

snored by their own fellows. For

wlicreas a 1 1 others simply work

with ideas, they have the profound

t;isk of delicately balancing them:

lasting one, judging another, ex-

purgating the unacceptable, accept-

ing the unexpurgable.

Their universe is wide enough to

include anything, and narrow

enough to exclude everything. To
iheni nothing is sacred except their

"wn thoughts whose sanctity is re-

wgnized througli acceptance b y

llieir own priesthood, and reinforced

by the indifference of everyone else.

Their humour is deadly, their wit

provocative, their tongue lashing

and their sentiment courtly. They

can converse about the gods, dis-

course about the Id and share a life

with either depending on their cap-

rice.

Their systems, their schemes,

their ideologies are magnificent edi-

fices, each acceptable to each, none

k-sscr than none, ail greater than all.

And when they collapse, it is be-

cause of t h e misplacement of a

comma and not the misconstruing

of a thought. And they are demo-

cratic: they are a babble of tongues

leashed out. condescending but not

biling; they arc the warring parties

of all factions; they are protagonists

of alt truths and attackers of all

dogmas.

The philosophic importance

Einstein's relativity

with Jung's introvert. The Id and

the It mix together to produce ihe

latest pronouncement of scxologica!

dogma. They are the great ?vnihe-

sizers of all great thouglit: Marx

and Nietzsche can live peacefully to-

gether in them, for they can accept

one-half of the one with one-half of

the other by understanding neither.

Tliey can hold an idea while attack-

ing it as well as attack an idea with-

out holding it. They can accept

Plato in one argument, attack him

in another and conveniently forget

him in a third. This is their ad-

vantage: there is not a great name

that they do not know or cannot em-

ploy. There is not an obscure one

which they cannot fetter out. The

great game of names fascinates

thein, bewilders and captures them.

They issue dicta on the price of

juxtaposed I goods but are perplexed at whether

of

more goods will he bought if a price

goes down. They decide on the ul-

timate reality of the universe but

caruiut agree on a choice of restau-

rant. They are disturbed about con-

stitutional issues but vote a party

ticket. They engage in class strug-

gles but disdain to live class lives.

They are the great cultivators and

critics of our traditions but can live

by them or disown them in the same

act. They can harbour revolution-

ary thoughts and live proper lives.

They can see others' ideas as myths

but accept their own as gospel.

But some of them have looked at

the world and seen it whole, have

examined each particle, have seen

through its chaos and meanness,

analyzed its frustrated beings and

its discordant factions and have

proferred a solution. What is it?

That poetry will save world!

Memo
Re/

Corsages

for the Arts Formal
Please order early as there is a definite shortage

on certain types of flowers due to our oustenty

embargo on Americon imports.

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

Your future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP I-
FRANK HERSEY

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE - WINNIPEG

We welcom. Qu«n'. University Students to Kingston and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestme of year- stands behmd

GEORGE Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's Univeniity Gowns Queen's OfficLal BUzer.
Makers

'^'^^J'^g^ ^ cOOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater CoaM

213 Princess Street
Dial 8448

Hanson & Edgar
Dance PRINTERS P^i^^i

Programs Phone 4114

Constitutions
^t.

Printing of

Every

Description

COR. BROCK & WEUINCTON STS.

Dial Store 7990
Dial R««. 7990

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for aU Faculties and departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

VECHHICAU SIJPRUIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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"SHAVE 'EM OFF," SAY QUEEN'S WOMEN
The Moustache

Menace
By Howie Hatem

Editor's note: Howie Hatein. a 22-year-oId graduate of Haley's

Barber school in Poshville, Penn., is a brilliant young psychologist

who has spent many years of her life in the streets of various metro-

poli studying the upper-lip growths of the Canadian and American

male. To this article, written especially for the Queen's Journal,

she brings the accumulated experiences and impressions of her

intensive studies.

* * *

It usei to be in the g^ood old days of the melodrama that mous-

taches were only worn by out-and-out villains and this was a good

thing. For then a discreet young woman of better background knew
what was what and when to leave.

And many of our pioneer forefathers inflicted upon our fore-

mothers, great growths of chin-bristles. But, in those days when

shaving was a hazard and every man was a potential victim of his

own razor such indecencies were tolerated.

Today the cultivation of these germ-collecting, soup-dripping,

kiss-rutners has reached alarming proportions and moustaches are

being worn even by men, who like most men, are only half-villains.

Young women no longer can be quite sure when the time has come

to leave and, as a result, many, many more miscalculations are

being made,

Tjqjes Increasing

In this age of Schick, this situation is to be deplored. But. we
must face the fact that the types of moustaches are increasing as

fast as the reasons which nurture their growth and we mu.st content

ourselves with the hope that a broad spread of education will bring

about an awakening.

I have classified these growths over the period of years and

found that the most prevalent is the "Fuller-brush" type. It is

usually fairly bushy, is the same depth from one side of the mouth

to the other and is guaranteed to save two razors every five years.

Dr. Jerry Berry of John Hawkin's University is presently making

a study of The Fuller-Bnish type, its rain and soup saturation points

and its germ-bearing ]>otential per one one-milionth' of a quarter

inch. His thesis will be published in February in the John Hawkin's

Herald.

The fact that such psycopaths as Herr Hitler, Monsieur V'erdoux

and Macliiavelli, have worn "The Pipsqueak," has not prevented its

cultivation across the continent. This type is a shortened version

of the FuUer-Bnish. It perches immediately nnder the nose, is easily

twitched and saves time from one to one and a half razors per

five years.

"The Tweaker"

The type most conducive to twisting and stroking by wearer

and passers-by alike, I have called "The Tweaker." In the middle

it has the same depth as ihe Fuller-Brush but towards the edges

it thins out to the width of a woman's plucked eyebrows. It is only

fair to say that women are most suspicious of this type.

The fourth in the main classification is "The Teaser," or more
graphically, "The Tickler." It has to be felt to be believed ; it has
to be peered at to be seen. It is a most subtle, scrawling growth
of bristles on the very rim of the upper lip. Reportedly, it is the

most recently-accepted cause of divorce in that den of devastating

divorcees in Southern Cal. The fact that Errol Flynn has one of

this type doesn't say much for it. Or does it?

The lay-man must realize that there are variations on these
themes, that Lhtrc are sub-classifications, cross-breeds and perver-
sions of the luiiin divisions, but these are too numerous to enumerate
here. We must nuw consider the psychological reasons behind these
cultivations,

Why?
Why do men grow, trim, brush and perfume these superficial

fopperies ?

Well, the immature grow moustaches to prove to the other half
of the world that they have attained maturity, that they are now
young, virile males with potentialities for tremendous beards. Of
course, at the same time they are trying to prove to themselves
Ihey are now mature, a fact about which they are not at all certain.

It seems to me that these young hopefuls have overlooked one
important fact; that there are so many namby-pamby associations
connected with moustaches that frequently the growth of one sub-
tracts from instead of adds to, a man's virility.

"A Devil with the Ladies"

Continuing the theory of the association of ideas, some men
grow moustaches which are characteristic of villains because they
want to act the part of a villain, of a "devil with the ladies." Need-
less to say. the ladies soon discover the lack of self-assurance hidden
behind this pose.

Some little, mousy, nervous men hide their inferiority complexes
behind moustaches; some men think they acquire sternness and
manliness behind moustaches: some men imagine they become
Great Romantic Lovers behind moustaches; some men attempt to
create the debonair, devil-may-care impression behind moustaches.

These men should remember that a moustache isn't a mask

;

it's just a moustache.

''One More!

1^

"One more," the frenzied crowd screamed out,

"One more, one more," they cried;

The Coetic boys, their first time on.

Were completely mystified.

But, oh, the gome must still go on

—

To please the crowd they tried

For \\ greatly pained them all to see

A mob dissatisfied.

Holf-desperote, the captain called

A huddle at centre-ice;

McCtll lit up while the Gaelic boys

Discussed things not so nice;

"Find out one more of vrhot they wont,"

The goalie was heard to swear,

"If it weren't for their goddam gate-receipts.

We'd ploy in underwear!"

For fear of cold and nakedness.

Each mon was forced to think

—

"More gools?" asked Kemp—with this intent

The Gaels rushed down the rink;

They did away with centering -off,

just scored and scored and scored;
|

,

The bcMird said, "fifty-six to two,"

—

"One more," the crowd still roared.

Even the engineers could see.

This crowd was not appeased, i

"Hell!" said Urie, beneath his breath,

"My girl is easier pleosed."

Eoch stick WQS worn to half its length,

And yet the crowd still said it,

"One more," 'til even the goalie himself.

Hod six goals to his credit!

"Fights?" thought the Queensmen and so they fought,

Until the ice was red;

Some lay in pools on Union street.

Some lay in corners—dead.

"The penalty box must now be enlarged,"

The referee said, "By nine square yards,"

Three carpenters rushed up to him

And showed their union cards.

The gome was neorty ended,

Two players stoggered on.

The boards were lying on the ice.

And both the nets were gone,

"One more of what?" the Queensmon asked.

His voice quite weak and hoarse;

Amozed, the thirsty crowd replied,

"Why, one more beer, of course!" -H|F

Some Case Histories

1 could go beyond these general reasons to specific case his-

tories where men have grown moustaches to keep their ears warm,
to switch away the flies in summer-time and to scare the neighbour's

kids. I know of one man who killed the barber who inadvertently

cut off his "Tweaker," nnd I know another who killed himself of

slow poison from the hair tonic which he sprinkled on his upper-lip

every morning and evening in the privacy of his boudoir.

In all my years of study I have come to the conclusion that

there is only one type of man who may justifiably grow a mous-
tache and that is the woman-hater. If you hate women, if you want
to have nothing to do with them, if you can't stand one within 3

five-mile radius of yourself, grow a moustache. For women hate
mou.staches.

Already I hear moustache-wearers defending themselves by
saying that,- despite their moustaches, they have made love to a

repertoire of women and even married one or two of them.
This is possible. But what these moustache-cultivators don't

know is that they caught these women in a situation where there
wasn't another man around to make love to them or marry them.

Go on — see if I'm not right — ask your girl —

.

M^ant to Grow
A Beard?

By Wally Avis

There is a secret wish in the heart of every red-blooded man

that rigid conventions would relax just long enough for him to

grow a beard. As if motivated by some desire to emulate his be-

whiskered ancestors, the clean-shaven man of to-day plots and

schemes to find a way tu let his beard grow, without risking too

much oijposition. If it were not for this ever-present opposition,

mostly from the weaker sex. and doubtless of a "sour grapes"

variety, the number of young men facing the world in whiskers

would' be far greater. And that is how it should be

!

For altogether too many men the shaving ordeal bears too

much similarity to a surgical operation. The skiUfuUy-worder

phrases. "Look sharp; Feel sharp: Be sharp:", are little more than

invitations to a blond-bath. Even fur the thick-skinned of the specie,

those hardy fellows who could shave with a rip-saw. the constant

day after dav application of the razor makes for scraped skin, irri-

tation, and discomfort. It is no wonder the poor chap dreams wist-

fully of cultivating a beard. It may be escapism ;
but it is a pleasant

thought.

From Small Beginnings . . .

There was a fellow, only a short time ago. who cast caution

to the winds, risked feminine opposition, and made his happy dream

a reaiitv. He grew a beard; and what a lovely, vigorous-looking,

black beard it was. Yet the first week, it must be admitted, was

pretty grim; for instead of looking like a Victorian dragoon, he

resembled a mid-depression pan-handler. During these first days

the opposition was particularly strong and many a time and oft this

individualist was tempted back into the current of convention. But.

aided by the encouragement of one or two well-wishers who envied

his good fortune, he braved the insults, jeers, and embarrassment,

and shaved not. Perhaps his position was made easier by the fact

that at the time he was in a military hospital where the oddity is

the rule rather than the exception.

The nursing sisters kept up a constant offensive against the

experiment and swore more than once to overpow^er him and tear

the beard out hair by hair. All manner of indignities were suffered

in the name of independence. A bargain was finally struck; any

nurse who would volunteer to find her way through the beard with

a kiss, every morning for a week, was to be allowed to shave it off,

mustache and all. Alas! How timid and unimaginative is the modern

young woman. The whisker won.

A Case of Mistaken Identity

The rare spectacle of a bristling, healthy beard, complete with

handle-bar mustachios, became another of the attractions in that

show-case of unusual sights. People stopped to stare and their

rudeness was occasionally rewarded with a well-deserved bronx-

cheer. Certain open-mouthed citizens left hurriedly on witnessing

the combination of a beard and a "brack." convinced no doubt, that

thev had stumbled into the "nut-house" by mistake. Some concluded

that he was a sailor, others that he was a member of some queer

religious sect. It was even suggested that he was a sympathizer

with the Hamilton steel-workers, then out on strike. Whatever he

was. he was having the time of his life.

An amusing incident occurred one morning as the orderly was

wheeling the whiskers down to the X-ray department, on an ambu-

latory stretcher. The body lay six feet prone under a white sheet,

while the pallid face lay on the clean white pillow. Above and about

the face bristled the beard. Suddenly, as he was pushing his way

through a knot of service-men, the orderly tripped over somebody's

foot and burst out, "Jesus Christ!" One of the "Joes" turned about,

took one look at the whisker and cracked, "Hell's bells, so it is
!"

Out in the Wide, Wide World

But the time came for the whisker to leave the hospital. The

world of convention lay outside. Would the beard survive the

stares and snickers of the first day? Would the pressure of public

opinion drive him back to those first-thing-in-the-morning hackings?

The trial wa.s a stiff one. Many times the beard trembled to its

very roots: many times the mustachios drooped in anticipation of

an early clipping. But the beard stayed on ; and as time passed,

the blythe spirit who sported it came to love it more and more,

and looked forward to parting with it less and less. But the days

of the beard were numbered.

The last time "Whiskers" was seen, he was beardless ; his face

looked positively naked. He was not the same man. But why this

return to custom? Why this surrender to convention? Did the

sneers of envious he-males finally beat him down? Did the behind

the fan snickers of the amused and amazed females weaken his

resolve? No! No! a thousand times no! He could have held out

against the entire world. It was just that . . .

I got married

!

BIGGAR & CRAWFORD
MEMBERS TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE

Private Wire to Toronto

G. M, CUNNINGTON, Manager

187A Princess Street Telephone 5317 Kingston, Ont.
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rrgOSS TOWN

CAB FARE COST A FIN

AT ARTS' 23 FORMAL
By Austin F. Cross

Gathering Moss with Stone

Editor's Note: This article by Mr. Cross, one of Ottawa's most

versatile newspapermen, is also appearing today in The Ottawa Even-

ing Citizen in his widely read colunui, 'Cross Town.

On this day of January 23rd. 1948, the Arts Formal Dance

-will be held in Grant Hall, Qneen's University, Cameron Jones,

the Man Mountain from Queen's, has written me this year, to ask

me how things were 25 years ago. He is also one of those getting

out (he special Arts number of the Queen's Journal, and with some

good luck, this will appear in the Journal today also.

I of course attended the Arts Formal hack in 1923. as a member

-of the graduating class of Arts '23. iMr. James, not even nld enough

lo make mud pics then. has. as a good reporter should, asked me

some questions about that epoch. As best I can. I am taking my

memories out of the lavender, aud airing them for \ ou. A nostalgic

tear falls softly on these syllables, as I write.

The Plot Thickens

First of all, there was the business of lining up a taxi. Kingston

-never had enough taxis in those days, and you had to go and

bargain for a hack ahead of time. I went down town, snooped

around the taxi stands, and saw a car I liked. 1 found out that the

owner's name was Fife, and I signed iiim up, for the first trip. The

tost was $5.00. Let me explain this taxi deal, You could go either

on the early trip, or the late one. The real sports usually took the

late one, because they thought it smart to arrive late. That meant,

of course, you stood around in your winter garb after the dance

was over, since you also took the second trip home too. Usually

you went in a foursome, and split the cost of the taxi. I believe I

paid the whole shot myself, and if 1 did, I am glad 1 did. because

the girl was worth it. Those wiio split the taxi of course got by for

?2.S0. That worked out to ?1.25 a trip for a run that was worth in

day time, about 25 cents, but such were the conventions, that a girl

who next morning would be going to classes knee deep in snow,

that evening had to be treated like a fairy princess. For my part,

if a girl was worth taking, she should have the Cinderella routine.

No Tails

Then there was the matter of clothes. In those days, tails had

become old fashioned, we were in the slick new post war era. when

the saxophone was becoming popular, and when the bob was just

coming in. The tuxedo was the smart thing to wear, and the trick

was to get one. We usually had to rent them. 1. however, was able

to borrow Ralph Dilworth's $100 "tux," and for the slight cost of

dry cleaning, it was mine all session. Once, he and I both attended

some charivari, and I had to go out and rent one. It fitted where

it touched.

The girls of course were very lovely. It is a sombre thought

that some of the hot numbers of our d.iy are now grandmothers.

1 made quite a story in 'Cross Town not so long ago when Goldie

Bartells Geiger had a daughter who got married. It did not seem

so long before to me that Goldie was skipping around like a cricket,

and now she was able to send a' daughter to the altar. Sybil Mc-

Lachlan tells me I am behind the times, and that quite a few sweet

girl graduates of qui; epoch have girls and boys who got married.

O tempora, o mores I

Crowning Glory

The bob was just coming in. and tlie girls were going for it

in a big way. 1 remember the bushy bob particularly, and a lady

who had just had one was christened "0-Cedar Mop" by the boys.

The bob ran its hirsute course until it reached its ultimate, the

boyish bob. I remember going back in 1926. as a hoarj- old graduate,

and noting the young undergraduates were going in for coon coats,

while the girls affected this boyish bob. It made me feel old, even

then, and that was 22 years ago.

We usually had a local orchestra for most affairs, but when

we had a big formal, the best was none too good for us. I remember

that Strathdee once came down from Toronto, and brought along

with him a traps man who was very funny, mainly because he

scarcely played anv instrument all evening, but instead, proceeded

to get plastered and concentrated on juggling, dancing specialties,

and general clowning. We thought he was great, and they brought

him back the next year. He didn't seem so funny, a second tmic.

But we always imported an orchestra, I suspect now we got stung,

but we always felt we had done the right thing, and had got our

money's worth.

No Booze

I am asked to write whether anybody brought a bottle? I can

honestly say. no. I hope I am no prude, but I recall no drinking

in my day that amounted to anything, and none of our crowd were

interested in mixing liquor and won.en. Nor were the women.

As you get older, and crowd the 50 mark — I pass it this year —
vou go back to those days, and you try to live them over. I do not

"think our women were any prettier, or the men any handsomer. But

it was our era, our spruigtime, our youth, and it is particularly

precious to youth. The very young who read these words will think

they are hearing the voice of an old fogey, but I can assure you that

ROUND TOWN

Heyl I thought you said he had a fine mindl"

ALL STARS FOR '48
|
I

In order to score a beat on some thousand sport
j

columnists and a million or more rabid fans who
|

indulge in the enervating pastime of selecting an All- m

Star hockey team at the end of each season. The |
Journal has decided to jump the gun and present its

|
selection for 1948 forthwith. |

In picking the members of this all-star team, per-
|

formances during the first part of the schedule in
|

1947 were considered along with ability displayed in
|

previous years. Deception, dependability and team
|

play entered into the final decision. Reports on the
|

individuals' performances were taken from Canadian |
and Associated Press wire reports. |

Those selected have been granted free passes to Richard-
|

son stadium good until March 31 of this year.
|

Goal: GEORGE DREW. Nickname : "Kernel." A stand-
|

out in games against Ottawa. Light seldom went on behind
|

his cage. May still be playing for-Hydro next year. |

Left Defence: ANDREI GROMYKO. Nickname: "No." |

Broke up ever\

MAYOR FAVOURS STUDENT
REP. ON CITY COUNCIL

By C.N.R.

Pride in their i.arliamentary institutions — debates and the

mock parliament — and self-government through the AMS, is a

tradition of Queen's students. This same group, however, number-

ing over 3.100 persons, has no representative on the municipal

council of the city in which they live seven months of the year.

The suggestion that the student body be represented on the

municipal council by one of their number, was welcomed by King-

ston's Mayor, Stuart A. Crawford, with some qualifications. These

reservations stemmed from constitutional requirements.

During the course oi' an interview. Mayor Crawford stated that

Queen's was the main factor in stabilizing the city's economy during

the depression years. Fewer business failures locally than in any

other city in the Dominion could be directly attributed to the pres-

ence of the University. He also dwelt briefly on matters affecting

students — construction of a water filtration plant and traffic

control.

Student Reps. Must Pay Rent

He welcomed the proposal that Queen's participate more fully

in municipal affairs Init pointed to laws requiring representatives

to be residents of the municipality and to pay an annual rental of

$400. Under present laws, he said, the student body as such could

not elect its own representative.

A Kingston student, however, could run provided he met all

qualifications. But the only students who were eligible to vote, he

pointed out. were those who were residents of the city.

At present, he said, two members of the faculty of the univer-

sitv are aldermen on the city council. They are Dr. C. A. Curtis and

Prof. Kenneth Crawford. Both have frequently brought matters to

the attention of council affecting the university.

it about

Has no use pUnited Nations play this year

for players on other teams. Bad man of league.

Right Defence: CAMILLtEN HOUDE. Nickname:

"Hotel de Ville," Clever skater on thin ice. Came out of

retirement two years ago and regained previous form with

little effort. Great crowd pleaser.

Left Wing: JOE STALIN. Nickname : "Red." Hard to

stop. Deceptive. Not a team player but always in the thick

of it. A real threat to other teams.

Right Wing: JOHN BRACKEN. Nickname: "Farmer."

Plays a conservative game of a progres

only

Students Can Attend

Mayor Crawford said there had been criticism in the past
^

the large number of council members. Some- Kingston residents

objected to present laws which result in the election of 21 aldermen

from the city's seven wards. He disagreed and lauded greater repre-

sentation — "the more the better." ''*<.S

"I suggest that Queen's students attend meetings of city coun-

cil," he said. "The meetings are held twice monthly on Mondays.

Besides learning something of the city in which they live, they

could pick up information on the conduct of municipal affairs which

are very similar to provincial and federal methods of operation."

Turning to the "close ties binding Kingston and Queen's Uni-

versity," he said: "Even during the depression when residents in

other Canadian communities were faced with financial difficulties,

I-:ingston was assured of a steady income from both the University

aiid^its students. While other phases of economic life in Kingston

were stationary, the University always progressed."

Queen's Gives Much

In addition to the University's financial contribution to the

municipality, he conLinued, there was the great impression that

Queen's had made on the recreational and cultural activities of

Kingston's residents. Queen's provided the community with the

opportunity to hear concerts, attend lectures given by world- famous

personalities and witness senior sports events.

"Queen's is one of the backbones of Kingston," he said. "King-

ton is interested in all activities of the University, and the muni-

cipality always wants to cooperate."

Out-of-town students wlm find Kingston's drinkin

tasteful are directed lo a S2.000.000 project which will see the con-

struction ol both a water filtration plant and a sewage disposal plant.

The Mayor declined to forecast when these plants w^ould be built.

Factors invohed include the supply of surplus of labor together

ivitli ^Tcaicr ])rovinciai-nuniicipaI cooperation in this field. Work

will start soon, the Mayor thought, on the drawing up of plans.

No More Stop Lights — hurrah!

Because city officials believe that more stop streets and traffic

lights will impede the flow of traffic, Kingston does not see this

as the solution of the traffic problem. Constant supervision

traffic, he said, has resulted in a very low fatality rate.

variety. Selected

position. May not bebecause of competition for thi

1 around much longer.

i Centre: W. L. M. KING. Nickname: "Willie." A deft

I stickhandler. Knows when to pass puck. Shows best form in

E: tough games. Has announced this is last season in big time

I but inay be persuaded to play longer. Beats league record for

- ioniicst playing career this spring.

J [
I. p^imoSSHCSnillEFIIilM

Queen's is as real and dear to me. who graduated 25 years ago. as to

the reader who will not graduate for five years yet.

It would be fine to close on a gay note. That is not so easy.

The lovely girl I took to the formal has been dead ten years. Her

husband is dead. To know you will never see that lovely girl again,

to know that some of the hoys who meant something to me are gone,

and to know that I myself am regarded as a grey haired old has-

been doesn't make me feel in the least gay.

But this I know, that if Faust were to come around and offer

to strike a bargain, and if I had to sell my soul to him so I could

go back for just one evening, if this Devil would give me back the

afternoon, evening and night of the Arts Formal, of 1923. I don't

know but what I would sell out

water dis-

of

PER ARDUA AD NAUSEAM
There are clauses with "nisi" ond still more with "cum",

And phroses with "propter" and "ob";

"Somnus" is "sleep" ond "1 om" is "sum"

—

Whot's to keep me owoke on the job?

Indirect questions ond adverbs like "mox".

With conjunctions like "quomquam" ond "sed".

Are threatening to drive my old brain on the rocks,

As sure os "mortuus" means dead

A deponent verb is quite passive in form.

But active in meaning, I see;

A semi-deponent is o little of both

—

It's all most confusing to me.

If "I shall" IS "ero" and "non" translotes "not",

"I sholl not" should add up "non ero",

But it doesn't, ond I reolly think that il ought

—

Yet "nolo" was fovoured by Nero.

So let Nera use "nolo"; let Virgil write verse;

Let Caesar corve Goul up in three

—

Before it gets better, 'tis bound to get worse,

And I'll be still further at seo:

Nil Desperomlum! — WALLY A.
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TREASURER'S REPORT SHOWS
BAGS^OF BUCKS IN BANK

By Donald M. Chown

Following is a slightly condensed report of the financial activi-

ties ol yoiir Society lor the period March 8th. 1947, to January 14th.

1948. Because of the lack of space in this issue of the Journal, a

number of items had to be consolidated under the useful heading

of Sundries. However, a more complete breakdown will be made

in the Auditor's report in March, and in the meantime any member

who is seriously interested may obtain further details for the asking.

No advance of fees due for the present session has been made

to the date fo this f^tatement, although an advance of twelve hundred

dollars is expected in the near future. With a registration of from

one thousand lo fifteen hundred in Arts courses this year, the

Society's anticipated income will be upwards of two thousand

dollars.

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

for the period March 8, 1947, to January 14, 1948

Rccripts:

Cash in Bank, March 8, 1947

Cash on hand. March 8. 1947

Loans Repaid

Queen's University — Balance of 1946-4? fees

Fines—Soph Court

Rentals of equipment owned by Society

Sale of Christmas Cards .

Coca-Cola Machine

-51.588,57

.54

143.93

836.IS

10.20

65.00

52.00

61.56

J2,757.9S

Disbuisements

:

.^ihjeiics ^
Arts Chib Room
Loans, Gifts, Grants and Levies

Stationery and Printing

Phoiographs

Vocational Lecture Scries

Freshman Welcoming Committee
Deposit in Furiiilurt Fnnd
Capital Expenditure — Tools, and repairs to bandstands

Postage and Bank charges

Sundry expenses and liabilities incurred by previous

executive .

111.81

258.83

725.69

154.37

22.00

94.69

69.6S

400.00

39.91

5.68

145.01

Cash on hand re Coca-Cola machine
Cash on hand January 14, 1948

:a^h in Bank January 14, 1948 -

-t2.027.64

^ 41.56

2,59

- 686.16

?2,757.95

1. The SocTclj's Furniture Fund now standi at S803.'17, according lo the
University Accountant,

2. The only liability known to be outstanding is lo Jos. Abranisky & Sons
in the amount of 5165.10 for clubroom furniture.

I

It Actually
Happened

Professor Conn finished a lec-

ture on a complex phase of ther-

mo-dynamics with 15 minutes

of the hour still remaining.
"Now," he said, "I'm sure every-

one hasn't thoroughly understood

the subject. Ask some ques-

tions." No one said anything. "I

won't dismiss the class until
someone asks a question," the

prof warned. There was a brief

silence, then a scienceman at the

rear of the class raised his hand.

"What time is it, sir?" "Ten to

ten," said the prof. "Class dis-

missed."

Describing the sectional inter-

ests which must be satisfied in

selecting a cabinet, Professor Cor-

ry said : "Suppose the Liberals

win a general election but only

one of their number is elected in

Manitoba. It is almost certain he

will be given a seat in the cabinet.

And if he were a soda-jerker what

possible post could they give

him?" A bleary-eyed member of

the 60-a-month club spoke up:

"Make him Minister of Veterans

Affairs."

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED* RATCLIFFE—-CORD' SAGE

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full Une of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
I 'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

ARTS SOCIETY REPORTS
Active Executive Stimulates Campus Cultural Life

The Arts Society this year under

the able direction of President Don

(Bud) Milliken has been forging

ahead into new fields and expanding

old in an attempt to make this so-

ciety second to none on the campus.

At the first of the year the exe-

cutive set tip a committee, under the

capable direction of Doug Bruce,

to welcome freshmen to the campus.

This committee provided all incom-

ing freshmen with any information

they wanted about Kingston or the

University. They allotted one sen-

ior to each freshman and tours

were conducted of the University.

In the second week of the term,

the freshmen's organization meet-

ing was held- The executive elected

at this time was of a temporary na-

ture and was under the guidance of

a Freshman Directorate consisting

of Al Beveridge, Jack Pattison andj

Ken Clark. . I

In the fall elections members of

the Arts Concursus were elected

along with Andrew Kniewasser,

Senior A.M.S. representative, and

Eric Toller, Assistant Treasurer of

the society.

It was felt by many that the fresh-

men were missing much by the abo-

lition of freshmen regulations. Ac-

cordingly, the society executive

brought in a mild form of regula-

tions and attempted to enforce them

through Head Vigilante, Oren

Frood and t h e Arts-Soph court

com]X)sed of Don Milliken, George

Manjuris, and Oren Frood.

This Year's Accomplishments

A great deal has been done this

year to improve the Arts Club room

whicK has excessive use due to the

Union fire. A coke machine was

installed in October and was well

received— whenever it was giving

cokes and change. The executive

appointed Gerry Taber as curator

of the club room who has been do-

ing a fine job in keeping the ma-

chine running. New furniture has

KingstoRS Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the maketB

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
17! Wdlineton SL Dial 4352

Arts '50 and Science '49

Year Pictures available at

Queen's Post Office

Friendly moment , . . have a Coke

been purchased consisting of chairs,

tables, newspaper, magazine racks,

and ashtrays.

The executive felt that Vocation-

al Nights, which were first intro-

duced to the campus by last year's

executive, should be continued-

Their purpose is thought to be of

value to many of the students in

Arts who otherwise receive little of

value from the society. Rev. Marsh

Laverty has undertaken to round

up speakers from all walks of life

for the society and Ale,\ Moone has

handled the catering arrangements.

So far we have had addresses from

H. P. Gundy, Queen's Librarian,

Dr. I^orne Pierce of Ryerson Press,

and George McCracken, Head of

the School of Journalism Western

University,

Art Collection in Grant Hall

The executive in attempting to

cater to the art lovers on the cam-

pus is planning a display of the

Queen's Art collection in Grant

Hall during the first week in Feb-

ruary. The display will be arranged

by George Perrin.

In place of the customary Arts

Review, the Arts Society is spon-

soring this year an all Queen's Re-

view which will be held in February

also. Don Nixon was appointed as

producer and he will be assisted by

Edith Shindman and J. Cowan.

The executive also sponsored an

evening o f carol singing before

Christmas under the direction of

Don Nixon.

Toronto Symphony March 2

The executive is pleased to an-

nounce that they have arranged for

an appearance of the University of

Toronto Symphony Orchestra at

this University tentatively for the

night of Monday, March 2nd. Keith.

Crouch will be in charge of the ar-

rangements.

On Tuesday of this week the Arts

Society presented their Annua! Arts

Banquet with Sir Alexander Clut-

terbuck as guest speaker.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to-

mention all the activities of the so-

ciety this year or to thank all those

who have been active in promoting

a better society but there are many
deserving mention.

The members of this year's execu-
tive arc; Professor M. C. Urqiihart.

honorary president ; Don Milliken,
president; Al Beveridge, vice-presi-

dent ; Ken Clark, secretary ; Don
Cliown. Ireasnrer; Andrew Kniewas-
ser, senior .-^.M.S. rep.; John Chance,
junior A.M.S. rep.; Bill Burgess, ath-

letic stick; Eric Toller, assistant trea-

surer; Eric Bronskill, Formal conven-
er: Don Nixon, Queen's Review pro-
ducer; Jack Pattison, chief justice of

ihc Arts court and president of Arts
'48; Don Hcdiey, president of Arts
'49; George Manjuris, pres. Arts 'SO;

Bill Whitlaw, pres. Arts '51; Gerry
McKcndrie. pres. Industrial Relations.

—KEN CLARK

• it either way . . . both

trade-marks mean the same thing.

COCA-COLA LTD.

KINGSTON

AN INVITATION

TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 WeUington St.
. dUI 7037

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St

'Books sure depreciate in

value ajter exam time.

"

'snafus" have a way of cropping

up when you least expect them. Had Egbert

been counting on his book sales to pay for

that Frai party, he would definitely be "in

absentia" instead of "ia tux".

If you've ever had to depend 00 "text-

book financing"— then you'll be interested

in the system hundreds of smdeots from
coast to coast find helpfiil. It just consists in

keeping a reserve fund in a B ofM Savings

Account. Cash kept there is out of your
pocket and less liable to be spent ... an
arrangement that pays off in peace of mind
od independence.

Why not join the smart set and
sew up (hat leaky pocket? Then,
when that old flame arrives in

town unexpectedly, you'll be
able to get along without

selling your "Shorter History".

Bank of Montreal
wordtng with Canodioni In every wall, of \ll<: .'ince 1817

Kingston Branch: F. BROWNLEE. Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts. Branch: J. D. HICKEY, Manager
|
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SKI TRAILS
Snow Ridge:

Since such an exceedingly enjoy-

able time was had by 60 skiers who

Journeyed by bus, car, and "scoot-

er" {some kind) to the finest open

slopes in New York State at Snow

Ridge, the Ski Club has arranged

for two buses to make the same

trip this Sunday. These busses

Jeave the Queen's Tea Room at

7.30 a.m. and will return at 8 p.m

nhe same evening.

Tickets ($3.60 per) will be on

sale in the hall near the Queen's

Post Office from 1 - 2 p.m. on Fri-

day, from 12 to 1 on Saturday. It

must be understood that the dif-

ferent hills well satisfy the varied

abilities of skiers.

The executive wishes it to be

made clear that the Club's activi

4ies are not restricted to students

or members alone.

Laurentian Trip:

No doubt every skier has heard

many stories concerning ski week-

ends. If you have ever dreamed of

these weekends, the chance to make

these dreams come true is being

given you by the Queen's Ski Qub.

This year the trip will go to St.

Sauveur's "Hill 70" in the beauti-

ful Laurentians, The "Special Rate"

trip occurs on the weekend of Feb.

27. Details of the trip will appear in

this column in a later issue.

Arts Banquet

{Continued from page 1)
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E. Lead beater

"And the methods adopted

are showing results," he add-

ed. "There has been a de-

cided upsurge on the econo-

mic front in Britain in recent

months."

"The general picture I would
leave with you," Sir Alexander

concluded, "is that of a Britain

who despite, or perhaps because

of her trials is showing a new co-

hesion and spirit, and is striving

to recover her former position in

world trade. But I must reaffirm

that no one country can recover

by herself — thus it is that the

rebuilding of Europe is of vital

importance to both our countries.

Without it the world can never

again hope to recover equilibri-

um."

The speaker was introduced by

-Krts Society President Don Mil-

liken, who was in charge of cere-

monies. He was thanked by Jim

Soutliey.

Following Sir Alexander's

address the honorary presi-

dent of the Society. Prof. M.

C. Urquhart, presented the

awards to various members

of the Arts Society executive,

and was himself the unex-

pected recipient of an award

from the Society. Prof. Ur-

quhart spoke briefly prior to

the presentation on the value

and importance of student

government at Queen's.

Seateti at tlie head table dur-

np the evening were Sir Alexan-

ler. Dean Mackintosh, Prof. F.

\. Knox. Prof. M, C. Urquhart,

President Don Milliken, Vice-

President Al. Beveridge, Padre

A. M. Laverty, Senior Arts A.M.

S. Representative A. G. Kniewas-

.-er. and Jim Southey.

FREEDOM OF HUMANS IS SEEN

IN POWER OVER NATURAL LAW
By Al Donnelly

Man as a free creature, unfettered by natural laws ol causation

and able to control his thoughts and actions through h,s powers oi

reason and conscience, was the burden of the learned and deeply

thoughtful address given by Dr. T. A, Jessop on Monday evenmg

in Grant Hall. _ ,

The speech, second in the series of three Dunnmg Trust Lec-

tures, and first in the series of the University Monday evening

lectures, was delivered before a large audience of students, profes-

sors and Kingston citizens. '

Freedom, the fundamental aspect

of human nature as distinguished

from the nature of beasts, is based,

according to Dr. Jessop, on the fact

that man can escape the natural law

of cause and effect that governs

other animals.

"Men have the power to lift

themselves to an indefinite degree

outside the mesh of natural law to

the unnatural laws of human

ideals." Dr. Jessop said. "Man is

free insofar as he resists the natural

pressures and lives by unnatural

law."

"If man is free he is a very

remarkable creature," he said,

"we cannot take an ordinary

view of man if he has this gift

. , . We have to consider this

subject of freedom in its vast

philosophical aspect."

Science Is Not Enough

The failure of science to recog-

nize the full outline of human na-

ture was commented on by Dr.

[essop. "In man we find freedom,"

he said, "and science is disconcerted

because we find freedom nowhere

else. The part of man that is char-

acteristic of him lies bej'ond nature

and is to be studied with the tech-

nique of philosophy."

"Man is obviously an animal," he

said, . - subject to instructive

CFRC On The Air

With Formal Tonight

HockeyOn Saturday

A feature of the Regular Friday

evening broadcast by a group ot

Science students will be a half hour

. . , , , ...,.,! broadcast direct from the Arts For-
fnnctions which betray the ammailuncHons wm^u uci j

^^^^^ bringing to the campus the mu-

Attention Trackmen

Tricolor pictures of the Track

and Field Team, Harrier Team

and Track and Field Club exe-

cutive will be taken in the gym-

nasium at 4.30 p.m. on Monday.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

affinities in us.

"But man is just as obviously not

an animal," he added. "... The

beast hat. no practical- intelligence.

Principles of Truth, Goodness

Dr. Jessop stated that man does

not rationally draw conclusions be-

cause he wants to, hut because they

are true, are in accordance with the

principle of truth. The same fact

holds true for the ideal of good.

He pointed out that these prin-

ciples of truth and good, emerging

from man's rationality and con-

science, are only obligations and can

be disobeyed. Natural lajvs cannot

be broken, but these two principles

of human conduct have an authority

and validity among humans that is

meaningless in the natural realm.

So far as we exercise free-

dom we are not a part of na-

ture," said Dr. Jessop. "we are

out of the bounds of space and

time . . . We move in a trans-

cendental realm ... It inipUes

the dignity of man. the only

spiritual being in ihe universe."

A closing question posed by Dr.

Jessop was, "Would it be dangerous

for all to CNcrcise this freedom?"

He will give an answer to this in

his address next Monday night in

Grant Hall: "Freedom and the So-

cial Order".

What's When

Arts

sic of Boyd Valleau. Other musical

features will round out the evening

with campus piano artists, recorded

music, an interview with Boyd Val

lean and other programs not yet

arranged for at the time of going

to press.

On Saturday evening CFRC will

present Jim Kirk at the microphone

to bring a play-by-play account of

the hockey game between Queen's

and McGil! direct from Jock Harty

Arena. Game time is 8.30 but

CFRC will be on the air at the usual

spot 1490 Kcs at 7 p.m. with sever-

al programs of popular recorded

music.

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Dr. Forsey

(Continued from page 1)

employers to reveal information up

on which labor could base its ap

praisal of the financial status of "big

business". Dr. Forsey also sug-

gested that industry should give la-

bor a larger share in framing its

policies.

Continually on his feet during the

question period, the research direc-

tor answered questions on abuses

in trade unions, "cooling-off" per-

iods for employer-employee disputes,

the independence of Canadian un-

ions from the American Congress

of Industrial Organizations, and
affiliation o f labor with political

parties.

FRIDAY — 10 p.m. - 3 a.m.

Formal, gymnasium.

Queen's Senior Basketball vs

Toronto, away.

SATURDAY — 8 a.m.. Arts

Freshman cleanup parties in

gymnasium.

2.15 p.m., Ski Club, sleigh leav-

ing Queen's Tea Room for GoIE

Club.

Queen's Senior Basketball vs

Western, away.

9 p.m. - 12 p.m.. Arts Finale —
Grant Hall.

SUNDAY — 7.30 a.m.. Ski Club.

Buses to Snow Ridge from

Queen's Tea Room.

10 a.m.. Service for Queen's

Men at R.M.C., Currte Hall.

10.30 a.m.. Ski Club, Bus to

Kingston Mills leaving Queen's

Tea Room.

2 p.m. -4 p.m.. Skating Club,

arena.

3.30 p.m., Sunday Hour, Grant

Hall.

4.15 p.m.. Science Public Speak-

ing Forum. St. James' Parish

Hall.

MONDAY — 8 p.nl.. Dr. Jessop,

"Freedom and Social Order,"

Convocation Hall.

TUESDAY — 7.30 p.m., Psycho-

logy Club, Theological ' Class-

room 2.

WEDNESDAY — 7.30 p.m., ISS

Stamp .Auction, Ban Righ
Board Room.

ALSO AVAILABU
IN ^ POUND TINS

"Dovercoats"

"By Crombie of Scotland**

'THE FINEST COATS IN THE LAND"

CAN NOW BE HAD AT A

Discount of

20%
All Styles — All Colors — All Sizes

SEE THEM TO-DAY — YOU'LL SAVE MONEY

"You Never Gamble on a Dover Value"

LOCKEHS LTD,

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters^

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

ClasMtfied Ads
FOR SALE

Reservations for two single rooms at

the Hotel La Salle for Feb. 13 and 14.

Call 3864 between 7 and 9 p.m.

Man's Dress Suit, practically new,

size 38. Shirt and coUar. Dial 7957.

Old exam papers in sets of 4-6, 5 cts.

a paper. Science I and 11 and

Arts Courses. Eco. IV and PhlL U.

notes. Rider's Pharmacy, 163 and a.

half Alfred, Phone 7400.

NOTICE
Any male interested in applying foe

the posiuon of Head Cheerleader for

the term 1948-49 please leave applica-

tion at Post Office on or before Jann-

ary 24. State name, year, and expen-

ence, if any. It is to be noted that

previous experience is not necessary.

Address to: Head Cheerleader, Queens

Post Office.

ENTERTAINMENT
Reserve a night of February 18. 19. 20

for the Mikado by KCVI Glee Club.

MIMEOGRAPHING
48-hour service; reasonable rates.

East, Phone 2.0070.

LOST
Two tickets to the Queen's DrMia
Guild's Spring Production. 'You
Touched Me," to be held in Convoca-

tion Hall, Thursday, Friday, and Satur-

day, February Sth, 6th and 7th, Senti-

mental value. Finder please return to

T WUliams. c/o The Journal.

Don

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Hniere Quality and Artistry Predominate"

DANCE TIME AGAIN

ART'S and SCIENCE
FORMALS

RESERVE YOUR FULL DRESS

RENTAL EARLY

GEO. FREED
Clothes for Men

Phone 5853 2H Princess St.
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KEMPLESS TRICOLOR
TO MEET REDMEN SAT.

By Lloyd Menary

The second half of the intercollegiate hockey schedule will get

under way at the Jock Harty Arena on Satnrday evening when the

McGill Redmen will he in town to do battle with the Tricolor. In

the two previous meetings between these clubs this season, the

Redmen have emerged victorious on both occasions by scores of

5-3 and 5-2 respectively. Both meetings, however, have been closely

contested and have produced plenty of crowd pleasing hockey.

Last Friday in the Montreal Forum the Gaels out-shot their oppo-

nents 32-34 but failed tn make a sufficient number of their shots

count

With only one victory to their

credit in six starts the locals are

not exactly favourites to top the

intercollegiate league. As yet,

however, it has not been outlined

how the championship will be

decided. If the top two teams

are to play off for the honours

then the Gaels still have a chance

III get in the running.

.-\t this writing the line-up
which Coach Gene Chouinard will

call upon is not exactly definite.

Kon Kemp's injury has necessi-

tated a few changes in the at-

tacking department. The lines of

Murray, Hedley, Hews and Wa-
gar, Lefebvre, Hamilton, how-

ever, will likely remain intact.

Jake Wallis will probably centre

a third line with the dependable

Norm Urie in the nets and a pos-

sible addition to the defense from

the intermediate ranks.

McGill will ice the same squad

which opened the season here on

November 21st, with one excep-

tion, Doug Heron replacing John-

ny Vincelli on defense.
_ The Red-

men unquestionably are a power-

ful club. In Jack Galineau they

have the league's top netminder;

in Fischer, Sanderson and Gosse-

line one of the loop's strongest

defenses; and in Ward Pitfield

and Reg Sinclair two of the most

aggressive forwards on the cir-

cuit.

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURRIE

Basketball

Last Thursday, Sc. '50, sparked

by the lanky Drake, took a half

lime edge of 14 - 0, and went on to

down Sc. '51, 29- U. High men

for Science '50 were Drake with 12

and Baillie with 6, while Capriol

garnered 4 for the losers.

In the first game, Monday,

Science '49 defeated Arts '50 by a

36 to 24 count. George Smart with

S led the Sciencemen, while Dover

upheld the lusin^ cause with 10.

In the second tussle, Mcds '51

and Science '48 battled to a 12 - 12

draw up to half time, hut in the se-

cond stanza, the Medsnien, paced

by Malloy with 10, began to roll.

Hailik and Johnson with 4 were

high for Science.

Arts *48 won their second victory

of the season as lliey rolled a 31-16

verdict over Arts '49. Paced by
Gerry Taber w h o countered 12

points in the first half. Arts '48 were

ahead all the way, being up 16-6
at mid-game. Ira Damsteeg and

Taber with 12 each paced tlie win-

ners, while Warmiugton with 6 led

Arts '49.

In a close rough game Tuesday

night, Meds '50 "eked out" a 17-

Kj win over a battling Theology

crew. Morden with 8, and Wilms

with 4 led Theology, while Mc-

Hveen with 6 and Gibbons with 4

paced the victors.

Hockey

in ihe opener of the Intramural

Hockey season at the Jock Harty

Arena, Meds '53 outshot Arts "48.

6 to 3. Carter tallied 3 goals for the

winners while Cameron racked up

2 for the Artsmen. .

On Thursday, Arts '50 pucksters

rolled to an easy 8-1 victory over

Mcds '52; Francis tallied two goals

for the victors, while McKennon
scored the Meds '52 counter.

.McKenzie paced Sc. '48 to their

8-1 triumph over Arts '51, by
flashing the light 5 times. Brittatn

tallied the only Arts goal late in the

first period.

QUEENSPORTS
BY LITTLE JOE

Wally Masters who coached the Ottawa Trojans from nowhere

to a place in the Eastern Canadian playdowns last fall is a red-hot

football coach, is a red-hot football coach, is a red-hot football coach.

The record may sound cracked but it isn't. We're holding the

needle so you won't forget the chorus. Wally Masters is a red-hot

football coach.

With snow four feet deep in Richardson Stadium this may not

seem like the most opportune time to bring up football. The recent

announcement that Queen's is definitely in the market for a senior

football coach, however, prompts us to make a few suggestions.

You've probably guessed, kiddies, who we've got in mind. It's

Wally Masters and we think he'd make a red-hot football coach for

Queen's, for Queen's, for Queen's.

The editor says to cut down on the balderdash — give the kid-

dies beer in their glasses, not just froth. So straighten your bibs,

sink your teeth in the old pigskin and let's chew.

Before considering our favourite let's look at some other possible

candidates for the job of coach.

There's Murray Griffin. A good man wdio might be the answer.

He ]Hissesses the added attraction of being a former Queen's player

besides seeing ser\'ice with the University of California at Los

.\ngeles and with the Ottawa Rough Riders in the late thirties.' In

his spare time in Ottawa he helped coach St. Patrick's College high

school teams and last year did an outstanding job with London

Juniors. He is now representing Black Horse in John Labatt's home

corral and if you don't think that keeps him hopping (no pun),

guess agaui.

Joe Krol is another who might accept a reasonable offer. When
the McGill job was open, Krol said he might be interested. Whether

he was made an offer or not we don't know. If someone took a

chance on Krol — and a chance it would be for his coaching ability

is unknown — he would be sure of a man possessing not only a

solid grounding in football fundamentals but in those of basketball

as well.

Then [here's a fellow in our own back yard, Jake Edwards,

who coached the team a few seasons back, and who recently wrote

a bonk on football which is considered by many experts to rank

with the best manual of its kind.

Now, let's return to Wally Masters. Briefly and unchrono-

logically his career goes something like this. He was chosen an

AU-American while playing for the University of Pennsylvania;

came to Ottawa in the early thirties to play for Rough Riders and
kept the fans on their feet for a couple of seasons with his sparkling

performances: coached and played for Wilmington Clippers in the

American pro circuit and was awarded a trophy for the best coach

of the league; brought back to Ottawa last year by Dave Sprague,
he sparked the Trojans to the Eastern final : during his career he
also played baseball in the American. National, International and
Pacific Coast Leagues and last summer pitched for Ottawa Na-
tionals in the Border Baseball League, winning U. losing: 2, and
batting .360.

Wally is a quiet, unassuming fellow who neither drinks nor
smokes. He admits to 40. looks 25. Any athlete who has worked
with him will tell you he's a great team player, a great coach and
a great guy.

A recent report had him signing a two-year contract to coach
Ottawa Trojans. But most recent news from the Capital has it that
Trojans are seeking amalgamation with Rough Riders. Failing that
it is entirely probable they will not operate in the ORFU this fall.

Last Season they dropped $10,000 in operations and a team can't
find angels in a town like Ottawa who are willing to absorb that
kind of loss too often. These combined reports make Masters'
future seem somewhat teiuions. It seems to us, Queen's should
look into the matter.

Think about it, will you, AB of C.

QUEEN'S CAGERS OPEN
COLLEGE LOOPAWAY

By Bruce Williams

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Womeri

• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

MADE TO MEASURE TROUSERS

10 DAYS DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORO BOND JILL ELLIOTT

The Gaels break into the Inter-

collegiate Basketball schedule this

weekend with two games on the

road. The Edwardsmen invade the

lair of the Western Mustangs Fri-

day night to try and snap the Mus-

tangs string of four straight victories

against the Tricolor {garnered in

the last two seasons).

Last year in the London Arena

Al Scorgie, Mustang captain led

the Purple and White to a 77-25

victory with 27 points. Scorgie is

now an aKimmis but it seems that

his absence has in no way weakened

this year's squad. The Mustangs

s{iuelched Assumption College, the

cream of Canadian basketball for the

last few years, by a 46 - 37 coimt in

a pre-season game. So it would

seem that they are even more pow-

erful than last year.

Purple and white dropped four

and took one in their American

work-ups and beat the Windsor

Ahnnnae and Assumption College

in their other two games. This

gives them four loses against three

wins but the American teams played

were pretty fair cinbs so the only

standard by which we may judge

them is their nine point margin over

the Consumptives. It seems that

the Mustangs put a tentman on the

potent Freddie Thomas, Assump-

tions coloured Ace forward, and this

strategy spelled victory for the Wild

Hosses.

However the holders of the H.A,

Wilson Cup will have to play their

best brand of ball against the Trico-

lor come Friday night and we think

it unlikely that the Mustang's Teiit-

man will be able to hold down Orm
Weir, Bob Huband and Johnny

Elford all at the same time.

The Gaels will go into the game-

as definite underdogs but some may

remember that a couple of week-

ends ago we were rated as the-

underdogs against the veteran Ri-

verdale Grads. What happened ?

'

The Tricolor came within 3 points-

of a win and proved that statistics,

can lie. So who knows but what

the Mustangs may feel the sting of."

defeat tonight.

Saturday (he Gaels move hack to>

Toronto to be the GUESTS of the-

Varsity Blues. Nothing much has.

seeped through about the 47 - 48

Blues except that they have one of

the top coaches in the leagne. Bob

Masterson, assistant to Bob Coulter

in football last fall, has taken over

the reins of the graduation riddled.

Varsity squad.

The other bit of news is that

Gord Wallace, Ace forward for the

Bines in years gone by, is back

pounding the hardwood again. Wal-

lace is a fighting ball player with

plenty of savvy and will provide

lots of trouble for the Gael marks-

men. Others hatk in the fold are:

Zeaton, and Lowes but apart from

them the Blues are an unknown

Quantity. The fact that we have no

scores from their warm-np games

leaves us only the coaching ability of

Bob Masterson on which to judge

the team. But as coaching is per-

haps the most important factor in a

winning team the BUies should not

be taken too lightly.

PAGE BILLY ROSE
"Twenty-five bathing beauties.

Twenty-five."

That is what the barker might

bellow and the advertisements pro-

claim to draw spectators to the

Queen's Annual Aquacade of 194S,

being presented Jan. 31, and Feb.

2 and 3.

No barker's spiel o r publicity

man's bromide is required, how-

ever, to induce Kingston residents

and Queen's students to attend the

annual production, for more than

1,000 pleading applicants were
turned away last year. This year's

show, "The Story of Aladdin and

His Magic Lamp—A Fantasy in

Water," even more elaborate and

colorful than ever before, promises

to follow the pattern.

New costumes, right down to

plastic batliing suits, and pictur-

esque settings in the Arabian style

will lake the audience on a magic

carpet to the land of the Sultan and

Aladdin. The commentary and mu-
sic will be easier to follow because

of a new public address system and

decorations around the pool, de-

signed lo improve the acoustics.

Competing with the bathing

beauties for the attention of the

audience will be tumblers, under

the direction of Stan Williams, and

dancers, under the direction of Anne
DesBrisay. Actually these per-

formers try to arouse the interest of

the Sultan, who remains bored un-

til Aladdin, played by Dick Doug-

las, conjures up his Genie, Grant

Mackenzie.

Helen Currie, star of the show,

takes the part of the Sultan's

daughter. Canadian intercollegiate

ornamental swimming champion,

she will demonstrate the graceful

a(|uatic gymnastics that won her the

title.

Also in her hands is the direction

of the swimming chorus whose

maneuvers are the backbone of any

aquacade. Another star, Elizabeth

Corlett is the water nymph.

The audience will see the grace-

ful chains of swimming belles form

many water tableaux. The girls

waltz in the water, organize ladders,

stars and wheels and swim in al-

ternately breaking and reforming

circles.

Queen's students and Kingston

residents should consider themselves

fortunate, for there arc few shnilar

sho\vs in Canada. The shows have

been so popular in former years

that the organizers have been asked

lo organize tours.

TYPING
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied
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Dial 3924 125 Union St. W.

MODERN 7716 TAXI
rkAr>nv^*.T^w««^^ OB
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS



CONTROLS, CONTROLS, CONTROLS-CCF
Norm Simmons Heads
Engineering Society

Faculty-wide elections were held in Science last

^eek. Norm Simmons is the newly elected presi-

dent of the Engineering Society. AMS Representa-

tives Eric Jorgenson and Jim Kirk were also chosen.

Science '48 appointed John Armstrong as per-

manent President of the year, and new year presi-

dents on the campus are: Sc. '49, Eric Davis; Sc.

'50, Al Drew; Sc. '51, Pat Courage.

Departing from the usual procedure of holding

elections in March the new Executives were picked

at this early date in the term to prevent a conflict

between impending examinations and newly ac-

quired executive duties.

On Tuesday the complete slate of officers for

tin.' 1948-49 En£;ineerinK Society

I
sccutivc were elected at a meet-

Grant I-lali : ]>resideiit,
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dent,

111g
Norm Simmons ; vice-j

Warren Trotter; ^ccrttary. Cliar-

jie Ho|>kins; treasurer. Bill Tliir-

liiwail : 2iid vice-president, George

Devlin ; asst. secretary, Doug
Kenynn. Science Court officials

elected were: senior prosecuting

altorney, Don Sim
;
sheriff, Dnuy

Brown ; chief of police. M a n k

Armstrong; constable, Bud Ham-
ilton ; junior prosecuting attor-

ney. Bill Riddell: clerk. Roy Pel-

letier; constable, Don Cummings.

Year Elections

Sc. '49 Executivt; president, Eric
Dsvis; vice-president, Frank Macin-
Ivn; secri^lary, N'aiicy Moffat; trea-
-iirt-r, Bud Tl!ciiiip?oii : social convtiier,
hn. MtBridc; convener for 1949 Sei-
<iiee ['"oniial. Lyle Jarvis; represciita-
lives to Formal Committee, Bill El-
liott, Mike Barrett,

Science '50

Sc. '.^0 ExectUivt: honorary prcsi-
iknt, E. L. Dauphin; prcsideiH. Al.
Drew

;
vice-iJresident, Jim Watson

;

treasnrer, M. MacMartin; secretary,
Al Blown; alhlelic stick, Jim Welcli:
social convener, W. .Armstrong, fi-

nance convener for !f49 Science For-
mal, i-rcd Payntcr

;
representatives to

Formal Committee. Ed. Little, Ray
Dcsjardins.

Science '51

Sc. '51 Execntive : president, Pat
Courage; vice-presiiJeiit, John Haspon;
l-ii^inceriiig Society representatives,
Verne Silver and Bob VVheelan; secre-
lary, Helen Wishart: treasnrer. Ark
rillsoii

: social conveiitT, Bob Tiv v

;

athletic sticks, Dick Sheridan, Rav
' 'ia. Mike Tvirner; conslal>le, J. E.
^Vriglit; court crier, H. E. Burgess;
chief of vigilante committee, George
Wilson; assistant chief, D, J, Clements.

|

Science '48 I

Sc. '48 Permanent Executive; hon-
"rary president. Prof. A. Jackson;
ITLsident, John Armstrong; vice-pre-
iik'iit, Joliii Smythe; secretary- trea-

'

''Tit, Olin Hiiggard; social conveners, I

Jirii While. Bob Leavitt; honora.-y
alhlelic slick, Stan Price; honorary
member, Scott Daiziel,

NORM SIMMONS
Engineering President

ERIC JORGENSON
Senior AMS Rep

24 Engineers

Of 1157 Total

At Annual Meet
The annual meeting of tlie En-

gineering Society was held in Grant

Hall Thursday evening, January 22.

Die members present recalled the

record shattering attendance at the

previous meeting last March when
1027 of a possible 1093 attended.

Duirsday evening's meeting also

'lad a record attendance of 24 out

''f a possible 1157.

The secretary's report and trea-

surer's report were presented and

Approved. The intention was to in-

troduce the new executive to the

'ueeting but it was decided to in-

troduce the four members-at-!arge

who were present to the incoming

''Xccntive.

Williams, Koz, Judges

On Sunday afternoon a joint ex-

ecutive meeting of the Engineering

Society was held in McUiughlin

Hall. Comittee reports on athletics

iind a financial statement were con-

sidered. The meeting was then

'urned over to the new executive

JIM KIRK
junior AMS Rep.

DVA Stipend

In Gymnosium
DV.^ cheques will be given

out in the gynuiasimn on

Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day of this week.

with Norm Simmons in the chair.

The first action of the new execu-

tive was to appoint new judges to

the Science Court, Senior judge

will be Lloyd Williams and junior

judge, Michael Koi:. Court will sit

in early February to hear cases of

members who have not paid year

fees.

Some Control

Essential --Libs

Free or Planned?
A. Allan Beveridge, Liberal

leader, states his party's views on

the coming Parliamentary issue.

".\ certain few price controls

^cem to be essential in the pre-

sent ecu no my but a 'carte-

blanche' of Vice and other al-

lied' controls is out of the ques-

tiun, gr)vcrnme:;t can foresee

further than tw ist mnntli.- or so

the- wisdom of temporary ccono-

See Liberals, p. 5

Price Control

Good Beginning^

No Panacea-LPP
LPP leader Don Heap states

his party's stand.

"The LPP fully supports this lat.-

move to prevent chaos and suffering

among Canadian people. We have

come so close to inflation that price

control cannot save us from boi'in

and hnst, hut it is a good begmnin;.:

"We hope that the limited com

proposed will enable Caiiada to pi c-

sen'e some economic balance until

adequate controls are worked out."

VET COMMITTEE IS ACTIVE
TO PRESENT QUESTIONNAIRE
TIr-

ilcm \"ci

lini :\loi-i

mcil ol Stu-

ic \\bnleheart-

ceu's student

lie opinion of

.MciK '51
. chairman

of Che newly-elected veterans' com-

mittee on the campus, when inter-

viewed by The Jnurnat on Salnrdaj'.

Mr. Morgan was a member of the

Queen's delegation to the NCSV
conference in Toronto in December

While Queen's vets have not yet

allied themselves with the council,

recent meetings of the veterans on

the campus have registered a desire

to do so. The council has been do-

ing effective work' over the past

three years, preparing briefs, and

investigating various problems con-

fronting tlie student veteran. "One

of the motions introduced at the re-

cent conference impressed me with

the outlook of the council," said Mr.

Morgan. "This motion asked that

children of the war dead be eligible

for the DVA schooling allowances

when thej' qualify for university."

"Xaturally the conferences, pre-

paration of briefs and other activi-

lici require funds. The NCSV has

implemented a scale of levies for

member committees which varies

with the veteran enrolment of the

various universities across Canada.

Queen's is the fifth largest in num-

bers of veteran students, (1757),

and stands with the other large uni-

versities with an assessment of $300.

group will not cause a split of any

kind at Queen's but will confine it-

self to matters peculiar to student

vets. It might be added that the

committee is a part of the AMS and

responsible to it."

The committee, svhich was elected

ciiily ten days ago. has alreuidy been

advised of tlu'ee veterans who have

left school this year because of fi-

nancial reasons, and of three more

who are on the point of so doing

if help is not forthcoming. They

urge all others in like position to

contact them immediately.

Therefore the immediate task of

the campus conimiltce is to deter-

mine the true ])osLtion of Queen's

veterans. A questionnaire will be

placed in the hands of each vet as he

See Student Vets, p. 6

Rouff and Turner

Meet Aggiemen

To Argue Socialism

Tliursday at 12.45 p.m. will see

an inter-university debating contest

on the campus, when Ken Rouff and

Archie Turner meet James Archi-

bald and Thomas Angus of the

Ontario .Agricultural College,

Gueiph. The topic will be: "Social-

ism Leads Inevitably to Totalita-

rianism". The place: Room 201 of

Because of the inactivity of the 'the New Arts Building.

veterans, Queen's is in default of

her share, except for a donation by

the AMS this year to cover ex-

penses of sending a delegation to

the December conference. Tints a

balance of $225.00 must be taken

care of before we are entitled to

membership in the council."

Politics Are Out

Mr. Morgan wanted to empha-

size that the NCSV has no political

attachments whatsoever. "The coun-

cil functions only in the interests of

the veteran as a student, not as a

political citizen." "Moreover." ad-

ded t h e chairman, "the campus

committee feels that t h e veteran

Also on Thursday. Jim Short and

Bill Coke will meet a McMaster

team o f debaters to discuss the

same subject, in Hamilton.

Students are asked to note the

change of time from the announce-

ment in last Friday's Journal. This

is to avoid conflict with the Queen's

Model Parliament.

Thursday's debate is a regularly

scheduled debate of the Inter-Uni-

versily Debating League, an organi-

zation including the debating clubs

of Western, Osgoode Hall, Bishop's,

Ottawa University, Loyola, St. Pat-

rick's College, McGill. McMaster,

OAC, and Queen's.

Eliminations Coming

For Public Speaking
The Andrina McCnIlongh Schol-

arships in public speaking and read-

ing. a\\'arded early in March after

a series of eliminating competitions,

will be held in the next three weeks.

They will be judged by a panel o£

three, drawn from the faculty and

the students.

Any member of Queen's student

body is eligible. For public speak-

ing prizes candidates will be re-

quired to make a speech of ten min-

utes' duration and a five-minute im-

promptu speech. The choice of sub-

ject for the prepared speech is

entirely optional.

Entrv forms, which must be filled

out and returned by noon on Mon-

day. February 2. will be sent out

not later than Friday monung. The

total value of scholarships including

those for dramatics and debating

will be four hundred dollars, of

which not less than two hundred

dollars will be allotted as prizes for

public speaking and reading.

deRE to be p.m.
p. Cs. OPPOSITION
THURSDAY NIGHT

The Queen's Model Parliament will

convene next Thursday, January 29, at 7.30

p. in., in Grant Hall, when Prime Minister

Gciindo DeRe and his CCF party will as-

sume the powers of g-overnment. This third

parliamentary session will be accompanied

by all the pomp and parliamentary tradition

displayed at the two previous meetings.

Professor M. J. Corry will again be the

speaker of the House, and an orderly and
controlled sitting can be expected. Chief

opposition will be provided by the Pro-Con
party, with secondary and tertiary opposi-

tion coming from the Liberal and LPf
ranks respectively.

Prime Minister DeRe will

submit for debate a Bill to

reinstate price controls and

other allied controls for the

period up to March 31, 19S0,

Mr. DeRe is confident of pub-

lic support for the CCF pro-

gram as a whole which the

Prime Minister says "is a

balanced and integrated sys-

tem of controls which in-

cludes subsidies to the pri-

mary producers, rationing,

quotas and other such neces-

sary controls. Without these

'allied' controls any price con-

trol system would prove in-

adequate."

Referring to the move detailed

question of price controls Mr.

DeRe says that a recent public

opinion poll showed that three

out of four Canadians want the

controls restored. Speaking of in-

terest beiiii? shown on the campus

he said. "It is a matter on which

all thinking students are, I think,

agreed. recent Journal poll
showed the predominant support

given the CCF by Science and

Meds students. Ti> date, I have

not seen them in the "ranks." I

hope to sec them in Grant Hall

on Thursday."

CCF LEADER DERE
"subsidies, rationing, quotas"

Engineers Probe

Science Society
Sunday afternoon t h e Science

Public Speaking Forum held an ini-

tial meeting in St. James' Parish

Hall. The topic for discussion, led

by Don Sim, was "Does the En-

gineering Society Justify Itself."

Speakers were Verne Silver. Jim

Kirk, and Eric Jorgcnsen. Colonel

E. A. Walker assisted at the meet-

ing by offering his valued comments.

The next meeting will be held Sun-

day afternoon at 4.15 p.m. in St.

lames' Parish Hall.

Captain, Clergyman, Spinster

Cavort In^You Touched Me''
A drunken retired sca-captaiii, a

self-salisfied and mincing coimtry

clergyman, and a spinster who is the

embodiment of "aggressive sterility"

feature the Drama Guild's produc-

tion of "You Touched Me", by

Tennessee Williams a n d Donald

Windham, This play has been ver\'

successful in New York.

Backstage at a rehearsal, amidst

pieces of unfinished scenery and

props, Babs Caldwell, the beautiful

but shy heroine, waits her cue, as

the air is filled with the alcoholic

bellowings of the sea captain,, well-

cast in t h e person of Durrand

(Andy) Wallar. and the shrill de-

nunciations of his self-righteous

sister, played by Ruth Kirk.

The minister, George Booth, is

very much impressed with his im-

portant position, and is the type

that laughs at his own lukewarm

jokes. The hero, Hadrian, a self-

confident young Air Force officer,

is played by Bud Mordeu. Through-

out the witty and entertaining length

of the play bounces the jolly Cock-

nev maid, Jocelyn Cosh, who spices

it still more by her ribald comments

and flirtations with the postman.

In all this confusion, the only

calm person is the director, Dr.

Angus, who knows all the lines bet-

ter than the players, and will enact

a whole scene at a moment's notice

to prove a point. Those who have

seen the rehearsals say. Convoca-

tion Hall on the nights of Februar)'

5th, 6th. and 7tli. wilt resound with

laughter at one of the funniest pro-

ductions given at Queen's for a long

time.
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Thar's Gold Thar , . .

Wlicther or not the Marshall plan is approved by Congress

in its present form, it seems probable now that some effort will

be made by the United States to support the rehabilitation of

Western Europe. This, with the increasing confidence of busi-

ness in the west and such encouragements as Mr. Eevin's recent

assurance to the democracies may do much that is good for the

world. But one thing will happen which we may regard with

assorted feelings here at Queen's. The commitments of Canada

under ,lhe plan will profoundly influence our economy. Eager

bidding for the domestic production not diverted to Europe will

force prices constantly higher.

The cost of living will continue to rise.

Even if the present grants to student veterans should be

increased there wilt still be many in need. Non-veteran students

too will be in continual financial gloom as they pay double what

it cost before the war for board and lodging and clothes.

Formerly it was possible to earn a great part of the winter's

expenses by taking a summer job. A very high proportion of

Queen's students have always done this, many with the useful

help of the Employment Bureau set up by the Engineering Society.

But now wages, even the trcqnently increased wages of the manual

labourer, are lagging far behind tlie soaring prices. Those who

lake clerical and other white-collar jobs are in worse straits. And

prices will continue to rise.

Other universities have been forced to raise their fees. Queen's

may ha\'e to soon. Many now at university will have to drop

out because they can no longer afford an education. Others will

be deterred from coming.

We can do something about this.

Today two nf the main aims of all units of undergraduate

government (and of the Board of Trustees) should be to organize

help for students who need financial assistance and to do every-

thing possible to lower the costs of education. It is fortunate tliat

because of the high enrollment the Faculty Societies are in an

c-xtreiiiely robust financial condition. \\'e think ihere are several

lliings that they could do, or sponsor, which the Alma Mater

Society itself cannot do. for its funds, which have not been swelled

as have those of the junior organizations, arc, in spite of its in-

creased commitments, ridiculously inadequate.

One thing which we feel should he investigated immediately

and set up as soon as possible is a part time work agency.

There is no reason why a great number of students should

not be ejtrning money by doing part time work in Kingston. All

that is needed is a central agency to bring prospective employers

into touch with the students.

Many families in Kingston, for example, would be grateful

for the chance of hiring a responsible, accredited baby sitter.

Many families, once a week or so. would welcome student

help in the kitchen, or to clean and polish floors, or to shovel

snow, or to take off storm windows, to look after furnaces, do

painting and the many olher small jobs which it does not seem

useful to employ a professional expert lo do. It is with this

work of half an hour lo two hours or so duration that both em-

])lo)'cr and student would be most benefited.

We have no doubt that there would soon be more work for

the students, sponsored by such a full time agency, than there

would he men and women available. We are confident that

the sindenis would guarantee the success of the project by proving

early their industry and integrity.

One or two people could run such an agency, perhaps keyed

to the present Employment Bureau organizalion. They, too, could

be students. An intensive publicity campaign would receive the

full co-operation, we are sure, of The Whig-Standard as well as

of The Jounial, for the scheme would benefit the citizens of Kings-

ton as much as the students of Queen's. Once well started it

should need little more advertisement than its reputation, but

at fir-it advertising and other expenses might appear high. We
have no doubt the money could be found. If it were not organized

by one of the faculty societies which could afford the cost, the

A.M.S. could set it up and finance if by a levy on the faculty

societies or olher organizations. Such a levy is permitted by the

A.M.S. constitution, There should be no problem there.

If there is need now it will be greater in the future. It is up

to us to do something about it ourselves. And do tt now.

UEEN'SWORLD a professor and some students weigh the chances of Henry Wallace's

third party which may swing the next election one way or the other and affect the future of us all.

HENRY PINS A TAIL ON THE DONKEY
Please God," said the Republican ele-

phant in a recent cartoon, "give Henry

some help, but not too much."

Henry Wallace's recent announcement that

he would be a candidate in the U.S. presi-

dential election this year has caused quite a

stir in American political quarters. Few ob-

servers outside the circle of Wallace's imme-

diate supporters expect him to win; the big

question is how man)- votes he will draw away

from the Democrats.

The last big "third party" in the U.S. had

its birth at the turbulent Republican national

convention of 1912. While crowds in the

street shouted for the renomination of Theo-

dore Roosevelt, the party big-shots, meeting

in their traditional smoke-filled rooms, had

other ideas. Their choice fell on A\filliam

Howard Taft. a stout, affable man who seemed

to personify the Republican old guard.

When Taft was formally nominated, Roose-

velt led his followers out of the convention

and fonned the Bull-Moose party. In the

subsequent election, the effervescent Teddy

drew so man)' ^'Otes away from Taft that

Woodrow \Vi!son was elected.

W^hether \\'allace will do the same thing

to the Democrats next November remains to

be seen. Here are the opinions of a professor

and three students :

PROF. J. A. CORRY:
The only thing about Henry Wallace's an-

nouncement on which observers agree is that

lie has no chance of being elected. Third

parties have never fared well in the United

States. At the moment Wallace cannot even

be said to have a party, let alone a party with

an effective organization and significant mass

support. So far his appearance shows only

that the perennial dissatisfaction with the two

traditional parties is still alive in the United

States.

Mrs. Roosevelt said "Oh dear!"
The third party movement will do some

damage to Democratic chances, but per-

haps not too much. The Democrats will

lose some left-wing support but the Repub-

licans will lose the effective jibe that the

Democratic party houses Communists and

fellow-travellers. Part of the moderate

floating vote may find the Democratic
party more attractive after the desertion of

its extreme left wing. In such a confusing

situation it would probably be wise to echo

Mrs. Roosevelt's exclamation when she

heard the news, and say "Oh dear!"

HARRY WALKER, Arts '50:

Like Will Rogers, "all I know is what I

read in the papers." Your viewpoints on third-

party presidential candidate Henry Wallace

will probably vary in inverse ratio according

to whether your news bible is the iXetv York

Times. The Daily ll'orhcr. TIME Magashte,

tlie h'czv Republic. Reader's Digest. Vogue, or

Spicy Talcs. Personally I rely on the Family

Herald and Weekly Star; it was one of the.

few public prints that suggested that the elec-

tion of Franklin Delano Roosevelt might be

a good thing. As a reporter for tlie Conserva-

tive Moncton Daily Times, I learned a handy

rule-of-thumb : anything a daily newspaper is

agin' is usually worth your support.

Many editors to-day are biting their stacks

of little blue pencils, wondering if by support-

ing Wallace they might help ease Harry out

of the White House and let safe-and-sane

Bob Taft restore the country to the good ole'

days. How to do this, and not give Wallace

too much publicity is, of course, a problem.

"Wallace is immature"

Despite nine years of active membership in

Canada's third party, the Co-operative Com-

monwealth Federation, 1 predict that the latest

American third party will fizzle out. No third

party can expect permanency if based solely

on one man's decision to run for presidency,

especially if its programme and philosophy are

as vague and meaningless as the statements

made by Wallace. W'hat does he mean by

a "peace" party? What does he mean by the

imunbo-jumbo "Should either the Republican

or Democratic party become a peace party

before the election, I will give up the con-

test"? As much as a third party is needed

in the U.S.A., it must be buih on a much firmer

foundation of maturity than Wallace's state-

ments: philosophy and ideals, not a political

opportunist, must generate a third-party move-

ment—no matter how sincere we believe Wal-

lace to be.

The Progressive Citizens of America, sup-

porting Wallace, contain disgruntled Demo-

crats, (the head man. Robert W. Kenny, is

a working Californian Democratic politician).

Lommunists (note the support of the Daily

Worker), and a number of misguided intel-

lectuals. It should be noted that few. if any,

democratic socialist groups have supported

Wallace, The important "Americans for Dem-

ocratic Action" group has withheld its support.

.;F.E"-'/'ir!vHK;c-;!it'jii'ijr:.F-i!. l:^flf.:ii[(;tuiilM.MlallQE^ffiliiml^^

Wallace's faction is thinking solely in terms

of the forthcoming election. To be worthwhile,

a third party must have a membership that

thinks beyond elections and becomes a "move-

ment", in the sense that the CCF is a farmer-

labour-niiddle-class social movement in Canada.

There will be no effective third party in

the United States so long as its citizens

remain politically immature, continue their

reverence to movie and military heroes.

The tragedy of it all is that Wallace's action

will service the Republicans and enhance

their chances of taking over the adminis-

tration.

MERVIN DAVIS, Arts '49:

As most Wallace supporters would consider

Truman just a lesser evil than a Republican,

/he president's chances of re-election are ob

viously reduced. Wallace's strength in 1948

will depend primarily on :

1. The amount of conflict that develops

around organized labour's new wage demands,

as well as the extent to which rising prices con-

tinue to squeeze real income.

2. The manner in which Russia carries

on its role of "Big Bad Wolf". In his most

optimistic moments Wallace cannot hope for

more than ten per cent of this year's vote, but

if, as he seems to anticipate, the 1952 elections

follow an economic slump, or even more pre-

carious international crisis, either one of the

old parties may absorb much of his programme,

or his party may be a threat in its own right.

It is not impossible that the man whose pro-

posals for American assistance to depressed

peoples of the world were a short time ago

widely ridiculed as "globaloney" may still be

more farsighted than his critics.

JOAN POLLARD, Arts '48;

1 think that Henry Wallace's announcement

that he will be a third party candidate is very

significant. It means that American Hberals

have decided that a third party is the only

means of representing American left-wing vot-

ers. The new party will draw the voters whu

dislike the foreign and domestic politics of both

Democrats and Republican's. Mr. Wallace is

both convincing and sincere, and the actions «\

other parties in the next ten months may add

voters to Wallace's party. The older parties

w^ill become more reactionary and the Dem-

ocratic party will probably lose many inde-

pendent voters who supported it during its

liberal Roosevelt years.
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Dear Journal . .

.

"Science Election a Farce .

We have student government but . . .

Our nomination system is a "railroad'

"Wot No Spec?

The nominees have not

the slightest notion as to which position they will fill until the votes are

counted. For example Beaker Pinfeather is nominated to fill

one of four positions on the year executive. He then stands for election

to office knowing only tliat he will fill one of the posts. It does not

matter which position he wishes to fill because the voters decide this for

him .... and most of these voters do not know the candidate.

Some will say that in the past this system has been successful.

Possibly it has, hut more by good luck than good management. We
need a new system. Why do we have to postpone elections because

of a poor turnout of voters? Why do we have such a small assembly

at nomination meetings? Why? Because there is Uttle or no point in

exercising a franchise which is a farce. Any nomination or election is

a farce when nominees and candidates are "railroaded" into a position.

It is clear that a nomination meeting of some kind is in order. Then

why, when we go to the trouble of having one, do we not have a proper

meeting? Nominees should stand for election to a single office. It is

the voter's right and duty to elect the man to office, hut it is not his duty

[o choose the office for the man.

The principle of student government is good : so let us encourage

good government by renovating our crude nomination and election

machinery. J. B. WOODS. Science '51.

Union Croon
Many students eating at the Union have been commenting on the

low-priced, high-quality meals. Mention should be made of this in the

student paper and thanks should be extended to those people controlling

the cafeteria and preparing and serving the meals. A UNION EATER,

Browsing around the Douglas Library reading room of late, we

find that the newspaper racks are well stocked with daily papers from

far and wide—from Halifax to Vancouver, we might say. However,

after wildly scanning the complete list in search of "the King of theni

all" we are forced to turn away frustrated. There is no HAMILTON
SPECTATOR.

Since there Tire several hundred students attending Queen's from

Hamilton and the immediate vicinity lying within the scope of its cir-

culation, we feel that "The Spec" merits a place on the reading ro""'

racks,

D. H. Cliff, A. Matheson. D, R. Adams, W. Houscr,

J. K. O'Ncil.

Claudes of Eartz
So this is the big Arts weekend.

Me, I'm just a bum in Science. But I'm cheesed off by all thesi--

.\rts types and their patronising airs. Why those crumbs don't know

nothin. All they'll have when they get their pass B.A.'s is an idea o'

what books to read while they're on the breadline.

. I may not know what the hell a split infinitive is but I sure kno"

how to really build buildings—like the penitentiaries those commerce

crumbs will get into when they start embezzling and the government

buildings where they hand out the relief cheques to the snivelling scum

the Arts degrees.

And them future politicians, I may have to grease their palms to

get a contract but what's a couple of bucks when I stand to make plenty

out of their stupidity?

I figure on doing right well without taking logic. Those Arts

crumbs will take a licking from me but when I think what the sawbones

can do to them. Yak! Yak! (Name Withheld)
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A PEAL rP€H
TtiC TOWER

NC INCLEST- - -
By Fred Cederberg

Pull Down Your Prices, Mother;
Your Cost of Living Is Showing

A hectic session of the Ringer Brow. Model Parliament took

place ill Grant Hall Tower last Tuesday at 3.58 a.m. Dean Amelia

Earwhacker had the Speaker's chair, but ohviously didn't know

what to do with it. (The Opposition could have told her.) Pene-

lope, the tower pigeon, acted as Gentleman Usher, but lacking a

Black Rod, was forced to make do with a Black Horse bottle opener.

Tiie Liberal Party, ably led by Prime Minister W. Elmer

Mackenzie Twee, was in power (the power being supplied from

all that saved by the H.E.P.C. when tiiey turned off the neon signs

Princess Street), and the Official Opposition was supplied by

the Regressive-Preservative parly. Various C.CF. and L.P.P.

members were in evidence, easily recognizable by the ill-concealed

profit statistics and bomb fuses which crammed their pockets.

Weird screams came from the men's room downstairs, where

Solomon T. Lowbrow, Social Credit party whip, was lashing his

followers with the cat-o'-nine-tails.

The following extract from Hansard gives an account of the

session

:

Prime Minister: "There is a storm cloud gathering
"

Hon. Members of the Liberal party: "Hear! Hear!"

Hon. Ian Macklueless : "I propose to end the summer employ-

ment problem for student veterans. We will empty the Great Lakes

into Hudson Bay by means of a long bucket brigade."

Speaker: "Order! Order! Order!"

Steward: "Sorry, the bar is closed!"

prime Minister: "There is a storm cloud gathering
"

Fred Osvotichiskifsvitch (L.P.P. Plum Coulee): "I protest

against this capitalistic reactionary bourgeois statement. Besides,

it's a lie. I read "

Hon. Members: "RED!! RED!! Off with his head!"

(At this point, seven dashing policemen dashed in, mounted

01! bright red tricycles, to the music of the William Tell Overture.

Tliey lashed the Plon. Member to the handlebars of the leading

tricycle, and dashed out. A few minutes later, a volley of shots rang

out, but they immediately rang right back in again, as the weather

was very cold.)

Prime Minister: "There is a storm cloud gathering
"

Minister of National Confusion: "I have here a small gadget,

the 'Little Giant Cost-of-Living Calculator,' kindly donated by the

Canadian Factory-Owners Benevolent and Fraternal Association.

Now, with dial A of this little machine, you fill in the statistics

for the number of plant-lice killed in Kew Gardens in 1934; with

Dial B, you feed in the speed of the latest American aircraft (yon

arrive at this figure by merely adding one hundred miles per hour

to the fastest speed of anybody else's aircraft) ; and with dial C,

you feed in the average age of Canadian babies at birth, in 1898. You

then press button D, and a little card conies out the slot, giving

you the age of the Prime Minister's dog, the number of spokes in

^ girl's bicycle wheel, the round-trip fare by pack-nuile from Moscow

to Buenos Aires, and in the lower right hand corner, the cost-of-

living index, which is 94.2 at the present moment. Therefore, it is

six points lower than it was in 1939, and there is no need to do

anything about it, except to put three cents more on gasoline."

Prime Minister: "There is a storm "

Penelope : "Braaa-a-a-a-ack !

'

Jean-Francois Bouillon (Lib., Qui a Jete les 'h' t 'overalls Dans

!e Chowder dc Madame Murphy) (sleepily): "I second the motion.

Smartest thing's been said tonight!"

Prime Minister : "Thcreisastormcloudgatheringoutsideandlad-

viseallmemberstovveartheirrubberswhentheyleave. There, I said it,

and I'm glad
!"

(A general rush for the exits ensued, as there had been a dance

in Grant Hall the night before, and the members wished to pick up

ail the milk bottles lying around outside, to get the refund at the

dairy.) —SABRE-TOOTHED T. RINGER.

|T was dated the twenty-first

of July. The morning edition of

the Telcgram-Ncws carried a

small reference to the effect that

a Mr. J. Cranston, of no fixed

abode, had been found in Mac-

Donald Gardens, sprawled on the

grass just off one of the asphalt

paths . . .

"The Coroner said that death had been due to a heart attack

's husband,

over eleven

MacDonald Gardens was the

same as any big city park on a

rainy summer night filled with

the rustling patter of falling rain

on the heavily leafed trees and

the hollow echoes of distant auto-

mobile and trolley horns. But

Jolm Cranston liked it that way.

Besides, he was content.

He wasn't much of a success

in the good world, but he was to

himself. That was the only trou-

ble, the only hitch in his feeling

of contentment. And it must al-

ways be to himself. He could

never shout his supreme achieve-

ment to the busy world — he had

committed a murder and had got

away with it. In fact, another man, the dead woman
had been convicted and hanged that very morning . . .

hours ago.

It hadn't been easy or premeditated. He wasn't a big-timer,

just a nondescript second-storey man with a flair for petty burglary.

The executed man's wife had surprised him entering through a back

window. She had opened her mouth to scream and he had slugged

her with a heavy wrench he had picked off the window sill. He

hadn't even realized that she was dead until he read about it the

following morning in the newspaper. And that her husband had

been held for questioning.

His first instinct had been to leave town, and fast, Instead he

remained. Fascinated, he had read as the husband was formally

charged with his wife's nmrder. He couldn't leave then.

UncrLunily the damning* evidence had piled up . . . the bus-

hand's fingerprints on the murder weapon . . . they had quarrelled

that night ... he had been drinking and left the house in a huff . . .

neighbours had heard him threaten her . . . Every day the fatal

recordings grew. And the pictures. The newspapers played it

up . . . big. His name, Robert -Perry . . . protesting innocence.

Cranston couldn't forget the last picture, taken when the prisoner

was in the death cell . . . Tlie gaunt, hollow-cheeked face etched

in the grim lines of the doomed. He shuddered invohmtarily as

he thought of it, then managed to get hold of himself.

Y\E fished in his raincoat pockets for cigarettes, and found

them. But no matches. He stopped his walking and glanced slowly

around him. A man was standing just off the path and to his right

Cranston peered cautiously at him. The stranger was coatless

wearing just a black suit with the collar turned up. Slowly Cran-

ston walked toward him.

"liave you a light?" he queried.

The stranger nodded and produced a handful of matches — the

big heavy ones that you would probably find in a kitchen. "Take

two or three."

Cranston accepted the proffered matches and lit up in cupped

hands. "Thanks," he said.

"Not at all." was the hoarse reply.

"Sounds as if you have a bad cold," commented Cranston half

laughingly. "And no small wonder. Do you always wander around

in the rain without a coat?"

"I like the rain. It's fresh and

clean." The words came slowly.

"Yeah. I suppose so." Cran-

ston inhaled deeply. He didn't

move. He felt like talking. "But

it's grim weather."

The other man said nothing.

Cranston groped for words. "I

see where they hung that Perry

fellow this morning. You know

the one who murdered his wife."

He knew he would say that be-

fore he said it.

"Yes, I know. That's what

they said . . . that he murdered

..." The words trailed away

into a low rasping laugh.

"It was proved beyond a

doubt ..."
". . . And that's what the re-

cords will say."

"Uhuh."

"But what if it wasn't?" coun-

tered the stranger.

Cranston stared at his glowing

cigarette. It was shaking. Who

is this fellow, he thought wildly

steady . . . This is just some

Wasn't what?" he

wife?"

'But he did. The jury

in his voice.

wife mur-

crank who gets a kick out of being contrary

asked aloud.
, , , . -n j u-^

"Wasn't correct. What if Robert Perry hadn t killed h.s

CRANSTON checked an angry reply. "But he did

found him guilty ... and he was hanged, this morning! He couldn t

help the triumphant note of finality that was

"He was hanged ..." echoed the stranger.

"And hanging was too good for him, the dirty .

derer," returned Cranston. This is as comical as hell, Je
thougl^-

I'd laugh if it wasn't so real. If this poor guy knew what I knew.

He felt better again.
, , . ,<-ri,„o*»

"Hanging ..." repeated the other in his harsh voice. Those

are hard words. But what would you know about that?

"I wouldn't. I've never had the misfortune to be hanged.

Cranston laughed loudly at his own joke.

"To feef the rope, coarse and tight around your throat; and

the smell of perspiration, your own, as it rolled bead-like down your

chest and stomach ; the clammy helpless straining of your manacled

wrists and hands; the monotonous mutterings of a padre who_ pray^

for your seared soul ; the slight give of the trap you're standing on

that will soon plunge you into eternity." The stranger s harsh voice

paused, then went on. "And all the time you know that you didn t

do it. That you're innocent. That somewhere a man walks who is

letting you die ... "
, ^ i

Cranston's half smoked cigarette had dropped from his nerve-

less fingers. "You're crazy!" he shouted. His control was gone.

"What do you know? People like you should be locke* up. Who

are you? Who in God's name are you?"

The stranger pushed his soaked fedora back on his head, peeled

his collar down baring his throat, and flicked a match with his

thumbnail, almost all in one motion. The match flared up, and

Cranston recoiled in horror.

The man's throat was red raw. a mass of angry welts as though

they had been made by a heavy hemp rope. His gaunt, hollow-

cheeked face was an ashen grey and fixed in a twisted grin barmg

yellowish-brown teeth. Only the eyes seemed alive, sunken and

glowing eerily.

"Oh my God! Robert Perry! No! No! You can t . .
.

Cranston sobbed drunkenly. A myriad of lights exploded in his

reeling brain.

The coroner said that death had been due to a heart attack.

N'o inquest would be held.

cience Radio Amateurs Take To Air Each Friday Night
By Heather Logan

Professional tones: "Good evening. ladies and gentlemen, this

is station CFRC ," hoarse admonitions: "Hey you guys.

^ve'rc on the air now" — wild gesticulations between operator and

announcer — and another in a series of Friday night "Pop Pro-

grams" was launched onto the air waves.

Ploughing our way through large stacks of phonograph records,

we entered the Control Room (it said so on the door) in Fleming

Hall shortly before the station went on the air last Friday evening.

Behind imposing tangles of wires, plugs and assorted technicalities

were Hugh Jackson, and Gordon Henderson, both of Science '4fi.

Out of a loudspeaker came urgent i*ries of "Testing one, two, three:

testing one, two, three."

Thai's Art Bassert," explained Hugh. "He's looking after the

technical end of it tonight."

We discovered that this group ^ all Sciencemen — is not con-

"ected w ith the Wednesday night Drama Workshop. Wishing to

gain experience not only in the mechanical end of broadcasting but

also in direct program arranging and producing, the boys inaugu-

rated their own show around the first of November this year.

Gradually they have expanded until their repertoire includes not

only sport reviews, recorded music (announced by Bob Burnett,

Science '48), and hockey and Sports Night broadcasts, but also the

talent of pianists Stu Jenness and Jack Harold, and other artists

such as Doug Crcighton and bis jazz crew.

Recently the boys instituted a better music service for

the Open House, by transmitting recordings from the station

to the Grant Hall public address system.

Of the half dozen or so regulars, only Iwo have previous experi-

ence. Hugh Jackson worked with CHML in Hamilton, and Jim

Kirk got his start at CKFI, Fort Frances, Ontario. Another leading

light in the group is Cam Scarlc. P.G.

These radio enthusiasts have pulled just enough boners

to make life interesting. Not so long ago, one of them an-

nounced a "Football game from the Jock Harty Arena," and

another insists on referring to boxers as "players" on his

sportscasts.

A standard joke seems to be kidding some innocent novice or

bystander that his remarks have just gone on the air by mistake.

The group recorded Mrs. Roosevelt's lecture on CFRC's tape record-

ing machine, and several inches of that good lady's cough, which

was cut out of the original recording before rebroadcasting, can be

viewed or heard by anyone interested!

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountam Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

xe:chmicai> suppl.ie:s
KINGSTON Queen's Univeraity Grounds ONTARIO

Your future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP I FRANK HERSEY

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAO OFFICE - WINNIPEG
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Representatives Will

InterviewJob Seekers

Graduating students in chemical

and meclianical engineering, final

year chemistry students in Arts or

Science and 2nd and 3rd year im-

dergraduates in chemical engineer-

ing and chemistry will be inter-

viewed by a representative of the

Polymer Corporation February 4,

5, and 6.

Interviews may be arranged at

the Employment Office, Room 212,

Douglas Library.

Jessop Will Lead

SCM Discussion

All students arc invited to attend

a meeting with Dr. T, A. Jessop to

be held in the Theology Common
Room, Old Arts Building, on Wed-
nesday at 4 p.m. The discussion

will deal with the subject of Chris-

tianity and the university, and is

being sponsored by the SCM. Dr.

Jessop li a s long been connected

with SCM work in England.

NEWMAN'S FIVE BUCKS

TO HEDLEY CROSS

The Newman Club has

announced that Mr. Hedley

Cross is the winner of their

contest to name their forth-

coming Musical Review.
Over 100 entries were re-

ceived.

The show, being called

"Melody Masquerade" is be-

ing staged on Monday, Feb.

9th, in K.C.V.I. The contest

was judged by the whole

cast by successive elimina-

tion votes.

Mission Leader

To Meet Theologs
On Thursday afternoon, January

29, at 3.30 p.m., there will be a

special meeting of the Theological

Society to hear Rev. J. I. Mackay,

Superintendent of Missions. Dr.

Mackay is especially anxious t o

meet any members of the student

body who are interested in doing

mission field work during the sum-

mer months, The meeting will be

held as usual in the Theological

Common Room, Old Arts Building,

Official Notices
Examination Timetable

Faculty of Arts

The attention of students in

the Faculty of Arts is called to

the first draft of the final examin-
ation timetable. Errors or omis-
sions should he reported at once
lo the Registrar.

Classified Ads
LOST

One blue ski pole, in front of the
Queen's Tea Room, on Sunday after-
noon. Will finder please tetum it to
G. A. Mendel, 176 University Ave., or
leave it at Queen's Tea Roona.
A flat brown notebook about the size
of a loose-leaf notebook. It has "Ger-
man" printed on it. Please leave it
Queen's P.O.

^ ^ HOUSING
Students' wives who are interested in
housing accommodation should attend
the Veterans' Wives' meeting, being
held in the Biology Lab of the Old
Arts Building, Monday, Feb. 2. or call:
Mrs. Winn Nickerson. 22359; Mrs.
Vivian Bradley, 22494; Mrs. Dorothy
Davis. 4178; Mrs. Joan MackeUar,
22738; Mrs. Elsie Brownridge, 4540;
Mrs. Vera Mcintosh, 22550; Mrs.
Mickey Pellerier. 8970. Would persons
who are

_
vacating accommodations

please notify one of the above.

Kltigstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

Army Historian

Is New Lecturer

Students of History 3 will shortly

he taking their lectures from Col-

onel C. T. Steacey of Ottawa who

will be lecturing three days a week

for the rest of the term. Col.

Steacey, a graduate of Toronto and

Oxford universities, was formerly

Professor of History at Princeton,

and served as Military Historian

during the war. He is still in charge

of the Historical Branch in writ-

ing up the Canadian war effort.

Colonel Steacey is taking over the

duties of Dr. R. G. Trotter, who
undcr\vent a serious operation dur-

ing the Christmas holidays.

. What's When
•

TO-DAY — 7. 30 p.m., Psycho-

logy Club, Topics: Rorschach

Testing, Post-Encephalitic Be-

haviour in Children, Tlieolog

Classroom 2.

3.30 p.m., Le Cercle Francais,

discussion.

7-8 p.m., SCM Study Group on

Christian Behaviour at Padre

Laverty's home.

7.30-10 p.m., Public Speaking

Class, Fleming Hall Library.

8.00 p.m.. CCF Caucus, Biology

Lecture Room.

8.15 p.m., EIC Meeting, Con-

vocation Hall; Speaker, Mr. C.

P. Disney, Engineering Vice-

President, Intrusion - Prepakt

Limited, Toronto.

WEDNESDAY — 1.30 p.m., Le

Cercle Francais Play-reading

group. Room 204, New Arts

Bklg.

4 p.m., Dr. Jessop, "Christ and

the University." Theolog Com-

mon Room, Old Arts Bldg.

7 p.m., CFRC Levana Pro-

gram.

7.30 p.m., ISS Stamp Auction,

Ban Righ Board Room.

THURSDAY— 12.45 p.m., Inter-

University Debate, Queen's vs

OAC, Room 201, New Arts.

3.30 p.m., Theological Society

Meeting, Rev. J. L MacKay,

Theolog Common Room.

7 p.m., Queen's Gliding Club

lecture. Principles of Aircraft

Repair and Maintenance. Bob

Cuddy, Biology Lecture Room.

7.30 p.m., MOCK PARLIA-
MENT, Grant Hall.

7.30 p.m., Football Club Meet-

ing, Nicol Hall.

8. p.m., Queen's Gliding Club

lecture. Advanced Flying and

Soaring. Dr. MacClement, Bio-

logy Lecture Room.

FRIDAY — 9,30 p.m., Levana

Formal.

7 p.m., CFRC.
SATURDAY — 8 p.m.. Aqua-

cade.

9 p.m., The Buffer, Ban Righ

SUNDAY — 9.30 a.m.. Service

of Holy Communion in Mor-

gan Memorial Chapel. The
chaplain will officiate.

Plugging a

reverberaiory fumace
in the Nickel smelling plant

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING STREET W., TORONTO
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Arts '49 Will Elect
Permanent Executive

Arts Forty-Nine will hold a gen-

,eraJ meeting to elect a permanent ex-

ecutive and to discuss the question

,of year sweaters. It is vital that

.all members of the year be present.

Arts forty-Tiiners are asked to watch

notice boards this week for the time

and place of meeting.

Add syllogisms

:

Drink is man's worst enemy.

But we should like our enemies

Therefore

GLIDING CLUB TO HOLD
WEEKLY LECTURE SERIES

The Queen's Gliding Club has

started a series of lectures which

it is hoped will equip members bet-

ter for actual flying. The lectures

range in subject from Airmanship,

taught by Gord Spafford, to Air-

craft Repair, by Bob Cuddy, and

includes other subjects such as Soar-

ing by Dr. Mac Clement, and

Meteorology by Dag Davidge. All

members can benefit from some part

of this training, and are urged to

attend these regular sessions on

Thursday evenings.

Another phase of our club activ-

ities is again showing signs of life.

There is an active crew of workers

swarming over the winch nearly ev-

ery evening at a local garage. Any-

one who would like to help in this

worthy cause should contact Milt

Wilson—9961.

.341 Princess St. Dial 6604

BIGGAR & CRAWFORD

187A

MEMBERS TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE
Private Wire to Toronto

G. M. CUNNINGTON, Manager

Princess Street Telephone 5317 Kingston, Ont.

FROLICS ^48 BEATS FOLIES BERGERES'

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd,

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
—— is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Loidlow's your shopping heod-

quorters In Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont

Europe-Asia Aid

Is iss v^ampatgn
Tlie annual ISS campaign tor

student relief in Europe and Asia

will take place February 2nd to 7th,

it has been announced, A house-to-

house canvass will be made in an

attempt to raise $4,000 under the

slogan "Food for Thought".

The ISS has also announced that

a challenge has been forwarded to

Western University to compete with

Queen's academically on the basis of

the highest average per student as

well as an inter-faculty contest of

the same nature.

Faipulty leaders are: Arts —
George Toller ; Science — Bill Ex-

tence; Meds — Dave Haynes; Le-

vana — Isobel Creelman and Raila

Mielikainen.

621 Princess, ot Albert Phone $942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCLIFFE—GORD- SAGE

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

By Heather Logan

One, two. straight out. and shuffle! One, two, straight out,

and shuffle! Up, out! One, two. three, jump."

Sounds like a short course in physical education, but it's

merely one phase of a practice session tor the forthcoming "Campus

Frolics."

Early last Wednesday evening, we arrived at the gymnasium.

After a short survey of the little gym. which was bounded on the

north by a can-can line, and on the south by a "Tall Girls Chorus,"

WL- understood wliy the editor had sent a girl to cover this event.

A maie of the species would probably find himself limited to a

long, low whistle.

However, unbiased and unprejudiced, we viewed the collection

of female talent — all shapes and sizes, arrayed in various creations

ranging from shorts to school tunics. Bare feet, soft shoes, and

large quantities of cheese cake gave the place a Back-stage-at-the-

Bailet atmosphere, which was immediately dispelled by the pool-

room gang attitude of several gentlemen surveying the scene.

Their comments ranged from outright approval to critical analysis

of the charms of the choruses. One cynical laddie was heard to

mutter, "All these gals are out of condition — been drinking too

much beer." but we noticed he kept on peering through his bifocals

just the same.

"Colossal. Stupendous"

Hoping to get some (juotabie quotations, we asked producer

Don Nixon and technical adviser John Cowan for some comments

on the show. Answering shouts r.f -Colossal!" and Stupcndou.^
!"

met out ear. and with -^ome diflicuhy we pinned then

concrete phrases as "Music'll be very goiid," and

to last two and one-half hours."

Director Edie Shtndman "directed," tearmg her hair occa-

sionally, and discouraging the odd basketball player who

wandered in. hoping to "get into da act."

A mixed waltz group completed the Wednesday workout . . .

There was some difficulty in finding someone who could play the

piano in three-quarter time, but that was finally overcome. We

also noted that the waltzing techniques ranged from a Viennese

swoop to a Grant Hall shuffle, but no doubt standardization will

come in later practices.

"This beats the Follies Bergeres." said one moustachioed war

veteran. *1 haven't seen so many legs since I worked near a base-

I ment window."

Liberals
(Continued from page 1)

mic measures, and the CCF gov-

ernment is no exception. The

general opinion about the Gov-

ernment's (CCF) view on the

effects of the Marshall Plan in

Canada would seem that it is not

as fatal to our economy as sug-

gested.

"It is difficult for the Liberal

Party to visualize the CCF in

their present position of Govern-

ment — but they maintain their

having a mandate respecting

'planned economy.' It is hoped

thai some indication of the pro-

posed 'plans' will be divulged ia

support of the sweeping controls

,
requested.

"It is good that the House ia

to decide whether to 'drop the'

substance of Freedom for the

shadow of Planning.'

duwn to such

'Enough talent

Prof: "I wil not begin today's

lecture until the room settles

down."

Voice from the rear: "Go home
and sleep it off."

XVPI MC
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT

Dial 3924 125 Union St W.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat,"

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Streer

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE
StBtte's STlouirr &ltop

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Qtialily and Arlisli-y Predominate"

AN INVITATION

TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

LAST CHANCE
TO RENT

DRESS CLOTHES
THROUGH

Engineering Society

Science Club Rooms

WED. JANUARY 28

12,30- 3.30 P.M.

Price $6.00

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makeiB

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 43M

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

COCA-COLA LTD.

KINGSTON

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THB

MUTUAL IIFE
%~^^m^m^mQf camada h^^^^b

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representotives:

W. ). Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeater
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PUCKSTERS LOSE 4-2

IN HARD-FOUGHT TILT
By Lloyd Menary

The Queen's Tricolor and McGill Redmen battled tlirough 60

minutes of thiilling- liockey at the Jock Harty Arena on Saturday

evening before ilie visitors emerged victorious by a 4-2 score. The

Redmen held only a one goal lead with less than a minute of play

remaining when Coach Gene Chouinard chose to take out goal-

tender Norm Urie in favour of a six man attack in a last ditch

attempt to tie the score. The Qnecn's rush, however, was repulsed

and McGill forward Jack Millar lobbed a high shot over the heads

of the defending Gaels, which found its way to the corners of the

vacant Queen's cage.

The game was undoubtedly the

roughest seen locally this season

with 24 penallies being handed

out by referees Reason and

Watls. The officials, however,

appeared reluctant to check the

heavy going in the early part of

the game and a second period

Iree-for-al! resulted with Merrill

Gulick and Bev, Hamilton of

Queen's and Dave liacketl and

Cy Biegler of the Redmen being

the principal participants.

There was no scoring in the

first period although goalteiulers
j

Urie and tielincan were liotli

called on tu make numerous fine

saves. In the second frame, how-
' ever, the Redmen counted t\vice

with big Doug Heron, who has

not scored previously this sea-

son, accounting for both goals.

Heron's first goal resulted from

HAL'S

SIDELINES
DOUBLE LOSS SPOILS
HOOPSTERS* WEEKEND

shifty

DON MURRAY
centre, scored one goal and

assisted the other.

with lineniates Hews and Hedley.

Millar's last minute lucky goal,

however, with Urie absent from

the play, was the final blow tu

ihe hard jiressing Gaels.

Xoriii Urie in the nets for the

Tricolor came up with anciiher

line of hi; fine games while the

line of Heilley. Hews and Murray

ngaiu led the club on the attack.

For McGil!. Jack (ielineau was

igain in fine form as were de-

leiicemen Doug Heron and Gord

(iosseliu.

Qnecn's- Goal. L"

H,r..,

NORM URIE
who played a briliant game in goal

against the Redmen.

a breakaM'ay play wliilc his team

mate Reg Sinclair was serving

lime in the penalty box, while

his second was scored shortly af-

ter Queen'snian Moon Flannigan

had been sent from the ice on a

charging penalty.

The third period produced the I St. Patrick's College Club of Ot-

most scoring action. Chuck Hewsitawa will be here to tangle with

dt'tence, I'lan-

Mnrray; wings,
Giilick. B.

iliDii, Lefel>vre,

-McK-iy,

licKMii; di-feiicc,

rt, Chippendale;
clier; alternates,

Hennessey, Biegler, Sin-

Hackelt, Henry. Millar,

.^nll(k; son,

.lair. Hal
PiUicid.

The ne.\t hockey altractiun will

be oil Tuesday night when the

Still no football coach ! Rumours have it that someone has been

appointed but as yet we are not sure who it is. As everyone knows

one name has been first and foremost on the list, Frank Tindall by

name. Other names such as Wally Masters, Joe Krol, Jake Edwards,

Don Graham, Art Masucci, Frank Gnup and Bob Campbell have

been suggested, however not all have been considered.

Only guesses can be made as to who it might be but neverthe-

less a fairly accurate estimate can be made. Frank Tindall seems

to have the inside track with the Athletic Board and, although no

official word has been forthcoming from the men who know, all

the smart money is on Tindall. r>

I would personally like to see everything thrown in the open

with announcements made of all coaches being considered and

approached. If this were the case we would be able to keep in

touch with the progress made by our athletic board which, after
\

all, is elected by our student body. In this way we could weigh
i

the different names being considered and give constructive criticism
j

to a perhaps none too well informed "football coach" selection

board. Surely those who are going to play under the new coach

that is to be selected could at least be informed of the names being i

considered by the Athletic Board of Control. These men are the;

most deeply interested of all in football activity at Queen's and

I would venture to say that among them would be found a number

'

who would be quite capable of judging coaching talent.

In order to establish further interesting football at Queen's

'

advertisements could be made in all the larger papers throughout]

Canada and the United States asking for applications for the job

,

IS head football coach at Queen's. In this way the Tricolor would

;

, jin a great amount of free and desirable publicity. By this n\eans

,

we could obtain a wide variety of applications indicating the type
j

of talent available, and from these applications the suitable candi-

date could be chosen. Through this method of selection no stone

would be left unturned. Football talent hitherto unknown would
be uncovered and possibly a man of Johnny Metras' or Vic Obeck's

or Bob Masterton's calibre would be found.

Enough said for the present. Some of this may have come
too late but if so it may at least serve as a suggestion for the future.

Intramurah

Bews Clues
BY CURREY

Handball

The first round of the handball

tournament has been completed, and

the tussle for badminton doubles

honours is well underway. Also on

tap is the intramural assault which

is scheduled to take place this week

with the finals on Saturday.

There were no cage contests in

the latter part of last week due to

the Arts Formal.

Hockey

counted for Queen's at the 10

njiiiuie mark but shortly after-

i^ .tnls McC.ill advanced their lead

t'l .1-1 on Sinclair's goal that was
Myorously prule.'iifd by the Tri-

. ulor. Then a|>pr»i.ximately 3 min-
Mles before ihe final whistle Don

the Queen's Intermediates at the

Jock Harty .\reua. The Pats are

considered by most league ob-

ververs to be ihe top club in the

Intermediate lonp and an inter-

esting game should result. The
action will get under way at 8.30

Murray gave the Gael supporters ^ind school identification cards are
new hope when hir beat Jack Ge- the inily admission requirements
lineau after a clever jiassing playUiT Oni'en'f students.

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hartt Shoes for Men

• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

SHOES LIMITED

In the first of Wednesday's tus-

sles at the Jock Harty Arena, Sc.

50 whipped Meds '50. 5 to 2.

Sparked by ihe accurate Woodside

who tallied two unassisted goals,

the Sciencemen snatched a 40-0
lead before Don Delahaye, assisted

by McMillan, flashed the light fur

Meds '50. Also goal getters were

Armstrong, Colbourn, and Good for

Sc, 'SO, while Mcrritt scored the

other Meds goal.

In the second game. Arts '49

overwhelmed Sc. '51 by a 7 to 0
cDunt. McGee netted the first two
of the victors' markers on assists

from Chaver and Johnson, while

Predeaux also racked up two.

In Thursday's contest, Sc. '49 de-

feated Meds '51 3-1, helping to

narrow the margin between them-

selves and Meds '50, present Bews
trophy leaders. The '49ers took an
early lead on goals by Goodwin
Davidson and Beaver, before
Barnes, aided by Janack and Hewit
son, broke the shutout.

Paced by Faulkner *vho scored

3 goals. Arts '50 pucksters edged

out Sc. '50 5- 1 in Friday's match

at the Arena. Faulkner opened the

scoring for Arts '50 on a pass from

Howe, but Colley tied it up, un-

aided. From then on the game was

one-sided, with Faulkner, Birney

and Simpson tallying for the win-

ning cause.

In the second game, sparked by

Carter who garnered 2 goals and an

assist for 3 scoring points, Meds '53

downed Meds'50, 4-1. Simonsen

also stood out for the victors with

a goal and assist, while Delahaye

scored the loser's only counter.

Sc. '48, led by Issacs, managed to

defeat Sc. '50 3-2 in a game in

which Sc. 'SO held an early edge

Bain and Watson tallied for Sc. '50

to make the score 2-0, before Is

sacs and Johnston came back to

even the count .Issacs later scored

the winning

McKcnzie.

Queen's vs Western

Queen's and Western opened Se-

nior Intercollegiate basketball i n

London last Friday night as West-

ern downed the Tricolor 77-24. It

was "Western's ball game from the

start with 6' 6" Wearring, who

netted 13 points in the first half, and

Farley combining to lead the purple

and white to a 35-10 score at half

time.

Hopeless as things looked the

Edwards'-coached clan never stop-

])ed fighting the more experienced

London cagers. The old "drive"

[jaid off as the seven freshmen back-

ed hv the "three old men". Weir,

Dobbins and MacNiven, stopped

Wearring cold in the second half

and forced sharp-shooters like Scott,

Thomas, and Phibbs to shoot over

the solid defence for Western's 42

points of the second half.

Except for Huband with 13

points, the Queen's scoring was

evenly distributed in low numbers.

The Tricolor produced no individual

stars that night, and neither did

\Yestern. The difference lay in e^:-

perience and a higher percentage of

ibnts made by the London quintet.

Qneen

liii-.', "^V

ler.

Wester n Farlcy-lfi, Pliibbs-S,

\VeHrriiig-13, Lurrv-4, Arnott-3, Tlio-

nia^-li, Robertson-6, W3r<!k-2, Scott-

14. Da;ton-5.

Queen's vs Varsity

Queen's Senior cagers sustained

their second defeat in as many
nights, as Univershy of Toronto

edged out the Tricolor 59-46.

Queen's were ahead of the Blues

until mid-way through the second

quarter when a careless relapse by

the Queen's quintet allowed Varsity

to pull ahead 31-24 at the half. Still

confident of ^'ictory the Tricolor

came back in the third quarter to

within four points of Toronto on

baskets by Dobbins and Weir. Then

the team tired and \'arsity slowly

pulled ahead, never to be behind

again.

The "three old men", Weir, Mac-

Xiven and Dobbins really hit their

stride with 14, 13 and 6 points to

keep the Gaels in the running. Mc-
Laughlin conquered another crowd's

By John Duff

hearts with his unfailing drive and

tremendous jumps to snag rebounds.

Huband and Todd showed to ad-

vantage on the offence as did Sad-

ler, Smyth and Phillips on the de-

fence.

This game showed, as did the

Western rout, that the young team

must gain Senior Intercollegiate ex-

perience at the expense of a few

defeats.

Queen's — Huband-6; Elford;

1, on a pass from

Hvilian(l-13, Eli'ord, Mac-
I'hillips, Todd-l. McLaiit'h-

;r-4. Dolihiiii. Siiiytli-2. Sad-

MacNiven - 13; Phillips;

McLaughlin-2 ;
Weir-14;

6: Smyth: Sadler-1.

Varsity — Tettniar-7

;

McManus- 10; Swan -6;

LaChance-9; Wallace-Il;

-2; Zeaton-12; Lowes.

Todd -4:

Dobbins-

Andrews
;

Gray - 2

;

Pettinger

Student Vets
{Continued from page 1)

receives his cheque at the end oE

January.

Ask for 25 Cents

In addition to requesting student

support of the survey, the commit-

tee will ask that a contribution of

twenty-five cents be made at the

same time as the questionnaire is

turned in. The amount of twenty-

fi\'e cents was agreed upon as ade-

quate and yet within everybody's

means at the general meeting of

January 15, in Grant Hall.

The questionnaire will cover the

following points: How many years

have you been at University? How
nmch longer have you got to go be-

fore graduation? AVhat percentage

(with 5%) of your original capital

have you now? Will you have to

discontinue your course before gra-

duation for financial reasons? Do
you agree that Queen's should con-

tinue to support the National Coun-

cil of Student Veterans? All in-

formation will be confidential to the

committee. Any who cannot contri-

bute when the collection is made
may do so later.

Arts '50 and Science '49

Year Pictures available at

Queen's Post Office

forhbult TMr <Mri.v crawford FLOw«n oMop

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Ree. 7990

Sick Parade
Science heads the list of inva-

lids this week, proving that Arts-

men are tops in body, as well as

mind! (plug).

Fred Gall. '51. and Bob Schock,

'48, both residing at KGH for in-

definite periods.

Marg Irving, Arts '50, is still

laid up, as is Trev Thompson,
Meds '50.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

MADE TO MEASURE SUITS

3 WEEKS DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXIOR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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From the President . . .

To all members of Levana and

their guests at tonight's formal—

o

very happy evening up the 'Stairway

to Heaven'.

To oil the women in the Society

who have helped the Levana execu-

tive carry out its functions, sincere

thanks.

To the 1948 graduating class of

Levana—a very successful future in

whatever career you may choose.

Finally, to the student body as o

whole—mony good wishes.

— SHIRLEY jOHNSON

Public Order and Freedom

Must Be Reconciled -Jessop
By Debbie Pierce

"The difficulty of democratic government is the reconciliation

of public order with private freedom," maintained Dr. T. E, Jessop

in his final lecture in Grant Hall last Monday night. "If we let

one of these two things go." the philosopher went on to say, "it is

freedom. With it goes humanity, and then civilizatiun itself.''

Dr. Jessop pointed out that freedom is not license, but self-deter-

mination, and that order is not necessarily synonymous with tyr-

anny. "Neither of these things are ends in themselves," he said,

"but means. They are not ideals, but conditions of ideals. They

are requisites rather than constituents of human progress."

Dr. Jessop argued that reason

and conscience are the controls

of freedom. "Both of these are

social in character," he said.

"Reason shows the need for so-

ciety. Conscience teaches us to

respect our neighbours. To-

gether they make us see that it

it is impossible, and ought to be

impossible to live in society on

our own terms."

"We are social at the natural

level," stated Dr. Jessop as he

went on to explain that it is

the natural gregariousness of man
that makes them unite into

groups. "This social order," he

said, "is built up by natural in-

stincts and not by external con-

trols."

"However," Dr. Jessop went

on to state, "the contemporary

tendency is the opposite of this

humanizing. It is produced by

ihe multitude of external con-

trols which are stifling freedom."

Although the philosopher admit-

ted that our society needed mure

ordur, he denied the fact that

wc should put the whole burden

of shaping and maintaining tlie

new organizations on tlie state.

Dr. Jessop continued by dis-

tinguishing the state from the

community. He stated "The

state is the people so far as it

is politically organized," and

went on to name the two condi-

tions which democracy places on

the scope of the state. "Gov-

ernment is the concentrated, col-

lective power of the people

formed by the majority will and

enforced on all members of the

society impartially after all pos-

ible concessions to mmorittes.

The whole life of a people ought

not to be controlled by this one

aspect of political order."

Like Spenser, Dr. Jessop holds

that the state has a limited func-

tion, and that the genius of dem-

ocracy lies in the voluntary non-

poiitical communily groupings

and associations. "All this com-

munity life is personal, intimate,

and human," the lecturer main-

tained, I'Ut today this quality

is all but disappc;:riiig. A nation

whicli shoulders its burden on

a h;t!i'lfvil nf men is not demo-

cratic—nnly ;i lingering ghost of

it."

"A government can not create

the life it is to govern." said Dr.

Jessop. as he went on to explain

that the respect we should have

for our leaders must be matched

by their respect tor us. "It is

absurd to give our leaders im-

possible problems to tackle and

then execrate them in public

wlien they falter. Individual free-

dom means individual responsi-

bility. The responsibility is on

our own shoulders."

Dr. Jessop closed his speech

with the statement that "If gen-

eral community life is unsound

so is the state. Any mistake

can be corrected in our daily

life. This is the actual test of

whether we are free,"

Arts Nominations

To Be In By Feb. 11

Nominations for president of

the Arts Society, vice-president,

senior AMS representative, jun-

ior AMS rep., secretary, treasurer,

and athletic stick of the Arts So-

ciety will be received by Ken

Clark, Society secretary, person-

ally or via the Queen's Post Of-

fice on or before Feb, 11. Each

nomination sheet must be signed

by 15 Arts Society members. No

Member shall support more than

one candidate for each office.

Candidale lor president of the

Arts Society must intend to gra-

duate in 1949, the vice-president

in 1950, senior AMS rep in 1949.

junior AMS rep in 1950. The trea-

surer must be in his third year

from senior matriculation and the

secretary must be a member of

the sophomore year. The athletic

slick must intend to graduate in

1949.

Announcement of candidates will

be made Feb. IS. An election

meeting will be held on Feb. 24

and the elections the following

day.

For further information con-

tact the returning officer.

Moonliglit Mood

Prevails Sat. Night

While everyone is still out of

this world after Friday night's

"Stairway to Heaven", how

about dropping in at Ban Righ,

Saturday night, to Levana's an-

nual post-formal dance? Con-

vener Betty Shaw, assisted by

Eleanor Mackenzie and Marj

Boehmer, promise that a "Moon-

light Mood" will prevail from

8 to 12 p.m., with dancing in the

Common Room and Dining Room
and bridge or ping-pong in the

games room. All this and re-

freshments too for only 50c per

couple.

D. F. MILLIKEN.

Returning Officer.

Nickle Speaks To

Young Law Students

With a thoroughness which he

advocated as being one of the pri-

mary postulates of the practice of

law. Mr. W. M. Nickle, noted King-

ston lawyer, speaking to the Arts

Society Monday afternoon, outlined

the various avenues in the law work,

which if diligently pursued, will af-

ford an interesting and satisfying

vocation. Tempering the more ser-

ious themes of his talk with humor-

ous anecdotes from his experience,

Mr. Nickle displayed the oratorical

skill which has won him the good

reputation which he now enjoys as

a courtroom lawyer.

"Law school," he said, "gives you

a chart—a course to follow. Once

jou are through you get the hard

knocks which in my estimation are

the best teachers of all!"

Choosing definite road to follow

See N'icklt Speaks, p. 4

BIG FEATURE OF FORMAL
TO BE FLOATING ORCHESTRA

By Joan Finnigan

Tonigiit in Grant Hall some 300 Queen's couples will travel

together "The Stairway to Heaven".

According to rumor and the Levana Formal Committee, it

will be a night "out of this world" and the fortunate young men

who have been extended invitations by the Beauteous Maids of

Queen's may well face the east Saturday morning and praise Allah.

If what we hear from the Decorations Committee is true, even

Hal MacFarlanc's orchestra, for this particular event, will be sitting

on clouds.

A blue and silver color

scheme, including spun-glas.s

stars and silvery constella-

tions will create part of the

heavenly atmosphere. Just

where "The Stairway to

Heaven" eventually leads to

is being kept a deep, dark

secret but by Saturday or

Sunday all Queen's students

should have been notified of

conditions as they exist in

Paradise.

Campus Frolics of

'48 Contest

WIN MONEY MONEY
MONEY

Five lucky people who are at

their "Who's Where" address at

7 p.m. will be phoned by a Cam-

pus Frolics beauty. They will

each be asked one question about

the Campus Frolics (see story).

Each who answers correctly will

receive FREE two tickets to the

show,

Winners will be amiounced in

Tuesday's Journal.

Be Prepared! 7 p.m. — Today.

Hands Off Decorations

The committee in charge

of the Levana Formal ask

that the spun glass decor-

ations not be removed from

the dance floor. They are

costly and are borrowed

property.

Campus Queen

To Be Crowned

In ISS Campaisn
To take her place alongside

the King of Queen's, the uni-

versity is soon to have, tn con-

nection with the oncoming ISS

campaign, a Queen of Queen's.

This regal young coed, to be

crowned February 21, will be

chosen on the basis of personal-

ity, voice, and "willingness to

take part in the ISS campaign"

Each faculty, Levana. Arts, Sci-

ence and Meds. is to nominate

their representative, nominations

to close this afternoon at 4.30 o

clock. Five nominees must sign

their names to their nomination

form, and must be prepared to

back their candidates to the last

blind curve.

The four pretenders will ap-

pear on behalf of the faculty ex-

ecutives at main events during

the ISS campaign week. Feb

ruary 16 to 23, and will receive

their premiere introduction to

the student body at the Levana

Formal tonight.

The faculty ending the cam-

paign with the greatest contribu-

tion to ISS will have the honour

of seeing their candidate

crowned Queen of Queen's.

7^

Sometime during the evening

the guests will whip down to

earth for a buffet lunch in the

Common Room at Ban Righ Hall

—provided they care for nour-

ishment. There will be three

sittings, at 10.15, 11.00 and 11.45

p.m.

During the intermission

Strauss waltzes will be played

and the ISS, which is just be-

CONVENER JANES
receiving , , .

ginning its annual campaign, will

introduce four candidates for the

Queen of Queen's.

Guests will be received at 9.30

by Mrs. R. C. Wallace, Mrs.

William Angus, Mrs. G. McLeod,

Dr. A. V. Douglas. Shirley John-

son. Barb Michael, and Ann

lanes, convenor of the formal.

The various committees re-

sponsible for the formal include :

Mary Walker. Joan Keough, dec-

orations; Dotty Wilson, Joan

Stuart, Barb Wright, food; June

Stuart. M o r a u g h Shepherd,

Elizabeth Corlett, tickets; Mary
Malcolm, publicity ; Jean Scott,

orchestra; Mary Slorence, treas-

urer.

You've read about it. heard about it. dreamed about it. and iii five short days you're gomg to see it

is Jean Cuddy inviting you to the Campus Frolics 48. the aU star, all faculty, musical review.

The show features everything from Tchaikowsky to Goodman as weU as many original lyrics and arrange-

ments by Boyd Valleau. The Music will be supplied by Queen's Orchestra. Starring in the production are Ruth

Stevens. Jean Bell, Bill Hoose. Mike Halliday, Johnny Faulkner, Gird Robertson, and four sensational choruses

of Queen's lovelies. trorrr
The Frolics wiU be presented Wednesday and Thursday, the fourth and fifth of February, m the KCVl

Auditorium- Tickets are on sak at the ABC Office and from members of the cast.

Cross Country Race

To Be Held Sat.

On Saturday afternoon the

men's Cross Country Race will

be held at Kingston Mills. Mem-
bers of Levana are invited to

enter the slalom and downhill

events on Sunday.

Buses will leave the Union

and Division St. corner at 1 o'-

clock on Saturday and 9 and 9.30

on Sunday to return at 3,30 p.m.

If the weather holds, it should

be a perfect day spent in the

open, and don't forget—points

for your year

!
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FREEDOM FROM FRATS . . .

There are few at Queen's who reahze their good fortune to

belong to a college which provides for freely formed contacts and

friendships. Ours is one of the few universities in Canada which

has voluntarily rejected the stultifying infhienccs of fraternitic's

and sororities. Not that we regard other campuses with a holier-

than-thou eye. but a relatively small college such as ours seems to

hold no place for them. Queen s is famed for its student-run gov-

ernment, the Alma Mater Society, and our "spirit" rates enthusiasm

from our rivals. Unity alone makes this possible and this the A.M.S.

realized in 1934 when it investigated and expelled a medical fra-

ternity. It was a dramatic assertion of the vitality of student self-

government and it made a notable impression upon the public

mind. Admittedly there are cliques flourishing but small considera-

tion of social position or money entered into their formation. f-Iere

at Queen's we have nurtured a democratic tradition, the individual

is important, unhampered by petty distinctions. Whatever the ad-

vantages of fraternities in other universities, opinion in the past

and today seems to be unanimous that they do not suit the spirit

and atmosphere of Queen's.

The editor and staff for this issue would like to express their

appreciation to the regular staff for their assistance in the publica-

tion of this issue.

liimKiuBiimiiiD

Dear Journal . .

.

"Wonncn*s Right Or War . .

A freshettc's designs are no doubt a familiar and unwelcome

topic in your office! However the designs of this Levana type

are neither unconstitutional nor very immoral — they are the new
and revolutionary designs for the New Union, compiled for the

comfort and happiness of all Queen's students. And in keeping

with their desires.

First — how about lights that go out automatically when the

speed of racing pulses — averaged out — reaches a certain point?

This perhaps is stretching the imagination — but a gal can dream,

can't she? A further thought to the happiness of our male students

is a vestibule — complete with couches, coke stands, and the statue

ot a warden. This last to add a homelike atmosphere! Also, for the

benefit of innocent freshettes — a rogues' gallery of the more out-

standing college linesmen (those gallant lads of the "you-know-
you're-thc-only-one-for-me" species). And finally, may I suggest
ihe purchase of phosphorescent ashtrays, a quick-freeze unit, and
automatic drunk dispensers ... to make our Union a home away
from home. Forgive me, Mother . . .

Sincerely,

A DREAMER,

"Dogged Post

From the Dean . . .

WHY ore you ot College?

— not merely for plea-

sure, nor merely to learn o

profession or technique by

which to earn a living, nor for

the pursuit of knowledge for its

own soke alone, but to learn to

live fully and richly, thought-

fully, constructively and co-

operatively. A Canadian author

wrote a sad thing when he

said: "Life con slip away un-

lived." We should ponder this

in the light of self criticism,

and so live day by day that it

may not be true of us.

Queen's University chal-

lenges all our best qualities of

mind and spirit, and expects much of us. Let us honour Queen's by

finding the light balance between work and play, between thought

and action.

It will help us to keep this balance if we recall the price men

and women are paying in some other countries to obtoin university

education in spite of cold, hunger, sickness, in spite of devastated

libraries, laboratories, doss rooms, and homes. Their spirit can

inspire us. Our lives con be richer by helping them. Let us work

out 0 philosophy of life worthy of Canadian students.

—A. VIBERT DOUGLAS.

.evana •23

"I'm sorry but I HAVE to stuiJy —
well no, it's just that I flunked four

exams so I'm not going out during the

week — weU I reaUy SHOULDN'T
go out during the week — yes, I sup-

pose I really ought to knock off now
and then —

"

MARSHMALLOW ROAST
From The Journal, Oct. 14, 1921)

"The annual marshmallow roast

n honour of the Freshettes was held

at Lake Ontario Park, the first Sat-

urday after College opened. The

girls walked out in a body and chose

protected spot among the hills to

build their fires. Some of the girls

went swimming. Over their bright

embers they had lots of fun with the

rather burnt and sticky marshmal-

lows,"

LEVANA STREET FAIR
"What will you find there?

Mum's the word. But I'll just

whisper a few things in your ear

Ice-cream, popcorn, candy, lolly-

pops too, lace, cushions, fortune-

telling , . .

LEVANA TEA AND SALE
deserved a special yell. Nov. 27

23.

Coffee, wah, wah

Coffee, wee, wee

Heavenly Tea biscuits,

Science

Eat 'em all. Wow.

In view of the recent disturbance felt among the ranks of
Levana, on certain points of Entily Post, 1 suggest that the A. M.S.,
S.C.M. or other appropriate group make a thorough investigation
into the situation. Results should be published in the form of a
handbook and issued to next year's Freshettes before they com-
mence to live.

The main points of the situation taken in all possible permuta-
tions and combinations arc as follows:

•Will the Medsman who took you lo the Meds Formal way back last
Fall remember your name if you ask him to the Levana Formal?
•WiU the Scienceman who bought you coffee at Charlie's think you're
hinting if you ask him?

•Will the Artsman who asked you out last Saturday night because
the girl he look to the Formal went home for the weekend be going
to the Formal with her?

• Will Judgment Day look after the babe who asked your Arts Formal
date to the Levana, before you got around to it?

•WiU the Big Bad Wolf see the possibilities of the new look in Little
Red Riding Hood's Hood?

—PERTOIBED. GOITIE,

BOOKS

Fascinating Panaroma of USA

Inside U.S.A. — John Gunther.

"Inside U.S.A." is written by one of the world's most brilliant

reporters, its primary purpose being "To show America to the

Americans." And in nine hundred pages crammed with facts and

humour, Mr. Gunther has succeeded in writing the adventure-story

of his country.

It was a mammoth job, for the book deals with every aspect

of the subject — geograjjhical, sociological, political, economic. It

includes portraits of politicians and educators, ship-yard workers

and movie stars. The author travelled through the country, asking

"What makes this community distinctive? What does it contribute

lo ibe nation as a whole? Who runs it?" And to the people them-

selves, "What do you believe in most?" The answers Ije received

form the basis of this book.

Mr. Gunther lias written about his country in a style that is big,

sprawling, often gaudy and above all. tremendously energetic. The
result is a fascinating panorama of "the greatest, craziest, most
dangerous, least stable, most spectacular, least grown-up and most
powerful and magnificent nation ever known." His point of view
Is always that of the humanist, and his enthusiasm for his subject

along with his unfailing intelligence makes the book splendid

reading.

Mr. Gunther sums up the results of his long detait-choked and
multicoloured journey in the last chapter entitled, "Finale." Here
he gives a last whimsical glance at things that are typically Ameri-
can — "Man from Mars, you don't know anything! You can't have
the foggiest idea of what America is like if you don't know of Paul

TAKING STOCK
By P.S.

The conflict between Russia and the Western World rages on.

In view of the facts, it is difficult for even the most confirmed

optimist to maintain his faith in the possibilities of future peace

and good-will in the inter-national sphere. He can take hope from

the fact that Britain and the United States are working in closer

harmony than ever, but he can hardly avoid taking a gloomy out-

look of present relations between the Western World and the

Soviet Union. This is not to imply that the pessimistic outlook is

the right one or even the only one. On the contrary, hope and

untiring efforts towards improved inter-national relations seems to

be the only hope for our salvation. But conversely, it is dangerous

to let undue optimism obscure the facts . . . the possibilities of

another conflagration are very real and therefore should be realis-

tically approached and considered.

In the eyes of the early Bolshevik leaders, the Russian Revo-

lution was only the beginning of a series of national revolutions

which would encompass the destruction of capitalistic society in

western countries. The distatorship of the proletariat was to replace

democracy everywhere. Three decades have passed since the revo-

lution in Russia and it would be difficult for anyone without the

Politbureau to venture just what the avowed intentions of the

Communist Party are in 1948, and to what extent they coincide with

those of their predecessors. But what IS certain is that there has

been a wide margin of disparity between the aims of Russian policy

as conveyed at the Yalta Conference and what has since occurred

in the United Nations and elsewhere. The whole world knows now

that the Soviet Union is ill-content with Communism within its

own borders. Since 1945 Communist pressure of some sort or ano-

ther has been brought to bear on almost every country in the world.

In Manchuria and Yugoslavia it has taken the form of open aggres-

sion. In Iran and Turkey it has been of a less openly aggressive

nature.

Public opinion on this continent today presents two different

solutions to the Communist menace. One shouts for a policy of

"Get tough with Russia" while the other demurs in favour of ap-

peasement. The inevitable psychological arguments have been

produced and applied to the great "Bear," explaining his aggressive-

ness in terms of an inferiority complex or of his fear of Western

possession of abundant economic resources and the atomic bomb.

His nervousness may be understandable but what is of vital concern

is that the aggression does exist and the favorable relations of the

wartime alliance have reached an all time low.

What was the wartime alliance of the Western democracies

with Russia and why does the gap keep opening that was so suc-

cessfully closed during the war? -Surely the latter has occurred

because the wartime alliance was a political expedient to the mutual

advantage of the countries concerned. It was a common desire to

defeat the menace of fascism ... a regime sufficiently detestable

to democracy and communism alike that it could draw together

these two violently opposed political philosophies into a temporary

alliance to defeat it. Hence, it is not too incredible that once the

common objective was reached that the basic ideological differences

between the victors should rise to the fore. It is almost inevit-

able tragedy that they should be in the process of cutting them

asunder.

The duel for power is on.

The wartime settlements fixed certain areas definitely within

the Russian and non-Russian zones. Russia agreed to the placing

of Greece under the protection of the West, while the Eastern Euro-

pean countries were left under Russian control. Several areas such

as Manchuria and Yugoslavia were not specifically provided for,

but Russia has since captured the former and Communist success

in the latter appears imminent. She has simultaneously applied pres-

sure in Iran, Turkey and Northern Greece, all of which are within

the western zone. The real crisis arises when open Russian aggres-

sion, into areas such as these, marks a clear violation of the wartime
settlements, and of the borders which the Western World regards

as its strategic frontiers.

On the other side of this duel for power Britain and the United
States have warned the Balkan countries not to recognize the Com-
munist Greek Government; the United States has aided the Greek
National Government ; has rushed troops to the Mediterranean

;

sent aid to the Chinese Nationalist Government. Thus it can be
easily seen that present relations between the Soviet Union and the

Western World constitute a highly explosive struggle between two
great jjower blocs. The actions being taken by both sides are carry-

ing the struggle of power politics to a new pitch.

General Marshall has given open notice to the world that the

United States will act herein on the assumption that there is no
further agreement with Russia forthcoming in the near future. The
London Conference of December marked the end of a chapter of

world history — it broke the wavering relationship between Com-
munism and liberal democracy. Undeni.nbly the issue now is one
of sheer pressure and naked power on the part of the western world
or total surrender tn Russia and the Communist way of life. The
alternatives are bleak but at all costs the latter must not prevail.

Bunyans Babe. Lunl and Fontanne, the songs of Hildegarde, and
Nicholas Murray Butler."

There is nothing in this book about "supertomatoes," about
the "junior sidewalk superintendents" outside Best's on Fifth Ave-
nue, or about bits of conversation overheard in night clubs, like,

"Say, 1 hear minks are going to take a hell of a drop, a really preci-

pitous drop, but after all. they had the greatest rise in the mercan-
tile market." "I shall have to write another book!"

—BLEAK.
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FIFTY YEARS AGO
IN THE JOURNAL

Back in the ofd (!ays when the Gibson Girl Look was on its

irst round, the feminine outlook on campus aifairs differed some-

The Sovhomore Slumv |

or

ivhat from that of today. On browsing through the opening issue

the Queen's Journal for 1898, we find the following choice bits

the frcshette-who-wants-to-succeed

:

"Be an all-round college girls. The girls' society, the

Levana, will be glad to welcome you as a member, and

only ttiose who have been there know how really jolly and

instructive their Wednesday evenings are. On Friday, after

the work and worry of the week you can spend a quiet

hour in the Y.W.C.A. And don't forget your year meeting.

After all, there is nothing so stimulating as a year meeting.

The Muses had a stimulating effect, loo, as we see from these

inspired lines;

"A pair in a hammock,
Attempted to kiss,

But in less than a jiffy,

,/sim sun papuBi Xaqx
The attitude of the sweet young; tiling of 1S9S towards the

manlv sport of football is reflected in tliis excerpt from a letter to

(lie Levana editor concerning a recent game
". . , look at the uniforms. I dislike to use strong Ian

guage, but they were, to put it mildly, exceedingly dingy.

What was worse, the wearers did not seem to take the

slightest pains to keep them clean. They scrimmaged (I

think that is the right word) the ball just wherever they

happened to be, instead of taking it to a dry place, as they

might easily have done, for there were several dry places

on the field. They did not even take the ordinary trouble

to appear with clean faces, but got themselves daubed with

mud, and one man actually had mud in his hair.

We may tliink chivalry js dead, but apparently it wasn't much

livlier in 1898. This bit of dialogue was allegedly heard at the

Frosh Reception of that year:

He—Is anybody goin' home with you?

She—I have no engagement at present.

He—C'n I go?

She—(Offering his arm) Well, take holt then.

Some excerpts from a contemporary bulletin board notice:

"Books wanted — Hebrew Testament, Pilgrim's Pro-

gress, Hill's Divinity, and 'The Whole Duty of Man' — will

exchange a football suit and a few packs of cards in fair

condition for a good commentary."

Signed, incidentally, by Guy Curtis (see third verse of Queen's

College Colours!)

"Books Wanted — Hogle's Complete Works, How
To Be Happy Though Single, Ladies' College calendar.

A few good walking canes, alarm clocks, and a blonde wig

for sale on easy terms."

It seems the 1898 Levana "At Home" was an entirely different

lype of affair from the present function of the same name. Appar-

ently the "At Home" had nothing to do with dancing, strapless

L'nwns, or even that necessary article today — MEN!
No wonder the Levana column of 1898 was entitled "The

Ladies."

SUMMER - WINTER
I walk along a snozvy road tod^y

Looking about jor natures' ones to talk to.

I met a lone mongrel hound trolling briskly somewhere.

And I spoke and slrcfchcd my hand out,

But he quickly passed ami loped a^my zoilh hasty looks behind.

I satv two ivinler birds and I stopped to watch them talk

On birch branches that snozv made ivory:

But they saw me there and jlcd as Izco old gossipers

Who avoid an eavesdropper.

I wondered as I zvalked.

"Why should this her Why am I shunned who have

Ahvavs loved them more than my own kind?"

And then I heard the metal-crack oj branches rubbing under tec,

And felt the zvind slice past my ears—
The hill looked sinister against the lemon sunset.

And that first bright star looked false and unkind,

It was winter.

Oh, zvhat a difference is there between it and the summer!

How the zvorld beckons under friendly sun.

Hozv gaily the robins sing for all and the sparrozvs

Hop from tzi.<i<j to wire and back again.

Hozv familiar then arc the tall grasses bowing in the meadozvs

And the hills topped with summer mists.

The one sits in peace and all goes on about one—
A^ature's business, the real world's business—noisily.

Bees hum, poplars laugh and shiver, brooks chortle

And hounds talk across the valley in the noonday heal.

At evening the frogs croak a pompous call like fat

Businessmen trying to sing. Crickets lull the world

And the coon slips fearless through the brush.

Oh, then the heart expands and tries to feci all at once,

But vjith contented failure.

The house is foreign then, a needless roof for night.

But noiv summer is a hope and a backward look.

This li'orld docs not want mc—hostility meets me when I step

into it

Like an old man it wants to be left alone to assure itself of its old

strength

And to curse the voung agility and beauty that summer had.

— E.H.

1 TheLevana Formal, My Senior, My Freshette, Me j

I When I stand and look at
|

1 My Freshette! =

i My gosh 1

I She is sweet, and beautifuf, and |

I Nice! I

I And my senior is nice too! - 1
1 And sweet! |
i And I am the ugly duckling in the middle ...

|
I And right now it hits me. g

I My-freshette-hos-been-to-the-Arts-ond Meds-formols-ond next- |
i month-she-is-going-to-the-Science- |

And-she-is-toking-three-men-to-tonight's-Levona-donce, |
And my senior §
Goes steady! g
With a man with money and a — 1
CAR! I

I haven't been to any dances, and I am standing like an ugly ^

duckling in the middle. 1
And g
l-don't-know-whether-to-osk-the-boy-to-thc-Formol-who-might-have- |
asked-me-out-if-he-hodn't-been-engaged-to-a-girl-in-Perth-, or-the-

|
boy-who-sits-beside-me-in-Eco.-but-he-is-so-skinny-l-show-on-both- |
sides-of-him. i

Thoughts

be

She

My senior is clever and witty

And can tolk and he never gets bored

—

And my freshette is feminine, pretty

—

And smiles ond the boyfriend is floored.

1 stand like o duck—looking normal—

And I'm awkward and ugly and shy

—

I can't ask a boy to a tormol

And it's too late now to do it. And I

Feel pretty

Bad-

Ly

About it, but I think I om going to be alright.

I

Know this duckling business

NOT
A
COMPLEX.
QUACK! QUACK! QUACK!

Quack . . .

By Track and Field

My social life is nil. The telephone on Thursday nights is "still

as a stagnant fen." Maybe I ought to change my approach. As i

wander around the campus and look at the other g-rls, I see that

my problem boils down to this - I am not a type. But if I m gomg

to be a type, which type of type should I be. Now let me see
. -

.

There 's the athletic fan type. Jim Coleman is her Bible and

you see her at all the football games and even though it may

pouring she's cheering until the last Oil Thigh dies away

knows the players so well she doesn't need a program, and while i

strain my eyes in search of the ball, she's discussmg the chances

of an end run or a quarterback sneak.

The Eager Type: When she has joined all the clubs she

formed one of her own. Membership fees keep her broke and her

picture appears on half the pages of the Tricolor. Twenty-four

hours isn't long enough for "her day."

The Bookworm: Within five minutes of the posting of the

exam schedule she was at home drawing up her studymg schedule,

She wore horn-rimmed glasses before they came nito style,

has a permanent stoop from carrying books. She s always

chapters ahead of the lecturer and the other day she stumpea ...

prof with a question.

The Social Success: There's a well-worn path from her room

to the teleplione, and no year-dance would be complete without her.

Her desk in the library doubles for a date bureau and Clwrlie s

.hould reserve a booth for her entourage. She went with a different

man to every formal, and then imported for the Levana.

The PoUtical Animal: At the model Parliament she alwaj^

sits in the front seat and belongs to all the parties - every fifth

session she sits with the Independents. Her lunch-table conversa-

tion consists of comments on the natural rights of man instead of

"please pass the butter."
, . , .

And then there's the threat to the whole social set-up

Freshette — well, after all, he was just another man.

and
two

My

Tales Of Woe

— D. P.

fflli(Rlimilll«?lllMTii:-:r?aiT;l'^TJJiSM

TIRED
I'm sick to death of the whole place . . . tired of all the people

of Charlie's with the loud laughter, the smoke and the vacancy

with the constantly happy Ha Ha group that talk too loudly

and never say anything . . . I'm fed up with the intellectuals, their

sorrowful eyes and their deep penetrating analyses of life . . .
I m

sickened with politicians, their little minds, big ideas and all their

plans and angles ... 1 don't want anymore to do with the small

people with Uicir petty hates and grievances, likes and dislikes

sowing little seed.s of intolevance and discontent . . . I'm tired of

people that are so afraid to face reality that everything becomes

a joke ... a laughing matter . . . when humanity is the biggest gag

of all . . . I'm jusl as tired of the people who make issues out of

meaningless abstracts and think that they are then creating a new

way of life . . . I'm tired of people who think that college means

the prepro£;ati\-c to spout authoritatively on any topic whatsoever

and tireder still of people that won't tliink , . . I'm tired of all the

year dances at Grant Hall where the weekly circle of dancing,

drinking and necking goes on . . . endless . , . tired of the year

parties where adolescents play grown-up . . . I'm bored by the

Innuendoes, petty conspiracies and carefully laid out plans that

saturate the place . . . tired of the social system that brands you

on one hand as a prude on the other as a prostitute ... I'm tired

of being told that these are the best years of my life ... if they

arc . . . I'm tired of living.

—CYNICA,

STOP PRESS-FLASH
Redda Clopper our exclusive Broadway Correspondent

discloses that Fifi La Ringer, that luscious lovely of the New

York stage, is winging northward to star in the Campus

Frolics '48 under the able direction of Amelia Earwhacker.

Miss Earwhacker has created an imaginative ballet entitled

"Pretzels in Spring." In a confidential interview yesterday

Miss Earwhacker described to your reporter some of the

simpler steps of the number. We were especially impressed

by one step in which the right leg is draped gracefully around

the neck with the Queen's Tricolor grasped firmly between

the first and second toes. Miss Earwhacker commented that

unfortunately rehearsals are proceeding slowly because sev-

eral of the cast are in hospital with severe cases of muscular

paralysis. This brief glimpse into such a choreographic

masterpiece proves beyond a doubt that this should be a

show to end all shows. Added attraction: exciting souvenirs

will be provided in the shape of garters autographed by Fifi

La Ringer. Come and get yours. Tickets from members in

a cast.

Alas I'm out of circulation

I'm a sad. unhappy gal

It's not that I've a reputation

It's just that I live at LaSalle

* * * *

It is snowing

Large, delicate, finely" rought-out flakes

Making white patterns against the dark sky

Beautiful

Awe-inspiring

Wet
UGH!

AN INVITATION

TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

18Q Wellington St. Dial 7037

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Store 7990
Dial Refl. 7990

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TCCHMICAL. SIJPI>L.ieS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Your future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP I-
FRANK HERSEY

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE - WIN H H>eC^j__;_
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Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

ESTAB. Hie

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

UNIVERSITY COUNSELLOR PLAN
TO BE AVAILABLE THIS YEAR

The medical examination for-

first year students at the begin-

ning of the Autumn session, 1947,

eluded an interview with spe-

cially trained Medical men who

were called University Medical

Counsellors.

The Department of Veterans

Affairs is anxious to make a simi-

lar service available for student

Veterans, who desire a consulta-

tion with Medical men, specially

qualified to lielp them with such

problems as insomnia, nervous-

ness, and any condition which is

ilie result of mental fatigue or

nervous pressure. This new clinic

will be located in the Victory 1,

floor, of the Kingston General

Hospital. The hours will be 4 to

6 p.m. on Tuesday, Thursday and

Friday.

LOCKETTS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flosh-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

and ACCESSORIES

Comeras bought and exchanged

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

Nickle Speaks
(Continued from page 1)

after graduation is a matter depend-

ing of course on the personal inter-

ests and abilities of the individual.

The field does however at the pre-

sent time offer a wide variety of

positions of which Barrister, Solici-

tor, Industrial Relations Counsellor,

Insurance Company adviser and ap-

pointments in the Civil Service at-

tract the majority of Osgoode Hall

graduates every year.

Mr. Nickle himself chose court-

room work because he "preferred

to be his own paymaster and to take

a chance on the rewards resulting

from his own initiative."

To women students with a yen

to litigate Mr. Nickle has this to

say, "Insurance companies prefer to

invest their money in mortgages at

5.5% interest rather than in go-

vernment bonds at the 2.9S%. Be-

fore taking on mortgages a greai

deal of retail and checking is neces-

sary and many companies prefer

women law graduates to take charge

of this work. There are many pro-

vincial posts such as those in the

Succession Duty Department and

the Income Tax department in the

,
Federal field."

"In order to build up and main-

tain a good reputation in the com-

munity a lawyer must practice sin-

cerity, efficiency and patience. The
pathway to success in the Legal pro-

fession is a hard and rough road,

but the variety of cases with which

you will have to deal will never per-

mit your interest to dwindle. This

assurance of continued interest, and

the knowledge that you are perform-

ing in the most honourable of our

democratic traditions — justice to

everyone will evoke a feeling of sa-

tisfaction with the life you have

chosen."

Ad Hominem
We men always wanted to get

in this Levana Column to jot

down a few remarks. We've

been observing a few interesting

things—we think. One sure thing

is that the Hands of one Oh, So

Cute and Very Much in Love

couple won't get frozen this Win-

ter. If they do— they'll be to-

gether ! Meanwhile our hero,

the Passionate Parson is showing

his weakness—Brunettes!! Way
out at Fort Frederick Spring is

in the air. What were those flow-

ers sent out last week? White

roses? Lucky gal! Bnt before

spring descends, why don't more

of you men come skiing on Sun-

days? There's really quite a

social gathering on those hills,

especially if you'll stand coffee

on cold days. We know—we do

it! Our sympathies to the fellow

Artsman—Eager Beaver. He met

the Montreal train — a full forty

minutes before the Toronto train

arrived with bis luscious brun-

ette. And you other sad char-

acters—no bid for tonight?? Us
neither—we imported too!

GERMANS FEEL DEEP KINSHIP

WITH NATURE, SAYS JESSOP
"The learning of German of-

fers the biggest single key to

the world of knowledge," stated

Dr. T. E. Jessop while speaking

"the German Mind" to mem-

bers of the German Club on Mon-

day afternoon. The intellectual

tboroughnes of the Germans and

the magnitude of detail recorded

provides information which per-

haps could be found in no other

place.

Dr. Jessop felt that an inter-

esting aspect of the German mind

was its close proximity to Nature.

"The Germans have a larger,

deeper, more primitive feeling for

Nature than any people who have

[noved in the vanguard o£ civ-

ilization," he stated. "While an

Englishman takes a walk to get

some exercise, a German takes

a walk to commune with Na-

ture."

The second distinguishing fea-

ture about the German mind is

the tremendous fascination that

the big. the strong, and the force-

ful hold. "A German is at his

liappiest when his imagination

moves into the indefinite, the

limitless," he said. The unlim-

ited German imagination shows

itself in poetry, philosophy, his-

tory, and in political and mili-

tary activities. Dr. Jessop con-

tinued, "German strategy was a

world strategy .... The higher

the aim, the grander the objec-

tive, the more certain it is to

get through to a German's emo-

tions and the readier he will be

to make sacrifices."

In referring to the tremen-

dous emotionality of the

Germans, Dr. Jessop felt that

their sentimentality i s

chained more deeply in Na-

ture than that of the French.

It is seen in the untranslat-

able simplicity of German

lyrics.

One of the most interesting

psychological phenomena of the

'day is the expression of extreme

kindness and of extreme cruelty

by the Germans. According to

Dr. Jessop this lack of integra-

tion may be due to their strongly

developed emotionality which is

still at a primitive level.

Science Formal Tickets

To Go On General Sale

True to their word, the Science

Formal Committee, having planned

for maxinmm floor space, is putting

the few remaining tickets on general

sale so as to clear up accounts by
next week.

Anyone may get his Science For-

mal tickets at the Science Dub-
rooms from 12-12.30 and at Tech.

Supplies from 1-1.30 today and the

first of next week.

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St Dial 4352

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*
OUR SPECIALTY

Hand-woven
Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line or everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

STORAGE
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

TYPING
REASONABLE RATES

Paper Supplied

DOREEN LIPSETT

Diol 3924 125 Union St. W.

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men

• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women

• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE
©trnip's Kflouipr ^tjap

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality and Artisiry Prcdomimte" -

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

We welcome Queen's UmTersity Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that formerly the prestige of years stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blaiert

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Swelters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE'wavoF CANADA ^mmm^m

Established 1869

Heod Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D, R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. |. Stoness, CL.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

E. Leadbeater

The Outcast Is Doomed -

Tomorrow SATURDAY
Is The Day

STUDENTS! If you wish to save money end parti-

cipate in a great money saving event, visit OUR
STORE on Saturday, January 31st.

Grab day
AT

123 Princess St. Dial 3030 Cokc=CocaX:ola'
"Coo-Coll" nod iu bbicriiiion "Coke"
lie ihc legiiicicd uide macki which
dlidasuiih iht itoiaa of Coo-Coli Ltd.

COCA-COLA LTD. KINGSTON
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Appeal to Levana

For Used Clothes
Boxes of used clothing are being

collected in Ban Righ Hall to

be sent to women students at

the Sorbonne in Paris. In a

letter recently, received by Dr.

Douglas, Miss Audrey Freeman,

a graduate of Queen's, appealed

to the Levana Society to meet
this need for clothing.

Boxes will be sent to Miss

Freeman to distribute among
needy French students. Woolens,

sweaters, lingerie, 'too short*

skirts, shoe, stockings—all axe

welcome. Please place your con-

tributions in the box in the main

New Song by Queen'sman

In "Melody Masquerade"

A- brand new sbng, "When
You Aren't There", composed by
Gerry Sutton, a Queen's Com-
merce student and editor of the

"Commerceman", will be featured

at the Newman Club variety

show, "Melody Masquerade".

Gelindo De Re, producer of

the show boasts of "seventeen

acts—well under way", but needs
a semi-classical act to round out

his program.

hall at Ban Righ.

Remember—you wear the 'new
look'. They don't even have the

old.

'Jackson Metivier'

SUITS .

m with

That New Spring Look
*

— Shorter Jackets

— Longer Skirts

' — Casual

— Dressy

— Tailored

— Separate Jackets

*

Quality Makes

SPORTCRAFT SAMUEL MINTZ

BEVERLEY

Jackson Metivier Ltd.
114 PRINCESS STREET

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Canadian Students

Asked To Donate

$100,000To Europe
Canada's university students

have been asked to contribute

a minimum of $100,000 for the

educational and material relief of

students in the war-shattered

countries of Europe and Asia.

Queen's University begins its

campaign, commences doing its

share, on Feb. 16.

This campaign is part of the

widely-publicized Canadian Ap-

peal for Children being under-

taken jointly by the Canadian

Council for Reconstruction

through UNESCO and the Unit-

ed Nations Appeal for Children

to supply food, clothing and med-

ical supplies to school children

and students and equipment for

the reconstruction of schools and

universities in devastated lands.

Tackling its huge Job with the

authority of the Canadian Gov-

ernment and the United Nations,

the national appeal committee has

enlisted the help of numerous

organizations in Canada, and the

iSS has been given the task of

canvassing the Dominion's uni-

versities and colleges.

While the ISS drive in the

universities is a part of the Can-

adian Appeal for Children, and

actually of a world appeal. Can-

adian students may rest assured

that when they contribute to the

ISS their contributions will go
directly to the relief of univer-

sity students in Europe and Asia.

Classified Ads
ADDRESS

Wilson Woodside, well known radio
commentator on foreign affairs will
speak on "1948 — The Year of Deci-
sion," at Sydenham St. United Church,
Sunday, Feb. 1, 7 p.m. All students
welcome.

ACCOMMODATION
There are a few vacancies at the Stone
Frigate, R..MC. Room and board (2
meals per day) at 135.00 per month.
Any male students interested please
contact Mrs. Arthur at the Housing
Office.

LOST
Blue leather zippered case, important
keys attached, Monday, January 26,
between Library and Gym. Contained
maroon Sheaffer pen. Finder please
phone 3741.

WANTED
A

VALENTINE
(Tall, dark and male, preferably

an Engineer)

Phone
20140

or

, 20164
(Asic for Cuddles — or anybody)

What's When

TODAY—7 p.m. CFRC.

8 p.m. Queen's Sr. Basketball

vs. Western—gym.

9.30 p. ni. Levana Formal,

Grant Hall.

9.31 p.m. At Home, Amelia

Earwhacker, La Salle Barracks,

phone listed.

SCM Work Camp—afternoon

—See Janet Truckenbrodt for

furtlier details.

SATURDAY—1.30 p.m. Full re-

hearsal of all acts "Melody

Masquerade", St. Joseph's Hall.

8 p.m. Aquacade, gym.

S-12 p.m. "Moonlight Mood"

—Ban Righ Hall.

8.30 p.m. Queen's Sr. Tiddley

Wink vs. Queen's Senate,

Kicliardson Stadium. Blazers

will be worn.

SATURDAY — 1-5 p.m.—Cam-

pus Frolics—Full Cast Rehear-

sal—Grant Hall.

SUNDAY — 2-6 p.m. Campus

Frolics—Full Cast Rehearsal.

SUNDAY— 9.00 and 9.30 a.m.

Buses leave for Ski Trip.

9.30 a.m. Holy Communion

Service, Morgan Memorial

Chapel. The chaplain will officiate.

2-3 p.m. Queen's Skating Club

—figure skating. Arena.

0-5 p.m. Queen's Skating Club

—general skating. Arena.

4.15 p.m. Science Public Speak-

ing Forum, St. James Parish

Hall.

MONDAY — 1.30 p.m. Cercle

Francais— ['lay Reading Group

—Room 204.

8 p.m. Students' Wives Club.

Speaker—Miss K. Petrie. Pub-

lic Health Nurse, Biology Lec-

ture Room,

MONDAY — Graduate Record

Exams.

8 p.m. Aquacade, Gym.

S p.m. "Samuel Pepys : the

Man and His Age," Prof. AI-

e.'cander. Convocation Hall.

8.30 p. m. Queen's Mixed

Euchre and Rummy Tourna-

ment, Top Floor. Old Union.

Door Prizes,

i TUESDAY — Graduate Record

Exams.

S p.m. Aquacade, Gym.
WEDNESDAY—S p.m. Cam-

pus Frolics—KCVI Auditor-

ium.

THURSDAY — S p.m. "You
Touched me"—Queen's Drama

Guild. Convocation Hall.

S p.m. Campus Frolics—KCVI
Auditorium.

—Campus Frolics Cast Party

—Cottage Inn,

FRIDAY—8 p.m. "You Touched!

Me," Queen's Drama Guild,
|

Convocation Hall.

CFRC Mike To Be

At Levana Formal
Main feature of the regular Fri-

day Evening Program from

CFRC, 1490 kcs, is the antici-

pated broadcast of a half-hour

of the music of Hal MacFarlane

direct from Stairway to Heaven,

the Levana Formal in Grant Hall.

The station plans to present

the artistry of two campus fav-

ourites, Stu Jenness and Don
Beavis. There will be the usual

collection of recorded music,

—

patters smooth, hot and noisy

(Spike Jones). In order to lend

variety—and in response to num-

erous requests for some light

classical music, a special half-

hour broadcast of The Student

Prince will be heard.

Tlie inauguration of a request-

by-phone portion of the broad-

cast last week brought such ter-

rific response that this practise

will be continued for at least part

of the broadcast. Also on the

program will be Campus Roundup

—a broadcast of campus news-

'f-the-week by Jim Kirk.

The station will be on the air

at 7 p.m. at the usual spot, 1490

kcs.

9-1 p.m. Arts '49 Follies (Year

Dance, in case you're inter-

ested). -Grant Hall.

9.26 p.m. Levana Diamond

Sock Knitting Club. Three-

hai\ded undergraduates only.

MARCH 17—St. Patrick's Day.

THE KIDDIES' CORNER
Ah, there, kiddies

Get a load of this.

This is a man.

A pretty funny looking man,

you will snap back at us.

How right you are.

He is an Import-

He is the kind o£ man Levana

imports for the Formal after nicc^

clean-cut, clean-living Queen's-

men have taken them out all year

and spent approximately $79.87

each on every Levanite for show%
coffee, dances, popcorn, coffee

toasted club sandwiches, coffee,

and Teacher's Highland Cream-

His name is Elmer.

He is going to get up tint

Stairway to the Stars, or some
little Tootsie Wootste is going t»

know the Reason Why.
Lucky, lucky Elmer.

Poor little Queen'sman. Boobcd
again.

See you at the B.A., kiddies^

All Aboard for the Special

UNIVERSITY SKI TRAIN
to

ST. SAUVEUR, QUEBEC
ill t!ie heart of liic L.inrL-iniari Ski District

Reserve a place for this iinforKcUablc wtckcm] in the Laurenttans

Weedeiid Feb. 27th to March 1st.

$22.60
This covers train fare; room on Friday, Saturday, aiid Sunday nights;

meals for Saturday. Sunday, and Monday; free checking of skis,

.\ $10 deposit must be mailed by Feb. Sth to the President of the Ski

Club.

Special coach on Canadian National Railways

Lv. Kingston 1,32 p.m.. Feb, 27th

.\r. St. Sauveur S.30 p.m.. Feb. 27th

Return—Lv. St, Sauveur 5.30 p.m.. Mar. 1st

Ar. Kingston 1.40 a.m.. Mar. 2nd

.\rrangements can be made to return Sunday. Feb. 29th

This is another service provided by the Queen's Univer^ty Ski Club

somebody's

The only way Egbert can make that

orchestra leader and caterer happy is to do
a Demosthenes oo his reluctant classroom

colleagues and persuade them lo chip ia

and pay off the mortgage.

For the easiest way of building dollar

CDOuataios is by accumulatiag penny mole-

hills.

That's why smart students are sold on
"regular deposidng" in a "My Bank" Savings

Account. They know that cents out of cigar-

ette-money today can become dollars for

their date- money tomorrow.

I"* jf"''*-^'
Vou, too, will say it's easy

iiillin^
make hay the B ofM way,

once you've tried it.

Bank of Montreal
working wifh Canadians h every walk of liU f/nce I8I7

Kingston Branch: F.' BROWNLEE. Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts. Branch: J. D. HICKEY, Manager
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Baslcetball Battle

For Bronze Baby

To Be At Queen's

If you don't know what the

Bronze Baby is, you will at least

agree that it must be solid.

The Bronze Baby is the official

nanie of the trophy which is given

te the victor of the Women's Inter-

coU^ate Basketball League. The

I^eaguc was started in 1922, with

the opening games played at

Queen's. There were only three

teams in the League at thai time—

McGill, Queen's, and Toronto. A
special committee met to draw up a

temporary constitution and rules for

the league. In 1923. this committee

met and passed a permanent consti-

tution. Western was admitted per-

manently to the league in 1929.

The Bronze Baby was given

to the League by McGill Uni-

versity. By a shipwreck on its

way from England the original

Baby was lost and the League

secured another one which is

still in use. Women's Intercol-

legiate Basketball was discon-

tinued during the war years.

The holders of the Baby since

1935 are: 1935— Queen's; '36 -

Western; '37 — Western; "38 -

Western; '39 — Varsity; '40 -

Western; '46 — .McGill; "47 -

Toronto.

It can readily be seen tliat Queen

has not had the opportunity to take

care of the Baby for 13 years.

Thirteen may be an unluckj- number

but we believe it to be lucky. This

year the Intercollegiate Tournament
of Women's baskell)all will be held

at Queen's on February 27 and 28,

Western, Toronto, and McGill will

all send teams which will battle for

the Bronze Baby.

The first games of the tournament

will be held Friday night in the

Queen's gymnasium; McGill will

play Western while Varsity will be

defending the Baby against Queen's.

On Saturday afternoon, the two
winners play for first and second

place while the two losers attempt

to determine the losing position.

If you want lo see a musing bas-

ketball battle, don't miss that Fri-

day night.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP

ATHLETIC HOPES

BRIGHT- MISS ROSS

"This has been a momentous year

in Physical Education at Queen's.

For the first time we have a train-

ing school for teachers of Health

and Physical Education. This is

the only course of its kind offered

in Canada where it is possible to

get a double degree of B.A. and

B.H.P.E. after four years in Col-

lege, In a few years we hope to send

out our first graduates as well

trained teachers to provide greater

opportunities for high school stu-

dents in an important phase of their

development.

"Recreation is playing a more

important part each year with

changing social and economic con-

ditions. It is important that high

school and college girls should leani

how to enjoy leisure time in health-

ful ways. Commercialized recrea-

ticm is playing too prominent a part

today with no consideration tor the

well being of the individual.

"The Physical Education Depart-

ment at Queen's expects to play its

part in helping a student to develop

her own best self physically, mental-

ly, morally, and socially."

— MARION ROSS

QUEEN'S SWIMMING TEAM — (1. to r.) — Marg Watson, Pat Gardiner,

Monagh Shepherd, Helen Currie, Peggy House, Bev Harris, Eleanor Davidson.

THREE ATHLETIC BOUQUETS
TO LEVANA'S SPORTS STARS

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lendiag Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

BADMINTON
Badminton, the so-called social

sport, has turned out to be that and

more this year for a large number of

Levauites. The Tuesday night

mixed doubles have prompted a

particularly large turnout. N e w
friends have been made, new shots

learned, and a good time had by all.

The singles tournament took place

last term and the nmnber of entries

reached an all time high. Game
after game was played off with

Betty Morrison, Joan Keough, Ruth

Stevens and Dottie Wilson in tiie

lead. In the finals, Dottie emerged

victor. The doubles tournament

started this term is well under way.

Unfortunately, this year the inter-

collegiate team is working under the

handicap of having no carryovers

from last year's team. Miss Hawk-
ins, the diminutive assistant physical

instructress is however doing a fine

job of getting the girls into condition

and has managed to arrange for

coaching by Col. Grant, father and
teacher of Doug Grant—McGill pro.

The meet will be held February 1,

I at Montreal.

SKI TRAILS
By Chuck Lemmon

Are you getGuys and Gal

ting set for that great Lauren
tian Jaunt? Whip up and re-

serve a place in the sidecar of

I he Ski Scooter heading for beau-
tiful St. Sauveur on Feb. 27.

Never before have you got so
much for so little ($22.60). This
wee fee will give you a good
"sack", excellent meals (with
shovel for heavy eaters) and free

checking of any "potables". For
the experienced skier, Hill 70 is

not ski on their "size twelves",

the snow is reported to be soft.

For those that (Whee) ski. the

]>hisli seats by the proverbial

brass rail are comfy. Also, we
liear the big log fire in the lodge

is definitely comforting.

Wednesday, February 4,

the club will have a get-together

ill Grant Hall at 7 p,m. Turn
out and see some exceptionally

I

fine imported Swiss films. Also.
a good trial. For those who do pamphlets will be distributed.

Our President . . .

President of the LAB of C,

Barb Clark comes from Ottawa

where she attended Nepean High

School. There she was head of

girls' athletics.

In '44 Barb came to Queen's.

For the last three years Barb

has been one of the most

energetic basketball enthu-

siasts. This year she is a

high-scoring forward on our

Intercollegiate basketball

team.

Many thanks. Barb, for all the

time and effort you have spent in

making this a very successful

year for the LAB of C.

A Champion . . .

Our Intercollegiate Swimming
Champion, Helen Currie, has

been winning championships ever

since she won the City Cham-
pionship of her home-town, Peter-

borough, at the age of seven. In

Ottawa, Helen and her mother

organized the "Aquamaids," a

well-known ornamental swim-

ming group. There, too, Helen

won the Junior Speed Title. Later

she was runner-up for the Quebuc

Ornamental Championship.

Besides getting through first

year Meds. Helen has managed
to direct and produce the -Aqua-

cade. In the spring she hopes to

bring back the Yale Trophy for

Ornamental Swimming. Having

seen her perform in the Intercol-

legiate Swimming Meet we have

no doubt that she will manage
this too.

A Promising Freshette . . .

Joan Keough, that versatile

girl of all sports, has come to

Queen's from Revelstoke, B.C.

There she got her fine training

in basketball, skiing and other

sports. Here she continues to

amaze us by playing on the In-

tercollegiate Basketball Team and
the Intert-ollegiate Badminton
Team with equal ease.

Joan's talents are not con-
fined to sports, however. She
is vice-president of Arts '51,

a chorus-girl in the "Campus
Frolics," a member of the Le-
vana Formal Committee, and,

finally, she was one of those

girls we watched dancing the

highland fling during the

AQUATIC DELIGHT

TOMORROW NIGHT
In the gymnasium at S p.m. th

Saturday, Monday and Tuesday, the

annual Aquacade takes place. You

spent one night in Arabia last week

and, from what we hear, you wotdd

like to hop onto your jet propelled

carpet and return. We invite you

to spend another night in .Arabia

with -Maddin.

Director and coach is Helen Cur-

rie, Meds '53. Not only is Helen

directing the show, but she made the

costumes herself. This show differs

from previous ones in that it pre-

sents a story instead of isolated acts.

You will be the guests of the sultan

and his harem of beautiful dancing

girls, his talented aquamaids and his

lovely daughter. The nymph of life

will be there to rejuvenate with her

display o f ornamental swimming.

The magician will be there, and the

Genie and his tricks. As a back-

ground will be the music of Rom-
berg's "Desert Song" and Rimsky-

Korsakov's "Scheherezade".

CAGERS HOST TO
MUSTANGS

The present holders of the H,

A, Wilson Cup, the University of

Western Ontario Mustangs, will be

the guests of the Senior Gaels to-

night at 8 p.m. in the gymnasium.

This will be die Gaels' first appear-

ance on their home floor in the In-

tercollegiate loop.

The Gaels were outclassed by the

Mustangs last Friday night but im-

proved the following night in To-

ronto and dropped a close one to

the Blues. Weir, Dobbins and Mac-

Niven joined Hubaud in the high-

scoring bracket last Saturday night.

Weir especially has been a consist-

ant two-figure man and much is

expected froni the old men and the

freshmen come Saturday night.

\Vestern will have an edge in the

height in the centre slot with George

Wearring, 6' 6" pivot playing tlr

bucket.

Spectators will be treated to a lot

of smooth basketball this Saturday

night and the Gaels can always be

counted on to try and stem the tide.

It should be a good "do".

ASIDE .

Last year Levana was able to ice

team which made a c^edit^bIe

showing, but unfortunately a large

number of the girls are not back.

However, due to the capable guid-

ance of Bev Hamilton once again,

many girls, who, until this year had

never handled a hockey stick, are

coming along nicely.

Just now the girls are being in-

pired to put their all into this so-

called man's game as they will be

playing hostesses to Victoria Col-

e, University of Toronto, on the

week end of February 13. Should

this not provide the inspiration ne-

cessary, there is also the possibility

of a game with McGill looming on
the horizon to keep the team hard

at it.

Volleyball teams have been or-

ganized from each of the residences

and the city, and games are to be

played on a challenge basis. It

should be good sport for the pre-

sent, with future prospects of inter-

collegiate competition.

ForMenOnly
Many is the time we've heard

you, contemptuous outwardly, and

groaning inwardly, ask: "Why
don't girls use men's rules in bas-

ketball? What a dull game when

the ball can't be dribbled or even

touched when someone else has it?"

In fact, we've often wondered our-

selves.

Naturally the phj'sical reasons

come first to mind. Shorter anus

and legs than men, less muscular

strength, a smaller capacity for

breathing, a higher pulse rate, a

centre of gravity making balance

more difficult, handicap girls enough

to warrant their own adaption of

rules in a game requiring quick

coverage of space, rapid throwing,

and sudden elevations off the floor.

Since women are not as well equip-

ped for fast travelling, the lessening

of distance is a good reason for a

limit of two-thirds floor coverage.

But equally important are the

psychological reasons. The differ-

ence eliminates temptation to com-
pete with men, a competition wo-
men would invariable lose, a frus-

trating experience for girls. There
is no need to be subjected to sure

disappointment when girls can play

a better and more skilled game
against their own se.\. Success in

winning occasional games is im-

portant psychologically.

Athletes Come

Into Their Own
In New Course

After four months on the cam-

pus, it's time the voice of "Phys."

Ed. was heard — so here's the

latest from the locker room.

This new four year course

is making rapid progress under

the capable leadership of F. L.

Earttett and our own instruc-

tress Miss lioss (not to men-

tion "Sliver" Hawkins).

The course was established to ac-

commodate those Queen's lovers

who are not only schotastically am-

bitious hut athletically inclined.

(We mean BA. BP. and HE.!)

In those too few hoiirs when we're

not pursuing the studies of our full

Arts-course, you find us in the gym

trying to appear athletic. Have you

ever tried standing on your head

at 8.30 a.m.? Folk dancing, appa-

ratus and basketball are the main

items of industry this term. In the

absence of Miss Ross, we joined

our male counterparts in square

dancing. Cau't you picture Barb

Watson and^Bob Joyce doing that

polka? 1 We voted Al Lenard the

most graceful if only he'd point his

toes ! Mary Blezard stole the show

careening around the floor with Mr.

Bartlett. We'll have to try it again

soon—if you think you can take it

boys.

Anne Brackenbury has been our

one and only casualty to date. She'll

have to learn to ride that horse side-

saddle. Elinor Allen we deem most

likely to succeed—"Sliver" Hawk-

ins. Never has so much energy been

compacted into such little space.

.Ann Elliott will amaze you with her

intimate knowledge of the rules of

tenuis. Have you learned the

twenty-third yet, Ann ? Helen
Schaus, our up-and-coming physi-

cist, puts us all to shame on the

basketball floor. They say an un-

derstanding of gravitational laws is

useful in the game. And Sports

Night would hardly be possible

without Carolyn Morden, our gla-

mour gal.

We will soon be seen on the cam-

pus sporting new white cardigans.

Thanks to the boys, we'll be fa-

shionably clad in the new 49 inch

look, guaranteed to hold anyone'^

shape (just ask Rosy). And we

thought women were fussy !

!

We're as busy as any students on

the campus yet we love it and hopp

to make a success of a worthwhile

course with a bright future at

Queen's,

And now Peg House will lead

the way to Charlie's.

football season.

In fact, there does not seem to

be much going on in which this

enterprising freshette does not
have some part.

103 Princess St,

Phone 6381

,
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ISS Conducting

Queenly Contest
Names of ihe four lovelies

nominated by each faculty to

represent the student body in

the ISS drive were announced

last ' Friday night at the Levana

Formal.

Mary Kirkland in Arts,

Ruth Stevens in Science.

Carol Morden in Meds and

Marjorie McGregor, Levana,

are the girls who will be

helping to push the ISS quota

at Queen's over the top.

In the speech following her

introduction at the formal. Miss

Stevens pledged her support for

the ISS and stated that relief

for students is necessary in war-

ravaged areas, if we are to have

stability.

"Learning and serious thought

have been liquidated in too many
places," declared Miss McGregor

The Queen af the faculty which

donates the greatest sum to the

ISS during the campaign week,

See ISS Conducts, p. 4

Members of the Campus' Frolics Min-
strel Show number, rehearse without
blackface. Front, left to right: Medi-
cine's John Home, Arts' Bill Hoose,
Science's Mike Halliday. Back: WU-
lie Pratt, Jean Bell, Bruce Davenport,
John Bullock, Dave Welch, Ray Bas-

aett.

AMS WILL FINE ORGANIZATIONS
NOT CLEARING ON CAMPUS DATES

Dates and times of all social func-

tions, including dances, plays, year

parties, sports nights and other pub-

lic performances and gatherings

sponsored by student organizations,

must henceforth be registered one

to two weeks in advance with the

Permanent Secretary-Treasurer of

the AMS. This is the substance of

a six-ciause motion which was pas-

sed after two hours of discussion at

a meeting of the AMS Executive

last Monday night.

The rule will affect all

[unctions taking place after

February 15.

Any organization failing to regis-

ter the date of a function will be

liable to a fine not less than five and

not more than one hundred dollars,

These new regulations are purely

protective, the Executive empha-

sizes, The spirited discussion which

led to their formulation was touched

off by a series of protests from

campus organizations regarding

clashes of dates of public perform-

aHces.

It was felt that a great deal of

money might be lost through con-

flict of money-taking performances,

See AMS Fines, p. 5

(PHOTO Br FREtTSl

JEAN CUDDY and DOTTIE O'BRIEN raise a kick about the Fr<dic8,

which start Wednesday at K.C.V.I.

Lots of Music, Lovely Legs

as Frolics Open Wednesday

CCF CONTROL MOTION
VOTED DOWN, 85-84

SEA DOG SAGA TO BE CENTRAL THEME
IN DRAMA GUILD'S COMING PRODUCTION

Left to right: Arlene "Babs" CaldweU, Wilson "Bud" Morden,

Ruth Kirk, and George Booth.

"You Touched Me" is a roinan

tic comedy, about the final tri

uniph of a bibulous ok! former

sea-captain over the domination

of himself, daughter, and his

adopted son by a self-righteous

and mentally sadistic spinster

sister. Although the home in

which she lived and ruled and

the income on which she thrived

in piety and pretention were her

brother's, the unwed female had

got the hearty buckeroo under
her thumb after he had gone

on a binge in the Caribbean,

foundered his ship and suffered

the dishonour of losing his skip-

per's certificate. Thereafter, of

course, he was hers to pity, suf-

fer martyrdom for, take care of

and—keep drunk, by constantly

telling him what a disgraceful

^ot he was.

His chance comes when he senses

that a deep love has sprung up

between his foster son and his

daughter—a love thwarted, for

pecuniary as well as more ob-

scure reasons, by the girl's spin-

ster aunt, who has made an in-

trovert out of the girl.

We are told that this is one

of the best spring plays the

Drama Guild has produced for

some years. Tickets for the show

on Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day are on sale at the Post Of-

fice,

A deciding vote, cast by Speak

er Corry. defeated the CCF gov-

ernment resolution in last Thurs-

day's session of the Model Parlia-

ment. The motion, which called

for the imposition of "price and

other allied controls" to extend

to March 31, 1950, split the House

on a second count with an 84-84

vote. Speaker Corry voted
against the resolution.

Before this, an amendment in-

troduced by the Liberal secondary

opposition, which would have

pulled the teeth of the govern-

ment resolution, was decisively

downed, with even the Liberal

party not united on the issue.

Before a House composed of

about 45 CCF members led by

Prime Minister Gelindo DeRe,

45 Pro-Con members with Ken
tJinks leading, 15 Liberals under

Alan Beveridge. seven LPP mem-
bers under Don Heap and 60 in-

dependent members, tlie discus-

sion resolved itself into an ideo-

logical battle, with "free enter-

prise" and "planned economy"

l)ecoming the key words of the

evenins.

Colour Night on Mar. 5,

Write Early for Import

Preparations are now well

advanced for Colour Night,

the AMS-sponsored, all-fac-

ulty dance. Convener Dave
Osborn has announced that

the dance will be held March

5, and gives this bit of ad-

vance notice for the benefit

of those who plan to invite

guests from out of town.

OAC Debaters

Beat Queen's On
Socialism Issue

Tom Angus and Jim Ardiibald,

representing O. A. C, successfully

upheld the resolution that "Social-

ism leads inevitably to totalitarian-

i
ism", in the intercollegiate debate

last Wednesday noon. The negative

side was debated by Ken Rouff and

Archie Turner of Queen's.

The winning team maintained

that freedom and liberty will be

destroyed by socialism and immea-

surable power in the hands of the

few. They pointed out that a few

experts do the planning and must

have the power to put a master plan

into effect. They must also have the

power to deal effectively with those

who are not in favour of a planned

economy since the existence of a

group which would not co-operate

cannot be tolerated if the plan is

to work. The guiding of taste and

opinions also demands centralization

of power.

See OAC Debaters, p. 4

Hoog To Speak

On Philosophy

Of French Youth
Students iuid the general pub-

lic are in\'ited to the lecture in

French to be given Wednesday

by Professor Armand Hoog. a

French literary critic of note, and

at present a professor of the Uni-

versitv of Strasbourg. As his

-nhii.'i:t I'r.'f. Hoog has chosen :

'I'hili.-...|,liiL-al and Religious

Tendencies of French Youth.''

Formerly a lecturer at the

Royal University of Cairo. Prof.

Hoog lias travelled since 1944

for L'.Mliancc Francaise in Eng-

land, (Jcrniany, Tunisia and Scan-

dinavia. His Canadian tour as

well as covering the east will

take him to the western provinces.

He contributes a column of

literary criticism to "Carrefour"

and in 1945 was honoured with

an award from the French Acad-

emy. Even as a prisoner of war

Sec Hiog to Speak, p. 4

By Staffer

Take eight of the prettiest co-

eds at Queen's; deck them out in

black stockings and pink skirts

a la Gaite Parisienne ; set them

prancing to can-can music styled

by Boyd Valleau, and you've got

the beginnings of something pret-

ty exciting in the way of a varie-

ty show. At least that's the view

of director Edie Shindman, whose

"Campus Frolics of '48" opens a

two night stand at KCVI audi-

torium on Wednesday at 8 p.m.

The two and a half hour revue

opens with a rollicking show-

tune, "It's so Nice to be Back at

College." played by Doug Creigh-

ton's 13-piecc orchestra, and sung

by almost the whole cast. It's an

all-Queen's number, composed by

freshette Shelagh Dunwoody, and

arranged in brassy style by Boyd

Valleau.

Other highlights:

•The "Gibson Girls," twelve

Levanites constructed along Dia-

mond Horseshoe lines doing a

precision dance number with a

jivey background.

•A minstrel show, presided

over by Bill (Mr. Interlocutor)

Beeman, and sparked by the

gravel-voiced singing of a rather

well-known rugby player.

•Close harmony by Jean Bell

and Billy Hoose.

•"Blue Skies." sung to a 52nd

street beat by Johnny Faulkner

and Mike Halliday.

•"Personality," croaked by Jim

White.

Tickets for the show are avail-

able at the ABC offices. Tech.

Supplies, and from members of

the cast. Price is SO cents.

Who's Where

Gives Warning
The editor of Who's Where

has stated that the following

year executives have not yet

paid for their copies of Who's

Where: Meds '51, Sc. '48,

Arts '48, Arts '51, Ind. Rel.

Theology.

Unless these accounts are

settled before February 8, or

some arrangement made for

their payment he warns they

will be turned over to the

AMS court for collection.
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Good Legislation . .

.

The recent legislation of the Alma Mater Society execu-

tive to regulate campus functions will be regarded by most

students as sound and useful. The only fault is that it was

not clamped on sooner, but the A.M.S. could hardly have been

expected to anticipate the mess the last month has seen in

the timing of dances, speeches by notable visitors and finally

of three of the main undergraduate productions of the year.

The folly that set the Aquacade, the Guild play and the

annual Frolics in the same week will lose all these affairs

attendance and money. The total loss may well reach a

thousand dollars. If the individual shows can afford the

losses consequent on their pampered convenience, Queen's

can not. Two of them are sponsored by units of student

government which must bear any loss and all of them need

all the money they can make to support their efforts in

future years.

It is always the duty of the A.M.S. executive to advance

the interests and prosperity of the society as a whole. This

the recent regulation will help, firmly and fairly, to do.

Possibly it will be argued that registration of the dates

of such affairs as year parties is tiresome and unnecessary

red-tape. We think, however, that even this will Justify the

minute effort involved. If the Public Affairs club, for example,

had sudden opportunity to bring a top ranking atomic

research engineer to speak and they discovered upon regis-

tering the date that three Science years were having year

parties that night, they might well be persuaded to change
the date. Would Ihe Arts Formal committee go ahead if

they knew tiiat Science '49 was having a year party the same
evening? It is reasonable to have this information available.

As for the fines, the scale appears quite fair. We hope the

ruling will be enforced to the hilt. The A.M.S. revenue, as

we have remarked before, is pathetically inadequate,—we are

pleased that they have found a cloud with a silver lining.
L-niBii'ii-'ni::, ;j'':ii.?MBB[imiraKrai!fllET13TO

REGISTRATION OF CAMPUS FUNCTIONS
1. All events for which admission is charged must be reEistered with the

Permanent Secretary-Treasutur two weeks in advance.
2. All other events must be registered not less than one week in advance.
3. Events for which admission is charged and not registered two weeks in

advance must receive specia] permission through the Permanent Secretary-
Treasurer.

<. In the case of conflict of dates, the Permanent Secretary-Treasurer is
empowered to instruct the last organization registered to notify those pre-
viously registered for the same date.

5, Committees in charge of events not registered are liable to a fine ofIrom five dollars to one hundred dollars.
6. Executive groups, such as faculty societies, are exempt from the above

regulations.

Gathering Moss kwith Stone

"Why are you at College . . .
?"

—(Dr. Douglas, The Journal. Jan. 30, 1948.)

Dear Journal,

Journal Jeer . . .

I have felt for sometime that a distorted view is taken by Journal

sports writers when reporting games.

One appreciates Queen's spirit, but Heaven oii/y knows how one can

reconcile a "solid defence" and a 44-point score in the same final half

of a game as was described in the Journal of January 27th.

These remarks are not to be construed as depreciating the good

efforts of our teams but merely to ask for better reporting . . . objective

reporting.

— E. W. AIREY.

Engineer Cheer . . .

The Engineering Society Elections are not quite so farcical,

quite so crude, quite so ill-considered as Mr. Woods would have ua

believe from his letter in Tuesday's Journal.

There are very definite reasons for maintaining the "candidate'"

iyslem of separate nominations and elections in substantially its

present form. Nomination meetings are restricted in size to a group
of men who can reasonably be expected to know one another inti-

mately. Election meetings are necessarily as large as the group on

behalf of whom the elected representatives will be acting.

Mr. Woods takes active exception to the "railroading" of a

candidate at an election meeting into a position which may not be
of his own choice. His point is valid to a degree. But each candi-

date has ample o])portunity. while on the platform, to sell his con-
stituents on electing him to the office which he prefers.

And this is the crux of the matter. The "runners-up" for the

more favoiirL-il prisitions are men of high calibre. Under the present

"candidate" system of nominations and elections, they automatically

revert to positions of only slightly less responsibility. Under the

"single office" nomination system advocated by Mr. Woods, some
of our highest calibre men would be lost to the year and to the
society.

But perhaps I am wasting my time. I suspect, that in view of
the poor year s]Mrit of his classmates as evidenced by poor attend-
ance at their elettions, his criticism is less constructive than excul-
patory.

—JOHN L. AMSTRONG.
wtjmKBiMiiiifiiiraiiEiJEtiiiriiiiiiyiiiiiiiiiiiimBiKiiiifffi

short two weeks ago three distin-

guished speakers had all been sche-

duled to speak on the same night.

This week the mess was worse.

Scheduled for appearance at about

the same time were the Aquacade,

the Dr,ima Guild, and the Campus
Frolics. The Frolics stood to lose

several hundred dollars unless they

filled their seats. "Something" said

President Phin, "must be done to

prevent future mix-ups." The com-
mittee swung into action. After an
hour of blistering argument and
heated debate during which the pre-

sident several times pounded hi;

gavel on the table (once so hard
that he broke it), the committee

drafted and unanimously passed

hill designed to protect student or-

ganizations from future date mixups
{sec news). A long standing bu
reaucratic sore that had festered for

many years had at last been healed

ALMA NATTER

Hey -Who Killed Cock Robin?
Pres. Phin Soys "Mustn't Happen Again."

BY W. D. TROTTER

By 9.30 most of the business be-

fore the Alma Mater Society liad

been cleared away. To the accom-
paniTuent of jut-jawed Science re-

presentative John Ellis' clucking of

"Free enterprise" and "No govern-

ment controls" the committee had
squelched Stewart Fyfe's unseasonal

proposal to ban unofficial Christmas
tard peddlers from the campus

; they

had also politely declined to give

the ISS their official approval to

crowning a Queen of Queen's be-

cause "Such things are beneath the

dignity of this body."

Full of this dignity, President

Phin & Co. leaned back contentedly

in their well-padded chairs to listen

patiently to irate Arts '50 represent-

ative George Manjuris. He was

fuming. Barked he: "The AMS ap-

proved the date for the holding of

the Arts '50 year dance. Unknown
to us they had also approved the

holding of Sports iVight on this very

same dale. Since we could not hope
h> compete with a non-profit making
event where the admission cliarge

was only 75 cents we were forced to

cancel our plans. As this year dance
is our only means of reimbursing the

year's treasury, the AMS . . . should

make some sort of restitution . .
,"

M'ho w a s responsible for the

muddle? Like the question of "who
killed cock-robin" no one seemed
anxious to take the blame, Franti-

cally the committee searched for an
explanation. Finally Representative

Eric Jorgenson thought he had one.

Uriyhilv Ik- asked: "Had it been
aiisnlulely necessary to Arts '50 to

cancel iheir dance? Could not they

have held it despite the competition

from Sports Night ? And even if the

cancellation had been necessary had
the executive of Arts '50 consulted

the AMS before doing so?" No . . .

No . . . Arts '50 had not consulted

the AMS. They had not consulted

anybody.

The committee thought this over

and decided that the AMS were not

entirely to blame. However they

agreed to consider giving financial

aid to Arts '50 if Ihey went into the

red over their proposed dance on
March 12, George Manjuris left

the room satisfied.

But pulling their feet temporarily

out of the administrative mud pud-
dle did not solve the mess over the

assigning of dates to social func-

tions. It was an old story. Only a

"Why Students Fail

Under the above heading the official version was given m your

issue of January 20th. May I express my views on a subject, in

which I adTnit I failed ; nevertheless 1 shall try to be as objective

and fair in my views, as I honestly can.

Philosophy will not help me to earn my living, neither I fear

will it add to the grace of living for most of the students. It is merely

a compulsory subject. Yet in this age and time Queen's is to be

congratulated on insisting that every educated person should have

some knowledge of this subject. The necessity is horn out by a

quotation from Will Durant's essay on Kant p. 128 in his "The

Story of Philosophy" :—"We find ourselves again in a welter of

urban sensualism and immorality, of ruthless individualism un-

tempered with democratic conscience or aristocratic honor."

Yet that "ruthless individualism" is an integral part of Capital-

ism. Directly or indirectly all the evil of the world springs from

callous or malicious egoism. Any study which tends to temper this

brutality in mankind is another upward step in man's painful, mil-

lion-year-old evolution towards the light.

The object of an Arts course is to produce civilised, cultured

humans, not mentally mechanised automatons, consequently I have

no quarrel with the teaching of Philosophy, Nevertheless if this

subject is to be compulsory, the teaching must be adequate and

competent. Otherwise it is merely a cynical injustice to the students,

for then it is employed as a means of relieving the educational con-

gestion from which all Canadian universities suffer.

Not even the most disgruntled professor can claim that 42%
of his pupils deliberately refused to do any work in a compulsory

subject. It is not without considerable foreboding as to my scho-

lastic future at Queen's that I find myself compelled to offer an

alternative — namely that such a professor was unable to impart

his knowledge to the students. This does not necessarily imply

lack of teaching ability. The course set may be excessive for the

time allotted. Under such conditions the professor can not do

justice either to himself or to his students. As I might as well be

hung for a sheep as for a lamb, I shall have the impudence to offer

a suggestion. Namely that if the above explanation is correct, the

department in question should either revise its course or else leng-

then the periods allotted to its study, if necessary to two years.

This is not meant to be an Argumentum Ad Hominem, for not

only is it a Material Fallacy, but likewise it is pusilanimous and

unethical. It is an unedifying method of discussion eminently suited

to the mental capacity of the guttersnipe and the fishwife, but

should find no place in a University publication, though one must
p.dmit it is common enough in vulgar journalism. Probably as good

a sign of that decadence which Will Durant deplores in our age.

—J. HUTCHISON.

For four years I have been under the in;ipression that there have

always been boring professors and crabbing students, and I accept it

like a static fact such as -j- S -* big stink. But reflecting, it is obvious

that many of the students complaints are valid—There is a shocking

number of professors at Queen's who don't get to first base in teaching,

and find excuse in saying that the most valuable work will be done by

the student on his own. However, it is people that stimulate our interest

in any field of study, and poor lecturers cannot even stimulate interest.

The first remedy that comes to mind is that every professor in

Queen's be required to spend one hour a week in lecture technique and

public speaking.

I have memories of painful hours when I was in Arts with pro-

fessors who "knew their stuff" but "just couldn't put it across."

— DONALD R. ERASER
Theology '50.

Arts Protest

Re the letter published in your issue Tuesday, January 27, I

agree with that Scienceman — he is a bum. He wrote, "I'm cheesed

as proof — put up or shut up!

We may not "know nuthin'," as he puts it, but at least we
know enough to keep our ignorance to ourselves. So after a four

year course in Science they know how to construct a real building,

du they? The course must have been improved since several of

my acquaintance graduated. I have worked for construction com-
panies and most of the rough carpenters knew more about building

than did the engineers.

It is just as well that Sciencemen don't have to take logic —
they'd ail fhmk.

—ARTS '48.

The ranting in last Monday's Journal against Artsmen typifies the

Science types who think that a "Hexameter" is an instrument to mea-
sure spells cast by witches.

— G. L. McDlARMID.

There is at Queen's a scientific bum
Who scoffs at others as merely scum

;

And to prove them so

He can only show

How well his words fit his native slum.

HOUYHNHNM

Let the philosophers dispute h

And addle their tired brains c-

Pondering their imponderables : k
I will refute their hypotheses, |
Straddle their dilemmas

And leove them mute.

I have the key to all their questionings,

And it is this— _M. K. N.
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Good Music Expresses Truth, Says Dr. George of Queen's

To Appreciate It, One Must Learn by Experience

Graham George— Man of Music

Music, like any art, is the

expression of a man's thinking,''

says Dr. Graham George, com-

poser and assistant professor of

music at Queen's.

"One man may express his thoughts by philosophy,

another by poetry, and another by music. If you print this

just as I'm saying it," he added with a smile, "they're all

going to think I have a long gray beard. Couldn't you

liglilen it up with cartoons in the margin or something?"

Dr. George may not have a gray beard, but this does

not keep him from being a composer of note in modern

musical circles. He studied with Alfred Whitehead, the

organist at Christ Church Cathedral in Montreal. He has

held positions as organist and choirmaster in Montreal, and

taught at the School of Music in Sherbrooke.

His composition Jabberwocky. based on the nonsense poem
of that name in "Through the Looking Glass", recently won
a prize offered by the Composers, Authors, and Publishers

Association of Canada. The dramatic outline is very vague.

As Alice herself said, all you know is that "someone killed

somebody". Such a sketchy plot as this offered a fine

BY HELEN TRACY

basis for a fantasy. The ballet was presented for the first

time last summer by members of the symphony orchestra

and ballet school.

Dr. George also composed the stage music for the

Drama Guild's recent production of "The Tempest", and

did the same thing on another occasion for a production of

"King Lear". "Stage music is not the same as incidental

music, such as that composed by Mendelssohn for 'A Mid-

summer Night's Dream'." Dr. George explains. "Incidental

music may include an overture or entre-acte music, whereas

stage music is merely that called for in the stage directions

of the play."

Dr. George offers some advice for the ordinary man

who wants to gain an appreciation of serious music. "The

liking for a certain piece of music by an experienced music

lover is based on his feeling that it expresses truth," he

says. "It is hard for someone who is technically untrained to

detect this element of truth, and there is no automatic means

of acquiring the ability. The best way to begin is to study

some composition that is generally agreed to be good, and

gradually learn by experience. In this way one will learn

to appreciate the truth and reality of good music."

"I've seen more charm In a female porpoise!" bellows the Captain.

"It's Mr. Rockley, mum/' says the maid. "'E's tickling me!"

Laughs Aplenty When 'You Touched Me' Opens
BY BILL TROTTER

. "Acting is response to stimuli, not a mere recitation of mem-

orized words!!" bellowed Dr. Angus with a sweeping wave of his

spectacles. In such a manner did Queen's short (5 ft. 3 in.).fiery

Drama Director head the cast of Tennessee ("A Streetcar Named

Desire") Williams' play down the backstretch towards the dead-

line of Feb. 4 when the production is scheduled for a three night

run in Convocation Hall. In the cast are :

Ruth Kirk as Emmie Rockley, mean, sarcastic old maid whose

sole function in life is to dominate her family. She particularly

dislikes Hadrian, adopted son of her brother, who threatens to

undermine her authority, and calls him some names, including

1. "Boorish, brazen, and graceless"; 2. "An arrogant little bastard."

Andy Waller as Captain Cornelius Rockley, besotted, retired

brother of Emmie, who refuses to let himself be ruled by her and

says of her "I've seen more charms in a female porpoise." This

line, incidentally, starts off a reminiscence of the Captain's dealing

with his love affair with a female porpoise, the nature of which

is expressed by Phoebe as "0\v, Mr. Adrian, please don't let

'ini repeat that disgustiu' story." Other remarks of the Captain

are "Take her hand." I says. "Take her foot, the whole of her hand-

some anatomy's yours for the asking." Another choice remark of

the Captain's, of which the play has many, comes when he is

speaking to his sister about her love affair with the Reverend

Milton : "What could you and the Reverend Milton produce ?

Two zeros make a zere."

Arlene "Babs" Caldwell as Matilda, beautiful, introverted (al

most schizophrenic) daughter of the Captain who is "So full of

tenderness that if you touched her she would faint", in love with

Hadrian but is intensely afraid of her Aunt Emmie who detests

the boy.

Wilson "Bud" Morden as Hadrian, the idealistic Canadian

Air Force officer, adopted son of the Captain, who makes long-

winded speeches about a new and better world and who has some

short tete-a-tetes with the Reverend Guildford Melton:

Hadrian : The old frontiers! Frontiers of thinking-

frontiers of the mind.

Reverend ; The—uh—mind.

Hadrian : Yes, you've heard of it surely.

Emmie : Hadrian! Mr. Melton has studied at Oxford.

George Booth, well cast as the Reverend Guildford Melton,

vain, smug, self-righteous minister who had such a "deep spiritual

companionship with his mother". During a scene in which Emmie

is trying to get him to propose (o her he says "Yes, but I have so

little hope of finding another person—a woman—who shares my
distaste for the carna!—physical—bodily side of —

.

Joscelyn Cash as phocbc, the plump, jolly cockney maid who

drops her aitchcs with a loud clatter and says such things as "There

a pair of butterfly garters, mum," and "It's Mr. Rockley, mum. e's

tickling me."

Vital Statistics—Royalties for the use of the play were eighty-

five dollars George Booth was actually an English Church

lay reader for three years but claims he never met a minister like

the Reverend .... Andy Waller is an ex-naval officer and has sailed

in most of the waters that the Captain speaks of The line

which gives the name to the play is spoken by Hadrian : "And

here's something else I whisper to you, Matilda—last night you

touched me" Mrs. Angus and the Drama Club worked from

1.30 in the afternoon until 12.45 at night to get the players' lounge

in decent shape for the play the players complain vigorously

about the outdated, crowded, stage conditions.

Finnigan Wins Journal Contest
Joan Finnigan, Lev. '51, author of the poem "Dusk Song"

has been awarded first prize of ten dollars in The Journal feature

contest for the fall term. Eyre Heyniger,
^

Lev. '49, has received

an honourable mention for her poem "Plea".

Preliminary judging was done by Journal editors, who nar

rowed the field down to five entries. Final selection was made

by Dr. G. B. Harrison, head of the English Department.

"Miss Finnigan's poem is sharply focused and acute

in its expression," said Dr. Harrison. "It is a good picture

of a student mood and of the turmoil of people's thoughts

and experiences. The author captures the mixture of the

idealistic and the rather grimy that is so typical of a uni-

versity town."

Miss Hcyniger's poem "shows real feeling". Dr. Harrison added.

A similar Journal contest for the second term is already under

way. All undergraduates with the exception of Journal editors

are eligible to compete, Entries can be in the form of stones,

poems or articles, with no restriction as to subject or style, but

they must he handed in at The Journal office before Feb. 28. In

the event the office is closed, entries can be addressed to the Lit-

erary Editor and left in the copy box at tlie door.

"We are disappointed at the number of entries sub-

mitted so far this term," say the editors, "for we know that

there are many students on the campus capable of turning

out first class material. The ten dollars should surely be

some inducement—it may not buy many cabbages, but it's

still good for a lot of beer, cigarettes, or cups of coffee."

A PEAL rC€H

THE TOWER

New Cooch for Levana?

Amelia Earwhacker, who cooched the Levana Loopers in the

Interfaculty knitting playoffs, is a red hot cooch, red hot cooch,

red hot cooch, red hot cooch.

This record may sound crocked. It is. Not Amelia. Amelia

Earwhacker is a red hot cooch. Everything she's crocked up to be.

Crocked' up to be, crocked up to be.

There is not much time before the return game in Ban Rye

stadium next week and judging by the number of imports on

Friday if there is one thing (and there certainly is) Levana needs

right now it's a new cooch. The name is Amelia Earwhacker.

However, let's look over the field, never know what you'll fmd

when the snow melts.

Bluebell Twee par example (for example). She was star tickle

for twenty-three consecutive games for the Molson Red Labels.

After that she was a snap. What a snap, what a snap! (Sure we

did but everybody else has forgotten by now. Trust you!)

And Prunella Pflug. "Pruney". as the frills of the Levana

rugby team used to call her, always had plenty on the ball. 310

pounds before dinner. In her scanties.

We guess that cleans that up. Now Amelia. She was an all-

Panamanian for three months in 1904-5 and would have made the

Olympics if they'd been around. She played for the Virginia

Creepers as a pro and the Standard Oilers as a con. (No fuel like an

oil fuel!) She cooched for ten years at Ottawa High and two months

sober. She bats .9. (What a bat, what a bat 1) In baseball she

hit 24 three-baggers in 1911 (what a bag, what a bag!). In 1905

she was abroad playing goal in the Scottish league. (What abroad.

What abroad !) She neither drinks, smokes nor chews pencil

erasers. If the dough heads on the Levana AB of C have anything

between their ears but their teeth they'll snap her up. (What a

snap, what a snap!)

Don't blame us, that's all.

—Substitute T. Ringer.

ISS Will Ask Students for Money This Week

Here are the Basic Facts About the Organization

YOU AND ISS
What is I.S.S.?

International Snulent Service was begun after the first

war to help students study, bridging religious and polit-

ical differences.

What has it done in the past ?

Secured books, food, and medical help when needed, ar-

ranged exchange scholarships, conferences and tours, and

kept up interiiational contact by visitors, correspondence

arrangements, and publications.
,

What's it going to do in the next year or so ?

Help students in China, South-East Asia, central and

eastern Europe, and DP camps; bring North Americans

to Europe and vice versa; sponsor international study on

special problems of the modern University.

Who administers its funds ?

On each campus and in each country ISS supporters elect

committees to transmit donations ; an international as-

sembly defines general policy; and an international secre-

tariat resj)onsihie to the assembly supervises the volunteer

distributing committees.

Why should Queen's students support?

Students abroad and at home need the help we can give;

University education requires live contact with the world's

variety of thinking; many political and religious barriers

are bridged only by ISS; arranging international meetings

is a very economical investment in peace.

Columbus' Egg

(Translated from Le Quartier Latin.)

By Nairn Mahlab

The egg is a particularly symbolic being; it is a self-sufficient

being, locked in its shell, with no worries about the outside.

It makes use of the warmth of the hen's posterior (or the

incubator) without the slightest traces of doubt, worry, gratitude, or

family love.

A while later, if it has escaped the omelet, or other similar

incidents to its early childhood, it becomes a ROOSTER. It dom-

inates the chicken-coop of which it is charged, and satisfies its

"exigences viscerales"

And, at the end, it dies .... as it had lived, engendering more

gratitude than it had ever felt from its living.

roNUnLV THE IMILV CRAWFORD rLOWER OHC

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Re«. 7990

NOTICE
Students of Queen's—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

nrClCHMICAL.
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Yaur future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP |. FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE - WIMNIPEC
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OTHERS GET CHANCE

AT SCIENCE FORMAL
The Science Formal Committee

is in a position to sell a limited

number of tickets to those members

of the other Faculties who wish to

attend. They are available at tlie

Science Club Rooms (behind Tech

Supplies^ from 12 to 12.30 and at

Tech Supplies from 1 to 1.30.

The tails supply available through

Fasliion Craft is now extended to

all. See Bill Elliott at Fasliion Craft

or Chuck Mooney, Sc. '48 Qiemi-

cals. This service is provided at

$6.25—delivered to your address.

Another special Science service is

the comfy lounge style beverage

room, with efficient checking accom-

modation for those with discriminat-

ing tastes of distinction. Provided

also will be real solvent-resistant

glasses. For those tired of amusing

themselveSj technicolor shots of

campus life will be shown.

O.A.C. Takes Queen's

(Continued from page 1)

The O.A.C. team contended that

all mediums of expression must be

under government control and that

every loss of freedom by the indi-

vidual serves to concentrate power
in the hands of a few. Judging from

what has happened in tlie past, and

from the present trend they pre-

dicted that totalitarianism—the go-

vernment by one partj' or faction

—

would be the inevitable result of

socialism.

The Queen's team was at variance

with the affirmative over the defini-

tion of socialism and confined its

argument to democratic socialism as

seen in Britain, Australia, New Zea-

land and Saskatdiewan. The nega-

tive argued that sodalism does not

necessarily stifle constitutional op-

position or do away with individual

freedom. It was pointed out that

Churchill is still allowed to elo-

quently lament tlie liquidation of Ws
empire and that opposition is by no
means stifled. The negative con-

cluded "Socialism based on demo-
cratic constitutions precludes the
possibility of one party gaining ex-

clusive control of the government."

The NCSV Observation Post

By Wally Avis

It is the intention of the writer

to publish news of interest to

vets and to answer any questions

which will have general applica-

tion. If you have any problem on

your mind, write it down and

leave it properly addressed, in

either the Journal office or the

Queen's Post Office.

Perhaps the most important

matters of the moment in con-

nection with the work of the

committee are the regulations

governing Veterans' University

Loans. A condensed summary of

these regulations follows:

Under the amendment to the

Veterans' Rehabilitation Act. the

government is authorized to make

available to universities a fund

whereby the university is able

to make small loans to meet
EMERGENCY CONDITIONS
among student veterans. That is,

veterans who arc receiving allow-

ances under the provisions of

Sec. 8 and 9 of the Veterans' Re-

habilitation Act.

A board is empowered to

authorize a loan not exceeding

$500.00 for any academic year

and not exceeding a total of

$2,000.00 to any student veteran

providing that the student-veter-

an has successfully completed AT
LEAST ONE YEAR'S WORK
in any university under D.V.A.

Furthermore, it must be the

unanimous opinion of the Board

lhat the student- veteran has es-

tablished that the lack of some

financial assistance threatens the

continuation of his training pro-

gramme: that he has not other

financial resources on which to

draw; that his past record and

probable future earning capacity

are such that he will be able to

meet the repayment requirements.

Well, there it is! If you are

interested in looking further into

the matter. Dr. MacClement will

be at your service in his office

in the gym.

In future articles we will out-

line some of the other funds to

which needy students may turn.

There arc not many, but there

are some.

Your committee received a let-

ter, dated January 26, from Tho-

mas A. Kidd, M.P., who repre-

sents the local constituency at

Ottawa. We entrusted the

Queen's interest in the N.C.S.V.

Brief to Col. Kidd and he advises

us in his letter that he is "to-day

bringing your request to the atten-

tion of Veterans* Affairs, the

Hon. Milton Gregg. V.C., M.P."

Thank you, Mr. Kidd.

This is your column. Make use

of it with your questions, and

your suggestions, and your beefs.

(If any) . . .

The Staff and Students of

K. C. V. I.

present

The Glee Club

THE MIKADO"
by GILBERT & SULLIVAN

K.C.V.I. AUDITORIUM
FEB. 18, 19 and 20

at 8.15 p.m. sharp

Tickets 50 Cents and 75 Cents

All Seats Reserved

Ticket plan at Lindsay Music Co.

121 Princess St

Refreshment

arrives

CAMERA CLUB WARES

ON DISPLAY FEB. 9
The Camera Club have an-

nounced that they are holding

their 12th Annual Salon during

the week beginning February 9th.

The showing will be held in the

Senate Room.

As many entrants as possible

are wanted, and with this in mind,

the Club is dividing the Salon

into five groups; scenery, por-

trait, campus life, human interest

and design.

All entries should be turned in

to the Salon Committee, Queen's

Camera Club, at the post office

before February 5th. No entries

will be accepted after this date.

ISS Conducts
(Continued from page 1)

Feb. 16 to 22, will automatically

become Queen of Queen's. She

may possibly be crowned at the

football dance, Feb. 21.

There will be two special ISS

radio programs over CFRC on

Wednesday and Friday of the

campaign week.

Hoog To Speak
(Continued from page 1)

he continued h i s work, lecturing

to fellow-prisoners on French lit-

erature.

Room 301, New Arts Bldg., and

3.30 Wednesday are the time and

place. AH are welcome.

: for it either way . . . both

trade-marks mean tbe same thing.

COCA-COU LTD.

KINGSTON

MEET GRANT H. TOWER

CLUBS CAMPUS - LIFE SPORTS FORMALS

IN

TRICOLOR '48

$2 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD YOUR COPY
TOTAL COST $5.00 -- ON SALE TODAY

MAKE YOUR DEPOSIT WITH

MEDS
ORM WEIR

PAUL PETERS

SCIENCE

]1M WHITE
CORD TOWNSEND

ARTS
BILL COKE

GEORGE McNEE

LEVANA
ELIZABETH FINDLAY

ELIZABETH KENNEDY

OR AT POST OFFICE

to Snzg's
new engines^*

Her new engine has given the "Suzy M."

a new lease on life. Now she gets out to the

fishiag grounds in double-quick time, and the

hourB saved mean her daily catch is just that

much bigger.

A bank loan made all the difference. And
the extra money Suzy's owner is making will

soon pay off the cost of the engine.

Local bank managers along Canada's coasts

are eager to help their neighbours catch fish,

by making bank credit available for the

purchase of engines, nets and other gear. Not

only do they take care of funds left in their

charge but they also supply credit to local

businessmen, sawmill operators,farmers, peo-

ple in every walk of life.

SPONSORED SV YOUR SANK
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AMS SUPPORTS VET GROUP.
VETS FORCED TO QUIT SCHOOL
Bruce Morgan, chairman of

Queen's Student ' Veterans' Com-
mittee appeared before the regu-

lar meeting of the AMS to ask

[or ratification of the Commit-

tee's constitution as formulated

at a meeting of veterans on

Jan. 16.

The chief function of the com-
mittee is to gather information

and statistics pertaining to stu-

dent veterans on the campus, this

to be forwarded to the National

Council of Student Veterans and

used to back up requests for fur-

ther financial support from the

government.

Information so far gathered

shows that three veterans have

been forced to withdraw from
University training through lack

of funds, another is leaving at

the end of this year, and five

others will be forced to discon-

tinue their studies unless they

receive further financial assist-

ance.

Among the immediate aims of

the Committee, working in con-

junction with the National Coun-

cil of Student Veterans, is the

extension of the DVA grant to

medical students for the first two
years following graduation, the

granting of loans to graduate law

students to cover the heavy Bar
fee required in Ontario, and the

reinstatement of the original
DVA plan to give agriculture stu-

dents the benefit of both the

Veterans' Land Act and Univer-

sity training.

CFRC To Sketch

Campus Personalities

Once again Queen's radio pro-

gram CFRC, 1490 kilocycles pre-

sets its program Wednesday even-

ing at 7 p.m.

Following this will be a 20 minute

interval giving thumb nail sketches

of campus personalities—with Mary
Harris as mistress of ceremonies.

Interests, ideas and careers will be

discussed with Dorothy O'Brien,

Jim Barker, Keith Christiansen, Al

Lenard, Jim Charters and Mickey

McGuire.

Next week Radio Workshop has

turned over its time to the Engin-

eers f o r a discussion of Science

week.

I What's When
•

TO-DAY — Graduate Record
exams.

—Camera Club Salon — Senate

Room, during this week.

—12.45-1.30 p.m., SCM Chapel

Service.

—7 p.m.. Campus Frolics, Dress

rehearsal, complete cast, KCVI
Auditorium.

—7.30 p.m.. Arts '50 Year Meet-

ing.

—7-8 p.m., SCM Open Meeting,

Policy Discussion, Theolog
Common Room.
—7-8 p.m., SCM Study Group

on "Behavior and the Chris-

tian" at the Padre's, 126 Uni-

versity.

—8 p.m.. Aquacade, gym.

WEDNESDAY— 1.30 p.m., SCM
Bible Study Group, SCM
Room, Old Arts Bldg.

—3.30 p.m., Prof. A. Hoog, "Re-

ligious and Political Tendencies

of French Youth."

—7 p.m., CFRC.
—7 p.m., Ski Club Meeting,

Grant Hall.

—8 p.m., Campus Frolics, KC
V'l Auditorium.

THURSDAY — 7^8 p.m.. Glid-

ing Club Lecture, "Soaring
Meteorology," Biology Lecture

Room.
—8 p.m., "You Touched Me,"

Drama Guild Production, Con-

vocation Hall,

—8 p.m., Campus Frolics, KC
VI Auditorium.

—8.30 p.m.. Science '51 Year

Party, Liberal Hall.

FRIDAY—8. p.m., "You Touch-

ed Me," Convocation Hall.

—8,30 p.m., Queen's Senior
Hockey vs U. of Montreal,
Arena.

—9-1 p.m.,' Arts "Forty-nine

Follies," Grant Hall.

SATURDAY — 7.30 p.m.. Box-

ing and Wrestling, Fifteen
Bouts, Gym.

SUNDAY — 10.00 a.m.. Service

in Currie Hall, RMC, for

Qneen'smen.
—2-3 p.m.. Figure Skating.
Arena.

—3-5 p.m., General Skating,
Arena.

—3.30 p.m., Sunda)- H our.
Grant Hall.

—4.15 p.m., Science Public
Speaking Forum, St, James'

Parish Hall.

MONDAY — 8 p.m.. "A Post-

war Philosophy." Dr. H. M.
Vlastos, Convocation Hall.

XV PI N G
THESES A SPECIALTY
REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLIED

Doreen Lipsett 125 Union W.

AMS Fines

(Continued from page 1)

such as the Aquacade and the Fol-

lies ; and that noted visiting speakers

should not be shown the discourtesy

of splitting audiences.

Conflicts are usually avoidable

;

they arise often when sponsor or-

ganizations are unaware of each

other's plans. This difficulty could

be surmounted by means of a central

calendar in which all extracurricular

events might be registered ahead.

Such an AMS-sponsored calen-

dar already exists : the trouble seems

to be that few organizations use it.

And, naturally, when one major

event falls out of line, the effective-

ness of the whole thing is destroyed.

This was the line of reasoning by

which the Executive reached the

conclusion that, in the common in-

terest, registration must be made

compulsory and non-compliance pe-

nalties must be imposed. A low

minimum fine of five dollars was

provided in case of unintentional

violations by small, non-profit

groups ; a high maximum of one

hundred was left as a safeguard

against deliberate violations by pro-

fit-makers with strong public appeal.

Under the new regulations, the

AMS will not peremptorily forbid

or cancel any function. However,

if an organization wishes to book a

function on a date already held by

another, that organization will be

instructed to announce its intention

to the sponsor of the first-registered

function. Cases of insoluble conflict

may be appealed to the AMS
through the Permanent Secretary-

Treasurer.

The Executive of the AMS hopes

that all campus groups will co-oper-

ate in carrying out the regulations.

(For full test of motion sec page 2)

621 Princess, ot Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

Arts '50 and Science '49

Year Pictures available at

Queen's Post Office

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

We corry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

iGnnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rotes to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Librai;

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line ot everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 10? Alfred Street

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THK

MUTUAL IIFE^M^MOF CANADA I^^M^H

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

E. Leadbeater

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to make Loidiaw's your shopping heod-

quorters in Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

All Aboard for the Special

UNIVERSITY SKI TRAIN
to

ST. SAUVEUR, QUEBEC
in the licart of the Laiirenlian Ski District.

Reserve a place for this unforgettable weekend in the Laurentians.

Weedend Feb. 27th to March Isi.

$22.60
Tliis covers train fare: room on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday nights:

meals for Saturday, Sunday, and Monday; free checking of skis.

A $10 deposit must be mailed by Feb. 5th to the President of the Ski

Club.

Special coacii on Canadian National Railways

Lv. Kingston 1.32 p.tn.. Feb. 27th

Ar. St. Sauveur 8.30 p.m., Feb. 27th

Return—Lv. St. Sauveur 5.30 p.m.. Mar. 1st

Ar. Kingston 1.40 a.m., Mar. 2nd

Arrangements can be made to return Sunday, Feb. 29th

This is another service provided by the Queen's University Ski Club

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSACe
Stone's 3'Iaujpr ^iiap

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality and Artistry Prcdomimtc"

BIGGAR & CRAWFORD
MEMBERS TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE

Private Wire to Toronto

G. M. CUNNINGTON. Manager

I87A Princess Street Telephone 5317 Kingston. Ont.

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

Memo
Re/

Corsages

for the Science Formal
Please order early as there is a definite shortage

on certain types of flowers due to our austerity

embargo on American imports.
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QUEEN'S OUTSCORED
BY WESTERN CAGERS

By Bruce Williams

Western's Mustangs came out on tlie long: end of a 55-25 score

Saturday night against the Gaels.

The Tricolor held their own in the first quarter—Western

having 6 to Queen's 5 at the halfway mark of the first half. The
remainder of the half saw Farley, Thomas and Wearring put

Western out in a 27-13 lead.

In the second half fast breaks

from intercepted passes allowed

Arnott, Phibbs, Scott and Farley

to put the finishing touches to

the 55-25 score. Weir, Huband
and Elford countered for Queen's

at regular intervals but were un-

able to match the classy individ-

ual antics of the Metrasmen.

A defeat? Well, it's the score-

board that answers that question.

We think that the Gaels dis-

played better teamwork than the

Mustangs. Man for man the

Mustangs had the class, showing

team superiority when their

passing made it seem as though

it were a hot potato they were

handling. Outside of a few of

these dazzling exhibitions of

passing and many potent individ-

ual plays—we don't think that

Western looked like a 55-point

team.

Large centre George Wear-
ring, making use of his height

to snare rebounds, and Dick Far-

Icy, with his aggressiveness, were

we think the main cogs in the

wheel that turned in 55 points.

Although accurate shooting

was at a premium for both teams

the Tricolor seemed to take bet-

ter advantage of their tries, al-

though fewer than those of West-
ern, Orm Weir stuck to Wear-
ring, who looked to be capable

of scoring 40 points, and held

him to a mere 8 points.

Gord Hewitson. playing his

first Intercollegiate game in two
years, turned in a standout de-

fensive performance.

Norm Dobbins, as usual, was
the steadiest man on the floor

—

intercepting and setting up plays.

Ron McLaughlin, Freshman
centre, gave a meritorious per-

formance springing for rebounds.

Jim MacNiven outfought any
Mustang.

Bob Huband played his usual

hawk-eye game.

Many may not realize it but

Friday's game was the best ref-

crced game of the last two years,

Ted Earley and Buff Horton
doing the honours. The first

pick-off to be called, to our know-
ledge, on the Queen's floor, was
called by Buff Horton on Amott.

This play was made by the Gael

we think was the star of the

game, Johnny Elford. John only

sroreil 4 points but he displayed

a smooth, calm style of ball that

shows him to be a comer. It

seemed to us that Elford played

into the pick-off that Horton

called on Arnott and if so, it was

the smartest play of the night.

Unless we are wrong we will be

seeing a lot of good basketball

from the Tricolor and we call

them to take two of their next

three games and to give Varsity

a real run for their money.

Wtslern: Philibs, 12; Farley, 7;
Wfarrine. 8; Thomas, 6; Amotl, 6;
Ciirry, 5; Wardle, 4; Scolt, 7; Total,
55.

Quetn's; Weir. 2; Dobliins, 4; Hcw-
ilson, 1; Aiscnlmrg; MacNiven. 2; El-
ford, 4: Sinythe; Huband, 12; Mc-
laughlin; Todd.

Intermediate Basketball

Friday evening in the Queen's

Gymnasium the Queen's Seconds

intermediates defeated Vimy Sig-

nals by the score of 32-23. Paced

by the floor play of Walcot and

Morgan, and the shooting of

Steinberg the Seconds jumped in-

to an early lead which they held

with ease throughout.

As a result of this victory the

Seconds increased their league

lead and now stand at the top

of the heap with a record of 9

wins, 1 loss. They are closely

pursued by the Queen's Thirds

and the Orfuns. each with 7

wins. I loss. Wednesday evening
the Third meet the Orfuns in

a battle for second place, at the

Queen's Gymnasium.

Lineup

:

Queen's Seconds: Walcot, Cuddie
(21. Cunningham (2), Morgan (6),
Wiility (2). Faulkner (2). Misscn (2).
Blackburn. Steinberg (12), Mo.ss (41
Total 32.

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURREY

. Several hundred satisfied fight

fans left the Queen's Gymnas-

i\nn Saturday night after attend-

ing the 14 boxing and wrestling

bouts of the intramural assault

finals.

.-Mthough there were no knock-

outs, the boxing display was es-

])ecially good, with Frank Mac-

intyre's victory over Don Con-

nor of Meds '53 being the high-

light of the evening. From the

start, the 175 lb. Macintyre bored

in on the taller Connor, who was

countering with an effective left

jab. Macintyre clinched the de-

cision in the closing round as he

staggered Connor and bloodied

his face with right and left hooks,

.Another crowd-pleaser was the

heavyweight duel in which Dick

Sendall, Sc. '49, punched his way
to a close decision over T. Tim-

mins of Sc. '51. After being

battered about in the early rounds

Ijy Sendall, who enjoyed a 17 lb,

weight advantage, Timmins ral-

lied to wallop the visitor with

some solid punches in the final

stanza,

Johnny Crockett. Sc. '48, took

the 155 lb. honours with his easy

decision over R. Blair of Sc. '51,

.'Xftcr attempting to slug it out

with his stronger opponent in

the first round, Blair was con-

tent to stay out of harm's way
for the remainder of the fight.

In the 140 lb. class, L. Carey

of Meds '50 earned the judges'

nod over T. Stuart of Arts '51,

the decision being loudly booed

by the fans. In the earlier rounds

the lanky Carey outjabbed his

opponent, but was about to col-

lapse in the final round after

receiving some solid punches
from Stuart.

Fred Richardson of Arts 'SO

made good use of his boxing skill

in capturing the 133 lb. final by

defeating Ken Boorman of Sc.

'51. Richardson, by ducking,

clinching, and use of elbows and

shoulders, blocked most of Boor-

man's intended blows, and left

the loser in poor condition by

the end of the battle.

In the 125 lb, finals, Doug

Bonnell, Meds '50, who proved

to be the more aggressive battler,

decisioned I. Nelles, also of Meds.

'50.

In the first wrestling match

at 155 lbs., D. Wild, Sc. '49, de-

feated J, Gibbons, Meds. '50,

with two falls, the first coming

at 4.15 of the first round, and

the clincher at 5.45 of the second.

K. Meikle, Meds '50, took the

155 lb. laurels by pinning J.

Green, Sc, '49. at 3,05 of the first

stanza and 3.45 of the second.

L. McWhinnie. Sc. '49, won the

175 lb. title with one fall at 5.35

of the second round over J. Gram-

mar, Arts '50,

In the 125 lb. class. D. Han-
ratty of Arts '51 pinned A, Mac-

Millan, Meds '50, at 4,25 of the

second round.

In one of the best grappling

bouts on the card, Al Crofoot,

at 235 lbs., downed T, Sheppard.

Sc. '49. at 2.50 and 4.55 to take

the heavyweight championship.

In the 140 lb. finals, G. Stew-

art, Sc. '50, came out victorious

as S. Whitton, Sc, '49, suffered

an elbow injury after 45 seconds

and was forced to retire,

W. Ayearst, Sc. '51, was
awarded the decision over W,
Armstrong of Sc, '50 in a bout

which saw no falls.

Lang Farrand took the 145 lb.

crown with one fall in the sec-

ond stanza as he downed Don
Becking, Arts '50,

YOU ARE INVITED TO HEAR
AN ADDRESS BY

DR. GREGORY VLASTOS
"The

Philosophy of Socialism"

Kingston CCF Club

Sinclair's Hall 360 Barrie St,

FRIDAY, FEB. 6 8 P.M.

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

FIGHT CARD SET 1

FOR GYM FEB. 7

Queen's boxing and wrestling

teams have scheduled an assault

for this Saturday in the gym.
This will probably be the last

shot this year against outside

talent, as the following weeks
will be devoted to selecting and
training our intercollegiate team.

Wrestlers' opposition will again

be provided by the West End
Y team. On the date of the last

show here, in which the West
Enders participated, they were
also represented in a wrestling

show in Toronto, so that this

time they may have some new
faces to throw in against our
grapplers.

Boxers' competition will be
representatives from the Toronto
Diamond Athletic Club and it

is expected that they will prove
to be much tougher than the

Brockville Training Centre boys
who were vanquished here last

Jan. 17. Keith Christiansen will

be matched with either Earl Wall
a speedy negro heavy, or "Butch'

Track and Field

NOTICE
Practices are held for every-

one interested each Wednesday
from 6 to 7.30 p.m. at the Arm-
ouries on Montreal St., just east

of Princess St. Coach McDon-
nell will be present. The pur-

pose of these training hours is

not for conditioning but to im-
prove your style in whatever
event you are interested in. Con-
ditions are good for sprinting

and distance running.

Field events include the shot-

put and the jumps. This is a

fine opportunity for you to im-

prove your technique and co-

ordination. Showers are available

REDMEN WHIP SENIOR
GAELS IN MONTREAL

By Lloyd Mcnary

The Queen's hockey representatives broke even in games over

the weekend as the seniors dropped a 5-0 decision to the McGill

Redmen on Friday night in Montreal while the intermediates tn-

umphed over Carleton College 6-2 on local ice the following night.

The setback suffered by the seniors was their seventh in eight

starts and removed any hope of play-off chances. The game was

the cleanest played McGill-Queen's meeting of the season with only

seven penalties handed out by Referees Ray GeUiffe and Ken Mul-

lins, six of which were charged against the Redmen.

The Montrealers scored only

once in the first period with Reg

Sinclair being responsible for the

goal on a pass from Doug Heron.

Early in the second period Larry

Moffat drew the only Queen's

penalty of the game and Pitfield

and Shiclair scored while he was

absent from the game. Ward Pit-

field counted again at 17.05 to

extend the McGill lead to 4-0.

The third xperiod produced the

final McGill score with Cy Bieg-

ler beating Norm Urie at 3,21 on

a passing play with Millar and

Hackett. The Tricolor fought
back and matched the Redmen in

shots on goal but failed to pre-

vent Jack Gelineau from register-

ing his first shutout of the season.

Intermediates

In the intermediate game the

victory for Queen's was their first

in four scheduled starts to date.

However as four of the five clubs

in the league will be included in

the post season play-offs the lo-

cals need but one more win to

ensure themselves of a berth.

In Saturday's game the club

put forth their best effort of the

season. They le.d 3-1 at the end

of the first period, maintained

their lead throughout and were
never in serious danger of being
overtaken. The team's b a c k -

checking was particularly in evi-

dence although in the final per-

iod when the visitors attempted a

comeback it was goal tender Bar-
ney Cook who was mainly res-

ponsible for turning them back.

The next scheduled test for

the Sea Gulls will be on Feb.

14 at the Jock Harty Arena
with the McGill seconds pro-

viding the opposition. This
coming Sunday the club will

travel to Potsdam, N.Y,, for

an exhibition game against

Clarkson Tech,

Queen's line-up; Goal, Urie; defence,
Moffai, Flannigan; centre, Wallis;
wings, H, Haniilion, Lcfebvre: alicr-
natives: Murray, Hews, Hedley. Wa-

SKI TRAILS
By Chuck Lemmon

In hovering zero temperature

many "eager beavers" journeyed

to Kingston Mills to take part

in the Annual Intramural Ski

Classic. (Renowned.) The Cross-

country hop took place on Sat-

urday with about 65 entries and

Sunday saw the Slalom and

Downhill, Fignewton Jerkfinkle

was disqualified for racing on a.

pogo stick. Tea and crumpets,

were served in a local barn, Mrs.

Spud Murphy poured.

Next Sunday, the Ski Club is

again sponsoring a trip to Snow
Ridge. Two buses will leave

Queen's Tea Room at 7.30 a.m.

(Tea Room opens at 6.45 a.m.)

The first return bus will reach

Queen's by 8.30 p.m. but for

those who wish to remain and

dance at the lodge, the second

bus will return later. Tickets

will be on sale outside the

Queen's Post Office from 12 to

2 p.m., Monday through Friday.

(Friday is the deadline for obtain-

ing tickets.

)

A reminder that the Ski Club
meeting will take place at 7 p.m.

in Cave of Grant. The Swiss ski

films are reputed to be "tops".

Get your business straight! Re-
member the date ! And don't

be late! Gate! So Brothers Be-
ware ! Or you'll miss the great

St. Sauveur trip. It's being plas-

tered with publicity because it

really is the "thrill of a life-

time". And remember, even if

you are a real novice at the
game, you can not collect more
ski knowledge and experience

than in this vicinity.

Note : Mrs. Spud Murphy is

a helluva good mixer also.

ear, Mcrcicr, Weber,
Gulick.

B. Hamilton,

McCallum, and either of these

fighters could give the Queen's
favourite considerable trouble.

SXORACE
for Students' Trimks and

Boxes, etc,

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

Intermediates: Goal, Cook; defence.
Johnson, Stevens; centre, Crawford;
wings. Peat, McKay; alternatives: Mc-
Cafferty, Mercicr, Weber. Snctsiiiffer.
Clark, Ranisdcn, McKay, Hamm.
Kcyes, Sadler.

103 Princess St.

Phone 63S1

MADE TO MEASURE SUITS

3 WEEKS DELIVERY

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
r\Aoor\^T^r\wvA w »T ^ OR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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Campus Frolics Romps Way
Through Successful Session

By Staffer

Cooi] skin-coat college life was re-

vealed in Don Nixon's production

of "Campus Frolics of '48" directed

by Edie Shindmaii, Wednesday and

Thursday. Football heroes and fel-

lowship students cooperated with

co-ed lovelies in a fine variety show

mistakenly publicized as leg art.

Most admirable work was done

offstage by composers Slielagh Dun-

woody who set music to "It's Nice

to be Back at College',', Don Nixon

who tuned "Everybody Picks on

Me", and by lyric-writer-di rectors

Debbie Pierce and Betty Kennedy,

whose "Yo-Yo Song" for the Col-

lege Champ was especially pleasing.

Musical arrangements by Boyd
Valleau, Arts '47, fitted Doug
Crdghton's music into the body of

the show and generally set the tem-

po of the production.

Minor deficiencies such as delay

Iwtween scenes and the odd wry

note were forgotten in appreciation

for the many stellar vocal, comic

performances and for the beauti-

fully costumed dancing choruses.

Individual stars were Gord

Robertson as the man who "won

the Yo-Yo Championship for

Queen's"; Johnnie Faulkner, Mike

H a 1 1 i d a y, Billy Hoose, Lloyd

Woods, vocalizing gridmasters; .'^l

Crofoot whose rich baritone was

outstanding
; Jean Bell who seldom

sang before but who must do s(

again ; Derek Arnold, an incompar

able waiter ; Ruth Stevens who sang

appealingly in an awkward key

Dave McQueen, apache pianist ; Jim

White. Valuable were Bill Beemarv,

Mary Harris, the Interfaculty

Quartet and others whose anony-

mity lasted past press time.

Stage sets were clever.

Director Edie Shindman w h o

s])arked the production did wonders

ut speeding up a show that might

Sff Campus Frolics, p. 5

Queen's Pipe Band

Launches Drive

For Uniform Fund
VVheTi the foutball season opens

next October the familiar strains

of Oil Thijrli will be piped by the

Queen's i'ipe Band all decked out

in their new uniforms. Like ev-

erything else these new outfits

cost money — 57,500.00 to be

exact. Of this amount the AMS
has paid S3.000.CfO and the A.B.C.

has donated $2,500.00, which

leaves $2,000.00 still to be col-

lected.

John Ellis, investigating

ways and means of raising

this money, has suggested

the canvassing of the Faculty

Societies and year organiza-

tions. Arts '48 has caught the

spirit of the drive and has

donated $100.00. Mr. H. J.

Hamilton has volunteered to

act as campaign treasurer.

The band will give a concert

in Grant Hall on Sunday even-

ing, Feb. 22. in aid of the cause.

If this first concert is successful,

others will follow.

Public Speaking

Playoffs Soon
Elimination rounds in the pub-

lic speaking competition will be

held February 12 and 19. and in

the reading competition on Feb-

ruary 17. The entrants, compet-

ing for the Andrina McCulloch

scholarships, will be heard in the

Biology Lecture Room, Old Arts

building.

The entry date for the trials,

which are open to spectators, has

been extended to Saturday nuon,

February 8. Copies of the rules

and entry forms are available at

the Registrar's offit'e. The fiiwU-

in the competitions will be lu-M

dnrin'^ ih,.- I'ir-i wi-ck of March.

Smooth Music, Special Gifts

Featured At Science Formal
On Friday Feb. 13, Frank Bogart,

currently under engagement at the

exclusive Granite Club and late of

the Royal York, will swing the

Science Formal into gracious stride

with his famed smooth, seductive

stylings of the popular music of to-

day. Lovely brunette vocalist Betly

Davis will be accompanied by the

string-accented orchestra.

The convener states that the

first thrill fur the ladies will be

the presentation at the door of

the most valuable novelty ever

to be presented at a Queen's
dance. The souvenir program, ihe

new drapes, the striking bandshell

in true Engineering style, the mystic

lift of the evening to your young

fountain, ample and reclining ac-

commodation, awaits you in the

gym."

The committee, desiring to cor-

rect the impression that plumbers

are "Scicnzmen" rather than

"Queensmen", have created grace-

ful, sweplback decorations that al-

low the admission of 100 more

FRANK BOGART

couples — without crowding— than

has been possible at past dances.

There are 40 tickets available, and

the committee welcomes especially

those members of the graduating

years of Arts and Meds who have

not attended before. Formal attire

may still be had at an especially

low rate from Fashion Craft.

CAROLYN MORDEN

LEVANA - - -

MARJORY MocCREGOR

Members of the Swimming Club's "Aladdin" cast relax at the edge of the pool.

Front (left to right) ; Edie Chambers. Bev. Harris, Nonie Kendall, Barb Bir-

mingham, Moragh Shepherd, Mak Segal; (centre): Helen Currie, Elizabeth

CorleCt, Ann Elliott, Grant Mackenzie; (back): Dick Douglas, Al Percival.

AL.MA NATTER

New Crest-Old Bews Abused
Is the Senate o Nigger in the Woodpile?

By W. D Trotter

When the Qiicen'^. AInmni do-

nated a trophy in honnur of their

friend Jimmy Bews they nes;iect-

cit to designate a specific crest

liiat members of the year that

won the cup might wear on their

jackets. The result has been over

the years a collection of designs

— all different — that are re-

niiniiceiit of some of the weaker

moments of modern art. Some of

the crests feature murky B's cov-

L-red with gobs of candy coloured

I)aint; others looks like faces of

people with hideous diseases or

persons who have had unfortun-

ate experiences with bacon cut-

ters; a couple appear to be Sal-

vador Dali's impressions of preg-

nant goddesses: most are excel-

lent examples of drippings from

the surrealistic swamp of some-

body's mind.

Last night, at long last, some-

body did something to stop the

artistic slaughter. Tabled before

the AMS by hawk-eyed Meds Re-

presentative Syd Sega! was a mo-

tion to approve a specific crest

thai nii.sfht be proudly worn by

ihose entitled tu it. After much

pencil fiddling and thumb twid-

dling and rejection of the designs

submitted by Segai the commit-

tee turned the task over to a pro-

fessional — Artist Andre Bieler,

one of Canada's leading painters

and designers. It was a good bet

that future crest wearers would

no longer be sprouting monstro-

sities.

Compulsory Attendance

Artsmen, after their freshman

year, are not forced to attend

lectures unless they feel like it.

But not Sciencemen. Compulsory

attendance is in force for all

years and woe to the man who

doesn't appear for at least seven-

eighths of the lectures. Many

members of science think this is

a diaper rule — one designed for

downy-cheeked teenagers but not

See .Mnia Mater, p. 5

These are the tour lovely Queen's

coeds who are leading the four fa-

culties in the competition to see

which student group will contribute

most to the International Student

Sen'ice campaign to be held on the

campus from February 16 to 22.

The names of Mary Kirkland

for Arts, Carolyn Morden for

Meds, and Marjorie McGregor

for Levana were announced at

the Levana Formal last Friday

night. The nomination of Raila

Mielikainen to represent the Sci-

ence faculty has been approved

by President Norm Simmons.

She will replace Ruth Stevens,

whose nomination was given

earlier.

The Queenly representatives of

the faculty giving the greatest con-

tribution to ISS will receive her

crown, probably at the football

dance, Februar>' 21.

The local ISS committee is aim-

ing at $4000 or more from Queen's

men and maids, and the four con-

tenders for the queen's crown are

going to make sure that their faculty

does its share.

Queen's Bridge Team

Makes Deal Tonight

This Friday night, a fighting

Queen's team will take to the bridge

tables to defend its intercollegiate

championship. Visiting teams from

McGill, Varsity, and Carleton Col-

lege will try to wrest the bauble

away from "our boys".

The team consists of Les Voynich

and Jolui Armstrong from last

year's squad, and Jack Warrell and

Bob Frost. Mr. Warrell was on the

team last year. A second team from

Queen's will be composed of Bill

Ljltle and Des Sparling, and Hal

Herbst and Jack Silman, the latter

from last year's team also.

Friday night the teams will split

into two pairs for a pairs tourna-

ment ; Saturday afternoon they play

as separate teams-of-four.

Yesterday afternoon the men ran

through a light drill and finished

off with a light signal practice, in

which they developed their under-

table kicking and casual winking.

SCIENCE - - '

RAILA MIELIKAINEN

ARTS

MARY KIRKLAND

lOroS O-r BOWUEr AND C"

Students Welcome

At CBC's Forum
Queen's studcnis have been in-

vited to attend a briiadcast of CBC's

"Citizens' Forum" on February 11

in Memorial Hall, Kingston City

Buildings. Topic for discussion will

be. "Is Canada becoming an Ameri-

can satellite?" Speakers will include

Dr. A. R, M, l.owiT. 'jiKcn\ pro-

fessor of history; Ali^i.ur Mi-w.irl,

CCr M.P. for W)nuiiiL- Xnnli.

and Jean Nadeau. K.C, pruuiinent

Montreal lawyer.

There is also a possibility

that John Diefenbaker, Pro-

gressive-Conservative M.P. for

Lake Centre. Sask., will take

part.

The broadcast, which will be car-

ried over station CKWS at 8.15

p.m., is being sponsored locally by

the Kingston Branch of the CTana-

dian Institute of International Af-

fairs. Persons desiring to attend

must be in the hall before 7,45.

Students may obtain tickets from

the International Relations Club, the

Public Affairs Gub, and campus

political parties.

Prof. Alexander

Keviews The Life

Of Schizoid=Pepys
"Contrary to the impression

given by a recent best-seller, lit-

erature, science and art, as well

as love, beauty and amorous in-

trigue, flourished in the 17th cen-

tury." stated Professor H. Alex-

ander of the English department

in an address on "Samuel Pepys ;

The Man and His Age".

Professor Alexander, an ex-

pert on the English language and

diction, was addressing a large

audience in Convocation Hall

Monday night at the third of

the University's series of pop-

ular lectures.

"The Diary fulfils the requi-

sites of literature. It is a picture

of social and political life — a

cross-section of human life, writ-

ten in memorable language. It is

not written in a grand style, but

ill a racy, colloquial manner ..."

As well, Prof. Alexander as-

>crted that tbe iiook had with-

stood the test of time, "perhaps

ilie most valuable criticism of

a work of art."

Was a Navy Man, Too

Ki'x ii-wing tbe life of Samuel

l'i.-])\s, Prof. Alexander paid spe-

cial tribute to his sotmd and con-

structive work as a clerk to the

Royal Navy. Although he had

HO previous naval training. Pepys

contributed greatly to Britain's

later naval strength.

Pepys showed the same du-

alit_>- of nature, llie same almost

schizoid tendencies -if Milton

and Donne. Prof. .Alexander

pointed out. tin the one hand

a serious administrator, a lover

of music and art. Pepys was ad-

dicted to love affair- with wo-

men other than !ii> wile, iuid

lived up to the precept of "wine,

women and song'.
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Watching the Artsmen come and go talking of Michael Angelo our observer comments

On the Dullness of All Sciencemen

Rewrite, Bill

CU.P.. Jean

ill Coke, Lloyd Woods. Bill Hoose,

The Sunday Hours

In 19] 1. if we may he permitted a nostalgic backward

glance. The Journal came out strongly in favour of a Univer-

sity Chaplain. The crusade was crushed by the spirited

protests of the student body who seemed to feel that such

an institution would require compulsory church attendance.

Now, at long last, we have a chaplain. Under the under-

standing direction nf the Rev. A. M, Laverty the Sunday

Hour has become an inspiration and has become a focal

point for the spiritual interests of Queen's.

Our chaplain, aside from his everyday work of advice

and aid has helped to remold our values and to provide a

stimulus for thought. His work has given the University

a necessary balance and inspiration in these distressing times.

We commend the Sunday Hour to those who have not

yet attended. Those who have are faithful fans.

I Lust For Life

WASTELAND
BY SWEENEY ACONISTES

Now dwi't misunderstand me, some of my best friends are

Science men. 1 have nothing against them. It's just, that as a group

ihey are somewhat dull compared to we Artsmen. For example take

my friend X. {I behcve Science men indicate the unknown by X,

This is just to sbo\\- tiiat I have no prejudices.) He and I both

registered together about four years ago. He registered in Science

Physics, and I registered in Honours Arts. Even then we were

different. He registered in Physics because he liked it and wanted

to make it his life's work. I registered in Arts because I wanted a

"liberal education."

For the first few months I didn't see much of X. We were

both busy getting oriented, making new friends and in general

adjusting ourselves to a completely new way of life. However, it

was not long before we got together one evening with one of the

intellectual crowds, one of the right crowds on the campus for an

evening of discussion. Poor X. He was simply overwhelmed by

the whole trend of the thing.

The evening started out with philosophy and we all started

shouting back and forth at each other. The room resounded with

"Well Kant says . . . Spinoza seems to think . . . Plato had the

idea ..." all of which completely mystified X since he wasn't taking

any philosophy. He hadn't really read these men's works and had

only thought of these problems in terms of bis own experience. Just

imagine how foolish he felt when he couldn't even quote one philo-

sopher. As for literature, he was extremely impressed when some-

body, in retort to a question very glibly came out with . . . "As Noel

Coward would say . . . don't be such a stupid ass." In fact the look

of amazement increased tremendously with every clever remark

such as this. He told me afterwards that he was going to read more

so that he could really hear about life and asked if he could come

again. He found them so inspiring, you know.
|

UBLCiMii.!riii:i!]iamiir'ii)i^'KiOTfniiiiiiiii;iKiEii!EiS!B^

After Christmas I met him again in Charlie's and we earned on

d conversation, which if I say so myself was on a very high plane

of repartee, punctuated by comments such as, "As Oscar "Wilde

would say, I can resist anything but temptation . . .
and . .

As

Noel Coward would say — don't be such a stupid ass . . .
" He

was very impressed. He told me that Artsmen really learned about

life. They were really making use of their time at University.

Through our Sophomore and Junior years I met X only occa-

sionally and every time he got into one of those discussion groups

r could see tliat 'he felt badly. While he was studying such dull

things as quantum mechanics and getting a grasp on the ideas and

concepts of matter, we were getting educated. After a few years

all of US could toss off those wonderful Noel Coward quotes together

with the appropriate eyebrow raising and get a howl of laughter

cacli time. X was chasing stray electrons, or some such foolish thing

all this time.

Senior year came at last. I was majoring in Philosophy and

English, X was still with his Physics. I don't know how he kept

up with those dull and uninteresting practical things all that time.

He was assigned some small research problem or some such thing.

Something original I think. It must be very dull. He couldn't talk

to us about it naturally, because we wouldn't understand it. He

even tells nie that there is nobody to quote on the exam in this

particular subject. How do they get through their exams? Any-

how it sounds so dull to all of my crowd. It doesn't elicit the laughs

that . . . "As Noel Coward would say — don't be such a stupid

ai;s ..." does. Poor X, he really knows nothing about life, you

know. Four years at University, all of them wasted. As Noel

Coward would say . . .

Sometimes we wish Queen's had more get up and get. Look

at the University of Chicago. Only last week it got itself eight

pages in Lite (26,000,000 million ' readers in the U.S.A. alone).

Queen's hasn't even made Look. It is still a stranger to Click. It

IS ignored by Pic and Sna]). New World has never tipped its mitt.

The University of Chicago has catalogued "The 102

Great Ideas of Western Civilization," and Life sniffed them

out in the act.

The Life feature has a double page picture 12 inches deep that

lells tlie whole story. There are nine women and 17 men squatting

around, three are smiling guardedly but most of them are morose.

There is an oddly disturbing look about them, proud, complacent,

yet speculative like the expression on the mother of a two-headed

calf. In front of them in file boxes with big numbered cards are

the 102 Great Ideas from (1) Angel to (102) World. Every one of

ihem. You can count ihem if you like and see if they are all there.

In the middle ol the jjicture Life points out the Works of the 71

authors which inakt uj) tlie drcat Works. Only 153 books actually

appear although Life says it shows "432 basic great hooks." The
others Iiavc already been given away by The Book of the Month
Club.

"The exhausted-looking people grouped about the files above,''

explains Life, "have just finished a monumental intellectual task.

They have spent five years and a million dollars making an index
of every important idea of Western Civilization, They have come
up with the thesis that the basis of Western Culture is the 102 Great

Ideas displayed above."

Modesty, we suppose, forbide the inclusion, as Great Idea 103.

of the brainwave of Chicago's Chancellor Hutchinson that started

the whole thing in the first place. But even at 102 the total cost

was plenty. About ?9,803.55 per Great Idea. This seems excessive.

We hold that it could have been done cheaper at Queen's, Our-
selves, we have often come up with as many as three or four great

ideas in the course of a single afternoon. Some nights even more.
We would be prepared to part with them to Chancellor Dunning
for about $2,75 each. Some of them as low as 35 cents. We know
others un (he camjms who would also co-operate in this service.

You cannot account fur the difference between these prices and
Chicago's by pointing tt> the difference iu the cost of living. There is

more than that. It is that intangible something known as the

Queen's Spirit and we leave that thought with you. (There is no
Spirit, much less Chicago Spirit on the Chicago list of Ideas although
there are nine begiiming with S and one (No. 63) called One and
Many. A ha lui.)

"Adler and Gorman." Life goes on. "rented an old fra-

ternity house" (Fraternities, wouldn't you know?) "moved
in a staff whose job it was to read and reread two or three
authors apiece until they knew them perfectly." So far, so
good but Hsten to this . . . "After a couple of years indexers
began to think like their authors and even to assume their

\ UEEN*S JOBS personnel vice-president of a national railroad outlines the many

jobs available in railroading for university graduates.

Want To Be a Railroader?

gREATHES there the man with soul so dead that he never wanted

to be a locomotive engineer? Probably not, but the number of

men who actually attain that coveted position behind the throttle

of a big passenger engine is unfortunately very small.

Nevertheless, the railways of Canada offer an extremely wide

and varied field for tlie University graduate who is looking for an

interesting job with lots of chance for advancement. So complex

is the modern railroad that it can offer openings for people with

Training in just about everything except theology. Here, for instance,

are some of the specialized departments of one of the big Canadian

companies: finance, advertising, real estate, insurance, hotel work,

warehousing, freight and passenger transportation, industrial de-

velopment, accounting and statistics, customs brokerage, purchasing

and stores, engineering, law, claims adjusting, personnel and public

relations.

Start on Low Rung

This particular company has a definite hiring and promotion

policy which it almost always follows. In the words of the personnel

vice-president, "We subscribe to the principle of advancing our

own personnel to positions as openings uccur. and where it is pos-

sible to do so advantageously. The rule is not an invariable one

but is observed so generally as to impose the necessity of engaging
new personnel in relatively junior positions with a view to training

and later advauLL-meiit, as ability and capacity are demonstrated.

"Special training is sometimes arranged for junior employees

when they appear to be particularly suited for some specific branch

of the service ..."

Jobs for Engineers

criticism.

iiMimHitn»«miM

The company naturally has many openings for engineering

students. Graduates in civil engineering are normally hired as

junior engineers, assistant engineers, transitmen, instrumentmen

and even draughtsmen. Mechanical engineers are usually engaged

as junior draughtsmen in the Department of Motive Power and

Rolling Stock, but there are certain other jobs for them as well.

Electricals can join the Department .of Communications (tele-

phone, telegraph and radio). There is also the odd opening in the

general railway service, and this may lead to such senior posts as

Engineer of Signals and General Electrical Engineer.

Jobs for Commercemen

Commercenien are employed in many branches of the service,

but chances are they'll draw their first pay-checks in the Accounting

and Statistics department as clerks. They'll be promoted if they

liave what it takes.

Aside from University training, the main general qualifications

for "workin' on the railroad" are character, intelligence, good health,

and good appearance and manner. "Secondary" qualifications are

industry, enthusiasm, initiative, effort, dependability, judgment,

accuracy, neatness, ability to learn new methods and follow instruc-

tions, ability to co-operate, and ability to accept and profit by

names. From her window every morning Mrs, Freud (seated

front left) would wave to Aristotle as he bicycled to work.

Near her would sit St. Thomas Aquinas (rear seventh from
left) who liked to work 36 hours a day and relaxed by
playing the horses." We'd like to know what Mr. Freud
had to say about these goings on. Nothing you could put in

a family magazine we'll wager.

"Kant was a man who had written his college thesis on 'Mis-
spellings in old Southern Cookbooks!" That's all it says about Mr.
Kant, but if he and all the others weren't developing symptoms of
advanced schizophrenia by the 25th month we're Mr. Angel Gabriel
in an old southern foot note. Bandying about two or three names
each and they must iiave used the ones they were born with some-
times on tax returns and valentines ... No wonder they look morose.

Life then goes to work and prints "Great Idea No. 51 Man,"

but a note of unquiet obtrudes. Somewhat nervously it is pointed out

ihat Woman is not a main idea. Woman is included in Family, Man
and Love. That tears it.

We are pretty certain that if Queen's had been rimning

this, Woman would have been classified as a Great Idea.

We realize we are breaking new ground here for the Journal

came out strongly in 1877 against admitting females to Queen's and

since that time it has held pretty consistently (with most of the

faculty, it must be confessed) that co-education was just a fad.

Still we feel it is fairly likely that women are here to stay now,
unless the new look lasts, and certainly we think they are a Great

idea. As who doesn't. Chicago? Hotcha,

Queen's could have done a far better job if they had only had
the idea in the first place. What's wrong with the Board of Trus-
tees anyhow?
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Lines Written at Portsmouth

The leaves,

The very leaves which to-morrow

Will be crispy-dead,

Dance like gaudy-pa in ted heathens

On the hills outside the gates;

The deep St Lawrence

With thousands of its years as yet unrun,

Is free to spend the day

Wallowing in the sun;

Aloft, the white gulls wheel oway, owoy

Into o turquoise sky.

The silence of men brooding in their hands,

Goes out across the smoky countryside.

In turbinated waves.

It is the silence

Of deserted forms on August days,

Or country grove-yards In the dusk.

Or empty rooms when Love hos gone and shut the door.

Guards sit, perched like eogles, In their conning towers.

Scanning the ground for o rustling,

And the brass of their buckles and buttons,

Sucks the sun down;

A sentry, thinking on his red-lipped, saucy bride.

Walks the parapet.

Above the silence of walls.

Gaunt, stark, unending blonks of wolls

Stuck in the colored countryside

Like a row of carven tomb-stones

In a bed of marigolds.

And I stand at the guard-rai! beside the river.

Knowing I might well be you or you, inside

—

For I have loved beyond the bounds of reason.

Hated that I wished to kill,

Desired things not mine.

Dreamed escape from nature's law

That men must eat to work and work to eot ogotn-

But some strong force,

Environment,

Or knowledge of someone's faith in me.

Or fear.

Tempered oil these possions well.

So that today,

Unlimited,

I walk my English setter.

Past the precincts of your mind!

jOAN FINNICAN

BOOKS

Lots Of Tang In South Sea Yarn

Unseen Harbour: by Frank Laskier; Lippincott, 1947.

Frank Laskier is a seamaii. He went to sea to earn a living,

not to get atmosphere, and he does not get his seamanship from a

s!:elf of reference books. You may have heard his battle of the

-Mlantic broadcasts on the BBC which were published under the

title My Name Is Frank. He also wrote about his experiences in

llic wartime merchant marine in Logbook.

Unseen Harbour is his third book and his first novel. It is

the study of one voyage — in a new ship where the crew is fed

well and berthed better — and of a handful of the men who sailed

in her. There is a hard-case captain, an upright bosun, a misan-

thropic cook, a brooding- Welshman, and of course a pink-cheeked

junior apprentice. These may sound like stock characters, but

lhanks to Laskier's skill in characterization, they are not. Nor do

you get a stock situation — the typhoon-off-the-China-coast sort

of thing. What happens to this ship is a woman, a stowaway.

Whatever else you expect on a ship, you do not expect a woman:
"women were for the shore, for the land and the landsmen's daily

round." She does not appear until half way through the book and

when she does, as you might expect, tilings begin to pop.

Laskier, we imagine, is much like the second mate, who thinks

"I must write this down, I must remember all this when I get to

my cabin . . .
." One can forgive him for the rare false note in

his dialogue, but one may feet that he is forcing some descriptive

passages. It seems unimportant that the ship, which is oil-fired

on one page is coal-fired five pages later. Apart from this minor

slip no salt-caked shellbacks wtU have any reason to descend on

"«r author. It takes a seaman to write about the sea, Frank Laskier

is in the tradition of Charles Danna.

—M.K.N.
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40 Nurses Study To Aid Sick

Take Course With All Faculties

By Mak Segal

One of the busiest and yet least-known groups on the campus

is the Queen's faculty of Nursing. Numbering about 40 in all, they

are in Kingston for two years, and often for five. The course

consists of a year at Queen's, three years of regular training for

;tn R.N. ("Reg-istered Nurse") in any hospital, and a final year

here. A great many of the girls take their nurses' training at the

Kingston General Hospital, or at the Hotel Dieu, here in Kingston.

When they graduate, they receive both an R.N. and a B.N.Sc.

(Bachelor of Nursing Science.)

Typical of the nursing freshettes is Peggy Pepler, from St.

Catharines, who intends to take her whole course, hospital training

included, in Kingston. She believes that KGH gives one of the

best nurses' training courses available, and even passed up Toronto

General to come here ! Her year, which has 14 members, takes

courses which are distributed among the faculties. They take Eng-

lish with the Engineers, Chemistry with first year Medicine, and

Economics. Biology, and Psycholog>' with the Arts Faculty. Peggy

decided on nursing as a career because, as she says, "it gives a

definite training for one's life work. A B.A. may leave a girl at a

loss as to what kind of career to follow."

Marian Sandberg, also in first year, is one of the few girls

entering on this course who already has her R,N. Coming from

Saskatchewan, Marian has been doing part time nursing at the

Ontario Hospital. She intends to go into the teaching and adminis-

tration part of the course, and to go back out west to work.

The final year is split into two groups, those wishing

to specialize in Public Health, and those more interested

in teaching and administration. Courses in the latter

branches are given by Miss D. M. Riches. Director of the

School. She was its first Director, and was appointed in

1946. when the first class was entering its final year. She

is assisted by Miss Jenny Weir, who gives the lectures in

Public Health.

Jean Goddard. president of the final year, hopes to enter the

Medical Faculty next year, and chose to take the nursing degree

first so as to have a good background for her medical work. She

comes from Montreal, and took her R.N. here, although many of

her classmates received their training at other hospitals.

Ail of the final year classes are given in Kingston Hall, except

those taken with the Medical Faculty. The Offices of the School

are in this building also. Miss Riches emphasizes that the girls in

this course are part of Levana. "While they are a school of their

own, they arc a definite unit within Levana," she states. "However,

we are comforted by both Arts and Medicine!"

The Steam Shovel
Now it came to pass that, as scribe didst

journey unto cave of Mac, to sharpen well

worn chisel, that he didst receive summons

from cave of Nic. And Maid Marion didst

speak, and inquire of him why he had neglected

trade of late. And he didst speak and say that

rtain other would-be scribes, even certain of Lemons and of Clods

of Eartz, had held sway at Queenz for many days. For while it is

true that sagas of Scienz give more joy unto reader than do sighs

of socialists, yet it is meet that even humblest of those in land of

Queenz shouldst have say. But truly does reign of Scienz return,

for only one week from this very night is For-mal of Scienz, and

many and deep plans arc laid in cave of Mac. for much is to be done

toward glory of warriors. And even now have many messages been

despatched unto distant lands, so that ones dearest to warriors'

hearts (next to log log duplex trig slipstick) may journey even unto

land of Kin at appointed time, to share in delights of For-mal. And

when Marion didst hear this she was pleased, that all had been done

well, and as befits Scienz.

Soothing Balm Elevateth Warriors

upon eve of Freya was For-mal of Lemons, and in cave of

Grant didst many ascend Stairway to Heaven. And certain warriors

were numbered among these, and much to their interest was journey

unto celestial regions, for what better opportunity could be found

to explore heavenly bodies? But 'tis rumoured that some didst

find stairway too slow, and in eagerness for higher things didst

attain even unto kites. And scribe is told that certain Lemons were

found in other caves, not of Queenz, even so that minstrels of Flem

needs must provide soothing strains such as might befit delights

of eve.

Moreover upon eve of Saturn was much stir in cave of Gym,

and many warriors didst gather to test theory from cave of Hyd,

and to observe flow of water around curves. And many lenses of

great diopter rating were used that study might be more exact. For

is it not a true saying and worthy of all acceptance that a body

immersed in water loses weight equal to the water it displaces,

but loses no interest at all? And scenes of Araby didst impress

greatly, even so that many on leaving didst don robe of camel hair.

Motion of Lemons Is Pleasing

And upon eves of Woden and Thor didst Fro-lics of Queenz

appear in land of Kin. And many babes of beauty didst appear in

danz, even so that many warriors needs must make journey to

behold same, and to have change by 9bserving motion other than

simple harmonic.

Moreover upon eve of Woden didst warriors of Fifty hold

revels and many things were done in best tradition of Scienz. And
upon eve of Thor didst warriors of Fifty One also hold revels, and

it augurs well for Scienz that so many young warriors continue so

well in established ways.

And lo! the war drums do rumble from afar as proof of virility

of men of Scienz reaches Queenz even so that it concerns young
warrior who didst rally forth unto territory of distant tribe and

was presented with double trophy.

But now scribe must leave tale and must away to other things.

For verily does great beam land more and more critically, and
scribe must determine same before danger arises.

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Your future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP J. FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY :

- " ., MEAD OFFICE - WlMNIPEC '
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RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everytiilng

good to eat,"

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

Keep your hair

looking its best!

A few drops of "Vaeeliiie"

Hair Tonic every uiorning

before brusliing or combing

flupplement tbe natural

ecalp oils, check dryness and

dandruff, and help keep your

hair in place all day. Try it

—the largest selling hair

preparation in the ^vorld.

SYMPTOMSi—
.h> fueling;
Dilruff; ilry,

brittle I] air; loogc

joirs on comb or

Unices
chpcked may
cause balil-

ALADDIN RUBS LAMP
AQUACADE BIG HIT

By Staffer

Mixed Feelings occupied the

Journal reporter as he left the

Gymnasium at the close of

Queen's Swimming Chib's pro-

duction, "The Story of Aladdin

and His Woiaderful Laanp." Dis-

appointment was dominant ; he

felt cheated. Because he had

missed half of a show that was
too good to be short honrs).

SpeciaJista might have taken

different views, but he felt s man
of many parts. As a poet he re-

cognized the metaphors of the

production, was pleased with

most, disappointed with a few of

them. The swimmer in him ad-

mired the swimming, the tumbler

the tumbling, the dancer the

dancing and the swimming bal-

let. The comedy, he felt, was
fair, the music appropriate, the

lighting and costuming good, wel

combined.

As a sensualist he felt delight-

ed. As a Liberal he was satisfied

to note a concession to equal
rights in the display of masculine

charms.

The cynic speculated on the

quirks in audience psychology

that prompted clapping for under-

water artists who were sub-

merged.

After ten minutes the re-

porter reached a conclusion:

even if the swimming club

could do no better than that,

it had done well. Producer

Al Percival and Director
Helen Currie were to be es-

pecially congratulated.

Leading characters were: Dick

Douglas as Aladdin; Helen Cur-

rie, the Princess; Grant MacKen-
zie, the Genie; Munroe Scott, the

magician ; Doug Mains, the Sul-

tan ; Zib Cortlett, the Nymph
(umph) ; Stan Williams, the Min-

ister; Ken Meikle, the Ring Bear-

er; Lois Sharp, the Mother.

Water Chorus included: Eliza-

beth Coriett, Anne DesBrisay

Anne Elliott, Nonie Kendall, Mo-
ragh Shepherd, Joan Mulligan,

Barb Bermingham, Liz Findlay,

Edith Chambers, Bev. Harris,
Peggy House, Marg Watson, Mak
Segal, Betty Kennedy, June Dou-

gall.

Dancing Harem was composed

of: Elspeth Wallace, Cynthia
Smith, Lois Buckley, Barb Wat-
son, Doris Hamilton, Joan Tor-

geson.

Tumblers were: Stan Williams,

Gord Asselstine, Bud Keenan,

Dean Rogers, Ernie Clinker.

Business Manager was Lionel

Cook; wiring and public address

by Cam Searle; lighting effects

by Azriel Presma; stage manager

was Archie Turner ; treasurer was

Barbara Bermingham ;
secretary,

Nonie Kendall; dance directress,

Ann DesBrisay; tumbling direc-

tor. Stan Williams; and make-up

was by Mrs. Wm. Angus.

Mory Halprin was Master of

Ceremonies.

STORAGE
for Students' Tnmks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd,

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

"DOYERCOATS"
"By Crombie of Scotland"

"THE FINEST COATS IN THE LAND'

CAN NOW BE HAD AT A

DISCOUNT OF

20%
All Sfyles — All Colors — All Sizes

SEE THEM TO-DAY — YOU'LL SAVE MONEY

"You Never Gamble on a Dover Value"

123 Princess St. Dial 3030

What's Wheng

TODAY—Intercollegiate Bridge

Tournament.

9-12—'49 Follies, Grant Hall.

8 p.m. Queen's vs. IT. of M.
(hockey).

SATURDAY—3.30-5.30 — SCM
Study Group, Dr. Vlastos's

home.

8-12—The Buffer, Ban Righ

Common Room.

—Queen's at McGill (basket-

ball).

8 p.m.—Exhibition Assault.

SUNDAY — 7.30 a.m. — Buses

leave for Snow Ridge from

Queen's tearoom.

8 a.m.—Canterbury Club, Holy

Communion, S t . George's

Cathedral, followed by break-

fa,St in St. George's Parish

Hall.

2.30 p.m.—B'nai B'rith HiUel

Foundation, Dr. Ezra Lozinski,

guest speaker, Hillel House,

26 Barrie.

3.30 p.m,—Sunday Hour, Grant

Hall.

MONDAY—8.45 a.m. — SCM
Chapel Service.

11 a.m.—Geology Club, Dr. R.

P. Retty, Room 322, Miller

Hall.

4.30 p.m.—Dr. R. P. Retty.

Room 201, Miller Hall.

I would like to focus attention on

a co:(spiracy around the campus

which appears to be aided and a-

betted by the Journal staff. As if it

weren't enough trouble getting the

elusive male to tender the even more

elusive invitation to a formal with-

out having Journal headlines shriek

"Get Your Import Early". Fun is

7.15 p.m.—Glee Club, Practice.

'Fra Diavolo', Grant Hall.

7.30 p.m.—C.C.F. Club Meet-

ing, Sinclair Hall.

8 p.m.—Dr. H. M. Eatall, 'A

Postwar Philosophy,' Convoca-

tion Hall.

8.15 p.m. — Biological Club,

Senate Room.

TUESDAY—12.45 to 1.30—SCM
Chapel Service,

—Psychology Club — Topics ;

Training for Psychology as a

Profession; Psychological De-

ficits Following Lobotomy.

7.00 p.m.—SCM Social Prob-

lems Group, Mr, Laverty's

home.

7.30 p.m.—Press Club, guest

speaker, Prof. H. Alexander,

Ban Righ Common Room. All

welcome.

8.30 p.m.—University Concerts

Young Artists' Series — Jose

Forgue, soprano, Grant Hall.

8.00—Aquacade Party, Gym.

fun but this importing business can

be carried too far. Why don't the

boys just break down and admit that

a Queen's coed is a far better date

than a home-grown product—isn't

she?

Another Saturday night dance at

Ban Righ—The Buffer, convened

by Nancy AVelton and sponsored by

ttie Ban Righ House Council. The
significance of the name escapes me
but the time is S.30, the price is 25

cents, the entertainment is dancing,

bridge, and ping-pong, and it may
be our last chance to repay the boys

for all those nice, nice things they've

done for us. Also bring along some

money for cokes and hot dogs.

Twenty-five cents is just your cover

charge.

"ThisJorward lean can be

carried too far!"

^^s, it looks like some skin off

Egbert's chin . . . but such minor injuries

can be repaired in short order with a litUe

plaster sod iodine.

And even if Egbert's venture onto the

snowy hills includes broken skis, he knows
where he can find a ready remedy ... in his

financial first-aid kit, the emergency fund

be has built up at the B of U.

Why not follow Egbert's example . . •

make sure that broken skis and similar

mishaps don't throw your pleasure plans for

8 loop. Open your"MYBANK"
fr'N. Savings Account today.

n . f̂"'^ You'U like that "master-of.

'^j^l yooT-fate" feeliag thataBofM
ccouDt gives.

Bank of Montreal
*orliM<].with Conodioni in every wolfc oi life lince 1617

Kingston Branch: F. BROWNLEE, Manager

PrincesB & Barrie Sta. Branch: J. D. HICKEY, Manager

Pete

THEYALL

PHILIP

MORRIS
CIGARETTES

A DISTINCTIVE CIGAREHE

SO SMOOTH— SO MILD— SO

COMPLETELY SATISFYING

Vaseline
TRADK MARK

HAIRTONIC
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Alma Mater
(Continued from page 1)

for college men and especially

hoary veterans with children.

Science Rep Eric Jorgenson
thought it about time that some-

body shook this forced attend-

ance rule off the books. So did

many other members of the AMS
council. But President Phin quiet-

ly pointed out the nigger in the

woodpile — the rule can only be

changed by Senate approval and

many of its members are notori-

ously cool to such suggestions.

Colour Night

The number of toasts this year

will be cut down to three. In the

past, speakers replyinjj to toasts,

after being asked to Hmit them

selves to three minutes have dog

irotted in circles for twenty min

utes to the great discomfiture of

the hot and humid guests in Grant

Hall, the atmosphere of' which

.iftcr several hours of banquetin

IS like the interior of a Finnish

Bath. The reception line will also

lie cliopped. Last year, after cou

])lcs had shilly-shallied their way

John Chance Heads

Arts '49 Permanent Exec.

The following officers were elec-

ted to the Arts '49 Permanent exe-

cutive at a meeting held last Thurs-

day. Honorary president, Prof.
Urquliart ; president, John Chance

;

vice-president, Willie Dowler ; se-

cretary, Dottie Wilson; treasurer,

Don Hedley ; athletic sticks, Bill

Kent and Maryal Edwards; social

conveners, Don Milliken, Sylvia

Mackenzie
; Kingston representa-

tives, Don Chown, Cynthia Smith;

e.x officio members, Ann Janes,

Leigh Ronalds. Bill O'Hara.

"

Jack and Jill went up the hi

To fetch a pail of water.

Jack came down and went to

town

To see Fra Dtavolo by the

Queen's Glee Club, February 24
25.

through an army of clammy fin

gered receptionists, their hands

felt as if they had been run

through a Bendix Automatic laun-

dry system . . . without the dryer,

Campus Frolics

(Continued from page 1)

have been badly handicapped by be-

ing divided into eleven scenes.

The Gibson Girl Clionis—Jean Aus-
in. Eleanor Davidson, Jean Hendtr-
oii. Pat Janson, Nonic Kendall. Joan
Keoiigh. Maniy Morion, I'eg Pepler.
Donna Scott. Marcelle Tliomas. Clio-
reograiihy, training and rtliearsals:
Dorothy O'Britii, .^nn DesBrisay.
The Can Can Clioru.s—Susie Atkins,

Jean Bell. Chris Berry, Di Christie.
Jean Cuddy, Ann DesBrisay. Nfaryai
Edwards. Ann Elliott, Mary Harris.
Dol Knapnian. Marny Morton. Dottie
O'Brien. Jean Thomas, Jane Urttii-
harl. Helen Wright, Helen Tracey.
Choreography, training and rehear-
sals: Ann Parkhill.

The Male Ciiorus — Llovd Wood?.
Ray Ba.ssett, Bill Pratt. Dave Welch
Oran Frbod, Jim White, Mike Halli-
day, Johnny Faulkner, John Hornc,
John Bullock. Bruce Davenport, Bil!

Hoose,
Orchestra — Trumpets; Ziggy

Creiphton, Jim McCulihrey, Victor
Wilson. Ed Akcson, Lynn Sargeant:
trombones: Joe Vincr, Ian MacDon-
ald, Doiip Thackcr; saxes: Bud Ham-
ilton, Eric Bronskill, Nerval Wyse
Boyd Valleau; bass: Sid Grigg: piano
Jack Peckitt: drums: Lionel Naylor
guitar: Hed Sherman.

Stage Crew — Gord Merklcy, Bob
Plant, Boh Best.
Stage Sets — Bill Coke, Don N'ixon,

Roly Lorimcr, Don Harrison.
Costumes — Helen Tracy.
Ushers — Courtesy LS,S.

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

corsage:
Stonp's Ifllouirr ^Irnp

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality and Artistry Predominate"

BIGGAR & CRAWFORD
MEMBERS TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE

Private Wire to Toronto

G. M, CUNNINGTON, Manager

187A Princess Street Telephone 5317 Kingston, Ont

You Can't Buy

FINER SHOES

Today, the high quality standards of

Dack Shoes are just as rigidly maintain-

ed as they have been for more than a

hundred years.

You can't buy finer shoes—at any

price.

Dack Shoes are etili unexcelled for

Bolid comfort—fine styling-and ex-

ceptionally long wear.

And, despite much higher costs of fine

leathers, Dack Shoea sell at only a

moderate increase in price.

Melody Masquerade Gives

One Performance, Feb. 10

Eighty-six persons appearing

in 18 acts are now putting finish-

ing touches to the big colourful

"Melody Masquerade," being pre

sented at KCVI auditorium on

February 10 by the Newman
Club.

Tiie show is beinij forced to

limit itself to one performance

Mr. DeRe says, since tlie audi-

torium is booked solidly up to

February 10, and the Lenten sea-

son begins on the 11th,

Five hundred tickets are avail

able to students, and are being

sold by the Newman Club, Hil

lei. and at the Post Office.

Wlio done it?

Done what?

Hid in tlie heroine's clotlies

closet , . . Come to the Glee

Club's Fra Diavolo ant! get tlie

details.

February 24, 25.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

TYPING
THESES A SPECIALTY

REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLIED

Doreen Lipsett 125 Union W.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

F,RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

Arts '50 ond Science '49

Year Pictures available at

Queen's Post Office

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP_

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

RENT YOUR

SHOPS OR AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

D3-1I7

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellineton St, Dial 4352

Clastified Ads
FOR SALE

One set of tails, one tuxedo, both size

34-36. Excellent condition, reasonably

priced. Phone Monty Sennctt, phone
Z-0040.

Spotting cards for English 2. Now
available at Tech. SuppKes. These
cards have been approved by the Dept.
of Extension, and recommended as an
excellent study aid to all extra-mural
students.

LOST
At Kingston Mills last Sunday after-

noon, one ski-meet number (36) be-
longing to a set of 1-50 owned by the
Intramural Athletic Department. The
return of this necessary item to the
Gymnasium office before Saturday
would be appreciated.

Labrador's Iron Wealth

Subject of Two Talks

"The Labrador Iron Deposits"

will be the subject of two talks by

Dr. R. P. Retty ou Monday, Feb-

ruary 9.

Dr. Retty, of the Labrador Min-

ing and Exploration Co., is in

charge of geological exploration of

these important deposits. The talks

are at 11 a.m. in Room 322 and at

4.30 p.m. in Room 201 of Miller

Hall.

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

We welcome Queen's University Students to Kingston, and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of yeara stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blaiem

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes".

is a whimsical statement

unsupported by the evidence

But . .

'College Men Prefer Arrows"

.

is a fact proved
by acnial survey*.

*Jd colleges coast to coast, college m«n prefer
Arrow Shirts above all others.

Look for lha Arrow Trads Mark

ARROW SHIRTS
TIES • HANDKERCHIEFS

Klngstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LOCKEnS LTD-

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and excliangsd

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND -

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THB

MUTUAL IIFE
I'Ih^HMMOF CANADA fc^^HM

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont.

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. I.
Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeater
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JARVISMEN SET FOR
MITT-MAT CARD SAT.

By Lloyd Woods

From all indications, lomorrow's boxing and wrestling show
should be one of the best seen here in recent years. All the im-

ported talent is coming from Toronto and from advance notices

will provide plenty of opposition for the Tricolor.

The seven invading grapplers represent five of Toronto's bet-

ter known athletic clubs and Harry Peace, who is bringing them
down, warns that they are a tougher squad than the one which
met defeat here on Jan. 17.

Representing Queen's in the

wrestling bouts will be Des
Hanratty of Arts '51, who is mak-
ing his first appearance before

a Queen's crowd, Don Smylie,

Vince Politti, Arland Benn, Don
Good, and Frank Macintyre, in-

tercollegiate 175 lb. finalist last

year, who is making his '48 de-

but tomorrow.

Vic Bagnato. director of the

Toronto Diamond Club, is bring-

ing four of his better proteges

to test the Tricolor niittmcn.

Headlining the boxing card

will he the heavyweight final be-

tween Keith Christiansen and
"Butch" McCallum. The latter,

a 6' 2", 1Q5 lb. veteran, has the

recommendation of Fred Steele,

secretary of the Ontario Athletic:

Commission, and can be counted

on to give a creditable perform-

ance. Christiansen will be fav-

oured to chill the Toronto man,
but McCailuni has a reputation

for gameness and will give the

Gael heavy a lot more trouble

than did John Post.

Other Queens favourites who
will be in action are Mehe Mel-
ovick and Stew Le Baron, the

promising 133 pounder.

In addition to the bouts against

the Toronto boys, fans will wit-
ness several fights which will

serve as eliminations for the in-

tercollegiate boxing team. Jack
Jar^'is has matched some of the
leading contenders in the var-
ious weights and with each con-
testant fighting for an intercol-

legiate berth, the action shrnild
be spirited.

At 147 lbs. Arvu Telihala. who
lost a close decision to Dick St.

Louis of Kingston on the last

card, faces southpaw Mac Mc-
Alpine.

Lew Carey, intramural 140 lb.

champ, has accepted the chal-

lenge of Louis Keating, who
failed to get into the intramural

bouts.

Two 165 pounders, Jim Eur-
well and Dave Mathews, have
been matched and a challenger

to Hank Unruh, the intercol

legiate representative, could

come from this pair.

The show starts at 8 p.m. sharp,

tickets are 25c to students.

The card is as follows :

WRESTLING
125 lbs.—Des Hanratty Queen's, vb

L, Usher. Toronto Y.M.H.A.
135 lbs.—Don Smylie, Queen's va U,

Sylvester. Toronto Broadview.
145 lbs.—Vince Politi, Queen's, vs. H.
Moore. Scarboro A.C.

155 lbs.—Arland Benn, Queen's, vs J.
Innes, Broadview.

170 lbs.—Geo. Flanagan. Queen's, vs
E. Anderson. Toronto West End.

175 lbs.—Frank Macintyre, Queen's,
vs A. Booth. Broadview.

Heavy—Don Good, Queen's, vs H,
Yates, Central Y.

BOXING
135 lbs.—Bud Gubelman Queen's, vs
Don Crowe. K.C.V.I.

170 lbs.—Don Connor, Queen's, vs
Bill Verge, Queen's.

165 lbs.—Dave Mathews, Queen's, vs

J. Burwell, Queen's.
147 lbs.—Arvo Tehhala, Queen's, vs
Mac McAIpine. Queen's.

140 lbs.—Lou Keating. Queen's, vs
Lew Carey, Queen's.

133 lbs.—Fred Richardson. Queen's,
vs Stan Luther. Toronto.

133 lbs.—Stew Le Baron, Queen's, vs
Steve Hardy, Toronto.

170 lbs,—Mehe Melovidt, Queen's, vs
Don Ballinger, Toronto.

Heavy—Keith Christiansen, Queen's,
vs "Butch" McCallum, Toronto.

HAL*S

SIDELINES
We printed a letter in the last edition of the Queen's Journal

in which a student states that the sports staff is not covering the

college games from an objective point of view. He criticizes the

sports staff for reconciling the many Queen's losses sustained and

for attempting to make excuses to cover up. We are quite willing

to admit that this has been our policy and feel that this is the prime

fiHiction of college sports staff writers.

As everyone knows, the different senior entries Queen's has

made in intercollegiate competition have undergone some very

severe losses. We have made excuses, attempted to bring out

the finer and brighter points of the Gaels and minimized their bad
points as much as possible. In this manner we hoped to build

up the morale of at least some of the players and perhaps show
the teams that win, lose, or draw the school was behind them.

A little slap on the back never hurt any athlete, especially when
he is playing for a losing team. Some day, when the Tricolor comes
up with a winning club, no excuses will have to be made and a

more objective viewpoint may be adopted.

Not long ago there was a Sports Editor at Queen's who
adopted the policy advocated and it was at a time when Queen's
was in somewhat the same position athletically as it is now. The
student body as a whole complained about the way the teams were
run down and as a result the policy we are following was adopted
in the following year.

If objective reporting is what the student body wants we can
very definitely give it. There's lots of room for letters at the
Journal office. Please let us know.

WANTED

FOOTBALL MANAGERS
The Football Club will con-

sider applications from prospec-

tive managers of the three teams
at the Club's next meeting. All

those interested are asked to

leave written applications at the

.^.B. of C, office in the Gym-
nasium by Saturday. Feb. 21.

The applications should include

name, faculty, year, and pre-

vious experience, if any. Pref-

erence for the job of Senior Man-
ager will be given to last year's

Intermediate Manager, and for

the Intermediate Manager's posi-

tion, to last year's Intermediate

'B' Manager.

Football Club

Notice
There will be a football film

shown of the two McGill-Queen's

games today at 4 o'clock in Con-
vocation Hall. Admission 25

cents or a football club card.

Distinctive Footwear
• Hortt Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

in their first tilt and then lost

the following week to the same
aggregation.

Queen's lineup for the game
tonight is as follows ; Huband.
Weir, Dobbins, McNiven. El-

ford, Smythe, McLaughlin, Phil-

lips. Hewitson and Aisenburg.

QUEEN'S BASKETEERS
TO VISIT McGILLMEN

By Bruce Williams

The call of the road beckons the Tricolor this weekend as
they move to Montreal to tackle the McGil! Redmen Saturday
uight. The Edwardsnien will be seeking their first win in the
Intercollegiate loop as- will the Redmen so the action should be hot
and heavy. Both teams have put up fairly good opposition to the
Men of iMetras, McGill losing by a 59 to 42 count and the Gaels
by a 55 to 25 count.

The difference in the scores

—

a 17-point deficit for McGill and
a 30-point deficit for the Tri-'

color—should not enter into the

picture at all, as the floor and
the opposition make quite a dif-

ference in the performance of

any team from game to game.
Thus it should not be said that

Mc{JiIl. judging from points

scored against Western, should
beat the Gaels by 13 points. First

we should remember that the

Gaels were rated as the under-
dog.s against the Redmen last

year and turned around to take

the game 39 to 35.

We call Queen's over McGill
but by a narrow margin. There
shouldn't be a difference of more
than 10 points in the scores.

McGill has a new coach, Howie
Ryan, who has taken over from
I-ou Davies. He has an impres-
sive record, having guided the

University of New Brunswick
through four undefeated seasons.

The Redmen are almost all hold-
overs from last year's squad.

George Davidson. Sammy Roth.
Myer Bloom and Bobby Duford
being the stars of last year's

squad that are back in the fold

Davidson has been a star per-

former for the past two seasons

CARABINS TO TANGLE
WITH GAELS TONITE

By Lloyd Menary

University of Montreal Carabins will make their second local'

appearance of the season tonight when they tangle with the Queen's

Tricolor in a regularly scheduled intercollegiate game at the Jock

Harty Arena. The first meeting between these two clubs pro-

duced the best hockey of the season to date, with the Gaels winning

out 6-5 on a goal by Gerry Wagar in the last five minutes of play.

In the return game at Montreal the Carabins reversed the de-

cision, winning 9-6 on the strength of a 5-goal outburst in the final

period. At the present the Montrealers hold a two-point edge in

the standing over the Tricolor and a win for the Gaels tonight would

put the two teams on even terms.

in addition to their regular

lineup Coach Gene Chouinard

will call up two intermediates

for tonight's game, one of whom
will likely be Roy Sadler, who
performed impressively against

Carleton College last Saturday.

Other senior intercollegiate ac-

tivity tonight will find the Uni-

versity of Toronto Beavers at

the Montreal Forum lor a game
with the McGill Redmen. The
Redmen are the only club in the

league with a decision over Ace
Bailey's Blues and are trailing

the Toronto club by only two
points in the standing. Tonight's

game may well decide where

the real strength lies in the col-

lege loop.

Intermediates Play Clarkson T.

Queen's Intermediates will not

be idle over the week-end either,

as ihey will travel to Potsdam.

N.Y., for a Sunday exhibition

meeting with Clarkson Tech.

The Sea Gulls' next home stand

will be on Feb. 14 when they

take on the McGill Seconds, a

club
,
to whom they dropped a

close 7-5 decision in Montreal

three weeks ago.

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURREY

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

Ski Trails

The Annual Intramural Ski

Meet took place at Kingston

Mills on Saturday and Sunday,

January 31 and February 1.

The Crosscountry event, held

over a four-mile course, was won
by Bud Keenan, Meds '51. His
time was 34 minutes and 51 sec-

onds. Sunday saw R. Walsh,
Arts '51, capture the downhill

and John Chance, Arts '49, the

Slalom. Top honours of the

meet went to John Chance. He
placed eighth in the crosscoun

try, third in the downhill and
first in the Slalom.

Year honours went to Meds '51

with 47 points. Arts '49 with 39

and Arts '51 with 35.

The table tennis tournament is

scheduled to get under way Mon-
day, with the deadline for en-

tries being tomorrow. Year
athletic sticks should also take

note of the intramural swim meet

which is due to begin next Mon-
day, with entries closing next

Saturda5\

Skiing

Last week the intramural ski

meet was held at Kingston Mills,

with contestants entering the

cross-country race, the slalom

and the downhill. In the final

tally, Meds '51 came out on top

with 47 points, with Arts '49 with

^9 running a close second. Fol-

lowing were .'Xrts '51, 35; Sc. '51,

14; Sc. '49. II ; Sc. '50, 4; and

Arts '50, 2.

Basketball

Section A
Won Lost

Arts '48 4 0

M.eds '53 3 0

Arts '49 2 2

Section B
P.H.E.

Sc. '49

Meds. '52 „

Science Over Arts

In the first contest of Mon-
day's doubleheader, Sc. '48 man-

aged to squeeze out a 22-21 win

over Arts '50. Although down
13-8 at the half, Arts '50 rallied,

and with Dover leading the way,

pulled to within one puint of the

victors at the final whistle. Wil-

kins with 8 and Potts with 6

vere high for '48 while Dover

with 14 and Wimbush with 6

paced the losers.

After a slow start. Sc. '5

1

hooped 38 points in a last half

drive to smother Meds. '50 53-9.

Arts '49 rolled to a 38-23 tri-

umph over a hard-battling Theol-

ogy quint last Tuesday. Led

bv the accurate shooting Gold-

berg, the Artsmen assumed a

18-14 midgame edge, and were

never in danger of losing their

lead.

Badminton

Notice

There will be no club play
and will bear watching as he cut I

Tuesday, Feb. 10, as the gym
24 notches in the Western scalp has been allotted to the inter-

last weekend. collegiate teams for practice.

The Redmen. like Western, Elimination Trials for this "5

played a tough preseason work- man team" have been taking
up in the States, They lost to place each night from 10-11 p.m.
Dartmouth and Vermont but The team will play against Mc-
beut the classy Clarkson Tech. 1 Gill in Montreal on Sat., Feb. 14

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

"REVERSIBLE PARKAS"

— ON SALE—

AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES

GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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THE MOST WE GIVE IS THE LEAST THEY NEED I—Students
will line up like this at a bean-milk station at Nanking University in

China as a result of contributions by Canadian university men and
women to the $100,000 International Student Service Appeal this

month. Large numbers of Chinese students exist on a starvation diet,
and local relief committees supplement their food according to the

needs found.

NEWMAN CLUB REVUE SHOW
HITS KCVI STAGE TONIGHT
With the accent on rliytlim.

she 86-niember cast of the New-
Tiiau Club's Melody Masquerade
will draw the curtain on the first

of their 18 fast-moving acts at

8 p.m. tonight in KCVI auditor-

ium. With no more than 30 sec-

onds between acts, producer Ge-
lindo DeRe promises a fast-mov-

ing variety show with a pleasing

balance between vocal offerings,

dance numbers and humorous
skits.

Fonce McCue, popular pro-

fessional baritone, has been

added to the original cast

within the past week, as well

as five stars from Evelyn
MacDonald's school of danc-
ing.

Highlights of the show will

niclude crooner Ted Masterson's
a la Sinatra rendition of (lerry

Sutton's new song, "When You
Aren't Here," and a tango inter-

!n-etation of "Jalousie" by Jerry

Amirault and Joan Keough, done
after the fashion of Volez and
Volanda. "You're Irish and You-
're Beautiful," "Summertime,"

with Ger>iu\ in and Kern luncs,

"The (31d Lamplighter" and the

grand finale, which includes the

singing of new lyrics to "Okla-

homa" by the entire cast, round

out the show.

The humour element is provid-

ed by Gil Hebert's "Cocktails for

One," a comical pantomime of

Spike Jones' City Slickers, and
Pringle's Practical Peroxide
Newscast, M.C. Boyd Upper will

make those thirty seconds be-

tween acts seem even shorter.

Tickets are being sold by New-
man Club members and at the

door tonight.

Recent Arrival Points

To Tricolor Stork

A third generation Queen's

habiluee was born Jan. 31

to Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Aksim.

The newly-arrived lad boasts

a father in Science '48, and

his mother and both grand-

fathers are Queen's grad-

uates. Odds are that he will

shout 'Oil Thigh", too.

|ttwiffiiiiiiii[tirj!iiiiiiii.aii,|ittiiiiiMpjii[iEpj!iHiii!^

ock Grows I

§ Heaps of Newspapers Extinct ?

By Pris Peebles

Where are periodicals and
newspapers to go when there is

no longer room for them in the

Library? How are we to

MicroRIm St<

Science Formal

Giving Premiere

to New Gym Roof
Among the new decorations

for this year's Science Formal

is a new permanent cloth ceiling'.

This project was sponsored by
tin; Engineering Society under

direction of the Formal Commit-
tee. One third of the cost is

being paid by the Formal Com-
mittee as rental and the ceiling

will then be stored away for the

use of future formals.

Viilunteer workers from all

years will be required in the gym
starting Wednesday at noon.

Word has been received

that all ex Air-Force men
will be permitted to wear

their uniforms. Tickets are

still available at the Science

Club Rooms from 12-12.30

and at Tech Supplies and

Queen's P.O. from 1-1.30

daily.

Tickets wilt be distributed

through the (Jiieen's Post Of-

fice to receipt holders and it is

to be noted that any who do

liot receive tickets liy Thursda_\

should call at the Science Clul

R'.ioms at noon uii Friday.

ISS LAUNCHES DRIVE FOR RELIEF

Happy Gangsters

Will Play Here

During ISS Week
Eddie Allen and Kathleen Stokes,

popular members of Canada's best

known group of radio entertainers,

the Happy Gang, have been invited

to entertain Queen's students by the

Hillel Foundation, which is turning

over all proceeds of the show to aid

the iSS drive for funds.

Mr. Allen and Miss Stokes will

appear in Grant Hall on Thursday,

February 19, at 8.30 p.m. Due to

their daily CBC broadcasts in To-

ronto they will be able to make only

one performance. Tickets for this

show are now on sale at the Queen's

Post Office, Spearns Book Shop,

and from members of Hillel.

This generous effort on the part

of tile Hillel Foundation exempli-

fies the type of spirit needed to put

the ISS drive across. Other campus

organizations are urged to follow

their examples and come to the aid

of the ISS.

Forego Pleasures To

Further ISS Drive

Just to prove they mean
business and in order that

they won't live in glass
houses, members of the ISS
executive, in conjunction

with their campaign, will
forego many "earthly plea-

sures" during the week of

the drive for $4,000.

Inaugurating "Austerity

for Charity" week, the mem-
bers will sacrifice coffee,
cigarettes. The extremist is

going to give up breakfast

for a week.

Money otherwise spent on

these "unessentials" will be

donated to the ISS, in addi-

tion to the original pledge.

we to ob
tain copies of books that are

out of print, or too expensive?

What about material that exists

only in manuscript form—letters,

drawings, typescripts . . . ? Micro-

filming is a solution that is being

increasingly used in modem
libraries.

Queen's own Douglas Library
is greatly exjianding its present

microfilm collection of about 100

reels, mostly on scientific and

Hedical subjects. A good col-

lection uf early English plays is

now on order. Microfilms may
be requisitioned in the same way

as bonks, through Heads of De-

partments.

The Library has recently pur-

chased a Microstat R2 Reader

—a beautiful and expensive in-

^truI)]tnl which reflects the films

ituto a white screen. This reader

has the advantage over the .Argus

Reader previously in use in the

Reference Room in that the

.screen will take a newspaper-

size page, and is enclosed on
three sides by black, which ren-

ders a dark room to read in un-

necessary. The Argus Reader

will go to the New Arts Build-

ing. A new Spenser Reader has

been purchased for the Crane
Building.

See Microfilm, p. 4

P. G. Scholarships

Available to Students

The National Research Council

invites applications for Postgradu-

ate Scholarships in Science, tenablt

during the academic session, begin-

ning Oct, 1st, 1948, Bursaries of

the value of $450.00 are offered to

applicants who have graduated with

high distinction in scientific study

Studentships of the value of $750.00

are offered to applicants who have

experience in research work in Sci-

ence for at least one year following

graduation. Fellowships of the va-

lue $900.00 will he opened to award

to applicants who have given dis-

tinct evidence of capacity to conduct

independent research in Science.

Copies of the regulations govern-

ing these awards may be obtained

from the registrar. Deadline for

applications . . . March 1.

NFCUS Open Meeting

To Hear National President

The newly elected president of

the National Executive of the

National Federation of Canadian

University Students, Robert S.

Harwood, of U.B.C., will ad-

dress an open meeing of the

Queen's NFCUS on Thursday,

8.15 p.m,, in Ban Righ Common
Room.

Mr. Harwood is anxious to

meet the members of the AMS
executive, the Society Executives

and their members, and all other

students who may be interested

in attending the meeting.

IRC Will Learn

Labour's Share

In World Affairs

"Labour's Part in World Af-

fairs" will be set forth by
Charles H. Millard, national dir-

ector of the United Steel Workers
of America, at an open meeting of

the International Relations Club,

on Thursday. February 19, in

Convocation Hall.

Widely travelled and well-in-

formed on many topics of cur-

rent affairs, Mr. Millard is a

member of the executive com-
mittee of the Canadian Congress
of Labour. He attended a con-

fercTice in Prague in June, 1947,

as an executive member of the

World Federation of Trade
Uninu^, and was also technical

aiKi^er iu the Canadian Workers'
dL-k'gate at tlie 30th session of

the International Labour Con-
ferciuv in (jcneva.

Fie was <."CF member of the

Provincial House during the ses-

sion 1944-45. and has recently

accepted the nomination iu West
York riding as CCF candidate

in the next provincial election.

Murray Will Brief

Schoolmarms -to- be
Ne.Kt in the series of Arts Vo-

cational Talks, sponsored by the

Arts Society, will see Mr. J,

L. Murray, principal of KCVI,
speaking on the topic, "The
Teaching Profession."

All students in every faculty

who are interested in securing

an insight into teaching as a

vocation are welcome to attend

the lecture, Thursday afternoon

'

at 4 o'clock in the Red Room.
Mr. Murray is former president

of the Kingston branch of the

Queen's Alumni Association.

Following the address will be

a question period and a lunch, to

be served in the Arts Club Room.

Chalk River Scientist

To Give Atomic Talk
On Thursday. Feb. 12, Mr. W.

H. Stevens, a former student and

lecturer at Queen's, will address

Queen's Student Branch of t h-e

Canadian Institute of Chemistry.

Mr. Steven^, who is now with the

National Research Council at Chalk

River, will speak to the group on

the topic. "Nuclear Chemistry for

Cheinists". cr

Members, friends, and all who are or

interested are cordially invited to ' for the candidates have been do-

attend. The meeting will be held at^nated by local merchants but,

4.37 p.m. in the large lecture roont .
right now, they are big, dark

in Gordon Halli secrets.

Faculty Leaders

Pledge Support

Of ISS's $4000
The ISS opens its initial drive

this week in a faculty campaign

with objective of $1,000, a quar-

ter of the $4,000 quota. This

means that students must be

ready with $3,000 the following

week, February 16-21.

Total staff contributions

in each faculty will count

with the faculty student con-

tribution and the faculty with

the highest average donation

per person will see their

Queenly representative

crowned Queen of Queen's.

Obviously, every last man
must back his comely rep-

resentative.

Various pledges of support for

the ISS drive at Queen's have

been received this week.

Sliirley Jolnison, president of

Levana, speaking for the co-eds

of the campus, writes, "We all

know the importance of a suc-

cessful ISS campaign. With this

in mind, surely not one of us

will hesitate in co-operating,"

The whole-hearted backing of

the Science faculty was voiced

by President Norm Simmons,

who appealed to his fellow Sci-

encemen to give as generously

as possible.

The engineer is just as con-

cerned about world problems as

other students," he stated.

Don Milliken, president of the

\rts Society, expressed pleasure

n being asked to help to start

off the ISS campaign to raise

the minimum objective of $4,000

for needy European students.

Giving the endorsement of the

Medical Faculty, John McCauIey,

vice-president of the Medsmen,
said that he hoped the students

of his faculty would donate gen-

erously to the cause of the ISS.

Headquarters in Gym
Campaign headquarters will be

set up in the Gymnasium and a

daily report will be made on

inter-faculty contributions.

The Queen of Queen's will be

L.-r'-'wned at the rmptliall Dance
the 21st of i^ebruarv. Gifts

Rotfi's Clock I ower

Takes Top Honours
Michael Roth, with his "Clock

Tower," took top honours in the

judging of the 12th annual'Salon

being held by the Camera Club

in the Senate Room this week.

Mr. Cliff Abrahams, one of the

judges, commented. "Unusually

excellent and ' 'different' angle

photograph of Grant Hall." Prof.

Andre Bieler and Grant Macdon-
alil, the other two judges, picked

this print because of its excel-

lence from the artistic and com-
positional point of view.

Journal photographers

Bowley and Carey vied with

Roth for selected prints, re-

ceiving the nod for three first

prizes. Their informal por-

trait of Mrs. Roosevelt re-

ceived especially meritous

mention.

Exhibition prints were loaned

to the salon by Charles Studios,

George Frederic, and Marrison

Studio. Prize money was donat-

ed this year by Mrs. Frederick

Etherington who has always been

Sec Rolh's Clock Tower, p. 4

Queen's Photographer Rings The Bell
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Sports Insurance . . .

At present if a man is hurt in intramural sports at Queen's

he must pay his own bills for medical care. Perhaps his year

or faculty might help. Perhaps not.

A system of insurance to cover these expenses could be

set up easily. It would far belter serve the university than the

present haphazard grants and could be extended to intercolle-

giate sports wrhere bills are now paid by the Athletic Board

of Control.

The cost would be slight, the advantage great. We
strongly recommend investigation of the matter by our

student government.
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DRAMA
I

I You Touched Mc-Whoops!
I

By James Roe

Sinking their teeth, apparently rather apprehensively, into

the exaggerated irony and broad farce of Tennessee Williams' three-

,

act philosophy lesson, the cast of "You Touched Me" presented a

very creditable first-night performance of a difficult play Thursday

evening in Convocation Hall.

The effort made before a first-night audience which

included a liberal spicing of alumni back for a campus re-

union, did justice to the players, their capable director,

Dr. William Angus, and the piece itself, although "You

Touched Me"s message fell somewhat short of completely

adequate expression.

The psychological conflict of this second major production of

the Drama Guild was fairly adequately developed, although all

the major players seemed anything but at home in their roles

throughout the action. The battle rages about demure Matilda,

well on the way to becoming another Emily Dickinson under the

neurotic tutelage of dusty, sanctimonious, stagnant Aunt Emmie.

Victorious in the end are the forces of life and change championed

by ex-bomber pilot Hadrian and his foster-father, Cornelius, Ma-

tilda's father, a dissolute, obscene old ex-sea captain who breathes

a mixture of Stale brine and booze into the situation, while Hadrian

works around Emmie to awaken Matilda with soft talk and

metaphysics.

W. D. Trotter Reports on Pugilism in the Universities and Mokes Some Caustic

Comments and Some Pertinent Recommendations

DEATH RIDES THE RING

-9^

When "Sugar Ray" Robinson, welter-

weight boxing champion of the world,
knocked out and killed Jimmy Doyle in the

Cleveland Arena last June 24th it was not

an unusual occurrence. According to box-

ingdom's official magazine "Ring" fifteen

such deaths had already taken place that

year. One of these deaths was that of a

University of Maryland student.

These ring fatalities emphasize the fact

that boxing is a vicious sport. And added

to these major mishaps are the hundreds

of punch drunk bums and disfigured dere-

lict^i that the fight game annually turns out

of its production line. That these things

should happen in such a sport is in no way
surprising after considering the blunt report

of a commission appointed by the President

of the University of Illinois to study boxing.

The commission states

:

"The objective of all offensive man-

oeuvers in boxing is to injure an oppon-

ent. The more efficiently an offensive

is executed the greater the injury in-

curred."

The commission consisted of no squeam-

ish, namby-pamby old maids but of such

men as Illinois' H. E. Kenney, assistant

professor of education tor men and head

wrestling coach, and H. C, Gebhart. assist-

ant professor of hygiene and medical ad-

viser for men. Information was obtained

by letter, questionnaire and poll from peo-

ple who knew the bo.\ing "profession" in-

side and out including many doctors whose

duties included the full time or part time

medical examination of boxers.

Since boxing is such a dangerous sport

one would think that at Queen's at least it

would be strictly supervised. But such is

not the case. At the last A.M.S. meeting

Junior Arts Representative Johnny Chance

pointed out that contestants entering the

ring in the Queen's intra-mural bouts were

not even given a superficial medical exam-

ination. Worse still, in the elimination trials,

preceding this contest there was not even a

doctor in attendance at the ringside! In

intercollegiate tournaments, it is true, the

|)articipants are given a thorough medical

but these boxers are probably the ones

least likely to have any physical defect.

And while it is a fact that in the intra-mural

fights only one person received an obvious

injury it is interesting to read what the

Illinois Commission has to say about this

matter:

"The type of injuries most common
are insidious in nature and in many
cases are not recognized by either par-

ticipants or coaches. The effects of head

blows are cumulative and are not re-

cognized in early stages."

bijxing. as a sport, has lost most of the

excuses for its existence. Naive people who
believe that boxing is a builder of character

would do well to think for a moment what
sort of character it is building. If the United

Nations means anything then developing

the desire to punch somebody's face in is

not the best ability to encourage. The Illi-

nois commission emphatically states "It is

impossible to justify teaching an activity

(boxing) and at the same time to advise

students against participation in the activity

taught" boxing contestants. As a developer

of physique it is far inferior to football
; as

self defence it is tar surpassed by Judo and

is of little protection against a man with a

gun in your back ; as a means of developing

fighting men for the army its reputation

suffered a severe jolt in the last war when

many of its principal advocates were found

unfit for service and many of those that did

pass the medical examination developed an

intense dislike to being near firearms. In

contrast to this, football, which encourages

team spirit and does its level best to cut

down on injuries contributed many officers

of high calibre to the armed forces.

A number of years ago they abolished

bear-baiting as being unkind to animals.

Some people think that boxing should be

abolished as being unkind to humans. Com-

plete abolition of boxing is, in all probability,

an impossible accomplishment. But much

of its danger could be eliminated if students

desiring to take part in the sport were given

a thorough medical examination before be-

ing allowed to enter the ring. And there is

no doubt that a doctor should be present at

all serious bouts.

Dear Journal:

Red Bait ...
The ugly head of socialism has raised itself in the midst of

our safe, sane, and stable student governing body, the Alma Mater

Society, who seem intent upon selling our birthright of free com-

petitive enterprise down the river of communist dictatorship in

exchange for a mess of pottage.

Effective Feb. 15, the A.M.S. has ruled that registration of

function dates will be compulsory and that fines will be imposed

for non-compliance. Is it the intention of the A.M.S. to kill all

incentive and initiative in the interests of a dictatorial planned

economy? If so, then surely we are heading the ship of state

straight down the road to serfdom. Is the A.M.S. attempting to

change the laws of supply and demand in the free competitive

market? Have we no spirit of adventure and free unbridled enter-

prise left that our organizations must seek protection in the folds

of our student government?

Let us denounce this trend towards socialistic radical totali-

i»OTlI.[IH.W«M;a!.IDfJKJtl^!JlairlJIB(i;LHri^

pense shows that we, through our student government, officially

despise the lives and needs of anyone not at Queen's. We, and

many North Americans like us, are advertising to western Europe,

eastern Europe, and Asia, that when we talk of freedom, justice,

and democracy we mean we will take what we like from the world

no matter what the others need, DON HEAP, Arts '48.

Relief from the continual tension is supplied 'by the parish! Ifrianism and return lo free competition in the open market

clergy in the delicate person of fuzzy, girlish Rev. Guilford Melton,

a foil for Emmie's righteous virginity, and Phoebe, the bouncing

little Cockney maid, a toy for Cornelius.

Enough of the play ; now for the players.

G. W. Booth, as the reverend. wa« triumphant. He played

every line to win, manipulated bis small part with expert gesture

and intonation charged with understanding of the character por-

Irajed. and stole the stage from the major parts on every entrance.

" 'E pinched me, mum !" squeaked Phoebe, and Jocelyn Cosh,

armed with an appealing Bow Bells accent, dug down deep into her

lines to produce a maid to be proud of.

Ruth Kirk's "Emmie" proceeded from a nervous start into

the earnest manufacture of polish as the story unfolded, but by
the beginning of the third act she had arrived. Her speeches were
a little clipped, and it seemed throughout that she over-shot the

,

effect through excessive zeal.

The sea captam was portrayed well by Duraiid Wallar. who
strove valiantly to overcome the disadvantage of casting and some
rather coarse lines by wringing the last drop of effect from his

many hilariously anuising antics. His Cornelius was always con-
vincing.

Although diction and movement were very much to her credit,

Barbara Caldwell fell a little short of a first-class Matilda. She.
too. warmed up as the part became more familiar, but ....

W. L. Morden was, perhaps, most at home among the major
roles as Hadrian. His stage presence was good, his inflection def-

initely equestrian, and his assumption of the part's importance in

the piece excellent. A little less boyish boisterousness would have
made a better Hadrian.

Orchids to Beulah Maitland and her crew for a good job of

make-up, and the set designers are to be congratulated on the
layout.

God Save the King!

HARRY (GLADSTONE HAYCK) WALKER.

Holy Hoses!
//

Last year we were spoiled. Through the genius of some
lemons of Levana, a bureau for darning socks was founded—the
first of its kind at Queen's. This was a chance for the gals to repay

[heir Beau Brummels for the countless favors done for them

around the campus. It was an astounding success in more ways
than one. New acquaintances were made, socks lasted about twice

as long, as well as providing the girls with an essential pre-

requisite to Marriage 22B.

And so, would it be within the realm of earthly possibility, if

ibis wholesome extra-curricular activity could once again be re-

instiuited ? What could be a more suitable Valentine ?

GEORGE O. TOLLER,

Band Stand . . .

Nuticing that we must still find $2,000 of the $7,500 for our

band's uniforms. I wish to suggest what it is we are doing as

Queen'smen and North Americans.

We are justifying our European critics who claim that North
Americans aid Europe not for humanitarian reasons but for selfish

political reasons.

We defend our countries' foreign policies because we believe

we practise a moral responsibility for human beings. Yet we give

more for our band's fancy dress than we gave for books and food

during five o£ the world's neediest years. We who luckily live

close to the sources of supply are living daintily and so causing
many who live farther away to lack necessaries. The band ex-

pense is only a small example; consider the ?20,000 or $30,000 an-

nually spent on a rugby week-end at Varsity. But the band ex

Tutor Toots "Totalitarian!"
First, I confess I am a tutor. Five or six times in the year I

go to a room on the top floor of Kingston Hall, pick up seventy

exercises, take them home and put red ink on them, and return

them to the cubby-hole where I found them. All evidence urges

that the exercises were written by humans, but I never meet them.

This is inhuman. It's immoral. At any rate, it's not education.

We come to Queen's and are all herded through Philosophy

I and English 2. In hundreds we sit and hear answers poured at

us by lecturers who have no time to find out what questions we

have. We turn in exercises, often cribbed from the Encyclopaedia

Britannica, and we write exams ; and the only judgment ever heard

is the award of "success". No wonder we fail to nurture an interest

in truth-for-its-Dwn-sake.

University officers deny that this attitude exists. But test

them. Ask them why they tolerate such herding, why students are

stuffeil with facts instead of being encouraged to hunt for therw-

selves. Why do we not provide one seminar period per week for

all freshmen, letting them open up their questions and be shown

how the University can help them? The money and time would

be far better spent on this than on the present round of compulsory

lectures. If you probe, you will get the answer I got : "After all.

the majority of people can't think for themselves." Even profes-

sors secretly justify herd-indoctrination on the ground that only

Sfo of humanity (for exauiple, themselves) are really willing to

think. When you ask why they are so sure of this doctrine of

the elect, the final answer sneaks out : "Well, you know, it wouldn't

do for everyone to go getting ideas. We have to have hewers of

wood and drawers of water." Isn't it convenient that "we" don't

have to be hewers and drawers? In all past ages the people with

education and power have been unconsciously afraid to let the

lower classes equal them in ability ; if the serfs had armour and

could fight like knights, who would feed us? Our present freedom-

loving educators have changed the world but not the attitude.

But on public occasions, when our University officers con-

gratulate the world on having such an institution as Queen's, they

lorget all this. They talk of "liberal education", "training for

democracy", and "moral judgments", and would boldly deny that

Queen's University embodies the principle that 5% of the people

despise the other 95%. DON HEAP, Arts '48.

* * * *

We remind readers that we cannot print letters received with-

out the name and address of the writer. If desired, letters will

be printed under a nom-de-plume and the name will not be

divulged.
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Ottawa Is Worried About Imports; So Are the Co-Eds at Queen's

A Weighty Campus Issue Gets on Airing

Is It Right To Import?

YES NO
By Eric N. Jineer

So I'm importing. 'Me and a

CLiLiple of hundred other guys.

And the girls don't like it. They
figure that with the ratio at 5-1,

every so-called woman on the

Queen's campus should have that

supreme thrill of the year and

get a chance to go to the Science

Formal. Never was so much ex-

[icctcd by so many for so little.

The girls arrived in droves last

fall, all decked out with the "New
Look." They figured that would

make the boys fall all over them.

Tlicy counted on the New Look
making an impression. Well that

impression was just a dent.

What these Queen's women
need is a few manners. Like say-

ing "Thank you for the wonder-

ful evening" and meaning it. Like

treating the guy they're out with

as though he's more than just a

walking cigarette machine, Back

at the first of the year, my senior

classmen told me never to touch

|jut I wouldn't listen. I kept slipping nickels like I had millions into

that old phone. Just when I think I'm making a hit with a babe,

I phone one night and she's busy. Well that's my signal. So I try

again and finally I get a doll and pop the question about the Friday

night dance, and I get an answer which just oozes that attitude,

"Well, I'm doing you a big favour, but I'll go out with you." Yep,

I even put up with that. And then we go out and finally get home
at an hour so early it can't even be called respectable and I get the

big pay-off, a kiss like a can of cold spaghetti.

It ain't me — I can remember when I could have any babe I

wanted. Sometimes I long for the good old days overseas when
a fellow could drop into a pub and meet a real woman, any night

of the week. You know the kind I mean. A woman who appre-

ciated a fellow's efforts to do the evening up right. A woman who
realized she didn't need fancy clothes to put herself across. Maybe
it was because they couldn't get the clothes to fuss with that they

were so genuine.

But the babes in this place ! They can't realize that men see

light through the make-up. We know that beauty is skin deep

and we're looking for the girl that really counts, the girl who has

more on her mind than "what Mabel is wearing," or "who's Alice

got tonight," or "you should see her with her make-up off." Ah,

they make me sick! Or else that kind who thinks it smart to have

a bunch of suckers on the string and play one against the other.

The boys are getting wised up. That hard-to-get routine doesn't go.

So I'm sitting down and writing a letter to that lovely girl of

my dreams back home. Gee baby, I haven't even been fair to you.

There you are so true and sweet and I've been going out with the

stuff here. You wouldn't be proud to see it either ... to see the

broads that've been taking your place. But I'll make it all up to

you. I'll never even look at them again. When I get you down
here for the big hop, the boys'Il finally see I'm cured. No sir, it

doesn't take clothes to make you attractive.

And to those lucky co-eds that do get to the Science formal

(I hear some of the Artsmen have got tickets), congratulations!

Take a few clues from my girl. She's not looking around at the

other men and looking at the clothes the girls are wearing. She's

having a good time and seeing I do too. She's got what it takes.

And don't "meow" either, because she can wear a strapless gown
and look better than any of you do. So long, kiddies! Come the

13th, you can all go jump off the heating plant dock.

STORAGE
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

TVPI NC
THESES A SPECIALTY
REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLIED

Doreen Lipsett 125 Union W.

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

By Magnolia

Artsmen — Bah! Sciencemen

— Bah! I hate men. After donat-

ing all niy spare time, energy and

personality to Queen'smen what

happens during January and Feb-

ruary? You guessed it. They
import, and I join the "Stay at

Homers." Let me state a particu-

lar case that will show just cause

for bitterness.

Last fall when Freshette Fanny

first appeared she got a bit of a

rush from several of the social

types. After a month or so.

Sophomore Sam had more or less

monopolized Fanny's time, and

before the Freshie knew what

was happening she was "Sam's

gal." The other boys stopped
phoning (there is such a thing as

a sense of honour . . . even among

Queen'smen). After all, Sam was

classed as a good type and .

well you know the rest. Sam was

a nice dancer, personality O.K..

and not bad looking. Besides
that, it was kind of flattering to have someone call regularly and

take her to shows and dances — might even say she had a sense

of security — no worry whether or not she'd have a date for Satur

day night. Sam was always present.

Christmas exams and holidays came and went. Faimy got ;

new evening gown. Our Freshie came back to Queen's with a heart

full of dreams. The big social season was coming — the Aquacade

— the Frolics — year parties — basketball and hockey games and

best of all, the formals. The dress was going to get some wear.

Sam phoned a few days after school started and everything

seemed much the same. But the dates dwindled down to an occa

sional meeting in Charlie's. Then the crash came when some sweet

senior whispered in Fanny's ear that Sam was importing for his

faculty formal. Fanny was stunned — all her hopes came tumbling

down, and the gown was covered with dust. She was one disillu

sioned Freshette; all she had to show for her efforts was a bitter

heart.

We girls are just as much a part of Queen's as the men are

and the dances mean just as much to us as they do to the men

even more so at times.

But I don't care — I took a Medsman to the Levana Forma!

A Farewell to Sorrow
Here's a lost tear for chill moidens

And 0 lost long puzzled sigh

For I cannot be unhappy

When there's sun and clouds on high

When there's sun and clouds and blitheful birds on high.

Here's o lost moon for chill moidens

And 0 lost long sleepless night

For I cannot but be merry

When the moon is tinkling right

When the moon ond stars ore tinkling, wrinkling right.

Here's a click o' the heels for bnging

And for love o toss of the head

For I won't be slave to sorrow ^
.;

And I con't lough when I'm deod

And I cannot leap with laughter when I'm dead.

— CHARLES GRANT MacKENZIE,

Ode to a Future Corsage
No one kriows

How the rose

In beauty grows

But I know

Love con grow

Like the rose

I suppose

D.R.F

PORMaid-V THE IHIl-V CRAWFODD FLOWER SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial K«<. 7990

sinson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

On "Memory Tests'

(Editor's note: This is the first of a series of letters

ouUining a picture of Canadian university life as seen

through the eyes of a student from a "strange country.")

Dear Gutsami,

Well, Gutsami. we have recently finished the Great Ordeal and

I think the time has come to tell you about the rituals and involved

procedures which lead up to these bi-annual examinations.

The three-month preparations for these "exams" are curious

and rather difficult to understand.

Three times a week, lectures are delivered on each of your five

courses. One is compelled by university regulation to attend these

lectures whether or not the professor is worth listening to, whether

or not a student would be spending his time more economically

in some private research of his own.

After many years in the mature atmosphere of our university

at home, this compulsory attendance system was quite irntatmg

to me at first. But, I soon grew accustomed to it and now read

my morning newspaper. Time or Harper's, complete my class

essays or roil up and go to sleep in boring lectures as do any of the

other students who have had longer to condition themselves.

However, some professors are known to include, in the course

of their lectures, every answer to any possible "exam" question

and, to these lectures, one goes regularly, armed with note-book and

pen. One takes down every word that falls from the lecturer's

mouth as though he were God delivering timeless, undisputable

truths on Mount Sinai.

If you miss a phrase, you immediately put up your hand and

ask in an awed, respectful tone (which I have quite perfected),

"Sir, will you repeat those last two or three words, sir?"

Sometimes, to show you really are interested, you ask him to

spell a difficult word like "podzal" or "Chateaubriand."

But, apart from these politely-requested repetitions and occa-

sional spelling-bees, the observer, looking over a university lecture

class, would think he was watching a group of UN reporters taking

down another monotonous "No appeasement for Russia" statement.

Supplied with these verbatim notes, the students relax, spread

out to the various taverns and restaurants and wait for the "Week-

Before Exams" when the term notes and prescribed texts for each

course are quickly swallowed like five separate vitamin pills and

then coughed up again in the high-tension, unnatural conditions of

the "exams."

To my mind, these "examinations" are no more than memory-

tests. In no way are they the measure of a student's thought or

his ability to analyze, criticize and evaluate. In the large sense, they

merely test his memory.

Here I must tell you about Theodore Jackson, a "ninety-per-

center," which means that he never gets an "exam" paper back

with a mark below ninety in the corner.

I quickly learned to treat him with the proper amount of awe

and respect which westerners are prone to show toward High-Mark

Man. However, one morning, just through curiosity. I dared to

engage him in an intellectual duel.

By way of an opener I asked him if he thought government

pump-priming was a solution to depression.

Whereupon he turned on me slowly, raised one Intellectual

eye-brow and said, "Tliat's what it says in the book, isn't it?"

I also know another boor who is a "ninety-percenter" in Pure

Science. His favorite topic of conversation is "How to send the

Jews back to Palestine in a hurry." He has already devised about

26 schemes, I am told.

All of which makes one wonder where education begins and

where specialization stops . . .

—SARTIRIUS.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your ovm Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SLIPPL.ICSi
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Ifbur future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP J. FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE — WINNIPEG
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What's When

TODAY—12.45-1.30 p.m., SCM
Chapel Service.

—7.30 p.m.. Psychology Club,

Topics: Training for Psycholo-

gy as a Prolession; Psychology

Deficits Following Lobotomy,

Theolog Classroom 2.

—7.30 p.m.. Press Club, guest

speaker. Prof. H. Alexander.

Ban Righ Common Room. All

welcome.

—7-8 p.m., SCM Study Group.

Behavior of the Christian, Pa-

dre's Home.
—8 p.m., "Melody Masquerade"

sponsored by the Newman
Club, KCVI Auditorium.

—8.30 p.m., University Con-

cert, Young Artists' Series, Jose

Forgue, soprano, Grant Hall.

—8 p.m., Aquacade Party, gym.

Splash Party 8 p.m.. Dancing

9 p.m.

WEDNESDAY — 12.45 p.m..

Public Speaking Club, Room
201, New Arts.

—1.30 p.m., SCM Bible Study

Group, Old Arts.

—7 p.m., CFRC, Special Sci-

ence Program.

THURSDAYS p.m.. Arts Vo-

cational Talk, Principal J. L.

Murray, "The Teaching Pro-

fession."

—7.30 p.m., General Meeting.

Gliding Club, Biology Lecture

Room.

—8.15 p.m.. NFCUS Open
Meeting, speaker R. S. Har-

wood of U.B.C.. National Pre-

sident, Ban Righ Common
Room.

FRIDAY—10 p.m.-3 a.m.. Science

Formal.

SATURDAY— 8 p.m., Queen's

Senior Hockey vs Varsity,
arena.

N.C.S.V. O.P.

40% OF VETS FORESEE NEED OF MORE MONEY
Get ready for a salvo of stat-

istics relating to the survey. The
total number of vets registered

at Queen's for this session is

1,757 of whom 1,600 are receiv-

ing DVA benefits. Of the larger

number 1,191 are single and 566

are married. The break-down

into faculties sliows Arts with

832; Science. 7S0; Meds, 133;

Physical Education, 10; Nursing,

2. Only 1.069, or 67%. out of

the 1.600 DVA charges took the

trouble to fill in questioimaires.

This is a big improvement over

the fall survey which showed a

return of less than 30%. The
N.C.S.V. received the support of

94% of tlic students contacted,

and these supporters contributed

$233.74 to the treasury of the

committee and the Council.

Seventy-seven per cent of the

surveyed students have finished

less than half of their course,

and 68% have already used up

more than half of the savings

with which they came into uni-

versity. Twenty-six: per cent of

the total have absolutely no sav-

ings left to their credit. Fifteen

By Wally Avis

per cent feel that they will have

to quit school unless they re-

ceive further assistance and an

additional 21% offer no assur-

ance that they will be able to

finish their course.

It would appear from the sur-

vey that over 40% of the student

veterans are, or anticipate being

in a position where financial aid

will be essential. The DVA loan

scheme was never intended to

accommodate such a proportion

of the enrollment. The alterna-

tive for many of the cases is a

cost-of-living bonus to alleviate

the distress.

Latest reports from Ottawa on

this important matter show that

the Hon. M. F. Gregg, V.C., and

his department arc giving the

NCSV brief their "serious atten-

tion". The deputation from the

National Council saw Mr. Gregg

last week. W. D. McVie, the

president, writes : "I feel that

quite a bit was accomplished al-

though I must admit I did not

win him (i.e., the Minister) en-

tirelv to our cause."

Regionol Drama Festival

On Convocation Hell Stage

The Eastern Ontario Drama
Festival will be held in Convo-

cation Hall on Thursday, Friday

and Saturday, Feb. 12, 13, and

14. A few tickets are still avail-

able at the department of Ex-

tension, at $3.75 for the season.

Dr. Wm. Angus, Queen's drama
professor, is directing the festival.

DIRECTOR ANGUS
Microfilm

(Continued from page 1)

Reads Fish Scales Too
Dr. H. W. Curran uses

his Spenser Reader for bio-

logical purposes—uses it, in

fact, to determine the age

of fish ! The age of a fish,

for all of us who didn't know,
is determined by its scales

—and evidently Dr. Curran

finds the reader preferable

to a microscope.

When Queen's begins to save

space with microfilm, its entire

collection of microfilmed news-
papers will be housed — with

the Reader — in the Reading
Room. Few films of interest to

undergraduates—except for cur-

iosity—are at present available,

but there will be some before

long. Professor H. G. Conn of

the Mechanical Engineering De
partment has been using his 35

mm. camera to microfilm engi-

neering drawings and sketches

and it is hoped will shortly be
working on some of the material

in the Queen's archives.

A good many microfilms are
available from various libraries

co-operative projects, and com-
mercial agencies, including in

particular University Microfilms
Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan, whose
current projects include the
microfilming of all English books
printed before 1600; over 1,000,-

000 pages are now available.

As Queen's students begin to
realize that they can get on micro-
film material that would be oth-
erwise unavailable, and as the
microfilm collection increases, it

is Hkely that the Microstat R2
Reader will be used to its full

capacity.

Roth's Clock Tower

(Continued from page 1}

generous in her patronage and

interest in art.

This year's committee for the

salon is comprised of Bill Grant,

Fran Wilson and Willis Glen.

Following is a list of awards:

Scenic—1st. Michael Roth; 2nd,

M. J. Franklin; 3rd, B. Grant.

Design—1st, 2nd and 3rd, Michael

Roth. Campus Life— 1st, Bowley
and Carey; 2nd, Ned Potter; 3rd,

M. Roth, Portrait—1st, 2nd and

3rd. Bowley and Carey. Human
Interest—1st, Bowley; 2nd, Roth;
3rd, Bowley.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE

Spotting cards for EngliBh 2. Now
available at Tech, Supplies, These
cards have been approved by the Dept.
of Extension, and recommended as
an excellent study aid to all extra-
mural students.

FOUND
A black Parker "ChaUenger" pencil.
Owner may have same by phoning
Pat Courage—21419. If no one ans-
wers this ad Pat Courage will pay for
it, and keep the pen. Good old Pat,

Lincoln Incentives

Described To MEs
M. N. Vuchnich, head of Lincoln

Electric Co. of Canada spoke to 120

third and fourth year Mechanical

Engineering students, members of

the Queen's Branch of the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers

at a recent meeting of the Society.

Mr. Vuchnich told the audience

about the Lincoln Incentive Plan,

now famous throughout the conti-

nent. By it, he stated, the average

worker's wage has been raised to

$5500 with a decrease in cost of

their product to the consumer of

83 5t.

Such phenomenal changes liave

taken place due to straight line pay-

ment for piece work, payment of

bonuses for suggested improvements

in design or method, and annual

bonus payments based on a merit

system. The Company, which has

an Advisory Council composed of

elected employees, has encountered

no union to date.

Mr. W. L. Sutherland, chairman

of the Branch, presided, and the

vice-chairman, Mr. J. F. Williams

thanked Mr. Vuchnich.

Christianity Improves

Students --Jessop

Dr. Jessop, Dunning Trust
Lecturer, met with a group of

about fifty students recently to

discuss "Christ and the Univer-

sity," under the auspices of the

SCM. Having been connected

witli SCM since his student days,

Dr. Jessop said he "would have

been disappointed indeed if I had

not had the opportunity of meet-

ing the SCM at Queen's."

"Religious experience is the

whole experience of a religious

man," said Dr. Jessop. quoting

Archbishop Temple, and went on

to say that one thing that is quite

clear in the teaching of Christ is

that no department of life should

be exempt from the standards and

the spirit that He would have us

honour. Dr. Jessop then proceed-

ed to discuss the university both

from the standpoint of the Chris-

tian student, and the professor.

'Other things being equal, a

Christian student ought to be a

better student than a non-Chris-

tian. If not, we are 'letting the

flag down.' Similarly, other things

being equal, I ought to be a bet-

ter teacher." The point was ela-

borated bj' request. Dr. Jessop

pointed out how a certain big-

ness of mind, a certain exactness

of standard, and a lively interest

in the welfare of his fellows
should make a Christian a better

student of history or economics,

for example — though he confes-

sed himself at a loss when it came
to mathematics.

Dr. Jessop dealt with practical

questions of action by SCM, in-

cluding the getting together as a

body of learners, and the ques-

tion of campus missions such as

have been successfully conducted

at Oxford and Cambridge, and
which are being considered for

U of T, Queen's, and McGill.

Dr. Jessop said that SCM is

"very strong" in Oxford and
Cambridge. These old universi-

I
ties, and those in Scotland have
a greater interest in rehgion than
the new English universities.

Among English students there is

an emphatic but increased inter-

est in religion, much less super-

ficial than formerly.

Sciencemen To Rest

On Friday, Saturday

The midterm holiday in the Fa-

culty of Applied Science will be

held on Friday, February 13, and

Saturday, February 14. Classes will

meet as usual on Monday, February

16.

Nicol Hall Smokers

Warned To Abstoin

AMS Chief of Police Knute

Williamson warns that smok-

ing is prohibited in Nicol
Hall. Offenders will be pro-

secuted by the AMS Court.

Science Formal Features

Aluminum Displays
The "strong, lightweight, ver-

satile product" of the Aluminum
Company of Canada will be em-
ployed almost exclusively in the

construction of the "spectacular
displays" featured by the Science
At-Home on Feb. 13, it has been
announced by the Engineering
Society.

LOST
Wallet containing valuable papers in
Grant Hall Cafeteria, Wednesday noon,
fl-2-48, Finder please call Miss B.
Vogan, 79 Lower Alfred St., Ph. 5771.
Reward.

Pair of plastic-rimmed glasses in tan
case marked "Sibley, Lindsay and
Curr, Rocheatcr, N.Y," Very little

hope is held for their recovery, but it

would be welcome. F. W. MacLean,
Phone 5259.

Prof To Tell Scribes

About Their Journalese

Professor H. Alexander, of

the English department, will

speak to the Press Club and
any others interested in jour-

nalism at 7.30 o'clock in Ban
Righ Common Room. His
subject will be "Journalese."

Graduates To Realize

Degrees Cost Dough
Prospective graduates who

think successful completion
of final year examinations

will bring them a degree are

hereby advised that they
must make appHcation for

said degree and at the same
time dig down among their

disappearing shekels and
hand over with their near-

to-last gasp the sum of ten

dollars. A Master's degree

costs more — twenty dollars.

Deadline for application and
fee — March 15.

Jackson Metivier'

SUITS
with

That New Spring Look
*

— Shorter Jackets

— Longer Skirts

— Casual

— Dressy

— Tailored

— Separate Jackets

*

Quality Makes

SPORTCRAFT - SAMUEL MINTZ

BEVERLEY

Jackson Metivier Ltd.
114 PRINCESS STREET

JULajLfljuuu

nierprelod fo

teens and Iwenlies in f)

blue, turquoise, black, red or

navy. Sizes 12

18. At belter

slores acrost
Canada.

This is only one of our Spring collection of

sportswear fashions for young Canadians. Look for our lobel.

It is your guoronlee of up-to-tho-minula fashion plus qualily

workmanship. For name of dealer nearest you, write to . , .

Country Club Sportswear Company
1 29 Spadina Ave. Toronto
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Queen's Gliders

Try For Trophy
0» Saturday, February 7, two of

the executive of the Queen's Gliding

•Club, G o r d Spafford and Bob

Cuddy, attended a convention of the

Soaring Association of Canada held

a t Montreal, Gliding enthusiasts

from across the country were pre-

sent to discuss the relative merits

of their clubs' organizations, train-

ing methods, and research programs,

III the eyes of our delegates, the set-

up at Queen's was superior to any

other represented.

The Roden Trophy for the great-

est club activity during the year was

presented to a Toronto club (no

not Varsity!) but the Queen's club

gained more than half the winner's

points in our short burst of activity

during the fall. It is felt that with

the full summer's flying that is con

templated and similar work next

fall we could easily win this trophy,

At a general meeting in the Bio-

logy Lecture Room on Thursday,

February 12, at 7.30 p.m., these de
legates will explain more about their

trip to Montreal. Films on gliding

subjects will also be shown.

Diavolo Wows Paris

Almost 1000 Times

Coming To Queen's
Daniel-PVancois-Espnt Auber,

the French composer of the next

Glee Club presentation, "Fra

Diavolo", was born in Caen in

the late 18th century.

Although groomed for a career

in Commerce, he turned to music

and after working under Cheri-

bini he began turning out operas

in the early lS20's, at which time

he was approaching middle age.

The Frenchman's works were

very popular in his day and many

are still performed regularly. Al-

though his 48 operas varied in

musical value, "Fra Diavolo" was

one of his best efforts and has

been produced nearly 1,000 times

at the Opera and Opera-Comique

in Paris since it was composed

in 1830.

RESIDENCES TO HAVE

VACANCIES NEXT YEAR

Approximately 55 students will

be given places in the. campus resi-

dences for the next winter session.

These will be distributed over every

corridor of Ban Righ Hall and each

annex in order to form a backbone

of upper year students to maintain

the traditions of residence life. The

other 1 10 places will be held for new

students entering Queen's next au-

tumn.

Preference will be given to appli-

cants with good academic standing

and to students who were obliged

to be out of residence in their first

year.

About 70 places will be held at

LaSalle Annex for which applica-

ticiu m;iy he made also. The Univer-

sitv provides this extra accommoda-

tion and will give no refunds. Resi-

dents at T.aSallc may be boarders

at Ban Righ Hall.

Kindly obtain forms at Dean's of

fice, New Arts Building, and return

'immediately: End date is Feb, 13

Public Speakers Meet
To Map Out Future

The Public Speaking Club will

meet W'ednesdaj' noon in Room 201

for organization and future plan-

ning. The dates of the Andrina
McCulloch public speaking and
reading trials have been retarded

.-md will be announced later.

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THB

MUTUAL IIFE
B ^^^MiMOF CANADA Im^^^H

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Bronch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W.
I. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

£. Leadbeoter

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

she will be thrilled with a

corsage:
Btane's Momn ^l^ap

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality atid Artistry Predominate"

A CORDIAL

WELCOME-

is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Laidlaw's your shopping head-

quarters in Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

Hospitality in your hands

COCA-COLA LTD.

KINGSTON
Aikfor it filher way . . .

bar/}

trade-marks mean the same thing.

Hebrew University

s Source Of Pride

Says Dr. Lozinski

"Just as the Englishman, regard-

ess of where he is in the world, is

proud of Oxford and Cambridge, so

will the Jew have the Hebrew Uni-

\'ersity as the source of pride, ac-

coniplisliment and inspiration," sta-

ted Dr. Ezra Lozinski, in an address

to a large group of Queen's students

at Hillel House last Sunday.

Dr. Lozinski is president of the

Montreal Cliapter. Canadian Friends

of the Hebrew University.

Said Dr. Lozinski, "Previously

llie Jew has made his contribution

as a German or a Frenchman ; now

his work will be recognized as that

of a Jew."

Science Formal Presents

CFRC Progrom Wednesday

On Wednesday evening. Feb

ruary 11, the regular broadcast

of CFRC will be under the aus

pices of tlie Science Formal Com
mittee. Continuing its policy of

the best in entertainment, the

committee is presenting to the

station's listeners a program of

established c a' m p u s favourites,

but most of them for the first

time over tlie air waves. The fol-

lowing program will be pre-

sented 1

7 p.m.—Campus News—Jim Kirk.

7.15—Dave McQueen at the piano.

7.30—Raymon<J Paige and his Young
Americans (recorded).

7.45~Jini White presents.

8—IrHcrvicws with Norm Dalziel,

Jim White, and other executive mem-
bers of the Engineering Society.

8,15—Sonys by Donna Scott.

8.30—Morton Gould and Orchestra

(recorded).

8.45—Medley Tmie with Jack Har
o!d at the piano.

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

drq scalp

*
SYMPTOMS:

ff avc hair thafs naturally

attractive... always in place!

"Vaseline" Hair Toiuc dot's the

trick . . . and docs it nature's way
by supplementing the nalural scalp

oils. Keeps yoiu: hair soft, lustrous,

quickly responsive to bntsh or conib.

The largest selling hair preparation

in the world. 55^ and 95fi.

Kingsfons Oldest

Estoblished Shoe Store

178 WELLirJCTON STREET

Phone 9756

We carry o complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

158 Princess Street

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of eveiytliias

good to cat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

No. 578

G.R.C.. A.F. & A.M.

Regular

Communication

2nd Wednesday of

each month

MASONIC TEMPLE

Wellington & lohnson Streets

Kingston

All members of the Croft at the

University are invited to attend.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards. Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4S24

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington SL Dial 43SJ

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors
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TRICOLORPUCKSTERSDRUBCARABINS
CHRISTIANSEN WINS
UNPOPULAR DECISION

By Lloyd Woods

Queen's boxers and wrestlers

won 9 out of 12 fights against out-

side competition in the 15 bout pro-

gram presented in the gym last

Saturday, In the feature attraction,

Keitli Christiansen maintained his

perfect record in Queen's rings with

a loudly-booed 3-round split deci-

sion over Butch McCalhim of To-

ronto. The fight was a thriller from

the start when it was evident that

the intercollegiate iieavyweight

champ was going to have his hands

full with the tough Diamond Club

battler. McCallum started strongly,

knocking tlie Queen s heavy into the

ro]>es in the first round and contin-

uing to baffle him throughout by

staying inside Christiansen's looping

right. Keith came on in the third

round, however, and twice buckled

McCallum's knees with rights to the

head, to take the decision by a nar-

row margin.

Tlie only knockout of the card

was scored by Stew LeBaron, who
is being groomed for the intercol-

l^iate lightweight championship.

He scored his second successive 1-

round K.O. by dropping Steve
Hardy for the count with a right to

the body. Hardy literally galloped

through the first round and swarm-
ed over the surprised LeBaron until

he was caught with that good right

to the short ribs and was through
for the night. LeBaron looked ex-
tremely impressive, refusing to be

flustered by Hardy's 2-fisted attack,

and appears to be a good bet to cop
the 135 lb. honors at McGill.

The outstanding wrestling bout of

Uie evening was the 175 lb. match
between Frank Macintyre o f

Queen's and Al Booth of Toronto
Broadview V, which the Tricolor mat

j

star won in straight falls. Macmtyre,
who reached the intercollegiate finals

last year in his first year in the
wrestling game, proved that he is

a grappler of exceptional talents by
heating the Toronto man although
practically out on his feet. He went
into the contest with only a few-

brief workouts under his belt this

year and decidedly lacking in con-
dition, but took advantage of every
break which came his way and scor-

ed both his falls on quick openings.
AVith a few hours on the mat be-

tween now and the end of the month
Macintyre could easily take the

championship which he narrowly

missed last year.

The wrestlers won five of six

bouts against a strong collection of

Toronto grapplers with Don Smy-

lie, Vince Politi and George Flana-

gan winning decisions and Don
Good getting the Judges' nod by

virtue of a fail.

The all-Queen's boxing bouts

were crowd-pleasers and gave Jack

Jarvis a clearer picture of the inter-

collegiate contenders. Hard-punch-

ing Arvo Tikkala established himself

as tops among the welters as he

pounded out ' a clear-cut decision

over Mac MaoMpine. The latter

absorbed a great deal of punishment,

including a badly cut eye, but re-

fused to go down and was still bor-

ing in at the final bell.

An extremely unpopular decision

was handed down in the 1 70 lb. fight

between Don Connor and Bill
Verge. Verge appeared to be the

better boxer, punching sharply and

making his opponent miss, but the

judges gave the nod to Connor and
the crowd roared their disapproval.

WRESTLING
135—Don Sraylie. Queen's, decisioned
Len Usher, Toronto Y.M.C.A.

145—Vince Politi, Queen's, won a de-
cision over Len McKenna, Toronto
West End Y.

155—Arlaiid Benn, Queen's, lost to
John Innes, Toronto Broadview, by
a fall scored at 4 minutes.

170—George Flanagan, Queen's, de-
feated Emie Anderson, Toronto
West End, by a decision.

175—Frank Macintyre, Queen's, won
in straight falls over Al Booth.

Heavy—Don Good. Queen's, threw
Harry Yates of Toronto Central Y
at 2 minutes, which gave him the
victory.

BOXING
135—Keith Boormaji, Queen's, lost a

close decision to Don Crowe of
K.C.V.I.

147—Arvo Tikkala. Queen's, easily
outpointed Mac McAlpinc, Queen's.

140—Lou Keating, Queen's, dropped a
decision to Jim Edwards, K.C.V.I.

170—Don Connor, Queen's, registered
a victory over Bill Verge, Queen's,
with a split decision.

135—Fred Richardson, Queen's, punch-
ed out a decision over Stan Luther,
Toronto.

165—Don Mathews, Queen's, earned
a win over Jim Burwell, Queen's.

135—Slew LeBaron, Queen's, stopped
Steve Hardy, Toronto. 1 round.

175—Mike Milouick took a decision
from Don Balleinger, Toronto.

Heavy—Keith Christiansen was award-
ed a split decision over Butch Mc-
Callum.
Referees: Wresthng, Jim Terry;

Boxmg, Bob Seright.
Judges: Wresthng, Rabbi Renov,

Dr. Matheson. Mr. Burton; boxing
Dr. Suddaby, Mr. P. Waugh, Roger
Rivest.

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treodeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURREY
HOCKEY

In Monday's contest at the Jock Harty Arena Arts '51, after

being down 2-1, managed to edge out Sc. "50, 4-3. After Woodside

pnt the Sciencenien ahead on his two goals, Stevens came back to

tie it np for '51, and McGougan applied the clincher.

Sc. '51 rolled to a 5-1 victory over Meds '51 in Tuesday's puck

clash, after being one goal behind in tlie opening stanza. Matheson

led the victors witii two goals while Barnes tallied the losers' counter.

Sc. "49 continued their drive to overtake Meds '50 in the Bews

Trophy race as they swamped Meds '53 14.-1. Isaac and Martin

took top honours for the victors with 4 goals each, while Leach and

Mackenzie followed with 3 apiece.

Arts '49, led by Prideaux with a goal and an assist to his credit,

defeated Arts '50, after taking a two goal edge. Bill Filion played

an outstanding game for the losers, scoring botli of his team's goals.

In Thursday's game, Arts '49 shut out Meds "53 9-0, with McGee
and Kent each racking up two goals and an assist.

Arts '50 downed Sc. '49 7-2 with Francis turning in a hat-trick

and Bill Filion a one goal and three assists effort for the Artsmen.

Arts '48 outshol Meds '50 10-4 in their win on Friday. Stone-

house, who netted 4 goals and provided one assist, led the victors,

while Delaliaye potted two for the Medsmen.
In a rough and tumble battle in which referee Bradley gave out

G penalties, Arts '49 swamped Meds '51 11-1. Sclictor and McGee
each turned in a hat-trick while Barnes scored the losers' only marker.

BASKETBALL
Sc. "49 hoopsters downed Sc. '48 34-15 in the first of Wednes-

day's Intramural cage contests. Norm Harry paced the winners
with 11 points followed by Stringer with 8. while Dobson scored

6 for the losers.

Paced by Morris Richardson, who rolled in 18 points, the

P.H.E. quintet won their fifth consecutive game, as they subdued
Meds '51. 42-23. Also prominent in the victory was Al Lenard with
S, while Malloy and Barnes with 7 and 6 respectively, were high
for Meds.

Sc. '50 came witbin 1 point of a shutout as thev defeated Meds
'50, 60-1.

After taking a 16-6 half-time edge, Meds '53 downed Sc. '51

25-12. Don Connor with 9 and Charlie Bough with 8 paced the
Medjnieii, while Stan Stabler and Karis garnered 4 apiece for Sc. '51.

McGILL CAGERS EDGE
SNAPPY GAELS 36-33

By John Duff

I n a thrilling "photo finish",

which saw Queen's cut a McGill

lead of 10 points down to three in

the last two minutes of play, the

McGill Rednien edged out the Tri-

color 36-33 last Saturday night in

Montreal. The close score repre-

sents an equally close game as both

teams produced smart ball-handling

and passing, and both teams worked
the fast break well. But again, as

in other games, Queen's could not

pay off under the basket. This is

the answer to the defeat.

McGill rjpencd up the scoring on
a basket by Diiford and Weir replied

for Queen's . . . Then the Redmen,
led by Davidon, surged ahead to

1 1-2 lead at the five minute mark.
TIk' Gaels settled down as Elford

and Weir began to swish the cords,

and Queen's came back to within 4
points of McGill. Baskets were
traded fairly evenly for the balance

of the half, which ended 25-19 in

McGiil's favour,

As the second half started the

Rcdmcn again took to the offensive

as Duford and Davidon helped Mc-
' Gill move ahead to the 36 point

mark. These baskets were made
during the first 18 minutes. The
only replies by Queen's in that long,

low scoring stretch, were 4 foul shots

by Weir, one by Aisenberg and a

basket by Huband. That made the

score 36-26 for McGill with less

than two minutes to play. Suddenly

the Tricolor came to life as Smyth,

Elford and Weir hit the hoop, and
Queen's pulled to within three points

of McGill. Time ran out before the

Gaels could overtake the Redmen.
and the game ended 36-33.

The only Queen'smen to hit the

basket with any consistency were
Elford and Weir who got 7 and 15

points.

Honourable mention goes to Gord
Hewitson for the good blanket check

he threw on Davidon, who only

collected 1 1 points.

Queens: Elford 7; Huband 2; Mc-
Niven; Smyth 2; Phillips; Weir 15;
McLaughlici; Hewitson 2; AisenburR
3; Dobbins 2.

This Saturday evening the Senior

Gaels play liost to the Ottawa Com-
merce Grads, of the Ottawa Senior

League. Early in January, the Tri

color took the Commerce Grads 33
26, in Ottawa.

KEMP, MERCIER, STAR
By Hal

Queen's vs U. of M.

Queen's snatched their second

win of the season on Friday from

the "flying Frenchmen" of the

University of Montreal by a very

comfortable 9-5 margin. This re-

presents the first time the Golden

Gaels have won two intercolle-

giate hockey games in one season

since before the war.

The game itself was definitely

the very best seen in Kingston

this season and the Tricolor prov-

ed a credit to the coaching they

have received. Two men in par-

ticular stood out for the Gaels,

namely Ron Kemp, who returned

to the ice for his first game since

he was injured in Muntreal. and

Gerry Mercier. who has been
moving between the interme-

diates and seniors all s e a s o ii.

Gerry certainly proved himself

to be of senior calibre in Friday's

game.

Just a little over tw"o minutes

from the start of the first period

Don Murray opened the scoring

for Queen's after taking a pass

relayed by Chuck Hews and Don
Hcdley. This lead stuck until

near the end of the period when
Pinard of the Carabins tied up
the score on a beautiful backhand
drive. Only seconds late Queen's
regained the lead when Ron
Kemp took "Jake" Wallis" pass

and found the open corner of the

net.

This finished the first period's

scoring but the Gaels found the

mark with more regularity in the

ORM WEIR
Captain of Senior casers who played

fine game against McGill and was
lop scorer for the nighl.

Pringle

second as they scored five goals

before it closed. Chuck Hews
opened taking a pass from de-

fenceniaii Gulick. Mercier fol-

lowed up shortly afterwards with

his first goal of the night but

before the period ended he found

the net again. Wallis and Kemp
were tiie other marksmen for the

-Gaels while Lefebvre of the Cara-

bins who was one of their starry

performers racked up the two
counted by the opposition in that

period.

The pace at which this game
was played was terrific with both

clubs skating their hardest at all

times. The final session was
highlighted by the same speed

and excitement of the first two

periods. Each club garnered two
goals with the Carabins getting

their last in the final second of

the game.

For U. of M. Pinard and Le-

febvre looked to be by far their

best forwards while D e n a u 1

1

played well defensively. Queen's
had numerous stars, two of which
have been mentioned. For a line

as a whole Don Murray flanked
by Chuck Hews and Don Hedley
looked to be the best combination
the Gaels had. Larry Moffatt
broke up one Carahin rush after

another, and thus, for his fine

I)erformance, he got our choice
for the night's defensive star.

Norm Urie had a well deserved
rest, comparatively speaking, but
came up with many good saves
when called upon.

U. of M. — Goal, Lahaie; defence.
Denault and Lussicr; centre, Eniblen;
li'ft wing, Pinard; right wing. Cote;
subs.. Crcpeau, Laurendeau, Lazure,
Lcfcbvrc, Gaudct. Chqmpagnc. Ver-
nier. Glynn, Dcsjardins.
Queen's — Goal. Urie; defence. Mof-

fat and Flaiiigan; ceiUre, Wallis; left
wrjig. Kemp; right wing. Sadler; subs.,
B. fianiilton, Gulick. Wagar. Mercier,
H. Hamilton, Murray, Hews and Hed-
ky.

Referees — Bill Watts and H. Rad-
ley.

Arts '50 and Science '49

Year Pictures available at

Queen's Post Office

621 Princess, of Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCLIFFE—-GORD' SAGE

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

CAMEL HAIR

SWEATER COATS

— AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
TVAOOV^*.T^v^«^^ OR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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McLaughlin Hall To Open,
Drafting-Room Improvement

It is expected that first classes

will be held in McLaughlin Hall

about ^^arcll 15th. The final

year class will thus have some
of their lectures in the new build-

ing before graduating.

This new Mechanical Engi-

neering building will be one of

the finest and most modern of

its type on a Canadian campus.

The building and equipment

have been made possible through

the generosity of Mr. R. S. Mc-
Laughlin of General Motors,

Oshawa. The building is costing

$350,000. and another $150,000

will be spent for equipment.

Standing four storeys high, the

building will have a floor space

of approximately 28,000 square

feet and will house machine

shops, heating and ventilating

labs,, research work shop, of-

fices, class rooms, library, draft-

ing and blue-printing room. The
large class room will be terraced

and all will be equipped with

black-out curtains. The heating

system will be designed as a test

laboratory for students. Lighting

will be the latest with four-tube

fluorescent fixtures in the draft-

ing rooms. Furniture will in-

clude individual tilt-top drafting

tables.

Through the co-operation of a

Mechanical Alumnus. Mr. H. A.
Bertram of John Bertram & Sons,

Dundas, the machine shop will

contain the newest of equipment
and highest quality machine
tools.

The welding shop will have
an interior finish of white plas-

ter and all welding will be done
in cubicles with well-vented hoods.

A special feature of this shop
will be equipment for a new
argon welding process.

The internal combustion labor-

atory will be one of the outstand-
ing engineering labs, in the coun-
try. Test equipment will include

electric and hydraulic dynamom-
eters and high speed indicators

for pressure-volume relationships

during tests.

The two-stage air compressor
will be the heart of the air-com-

pressor lab. Canadian Ingersoll-

Rand is co-operating in making
this engine one of the best in-

strumented test compressors in

:ountry.th

III the Refrigeration Lab. will

he a demonstration freon unit

^vitli all working elements made
of trail s]>arcnt material so that

students may sec the actual

process.

Installation of equipment will

be done by final year Mechanical

students. Through' the summer
niost, but not all, of the equip-

ment will be put in place.

Frank TIndali

Is New Coach
Frank Tindall is to be head

football coach at Queen's it

was announced yesterday by

Dr. O. A. Carson, chairman

of the AB of C board ap-

pointed to hire a coach.

Tindall, who is signed up

for a "long-term" contract,

brought the supposedly un-

derdog Gaels into second

place in 1939, but would

make no comment on the pre-

sent situation.

"I hope to meet the whole

squad soon, to assess the ma-

terial, but until then anything

I say will be pure guess

work," he stated.

However, he optimistically

stated that often a "slump"

is purely relative — "Other

teams may improve, while

the low team remains at the

same level."

The

President's

Message .

Today our snow - covered

campus is agoin the setting

for an Egineering Society-at-

Home. On this occasion, to

Queen's and to our 'Formol',

we heortily welcome all our

friends. May you enjoy your-

selves immeasureobly and

cherish your memories of the

evening and the week-end.

The Formal is a spectocular milestone in our school coreers.

For a diligent committee and those industrious men of Science

who lend their assistance, it is the splendid climox to many months

of detailed planning and weeks of concentrated effort. For the

Engineers of finol year it is the beginning of the end. In a

few doys our Iron Ring Ceremony and A.M.S. Color Night will

be events of the post ond in o few weeks, the examinations also.

Then, in May, the lorgest class of Engineers in the history of

Queen's will graduate ond begin on endeovour to opply the fundo-

mentol principles of the physrcol sciences.

And in that endeavour, to the Closs of '48 and all who follow

—Heolth, Happiness ond Prosperity.

This, too, is the time of year when a new executive takes over

the odministration of the offairs of the Engineering Society ond

an old executive relinquishes its duties. To the old executive

and all its assisfonts—Thonk you, for o job well done. To the

new executive ond to Queen's University and all her students

—

the very best of good luck.

SCOTT DALZIEL

Hangover Cure
Saturday evening. Grant Hall

will be the scene of the annua!

all-Science year party, when Mc-

Donald and Viner's College Or-

chestra will provide music for

dancing between nine and twelve.

Under the guidance ot Jim Mc-

Bride, Convenor, a committee

composed of the social convenors

of al! the Science years will pres-

ent till? Hangover as a sequel

to tiic- Si.ii;nce Formal.

In keeping with an old Science

custom, dry refreshments will be

served. Arrangements wilt be

made for a suitable intermission

and as a souvenir for that import

a novel programme will be given

away. Tickets at the door $1.25

I

per conple.

Science Court Active
At a general meeting of the

iLTigineering Societj- on Feb. 5th

the topic of discussion centered

around members of the year

organizations who had not paid

their fees. Controversy became

so heated that the meeting was
adjourned to 4.30 when discus

sion was resumed and the follow

ing penal code for guidance of the

Science Court was passed by

two-thirds majority

:

I. No member siiall at any lime
conduct liiiii.-i'll in siitli a liiaiiiicr a

brint' discredit upon tke Kiiyineehing
Society or the Faciity nf Applied

SPEAKERS MEET
At an organization meeting of the

Public Speaking Club held on Wed-

nesday. February lith, the follow-

ing slate of officers was elected for

the 1948-49 session:

Hon. President— Mr. A. Edin-

borough; President — Mr. Bern

Hcnheffer; Secretary — Mr. Ray

Jackson; Treasurer—Mr. J. Smith.

Public speaking; Eliminations

Feb. IS and 26, S.OO p.m.. Biology

Lecture Room ; Finals March 4.

Reading trials ;
eliminations Snnday

l-'el), i 5, {. niiMKUtion Hall, 2.00 p.m.

Finals; .Wmxh .Stii. Non competi-

tors are welcome to attend.

CFRC
ON THE AIR

SATURDAY, 7 P.M.

1490 KCS

I.S.S. CAMPAIGN
$4000 OBJECTIVE

Preparation for the ISS drive to

raise $4000 for Student Relief

reached a high point this weekend

with committees a n d canvassers

whipping last minute details into

place.

The canvass of professors and

slaff was begun this week and re-

ports show a good response from all

departments. The faculty and stu-

dent canvass will wind up February

21 at the Football Dance in Grant

Hall when a Queen of Queen's will

be proclaimed.

As the Canadian Appeal for

Children got under way this week

University students and staff

were relieved to find that they

would not have to make a double

donation. The Canadian Appeal

for Children and the I.S.S. drive

are a part of the same Relief

appeal. Anyone giving to I.S.S.

is not asked to contribute to the

Children's fund.

The campaign program begins

Monday night when the film "Hun-

gry Minds" will be shown in Con-

vocation Flail after the University

Lecture series. Wednesday and Fri-

day niglus will feature special ISS

brorulcasts over CFfiC. Saturday

night the Queen of Queen's is to be

crowned and ihe student body will

find, out how high they sent the

C-ampaigii total.

SCIENCE '50 MAN
RECEIVES GONG

It wa^ announced recently by

the Chechoslovakian Legation in

Ottawa that the Czechoslovak

Medal fur Bravery has been

awarded to R. \\ Traill, a former

F!./Lt. in the R.C.A.F., at present

a Science student at Queen's,

taking tieology.

Bob, who hails from Ottawa,

joined the R.C.A.F. in Sept./41,

Inning worked in the Chemistry

Lab. at the National Research

Council for two years. He trained

in Canada and the Bahamas be-

fore jiroceeding overseas as a

j)ilot in July.'4.i. In England, at-

tached tu tlie R.A.F,, Bob was

polled to 86 Sqdn. of Coastal'

Ci.'inmand. He flew Liberators

on very long range patrols over

the Nurtb .-\tlantic. Bay of Bis-

cay and the North Sea. 86 Sqdn.

also co-operated with a Czech,

Sqdn. which operated from the

same .station. Subsequently, Bob

flew in the Middle East and In-

dia before returning to Canada.

In an informal interview Bob

finally divulged the following in-

formation on his awar^ : "As far

as I know, I got it for saving a

Czech woman. One night in

London I met two beautiful

Czech women. 1 made a date

with one for that night and saved

the other for the following night."

-il.Ld b

K-ll 111,

uiiiIht sliall pay lees a

ie executive of the year
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liTMiiTial iiial.il

Science Couri
.inniniontd. Tl
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NORM DALZIEL
Convener tonights formal

IMPORTS GALORE
Reci)r(l> show that nioio than a

lumdroii Invcly vak-minci frmn well

known Canadian and U.^. centres

will lie guests at the Science At-

Htnnc tills weekend. They will come

from points as fnr \M.-st as Port Ar-

thur and as tiw v:\-l .is -W-w Glas-

gow, X,S, Kcprc-etiimi^^'^ ivm the

-l.de- >d" Wi-ei.ii-in. .Midiigaii. ,md

..ve-n liie nK'lri>inili:.. XA'.C

will enjoy the extravat,'an/a present-

ed by Sciencemcn. The majority

of imports art coming from the lar-

ger Canadian centres of Hamilton,

Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal.

True to tradition, the only Science

Freshette is importing a medsman

from U. of T!

Gala Formal

Fri. The 13tli

Tonight Scieiicemeu will gather

to dispel superstitions surrounding

Friday the thirteenth, as they hold

their annual Formal Dance.

The main feature of this year's

formal will be the brand new ceiling

of royal bltte drapes. The drapes

completely cover the gymnasium

roof and e.xtend down all sides

nearly to the floor so as to com-

pletely disguise the room. During

the past few weeks, tliese drapes

have been fabricated out of 15,000

feet of material by the engineers un-

der the direction of Stew Pearce,

who was also in charge of erection.

These drapes will be a permanent

fixture, available for the use of fu-

ture fonnal committees.

On entering the hallway on Fri-

dav evening. Sciencmen and guests

will pass through a huge ornamental

horseshoe archway into the main

lob!)}' which has been fitted with

comfortable chesterfields. In the

alcove off the lobby will be an im-

pressive display erected by Hydrau-

lic students.

Of special note will be the novel-

ties handed out to the ladies as

souvenirs of the formal, and as ad-

ditional souvenirs the programs are

par excellence.

An innovation this year will be

pleasing decorations in the ladies'

powder rooms.

Mounting the stairs and entering

the gym, dancers will be amazed by

the tremendous water fountain,

which has been placed in the centre

of the floor. Built by Wally Suther-

land and his committee the watei;

fountain is constructed of aluminium

and features iifternal fluorescent

lighting.

The main ball room will be ade-

quately lighted with all the pheno-

mena! effects for which the electrical

engineers are noted. Soft lighting

will he featured in the numerous

lounge rooms. All electrical work
is under the supervision of Hugh
Jackson.

Luncheon this year will feature a

real ham cold plate with all the

trimmings and will be served in five

-ittings beginning at eleven p.m.

,
Dining room decorations are han-

i

'lied by Red Bowes and liis com-

1 mittee.

In the girls' gymnasium, the coke

bar of mammoth proportions has

been constructed and facilities will

iiR-lnde checking for breakables with

glasses, empty for the use of. De-

coration of this huge display has

iieen the responsibility of Jack Bri-

son and his committee. The room

will be filled with chesterfield

lounges.

To allay the fears of the sttper-

stitiuus, since It is Friday the thir-

teenth, a giant horseshoe bandshell

has been constructed which will ex-

tend almost to the roof. Bob Bruce

and his committee assures us this is

the most stupendous bandshell con-

structed in many years.

Playing from the bandstand will

be Frank Bogart and his Orchestra

See Fiirmni. p. 7
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For A Student Workshop

It is generally acknowledged that the decorations for the

Science Formal at Queen's University have traditionally been an

engineering project of no mean magnitude. In their summer work,

the engineeriiiy students have become famibar with one or another

isolated phases of engineering. But in the planning, design, finan-

cing, construction, pidMIcity and sales connected with the Science

Formal, the students get an overall picture of an engineering pro-

ject which could not be obtained in private industry except at the

highest executive level.

It is therefore seen that tlte Science Formal, in addition to

being, for a large part of the student body at least, the social

highlight of the season, also compliments the undergraduate en-

gineering training schedule.

But of recent years, this whole program has been imperilled

by the increasing difficulty of finding a space suitable for the con-

struction of decorations. There have been numerous cases in the

past where there has literally been insufficient floor area to com-
pletely assemble and test a project before it was moved into the

gym.

Add to this the problem of storage. At the present time, the

committee is reduced to scouring the city for storage space for the

bare nucleus of its equipment. When found, this space is inade-

quate, inconvenient and expensive.

The actual outlay for rental is insignificant in comparison to

the colossal waste involved in demolisliing the larger properties at

the end of each dance, and in selling at a loss that equipment for

which no storage space can be found. How much better, both from
the point of view of economics and experience, to build and build

well, one or two properties each year and add them to a permanent
inventory. Without adequate work space and storage, the whole
project of decorating the gymnasium for the Science Formal be-
comes unnecessarily extravagant of time and money.

But this is a problem not peculiar to the Engineering Society.

Arts, Meds, Levana; the Drama Guild, the Glee Club, the Queen's
Revue, the Glider Qub—surely every organization on the campus
has shared in the inconveniences and inefficiencies occasioned by
the lack of suitable student workshop and storage facilities.

The obvious answer Is a building to be used exclusively for
those student activities which will not find accomodation in the
new Union. Each organization could be allotted storage space and
a tool crib. A general work area would be available to all.

And let us not forget the Queen's Band. Without our kilties,

Queen's would be a dull place indeed. In any plans for the future,

a practice room for the band most certainly must be included.
And where could we find such a building? McLaughlin Hall

is nearing completion. By next fall, all the facilities of the present
Mechanical Lab. should be moved to the new building. Steps
should be taken immediately for the students to move into the old
as soon as it is vacated. The demoUtion of this building is not
contemplated for several years, at least. Here then is the tem-
porary solution to our problem.

That the students are the sole raison d'etre of a university
is a truism which bears constant repetition. It follows that any
project which can contribute materially to student welfare is

worthy of careful consideration. We are of the opinion that con-
verting the old Mech. Lab. into a student workshop would enrich
student extra-curricular activities, and also act as a valuable ad-
junct to the academic program.

Greetings from

The Hon. President .

sitjiia! work you will find that there

are problems for which the greatest

hope of solution lies in the same kind

ii{ approach you are using in your

preparations for this week-end. For

example, events of the past few

niiiiuhs have brought forcibly to the

minds of Canadians, the necessity of

a more intensive development of our

own industry along the lines of our

natural resources. Tasks such as

this can he accomplished, only if tlie

imagination, fundamental knowledge

ami technical ideas of many people

can he integrated into an intelligent

ciiordinated effort.

1 should like to urge, that as you

enter professional work, you rcsolvc

tit give your best thought to these

larger problems. Your organizations

will serve as a clearing house for

your ideas and through theui some

degree of coordination may be ef-

fected. The destiny of our country

may depend in large measure, upon

how thoroughly, clearly, and gener-

ously, this thinking is done.

Success to you this weekend, and

in a y you experience the joy of

achievement in the years that lie

ahead.

— GRENVfLLE B. FROST
Hon. President , Eng. Soc.

^.niiii'iiEDmiisiciiEimirawmiiiiraramjNiKriitimi:

PHOTOS BY tJOiVUET AND CMIET

For most engineering studeitts,

the Science Formal weekend is a

time for gaiety and the laying aside

of the more austere aspects of college

work. That is rightly so.

In another sense however, the

Formal may be regarded as an ex-

ample of what may be accomplished

by imagination and technical skill

when combined with well planned

team-work, Having only a bleak

g\'mnaslum as raw material, it Is no

easy task to plan, execute, and
achieve the sort of results that have

made Science Formats so note-

worthy.

In the broader aspects of profes-

The Deans Message

Message from

Tne Newly Elected President .

The EngiuccriiKj Society has pro-

gressed during the lasl year under

the capable leadership of ScoN
Dahicl. To Scolt and the retiring

executive 1 say, "Well done and

lhank you. As the ncxo executive

we will endeavour to mainiain the

high standard of leadcrslup cxcmpH-

fied by you and those zvlio sa-vcd

under you."

But to da this wc zuill need the

active sttport of the Engineering So-

ciety as a whole, and to each and

every member we wish to paint out

that there will be times when you

loill be called upon to assist us; per-

haps by serving on a committee, or

perhaps to aid in making the Formal

a success; if so, accept the job rc-

yardlcs,'! of what responsibility is

involved. Accepting these responsi-

bilities will prepare you to meet the

much greater ones which you will be

compelled to contend loith when you

leave the i'niversity. This slates

nothing nezi'. but by the expedient

of repetition perhaps the full value

of its truth can he impressed on you.

The coming year for the Society

has great possibilities ; its program

has not been definitely drazvn up but

it will include along with its regular

fuuclions, a public speaking contest

to be held in the near future, an es-

say contest in the fall and a pro-

gramme of speakers, prominent in

the field they discuss. We hope to.

introduce some moving pictures

vllUl!l^'J2liJJ^''FU^li'l!il"^;'^KHllIlffi[l!1,iBUJlllyIl^
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BOWLEY AND CAREV

which ivill deviate from the "slide

rule and transit" and attempt to in-

troduce more of the humanities to

the campus engineers.

The 49 Formal will be under the

capable convenorship of Lyle Jarvis

who has lost no time in putting the

2oheels in motion and I am firmly

convinced that the project could not

be in belter hands.

And now the thing to do is to

enjoy thoroughly our Science week

end, a very necessary break in a very

trying period, and perhaps it will

provide just the incentive needed to

propel us through the remainder of

the term.

—Norm Simmons.

This is the last of the big dances before the final round of

the academic contest which in a few weeks will lead lo your

degree and graduation. May you all thoroughly enjoy yourselves

at the dance and al the other festivities zvhich have now become

part of this occasion.

It is a big job preparing for it but your previous efforts

along this line in your junior and sophomore years have given you

some experience on which to work. And as in the past the results

will undoubtedly be most gfalifying.

Science '48 will be remembered as one of the large years. It

outnumbers considerably any other graduating year we have ever

had. While this :s noteworthy, it ivHl be remembered more for the

fine year spirit i^.-hich it displayed from the first. The ability to

see the job lo he done, to organise for it and do it properly

means that you have had men of good judgment, inlelligence and

unselfishness, and zvith sufficient pride in their group to insist on

a high standard of performance. That same spirit will carry you

through many hard places in the future and tiw expect lhat you

will do well.

We hope that you will always feel an interest in Queen's and

will reaH::e lhat ive who have ivorkcd with you over the past four,

years arc keenly interested in your progress.

— D. S. Ellis.

:ui.Lijiii:rd>'j.iii.ii):ioiiJH[|-.iimaiUil;d[JlbOiJj[iililMil:i[llsfiLU.^

Dear Journal

Jecpers Peepers

We think it would be a good idea to have a representative of the

fnternational In.stitute of the Blind come to Queen's to give lessons in

Braille to all Science students who do drafting in Hydraulics lab. and

f^hysics In Ontario Hall. We could hold our classes In the underground

chamber which will house the new $500,000 synchrotron. We could

discuss ways and means of raising a few dollars for a few lights.

Can we not have Illumination anglers as well as privy peepers?

Any mistake in English must be excused as I am writing this at the

drawing board.

—MYOPIA Q. J. McICETRAIN

AMS Notice

Students are advised that

smoking is strictly prohib-

ited in Ontario Hall. There

is a wealth of valuable irre-

placeable equipment in this

building and in view of the

fire risk the No Smoking
Regulation must be observed.

Future infractions of this rule

will be dealt with in the

A.M.S. Court.

Helix Squealix

A headline in a recent issue of the Journal stated that "Levana . . .

Spirals to Stars" or words to that effect. In view of the present general

concern over the upward spiraling of prices, I feel that this represents

a dangerous threat to our Canadian way of life If our women are to

start this spiral tendency, and Irreparable harm will be done if to the

high cost of living is added a high cost of loving.

May I also point out that the term "spiral" as used in the above

head is definitely incorrect. A spiral Is a plane curve, usually r = a* or

log r = a*. The curve to which the paper referred is a space curve, a

helix, x= a cos p, y — a sin p, z= bp.
'

— CELIBATE T. McGRINDSTONE.

Hearts From Arts
Just a few cozy compliments on the wonderful job you fellows have

done on this wonderful edition of The Journal.

The articles were thought—provoking, the humour side—busting,

and everything was simply wonderful!

One would almost think it was an Arts edition!

— ARTS '48.
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Now it came to pass in Cave of Mac that Minstel didst smite board of

keys and clods of eartz didst gather after feast of noon and many
chants of old didst rise, such that passing warriors didst hear clear so-

prano in "the time piece u( ancient one" and "Adeline the Delish". But

warriors of science didst scorn clods of Eartz, who spend time on wine,

women and song, for warriors have little time for song.

And now as weekend of Scienz didst approach, had warriors

less time, for great things were done in Cave of Mac. and life

of warriors didst become joyous as great brawls were held, that warriors

might prepare selves for weekend. And it came to pass that when war
riors of Fifty didst assemble on eve of Woden, that many hadst grown

weary of restrained beams, even so that upon this night all restraints

needs must be cast aside. And verily didst soothing balm flow like unto

liquid of little viscosity, and pash was purveyed by willing ones, and

son of Jamie didst demonstrate warriors meaning uf centre of oscu

lation. And Cliff the Red didst show self as true warrior, for didst he

not engage in bottle many times; and Brown the Fuzzless didst appear

with babe of choice, and show self to be true warrior. And by such

portents is it known unto all land of Queenz what true and worthy

warriors are men of Scienz, even unto youngest of tribe. For in hall

•t great hberties didst warriors of Fifty One stage great and happy

brawl. And many games of Queenz were played, as warriors didst hoist

llie elbow, sqneez the Lemon, and play with Dick the Big, and Joe the

Little. But new warriors didst not forget lessons of cave of Mill, nor

neglect to study figures of Geom. For many didst watch shaking of

cubes while others studied ellipsoids and even other yet unploited curves

And scribe didst see other great events, as Bob the big knuckled one

•idst prove bending strength of table to be fifty flagons. And great

mysteries didst come to pass for didst not Mike the noisy one vanish

until Pat the courageous one didst recall same to hall. And in corners of

hall didst many portake of delights of eve, for is it not a true saying and

worthy of all acceptance that as liquid content increases so does speed

of reaction increase. And so didst newest warriors prove worth and do

honor to Scienz.

But even greater things are in store common for upon this very

night do warriors assemble in cave of Gym for For-Mal. And this is

truly greatest eve of year and many preparations have been made by men
of Scienz and Cave of Gym has daily changed countenance and by this

eve does resemble club of night. And many places have becu prepared

for storage of flagons and bale of gym is now place of smooch. And
moreover since cave of Gym is place for contact of bodies are no holds

barred and it is hoped by many that increase hi altitude may cause

decrease in resistance. And rumor is heard that rising vapor from

amber fluid will be carefully trapped in overhanging mesh and later

distilled lest more volatile fractions be wasted. And already have many

babes from distant places arrived in Kin. even from fartliest corner of

land. Indeed scribe is told that even Helen the Amazon awaits arrival

of import from Vars in town of Hog. that all may be done in best

traditions of Scienz for is it not a true saying of Scienz tliat 'tis better

to have a peach from afar than lemon from nearby. I'.ut in cave of

Flickering Lights are great lamentations as lemons repent errors and

omissions of week of Sade and For-Mal of Lemons and regret time

wasted on clods of eartz and other unworthy objects. And sound of

winks of tiddely echo throughout cave and needles of knit click as

lemons seek to pass long and warriorless eve.

But now scribe must away and return diamond pointed chisel to

biding place in cave of Nic. For Maid Marion has made this great gift

unto Scienz to he used once only in twelve moons even for Jour-Nal

of Scienz. But now scribe nlust ponder how he can answer question

he hears so often, "Who Maid Marion?"

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line or everTthing

good to cat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

A student knocked at the Pearly Gates

His face was worn and old;

Weorily he stood up as St. Peter come

And asked to join the fold.

"Whot hove you done," St. Peter asked,

"To gain admission here ?"

"I'm a Queen's Science Freshmen, Sir,

Been studying for a year."

The pearly gates swung open,

St. Peter rang the bell;

"Come in and choose your horp my boy.

You've had your shore of H - - -."

"The point of greatest concentration is at maximum curvature.'

To Our Valentine
Fair goddess of the Crystal Fields,

Of flashing blades and vtctor's shields,

Whose dountless spirit led you forth

Bearing the ribbons of the North

To distant lands, to corve the nome

Of Canodo in the Holls of Fome.

Whose breathless grace ond dozzling arts

Enthralled o hundred million hearts,

Whose spiralled rhythmic mystery

Inspires o glorious symphony,

— Oh, let tradition's word suffice

Thot the deeds you carved on foreign ice

Will melt not, neither will they fade

But stond embossed through sun and shode!

-1

8, T. SMITH.

The Prophet
Then soid a teacher, Speak to us of Teaching,

ond He said:

No man can reveal to you oughl but that which olreody lies half asleep

in the dawning of your knowledge.

The teocher who walks in the shadow of the temple, among his followers,

gives not of his wisdom but rather of his faith ond his lovingness.

If he is indeed wise he does not bid you enter the house of his wisdom,

but rather leods you to the threshold of your own mind.

The astronomer may speck to you of his understanding of space but he

connot give you his understending.

The musicion moy sing to you of the rhythm which is in all space bui

he cannot give you the ear which arrests the rhythm nor the voice that

echoes it.

And he who is versed in the science of numbers con tell of the regions

of weight and measure but he connof conduct you thither.

For the vision of one man lends not its wings to onother,

And even as each one of you stands alone in Cod's knowledge, so must

each one of you be clone in his knowledge of Cod and in his understonding

— KAHLIL CIBRAN.

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE
S'tnHp'a IFlnuirr ^tjnp

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality and Artistry Predominate"

-them tw€ dollars
is for beer

Boy! I'm going to swear off this stuff. Pink elephants, snakes,

heebeejeebes are tame compared with wlrnt happened to me. It was my

morning off—I didn't have a class till nine. How I managed to hit the

deck I couldn't say, but there I was peering dazedly through rivers of

red, groping my way down the walk to Physics lab. I was going through

the intricate manouever of a right turn when the bell sounded. Gad! I

thought I'd stumbled into the boxing room in the gym, for I was being

shoved, braised, battered and dragged down that icy slope. Down, down,

further from good old Ontario even,' second, by a surging relentless mass

of humanity. I cried out in the hope that some of my compatriots in

Phys, III in 201 might liear me. But Maid Marion had forsaken me

itiat luckless day and I shuddered in horror as it loomed before me—
the New Arts Building—Room 2Q1. There I was—hemmed in with

flashing knitting needles—trapped—English I!?!?!

The prof, entered and clearing the lusty cavern he called a throat,

his whole body throbbing with the power of the piece, he declaimed,

"Little Bo-Peep

Has lost her sheep

And don't know where to find them . ,
."

and concluded with an emphatic and triumphant

;

".
. . Bringing their tails behind them."

He cast his misty eyes over the awe stricken class, the click of

knitting needles ceased as one, and a co-ed iii seat 24 sobbed with pent-up

emotion.

I tried to make a break for it, but became hopelessly entangled in

yards of yarn. He continued "A magnificent poem of emotional resig-

nation and intellectual resolution, subjective-objective in its content and

sensuously metaphysical in style."

"Nowl Why LITTLE Bo-Peep?"

"Acquainted as I am with Mr. Anon's other poems he seems to

prefer little girls,"

"I'll remind you, that this is a mixed class Mr, Art Huzza. No

smut, please."

Miss Newlook broached, "Because BIG Bo-Peep becomes bombas-

tic,"

"AU!" The master suspirated stentoriously, "Do you mean that

the subconscious anima has a fixated cxtro-version with regard to the

indeterminate dyad, or the principle of the great-and-the-smatl ?"

"Exactly."

"Good. Now an even more exciting complexity is presented in the

second verse. What do you find significant there?"

"1 have a theory."

"Very well, Mr. Paperwait."

"Don't you think sheep are symbolic of warmth? After all, the poor

kid's out in the cold . .
."

"So are you. Look at it this way: Sheep—counting sheep—no

sleep—the poet obviously has insomiai''

A snore of acclamation from the back rows greeted this master-

Uil logic. .

"Sheep obviously represent the meagre sum of possessions wiiich

have been bled from her by the unscrupulous greed of the Capitalist

class—now she is destitute, but the second stanza shows tliat she realizes

the ine\'itable cataclysm which will restore her social rights. 'They will

come home bringing their tails behind them' as the Proletariat will as-

suredly march exultantly through the streets bearing the scalps of

Capitalists and the heads of Kings ! Down witli the tyrants ! Long live the

Revolution !" By tliis time Comrade Redkaviar had advanced to the front

of the class and was waving his fist beneath the master's nose.

"Peach fuzz !" demurred the prof. Properly snubbed by the tran-

quil dignity of this scholastic observance Comrade Redkaviar slunk back

to his seat.

"After this untimely exhibition ; "Leave them alone' is our next con-

sideration,"

"Well, Pa always told me to leave them alone and they'd come

'Bringing their tails behind them'—but 20140 just seems to be the only

number I can get."

"None of that Mr. Wolfham."

"I£ we assume that Bo-Peep is the poet's mother and he is the little

lost sheep, then this poem expresses his longing nostalgia for tlie home

to whicli he is irresistibly drawn, but as he knows that he is the black

sheep, he'll have lo go home with his tail between his legs.''

"Ah! A very sensible. interpretation which shows keen insight into

the very soul of the Bard. I woukl draw your attention to the remarkable

versatility of technique employed. Here we have an example of iarabi-

Irophibracliic versification in dimetric vers iibre. Use is made of run-

ning, leaping and springy rhythm, stressed and unstressed, giving an

effect of [K)lyphiloprogeni lation. Now remember . .
,"

1 couldn't stand it any longer, i put my foot into the hood of one

of those newlook coats the babe in front of me was wearing and took

a desperate leap using my sliderule to vault the front row, I made it

to the door, leaving tht men uf .Arts applauding wildly the prof's an-

nouncement that next day chey would study "That was a cute little

Rhyme . .
,"

(

Just then the bell rang . , . Von know, hanging from a steam pipe

for 7 minutes is a cinch if you're desperate enough.

IS it my turn to set them up again?

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal,

^TECHNICAL. SUPPl^lESi
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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Squeal From The Showers
The Event of the Year, the Science Formal, falls on Friday

the Thirteenth. How many of you have thought of tliat or, having

thought of it, paid it any heed? Relax, my innocents, the Katrine

Liniior Foundation has investigated the matter fully at its last

irregular meeting and the matter is well in hand. As scribe for

the Squeal from the Showers, unofficial organ of the Foundation,

(and not to be confused with the cheap imitation of this column
which appears in the regular Journal), we are pleased to report

as follows:

"it was decided to set up a new student organization to be

known by its proper name as the Anti-Superstition Society. The
Society will be open to all and will embrace even those little known
groups on the campus such as Levana and Arts, especially Lcvana.

To avoid confusion with other Ante groups on the campus the

Society will be known fondly as the A.S.S. (usual Journal practice

is to delete the periods to make the whole thiiig compact but it

was felt that although the Sciencemen wouldn't miss a few periods

this might meet with some dissension elsewhere).

In view of and to compete in interest with the recent political

and philosophical fervor aroused on the campus it was decided to

throw the A.S.S. wide open. Color or creed are no bar. It was felt

by some that even a red would not be barred as one would require

very little training to become an A.S.S. There was only one proviso

attached to the membership clause. Membership from the Arts
Faculty will be definitely limited. The natural bent of Artsraen
towards making perfect A.S.Ss would give them an unfair advantage
and might even lead to blocks which would tend to turn the non-
partisan A.S.S. into just another Arts group, and might lead to the

A.S.S. being purged of minority groups.

The constitution of the A.S.S. was not definitely decided upon
although those present had definite ideas of what its general out-

line would be. There was also some talk that the mundane title of

President, Vice-President, etc.. were a thing of the past and should
be replaced by something more modern as "The Biggest," "The
Not So Big."

The aim of the A.S.S. is sure. Its chief purpose will be to do
away with all forms of superstition on the campus. The older and
more fixed superstitions such as apple-polishing and prof, frater-

nizing as a guarantee of graduation it was agreed, will be hard to
break. The other old superstition of Friday the Thirteenth being
unlucky will be smashed to "an arts at home" by the enjoyment
assured al! those who attend the Science Formal tonight although
it is admitted that those not going will be ail the more difficult to
dissuade in view of their own ill-luck. The A.S.S. will endeavour
to rid the campus of those witch-like forms seen flopping along
between classes. {The International Association of Clothiers has
stated that the "New Look" will be even longer next year and in
our opinions this problem should be up to the A.S.S.)

The Foundation believes that no fees will be necessary to join
the A.S.S. — they don't want a cent — such an organization is

better self-supporting.

In a pre-press poll your reporter consulted that oracle of the
campus, Mazie La Tosh, as to her opinion of A.S.S. We quote, "I
think the idea of the A.S.S. is splendid. With the proper co-opira-
live spirit it will make campus life more complete."

Miss Nosmo King, "I am sure the A.S.S. will be grand. If
considered for any executive or committee position I shall be pleased
to sit on it."

—A SOAPSUDS SCREAMER.

SIDEGLANCES

The Retiring President

Reports . . .

Of mast interest at the present time is, of course, the Science

Formol Committee, This year, under the capable leadership of

Norm Dalziel, some major innovations hove been made. Notably,

an occurate budget, an effort to put the Formol on o self-support-

ing bosis, and o procedure whereby reports ore required from oil

committee members after the show is over. Two major projects

ore: firstly; the sky-blue ceiling which is being fabricated and

erected by Stu Pearce after a major job of market research and

procurement by Norm Dalziel, and secondly, Wally Sutherland's

fountain which promises to surpass all previous exhibits in magni-

tude and beauty. Other matters commanding attention on the

evening of Friday the thirteenth will be Bob Bruce's Band Shell of

light-weight aluminum alloy construction. Red Bowes' catering ef-

forts, and the wall decorations of Bill "King" McKenzie. Unfor-

tunately, there is not space for special mention of the equally

notable projects of the other committee members who are Roy

Drone Itemporarily incapacitoted), Hugh jackson, Jack Brison, Don

Armstrong, Jim White, Bob Spence, Lyie jarvis, Ab Davis, Ted

Paynter, and Bill Underhill. Our guests will not be disappointed.

The major program of the Engineering Society's Executive this

year was to put the Engineering Society's affairs on o sound finon-

ciol bosis and to accumulate some working capital. This program

was achieved with for more success than the executive had even

dreamed possible. Though the Club Rooms had to suffer, it was

considered better io put money aside toward furnishings for a new

club room than to invest it in furniture at the present exorbitant

prices.

Through the Service Control Board, the Society is attempting

to obtain from the Board of Trustees a more permanent locotion

for Tech Supplies. The Society desires to obtain a site on which

to build a fireproof Engineering Society Club Rooms and office,

with 0 basement workshop. It would be planned to use part of the

basement for a University Press when such a project seems feasible.

Technical Supplies continues to operate under the excellent

management of Mr. A. M. Brodburn with his capable assistants.

Mr. Bradburn reports to the Service Control Board, and for the

post year, his reports, without exception, hove been good.

Recent weeks witnessed the conversion of the Science '48

Public Speaking and Discussion Croup to o Science Public Speaking

Forum in which form it is expected to survive and grow. The group

enjoys the odvice of Lt. Col. E. A. Walker of the University's English

Deportment.

At the last Engineering Institute of Canada Student Confer-

ence a Notional Associotion of Conadion University Engineering

Societies was discussed. The project has the disadvontoge of over-

organization and probable expense, and the odvantoge of continu-

ous exchange of ideas and information, though this exchange could

be achieved at the present time by schools seriously interested. De-
legates from all of the Conodion Technicol Schools discussed em-
ployment, salaries, ond university curricula.

This yeor the society moved the annual election date ahead
to January to ovoid the difficulties which arise when a change of

executives is mode late in the school year shortly before the spring

exominotions. This system offords opportunity for the complete
organization of the new executive before the summer holidays and
for both old and new to accomplish some serious work eorlier in the
spring term. Another change which could not be put into effect

this year concerns the dote of the Science Formal which is planned
for late November in the foil of '48.

Particulor credit must go to John Armstrong, the First Vice-
President, and Stan Price, Athletic Stick for their conscientious
efforts. It was with much regret that we lost the services of our
Secretary, Creig Cranno, who moved into the hospital during the
foil term. We sincerely hope that Creig is much improved.

After the resignation of Dean Clork, Prof. Pollock was chosen
to serve on the Service Control Boord with Dean Ellis, Prof. Jackson,
ond the seven student members. In closing I wish to thank our
Honourary President, Dr. C. B. Frost for his very willing assistance
and continuous encouragement.

—SCOTT DALZIEL.

or

SCIENZE DAZE

i a'int long For this world

Once upon a time (when t = 0) there was a hot little number

called Kilo Caloric. She was very attractive and had many friends

among the young ergs in the vicinity. Some of them attempted

at-times to talk seriously of the future, but she always laughed

and changed the state; besides her heat of reaction was too much

for them.'^Kilo merely considered them as sources of a good time;

she had her mind on other things. "Of course he is a lot of fun."

as she once confided to her friend, Molly Cule, in speaking of one

of the more energetic ergs, "but absolutely no ambition. They

are all alike, content to stay around here until their entropy in-

creases. Why in twenty micro-seconds I'll bet not one of them

will i)e getting more than two hundred quanta. But not for me;

I'm going to the city where there are lots of quanta to be had.

Different people have told me that I am photo-electric enough to

get into the movies. I think I have as much kinetic energy as

Omega Squared. Or I might meet some famous atom and marry

him. Wouldn't it be thrilling if I'll marry a British Thermal Unit,

and be a grand lady, and wear joules. Everyone around here is

content to carry on in the old isothermal way, but give me an adia-

batic change every time."

Molly looked sympathetic and said nothing, she thought that

the young ergs weren't so bad, but that may have been because

she was an unsatisfied molecule.

Now it happened the very next evening. Kilo bumped into

Mo as she was going through a Carnot cycle. Mo Mentum to give

him his full name, was tall and raw-boned, so much so that he

was sometimes called Angular Mo Mentum. He belonged to the

Clan McAnichal and had not come near Kilo's home much since

the passage of the second law of Thermodynamics which forbade

any of the clan who should enter the Calorie State to return

except under certain limitations. She stopped to enquire if she

had hurt him and a conversation continued from this. They con-

tinued together several microns (Figure the loss of Kinetic Energy)

and eventually found themselves at a dance performing simple

harmonic motion.

Periodically the motion was damped and after a time they

wandered out of the solid state. Soon lunar radiation began to

take effect and under its influence the frequency of osculation

increased until resonance was reached . . .

For some time our friends saw each other quite often and

engaged in several irreversible processes. One evening Mo began

to think seriously of the future. "Darling," he said, "I feel a

co-valent bond between us. You are so warm; your energy is so

available. Come to my lever arms." But Kilo had also been doing

some thinking and she turned him down hot (A Calorie couldn't

very well turn him down cold, could she?). She knew that he did

not get a photon more than a hundred quanta, and she had greater

ambitions. Accordingly Mo left sadly and proceeded to apply the

law of Conservation of Momentum. Unfortunately being little

acquainted with cookery he was not very clear on the difference

between "Conserve" and "Pickle." Accordingly some time later

(t = n) found him at point (b,a,) in a state of unstable equilibrium.

With him were several saturated molecules, and they were all

singing. "You're the attraction of my nucleus, sweet Adeline."

Certain nearby atoms put on pressure that Le Chatelier's Law be

obeyed and that the equilibrium shift. Accordingly they all left

quickly and as the strains of "Sweet Adeline" grew fainter in the

distance the atoms judged the speed of departure by the Doppler
effect. Mo left the country and returned to the McAnichal terri-

tory. Here he settled down to a steady job taking parts in laboratory

experiments. He did not mind being transformed into Kinetic Ener-

gy but after that night he could hardly staind the thought of being
conserved. When such experiments arose he would leave quietly

and many students are still wondering. Eventually he married an

old friend named Anne lonne.

As for Kilo her great plans failed to materialize. She did try for

the movies and while she perhaps did have enough Kinetic Energy
her peak radiation was not of the right wave-length. She never did

meet the British Thermal Unit for wherever she went she found
the c.g.s, system in use. She eventually took a job in a test tube as

heat of Union and is still there as far as is known.
And the moral of this is "A bird in the hand is worth two in

the hush, even if it isn't a golden canary,"

Q 0 Q
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Science '51

Revolutionizes

Elbow -Bending
Due to the deplorable level that

drinl<i"g has sunk to in these parts,

Science '51 deemed it their honour-

able duty to right matters and the

sooner the quicker. Several solicits

were solicited, and the Patent Pint

I*ot Mark XIV (aj was chosen and

developed to bring drinking in the

Betii Alpha Club up to compara-

tively modern standards. The main

advantage of said Pot is that you

don't have to do any thinking while

drinking (they don't mix anyway).

After long years of research this

masterpiece has finally been deve-

loped. No, of course, you must rea-

lize that the suds testing of such a

Pot is a long and exacting process.

At present, extensive research is be-

ing carried out in the Old World,

and six feet of Betty's Bar in York,

Yorkshire, have been reserved for

this project, as well as a section of

the Ruptured Duck in Shakespeare-

on-the-Anne. The entire project has

been placed under the direction of

G. E. Petzoid at present with the

R.A.F. Overseas and he reports that

all fixtures tried to date have proved

100% retroactive in a 10% solution.

Of course we understand that the

said Pot may not relieve you of all

thinking while drinking, as each

drinker may have his own little idio-

syncracies. Allowance has bee n

made for additional conveniences

and if you have a worthwhile sug-

gestion, send it post haste to the

proper authorities— (Ask j'our pre-

sident)—where it will receive due
consideration. Here's to better
<lrinking in the years to come!

COURSE & SPESTD

CO/i/iSC7- MOUTH

BLAST J)£fLFCrOR
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OEERO TH^R

.
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Is It Worth It

Keener types among Science '50 have made the following amazing
discovery in qualitative:

The following report shows that the female of tiie species contains

—

Chlorine, enough to "sanitize five swimming pools.

Ox3'gen enough to fill 1,400 cubic feet.

Thirty teaspoons of salt, enough to season 25 chickens.

Ten gallons of water.

Five pounds of lime, enough to whitewash a chicken coop.

Thirty-one pounds of carbon.

Glycerine enough for the bursting charge of a heavy navy shell.

Enough glutin to make five pounds of glue.

Magnesium enough for 10 flashlight photos.

Fat enough for ten bars of soap.

Enough iron to make a six-penny nail.

Sulphur enough to rid a dog of fleas,

and believe it or not, only one-quarter of a poimd of sugar.

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

"DOVERCOATS"
''By Crombie of Scotland"

"THE FINEST COATS IN THE LAND'

CAN NOW BE HAD AT A

DISCOUNT OF

SCIENCE BOOK SHELF
Handbook of Engineering Fundamentals, by O. W. Eshbach. John

Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. Price $6.00.

This is not a handbook of formulas, nor a compendium of practical

advice. It does, of course, contain the usual mathematical tables and

carefully selected tables of physical constants of materials. But it is

essentially a brief review of the analytical basis of applied mathematics,

physics and chemistry.

Under the section "Mathematics" one finds a brief review of algebra,

mathematics of finance, geometry, trigonometry, plane and ^olid analyti-

cal geometry, cakulu-i, differential equations, operational calculus, func-

tions of a complex variable, vector analysis and precision of measurements.

Applicable [ihy^ii? will be found under the headings mechanics,

hydro-dynamics, thermodynamics, electricity and magnetism, radiation

and light. Chemistry has a section to itself, and there are two large sec-

tions devoted, respectively, to metallic materials and non-metallic mater-

ials.

It appears to the writer that this is the type of handbook which

every student of engineering should possess from the first day of his

course in college. If the student constantly refers to it as his study

progresses, he will discover that the handbook gradually becomes intel-

ligible to him. The book is in no sense readable to one who has not

mastered the mathematics and physics of an undergraduate course. It

will be an encouragement to the student to realize how closely his work

has followed the material gathered together in this handbook written as it

is, by a group of experts with an eye to the requirements of the practic-

ing engineer. Used in this way, the graduate, who goes out to learn the

practice of engineering, will have a handbook the contents o£ which is

already familiar to him. This makes the book doubly useful as an aid

to recovering those useful analytical methods which the practicing en-

gineer is likely to forget.

The book is welt indexed. There is a general index at the first of

the book. Eadi section commences with a more detailed index. The
alphabetical index at the end of the book is very complete.

Scienz

Wcrse
And
*Umor

There was a co-ed small in old Grant

Hall

Who was tripping the light fantastic

When she suddenly tore

Fur the dressing room door

She had been let down by her elastic.

The difference between a Meds
student and an Engineer is that

where a Medsman takes medicine a

Scienceman works it out with his

slide rule.

She— I'm perfect.

He— I'm practice.

N'ow son I don't like you playing

around with such a wild girl.

Aw, but Mom, she's not wild.

Why she lets everyone pet her.

Tight clothing may prevent pro-

per circulation but any co-ed can tell

you that it helps hers.

Mary had a little calf

Its skin was white as snow

She wore a skirt slit up the side

And that is how I know.

Mary had a little calf,

It's skin was white as snow.

She wore a skirt slit up the side

And that is how I know.

(She had two — so what!)

We never used to be able to find

Grandma's glasses but now she

leaves them right where she empties

them.

Then there was the coed whose

lines turned her sweater into an in-

teresting yam.

She was only an Artsman's

daughter but she had it down to a
Science.

Profs are warned that — because

of even worse exam papers to come

they should try to tear their hair

evenlv.

Here's to the dearest of all things

on earth

Dearest (precisely) and yet full o£

worth.

One who lays siege to susceptible

hearts.

Pocket books also, that's why she's

in Arts,

Drink with her, toast to her, yotir

banner unfurl

Here's to them—they're priceless

Those damn ffirls.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

The Chemistry of Colloid and Amorphous Materials, Lewis, Squires,

and Broughton. McMillan. Price $6.00.

The authors are chemical engineers on the staff of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. This volume contains interesting information

on such topics as emulsions, rubber, synthetic elastomers, plastics, clays,

cement, leather and a number of other colloidal systems of interest not

only to chemical engineers but also to other branches of Applied Science,

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St Dial 4352

Whateveryour knowledge

or college. .

.

Treadwell Hall, John Wiley and Sons. Price $4.50,

This standard reference work is divided into two volumes; Vol. 1

is devoted to Qualitative Analysis; Vol. 2 to Quantitative Analysis.

These texts which have been revised at intervals have been the Qiemical

Bible in the field of analysis for many years.

20%
AW Styles — All Colors — All Sizes

SEE THEM TO-DAY — YOU'LL SAVE MONEY

"You Never Gamble on a Dover Value"

& --^^

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd,

123 Princess St. Dial 3030 PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

Here's why Arrow is the shirt

for you:

1. Smooth, perfect-6ttiQg Arrow
collar—the best made. In

your popular collar styles,

2. Styled right, fits the form, no

bunching at the waist.

3. SANFORIZED labelled-
guaranteed never to shrink

out of fit.

See your nearest Arrow dealer for a new Arrow shirr.

And, to complement the shirt—an Arrow tie and an

Arrow handkerchief.

ARROW SHIRTS
TIES • HANDKERCHIEFS
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HERE'S TO PADDY
Long after most of the present student body lias forgotten the

mysteries of Qualitative Analysis the memory of "Paddy" Doolan will

remain green in tlieir minds. The confused freshman's first introduction

lo Paddy's repertoire is his solemn anouncement "Hydrogen has a

curious effect on the human voice," given in a high falsetto. From this

time forward his appearance during the lecture causes a general awaken-

ing for who can guess whether today's demonstration will change color,

smell to high heaven or go off with a bang that causes Seat 98, who has

been blissfully asleep, to make a sudden movement.

Paddy first came on the campus at Queen's when, in January 1919,

the "Big War" caused him to be a patient in the Military Hospital set

up in Grant Hall. After his discharge he came to work in the Chemistry

department under Dr. Neish, formerly of Cornell, and from him gained

niucli of his technical skill. Working with chemicals was no new experi-

ence to Paddy, for he was known in the army as a fast man with a can

of calcium hypochlorite. The post-war classes of twenty-five years ago

were even larger than the present ones and in those days were prepon-

derantly Science.

Althougli he has not found any change in the individual student in

twenty-nine years, Paddy says the student body as a whole is much

subdued, He vividly recalls the days aroimd 1923 when Red McKelvey

and Doc Campbell were students. Three or four times a year the student

body would erupt in a general melee and it was not uncommon to see

a student wending his way homeward clad in solely a towel and a non-

chalant expression. The citizens of Kingston often came off second best

in these frays and the ensuing coolness toward students has endured till

the present time.

Few science men spend their years at Queen's without having

numerous chats wilh Paddy. They all find that the only thing bigger

than his heart is his smile, and their appreciation of his humor is often

expressed in a material fonn in the middle of March. Frosh may come

and profs may go but Paddy goes on forever.

PUBLIC SPEAKING PAYS OFF
In conjunction with the newly

formed Science Public Speaking

Fonnii, Preiideni Don Sim has an-

nounced that a faculty-wide compe-

tition will take place in Convocation

Hall on Monday, Fcbniary 23rd,

with eliminations if necessary on

the 20th.

Eacli contestant will give a ten

to fifteen minute prepared speech

on any subject he wishes and a five

minute extemporaneous speech on a

subject that will be allotted.

Two similar prizes, of invaluable

aid 10 Engineers, are being awarded

by the Engineering Society, aiid all

Sciencemcn interested are advised

Lo contact the president at his home,

or through the University Post Of-

fice before February 18th.

To A Slide Rule
Oh, magician logarithmic.

That hath never known defeat.

True comrade in adversity.

Accomplice in deceit.

Never-failing inspiration.

Consolation and Salvation,

Infinite source of infonnation

Surreptitiously complete.

Nothing daunted by expression.

Of appearance pessimistic;

Of convolutions serpentinal,

Symbolic and statistic,

When I (if it's essential)

Solve equations differential

.-\nd conundrums exponential.

By manipulations mystic.

Thou art like an aniEsthetic,

Thou dost deaden all sensation.

While dimly thru the cursor

We behold the operation.

And even if my skill

Leaves the patients feeble still,

\Ve can make it what we will.

By discreet appro.simation.

So when my day is done.

And this frame of mine laid low,

Qasp my hands around my slip-

stick.

As they clasped it long ago.

Then my face should lose death's

pallor,

And I'll grow again in valor.

As I calculate the calor

—

Tfic values down below.

IDENTIFICATION
PICTURES

Marrison Studio
Phone 4051 92 Princess St.

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

ISTAB, laie

We corry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

CANADIAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
University of British Columbia:

Science men have issued an open challenge to any individual

or group for a race of dimes forming a line from the Quad to the

Applied Science building- Dimes collected are to be donated to the

March of Dimes.

Veterans on the campus of UBC, responsible for many innova-

tions in the past, continue to astonish fellow-students with their

plans. Latest event is the sponsoring of a baby contest to publicize

a forthcoming dance. A second plan, entertained by members of

the UBC branch of the Canadian Legion, is to acquire a tearoom

near the campus and establish a wet canteen.

University of Alberta

:

Corrupt politics can even visit the college campus as demon-

strated recently at the U. of A. One student is charged with bor-

rowing Campus "A" cards and using them to vote several times

in the Mock Parliament election.

Thirty-six graduating engineers and three professors were

flown from RCAF Station in Edmonton to the Winter Experimental

Establishment at Watson Lake, Yukon Territory, on the first of

a series of trips conducted by the Air Force. The purpose is to

acquaint graduating students with peacetime activities of the

R.C.A.F.

Dalhousie University

Co-eds voted unanmiously tn forego corsages for an ensuing

formal and asked their escorts to contribute the cost of the corsage

to the International Student Relief Fund,

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

189 Ontario St.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

POKMSITLY THI CMILV CRAWFORD PLOWBIt SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Re«, 7990

Hanson & Edgar
Printing ofDance

Programs

Constitutions

PRINTERS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Every

Description

Tour future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP ]. FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

1 HEAD OFFICE — WrNNIPEC

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET
Dial 9756

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c
and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

PLAYED BY

VAUGHN MONROE
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Romantic bookshop magic in a neat beat to dance to.

Hear it ac your RCA Victor Record dealer's today.

A/so "PASSINB FANCY" . . Vaughn Monroe and his Orchestra
eoltt on RCA Viiloi B«ord 20.2573 75^.

MORE RCA VICTOR RECORD HITS
WHAT DID HE SAY <Thc Mumble Song)

I'M SORRY I OIDN-T SAV I'M SORRY
<ir<un ibe film "Whea a Giil'i Bcauiitul")

Dtip Rivti Beyi
RCA Viaor RtcDid 30-2619. _._„„75<

THE GENTLEMAN IS A DOPE

VCKI ARE NEVER AWAV
(boib fioiD ihe Produciion "Alltgro")

Cbarlii Splraii aiid bit OiihiiKa
RCA Vlaor Heroid I9-26[M). 75f

LOADED PISTOLS, LOADED DICE

HOW YOU'VE GONE AHD HURT MY
SOUTHERN PRIDE

FhU HtnU »ad his OtcblHra

BCA Vitioc Rfcord 20-Z57J . .75^

I'M MY OWN GRANDPA
YOU BLACKED MY BLUE EVES ONCE TOO

OFTEN
Lcnm and Oicar wllb ihilr IFJiu/ou

Coumy PtM PIrtm
RCA Viaoi Bluchiid Rseord SB-OOil „....60t

KOBN - - ER
Sing a song of sixpence,

A pocket full of rye—
The bottle must have busted.

Two roosters were caught in the

barnyard in a rainstorm. One made

a dash for the henhouse, the other

made a duck under the verandah.

A girl from Boston, Mass.,

Stood in water up to her thigh,

That doesn't rhyme,

She fooled nic this time

—

She was such a long-legged lass.

smi^smo /K/i/CF r^£ /v/rs /h^e o/v- •

®@ rcaVictok records^

Jack

aiKd Doris

THEY ALL

PHILIP

MORRIS
CIGARETTES

A DISTINCTIVE CIGARETTE

SO SMOOTH— SO MILD— SI

CDMPIETELV SATISFYING
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Pledge System

Relieves Strain

A pledge system will ease

the strain on student pocket

books next week when the

ISS begins its drive to raise

$3,000 for Student Relief in

Europe and Asia. Professors

will not be let off so lightly

this week, the terms for their

$1,000 quota being "cash on
the line."

Students can make a cash

donation in whole or in part,

The pledge is to be paid by
March 4th, and can be handed
to a clerk at a table outside

the post office, at noon hour
on Monday, Wednesday and
Friday after the campaign

s. o. s.
Things are pretty tough when

only a small number of Sciencemen

turn out to put up decorations for

the Formal, but when that nuuiber

is augmented by AN ARTSMAN,
the old faculty is really on the skids.

I saw him with my own eyes, and

then wept in shame for my class-

mates. He was doing heavy work,

too, right there in the gym

!

Let's all turn out Saturday morn-

ing at four o'clock and tear down
what this interloper has wrought,

—ASHAMED.
Sc. '49.

She was only the dentist's

daughter but she travelled with
the worst set in town.

BIG

AHEAD

!

The THOMPSONS are busy as bees,

getting tbeir place in sbape for the

tourist season. This year, with three more

cabina, electricity and a modernized

kitchen, they hope to do even better

than before.

They were able to make these ad-

ditions because last fall Mr. Thompson

drove to town to see his bank manager.

He knew about the nice little business

the Thompsons had built up; a bank

loan was quickly arranged.

Now the Thompsons can handle more

tourists and increase their income. At

the same time Canada will benefit from

the extra tourist dollars they take in.

Formal
(Continued from page I)

direct from the exclusive Granite

Club i n Toronto. Frank Bogart

whose string-accented orchestra for-

merly played at the Royal York,

have received wide acclaim and are

nationaily known, being recently

mentioned in "Variety". The thir-

teen piece orchestra will accompany

lovely brunette vocalist Betty Davis,

Tiiroughout the evening, in the ade-

quately lighted dance floor, the
crowds will swing and sway to the

pleasurcable smooth stylings for
which this orchestra is well known.

Looking down from the balcony,

will be a huge black cat, winking

knowing eyes over the crowds of

smoochers who fill the many ches-

terfields located in the balcony. The
black cat, an omen of good luck, is

the work of the committee under

Bill MacKcnzie, King.

Down stairs a photo service,

guaranteeing satisfaction to patrons

will be operated at a charge of $1.

per print.

Employment Lists

Complete employment lists may

be found on the second floor of tiie

Douglas Library in the corridor

adjacent to the Employment Office,

Room 212.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE

Spotting: cards for English 2. Now
available at Tech Supplies. These
cards have been approved by the

Dept. of Extension, and recommended
as an excellent study aid to all ex-

tramural students,

MISSING
A set of Pol. 2 notes in a cardboard
folder from a desk in Douglas Li-

brary. Urgently needed. 'Phone
Helen Creighton. 20214.

LOST
At Sc. '51 Year Party; one painting
of year crest, one crown and anchor
cloth and two decks of cards. Those
who went to the trouble of getting

these things would appreciate their

return. Give any information con-
cerning these articles to your exec-
utive members.
To members of Sc. '51

: All those

wishing their bogus money from the
Lib Casino see Vem Silver in the
Science Club Rooms Monday and
Tuesday, February 16 and 17, from
12.45 to 1.00 p.m. Thurs. is the dead-
tine.

Kliiij-^taiuViriiiHiiaraniiiU^i'n'i"

We welcome Queen's University Students to I^gston. and beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of years stands behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official Blazers

WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coats

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

SPONSOHEO or yoUR BANK

"Alay I again remind the

gentleman from 4th year
that he is 20 minutes over
his time?"

Egbert may not sympathize with this de'
hater's persistence — but, one thing he is

sold on is a B ofM Savings Account. He
knows that for building up a "special pur-
pose" fund — to buy that portable radio,

those glad rags for Easter-tide, or even that

jalopy with the fringe on top
A—s. — "'s tops.

{ jJB'*^ Start yourown B ofM account

'J0^l today . . . You 100, will find

that money in the baok is money
00 the make.

Bank of Montreai.
worJffng with Conodionl in every walk of I»c since ISrZ

Kingston Branch: F. BROWNLEE, Manager

Princess & Earrie Sts. Branch: J. D. HICKEY, Manager

What's When

TODAY — 10 p.m. — Science

Formal.

SATURDAY — 2-5 p.m. — ISS

Open House, tea dance. Grant

Hall,

2.30-4.30 p.m. — SCM Study

Group, Dr. Vlastos' home.

7 i>,m.—CFRC, 1490 itcs.

S.30 p.m. — Senior Hockey,

Queen's vs Toronto, arena.

9 p.m. — Hockey Broadcast,

Queen's vs Toronto. CFRC.

9-12 p.m. — The Hangover,

Grant Hall.

SUNDAY — 7.30 a.m. — Bus to

Snow Ridge, Queen's Tea

Room.

10.30 a.m.—Bus to Kingston

Mills, Queen's Tea Room.

2 pm.—ISS Canvassers Meet-

ing, Ban Righ Common Room.

2 p.m. — Andrina McCuUoch

Reading Scholarships, elimin-

ations 1!! Convocation Hall,

8.15 p.m. — Hillel House, 26

Barrie. Speaker Dr. C. H. Mc-

Cuai,?—"The Need for Psych-

ological Counselling Among
Students".

MONDAY — S.45 a.m. — SCM
Chapci Service,

7 p.m.—COTC contingent din-

ner, Oddfeilows' Hail.

8 p.m.—Students' Wives' Club,

Speaker, Miss Sibley, of House-

hold Science department,

KCVI.

TUESDAY — 12.45-1.30 p.m. —
SCM Chapel Service.

7-8 p.ui.—SCM Social Problem

Study Group, Rev. Laverty's

home.

S p.m.—SCM Annual Meeting.

All members urged to attend.

Senate Room. Old Arts,

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 WelHngton St. Dial 7037

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I'^H^HMHOF CANADA k^^^^H

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Bronch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B-Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ]. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

E. Leadbeater

IMPORTANT

General Meeting of Levana

Open Nominations for Society

Executives. 1948-49, at 12 noon,

Room 201, New Arts Building.

Monday, February l6th. Elections

to be held February 20th.
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'49 UNPARALLED
By Doug Brown

We liad about 500 words on the sports achievement of Sc. '49 but

the lournal Boss Man said to cut it in half—not enough free space in the

paper. So, before they start whitthng down our humble efforts, we'll get

in a few major points.

For example, Sc. '49 has won more intramural team championships

this session than any other year on the campus, and the three we

took were no small potatoes—Indoor Softball, Indoor Track and Field,

and Boxing and \\'restling. By now, you should be getting the general

idea—tliis third year Science is all right.

Let me tell you more. Well start at the beginning—way back

early in the fall when golf was the sports issue of the day. Our year

cornered the rented clubs market at Cataraqui and as many took to the

course as possible. Bill Mason was one of the low eight for the eighteen

hole round. Tennis went on at the same time and we couldn't miss in

the doubles. Two "49 teams ended up in the finals with Jim McBride

and Norm Simmons coming from behind to take Clem Brodeur and

Earl Byrnes in five sets. Early November arrived and the annual harrier

race with 1000 guys (and 7 gals) entered. Nearly one-quarter of this

aggregation was Sc. '49. The first

'

last three and is in 2nd place in their

section.

The Assaults were held the end of

January and Sc. '49 took the cham-

pionship for the second year in a

row. Our finalists in the wrestling

were D. Wild, K. Meikle, L. Mc
VVhinnie, T. Shepherd and "Mac

Whitton. We are sorry that Mac
suffered a dislocated elbow during

his bout and was hospitahzed for a

few days. However, he's back at the

grind again with his 'ISO points' el-

bow in a sling. Those of our year

in the boxing finals were D. Sendall,

F. Macintyre and J. Burwell.

\Ve rated a 5th in the ski team

championship. F. Macintyre, D.

Huggett, J. Hooper and G. Wilson

were our top men in the -various

events. Handball is in progress at

present witli '49ers still in there

fighting. Table tennis, swimming

and gymnastics are coming up and

that Avill end the intramural sport:

for another year.

Science '49 has reanained in 2nd

place throughout tlie Bews Trophy

race. Our chances of overtaking

Meds '50 are very slim as they have

a comfortable margin of 7000 points.

These sawbones have worked hard

for their first place and were for-

tunate enough to be a small group

noaking it easier to get a larger per-

centage of their year into the various

sports events. But win or lose our

year has put up a good fight and

can lake some pride in having more

points now than Science '48 did

when they won the Bews last year.

of our year to cross the hue was

E. Pitsdiel who came 6th. In the

team competition we came 4th.

The 26th November saw the fi-

nals of tlie Indoor Track and Field.

Unfortunately, we can't mention all

our year that placed, but there were

four winners. Johnny Watts took

the 440 and 8S0 yard dashes, setting

new records for both. Bob Moss

set a new high jump record ot 5

feet 7 inches, and Beef Fardell

heaved the 12 pound shot the far-

thest.

In indoor Softball Jack Hick-

more 's squad with "Iron-Arm"

Weismiller doing the huriing beat

Sc. '48 out in the Semi-finals 12-S.

They then went on to take Med's

'50 in tlie finals to the tune of 7-7

and lS-2 (a sweet victory).

(I'm arguing with Hoppy for a

couple more inches space. Geez ! I

should get it—he's in our year!)

To continue, in bowling, the year

just missed making the section play-

offs. But we contributed to Science's

win in the Interfaculty finals against

Arts, as the two high men were

'49ers.

Sc. '49 topped their section in water-

polo — going through the season

witliout a defeat—credit to Coach

Meikle, Lloyd Williams, "Shut-out"

Sim and others. However, they lost

out in a sudden death playoff game
to Arts '51, who went on to take

the title.

In badminton singles Norm Sim-

mons lost out to Sparling (Arts

type) in the finals. The doubles are

still in progress, but a look into the

crystal ball would show Sc. '49

learns in the final matdies.

We are in second term now with

basketball and hockej'. The hockey

team has about an equal number of

wins and losses to their credit. I

basketball, after losing the first game
to P.H.E.. the team has won the

SKI TRAILS
By Chuck Lemmon

The thin blanket of powder snow

covering the hills heightened their

skiing pleasure for the ISO skiers

who took the short jaunt to Snow

Ridge last Sunday. It was a "Chris-

tiana" day.

A decided improvement in skiing

technique was noticeable among

Club members, judging by the num-

ber who bad mastered the novice

hill and moved on to greater glory

on the senior efforts. Many made

it to the bottom in 2 falls instead of

the former par of 6 for the course.

Some happy spirits were even able

to "schuss" all the way down with-

out subjecting their posterior ex-

tremities to the sudden shocks usu-

ally suffered by the more mundane

and mortal members.

"Operation Snow Ridge" will be

repeated this Sunday. A bus leaves

Queen's Tea Room at 7.30 a,m. Tic-

kets will be on sale today and Sat-

urday from 12 to 2 p.m. at the Post

Office. Bus will return at 6 p.m.

An open Ski Meet will provide

an opportunity for the average

"Sunday" skier to compete against

those of his own calibre. "Jake"

Edwards is running the event at

Kingston Mills and buses will leave

the Gym at Sunday.

A Ski Meet held between Queen's

and University of Rochester was

won by Queen's but the fastest time

was registered by a Norwegian from

U. of Rochester,

TRICOLOR MEET BLUES
COMMERCE GRADS FACE
GAEL CAGERS HERE SAT.

By Norm Harvey

Ottawa Commerce Grads will provide the opposition for the

Queen's Gaels in a senior exhibition basketball baine at the gym-

nasium Saturday night. In the first game of the double bill the

Queen's Seconds meet the Ottawa Capitols in an exhibition inter-

mediate tussle.

The Tricolor took an unimpres-

sive 33-26 win over the Grads in

an exhibition tilt played in

Ottawa last month. However the

game was played on the Glebe

Collegiate court where the small

floor, coupled with unsatisfactory

officiating, minimized the Tri-

color scoring punch. In recent

encounters, Coach Edwards
'

quick-breaking offense has been

working well, as was evidenced

by the Gaels' thrilling finish in

last week's battle against Mc-

Gill. Time just ran out on the

Tricolor's scoring attack.

The Commerce Grads will be

out to reverse their seven point

loss to Tricolor. The visitors have

a well-balanced squad of veterans

and youngsters who have been

playing reg;ular league ball in the

strong Ottawa Senior City loop.

Leading their attack will be play-

ins: coach Hal Axon, a veteran

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treodeosy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

playmaker and constant offensive

threat. At centre they have Don

Finlayson former Toronto Var-

sity regular who is an exper-

ienced and dangerous ball players

Backing these stars is an eager,

well-coached squad which should

provide plenty of opposition to

the Gaels. Queen's go into the

color in a mood to trounce Bob

Have's McGill Redmen in their

contest as favourites and a de-

cisive victory should put the Tri;

next Senior Intercollegiate con-

test.

Latest scoring st.itistics for the

Gaels reveal that Captain Orra

Weir is out in front of the point

parade with 97 counters. Close

on his heels is youthful Bob

Huband whose deadly eye has

garnered him 88 points. The fol-

lowing is the scoring race to date:

F.G. F.T. T.P.

I ATHLETICS AT QUEEN'S |

~ By Stan Price

In a report presented to the AB of C by the Sports Committee

of the Engineering- Society, radical changes to the intramural sports

program were advocated.

The report's main theme was that the average student at Queen's

s not getting enough for his twelve dollar athletic fee as the larger

share of his money has, in previous years, gone towards the payment

of the debt on the gymnasium. Now that the debt has been paid off

it is hoped that the surplus will be devoted towards the intramural

sports program.

One of the main criteria was that all students should be medi

cally examined and placed in appropriate categories, and the number

of medically-fit men in the year be used as the basis for assignin

Bews Trophy entry points. Also, intercollegiate athletes should be

given more counters towards the Bews Trophy and a new method of

mass and limit entry scoring be introduced.

SPORTS STORES
Another important suggestion was that a students' sports stores

be set up in the crib of the men's locker room, where athletes might

borrow equipment for one day on signature and surrender of I-card.

EXPANDED SPORTS PROGRAM
The introduction of volley ball to the intramural sports program

was also suggested as courts could be erected behind the Jock Harty

,^rena. Players would require only gym shoes, and games would be

run of during noon hours and at 4.30.

An extra intramural basketball "B" league should be drawn up
independent of Bews competition as several large years have many
members who wish to play but cannot under the present system.

It is also hoped that mixed swimming could be begun on Satur-

day afternoons. Interfaculty football should be resumed.

A must for Queen's next year is an outdoor rink between the

Old Arts Building and Fleming Hall, with lighting for night skating

and heated hut for changing installed. This would encourage intra-

mural hockey as games could be played at times much more con-

venient to participants.

ORGANIZATION REVISED
One important feature suggested is that a committee be in-

stituted to include the Director of Intramural Athletics, and athletic

sticks to meet regulariy to assist the director in drawing up schedules,

and to discuss scoring, procedure and changes in rules. Organiza-
tion and j^upcrvision of intramural sports should be included in the

curriculum of the P.H.E. students and credits granted.

The committee who drew up the report included Stan Price,

Chairman; George Devlin, Frank Macintyre, Mike Halliday and
Scntt Dnlziel. Copies of the plans outlined have been sent to the
A.B. ..f C. the .\.Nr.S. and to the Director of Intramural Athletics.

G.P.

Weir, G., (c) 10 42 13 97

Huband. (f) 10 39 10 88

MacNiven, (f) 10 21 7 88

Dobbins, (g) 10 12 6 30

Elford. (f) 9 9 3 21

Smyth, (f) 10 10 20

The curtain raiser will give

Queen's fans a chance to look at

the Queen's Seconds who are

playing their first out of town

opponents. Coaches Don Cooper

and Tom Devitt have rounded

together a very potent squad

who are battling for first place

in the local Intermediate setup

The Ottawa Capitols are ot un-

known strength, but are holding

down the leadership of- the

strong Ottawa City Intermediate

League.

Both games on Saturday night's

double header should be pro-

ductive of some fine basketball

The first game gets under way
at 7,00 p.m.

Pucksters Battle

Leaders Saturday
By Charlie Currey

Queen's Senior Hockey tea m,

fresh from their 9-5 triumph over

the Montreal Carabins, will play

host to the league leading Varsity

Blues of Toronto at the Jock Harty

Arena tomorrow nighty The Gaels,

who turned in their best perform-

ance of the year against the visiting

Montreal sextet last Friday, will be

gunning for their third victory of

the season, and revenge for their

last encounter with Toronto at

Queen's when they were swamped

10-1.

Toronto, however, will be out for

a repeat performance, and with

Harry Boyd, Don Bark and Warren

Winslow, former St. Mike's Junior

star on hand, they hope to make

things hot in the Queen's end of tht-

ice. At defence coach "Ace" Bailey

will probably start Ed Kryzanow-

ski, team captain for the past two

years and Bob La Rose, with the

dependable Don Saunders covering;

the Toronto net.

For Queen's, Coach Gene Choui-

nard will have at his disposal the

forward Hnes of Don Murray, Chuck

Hews and Don Hedley and the

Kemp -Wallis - Sadler combination.

As a rear-guard he will employ the

rugged Larry Moffat and Moon
Flannigan, both capable and exper-

ienced defenseman. Gerry Mercier,

who turned in such an outstanding

chore against Montreal last week-

end will also be present along with

H. Hamilton, G. Wagar, Gulick and

B. Hamilton.

Norm Urie, of course, will guard

the Tricolor net. Although Toronto

have lost one game this year, and

have as their latest victory a 8-0

whitewash of the McGill Reds,

Queen's still have a good chance of

humbling the visitors if Wallis.

Kemp and Mercier hit their stride

again. The Gaels have nothing to

lose if they are defeated in this con-

test, but a victory will pull them

out of the cellar into third pace in

the Intercollegiate Hockey Loop.

Game time, 8.15.

NOTICE
Sciencemen of all years needed to

help remove decorotions commenc-

ing 4 a.m. Saturday.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware

CREST WORK OF ALL KlUDS
TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

GORD BOND

103 Princess Sr.

Phone 6381

FLANNELETTE PAJAMAS

3.25 PR.

- AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI^» OR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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FOOTBALLERS TO SOCIALIZE
AT FORGE PLANT ON THUR.
A social evening with the

members of the three Queen's
football teams and their ladies

is to be held at the Forge Plant

Cafeteria of the Aluminum Com-
pany at 8.15 Thursday evening.

One hundred and twenty

business and professional

men of Kingston and vicin-

ity have been invited to at-

tend the function, which will

feature refreshments and

dancing, as well as a col-

oured film of the Argonaut-

Winnipeg Grey Cup Final.

It is felt that by this method,

Kingstonians will become
better acquainted with the

individual members of the

teams.

Transportation for mem-
bers of the three football

teams who have indicated

that they will need it will

leave the gym Thursday
night at 7.45. Invitations are

now at the post office and

should be picked up imme-
diately.

The cheerleaders and non-

playing members of the Foot-

ball Club have also been invited.

Use of the Forge Plant cafe-

teria has has been made possible

through the kindness of Mr. Neil

Hay.

Another Budding Coed
The progressive Arts '51 year

organization has another feather

in its cap. Born to Mr. and Mrs.

J. D, D. "Johnny" Agnew last

week, a bouncing baby daughter,

Elizabeth Shane.

Marie-Jose Forgues

Is Well Received
By Ann Vallentyne

Last Thursday night's University

Concert, featuring the lyric soprano

voice of Marie-Jose Forgues was

generally well received. Miss

Forgues, youthful Montreal artist

showed a charming personality and

considerable dramatic ability. Al-

though she has been affiliated with

the New York Civic Opera Centre

this season, she has expressed her

preference for a future on the con-

cert stage. Tuesday night's perform-

ance was her first unsupported song

recital. Miss Forgues was the win-

ner of the Singing Stars of Tomor-

row contest last season.

There was an apparent nervous-

ness in her grtji:;i cif arias from

"Gitanjaii" by Joiui .\ldeii Carpen-

ter. This choice of restrained mo-

dern music was rather unfortunate

for an opening group as it warmed

neither the audience nor the artist.

However, her voice revealed depth

and richness of tone in "On the Day

when Death will Knock at Thy

Door" and the group as a whole,

was artistically handled.

She sang the group of French

songs in a delightful and refreshing

manner. The warm, well-coloured

quality of her voice was especially

marked in "Phidyle" by Henri
Duparc.

When she reached "Mi Ciiiamano

Mimi" an aria from "La Boheme"

by Giacomo Puccini, she seemed to

have found her forte. She sang this

Sec Marie-Jose Forguts, p. 5

Teachers Require

Nerves, Health,

Says J. L. Murray
Men and women students were

urged to give their consideration to

entering the teaching profession by

J. L. Murray, principal of K.C.V.I.,

fourth of the speakers in the Arts

Vocational Lecture series. He spoke

of the shortage of qualified teachers

in the profession, and gave his audi-

ence some advice on how to succeed

as teachers.

"You need to be in good liealtli

and you must have' good nerves,"

he said. "You must be patient, as

some pupils pick up things quicker

than others. You must understand

young people and keep young as

long as you can."

Mr. Murray advised girls going

into the profession to obtain physi-

cal training certificates, as there is a

shortage o f high school teachers

with this qualification. "You must

like young people," he said, "and

you must like to be with them."

He said that extracurricular ac-

tivities were absolutely necessary for

teachers, and suggested that teachers

should join organizations and meet

people. He warned that it was a

mistake for the teacher to go home

every weekend, that she should in

stead enter into tlie activities of the

community.

"The fact that you have a BA.

degree does not necessarily make

you a good teacher," said Mr. Mur-

ray. "The best teacher 1 ever knew

was a lady who did not have a de-

gree, but she knew how to teach."

CAMPUS LEADERS ENDORSE ISS

N.F.CU.S. Major Aim Will Be

Canadian Unity, Says R. S. Harwood
By Mary MoLr and

Celine Kelly

Enipliasizing the potentialities of

NFCUS in the search for Canadian

unity, R. S. Harwood, national pre-

sident, addressed au audience repre-

sentative of campus organizations

ill Ban Righ Common Room, Thurs-

day night. Mr. Harwood, a UBC
student, is at present on a tour of 21

Canadian universities to arouse in-

terest in NFCUS. Introduced by

George Perrin, chairman of the
Queen's committee, Mr. Harwood

briefly outlined the five major func-

tions of the Federation.

It aims to facilitate and encourage

the exchange of information and

ideas among Canadian universities,

and to this end has set up a com-

niittee to consolidate all reports.

As well, NFCUS will promote

inter-university activities such as the

Dominion Intercollegiate Athletic

Union, the national Debating Union,

ttrama and Music Festivals, and in

the near future, a cross-Canada con-

ducted tour. A reduction in railway

fares and theatre rates will also be

sought.

NFCUS will' voice the views

of Canadian students in

i u t c rn a t i o n a 1 affairs. Com-

menting on the Federation's
conditional affiliation with I US, Mr.

Harwood said, "We decided to af-

filiate, in spite of bad influence, be-

cause it is the only existing inter-

national student's union of its kind,

and if devoted to proper purposes,

is a worthwhile organization. We
are not happy with conditions ; it

should become more representative."

The Federation is also aiming at

a larger basis for complete national

unity. Mr. Harwood states tliat

this, while one of their more intan-

gible functions, was one of the "big-

gest things". He pointed out that

with a majority of influential posi-

tions in both English and French

speaking Canada occupied by nni-

versity students, they will, in future

years, be in a position to further

inter-racial harmony.

Levana To Elect

Next Year's Exec,
Levana will go to the polls on

Friday to elect next year's offi-

cers of the Levana Society and

the LAB of C. Polls will be open

in the New Arts Building from

9 a.m. to 12 noon, at Ban Righ

Hall from noon to 1.30 p.m., and

in the library from 1.30 to 3 p.m.

The following candidates were

approved at the nomination meet-

ing on Monday noon:

Senior AMS representative,

Edie Shindman, Barbara Bews,

Edna Hunt; Junior AMS repre-

sentative, Kay Gundy, Fufi Ste-

vens; President, Willie Dowler,

Betty McCrae ; Vice-President,

Ann Nicholson, Joan Stewart

;

Secretary, Eleanor Mackenzie,

Marguerite Welch, Joyce Ro-

berts ; Treasurer, Nancy Chal-

mers, Betty Shaw.

President Levana Council, Syl-

via Mackenzie, Helen Tracy; Pre-

sident LABC, Helen Holomegs,

"Fluff" Reid, Moragh Shepherd;

Senior Rep, Kay Barclay, Elspeth

Wallace; Junior Rep, Peggy
House, Barb Watson

;
Sophomore

Rep, Ann Elliott, Joan Keough;
Social Rep, Zib Corlett, Ruth

Di.xon, Nancy Walker; Senior
Curator, Caroline Plazlitt, Barb

Whittock.

Dean Douglas Says

ISS Backs Up Unesco

Dr. A. Vibert Douglas has

made the following statement in

regard to ISS :

"The great campaign for funds

which is being made across Can-

ada this month under the name
of the Canadian Appeal for Chil-

dren is, in reality, a threefold

drive. The United Nations Ap-

peal for Children, UNESCO, and

ISS are making one joint finan-

cial campaign for $10,000,000.

The ISS Committee on each uni-

versity campus is wholly respon-

sible for collecting this joint pro-

ject. It is a tribute to the work
of ISS during the past quarter

century that UNESCO is en-

trusting to ISS the disposal of

their proportion of the total funds

collected,

"Thus ISS works closely with,

not in opposition to, UNESCO
and there is no overlapping. Food,

medicine, books and otiier school

and university student supplies

are so desperately needed in

many countries. Infants, school

children of all ages and profes-

sors need our help. L'NESCO
is placing part of the responsi-

bility upon ISS. Let, us accept

the challenge and help meet the

needs of those who look to us

for understanding and for aid."

Religious Leader

From Cornell U
At Sunday Hour
A young minister of tlie Pres-

byterian Church, USA, with a

distinguished undergraduate and

liost-graduate record, will speak

THE REV. EDWARD D. EDDY

to Queen's students in Grant

Hall next Sunday. He is Rev,

Edward D. Eddy. Jr., the asso-

ciate director of Cornell Uni-

versity's United Religious Work,

and he will deliver his sermon

in one of the regular university

Sunday Hours.

Described by Padre A. M.

Laverty as "one of the ablest

and most promising young min-

Sce Religious Leader, p. S

ISS Campaigners

Tee Off Canvass

In $4000 Effort

ISS campaigners rolled up
their sleeves Monday morning as

the official "go" was sounded

in the drive to raise $3,000 from

Queen's students for World Stu-

dent Relief. A mass meeting

Sunday afternoon in Ban Righ

Common Room brought last min-

ute instructions. Canvassers

were to "go out and get it ; every

student must be given the chance

to hand over his dollar—or two
dollars."

In order to make a daily re-

port on the competition between

faculties, canvassers will have to

bring in figures to Campaign
Headquarte rs in the gymnasium
every day. Reports are to be

under "Campaign Bulletin" signs

in the Library, the New Arts,

the Old Arts. Miller Hall, and
Ontario Hall. Tlie final campaign
total will be available at 5 p.m.

Saturday afternoon but the win-

ning candidate for Queen of
|

Queen's will not be announced I

until Saturday night.

Campaign director Geoff

Glover has announced that an en-

couraging response was found in

the preliminary campaign among
faculty members. Amounts as

high as $50 were given, to start

the campaign that hopes to col-

lect $4,000 by week's end.

Principal Wallace

Approves ISS Aims
Principal R. C. Wallace ex-

presses to students his views on

tlie ISS campaign in the follow-

ing message :

"This is ISS week. This is

also the week of the appeal for

the Save the Children Fund —
all part of the campaign in asso-

ciation with UNESCO to help

the young people of starving

Europe, under ISS auspices. That

is a part of the wider program

for which the universities have a

particular responsibility.

"There is a fraternity of stu-

dents the whole world over. If

we relieve distress elsewhere

—

and there is great distress—we
shall do our part to promote an

understanding that will make for

a peaceful world. For we can-

not live to ourselves alone."

Freshman Trophy

Given By Arts '47

Remembers Alfie

Annual DinnerHeld

AtAlcanResidence
By Ed AjtoI

Informal speeches and movies

were featured at the annual ban-

quet at Queen's University Alcan

residences, earlier this month,

with SO student couples and

guests in attendance. Bob Dol-

man, student warden at the Al-

can residences, was emcee.

Medical student Dolman brief-

ly sketched living cnnditionj at

the four huts, leased to Queen's

by the Alumininn t"'>mpany of

Canada. He told the tjuests how

A brand-new piece of silver-

ware, the Alfie Pierce Trophy,

is being added this year to the

array of cups and trophies in

the gymnasium showcases. Don-

ated by Arts '47, the award will

be made yearly to the first year

student in any faculty judged to

have made the greatest contrib-

ution to Queen's athletics during

the year.

Alfie beamed his pleasure when
>ho\Mi the trophy Monday morn-

ing by ,-\rts '47 jjermanent presi-

dent Geoff Bruce.

The first award will be made
thi.-i year. It is expected that

the student will be chosen by

a board consisting of the Direc-

tor of the Physical and Health

Education School, the Director

of Intramural Athletics, the AMS
Atliletic Stick, The Journal

Sport ? Editor, the Director of

W'.iiiiL'n'i .-\thletics. and possibly

uiie other student.

The trophy itself is silver with

a hardwood base. It is topped

by three large figures, one of

tudents had adapted themselves w'""-^!! duplicated in a smaller

to life in the two-room suites.

After supper and speeches,

three films were shown : a col-

ored movie of Jasper, Alberta

:

actual scenes of a Queen's-\Ve5t-

eni football game at the Univer-

sity of Western Ontario; and an-

other colored film of the St. Law-

rence, showing scenes of Kings-

ton and district.

Guests at the head table were :

Mr. and Mrs. M. N. Hay. repres-

enting the Aluminum Company,

Kingston; Mr. and Mrs. M. Til-

lotson ; Mr, J. Winnep ; Mr. and

Mrs. C. V. Arthur; and Rev. A.

M. Laverty. and Mrs. Laverty,

representing Queen's.

trophy

keep.

'hich the recipient will

Kay Stokes, Eddie Allen

Here Thursday Evening

Thursday evening at 8.30

Kathleen Stokes and Eddie

Allen, two-ninths of the

Happy Gang, will appear in

Grant Hall in aid of LS.S.

They have been invited to

Queen's by the Hillel Foun-

dation.

Tickets for the show are

on sale at the Queen's Post

Office. Spearn's Book Shop,

and from members of Hilleh
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One Good Turn .

A liundred and seven years ago two men went from Canada

to Scotland. Tliey wanted to establish a college and they

needed money. The people of Scotland who helped them might

have felt it was small concern to them that higher edwcation was

being advanced three thousand miles away in Upper Canada.

They might have but they didn't. From their hearts they gave

£1,250 Stirling, a greater sum by far than it is today, and guar-

anteed a further £300 a year. That was one sixth of the money

with which this university was founded.

We at Queen's can be grateful to them.

Those early struggles are long past now and Queen's is asked

to help students in Europe. Today we can afford to help. From

our plenty they ask $4,000.

It would be a happy gesture if all of us, giving a little each,

could exceed that sum and send them the equivalent of what

was once given to us.

The money we send them is earmarked for the treatment of

tuberculosis and for food as well as for textbooks and school

equipment. If our need a century ago was great, theirs is im-

measurably greater.

The price of just fifty cigarettes and two packages of gum,

or ten draught beers, or a pair of Nylons, this is little enough for

us to give in a cause so urgent. And it will partly discharge

our debt.

The ISS Campaign . . .

K. L., Noted Campus Ichthyographer, Discusses the Little Fish that has 30 Children ot a

Time and from Whom We Great Big Humans Can Learn Much, as Who Con Not?

UNDERSTANDING THE GUPPY
(With special thanks to Miss J. L. L. and her giippies whose magnificent cooperation made this tract possible.)

Ken Phin, president of the Alma Mater Society, gives the

following support to the International Student Service cam-

paign :

If some fellow-student were to ask you to lend him a dollar,

and if you knew he really needed that dollar, the chances are that

you would let him have it. If he were really in a bad way and

you knew he couldn't pay it back right away, you wouldn't mind

that either. You. the individual Queen's student, are not un

generous.

If that fellow-student is in Europe, and if his need

happens to be due to the fact that his country has been

ripped to bits by war, should you suspend your generosity

toward him?

You might feel that the ISS, which is administering student

aid, is not running its show properly; that it is pouring your

donations into the maws ot Communism ; that it is spending too

much on conferences and travelling secretaries and the like.

The executive of your student government has thought a bit

about these questions and lias looked into tht; plans and aims of

the ISS. As far as we caii lell, the administrative expenses are

not excessive ; we are satisfied that tliat question can be dismissed.

Nor is the ISS a leftist organization. On the con-

trary, it is quite as interested in spreading and upholding

the ideals of western democracy as are you and I. That is

the essence of its program.

We all realize tlial if Communism is actively seeking to

spread, we shall not check it by passively ignoring it. While
much ot Ihe world is fallow with unrest, the ISS seeks to plant

western ideals upon ground where the Communistic weed might
otherwise tlonrish. Student relief is only one immediate and prac-
tical ay ot doing this. The larger scheme of ISS includes promo-
tion of Ihe international exchange of students, of instructors and
of seminar groups.

There is also the very practical consideration that much
ot Canada's prosperity depends upon European trade. If we can
hasten European recovery by helping to educate a new genera-
tical way ot doing this. The larger scheme of ISS includes promo-
future.

It may be that our ISS contributions will Ije so small as
to have very little effect on tlie great problem^ which we face.

That does not seem a reasonable excuse for doing nothing at
all; in tact, it indicates that the larger our contribution, the
more chance we have of accomplishing something with it.

If you are generous enough to give, and bold enough
to make a small speculation in your own and the world's
future, you have two good reasons for supporting this
week's ISS drive.

Your executive is wholeheartedly in support of the drive.

Guppies have more f u n than anybody.

More fun than people anywa\'. People keep

guppies in little bowls so they can laugh at

tliem, This arrangement also provides the gup-

pies with plenty of laughs.

Guppy biology is pretty entertaining, es-

pecially tor guppies. Guppies go at reproduc-

ing with such naive zest it even makes rabbits

shudder. They just swim around and around

and don't care a fig about monogamy. I wish

I was a guppy.

Despite certain mammalian characteristics

such as having their young alive, guppies are

not true mammals. They don't milk worth a

Damn.

Freud Takes A Hand

Another interesting thing is that a female

guppy is bigger than a male. Thus if you are

a guppy your mother is bigger than your father.

This is all very confusing and explains why
Oedipus Complex was never a popular parlor

amusement with guppies.

One day our aquarium sprung a leak so we
had to empty the guppies in the bathtub. When
the bowl was fixed we chased them around

with spoons, The guppies thought this was

just capital. Especially the last little rascal.

We chased him for twenty minutes and all the

while he smirked at us.

I shall never forget his chastened expres-

sion as father pulled the plug.

The Guppy In Big Business

Most people don't know guppies play

a big role in modern business. The tact is

msurance companies use the guppie's life-

span to make up tiieir actuarial tables. And

if the human life-span dropped to three

years years all of a sudden poof!

You can just see what a bunch of rake-

hell dogs are running insurance companies

these days. Easy come, easy go.

Guppy literature is pretty extensive. Mr.

Will Cuppy's poignant tribute to the guppy

is paramount. The very Zeitgeist of our age

has been brutally bared to the common gaze.

The Guppy

Whales have calves,

Cats have kittens.

Bears have cubs.

Bats have bittens,

Swans have cygnets,

Seals have puppies.

But guppies just

have little guppies.

Here is God's plenty. The work is unique

in modern litters. Indeed the poem has oc-

lust as easy »
tool Ouppys as people.

A Little Known Fact

The Guppy or Cyprinnius Garibaldi Doloroso has

contrihuted more gurry to world trade than many
a larger mammai. This is not a guppy, however.

casioned a tender appreciation by the Eng-

lish esthete Cosbert Nitwell. It is entitled

with classic restraint, "On First Looking

into Cuppy's Guppy."

Canto the 1st

Here's to you Will Cuppy,

O bard of the Guppy,

Rhyming like that Coleridge hophead

I'll bet you take dope by TopheadI

And jazzing up your muse with hashish

Does make your lines quite Ogden Nashish.

Canto the 2nd

You are, I wot, of some beasts chary.

You didn't mention the Cassowary.

And before I say adieu,

Wotinell is a young G-nu.

Words can go no further.

Fate's Ploythings

Some people think guppies don't have

much sense of humour. They are so wrong.

It's just that guppies realize that being a

guppy is the supreme jest of fate.

After that nothing is very funny.

Guppies feel they understand people.

People that believe in love and charity and

altruism and all that. And then work like

anything to fulfil the dream of an atom

bomb in every basement. People puzzled

the guppies at first, but now they feel a

bond of kinship with us.

Because being people is almost as funny

as being guppies.

"Oh it was the best party! We smashed two windows and George broke his

ankle falling down the sairs, and about ten people passed out, and the house
detective tried to put us out of the room about four times but Harry pushed

him down the elevator shaft, and then the police came , .
,"

Dear Journal

"Try The Honour System . .

A deplorable state of affairs exists at this university, a state

of affairs that affects every female student at one time or another

and also many ot the male students. This is the antiquated set of

residence rules that is inflicted on all women students unlucky
enough to secure a room in residence. The women's residences at

one of the colleges of the University of Toronto can be regulated

by the "Honor System" — our women's residences are regulated

by a system that tends to do away with all liouor and instead pro-

duce an inclination to cheat.

The Honor System can be descri!)ed briefly as a system whereby
late leaves arc- limited neither in number nor hour of return except
when the atudeiils themselves feel that one of their fellows is over-
linin'^ it or abn^in;;' her privileges. In such a case they bring it

10 her alleiitinn ,'iiul if she ignores their warning the matter may be
referred eilhur to her Warden or to the Residence Council. The
women in residence at Victoria College (U. of T.) have been gov-
erned by the "Honor System" well over five years, and although
this system has been surveyed very closely with suspicion by all

the other colleges, they have not as yet been able to criticize it.

g,i'i!.imra,j!iiiJi:,i«BmiLr.Tisj:iirjiiniiio:wem^

j The Padre's Corner
^

I
JUST THE SAME

J XXX
g "If you con meet with Triumph and Disaster

I And treat those two imposters just the some,"

^ How many of us can treat victory and defeat

g "just the some" even in o game of cards or o

i gome of golf? We ore sensitive to the winds of fortune. Victory f
3 elates us ond deteot poralyzes our energies. The discipline of life |

would bring us nothing finer (hon the obility "to treat those two
|

impostors just the some." We love o friend who is "always the g
some," Hamlet poys Horotio thi^ fine tribute

—
"o man thot for- g

tune's buffets ond rewords hath ta'en with equo! thonks." i

The end of the Americon Civil War brought disoster for the S
South. There might seem to hove been none greater. But I wos |
deeply moved by the words of on epitaph on o monument to one of g
the leoders of the defected South. Here it is. i

"The hour of conflict ^
The doy of defeat S
The years of oppression B
Brought to his couroge %

No slackness; |
And to his loyal service %

No obatement." fa

To deserve a tribute like thot is worth more thon victory. When i

we ore able to foce life in that spirit we become children of God a

whose love knows no change, "in whom there is no variableness, B
neither shadow cast by turning," 3

I
Have the women at Queen's less honor than the women at Varsity,

Does our university, which has gained renown for its democratic

student government, wish to mar this feeling of democracy while

lettiii,g the rest go unrestricted? A state of wrong exists at this

university. Let us complete another step in making Queen's Uni-

versity the most progressive and democratic university in existence,

C. W. BAUGH. Meds 'S3. D. M. DUNWOODY, Arts '59.

L. COLEMAN. Arts '49.
J. S. CHAPMAN, Arts '51.

R. W. ALLIN, Meds '53. C. H. DAVISON, Arts '50.
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Industrial Relations

29 Students Study Strikes, Lockouts

Hope to Become Personnel Officers
By Mel Zobatar

"Tliree tlioiisand workers out on strike." Nobodv would be

surprised to see this headline in tiieir daily paper, but to a small

band of Queen's students such headlines are a part of their course

of studies. This small group of four women and twenty-five men
make up the student body of the Department of Industrial Relations.

The Department was established in 1937 as a section of the

School of Commerce to meet a growing demand for detailed know-
ledge of the relatioiis between employers and employees. In 1944,

due to an ever increasing growth of activity and importance, it was
niade a separate department, under Professor J. C. Cameron, as-

sisted by Professor C. H. Curtis.

Students receiving instruction in Industrial Relations

take a one-year course of seven subjects which include eco-

nomics, personnel administration, industrial psychology, la-

bor legislation and social security. If the students successfully

pass their exams they receive a certificate indicating that they

are graduates of the course in Industrial Relations at Queen's.

The courses are designed to give students a sound background
in business problems, with particular emphasis on labor rela-

tions and personnel problems. Most of the graduates expect,

eventually, to be employed as personnel officers with large

industrial concerns.

Before entering Industrial Relations, a student should obtain

a B.A., with some background in economics and politics. However,
a degree is not an absolute prerequisite and veterans, with their

service experience, make up a large part of the present class. In

addition, some students have been given leave of absence from em-
ployers to qualify for positions as "personnel men." There are also

a few students who are taking the course immediately after senior

matriculation or one year of a university course.

Training students is only part of the work of the department.

In addition, it collects data respecting policies, programmes and ex-

perience in employer-employee relations and makes such data avail-

able to students, employers, labor organizations and governments;
collects information on such subjects as unemployment insurance,

and workmen's compensation
; keeps in touch vyith industry and

labor organizations; prepares reports on subjects 'of immediate and
vital interest; holds conferences and short courses for business exe-

cutives, persoimel managers and labor leaders. Thus, In addition

to instructing students, the department acts as a library, a clearing-

house of information and a research bureau, as well as a centre for

the discussion of recent developments in its field.

"Phase, Please, The Text!"

(Second of two letters written by a student from a "Strange Land")

Dear Gutsami

:

Where was I now? Oh, yes. I was explaining the methods of the

western higher education system.

Well, Gutsami, the thing that breaks my heart is the complete lack

of objective, intelligent discussion on the western campus. Not only is

there no TIME for discussion but there is no PLACE for discussion.

There is no time for discussion because students must devote all

their efforts and talents towards covering the work which will net them

the highest mark on the "exams". Text-hooks must be swallowed, theo-

ries memorized for later ejection on "exam" papers. Students must cal-

culate what is likely to be "on the exam".

Some professors have what may be called "the text-book mania".

This is a fanatical adherence to the subject matter of the prescribed text,

sometimes taken to such extremes that when the class shows signs of

rousing themselves to a discussion, the professor quickly grabs the red-

covered text-book, holds it up before the group and pleads, "Please,

please, ladies and gentlemen, the text, the text!"

I have another class in philosophy where two hundred and fifty

students gather with their note-hooks and take down the gospel, word by

word. It is my secret ambition to rouse this class to heated discussion and

then go outside and listen to the noise.

Only my French philosophy professor saves my intellectual curiosity

from shrivelling up to the size of a No. 5 pea.

His lectures are my delight; he reminds me of old Karnich of the

U of C the way he wanders off the beaten path and explores infinity

and the modern neurosis and the racial question in the southern states.

Of course the dogmatists grumble about "examinations coming" and

"never touches the text-book" but his deviations are an experience un-

paralleled in any of my other courses.

These gigantic classes are the second factor which prevents co-

operative analysis, discursive education in the student body. Of course,

in all fairness, I must tell you that the classes are swollen with veterans

from the last war they had here. But I do not feel that this is an excuse

for the deplorable situation as it stands. This influx of veterans should

have been anticipated, more professors should have been obtained and

provision made for smaller classes instead of the loud-speaker arrange-

nients which exist.

If the universities were unable to finance this expansion, then state

aid should have been given.

However, in this country, there seems to be some kind of deep-

rooted aversion to state aid to education, aversion which no one I have

talked with can justify except on grounds of prejudice.

Perhaps I Uave not talked to the right people.

— SATIRIUS.

"It is evident from what I hear that everyone is being an individual indeed."

Dame Runyon, the Russians

And the Typical Students
I am sitting in the inevitable booth wrapped around a cup of

coffee and brooding quietly to myself about the Russian Problem

when who is sitting down with me but three nodding acquaint-

ances two of whom are of the male sex and the other of the other.

So I am sitting there watching them order their coffee and gener-

ally natter about this and that and one thing and another, when

it is suddenly coming to me that these three are the Typical

Students and it would be a benefit indeed if I am adding to my
knowledge of Russians by discovering the Typical Students' atti-

tude. Accordingly I am offering them all a cigarette in order to

catch their attention and am proceeding as follows:

"I am being exceedingly ignorant upon the subject of Rus-

sians and would take it as a favour if you would be telling me

your opinion as it is easy to see that it would be that of the

Typical Student."

But no sooner am I saying this than the guy with the long

hair is running his hands through it in a manner most feverish

to behold and is replying, "It is indeed interesting that you should

be asking me such a question for I have many remarkable opinions,

but, as you would have noticed if you were looking more closely,

T am hardly a Typical Student for I am one of the True Seekers

After Knowledge and am reading T. S. Eliot." And there he is

exhaling through his nose in such a fashion that I recognize him as

representing all what is Finer and Deeper.

So I am turning to the other guy and saying, "I am per-

ceiving that you represent the Tj'pical Student and I would in-

deed be taking it as a favour
—

"

But before I am finishing my request this guy, who is spraw-

ling in his corner in a manner most elegant and fashionable, is

laughing at me and saying, "You must surely be a knucklehead

to be thinking that I am the Typical Student for I am being too

gay and wicked to be an average, provincial student who is all

hidebound and inhibited," and here he is finishing his coffee with

such a straight arm that I immediately realize he is standing for

everything which is Bigger and Better.

So I am at last turning to the doll who is being shrugged into

her coat but before I can ask her anything she is saying, "I am
truly sorry to disappoint you but I am not Typical either for I

also am unconventional and uninhibited and woidd certainly be

a shock to my great aunt Elsie."

I am suggesting that she must be drinking and swearing and

doing all manner of wonderful things but she is saying that she

doesn't at all, but is assuring me that the reason is not at all

that she is inhibited but mere because her muther told her "no".

So I am remaining in the booth for a good half hour brood-

ing quietly to myself, partly about the Russians, but mainly about

how rare a Typical Student must be because it is evident from

what I hear that everyone is being an individual indeed.

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

French Students More Scholarly

Says Visiting Strasbourg Professor

By Joan Finnigan

The complete intellectual and personal freedom of students in

France was emphasized by Professor Armand Hoog of the Uni-

versity of Strasbourg in a recent interview with The Journal.

He told of the Grandes-Ecoles in Paris where the students

sometimes go to breakfast in the mornings in their pyjamas and

frequently, on warm summer nights, sleep in the parks.

He told of the frequent, informal discussions which character-

ize university life in France, discussions which do not demand the

"proper background" but which take place on the campus, in the

halls, on the streets and in the cafes.

"In France" he said, "you do not pass your fellow-stu-

dents with a brief greeting. One remark leads to another and,

before you know it, you are heading for the nearest cafe to

discuss Communism or Jean-Paul Sartre. You may be there

for three hours. Who knows?"

Tall, fascinating, one of the "young men" of his faculty. Pro-

fessor Hoog visited Queen's on his tour of Canadian and American

colleges extending from Montreal to San Francisco.

A resident of Paris, Professor Hoog travels each week to Stras-

bourg in Alsace-Lorraine where he gives three one-hour lectures on

French Literature of the 18th and 19th centuries. Like our English

2, this course is compulsory for all students seeking an Arts degree

and Professor Hoog reported that, as in Canadian universities,

classes are too large, sometimes 250 students, to permit discussion

and questions.

Meals Depressing, but Cheap

Professor Hoog described the menu of "Le Gallia", the univer-

sity restaurant where he has eaten—once. The only choice is in

vegetables, he said—beans, peas or cauliflower; the cold potatoes

with oil dressing never varies ; meat appears once a week. The 10%

coffee completes the meal which costs SO francs (now less than SO

cents),

"All Pari.-; is wearing the New Look, with its extreme decollete,

wide hip-line and long, tight skirt, but in the universities where the

students are poor, the new fashion only makes its appearance at

promenades or special occasions like the Theatre or Opera."

"Incidentally," he added with an all-Canadian gleam in his eye,

"f certainly do like these decoHctes!"

Intellectuals Take "Ivory Tower" Attitude

"French students," he stated, "are definitely more erudite, scho-

larly, intcUectual. In France it is "learning for learning's sake" and

there is little or no thought of the ultimate economic gain."

"The danger uf our system hinges on this fact," he continued.

"There results a wide, dangerous separation between applied

science and science. Learned men have nothing to do with indus-

trial research. They bury themselves in university research or be-

come university professors."

American Literature Widely Read

When asked what part of the American culture was [nost widely

sccepled in France—Hoog had no hesitation in replying "the liter-

ature."

"Steinbeck, Dos Passos and Hemingway are favourites," he said.

"J;i7.z?"—Duke Ellington.

"iMovies?"
—

"Citizen Kane" and "The Grapes of Wrath," were

the professor's choice.

"Somehow," he said, "the movies Hollywood is sending to

France are becoming worse and worse."

We quickly explained to him that the movies Hollywood is

making arc becoming worse and worse.

Hsinson & Edgar]
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Programs Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St Description

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TElCHMICALt SUPPL-IEIS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Your future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP ). FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAP OFFICE — WINNIPEG
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LEVANA

LEVANGRAD'S DINNER FEB. 26
The Grad Dinner is being held on

Februarj' 26th for all those members

of Levana who will be leaving in

May. After numerous appeals and

public opinion polls it has been de-

cided tliat formal dress for the girls

will be optional.

On Sunday, I-eb. 22, at 4.30 p.m.

Levana will have tlie opportunity of

hearing Mrs. Gladys Strum, C.C.F.

member of Parliament from Saskat-

chewan. Mrs. Strum created a sen-

sation in Parliament about a year

ago by appearing with a hat on,

thereby establishing a precedent. As
yet, we do not know what Mrs.

Strum has chosen as her subject.

Here's a reminder to all Levana

What's When

SCMTODAY — 12.15-1.30

Chapel Service.

4.00—Hockey Club, Biology

Lecture Room,
7-8 p.m.—SCM Social Prob-

lems Group, "Behaviour and

ihe Christian". Mr. Laverty's

home.

7.30— Inter-VarMty Christian

Fellowship Bible Study and

Discussion. General elections

after Bible Study. Theolog
Common Room, Old Arts

Building.

8.00—SCM Election of Offi-

cers, Senate Room, Old Arts

Building.

9-1—Arts 'SO Year Party, Odd-

fellows' Hall.

WEDNESDAY — L30 p.m. —
SCM Bible Group, SCM Room,

Old Arts Building.

Arts '48 Year Party, College

Inn.

THURSDAY — 7.00 — Gliding

Club, Biologj' Lecture Room.

8.00 — International Relations

Club, C. H. Millard, National

Dir. of U.S.W., "Labor's Part

in World Affairs", Convoca-

tion Hall.

8.15— Queen's "Football Fam-
ily's Social Evening", Forge

Plant Cafeteria, Aluminum
Company.

8.30~Eddie EUen, Kay Stokes,

Grant Hall.

8.30—Classics Club, "A Mod-
ern Looks at Greek Sculp-

ture," Mr. Bieler. Art Studio,

Old Arts Building,

FRIDAY— 8 a.m. — Canterbury

Club Communion, College
Chapel.

4 p.m.—Football Movies, Con-
vocation Hall.

9.00—Meds 'SO Year Dance,

Grant Hall.

SATURDAY—7.30 p.m.—C.C.F.
Club Meeting. Hazen Argue,
M.P., Guest Speaker. Sinclair's

Hall, 360 Barrie St.

9.00—Football Dance. Crown-
ing of Queen of Queen's.

SUNDAY—10 a.m.—Service for

Queen'smen. C u r r i c Hall,

R.M.C., Padre Officiating.

3.30—Sunday Hour, Rev. E. D.
Eddy, Cornell University,

preaching, Grant Hall.

4. IS—Science Public Speaking
Forum, St. James Parish Hall.

8.15—Sunday Hour, Alcan Bar-
racks.

MONDAY — 7.30 p.m. — Stu-

dent Bible Study Hour. "The
Early Church—Studies in Art".

Resource Leader — "The
Padre". Theolog Common
Room, Old Arts Building.

8.00—Exhibition of Paintings,

Grant Hall.

members to look in the backs of

their closets for their outworn warm
clothing for the girls of the Sor-

bonne. There are boxes in Ban
Rigb for the purpose. Here's an

opportunity to clean out the closet

and at the same time help out some-

one who needs it badly.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St Dial 4352

TheologS/ Gleemen,

ISS On C.F.R.C.

The Queen's Radio Station

CFRC will present its second

last program of the year Wed-
nesday night, the program to be

featured by a Drama Guild Play

presented by members of the

Theological College.

The program will commence

at 7 p.m. with a 15-niinute cam-

pus news roundup by Jim Kirk,

followed by a 15-minute quiz on

the ISS with Principal R. C.

AVallace, Prof. Gregory Vlastos,

Prof. F. A. Knox, and student

Bill O'Hara taking part. Mistress

of ceremonies will be Joan

Kearney,

Drama Guild members Bud
Morden and Glen Wilms will

take the starring roles in the

Radio Workshop Production at

7.30, to be followed by a IS-min-

ute preview of Fra Diavolo, the

Glee Club operatic offering to

be held at the KCVI auditorium

Feb. 24. and 25.

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

189 Ontario St.

H. Argue, MP
To Address CCFers
Twenty-seven-year-old Hazen

Argue, believed to be Canada's

youngest Member of Parliament

(Wood Mountain, Sask.) will ad-

dress the student CCF Club this

Saturday. "A Policy for Youth"

is the tentative topic of the ad-

dress, which will be given at 7.30

p.m. at Sinclair's Hall, 360 Barrie

Street.

Mr, Argue, a graduate of the

University of Saskatchewan, was

elected in the 1945 general elec-

tion, and while at the University,

was active in setting up its Par-

Finals This Week
In Public Speaking

Eliminations for the Andrina Mc-

Culloch reading scholarships have

been held, and finals are being run

off this week.

Names of those chosen out of the

elimination contests are: D. J.

Goodspeed, Larry Thornton, Pris-

cilla Peebles, Michael Roth, Robert

Krotkov, and Jim Kirk, and run-

ners-up were Jack Vallentyne and

C. T. Thompson.

liamentary Forum.

Refreshments will be served

after the address.
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Producing
Nickel shot at
the Port Calbom
Nickel refinery.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO
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POST-GRAD LOANS FOR VETS
Jt has been suggested that the

gUicJent veterans graduating this

spring may be interested in the

general principles of the Veter-

ans' Business and Professional

Loans Act. A short summary
of this act follows :

It is possible for a veteran

to borrow a sum of money, not

exceeding three thousand dollars,

for the purpose of purchasing a

business, or for any purpose

\vhii:ii may be deemed to bene-

fit his business.

Briefly, the rules governing

these loans are :

• The principle amount of the

loan applied for must not exceed

three thousand dollars, and the

rate of interest on this money
must not exceed five per cent per

annum, simple interest.

• A loan will not be granted
which is in excess of two-thirds

of the proposed total expendi-

ture. In other words, the vet-

eran himself must be able to put
up one-third of the total amount
of the purchase.
• The time for repayment of

the loan varies according to the
amount, but the maximum time
allowed for repayment is ten

years.

This loan does not come
through any government depart-
ment, but it is a straight loan
from the bank, granted in the

usual way.

In the case of student veter-

ans, the loan cannot be applied
for until after graduation. There
are. of course, further regulations,
which cover particular cases and
it would be advisable for inter-

ested parties to consult with Dr.
WacClement before leaving
Queens.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

Quite a few chaps have chip-

ped in their two-bits to help along

the cause. Have you? Please

leave any late quarters at Dr.

MacCleinent's office in the gym.

There are three small loan
funds which may be utilized by
students of Queen's in minor
emergencies. These are : the

Kellogg Fund (medical students
only); the Engineering Society
Fund (science students only)

;

the General Loan Fund, for

which any student may apply.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP,

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books
Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

IDENTIFICATION
AND COPYING

Marrison Studio
Phone 4051 92 Princess St

Marie-Jose Forgues

(Continued from Page 1)

number beautifully and handled her

top notes with taste and skill. Here,

in particular, her
,
dramatic training

and ability was recognized.

Most successful of the evening

was her group of German songs.

Her voice lent itself in particular to

the Schubert songs "Am Meer" and

"Die Manner sind merchant". Her
German dKtion was excellent.

The group of traditional songs

ap])ealed strongly to the audience,

in "Marianne s'en va-t-au Moulin",

a Canadian Folk Song, arranged

especially for Miss Forgues by Os-

car O'Brien, her coquetry won the

audience in spite of the lack of co-

ordination between the singer and

the accompanist. This, and the ex-

cessive volume of the piano was ap-

parent throughout the evening.

She sang "Depuis le jour" from

"Louise" by Gusfave Charpentier

Exhibition To Feature

Industrial Art

"Design in Industry" will be

the topic of an Art Exhibition

to be displayed in the Exhibi-

tion Room of the Old Arts Build-

ing for two weeks starting Feb-

ruary 14.

Among the topics explained

will be : What is the task of

the designer in industrial pro-

duction, and are all of today's

objects consciously designed?

There will also be an exhibition

of Canadian-manufactured goods,

along with an explanation of de-

sign problems.

A CORDIAL

WELCOME -

is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Loidlow's your shopping head-

quarters in Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street 'Kingston, Ont.

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality and Artistry Predominate"

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Re«. 7990

and "Du gai Soleil" from "Werthe

by Jules Massenet with pleasing ar

tistry. These were in themselves de

lightfiil songs to finish the evening

Her two encores were "O Mio Bab
bino Caro" by Puccini and "Comin

through the Rye".

Classified Ads
FOR SALE

Spotting cards for English 2. Now
available at Tech Supplies. These

cards have been approved by the Dept.

of Extension, and recommended as an

excellent study aid for all extramural

students.

Transits. Attention graduating civil

engineers. One Topley D.L.S. model
transit with compass attachment for

sale complete with tripod, case and

extra eye pieces. Geo. Van Skiver, IS

Lower Albert St. Phone 94S8.

LOST
One pair aluminum aki poles. Black
tape on grips. Outside Charlie's, Sun
day, Feb. 8. Will exchange for pair

left behind. Steve Baker 4724.

One green Parker fountain pen. Need
ed desperately. Tired of taking notes

by finger. Finder please return to

Connie Wilson, Ban Righ 20140.

PRACTICALLY FREE
DOLLARS

You can earn extra dollars easily and
pleasantly. Take subscriptions for all

the leading American and Canadian
magazines. Generous commissions.
Write to-day for free sales kit and start

earning immediately. The Guarantee
Subscription Agency. 108 Prince Wil-
liam Street, St. John, New Brunswick.

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

drij scalp

Aikfor it either uay . . . both

-marks mean the same thing.

COCA-COLA LTD.

KINGSTON

SYMPTOMS: ^
ruIT; drr, btiiilf

Give yourself a head-sfarf

with good-looking hair

Throughout tiie world "Vnscllnc" Hair

Tonic is used by more men than any other

hair pri'pnralion ... to k<<cp scalp in cou-

(liiioii . . . liair neat and well-groomed all

day. Use this natural dressing ionyour hair.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC

Religious Leader
(Continued from page 1)

isters in his church", he is a

graduate of Cornell University,

with an advanced degree in The-

olog-y from Yale University. He
was previously minister of the

Federated Church of Bethlehem,

Connecticut.

As an undergraduate student

at Cornell he was president of

the Cornell Student Council, ed-

itor-in-chief of the Cornell Daily

Sun, president of the Interfrater-

iiicy Council, member and officer

of the Junior and Senior Hon-
orary Societies, a member of the

Cornell Dramatic Club, and chair-

man of Freshman Orientation.

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREH"

Phone 9756

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

For78yea rsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THS

MUTUAL IIFE
I^MMMMMOF CANADA b^^^H

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

E. Leodbeater
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GAELS OVERCOME BY
VARSITY BLUES 9-6

By Lloyd Menary

The local intercollegiate hockey schedule came to a thrilling

climax at the Jock Harty Arena on Saturday night at Ace Bailey's

champion Varsity Beavers had to fight all the way before they

finally subdued the Queen's Tricolor by a 9-6 score. The Gaels

displayed a form which would have beaten either of their Montreal

rivals, particularly from their play in the first and third periods.

The Blues, however, again proved that they are a well proportioned

club, fast breaking, clever passing forward lines and a solid defence,

and were deserving winners on the play as a whole.

In the first 15 minutes of play the

Gaels outplayed their rivals and held

a 3-1 lead for proof. The Murray-

Hedley-Hews trio scored two of the

goals with Hews and Murray being

the marksmen, while Jake Wallis

accounted for the third on a play

with Ron Kemp. In the latter part

of the period, however, the visitors

struck back to tie the count with

Warren Winslow scoring on a long

shot and Bob Henry slapping home

his second score of the night.

In the second period tlie Tricolor

were held off the score-sheet entirely

while Ecclcstone and Bark were

putting the Blues ahead by a 5-3

score. Considerable rough play fea-

tured tlie period and Referee Radley

almost lost control of the game after

a cleanly played, penalty free, first

frame.

In the last period the goal judges

were kept on the move as no less

than seven scores were recorded. The
Blues increased their lead to 7-3 on

goals by Spence and Larmer before

Gerr>' Mercier beat Don Saunders

on Wagar's pass. Then Winslow
scored his second of the night and

it was 8-4 for the visitors. At this

point Cec Turcolt was chased from

the play on a tripping charge and

the Gaels took advantage of his ab-

sence, with Murray and Wallis each

turning on the light. In the last five

minutes of play the Gaels pressed

hard for the tieing goals but the

Blues had the final say as Don Bark

scored the last goal of tlie evening,

a minute and a half before the game

ending whistle.

Despite the 9 goals which eluded

him. Norm Urie was again one of

the outstanding players in Queen's

colours, time and time again, rob-

bing the blue clad visitors of what

seemed to be sure goals. As well

all three forward lines were func-

tioning in high gear on the attack,

with centrenien Murray, Kemp and

Wagar and forward Jake ^VaIIis be-

ing particularly effective. For the

Blues the line of Bark, Henry and

Turcott was the main offensive

threat, accounting for four goals,

while the ever aggressive Ed Kry-

zanowski supplied his usual two

way strengtli.

Qtiftn's: Goal, Urie; Defence, Mof-
fat, Flanigan; Centre, Murray; Wings.
Hedley. Htws: Alternates, B. Hanii!-
tpn, (iulick. Kemp, Wallis, Lefcbvre,
Wagar. H. Hamilton. Mercier,

Toronto: Goal, Saunders; Defence,
La Rose. Ecleston; Centre, Winslow;
Wmgs, Boyd, Johnson: Alternates,
Kryzanowski, Digby, Turcott, Bark,
Hi'nry, Brown. Spence. Larmer.

Referee: Viii Radk-y; Linesman, Bill

Watts.

Queen's Badminton Team
Trounces McGili Netters

By Bill Cooper

The Queen's Intercollegiate Badminton team visited McGill
last weekend and deftated the McGill team 8-1. winning four out of

five singles matches and all four doubles matches.
Here arc the scores of the matches:

McKeown. McGill, vb Sparling,
Queen's; won by Queen's, 15-7, 15-6.

Findlay, McGill, vb Ronalds,
Queen's: won by Queen's. lS-3. 15-8.

Payette, McGill. vs Williams,
Queen's; won by Queen's, 15-8. 15-13.

Dixon, McGill, vb Macpherson,
Queen's; won by Queen's. 15-13, 18-14.

Geddes. McGil!, vs Cooper. Queen's;
won by McGill, 17-H, lS-4.

McKeown and Findlay, McGill, vs
Williams and Ronalds, Queen's; won
by Queen's, 15-11, 14-17. lS-5.
Geddes and Dixon, McGill, vs Coo-

per and Sparling, Queen's; won by
Queen's, 15-6. lS-9.

McKeown and Finday. McGill, vs
Cooper and Sparling, Queen's; won by
Queen's. 15-7. 15-4.

HAL'S

SIDELINES
The appointment of Frank Tindall as head football coach here

at Queen's came as no surprise to football enthusiasts. It has been

known for some time that he led the pack in the hunt for the coach-

ing job and it was merely a matter of meeting and signing the

contract that held up the announcement. This is one of the best

things that has happened in regard to the football team and its

future position in the college loop.

Frank Tindall's record is irreproachable. In his college days

he was a star at Syracuse University and soon became one of their

sturdiest and most sparking linemen. He came to Canada in 1933

to take a crack at Canadian football and without much trouble gar-

nered a position on the forward wall of the Canadian Champion
Toronto Argonauts. In 1934 he returned to play for the Argos again

but the following year he was forced out of Canadian football by

the "No Import" rule. He returned the next year to take a job as

assistant coach at Toronto University.

When Ted Reeve left Queen's in 1938, Frank Tindall was called

upon to take over. The Club he coached had lost every game the

previous season but under his tutelage the Gaels wound up in

second place behind Western and the celebrated Joe Krol,

When he takes over the team next fall, it will be guided by a

very capable mentor. If the football material is available for him
to work with, I am sure next year's edition of the "Golden Gaels"
will be a winner.

The last home game of the Senior Intercollegiate hockey sche-
dule was played here last Saturday and it was a thriller from begin-
ning to end. The Gaels fought doggedly to the finish but went down
before Varsity 9-6, Queen's may have lost the game but the team
deserves credit for the fine hockey they played. One player in par-
ticular should be mentioned, his name, Don Murray. Don is a fresh-

man who has been playing brilliantly all season. On Saturday during
the furious first period he suffered a badly sprained thimib but this
did not interfere with his play. For the next two periods he played
with his thumb still in this condition and yet turned in his usual
fine game of hockey. Queen's should be proud to have a player of
this calibre.

A few words about "Colour Night." Remember this is the
athletes' formal, a chance for everyone to turn out and pay tribute
to Queen's representatives in outside sporting competition.

Geddes and Dixon. McGill, vs Wil
liams and Ronalds, Queen's; won by
Queen's, 17-14, 15-2.

Queen's University has sent an
invitation to the winner of last

weekend's tournament at McMas-
ter University, to visit Queen's
this coming weekend to decide

llie intercollegiate title. Last
weekend Western, O.A.C., and
McMaster played to declare a

inner of the western division.

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST,

• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treadeosy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

SEAGULLS TIE
McGILL 2nds

By Ed Lee

The Seagulls struggled to a 3-3

tie with McGill Intermediates here

Saturday afternoon assuring ihem-
seh'es of a play-off berth in the In-

termediate Intercollegiate scries, and
eliminating Carleton College who
have not won a game in five starts.

The Seagulls were leading 3-0 at

the end of the first, 3-1 at the end
of the second, only to have McGill
tie the game early in the third with
two quick goals.

The Seagulls played their best

hockey in t h e first period with
Chuck Ramsden blinking the light

at 6.00. At 12.20 Sadler scored on
an assist by Webber and at 13.40

Johnson scored on a pass from Mc-
Kay to make the score 3-0. Penal-

ties in this period went to Sniythe
of McGill (2) and one to Webber.
In the second period Parsons of

AlcGiU scored on a pass from the

football-famous Rocky Robillard at

10.35; penalties were given to Bri-

de) of McGill and Stevens. Barney
Cook made many fine saves and re-

stricted the visitors to one goal. The
Redinen made a comeback in the
third period and tied the game with
two successive counters early in the
period. Sanderson scored unassisted

at 6.20 and Parsons tallied on a pass
from Bride! at 7.20.

Crawford, Peat, McKay line went
the best for the Tricolor along with

Pat McCafferly and Chuck Rams-
den.

QUEEN'S GIRLS

DEFEAT McGILL
By B. W. Hamilton

Alter their first game of the sea-

son the Queen's Girls Hockey team
is well on the way to the Intercol-

legiate Hockey title. It will need a

sensational team to stop them.

On Friday night at Jock Harty
Arena the Queen's giris shut-out

McGill by a score of three goals to

none.

In the first period Helen Mc-
Grath look a pass from Faye Ste-

phenson to put Queen's into a lead

that they never relinquished. In the

third period Barb Watson sank an-

other goal for Queen's and Helen
McGrath scored her second goal,

again from Faye Stephenson.

A young lady named Alice King
turned in a sensational performance
with brilliant rushing and stick-

handling.

Goal—Jean Hubbard ; Defence

—

Cora Kelly ; Florence Dennis ; Cen-

tre—Helen McGrath; Forwards-
Carolyn Morden; Faye Stephenson,

Alternates — Barb Watson ; Alice

King; Ursula Trimble; Barb Alax-

well
;
Betty Kennedy,

TRICOLOR HOOPSTERS
WALLOP GRADS 44-27

By John Holder

Queen's Senior Basketball team scored a well deserved 44-27

win over the Ottawa Commerce Grads, before a meagre crowd,

here Saturday night. The Tricolor, playing good heads-up ball under

the able guidance of coach Bill Drysdale, took advantage of every

opportunity in turning in their best effort of the season.

Both teams missed several "soft"

shots in the early stages of the game.

But it was tlie Hustling Gaels who

came to life first with a burst of

scoring, featured by two fine bas-

kets by centre Ron McLaughlin. At

this point it looked as if the home-

sters would have things pretty well

their own way, but the Grads came

back led by Baylin's fine floor play

and the accurate eye of Douglas, to

make the score 19-13 for Queen's

at the half.

Ragged play predominated early

in the second session. The only

bright spot was the play of Cashman

in the Ottawa pivot. The Grads

controlled the ball most of the time

bnt were unable to penetrate the

Golden defense. Queen's showed

real brilliance in a rally about three-

quarter time, which started with a

picture play, McLaughlin to Elford,

Elford was looking good at this

point, as he set up Weir for another

Queen's hoop. With 4 minutes to

go Ottawa started checking close,

but their tactics backfired as Aisen-

burg Phillips and Mac Niven com-

bined beautifully for two points. The
game ended with the Gaels well out

in front 44-27.

For Ottawa, Wiseman with 9

points, was always dangerous, and

turned in a fine defensive game.

Baylin was impressive as a play-

maker, and Douglas who hit for 6,

was good. Playing coach "Curiey"

Axon was rough.

The Tricolor, playing together as

never before, deserves praise, John-

ny Elford, finally finding himself,

was the best man on the floor, even

if he did dribble too much, Jim

MacNiven with 10 well earned

points, returned to his last year's

brilliant form, and tall Ron Mc-

Laughlhi showed better than ever

offensively and was his reliable self

on the rebounds, Orni Weir had

trouble with his hook shots but
played a good steady game. Old

"Father" Dobbins along with Gord

Hewitson were instrumental in hold-

ing the high-scoring Grads to 37

points.

The small crowd was understand-

able at this game, but there should

be no excuse next Saturday when

Varsitj' comes to town. Let's have

a big crowd out on Saturday, Febru-

ary 21 to see Queen's beat Toronto.

Elford 10; Huband 4; MacNiven

10; Smyth 2; Phillips; Weir 3;

McLaughlin 8 ; Hewitson ; Aisen-

burg 2; Dobbins 5; Total 44.

THE SCARLET, KEY
MAKES BIG HIT

The members of the Queen's

Badminton team were impressed last

weekend by a McGill organization

called the "Scariet Key Society"

which looks after visiting teams.

The Queensmen were met at the

train, conducted to their hotel, al-

lotted time and space in the gymna-
sium for practice, the boys were
provided with lockers, towels, soap,

a conducted tour and Saturday
night dates.

The members of the Badminton
team are now clamouring for a si-

milar hospitality committee at

Queen's.

Football Movies
Movies of the Winnipeg-Argo, Easl-

Weet Final and movies of the Queen's-
Western game in London, on Friday,
February 20, from 4-6 p.m. in Convo-
cation Hall. Admission is 25 cents or
Football Club membership card.

SKI TRAILS
Our apologies to the frustrated

skiers who hoped for a "do" last

Sunday at Snow Ridge. It

seems that the expected turn-

out would not have compensated

for the vast pile of sheckels in-

volved in the hiring of the bus.

The club would have been un-

able to absorb the loss.

The proposed trip next Sun-

day will go to a new ground near

Cobourg. ^om all reports it

is exceptionally good. The Club

will get a special rate on the

tows. Also, this trip will not

entail the usual border Immigra-

tion charge or the irritating ex-

change of currency The
whole affair should be much
cheaper than the Snow Ridge

trip. The bus rate and time of

departure will be announced later

tills week.

Hockey Club
There will be a meeting of the Hoc

key Club in the Biology Lecture room
on Tuesday, February 17, at 4.00 p.i

TYRI MC
THESES A SPECIALTY
REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLIED

Doreen Lipsett 125 Union W.

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line or everTthing

good to e8t."

BENNETT'S
'Phone €641 109 Alfred Street

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

"PLAID SHIRTS"

PEA-JACKETS

AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
^^w^«-r^.« OR

PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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Arts Society Elections

To Be Held on Wednesday
Tlie Arts Society today atinoiinc-

«l tlie names of those candidates

nominated for positions on the Arts

Executive for the year 1948-49.

lilettions for the various posts will

lie held Wednesday, Feb. 25, with

a pre-election meeting to be held

Tuesday at 1 p.m. in Room 201 of

the New Arts Building, at which

candidates wilt be introduced.

Following are the nominations:

President : Allan Beveridge, Paul

Jeffrey, GeOrge Perrin; Vice-Presi-

dent: Dave Leighton, George Man-
juris; Senior. AM S Representative:

John Chance, Ronald Reid; Junior

.'\MS Representative: Alan Camp-
ney. Gelindo De Re, John Duff,

Doug Mains, Tom McEwan ; Secre-

tary: Alan Mattason, Eric Toller;

Treasurer : Lionel Cook, Gerald Ta-

ber ; Athletic Stick : Tom Chadsey,

Bill Hoose.

Ski Club Captain Is New

Northern Ontario Champ
Jack Durreli, Sc. '50, won the

Northern Ontario Combined
Championship at the Ski Meet at

North Bay last weekend. Jack,

who took a second in jumping,

third in cross-country, ninth in

downhill, and sixth in slalom, is

Captain of the Queen's ski team,

and will participate in the Inter-

collegiate meet at Quebec City

at the end of next week.

AllStudes Asked

To Donate Clothes
Showing their heels to the rest

of the campus. Queen's co-eds in

residence have started the ball rol-

ling in the college-wide ISS cam-

paign by collecting clothing to send

to women students at the Sorbonne

in Paris.

The drive, underway for t!ie last

two weeks, was instituted in res-

ponse to a plea from a Queen's grad

who is studying there, in her letter,

she spoke of the need amongst a

great many of the poorer students

for warm clothing and shoes.

Shortly after this appeal was re-

ceived, a student correspondent at

Caen University hi a letter to one

of the girls txpreshcd complete des-

pondency at conditions in his Uni-

versity : the scarcity of books, tlie

shortage of food, and the over-

whelming need for clothing and
shoes.

In the hope that Queen's will not

fail these students and the many

they represent, the Levana Society

and the Ban Righ House Council

are sponsoring the clothing collec-

tion and are extending it not just to

women students but to all students

on the campus. Boxes for the col-

lection are now in the Library and

the Red Room, and will be there un-

til the end of next week.

G. H. STEVENSON
",

. . dcvelopmenl"

SCOOP O'HARA FIGHTS
TO MAINTAIN HIS SHOVEL

"Drop that Shovel, Mother,

The Gordener's Making a Dirty Dig at You"

By Jim Roe

The hounds of spring are not yet on winter's traces, although

they recently made a pukka try. Meditation, then, should veer

sharply away from the fragrance of spring-time romance, the birds

and the bees and Keat's "Endymion." Meditators should reserve

their ruminations for the song of the sharp breeze, the limp appeal

of dirty snow, and the frost-bitten but still lyrical ankles of local

co-eds.

On the other hand, Mr. William O'Hara, an adherent

of Arts '49, has a private dream world of his own which

centres about a steam shovel scoop, recently bequeathed to

him by an anonymous admirer. The scoop, proudly display-

ing lines reminiscent of "Airborne" of Derby fame, now lies

in lonely obscurity in the Railway Express Office.

"At first,"admitted Mr. O'Hara, "1 was a trifle annoyed at the

perpetrator of this pleasantry. It costs a dollar a day to maintain

this steam shovel scoop in quarters, and it weighs over a half a ton,

but now I rather like it. Nobody else on the campus has a steam

shovel scoop."

To demonstrate his elation at being the only scoop-man at

Queen's, Mr. O'Hara often sallies forth through the ice and slush

to the Express Office. Here he is reported to stand silently beside

his scoop, marvelling at the expressiveness and beauty of its smooth

flanks and recalling the glory that was Greece and the grandeur

that was Rome.

It costs him a dollar a day to commmie silently with this sym-

metrical masterpiece of the scoop-maker, so he plans to engage the

services of a local carter to move it to his address. Then, he hopes.

Set Scoop O'Hara, p. 4

Psychiatrist, Author

ToGcnUpMedsmen
George Herbert Stevenson,

M.D., F.R.S.C, eminent Cana-

dian p.'iychiaLrist and cu-author

of the recent book "Personality

and its Deviations", will address

the February meeting of the Ae^-

culapian Soiiel|i- in the main

lecture rooin of Gordon Hall

(Chemistry Building) at 7+5

p.m. Tuesday. Under the title

"Psychiatry and the Creative In-

stinct", Dr. Ste\ enson will deal

broadly with individual psycho-

sexua! development and its ab-

normalities.

A graduate of the University

of Toronto. Dr. Stevenson has

been in the service of the On-

tario Hospitals for 25 years, and

is at present Superintendent of

the Ontario Hospital in London.

He is Professor of Psychiatry

at the University of Western

Ontario and past-president (1940-

41) of the American Psychiatric

Association.

H is recent book, written in

collaboration with Dr. Leola

i\eal of the Department of Psych-

ology at Western, has won wide

acclaim and is currently in use

as a text book in some courses

at Queen's,

ALL MARRIED STUDENT VETERANS
TO RECEIVE ALLOWANCE BOOST
Committee Prepares

For Color Night
With one of the headline events

of the Queen's year—Colour Night

— a mere two week away, certain

sectors of the campus are all a-buzz

these days making arrangements for

decorations, programs, floor show

and all the trimmings that go to

make this night a Queen's tradition.

Colour Night was formally insti-

tuted by resolution of the AMS dur-

ing the 'Thirties to lionour the Tri-

color Society and outstanding

Queen's athletes. T h e evening's

celebrations consist of a banquet at

which awards are presented, and a

formal dance. In the past this dance

has always been strictly formal, but

this year dress will be optional.

Music for this year's affair will be

provided by the Commodores, who

are led by Trumpeter Stan Wiggins,

one-time member of Meds '50.

Tickets for both the Formal and

the Banquet are now on sale at the

Post Office, Formal tickets costing

$3.00 and ducats for the Banquet,

$1.50 a plate. Would-be purchasers

are urged to shop early, as the sup-

ply is limited, Convener Dave Os-

born emphasizes that the Banquet

and Dance are separate functions,

the starting-time of the Dance—10

p.m.—allowing lots of time for those

wishing to attend both functions.

Model Parliament

Closes Up Shop

Until Fall Term
The fourth session of the

Queen's Model Parliament, which

was to have met sometime about

the end of February with the

Labour-Progressives as govern-

ment, has been cancelled. The

next session will not be until

ne.xt fall.

Decision to cancel the sitting

was made at a meeting of the

Steering Committee last week,

following a statement by LPP
party leader Don Heap that the

work of forming a government

and carrying on the debate as

the party in power in the House

would be too great for the mem-
bers of his party, who still num-

ber less than one dozen.

The move was approved by

the representatives of all jiarties

on the Steering Committee,

Vet Committee

Comments On Raise

The Queen's Student Veterans'

Committee has issued the follow-

ing statement in regard to the

recent increases in allowances:

"We feel that the increases an-

nounced by the Minister of Vet-

erans' Affairs are a step in the

right direction. The situation lo-

cally will be considerably reliev-

ed for married students, espe-

cially for those with children. It

is unfortunate, however, that the

single man has been completely

overlooked with the result that

single students in large cities are

still faced with a serious cost-

of-living problem.

Rector Provides

Free Movies
Tiie Queen's rector. Leonard W.

Brockington, has made available to

the AMS six excellent films in-

cluding Madonna of llic Seven

Moons, The IFickcd Lady, Caravan,

Notorious GcHtlcmau, Waterloo

Road, and Brief Encounter. These

films will be shown free of charge

in Convocation Hall.

The first film, Brief Encounter,

wiU be shown this Saturday even-

ing at 7.30. The others will follow

on Tuesday and Thursday evenings

at 9.30- Watch the notice boards

for the names of the fihns to be

shown.

Veteran Raises

In Line With

NCSV Suggestions
Five hundred and sixty-six

Queen'smen will be affected by

the recent increase granted to

married student veterans with or

without children.

Across Canada 16,000 mar-

ried student vets will now
get $90 per month plus $18

per month for the first child,

$14 for the second and $10

for the third. The old scale

was $80 plus $14 plus $12

plus $10,

Tiiese boosts to vets are ap-

])ro,ximately those which the Can-

ada-wide NCSV suggested to the

government. However, requests

additional aid for single stu-

dent vets fell on deaf ears. NCSV
will continue its efforts to im-

press on the government the

need for aid to this group.

Barbara Anne S.

Boosts Pop s Hop
Announcing their intentions of

staging the dance of the year by
their baby buggy parade, the Proud
Poppas of Meds '51 which boasts

of fifteen married members, twenty

offsprings and Barbara Ann Scott,

(cabled all the way from Europe,

she did) will present this year's

versin' of Pop's Hop in Grant Hall

ARTS SOCIETy DISPLAYS
CREAM OF QUEEN'S ART

By Heather Logan

FRADIAVOLO HITS BOARDS
AT KCVI ON TUESDAY

Did you ever rest your tired brain

during a class by allowing your at-

tention to wander from tlie drone

of the prof's- voice to tlie wall of the

classroom? And did you ever won-

der vaguely w here the pictures

hanging there came tram and, peer-

ing from your murky corner, specu-,

late whether that shiny dark blurb

on the canvas was a tree or a per-

son?

Nows your chance to settle any

problems you may have on this mai-

ler. The Arts Society is spousormg

an exhibition of paintings from the

S o'clock. Professor Andre Bieler

will give a short talk comparing the

two groups— 19th century European
and contemporary Canadian— into

which the SO paintings have been

divided.

Following the lecture period,
Prof. Bieler will discuss the paint-

ings with small groups, and answer

questions.

The exhibition will also be open

Tuesday and 'Wednesday afternoons

from two to five, and from seven to

ten on those evenings. It is to be

noted that there will be no admis-

University collection. All the paint-
^
sion charge at any time.

ings from the Arts Buildnig dasj-

rooms, from the Music Room, and

those hidden behind the doors of ob-

iCTire office> in die Library will be

on display, minus cubwebs, in Grant

Hall next week.

Students are especially invited to

the opening of the e.Khibition to be

held Mondav evening, Feb. 23. at

Those attending are asked to in-

dicate which paintings please them

most. Ballot slips will be attached

to the programs provided.

I'rof, Bieler is enthusiastic about

this project of the Arts Society.

'"Canada is a j'oung nation," says he,

"ami (lur art cannot cnnipare with

Sue .Vrti Display, i'
-i

By Erigena

We heard singing in Grant Hall the other evening, so we

to listen for a while. It was the cast of the comic opera

went

"Fra

Diavolo," polishing up the piece

and Wednesday next week.

The hectic repetition, shouted

directions and endless criticisms

of director Larry Thornton rath-

er jarred our nerves, and it was

obvious as always that the re-

hearsal of a stage performance is

trying for the harried cast. Bui

the efforts of leads Janet Hay,

Eric Barton, Margaret Cream,

Glen Wilms and wrestler Alan
Crofoot as well as a chorus of

over 40 seemed to be producing

excellent results.

"Fra Diavolo's" story is as old

as the hills of "sunny" Italy,

which have inspired expressions

of art ever since the Renaissance.

for its Kingston debut Tuesday

Laurel :iud Hardy even made

a Hollywoo<l movie of it which

rolled them in the aisles for many
a season.

Not only is the story funny in

its own right, but the idea of

Italian meiodrania is said to have

inspired Gilbert and Sullivan to

latter-day triumphs in even light-

er vein.

Dr. George says the music is

very beautiful and we agree. He
adds that "it's a job worthy of a

first-class amateur group," and

we concur. We are definitely go-

ing to enjoy it next week.

n
'Fra Diavolo" gets the rehearsal treatment. Here are Eric Barton, Marg.

Cream. Glenn Wilms and Janet Hay staying with it.
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Should Charity Pay?
The drive of the International Student Service committee

to raise money to help universities in Europe and Asia is

meeting encouraging success witli students and faculty.

It has been endorsed by all the senior university authori-

ties and this endorsation has been valuable in persuading the

students to contribute.

Consequently it is puzzling in the extreme to learn that

the I.S.S. was charged rental for Grant Hall when it held a

tea-dance there to raise funds.

We have no doubt that the rules on rental of the ball

seem hard and fast. We can understand that the authorities

do not want to set a precedent. But if the students and

faculty of Queen's are giving generously to help other uni-

versities surely this university itself, at least in this very

special case, can waive its rental fee.

We will be interested to know why if it does not.

The Rectors Gift . ,

Rector L, W. Erockington has invited the students to

see, as bis guests, a number of first rate British pictures.

VVe know his generous gesture will be regarded grate-

fully by all the members of the Alma Mater Society,
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The Padre's Corner

"Has anybody thought of any tlung really worthwhile lately?"

WE HAVEN'T BEEN HIT

V V
jTk int X"

Dr. Robert McClure, a Canadian Medicol

Missionary, tells of an experience he hod when

about to (Jock at Son Francisco offer five years

of battle action. In his compony were two

Chinese girls, University students and veteron nurses from the

Burma Road, who were making their first visit to the Western

World. Fog hod settled inkily down over the harbour ond the great

ship slushed through the woter ond fog very slowly os the girls

leaned over the rail to cotch their first glimpse of a Western

city. After a bit the skyline of Son Froncisco became dimly visible

ond one of the girls cried, "Why look, there's a big building that

hosn't been hiti"

We live m that part of the world that "hosn't been hit,"

Personol tragedy hos marked our lives during the war yeors ond

deep ond sore woundings hove been known omong us by reason of

the loss of our finest and best, but it is still true that we ore of

that port of the world thot "hosn't been hit." It is, therefore,

very difficult for us to imagine what it is like to live in a part

of the world that hos been hit. But unless we con apprehend what

it is like then we of the West ore separated from the rest of the

world by Q woll of woiling ond a sec of teors.

"Give therefore thy servont on understanding heart."

r«iiiiiim?i:i[ii!iNiiJ!iimiffli9!ii'ira[yiiii™i!iiy:naw

A Ventable Bombshell in the Field of English Letters is this Startling Discovery

which Exposes the True Story behind the Beowulf Saga. If Professor Dimwiddy had
done nothing else He would Live in This.

THE BEOWULF
EXPOSED I

Dear Journal . I

A Flat Refusal ...

To-day 1 was asked to donate to the I.S.S. I flatly refused.

Here are my reasons.

A glance at the recently distributed fulder will indicate that

the bulk of I.S.S. aid is directed to the Communist countries within

the Russian orbit. This is criminal stupidity. These countries are

the avowed enemies of the West, the servile agents, as are all

Communists, of a Russia aimed openly at the domination of the
world.

It is not a question of showing these people our "way of life";

obviously nothing we send that might do so would be allowed into
the hands of their students. These gifts are aid and comfort to an
enemy girding to strike. As such they are treasonable and should
be recognized as being so by those who solicit the funds and by
those who are foolish enougii to donate them.

If I could be assured that my donation would go to a needy
country on our side — Great Britain, Holland. Belgium — or to
one of those countries struggling against the Communist menace
within their own borders — France, Italy, Greece, China — I would
give gladly. As it is, I say "No."

And I earnestly enjoin everyone on this Campus to think deeply
before Ihey are stampeded into giving — to think on this question
as tree, democratic citizens faced with the imminent possibility oi
havmg to defend all they hold dear against a tyranny such as the
world has never known. q L KIRBY

(Ed. Note: Reader Kirby' is of course entitled to give or not
as he decides. Canadian I.S.S. relief will go for American books at
Lodz m Poland, medical supplies at Helsinki, in Finland, food at
Innsbruck ,n Austria, and housing at Nanking in China. From Mr
Kirby's point of view surely the past magnificent stand by the Finns
agamst Russian oppression and attack deserves our remembrance
now. And even in war one sutcours the wounded of the enemy
Austria still has British and American occupation forces and can
hardly be regarded as being -in the Russian orbit" in a sense that
would deny ihem "cocoa, soup and a small sandwich" which IS';
proposes to give. The University of Nanking i.s it, a country goy
erned by what many contributors to ISS regard as a corrupt fascist
dictatorship whi.h is now at war with the forces which Mr. Kirbv
regards as malignant. There can be no taint for him in helping
them, Poland, u is true i.s in the Russian orbit, as Canada is in that
of the U.S.A.. but the governmeut is still largely socialist rather
than commumst and the people mainly Calholic" who' must look
wistfully to ihe west. The fight there is not lost. There is no reasonwhy we should not help them.)

Prokisor Elbt-rt (Butchj Dim-
widdy, hero of the hour. "Now

he belongs to the ages."

THE literary world has recently been set

' all agog by a discovery of what might be

called epic importance. A manuscript has

conic to light which should go far toward

explaining the obscure allusions and im-

ponderable passages in The Beowulf (Cot-

ton Vitellius A. XV.) and quelling the not

un-acrid bickerings between those scholars

who do not regard Beowulf as the Incarna-

tion of Nordic Heroism — and those like

Toronto's Prof. MacTavisb. who, at a recent

Annual Beowulf Dinner, was carried away
to the extent of kicking Dr. Glasgough on
the elbow for somewhat unadvisedly referr-

ing to Beowulf as "that old ingrate."

This document gives the story of the

Grendel Fights from the slightly sceptical,

man of the world point of view of Unferth,

rather than from the starry-eyed imagina-
tive, romantic one of the author of The
Bcn'ii'ulf who. a s Professor Oscar asserts,

was probably an elderly spinster. It has al-

ready caused a number of scholars to draw
in their breaths with a sharp whistle. Re-
sulting in several nasty cuts.

The manuscript was discovered by Pro-
fessor Dimwiddy, the eminent authority on
Shakespeare, while pursuing some research

connected with his forthcoming, treatise

The Dark Lady of the Soiniets, Could She
Swim/' He was rummaging about in some
old cupboards in the box-room of Kosy
Korners, the villa of Albert Tweetwhistle
near London. In a pair of ancient golf
knickers, on the back of what appeared to

be old laundry bills he came upon the epic
fragment. The Vnfcrth (Tweetwhistle Knic-
kers A, I.) or -"that funny old thing," as
his wife called it.

The date of the fragment, based on in-

ternal evidence, misspellings, misconcep-
tions, misstatements, and the fact that the
reference to "That silly little man'" which
occurs in the description of the Battle ot
Bluftherwurwurtle can only mean Egfroth
or Glappa, King of Northumberland, has

been set as sometime in the long week-end'

between the 25th and 31st of August, 566

A.D.=

The following is Dr. Pinney's transla-

tion :

THE UNFERTH
All praise the prowess of people kings

Of spear armed danes m days hug sped.

But hark to the lay of a hardy lord.

To Unferth list zoho nulaces Hps

Here occurs a lacuna in the mss, Profes-

siJr Pitiney however, after diligent comparison

of the Kalevala, the Niebelungunlied and Hia-
watha, posits the notion that the lost portions

dealt with Beowulf's boyhood down on the

farm, the Legend of the Magic Onion and the

attempted poisoning of old King Haelfcut by
the sinister thane Ethelgas who slipped some
deadly ratbane in his peanut butter. Beowulf's

ill-starred romance with Adnoide the Ink Troll

appears not to have come np at all. There
seems to be little if any reason for trying to

argue with Professor Pinney.

Kozy Korners, scene of the discovery of the frag-

ments, can be discerned in the background of this

pleasant pastoral view.

Unferth the warrior, wielder of wonders
IVinard with word-hoards. Hrothga/s historian

Speaks ere his soul flits, a sorrowful story.

This brazen Beowulf, bairn of old Egtheozo—
Though some said the son of Haclfwilt the

hoHsc-carl,

'Prof, H. W. D. Siiigfiksliy, who has long pressed
the mguiiious ihtory that Unferili represents tlic
malign inflticucc oE the Spring Crocus, disputes this
dale, averring iliat laundry bills were certainly not
inlrotluccd utitil the roign of Matilda {c. 1142) and
[irobably not until iliat of Johti (drowticci in The
Wasli in lilCi). However, while bowing before his
eniitieiice in ilie field oE liislorical research, one can-
not btit feel that a man with Prof. Siiigglcsby's
views on free love is liardly a fit preceptor for our
j'oting,

-Julian calendar, tlius for Thursday 26ili, read Mo-
Iher's U.iy 190C, New Style,

'The oniiui^d lines contain a virile account of the
Rattle ul the Hnyiic i.robalily interpolated at a later
date than lli;it i.f tliu reinaitider of llic mss.

'Omitted is a passage celebrating Unterth's prowess
with the mead Iioni which is deemed unsuitable
t'iryiiiibus puerisque.

Hard-helmed and huge he hustled o'er herring-

hop

Fifteen zuith his fellows to go against Grendel—
Mere monster horrible, Hcorol's" curse

Dread details of zvhich we had spread over sea-

bords

Fib~false-hoods all and purposely planned:

Boldly came Beotvulf. IVc met with misgivings

Feasted with fear of his future discovery

Black jell and Beoivulf fast with his fellows

Bided the Blood-boiler . . . an elderly boar

Greal-grozvn and called Grendel,

True trained to trumpet and frighten the folk.

+

Then roughly he wrenched and ojf-rended a

boar leg

Sent the sivine squealing shrill from the hall.

Bcoimlj then bracenly took up his trophy

Hailed him to Hrothgar, boasted his battle,

Loud laughed al the legend of Grendel the

Gore-gulpcr,

Swore he would shout out the story to all

Unless given a fame-hoard of gold and of fic-

tion—
Made rich by our ruler and mighty by ine . .

I, Uufcrlh, the unbeaten unequaled rune-giver

Poured out my wyrd-porlion, my master zvork

made

A saga, a song spirit soring forever,

What a sucker 1 turned out to be.

Thus we see how the march of Scholarship

has laid hare as with a scalpel yet another

hitherto impenetrable shadow on the great ship

of English Literature as it ploughs its inexor-

able furrow toward the explanation of the

treasure house ot the Past, Salve, Dimwiddy
and Pinney

1

"i-Ierc is otuittcd an even more virile and highly
coloured (Orange) account of the Battle of the Boyne.

"Heorot Hall, constructed tor t!ie dritiking of mead'
ntid oilier iiastitiie.*,

'The otniMed jiassage is itidecipherablc due to a
palimpsest (of comparatively recetu origin?) timetable
for Stcplieiisoii's Rocket, running appnretitly betweeti
Paildingtiiii and the Rose atid Crown,

"A iioinilnr
I

(an. tlic ^^l^l

)i the lime. It conaiiilcci of hancy, 26 o'*

ne. one jiRRcr Cointreau, d:it.h of Orange
>nil Occnni Itiio (roMcd kine liorii, fill up
Tvei iwo. Serves fhcm risht.
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Despite Threats of War, Atom Bombs, etc.

The Lust for Life Is Strong on the Campus

"Are You Glad To Be Alive?"

Most Queen's Students Answer Yes
By Chuck Lcmmon and Bruce Davenport

Certain characters on the campus seem to be dead in spirit, and
the usual comment of passersby is that he (or she) doesn't live but
just exists. These people are able to navigate under their own steam
but they just roll along with that I'm-going-to-my-pet-rabbit's-

funeral look. Their spirit has one foot in the grave and the other

on a banana peel.

The Journal decided to question some of these "Digger" types.

However, to preserve the element of impartiality, "sunshine kids"

were also queried. The two questions put forward were "Are you
living?" and "Are you glad to be alive?" To the first question 64fo
said yes, 15% were in doubt and 21% were undecided. Two morbid
"gizmos" tried to stuff the ballot box proselytizing the theory that

most Quecn'smen were dead. They are now resting in Victory 3.

One type said that if he found out he would let us know. Then he
pussy-footed it back to his drafting. The other question drew
varied answers.

In one of the subnormal faculties, an advocate of the Little

Chubby Boys' policy (he was sporting an "Elect Drew" button)

remarked, "Yes! Definitely so right now. But ask me again to-

morrow." The next day he had that I-just-downed-six-Bromos look

and answered, "Why not? It's easier that way." He continued

walking in the Union Street gutter.

Three lecture skippers were queried in Charlie's. The
first stated, "Of course! The alternatives are so indefinite!"

Another delicately set his coffee down saying, "Why cer-

tainly! If I had died yesterday, look what I would have
missed — today!" The third was a brown study for a
while. Then he perked up with, "I love life because it's a

wonderful procession of 'Ecstatic Moments.' I can live from
one to the other no matter what the gap."

In the back regions of the locker room in the gym, one indi-

vidual was discovered, with one shoe and sock off, leafing through

some inconvertible paper currency. He had that "eager Economics"
look and answered, "Of course! If I die today my father collect?

five grand in Insurance. My 'old Man' i$ not getting $o much money
out of me that easily. Before going outside he asked for the tem-

perature, were the streets icy, were there any cars coming, or any
l irds flying directly overhead, and was the turn onto the street

banked. He ambled off with his two canes and the weights in his

shoes (for a high wind, he said) clicking. Thee din was horrible.

Transition

This eorth,

This enduring sphere.

Subjected, for brief period, to the ravages of mon

Whose selfish hand, in headlong roce turned toward self-destruction,

Has scarred her fair face;

He soon shell pass, on infinite speck,

Into Eternity,

And earth shall go on for time unknown,

Until Eternity alone remoins.

Book Review

Students Go To Movies To Relax

Prefer British Films, Dislike Westerns
Queen's students like movies, but not all movies. That's the

conclusion to which Journal pollsters Mary Moir and Celine Kelly

came after a campus survey last week. British dramatic movies

appear to be on the preferred list, but Hollywood westerns rate a

loud Bronx cheer from all hands. Following are some of the opin-

ions expressed during the survey:

Mary Brady, Lev. '51: "Frankly, I have a secret liking for

comedies and musicals. They give a student the relaxation she

needs after many strenuous hours of study."

Don MacNiven, Arts '51: "I don't see many movies. When I

do go, it's for one of tliree reasons: need of somewhere to take

the girl friend, need of somewhere to sleep after a party the night

before, need of somewhere to spend a quiet afternoon smoking in

the balcony."

Syd Aisenberg. Arts '49: "I go quite regularly around exam

time — nothing else to do. I prefer comedy. British movies? When
they're good, they're very very good, but when they're bad ."

Nancy Hart, Lev. '51: "The British take it for granted that

you have a few brains. Their movies are more realistic, and the

intellectual standard is higher. Kingston gets the best British

movies, but it's too bad we can't get some of the films made in

Mexico and continental Europe."

Mo Grimes, Science, and Barb Michael, Levana: "Movies are

a pleasant diversion."

David Matthews, Sc. '49: "My views on most movies are most

unprintable."

Night

On nimble clouds your lofty pace

Is daylight's omen of on early death,

As blosts of air thot spreod your breath

Like orrows pierce the vaults of space.

Enwrapped in tocit flow of dark

Noture's lucent beauty fades,

While fires toiled by souls of Modes

Rosy tinged through heoven spork.

Your path's sole vestige morning bore

Are dewdrops scattered on the moisty lawn,

Amidst the rising gray of down

Sporkling peorls of hopes you tore.

— IAN VORRES

New Canadian Novel Rings The Bell (Bons!)

Prunella Pflug: No Nighties; Fiingcr Press, Toronto — $3.50.

All youse bums what been tryin' to write the Great Canadian

Novel can just stop right now, because it's been writ. In a

surging, stimulating, actinii-packc<i work, Miss Pflug has recaptured

a rich period in Canada's past — the 1870's — when men were truly

men, and beer was 25 cents a bucket carry-it-home-yourself-from-

the-brewery.

Ellie Ffumpfront was a lonely girl. It wasn't that she didn't

have talent, personality, sex-appeai and all that sort of thing, egad

no! It was just that she didn't wear any nighties, and in nineteenth-

century Kingston that was considered very suspicious behaviour

indeed. (Even the minister of the Presbyterian church knew she

didn't wear any nighties.) Everybody knew. Besides her eccentric

old grandfather was an unreconstructed member of the Free Beer

Party and used to sit at a third floor window in their historic old

King street house ("historic" meaning all the icemen knew the

address) flicking spitballs at Sir John A. MacDonald,

Ellie was gifted with a witty tongue, an ability to find the

mot juste on any and all occasions. One night a group of roistering

Queen's students stole 200 pounds of gunpowder from the prin-

cipal's office and blew up her house. They laughed uproariously

as Ellie (no nighties, mind you) pulled the shattered body of her

grandfather from the wreckage. She turned haughtily and said,

"I don't see what's so damn funny," upon which they hurled several

beer bottles at her.

Then storming out of the west and into her lonely life came

a great handsome brute of a man, a drinking, swearing, 100% free

enterprise ali-Canadian. six-foot-two. eyes of blue, and a former

Queen's professor. His nanie, he said, was Buttercluck. "Butter-

cluck Schmuttercluck !" she chided softly. "Marry me and we will

build the Canadian Pacific Railway together," he breathed, caress-

ing the soft curve of the chesterfield. Ellie leaped to her feet.

"Wheel" she screeched. "Flumpfront's got herself a permanent

man !"

When the Canadian Pacific Railway was built, Buttercluck

went back to his old job of posing for advertisements in the Lady's

Home Journal ("Are You Sure of Your Present Deoderant ?"). In

later lite, he was interviewed by Kinsey and told him a thing or

two. Ellie got herself a room in the Imperial Hotel (the house had

been blown up, remember), and spent her time dispensing homely

advice to Queen's students. One night, feeling blase, she opened

her door and entreated a passing bell-boy. "Please could I have a

whisky and soda, not too much ice?" He looked her up and down,

then said, "I guess you know what you can do!" She knew all right,

and she did. The bell-hop was very much surprised.

Anyway, it's a thundering good book, and most important of

ail, it's Canadian.

QUEEN'S BRASS BAND CONCERT

ASSISTED BY THE PIPE BAND

Sunday, February 22

8.30 P.M.

PROGRAMME

— Queen's College Colours—

1. March: Stors ond Stripes— (Souso)

2. Trumpet Solo: The Holy City— (Adams)

(Soloist: Mr. Ed, Akeson)

3. Selections from "H.M.S. Pinafore"— (Sullivan)

4. Selection by The Pipe Band

5. Waltz: The Skaters— (Wondtofel)

6. Overture: The Wanderer— (King)

7. Morch: The Middy— (Alford)

— intermission —

8. March Fantasy: Colonel Bogey on Parade— (Alford)

9. Novelty: Slidin' Easy— (Alford)

(Featuring The Trombone Section)

(Mess'rs. I. Viner, I. MacDonald, D. Thacker, W.
Culka, J. Nixon.)

10. Selection by The Pipe Band

11. Beguine: Begins the Beguine— (Porter)

12. March: Washington Post— (Sousa)

— God Save The King —

Hsinson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRIMXEIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing of

Every

Description

ALMA NATTER |

Fiz-Eds Faze Fuzzy AMS I

WHO ARE THE SCIENCE REPS?

By W. D. Trotter

All lanky John Warre! said he to see why Warrel's proposal would

stimulate competition. 'Then it

turned out Warrcl had consulted the

Arts Society and no one seemed

sure just what the Society had laid

down — except Mr. Kniewasser.

Phys. Ed. was to try again. (See

sport page.)

Willie Dowler was in favour of

giving Warrel's suggestion a boost,

others like Eric Jorgenson wanted

to give it the boot. Finally, after

probing and prowling around in the

innards of the constitution and much

bustling and bristling about, the

AMS decided to pidgeonhole the

whole issue until next Sunday night.

How Many and Who?
Who represents the Engineering

Society on the AMS? Supposedly

the elected representatives. But
what elected representatives? The

ones elected last year or the ones

elected this year, or botli tlie ones

elected this year and the ones elected

last year? Sometimes it's Scott Dal-

ziel, Eric Jorgenson and John Ellis,

sometimes it's Norm Simmons, Jim

Kirk and Eric Jorgenson, sometimes

it's John Ellis, Norm Simmons, and

Jim Kirk, sometimes (like last

night) it's all five. When it's all five

it leaves one in bewildennent. The

AMS Constitution says three's the

limit but the quintuplet shuffle that

the Engineering Society Represent-

atives put on every meeting adds

confusion to the bewilderment

wanted wlien he appeared before the

AMS last Tuesday evening was per-

mission for separate representation

of the Physical and Health Educa-

tion group in intramural sport.

This, he claimed, would give the

competition the shot of adrenalin

that it sorely needs.

To some members it didn't seem

like an over-demanding request ; it

simply meant that P. & H. mem-
bers would represent P. & H. in-

stead of Arts '50 or '51 whichever

the case may be. But to other mem-
bers such as Senior Arts Represent-

ative Andy Kniewasser it looked

like the thin edge of a wedge de-

sign to destroy the unity of

the Arts Society. Frankly, loudly,

and mule-stubbornly Kniewasser

dictated his stand. Boomed lie: "If

P. & H. E. are granted the privi-

lege o f separate participation in

sports. Commerce will also have the

right to demand it. The next step

will be for these groups to form

their own executives and withdraw

from the Arts Society."

The issue flared np like a match

burning in oxygen. Don Milliken,

President of the Arts Societj' sud-

denly became sensitive about his

position: "This," he declared, "Is

an Arts Society matter. Why didn't

Warrel consult the Society before

bringing the issue to the attention

of the AMS." In addition, he failed

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

FORHIHLV THI (HILV CRAWFORD PLOHIH SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Re«. 7fM

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

^TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

\our future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP (. FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE WINNIPEG
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Much Mass InSpace

Says Fed. Starman
There is probably more mass

in space surrounding llie stars

of our galaxy than the total mass

of all the stars in the galaxy put

together. This was the state-

ment made by Dr, C. S. Eeals,

Dominion astronomer, speaking

at the fifth and final of the uni

vcrsity's Monday evening public

lectures at Convocation Hall.

The greater mass of our

galaxy, of which our sun is

only one star, is composed

of gases and dust. Dr. Beals

stated. Astronomers have

discovered, he said, definite

evidence of sodium, calcium,

titanium, potassium and iron

atoms in interstellar space,

and believe that nearly all

the elements found on earth

ar« included in the gas and
dUBt particles which fill the

apaces through which the

stars and planets move.

He said that this dust and gas

are not uniformly distributed

throughout space, but seem to

be in heavier concentration in

certain places,

Dr. Beals illustrated his lec-

ture with many slides of astron-

omical scenes and graphs.

S.C.M. Elects Slate

Of New Officers
President of Queen's SCM for the

next year will be Gord Gross ; vice-

president Ethel Patterson
; secretary

Bob Shorten
; treasurer Gord Shaw.

These officers were elected at the

annual meeting on Tuesday night,

at whidi it was also decided to dis-

pense with a cabinet for next year.

All students ivho have attended

any meetings of Mr. Laverty's study

group are invited to attend a grand
social get-together a week from
Tuesday, March 2. The usual Tues-

day evening meeting will not be held

next week.

Classified Ads
FOR SALE

Stti of Final Exam Papers at Rider's.
Bact. 10: Biology ], 10. 16; Chem. 2,
12; Commerce 54. 60. 64; Eco. 10. 12,
IS, 28b; Eng. 2; French 1; German A,
1; History 4; Latin A. 1; Math. 2, 10a,
lib; Mineralogy I; Geology 1; Phil. 1.
t; Pol. 2; Spanish A. 1; Science 1 and
a. Notes: Eco. 4 and Phil. 1, Transla-
tion; Pro Archias.

Spotting cards for English 2. Now
available at Tech- Supplies. Thcac
cards have been approved by the Dept.
of Extension and recommended as an
•Bcellent study aid for all extramural
student 8.

Undirwood portable typewriter. Dial

35 mm. Camera, "Certo Dollina," I 2,9
itna; Compus Shutters 1/300 sec;
coupled range finder; Eveready caao;
acceasories; good condition, recently
overhauled. Apply Don ArmBlrong,
47 George St Phone 3184.

LOST
Rhinestone bracelet in Grant Hall at
Saturday night dance. Finder please
contact Bill Burgoon. 4661.

EMPLOYMENT
CoU«g» Men: You can earn extra
dollm easily and pleasantly. Take
•ubicriptions for aU the leading Ameri-
can and Canadian Magazines. Gener-
ous commiBsions. Write today for free
•ales kit and start earning immediate-
ly. The Guarantee Subscription Agen-
cy. 108 Prince WiUiam Street, Saint
John, N.B.

Scoop O'Hara

(Continued from Page 1)

he can give his scoop tlie frooming and attention it deserves be

tween lectures. It is not yet paid for.

It is not often that one of our number has an experience of this

sort, so it woud, perhaps, not be amiss if the imminent arrival of

the scoop at Mr. O'Hara 's Union street address were commemorated
in a bit of doggerel

:

"The carter's bill was rising fast

As through the Kingston by-ways passed.

A youth, who bore through snow and ice,

A student with a strange device,

Huzza for a cas.t steel.

First-class, real

Fine scoop.

"Try not to lurch," the student said,

"For when you do it bangs my head,

Holding a hali-ton on your lap

Is more a job for a Science chap

—

Huzza for a cast steel.

First-class, real

Fine scoop."

There in the twilight, cold and grey

Lifeless but beautiful it lay,

But from an open door afar,

A voice fell like a falling star

—

"Get that monstrous machine off my lawn, O'Hara.
You should be spending your time on your History 3."

341 Prmcess St. Dial 6604

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line or everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Sfreel

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Librar;

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rotes to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St Dial 4352

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
lOS Princess St.

storage:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St

IDENTIFICATION
AND COPYING

Marrison Studio
Phone 4051 92 Princess St,

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THS

MUTUAL IIFE
'HM^HiOF CANADA ^H^HM

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:
D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ]. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leadbeater

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

ESTAB.I8Ta

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LOCKEHS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET
Dial 9756

*

Comeras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c,&c
and ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

I

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

BUY YOUR TRICOLOR '48

from

Elizabeth Kennedy

Elizabeth Findloy

Helen Crieghton

Helen Ferrter

Jean Scorth

Helen McCinnis

Nancy Welton

George McNee
Bill Coke

Art Church

Doug Fretts

Don Sim

)im Whitfl

Gord Townsend

Orm Weir

Paul Peters

Art Display
(Continued from Page 1)

the art of older civilizations. The

fault lies not only with our painters

hut also with the Canadian public

as a whole. There will be better art

only when the public's appreciation

of it reaches greater maturity. The

first thing to do, then, is to look at

the pictures!"

The committee in charge of the

exhibition is made up of George

Perrin, convener, and Margie Ger-

ard, Alec, Moon, and Clark Moon.

XVPI MC
THESES A SPECIALTY
REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLIED

Doreen Lipsett 125 Union W.

We welcome Queen's Umversity Students to Kingston, uid beg to

remind them that as formerly the prestige of yean standi behind

George Van Horne
MEN'S SHOP

Makers of Queen's University Gowns Queen's Official BUien
WARREN L. COOK SUITS AND TOPCOATS

Queen's Sweaters and Sweater Coati

213 Princess Street Dial 8448

ALL WOOL
FINE GABARDINE

SPRING

CAMPUS FROLICS
ON CFRC TONITE
The Electrical Engineers will

be on the air tonight with their

regular Friday night programme

on CFRC. Tonight they are fea-

turing recordings made at the

Campus Frolics '48 of John Faulk-

ner, Mike Halliday, Jean Bell,

Lloyd Woods, Bill Hoose, Jim
White and the entire Frolics cast.

The station will go on the air at

7.30 tonight — 1490 on your dial.

7.30-7.45—Recorded music.
7.45-9.00—Campus Frolics.

9.00-9.15—Jack Harold, Sc. '50, at
the piano.

9.15-9.30—Recorded music of Boyd
Vallcau.

9.30-I0.0&—The Student Prince.
10.00 12.00—Recorded and requested

music.

A TOPCOATS
I For That Look of

Distinction

Light in weight— Comfortable to wear
— Smart oppearance these all wool

Cobardine Top Coots. Made in set-in

sleeve to full cut coot.

123 Princess St. Dial 3030

WHAT IS A 'THRIFTY"?

WELL

We made an adjective

Into a noun, that's all.

A "thrifty" is a person who looks for

Three ingredients in every clothing purcliase;

1. Style—good looks, comfort, fit.

2. Quality—fine fabrics, fine workmanship.

3. Value—your money's worth and more.

It means a person who buys Arrow products.

PS—You'll always get a good deal at your Arrow dealer's.

ARROW SHIRTS
TIES • HANDKERCHIEFS

Pete

an

and

Horace

THEYALL

PHILIP

MORRIS
CIGARETTES

A DISTINCTIVE GIGAREHE

SO SMOOTH— SO MILD— S(

COMPLETELY SBTISFVING
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TRICOLOUR SOCIETY AWARDS
TOl 3 GRADUATING STUDENTS

Thirteen students, two from Levana, four from Science and
seven from Arts, have been appointed to the Tricolour Society, the
AMS executive has announced. According to the AMS consti-
tution "Admission to the Tricolour Society shall be regarded as
the highest tribute that can be paid a student for valuable service
to the University in non-athletic extra-curricular activities."

Members are chosen by a com-

mittee composed of the junior

AMS representatives, the faculty

deans, the principal and mem-
bers of the society appointed for-

merly.

The men and women admitted

to the Tricolour Society, who will

receive plaques at the Colour

Night banquet on Marcli 5 are :

Levana : Shirley Johnson and

Jean Scott.

Science : Scott Dalziel, John
Ellis. John Armstrong- and David
Miles.

Arts : James Southey, James
Barker. Donald Milliken, Doug-

I. T. (Doc) Morgan,Bi

Kniewassbr and George

la-

Andre

Perrin

No Meds students are honoured
this year because appointees are

restricted to a graduating year.

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE
Stone's STlpuipr ^))op

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Inhere Quality and Artistry Predominate"

AN INVITATION
TO HAVE YOUR NEXT

EXECUTIVE MEETING
AT

TIMOTHY STUDIOS
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

**We are gathered today to

discuss the cumulative ef-

fects of environmmtal in-,

fluences,

"

Egbert's audience doesn't seem very

Interested in that type of cumulative effect . .

.

but they— like thousands of srudents from

coast to coast who have B of M Savings

Accounts— know all about the cumulative

advantages of money regularly deposited.

They know what it is to experience that

•Rich-as-Rockefeller" feeling every lime

they check on their bank balance . . . and

they're glad they have become

members of the "Money-in-

the-Bank" team.

Why not be another

.

accumulatin', brother!

start

Bank of Montreal
worfcmg with Conodion* "cry wol* of H/e ilnec 1817

Kingston Branch: F. BROWNLEE, Manager

Princess & Banie Sts. Branch; J. D. HICKEY, Manager

Observer at Bikini

ToSpeak atQueens
Air Vice-Marshal E. W. Sted-

man, C.B., O.B.E., who was a

Canadiaji observer at the Bikini

Atom Bomb Test ]n the Sonth
Pacific, will address the Queen's

Engineering Society and the En-
gineering Institute of Canada at

a joint meeting to be held at 7.30

p.m. on Tuesday evening, Febru-

ary 24, in Convocation Hall.

Air Vice-Marshal Stedman is

a Fellow of the Royal Aeronau-
tical Society, and a Member of

the Engineering Institute of Can-
ada. In his address, which will

be well illustrated with slides and
moving pictures, he will give

first-hand details about the Bi-

kini Experiment.

The first part of the meeting
will be devoted to the annual

Student Papers Competition of

the Engineering Institute of Can-
ada. Various undergraduates of

the Engineering Society will dis-

cuss technical subjects in which
they are particularly interested.

Queen's To Play Host

To High School Dramatists

Tlie last Ontario Secondary

Schools Dramatic Festival will

take place in Convocation Hal!

Feb. 27. 28. The Queen's Dept.

of Drama will be hosts to seven

juvenile di"iima groups and

lively program of one act plays

is anticipated.

The Queen's Drama Dept. is

presenting three one act plays

in a private performance for the

visiting actors on Saturday af-

ternoon, Feb. 28.

These three one act plays, "The

Wonder Hat", "Two Gentlemen

of Soho" and "Some Women
Were Talking" will be presented

again on Monday evening, March

2nd, for the benefit of Queen's

students and the general public.

What's When

CORRECTION
Dress for the Levana

Grad Dinner will be option-

al. Dress for the Grad Dance

following the dinner will be

semi-formal.

BIGGAR & CRAWFORD
MEMBERS TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE

Private Wire to Toronto

0. M. CUNNINGTON, Manager

187A Princess Street Telephone 5317 Kingston, Ont.

STUDENTS !

Can Yon . .

•SING

•DANCE
• IMITATE

•PLAY A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

IfSo

COME TO THE BILTMORE THEATRE'S

AMATEUR AUDITIONS ON SUNDAY AT 2 P.M.

$50,00 IN PRIZES WEEKLY

LET'S MAKE IT AN
ALL QUEEN'S TALENT SHOW

c^^^ e^mces dri| SCdIp

fiave hair fhoti natural!/

attractive... always in place!

"Vaseline" Hair Tonic docs the
trick . . . and do«?s it nature's way
by supplementing the natural scalp

oils. Keeps your hair soft, lustrous,

?iuckly responsive to brush or coud>.

he largest selling Iiair preparation

in the world, 55fi and 95(i.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC

TO-DAY — 'Levana elections,

Grant Hall, 9 a.m.-12 noon,

Ban Righ, 12 noon-1.30 p.m.,

Library, 1.30-3.00.

4 p.m., Football movies, Con-

vocation Hall.

7.30 p.m., CFRC Campus Fro-

lics and Recorded Music,

9.00 p.m.-LOO a.m.. Meds '51

year dance. Grant Hall.

SATURDAY — 6.00 p.m., Girls-

Hockey vs Toronto Vic, Jock

Harty Arena.

7.30 p.m.. Girls' Basketball vs

Macdonald College, Queen's

Gym.
2.30-5 p.m.. Intercollegiate Bad-

minton, Western vs Queen's,

gymnasium.

7.30 p.m., CCF Club meeting,

Hazen Argue and Gladys
Strum, Sinclair's Hall, 360 Bar-

rie St.

7.30 p.m., AMS movie, Convo-
cation Hall.

8.30 p.m., Queen's senior bas-

ketball vs Varsity. Queen's
gym, Queen's senior hockey vs

U. of M., Montreal.

9.00 p.m.. Foo tball dance.

Crowning of Queen of Queen's,

SUNDAY — 7.30 a.m.. Buses
leave for Snow Ridge from

Queen's Tea Room.
10 a.m.. Service for Queen's-

men, Currie Hall, R.M.C., Pa-

dre officiating.

3.30 p.m., Sunday Hour, Rev,

K. D. Eddy, Cornell L^nivcr-

<ity, preacliing. Grant Hall.

4.15 p.m., Science public speak-

Put the Bottles Back
|

\rtsmen won't be able to en-

joy the pause that refreshes if

they don't replace the empties

in the rack provided in the Arts

club room. The Arts Society has

decided to remove the coke ma-

chine if this regulation is not

observed.

ing forum, St. James' Parish

Hall.

4.30 p.m., Mrs. Gladys Strum,

Ban Righ Common Room.

8.15 p.m., Sunday Hour, Alcan

Barracks.

8.30 p.m.. Concert, Queen's
Brass Band and Pipe Band.

MONDAY — 4.30 p.m., Mon.-

Thnrs., a series of talks by Rev.

Wm. Steeper, "The Foundation

of Christian Faith," Morgan

Memorial Chapel, sponsored by

IVCF.

7.30 p.m.. Student Bible Study

Hour, "The early church. Stu-

dies in Art," Resource leader,

"The Padre," Theolog Commou
Room, Old Arts Building.

8.00 p.m.. Opening of Arts So-

ciety's exhibition of paintings.

Grant Hall.

TUESDAY — 2.00-5.00 and 7.00-

10.00 p.m., painting exhibitions.

Grant Hall.

7.30 p.m., Dqplicate Bridge
Club, McLaughlin Hall.

8.15 p.m., Era Diavolo, KCVL
WEDNESDAY — 2.00-5.00 p.m.

and 7.00-10.00 p.m., painting

exhibition. Grant Hall.

7.00 .p.m., Ski Club Meeting,

Convocation Hall.

S.15 p.m.. Fra Diavoio, KCVL

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd,

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN POUND TINS
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TRICOLOR PUCKSTERS
PLAY CARABINS IN

LAST MONTREAL TRIP
By Lloyd Menory

Queen's Tricolor will take to Uie ice tomorrow niglit at the

Verdun aiidilorium for their final meeting of the season with the

University of Montreal Carabins. The Gaels have won two of

their three previous starts against the Montrealers and in view of

the type of hockey which the ciub has displayed of late, there is

no reason to expect that the Carabins will even the series in to-

morrow's game.

As evidehce of their present

form the locals turned back the

powerful Pembroke Lumber
Kings of the Ottawa Valley

League by a 5-3 score in an ex-

hibition game in Pembroke on

Tuesday night. The victory was

particularly impressive in that

goaltender Norm Urie, centre

Gerry Wagar, and wingmeii

Harry Hamilton and Don Hed-

ley ali failed to make the trip.

The entire chib. however, will

be intact for the Montreal inva-

sion with the same line-up which

threw a scare into the camp of

the Varsity Beavers at the Jock

Harty arena last Saturday.

Improved play of the Tricolor

is in no small way attributable

to the excellent coaching of Gene

Chouinard. The school was in-

deed fortunate in securing the

services of the genial Gene, and

if he remains at the helm it is

highly unlikely that Queen's will

continue to be a secondary power

TRICOLOR NOTICE
Sales of TRICOLOR '48 wiU

continue until Wednesday, Feb.

25th, All salesmen will accept

orders for copies of the TRI-
COLOR until that date WITH-
OUT A DEPOSIT, provided that

the deposit is paid immediately

after March 1st. It is essential

that the Editors know immediate-

ly how many copies to order from

the printers.

in intercollegiate hockey.

Queen's Sea Gulls will also

see action over the weekend,

travelling to Arnprior for a reg-

ularly scheduled Friday night

meeting with the league-leading

St. Patrick's College Club of Ot-

tawa. The Gulls, with a win

and a tie to their credit to date,

are now certain of a play-off

iierth and continue to show im-

proved form as the season pro-

gresses.

ARTS vs. P. H. AND E.
Physical Health and Education:

(Phys. Ed.) will not be permitted

to enter intramural competition as

a unit if the executive of the Arts

Society has anything to say on the

matter. And the Society thinks it

has.

The matter was aired at a regular

meeting of the Society Wednesday
night when Jack Warrell, represent-

ing the Phys. Ed. course, asked the

societj- for their benediction on a

plan which would have the muscle-

men enter Bews Trophy competi-

tion as a separate group.

"If this was allowed, the Bews
Trophy would be won by Phys. Ed.

every year," a member of the Arts

executive declared.

Other arguments against permit-

ting the Phys. Eds. leaving the fold

put forward bj'' members of the exe-

culive were: Year teams would be
weakened ; the Phys. Ed. t e a

would be too superior and lack of

HAL'S

SIDELINES
Our second home game of the Intercollegiate basketball sche-

dule comes up tomorrow night. The Gaels, who are vastly improved

over their last showing against the Varsity Blues, will attempt to

put themselves on the win list in the college loop.

In last Saturday's game, against Ottawa Coimnerce Grads.

Queen's proved themselves to be quite capable of scoring points

and lots of them. The Grad team is. at present, on top of the Ottawa

Senior City League and presents quite formidable opposition.

Johnny Elford found his eye in that game and Jimmy McNiven

showed his usual spark and effectiveness of last season.

Tomorrow night a repeat performance would be a welcome

sight and if Bob Huband starts pouring them through the hoop

again, Varsity will have lots to worry about.

The Gaels were dealt a blow below the belt the other night

when Orm Weir was told by a member of the Medical Profession

that he could no longer play for the Gaels. It seems that Orm has

to undergo an appendectomy and was forced to give up his services

with the team. He has played fine ball for Queen's this season and

his absence will be sorely felt.

.3 * * *

NOTHIN' by NOBODY
When U. of T. played basketball recently against Buffalo State

Teachers, the referee was Barney Hearn, who will be remembered

as the popular playing manager of the Auburn Cayugas in the

Border League for the last two seasons . . . "Butch" McCallum.

who made such a good showing against Keith Christiansen here

on Feb. 7. was K.O.'d in the first round of the final on a card at

Maple Leaf Gardens last Monday. His conqueror was Gordon

Wallace of Brantford, a southpaw . . . When the Senior Hockey

team downed Pembroke last Tuesday, much of the credit was due

to Morley Maxwell, regular goalie of the junior team. When Gord

Cook, who replaced Norm Urie for the game, was put out of action

with a five-stitch gash in his forehead. Maxwell went into the

breach and held the strong Ottawa Valley squad scoreless for the

final period . . . Most Versatile Athlete honours of the year go to

Arts freshman Roy Sadler who has seen action with three Senior

Intercollegiate teams this year, football, basketball and hockey . , .

Football fans are reminded of the films to be shown in Convocation

Hall today at 4 p.m.

competition would result ; the action

would set a dangerous precedent

which might influence other units

such as Commerce or industrial Re
ations to consider similar action.

Representative Warrell, i n his

argument, said more members of

Phys. Ed. would be able to partici

pale in alhlelics if their request was
granted. He suggested that the So
ciety OK a one year trial of the plan.

"If you don't like the way it works,

cancel it," said Warrell.

Arts Society President Don Mil-

liken will represent his organiza-

tion's views at a meeting of the

-Mma Mater Society next Sunday
night. He will also propose to the

AMS that year organizations be
permitted to enter more than one
team in year competitions. This pro-

position, approved by the Arts So-

ciety, is designed to answer the
Phys. Ed. request for added oppor-

tunities for sports participation.

Intramurals

Bews Clues
BY CURREY

Distinctive Footwear

167 PRINCESS ST.

• Horn Shoes for Men
• Treodeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

SHOES LIMITED

Sc. '50, with 36 scoring points,

took top honors in the intra-

mural swim meet held Monday
in the (Queen's pool, with R.

Senyshen being the deciding fac-

tor in their victory. Sc. '49 ran

a close second, garnering 33

points with Sc. '48 and Meds.

'50, present Bews Trophy lead-

ers, following with 12 and 10

counters respectively,

R. Senyshen held a monopoly
on the free style races, winning

both the 50 to 100 yd. events,

besides participating in both

relay contests. Another promin-

ent individual performer was
Waller of Meds. '50, who was
crowned diving champ along

with taking the backstroke.

Powers of Sc. '49 aided his year

with his 36.4 time in the breast-

stroke and took second place in

the diving. Doug Smith, Sc.

'49, also starred, taking a sec-

ond, third and a lourth.

Sc. '49 won the 150 yd. med-
ley relay race in 56.3 with Moss
Powers and Ejerkilund on the

winning scjuad. The 200 yd. free

style was taken by the Sc. '50

entry composed of Mathews,
Cohen, Shisko and Senyshen.
50 yd. free style—(1) Senyshen, Sc.

'50, (2) Hutchings, Sc. '51. (3) Orr,
Sc. '48. Time : 28.4.

SO yd. breast stroke—(1) Powers, Sc
"49, (2) Macintyre, Sc. '49, (3)
Armstrong, Sc. '48. Time : 36.4.

50 yd. back atroke—(1) Waller. Meds.
'SO. (2) Henderson, Sc. '49, (3)
McAllister. Arts '50. Time; 38,2.

100 yd. free style—(1) Senyshen, Sc.
'50, (2) Hutchings, Sc. '51, (3)
Baker. Arts "SI. Time: 67.4.

200 yd. free style—(I) Whittier. Meds.
51, (2) Smyth. Sc. "49, (3) Reist,
Sc. '48. Time: IS.S.

Diving-(1) Waller, Meds. '50, (2)
Powers. Sc. '49, (3) Smith. Sc. '49.

150 yd. medley relay—(1) Sc. '49, (2)
Sc. '50. (3) Sc. '50. (4) Arts *50,

(S) Sc, '51. Time: 1:56.3.

ZOO yd. free style relay— (1) Sc. 50.

(2) Sc. '48, (3) Sc. 'SO. (4) Sc. '49,

(5) Sc. '49.

Gymnastics :

The main gym is to be the

scene of the yearly gymnastic

meet which is scheduled to get

underway at 7.30 p.m. tonight. The
five men year teams will be

scored on the basis of 40% for

execution, general form approach

and dismount. 20% for degree

of difficulty, 20% for variety in

series and 20% for the beauty

of the performance.

Hockey :

The final standing for the in-

tramural hockey loop have been

released with the following group
standings :

. GROUP I •
Won Lost Tied Pts.

Sc. '48 5 0 0 10
Arts 'SO 4 10 8
Sc. 'SO ,.— 3 2 0 6

GROUP II
Arts '49 5 0 0 10
Arts '50 3 117
Sc. '51 3 2 0 6

The play-offs have begun, with

Sc. '48 defeating Arts '51 in the

oijcner 11-2. Isaac with 3 goals

and 4 assists led the victors while

McGougan scored both of the

Arts tallies.

JOHNNY ELFORD
Freshman forward of the Senior

Gaels, who is expected to give Varsity

lots of trouble.

VARSITY BLUES HERE
AGAINST QUEEN'S IN

BASKET CONTEST SAT.
By Bruce Williams

Varsity Blues, one-time losers in the Intercollegiate loop this

season, will face the determined and vastly improved Queen's

Seniors in the gymnasium Saturday night. The only loss sus-

tained by Varsity, so far this season, was at the hands of the

Western Mustangs. The Men of Metras swished about 18 more

points through the mesh than did the Blues, While the Tricolor

lost a close game to the McGill Redmen, Varsity took them by a

10 point margin. So the Hguring gives us a close game tomor-

row night.

The Gaels, despite their four

losses in four starts, looked very

good against W estern in their

game here and looked even bet-

ter in their win over the Ottawa

Commerce Grads. May we then

expect the boys to put on a real

show come Saturday night? We
think they will—For one thing,

John Elford. who in our opinion

is a real hall player, has hit his

stride. Bob Huband is another

reason we find for thinking that

this game will he a thriller. Bob,

although in a scoring slump for

the last two games, has been

an indispensable cog in the Tri-

color machine all season. If he

hits the score board as of old,

ail well and good, but if not,

we can exjiect him to do a large

chore as a playmaker. John Phil-

lips and Bruce Smyth have

turned in creditable perform-

ances in the last few games and

can be counted on to do likewise

this weekend.

The Gaels will be without the

services of Captain Orm Weir
tomorrow night. Orm is in the

hospital having his appendix re-

moved. It is feared that he will

be lost to the Gaels for the rest

of the season and anyone who
has witnessed Orm's impressive

play on the basketball floor will

realize just how much he will

be missed by our team.

Ron McLaughlin, who has

done \yell in his own right this

season, will play the better part

of the game at centre, as this

spot will be vacant in the ab-

sence of Orm Weir.

The Gaels will have to be on
their toes to stop such top-flight

performers as McManus, who
netted 18 points against Mc-
Gill : Wally Zeaton, a star per-

former for the past two seasons

:

Gord Wallace, a really exper-

ienced man on the hardwood,
and Andy Andrews, who is as

smooth as anything you will see

ill tlie ] nliii-collegiate loop.

QUEEN'S GIRLS
PLAY HERE IN
CAGE CONTEST
Tomorrow night Queen's Sen-

ior Girls' basketball team will

jilay a game preliminary to the

X'arsily-Queen's Intercollegiate

contest. The Girls' game will

feature MacDouald College as

opposition and it will be their

final tune-up performance before

next week's Girls' intercolleg-

iate basketball tournament. So
far this season the "Gaelites"

have won eight straight games
in the Senior City league.

This is quite a record and the

girls are anxious to defend it.

MacDonald College boasts of a

strong team and will prqsent

powerful opposition when they

take to the floor. Such starry

performers as Joan Keough and
Marion Reid will lead Queen's

into the game while the team
will be guided by Miss Ross from
the bench. Game time 7.30 p.m.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

100 PRS. OF TWEED PANTS

ON SALE $8.95

— AGENTS FOR DACKS SHOES —
GORD eOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERH 7716 TAXI
Vxar^^T^mT^w^w.^ OR
PASSENGERS INSURED St 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS



AMS COURT TO PROBE QUEEN'S BAND DEALINGS
AMS JUDICIARY
HAS RACY PAST
LAST SAT IN '46

The decision of the AMS to have the
.\MS Court hear the Science charges against

the Band concessionaires at the Science
Formal marks the third time in the past
nine years that the court has sat. Chief Jus-
tice Neil Bell, assisted by Junior Justices
Bob Proudfoot and Art Ross, will preside.

They can impose fines and even go so far

as to recommend expulsion.

Beginnings of the AMS Court were evi-

dent in 1885 when a court styled the "Con-
cursus Iniquitatis and Virtutus" sat in a dis-

pute between freshmen and
vcirs over "claims of authority."

Principal Grant took over anri

ilecrecd that any student taking

part 111 a meeting; of the "so-called

ConcLirsus anywhere, during the

rest of the session, shall be ex-

pelled." Since then the court has

ijaiucd in authority, privilef^e and

reputation until now it is the cul-

mination of student self ,y;overn-

meiit.

During the war the court d

iu>t =11. In 1945. with the return

nilcrcollcgiate sports, the

Queen's spirit expressed itsell in

paint splashed over first the V'ar-

sity campus, and a few weeks
later, the McGill campus. After

sitting behind closed doors it was
decided to levy a ?5(X).00 fine on

the student body.

In 1946 prowling Sciencemen

invaded Goodwin House. The
Court, this time sitting in public

(350 students turned out), levied

fines and suspended sentences on
twenty final )ear Scienceuicn.

men of other
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QUEEN MACGREGOR
Crowiitil

Incomplete Returns

Gives ISS $2000,

MacGregor Crown
On the basis oi iim iii!]>lete re-

ports, the iSS on Saturday night

had collected a]»proxiiiiately

$2,000 from the campus. Con-

vener Geoff Gli.>\-er announced

that only about two-thirds of

canvassers had reported. "There

is reason to believe the final

amount will be closer to $.3,000

by the end of ne.xt week-," he said.

Levana's candidate for

Queen of Queen's, Marjorie

MacGregor, was crowned on

Saturday night, following a

successful drive by the coeds

to top all other faculties in

per capita contributions.

Mr. Glover urges that canvas-

sers complete their work and

I

bring in their reports as soon as

The Chief Justice will convene I
possible. A table will be set up

the Court to hear and pass judg-jin front of the Post Office in the

ment on the charges of the Engi- f-ibrary at noon on Wednesday

neering Society. land I-""riday to receive reports.

r^''Ui:.i.!..i I.;: .1 .:i]'ii;'ij:m.raiMrii3[i;i,i!iiii]iii!l':i!'
I'l' "r"i:T'i:.i(«!V-msiira^

Arts Society Voting Rules

To Stop Vote-Splitting
Arts Society members will be

voting under a new system Wed-
nesday. Where there are more
than two candidates running for

an office, voters will be required

to state their order of preference

by marking 1, 2. 3, 4, and so on
after the names in that group. In

cases where only two candidates

are running voters will mark only

one X after their choice.

There are only two groups in

wliich it IS necessary Id indicate

ynur order of prefercnci.' — jiresi-

clent of the .-Vn- Society — three

candidates, and junior AMS re-

l)reseiitative — live candidates.

"PUiinping" — voting for only

one candidate — will disqualify

.1 ballot.

ballot shouhFor c-\3inple

he marked thus:

Logroll T. Ringer 1

Soapbox T. Ringer 3

Porkbarrel T. Ringer 2

In counting the votes the sec-

ond and third choices will be

added to the first choice until

one candidate has a simple ma-
jority. It is hoped in this way
that any danger of a split vote

will be overcome.

CHIEF JUSTICE BELL
Rung In

S AL^MA NATTER

Plumbers Want Band Banned
By W. D

The legal right to dish out cokes

and hang up coats at campus dances

lielongs to the Queen's band, which

Uses the profits from such undertak-

ings this year lo buy uniforms, etc.

Last night thin-lipped Science for-

inal convener Norman Dalziel chal-

lenged this right. Charged he: At
the Science Formal dance the coke

and cloakroom concession had been

incompetently handled. Example

:

Couples allegedly had been over-

charged for their drinks, the drinks

liad been sloppily served, nobody

^eeuied to bother about picking up

'lie litter of empty soft drink bottles.

For most of these charges Dalziel

^aid he could produce witnesses. He
also said that the band should be

punished for their misdemeanours

'>y having the concession rights for

'he Science formal taken away from

diem for one year. Snorted chair-

man John Ellis at this point: "This

. Trotter

nialter is going to take a hell of a

long lime." H i s prophecy came

true. Everybody rolled up their

sleeves to prepare for a debating

good time. Don Millikt-n was the

first to tee off; Ha> the .AAIS the

right to handle such matters. Is the

AMS a judiciary or an executive

hody." Some seemed to think it

was, others seejued lo think it was-

n't, a few didn't seem to think.

Milliken's question was bandied back

and forth like a kewpie doll on a lost

weekend. Other aspects of the mat-

ter began to hatch out like eggs in

an electric brooder. Many of them

were made into motions only to be

lost in a welter of amendments.

After a long hour of such go-

ings-on the AMS voted 9 to 1 to

refer the matter to the AMS court.

Many might think that Dalziel was

being overly stuffy about the whole

business.

U of T Symphony

Here On Saturday
When the University of Toronto

Symphony orchestra plays a one

night engagement in Grant Hall on

Saturday, February 28, Queen's mu-

sic lovers will have an opportunity

of hearing one of the outstanding all-

student orchestras on the continent.

Under the direction of the talent-

ed Vienna-honi Hans Gruber, the

orchestra has developed during the

past two years into a group which

has received favourable notice from

critics throughout Western Ontario.

Gruber spent most of his life in

Austria and Czechoslovakia, came to

Canada as a refugee with his parents

in 1939. His interest in music dates

from his childhood when he studied

both piano and string bass. Today,

besides his duties as conductor, he

performs with accomplishment on

both these instruments. Like the

majority of the performers in the

symphony, Gruber is an honor stu-

dent in music at U. of T.

The orchestra is being brought to

Queen's by the Arts Society as part

of their reg\ilar policy of bringing

fine ctilturat attractions to the uni-

versity. Tickets are on sale at the

Queen's post office and at Rikely

and Vince, tobacconists of Princess

Street. Reserved seats are 75 cents,

general admission is SO cents.

New Labour Laws

To Be Inadequate^

Millard Tells IRC
C. H. Millard, National Director

of the United Steel Workers of

America, stressed the fact that

Canadian labour legislation similar

to the American Taft Hartley law

would not stop Communism, "This

is repressive legislation," he said.

"It is not the way to deal with tiie

Communist question." The CCL
believes, according to Mr. Millard,

that Communism can be defeated

only through a positive, dynamic

program of political action aimed at

industrial and social democracy.

Mt. Millard was addressiiig the IRC
last Thursday night.

With Communism trying for

]iowcr in liic trade unions, Mr. Mil-

lard said that ihe CCL had decided

that the only party that could imple-

ment the aims of labour in Canada

was the CCF. Endorsation of the

CCF doesn't mean that labour is be-

ing dominated by a political party,

he observed. Labour remains inde-

pendent, hut cooperates in order to

get desired political action.

Choses Democratic Socialism

Canadian labour—and the world

— is faced with a choice of three al

Si-f Millartt.
i>.

S

CFRC's Last Program

Hits Ether Wed.
Tomorrow night the Radio Work-

shop will present its final broadcast

of the term which will last approxi-

mately three and a half hours.

The program will begin at 6 p.m.

with an hour of transcribed classi-

cal music prepared by musical direc-

tor, Ted Burkholder.

At 7 o'clock Jim Kirk will be

heard with his summary of campus

news. At 7.15 Rev. A. M. I^^verty

will give a 15 minute talk on "Edu-

cation for Citizenship".

.^t 7.30 p.m. an adaption of "Two
Gentlemen from Soho" will be

heard. The radio cast will include

Gord Robertson, Harry Threaple-

lon, Michael Roth, Dorothy Brad-

ley, Joan Bowra, Art Todd and Bert

Caldwell.

At 7.45 a comedy skit will be pre-

sented entitled "How a program

should not be aired, or it can happen

here." The skit is written and acted

by Don Beavis, Radio Workshop

announcer, John Cowan, continuity

writer and teclinical adviser of the

recent "Campus Frolics", Flo
Eraser, features director, and Radio

\^'orkshop program director, I-arry

Palef.

PRESIDENT DOWLER
Elected

DOWLER PRES.

BEWS, STEVENS
LEVANA REPS
Willy Dowler was elected pre-

sident of Levana for 1948-49 as

the girls trooped to the polls last

Friday. Between sixty-five and

seventy per cent of the society

voted. Next year's Senior Repre-

sentative to the AMS is Barbara

Bews,- while the Junior Repre-

sentative is Ruth Stevens.

The other new office holders;

secretary, Eleanor Mackenzie

;

treasurer, Nancy Chalmers; pre-

sident of the Levana Coimcil,

Sylvia Mackenzie
;
president,

LAB of C, Marion Reid; senior

representative Elspeth Wallace

;

junior rep., Peggy House; sopho-

more rep., Joan Keough; social

convener, Zibby Corlett ; senior

Curator, Carolyn Hazlett.

SCIENCE CHARGES
CONTRACT BREAK
BYBANDCOKEMEN

The Queen'.s band will be called before

the AMS court in the near future to answer
charges laid by the Engineering Society at

.Sunday night's AMS executive meeting that

they abused their coke concession privileges

at the Science Foi-mal, February 13.

Charging, among other things that the

band extorted too high prices on some occa-

sintifi for cokes, ginger ale, and glasses, and
refused to gather empty bottles from the

cloakroom, Norm Dalziel, Science spokes-

man, said that the special contract between
the Band and the Science Formal Commit-

tee was not honoured. Witnesses

to prove his charges could be
produced, he said.

Following the court decision,

the question of what to about

the Band's constitutional

right to coke and cloakroom

concessions at all campus
dances will come back to the

AMS executive.

Said the six-man Science dele-

gation to the AMS on Sunday,

"we are against granting the con-

cession to any campus group. We
feel that we could handle it bet-

ter ourselves."

Ian Macdonald, representing

the band, suggested that the for-

mal committee handle the coke

stand in future, but that the pro-

ceeds be given to the band. Mr.

Macdonald stated he considered

the Science charges could not be

substantiated.

Mr. Dalziel turned down a

Journal request for the written

copy of the specific charges be

read to the AMS and for a copy
of the contract between the Band
and the Formal committee.

He intimated to tiie AMS that

while they wanted to take over

all Formal concessions themselves

(he Engineers would be willing

to drop court proceedings
ag;iin-t the B.ind provided that

ue.xt VL-ar tlu- Sciencemen woidd

be allowed to run their own re-

freshment concession and take

the profits at the Formal and the

Science Saturday night dance.
He said that in following years

the Band would lie allowed to re-

gain its income from the coke

sales although Sciencemen would

See Science Charges, p. 4

SENIOR REP BEWS

Red Hot Diavolo

Starts Tonight

The "Fra Diavolo" cast, with

Janet Hay as Zerlina, Glenn Wilms

as Lorenzo, At Crofoot and Marg

Cream as Lord and Lady Allc-ash,

and with a supporting cast of over

AO Glee Club choristers, put the

finishing touches on the opera at a

dress rehearal last night.

Observers say it should go over

big tonight and Wednesday.
Some tickets are still available at

the post office.

Christianity Aids

Worried Generation

Says E. D. Eddy
Today's generation of students

is the "worried generation" said

Rev. Edward D. Eddy, quoting

from a statement by T. S. Eliot,

in his sermon at the Sunday Hour

in Grant Hall. "There is a vast

state of unrest, dissatisfaction

and dismay." he said.

Mr. Eddy is the associate dir-

ector of Cornell University's

United Religious Work, and was

the guest of Queen's during last

veek-end.

He likened our age to the

age of the broken cistern

that the Prophet Jeremiah

spoke of, the well that can

hold no water. "Three signs

of our age," Mr. Eddy said,

"are power, fear, and doubt."

He said that the power of the

individual is now the power of

the mass, and that today's power

has split the world in two. Fear

is present in the kiiowledge that

few. of us know what is next.

Reaching down into our funda-

Sec Worried Gecieralion, p. S
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Tempest in a Coke Bottle

Tlie extraordinary vitality of the Engineering Society, last

manifested in its excellent constructive Report on Athletics, is

now turned to preventing the band from exercisin^^ their AMS
granted monopoly at Science Weekend dances. Unless arbitration

solves the matter out of court, whicli is now unlikely, charges

will be laid as directed by the AMS.
So energetically were the charges drawn up and pressed by

the Science deputation, that the Alma Mater Society executive

was hustled into ordering a full-dress investigation of what is,

after all, a minor squabble. There is no doubt that Science would

have been satisfied with a quiet inquiry leading to AMS action

to prevent the alleged irregularities from occurring again. But

their original demand that the Band's concessions be cancelled in

their case would have been a sad precedent for the AMS to set

up at this time of desperate campaigning to raise money for band

uniforms.

•t * *

The Science fonnal committee was probably not so astounded

as to be knocked off balance by the alleged goings on of the band

coke concessionares for at the last AMS meet prior to the Formal,

they questioned whether the AMS rule was air-tight and if they

were forced to hire the band employees. It was then recom-

mended to them that a contract should be drawn up. The court

will decide whether that contract was valid and whether it was

broken.

Whatever the court decision, there is little doubt that some

effort will be made by the AMS executive to regulate the band's

deaHngs with other organizations to the ultimate benefit of all

concerned.

In that case it may have been worth the fuss.

UEEN'SWORLD ^ professor and Three Student Discuss the Proposal of Mr. Churchill

and Mr. Bevin To Form a United States of Europe as a Bulwark of Democracy.

UNITED STATES OF EUROPE?
In the plushy days of the nineteenth century, when Britannia

ruled the waves and a good part of world commerce as well, there

was never any .question of Britain being anything' but an inde-

pendent natiim. While she lent her efforts to the maintenance of

a balance of power in Europe, she could afford to consider herself

as being somewhat aloof from the turmoil and strife of the con-

tinent.

Now, with her economy in dire straits, with her once powerful

navy reduced almost to a token force, with the Russian and Ameri-

can colossi sparring for position in the cold war, Britain has been

forced to take a different attitude. Foreign Minister Ernest Bevin

recently proposed that Britain, France, the Low Countries, and

other nations form a Western European Union. Here are the

o[>inions of three Queen's students and a professor on this matter:

LES WILSON, Arts: Western Europe has been split into separate

st.ites since the fifteenth century; and it would seem (to me at least)

liiat not event the present unparalleled emergency will cause the

Western European states to sink their differences for the common
good. Their forms of government are too divergent, their heritages

of culture and tradition too much at variance. However, Western
Europe, with its colonial possessions, which would encompass most
of the continent of Africa and parts of the East Indies, and which

would probably command the support of the British Empire, could

constitute a powerful mediating force between the United States

and Russia — if it could be persuaded to act in unison. But that

might be a horse of a different colour,

KEN BINKS : Mr. Bevin's proposal seems to me to offer possi-

bilities of a solution to a very serious current problem, viz.—the

rehabilitation of Europe. The fact that it is a "fine" idea does

not preclude its practicability. If it did, we might well lose hope
in another "fine" idea, less practicable,—the United Nations.

As a citizen of the British Commonwealth I should think that

the proposed group might well become a powerful bloc with tre-

mendous possibilities for good. And the survival of Canada would
be guaranteed if it adheres to such a group, representing neither

the jungle of American free enterprise nor the straightjacket of

Soviet Stalinism. Canada would be well out of the clutches of

the United States.

Dear Journal

Flanking Attack . . .

I judge by liis attack upon the I.S.S. that Mr. Kirby believes

in letting people starve, freeze, or rot to death unless they support

"our side." because communism is, he says, "a tyranny such as the

world has never known." I want to remind Mr. Kirbythat hunger,

cold, disease, and ignorance are the worst tyrants, and that they

control most people in the world today, except lucky North Ameri-
cans. Rather than girding for ''the imminent possibility" of having
to fight communism, why doesn't Mr. Kirby join the present attack

upon the conditions which make desperate people become com-
munists ?

By helping the I.S.S. Mr. Kirby would show that he means his

attack upon tyranny and is not just defending his own creature
comforts.

—JOAN POLLARD. Arts '48.

Bouquet To Bieler
A bouquet to Mr. Bieler whose program of artistic enlighten-

ment has not gone unappreciated by those students who have an
interest in art but are unable to find a niche for it in our courses
of Studies. The exhibitions in the Senate Room, the paintings from
ihe National Gallery, and finally the display of Queen's paintings,
beginning this week in Grant Hall, are not unappreciated. Until
Queen's, in its rich old age (and with my generous endovvnient

!)
can afford an art gallery, such efforts as these are fulfilling a very
real need.

A second bouquet to the N.C.S.V., and particularly to our own
executive, whose generous sacrifice of their valuable lime has now
proved its worth. Speaking for myself, and I am sure tor many other
married student veterans, the goal, which for a time was obscured
ill the haze of rising prices, once again appears in an achievable
perspective.

—PAUL RODDICK, Arts '50.

The Journal has a letter from a Mr. Hector Vector which it
IB unable to print until his address is learned.

The Commentator
How Good Is the Student Magazine?

A Candid, Personal Appraisal

By W. D. Trotter

The suggestion that undergraduate publications should confine

themselves to matters pertaining to university affairs is regarded
by some students as the rankest heresy. Students, they maintain,
have an undeniable right to spout with authority on national or
foreign politics. The fact that most of these student writers have
had little first hand knowledge of their subject matter and are
simply regurgitating someone else's thoughts and experiences does
not seem to make an iota of difference. In past years the Commen-
tator has been too often wilfully guilty of adorning its pages with
junky political articles which remind one of a milch cow moo-ing
at the moon. This issue of the Commentator is happily free from
such pontifical materia! except for two articles "The Tenth Pro-
vince?" and "Europe Enters Winter — And Waits." And even
these, although they are well-worn, hackneyed themes, are devoid
of overbearing authoritism.

Few Words— Much Sense
Professor Tracy's well-written "Arrogance in Criticism" in

which he defines a critic as "a referee,'' and says, "his job is to make
cool decisions, not to sneer at the players" is a model of the number
of interesting and pithy statements that can be packed into a few
sentences.

In "Significance of Gothic Architecture" Donald Go6dspeed
paints a fine word picture. He refuses to let the emotional nature
of his subject bog him down in a sticky goo of sentiment.

"What is I.S.S." is a straight blurb about a worthy organization
and when the writers .keep strictly to facts it is an informative and
enlightening article. But when it occasionally degenerates into
vague hocus-pocus about "the ruthlessness of Man" and "mutual
enrichment" it resembles a third-rate sermon.

Clare Bolger's "The Compleat Footballer" is a worthy leavener
of the serious. To John Cowan's question "So You Don't Like
Fraternities?" the answer is "no." If anybody wishes to hear the
other side of the argument let them read the Nov. 3rd, 1933, issue
of the Queen's Journal. The students at that time voted vigorously
against the establishment of fraternities.

PROF. GLEN SHORTLIFFE : A Western European union, as

such, means very little. "Union for what?"—that is the question.

Europe is in the midst of the most profound social

revolution since the eighteenth century. Every revolution

has a meaning. Leadership in the emergent society be-

longs to those who can read that meaning.

I should like to think tiiat this leadership will pass to the

western European nations wdiose humanist traditions offer the

best hope for a reconciliation of security and liberty. So far,

liowever, the record is disheartening. The French Socialists have

been brought to the verge of suicide by a lack of any policy be-

yond a general endorsation of Heaven ; the British have com-

promised themselves almost irreparably by tying themselves to

the coal-tails of a iiegativist and reactionary Truman Doctrine.

If the "third force" means a positive effort to solve the shat-

tering contradictions of pre-war society, it may become an effec-

tive force in world affairs. If it is to be just another military bloc,

it cannot answer the needs of our time.

JOHN YOUNG : Is a Western European Union probable? The
most likely answer seems to be—not very probable. Certain con-

ditions have always been present when unions of an analogous

nature have been created. The conditions have been—the presence

of an external threat, the bitter experience of past difficulties, the

likelihood of economic advantages to be gained, and the existence

of a number of far-sighted and highly competent statesmen. All

these conditions to a greater or lesser degree are present in Western
Europe todaj-, but they are not as yet of sufficient intensity to

overcome the greatest of the centrifugal forces—nationalism. It

may be true, ho^^ever. that a step might conceivably be made to-

wards a somewhat closer relationship.

Many Canadians seem to want a "third force" in international

politics which they hope will somehow mediate between the two
collossi. At present and probably for some years to come, Western
Europe will be nothing more than the West's second-string team.

If Canadians really want a "third force" they'd better get out and

start one themselves.

Students Asked To Help
Some children have recently slashed the cloth sheeting around

the Union Great Hall now being built.

Queen's students are asked to co-operate with the contractors
building the new Union to prevent damage to the fabric which has
been erected to hasten construction.

Surprise (?) Ending

Patricia McDonell in "Child with Yellow Hair" creates an
eerie atmosphere and it is obvious that much time and labour has
been spent on its composition but its "surprise" ending is as easy
to guess as it i to track an elephant up Princess Street in six feet
of snow.

Eyre Heyniger, although she is inclined to wear her nostalgia
a little too obviously on her sleeve, has produced a political plum

, ,

in "Now." In "Ritual" the poet has realistically captured the pathos suffering from creative constipation

NOBODY WENT TO SLEEP!"

Queen's Students Polite !

Sunday Hour Visitors Pleased by

Some Things Here, Surprised by Others

By Pris Peebles

"In our two days at Queen's we've seen a bit of your social,

athletic and religious life. We've been to a basketball game, a movie,

a dance, and the Sunday Hour, as well as a trip of explortion," said

Rev. Edward D. Eddy, of Cornell University, who delivered the

sermon at the Queen's Sunday Hour. Mr. Eddy was accompanied

on his visit to Queen's by Wes Wanamaker, agriculture student

at Cornell.

The visitors agreed that the Queen 's-Varsity basketball game
was a refreshing change from the, American style of play. Periods

of play are much longer — fewer fouls are called — and the game
is in general much rougher. More noise from the stands, too —
especially noticed was the shouting during a foul shot — Cornell

audiences are silent at these crucial moments. The American game
is much faster, the final score as a rule being almost double the

score of Saturday's 38-34 game,

Differences were also apparent on the religious side. Mr. Eddy
found his Sunday Hour audience wonderfully large and attentive —
"Nobody went to sleep," he said in surprise. Mr. Eddy feels that

University Chaplain A. M. Laverty is to he congratulated on the

interest and enthusiasm displayed. "No American padre has so

much influence," he said. He noticed a much larger percentage of

men at the Sunday Hour than would attend a similar function at

Cornell.

Queen's students are so polite," said both Mr. Eddy and Mr.

Wanamaker. "They apologize when they bump into you. Life at

Queen's seems so wholesome."

Mr. Eddy added that a large number of Queen's students arc

able to ha\ e a good time without liquor. Most American students

wouldn't believe this possible.

Both of our guests noticed that there appeared to be less dating

at Queen's than at Cornell — at the movie and at the basketball

game. "You get your date at Cornell two or three weeks in ad-

vance," said Mr. Wanamaker enviously. He thinks Queen's hospi-

tality pretty good. "My first dance," he said, "was with the Queen
of Queen's."

American Universities are much more active in politics than

Queen's, according to Mr. Eddy. An Intercollegiate Model United

Nations is to meet at Cornel! in April. Students will represent dif-

ferent countries, are expected to know the background and policies

of their "nation." At least ten different political groups are active

en the Cornell campus, representing all shades of opinion.

of common drinking. There is nothing scientific or medical.

But the editors of the Commentator can hardly be blamed if students

of tlie faculties that arc qualified to write on such subjects arc
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Dr. Vlastos Befieves in his Subject; Philosophy Is

Fundamental to Knowledge, He Says

Gregory Vlastos
By Helen Tracy

"The study of philosophy is an esseiilial part of a liberal eiluca-

tion," says Dr. Gregory Vlastos. head of the philosophy department

at Queen's. "Not only is it essential in a college education, but it

forms a basis for an understanding of the modern world and its

problems. Of course," he added, "all this is merely my opinion,

and sliould not be accepted as dog-ma,"

Dr. Vlastos was born near Constantinople, on the Bosphorus

— '] don't know whether or not the students will know where the

Bosphorus is," he saj's, —- and attended an American school, Robert

College, there. The students and members of the laculty came
from different countries, France, Germany, Bulgaria, Switzer-

land and many others, and gave the school tiuitc an international

spirit. At the age of 18, Dr. Vlastos got his B.A, degree and it was
then that he went to the United States and enrolled in the Univer-

sity of Chicago theological college with intentions of going into

the ministry. f-le si)ent two summers at that time doing pastoral

work in Montana. He became interested in philosophy, liowever

especially the work of A. N. Whitehead of Harvard College. After

obtaining his M.A. from Chicago he went on a scholarship to Har-

vard, and there he worked for his Ph.D. under Dr. Whitehead. "He
was the greatest and most inspiring teacher I ever had," says Dr
Vlastos.

Come to Queen's in 1931

While he was at Harvard he was offered a position in the philo'

sophy department at Queen's and came to Kingston in 1931. He
was asked by Principal Fyfe if he had had any teaching experience

and he re]>Iied "no," but he had done quite a bit of pastoral work
Principal Fyfe didn't seem much impressed by this, he says, "but

I consider pastoral work a fine background for the teaching profcs

sion."

Of his seventeen years at Queen's, Dr. Vlastos has spent four

away from the university. During his leave in 1937-38 he did some

further study at Oxford and Cambridge Universities in England

and at that time ha saw his family in Greece again for the first time

since he left for America.

He spent two years with the R.C..'\.F. during the war. During

his first year he made a "morale survey" of air force personnel

This involved visiting and speaking to men in all stages of their air

force careers, from enlistment to overseas service. He iravelled

across Canada and England speaking on the relations of air force

personnel to their work and world affairs. During his second year

in the air force he worked for the Wartime Information Board edit-

ing a series of pamphlets whose purpose was to interest the men in

current affairs and the problems of citizenship.

His fourth year away from Queen's was spent doing research

work at Harvard on a grant from the Social Science Research

Council.

With such a background behind him, Dr. Vlastos thinks he

may be biased in his opinions about the necessity of studying philo

sophy. "Philosophy is not a specialized study, but is a fundamental

part of other subjects, such as politics, the humanities, or even

physics," he says. "For example, the romantic movement in litera-

ture cannot be appreciated witliout an understanding of idealist

philosophy. Many of the great men of science such as Descartes

were also well known as philosophers."

Sciencemen Should Study Philosophy

Although students in Science are notoriously pre-occupied with

slide rules and alternating currents, Dr. Vlastos thinks that they

too would benefit from a study of philosophy. He comments, "The

tendency today is toward greater and greater specialization. Philo-

sophy is the best bridge between a specialized study and an appre-

ciation of the whole field of intellectual inquiry."

Dr. Vlastos offers a sound piece of advice for eager-eyed col-

lege students; he says: "If students in Phil. I feel that they have

only a confused impression of the subject, they must remember

that it is intended only as an introduction to more advanced work

either in university or on their own. A college education cannot

give mastery of many subjects, Instead, its purpose is to open to

view new intellectual and cultural horizons,"

Living

Through the dark shodow of the oiley the woman plods

A boy in coif length trousers ot her side

The crocked spreod shoes with which the/re shod

Will hardly stop the silent snow

Only the wind in great cold drafts talks to them in their doily wander

Tugs at the hair ond bites into the vitals as they ponder

Which shall coll ottention next

Life con be greedy for o few—greed os the gourmet con forsee

Ah, but there's another greed lad

That mokes your belly grind, your tongue swell, like you and me

Grosp firmly, quickly if you find a morsel.

I The Lapse of Higher Education
g She was seventeen when she said:

I
"Life in its ullimate aspects presents problems wliich

i the socialists and the political economists have not yet been

S able to solve, and even the most liberal philosopliy halts at.

i In its biogenetic aspect, ontology presents so many diverse

I mysteries as to make us feel that the highest morality may
i only be achieved through an infinite seric^ of constantly de-

s veloping experiments."

She was twenty when she said:

i "As I grow older the utilitarian view impresses me more

g and more- It is true that in its harsher aspects it is more or

I less revolting. But if to acknowledge a supreme selfishness

S. lies that wny we must accept the inevitable."

g She was twenty-five when she said:

1 "The conmion things of life are in reality only common

I because of their closeness to us. If viewed as integral parts

I of the totality of phenomena, they are lifted into their true

p sphere, and should receive their proper apotheosis. Love is

1 one of these."

s She was thirty when she said

:

S "The human mind cannot hope to solve the mystery of

j life. It is only through the heart that we can reach the

p desired haven. I feel that I have wasted my time."

1 She was forty when she said:

K "I would give everything I possess — old boots, shoes,

a hopes, fears — all, to be loved passionately, foolishly, unre-

J scrvedly, even intermittently, by almost any kind of a creature

g that wears trousers.

i' —PETRUCHIA.

"Like An Oasis In A Desert"

Music Room Is Place To Relax, Listen

By Ed Arrol

Tucked away in a corner of the main floor of Douglas Library

building at Queen's is a haven for the book-weary student. Like

an oasis in a desert, the music room offers relaxation and refresh-

ment for eye, ear and brain.

Head of the novel project is Assistant Professor Graham

George, Mus.D. On a colorful bulletin board outside he welcomes

newcomers.

Big events in this little musical world, according to

the notices: the New York Philharmonic, on Sunday at

3 p.m.; the Metropolitan Opera Company on Saturday at

2 p.m.; and a presentation of recorded concerts Monday

through Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. Ayone may attend. There

is no charge.

Inside, the atmos|)hcre ij a Li.ntra-it to the iibrarj', two fliglits

above. The lighting is indirect. The seats are padded and soft. The

room is quiet but for the music.

A bluish-green ceiliu.i;. m.-irble colored walls and piano, and

wine-covered chairs give the listener relief from the printed page.

Oil and water C'lor paintings on the walls together with the

stimulus of the music will send any student on a mental flight. A
waterfall scene painted on modernistic lines fills the soul with

a sense of power. A rugged picture of a shack in the woods sug-

gests summer and study-free days. A winding road In a country

scene will cahn an active brain.

Here, Queen's Glee Club and orchestra have their headquarters.

Those interested may borrow music scores and hooks to take out.

Musical dictionaries are for use in the room. There is also a

"request book" for the evening programs, and a catalogue of the

many records on hand.

Students from every faculty on ihe campus face their academic

world refreshed after a visit tn Queen's own music room.

More Daffynitions

(From the McGiU DaQy)

Baby: An alimentary canal with a loud voice at one end and no

responsibility at the other.

Peeping-Tom: A wolf, window-shopping.

Pink Elephant: A beast of Bourbon.

Symphathy : What one girl offers another in exchange for

details.

Whisky: Civilian Plasma.

Wink: A whether signal.

Prune: .\ iilnni that has seen better davs.

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7)00

A PEAL TKO/H

THE TOWEC

Something for Everybody

The Ringer Foundation has a very active program for the next

few weeks, and is aniiouncing the following functions complete

with dates, in order not to conflict with any globe-trotting profes-

sors, labour secretaries, missionaries from China, biologists from

Burma, miners from Wales, minors from the Children's Aid Society,

rubber planters from Brazil or tea-bags from Ceylon.

The Ringer Foundation Ball will take place in Grant Hall

Tower on March 6. The theme of the dance will be "Elevator to

the Balcony." A huge elevator in Queen's colours will form the

centrepiece of the ballroom and- will convey guests who are unable

to climb the stairs to the balcony. Favours for the ladies will include

brass cuspidors with the L,C.B,0. crest in phosphorescent paint to

mark the centre of the target area. Stewed prunes, boiled lobsters

and pickled lemons will be available in abundance, since practically

anj-one will be admitted — for a price. Huge magenta Q's will be

presented to the winners of the Intercollegiate "Button, Button,

who's got the Button" Championship, not to mention a sleek canary-

yellow convertible yo-yo to the man who won the yo-yo champion-

ship for Queen's. (Subject to approval by Mr. Avery Brundbilge.)

Profs. Eliminoted Right and Left

The iutra-departmental finals will be held next Thursday, to

decide who will set the final exam papers. All professors who could

neither read nor write were eliminated early last week, and the

contest has narrowed down to those who have written seven or

more of the texts required for their courses. The likely winner in

the Department of -Applied Drinking is Elmer Twee, who has writ-

ten nineteen required texts, each costing more than seven dollars

apiece. The last exam paper he set was so difficult that he couldn't

figure out seven of the ten questions himself, and had to write a

text on the subject to find the answers.

On February 28, Miss Bertha Labarge will be the guest.soioist

in the University Middle-aged Artists series. She will be accom-

panied by the Wolfe Island Philharmonic Four, the world's smallest

symphony orchestra, consisting of a triangle, a harpsichord, a clavi-

chord, and a lost chord. Miss Labarge is famous for her pizzicato

rendition of "When It's Round-up Time in Texas" and her tremolo

andante rendition of "Seven Nights on a Bar-room Floor." Miss

Labarge has rendered almost everything in her day, and had a con-

tract for a radio program sponsored by a lard company, until she

I'ound that they were going to render her. In private life, she is

the wife of Ron Bunther, the author of that effervescing best-seller

"Inside Labatt's."

—SILICOSIS T. RINGER. "

Hsinson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRIM'TEIRS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Printing oi

Every

Description

FODKIRLV THI CHILY CRAWPODD SLOWER SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Reg. 7990

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

l(our future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP J. FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFiCE — WIWNIPEC
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OBSERVATION POST

NCVS ASKS SINGLE VETS
TO REPORT ON FINANCES

By Wally Avis

JOURNAL QUERIES CANDIDATES
IN ARTS SOCIETY ELECTIONS
ALL FAVOUR SPORTS INSURANCE

By Jack Gray

The Journal asked the following Arts candidates four questions:

(1) Do you think that members of Physical and Health Education

should be allowed to pursue their own course in athletics? (2) What

is your opinion on the Tricolour Society? (3) What is your opinion

about having a student as a representative on the Board of Trus-

tees? (4) Are you in favour of sports insurance?

The announcement of the in-

creases for married vets has been

under discussion for a week now.

From the standpoint of the mar-

ried vet, the news was definitely

approved; but what of the single

vet? Is he satisfied that the

matter of increases has been sat-

isfactorily taken care of? The
few chaps contacted by the com-

mittee seem to be very much
divided on this question. There

is a majority of opinion in To-

ronto, McGill and Carleton Col-

lege that the NCSV must press

for recognition of the single vet-

erans' cause.

Up to this time it lias been

the wish of such meetings as

Queen's vets have had that the

committee emphasize the need

of the married vet. Our com-
plaint in that direction has been

reasonably answered. Do we
stop here? Or do we go forward

with the National Council? Your
committee can not answer this

without the support of the

Queen's single vets. The deci-

sion is up to you whether or not

we throw our weight behind the

national movement.
It has been pointed out that

the position of the single vet at

Queen's is more favourable than
for the single vet in larger cen-

tres. We must have authentic

cases to prove the need here if

our support is to have any in-

fluence. If you are dissatisfied

with the government's stand

with regard to single vets' al-

lowances you must take immedi-

ate action. Write out your case,

setting forth full particulars re-

garding your personal inability

to make the present allowance

meet your expenses ; include a

statement of your summer earn-

ings, present income, and total

expenditures; then place the gen

in an envelope and address the

envelope to Wally Avis, c/o the

Post Office. All evidence will

be forwarded to the council but

the number of students con-

cerned will determine the official

position of the Vets' Committee,

If any action is to be effective,

it must be taken NOW.
A recent communication from

Mr. Thomas A. Kidd, MP for

ICingston City, suggests that the

result of our survey at Queen's

was "the last straw that broke

the camel's back". It would ap-

pear that our efforts and your

co-operation were not in vain.

We would like to lhank all per-

sons on the campus concerned

with making our survey the suc-

cess that it was. Special thanks

must go to DVA personnel and
Mr. .Sparling. Don't forget, single

x'ets, if you have a case, get it

into the post office, at once.

The Answers

:

Candidates for President

AL BEVERIDGE
(1 ; "No, not under Lhe present

system. Permission for a separ-

ate organization has been refused

the Commerce Club. If one group

is allowed to organize separately

then the other should be too,"

(2) "I don't think the present

system of election can give a

satisfactory indication of those

who have contributed to non-

athletic extra-curricular activi-

ties."

(3) "No, because it would only

be a token gesture. We might

be able to get a mature student

now, but what about future
years."

(4) "Yes."

PAUL JEFFREY
(1) "Yes. Since so many would

be on intercollegiate teams and

therefore ineligible, I cannot sec

that they would have such a de-

cided advantage in the B e w s

race."

(2) "It should be extended to

include more people, because at

present it seems to include main-

ly those in executive positions.

(3) "I see no reason why we
shouldn't have a student repre-

sentative on the Board of Trus-
tees."

(4) "Yes."

GEORGE PERRIN
(1) "No. If they were allowed

to pursue their own course then

every group in Science (Mechani-
cal Engineer's, Civils, etc.) could

do the same." •

(2) No comment.

(3) "No. In ordinary times the
average of the college student is

less than it is today. Now we
have a large group of veterans,

and a student member might be
a good idea. It should remain as

it is, but the Rector should be
briefed on students' views by the

A.M.S."

(4) "Definitely. There should
be an all covering policy for stu-

dents, no matter what sport they
participate in. It might be work-
ed as a general plan to cover all

students, whether in sports or
not."

Senior AMS Representative

JOHN CHANCE
(1) "No. If this right were

granled to PRE then it follows
that every group on the campus,
Physics. Commerce, Electrical

l-,!ipiticers. Mechanical Engineers.

5 " l^'igineers, and so on would

have the same right."

(2) "I think it should be kept

on as it is. But it should be made

large enough to include those not

in executive positions."

(3) "I am not in favour. The
Board of Trustees would then

have every right to have a repre-

sentative on the AMS."

{4.) "Yes. I am."

RONALD REID
Not available for comment.

Junior AMS Representative

ALAN CAMPNEY
Not available for comment.

GELINDO DE RE
(1) "No. It would split Arts."

(2) "I don't know enough about

the Tricolour Society to make a

statement."

(3) "It's a good idea, but I

don't think that he'd have much
weight. The Trustees might pay

some attention to the feeling of

the students but it wouldn't

change their decisions."

(4) "Yes, I think that's a very

good idea. It's only fair to the

boys who take part in sports."

JOHN DUFF
(!) "No, because PHE con-

tains too many boys athletically

inclined."

(2) No comment.

(3) "A student might be help-

ful in an advisory capacity, but I

question his usefulness as a pol-

icy former."

(4) "Yes, if the cost is reason-

able."

DOUG MAINS
(1) "They should be allowed to

try for a separate place in sports,

but not in a separate faculty."

(2) "A good idea because stu-

dents receive recognition for work
outside athletics."

(3) "I'm all for it. It would
provide a closer touch with those

running student affairs."

(4) "Yes."

TOM McEWAN
(1) "No."

(2) No comment.

(3) "The proposal has my
whole hearted support. The
Board of Trustees is working for

the students, therefore, there
should be someone on it to re-

present the student view. A stu-

dent is the best person for this

job."

(4) "Definitely. No matter
what sport he is taking part in,

a man should have the same pro-

tection that the football team now
has."

Levana Will Meet
To Change Constitution
A general meeting of Levana

will be held in Ban Righ Hall

on Wednesday at 12.30 p.m. for

the purpose of passing changes

in the constitution. Main changes

will be in the clauses respecting

the LAB of C.

Debaters Face McGill

To Argue on Comics
The motion "Present day comics

are detrimental to the normal deve-

lopment of a child" will be main-

tained by Joan Cooke and Pris

Peebles in a debate against two

McGill girls at 12.45 on Friday in

room 201, New Arts Building.

Glenys Bradford and Joan Car-

ruthers will discuss the same sub-

ject at McGill tomorrow.

Skating Club Party

Tomorrow At Arena
The Skating Club is holding

a party on Wednesday, March

3, at 8.00 p.m. in the Jock Harty

.'\rcna. There will be a skating

show at intermission, dancing

and refreshments.

Science Charges
(Continued from Page 1)

continue to operate the bar.

Result of an hour's hot debate

on the matter was the executive's

decision that they could not en-

tertain the Engineers' accusations

against the Band until the court

gave its decision and the Engi-
neering Society was directed to

lay its charges before the court.

Constructive comment on the

whole matter was the motion, for-

warded by senior Science repre-

sentative Eric Jorgenson and
passed by the executive, that a

formal contract be drawn up for,

use by the Band in all its future

dealings with dance committees.

We carry a complete ronge of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins
•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

Finals Tomorrow

For Debate Awards
. The final debate for the An-
drina M c C u 1 1 o c h scholarships

and for the Debating Union Cup
will be held on Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 25, at 8 p.m., in the Biology

Lecture Room, Old Arts Build-

ing.

Resolution before the house
will be: "That University educa-

tion should be directed towards
the few and not the many."
Speakers for the affirmative arc

Jim Short, Art Ross, and for the

negative Ken Rouff, Ken Binks,

Rev. W. Steeper To Speak
To IVCF on Christianity

Rev. William Steeper, B. Tli,,

will present a series of talks on
"The Foundation of Christian
Faith" in Morgan Memorial
Cliapel at 4:30 p.m. Monday to

Thursday this week. "Bill"

Steeper has a challenging answer
for the doubting student mind of
today.

drq scalp'

Keep your hair

looking its best!

A few drops of "Vaseline"

Hair Tonic every morning

before brushing or combing

supplement the natural

Ecalp oils, check dryneea and

dandruff, and help keep your

hair in place all day. Try it

—the largest selling hair

preparation in the world.

SYMPTOMSi—

WILMOrS DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
is extended to members of the staff ond student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Loidlow's your shopping head-
quarters in Kingston.

The House of Quollty

JOHN LAIDLAW &"soN
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Recdy-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381— SPRING SUITING —
Suits Delivered in Time for Easter

- AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
CORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

178 WEI^INCTON STREET

Phone 9756

Vaseline
TRADE MARK

HAIRTONIC
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HARWOOD EXPLAINS NFCUS
DURING STAY AT QUEEN'S

By Mary Moir and Celine Kelly

Canadian students may well be proud of Robert (Bob) Harwood,
president of their National Federation

!

As part of a nationwide tour, intended to arouse interest in

NFCUS in Canadian universities, Mr. Harwood recently was

.the guest of Queen's University. During the meeting and the

informal gathering that followed. Bob revealed the charm and

iibility that helped him win the position of national president of

the Federation.

Completely at home in the role of speaker, he asked, as a

change from the formality of his reception at Toronto, ("they even

gave me a podium"), the permission to sit while addressing, the

meeting. At the end of his speech his invitation for questions was
eagerly accepted.

In conclusion, he explained that

NFCUS enjoyed a close liaison

with ISS and that it has been

asked by UNESCO to represent

Canadian students on their com-
mittee.

In the informal gathering that

followed, Bob, sprawled on one

of the blue plush chairs in Ban
Righ reception room. answ€red

questions put to kirn by Journal

reporters concerning himself and

UBC. Majoring in honors ec

onomics and commerce, Mr. Har
wood is not sure of bis future

vocation. Keenly interested in

student government, he has been

secretary-treasurer of what cor-

responds to our AMS. Com-
menting on social life at UBC,
he pointed out that the ratio was
approxinuitely 6-1. The Barn

Dances, mentioned in an earlier

edition of The Journal, are spon-

sored, he revealed, by the Agri-

cultural Society and are . . . er . .

.

interesting.

To the last question. "What
L-.iused your interest in NFCUS?"
he answered that it was the pros-

pect of the part the Federation

could play in building Canadian

unilv.

During this period Mr. Har-

wood dwelt with the questions

of finances of NFCUS. Owing

to the conference being held this

year in Winnipeg, the resulting

increase in travelling expenses

expanded the total budget to

$6,460. The cost to each uni-

versity is approximately 6 cents

jier student, with the travelling

e.\peuses of the two delegates to

Winnipeg paid.

Dealing with the history of

NFCUS, the president revealed

that, organized in 1926. it had

become completely dormant dur-

ing the war years and was only

revived last year, the regener-

ating spark, according to Mr.

Harwood, being last year's pres-

ident, Maurice Sauve. Mr. Sauve

will be one of the six or eight

observers who will accompany
the four official delegates, in-

cluding Mr. Harwood, to the lUS
<:pnference to be held in Prague
ibis summer.

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

RED AND WHITE STORE
""We carry a full line or everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

fICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Tr^de and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4352

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
a^^^^^^HOF CANADA B^^^HH

Established 1869

Heod Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Monoger:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W.
J. Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leodbeater

Mrs. Strum Tells

Of CCF Advances

At Levana Meeting
Stressing health and education

programs, Mrs. Gladys Strum, CCF
MP for Qn'appelle, Saskatchewan,

gave a brief survey of CCF accom-

plishments in her province, at a

Levana Society meeting held Sun-

day afternoon in Ban Righ Common
Room.

Blonde, smiling Mrs. Strum
pointed out that the Prairies were

far behind the East in development,

citing the fact that Saskatchewan be-

came a province only in 1905. But

at the -University of Saskatchewan,

she added, a medical building is

nearing completion, and a school of

psychiatry is being built beside it.

The provincially backed uni-

versity has done a great deal of

valuable research, she said, es-

pecially in the development of

new varieties of grains resistant

to diseases.

"The CCF goal is complete medi-

cal services for all people, regardless

of their ability to pay," stated Mrs.

Strum, and went on to list the ad-

vances her party had made toward

this goal already— free cancer and

polio treatment, free hospitalization,

and a doubling of hospital capacity

in the past four years.

After speaking briefly on the pro-

vince's reduced public debt, its go-

vernment-fostered industries, and its

general financial condition, Mrs.

Strum pointedly stated,

"The experiment in Saskatche-

wan deserves the attention of

everyone, whether he agrees with

the party or not. Bread without

freedom is no good, nor is free-

dom without bread. We have

political democracy — now we
need economic democracy."

Prexy Gives Hint

To Levana Toasters

Levana president Shirley Johnson

has .announced a few tips on toast-

ing for those attending the Levana

Grads banquet on Thursday night.

There should be no smoking until

after the toast to the King, she says,

and tipplers should never clink glas-

ses for the royal toast. The clinking

is done only when the toast includes

all the clinkers, she holds. "It is

a nuitual, friendly thing," she says,

"and is iu order for the toast to

Levana, of which all coeds are mem-

bers".

And graduates should rejneniber

never, never to stand and drink the

tonat to the memberstof the gradu-

ating class. "The others are drink-

ing to your health," admonishes

Miss Johnson.

Miilard

(Contimied from I 1)

ternatives. Mr, Millard pointed out

First, unrestricted profit making

and monopoly capitalism that ends

in fascism ; second, totalitarian Com-
munisin; and third, democratic so-

cialism. It is this last the CCL has

chosen, Un tiie sa^ce of democracy

and peace.

Mr. Millard, twice Canadian Con-

gress of Labour delegate to the

World Federation of Trade Unions,

said that trade imions the world

over are agreed on the objective of

t h e democratic reconstruction of

Europe and thus of the world. He
noted there is a growing realization

among workers that the needs of la-

bour are fundamentally the same the

world over.

Retribution At Hand

For Non-Paying Arts '49ers

Rev. H. J. Bell Speaks

At Theolog Banquet
Queen's Theological College

held its annual banquet on Wed-
nesday evening at Queen Street

United Church.

Chairman for the evening was

Clare KcIIoe;, Moderator of thc-

Theological Society and speakers

included Dr. R. C. Wallace. Dr.

H. A. Kent. Dr. George Brown,

Rev, H. M. Servage and Rev.

.-\. M. Laverty.

Main speaker of the, evening

was Rev. H. J. Bell of Zion

'nited Church, who advised the

:tu<ienls that their cardinal con-

sideration should always be lu

"teach Christ first".

Dr. John Coleman

ReturnsTo Queen's

For WSCF Talk
John Coleman, former Queen's

lecturer in Mathematics, and at pre-

sent a travelling secretary of the

World Student Christian Federa-

tion, wilt visit Queen's this week as

part of his world tour of universities.

A brilliant young Canadian mathe-

matician, he is also leading the

thinking within the Student Christ-

ian Movements towards a Christian

critique of the modern university.

He will address an open meeting on

Worried Generotion
(Continued from Page 1)

[

mental as.simiptions, doubt ami

despair are seen in our wanting

to believe although we don't

know what to believe.

"Fear used to centre itscll

around the fear of death," he

said, "but now I don't think that

many of us fear death any

longer, we fear life, and what -

ahead."

The preacher said that Christ-

ianity gives three signs to our

worried generation. Christianity

says to our generation, "Onr
jjower can match your power."

Christianity gives a sign of se-

curity, a peace of mind ; and as

well it cancels the doubt and

despair of our worried genera-

tiiin ill the word "hope".

Classified Ads
SETS OF FINAL EXAM
PAPERS AT RIDER'S

Bact. 10; Biology I, 10. !6; Chem. 2,

12; Commerce 54, 60, 64; Eco. 4, 10,

12, IS. 28b; Eng. 2; French 1; Ger-
man A, 1 ; History 4; Latin A, 1

;

Math. 2. 10a. lib; Mineralogy 1; Geo-
logy 1; Phil. 1, 2; Pol. 2; Spanish A,
1 ; Science 1 , 2 ; Notes ; Eco, 4 and
Phil. 1, Translation: Pro Archias.

LOST
Green Schaeffer Lifetime pen in Geo-
logy Lab, Miller Hall, last Thursday,
Harris Arbique, 6420.

FOR SALE
35 mm. camera "Certo DoUtna" f:2.9

lens; Compur shutter I 1/300 sec;
Coupled range finder; Eveready case;
accessories

; good condition, recently
overhauled. Apply Don Armstrong, 47
George St. Phone 3184.

STUDENTS- WIVES' CLUB
Principal Wallace will be guest speak-
er at the March I meeting of the
Students' Wives' Club to be held at
8 p.m. in the Biology Lecture Room
of the Old Arts Building.

FOUND
Glasses in Ladies' Washroom in Old
Arts Building. Claim at Medical Lib-
rary,

sxorace:
for Students' Trmiks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

BIGGAR & CRAWFORD
MEMBERS TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE

Private Wire to Toronto

i87A Princess Street

CUNNINGTON, Manager

Telephone 5317 Kingston, Ont,

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHY

PORTRAITURE PANORAMIC
GROUP

'A Complete Service'

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—-GORD' SAGE

XVRI NG
THESES A SPECIALTY
REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLIED

Doreen Lipsett 125 Union W.

IDENTIFICATION
AND COPYING

Marrison Studio
Phone 4051 92 Princess St.

this Jiulijeci this afternoon at 4

0 dock at Hillel House, 26 Barrie

Street.

He has outlined his challenging

thesis in a WSCF Grey Book, '"The

Task of the Giristian in the Uni-

versity."

While at Queen's in 1944-45, Dr.

Coleman was popular both as lec-

turer and as student adviser at Ber-

ry House.

K. Lcndon Captures

Commentator Prize
A short story entitled "The Silver

Mask" won 15 dollars f o r Ken

Lendoii, Journal Make-Up Editor,

Arts '50, in The contest held recently

hv "Tlie Commtnt.ator".

"The Silver Mask" is an imagina-

tive tale of a man "haunted hy a

vision of beauty." It is by no means

Mr. Lendon's first attempt at writ-

ing, although the author was reti-

ceut about his past efforts. "I once

had a story rejected by MacLeans,"

he commented.

What's When

TUESDAY~2-5, 7.30-10 p.m.—

Exhibition of Paintings, Grant

Hall.

4p.m.—John Coleman, World

Student Christian Federation

speaker, "The Christian in the

University," Hillel House, 26

Barrie Street.

7.30 p.m.—Duplicate Bridge

Club. McLaughlin Hail.

7.30 p.m.—Engineering Society

ol Canada and Engineering In-

stitute of Canada, joint meet-

ing. Student papers. Vice

Marshal Stedman on Bikini ex-

periment. Convocation Hall.

8 p.m.—Canterbury Club, so-

cial evening, Ban Righ Com-

mon Room.
8.15 p.m.—Fra Diavolo, KCVI.

WEDNESDAY—2-5, 7-10 p.m.

— Exhibition of Paintings,

Grant Hall.

7 p.m.—Ski Club meeting. Con-

vocation Hall.

8 p.m.—Skating Club party,

arena, admission 35c.

8.15 p.m.—Fra Diavolo, KCVI.

THURSDAY — 3.45 p.m. — Le
Cercle Francais, singing group.

Glee Club Rooms, Old Arts.

6.30 p.m.—Levana Grad Din-

ner.

7.30 p.m.—ISS Stamp Auction,

Senate Room, Old Arts,

FRIDAY—12.45 p.m. — Coeds

Debate, Queen's vs McGill,

"Present day comics are det-

rimental to the normal devel-

opment of a child". Room 201,

New Arts.

7.30 p.m. — Girls Basketball

Tournament, Western vs

McGill, gymnasium.

8.30 p.m. — Girls Basketball

Tournament, Toronto vs
Queen's.

9 p.m.—Blue Do, Meds '5*

dance. Grant Hali.

SATURDAY—2 p.m.—Girls In-

tercollegiate Basketball, conso-

lation finals.

3 p.m. — Girls Intercollegiate

Basketball finals.

8 p.m.—University of Toronto

Symphony Orchestra, Grant

Hall.

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Qitalily and Artistry Predominate"

Jackson Metivier

SUITS . . .

with

That New Spring Look

— Shorter Jackets

— Longer Skirts

— Casual

— Dressy

— Tailored

— Separate Jockets

*

Quolity Makes

SPORTCRAFT - SAMUEL MINTZ

BEVERLEY

Jackson Metivier Ltd.
114 PRINCESS STREET
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BIRDMEN ARE INTERCOLL. CHAMPS
GAELS TRIUMPH OVER
CARABIN PUCKSTERS

By Lloyd Menary

The Queen's Tricolor scored a 6-5 overtime win over Univer-

sity of Montreal Carabins at the Verdun Auditorium on Saturday
night, to gain undisputed possession of third place in the Intercol-

legiate Hockey League standing. The Gaels came from well behind
to finally tie the score in the third period, some four minutes before

the final whistle, with Gerry Mercier netting the puck after a

picture book play with his centre mate Gerry Wagar.
In the overtime, after only a min-

ute of play had elapsed, the same

two players combined for the win-

ning goal with Wagar scoring and

Mercier laying down I h e assist,

Wagar's game winning score was

the second time this season that

Gerry has broken a 5-5 tie with the

Carabins. As well the victory as-

sured the Gaels, providing McGill

the most amusing incidents of the

season occurred in this period when
Captain Flannigan of the Gaels,

during a free for all, chased a cow-

ardly Carabin player all over the

Audilorium ice surface for fully two

minutes. The disturbance was final-

ly checked by the officials and play

was resumed after considerable de-

turns back the U. of M. ne.\t week lay.

as expected, of third place in the[ As the score sheet indicated it was
league standing, marking the first the aforementioned Mercier and
season in nine that Queen's have'Wa^ar who really led the way for

TRICOLOR BADMINTON
TROUNCES WESTERN

By Leigh Ronalds

The Queen's badminton team, conquerors of McGill, met
Western racqueteers on Saturday afternoon and proved their super-

iority in both singles and doubles matches to take the Intercollegiate

badminton title. Western had previously beaten McMaster and

OAC teams without losing a match.

Little Bill Parkes of Western

finished oul of the cellar in Inter-

coll^iate hockey competition. Few
observers would ha\'e predicted a

Tricolor victory from the play in the

first period. .Mthough the club had

a few scoring opportunities it was
the Carabins who scored the goals,

jumping off 10 a convincing 3-0

lead.

In the middle frame the Tricolor

cut the Carabin lead to 5-3 ahhough

the Montreal squad held a 5-1 lead

at one stage in the play. Kemp,
Wagar and Hedley were the marks-

men for Queen's. As well, one ot

i1r' vlclllrl^ll^ Tricnlor, Gerry Mer-
cier, wliu has ^.peiit half the season

with the Intermediate Seagulls de-

finitely proved himself to be of Se-

nior calibre. Gerry scored both

third goals to force the deadlock.

Don Murray was again effective,

particularly in his defensive play;

Larry Moffat played a sound game
on the Gaels rearguard, while Norm
Urie was his usual capable self In the

Queen's cage.

QiitL-n's: Uric, Moffat, Flaniiigaii,
Murray, Hcciley, B. Hamilton. Gulick,
Wallis, Kemp. Sadler, Mercier. Wagar,
Lefebvre.

Seagulls Beat St. Pats
By Ed Lee

trounced the fast an outslanding game in the netsThe Seagull

and powerful St. Patricks College

7-4 at Arnprior in fast, rough game.

The Tricolor led in scoring tlirough-

ont and the Irish only threatened to

overcome the lead once when they

tied the game in the second period.

The heavier and faster St. Pats

squad look advantage of the "loose"

refcreeing and achieved their own
defeat by resorting to rough tactics

while the Seagulls played a very

hard close-checking game. Much of

the credit for the victory goes to

defenceman John Stevens who very

ably handled the coaching reins in

the absence of Coach Gene Choui-

nard who was unable to accompany
the team. Tlie win puis the Seagulls

in third place with five points.

Goalie Moe Maxwell w h o re-

placed injured Barney Cook played

turmng away many labelled shots.

Shel Johnson was the outstanding

defenceman on the ice with Jack
Snetsinger, Bob Clark and John
Stevens all turning in a fine effort.

The McCaffcrty-Sadler-Webber line

and the Craw ford- Peat-McK.av line

each blinked the light three times

while the Hamm-Ramsdcn-Morgan
line scored once. Right-winger Bill

Morgan who played his second

game for the Seagulls showed signs

of improvement. Outstanding play-

ers for St. Pals were Lynch, Cole

and Riappelle.

Goal—Maxwell ; defence— Tohn-

son, Steven.i; centre — Crawford;
wings—Peat. McKay; alternates

—

McCatferty. Sadler. Webber,
Hanim, Ramsden, Morgan, Snet-

singer. Clark.

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treodeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

1£7 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

stole the show. He was beaten

by a seasoned performer in Spar-;

ling in singles but he came to'

the fore in doubles with beau-

tiful deceptive play to spark his

team to two of their five vic-

tories. He is just a kid. 17 years

old and about five foot three, if

that. Time and again he caught

our heavier hitters going the

wrong way.

In singles we seemed to have

it all our own way but were sur-

])rised to see that in doubles

Western held their own. There

were several three set matches

in doubles but none in singles.

Last year's Maritime singles fi-

nalist Des Sparling demonstrated

once again tliat he was the most
puM-erfuI player on the court and

was a tower of strength to the

Queen's team.

Sparling. Ronalds. Macpherson,

Cooper hope to be back next

year to form the nucleus of an-,

other winning team. McGill will

undoubtedly be back for re-

venge with all players present.

Hugh Macpherson was the

youngest on our team and is a

comer: with coaching he could

give Simpson an awful battle.

The badminton win was the

first intercollegiate title to come
to Queen's since 1937-38 when
we had a winning football team.

It has been reported by Ian Mac-
Lachlan that it is the first net

win Queen's has ever had, in-

cluding badminton and tennis.

What about Queen's presenting

a trophy for intercollegiate play?
Thf game is constantly growing
in popularity throughout the

coinilry. Why shouldn't Queen's
anticipate something that is com-
ing anyways?

SINGLES

1 W. Parkes. Western, defeated

by Des Sparling. Queen's, 15-0,

15-8.

2 li. Dorey, Western, defeated

by Chuck Blake. 15-5, 15-5.

3 W. liruwn. Western, defeated

by Leigh Ronalds, Queen's,
15-7, 15-4.

4 P. Cropp, Western, defeated by
Jim Williams. Queen's, 15-11,

15-8.

5 C. Wallace, Western, defeated
by Hugh Macpherson, Queen's.
15-5, 15-10.

6 W. Scott. Queen's, defeated Bill

Cooper. Queen's. 15-7, 15-4.

DOUBLES
Parkes and Scott, Western, de-

feated by Sparling and Cooper.
Queen's, 10-15, 18-17, 15-6.

Cro])p and Wallace, Western, de-

feated Williams and Blake,
Queen's. 7-15. 15-11. 15-5.

Brown and Dorey, Western, de-

feated by Ronalds and Mac-
pherson, Queen's, 11-15, 15-10.

15-i.

Parkes and Scott, Western, de-

feated Williams and Blake.
Queen's, 15-2, I5-S.

Cropp and Wallace, Western, de-

feated by Ronalds and Mac-
pherson. Queen's, U-15. 15-10.

15-11.

Brown and Dorey. Western, de-

feated by Sparling and Cooper,

Queen's, 7-15, 15-9, 15-7.

Parkes and Scott. Western, de-

feated Ronalds and Macpher-
son, Queen's, 18-17, 15-8.

Cropp and Wallace. Western, de-

feated Sparling and Cooper.
Queen's. 9-15, 15-11. 15-13.

Brown and Dorey, Western, de-

feated by Williams and Blake.

Queen's, 14-18, 18-15, 15-5.

Singles; Western, 1; Queen's, 5.

Doubles: Western, 4; Queen's, 5.

Total: Western, 5; Queen's. 10.

Umjiire in Chief; Lt.Co-. C. R.

Grant.

Scorer : Prof. Jemmett.

GriddersKingstonians

Meet At AIco Feast

The football social evening at the

Aluminum Plant was a most suc-

cessful occasion. Private cars were
provided to transport the guests to

the plant and, shortly after their ar-

rival, they were taken to the cafe-

teria, where the pictures of the Grev
Cup final between Toronto Argo-
nauts and the Winnipeg Blue Bomb-
ers were shown. Principal Wallace
brought down the house with a

humourous address after which

those present heard from Bob Elliott

and Ciptain Al Lenard. After the

preliminaries and the pictures re-

freshments were served and t h e

Queen'snien had a chance to get to

know the Kingstonians who are in-

terested in Qneen's football. The
evening was capped off with dancing

to recorded music.

The generosit;' of Mr. T. A. Mc-
Ginnis. in undei-wriling the affair

and the kindness ot Mr. N. M. Hay,
in offering the facilities of the Alu-
minum Company's cafeteria, made
the evening possible.

SPORTS INSURANCE
BEING LOOKED INTO
John Chance, Arts Junior AMS

rep. moved that a committee be

fonned to investigate Sports Insur-

ance at Sunday's AMS meeting.

No action was taken because the

AB of C was already investigating

the matter.

VARSITY CAGERS WIN
CLOSE GAME 44-40

By John Holder

In by far the most exciting game of the year, the Queen's Senior

Basketball team, battling all the way, dropped a close decision to

the classy Blues from the University of Toronto, here. Saturday

night. The Beavers presented a well balanced and smooth working

outfit that except for the opening moments, was never headed.

Things looked bright for the

Levana

VETS CHEQUES
AT GYM FRI. AND SAT.

Sportsreel
HOCKEY

The Queen's girls met defeat

6-1 in their second intercollegiate

game of the season Saturday in

the Jock Harty Arena, at the

hands of Victoria College, Var-

sity.

The Vic team hit their stride

early, showing good coaching in

their team passes and strong de-

fense. They were smaller, but

on the whole faster than the

Queen's team. At the end of

the second quarter, the score was
6-0. In the tliird the lone Queen's

goal was scored by Alice King.

Barb Watson and Barb Maxwell
were handed one minute penal-

ties for boarding, which had been

outlawed for the game.
Victoria: Rose (goal), Toppire.

Myers. Watson. Staples. Taylor (de-
fense)

; Jeffcries, Hutchison, Lindsay,
Rogers, Fowler, Tap tin, Proverbs
(forwards).
Queen's: Jean Goddard (goal), Barb

Maxwell, Flo Dennis. Cora Kelly (de-
fense): Barb Watson, Alice King, Ur-
sula Trimble, Helen McGrath, Carol
Morden, Faye Cantor (forwards).

BASKETBALL
In preparation Inr the intercol-

legiate tournament to be held

iiere at Queen's this weekend, the

senior team out-shot and out-

passed Macdonald College Satur-

day, with a final score of 30-9. A
bit awestruck by the crowd of on-

lookers in the first half, the Gae-

lettes in the second half showed
the result of hard practice in their

accurate shooting and effective

plays.

This year sees the closest con-

tention for the Bronze Baby for

a long time. Last year at West-
ern the Queen's team placed
third, with \"arsity the victor;

this time the addition of fresh-

ettes Joan Keough, Pat Ciardiner

and Marg Blasick will prove ex-

tra strength to an already well

integrated team.

Lineup: jan Truckenbrodt, Marion
Ried, Connie Bennet, Joan Keough,
Pat Gardiner, Barb Clarke (forwards),
Helen SchauB. • Betty McRae. Marg
Blasiclr. Jan Greenless.

BADMINTON
In the intercollegiate meet held

last weekend at McGill, top points

were accumulated by the McGill

team, with Varsity second, and
Queen's third. The total scores

were 7, 8, and 9, Western fol-

lowed with 6, while McMaster
failed to take a match.

Dottic Wilson, Levana '49, and
Fufi Stevens, '50, each won two
of their four singles matches.

Betty Morrison, '49, and Joan
Keough, '51, easily took three of

their doubles games, but lost to

Varsity.

Gaels as "Daddy" Dobbins dropped

a dandy to give the homesters a

short lived lead but the brightness

faded as Grey for the Blues drib-

bled in twice for easy hoops. To-

ronto controlled most of the play as

well as the majority of the rebounds

off both baskets as the Tricolor ap-

peared nervous in the early stages.,

In the second quarter the bottom

seemed to fall out of the Queen's

play as they neglected to check on

the defense and fumbled away
chances on the offense. McManus
and Swan led this attack against the

disorganized men of Gold. The tide

turned again however as a tip in by

Weir and a fast break Elford to

Huband sandwiched three more
baskets by Dobbins to bring Queen's

within hailing distance as the half

ended with U of T in the lead 27-19.

The Tricolor continued their im-

proved play as the game resumed

with Weir netting a one bander and

MacNiveii a fast break. Elford for

the Gold and McManus for the Blue

traded baskets but Lowes nettetl one

for Toronto as the (jaels weakened

again playing against the zone de-

fense.

Tilings really began to happen as

the final quarter began; Huband
and RlcLaughhn each rang the bell

with one banders and the big centre

repeated with a clever tip in, Mac-
Niven sank one from the foul line

but McManus connected again as

the score board read 'Toronto 40,

Queen's 37. Dobbins came through

with a set shot and a foul to tie the

game up at 40 all, with three min-

utes to go. Varsity then produced

a razzle dazzle throw in play that

payed off with Swan laying in a
hook shot. Tettmas threw in an-

other giving the Beavers a four

point lead. Queen's made a gallant

try to pull the game out of the fire

but the ball just wouldn't stay in

the basket. The whistle blew with

Toronto in possession freezing the

hall. Final score. Toronto 44,

Queen's 40.

Although the boys from Toronto
earned their victory. Queen's might
very well have won with a little

more luck around the basket, in the

third quarter or some closer check-

ing in the first. Norm Dobbins

played inspired hall throughout and
it was largely due to his efforts that

the Tricolor did so well. He scored

13 points and played a bang-up de-

fensive game to boot. Orm Weir,

appendix and a!! and Bob Huband
also turned in praiseworthy per-

formances.

Queen's: Huband 6, Smyllic 2, El
ford S, Phillips, MacNiven 3, Mc-
Laugliliii 4. Todd, Weir 7, Hewitson,
Dobhiiis 13.

MODERN 7716 TAXI
YVAr^^v^m.T^«^«v^ O R
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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SCIENCE, BAND, ARGUE APACE
BUT CASE MAY NOT BE TRIED

Charges and counter-charges continued to fly following the
Engineering Society's complaint at Sunday night's AMS executive
meeting that the Band abused their coke concession privilege and
broke their contract at the recent Science Formal.

In a statement to The Journal. Ian Macdonaid, Band manager,
stated that the formal committee itself had violated the contract
to provide personnel for the sale of glasses at the coke stand.

Norm Simmons. Engineers' president, told The Journal that
this just wasn't so; that Science-men were there to hand out glasses,
that the dance committee had decided to provide the glasses free

as a service, and that the band cokeinen had sold the glasses behind
the Science attendants' backs.

Mr. Macdonaid said that the

affair stood a good chance of not

getting to court at all, and hinted

that a settlement might be reach-

ed at a conference with Chief

Justice Neil Bell.

Mr. Simmons said that a -

rapprochement was being
made more difficult by the

actions of the Band manager
in airing his side of the argu-

ment to The Journal.

The contract is probably ultra

vires as well, in the opinion of

Mr. Macdonaid, since no mention
of such a document is made in tbe

AMS constitution. He said that

there were no witnesses to the

contract signing, and anyway,
that it is doubtful if the Band
manager lias authority to commit
the Band by signing a contract

ill such a case.

Norm Dalziel, convener of the

formal, is reported to have wit-

nesses and evidence ready for

;

the presentation of the Engineers'

evidence if the case is carried to

ihe court, but consensus of in-

formed opinion seems to be that

Ihe whole affair will be" ifoned

out by discussion '

Bell before it reaches

liigh tribunal.

,'ith Justice

the student 1 fault\

Psychiatrist Urges

Objective Outlook

On Sex Problems
"Sex is God-given, something

to be proud of, and to be used in

mature, unselfish ways," Dr.

George Stevenscn. M.D., Super-

intendent of the Ontario Hospital

at London and professor of psy-

chology at Western, told the Aes-

culapian Society and the Psycho-

logy Club last Tuesday. He was
speaking on "Psychiatry and The
Creative Instinct."

Dr. Stevenson, drawing heav-

ily on Kinsey's book, "Sexual

Behaviour in the Human Male",

pleaded for an objective and un-

derstanding attitude, both by so-

ciety and religion, towards sex-

ual behaviour which has here-

tofore been considered irregular.

His treatment was frank, dispas-

sionate and scientific. He did

not urge condnnement of such

exual behaviour but pointed out

that much of tiie evil consequences

were due to improper attitude and

Vets Committee

Swings More Aid

For 72 Single Vets
Fatter Pay Qieques are in the

offing for single student veterans

with dependents as a result of ac-

tion taken in the Dominion House
of Commons Wednesday. The boost

is intended to bring the level of

payments to single vets with depen-

dents up to that now being paid to

married vets.

The pay increases will affect

some 72 single veterans on the

campus.

The action followed advances

made to T. A. Kidd, M,P. for King-

ston City, by the Queen's student

veterans committee. Mr, Kidd pass-

ed on the request to Veterans'

Minister Gregg, wiio promised to

take steps to reniedy the situation,

and did, apparently.

SR. REP. CHANCE

Alexander Leaves^

UWO Prof. Comes

InWeeU's Exchange
Heading to the nether regions that

are Western Ontario next week

will be Professor Alexander of the

English Department on an exchange

visit that will bring the head of the

English Department at Western
University, Dr. A. R. Jewitt, to

Queen's. The two Professors will

exchange jobs for one week begin-

ning March 1.

Dr. Jewitt. an outstanding Eng-

lish scholar, is in his second year as

head of the department at Western

and specializes in Old and Middle

English. He is a graduate of Dal-

housie, Oxford, and Cornell Uni-

versities, coming to Western from

Daihousie'.

Prof. Alexander, who specializes

in Language and Dialects, is a vet

eran of such exchanges, having em
barked on a similar exchange trip

to Victoria College in Toronto only

last year. He is a strong advocate

of student exchanges on roughly the

same basis as the present plan of

exchanging professors.

ARTS ELECTIONS

BEVERIDGE PRESIDENT
CHANCE, DERE REPS

56 PERCENT VOTE REGISTERED
Artsnieii came to llic polls 5S1 strong on Wednesday to

register a 56% vote and elect A. Allan Beveridge as their Society

president for next year. John Chance and Gelindo DeRe were

voters' choices for senior and junior representatives respectively

on the AMS executive for next year. Chance will automatically

be a candidate for the AMS presidency, to be chosen in tbe near

future.

The only close fight came in

the voting for treasurer, when

Lionel Cook, on the first count,

was one vote up on his rival,

Ck-rry Taber. A triple recount

l;."i\c tbe position to Taber by a

slightly wider margin.

Others chosen by the voters

were: vice-president. George
Manjuris; secretary, Eric Toller;

and athletic stick. Bill Hoose.

The public-address reminders,

placards, and a ballot-box in the

middle of the main hall of the

New Arts building, all were ef-

fective in bringing forth a larger-

than- usual vote.

tranung.

St't- Sex Problems, p. 5

Atomic Bomb Is Mixed Blessing

World Police Needed, Says Stedman

ROSS HAULS DOWN TOP PRIZE

AT PUBLIC SPEAKING CONFAB

U of T Symphony

With Hans Gruber

Here Tomorrow

"The atomic hom!) is tbe most

borrible invention of the human
mind, and yet possibly the great-

est blessing to mankind" stated

Air Vice Marshal E. W. Sted-

nian to a joint meeting of the

Engineering Society of Queen's

Umversity and tbe Engineering

institute, Kingston Branch, on
' uesday night in Convocation

'fall. L'.sing a film strip and a

<'oioured motion picture to itlu.';-

'rate his remarks he went on to

^ay "the possession of the atomic

bomb will not of itself prevent

^^ar, because fear engenders hat-

"ed, and hatred leads to war."

Air Vice Marshal Stedman,
^lio was senior Canadian ob-

server at the Bikini operations,

^tressed that fear alone will not

prevent war. "We have seen suf-

ficient of the bomb to know

Something of its possibilities as

3n instrument of destruction," he

said. "W e h;i\e

of what we ma

should be aiioth

tiun ii-L'lf woutd

ci-ci\ ed warning

<xpecl if there

r war. Li\iliza-

bc endangered."

The Air \ ice Marshal felt that

war could be prevented only by

spiritual work, and cultivating

the better qualities of men. He
saw the necessity for an inter-

national police force jusi as ev-

ery community needs an efficient

police force.

"Let us avoid accepting start-

ling rumours and antagonistic re-

marks," he concluded, as he put

forth his suggestions for a solu-

tion. "We should keep an open

mind until we have obtained the

facts. We must select men of

integrity as our parliamentary

representatives and keep them in-

formed as to our opinions. We
can give every possible support

to those statesmen who are work-

ing to find a peaceful way of

settling international difficulties

Last Sunday night, an audience

of ISOO packed Convocation Hall.

Toronto, to applaud the performance

of the 76-piece University of To-

ronto Symphony Orchestra, its con-

ductor Hans Gruber, and piano so-

loist Allan Blumenthal.

Tomorrow night, the same or-

chestra will play in Grant Hall at

S p.m. under the sponsorship of

the Arts Society.

The program to be presented here

consists of Beethoven's Third Con-

certo in C minor, for piano and

orchestra, and Shostakovich's Sym-
phony No. 5. This same program,

when presented in Toronto recently,

drew high critical acclaim. Colin

Sabiston in the Globe and Mail

termed the performance a "brilliant

success" and attributed a good por-

tion of the success to the orchestra's

versatile director, Hans Gruber.

The orchestra is unique in the

field of Canadian university orches-

tras. Considered with its new ad-

dition, the 175-voicc All-Varsity

Mixed Chorus, it is probably one of

the largest musical organizations of

any kind in Canada, or even in

North America.

Tickets may still be obtained at

the Queen's University post office

or at Rikely and Vince, Princess

street.

Binks, Rouff, Win
Debating Club Cup

Fists Will Fly

At The Blue Do
Harry Dick, Queen's gloves-

man, will take on Pierre Lamonte

of Ottawa in a three-round dis-

play of fisticuffs at the Meds '52

"Blue Do" in Grant Hall Friday

night. This is the first time a

year dance has featured boxir

as an attraction, and Lamonte is

rumoured to have a siyle that

will prove interesting, to say the

least.

The dance, which will be along

a "blue-i" theme, will feature Zig-

gy Crc-iyliiim |'!aying in a "ven,'

subiliu'il" ,u.iiiM-|ilK-re.

The cummiltee promises that

the dance will have a "terrific

pace."

JR. REP. DE RE

Til

VVednc-?.lay

pUr' uiit,-lai

on tiie pri)S

lution tliat

should be

j\ Lecture Room was
if a spirited debate

iii^!it when ibe cam-

linig debaters argued

niul en- at tlie reso-

'riii\t:r-iiy education

brccn-d towards the

lew and not the many."

Ken Rouff and Ken Binks up-

held the negative successfully,

winning the Debating Club cup.

Art Ross won the first prize in

the Andrina McCulloch public
speaking competition.

Upholding the affirmative. Art

Ross declared that more profes-

sionaliy trained men are being

produced than tiie country could

use. "We train men well," he

said . . . "We train them to go

elsewhere."

Ken Rouff, of tbe negative, be-

came quite agitated at this point,

describing the resolution as "ma-

licious and nefarious." Instead

he suggested that the continued

existence of democracy depends

on an intelligent and well-inform-

ed public, and that Pass BA's

will act as intermediaries between

the tntL-ilccliiaU and the masses.

"But the L'Tiivcrsity is the focal

point of our culture," argued Jim

Shore for tbe affirmative. If Uni-

versity education were extended

to the many, then the University

would become little more than a

public school,

Sec Debating Oiib, p. 5

Colour Night Oets

Creighton's Band^

Tindall To Talk
.\ cliange in plans lor Colour

Night, which will be hailed by all

students, is the anouncement that

"Ziggy" Creigbton's 14-piece or-

chestra will take their places on tlie

bandshell instead of tbe Belleville

Commodores, as originally plaiuied.

Saxman and bandleader in

his own right. Boyd A'^alleau,

the star of the Arts Formal,

will join forces with the Creigh-

ton band. As welt he is bring-

ing along his vocalist, 16-year-

o 1 d Sliirley Harmer, whose

singing charmed the Arts for-

malites.

Convener Dave Osborn has an-

nounced that Frank Tindall, coach

of next fall's Gael footballers, will

he guest speaker at the gala banquet

preceriing the dance. An inside

track an next fall's prospects may

be furthcoming.

Special dinners will be available

on request for those observing Lent.

Banquet -goers are urged to pur-

chase their tickets by Monday noon,

at tbe latest, so that arrangements

may be cumpleted.

Arbique Featured

At Next Musicale

Cancel Football Reunion

The Third Football Team Re-

union scheduled for Friday even-

ing has been cancelled due to lack

of facilities being available.

The next Ban Kigh Musicale

will be held in Ban Rigb Com-
mon Room tjiis Sunday e\'ening

.iL S.oO |i.m. Harris ,-\rhique will

]iri.-Nuiit five jiiunii -;oh:i>. including

-ck'itinii-; fnun Hr.ilim?, Scbuman
and (.ihK-k-Sg;ui]b;ili.

The remainder of the program
will consist of a Handel sonata

for flute and ])iano, played by

M. S. Macjihail and Frances Mac-
phail, and two violin solos by Bill

Gribble accompanied by Sheila

(_lrr at the piano.

The complete program is as

follows

:

Harris Arbique

:

MckiJie (jluck-Straiiibati

Capriccio. Op. 76, No. 1 Braliins
Iritermizzo, ij!). 118, No. 1 Brahms
liiltTiiicizo. Op. lis, No. 6 — Braluns
Tocalia Scliuman

M. S. Macphail, flute, and Fran-

ces Macphail. piano:

Sonata No. 5 in F Handel

Bill Gribble, violin, and Sheila

Orr, piano:

C.niiiiirv Dance William Boyce
Vivaldi

DVA Cheques Doled Out

Today, Tomorrow, At Gym
DVA cheques will be available

today and Saturday. All veterans

whose entitlement expires in the

coming academic year are asked to

call at the advisor's office in tiie

Gvmnasium sometime during the

spring, if the>' have not already

done so.

Student veterans are reminded

that D\'A will take care of medical,

<lental and optical expenses.
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Keep the Law or Change It , , ,

"Student functions," states a ruling of the Alma Mater So-

ciety, "shall be advertised only on the noticeboards provided for

the purpose." And we see on pillar and post, on wall and window

and tree the defiantly fluttering intimations of a hundred events.

"Social functions shall be advertised in no other paper than

the Queen's Journal," rules the AMS Constitution, "and in no

other place than property of Queen's University," And in off-

campus restaurants walls are plastered with posters predicting

year dances and parties. In the local daily paper appears paid

solicitation for a faculty formal.

No law at all would be far better than a law flouted or not

enforced. No law at all of undergraduate government can run

in respect and power on this campus unless all the ordinances of

the Alma Mater Society are enforced equally and impartially.

If the law is to be ignored without punishment, the consti-

tution should be changed without delay.

There is no point in the AMS executive legislating further

unless it is prepared to secure respect for its government by en-

forcing its law.

We Cant Afford It

Gathering Moss with Stone

"And with the new rates we'll get $90 a month . . , and 518 for the first kid,

and $14 for the second, and $10 for the third, and with the Baby Bonus . .
."

There is some indication that tlie AMS executive will shortly

be asked to approve the purdiase of a number of small scrolls

commemorating the successful chase of the Bews Trophy. These,

to the value of $50,00 a year will be distributed to the members of

the winning year.

The idea of an external sign of championship being sewn on

winning contestants is accepted and we do not quarrel with it.

There is no particular reason why there should not be one more

addition to the welter of badges, letters, pins, buttons, plaques,

jackets, crests and other mystic flafla which now adorns the

campus.

We do quarrel, and we confidently hope that most of the

AMS executive will also quarrel with the notion that the AMS
should annually pay $50.00 for the things from its slender funds.

Approve the design, standardize it and suffer the winners to pur-

chase it if tliey want to. But why should all the students pay the

bill? Why should they buy badges for those members of the

winning year who have never budged off their bottoms to win

the Bews?

This year the band is ^vearing uniforms which are not yet paid

for, the Athletic Board of Control has a deficit of roughly $4,000,

the AMS must wait pennission and funds from the richer

faculty societies before joining NFCUS, the AMS has been forced

tn abandun many worthwhile schemes for lack of money.

Now is no time to make a new commitment such as this.

Now is no time to pass out free badges, no matter how pretty,

which the men who earned them will be pleased to purchase.

The More We Are Together . . .

The AMS has authorized the formalion of a committee to

investigate the ways and means of initiating and developing more
satisfactory relations between students and staff. This is com-
mendable. Extra-curricular acquaintanceship between these two
groups has become so tenuous since the war that in many cases

it is non-existent. This is sad, for both students and faculty are

missing much. We print here part of a recent Commentator edi-

torial on this subject by editor Mervyn Davis:

Hundreds of graduates, having spent four years on this campus^
leave it, knowing little more about their favourite professor than
thai he repeals the last phrase of every third sentence in his lec-

tures, that he has very cute dimples, or that he has somehow
obtained, and almost memorized, some excellent notes on the text.

He tends to be thought of. either as a little tin god. or else as an
exasperating slave driver; rarely as a mentor or friend.

This situation is not the result of any deliberate aloofness, or
of a sense of superiority, on tiie part of the staff-members: they
more than welcome any opportunity to find om what goes on behind
the rows of glassy eyes to which tiiey regularly recite. Nor is it

due to a lack of interest among the class-members: having heard
the parlour jokes which the professor reiieats annually in class, they
would jump at a chance to hear the cues he reserves for private
conversation. The fault lies in the complete lack of facilities whereby
student and professor can get together free from the ghostly pres-

REVIEW

Fra Diavolo-A For Effort

By W. D. Trotter

Vor an amateur group the Queen's Glee Club presentation of

the comic opera "Fra Diavolo" at the K.C.V.I. Auditorium last

Wednesday and Thursday was a triumph. Composer Daniel Fran-

cois Esprit Auber, late Imperial Maitre de Chapel to Napoleon III,

would have been proud to have heard the performance. From
the stirring music of the overture to the final chorus Fra Diavolo

captured and heid the interest of the audience. Those who were

unable to attend deprived themselves of the musical treat of the

season.

Acting in operas is, as a rule, poor. Metropolitan opera stars

usually prefer not to bother with dramatics and move around the

scage like automatons. The Queen's players were refreshingly

tree from this catalepsy. The cast acted with vitality and kept

the story rolling along at a lively clip. The women's chorus was
particularly outstanding in this respect for the gusto with which
they entered into the spirit of the opera.

The casting for the parts was, on the whole, good, and the

female leads Janet Hay and Margaret Cream were pleasant to

look at—unlike the 250 pound antique heavyweights that grace the

Metropolitan stage.

While the singing was not the world's best, and tended to be

somewhat mushy in spots, it certainly deserves an A for effort.

Most of the singers had difficulty in producing sufficient volume
to overcome the abominable acoustics of the K.C.V.I, auditorium.

Only Janet Hay's beautifully clear lyric soprano and Al Crofoot's

reverberating baritone managed to penetrate to the gallery. The
chorus picked up their cues with remarkable skill and their singing

in the opening and final acts was one of the highlights of the

evening-

In addition to providing accompaniment for the singers the

orchestra's duty in an opera is to provide the dramatic atmosphere.

In providing atmosphere for the villainous Fra Diavolo and the

Banditti, and in building up emotional tenseness in the audience

the Queen's orchestra under Dr, George did an excellent job. If

at times the orchestra seemed to be drowning out the voices of the

singers, one must remember that the opera music was written to

be sung by first class professional singers with more strength of

voice than has the Queen's cast of Fra Diavolo.

A special bouquet should be given to Mrs. William Angus and
her associates for their accurate costuming of the cast.

Dear Journal

"Mudpies To Trotter ...
iMudpies to Mr, Trotter for his Time-ly reporting in Tuesday's

.-Vlma Natter, Time's reports are almost as catchy and always more

judicious. "Thin lipped convener Dalziel had ample reason," say

we who were at the Formal "to wish no further part of the band

concession." Such a concession is a privilege, not a monopolistic

right, and the sooner our sand-footed .\MS realizes this, the better.

W. J. STIRLING. E. M. MACKAY, H. S. JACKSON. Sc. '48.

« * * *

In your issue of Feb. 24 there is an article by a Mr, W, D.

Trotter to which I would like to reply. In the article to which

he refers, "So You Don't Like Fraternities" (Commentator, Jan.

1948, Vol. IV) I was not pttetnpting to advance the case for frater-

nities. My aim was more particularly a condemnation of the prac-

tice of criticizing without accurate knowledge. Many, many people

here at Queen's condemn these organizations lustily and loudly,

.^nd by far the greater percentage of students have no intimate,

nor even first hand information, I doubt if they bothered to refer

to the Journal, Nov, 3. 1933.

If Mr, Trotter considers that a decision of the student body

at that time is inviolable, then by the same reasoning the Liberal

government at Ottawa is here to stay. JOHN J. COWAN.

Kit Storage
The process of packing to leave Kingston can only be classed

as a major operation, for one's luggage space is never quite suf-

ficient.

The things which might not be of use during the summer, but

which still must be moved, are among the most troublesome. Why
not a kit storage plan at Queen's? There is probably some space

which would not be used during the summer, and ,a plan might be

contrived by which such kit, which is not needed in the summer

months, could be stored there. If desired, it might be possible to

work out some group plan of insurance for it,

The writer is informed that a kit storage plan was in effect at

Ajax last summer. It would seem to be worth consideration here.

H. L. ARMSTRONG.

"Philosophy Bah"
There has been a certain amount of discussion in your paper

about Philosophy and even a half-hearted attempt to defend it as

a good influence on the student mentality. Why, it hasn't even

taught some that it is immoral to cribb in exams!

Honestly, after studying philosophy can you logically expect

to have any morals left? You painfully follow philosopher after

philosopher setting up a different moral structure, each lustily

contradicting each other. You watch each of these house-of-cards

flattened out and you end by doubting who your daddy was!

Like Pontius Pilate you ask "What is truth?" No wonder

most philosophers finally found happiness only in lunacy! Socrates

was lucky. He was painlessly exterminated by his kindly fellow-

citizens before he could attain the ultimate bliss of mental derange-

ment. It is a pity the world has not possessed more of such public-

spirited humanitarians, to rid us of all philosophers. In future

any precocious child, on being detected by the psychologists of

any inclination towards philosophy—should be given the Socrates

treatment—a permanent "micky".

As for Logic—can you prove one single worth-while set of

rules with it? NO! Even Logicians can't get together. Aristotle,

after death, lorded it for a few centuries; but now the existential

rule has knocked chips off his venerable effigy. Logic is merely

quibbling on a gloriously gigantic scale. What have they to show
for centuries of effort? Realms of papyrus and paper cluttereil

up with clever drivel. It would have been better employed for

sanitary purposes.

The truth of the matter is that Philosophy is the most use-

less subject taught in Arts. I'd go further and say it's subversive.

It is made compulsory at Queen's merely as a means of getting

rid of the less diligent and less mentally resilient students. Let's

not be hypocritical, like one of the former writers on this subject.

Philosophy is taught compulsorily at Queen's not for the benefit

of its victims, but for the sadistic satisfaction of pedagogues, some
of whom could not earn their living any other wav. YAHOO.

* * *
'

The Journal has been informed by Mr. Leigh Ronalds that

he did not intend his byline to be used on the intercollegiate bad-

minton story in the last issue. Through an oversight, his notes on
the games were included in the news story and The Journal offers

its regrets to Mr. Ronalds for any embarrassment consequent on
his appearance to have written the account of an occasion in which
lie played so big a part.

cnce of examinations-to-come,

A University is a power station transmitting ideas through a

medium of written or spoken words. Its value to the individual

student or professor is determined by the force of the ideas to which
he is exposed and by the extent to which he establishes contact

between himself and the sources of those ideas.

. . . Arrangements should be made for faculty-student teas, ban-
quets, stag or hen parlies ; bridge, billiard, and debating competitions

;

and just plain bull-sessions over beer or coffee. With such encour-
agement, it can be safely prophesied that tlie intellectual receptivity

of Queen's students wouUl increase immeasurably — and the repu-
laiion of our university would corrcsjjondingly grow.

, . . The lack of facilities may forbid that very much be done in

this respect during tliis term. But with the opening of the new
Union Building, we must not miss the opportunity to establish more
civilized and more valuable relationships, not only among under
graduates, but also between professor and undergraduate.

IN THE CAST OF
Cast

Fra Diavolo, Eric Bariou; Loren/.o,
Glenn Wilms; Zc-rlma. Jani^l Hay:
Lord Allcash, Al. Crofoot; Lady All-
cash, Marp Cream; Matteo, Jim Bech-
Icl: Bl*pi>o, Saul Rcsiiick; Giacomo,
Rwarl Hayes.

Villagers

Joan Torgeson, Pani Clarke, Caro-
lyn Haxli-tt. Cuniiii^ Bennett. Ethel
Pallcr-on, 'I'lithna Mac McLood, Hel-
en McC^raili, ILIlie M.-iliitko, Norma
Coll, Nancy Wcllon. Margaret Cam-
paipne, Tjol Cosier, Mary Johns
Shida Orr, Anne Vallcntyne, Marg
Bisson. Helen McLeod. Georgina Vor-
vis. Wilnia Lock wood, Je.in Camp-
licU, Lois Dnftgan, Jo Hcaly, Evelyn
Gillineham, Meg Gordon, Mary Oiam-
hcrs. Janet Greenlecs, Lois Paul, Alan
Hell, Larry Ciitten, John Bedell.

FRA DIAVOLO
Soldiers

Ron Brycc. Dob Cowie. Tom Don-
nelly, Boll Litid.'iay, Carl Bedal, Gor-
don Shaw, Nelson Brown, Ken Good-
win, George Toller, Bruce MacMartin,
Boh Cook.

Symphony Orchestra
1st Violin: Douglas Gciger (Conccrl

Master). Mary McPhail, James Rini.

Keith Millilten, Gordon Tracy Harry
McDonald. 2nd Violin: Bill Cribble,

Maurire Glick^man, Jessie Jones. Gla-

dys Wale, Phillip Rini. Viola: Joan
Allison, Hdiib Fidler, Mnricl Arbnckle.

Cello: Eli-/.abelh Tracy. Michael Rini.

Bass: Jack Tclgmann, Alan Donncly.
Flute; Jack McPbail. Jack Fidler,

Clarinel: Mike Hriskevitch, Bill Slyw-
eliiik-. Trnnipcls: Mac Freeman, Ken
Conrtney. Doug. Creighlon. Frend'
Horn: Oscnr Dahlstrom, Trombone:
Sid Fox. Euphonium : Ken Bouey.
Timpani; Earl Fowler.
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Gliders Future Power Pilots

Some Queen'smen Are Up in the Air

Imagine yourself drifting among the clouds unsupported by
man-power. This is a flight of imagination that most of us never
accomplish.

Hold oil tliougli, it c-iii and did h;ii)]>cn here at Queen's last

wL-ckcrid. If you wcrcn'l iiiTL-stcd by the sight of a body wafted

by Ibc wind it was betaii^e it was enclosed in one of the Queen's
(ilidiii!? Club aircraft. Cord Spafford was making a check flight

wUkU turned into a record on tiie first known ski-equipped glider.

He i-aufrlit a thermal, flying jargon for an uprising air current,

rose to a height of 2,500 feet and remained aloft for more than an
hour. Mis impression of ihc flight was "it's the finest sensation

(his side of Heaven."

These are the sort of young men found in the Q.G.C. To them
gliding is more than a sport, it's a creed. They live for these

sensations and devote their time unsparingly to furthering the
gliding cause in Canada. The Air Force veterans among them
realize the value of gliding training for future pilots and with the

pre-vk-ar examples of Germany and Russia, point out the advantage
of having reservoirs of well trained glider pilots. All the influence

these men command is directed towards furthering a great sport.

The ideals of the club ai-e not all so ethereal. They have con-

crete oiijectivcs and seem to know how to gain them. The club

was formed in <")clober 1947 by a small nucleus of interested people
led by our X'clerans Advisor. Dr. MacClement. A U.A.T.C. fund
built up during the war and car-marked for post-war flying was
marie available to them. A Tiger Moth aircraft and two Laister
KaiiffiiKin training gliders were purchased, and training began in

ibc spring of '47.

During the summer the club, realizing the need for higher per-

formance aircraft, made arrangements with the National Research
Council to use a captured German Crunan "Baby." This aircraft

was loaned in return for research data on its repair and flying char-

acteristics. The repaired aircraft was flown with great success

in the fall of '47.

With the return of the students in September the club started

an energetic training program. The capacity flying membership
of 75 was quickly filled and almost every weekend tyro pilots flew

at Norman Rogers Airport. During the week nieteorological read-

ings were taken and the aircraft were maintained. Winter weather
tomes all too soon in this game. As the flying was curtailed,

however, a series of lectures was given and work started on a

winch which would reduce flying costs. Work on this machine has

nearly been finished and the club faces the future on much firmer

iegs than it did w!ien founded.

It seems fitting that this record flight should be made at the

end of a successful year. With the initiative that has been shown,
in future it may be national or international records that will be
broken.

TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHY

PORTRAITURE PANORAMIC
GROUP

"A Complete Service"

180 Wellington St Dial 7037

WILMOI'S DAIRY, Ltd.

•

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Jazzman
And sometimes she speaks to him

In melody so delicate.

In tones so subtle,

His mind cries out, afraid

Of the dark.

Of what it cannot understand,

And his heart clone replies.

He sits on o battered stool at a scarred piano

And his hands are those of a lover.

Caressing,

Fondling,

Soothing,

Persuading,

Coaxing forth notes thot dissolve with the seconds.

Discovering chords thot hover

A moment, undecided.

Then fode into eternity.

He is alone and he is surrounded with people

Who cannot know

Whot he is saying

With his crazy beat and his sure right hand.

His driving left and his melancholy tune.

And he is atone with his lover.

S.oftly, suggestively, intimotingly,

A tune bursts into glorious bloom.

And it is not a tune

But a whisper,

A whisper from his mistress.

And sometimes she laughs and takes his hand,

And they are running, dancing,

Ecstatically

Down sunlit streets.

Knowing that they alone ore olive.

And his piano shouts drunkenly.

Bursting the silence of the empty night.

And sometimes she cries.

Complaining gently of some ache

Of loneliness

Or feor

Or unnamed terror.

And his piano sobs softly

Melting the silence of the lonely night.

And somettmes she speaks to him

In melody so delicote.

In tones so subtle.

His mind cries out, ofraid

Of the dark,

Of what it cannot understand.

And his heart alone replies. - D.D.

The University Of Manitoba
There are three topics on which a U. oi Mer is never reluctant

to sound off — politics, sports, and tlie bus service. At a drop of ye

olde beanie, he will give you his detailed opinions, as a rule far from

flattering, on the university, national and international situation.

He has a chance to go al it in a more or less conventional manner

in the weekly assemblies of the two Mock Parliaments.

Riglit now there is a controversy on whether or not we should

go in for big: time inter-varsity sports. Some favor more concentra-

tion of funds on intcr-faculty sports so that more students may

participate in the various activities. The coming student elections

may decide its fate.

Our symphony makes repeat performances, our operettas and

choral concerts play to packed houses, and onr dramatic efforts

receive rousing write-ups by tlie critics of the local press. Our

debating- achievements speak for themselves. Twice winner of the

McGoun Cup testifies to no mean record.

Informal campus life centers around the canteens, common-

rooms and halls. Between-class coffee, and lunches at noon, draw

students to the canteen at least once a day. A ten-minute refresh-

ment break is apt to stretch into an hour. People you know keep

coming in and out, and it's as good a time as any to discuss your

last lecture or make that Prom date. The halls between the classes

are also good gauges of campus activities. The group huddled over

there in front of the bulletin board is probably discussing the new
magazine, "Creative Campus," sponsored by tlie student Literary

Group, or some other recent campus doing.

The common-rooms, better known as Bridge Academies, are

to the average student what his club is to the Englishman. A few

spare minutes? As good a time as any to polish np your game of

bridge. In the meantime you get the latest dope about the guys

and gals you know, as well as a few choice morsels about your

favourite professors.

One phase of campus life must not be omitted — the "Meet
your Profs" parties, These are informal gatherings in which the

students and their professors become better acquainted. Due to the

huge expansion of tiie campus in the last three years an instructor

:annot possibly get to know each individual student in his large

;!asses. The Student-Prof parties give both sides a better chance
to know each other.

The Steam Shovel
Pursuit of Lemons

Now it came to pass that much steam

tlidsi didst appear from cave of Nic; and Maid

Marion didst summon scribe, and she didst

inquire and ask him why so many no longer

show themselves as true warriors but forsook

Marion to wander after Lemons. For verily

have many followed example of Sone of jamies, and in many place

where once was only a Lemon can now befound a pair and this is

passing strange, since at Queen's a young man's fancy in time of

spring needs must turn heavily to thoughts of battle of Fac. But

Scribe didst reply that it had come to pass that those warriors who
have been captured by feminine ones do now receive even fourscore

and ten shekels in each moon, and for this reason do many seek

to follow their example. And unto certain of the more virile war-

riors is the amount five or sixscore, and many feel selves to be

able to do as well. And Marion feared lest many remained for

verily do Lemons seek with long robes and other strange apparatus

to make selves repulsive.

Practice of Passes

upon eve of Saturn didst heroes of field of Rug gather to hold

revels. And 'tis hoped that experience will prove of great worth,

even so that in future much greater skill in making forward and

other passes may be displayed.

And later didst minstrels of QiieeuT; made much music, and

many songs were sung, seeing that they have too few shekels for

wine and women. But great meeting of warriors didst arrive, and

many assembled, and many words of wisdom were spoken and

lest great discourse might prove too much for warriors and they

slip into arms of Morpheus, Brew of Jav was given unto each

(For 'tis custom of certain warriors to slip into embrace of Morpheus

at least provocation, neither does scribe wonder at some, for at

Queenz no other is available).

But now scribe must away to cave of Mec to sharpen chisel,

and so must leave tale unto later.

Ballet To Biology
By Heather Logan

If you're looking for illustrated information on anything from

Barnacles to Baseball, from Russian Ballet to the Biology of

Reproduction in Rats, from the Principles of Inflation to the Con-

struction of a Light Aeroplane, you don't have to go any farther

than the University Extension Office in the Douglas Library,

The Kingston Film Council library located in that office has

educational films for the use of all student groups and organiza-

tions. The Council owns about thirty films on varying subjects,

and in addition receives every three months, ten others which

circulate among all the film councils in this area. These may be

rented for twenty-five cents a week for black and white films, and

fifty cents for color.

Also, through the Council, it is possible to choose from a wider

range of subjects — the films distributed by the National Film

Society of Canada. These are listed both topically and alphabetic-

ally in educational film catalogues obtainable at the Extension

Office. The charge for these films ranges from one to three dollars

a reel. Organizations should put in their requests for these two
weeks in advance, if one particular film is desired. However "just

any" film on a particular subject is more readily available.

All equipment, including projector, screen, and operator, is

supplied by the Film Council with no extra charge. If Convocation

Hall is to be used, there is a projector already in the building.

As films of general interest, Miss Kathleen Healey, secretary-

treasurer, highly recommends "River of Canada" — a panorama in

color of the St. Lawrence River, and "Toscanini" — the maestro
himself conducting the N.B.C. symphony in Verdi's "Hymn to the

Nations."

Several films on vocational subjects, listed in the National

Film Society of Canada catalogues, should be of great interest and
value to student groups.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposaL

XECHNICAL. SIJRPL.ieS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Ifour future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP ]. FRANK HERSEY

)OHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE — WINNIPEG
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Three One-Acts by DG
Queen's Drama Guild and

Drama I will present three one-

act comedies, "The Wonder Hat,"

"Two Gentlemen of Soho," and

"Some Women Were Talking,"

in Convocation Hall. Monday
evening, March I. at 8 p.m. This

will be the final production of the

season for the Drama Guild, and

a lively programme has been ar-

ranged at bargain prices. A 1

1

tickets will be on sale at the door,

so come early.

LOCKETTS LTD.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Dial 9756

*

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

ond ACCESSORIES

Cameras bought and exchanged

Classified Ads
LOST

"Waterman's pen. Black with red top
on Friday, Feb. 20. Finder please

phone Cynthia Smith — 7471. Reward
Croyden trench coat, belonsing to Art
Ross in Old Arts Building, Wednesday
night. They ieft him his scarf and
rubbers.
Grey fedora in Grant Hall, size

Finder please contact J. M. MacKen-
zie, 515 Johnson St. Phone 4180.

ARTS '49
Date, dine, wine with Arts '49. Cot-
tage Inn, Tuesday, March 2. Dancing
9-1. Everybody welcome.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—'GOED' SAGE

RED AND WHITE STORE
"Wc carry a full line or everything

good to eat,"

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

362 Princess St - Phone 4524

ALL WOOL
FINE GABARDINE

SPRING

' TOPCOATS
For That Look of

Distinction

Light in weight— Comfortable to weor
— Smort appearance these all wool

Cabordine Top Coats. Mode in set-jn

sleeve to full cut coot.

123 Princesj St. Dial 3030

The Queen's commerce class '48 in Montreal, where they were guests

of honor at a dinner given February 12 by Gordon R. Ball (centre),

general manager of the Bank of Montreal. The commerce grads

attended the dinner at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel after inspecting the

B of M's head office and Montreal main branch buildings during a

two-day visit to the city.

Queen's Official Blazers
AT

George Van Horne
MEN'S Shop

213 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 844S

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

Don't expect to win

a Rhodes scholarship, but . .

.

The New Arrow Pajaraa

"'/// help you to . .

.

1. get the refreshing sleep

needed for top physi-

cal and mental efifort.

And . .

.

2. look your best-dressed

at bedtime.

Deep-sleep comfort and
handsome style have been
designed into every de-

tail. Cutting and binding
is eliminated. There's no
seam in the crotch.

And

—

at last—you wear
a pajama that fits and
keejJS on fitthig. Like an
Arrow shirt—(he New
Arrow pajama is SAN-
FORIZED labelled-
guaranteed never to

shrink out of fit.

SEE \J AT YOUR ARROW DEALER'S

ARROW PAJAMAS
SHIRTS TIES Il.HSDKERCHIEFS

Application Due Soon

For Honours Admission

The attention of students is called

to the regulation governing admis-

sion to courses for Honours. At

the end of the first year each candi-

date for an Honours Course should

apply through the Registrar to the

Departments concerned for permis-

sion to proceed in his Major and

Minor subjects.

Applications in the form of a let-

ter indicating the special field of

work should he sent in to the Re-

gistrar as soon as possible and not

later than March 15.

"Will I be that tall when

I get to Fourth Year?"

There's nothing much Egbert can do
about adding inches to bis height. But

there's a great deal he can do about in-

creasing his self-confidence off the basket-

ball floor. For there's nothing makes you feel

as if you'd just scored a basket than a good

financial reserve. And the simplest way to

build that reserve is by starting a B of M
savings account and making it work.

There's no better cure for that "worm's*

eye-view" feeling than an up-and-coming

bank account. Start your own
today. You'll like having yonc

head in the clouds knowing
your feet are firmly oo the

ground.

Bank of Montreal
worUinq with Conodions in every walk of \Ue ilnc'h JflT?

Kingston Branch; F. BROWNLEE, Manager

Princess & Barrie Sts. Branch : J. D. HICKEY, Manager

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

TYPING
THESES A SPECIALTY
REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLIED

Doreen t-ipsett 125 Union W.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 WeUington St Dial 4352

We carry a complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also—
Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

Take a Look at

77ie "Albion"
model has wealher-
defiant heavy soles and caulk insert welts.

Uppers offinely patterned brown grain,
also brown or black calfskin.

Thia distinguished Bfaoe is steeped in

Dack's century-old traditions. Master

hands have given it regal appearance.

Dack's exclusive custom lasts, per-

fected through generations of experi-

ence, have moulded it to perfect foot-

fitting comfort. And the finest of

seasoned leathers ensure long wear

and true value.

SHOPS OR AGENCIES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Theolog Devotionals

To be Aired on CKWS
A pre-Easter series of devotions

entitled "Events on the Road to

Jerusalem" will be conducted by

students of the Queen's Theological

College starting next Monday at

8.15 a.m. over station CKWS.
Those tailing part in the broadcast

are as follows

:

Monday: Jack McAvary and
Wilson Morden.

Tuesday: Charles Trill and

George Teskey.

Wednesday : Clare Kellogg and

Harold Giffin.

Thursday: Andrew Denholm and

TBen Hodder,

Friday: Leslie Dean and Wm.
McDowell.

AI.MA NATTER

Pete

an

THEY ALL

PHILIP

MORRIS
CIGARETTES

K DISTINCTIVE CIGflfiEnC

SO SMOOTH— SO MILD— SO

COMPIETELV SATISFYING

Toil And Trouble
By W. D. Trotter

Psychosomatic medicine tells us

that the reason some people are big

is because they are unhappy. Wyatt
McLean's size may well be due to

unhappiness. Wyatt is the editor of

the Tricolor. People who are in the

deepest depths of despair or who
think fate has dealt them too many
cruel blows should drop in for a

short chat with Wyatt. After a

few moment's conversation they will

realize that fate has not been so

cruel to them after all but that

has been awfully, awfully, hard on

Wyatt. His complaints arc many
and just: The Science, Levana and

Medicine representatives supposedly

appointed by their student execu-

e to look after the interest of

these faculties on the Tricolor didn't

even bother to show up. What did

show up and in great profusion

were bills, bills and blurred prints.

Every year it seems to be the

same old stor)'. No one ever trou-

bles to help with tlie publication of

t h e Tricolor. Each year about

March, the editor and a handful of

faithful workers are left holding the

Debating Club
(Continued from Page 1)

Ken Binks of the negative team

suggested that the purpose of

Universities is to develop per-

sonality and character—this can-

not be done if people are barred

from them.

In judging tor the Andrea Mc-

Culloch Scholarship for Public

Sptui ing, Messrs. Ross, Short,

and Eo'iff ended up in a three-

way tie for first place on t'.ie

basis of total marks, but Ross

was awarded first place and Short

second on the basis of previous

place standing.

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE
Atom's 3Plnuirr ^t^ap

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality and Artistry Predominate"

MINING DEPARTMENT HEAD
PROF. GRAHAM TO RETIRE

By Len Lemoine

Professor S. N. Clraham who since 1920 has been on the staff

of the department of mining engineering at Queen's and more

recently head of tlu> dcpariTneiU, will retire at the end of the present

term. Oraduatini,' w i."^l\il Rntrineering at Queen's in 1900 Professor

Graham returned to lake a degree in Mining Engineering in 1903.

To-day," said Prof. Graham
rice Birch, also a Queen's gradu

ate,

Following his marriage, which

lie says more or less compelled

him to settle down, he accepted

a position as professor of mining

at Nova Scotia Technical College

in Flalifax, a post which he held

until he came to Queen's in 1920

with the exception of three years

of war work in Ontario.

During the summer months of

hi? stay at Queen's Prof. Graham

has worked as an examining

prospector, a job whicii has taken

him from the Arctic in tlie north

tu Chile in South .America.

Mr. A. V. Corlett. Sc. '22, also

a widely travelled Queen'sman,

^vil! return to this University as

head of the department of Mining

Engineering. Mr, Corlett worked

for a time in West Africa and

resigned his position with the

Normetal Mining Co. in Quebec

Co come to Queen's.

Hanson & C^dg

"there are unlimited opportuni-

ties for youTii^ meiL in the mining

field. When f graduated there

vsas no activity in mining in On-

tario or Quebec and the coal

mines of Nova Scotia provided

the only opportunity for employ-

ment in Canada. As a result most

of us were forced into the foreign

field."

During the years following his

graduation, Professor Graham

iravelled the length and width of

Canada, the United States, and

Mexico and even spent some time

in South America. From the coal

mines in Glace Bay. Nova Scotia,

he turned to prospecting on his

own. A few luckless months in

northern Ontario caused him to

accept the position as a superin-

tendent of a silver mine in Mexico

where he learned to speak Span-

ish fluently. After another so-

journ in northern Canada he re-

turned to Kingston, his home

town, and in 1913 married Beat-

Dance

Programs

Constitutions

PRIMTERS
Phone 4114

117 Brock St.

Sir
Printing of

Every

Description

roKMailLV THS (HI1.Y CRAHri'OnD VUdWER SHOP

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Re«. 7990

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd,

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THB

MUTUAL MFE
I'K^^^^MOF CANADA ImMBMB

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. RoughtoR, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representotives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Leodbeoter

SUNG BY

PERRY
COMO

Romance plays tricks with memories and

melodies in this new Perry Como dance hit. Hear it at your

RCA Victor Record Dealer's today!

A/so rVE COT A FEELING I'M FALLING " Perry Como

Both on RCA Vic/or Record 20-2593 : : ; 75c.

MORE RCA VICTOR RECORD HITS

THE DICKEV-BIBD SOMQ BUT BEAUTIFUL

<ffom the film "Thiee Dirinj DauBblen") ygy DON'T HAVE TO KNOW THE LANGUAGE

IF WINTER COMES (boih fKnn tba film "Tho Road lO Rio")

{f(om ilie lilm "If Wioitr Comej") Xtx Btackt Mtd bis Ottbeiira

VrMy MbUb <ad bit Otcbalm yj^^^ R^otd 20-2616 7Sf
RCA Victor Record 20-3617 75<

I'M LOOKING OVER A FOUR LEAF CLOVER

ECCENTRIC

Cbjriit Spit-ai and bit Ottbtiitt Tbi Tbrit Sum

RC.\ Vicwt Rctotd 20-3500 75* RCA ViclOc Record 20-2SS3 , 75«

HOW LUCKY YOU ARE

AT DAWNING

The New RCA Victor Red Seal

Records for March out today

Viaii your RCA Vicior Rtcoci
Dealer 'i lomoiiow and hcai joniv
of the« Rtaai new recordings. Be
Jure 10 get >'<iut frii copy at rhc
RCA Victor Record Suoplemcni —
U^OK all of (he new Ctautcjt aaJ
Hit Tuoe relcaKt for Marcb.

rcaVictor RECORDSP
What-Ho Phonograph! \

This RCA. Victor Record Playt-r

plays records throu)-h yom-

radio. Only 521.50

Sex Problems
(Continued from Page 1)

Dr. Stevenson urged frankness

and objectivity in training chil-

dren, saying that parents and

teachers should answer all ques-

tions truthfully as they arose,

being careful not to go beyond

a child's comprehension.

Doctors and psychologists, he

continued, should be tolerant and

dispassionate in dealing with sex,

should relieve conflicts in the

minds of their patients, should

reassure them that most of their

sexua! activity is more usual than

unusual, and should help them

to find mature, unselfish ways to

satisfy their natural urges.

• ••••••••••
\ What's When

TODAY — 12.45 p.m. — Coeda

Debate, Queen's vs. McGill.

Room 201, New Arts Building.

1.30 p.m. — Ski Club Train

leaves for St. Sauveur. Quebec.

7.30 p.m. — Girls' Basketball

Tournament, Western vs.

McGill, Queen's.

8.30 p.m. — Girls' Basketball

Tournament, Toronto vs.

Queen's, Queen's.

Intercollegiate Ski Meet, Que-

bec City.

8.15 p.m.—First Annual Sec-

ondary School Dramatic Fes-

tival, Convocation Hail,

9 p.m,—"Blue Do", Meds '53

Year Dance, Grant Hall.

SATURDAY — 2 p.m. — Girls'

Intercollegiate Basketball, Con-

solation Finals.

S [I. ni.—University of Toronto

Symphony Orchestra, Grant

Hall.

8 p.m.—Intermediate Hockey,

Queen's seconds vs. University

of Ottawa, Jock Harty Arena.

8.15 p.m.—Secondary Schools

Dramatic Festival, Convoca-

tion Hail,

8.30 p.m.—Senior Basketball,

Queen's vs. McGill. Queen's.

SUNDAY—9.30 a.m. — Newman
Club Mass, St. James Chapel,

4.15 p.m. — Science Public

Speaking Forum, "The Value

of Professional /Vssociations,"

St. James' Parish Hall.

7 p.m.—Rev. A. M. Laverty,

B.A., B.D., Chaplain of Queen's

University, Sydenham St. Unit-

ed Church.

8,30 p.m.—Ban Righ Musicale,

MONDAY—1,30 p.m.—Geology
Club Lecture. Dr. T. A. Link

qf \Impertal Oil Co., Room
201, Miller Hall.

S p.m.—Students' Wives' Club,

Dr. Wallace, guest speaker.

Biology Lecture Room, Old
.\rts Building.

8 p.m.—Queen's Drama Guild

and Drama 1, Three One-Act
Comedies, "The Wonder Hat",

"Two Gentlemen of Soho", and

"Some Women Were Talking",

Convocation Hall, Admission

25c.

TUESDAY—1.30 p.m.—Geology
Club. Dr. G. \. Douglas. "Ge-

ology of Labrador". Room 301,

Miller Hall.

7 p.m.— S.C.M. study group,

last meeting. Padre Laverty's

home.

7,30 p.m. — Psychology Club,

9 p.m.—Arts '49 Year Party.

Cottage Inn.

IDENTIFICATION
AND COPYING

Marrison Studio
Phone 4051 92 Princess St
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QUEEN'S FIGHTERS AWAY
FOR INTERCOLL. ASSAULT

Frank Tindall

Meets Footballers

The 1947-'48 eriition of the

Boxing- and Wreslling team en-

trained for Monireal last night

for the Intercollegiate Assault to

be held in the Curric Gym tonight

and Saturdav. The team finished

off a long training grind with a

light workout yesterday ;ind is

undoubtedly the strongest squad
to represent the school since the

war. All 15 weights have been
filled with the exception of the

175-lb. wrestling, which has been
left vacant by the inability of

Frank Macintyre to make the

trip. The boxers are being coac^i-

ed by the veteran Jack Jarvis,

while Vince Politi is handling

the wrestlers, and both coaches

have whipped tlieir charges into

excellent condition. Politi, a vet-

eran of two Intercollegiate cam-
paigns, was beaten out by Lang
Farrand in the 145-lb. climina-

By Lloyd Woods

tions, and will draw upon his two

years' experience in guiding the

fortunes of the Gael grapplers.

Competitors will weigh in at

12 noon today after which they

will be the luncheon guests of

The Sun Life Insurance Com
pany. At 8 p.m. the eliminations

will commence with all teams.

Varsity. McGill, O.A.C., and

Queen's taking part. Saturday

evening will see the 16 final bouts

which will crown this year's in-

dividual and team champions. For

the first time two separate cham-
pions will be named as the two
sports are now divided due to the

ruling made by the C.I.A.U. last

spring. It is not known what will

be done with the Tom Gibson

Memorial Cup which has been

emblematic of the combined Sen-

ior Boxing and Wrestling Team
Chanipiun;>hip. bnt it is probable

Gaels Play Hockey Finale

In Toronto Against Blues
By Lloyd Menary

The 1947-48 Intercollegiate hoc-

key sdiedule will come to an end to-

night wilh action carded for two
fronts. At Toronto's Varsity Arena
Gene Oiouinard's steadily improv-

ing Queen's Tricolor will face Ace
Bailey's champion University of

Toronto Beavers while in the Mon-
treal Forum McGill's Redmen will

play host to their crosstown rivals

the University of Montreal Cara-

bins. Both games have a definite

bearing on the final standing with

particular interest as to whether a

post season play-off between To-
ronto and McGill will be necessary.

If Varsity are successful tonight,

then they will have an undisputed

bold on first place. However if

Queen's should pull an upset and

McGill down the Carabins as ex-

pected, then the Redmen will also

share the top rung.

A Tricolor win tonight is not en-

tirelj' inconceivable. Last season the

teams were in an almost similar po-

sition when a previously winless

Queen's club came up with their

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St

first victory of the season by down
ing \'arsity 3-2 in the final game
and consequently forcing the Blues

into a post season showdown with

McGill. This year's Queen's club

has displayed considerable improve-

ment over the Gaels of a year ago
and on (he strength of their last

showing against the champions have
a better than outside chance of vic-

tory tonight.

Murray Trophied

Incidentally freshman Don Mur-
ray has been selected as this year's

winner of the Senator Powell Tro-

ph}', awarded annually to the player

considered to be the most valuable

Tricolor perfonner of the season.

The clever young centre player suc-

ceeds defenceman Lorne Smith, last

year's winner.

The Intermediate Sea-Gulls will

also see action this week end meet-
ing Ottawa University at the Jock
Harty Arena on Saturday evening

at 8.15. The Gutts. with a win over

the previously undefeated St. Pat-

rick's College club to their credit in

their last outing, have finally hit

their stride. The winner of Satur-
day's game wilt gain third place in

the league standing but regardless

of its outcome. Queen's is assured

of a playoff berth.

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartf Shoes for Men
• Treodeosy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRJNCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

that the cup will go to the boxing

winners with a new trophy being

added for the wrestling laurels.

It is 13 years since the last B.

and W. championship was won
by Queen's but this year's scjiiad

is given a good chance of coming

home with cither or both of the

trophies. The niit and mat men
have won 17 of 22 fights against

outside competition so far this

season and by midnight on Satur-

day should add a few champion-

ships to the two already held by

the Tricolor.

The following are the indivi-

duals who will carry Queen's

hopes this week-end.

WRESTLING
125 lb.—DES HANRATTY, Arts '51

who came into prominence aftei

winning the intramural 125 lb. hon-
ours.

135 lb.—DON SMYLIE. Meds '49.

who has represented the school at
this weight for the past two years
and is again boss of the light-

weights.

145 lb.—LANG FARRAND, Sc. '51.

Lang came up with the wrestling
upset of the year when he elimin-
ated the veteran Vince Politi in the
intramural eliminations.

155 lb.—ARLAND BENN. Science
'48. a newcomer to intercollegiate
competition who has won one and
lost one against outside opposition
this year.

165 lb. — GEORGE FLANAGAN,
Arts '50. a member of last year's
team who is unbeaten so far this
year.

I7S lb.—No entries.

190 lb,—GEORGE STEWART, Sci-
ence 'SO, who was crowned cham-
pion in his weight in the intramural
assault.

Heavy—DON GOOD .Arts '48, fresh
from two straight victories over
strong opponents from Toronto. Don
is favoured to make his debut in in-
tercollegiate rings a success.

BOXING
125 lb.—FRANCIS BELL, Science

'SI. a late season find of Jack Jarvis
who replaces Pat Nourry, last year's
featherweight entry.

133 lb. — STEW LEBARON. Arts
'50, who has scored two one round
knockouts this year and looms as
a formidable challenger to champion
Geary of Toronto.

140 lb.—LOU KEATING, Science '51.

14_7 lb.—ARVO TIKKALA. Science
'51. hard-punching welterweight who
has established himself as tops in
his class on the campus this year.

On Monday at 4.30 in the

Boxing and Wrestling room
of the Gymnasium, Frank
Tindall will meet the future

hopefuls in football circles at

Queen's. The purpose of this

meeting is to acquaint the

newly appointed coach with

the present available football

talent. At the same time the

football players will get a

chance to know their coach,

and in the course of the meet-

ing future plans will be dis-

closed.

Frank will be assuming his

duties at Queen's on Monday
and thus is very anxious for

a full and enthusiastic attend-

ance. This meeting is called

primarily for future football

talent, and others are urged
to wait until some later date

for a chance to meet the

coach.

155 lb.—JOHN CROCKET. Science!
'48, in his first year at the mit game
has been picked by coach Jarvis to I

fil! the weight held down for the
past two years by Max Axford.

165 lb.—HANK UNRUH, Meds 'SI.!

who reached the finals last year and i

who will be out to avenge his loss
at the hands of Creaghan of McGill.

175 lb.—MIKE MILOVICK. Science
'49, intercollegiate hght heavyweight
champ, who is expected to retain
the crown won by him last year.

Heavy — KEITH CHRISTIANSEN,
PHE '51. intercollegiate heavj^eight
champion and a heavy favourite to
repeat this year.

GIRL CAGE TOURNEY
HERE THIS WEEKEND
FOR COLLEGE TITLE

To-niglit in Che gynmasium the most closely contetided struggle

or intercollegiate basketball supremacy in many a year takes place.

.'\t 9 o'clock Varsity girls defend their championship and seek

to retain custody of the Bronze Baby, symbol of top place in the

four-college league. Varsity's team this year has practically a

complete change of personnel from last year's, hut the girls are on

the average taller than the Queen's girls, and no mean threat. In

94-7 Varsity took the Bronze Baby by defeating Western and

UcGill.

Queen's this year presents a

stronger team than last season's.

Most of the girls have worked

together for two years, and will

undoubtedly be the fastest com-

bination. The four additions to

the former team, Joan Keough,

Pat Gardiner, Marg Blasick. and

Connie Bennett greatly increase

the scoring potentialities and'

make for a flashy style of play.

Last year Queen's Inst in a close-

battle with McGill and defeated"

Western in the consolation game.

At 8 o'clock Friday Western

challenges McGill. The finals

will take place Saturday after-

noon at 3 o'clock. Previous to

these will be a consolation game
between the losers.

QUEEN'S CAGERS PLAY
SEASON'S LAST GAME

By Bruce

The last game of the Intercolleg-

iate season takes place in the g>'m-

nasium Saturday night, with the
Gaels taking the floor against the

third place McGill Redmen. In

their last tussle the Redmen edged
the Gaels 36 to 33 in a closely fought

game. The Tricolor were only de-

feated in the last two minutes of

play and all the way it could have
been anybody's game.

The Gaels have taken some really

rough defeats of late, as anyone
who witnessed last Saturday's game
with the Varsity Blues will well

know. The law of averages says

that the brand of Ijall they are now
playing must certainly produce a
win and as this is the last game of

the season, we may expect just that

come Saturday night.

Orm Weir who fooled everyone,

this writer included, by playing in

the last game, will see action again

this week—that is unless he pulls

another "sandy". Coach Bill Drys-
dale assures us that he expects great

things from his club and has specific

hopes for Jim McNiven, most va-

luable player on last year's squad,

in the coming fray with the Redmen.

Johnny Elford, Bob Huband, Ron
Mcl-aughlin. Bruce Smyth, John
Phillips, Gord Hewitson and Norm
Dobbins are all at peak form and
should give Davidson and company
some anxious moments.

QUEBEC SITE
FOR COLLEGE
SKI TOURNEY

By Chuck Lemmon
The little recognized Queen's

Ski Team will make its bid for

the Canadian Intercollegiate Ski

Championship today and Satur-

day ill Quebec City.

The meet will he a four event

affair, with the combined Slalom

and Downhill, and Cross Country

and Jumping constituting an add-

ed two events. The Queen's team
are rated particularly strong in

the Downhill and Cross Country.

They also should put up an ex-

cellent showing in the Slalom

and Jumping.

Last year's team, composed of

Jack Durrell, Bill Purdy, Ken
Meikle, Bill Nixon and Harold
Keenan, placed third in the Ca-
nadian Intercollegiate meet; and
with the newcomer Steve Prosen-

yak. Arts '51. it is reputed to be

ail exceptionally powerful unit.

Entries for this weekend's meet are
as follows: DOWNHILL: W. Purdy
J. Durrell, K. Meikle. and W. Nixon.
SLALOM: J. Durrell, K. Meikle. W
Nixon, and W. Pjrdy. JUMPING:
S. Prosenyak. R. Keenan, K. Meikle,
and J. Durrell. CROSS COUNTRY;
H. Keenan, S. Prosenyak, J. Durrell,
and W. Nixon. In scoring the com-
bined events, best times, and highest
points determine the winners.

The past performance of the

team has been very satisfactory.

Wiih no training, the Gaels plac-

ed second in tlie ten-team Sno
Birds of Lake Placid Club invita-

tion meet. The Queen's team
(lone Canadian team) shellacked

such schools as Harvard, Cornell.

Syracuse, and bowed only to the

powerful St. Lawrence Univer-
sity team.

Orchids go to coach "Jake" Ed-
wards who has shown endless en-

thusiasm in the training, organ-

ization and personal welfare of

this newer of University teams.
He has accompanied the team to

Quebec, and has left assurance
that our fellows will be in there

fighting for Queen's.

This year's team is composed

of Barb Clarke, a veteran of three

years' standing, president of the

LAB of C and captain
; Jan

Truckenbrodt, who has also been

on the team for three years; Mar-
ion Reid on whose accurate shots

many hopes are placed; Connie
Bennett, invaluable because of

her height and scoring power

;

Pat Gardiner and Joan Keough.
freshettes who shifted from boys'

to girls' rules with great alacrity,

and speed up the game; Jan
Greeniees, Helen S c h a u s, and

Betty McRae, an impenetrable

defense, all veterans of at least

two years' standing; and Marg
Blasick whose passing and inter-

ception is outstanding.

CAMPUS FROLIC

RECORDS

Phonograph Records of
scenes from

"Campus Frolics of '48"

are available at $2.00 each
(12" Record— Total Recorded

Time 9 Miutes)

—Write—

Hugh Jackson

c/o Queen's P.O.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

— SPRING SUITING—
Suits Delivered in Time for Eoster

— AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
r\AOOT>VTr«r\*V» w m., « OR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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Band Loses Coke Monopoly
But Retains Right To Profits

The brief, sharp dispute between the Science Formal Committee
and the Queen's Band blew over at the end of last week with a letter
to the Formal committee from Band manager Ian Macdonald ad-
mitting that the charges made by the committee against the Band
were justified, in part, and offering to turn over the proceeds of the
Band's coke and cloakroom concessions at the last Science Formal
to the dance committee. AMS contracts would be used in all cases.
The dance committee had charged

(Iiat the Band had broken their con-
tract for the concessions by charg-

ing money on glasses provided by
rbc dance committee for use by
liancers, and by failing to clear out

empty coke bottles from the cloak-

room.

A more permanent solution of the

problem was made at Saturday af-

ternoon's meeting of the AMS exe-
cutive. They took away the Band's
monopoly of coke and cloakroom
concessions at future Formals of all

faculties, and gave future formal
committees the option of letting the
Band operate the concessions as in

ihe past, or else operating the con-
cessions with their own personnel

and turning over profits from the

concessions to the Band. In the lat-

ter case, tlie AMS ruled that an
audited account pertaining to the
concessions would have to be made
')/ the AMS budget committee.

U of T Symphony

Gains Much Kudos

On Showing Here
By Anne Vallentyne

The University of Toronto stu

dents' sympliony orchestra brought

tn a large and appreciative audience

at Grant Hall on Snturdav night a

competent perfori.unjc of masterly

techniques, integration of effort and
enthusiasm, and brilliance in leader-

ship which surpassed any precon-

ceived notions of a "Students' Sym-
phony". Mr. Hans Gruber, a post-

graduate student in philosophy, con-

ducted this orchestra with a mem-
bership of seventy. He proved most

capable of interpreting the matur-

ity and genius of the Beethoven

work and in handling the great fifth

symphony of Schostakovitch.

The first movement of Eeetho

ven's Concerto, No. 3 in C-Minor
for piano and urcliestra was lacking

perhaps in tlie strengtii and com-
mand expected of Beethoven. How-

Sec U of T Sympliony,
KWHiifflimomD'

Skiers' Buses to Snow Ridge
Tickets will be on sale for trip

on March 7 on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday from 12-1 outside
the Post Office.

^Wj]Ll£i:i!,irii:!i:.li;io:'iii'i')riy!j||].iii!(;iia:|!|:i,iti!;!j[i,^i;^

I ALMA NATTER

I Tess Up, Make Up, *n' Kiss
By W. D. Trotter

The seething stew mixed up by
"he Science Formal Committee oter
alleged Band concession malprac-
tices at the Formal was still boiling

hut the steam arising from it seemed
»> be a little less lively. Band Presi-

dent Ian Macdonald in a quick about

face had tacitly admitted that all had
lot been sngar and spice at the

tiance. Norm Dalziel, having wean-

out this confession from the band;

was now willing to drop charges.

The result of all the hullaballoo

Was the passing of a motion last

Saturday afternoon by the AMS
>"t)nimittee giving future formal ex-

Kutives the option of hiring the

liand to look after the coke and

cloakroom concession, or not. In

either case the band would get all

the profits. Convener Dalziel

tliougbt this a good thing. Boasted

I'e: "If Sciencemen had been ad-

niinistrating the concession a larger

profit would have been realized

from it. Many expenses such as the

paying of five dollars to coke bar

attendants would have been cut

flown. Two dollars is sufficient to

pay a student for a night's work at|

a tirii versity function." Dalziel
seemed to have a good point. Five

dollars was indeed a large wage con-

sidering that many sciencemen had

labored all night lor nothing to erect

the decorations for the dance.

Up and Up

Everywhere students were being

nipped by soaring prices. Last Sa-

turday the AMS themselves got

that old price raising feeling. lie-

comniended by Finance and Budget

committee chairman Eric Jorgenson

and passed by the rest of the AMS
was a motion to nudge up men's

students fees to $10.00 and women's

fees $5.00. Two dollars and fifty

cents of this amount would go to-

wards financing the production of

the Tricolor. Along with this levy

would go closer supervision of the

Tricolor by the AMS than there

has been in the past. Also assured

by this motion would be a wider

campus coverage. Too often in the

[Wist the same few faces have ap-

peared in photograph after photo-

graph, page after page, ad nauscum

after ad nauseum.

Jorgensen Asks

Budget Committee

Be Permanent
Eric Jorgensen, chairman of

the Budget and Finance Commit-
tee set up on a trial basis this

year by the AMS, submitted a

report to Saturday's AMS execu-

tive recommending the continua-

tion of the committee as a per-

manent fixture. His proposal will

go before next week's open meet-

ing of the AMS for ratification

as a constitutional amendment.

His proposals for the duties of

the committee were threefold.,

Fir.itly. it would examine and
recommend for approval bills of

the .-\MS and it.^ subsidiary or-

gan iKations. (These sub^idiarv

groups are those handling AMS
funds, and include among others

The Journal. Who's Where, Tri-

color, Band and Aquacade.)

It would also have the task of

keeping an accurate and up-to-

date record of finances of the

AM.S and subsidiary organiza-

tions, for the main purpose of

being able to present trial bal-

ances during the year, on which

the executive might better base

decisions.

Proposed membership would

include the AMS president and
Permanent Secretary - Treasurer

as ex-officio members, another

AMS member as chairman, the

Business Managers of The Jour
nal. Tricolor and Band, and the

AMS stenographer — a new posi

limi w hicli is coming up for con
sidtraiion at the Open meeting

next week. "

CONSTITUTION CHANGES INVOLVE
FINANCING OF TRICOLOR, UNION
AMS Sec. -Treas.

To Get Assistant

Under New Scheme
A plan to increase the perman-

ent staff of the AMS by the hiring

of a full-time female stenograph-

er-bookkeeper will be placed be-

fore the AMS open meeting next

week. The new employee will

help to handle the increasing

range of functions and services

under control of the student gov-

ernment.

The salary will be $900.

and together with office ex-

penses of $100 yearly will

bring the annual cost to

$1,000. It is planned to assess

each student 50 cents upon
registration to cover this —
based on a registration of

2,000 students.

Duties of the proposed steno-

grapher-bookkeeper will include

keeping financial records of the

AMS and its subsidiary enter-

prises, acting as secretary to ma-
jor AMS committees exclusive of

the AMS itself, operating the

calendar of extra-curricular acti-

vities, and typing all AMS cor-

respondence and minutes.

.\ second proposal,

i|iiiring a full-time

that of ac-

Permanent
.'~i;rrelary - Treasurer to replace

ill,' ]ire-;eiit iL-u-t-tiinc permanent
em])loyee, was turned down, since

it was felt tbat a full-time man
would tend to remove authority

and responsibility from the stu-

dent executive, and as well the

present Secretary-Treasurer. H.

J, Hamilton, whose services the

executive were not disposed to

lose, would be unable to take the

full-time position.

Students will be asked to rati-

fy at the coming general meeting

of the Alma Mater Society,
changes in the Society's consti-

tution involving a total increase

of $10 for men and $5 for women
in the Student Interest fees paid

on registration. This was the re-

commendation contained in the

report of the Budget and Finance

Committee approved at last Sat-

urday's AMS executive meeting.

Three proposals: the expansion

of the scope and services of stu-

dent government by the hiring of

a lull-time stenographer-book-

keeper, the stabilization of the

Tricolor magazine's finances, and
the financing of the debt incurred

in the building of [be new Union,
account for the increase in fees.

If all the changes are made.
Student Interest fees for men
will be $33. and for women
$28. At present, all students

pay $23 for this fee.

For men. the $10 increase will

i[iclude 50 cents for new AMS ad-

ministrative expenses, $2.50 for

the Tricolor, and $7 for the fin-

ancing of the new Union. The
proposed assessment on women
for the Union will be only $2.

Following the approval of any
or all of these proposals by the

student body next week, the

changes will be submitted to the

Uniicrsity Board of Trustees,

meeting in May, which has to

give assent to any changes in fees

charged at registration.

Men To Pay $7

(Levana Levy $2?)

Towards Union
Even when the old Union was

at its crowded best most Queen's-

meii felt that it was inadequate

to satisfy the needs of a student

body as large as that at Queen's.

After the first twinge of nostalgia

felt when the building burned

everyone began looking ahead

and- saying "now maybe we'll get

a real Union" and in their minds

everyone was thinking "some-

thing like Hart House — only a

little bit better."

Sale Of Tickets

For Colour Night

To Close Today
With "the weather fine and the

track fast" everything is set for the

AMS Colour Night, which holds

fordi in Grant Hall, Friday evening.

Commencing with a banquet at

which campus scholastic and athle-

tic stalwarts will be honored, the

evening will be climaxed by the aii-

nital Colour Night dance, which will

feature the music of Doug Creigh-

tun's orchestra, nestling amidst a

l)ackdrop of the snow-covered Alps

Mountains,

Tricolor Finances

To Get Shot In Arm
From New Plan

A proposal to add an additional

$2.50 to the "Student Interests"

fee paid on registration, for the

purpose of placing the finances of

the Tricolor magazine on a firmer

footing, will go before next
week's open meeting of the AMS
for student approval.

The scheme provides that

on publication the Tricolor

would be offered for sale to

students at one dollar. Its

price would thus be $3.50 in-

stead of the present $5.00.

It is calculated that Tricolor

circulation would be boosted to

75%. at least, of the student
population, permitting large sav-

ings in the cost of printing per

unit.

Proponents of the plan, which

was presented at the last AMS
executive meeting, argue tbat er-

AnnualAMSMeet
Coming NextWeek
Has 4 Big issues

Right after the fire a Union

Council was formed to deal with

the problem of financing the

building of the new Union and

they have reached a decision

which, subject to the approval of

the AMS open meeting to be held

sometime next week, will provide

the necessary funds and complete

the financial arrangements within

as little time as possible.

The total cost of the new Union
is estimated at $750,000—of which

$500,000 is already in view. This

means that $250,000 must be pro-

vided through the issue of de-

bentures. To pay the inevitable

interest on these bonds, the Un-
ion Council has suggested that

following the policy of other Ca-

nadian universities which provide

similar facilities to the student

body, and beginning next year,

a Union fee of $10 per male stu-

dent should be levied. A $2 levy

against each female student will

be discussed in the near future.

This means an increase of $7 per

man while the $2 Union fee for
The general meeting of the

|

gj^js is something new, but then

their admission into the

will not

only look after the interest on the

$250,000 but will provide $7,500

towards the retirement of the

Alma Mater Society will be held I

in the latter part of next week. ^ men'g Union. These fee
Up for student ratification are

four important questions involv-

ing constitutional changes and a

considerable boost in the Student I jebt
Interest fee charged at registra-

tion.

These meetings, held annually

ill March, bring directly before

students the work done by their

student government — the AMS
executive.

The agenda, on the surface,

looks dull — the report of the

See Annual AMS Meet. p. 5

It is pointed out that the pro-

posed fee is considerably less

than that charged by Hart House
in Toronto. .\ moment's consid-

eration of the enlarged facilities

to be provided and these include

a snack bar open from 7 a.m, to

U p.m. should be sufficient to

convince everyone that it will be
money well spent.

With the above-mentioned line-jrors in predicting the Tricolor's

up bolstered by many other star fea-

tures such as attracti\e programs,

favours, intermission attractions,

and the typical Colour Night atmos-

phere, the dance promises to be

something out of the usual.

Tickets are still on sale at the

Post Office, and the inevitable score

of last-minute shoppers are warned
that sales of banquet tickets cease

at 2 p.m. today.

circulation, which is at present

small and difficult to foresee, lead

to financial troubles in the case

of over-estimation, and dissatis-

faction in the case of an under-

estimation, They point to the

financially-strong position of The
Journal, made possible by a uni-

versal student subscription which

supplanted a previous sale by

copy.

Baccaldureate Service To Be
Next Sunday In Grant Hall

Schedule Released

For 6 British Films

Donated By Rector
The schedule has been an-

nounced for the showing of the

British films which were donated

to the AMS by Queen's Rector

L, W, Brockington,

"Caravan," Mar. 2; "Madonna

of the Seven Moons," Mar, 6;

Wicked L.ady," Mar. 10; "The

^c\L-nili Wil." Mar. U; "Notor-

ious Gentleman," Mar. 16; "Wat-

rloo Road," Mar. 18.

They will be shown in Convo-

ution Hall at 9.30 p.m., with the

exception of "Madonna of the

Seven Moons," which will be

screened at 7.30 p.m.

In honour of the graduating

classes in Levana, Arts, and Sci-

ence, a Baccalaureate Service will

be held in Grant Hall next Sun-

day at 4 p.m. As Convocation oc-

curs after everyone has scattered,

this is the only opportunity the

other students will have to hon-

our this year's graduates.

Principal Wallace and .\MS
President Ken Pliin will read

the Lessons at the service to

be conducted by the Univer-

sity Chaplain. Rev. Dr. A,

Ian Burnett, MA, distinguish-

ed and able minister of Ot-

tawa's St. .-Vndrew's Presby-

terian Church, will be the

preacher lor the occasion.

The Glee Club will lead in

the singing and offer an an-

them.
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Keep the Law or Change It , . .

The benevolent industry of the Alma Mater Society

executive has advanced several constructive recommendations

to the other membera of the society for their comment and

decision at the annual general meeting-.

However the student body regards these proposals, and

we believe investigation will commend them, we all should

recognize the careful zeal for the interest and prosperity of

Ihc society which prompted them. Your executive this year

has touched off no fireworks, it ha? initiated little until now.

But with both feet solidly pl.intdl in tlic constitution it has

dealt cautiously but firmly will) whatever has come before

it. The members have met twice as often as they are re-

quired to do, and far oftener than any previous executive has.

They have brought to the drudgery of governmei.t a

sober and sweet reasonableness with which it has been diffi-

cult to differ. Their government has been sound.

In the light of all this it is difficult to believe that they

will go out of office without clearing away the debris of

decayed directives and obsolete regulations which now clutter

the constitution and make nonsense of its best intentions.

We ciled two such rulings last issue which we feel should

be enforced or excised. The constitution crawls with them.

There is an absurd page and a half, for example, dealing with

"Social and Professional Organizations." According to this

every Freshman in a campus club is indictable and all clubs

with more than 45 members are illegal.

"Approval must be obtained from the Social Functions

Committee," runs the constitution, "for all skits or perform-

ances given in connection with dances or social evenings."

Every year dance tliis year has broken this rule.

* * * *

Such, at present, is the law.

The AMS executive will do a great service to its elec-

torate hy overhauling the constitution and its regulations so

thai A.M.S. Law can be useful, can be worthy of respect and
can be kept.

A law not enforced is worse than no law at all.

2he A.M.S. Proposals .

The proposed changes in the A.M.S. constitution deserve
careful consideration by every member of the society.

Some of the recommendations are perhaps more urgent
than others. They do not seem, perhaps, to be all of equal
merit.

But behind each of them is the thoughtful work of mem-
bers of your executive who regard each change as essential.

Any member of the society who is not in agreement with
the proposals should remember that each one has a back-
ground of trial and error and discussion which it is not pos-
sible to present, or in some cases even to indicate, in a short
news story.

We ask interested readers to give their opinions on the
proposals to The Journal. We will consider them in detail
in the next issue.

The Cokestand Squabble
Arbitration has solved ihe difference of opinion between

the Science formal commitlee and the band. The band mana-
ger has admitted that his employees did not behave them-
selves as well as the Sciencemen expected, Science has hacked
down from its original stand that next year's profits should be
taken from the band as punishment. All is sweetness and bliss.

One useful outcome is that in future both the band and
the faculty forma! committees will be protected hy a standard
contract and that the whole matter of the soft drink stand
and cloakroom concession monopoly of the band will be
scrutinized somewhat carefully by the AMS executive.

This should happen occasionally to every monopoly.

W.6.H. a Usually Phlegmatic Observer, Sees Barbara Ann's Political

Aspirations as Pregnant with Significance for Canada's Future

Will Barbara Ann Replace The Beaver?
Now that Barbara Ann Scott has put Canada on the map and

sent millions of Americans scurrying through their atlases, it seems
to me the moment is ripe to make an all-out effort for our new
rising nationalism. Someone has suggested that the Government
make a special postage stamp issue commemorating Canada's
Sweetheart on Skates.

My personal suggestion is that we immediately cancel all ex-

isting stamps and print all Barbara Ann stamps. For instance,

we could have Miss Scott cutting a figure eight (8c), a figure four

(4c) and so on. And anyone who thinks Our Own Barbara doesn't

cut a neat figure just hasn't been watching the pictures. Another
method of promoting the cause would be the coining of new words
in the Scot-free tradition, e.g., Scott-marvelous, Scott-happy, Scott-

super, etc. I rather prefer Scott-crazy myself.

This Flas Question

As for our national flag, I propose a blue Maple Leaf centered

on a red background and crowned with a pair of white Barbara

Ann C.C.M. skates; and although 1 am not recommending "The
Skater's Waltz" as a national anthem, I feel that during its rendi-

tion, military personnel at least should be made to stand at atten-

ion. Perhaps all this will come to nothing.

And yet the signs of the times are everywhere. Take for in-

stance the timely resignation of Mr. King ; doesn't it seem just

a bit strange that that sly old statesman should have chosen just

this time to step down? There is no sense getting excited yet,

but anyway there will be a meeting of the Barbara Ann for Prime
Minister Club next Thursday in Grant Hall.

As an alternative to the above program for the promotion of

Canadian nationalism, there is also the "criminal" or "New Lib-

erty" approach. A popular magazine (whose name is concealed

m the previous sentence) has undertaken to raise our feeling of

national awareness by a clever series of articles dealing with crimes

committed in Canada. Resentful no doubt of the fame which Spaia

achieved with her Inquisition, this publication has set out to prove

that Canadian ingenuity, working in Canadian surroundings and

using (we hope) Canadian-manufactured weapons, is just as capable

of rising to the same sublilne heights in that line as the Inquisitors,

the Gestapo, or the head-hunters of the Amazon. For those who
feel that the Barbara Ann approach is too effeminate, perhaps this

is the answer.

Gangbuster Motif
At any rate a postage stamp issue on this theme has unlim-

ited possibilities. Beginning with the lower denominations, we

could have the determined profiles of Mickey McDonald. Lauzou.

Red Ryan. etc.. and work gradually up through colourful enact-

ments of the crimes themselves. The ten-cent issue, for instance,

could show some of our minor bank robberies ; the twenty-cent

a shooting or two ; and with the fifty-center we would get right

into our more sensational murders, although this would necessitate

a deeper shade of red than is currently in use.

Cheap At A Dollar
In my opinion the one dollar stamps should be reserved for

the portrayal of sex crimes because of their attraction for the gen-

eral public : with our great Canadian traditions in this field and

our native artistic talent, there is little doubt but that the venture

would prove profitable from a revenue standpoint and at the same

time provide a real stimulus to the promotion of a national feeling

and truly Canadian culture.
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Dear Journal

Retraction . . .

Dear Editor :

In view of the fact that the disagreement between the Science

Formal Committee and the Queen's Band has been amicably

settled without resort to the AMS Court I hereby retract any
charges against the Committee. Assurance has been given that

misunderstandings of this nature will not be allowed to occur in

future,

IAN V. MACDONALD,
Manager, Queen's Band.

Satisfaction

Dear Editor :

Recent publications of the Queen's Journal may have led many
people to believe that the Science Formal Committee were trying

to discredit the Queen's Band. That is not true. The primary aim
was to have the AMS Executive revise the present system whereby
the Formals must allow the Band to operate the coke and check-
room concessions. They would not do so unless the charges, aris-

ing out of the operation of these concessions at the past Science
Formal, were valid.

After the AMS Executive viewed a letter (published elsewhere
in this issue) written by tlic Band Manager they moved and passed
a new ruling, also elsewhere in this issue. That ruling is satisfac-
tory. I feel that in future Science Formals will be able to turn
over more profit to the Band than it has received from these con-
cessions in the past.

The fracas has not been due to the actions or inaction of any
individual or single group of individuals. The Band and its em-
ployees were partly responsible, but the Band Committee and the
AMS Executive were responsible also. The AMS Executive is

responsible because they granted the monopoly to the Band but
did not oversee the operation of these concessions. Each student
is partly to blame also in so far as he very seldom, or never, takes
:iny interest in the tasks which face the AMS Executive and their
supervision of our student government. (It was not the present
AMS Executive that granted the monopoly.)

1 sincerely hope I haven't been too awfully "stuffy" about the
whole affair.

Let's all look forward to the day when our Band will be com-
pletely out of debt—that day is not far away.

N, H. DALZIEL.

Hurrah For Philosophy!
In this day and age of shifting values, a new spirit of cynicism

has come into style. Many old accepted beliefs have been cast
aside. Although this shows an awakened intellectual interest in
Ihe world about us. it must be realized that every radical who
shouts "Down with that!" is not necessarily right. The criticisn
against ])hi!osophy falls into that category

Some argue that, since there is little agreement among phil
osophers, we should throw the whole science of philosophy away
You might just as well say. that, since there is little agreement

-. .- mHiroas

among psychologists, we should throw psychology into the ash-

can ! Then, of course, shoot all the mental patients

!

What the world needs is more philosophers. Mankind des-

perately needs more attention paid to the humanities. We have

over-reached ourselves in the world of mechanical invention. What
we want now is, more minds to focus on the great problem of,

what really is the good life,

JOHN BARWICK.

Intraniural Beef .

I wish to call attention again to the Report on Intramural

Athletics drawn up by a committee of the Engineering Society.

I feel that there are many good suggestions for the betterment of

the lutramurals in this Report, and that they should be considered

witli an eye for the future.

One of the most important and urgent matters is that of the

formation of a special Committee to deal with Intramural Sports.

At the present time, with the officials of both the A,B. of C. and

the Phys. Ed. Dept. doing a full-time job, the Intramurals are

tossed from pillar to post. A Committee headed by the A.M.S.

Athletic Stick, composed of the Faculty Athletic Sticks and Year

Sticks and with either Mr. Bartlett or Mr. Edwards as Advisor,

would have more time and more members to handle the Sports.

If students are considered capable of running a student govern-

ment, there cannot be any good reason why they shouldn't also

mn their own Sports.

One of the chief criticisms of the Intramural Program is that,

although it is run off for the benefit of the majority of the students,

the time, money and equipment allotted to it is disproportionate

to that allowed for Intercollegiate competition. This should not

be construed as a criticism of Senior Sports, but rather a plea for

a larger budget, more time for intramurals, and more and better

equipment. Intramurals could be used as a training ground for

Intercollegiate athletes, rather than the conf\ision that they are

now. TOM CHADSEY,
Athletic Stick. Arts '4'1

Thieves At Work
is being more appro-

the "Classified Ads"

1 consider a comp'laint of this nature

priate in the "Editorial" columns than in

section.

Our winter is only partly over and my Operating Statement

shows a decided loss already.

This loss can be attributed in part to the persistent efforts

of some characters who are trying to replenish their own supply

of winter garb.

My loss thus far consists of one pair of overshoes and one pair

of rubbers, and in return I received one pair of dilapidated rubbers

nn which the depreciation is used up, I fail to grasp the humour of

these one-sided transactions.

The person or persons who are suffering from the mistaken

illusion that "what's yours is mine and what is mine is my own*

might do well to adhere to the old proverb—"If the rubber fits,

wear it"—If it is yours.

This criticism is not aimed at all students but merely at the

select few who persist in ignoring the policy of "laissez-faire".

A VICTIM.
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Beware The Barber
By Ed Arrol

Plad your hair cut lately?

If you are a longiiaired Artsman who detests having his hair cut

away from home, ihcii don't. Better save your sideburns, son, than be
lurned out on the street looking like a fresh faced Engineer or a clean

cut Political Science student.

They will give you a good haircut. In twenty minutes flat. You'll
have time for coffee, too. And you can be back to the Library or lec-

ture room within the hour.

Next! !

There you sit, one of four victims in four barber chairs staring into

four round mirrors and attended by four barbers. There is only one
way to look, and that is straight ahead. You have to look at you.

Personally, I like my liaircuts sugar-coated. Lush pin-ups at every
twirl of the chair. Mirrors back and front, up and around. Row upon
row of colored bottles with goo to make my hair "stink purdy". And
a jolly barber fondling my hair and giving me a running commentary
on mundane affairs.

My man was silent, I soon grew tired of staring at myself and
longed for a glance at the back of my neck, which I haven't seen for
some time. There was nothing to do but reminisce.

First stop the west coast. I was wondering what happens to all

the hair barbers snip every day when I found myself a visitor to the
campus of the University of Washington in Seattle. A lanky ex-G.I..

a student of Journalism, was saying ;

"You never know where you'll find' news."

I agreed with him.

'I was covering my beat one day," he continued, "and, being short
of news, decided to drop into the dentist's office. We got talking—
the Assistant and I—and she told me of a Geology student who made
himself fifty bucks."

"Yeah?" I gazed up at Guggenheim Hall.

"Seems he casually asked the dentist what happens to all the teeth
that are pulled each day. The dentist told him that they are thrown
out, at intervals. So the student geologist left for home with a bag of
molars."

"What happened then?"

"Well, I traced the guy down and, sure enough, he had made the
fifty bucks by grinding the teeth into powder, extracting the gold from
old fillings, and selling it."

The scissors were snipping more air than hair near my ear when I

quizzed the barber.

"Hair," he replied, "is swept up and thrown into the garbage."
Perhaps the beauty salon next door saves hair to make eyebrows and
v.igs for little girls' dolls.

Paid my way out of the glittering dome-a-drome and reflected that

Absalom in the Old Testament must have saved a bag of money. He
had his hair cut only once a year.
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Quecn'smen Live In Luxury
By Mel Zobatar

No Boarding-House Reach

How would you like a boarding-house where every room has

a sink with hot and cold running water, and a roomy clothes

closet or locker; where you get two meals a day, served by pretty

waitresses; where you can get second helpings and all the milk

you want to drink? Two hundred and fifty Queen'smen enjoy such

privileges at R.M.C. and all for thirty-five dollars a month.

There are two students' residences at R.M.C, the "Stone

Frigate" and "Fort Frederic Dormitory," accommodating male

students from every year and every faculty. "Fort Frederic" houses

about one hundred and fifty, and another hundred are housed at

the "Stone Frigate."

The boys liave their own system of discipline. Each residence

has its own student-warden. To assist the warden, each residence

has its house committee, elected from among the students.

The only regulations strictly enforced are: no unnecessary

noise and no women allowed in the dormitories at any time, A
system of fines puts teeth in these regulations.

The boys have three dances during the year, held in the RMC
gymnasium, and in the words of one of the students, "They are

the best dances at Queen's — barring none." The dances are run

on a non-profit basis — cabaret style, Refreshments are always

served in large quantities. If you want to eat and there isn't a

dance the RMC canteen is very handy for cig:arettes and snacks.

Suburban Life

Being at a distance from town, the boys are more inclined to

study, too, they say. For those who don't a bridge game or bull

session can always be found. Once in a while somebody gets dis-

gusted with the place and goes out to forget it all. A good example

of this type is the third year science student who came in at four

o'clock one morning, put on his skis and started skiing through

the halls and down the stairs. The boys have marked this memor-

able achievement with a sign, pointing down the stairs, which

says, "Fort Frederic Ski Run, Number "One."

If you have been considering living at R.M.C. next year you're

going to be disappointed. The Royal Military College is re-opening

in the spring and the dormitories will be taken over by the cadets.

There may be room for a few students at the Stone Frigate, but

no definite plans have been laid down as yet. The students that

will be replaced by cadets are going to be sorry they won't be

able to return — but all good things must come to an end.
. ,

I
Once There Was A Co-ed

I Once there wos a co-ed who seemed perfectly heolthy, physically

I and mentally.

i She went to most of her classes and never broke house-rules except

5 occiden tolly.

j Her skirts were the proper length end her room wos usuolly tidy,

i But now she is out in Rockwood and her friends come to visit each
i Tuesdoy ond Fridoy.

i And the first indication of insanity was when she soid.

I "I have all my studying done, so I think I will go to bed."

I And her friends said, "Hoven't you an essay to write or some
g physics to do?"

I But she replied, "No I'm all through."

I
And then they knew it wos hopeless and hod her token oway.

I
For of course that is one of those things o girl doesn't ever,

i ever soy.

I No— whether she has a mind like Einstein or just doesn't hove

i a mind,

I
The thing to say is, "I haven't opened a book for weeks ond I'm

S simply miles behind!"

And she must olwoys be woiling and gnashing her teeth in sorrow

I Over the essoy she hasn't time to write which has to be in to-

g morrow.

13 And even if she stays in ot night and works from nine to two

I
The nearest she comes to admitting it is to soy she hasn't a clue,

i For tolking about what you've finished is never much fun,

i But think of the thrill of saying boldly that you have six ossign-

I ments and haven't looked at one.

I So in case anyone is wondering what is the moral of this dissertation.

I It is, "Alwoys put off till to-morrow what you could do to-doy and

g you'll never lock for a topic of conversation."

1 — B.K.
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Thoughts

Speculotion— Eorthy matters

Decadence and Law
Voltaire— Hegel

Locke and Hobbes

Talk of Liberty and Life

But where is Liberty?

Do we live?

Or is Life itself

An earthy matter

Subject to Speculotion?

The Shadow knows!

— CYNICA

Ghost
Through the window I see the moon,

Full and fair.

I lift the sash and put my head

In the cool night air.

Stilj is the city. A few lights gleam.

The stars ore aloof.

The snow and the moon make magic

On spire and roof.

I heor the murmuring couples pass,

And I recoil

When my heort wos glad in Eden,

Before its fall.

Ghosts crowd the cobbles of my soul

As someone's bonds

Quietly tear my peoce apart.

And none withstands.

CHARLES GRANT MocKENZIE

SCIENCEMEN RETORT
One may claim that the engineer's course of to-day is all too

specialized; he is always thinking in terms of theorems, laws and
formulae and he leaves the university knowing ' nothing of the

things oj life that really count. At least that seems to be the

general impression. On the contrary" the conscientious student

in the field of engineering knows full well that when he graduates
he has only some broad basic principles with which to work and
spcciaiization conies after he has gone into industry.

Now the powers that be are mulling over the possibilities of

including in the curricula some of the so-called finer things of life.

No move could be more unpopular, especially at this time when
the student body has a preponderance of veterans whose age de-

mands a maximum of practicality in the course. It all comes down
to a question of time; no one on the campus will deny that the

engineering course at present is practically at the saturation point.

The course is the same length as at the turn of the century and
immense technological advance has been made since that time.

If the humanities are to be introduced, what will be sacrificed, and
to what purpose?

If we are interested in so doing we can always become familiar

with the great English authors
; certainly we have no time in the

academic year lo do so, but the holidays are supposedly a time
lor relajtation. Moreover, the writings which are studied were for

the most part written spontaneously—they are meant to be en-

joyed—not swotted over. As for such subjects as philosophy and
psychology—a little bit is worse than none at all. We wish no
[lart of a course which leaves a confused impression of the sub-

ject. Witness the number nf people in the world to-day who are

.'tttempting to apply hall-baked ideas of psychology and philosophy,

which they do not comjiletely understand, and are thereby ruining

their own lives and the lives of their offspring in particular with

slieir experiments. Languages are becoming less and less im-

portant : there are few places in the world today where a knowledge
of English will not suffice. Politics and Economics are useless

unless carried through to a logical conclusion. The person who
wishes to study these will obviously take a B.A. specializing in

these subjects.

Five Years With Bacteriology, Tours Added
A possibility is to lengthen the course. Even then there are

many more things which we need to know of a technical nature;

and also there is a need to reduce the present concentration of our
course that would preclude the introduction of humanities even in

a five year course which would be in proportion to the present

standards. For iustance a study of elementary bacteriology is be-

coming increasingly important to the engineer. Many of the modern
chemical processes are dependent on bacteria (penicillin, and many
food products): sanitation, corrosion, fertilization, protection of

.structures ag,-iinst rotting are all fields which involve the work of

bacteria, .\nother desirable item — if there was time, compulsory
slioji work for all enginct-rs. More lime is needed for planned tours

of production units in the indu.'itrial area in which we are studying.

it is iiuw there it little time for reading of a technical nature to

supplement the cour^ies in which our interests He.

Not that I think that the engineer should ignore the study, on
his own, in the summer, of law, government, current and world
affairs, music and all the cultural aspects which seem to pass
us by in the rush of modern living. Each young person should
also, in my belief, establish his own code of living and have some
thoughts on life in general; but that is a personal thing.

The arts student isn't forced to study hydraulics — leave us
then to study the humanities — if and when we are interested —
if and when we have the time.

fokhiulv thi (hilv crawfohd n-own sMor

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

DisI Store 7990

ALL TRICOLOR SALESMEN
are requested to turn in their

Sales Books and Money to the Tricolor Office

Top Floor of Carruthers Hall, between 10 a.m. and
12.30 p.m. on Wednesday, March 3.

Dial R«. 7f90

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-
ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SIJPPL.IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd.

Ifour future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP |. FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE — WIMNIPEC
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U of T Symphony
(Continued from Page 1)

ever, we were introduced to an or-

chestra which displayed sound ba-

lance and beautiful tonal effects.

The solo pianist, Alan Blunienthai,

a first year medical student, ]>la.yed

accurately and p r a f i c i e n l 1 y.

Throughout the concerto, he was

sympathetic to the orchestra and

responsive to the emotional breadth

of Beethoven. The string sections

at times showed faulty intonation

and lack of discipline especially in

viola and bass sections. The first

violins, however, were brilliant in

passages, especially in the Schosta-

kovitch symphony where there were

some superb moments.

Classified Ads
LOST

Large ye]low silk bandana and silver

scarf ring. Lost in front of Gym
Saturday night. Will finder please

phone Phoebe Heffeman at 3481.

Freshly cleaned Croyden trench coat,

belonging to Art Ross in Old Arts

building, Wednesday night. They left

him his scarf and rubbers.

FOUND
One Parker "51" in Padre's office.

Owner rnay have same by identifying,

and paying for this ad.

Levana pin found. Owner please con-

tact Wm. Morris. AOSf. and pay tor

this ad.

CARD OF THANKS
The Dran^ Department would like to

thank all those students who by loan-

ing their beds to visiting High School
pupils helped to make the Secondary
School Drama Festival a success.

Degree Applications

Due by March 15

Applications for degrees in the

Faculties of Arts and Applied Sci-

ence must be received at the Re-

gistrar's Office before March 15th.

Candidates for the Bachelor of

Arts degree will pay a fee of $10;

candidates for the Master of Arts

degree will pay a fee of $20. Aii)--

nne applying after March iSlh will

have to pay a lale fee of $3.

FOR SALE
Spotting cards for English 2. Now
available at Tech. Supplies. These
cards have been approved by the

Dept. of Extension and recommended
OS an excellent studying agent for all

extramural students.

RUBLACK WINS FIRST PRIZE

IN SCIENCE PAPERS CONTEST
Members of .\ris '48. Sc. '49

and Sc. '48.5 siibniilted tlic three

best papers at the Annual Stu-

dent Papers Niglit, sponsored by

Ihe Kingston branch of the Can-

adian Iiislilnlc of Chemistry last

Monday niglU.

\\ ill Rublack, of Sc. '4S.5, gave

(he wimiing- paper, on the siib-

jeci of the 'I'hotoelectric Effect',

and indicated how work in this

field had ailvanccd the 'pholiin'

ll)eory in the transmission ol

iiylu. tie was awarded books

li;n ing- a v.ilue nf $15.

Henry Bulkcr, Aris '
iS, won

the second book award of a

value of $10 with his subject

"The Biosynthesis of Sex Hor-

niDiies", in which he presented

two conflicting views held by

different biochemists on the syn-

thesis of hornijues in the body.

Bob Bowley of Sc. '49 won
the third book prize of $5 with

hi.s paper "The Chemical Reac-

lions in Photography."

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of evfliythlng

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

fir 'Til

npirlll,.! 'ii

cast

qives jobs t

- _ - °J -£r:»--

rA^i^ ,„ modern -;:^.;*"o;

carefully ^ .

Thiriv y"" "S" ^ r was unknot--

Canadian N"^*"
, .^""l^-ckel to

d to steel Canadian N.-^'

'r^eS'and rust.

'IV

Placiiig Nickel
anodes in llie

electrolytic tanks
al iIjc Nickel
refmery, .

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA LIMITED, 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO

Comics Aren't Bad

Say McGill Girls

In Beating Queen's
By Mary Moir and Celine Kelly

Last Friday, McGill debaters

Vivien Epstein and M a r j o r i e

Schwartz successfully opposed

the resolution "that present day

comics are detrimental to the nor-

mal development of children."

Opening the debate, N o r a h

Cassidy. leader of the affirmative,

presented three main arguments.

"Comics are not humorous,
they're just plain dull." The hu-

mour, based, as it often is, on

physical or mental defects of the

characters, is bad for the child

socially and morally.

Pris Peebles, second speaker for

the affirmative, stated that any ten-

dency towards juvenile delinquency

may be aggravated by the wild es-

capades of the comic strip hero. She

pointed out the disappointment of

the child who compares his world

with the luxuries, the heroes and

heroines, the certain triumph of

good over evil, portrayed in the

comic ' book world.

Marjorie Schwartz, second spea-

ker for the negative, said that co-

mics have a positive contribution to

normal development. For example

they develop a sense of humour, and

moreover such comics as True Co-

mics or Scientific Comics, present

factb at the child's level of under-

standing. They also stimulate a

child's interest in reading. "Comics

offer release therapy. They are to

the child what the soap opera and

the detective book are to the adult."

• • • • • •

What's When

TODAY—4.30 p.m.. The Miller

Geology Club, Guest Speaker,

I.)r. G. V. Douglas, "Geology

u! L:ibrador."

—7.30 i),ni.. Psychology Club,

Theology class no. 2; topics: A
new theory of Dream Inter-

prelaliun ; Harmful Personali-

ties.

—7.30. fntcr Varsity Christian

Fellowship, Bible Study and

Discussion, Theology' Common
Ruom, Old Arts.

—7.00 p.m., SCM Study Group,

Padre Laverty's home.

—9.00 p.m., Arts '49 Year Par-

ty, Crfttage Inn.

—9.30, "Caravan," Convocation

Hall.

WEDNESDAY — 12.45 p.m.,

Commerce Club Election Meet-

ing. Room 201, New Arts-

—6.30 p.m., Aesculapian Socie-

ty Banquet, La Salle Ballroom.

S p.m., Le Cercle Francais,

Andre Bieler guest speaker,

8-11 p.m., Skating Club Party.

THURSDAY— 1 p.m.. Arts So-

ciety General Meeting, Room
201. New Arts..

—7 p.m.. Mining and Metallur-

gical Society Annual Banquet,

La Salle Hotel, guest speaker.

Prof. A. V. Corlett, New Head
of the mining dept.

FRIDAY — 6.30. Colour Night

banquet.

— 10.00, Colour Night Formal.

SATURDAY—7.30. "Madonna of

the Seven Moons," Convocation

Hall.

SUNDAY—9.30 a.m.. Sacrament

of the Lord's Supper, Morgan
Memorial Chapel.

— 10.00, Service for Queen's-

men, Curric Hall, RMC.
—4.00 p,m.. Baccalaureate Ser-

vice, preacher. Dr, Ian Burnett,

Padre officiating.

—4.15, Science Public Speaking

Forum, St. James' Parish Hall.
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Dr. Eari Deplores State

Of Russian Genetics

Dr. R. O. Earl, head of the Bio-

logy Department, speaking last
Tuesday on the subject "Genetics

in Russia", told the Biological So-

ciety that the official view in Russia

towards genetics is in opposition to

all the advances that have heen made
in the last fifty years.

He said that Vavilov, a Russian

and one of the world's greatest

geneticists, was ousted from his po-

sition in 1935 and hadn't been heard

o£ until his death, in a Russian work
camp, was reported recently.

In conclusion. Dr. Earl stated that

in other branches of science the

Russians appear to be keeping pace

with modern developments.

Annual AMS Meet
(Continued from Page 1)

Secretary-Treasurer on finances

and the accomplishraents of the

executive during the year, the

passing of amendments to the

constitution, and the installation

of the newly-appninted president.

Often though, things are differ-

ent. Students are sometimes

handed an important issue, and

the meeting is anything but dull.

Important issues hav^: always

in the past resulted in heavily at-

tended meetings. The questions

to be decided at next week's meet-

ing are considered the most im-

portant to have come up in many
years.

TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHY

PORTRAITURE
GROUP

'A Complete Service'

180 WeUington St.

PANORAMIC

Dial 7037

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

drq scalp

SYMPTOMSi %
itdiv r»llT>ir, iw
drufti iirr, bnllle

EiDir; JifO^ Vnii% on

ci^oib or brunh. Un-
Icii chrciid tnaj'

Give yourself a head-start

with good-looking hair

Throughout the worM "Vaaelme" Hair

Tonic is used by more mca than any other

hair prcparatiou ... to keep ecalp in con-

dition . . . hnir neat and ivcll-groomcd nil

day. Use this natural dressing foryourhau-

Vaseline HAIRTONIC

DVA Back Pay On Way
Student vets affected by the

recent increase in allowance have

been wondering when it is com-
ing- through. By now they know
it was not in the February
cheque. There is. however, ev-

ery possibility that the accounts

will be brought up to date at

the end of March. In fact, there

are indications that the back al-

lowance, retroactive to January

1st, will be paid before the end
of March. Mr. Sparling, of DVA,
has advised the committee that

a special pay-parade will be an-

nounced if the department au-

thorizes a mid-month payment.

There has been some interest

shown in the working of the

DVA loan fund at Queen's. Since

the loan fund was established in

1946, the board has granted loans

totalling $5,186 of which total

$2,767 was granted during the

present session, Fourteen ap-

plications have been considered

by the board and only two have

been refused. Investigation prior

to the case being presented to

the board has resulted in num-
erous cases being considered in-

eligible.

Acting on the authority vested

in them at the general meeting,

the vets' committee has made
the fcllowing appointments to as-

sist in the work that lies ahead :

Don Matthews, Sc. '50; Chuck

Thompson, Sc. '50; and Harry

Walker, Arts '50. Each faculty

is now represented by two mem-
bers on the committee, and this

should help to simplify problems

of organization.

There has been Httie response

to the appeal for vital statistics

on the financial position of the

Queen's single vet. We must
have all possible support in the

drive for consideration of the

single vet's problems. Get the

facts in to the secretary, Student

Vets Committee, the Post-Office.

//

presents

The Broadway Comedy Hit

"PENNY WISE
featuring

An All Star Cast of Queen's

Alumni and Students' Wives

K.C.V.I. Auditorium

This Friday at 8.30

All Seats Reserved

SOc, 75c and $1.00

At Spearn's and McCallum's

Hundreds of Orchestra and

Gallery Seats at 50 Cents

Applications Due

For French Scholarship

Examinations will be held i n

March for the Sir Wilfred Laurier

McTuorial Scholarship in French

conversation. The value of the
scholarship is $80 and application

must be made to the registrar before

March 15,

SWAP NECKTIES
Mail us one to six ties you're sick

of. You'll receive pronto same
number elegantly cleaned ties we
received same way. You pay
Postman $1.00 on receipt of ties.

TIDDILY TIES
P.O. Box 1236 Saint John. N.B.

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

*

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

62? Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardwa re

CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS
'TED' RATCLIFFE—'CORD' SAGE

341 Princess St.

BIGGAR & CRAWFORD
MEMBERS TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE

Private Wire to Toronto

G. M. CUNNINGTON. Manager

187A Princess Street Telephone 5317

ut you promised to take me to Colour Nightl I I

C€L€LC NieUT
THIS rcicAy

2 P.M. TODAY DEADLINE FOR

BANQUET AND COMBINATION TICKETS

Dance Tickets Are Still Availably

Get Yours Now at the Post Office

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St

Kingston, Ont,

she will be thrilled with a

corsage:

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality and Artistry Predominate"

A CORDIAL

WELCOME-

is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to moke Loidlow's your shopping head-

quorters in Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

no Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

We carry a complete ronge of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Librai?

382 Princess St, - Plione 4524

IDENTIFICATION
PANORAMIC

Marrison Photos
Phone 4051 92 Princess St

TYPING
THESES A SPECIALTY
REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLIED

For78yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THE

MUTUAL IIFE
I'^^HH^Hof CANADA Wm^^m^m

Established 1869

Head Office Waterloo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. ). Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

E. Leadbeoter

Doreen Lipsett 125 Union W.

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rates to Students

Underwood Limited
171 WeUington St. Dial 435a

Kingston; Oldest

Established Shoe Store

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756
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CAGERS END SEASON
DOWN REDMEN 51-49

By Bruce Williams

Tlie Queen's Seniors not only

proved the "Law of Averages" on

Saturday night, but showed Queen s

fans that fight and a "never say die"

spirit, coupled with good team-play

can produce a win.

In heating the McGill Redmen by

a score of 51 tn 49 the Tricolor

moved themselves into a fie for

third place with McGill. Tlie Gaels

played as a team and were well de-

serving of a win in their last game

of the season.

McGill had little to offer in the

first half as Phillips started the

ball rolling for the Gaels with a

"dog". Weir, McLaughlin and Hu-

hand followed to put Queen's ahead

13 to 6 at the quarter.

In the first few minutes of th«

second quarter the Gaels lengthened

their lead to 19 to 9 and then Cap-

lain Weir broke the twenties with

a clean one-hander.

McGill's much publicized Ace Da-

vidon didn't look the least bit like

he should have, according to his

press notices, in the first half and

Queen's went "down" for a well

earned rest with a 23-14 lead under

their belts.

The Tricolor again started fast

in the third quarter on baskets by

Johnny Elford and Onn Weir, Da-

vidon then seemed to find himself

and made a couple of one-handers

from the key. Huband and Davidon

swapped baskets hut McGill held a

36-33 lead at three-quarters lime.

A foul shot by Dobbins and a

hoop by McNiven, tied it up in the

opening minute of the last stanza.

The play then see-sawed, with each

learn losing and regaining the lead,

until, with three minutes to gb. Weir

popped a hoop and Dobbins followed

with another— after Davidon was

sent to cool off in the showers. Mc-

Gill made two free throws but were
' unable to cut the Tricolor lead.

For McGill — we think the best

j

man was Fraser who played a cool,

I

yet driving game and displayed some

! beautiful pivot movements to the

Gaels. For the Gaels — we think

I the man who turned the tide of bat-

I

lie w a s Jimmy McNiven. This

selection is not based on the fact

j

that McNiven was the Gael's high

I

scorer with 10 points, but on the fact

tliat it was his fight and aggressive-

' ness that reached down into the fire

I

and drew out the win. However as

we said before the Gaels played as

a team and all are worthy of recog-

nition in the victory.

Queen's : Elford 5 ; Phillips 3

;

McNivai !0; Smyth 3; McLaugh-
lin; Huband 8; Weir 11 ; Aisenburg

2; Dobbins 3; Hewitson.

TORONTO PUCK KINGS
SWAMP GAELS 16-3

By Lloyd Menary

The University of Toronto
Beavers left no doubt in the

minds of 3,000 spectators at the

Varsity Arena on Friday evening

that they are again the rightful

possessors of the Queen's Cup.

emblematic o f Intercollegiate

hockey supremacy. The Blues'

decisive 15-3 win over the Gaels

shut off any chances of McGill
forcing a playoff, even though the

Redmen were victorious over the

University of Montreal 10-5 at

the Forum the same night. Many
observers who watched Ace Bai-

ley's squad chalk up their con-

vincing win over the Tricolor

were of the opinion that tlie Blues
would be a serious threat for the

Allan Cup if they made the un-
likely choice of entering.

The game marked the conclu

sion of activities in the 1947-48

intercollfgialc hockey schedule

and officially installed ihe Uni-

versity of Toronto Beavers as

league champions for the second

consecutive year. It was a dis-

appointing finish for the Gaels,

a team which at times has dis-

played signs of real promise, par-

ticuhfrly !u the latter part of the

season. The club won in three

of their four meetings with the

Montreal Carabins and played

sound hockey against McGill,
only to lose out by the narrowest

ol margins on a couple of occa-

siona. The bulk of this yearV
><iuafl will be back, barring aca-

• \cmk mishaps, together with
LniLch Gene Chouinard.

Qiu-en's: Goal, Uric; defence,

Molfal, Flanigan
; centre, Wagnr;

wings, Mercier, H. Hamilton; al-

ternates: Gulick, B. Hamilton,
Murray, Hews, Hedley, Kemp
Wiilh'., Lefebvrc. Sadler.

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men
• Treodeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

GIRL CAGERS COP BRONZE BABY
FIRST CHAMPIONSHIP
SINCE 1935 TOURNEY4 MAT, MITT TITLES

TO QUEEN'S FIGHTERS
By Lloyd Woods

Four individual boxing and

wrestling championships came
back to Queen's from the Assault

at McGill last week-end. Jim
Crockett. Mike M i 1 o v i c k and

Keith Christiansen won boxing

titles while Lang Farrand brought

the first wrestling championship

to Queen's since before the war.

The three boxing wins gave the

Gaels second place in that de-

partment behind McGill who
gained four championships. The
lone wrestling victory placed the

team in third place behind McGill

and the winners. Varsity.

A new system of scoring for

boxing \vas in operation which

avc fuur points to a champion

and one point to a defeated fin-

alist- Under this scheme McGill

gained 17 points while Queen's

ended up with 14. Varsity's four

grappling titles gave thent 6

points to McGill's five and the

Tricolor's 4. Intercollegiate

wrestling rules give bonuses for

bouts won by falls and Queen's

four points were all accounted for

by Farrand who was the only

matman to win by two falls. The.

fourth team in the meet, O.A.C.,

failed to win a single champion-

ship althoug-h they placed five

men in the finals.

Lang Farrand, in his first year

of Intercollegiate competition,

was the outstanding grappler on

the final card. He spotted ICirk-

up of Varsity an early fall and

then came hack strong to pin his

opponent twice, the last fall com-

ing in the final minute, to earn

his crown-

Keith Christiansen came
through as expected to success-

fully defend his heavyweight lau-

rels aganist weak opposition from

McGill. Going into the finals on

a bye he ea.sily outpointed "San-

dy" Edniison in the final contest

of the 16-boiU final card.

The light-heavy picture also

remained unchanged with Mike

Milovick coming through against

tough competition and registering

two unanimous decisions.

Jim Crockett, Queen's 155-lb,

boxing entry climaxed his first

year m the boxing game by an-

nexing the middleweight crown,

a remarkable achievement. He

got a break with a bye into the

finals and was ahead on points

when his opponent. DuBoulcy of

Varsity was disqualified in the

last round for fouling.

Three other Gaels reached the

finals but met defeat. Lou Keat-

ing, I40-lb. boxer, got a bye into

the finals but was outpointed by

John Heney of McGill. .\rvo Tik-

kala, aggressive welter, dropped

a close decision to the highly-

rated Milt Orr of McGill. George

Flanagan, I65-lb. wrestler, was

decisioned hy Wipper of Toronto

in an extremely close duel.

The remaining members of the

team were eliminated on Friday

night. Frank Bell. 12S-lb. boxer,

gave away too much conditioning

and experience to Hcnshall of

Varsity, the eventual champ, and

was beaten by a decision. At 135

pounds. Stew LeBaron lost a

heart-breaking decision to Mc-
Gill's Griff Marshall, who even-

tually went on to win. It was

anybody's fight to the end and a

tough one to lose for the classy

Queen'sman who was rated as a

good het to cop the crown him-

self. In a savage brawl in the 165-

Ib. class, Hank Unruh lost a de-

c i s i o n to wild-swinging Ken
Crowhurst of Varsity. Crowhurst,

who has been disqualified twice

in the past two years, was given

the judge's nod although guilty

of fouls in two of the four rounds

hut was so softened up by the

hard-punching Unruh that he was
K.O.'d by McGill's Creaghan in

the finals.

By Maryal Edwards

In This.

Corner
By

Lloyd Woods

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

The boys were sitting around the hotel room Friday evening
after iheir last meal before the fights. They were talking about
L-verything and anything, which would take their minds off the
tests which lay ahead. Over in the corner sat a sad faced, blond
kid who hadn't taken any part in the conversation and appeared
to be thinking to himself. He was Frank Belli who was our feather-
weight entry, and he had plenty to think about. His boxing career
dated back just five days and he was as green as it was possible to
be. He had found his way up to the boxing gym just a few days
before the team was ready to leave for McGill and had learned that
the 125 lb. class was vacant due to the ineligibility of Pat Nourry,
last year's representative, to make the trip. He reported to Jack
Jarvis and took his first lesson and was so impressive that the
coach decided to take him on the trip.

One hour before fight time, Jarvis elected to scratch Bell, as
he was scheduled to face the champion, tough little Hank Henshal
of Varsity, and it was feared that he might be seriously hurt if put

Bringing the cheering Queen's

supporters to their feet countless

times, an inspired Levana team cap-

tured the Girls' Intercollegiate Bas-

ketball title on Saturday afternoon

by defeating the McGill team 16-14.

It was a long hoped for win, and the

first time the Bronze Baby has come

home since 1935.

Friday night the Queen's team

won a play-off spot by a feature win

over Varsity, last year's champions,

with a score of 19-7. Time after

time the exceptional defensive play

of the Queen's guards saved tlie

day. Using their newly perfected

straight line zone defense, it seemed

almost impossible for the Varsity

Blues to work themselves into a

pay-off spot. Barb Clark was high

scorer with six points, and the coeu-

hination of Pat Gardiner and Joan

Keough left nothing to be desired

when they passed the ball around

the Toronto guards.

The same evening. McGill defeat-

ed an improved Western team by

the close score of 29-20. McGill

showed exceptional form around the

basket using a system of short pass-

es that brought real results. Molly

Camp, one of the smaller players

on the floor, was a constant threat

for McGill, and endeared herself to

the fans by her determination and

spirit.

The consolation finals Saturday

between Western and Varsity prov-

ed Western's ability to come back

for a win in a fast game ending 15-

9.

The final game between Queen's

and McGill was thrill-packed all the

way. The teams were evenly match-

ed, and until the last whistle, it was

impossible to predict the victor. At

the end of the half, the scoreboard

read McGill 6, Queen's 5, in the

third and fourth rjuarter the score

see-sawed back and forth. The for-

ward line of Keough, Gardiner and

Trnckenhrodt made a terrific show-

ing when they broke away time and

again. The defensive play of Mary

Blasick. Betty McRae and Helen

Schaus stopped the McGill forwards

when it was most important. With

only thirty seconds to go and the

score tied 14-14, JoaEi Keough, per-

haps the outstanding girl athlete to

hit Queen's in a long time, broke

clear under the basket and dropped

in a beautiful lay-up shot. The score

with only the few seconds to go re-

mained 14-16. and the stands went

wild when the whistle shrilled to end

the game.

Queen's can well be proud of the

'4S edition of the Levana basketball

team, and Miss Ross and her asso-

ciate coaches are to be congratulated

on their showing, and Ihe way the

whole tournament was carried out.

Lineup for the final game was

—

Queen's: Keough (13), Gardiner

(2), Truckenbrodt ( 1 ) ,
Reid, Clark,

Bennet ;
guards— McRae, Schaus,

Blasick, Greenlees.

McGill: MacFarlane (7), Camp

(6), Naleuykin (1), Nichol, Buck-

mire, Dawson, Tyler, Wallace,
Ritchie.

Skating Oub Party

The Queen's Skating Club is

holding a party at the Jock Harty

Arena on Wednesday. March 3rd,

at 8 p.m. There will be a skating

intermission, dancing and re-

freshments and everybody is wel-

come. Tickets are 35 cents per

])erson, and are available from

members of the Skating Club

Executive and at the door of the

Arena on Wednesday night.

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

in against such an experienced opponent. Bell, however, pleaded

to be allowed to fight and Jarvis, with some misgivings sent him in.

It was evident, after the second round, when Henshall's ex-

perience and conditioning began to tell, that Bell was going to lose

the fight, but such was his courage and resourcefulness that he

succeeded in lasting to the finish and was fighting back at the final

bell. A sigh of relief went up from all whn knew his story as the

Gael boxer stepped down from the ring and all who bad seen him
in action prophesied a bright future in intercollegiate rings if he
should choose to pursue the s])ort.

103 Princess St.

Phone 638]

NEW SPRING LINES
SPORT COATS TROUSERS

SHIRTS - TIES - HATS

— AGENTS FOR PACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
St 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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AMS Constitution Changes
To Come Up At Meeting

111 an effort to make the AMS Constitution a more flexible,
more readable document, the following amendment will be presented
at the forthcoming general meeting-.

"Article XIII: (new section)

"The executive of the Alma
Mater Society may at any time

add to this Constitution by means
of by-laws. These by-laws shall

deal with such subjects and deci-

sions as are of insufficient import-

ance to be embodied in the Con-
stitution, but which it seems de-

sirable to have in a permanent
form.

"By-laws shall become binding

upon being passed by a two-thirds

majority of the whole of the AMS
executive at each of two succes-

sive meetings.

"Additions and amendments to

by-laws shall be made in the

same way as the original by-laws.

"AU by-laws shall be printed at

the end of the AMS Constitu

tion."

ISS Campaign

Ncars Objective
With the campaign ending

this weekend, the ISS drive,

like Old Man River, keeps

rolling along, with subscrip-

tions to date totalling some
$2,400.

I?etiirjis from canvassers are

more or less complete except for

about two dozen tardy Artsmen,

who are warned that tlicir returLi?

must be in by this weekend. Anv
Muutaiiding reports should be ad-

ilrc-LLd to the Treasurer of the

iS.S :uui left at the Post Office.

Clothing Drive

or Sorbonneres

NFCUS CHAIRMAN PERRIN

If this amendment is passed it

will <livide the Constitution into two
main sections — the main frame-

work, and the body of detail which
needs changing from time to time.

A further section of the am'end-

nient, still to be approved by the

AMS executive, lists those matters

at present in the Constitution which

will be made by-laws. They include:

liie Band constitution; the Tricolor

constitution
; provisions covering the

Budget Committee; the registration

f'f campus functions with the per-

manent secretary-treasurer ; the
liand agent ; Who's Where ; ,lbe pro-

cedure at the Annual Meeting of the

Alma Mater Society and at execu-

tive meetings; and regulations co

vering blazers,

The committee in charge of in

vestigating the AMS' constitution u

as follows : Qiairman, Stu Fyfe

Members. Carolyn Haziitt, Kay
t-iundy, Donna Scott, Joan Stuart,

Orm Weir, George Toller, Geoff

firuce, Eric Wilson, Merv Davi

Jim Pritchard.

'Madonna' Given

By Queen's Rector

Shown Tomorrow
A change in schedule for

the showing of two of the

films donated by Rector L.

W. Brockington has been an-

nounced. To accommodate
the number of students ex-

pected to attend, Saturday'6

film, "Madonna of the Seven
Moons," will be shown twice

on Saturday, at 3.30 and 7.30

p.m. in Convocation Hall.

The date of "Wicked I-ady"

has been changed from
March 9 to March 8 at 9.30

p.m.

Queen's Students

Can Travel Far

In NFCUS Plan

(Jueen's students are being given

the chance to visit another Cana-

dian university for a year, with

tuition and student interest fees

paid, under an imdergraduate ex-

change program sponsored by the

NFCUS.

Purpose of the scheme is to give

students a wider geograpiiical and

academic outlook, and to this end

Canadian universities have been di-

vided into four divisions. These are

:

1. University of British Columbia,

2. Universities of Alberta, Saskat-

chewan and Manitoba. 3. Univer-

•.it ICS nf Ontario and Quebec. 4,

Maritime Provinces universities.

Students are expected to take the

year's tuition' in a division other

than their own, e.xcept where stu

dents in either Ontario or Quebec

wish to attend a university in the

other prnvince for the purpose of

taking .studies in French or English

In most cases the saving in tui-

tion I'ees will more than balance the

transportation costs to the student.

The plan has been in effect for some

years, and has been highly accept-

alile to students who have taken ad-

vaLitage of it.

(,)iie percent of Queen's enrol-

ment, about 31 students, will be

accepted under the plan. They must

take their third year, or any year

beyond the third, at the exchange

university, and must undertake to

return the next year to their home

university to complete their course.

George Perrin. chairman of the

Queen's NFCUS committee, has

announced that deadhne for appli-

cations is March 31, Applicants

should contract the Registrar, Miss

Royce. and complete details of the

plan are posted on the registrar's

bulletin board beside the Post Office.

F

CI.OSes Tuesday
Levana's drive for clothing for'

students of the Sorbonne will
close next Tuesday. In addition

j

to women's clothing which has|

that "old look." and the articles

canvassed for previously, the

committee also needs left-over

skeins of wool, children's cloth-

ing, hats, belts, and "clothing of

any kind."

Collection boxes are still in the

li!)rary and the Red Room.

The committee reports that the

support given the drive so far has

been "very encouraging," Three

large boxes have alread\' been

packed, and will be shipped in the

near future.

||Atliletes, Tricolorites Feted

At Banquet, Dance Tonight
Queen's Colours will be keynoted tonight as Queen'smcn and

Oiieen'swomen gather in Grant Hall for the annual Colour Night Ban-
(|iiet and Dance,

The year's best athletes will be honoured in a ceremony following

die dinner, at which the new football coach, Frank Tindall—anything
i»it a drab personality— will be guest speaker.

For the dance which follows

—

anticipated all year — Doug
Creighton's orchestra will play

sweet music from among Tricolor

mountains nestling in Tricolor

snow. Colorful dance programs
and favours will be taken home
by happy couples when the dance

finally ends at 3 a.m. on Satur

day.

.\faking up a colourful intermis

sion pr<igrain will be dancers Anm
Des Brisay, Barb Lillie and Joan
Keough ; the comedy team of War-
ren Wodworth and Mike HalUday
and Lloyd Woods, with specially

prepared song routines. Emcee will

! be Billy Hoose,

The banquet will com-
mence at 6.30 p.m. on the dot.

and guests are requested to

arrive before this time. The
coeds will be in formal
gowns; dress for men is op-

tional.

Students will be admitted to the

gallen' at 7.30 to hear the speakers

and the presentation of athletic

awards. It is expected that dinner

music will be played during the

banfjuet and in the pause between

diiuier and dance. Convener Dave
Osborn requests the assistance of

the men present in clearing away
the dinner tables.

There will be no dance tickets

sold at the door, although some will

be available this afternoon at the

Post Office. i

REV, DR. A. IAN BURNETT

Sunday Service

Held To Honour

Graduating Studes
A Baccalaureate Service, in hon-

our of graduating students in

Levana, .Arts and Science will be

held in Grant Hall on Sunday at

4 p.m,

Eric Jorgensen, who is ar-

ranging the procession, asks

that ali Levana graduates

meet in Room 201, New Arts

building, that all Arts grads

meet in Room 200, and that

all Science grads meet in

Room 201, at the same time.

Details of the procedure will

be explained at that time.

Principal R, C. Wallace and

AMS President Ken Phin will read

the lessons at the service, which

will be conducted by the Rev. A.

M. Laverty. university chaplain.

Rev. Dr, A. Ian Burnett, M.A..

minister of Ottawa's St. Andrew's
Presbyterian Church, will be the

preacher for the occasion.

The Glee Club will lead in the

singing and offer an anthem.

II

Alma Natter
jj

Secretary's Pay

Won't Buy Mink
By W. D, Trotter

The provincial and dominion gov-

ernments are not noted for the

munificent salaries they pay their

employees. Civil Servicing is not-

oriously one of the lowest paid of

occupations. Last Saturday, true

to governmental form, the A,M.S.

government was trying to hire the

most taleiit for the least money.

To relieve Pennanent Secretary-

Treasurer Herbert Hamilton of

some of his more routine tasks the

AMS wished to give liim an as-

sistant. What they wanted was not

a mere dummy but somebody with

some (but not too much) initiative

and with sense enough to make
minor decisions. In addition, the

person must have a thorough know-

ledge of shorthaEid, typing and

bookkeeping.

President Phin thought that a

student's wife would fit the job

very nicely. What didn't fit so

nicely, however, was the salary.

With waitresses' basic monthly

wage ciu-rently at 90 dollars,

clerks at 100 dollars, and experi-

enced stenographers at 120 dol-

lars, the AMS's stingy wage offer

of $75.00 per month was Hkely to

meet with a chilly reception. She
might, it is true, pick up another

hundred or so during the summer
months to pay for her chewing

gum but she still wouldn't be able

to dress in mink.

Not on her salary anyhow.

I On the Colour Night Com-
mittee, under the convener-

ship of Dave Osborn are

Billy Hoose. Art Ross, Bob
Yule, Bud Luce and Bill

Stevens.

Verdict On Three Plays

Gives Outside, Inner, Bull
By James Roe

Thespians of the Drama Guild gathered in front of the Convocation

Hail foot-lights Monday night to fire their last three dramatic volleys

of the season. In total effect, llie one-act pieces offered were enter-

taining and well-staged,

individually, however, it was .

other matter. Retaining the rifle

range analog)', the first cannonade,

"The Wonder Hat" fell rather wide

of the mark set by the author. .Num-

ber two, "Some Women Were
Talking", scored an outer edge hit,

although most of the trouble seemed

to be in the play itself.

Gut A. P. Herbert's "Two Gentle-

men of Soho", a brilliant satire

combining Shakespeare and Fear-

less Fosdick in a rollicking Jab at

British night-club licensing laws.

Ihe impatience of modern youth and
the resurgent insolence of the polic-

ed society, rang up a resounding

bullseye. due largely to the delight-

fully brisk performances of Gordon
Robertson, as Plum of the "Yard",

Harry Threapleton as the regula-

tion-reviling young Lord Withers,

and Micliael Roth, whose sinister

"private eye" cliaracterisation show-
ed polish and a sure sense of

comedy,

Robertson triumphed in his Plum,

an unhappy member of the force in

a Victorian set of tails, as he moved
with assurance and great artistry

through Herbert's humour-laden

speeches reminiscent of Ban(]uo's

ghost and the Prince of Denmark.

His clear, rich voice and stage-

mastery contributed to an outstand-

ing performance. His direction of

the play also deserves applause.

Lesser parts, handled by Bert

Caldwell as the bored waiter, Marian

Wright a.s the indiscreet Duchess of

Canterbury, Dorothy Bradley as the

Lady l^ictitia, Joan Bowra as the

inscrutable pick-np. Topsy, and Ar-

thur Todd as the Duchess's Herbert,

were well played. All the character-

isations were done with considerable

success, proving Herbert's comment

that "Shakespeare loses nothing by

a perfonnance in modern dress".

Kirkpatrick's "Some W omen
Were Talking", a rather tedious

play although saved by spasms of

farce here and there, produced some

very good work by Helen Wright,

as the overweening "Mrs, Bade-

noch", Freda Rosen's cigar-flavour-

ed "Mrs, Dean" and Munro Scott

as masculine relief for the hen-party.

See Three Plays, p. 4

Rector Visits Campus

This Weekend
Queen's Rector, L. W.

Brockington. CMC. KC, will

visit the campus this week-
end for Colour Night and to

meet and consult with the

AMS executive prior to the

Spring meet of the trustees.

It will be the second official

visit of the Rector to Queen's
this year.

Stude Applications

For Five Positions

Requested ByAMS
The AMS executive lias invit-

ed applications from students for

five executive positions to be

filled for next year. They are:

• Band agent.

• Editor — Tricolor '49.

• Editor — Who's Where.
• Producer-director — Queen's

Revue,
• Convener—Frosh Reception.

Applications should be address-

ed to H. J. Hamilton, permanent
.Secretary-Treasurer oi the AMS

;

selections will be made by the

.\MS executive.

NEXT JOURNAL?
The next, and last Journal

will not appear until after

the AMS General Meeting.

Whenever that is.

Students Oloy Union Levy
Opinion Split On Others

Following the announcement earlier this week that the AMS
had recommended extensive boosts in fees in the form of levies on
the student body The Journal asked several typical, harrassed-Iooking

students their opinions on the increases. The question was worded;
Do you approve :

^

1, The levy to pay for the new
Students' Union?

2. The $2.50 levy to finance a re-

duction in price of the Tri-

color?

3. The SO-cent levy to provide a

stenographer-employee for the

AMS?

The answers to these queries were

Mervyn Davis, Arts '49: 1. Yes;

2. No ; 3, No comment.

Jack Warrel. P.H.E.: 1. Yes;

2, Yes; 3. Yes. actually the levy

should be more, so that a better-

qualified person could be obtained.

Bob Martin, Arts 'AS: 1. Yes;

2. Yes; 3. No,

John Flynn. Arts '48: I. Yes;

2, Definitely No; 3, No,

Jim Macniven, Sc, '50: I. Yes,

it's a step in the right direction ; 2.

Undecided; 3, Yes.

Don Chown, Arts '49: I. Yes;

2. Yes— it will give a wider circula-

tion, and thus reduce costs of pro-

ducing the magazine; 3. Yes, such

a person is badly nee<lcd.

Mike Nelles. Arts VS: I. Yes;

2. Uncertain; 3. Yes.

PRINCIPAL TO MEET
ALL FRESHMEN TUES.

Principal Wallace will

meet the students of all facul-

ties in the Freshman Year in

Grant Hall on Tuesday.
March 9th, at 10.07 a.m.

Their regular classes will be

called at 10.00.
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The AMS Proposak

"Why are the socialist cabinet ministers Hke a bunch of

bananas?" the Tories are asking anyone in England who will

listen. "Because they are all yellow, most of them are crooked and

they hang together in a bunch."

"George Washington wouldn't tell a lie," the Republicans are

snickering next door. "Franklin Roosevelt wouldn't tell the truth,

and Harry Truman wouldn't know the difference,"

It is perliaps a pity tiiat we have no opposition, even such

cheerful opposition, to our student government. Not that it de-

serves it, but the lack of comment on campus legislation and legis-

lators indicates a regrettable disinterest.

On the recently suggested constitutional amendments and

additions for example, tliere is scope for more comment than the

amiable animadversions or our Mr. Trotter have supplied.

* « f

Consideration of the Alma Mater Society recommendations

will we think lead most students to support them.

• The by-law idea is good. There is far too much legislative

refuse left in the constitution now by lazy governments who

have not kept it up to date, who have neither enforced nor

exercised many regulations. This would provide a means of

changing a specified class of rules by executive action instead

of tlie present cumbersome system, it would also keep a

permanent record of AMS rules.

• Of course the union fee increase of seven dollars is reason-

able. Even if the building was paid for, ten dollars a year is

a fair club fee. It compares favourably with that of other

universities.

Uoubllcss the staff who are to have a dining room and

club rooms in the Union will also contribute.

We do not see great advantage in asking the girls to pay

a $2.00 fee at this time. No doubt they would volunteer to

pay for their foothold in the new building but it seems more

useful to entertain them there as the guests of the men. They

will need all their money to pay for the Ban Righ additions and

it is unlikely that they will ask the men to help them pay for

that project,

• Appointment of a permanent employee for the A,M.S. is

long overdue. If anything, the proposal doesn't go far enough.

We feel strongly that a person of much liigher qualifications

than a 50 cent per student, $900 secretary is needed. How-
ever the present proposal is a step in a good direction and

as such is worth support.

•The compulsory Tricolor fee of $2.50 with a further $1,0U

on pubhcatiun is not so obviously essential as the others. On
the whole, howe\'er, we fee! that it is worth trying. Three-
fifty is not too much to pay if the book is what the students

want. When The Journal iubscription was made compulsory
many years ago, it soon became apparent that the editors

were obliged to produce a paper which suited the subscribers.

The moral and physical pressure on the staff to satisfy the

student body was considerably greater than it would have
been if tliey had not been aware that their circulation was
not voluntary.

The change of Tiie Journal from a pious literary and
social magazine to a bi-weekly newspaper is probably in great
measure due to the compulsory sul)scriptions.

If the scheme goes through a great responsibility will

rest of the A.M.S. to ensure that the Tricolor concentrates
less on embalming the graduates and becomes a university
year book even more than it is now. They must guarantee
more continuity in editorial and business staff than there is

at present.

* * *

In any case since these matters affect every student we hope
that the General Meeting of the A.M.S. will see a large turnout
and a vigorous discussion.

We believe that the A.M.S. proposals tliat have been offered
are worthy of support but we would rather see them defeated than
pushed through an apathetic and sparsely attended meeting.

EMrLBIillMMlirillEIDim^

The Padre's Corner

SPRING FEVER

Dear Journal

Yah Yahoo . . .

Dear Editor :

. The philosophical football has been kicked around the campus

until there is little left of it but the lacing; and the last fellow to

apply the boot, one Yahoo by name, seemed confident that his

drop kick had disposed of it for good and all. When I read Yahoo's

blurb I feel compelled to reverse a former opinion I lield and to

agree with the principal of Toronto U., who recently stated that

a very large percentage of students on university campuses today

should have been directed to technical school from high school

because they have not the capacity to absorb education at a uni-

versity level. I had hoped this statement was fallacious, but if

there are many more Yahoos at Queen's I must have been wrong.
A philosopher of the 16th century put the case in a nutshell :

"If you be born so near the dull-making cataract of Nilus that

you cannot hear the planet-like music of philosophy; if you have
such an earth-creeping mind that it cannot lift itself to look at the

sky of philosophy, then I would not wish unto you the helpless

mind of an idiot, nor that you be done to death with logic, yet this

much I send you on behalf of all philosophers, that while you live

you live in a depraved ignorance of the existence of Truth, and
when you die your memory die from the earth for want of an
epitaph."

Yahoo is disillusioned because the dept, of phi!, cannot hand
him a set of ready-made morals on a silver platter.

I do not think the whole fault can be laid at Yahoo's door.

The evidence would indicate that in Phil, the dept. is not ful-

filling its purpose. Granted that we must not expect a miracle
troni Phil. 1, It cannot provide the ethical foundation which a

major in the subject can. But it can and should interest every
student who take^; it, in Pilate's problem, "What is Truth?" If it

fails to do this, there is something wrong, and a blind man could
see tliat it has not only failed to interest Queen's students, but
on the contrary, has turned them away. They are not merely dis-

interested: they abhor philosophy. Surely this is a situation which
cries for remedy.

Phi!, 1 provides an excejlent start for those students who
arc majoring in the subject, but is too remote from the philosoph-
ical problems of the first year student to stimulate any interest.

Some efforts have been made by various modern writers to bridge
the gap which exists between the specialist and the needy layman.
An examination uf these efforts by the dept, together with a bit
of personal initiative might help to reduce the number of Yahoos
around Queen's.

P. M. R.

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd,
PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

THE TWO SUNSETS

MJt HJi HJt
iO( >ni lOe

Ella Wheeler Wilcox in a fugitive little

poem introduces us to o youth of pure heort

and simple ways. He looks one evening at the

sunset

"He looked, and os he looked, the night

Sent through his soul from breast and broin

Such intense joy it hurl like pain!

His heart seemed bursting with delight

So near the Unknown seemed, so close.

He might have grosped it with his hond.

He felt his inmost soul expand

As sunshine will expand a rose."

But the years pass. He has drunk the cup of folly to the dregs.

His very soul is drugged At lost he returns to the home of his

boyhood. In the western sky the sun is ogain setting in crimson

and gold. But whot does he see now?

"The clouds moke day o gorgeous bed;

He saw the splendour of the sky

With unmoved heart and stolid eye

He only knew the West was red,"

Creot insight here if not great poetry! "He only knew the ^

West wos red," At last to look upon one of COD'S glorious sun-
g

I sets "with unmoved heart ond stolid eye,"—surely no punishment |
1 could be greoter than thot' g

i "rte gave them their request but sent leonness into their souls" |

StltOXMmiflSIIQIMIISI^imWiimM

Tricolor-Pooey!

A proposal has-been made to add $2.50 to the "Student's

Interests" in order to place the finances of the Tricolor on a firmer

basis.

Registration fees are already out of reach to many students who

•vish to come to college, so why should the fees be raised even higher?

$2.50 worth of meals might appeal to some student more than an issue

of the Tricolor. AVhy not let them choose for themselves?

Even if this move is supported by a majority, which is doubtful,

why should the minority be subjected to this financial burden when there

is no iiecessitv for it? The publication in its present form is of interest,

primarily, to last year students, so it seems quite fair to us that they

should be the ones to pay for it. The purpose of the change is to in-

crease circulation and thus decrease the cost of printing, per unit. But

note, that the saving would be at the expense of persons who are not

at present interested in it. Is t!ie magazine such a poor one, that sales

cannot be promoted otherwise?

In respect of difficulties in predicting circulation, it is suggested

that subscriptions be canvassed at the beginning of each school year, with

perhaps a part payment at that time, so that the executive will know the

nmount of funds with which they will have to work.

R. M. WALlEER, Arts '50.

F. C. PROCTOR, Arts '50.

Squatters' Wronss ?

0. B. WILSON, Meds '52.

1, A. MacLEAN, Meds '52.

A glance at the top floor of the Douglas Library would con-

vince anyone tliat ,
the land-grabbers are still among us. Tins,

however, is a modern land-rush-—in place of shanties and covered

waggons we find everything from text books, Kleenex, billet-doux,

(an<l lovers), draping from the desks of the reading room.

J fail to understand just how or why the Arts' men and women
have gained a special claim on Douglas Library in this fashion.

Certainly some Medsmen or Biology students could contribute a

lew rare specimens to make our search for a desk even more haz-

iirdous than it now is; or perhaps there is some tired Levanite

who would like to move her bed over??

Let's declare the reading room of Douglas Library as open

ground for the benefit of all and not a few. It should not be

necessary for any of us to have to appeal to the Librarian to have

these hazards removed.

JOHN H. PURKIS. Arts '48.

TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHY

PORTRAITURE PANORAMIC
GROUP

"A Complete Service"

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037
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A B.A., A BABY-- OR BOTH
By Heather Logan

Glancing over the February 21st issue of "Saturday Night."

v/e noticed an article which we felt would cause a small wave of

interest in the female population on the campus, at least. Under

the title "Can Women Combine the B.A. and the Baby?," the

author gives reasons why a girl should not necessarily be prevented

from combining motherhood with higher education.

According to the .irliclc, under the present system, marriage

usually posl])niied ta a ])tTiod later than .that which nature in-

iciidcd. The author also stroscs tlial nobody needs more general

cihication and broader culture tlian the mother of children. But.

"js liic sixteen hour class week, the twice a year examination period,

liic rigid reijuircments of so many points for f^raduation, the only

way or the bcsL way for her to obtain that education?"

"Suppose for the sake of argument, that a girl of 18 marries

and enters college the same year. Suppose she is able, by special

arrangements, by scholarships, and other help if her husband is

also studying, to prolong her college course for eight years, taking

only half the customary work each year. At 26 she might have

four children and be prepared for a career if she wants it. She

might be a very valuable member of society, young enough to enjoy

the companionship of her children when they are growing up, young

enough when they leave home to pursue whatever line of work

she is good at."

With tiiis hypothesis, we approached four campus personalities,

who, as it liappenet! had not read the article, and obtained their

opinions on the plan.

Miss Doris Sargent— Lecturer in Spanish

"This arrangement might possibly work, but I wouldn't recom-

mend it, because all girls are not emotionally stable enough to

contend with all that would be involved in the plan. In addition,

girls and boys of 18 are not socially ready for marriage. The whole

pre-college education system would have to be changed to include

iiTire instruction in doineslic matters for girls and in financial

matters for boys. In any case, adjustment to both college and

married life should be made separately. This plan would entail

supervisions of the children by domestic help much of the time

Thi^ would defeat the whole purpose of the argument."

Mrs. J. R. Vallentyne (Ann Tracy) — Levana '48

"Tin.', would naturally meet with a lot of opposition because it

gnes against the traditional view of motherhood. I feel that a good

many giris go to college to gain experience in social relationship

and ultimately to find a mate, and that the present demand for

fetnalc college education would ilccrease if more girls married at

llie age of eighteen. I must confess that my own motives conccrnin

higher education were not entirely idealistic!

"Of course, you have to assume that the girl undertaking this

rather Utopian plan would have to be emotionally stable and that

she definitely wants the education.

"I think that tlie adjustment for marriage would be harder

\v hen the woman is giving full time attention to her marriage, in

lliat it would over-accentuate her marital problems. Thus, in the

>amc way. outside interests while raising children are. to some

(xtcnt. advisable. From this aspect, the plan advocated in the

ui'ticic cQuhl be c-miorsed."

Dr. A. V. Douglas — Deon of Women
"I don't think you can make any general statement. Personal

problems must be decided individually in the light of many factors

—economic, health, temperament, etc. Sometimes the home factors

have to be taken into account."

Elspeth Wallace — Honour Psychology

"In the first place, to get married before you start college seems

ridiculous. A choice should be made between the two 'careers.' and

if one is planning to have children, a mother's place is in the home,

M least until the offspring are well into their teens.

" "As for this eight year period of education plus motherhood

that the author advocates, it seems too long a period. A large per-

centage of college education comes with the college life itself. T

for one wouldn't have the inclination to plod along for eight years,

dividing my time between studying and caring for children."

BOOKS

Evolution From Student To Spy

The Pickersgill Letters, 1934-1943; (edited hy C. II. Ford); Ryer-

son Press, Tornnm, V)A7. (?4,tK)).

When one is confronted by a collection ol letters written by

a person called Pickersgill one may well ask :
who is he? Few

people have had any reason to know who he was, and if he had

lived longer it is (lucslionable whether many more would have

known, but Pickersgill emerges from these letters as a man of more

Hian or<liuary Interest with an admirable faculty for writing which,

\vhile lively, is seldom superficial.

Frank Picker.sgiil was born during the first World War and

was an outstanding student at the University ul Manitoba durmg

the dismal thirties. The firsl series of letters were written froni

F-ngland am! the Continent when he was nineteen. He had wovkal

hh passage in a cattle boat and bicycled about as so many yiing

Canadians did between the wars. These youthful letters are chiefly

interesting in their contrast to his later corre.'^pondcncc.

The next scries is from Toronto where he was working for his

M.A. At this lime he was greatly concerned with religions mai-

lers and leaned heavily towards Anglo-Catholicism. He sounds off

WHERE THAT 12 BUCKS WENT . .

It is now possible to give by these abbreviated financial state-

ments a brief view of the financial situation of the Athletic Board

of Control. On the whole, the athletic program has fitted fairly

evenly into the budget which was drawn up on the basis of the

1946-47 program together with any foreseeable changes in 1947-48.

There an; several ren.arks whicli should be made to help e.x-

[Jain viirious features of these financial statements.

Firstly, approximately $10,000 of student fees was required to

retire coin])letely the debt on the Gymnasium. As there will be

little change next year in registration numbers at Queen's, revenue

from student fees wii! be nearly the same. Since, tlierefore, this

$10,000 will come to the Board it was felt by the Finance Commit-
tee that the $4-,000 estimtvled deficit will be easily made up.

Secondly, it will be noted that revenue from Intercollegiate

sports is extremely low, Tliis is due to three factors : (a^ poor

attendance at intermediate and junior games: (b) the large propor-

litni of spectators are students who have free admission to 12-15

senior home games and 25-30 intermediate, junior, O.R.F.U., O.H.A.

g.-iinei: (c) home events at which it is impossible to charge ad-

iiiif>;ion, e.g., harrier, skiing, tennis, golf.

Thirdly, since registration at Queen's is comparatively small

;md since the University is situated in a small city, income from

fees and gate receij>ts is restricted, and since we are endeavouring

to compete in practically every Intercollegiate sport except soccer

fencing, and gymnastics. Queen's has found herself to be operating

close to or in the red. In fact, from 1930 on, the Board has never

been able to realize a profit except when the senior football team

was in the play-offs. Putting it bluntly, we have to trim our sails

or withdraw from several senior, intermediate, and junior sports

Hand in hand with this is the fact that cost of travelling, ac-

commodation, equipment, repairs to buildings, fields, and the like

have increased. Salaries and pension fund have imposed a heavy

weight on the debit side of the scales. Next year it is the inten

tion that a reserve fund to cover depreciation and replacement of

property, buildings, etc., will be established, thus creating addi-

tional dciuand for money.

To answer the recurrent question—"Where is my $12.00 Ath

letic fee plus gate receipts from non-student spectators going?"

1. It permits Queen's to enter 13 to 17 senior Intercollegiate

sports (men's and women's).

2. It permits Queen's to enter 8 to 12 intermediate and junior

teams in Intercollegiate, O.R.F.U.. O.H.A. and E.O.B.A. com

petition. This is essential for training athletes for senior

competition.

3. It gives every student the right of free admission to every non-

exhibition or non-playoff home competition—senior, interme-

diate and junior. This amounts to 30 to 40 games per year.

4. It provides for an enlarged coaching and administrative staff.

5. It provides for an extended intramural, inter-faculty program

—with a few adjustments yet to be made.

6. Since our Bands are valuable publicity for our athletic program

as well as the University, some effort must be made to give

them help in providing equipment and uniforms. Through

levies, the Sadie Hawkins Dance, etc.. the Bands are able to

meet expenses of travelling to Montreal, London and Toronto

7. It provides for replacement, repair and purchase of new equip-

ment, buildings, property, etc. An extended and enlarged

reserve fund for such expenditures will draw heavily on avail-

able revenue.

That is, our student fees go to enlarge the revenue received

from gate receijHs of paying, non-paying spectators whose numbers

are smaller than those of other universities with larger gyms, rinks,

stadiums, and larger cities with larger spectator numbers. Witii

a relatively limited income Queen's must distribute this revenue

over a very c.xtensi\-c field.

like any university man in an intellectual ferment, but in a more

literate manner than most. He pursued his studies in France,

from whence his letters show a gradual disenchantment with the

mediaeval studies he had been working on and a growing interest

in politics.

The 193S crisis found him in Munich, and he left Poland two

jumps ahead of the German invasion to return to France. Here is

inserted one chapter of an unfinished book about the phony war,

which shows that his formal writing has a directness and vividness

no less than his letters. He shows himelf to be remarkably per-

ceptive of European affairs, but somewhat unperceptive of Cana-

dian affairs, with which he had !ost toccli. He was by that time

an unabashed Francophile and. politically, increasingly leftish.

After being interned in occupied France for a year he escaped

and reached Fiigland way nl Portugal. In England he joined

tlic Canadian army and was loaned to the British army for intel-

ligence work. Shortly after parachuting into France to organize

the resistance he was captured, and was shot in Buchenwald in 1945

before the allied forces reached it.

Pickersgill's letters show him to have been a gifted and en-

ergetic writer. One ran only regret that he did not say more about

the ])eople iic met such as Gerlnule Stein, Jacques Marltain, whom
he studied under, and Jean-Paul Sartre, for whom he was trans-

lating a book. One could not wish for a more interesting revela-

tion of the developuient of a mind which, if not outstanding, was

at least of compelling interest,

ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL, QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

FINANCIAL REPORT
REVENUES

341 Princess St. Dial 6604

Fees from Queen's students

Football - —
Boxing and wri^stliii!! gate receipts

Swimining- and water polo— gate

receipts —
Hockey
Gymnasium—lockers, rentals and

staff clutj

Qashctball—gate receipts

Levana—gate receipts

Slimmer Sehool—basketUall gate

receipts and sale of supplies 18.20

Broadcasting

Programs
Rink ™. 14,892.53

Profit from sale of Victory Bonds 608.05

Victory Bond interest and refunds 416.S2

Miscellaneous

Actual
Year

1946-47

$19,596.00

14,275.35

1,067.80

64.00

1.363.82

1,391.50

554.75

72.75

Budget
Estimate
1947-8

?30,0O0.00*

16,300.00

500.00

1,300.00

400,00

17,^00.00

Total
(Feb. 29)

?29,680.00*

15,918.50

855.50

3S.40

1,407.00

1.291. SS

209.3a

23-.00

1,000,00

582.00

13,503.81

448.35

TOTALS
NET DEFICIT FOR YE.AR 24,0^-129

$54,341.27 ?67,100.00 *62,927.06

„. 24,0^-1 29 4,650.00 '

?78,385.S6 S7 1.750.00

-Approximately $10,000 subtracted for Gym Debt.

-Cannot be computed until later in year when recortis will be com-

plete, e.g., rink operates for another month.

EXPENSES

Football

BoNinj; and wrestling _.

Swiiiiiiiiiig and water polo

Hockey
Gyniin-iiiiii— Pnid liy University;

luTil, li::lii, iainiors^. etc.. ?5.I00.00

iji rcli.rii for .,se in P.T„ P. H.E.

Paid by A.B, of C. —
Basketball — -
Intramural sports _
Levana

Ski team

Badminton —,

Summer School

Golf

Stadium ( 1947-8 estimates after

deduction of fZ.OOO.OO construclion

deferred to future years) 19

Rink „ 15,

Tenuis — .

—

General and administration 6,

Atliletie Director ,— 5

Tracl;

C.I.A.U. expense

Peusioii fund —
Provision for contingencies and

extraordinary repairs

Actual Budget Expenditure
Year Estimate 1947-8 to

1946-47 1947-8 Feb. 29
Total Total

*12,540.11 818,550.00 ?20,204.23

_ 2,428,77 2.450.00 2.144.11

„ 1.031.95 750.00 630.68

„ 5,749.13 7,750.00 10,990.19

1.038,00 1,100.00 694.37t

3,487-09 2,300.00 3,441.61

571.55 800.00 671.72

1,560.91 1,200.00 1.029.68

307.80 300.00 S29.S3

81,70 100.00 163,53

1,051.35 1,400,00 1,366.90

155.45 150,00 79.50

,366.82

927.18

448.01

,015 98

,700.91

470.62

447.23

7.420,00

15.400.00

600.00

6.530.00

1,500.00

4SO.00

2,000,00

1,000,00

4,S62.74t

9,258.64t

308.05

4.611 ,72t

1,203.12

441.39

638.7St

2,500.00$

.178,385.56 ?7t, 730.00 $65,548.46TOTALS —- ^

t— Coiniuuint: expenses.

$—Band unifonns.

Note : Since some accounts are not complcle, no allcmpt has been made
to close out Expense items to Revenue items, e.g,, Stadium closed out

lo football.

*oiiHai>i.Y Tfia CKiLV crawfoud flowu shop

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON SIS.

Dial Store 7990 Diid R««. 7990

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose
Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Your future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP |. FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE - WINMIPEC .
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ATHLETES GET AWARDS TONIGHT
At the Colour Night banquet to-

night in Grant Hall, awards will

be made to those athletes who have

successfully represented Queen's

in intercollegiate competition this

year.

The awards follow

:

Badminton Q'e, AB of C plaques
and CIAU crests: C Blake, W. Coo-
per, H. Macphcrson, L. Ronalds, D.
Sparling, J. Williams.

Boxing Q and plaque: J. Crockett,
A. Tikkala.

Bar to plaque: K. Christiansen, M.
Milovick.

Golf Q: W. Issacs.

Skiing Q and plaque: Jack Durrell;

Q: S. Proscnjak.

Wrestling Q and plaque; L. Far-
rand; Q: G. Flanagan.

Intermediate Football Q Il'e: W.

Waddell, D. Monaghan, W. Goss. D
Venus. J. Wood, F. Woodruff, W.
Morrison, J. Godard, J, Wrighl. W
Morgan, E. H. Storey. J. Home
LitidberK. W. Ward, R. Cunningha
D. Gooil, J. BIcaney, R. Allan. R. M
sen, C. Kirhy, R. McGougan, D. Bell
A. Quinlan, R, Kemp, J. Minncs, M
Milovick, D. Milliken, K. Christiansen
B. Joyce, N. Toole, J. Elford. R. Cole,

J. Shipnian, H. Siniola, J. Erringtoii
P. Salnri, R. Montrose, D. Wooley, R
Sadler, W. Dell, P. Jeffrey. M. Ricli
ardson, J. Holder. J. Cuddie. W. Gal
field, H. Dick, M. Caprcol. J. DevH
J. Walcol. J. Phillips, B. Cockburn.

Levana Q: Swimming: Marg. Wat
son. M. Shtppard, H. Currie.

Badminton: D. Wilson, R. Stevens
B. Morrison.

Basketball: J. Kcough. Pal Gardiner,
Marg. Blasick (with plaques), B
Clark. J. Truckenbrodt, M. Rcid, J
Greeiilees, H. Schaus, B. McRae, C

without cash!

"Y9S, that's rfgfcff "WeVe having a really grand

holiday . . . and I'm carrying hardly any money
-with mel Instead I use Traveller's Cheques

which I bought from the bank . . . cashing them
in a jiffy along the way at railivay offices, hotels,

gas stations, large stores and so on. If they are

lost or stolen I get my money back.''

"It's a gnat feeling to kno^v I*m protected like

this . . . gives me peace of mind and helps me
relax and have a more enjoyable trip!*'

Your bank is constantly issuing Travellers'

Cheques, Letters of Credit, Money Orders,

Bank Drafts. Other convenient services are also

available to you.

SPONSORED BY YOUR BANK

Glee Club Asks For

Fra Diavolo's Money
The Glee Club has requested all

members of the Glee Cluh and Or-

chestra with money from the sale

of Fra Diavolo tickets to send it to

t h e secretary. Ethel Palterson

through the Post Office, by Monday

Betiiielt. J. Ramsay, G. Julian, J. Dou-
gall. D. O'Brien.

BewB Trophy: Mcds 'SO.

Ski Trophy: Meds '51.

Johnny Evans Trophy {Senior Foot-
ball): R. W. Stevens.

Senator Powell Trophy (Senior
Hockey): D. Murray.

Jack Day Trophy: H. Unruh.
Royal Todd Trophy (Intermediate

Footballl: H. Siniola.

RAF Basketball Cup:

Three Ploys
(Continued from Page I)

Dialogue between Florence Fra

ser, as Millie, and husband Scott

provided bright humour. The for

nier played her role with delicious

freshness. Joan Kearney as the in

tellectnal Mrs. McRae performed

well, as did Eleanor Sergison, whose
assertion in the last minute of the

piece showed talent.

The cast of "The Wonder Hat",

which opened the evening's offering,

strove valiantly with it, but the per-

fonnance was plagued by a slow

start, not enough movement, matter-

of-fact enunciation and insufficient

attention to the development of the

farcical nature of the traditional plot.

Mel Zobatar's "Punchinello" was
submitted with energy and mastery

of the character portrayed, perhaps

the best perfonnance of the play.

Derek Arnold, a s Pierrot went
over quite well, although it took him
a little lime to warm up, and Tony
Bidwcll's "Harlequin" was raised

considerably by a good voice. "Har-
lequin", however, remained a little

mist)'.

Debbie Pierce, as Coliunbine,

drew attention away from rather

wooden movements and posture by

pleasant delivery of her amusing

lines, and Connie Wilson as Margot,

her maid, made a good job of it.

The staging of all three plays,

under Maurice Steinberg and Bar-

bara Berniinghain of Dr. Angus'

Drama Clzss deserves special men-

tion.

Queen's Official Blazers
AT

George Van Horne
MEN'S Shop

213 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8448

she will be thrilled with a

corsage:
Stone's STIouirr ^t^ap

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Qiialily aud Artistry Predominate"

My BANK

Now I wonder what kind
' of a job Pierre is taking
this summer?".

Selectiog a summer job is always a
problem— but whatever job you choose,
here's good advice, hold on to as many of
those hard-earned shekels as possible. Put
them into a B ofM Summer Savings Account,
and forget about them till the fall.

You'll like that solvent feeling of being
able to put your dough on the line to meet
early term expenses.

Wherever you happen to be working this
summer— whether at Banff or Lake Louise,

iL,,^^^ Quebec or Calgary, Trail or
]• Jp*^ Temiskaming,— you will find

a branch of the B ofM close

by. There are more than 500
offices from coast to coast

Bank of Montreal
vking wUh ConodJg rf walk of lite since 1817

Kingston Branch: F. BROWNLEE, Manager

PrincesB & Barrie Sts. Branch: J. D. HICKEY, Manager

STORACe
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage
189 Ontario St.

Classified Ads
SETS OF FINAL EXAM
PAPERS AT RIDER'S

Bact. 10; Biology 1, 10. 16: Chem. 2
12; Commerce 54. 60. 64; Eco. 10, 12i
4, 15. 28b; Eng. 2; French 3; German
A. 1; History 4; Latin A, 1; Math. 2.

10a, lib; Mineralogy 1; Geology 1;
Phil. 1. 2; Pol. 2; Spanish A. 1; Sci-
ence 1. 2; Notes: Eco. 4 and Phil, 1,

Translation: Pro Archais.

STUDENTS WELCOME
Sydenham Street United Church, Sun-
day, March 7th. 11 a.m. and 7 p.m..
137th Anniversary Services. G u o s t

Preacher: Rev. Gordon A. Sisco, M.A.,
D.D. All Students welcome.

FOUND — moved, that is)

COSH, Joscelyn V. B., '48. 12 St.
Lawrence Ave.. 6598. Ottawa. This is

not a self-advertisement, you cynics,
but a notice made at the request of
last term's landlady, who has children I

WHO'S WHERE CHANGE
Marjoric Woodsidc. Nancy Kingston,
at 417 Victoria Street. Phone 2-2121.

FOUND
One pair of men's gloves. Picked up
by mistake in AMS board room after
meeting last week. Phone Don Chown,
S6S3.

\ looie hairi on
umb or braab,
UnloBi checked
moLj uusebald-

ttavc hair thats naturally

attractive... always in place!

"Vaeelme" Hair Tonic does the
trick . . . and does it natiu-e's way
by supplementing the natural scalp
oils. Keeps your hair soft, lustrous,
quickly responsive to brush or comb.
The largest selling hair preparatioa
in the world. 55^ and 95fi.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC

ARE YOU A FILCHER?

If you have filched your Dad's Arrow shirts and
ties for years, here's how to make it up to him . .

.

Buy him an Arrow ensemble consisting of
shirt, (with the perfect-fitting Arrow collar), tie

(made for neatest knotting), and handkerchief
(for pleasing punctuation).

Matter of fact, better buy a set for yourself,
too, so you won't be tempted to filch Dad's!

ARROW SHIRTS
TIES • HANDKERCHIEFS
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What's When

TO-DAY — 4.30 p.m.: Annual
Basketball Club meeting, men's

locker room.

—6.30 p.m. : Colour Night Ban-

quet, Grant Hall,

—7.00 p.m. : Queen's Juniors vs

REME, gymnasium.
—8.30 p.iii, : Penny Wise,
Quccn'^ Alumni and Students'

Wives, KCVl Auditorium.

—10.00 p.m. : Colour Night For-

mal, Grant Jlall.

SATURDAY — 3.30 p.m.: Ma-
donna of the Seven Moons,

C onvocation Hall.

—7.30 p.iu, : Madonna of the

Seven Moons, Convocation

Hall.

—7.30 p.m.: Sports Night,
'.ij'Minasium.

SUNDAY — 7.30 a.m.; Ski Club

Bus to Snow liidfje ; last trip

—-9.30 a.m. : Sacrament of the

Lord's Supper, Morgan Me
orial Chapel.

—10.00 a.m.: Service for
Queen'smen, Currie Hall, R,

M.C.

—11.00 a.m., 7 p.m.: Sydenham
-St. United Church Anniversary

Service.

: Glee Club Meet-

Room, New Arts

—3.00 p.m

ing. Red
Building.

^.00 p.m.

GUS RYDER, Lakeshore Swimming Cwich, prLTStnts ilie Junior Rtd Cross
Swim Award to 5-year-old DAVID HUGHES, son of Queen's Alumnus Dr.
R. C. Hughes. David swam nule before 25 000 at last year's C.N.E. Young-
est swimmer in world to hold elementary R.L.S.S. and Red Cross Award, he

will be featured Saturday, March 6th, at Sports Night III.

Baccalaureate Ser-

vice, Preacher, Dr. Ian Burnett,

Padre oi'ficiating.

—4-15 p.m.: Science Public
Speaking Forum, St. James'

Parish Hali.

MONDAY — 4.30 p.m.: Student!

Branch of Canadian Institute

of Chemistry, Dr. West of On-

1

tario Research Foundation,'

DDT and other Chemical In-j

secticides,
!

TUESDAY — 7.30 p.m.: Miller'

Geology Club, Professor .M. B.

Baker, Room 201, iMiikT Hall;

General meeting;.

—7.30 p.m.: German Club, Mu-
sic Room.

j

—S p.m. : Badminton Club Elec-
j

tion. Gymnasium.

Picasso Exhibition

Several large colour photo-

graphs of Picasso's recent
work on loan from the Na-

tional Gallery are being dis-

played in the Senate Room,

Old Arts Building.

Badminton Meeting

Tlierc will lie a general meeting

of the badminlon club on Tuesday

night at 8.00 p.m. in the gymnasium.

.-\ resume of the years activities will

be given, and a new club executive

will lie elected for the 48-49 season.

SKI TRAILS
By Art and Cluck

Ln^t Friday, as the clock closed

111 ijii ten bells, the Ski Train came

ii> a creaking stop in the little sta-

in. n (if Piedmont near St. Sauveur,

in iliL' licart of the Laurentians, We
were greeted by a great turnout of

cabs and snowmobiles owned by an

Irishman named Romeo Le Fleure.

We poured from the stagecoach,

,'i!id poured is the word, collected

')ur skis, then moved on to Nymarks

Lodge, already located by the ad-

vance guard. After a slight dis-

.i,t,'reement with the management as

If wlm was to sleep in the woodshed,

wi- iiansferred our gear to our
roonis. then transferred ourselves to

tlie little restaurant-bar on the
ground floor.

We had a snowstorm all Satur-

day, which kept people off the hilis

jiiiii gave us a chance to renew our

friendships downstairs. Those who

resisted temptation and tried the

hills found the skiing fast in the

morning but excellent in the after-

noon.

Sunday morning was as beauti-

ful as, well, frankly, the waitresses.

The sun shone, six inches of snow

: covered the old, crusted snow, and

skiers covered the slopes. Local re-

sidents claimed it was one of the

most beautiful days of the winter.

Monday was the same, with fewer

skiers cluttering up the view. Both

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

621 Princess, ot Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

Let's Give You A Lift
•

There is nothing like New Clothes to give

you that

"GO GET IT FEELING"
after a long Winter seige.

Just drop into Dover's and you are sure to

get G lift when you see fhe Smart New
Spring Suits ... the Latest in Topcoats,

Sport Coats, Shirts, Shoes, Hats and dozens

of other things that will glodden your heart

and warm your eye.

A visit to DOVER'S will

be like a Spring tonic.

Let us help you plan your new Spring wardrobe

See our Spring Style Windows

Gorrie Comes First

In Piping Competition

Dan Gorrie, Arts '51, was award-

ed first prize in t!ie annual Pipe

Band competition for the Bennett

Prize, held last Tuesday night. Jim

Allen, Arts '47, and (,)wcn Slingor-

land, Sc. '49 won second and third

pri-.fes, respectively.

The prizes are medals with a cen-

tral figure of a piper, cast in gold,

silver and bronze,

Mr. Gorrie also won the Piping

.Scliotarsliip of $25, awarded to the

best freshman piper.

days were ideal for skiing.

* * •

The dub lias arranged for the last

trip of the year, to Snow Ridge this

Sunday. Latest snow reports reveal

lhat 30 inches of packed snow and

5 inches of new snow cover the

slopes. Even if the weather turns

mild skiing will be excellent. So

will attendance, we hope. Tickets

will be on sale today and Saturday

from 12 to 1 p.m. outside the Post

Office. It's the last chance to get in

some skiing, so come along.

T VRI NG
THESES A SPECIALTY

REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLIED

Doreen Lipsett 125 Union W.

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St

IDENTIFICATION

PANORAMIC

Marrison Photos
Phone 4051 92 Princess St

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line of everything

good to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP.

We Speciali2e in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St. - Phone 4524

CANADA'S FINEST

' CIGARETTE

COCA-COLA LTD.
^j,^ y^,. n ^nher way . . .

KINGSTON - ONTARIO trade-marks mean the same tbi

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRiNK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Kingstons Oldest

Established Shoe Store

ESTAB-ISie

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

LOCKEHS LTD-

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Diol 9756

*

Cameras Meters,

Tripods, Flash-guns

FILMS, FLASHBULBS, &c, &c

end ACCESSORIES

Comeros bought and exchanged

We carry o complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

also

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makera

Special Rates to Students

Underwood. Limited
171 Wellingtoa St. Dial 4353

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
LIFE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THS

MUTUAL IIFE
S^^^H^^MOF CANADA M^^MM

Established 1869

Head Office Waterioo, Ont

Kingston Branch Manager;

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W.
I.

Stoness, C.LU.

K. C. Kennedy, C.LU.

£. Leadbeater
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WEIR

Caplain Sci.iur Baskclbal! Teai

MURRAY
Most Valuable Player

Senior Hockey Team

THIRD SPORTSNIGHT
HAS BUSY PROGRAM

This Saturday evening the third and final Sports Night ior the
47-'48 term wiU commence at 7.30 p.m. Saturday's program pro-
mises to surpass those previously presented.

The first event on the action-packed program will be an exhi-
bition of that rugged service game, floor hockey, played by former
pros of service leagues,

IDavid Hughes, 5-year-oId To-
ronto swimming sensation, starts

the show in the pool in an exhi-

bition which inchides diving, or-

namental swimming, and towing
a person the length of the pool.

Jean Mowet. 3 times vuinner of

the Canadian Ornamental Swim-
ming Championship, follows np.

Then comes exhibition of sj-n-

clironized swimming feaUiring

Helen Currie. Moragli Sheppard,
Bev Harris and 2ibby Corlelt. To
conclude the program in the pool
Queen's Water Polo team plays

Toronto West End Y. Each team
has won a game and this tussle

will decide the issue.

At 8.15 Queen's senior basket-

ball team tackles Potsdam Teach-
ers' college. This game should be

Keith

giate

meet

Marry

Harry

in the

battle

Most Valuable Player

Senior Football Team

one of the best as at their last

meeting Potsdam defeated our

boys by the narrow margin of

52-51.

M 8.30 in the boxing gym
Christiansen, Intercolle-

eavyweight champion, will

U]> with the formidable

Dick. Those who saw
walk away with his fight

first assault know that this

ivill he worth seeing. Stew
LeBarron. intercollegiate tighter,

meets L. Keating. A third bout
is being arranged. Mike Milovick
will referee the bouts.

\'aTied sports reels will be fea-

tured ill the girls' gym at two
showings at 8.30 and 9.30.

Tlie program is rounded out
with dancing from 10.00 to 12.00

to the ninsic of the .Macdonald-

Viner orchestra,

Tickets are now on sale al the
f C office.A H

BaskefbaM Club Meeting
The annual meeting of the Bas-

lieihall Cluh will be held in the
men's locker room on Friday at 4.30
p.m., fur the purpose of electing

next year's officers, and airing im-
portant business. All those inter-

ested in basketball are invited to at-

tend, as. among other things, the
coaching situation and plans for a
Oiristm;is Senior exhibition sche-
dule will be discussed.

HAL'S

SIDELINES
Intercollegiate activities in all sports have now been brought

to a close and we can look back and survey the situation. What
did we win? What did we lose? Thanks to our athletic girls we

managed to come up with a girl's Basketball championship. Our

other intercollegiate crown was won by the Badminton team. From
here we are forced to consider the second question.

Back last fall it seems that our football team, which in our

estimation was much better than the scoreboard indicated, lost

five games and tied one for what might be called a poor season

The hockey Gaels did somewhat better, winning three games out

of a 12 game schedule and thus for the first time in a number of

years dragged themselves up as high as third place. Now let's take

a look at the basketball situation, we won 1 and lost 5 to repeat

last year's performance. Our boxers copped three championships

and one of our wrestlers grabbed an intercollegiate crown but even

with this showing we were forced to accept third place in the

assault.

By now I guess you are getting the idea, it is evident that

something drastic must be done to change Queen's position in the

college loop. In an effort to put Queen's back on the map in Inter-

collegiate athletics, a committee met to look into the Tricolor

sports organization in order to find out just what was wrong. This

committee was comprised of the presidents and captains of the

different athletic clubs on the campus, one of the more prominent

and deeply interested members on the Athletic Board of Control

and myself. After numerous meetings, the committee proposed a

change in the active members of the AB of C as well as a number
of rather important suggestions. Last Tuesday this proposal in its

complete form went before the AB of C where it met with favour-

able consideration. We sincerely hope it will meet with approval

before the general meeting of the AB of C and the AMS.
Now a few words about the weekend. Remember tonight is

colour night, properly known as the "Athletes' Banquet and Dance."

Various awards will be given out, the main ones being "most valu-

able player honours" and Qs.

MILOVICK
InlercoUeyiate Liplil- Heavy Cliiinip

Imcrcolleeiiite Heavywi'i^:lit Champ

Intramurals

Bews Clues

Murray, Stevens, Simola

And Unruh Capture Most
Valuable Player Awards

Most of the teams have made their choices for the most valuable

players and the list includes some of the mast talented athletes on
the campus.

These are the players picked by

tlieir team mates and it is certain

that a man so honoured has contri-

buted no little amount of effort to

the success of the team. Often a

player chosen for this type of award

is a person little known to the aver-

age fan, one who has not succeeded

in making the headlines, but who
has gone along game after game
turning in a superhuman perform-

ance.

The Senior football team chose

Bob Stevens as this year's Holder

of the Johnny Evans Trophy and

there are few who will dispute the

hard-charging lineman's right to the

honour. The Royal Todd Trophy,

Distinctive Footwear

for intermediate football went this

3'ear to Centre "Hank" Simola, a

boy who is certain to be heard from

in football ranks for many j-ears to

come. In hockey for t!ie second year

in a row, a freshman has walked

off with honours. He is our starry

centre. Don Murray, and lie suc-

ceeds Lorne Smith as holder of the

Senator Powell Trophy. .Mthough

middleweight boxer Hank Unruh
has not succeeded in capturing a

title, he has participated in many
sensational bouts in his' two-year

career at Queen's, and his team

mates this year recognized his abi-

lities by voting him the Jack Day
Trophy.

Tlie student body has an oppor-

tunity of honouring these men sin-

gled out for special awards by their

team mates tonight at Colour Night.

• Ham Shoes for Men
• Treadeasy Shoes for

Women
• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Roy

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED FLANAGAN
Captain Senior Hockey Team

BY CURREY
HOCKEY

Science b;is taken top honors in the interfaculty hockey loop

by virtue of three ^vins and one tie. although an Arts-Meds game

slill remains to be played.

The Sciencemeu triumphed over Meds Tuesday by a 6 to 2

score, after taking a 6-goal lead, 4 of them being tallied by the

McKenzie-Isaacs-Halliday line. The 2 Meds counters came late m
the tussle, with Craig anil Tate netting the puck unassisted.

In Monday's contest Holmes and HalHday of Science broke-

a 0-0 deadlock" on goals in the second stan^.a. and their team went

un to down Arts. 5-1. The McKenzie-Uaacs-Halliday trio accounted

lor 4 of the winners' points, while Kent flashed the light for the

losers unaided.

Arts gaincfl a lone victory by overcoming Meds 4-2, with

McGee's 2 goals sparking tlie victor's attack.

BASKETBALL
In the intramural semi-finals played last week, Science '49 and

-Med-s '53 qualified for the intramural hoop playoffs, the Sciencemen

downing P.7-I. anil F. 40-39 in overtime pla\', and Arts '48 bowing

to Meds '53 36-23 in the preliminary encounter.

In the finals Meds "53 took the first game +3-25 and tied the

last 32 all, thus winning the crown on their IS-point, 2-game total

edge.

Meds '53 led Science "49 23-17 at the half of the first encounter,

and sparked by (jatficld imd Kerr, who found the hoop quite regularly

in the second half, they poured in 20 more counters to the 49ers' 9.

The main cogs of the Medic quintet were Bough, Kerr and Gatfield,

with II. 10 and S lailies respectively, while "Beef" Fardell led the

losers with 6.

In the secumi g:ime. after being down 16-8 at midgame, the

Science '49 squad rallied, and with Fardelt and Smart tallying 18

points between them they tied the score 32-alI at the end of the

legular play.

The Arts interfaculty cagers managed to edge out Meds 29-27

in a rugged battle on the long Queen's floor last week. Quarter-

main, Richardson and Damsteege. with 10, 8 and 5 respectively,

were high for .-^rts. while Moon, with 10, paced the Medics.

In Monday '.'i duel Science and Meds fought to a 21-ali draw,

the secfmd tie of the intramural league. Drake with 8 and Harry
and Cowtan with 4 each led the Sciencemen, with Cameron and

Catlield witli 6 and 4 standing out for Meds.

BADMINTON
Bruce Williams and Bill Cooper of .Arts '50 took the intramural

finals of badminton doubles as they defeated Sparling and Cray.

Arts '51. Cooper and Sparling were doubles partners on the cham-
pionship Queen's badminton squad.

103 Princess St.

Phone 6381

FINE WOOL GABERDINE
— TOP COATS—

— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES —
GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

MODERN 7716 TAXI
nilOOT-\«.T.nwAw^^ , « OR
PASSENGERS INSURED SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS
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Meds '50 won iti Final scene in the year-long struggle over possession of the
Bews Trophy was played with the presentation of the silverware to the Meds
'SO Athletic Stick, Don Delahaye, by Col. D. M. Jemmett at Colour Night.

The Medsmen's main competition came from Science '49 athletes.

Bauer Appointed

New Journal Ed.

Hoose Biz Mgr.
Editor-in-Chief of next year's

Journal will be Bill Bauer, Arts

'SO, a member of The Journal

staff for the past three years.

Carrying the Business-Manager's

job will be Bi!! Hoose, who was
assistant manager this year.

Mr. Bauer came to Queen's in

^945. He began as a member
of Science '49, changing to Arts

'SO a year later Graduating next

year, he plans a lawyer's career

and will attend Osgoode Hall.

He started on The Journal in

his first year as a cub-reporter.

The next year he was Assistant

News Editor and feature writer,

^nd is now finishing up a year as

News Editor and Associate

lilditor.

Tricolor Theme

On Official Tie

Gets AMS Nod
Design for the brand-new "of-

ficial"' Queen's tie was approved
al" the last meeting of tiie AMS
executive, and the tie ia e.vpecled

'o appear on the campus some-
time next fall; the AMS is hoping
't arrives before the Toronto
iveekend.

In a military diagonal stripe,

'he design has a blue background

^

with gold and red stripes sep-

arated by a narrow blue stripe.

The material is Alchinson

'^fyal Irish Poplin, handwoven
"1 Ireland, and the AMS reports

'hat it is the finest material avail-

^'^'e. Similar tics retail from
?^ upwards; the Queen's tie will

'c sold at Technical Supplies at

'Approximately $3.

Only Queen's students ^nd
3'unini will be allowed to pur-
*^liase the tie.

100 Athletes

Given Awards

At Colour Night

Queen's last major function of the

year, Colour Night was held in

Grant Hall on Friday evening,

March 5th. More than 100 students,

outstanding in athletics and in stu-

dent affairs were presented with

awards.

Presentations came at the end of

a smoothly organized Banquet.
Speeches were prohibited, and those

who had remarks to make did so

briefly and with a great deal of good

humour.

The toast to the University was

proposed by Andy Kniewasser. Dr.

R. C. Wallace in his reply said that

he was pleased to see the co-opera-

tion being displayed between the

of C and our new School of

i-'hysical and Health Education. He

foresaw coutimiation uf the welding

of sports and athletics leading to

greater attainments in both the in-

tercollegiate and intramural fields.

Frank Tindali, Queen's new Se-

nior Fiiulball coach, was on hand.

He >aid that predictions about next

years football team might prove

"embarrassing". He went on to say

See Colour Nighl, p. S

NFCUS Will Send

P.G.*s To Europe
Facilities for Post-Graduatc

work in European Universities

with all fees waived, have been

arranged by the NFCUS.
The Canadian student provides

for a European student's board

and lodging in Canada for the

year, and receives the same priv-

ileges in the European's home.

This reduces the actual cost of

the year's studies to transporta-

tion alid pocket money. Line

forms on the right at the Reg-

istrar's office for those interested

in further particulars.

Medsmen Elect

Wallar President

Morgan^Segal Reps
Durrand E. "Andy" Wallar,

was elected president of the

Aesculapian Society at its an

iiual elections held March 16.

PrescTit class president of Meds
'50, and an active Drama Guilder

^[r. Wallar will assume office

with the rest i>l the new cxecu

live at the final General Meeting

in tiie first week of April.

Syd Segal, preseiit junior AMS
representative, automatically s

PRESIDENT WALLAR

Sec- Treas. Lauds

AMS Executive

In Annua! Report
Only seventy-five persons

crowded into a comer of Con-

vocation Hall Saturday afternoon

and gave a unanimous pat on the

back to retiring members of this

year's AMS Executive for their

accomplishments during the past

campus year.

Terming this year's executive,

"well-balanced and conscien-

tious," the Society's Permanent

Secretary-Treasurer, Herb Ham-
ilton, gave in his annual report

a review of the executive's ex-

tensive activities since Septem-

ber.

Mr. Hamilton pointed out that

his report is as yet incomplete,

final returns from the Journal

and Tricolor not being in. These

are two of the Society's largest

[jrojects.

He reported that the executive

had met 16 times during the year

with good attendance, and he

lauded the Executive for their

choice of L. W. Brockington

as Rector. Dr. W. E. McNeill

as Honorary President, and El-

eanor Roosevelt as AMS lecturer,

describing the latter's speech as

"one of the highlights of the

year's program."

On the finaiTcial side of the

picture, the Secretary Treasurer

reported that every project un-

dertaken this year has shown a

profit although Journal and Tri-

color returns are not yet com-

plete.

Ne-xt year the AMS will take

over the Queen's Revue, and will

sliimsor a campus-wide canvass

fur $2,000 for Band Uniforms,

uf which some $500 has already

l)een subscribed. Then, quoth

Mr. Hamilton, Queen's "will

have the best college band in the

country."

Concluding his report, Mr.

Hamilton remarked that Student

Government at Queen's "is on

a sound basis".

AMS President Ken Phin in

turn liaci words of praise for Mr.

Hamilton, stating that "his in-

terest in student government

makes whatever we achieve pos-

sible."

SR. REP. SEGAL

cccds Ken Phin. tlie retiring Sen-

ior representative, according to

the Aesculapian Society's consti-

tution.

The Medsmen, who turned out

an 82% attendance at the polls,

also elected Bruce Morgan as

junior AMS representative, C. J,

G. Mackenzie as vice-president,

as well as tlie following slate of

officers :

Sccrviary. John C. Morgan; ftihlctic

stick, Donald J. Delahaye: trcasiiriT,

Gordon W. Rolitrljoii: ;i^si.-;t.iiu .m.;-

rclary, Richard I! Clii-i-,ii, ; cIiilI ju--

ticL', George Cragi;; si'iiinr jmlyu, M.il

colni J. Dclaney; junior judge, Kubcrl

Talc; senior prosecuting attorney, W.
B. Carruthers; junior prosecuting at-

torney, A. G. Hcwitaoii; chief o£ police,

James Dcvitt; sheriff, Donald Whittier;

and clerk, John F. Playfair.

JORGENSEN
PRESIDENT
The AMS Electoral College oii

Friday night chose lEric Jorgen-

sen of Science '49 as student

president for the term 1948-49.

He succeeds Ken Phin, Meds '49.

The T'lectoral College is com-

posed of the incoming and out-

going Presidents of the four

faculties and the incoming junior

representatives and outgoing

senior representatives of the fac-

ulties on the AMS.
Mr. Jorgensen, who is married

and the father of a bouncing

baby boy. first came to Queen's

in .April, 1946. after serving four

years in the Army and reaching

the rank of Captain. Prior to

going- in the .^rmy lie worked

four years for the Hydro Elec-

tric Power Commission of On-

tario.

Now a citizen of Toronto, the

new President was born in Van-

couver, B.C., m 1918. He re-

ccivt'd lii- early education at To-

ruiiiu's Malvern Collegiate.

Confomuiing the theory that

studies and extra-curricular ac-

tivities don't mix, Eric earned

himself stholarsliips at the end

of both his first and second years

at Queen's.

UNION FEES, STENOG LEVY
GET GO-AHEAD FROM A'MS

A storm of argument at Saturday's AMS General

Meeting greeted the proposal of the Budget and Finance

Committee to add an additional S2.50 to the student in-

terest fees for the financing of the Tricolor magazine.

After an hour of hot debate, the measure was voted down.
If passed by the meeting, and

approved by the Board of Trus-

tees, the measure would have

involved the "painless extraction

of $2.50 per capita at registra-

tion" and a subsequent payment
nf $1 at the time of the Tri-

color's publication for any who
wanted the year-book. Present

cost is $5.

The Budget and Finance com-

mittee saw the measure as a

means of greatly expanding the

magazine's circulation, with a

consequent broadening of picture

coverage of campus activities and

a strengthening of its financial

standing.

Men, Women Pay Union Fees

Two other recommendations

by the B & F committee were

passed by the meeting with com-

paratively little debate. One o£

them called for an addition to

annual student interest fees of $7

for men and $2 for women, to be

used towards the financing of a

$250,000 debt on the new Stu-

dents' Memorial Union. Of a

total construction cost of $750,-

000, the university has in view

$500,000.

AMS Full Time Stenographer

The other increase in fees paid

on registration, approved by the

meeting, was 50 cents per capita,

to be used to employ a full-time

^ti^iiographer - bookkeeper for

the AMS and to expand the ad-

ministrative work done by the

AMS in line with its increasing

functions.

The increased levy for AMS
administrative expenses was

termed "the most pressing nec-

essity" by Eric Jorgensen, chair-

man of the B&F committee.

The general meeting thus rat-

ified increases hi registration

fees of $7.50 for men and $2.50

for women, and the motion will

now go to the meeting of the

Board of Trustees in May for fi-

nal approval.

Heaviest opposition to the $2.50

Sec Fees Boosted, [i. 4

AMS Relegates Minor Topics To By-Laws

Constitutional Changes Allow Flexibility

A start at house-cleaning the

.VMS constitution was made at

the AMS General Meeting on

Satnrdav. Ciianges were carried

through rapidly—most of them

had been suggested by the AMS"

constitution conunittee under

chairman Stew Fyfe.

Most important development

was the setting-up of a by-law

section in the constitution, into

which were placed matters of

minor importance which have for

years cluttered up the consti-

tution.

The section covering this, ap-

proved on Saturday, reads as fol-

lows : The executive oE the Alma

Mater Society may at any time

add to this constitution by means

of by-laws. These by-laws shall

ieai with such subjects and de-

cisions as are not of sufficient

mportance to be embodied in

is constitution, but which it

-ems desirable to have in per

manent form. By-laws shall be-

come binding upon being passed

by a two-thirds majority of the

whole of the executive at each of

two successive meetings. Addi-

tions and amendments to by-laws

shall be made in the same manner

as the original by-laws. All by-

laws shall be printed at the end

of the AMS constitution.

Immediately relegated to the

new status of by-laws were sec-

tions ill the constitution covering

such diverse matters as the order

of business at executive and gen-

eral mc-etings of the AMS. social

finictiuiiJ rifgulations, the orches-

tra atrcTit, Who's Where. Tricol-

or, frosh receptions, cheerleaders,

crests and blazers.

Several additions were made to

the constitution. One provides

that any ordinary member of the

.\MS can nominate anyone in his

faculty for consideration as a

Tricolor Society member.

Another section calls for the

election of the senior and junior

AMS representatives of faculty

societies by the third week in

February, with as many faculties

as possible holding these elec-

tions on the same date.

/Vnother change boosts the

.-\MS social functions fee from

$5 to $7, ($10 for faculty fonn-

als).

Thoroughgoing changes by the

Journal of its part of the AMS
constitution cleared up editorial

responsibility, made the system

of senior masthead appointments

more flexible, and gave to the

editor more responsibility in dis-

tributing honoraria.

Changes in the AB of C con-

stitution made more specific the

qualifications for "Q" athletic

awards.

Deadwood cleared from the

constitution included several reg-

ulations that haven't been kept

for years.
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To the Future ...

We determined at the beginning that Journal editorials

this year should look not outward at the world but inward

at the world of Queen's. We felt that by pointing the parallel

between student government and affairs and those in the

national and international scene we might reach a better

understanding of the broader picture. For many of the prac-

tices and problems are similar. We hoped by taking care of

the pennies that ultimately the pounds would take care of

themselves.

Now we are not so sure that this was right. It is possible,

with too much looking inward, to develop a nasty squint.

The same week that the board of governors of McGill

proscribed political activity for members of its staff, students

in a country founded by a university professor, Masaryk, were

shot down for protesting against usurpation of freedom of

the individual by a Communist government.

Those students had learned, as we are learning, the value

and necessity of that freedom, of tolerance, of objectivity.

They protested its destruction too late.

# *

This toleration (we do not mean merely indifference) and
the urge to look on both sides is our university teaching

and the blessing of our civilization in peace. It will be held

a curse by those who lead us in the coming war.

It is sure that we have more to lose by war than the

communists for the new weapon, the fifth column, will mean
necessary destruction of the libcriics which we will be fighting

to preserve. Whoever wins, the survival of liberty as we
know it now is problematical.

It is sad that the two conlradictory civilizations must
concentrate tbeir energies on opposing each other and so are

prevented from making the urgent internal reforms both need
which might ultimately have allowed a meeting on common
terms.

* * *

The doctors and most of the engineers now at Queen's
will have a place in whatever kind of society emerges. The
future of the men in Arts is not so predictable but for all it

promises to be full and fascinating. We all will have a high
responsibility.

And it may well prove to be that the conception of the
dignity and freedom of the individual which is our heritage,

if it lives, will be kept alive in the universities.

The Rector^s Proposal

The Rector of Queen's, Mr. Erocklngton, has received
enthusiastic acclamation from the Alma Mater Society execu-
tive for his proposal that he bring men whom he regards as
of outstanding talents in tlieir professions and as speakers to

address next year the members of the society. We hope that
the suggestion of Mr. Chance, Arts senior representative,
that they speak after Saturday evening dinner in the new
Great Hall will be found practicable and that a tradition of
good cheer, good talk and good thought will be established
in that fine place.

It was fitting that Rector Brockington should have
brought the proposal, he is regarded as the finest Canadian
speaker, he was the first choice as A.M.S. lecturer when that
institution was endowed by the society eight years ago, he
was chosen again last year. Now as Rector it seems that he
will do much to remedy at Queen's the inarticulateness which
is so notable in Canadians.

We have no doubt that the student body will welcome
the idea. This year the success of Mr. Edinborough of the
English department, with his voluntary public speaking
classes, the institution of a Science public speaking club, the
well supported beginnings of the Model Parliament, the activ-
ity of the Debating Union have shown that we all recognize
how important an ability to express ourselves publicly is in
professional and social and political life in a democracy.

There is no doubt that since the appointment of Mr.
Brockington as Rector by the A.M.S. he has done much to

THE LAST JOURNAL

'I guess that cleans that up

Eric Jorgensen, Newly Elected President of the A.M.S.,

Speaks Out Bluntly to All Members

of the Society

From The Principal

I HE Editor of The Journol

has kindly given me the oppor-

tunity to write a word of op-

preciotion of the woy in which

the students of Queen's have

handled the many ond varied

activities of the year. It would

be invidious to select this or

that. I hove been much im-

pressed with the qualify of the

public performonces and with the wisdom of the decisions which

have been made in dealing with important issues in student life.

And I cannot fail to add a word of praise for The Journal itself,

which has reached a high level of quality under a very copable

editor and a very loyal staff.

To many this will be the lost issue of The Journal in their

student doys at Queen's. To them may I wish for great satisfaction

in their life work, and a continuing and obiding bond of affection

and loyalty to their own University. The memories of their yeors

spent in these halls will, I know, be among their most treasured

possessions. To them — and to all — may I convey the warmest

good wishes of my colleagues and myself.

The President Seeks Confidence, Criticism, Help

Members of the Alma Mater Society:

I am most grateful for the honor which has been

accorded ine in my election to the presidency of the society.

I shall do my utmost to justify the confidence of those who

have given me their support.

Of the few things which I shall have to say, the first, and most

appropriate, is to add to all that has been said on behalf of the retiring

executive. To those of you who will continue on through a second

term of office, the Society looks for guidance, and stands to profit

by the .experience you have acquired. To those of you whose

services will no longer be available, the retiring president, the

retiring senior representatives, and the retiring Faculty Society

presidents, the Society owes a heavj- debt of gratitude for the con-

tributions that you have made ou its behalf. The new executive will

find itself hard put to follow in the footsteps of the old.

In the matter of policy for the coming year, the new executive

contemplates nothing of a radical nature. I feel that closer co-opera-

tion between the Faculty Societies and the A.M.S. is vital as well

as closer co-operation with all student organizations- and enterprises

at Queen's. Perhaps our biggest task will be the implementation

of the improvements conceived by the retiring executive.. Finally

and emphatically, student interest in the affairs of the Society must

improve. The present state of this interest is amply evidenced by

the totally inadequate attendance at Saturday's Annual Meeting of

the Society when questions of obvious interest to the entire student

body were slated for the agenda. This cannot be excused.

I would make a pica for confidence in the ability and integrity

of the A.M.S. executive and of all other elected executives on this

campus. These people who serve you in these various offices are

installed in their positions by majority votes for the most part and

they deserve a majority support throughout their term of office.

Their offices provide no materia! gain which can begin to compen-

sate for the long hours spent in the interest of the student body at

large: there is no percentage in playing politics in student govern-

ment.

I do not want it inferred that we seek unquestioned approval

of our opinions; on the contrary it was most gratifying to witness

the level-headed and impersonal debate on the matter of the Tri-

color financial proposal, and I for one can find no quarrel with the

verdict, even though it defeated a recommendation of the executive

body.

The people for whom I can feel no sympathy are those who

persistently refuse to contribute to the cause of student government,

and devote their considerable energies to the condemnation and

non-constructive criticism which they direct against their elected

representatives. Armed with half-truths and galled by sour grapes

they direct their mud-slinging from every corner of the campus.

To these people I say, devote your energies to uncovering the

whole truth, and armed with this come out and meet us on open

Erround and let us settle issues fairlv.

Dear Journal . .

.

Presidential Bouquet . . ,

I wish to congratulate you and your staff on the overall excel-

lence of The Journal during ihis past year, and to thank you
sincerely for the generous and encouraging co-operation which The
Journal has extended to the A.M.S. executive.

—KEN PHIN.

Why Not?

reassure the many students who feel -that undergraduates

should assist the Rector on ihe Board of Trustees. His
concern for the interests and prosperity of the society, his

careful elicitation of studen' v iews for presentation to the

trustees does credit to the society and to its views.

The very assurance of a fair hearing by the trustees has

meant that there is not now -o much to say. Queen's can

congratulate itself on its Reel nr.

Passing Out . . .

No-one can be more sur[.rised than we are that this

seventy-fifth volume of The journal has managed to lurch

past forty deadlines into his ..ry.

All credit for this phenor . iion is due to the diligence and
vigour of the department cdiujrs and the staff, largest in

Journal history, who fortunai.ly paid no attention whatever
to the editor except to give liiin cigarettes.

We thank, too, Mr. Ken I 'bin and the members of the
A.M.S., our employers, for thi ir cooperation and their deter-
mination that a press, to be useful, must be free.

Congratulating Mr. Bill Bauer, new editor, those of us
who are leaving wish him as instructive and cheerful a year
with as stimulating people as we have enjoyed.

Why not sell postage stamps, money orders and postal notes

at the College post office — in other words, establish a sub post

office there? There is a sub post office at Western university.

It would mean a revenue of about one thousand dollars, T am
told, and be a great convenience to the student community. —W.

Arts Bachelor, Motherhood ...
In the last issue of The Journal were several strange opinions

on the advisability of combining motherhood with University, the

last of which winds up with the suggestion that the two could be

successfully achieved at a plodding pace. It is supposed that by

studying and breeding simultaneously we might, at the age of 26.

have four children and also a degree, which would leave us prepared

for a career if we want it. If we have four children we had jolly

well better want the career of motherhood and no amount of dashing

home to nurse the baby between lectures and regulating our sex

life to suit the Calendar of Queen's will change that. Allowing a

grandmother or nurse to look after the children isn't being a mother,

and merely attending classes is not getting a university education.

College is a full time job and so is motherhood and you can't plod

along at either, let alone both.

But here, for the benefit of anyone interested in getting a B.A.

and babies in a hurry, is the only sane way to do it. Just do the

first things first and don't waste time. Supposing you are ready for

college at eighteen — well, go to college, seriously and continuously

— including summers if necessary. Then, spend a year in the

"world," in several completely different types of jobs, seeing "life"

as enjoyed by others. Then start living your own life by getting

married. By now you are probably twenty-one or twenty-two and

producing four babies in the next four years is your last step.

—ROSALEEN D. DICKSON.
(The above letter is not just balderdash, as the author has four

children, a B.A. and is twenty-five.)
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LEAVE US REMINISCE
LAST YEAR IN THE JOURNAL

September—Usual welcome to Frosh .... faculty ribbons ....

name plates .... rolled pantlegs .... sophs and seniors view Union

with horror. New Look terrifies Queen'smeii. Campns politicians

set up Model Parliament as last resort .... Reds? No Reds! Some

reds ....

October—Journal pans New Look (several times) .... Greatest

registration in history, ratio improves, quality .... Mad radio

workshop has first broadcast. Gaels practice madly to beat McGill,

Coffee 10c a cup at Queen's Tea Room .... Inspired by tie with

McGill, Queen's set lo beat Varsity .... No Yank bands ....

Substitute for Queen's Tea Room to be new Union .... Dr. McNeill

makes farewell speech .... Blues defeat Gaels oh sob! .... Nice

cool rugby dances. Students near revolt as Drag is banned ....

no clothes no dance, rule .... Mustangs played Queen's .... Orfuns

won their game .... Medsmen hold formal Hallowe'en weekend

.... which witch did you take? .... dances .... Students on Board

of Trustees?

November—Mustangs played Queen's again .... Girls vote to wear

clothes .... Drag is on ... . Toronto Police Force bravely defend

U. of T. goalposts .... Janet Truckenbrodt says 90% Queen's

students aren't real Christians .... Queen'smen send Christmas

boxes overseas .... orderly Drag disappoints campus .... Football

season ends .... Gaels retain cellar position after struggle with

McGill. Orfuns ivin their schedule .... Drama Giiild scores with

"The Tempest" .... more dances

December—Queen's holds first Sports Night .... Arts Formal

committee in action .... Dec. 9th. Journal the first not to mention

model parliament .... Christmas woops .... Christmas exams . . . -

Christmas parties .... Christmas .... Christmas hangovers . . . .

January—Gaels senior hockey team returns from North, 2 wins, 2

losses. 2 gallons of Silver Foam, 2 squaws Mrs. Eleanor Roose-

velt delivers AMS lecture .... NFCUS joins lUS .... Jessop

comes to Queen's to deliver series of lectures . . . . Arts Formal . . . .

Several coeds lose leaves .... Levana Formal features floating

orchestra .... that's not all that floated .... more dances.

February—Campus Frolics and Mufter Woods terrific success . . .

ISS drive under way money, money Drama Guild produces

"You Touched Me" .... Glee Club warbles "Fra Diavolo" . .
.

Aquacade .... Science issue .... Science Formal . . .
Science 51

discovers new easier way to drink beer .... Artsmen buy invention

. . . Frank Tindall to coach next year's team .... Band, bottle

bungle exposed .... Levana elects Willy Dowlcr .... Arts elect

Al Bevcridge .... Marj MacGregor crowned ISS queen . . . .

Married vets get more money .
,

. . Arts 50 stagger .... more

dances.

March—Queen's girls capture basketball championship .... Color

Night .... Exam, time looms .... last year dance .... Library

Lovers Club in full swing .... passion in the passageways . . .
-

last issue of The Journal AMS elections, Eric Jorgenseii elected

president of the AMS Bill Bauer next years Journal Editor

AMS open meeting .... no more dances.

April—Exams .... Wot, no Theology Formal? .... Amen.

Anticlimax

Blank Verse

Corner

sxorace:
for Students' Trunks and

Boxes, etc.

Cunningham Storage

189 Ontario St.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP-

We Specialize in

Trade and Technical Books

Greeting Cards, Lending Library

382 Princess St - Phone 4524

PARTING

IN THE 20th CENTURY
Come,

Leon on my arm, my iove, ond look out the window here.

Across the flot-toppgd, smoke-clooked city,

Where the tongled miles

Of telephone wires tope

The unsuspecting souls of men together;

Across the narrow, snow-pocked streets where men and women.

Blind ond helpless, turniilg corners stumble on their fates;

Behold, my love.

The bent shadows passing in the dusk

Their old sinned-ogainst, their destinies, destroyers

And long -discarded lovers.

And, looking down upon the city street.

Where the puppets of Circumstance

Donee on the ends of their hanging ropes.

Oh, sense with me
The pure futility of tears.

The uselessness of struggle.

For we are like feathers caught up in the up-sweep of wind,

As moths beating their wings to shreds agoinst a screen-door.

We ore but hvo people staring through streaky window-panes

At the crowded stage where we hove octed out our roles,

And oil those words we wrung, to-night, with anguish from our Hps

Are imperceptible in the contota of millions.

And oil those places where we walked and sang ond slept today

Dust ond atoms will be tomorrow.

We ore but two people out of millions

Stonding with the Bowl of Sorrow ot our feet.

Pondering \he insignificance of the web of our two lives

And morvelling at the miracle of meeting.

We ore but two people out of millions

Expending eternity watching o mute twilight

Envelope the maelstrom of motes.

That breed up and down the dirty streets of Time.

And our fore-well is of no more importance than

The snipping of threads in o dressmaker's shop

On Bloor Street.

Why weep then, my iove?

Oh, Christ !

Why weep !

)OAN FINNICAN

STEAM
SHOVEL

Now it came to pass that there

was great activity in caves of

Scienz. and elders of tribe didst

strive mightily to impart most

wisdom in least time. And scribe

could scarce leave labors in cave

of Hyd and emerge into light

to visit Maid Marion. But she,

knowing full well labors of war-

riors, didst not detain scribe, but

didst wish unto all great success

coming Battle of Fac. More-

over unto warriors of Four Eight

does she wish that good fortune

may be theirs wherever they may

go, and unto others pleasant

days, full of all things which

bring joy unto hearts of warriors,

until she may meet them again.

"Just Coasting"

Watch For It

- Collected cartoons from the

Queen's Journal 1946-48

will be published by Chloe

MacLeod and Frank Stone.

"Just Coasting", will be on,

sale at the Library Post

Office, Tech Supplies, and

The Queen's Tea Room
around the end of the

month. The price will be

25 cents. The book will

make excellent Christmas

presents. Also invaluable

for amusing young children.

IDENTIFICATION

PANORAMIC

Marrison Photos
Phone 4051 92 Princess St

RED AND WHITE STORE
"We carry a full line or everything

goad to eat."

BENNETT'S
'Phone 6641 109 Alfred Street

We corry o complete range of

Waterman's and

Parker Pens

olso

Queen's Rings

and Pins

•

Kinnear & d'Esterre

JEWELLERS

168 Princess Street

341 Princess St.
Dial 6604

Distinctive Footwear
• Hartt Shoes for Men

• Treadeosy Shoes for

Women

• Shoes Properly Fitted

by X-Ray

167 PRINCESS ST. SHOES LIMITED

103 Princess St.

Phone €3 SI

QUEEN'S SWEATERS AVAILABLE

— SIZES 34 -46—
— AGENTS FOR DACK'S SHOES ~

GORD BOND BILL ELLIOTT

Hsinson & Cdgar
Dance PRIM^TERS Printing of

Programs Phone 4114 Every

Constitutions 117 Brock St. Description

COR. BROCK & WELLINGTON STS.

Dial Store 7990 Dial Ree. 7990

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

—

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal,

TEICHMICAL. SIJPPL»IE:S
KINGSTON Queen's Univecsily Grounds ONTARIO

Your future
is our business

FRANK B. BISHOP |. FRANK HERSEY

JOHN C. CROWLEY BILL NEWMAN, Arts '39

149 Wellington Street, Phone 5245

Great-West Life
ASSURANCE COMPANY

HEAD OFFICE — WINNIPEG
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QUEEN'S STUDENTS RECEIVE

SEVEN SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Aiiding a bright note to the

lives of at least some ol the stu-

dents on llie campus, the reg-

istrar's office recently announced

tiie award o! seven scholarships.

Ottawa Women's Canadian

Club Scholarships were awarded

to Robert R. MacNeil of Kings-

ton, now in final year Mining

Engineering, and Kathleen Bar-

clay of Ottawa. Both are vet-

erans, Mr, MacNeil—a graduate

of KMC—having served with the

Royai Canadian Artillery, and

Miss Barclay having been a mem-
ber of the WRCNS.
These scholarships are nor-

mally matriculation awards giv-

en in the fail, but since none

were given at that time, they

were awarded on the basis of

Christmas exam results.

The Robert Bruce Scholarsliips,

one of which is given in each

faculty to students of Scottish

extraction, were won by Mary
O. Ewart, Arts '51; John A.

Haston, Science '51
; and E.

Stanley Hagerman, Meds '53.

A member of Arts '49—Dor-

Theological Society

Elects New Executive

Wilson Morden was elected

Moderator of the Queen's Theo-
logical Society at the final meet-
ing of the society held recently.

Mr. Morden will head next
year's executive which includes :

patriarch. Rev. R. J. Russell;

bishop, Ted Leighfield; scribe,

Maurice McLeod; deacon. Bob
Shorten ; program convener, Jack
McAvany

; editor of QTS News,
Lindsay Vogan; athletic conven-
er, Bill Burgess; librarian, Bill

McDowell; Arts-Theolog repres-

entative, Mabel Archer; convener
of discussion group. Andy Den-
holm; and beadle. Glenn Wilms.

othy I. Duitman—was awarded

the University Women's Club of

Kingston bursary to the value

of $125, while the Ontario Hoc-

key Association Scholarship was

won by Ronald V. Kemp, Arts

'51, a member of this year's sen-

ior hockey team. This latter

award is normally made in the

fall on the basis of matriculation

results, but since no award was
made at that time, judging was
done on the basis of Christmas

results.

Good Friday Service in Mor-

gan Memorial Chapel 11-12 a.m.

Easter Sunday, 8.00 a.m., Ser-

vice in Morgan Memorial Chapel,

Holy Communion and Sermon.

Easter Sunday, 9.30 a.m. Ser-

vice in Currit Hall, R.M.C., Holy

Communion and Sermon.

Easter Sunday 8.30 p.m., Alean

Barracki.

Student IVCF Group
Holds Annual Banquet
Frank Sltngerland was elected

to the post of president of the

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow-

ship at its recent annual banquet.

Other members of the executive

chosen for next year are Don
Cannell, vice-president ; Grace

Holmes, secretary ; and Stan

Schut, treasurer.

Tricolor Magazine Prize

Awarded to Stu Crawford
Stu Crawford, Arts '50, was the

winner in a competition for the

best campus life photograph sub-

mitted to The Tricolor '48 maga-
zini. The prize was a free copy.

GUILDERS RECEIVE PINS;

MACLEAN NEW PRESIDENT
Wyatt MacLegn was elected

to head next year's Drama Guild

executive at the final general

meeting for the year, which saw

the awarding of twelve* gold

Drama Guild pins to Guild mem-
bers in appreciation of their ser-

vices.

Pins were awarded to Edith

Patterson, Laurence Thornton,

Kay Brown, Azriel Presnia,

Helen Wright, Betty Thompson,

Larry Palef, Glenn Wilms, Gor-

don Robertson, Kay Barclay,

Alex Davidson and Bud Morden.

Other members of next year's

executive chosen were : Kay
Brown, vice-president; Kay Bar-

clay, secretary ; Art Todd, treas-

urer ; and Anne DesBrisay and

Shirlc)' Sachs, social conveners.

Band Manager Post

Still Available

Applications for next year's

Band Manager post are still being

received by H. J. Hamilton, Per-

manent Secretary-Treasurer of

the AMS.

Fees Boosted

(Continued from Page 1)

Tricolor levy came from those
who felt that for any students
who didn't want the year-book
it was $2.50 lost. Said Jim Roe,
"The logic is ridiculous. Either
raise the levy to $3.50 and give
the Tricolor away, or sell it as
it is now. Those who won't buy
it will simply lose their $2.50."

Classified Ads
WANTED

Books. One unmarked copy of these
books after the exams. Lower "Col-
ony to NaUon," Russel "History of
Western Philosophy." Mclver "TheWeb of Government," Dawson "The
Government of Canada." Fisher "A
History of Europe." See M. K, Nelles,
Arte AS.

LOST
A man's Select wrist watch with a
bracelet, some time early Monday af-
ternoon, around the campus or between
the^campus and the post office. Phone

FOUND
A woman's wrist watch. Apply Mrs.
Cantello. Ban Righ HalL
In McLaughlin Hall — Gold pocket
watch, initials on back. Apply the Stu
dents' Union.

FOR SALE
Spotting cards for English 2. Now
available at Tech Supplies. These cards
have been approved by the Dept. of
Extension and recommended as an ex
cellent studying agent (or idl extra
mural students.

NEW CLUB HEADS
1948-49 Executives of all campui

clubs are asked lo read their section ii

"Who's Where" 47-'48 and hand in
desired additions and corrections to the
Post Office, addressed to Who's Where
Editor, otherwise one member who
returning next year should give his
name to the editor now with as much
information as possible.

Howjet propulsion
creates employment
for Canadians

anyone inlfrfiled.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO
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OTTAWA MINISTER SPEAKS
AT BACCALAUREATE SERVICE

At the annual Baccalaureate service held in Grant Hall recently,

graduating students and friends heard the Rev. Dr. A. Ian Burnett

of St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church, Ottawa, tell graduates that

they have a special duty to perform in maintaining the higher values

,of life.

Taking as his text "Keep that

which is committed to thy trust'

from the first epistle to Timothy

from St. Paul, Dr. Burnett said

university students have a great

responsibility to live up to this

appeal because of their superior

opportunities and training.

Prior to the service, graduat-

iiLg luembers of all faculties filed

in slow procession into the hall

to the accompaniment of hymnal
organ music played by Dr.

Graham George, resident musi-

cian. Singing during the service

was led by the Glee Club.

The service was conducted by
the Rev. A. M, Laverty, Univer-

sity chaplain, and lessons were
read by Principal Wallace and
AMS President Ken Phin.

RCAF Seeks Science Grads

For PF Technical Officers

The RCAP invites applications

from graduating sciencemen for ac-

ceptance in the permanent force as

technical list officers. Applicants

must be between the ages of 18 and

25. They must also be single and

nuist remain so during their Air

Crew training.

Mr. Wright, Warden of the
Union, will provide further particu-

lars and discuss the possibility for

advancement with any prospective

grads who are interested.

TIMOTHY
PHOTOGRAPHY

PORTRAITURE PANORAMIC
GROUP

"A Complete Service"

180 Wellington St. Dial 7037

^^^^^f^^^it^ scalp

SYMPTOMS: itchy fee!-*

ing; dandruff; dry, brit-

tle hair; loose haire on
comb or brush. Unices

checked may cauao
baldness.

MAKE A HIT WITH HANDSOME HAIR I

'Vaseline' Hair Tonic supplcmcata the

natural scalp oils to keep your scalp in

condition, hair always good-looking and

eaaily groomed. Largest selling hair prepa-

ration in the ivorld. It's economical, too.

Vaseline HAIRTONIC

WILMOT'S DAIRY, Ltd.

SPECIAL MILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

PASTEURIZED MILK

CHOCOLATE DAIRY DRINK

Prompt Courteous Service

PHONE 6669

Dutch Art Weaving
76 Brock Street

OUR SPECIALTY
Hand-woven

Ties and Scarfs in Queen's Colors

TYPING
THESES A SPECIALTY
REASONABLE RATES
PAPER SUPPLrED

Doreen Ljpsett 125 Union W,

RENT YOUR

Underwood Typewriter
from the makers

Special Rotes to Students

Underwood Limited
171 Wellington St. Dial 4353

Kingstons Oldest

Estoblished Shoe Store

ESTAB-lftlS

SiOB
HOSIERY

IUGGA6E

HANDBAGS
ACCESSORIES

Colour Niqht
(Continued from Page 1)

jiowever, that he did think that "if

the boys turn out—and I know they

will—with the same spirit as mani-

fested here tonight, and in the pro-

per physical condition. Queen's will

certainly have a team to be proud of

and a team that the other uiaiversi-

ties will respect."

Presenting the President's Plaque

to AMS President Ken Phin, Dr.

McNeill said that Mr. Phin had been

a very distinguished prime minister

in the student's parliament. "Iji

word, act and wisdom you have

always adorned your high office."

Dr. VV. A. Mackintosh presented

the Tricolor Society plaques to John

Armstrong, James Barker, Douglas

Bruce, Scott Dalziel, John Ellis,

Shirley [ohnson, Andy Kniewasser

David i\Iilcs. Don Milliken, J. T.

Morgan, George Perrin, Jean Scott

and James Southey.

L. W. Brockington, Rector of

Queen's, was down from Ottawa for

the occasion. Speaking at the end

of the presentations he rounded the

evening out with an amusing talL

He said that he was delighted to

meet the "cream of Queen's Uni-

versity." He felt a little over-

whelmed by the gathering ("a little

like the chameleon who pitched his

tent on the Scotsman's plaid"), his

athletic experience having been li

mited to being "first reserve on a

tidtilywinks team,"

Ending on a more serious note,

Mr. Brockington said that he was

glad to be at a meeting of sportsmen

"Any organization that fosters
chivalry iu victory and courtesy in

defeat fii^ter^i gond citi^euship," he

said. "Queen's is such an organi-

zation."

The athletic awards were present-

ed by Cnl. D, M. Jemrucll, chairman

of the -Athletic Board of Control.

178 WELLINGTON STREET

Phone 9756

Jackson Metivier

PUBLIC TYPING
MIMEOGRAPHING AND

STENCIL WORK

W. J. WISKIN
105 Princess St.

621 Princess, at Albert Phone 6942

RATCLIFFE & SAGE
Sporting Goods and

Hardware
CREST WORK OF ALL KINDS

'TED' RATCLIFFE—'GORD' SAGE

SHE WILL BE THRILLED WITH A

CORSAGE
Atom's STIoiurr ^Ijop

Dial 6634 231 Princess Street

"Where Quality and Artistry Predoniimtc"

SUITS

That New Spring Look
with

- Shorter Jackets

— Longer Skirts

— Casual

— Dressy

— Tailored

— Separate Jackets

*

Quality Mokes

SPORTCRAFT - SAMUEL MINTZ

BEVERLEY

Jackson Metivier Ltd.
114 PRINCESS STREET

FOOD AT ITS BEST

FOR A LUNCH

OR SANDWICH AT ANY TIME

VISIT

Ward & Hamilton Drugs Ltd

PRINCESS AT DIVISION DIAL 7100

A CORDIAL

WELCOME—
is extended to members of the staff and student

body of Queen's.

We invite you to make Laidiow's your shopping head-

quarters in Kingston.

The House of Quality

JOHN LAIDLAW & SON
LIMITED

Men's Furnishings

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear - Drygoods

170 Princess Street Kingston, Ont.

For?8yearsproviding

LOW-COST
L FE

INSURANCE
for

Canadians
Make this YOUR Company

by Becoming a Policyholder

THB

MUTUAL IIFE
'Hl^HOF CANADA fc^^^M

Established 1859

Head Office Waterloo, Onl

Kingston Bronch Monoger:

D. R. Roughton, B.Sc, C.L.U.

Representatives:

W. J.
Stoness, C.L.U.

K. C. Kennedy, C.L.U.

E. Lead beater

COCA-COLA LTD.

KINGSTON ONTARIO

Asi for it either way , . . both

trade-marks mean the same thing.

Coke -
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BRUCE REPORT ACCEPTED BY A. B.of C.
CLUB PRESIDENTS SIT

ON NEW EXEC. BOARD
Sunday afternoon, at a special meeting of the Athletic Board

of Control, a recommendation to change the constitution of the

Executive Committee of the Board was accepted. The recommenda-

tion arose out of a report made to the Board by a committee made

up of the presidents and captains of most of the major Intercollegiate

athletic clubs.

Tlie report provides for a

thirteen man executive made up

of the following: chairman of the

Board, Principal, one representa-

tive from the A.M.S. executive,

liie chairmen of the Finance,

Property, Publicity and Eligibil-

ity commiUees, one other person

to be appointed by the Board,

the presidents of the Football,

Easketbai!, Track and Field and

Harrier, Hockey and Boxing and

AVrestling Clubs. The non-per-

manent members, who become

part of the executive committee,

when matters pertaining to their

particular field are being dis-

cussed, are as follows: two mem-
bers from the L,A,B. of C, the

presidents of the Badniinlon.

Swimming, Skiing, Golf and

Tennis Clubs, and the chairmen

of the various sports committees.

The changes involved effect

only the student representation

on the executive, Tlie five club

presidents replace the former

student representatives and

theor>' give a more general and

comprehensive representation to

intercollegiate sport. The presi-

dents of the various athletic

clubs are through necessity con-

tinually in close contact with the

executive and members of the

clubs. They are therefore in an
excellent position to take their

.deas and their opinions on athle-

tics and athletic administration

to the executive committee. Con-
versely, under the proposed
scheme they would be in a posi-

tion to know and understand
board policy and administrative

practice, and take this back to

Artsmcn Donate

To Band Theatre
The noon hour on Thursday,

March 4. saw the annual open
meeting of the Arts Society. Pro-
fessor P. G. C. Campbell was
unanimously voted as honorary
president of the society.

At the sparsely-attended meet-
ing, streamlining changes in the
Arts Society constitution were
approved. Grants of $400 to the

Queen's band and $100 to an
AMS theatre fund were also

passed. Tom Chadsey was ap-

pointed representative to the AE
of C; Mike Howarth was an-
nounced as next year's chief

justice.

Closing the meeting, the newly
elected president, Al Beveridge,
thanked Don Milliken, retiring

president, for his work during the
past year.

their executives and club mem-
bers.

Following the unanimous pass-

ing of the motion the board re-

commended that the AMS
change iheir constitution to con-

form with the revised member-

ship of the .^B of C executive.

The new organization will take

effect immediately and pending

a constitutional amendment,
which will be presented to the

students early in the fall, the new
members will act under the old

system.

The change came about chiefly

through the efforts of Geoff

Bruce, a student member of the

Athletic Board, who early in the

year became keenly dissatisfied,

as did other students, with the

policy and administrative mach-

inery designed last year by a

joint AMS-AB of C committee

of which he was a member. Ac-
cordingly he called a meeting of

the presidents and captains of

the athletic clubs, various stu-

dent representatives, and the

Journal sports editor to study the

whole field of athletics. After

weeks of intensive study a com-
prehensive report was taken by
the chairman to the Athielic

Board. One of the major recom-
mendations of the report was to

increase student re^sresentation

of all sports on the executive com-
mittee of the full Athletic Board.

On its first introduction to the

Board the recommendation was
defeated by a narrow margin.

Following this the committee
sent a letter to ail Board members
expressing their disappointment
at the Board decision. As a con-

sequence of this, and at the fur-

ther request of Geoff Bruce, the

Board decided to reconsider the

disputed section of the report.

HAL'S

SIDELINES
With this issue of The Journal we ring down the curtain on

athletics at Queen's for another year. From back last fall till the

middle of this month we've had teams entered in practically every

sport offered by the C.I.A.U. Out of the scramble for college cham-

pionships the Gaels salvaged two, one in Girls' Basketball, the other

in Badminton. This sounds like rather a drab showing for a school

previously dominant in athletic circles-

Has anything been done to change this situation? We think so.

Sunday afternoon the Bruce Report was accepted by the Athletic

Board of Control. This report changed the setup somewhat but we
think it will make for better administration and better student repre-

sentation. At first this report was met with a good deal of opposition

but as the changes became more clear, those of the opposition were

obliged to yield. This step in the A.B. of C. should promote a more

promising future for sports at Queen's until an Athletic Director

of the type deemed suitable is discovered.

Since this is the last time The Journal will be out this year

and also since we are on the subject of Athletic Directors, I would

like to leave a couple of names behind who I think could be con-

sidered for the job. The first of these is Roy Dilworth who is now
teaching in Toronto-

Many may remember the success his Varsity basketball teams

had under his tutelage. He has also been broadcasting sporting

events for a number of years and is rated as the top sports an-

nouncer in Canada. He seems to be a man quite capable of filling

the position.

Another who might be considered is Jack Fairs, a man who has

his M.A. in P.E. from Columbia University and who has been coach-

ing under John Metras at Western for the past year. His back-

ground is quite commendable and I think that he is definitely

another to be considered. Finally and best known to us is Frank

Tindall who is now our head football coach. His record is com-

parable with the best and certainly he will be considered. Despite

these suggestions I hope the Director is chosen as soon as possible

for I believe this is truly the answer to Queen's success in sports.

Next year's sports page will be edited by Lloyd Menary who
this year wrote Hockey for us. I hope he has as much fun as I did

and perhaps a few more winning headlines.

ISS executive

Holds Last Meet
Sun>!;iy nflernoon the ISS Coun-

cil had its last meeting. Next year's

Committee will be under the chair-

manship of Fred Meot. The retiring

Executive announced that the ISS
campaign had realized $2475.

Information on the tours and
courses being offered by ISS has

been received. They include tours

in Asia and Europe and range from

a four-week farm-work camp witli

remuneration in Holland to a four-

week tour including London, Ox-
ford, Paris, Tours and the Nether-

lands. Applications may be re-

quested at the Post Office,

McCulloch Award

Results Announced
The complete list of Andrina

McCulloch Scholarship awards for

I94S has been announced. The

Scholarships were awarded in five

fields; Reading, Public Speaking,

Drama, Presentation of Thesis Ma-
terial, and Debating.

The awards follow: Reading, 1.

Michael Roth. $25 ; 2. L. V. Thorn-

ton, $15; 3. Priscilla Peebles, $10.

Public Speaking; 1. L. V. Thorn-

ton ,$35; 2. D. J. Goodspced, $25;

3. Bernard Wand, $15.

Drama: "The Tempest"; 1. A,

R. Webster, $35; 2. Freda Rosen,

$25; 3. Glenn Wilms, $15. "You
Touched Me"; 1. Durrand Wallar

$35 ; 2. George Booth. $25 ; 3. Ruth
Kirk, $15.

Presentation of Thesis Material

1. F. D. Smith, $30; 2. T. G.

Donnellv, $20; 3. D. B. Sumner,

$20.

Debating; 1. Arthur Ross, $30;

2. J. W. Short. $15 ; 3. K. A. Rouff

$10.

Arts *49 To Donate

Valedictory Gift

Arts '49 will donate a valedic-

tory gift to Queen's next year,

it was decided at the last meet-

ing of the year. The main recom

mendation of the committee ir

charge was the furnishing of ;

meeting-room in the new Union.

A levy of two dollars or more

will be placed on those who are

still at Queen's and also on those

who have graduated.

All members of Arts '49 who
wish to keep in touch with their

year after graduation are remind-

ed to .sign the list posted in the

library or at Ban Righ.

Bews Trophy To Mcds '50

After a long hard fight Meds '50 has won the Bews Trophy. The

class compiled a score of over 64.000 — the highest yet ohtained in intra-

mural competition. How did a small class of Medics manage this feat?

The answer lies in good organization and mass entries, with a real

effort on the part of every member of the class.

Early last fall we took a com-

manding lead over Sc. '49 with big

entries in golf and tennis. The har-

rier race found all who could walk

lined up in the mud in Richardson

Stadium. Those who finished this

race were automatically entered in

the indoor track meet. This proved

to be a gruelling affair, and most of

us went home gun-shy. In softball

our team reached the finals, only

to be turned back by Sc. '49. who

CNCclIed in playing the gallery.

Basketball started after Christmas

and the highlight of the schedule

was the night we trinmied Theology

by one point. The water polo team

broke even for the season ; after each

game they managed to pull as many

o\!t of the pool as the)' had pushed

in.

All medically fit males Dravely

turned out for the assaults. Advice

to the boxers was "let 'em^conie to

you" ; sorry to say most of them

did. The results were two fractured

ribs, numerous shiners, and swollen

noses. Contrasted with Iwxing the

wrestling was a chummy affair.

When the meet was over we had

two boxing champs, and one wrest-

ling cham]>ion in our class.

In the cross country ski race most

of "s got nff to an early start but,

thinking this unfair we, slackened

our pace. We even went down some

of the easier hills twice. On Sun-

day the height of the downhill as-

tounded some of us who were on

skis for the first time. Many hours

were spent on the last two events,

hand-ball and table tenuis.

AVinning tlie Bews Trophy has

been hard work, but a lot of fun.

Credit must go to Meds '50 as a

class with special mention for Ath-

letic Stick Don Delahaye's organ-

izing capacity.

DAVE ROZUMNIAK

Gui'ss who? Never again will the name
of Rozumiiiak appear on a Queen's
/oolball program, for llie well-known
backfieldtr from Hamilton lias bad his

name changed to Dave Bryant, and

would appreciate being addressed as

sucb by all and sundry.

Debatinq Union Elections

Next year's Debating Union ex-

ecutive will be elected at 12.45 to

morrow in room 201 New Arts

Building. All Debating Club mem
hers and interested parties are asked

to be there to vote.

Track and Field Harrier

Tliori: will be- a general meeting of
Ibe Chib oil Wednesday, March 24, ai

4.30 p.m., in ihe Board Room of the
gymnasium. The purpose of this meet-
ing is to discuss the business for the
coming season and for the eleclion of
offii-crs for 1949.

Hockey Club Notice

All those wishing to apply ns mana-
gers for bnt of the three liockcy teams
please submit their applications lo the
A. B.C. as soon as possible.

Applications Requested For

Fellowships and Bursaries

Students should note that ap-

plicatio'ns for Fellowships and

Bursaries must be submitted to

the Registrar by April 1st,

Sc. '48 Scholarship

Effective Next Fall

Setting what they hope will

be a shining example for years

to come, the yellow-jacketed

members of Science '48 have es-

tablished a scholarship describc!l

as "tailor made" to the wishes of

the members of the year.

The $150 scholarship, to be in

honour of Prof. S. N. Graham,

retiring head of the Mining De-

partment, was moulded to what

year-members thought a scholar-

ship should be like by means of a

poll conducted among the mem-
bers of the year.

The scholarship will be award-

ed on completion of the candi-

date's second year in Science on

the basis of scholarships financi;il

need, and participation in extr:i-

curricular activities of an athletic

or other nature. The scholarship

will be awarded next fall for the

first time.

Blake Goes Active

12 Others Reserve

Thirteen Queen's students,

having completed a summer in

army camp and two winter

sessions of theoretical army train-

ing, will graduate this spring

with their Lieutenant's commis-

sions, the first to become officers

under the present COTC training

plan. One will be entering the

active force, and the others will

be members of the supplementary

reserve.

Those receiving commissions

are ; RCA—Art Densmore and

George Loucks ; RCAC—Clarke

Moon ; RCCS—D. J. Armstrong

and R. W. Butcher; RCIC—Bill

Coke; RCASC—Roger Flynn;
RCEME—R. C. Leavitt and G.

E. Morrison; RCE—D. E. Fergu-

son, A. J. McGuire, J. W. White
and C. Blake (Active Force).

WOOPS — SPRING IS HERE!

MODERN 7716 TAXI
PASSENGERS INSURED

O R
SI 33 24 HOUR SERVICE - 10 CARS










